


Analysis of Aircraft Structures 

Second Edition 

As with the first edition, this textbook provides a clear introduction to the funda
mental theory of structural analysis as applied to aircraft, spacecraft, automobiles, 
and ships. The emphasis is on the application of fundamental concepts of structural 
analysis that are employed in everyday engineering practice. All approximations 
are accompanied by a full explanation of their validity. Repetition is an important 
learning tool; therefore some redundancy is used to dispel misunderstanding. In 
this new edition, more topics, figures, examples, and exercises have been added. 
There is also a greater emphasis on the finite element method of analysis. Clarity 
remains the hallmark of this text. 

Bruce K. Donaldson was first exposed to aircraft inertia loads when he was a carrier
based U.S. Navy antisubmarine pilot. He subsequently worked in the structural 
dynamics area at the Boeing Company and at the Beech Aircraft Corporation in 
Wichita, Kansas, before returning to school and embarking on an academic career 
in the area of structural analysis. He became a professor of aerospace engineering 
and then a professor of civil and environmental engineering at the University of 
Maryland. Professor Donaldson is the recipient of numerous teaching awards and 
has maintained industry contacts, working various summers at government agen
cies and for commercial enterprises, the last being Lockheed Martin in Fort Worth, 
Texas. He is the author of Introduction to Structural Dynamics, also published by 
Cambridge University Press. 
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Introduction to the Second Edition 

In an attempt to improve the first edition, more topics, figures, examples, and 
exercises have been added. The author hopes all the old errors have been removed and 
few new errors have been introduced. The primary change has been a greater emphasis on 
preparing the student for a broad understanding of the finite element method of analysis. 
In the author's experience, various finite element method software packages are almost, if 
not totally, the only means of structural analysis used today in the aerospace industry and 
in the associated federal and state government agencies. The three chapters dealing with 
the finite element method of analysis, Chapters 16, 17, and 18, are hopefully just the right 
amount of exposure suitable for undergraduates. · 

The style of presentation has remained the same. Clarity rather than brevity has been the 
consistent goal. Hence, there is a purposeful use of extra words and sentences in order to 
try to assist the reader who is new to the material. This strategy of being wordy admittedly 
makes this textbook less useful as a reference for the instructor who already is quite familiar 
with the chosen material. Perhaps this wordiness will allow that instructor the luxury of 
being brief in his or her lectures, knowing that this textbook is available as a backup to those 
lectures. 

The author would appreciate any suggestions or corrections. He can be reached at 
bkdonaldson@verizon.net. 

B.D. 

xix 





Introduction to the First Edition 

This text has a single purpose. That purpose is to provide clear instruction in the 
fundamental concepts of the theory of structural analysis as applied to vehicular structures 
such as aircraft, automobiles, ships, and spacecraft. To this end, the text offers explanations 
and applications of the fundamental concepts of structural analysis and indications of how 
those concepts are employed in everyday engineering practice. The text endeavors to foster 
in the reader the habit of asking questions until the reader is thoroughly clear on all important 
details within the scope of this text. 

Three strategies are followed to achieve clarity with regard to the basic concepts of 
structural analysis. The first strategy is to be thoroughly logical within the scope of the 
presented material. No "assumptions" with regard to method of analysis are made anywhere 
in this textbook. All approximations are accompanied by a full explanation of their validity. 
The second strategy is to be repetitious and redundant. Repetition is an important learning 
tool, and redundancy dispels misunderstandings. The third strategy to obtain the goal of 
clarity is to limit the number of topics covered in detail in this text to only those that are 
essential to an introduction to modem structural analysis. 

This text is meant to serve as a basis for, or a supplement to, a series of introductory 
courses for undergraduates. It may be necessary to justify beginning a course of under
graduate study with the mathematics-encumbered elements of the theory of elasticity. If so, 
note that for an engineer to properly use any method of structural engineering analysis, that 
engineer must understand both the breadth and the limitations of that method of analysis. 
Such knowledge is invariably based, at least in large part, upon a derivation of the method in 
question. A background in the elements of the theory of elasticity is essential to interpreting 
the choices made in a structural analysis derivation with respect to the applicability of the 
result. The challenge posed to undergraduates by the theory of elasticity is further justified 
by the fact that the need to achieve vehicular structural components that are as lightweight 
and as easy to manufacture as possible requires an accuracy of analysis that is only possible 
with sophisticated, modem methods of analysis. The theory of elasticity is the one basis of 
that sophistication. 

The educational price to be paid for the more encompassing view of structural mechanics 
made possible by means of an introduction to the theory of elasticity and a more rigorous 
introduction to work and energy methods is the loss of time for repetition of structural 
analysis solution techniques. This loss of repetition quite often means that students quickly 
forget what structural mechanics theory and solution techniques they quickly learned in 
their undergraduate courses. This fact, and the additional, more advanced material scattered 
throughout the text, make this text also suitable as a basis for, or supplement to, first-year 
graduate courses. 

The organization of the text is largely conventional. Part I provides an introduction to 
structural mechanics and a single, logical basis for proceeding through the remaining parts 
of the text Part II combines the separate topics of Part I to offer a brief introduction to 
the theory of elasticity at as close to an elementary level as possible. Part HI develops 
the strength of materials approach to elementary straight-beam theory. Part IV introduces 

xxi 



xxii Introduction to the First Edition 

work and energy principles, and Part V offers the unit load and finite element methods of 
analysis as two distinct of work or energy methods. The of the finite 
element method is limited to only that material which is suitable as an introductis:rn to the 
topic. Part III and Parts IV plus V can be studied sequentially or or their order 
can be interchanged if the reader/student has some of beam such as that 
normally obtained from a course i.n strength of materials. A full undergraduate use 
of Parts I and II together, and Part m, requires something more than one semester each, 
while Parts IV plus V, through Chapter 21, about one semester. Time pressure to 
meet this undergraduate semester schedule requires some of this textbook 
and very quick treatment of the more advanced chapters that are heavy with such as 
Chapter 15. Undergraduates, like the rest of us, often only an interest in the details 
of a theory after enjoying its applications. If this textbook is used to instruct 
students, then the teaching schedule may omit more topics (even most of some 
such as Chapters 7 and 8) than would be proper for more advanced students. The purpose of 
Part VI is to make the textbook more useful for those curriculums that include some 
theory or aeroelasticity and (ii) a more in-depth look at elastic than is incorporated 
in the last of the three beam bending chapters. Most advanced topics of interest to graduate 
students are located in sections that are identified a double asterisk, or relegated to 
endnotes and the more difficult exercises, and A 

In order to use this text effectively, the reader is expected to have the knowledge base 
that is usually obtained by completing three semesters of college-level geom
etry and the calculus, one semester of linear algebra, and an additional course in ordinary 
differential equations; and courses of study concerning engineering statics and dynam
ics. The required mathematics cited above is often a stumbling block for students. It is 
good for all students to realize that this body of mathematics is the tool that makes modern 
structural engineering methods both possible and In other under-
standing mathematics makes engineering easy. This text uses the above-cited 
of mathematics to formulate the engineering concepts presented herein. Occasionally a 
more elegant mathematical tool will be mentioned but not used. The mention of a more 
elegant mathematical tool is made only in order to prepare the reader for future profes
sional growth. When a mathematical tool at the edge of the reader's assumed Jz-,.nowledge 
base is used, a brief review of that technique is provided in the preface to the part of 
the textbook in which its use is first encountered. While highly desirable as further prac
tice in summing forces and moments for structural a course in strength of 
materials is not strictly necessary. However, the absence of sufficient drill in sum
ming forces and moments means that that drill would have to be inserted into this 
program. 

Reference numbers are enclosed within brackets, and endnotes are enclosed ,vithin paren
theses. The matrix and determinant symbols used are 

[ ] 
{} 
L 
r I 
I ' 

is a square or rectangular matlix 
is a column matrix, often called a vector 
is a row matrix, also sometimes called a vector 
is a determinant 

[ ]t is the transpose of the original matrix 
[ r l is the inverse of the original matrix 

A !II is used to indicate the end of an example Dr<JO!ien1. 

Finally, since this text is almost exclusively devoted to explaining the methods needed 
for the analysis of the structural portion of whatever system is under study, it is approp1iate 
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to mention briefly the other activities that are also essential parts of the process of creating a 
land, marine, or flight vehicle. Analysis is but one part of the continuous product production 
chain - marketing to design to analysis to manufacturing to testing, and back to marketing. 
The above activities are somewhat ordered in time as stated. However, for any complex 
product, each activity is linked with every other activity with considerable overlap. In 
particular, the people responsible for the design and analysis activities work interactively in 
order to achieve better products. Expert analysis is an essential part of any vehicular design 
today. 
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a,b,c 
a 
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Cmn 

Cnx, Cny, Cnz 

Cxz 

[c] 

do, Do 

e 

f 
f,f 
Jo 

fx, /y, fz 
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g 

The vector of acceleration 
Lengths; with subscripts, series coefficients 
Distance aft from midchord to the elastic axis as a fraction of the semi
chord length, b 
An arbitrary parameter 
Width (Parts II-VI) or depth (Part I) of a rectangular beam cross-section; 
y axis intercept of a straight line; semichord length, ! c 
Airfoil chord length, 2b 
Double Fourier series coefficients used in the solution for the twisting 
of a uniform beam with a rectangular cross-section 
The three direction cosines for the normal to a plane; that is, the respec
tive cosines of the angles between the normal direction and the Cartesian 
coordinate axes; entirely equivalent to lower-case v with single coordi
nate subscripts 
Typical coordinate rotation direction cosine, which, in this case, is the 
cosine of the angle between the (rotated) x* Cartesian coordinate axis 
and the ( original) z Cartesian coordinate axis. The first subscript always 
indicates the rotated coordinate system axis, while the second sub
script always indicates the original coordinate system axis. See the next 
entry. 
Three by three matrix of direction cosines of a rotated coordinate system 
arranged so that the first element subscript indicates the row number and 
the second element subscript indicates the column number 
A rectilinear deflection of a structural support causing the structure to 
deform 
A distance from some reference point; that is, an eccentricity; chord 
length distances, dimensional or nondimensional 
Rectilinear distances to the beam cross-section shear center from an 
arbitrarily chosen moment center; these distances respectively parallel 
the y and z coordinate axes, and they are without a sign convention 
Vibratory frequencies in units of cycles per second = Hz 
Arbitrary function 
A magnitude associated with an applied force per unit length of beam 
axis, or an applied force per unit area in the case of a plate analysis 
Externally applied force components per unit length applied along the 
beam centroidal axis in the respective coordinate directions of the sub
scripts, or similar forces per unit area applied at a plate midplane 
The i, j flexibility coefficient; sometimes called the i, j flexibility influ
ence coefficient 
Flexibility influence coefficient matrix; that is, the array of fij 
Acceleration of gravity; damping factor; arbitrary function 

XXV 



xxvi 

h 

i, j, k 
k 

m 
my,,m 2 

m,n 

n,s 

p 
q 

q; 
{q} 

r 

s 

of beam thickriess 
Downward deflection of an airfoil 

,.vhich has as a factor the 
unknown value of the comJ)ressi. 

root of -1 
Integer indices 
Spring constant/factor 
ficient defined in ~,,,u.;,;;n,v 

The i, j element of a stiffness coefficient matrix. It represents value 
of the ith by unit value of the 

generalized deflection 
generalized deflections are zero 

when all other 

Element stiffness coefficient matrix whose square size depends upon 
number of generalized coordinates perhaps to 

specify the stmcturai element deflections 
Element stiffness matrix reduced in size the application of the global 
or system conditions to the element degrees of freedom 
Length of beam finite a fraction of the total beam 

beam length 
A discrete mass; of a 

Integers or integer sometimes maximum values for the indices 
i, j, k 
Respective normal and orthogonal coordinates at any 
along a line on a flat surface. When the cmve is a dosed curve, s is 

co,uuttercloc:ln•n,;e and n is positive in the outer normal direction 
Pressure on the surface of a structural body 
Shear flow; that the of the shearing stress on the surface 
of the beam cross-section in the direction of the centerline of the thin 
skin and the thick._"iess of the thin skin 

pressure equal to one-half the fluid mass density multi
the fluid velocity squared 

The ith generalized coordinate 
Column matrix of generalized coordinates; without modifi
cation, the element degrees of freedom a finite element; with a ', the 
structural system degrees · with a - , the DOF vector reduced 
by use of the boundary conditions (later the tildes are dropped 
from use) 
Radial coordinate of a or spherical coordinate system, or a 
moment arm for shear flows and stresses about an arbitrary 
moment center 
Position vector from the coordinate origin to the geometric under 
consideration 
A coordinate rotation matrix for strains; see Eq. 
Arc length coordinate, with an also see state-
ment regarding n, s 
Heaviside step see Section 11.4 
Thickness; the addition of an asterisk indicates a modulus 
thickness, ( G / G0 )t, in the case of beam torsion 
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u. v,w 

U. V, W 

X~ .V Z 

Yo, zo 
A 
A 

ALS 

B 

[B] 

BC 

t 
D 
D 
D 
DOF 

xx vii 

within or on 
the surface of a structural 
coordinates. and ne,,rn,m<: 

Deflections of 

hence a function of all three 

hence a function of X 

for a midplane . .as functions of 

Known components of on the surface of a 
structural body; that conditions 
Finite element DOF; modified with' , structilrnl 
with - , structural srtem 
of system conditions 
Cartesian coordinates that locate material before or after defor -
mation 
Coordinates of a beam cross-section v"'F,''H,uus 

Coordinates for a beam cross-section with an 
Cross-sectional area of a beam 

selected 

Area enclosed within the centerline of a thin. dosed beam cross-section 
Areas to the X. z axes, '""~,,ns•r-tmc•h, 

[E] {a}, a vector associated with thermal strains and the 
stresses 
One of several matrices in Chapter 23 

square matrices 
Constants of integration 

vectors 
Abbreviation for "actual load , the system 
loads and the 0 ~·~CsC~~,Avi'e>~s"H~ internal stress resultants induced by the 

the unit load method for calculating unknown 

With coordinate the body force per unit mass in the indicated 
coordinate direction 
Coefficient matrix for finite element degrees of freedom in the expres
sion for the intraelement strains 
Abbreviation for "boundary condition'' 

coefficient matrix used to ,,,,-,,,·,Pn velocity-dependent forces 
Lift coefficient; an empirical 
dynamic pressure and a relevant area, 
total aerodynamic force [nondimensional] 

when by the fluid 
the lift component of the 

Lift curve that the slope of the straight-line of the curve 
on the of lift coefficient versus angle of attack 
Aerodynamic moment coefficient; that an empirical factor, 
when the fluid dynai-nic pressure, an area, and 
an the moment acting upon an airfoil 
at the aerodynamic center 
Centerline of symmetry 
Diameter 
Plate u~,,,~,""""' stiffness coefficient 
The total displacement vector whose comiJ011e11ts 
Abbreviation for of freedom" 
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[D] 

E 

Eo 

F 
F 
F,G,H 
FEM 

G 

Go 
GDE 

I 
l 
lx, lz 

lzz 

J 

K 

[K], [it] 

[KJ 

L 
x 

M 

,{l 

List 

Percent fatigue damage as represented the Palmgren-Miner rule of 
with 100-percent damage a 50-percent probability 

of fracture failure as a result of a disordered sequence of loading cycles 
The dynamic matrix; see 
Young's modulus, the modulus of elasticity; coordinate subscripts indi
cate the direction in which this material property is measured; the lack 
of a subscript indicates an material 
Reference value for Young's modulus, chosen arbitrarily in order to pro
duce more natural units for quantities useful in beam bending analyses 
The material stiffness matrix v,hen postmultiplied by the strain 
vector, often provides the stress vector 
Applied force, often with numerical subscripts 
A force vector 
Arbitrary functions 
Abbreviation for "finite element method": see Chapter 17 and sub
sequent chapters 
Shear modulus, the modulus of rigidity: double coordinate subscripts 
indicate that the shear modulus is refened to the material axes of an 
orthotropic material 
Reference value for the shear modulus, aJ<-in to £ 0 

Abbreviation for "governing differential equation" 
The assembled elastic stability matrix, see Example 23.l 
An integral 
Moments or of inertia about the sub-cu-ea centroid 
Mass moments of inertia about the axis indicated by the subscript 
Area moments of inertia for a beam cross-section about they and z axes, 
respectively, see Eqs. (9.6) 
Area product of inertia for a beam cross-section, see Eqs. (9.6) 
The St. Venant constant for uniform beam torsion, which is calculated 
on the basis of the classification of the type of beam cross-section; an 
asterisk indicates that J is modulus weighted 
Torsional spring constant or factor; units of force length, with various 
subscripts; in-plane plate stiffness coefficient 
Stress concentration factor; tli.e t subscript indicates that the factor is 
theoretical 
Structural stiffness matrix assembled from element stiffness matrices, 
after the application of the global or system boundary conditions; the 
tilde is omitted in later equations when it is dear that the stiffness matrix 
is associated with only the unknown degrees of freedom 
Singular structural stiffness matrix assembled from the element stiffness 
matrices, before the application of the global boundary conditions 
Beam length; or length, in general 
Lift force; that is, the component of the net aerodynamic force acting 
upon an airfoil or other solid perpendicular to the direction of the 
motion of the body or the fluid stream. (The drag is the force component 
in the direction of the fluid stream.) For an airfoil, the lift force acts at 
the airfoil aerodynamic center. 
Often with subscripts 0, 1, 2, ... , bending or twisting moment applied 
to beam or other structures 
Aerodynamic moment at the airfoil aerodynamic center 



List of Repeated Engineering Symbols xxix 

Mxy(x, y) 

Myx(X, y) 

[M] 

N,No 

N(x) 

N; 

O,P,Q,R,S 
p 

{Q} 
R 
R 
[R(8)] 
s 
S1, S2 

[SJ 

Internal beam twisting moment at the beam cross-section identified by 
the coordinate x 
When functions of x, y: plate bending moments about they, x axes, per 
unit length along they, x axes, respectively; units of [force] 
When functions of x only: internal beam bending moments about the 
y and z axes, respectively, at the beam cross-section identified by the 
coordinate x 
Plate twisting moment about the x axis per unit length in they coordinate 
direction; units of [force] 
Plate twisting moment about they axis per unit length in the x coordinate 
direction; units of [force] 
Mass matrix in the system matrix equations of motion, which, when 
postmultiplied by the negative of the acceleration vector, produces the 
system inertia forces 
Applied beam axial force, or, more generally, a force normal to a spec
ified plane in space 
Internal beam axial force acting at the beam cross-sectional centroid, 
positive in tension 
The number of fatigue cycles to failure for a single specified mean and 
alternating stress; or, when a function of one or more spatial coordinates, 
the deflection shape function associated with the ith structural element 
generalized coordinate 
Internal or externally applied tensile or compressive forces that act in 
the indicated coordinate direction per unit length in the other coordinate 
direction and that lie within the midplane of a membrane or plate; units 
of [force/length]; or, more generally, a force acting on a plane in the 
coordinate subscript direction 
Internal or externally applied shearing forces per unit length that lie 
within the midplane of a membrane or plate, and that follow the same 
sign convention as do shearing stresses; units of [force/length] 
Points in the volume of the structural body 
Replacement symbol for N (x) when the axial force in the beam is 
negative, that is, a compressive beam loading 
The ith gerieralized force, which is determined by use of the virtual 
work expression in conjunction with a variation of the ith generalized 
coordinate 
First moments of those portions of the beam cross-sectional area that 
lie behind the point s on the thin-beam centerline 
Plate internal shear forces acting in the thickness direction, per unit 
length in they, x directions, respectively; units of [force/length] 
Column matrix of generalized forces 
A fixed radius; a force or moment reaction at a support 
With two coordinate subscripts, ratios of inertia defined by Eqs. (10.6) 
A coordinate rotation matrix for stresses; see Eq. (6.14) 
Beam-column slenderness ratio; an airfoil planform area 
Surface areas for a structural body; subscript 1 indicates an area where 
forces/tractions, rather than deflections, are prescribed, and subscript 2 
indicates the opposite 
The material compliance matrix, which, when postmultiplied by the 
stress vector, produces the strain vector; see Eq. (6.1) 
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T 

{T} 

u 

i.JLM 
ULS 

Vol. 
V 

V 

V,., V, 

w 

Wex 

X,Y 

Y,Z 

a,f3 

/3 
y 

List 

Surface tractions 
structural in the x, y, and z 
The vector of surface tractions 
A rectangular transformation matrix between tvvo sets of 
coord.inates 
A moment of ""rr'''"'"""'n" 
Total strain energy of a structural 
Strain energy that the strain energy per unit volume 
Abbreviation for the "unit load method"; see 20 and 21 
Abbreviation for a "unit load a system of 
virtual forces and virtual moments used the ULM to calculate known 
or unknown actual deflections 
Volume 
Potential function for body forces per unit with 
an upper bar, a similar ,._,~,v,nuu 

Potential energy of the that are the surface 
tractions a1td the forces 
Internal shear forces acting upon a beam cross-section in the indicated 
coordinate directions 
Kirchhoff 
conditions. They are a combination of the ordinary plate 
per unit length and derivatives of the moment; see 
Total work, that the work done both the external and internal 
forces upon a structure 
Work done by the external forces acting upon a structure 
Work done the internal forces acting upon a structure 

respectively, nondimensional Cartesian coordinates used in 
certain finite element derivations 
The centroidal coordinates of a beam cross-section 
when a clear distinction is useful) 
An angle, sometimes specifically the angular coordinate of the 
cal coordinate system when e has another meaning in the same 
an airfoil angle of or a nondimensional factor 
The coefficient of thermal coordinate subscripts indicate the 
material direction for which this material property is measured 
The 6 x 1 vector of the coefficients of thermal for each of 
the three coordinate directions, three zeros; or the co,rn;st1rn1a1m 
3 x 1 plane stress vector 
Factors, depending upon the aspect ratio of the beam cross
section, that arise from the calculation of the maximum shear stress and 
the St. Venant constant for uniform 
An angle, or a nondimensional or other pararne,ter 
A nondimensional factor for the beam cross-sectional stiffness for shear
ing deformation yGA; see Section 20.5 

with two different coordinate 
defined the 

cnlS-..c,,r,·n>c,r! coordinates as a result of sti.-uctural deformation 



List of Repeated Engineering Symbols xx.xi 

{y} 

8(x-xo) 
E 

E 

[E] 

s' TJ 
() 

() 

() 

() 

A,µ, 
µ, 
V 

{v} 

~ 
p 
(}' 

[a] 
{a} 
</J 
</J 
1/t 

r 

The 6 x 1 vector of the three longitudinal strains and the three engi
neering shearing strains; or, in the case of plane strain, the 3 x 1 vector 
whose elements are Exx, Eyy, and Yxy 
Dirac delta function; see p. 317 
A very small number 
Longitudinal strain = normal strain = direct strain; two identical sub
scripts indicate the coordinate direction of this normalized change in 
length; two dissimilar coordinate subscripts indicate a Green shearing 
strain; a single subscript a, b, c indicates the strain measured by a strain 
gauge; numerical subscripts indicate principal strains 
Three by three symmetric matrix of the 6 Green strains 
Varieties of Cartesian coordinates 
Beam twist per unit length 
The angular coordinate of a cylindrical or spherical coordinate system 
The angle of rotation of the rotated orthogonal coordinate system when 
the entire rotation is confined to a single plane (the z plane) 
With various letter subscripts, a rotation about the axis indicated by the 
subscript; with various numerical subscripts, a finite element rotational 
DOF 
An eigenvalue; in the principal stress equations, A is any one of the three 
principal stresses; in the beam buckling case, A is the square root of the 
product of the unknown compressive axial force and the inverse of EI 
Lame material constants; see Eqs. (6.5, 6.6) 
Nondimensional parameter 
Poisson's ratio, the negative of the ratio between the lateral strain and 
the longitudinal strain;two coordinate subscripts indicate that the Pois
son's ratios are for the materiar axes of an orthotropic material (see 
Section 6.2) 
The 3 x 1 vector of direction cosines of the normal vector to a plane; 
the components of the vector are indicated by either v with a single 
coordinate subscript or by c with an n subscript followed by a coordinate 
subscript 
A linear coordinate 
Mass density, units of force-time squared/(length to the fourth power) 
Stress, usually with two orthogonal coordinate subscripts according to 
the convention set forth in Chapter 1 ; repeated coordinate subscripts 
indicate a normal stress, while different subscripts indicate a shearing 
stress; numerical subscripts indicate principal stresses 
Three by three symmetric matrix of the 6 stresses 
Six by one vector of the stresses in alphabetical order 
The angle of twist of a beam; spherical coordinate; or an angle in general 
With numerical subscripts, finite element rotational DOF 
An arbitrary angle; with subscripts, a FEM rotational generalized coor
dinate 
With two nonidentical coordinate subscripts, the rigid body (i.e., the 
average) rotation about the coordinate axis not present among the two 
subscripts; see Eqs. (3.13) 
Function defining the geometry of the boundary of the area or volume 
under consideration 
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iJ.T 
Tl 
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c/J(x' y) 
[ <P] 
1//(y, z) 
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List of Repeated Engineering Symbols 

Warping constant; see Endnote of Chapter 13 
A temperature change, usually from room temperature 
Total potential energy; that is, the sum of U + V 
Stress in an adjacent structural body 
An unknown redundant force or moment in a unit load method 
Airy stress function; see Section 8.6 
The modal matrix; see Eq. (23.23) 
Prandtl stress function for torsional shearing stresses; see Chapter 12 
Angular velocity 

Subscripts and Superscripts 

0 
C 

C 

er 

p 
D 

T 

* 

* 

* 

l, 2, 3 

Generally indicates a fixed or constant value 
As a subscript, indicates a complementary solution, that is, a solution for the 
homogeneous portion of a differential equation 
As a superscript, indicates an applied force per unit length, a force, or moment 
that is a combination of a mechanical component and an equivalent thermal 
component 
Critical value for stability 
Indicates that the quantity is associated with the flutter neutral point in the 
flight regime 
Indicates a particular solution for a differential equation 
Indicates that the quantity is associated with the divergence point in the flight 
regime 
Indicates that the subscripted quantity is the result of a temperature change 
As a subscript followed by a variable, indicates partial differentiation with 
respect to that variable 
Distinguishes coordinates, unit vectors, deflections, stresses, or strains 
referred to a rotated coordinate system as opposed to those coordinates, 
unit vectors, defections, stresses, or strains without such a superscript that 
refer to the unrotated (i.e., the original) coordinate system; and the same for 
matrices of material properties 
When applied to beam area cross-sectional properties (including thickness 
when dealing with beam torsion), this superscript indicates that the effect 
of beam material nonhomogeneity has been accounted for, and an arbitrary 
material constant (either E0 or Go) has been selected 
When applied to work or potential energy expressions, the complementary 
form of those quantities 
Subscripts used to indicate principal directions for stresses and strains 
An upper bar indicates that the modified internal stress resultant is associated 
with the virtual load system 
An upper bar indicates an average value and, in particular, when appiied to 
coordinate distances, the upper bar indicates a distance from a coordinate 
axis to an area or sub-area centroid 
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A structural component assembly drawing, with most of the outer skin removed. Courtesy 
of the Beech Aircraft Corporation, Wichita, Kansas. 
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A structural component assembly drawing, with most of the outer skin removed. Courtesy 

of the Beech Aircraft Corporation, Wichita, Kansas. 
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A structural component --~~-, ... ~.,. drawing, with most of the outer skin removed. Courtesy 
of the Beech Aircraft Wichita, Kansas. 



A structural component assembly drawing, with most of the outer skin removed. Courtesy 
of the Beech Aircraft Corporation, Wichita, Kansas. 
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A structural component assembly drawing, with most of the outer skin removed. Courtesy 
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PART l 

THE 
ANALYSIS 

Ll An Overview of Part I 

OF STRUCTURAL 

Vehicular that of aircraft and spacecraft, has a 
on or economics of all such vehicles. Thus it is well worth 

man-hours on their so as to make those vehicles as 
f")'M,u,,..,. To make those many hours of as effective as 

His that all the different of loads that the vehicle will bear be well 
'""",,,·'"'"'~u, and then the structural response to those loads be 
calculate the response of structures to estimated or measured 1t 1s important to 
use structural to which considerable confidence can be assigned. High 

rnechan-ics where the 

and 

Th. . . • ,,1s surmise 1s 
the use of structural 

Hence a compromise between cost and 
To understand how that 1s 

with the fundamentals of structural 
are few in number and small in 



2 The Fundamentals 

Part l of this textbook presents structural mechanics on a differential scale. That t'le 
focus of the analysis is typically on a volume of engineering material whose rectangular 
volume is dx d y ch. The enormous advantage of this approach is that the equations that are 
so established by this process to any type of component (beam, shell, of any 
engineering structure simply because such a differential volume can be visualized as being 
part of the finite volume of that type of structural component The frequent use of differential 
distances like dx should suggest that the calculus, a powerful figures promi
nently in Part I. The calculus is also vital to the remainder of the textbook because so much 
of that remainder is based upon the material of Part I. Not only is a knowledge of differential 
and integral calculus but certain other calculus-related of mathematics 
should be well understood. The remaining four sections of this preface to Part I provide a 
review of those additional mathematical topics that are essential for a thorough understand
ing of the Part I material. Knowing the required mathematics makes the engineering much 
easier. 

I.2 Summary of Taylor's Series 

be a function of single variable. The Taylor's series 
may be written as 

+(x - + ... + -a)" 
n! 

aboutx = a 

+··· 

when all the derivatives exist and are continuous in a closed interval containing x = a. This 
same series is written in a slightly different style at the end of this section. The question 
of exactly when a Taylor's series is valid is not a one. The use of Taylor's series 
to represent the exceptionally smooth functions that generaily describe stresses, strains, 
displacements, and the derivatives of these quantities in continuous structures has never led 
to contradictions. Hence this series is used freely whenever discontinuities are not suspected. 
A function that has a Taylor's series is called "analytic." 

In two dimensions, at x = a and y = b, Taylor's series, written in a slightly different 
is 

l r i) a ,11 ' 
F(a + h, b + k) = F(a, b) + L n! lh iJx + k-J F(x, y)lx=a.y=b 

where the summation is from n = l to infinity. If the reader finds the style of presentation 
for the Taylor's series in two dimensions unfamiliar, it may to note that, for exam
ple, the first series can be written in the style of the second series simply substituting 
(a+ h) for the variable x. That is, where his now the variable 

f(a+ + 
h" 

+···+n! 

I.3 Summary of Newton's Method for Finding Roots 

+··· 

There are numerous approximate methods for finding the roots of polynomial 
equations, many of which are not limited to real roots. Newton's method is a simple matter 
,vhen limited to real roots, and this method is not limited to polynomial equations. Newton's 
method is an iterative which means the same procedure is repeatedly 
until the results exhibit convergence to the of accuracy desired. Newton's method 
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Figure 1.1. A tangent (as opposed to secant) approach to determining the real roots of a 
single variable function. 

begins with a first estimate for the location of the desired polynomial root, Xa. It does not 
matter how this initial estimate Xa is obtained. For example, the initial estimate of the root 
could be obtained from a rough graph of the polynomial equation. The first estimate is 
used in this iterative procedure to calculate a second estimate that is closer to the actual 
root, and the second estimate is used to calculate a still closer third estimate, and so forth. 
From Fig. I.1, it can be seen that from the interpretation of the derivative as a slope, 
J'(xa) = f(xa)/(xa - Xb)- Solving this equation for the second estimate Xb yields 

f(xa) 
Xb = Xa - f '(xa) 

Used repeatedly, this equation is the means of obtaining a series of improved estimates. 
The only caution is that the initial estimate has to be "close" enough to the desired root 
so that the process converges to that root. For example, if it were desired to discover the 
root x = n of the equation sin x = 0, then an initial guess of Xa = 1 would lead to the root 
x = 0 rather than the desired root. 

See Refs. [44, 60] for a discussion of the intricacies of using Newton's method to find 
complex roots. 

1.4 The Binomial Series 

From Ref. [l], it may be proved via use of Taylor's series, that for any real number 
m, and for any x such that lxl < 1, 

x2 x3 
(1 + xr = 1 + mx + m(m - 1)- + m(m - l)(m - 2)- + · · · 

2! · 3! 
xn 

+ [m(m - 1) · · · (m - n + 1)]- + · · · 
n! 

This series is only of finite length when m is equal to a positive integer. 



4 The Fundamentals 

LS The Cha.in. Rule for Partial Differentiation 

Consider a variable q = s, t). ln this case, Q is an function of the 
variables r, s, and t, which are called the first class variables. Let the first class variables be 
in turn functions of the second class variables :;:, y, and that is. y, s = 

and = V, Since the first class variables are ~~F~U~Cvs." 

second class q can also be considered to be a function of the second class variables. 
can be taken with respect to the secoad class variables x. 

The chain rule for differentiation of q wi tb to is as follows 

aR aQ as r7Q aT 
-:;---- = ---, +--::-+--, --, 
ox iJr ox as dx ih ox 

Notice the pattern of the variables. Each of the first class variables r, s, and t gets its chance 
to be part of a derivative of Then each first class variable in turn is differentiated with 
respect to x, which is the second class variable with which the top variable q is differentiated 
in this illustration. The pattern for is that the function of each 
is the terms are 
tu the first class variables. 

The derivative of q with to or is the same as above but for x 
y or z.. If the first class variables r-: s, and t \Vere functions of x Jnstead 

then would become and would become is common 
in of ir; and so on. 



CHAPri'ER 

of Stress 

are concerned with the effects that forces ;.wuuu·.,·~ strnc-
turcs. v,~v,~,,v results such as deformations or structural 

this v1,~",.,v,m 

vv,,M•un., or even useful in Parts L II, and III 
of this text as a convenience until it becomes necessary to a more general 

the usual is that the forces are an 
s,rucrnre is the system, and the effects of the forces on the structure 

are the output. If a structural effect in turn influences the forces acting on 
the structure, then a feedback the forces and the structural effect exists. An 

of strucmral feedback is first encountered in Part III of this text in the fmm of a 

in the next four r>M,~!>tc•rc is valid for any type Of force Or 
combination of forces fwithin certain of structure. The task of classi-

of forces and structures can wait until. it becomes necessary. vVhat is necessary 
of effects that forces on structures. One effect 

that forces can Structural failure is defined as 
use. A structural failure can be the 

tlll")c;><>UVH Of a large, vi•,v,.rn,v,""' 

or it can be as trivial as a wire clothes hanger 
that i.ts usefulness as a clothes is outweighed 

certain structural failures are acceptable after an 
and the service lives and '"~HULCHOAC,VV of some structures have to be 

monitored or ended so as to avoid failures. The that structural VHi',H.,v,,, 

with reason-

discussion 
or service 

structural failures is a difficult question because there arc 
of failure has its own 

failure of the wire hanger to three or more 
from the fracture type of failure that results when a small 
bent back and forth upon itself until the wire fractures. The process of 
failures can be 

stress and The cecond step rn w use, 
the calculated stresses, the known material characteristic:; of the ~tructure, and the 
characteristics estixnate the of tbe structure. This text concentrates on 

5 
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(a) 

(b) 

N <1<- C, =========::J - N 
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-T -'------------' ~ -T 

(c) 

Figure L1. (a) Same length, uniform bars with the same cross-sectional area, but different 
cross-sectional shapes. (b) Same length, uniform bars with twice the cross-sectional area of 
the previous set. (c) By definition, "bars" only transmit axial forces (tensile or compressive) 
and twisting moments. 

explaining the preliminary step of calculating stresses and displacements. Explanations of 
the process of using the calculated stresses or displacements to estimate the likelihood of 
failure is mostly left to more advanced texts, each of which generally concentrates on 
one type of failure. 

In this chapter the topic of stresses is introduced. The introduction is done in a complete 
manner that will not require extension or further elaboration short of the most advanced 
studies in solid mechanics. Thus this approach will save the reader time and effort in the pro
cess of learning the elements of structural mechanics. The first thing to be done is to provide 
an illustration of why engineers have developed the concept of stress, and the usefulness of 
that concept for determining when a structure will fall in a simple way. The same illustration 
will provide a basis for choosing a definition for stress. Consider the two sets of bars shown 
in Figs. 1.1 (a) and l. A bar is a long thin object of any constant cross-sectional shape 
that is subjected to only two types of loads. The first type of load is an axial force, that 
is, a force whose vector representation parallels an axis along the length of the bar, The 
second type of load is a twisting moment, also called a torque. Its double arrowhead vector 
representation (right-hand rule) is also one where the vector is parallel to an axis along the 
length of the bar. The conventional representations of bars loaded in the above manner are 
shown in Fig. 1.l(c). Let the bars in Fig. l.l(a) all be well made from the same material 
and have the same cross-sectional area as that of a typical pencil. Let the bars in Fig. 1. 
have twice that cross-sectional area, and be well made of the same material as the bars 
in Fig. 1. If increasing tensile forces, that forces that tend to stretch the are 
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1. that 
all of the bars in Fig. 1. 

force. The small differences between the 
at failure for each of the bars in Fig. 1. would be due to measurement 
errors and unobserved differences between the bars. For cross-sectional areas like 

or greater, it could also be discovered that the of the bar 
has no effect on the from this first set of 
experimental results it can be concluded of the 
cross-section and its are immaterial. Let the 
be to the same experimental routine. it would be observed that each bar of 
this set failed at the same final load value. it would be observed 
that the failure loads for the bars J. are twice those of Fig. 1.1 In other words, 
doubling the cross-sectional area doubles the 
more. this would continue for all 

of the tensile failure load. Further
and many smaller of the 

for like those of thin 
may have large effects on the magnitude of 

of all engineers is to simplify their under-
standing of phenomena wherever it is desirable to seek the best 
way to orga,riize this data set. This can be done by noticing that the one 
the bars of Figs. 1. and 1. have in common is the ratio of the failure load value to 
the value of the cross~sectional area. The simple described above suggests that 
the ratio of force to area is a means of predicting the behavior of structures an.d the 
materials from which are made. with different and 
strnctural would show that this conclusion is genen>Jly true. Hence a special name 
is bestowed on the ratio of force to area. The name of course, stress. 

few useful structures are as as the bars in L 1. No are simpler 
than the tensile forces sketched in Fig. 1.1. The latter statement is based on the implication 
inherent in the sketch as it is drawn that the stress the normal force, N, is 
evenly (i.e., distributed over the bar cross-sectional area. A. In other 
for this type of loading, the stress on the bar cross-section is equal to the 
average stress. In is the average stress, then the ratio concept of the 
preceding O"av = N /A.The arises as to whether all stress distributions 
are necessarily uniform. To answer this consider two bars of equal length wit,'1 

square cross-sections. Let the first bar be made of rubber and let the second bar be 
made of steel. Let axial tensile forces be separately to each bar so as to stretch each 
bar the san:1e distance. The reader recognizes that a much greater force is required 
to stretch the steel bar the specified distance than is required to stretch the rubber bar that 
same distance. Thus, in these circumstances of equal areas, the average stress in the steel 
bar is much greater than the average stress in the rubber bar. Now consider the situation 
where the two bars in their stretched condition are bonded together to form one 
stretched bar. from the viewpoint of the now single bar, the stress distribution is 
not uniform since the stress is much over the steel portion of the bar than over the 
rubber 

It is also true that a nonuniform stress distribution can exist over a cross-section of a 
bar made of one material. Consider two square cross-section bars of cross-sectional 
area fl which are made of the same material. Let the first of these two bars be loaded by 
a tensile force of 9000 and the second a tensile force of l 000 where 
both forces are uniformly distributed over their r"'''"''"'"'"' cross-sections. Let the unloaded 
length of the first bar be and shorter than that of ti'1e second bar so 
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9000 lb 
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1000 lb 

90001b -
Figure 1.2. Illustration of the possibility of a nonuniform distribution of axial stresses 
across the cross-section of a bar. 

that the stable loaded lengths of both bars are exactly the same. If the two bars are now fused 
together along their lengths to form one bar of cross-sectional area 2A, while the respective 
loads are maintained on both halves of the now single bar, the result is a bar as shown in 
Fig. 1.2. In this case the bar is made of a single material with a stress acting over one half 
of the new cross-section that is nine times as great as that acting over the other half of the 
cross-section. When the stress does vary significantly, it is not useful to work with a value of 
the average stress over the entire cross-section. Clearly the more heavily loaded half of the 
fused bar is closer to rupture than the less loaded half. For that type of reason, engineers are 
usually much more interested in knowing the values of the peak stresses and knowing how 
extensive are the areas over which high stresses act. This latter information is much more 
useful when estimating the likelihood of local material failures or more general structural 
failures. 

It is also important to note that simply stating that the two loads acting upon the combined 
bar's end cross-sectional area have a combined magnitude of 10000 lbs would not be 
sufficiently informative with regard to the load distribution on the end surfaces of that bar. It 
will be necessary to be more precise when specifying the loads acting on the outer surfaces 
of the bodies under study. 

The fact that stresses are not always constant over a given internal planar area requires 
careful consideration about how stress is to be defined. The definition must not compromise 
the basic concept of stress being the ratio of force over area. Since both force and area are 
measurable quantities, so then their ratio must also be a measurable quantity. Therefore it is 
necessary that the definition produce a unique measure; that is, that there be no ambiguity 
as to the magnitude of the stress. Consider Fig. l.3(a). That sketch shows an edge view of 
a varying stress distribution acting over a beam cross-section that is positioned somewhere 
along the length of a loaded beam. (Beams have the same general geometry as bars, but the 
name "beam" indicates a more general type of loading.) Since an average stress value based 
on a total area is not a satisfactory measure, explore the possibility of a stress value that can 
be associated with smaller portions of the total area. A definition of stress based on sub
areas would permit having separate stress values where the stresses are high, or anywhere 
else. Therefore consider an arbitrarily located sub-area. Better yet, consider the arbitrarily 
located sequence of three sub-areas, from larger to smaller, as drawn in Fig. l.3(b ). Each 
sub-area in the sequence has been chosen as an included square, and each square has the 
point P as one vertex. Figure 1.3 ( c) shows edge views of the stress distributions acting 
on that sequence of sub-areas. For the lack of a better idea, let it be said that the stress to 
be associated with each sub-area of the sequence is the average stress for that sub-area. 
Geometrically, the average stress is represented by the dashed line ordinate in Fig. l.3(c). 
It is easily seen that in this case the value of the stress to be associated with each sub-area 
decreases as the area decreases. Similarly, if the sequence of squares approached point Q, 
instead of point P, the stress values would increase as the total force and the magnitude of the 
sub-area decreased. It also should be clear from the geometry that if the sequence of sub-area 
was greatly extended in an orderly fashion beyond three in number, the value of the average 
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Figure 1.3. (a) Side view of a tensile force whose effect is distributed linearly over the 
bar cross-section. (b) The process of considering smaller and smaller portions of the bar 
cross-section at the fixed-point P. ( c) A geometric illustration of how the average intensity 
of the distributed force near point P approaches a unique value as the small portion of the 
total cross-sectional area anchored at point Pis systematically reduced by a factor of 4. 

stress would stabilize (i.e., converge) as the sequence of dashed lines representing the stress 
magnitude approach«d either point P or Q. For example, for an approach to point P, the 
dashed line that depicts the average value of the stress over the sub-area in the sequence of 
sub-areas would irresistibly approach, and be confined by, the stress magnitude line at point 
P. This fixed stress magnitude at point Pis precisely the unique force over area measure 
that is sought. This measure needs only to be expressed mathematically as the following 
limit, 1 where N, the total force acting over the sub-area A, is a function of A: 

. N 
Stress = lrm -

A-+0 A 
(1.1) 

In this limit both the numerator and denominator decrease jointly to very small, even 
infinitesimal quantities.2 Recall that the definition of a derivative is exactly the same type 
of limit. For example, the derivative of the function f(x) at the point Xp is the limit as 

1 The three-bar symbol signifies that the relationship bet_ween the left-hand side and the right-hand side 
is that of an identity. An identity is an equality that is true in all circumstances. A simple way of 
appreciating the difference between an identity and a mere equality is to recall that for O :s e :s 2:rc, 
the formulacos2 e + sin2 e = 1.0 is true for all e, while cos e + sine = 1.0 is only true for two values 
of e. All definitions are identities. 

2 The atomic nature of materials is ignored in preference to the convenient fiction that all pure materials 
exhibit the same physical properties for small samples, no matter how small, as are exhibited on average 
for large samples of the material. This convenient approximation leads to the material being called 
a continuum and thus the material of Chapters 1-4 is called solid mechanics, a branch of continuum 
mechanics. 
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x Xr of the ratio of Note how 
definition of the derivative fits the illustration in Fig. l where x P 

the point P, and xis analogous to the right-hand point in the sequence 
argument allows rewriting of the above Eq. as the ratio of two 
that as 

dN 
Stress= -

dA 

This definition of stress is well and good as far as it goes, but it does not take into 
account the one further fact that the stress acting upon the cross-sectional area need not, 
as assumed in the above discussion, act perpendicularly to the surface of the area 
under discussion. A demonstration that stress can act in the of the area as well 
as perpendicularly to the area occurs when one one's hand firmly on a flat 0u,.,w~,.,, 

and then rubs the surface with that hand, creating, means of the friction between the 
hand and the surface, an in-plane stress on the flat surface. Note that the total force N 
upon the flat surface beneath the hand is tr'le vector sum of the normal component (from 
pressing down with the hand) and the in-plane component Since neither component is zero 
in this case, the total force vector N is neither normal to nor within the plane of the surface. 
Another confirmation of the possibility that the stress does not act in a direction 
that is normal to the area under consideration can be obtained passing an oblique 
plane through the first or second bar in Fig. 1. Since the total force, and hence the total 
stress, in the bar parallels the bar axis, and the nonnal to the oblique plane is not parallel 
to the bar axis, the stress is not normal to the oblique plane. Therefore, it is now necessary 
to adjust the above definition of stress to account for the directional properties of forces 
and stresses. When considering an area with a fixed orientation in space, stress is a vector 
quantity because it is a force vector divided a scalar (The qualification "when 
consideiing an area with a fixed orientation" is and is developed later.) 

On the basis of the above discussion, it is now a simple matter to define a normal stress 
as the limit of the ratio of the normal force acting upon an area of fixed orientation, as the 
magnitude of that area approaches zero. The same can be done for the stress, called 
the total stressa This decomposition of the total stress into a normal stress and a 
total shear stress is significant because the effects of these two different types of stresses on 
materials can be quite different Two more steps are necessar; to make the above definitions 
still more useful. The first step is to introduce a coordinate system. To begin simply, consider 
a right-handed Cartesian3 coordinate system where the x axis is normal to the area 
studied, while they and z axes lie in the tangent of the area under study. In this case 
the area is called an "x area," or "x surface," or "x " since the orientation of the plane 
is precisely located by its normal, the x axis. In other words, when the x axis is fixed in 
space, then any plane perpendicular to that axis is an x plane. 

Lower-case sigma (a) is chosen to symbolize stress. A double-subscript notation is used 
to identify which of the possible stress components is meant; see Fig. l A The first subscript 
designates the plane of the area upon which the stress acts, while the second subscript 
designates the direction in which the stress acts. Looking at Fig. 1.4, for example, 

dNv 
axy = -,-.-·· 

a Ax 
(1 

3 From Ref. [2], the adjective "Cartesian" is derived from the family name of Rene Descartes (1596-
1650), who first introduced the coordinate method and established analytical geometry. 
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Figure 1.4. The total force acting upon a differential area, dAx, can have no more than a 
differential magnitude, dN. Like any force vector, dN can be resolved into three Carte
sian components. When these vector components are divided by the scalar value dAx, the 
corresponding components of the total stress vector are obtained. 

y 

Figure 1.5. The bounds of the differential area dAx that are always to be associated with 
the pointP. 

where d Ny is the y component of the total differential force acting over the differential area, 
dAx. The double-subscript notation is illustrated more extensively below. 

The second and final step to enhance the usefulness of the above definition of stress with . 
its associated subscript protocols is to establish that stress, a quantity tied to an area, can 
be treated as an ordinary mathematical function of the coordinates of the chosen spatial 
coordinate sytem. A function that is solely a function of the spatial coordinates is called a 
"point function." Temperature is an example of a physical phenomena representable as a 
point function since a temperature value can be assigned to each point in the volume of the 
structure. In order to consider stress as a point function, let it be agreed that any point P in 
the structure can be identified by a set of Cartesian or other coordinates. In keeping with the 
double-subscript: notation, let it also be agreed that the differential area that is associated 
with the stress definition at· point P always lies in the plane defined by the coordinate axis 
of the first stress subscript. Let it be further agreed that the differential area always extends 
from point Pin the direction of the two positive coordinate axes that parallel that plane, and 
the shape of the differential area is defined by constant values of the in-plane coordinates. 
Thus, for example, for Cartesian coordinates, ap. x plane differe~tial area would have the 
shape of a rectangle of differential dimensions dy by dz as shown in Fig. 1.5. In this way, 
for all coordinate systems, a unique differential area consistent with the stress definition is 
automatically associated with any given point in the space of the structure. Therefore, by 
reversing the above viewpoint, the value of the stress acting on that differential area can 
be associated with a given point in the space of the structure. That is, it is now possible 
with clear meaning to speak, in terms of a coordinate system, about the stress or stresses 
"acting at a point." Therefore it is also possible to say that the stress components vary as the 
coordinates vary; or equivalently, that the stress is a function of the spatial coordinates. One 
result of the above convention is that it is now possible to understand clearly the meaning 
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of a derivative of a stress component such as .z.) vlith respect to a 
coordinate such as y; that 

Another way to suggest that such differentiation is valid is to note that 
(1) if, say, on all the differential areas of a cross-section were 

,~s,•u,w·~;, then the result \VOU]d be the non11al component of the total force 
differentiation is the inverse 

the process of 
area, then 

for this 

The next addressed is: What is to be done with the vanous stress 
components? of view is that the stresses arise as a result of external 
forces being to the structure under consideration. The stresses CD.n be considered as 
the result of the forces transmitted diffused the 

of the first or second bar in Fig. 
if the bar is cut the 

same force that appears at an end will be found at the cut In other the bar transmits 
the force from one of its ends to the other. The same exists in an loaded 
structures, and the force transmission for 
the design of structural This r-n,nr·,,.r,·, 

stresses in this case, is but one aspect of Newton's laws of motion. Newton's second law 
will now be used to the above ideas. 

1.2 The General Interior 

Newton's second law is only to bodies of fixed mass. It is thus necessary 
to consider a structure of fixed mass that is enclosed a outer 
boundary whose shape and size may with time. To draw general conclusions 
Newton's second law it is necessary to consider a structure of 
in all others, bodies 

upon infinitesimal areas. Herice consider an infinitesimal in the interior of the 
The infinitesimal is the distinct infinite:;imal 

areas defined the of the chosen coordinate system. To 
a Cartesian coordinate system is first discussed. Hence, in this case, the infinitesimal areas 
are and the volume is a see The entire 
interior of the up to, but not 
the can be fashioned from sucb differential vo1un1es. 

The Cartesian components of the stresses that act upon this differential volume are shown 
v,,,,um,,n,t, 1n 1 and ·The stress vecror are~ 

as average values for the stress over their differential areas. 
Since the differential areas are so very the variation in the stress is 

According to Ref [2], Sir Isc:ac Ne\vton (1642-_1727) published the 1avvs of n1otion in h.is famous 

Philosophiae ]\iaturalis Principia IV!athenwtica in 1687. 
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(a) Look_ing Jo\\:n on 
near point P 

Looking upward 
at a near point P 
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{ c) Looking dov~ ... :nvard 
at a far point P 
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(d) Looking down the positive J' axis with P near. 
The (7;,y vector is pointing toward the reader. 

L6, (a) A structural 

coordinate systen1~ there is a 
axis directions fro1n the 
the differential 

a]l forff different viev-1s of this >>an1e 

of the three "'front faces~' (F.F.) associated 
the stresses on the front and back faces, an asterisk is 
the front face stress ( dJ A side viev; of the same """'"~-n,1, 

face. f\lote the convention that the anc\,vheads of vectors 
appear as smaH circies \iV_ith a dot at the center, vvhile vectors into the paper are 

srnan crosses ( the -feathers) centered on s1naH circles. 

upon 

between 
added to 
the back 
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1.7. A test sp,cc1me'n 

traction. 

Structural 

Tx 

on one end and the other end a uniform 

Therefore the average value of the stress close to (a 
occurs very close to the 

face. 
of the differential area: in this case. at the center of each 

Pin Fig 
lowest coordinate values. 
areas over which the stresses 
shown in Fig. 

the 
the 

are the stresses 
that intersect at P are called "back faces." On the back faces the 

standard convention for stress vectors is that are 
from the positive coordinate axes that have 
higher coordinate values than the and the front face stress vectors 
are always in the coordinate axis direction. Note again the 
double subscripts for both front and back identifies the 
or z) face upon which the stress acts while the second 
by the stress vector. The reader must memorize the stress sign convention and be able to 
apply the double notation to differential elements whose is defined 
all common orthogonal coordinate ~vQu'm"' 

The stresses on the front faces are 
the temporary addi.tion of an asterisk to signify thar the front face stresses may be different 

that act on the back faces. To show that the 
two sets of stresses can be 1. 7. At this the term "tractions" 
will he introduced to refer to stresses on the outside of any outer surface. 
In other words, stresses and tractions are exactly the sai.'11e but stresses occur inside 
the structural body, or on the inside of outer surface while tractions occur on 
the outside of the outer surface boundaries.5 convention for tractions is introduced 
later.) The bar in Figa 1.7 is being stretched 
on the right-hand end face of the bar. The left end of the bar is being gripped 
of a clamp. The clamp equilibrates the to the 
producing oppo:sm!lY 

row of infinitesimal 
the bar axis from the bar's left-hand end face to the bar's 
Fig. 1. 7. Ignoring the insignificant effect of air pressure in this uu.cwu,m, there is no traction 
acting on the left-hand face of the furthermost left-hand infinitesimal element in the row of 
such elements. and this infinitesimal that the tractions 

it then can be said that there is zero stress on that left-hand 

The tenn "surface bcund'-tries'' is ff:eant to include the boundaries of any cavities 101ithin the gene:al 
body. 
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face of the left-hand element. 

. Thu:; over the finite 
in the stress Ux_1: fron1 a vah-1.e of zero at one end to a vaiue of I"a: at the other 

end. Thus it is necessary to conclude for at least some of these infinitesimal 
there is a stress fro1n that at 

their left-hand face to that at their 
argument to each of the other stresses, it 1nay be concluded that the tewLporary asterisks 

to the stresses on the front faces of the 
~~-~•·rnw, ~JD for 

stresses. 

of unknown stresses 

. ·Then a of these back face 
ele1nents shov1s that the stress va1ues ux)." 

are values of the same stress function different in space a 
differential distance. Therefore these two values of the same stre~s function can be related 

means of a when it is assurn.ed that the stress function varies in 
such a smooth fashion th&t it has an infinite munber of de1ivatives, a short summar_::v 

the stress function. , y, z:) 

called x) to obtain the value of vu at the front a distance dx from the back 
undergoes a from the value x to the value x + dx. Thus the 

series has the form 

+ V. z) y,z)+dx 

( J 
, 

T 

According to Ref. [I], Taylor":-; series was first published in ] 715 by Brook TayJor. Taylor's fom1u1a 
with ren1ainder \vas derived by Lagrange jn 1797, later by ArnpCre 1806. The assmn.pt1on of the 

vahdity of the Taior series is not rev.Dy necessary in this case. The smne finai result can be obtained 
fron1 the simple ,geo111el1lc intcrpretatior: of the lirst detiv~iJive as a t:1.ngent that v.rell upprox!r-n~te:~ rhe 

function over infinitesimal distances. The Taylor ls series argument was chosen for presentation in plac,:: 
of the simpler gernnetric argument hecause onl:y the former argun1en: rnakes dear the error associated 

with retaining only the first and second tcrm.s in the expa:t.sion. The expans.i0a shou/s that the errcr is 
infinitcsi111al. 
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az 
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Figure 1.8. The three front faces of a rectangular parallelepiped and the stress vector 
components that always act upon those faces. The presence of the infinitesimal changes in 
the stress values, that is, changes from those values on the back faces, renders obsolete the 
previous use of asterisks to denote front face stresses. 

where, by the previous notation 

o-;x = <Yxx (x + dx, y, z) 

Once again, note from Fig l.6(d) that the values of the coordinate y and z are unchanged 
when moving from the center of the back face to the center of the front face. Hence 
derivatives with respect toy and z, which represent changes in these directions, are zero, and 
do not appear in the above expansion. Exarr1ination of Eq. (1.4) shows that the difference 
between o-;x, on the front face and u xx on the back face is a series of terms each of which 
includes an infinitesimal differential factor with each succeeding term including an 
additional infinitesimal factor dx. Thus each succeeding term is infinitesimal compared 
to the preceding term. Thus all the terms after the second term are certainly negligible 
compared to the second term, and these terms are dropped from further consideration. 
Even though it is also true that the second term is infinitesimal compared to the first, it is 
not dropped because if it were dropped, then the entire difference over the infinitesimal 
distance dx between a_;x and axx would be lost, and that cannot be permitted without losing 
the possibility of coping with finite differences over finite distances. In other the 
second term is by far the largest part of the difference between the stresses at the two faces. 

The final result, following the same development for the other stresses with asterisks as 
was done for a_;~ above, is that an the stresses with the temporary asterisks are now,~,,,~-~~~ 
by the two-term sums shown in Fig. 1.8. Now it is possible to Newton's second law 
a.nd obtain manageable The of applying Newton's second law used here 
may require a brief explanation. Note that the usual where boldface terms are vector 
quantities, is 

L F; = ma (i = 1, 

where of course, the F; are the various forces acting upon the of mass m, and a is the 
total acceleration of the body. This may be rewritten as 

L F; - ma = 0 (i = l. 
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By choosing to define the term -ma as a force called the "inertia force," which is possible 
since it too is a vector with units of force, the inertia force can be included in the summa
tion with all the other forces. Then, in these circumstances, Newton's second law has the 
appearance 

LF;=O (i=l,n+l) 

This latter equation is the equation of "dynamic equilibrium" when inertia forces are actually 
included in the sum, that is, when either the magnitudes or directions of the accelerations 
are functions of time. It is the familiar equation of "static equilibrium" when all included 
accelerations are constants. This latter, yet all-inclusive, form of Newton's second law is 
used whenever it is desired to sum forces and moments and not make a distinction between 
static and dynamic equilibrium. In other words, adopting the inertia force point of view 
is simply a means of retaining the generality necessary to meet the problems of structural 
dynamics, yet at the same time not divert attention from the focus of this text, which is on 
structural mechanics. 

Inertia forces (the negative of mass multiplied by acceleration) are tied to the mass of 
the body. The reader has probably experienced on his or her body the thrilling effects of the 
inertia forces that result from the accelerations imposed the convoluted paths followed by 
carnival rides. A simpler example for inertia forces is provided by a high-speed elevator in a 
tall building. When the elevator accelerates upward, a passenger feels his or her entire body 
being downward. When the elevator decelerates (i.e., has a negative acceleration), 
the passenger feels almost able to float. Such forces that act over the mass of a body are 
simply called "body forces." It is irreievant whether or not the accelerations vary with time 
as in the above-cited examples, or are constant as in the case of weight forces. The vector 
sum of all the body forces is the total body force, and the magnitudes of its three Cartesian 
components per unit mass (which are just the total acceleration components) are identified 
herein as By, and B2 • Similar designations are used with other coordinate systems. All 
such components are positive in the direction of the positive coordinate axes. 

Now, at long last, everything is in place to write the equations of equilibrium for the 
infinitesimal element of Fig. 1.8 whose geometr; is defined by the choice of a Cartesian 
coordinate system. Note that the sketch of the infinitesimal element constitutes a free body 
diagram, and this is the only free body diagram that can be drawn for a body of general shape. 
The reader is cautioned that it is absolutely necessary to draw free body diagrams before 
summing forces and moments. Begin by summing forces in the x direction. Since Newton's 
second law involves forces, not stresses, each stress has to be multiplied by the area over 
which it acts to obtain the corresponding force. Similarly, the body force components per 
unit mass need to be multiplied by the body mass, that is, mass density symbolized by lower
case rho, p, multipiied by body volume. Then 

-- Cfxx 

lr (BCJvx) l 
- (Jyx dx dz + (Jyx + --- dy J dx dz 

r ( dGzx .) _ l 
+ lCJzx + \ iJz dzJ dx dy + pBx dx dz= 0 

The above identity can be simplified canceling terms of opposite sign, and dividing 
through the quantity dx dz. Such a division is permissible because, although each of 
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these differentials is made to approach zero,. they are not permitted to be zero. The result 
IS 

I arrxx arryx ao-zx O 
--+--+--+pBx = 
ax ay az 

(1.6a) 

The reader can readily verify that the summation of forces in they and z directions leads to 
the following two additional identities 

'dO' xy arr yy arrzy 
-+-+-+pB =0 
ax ay az y 

arrxz arrvz aO'zz -+-· +-+pB2 =0 
ax ay az 

(1.6b) 

Now sum moments about an axis parallel to the z axis that passes through the center of the 
parallelepiped. The advantage of placing the axis at the center of the differential element is 
that all of the body forces and all the forces associated with the normal stresses have zero 
moment arms. In addition, the shear stresses on the z faces also have zero moment arms. 
The shear stresses on the x and y faces that have z subscripts parallel the z axis and thus also 
do not result in a moment about the z axis. Furthermore, assume there are no body moments 
such as might result from a magnetic field acting upon a magnetic material. 7 The sum of 
the moments therefore reduces to 

+rrxy dy dz (~dx) + [rrxy + ( a;;Y) dx J dy dz (~dx) 

-O'yx dx dz (~dy )- [ O'yx + ( a;;x) dy J dx dz (~dy) = 0 
Dividing through by the quantity dx dy dz yields 

1 (aO'xy) 1 (aO'yx) +rr - rr + - -- dx - - -- dy = 0 xy yx 2 ax 2 ay 

The latter two terms each contain an infinitesimal differential factor. Thus they are infinites
imal compared to the first two terms and are accordingly dropped. 8 If inertial torques, that 
is, torques due to angular accelerations.: were included in this sum of moments acting upon 
the differential rectangular parallelepiped, the inertial torques would initially involve five 

7 The astute reader recalls that the stress profile over any infinitesimal area is, in general, planar. Since it 
is not a constant, there is a moment on each surface area due to the variation in the stress distribution. 
However, this type of moment involves four differential factors. Thus it, like the other partial derivative 
terms in the moment summation, makes only a negligible contribution to the total summation. See the 
exercises at the end of this chapter for an illustration of this point. 

8 Note that for the sole purpose of deriving these moment equations, the differential element in Fig. 1.8 
could have heen drawn without the stress magnitudes on the front faces including the additional 
differential terms that distinguish the front face stresses from the back face stresses. The reader is 
advised not to be confused by the fact that it is not unusual for basic engineering textbooks dealing with 
the mechanics of fluid flow, heat transfer, and structural mechanics to omit such differential increments 
whenever these differential increments, as in this case of the moment equations, have no effect on the 
equation being derived. It should be remembered that in general, whether or not they contribute to the 
final equation, differential increments are always actually present on differential elements. 
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differential factors. Hence they too would be negligible: The final result for this summation, 
and similarly for the other two summations, is 

(1.7) 

The happy conclusions from the moment equilibrium equations are that there are only six 
(axx, ayy, O-zz, axy, O-xz, and ayz) rather than nine distinct stresses with which it is necessary 
to contend, and the order of the stress subscripts is immaterial. These two conclusions are 
incorporated in all the work that follows.Therefore there is no need to refer to Eqs. (1.7) 
again, and Eqs. (1.6) alone are henceforth referred to as the equilibrium equations. Since 
Newton's second law applies to any engineering structure, Eqs. (1.6) always apply every
where in the interior of a structure of any shape made of any material subjected to any 
mechanical and thermal loading. 

1.3 Equilibrium at the Outer or Inner Boundary 

It is now necessary to examine the boundary of the structural body of general 
shape on the same infinitesimal scale as was used for the interior of this structural body. 
The purpose is to discover what conditions on the stresses result from requiring that a 
differential mass at the outer boundary of the general body be in a state of equilibrium. In 
parallel to the development for the interior of the general body, the first thing to be done 
here is to deal with the geometry of a general body boundary. It is easy to see that any closed 
curve that lies in a plane can be approximated with any degree of desired accuracy by joining 
smaller and smaller secants in the same fashion that a given circle can be approximated by an 
inscribed regular polygon as the number of polygonal sides increases without bound. In three 
dimensions, in a similar fashion, a surface in three-dimensional space can be approximated 
to any degree of desired accuracy by connecting planar triangles as the triangles are made 
smaller and smaller. Hence, to examine a portion of a general surface is to examine an 
infinitesimal plane triangle that is as close an approximation to that surface as desired. 
Again, since Newton's second law is for bodies rather than surfaces, it is necessary to form 
a body which has the infinitesimal triangle of the boundary surface as one of its distinct 
surfaces. When Cartesian coordinates are used, the body to be formed requires x, y, and 
z faces as well as the triangular area of the boundary surface. The body that meets these 
requirements is simply an irregular tetrahedron as shown in Fig. l.9(a). 

It is now necessary to introduce a sign convention for the tractions acting on the boundary. 
Let the tractions be positive in the positive coordinate directions regardless of the boundary 
surface on which they act. Recall that just as the total stress vector acting on a given internal 
surface can be at any angle to that surface, the total traction vector can have any angular 
orientation with respect to the boundary surface. Thus the components of the total traction 
vector are wholly independent of each other. Figure l.9(b) illustrates the sign convention for 
the tractions in Cartesian coordinates. The tetrahedron's interior surfaces bear the stresses 
shown because they are back faces; that is, they pass through the point with the lowest 
coordinate values, point P. 

As an aside, note that on the infinitesimal scale being discussed here, even a "concentrated 
force" acting upon an outer surface is just an intense traction. Indeed, a concentrated force 
is just a convenient mathematical fiction for an intense traction acting over a very small 
area compared to the total area of the body under discussion. That is, no force, finite or 
infinitesimal, can act upon a single point because a point has a zero area. The pressure (i.e., 
traction) would be infinite, and thus beyond engineering experience. 
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(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

Figure 1.9. (a) Geometry of the irregular tetrahedron extending from the point P very near 
the boundary surface of the general structural body. The oblique triangle ABC is a very 
close approximation to the boundary surface in the neighborhood of point P. (b) Stresses 
and tractions acting upon the tetrahedron at the boundary surface. The total traction vector 
on the boundary surface is resolved into Cartesian coordinate components. (c) Side view 
of the internal triangle P DC showing the unit vector normal to the plane boundary surface 
ABC. 

Consider summing forces in any direction. The force in any direction is again, from the 
definition of stress, the stress in that direction multiplied by the total area over which the 
stress acts. It is necessary to describe the area of the oblique triangle, and for that matter, to 
describe its orientation with respect to the Cartesian coordinate axes. Exactly as was done 
previously with x, y, and z planes, the orientation of this or any plane is known by specifying 
the orientation of the normal to the plane. The convenient way of denoting the orientation 
of the normal to the oblique plane is to specify the direction cosines of the normal. These 
direction cosines are the cosines of the angles between the normal and the three Cartesian 
coordinate axes. Thus the direction cosines are also the components along the coordinate 
axes of the unit normal vector. Let the cosine of the angle between the normal to the plane 
and, for-example, the x axis; be denoted as cos(n, x ). The area of the oblique triangle, dA, 
can be deduced as follows. Referring to Fig. l.9(a), pass a plane through the line C P and 
rotate the plane like a revolving door until it is perpendicular to the line AB. Let the point 
of intersection of the plane with line AB be designated as point D. Since the line AB is 
normal to the plane PC D, it is perpendicular to every line in that plane. In particular, line 
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AB is perpendicular to lines CD and DP. Thus the ratio of the area of the z face triangle 
AB P to the area of the oblique triangle ABC, dA 0 /dA, is the ratio of the of the 
two line segments, DP/CD. This is so because these two line segments are the heights 
of their respective triangles, and because both triangles have the same base AB. 
From which is a side view of CDP, it is clear that = cos(n, z) 
is also the same ratio of line segments. Thus the ratio of the z face differential area to the 

face differential area, Similarly, the ratios of the x and y face 
triangular areas to the area of the triangle are x) and cos(n, respectively. 
These same results could have been obtained more elegantly using vector notation. See the 
exercises at the end of this chapter. 

Now all is for summing forces. For example. summing forces in the x direction: 

1 
+ ' T - -pB.d7 3 ) ~ 

Note that the x direction force on the oblique face is the x direction traction multiplied 
by the actual area of the triangle rather than a projected area. The last term on the 
"~·''' ,,_"'_ side the product of the X direction body force per unit mass, the mass 

and the volume of the which is one-third the base, d A:, multiplied by 
dz. Note that this last term includes one more differential factor than the other 

for the other two 

Ty = Uxy 

T: = <Yx;; 

small in comparison to the other terms in the 
w,,vcN~ from further consideration. Dividing through by the 

+ cos(n, 

z) 

+ <Y;;y cos(n, z) 

+ CYz;; cos(n, z) 

(1.8a) 

(1.8b) 

Note that (1 may be written more compactly in matrix form: 

(1.9) 

or as 

Qn = [a]{v} I 

where nu) represents the 3 x 1 matrix of direction cosines. These equations 
are cast in matrix form because matrix algebra becomes increasingly useful as the com-

of the structure to be analyzed increases. Note that [a J is a symmetric matrix. Equa
tions (1 or Eqs. (l are algebraic equations that tie together the tractions on the outer 
surface and the stresses which are the internal response to the input of the tractions and 
the forces per unit mass. These are the equilibrium equations on the boundary. They 
are often referred to as the (Ref. [3]). 

The 
Cartesian coordinates is 

when a 

in coordinate systems other than 
not necessary because the other coordinate systems are 

surface or surfaces are congruent with one of the 

9 Augustin I_,1--;uis Cauchy (]789-1857), French mathenlatician (Ref. [71]). 
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that other coordinate system. 1° For outer 
can be rnade v1,rith a surface defined the radius coordinate 

of a 

outer surface, the normal 0 rn~m,,.ncn 

coincide with the normal outvvard 
coordinate system, which is of course the 1nost convenient fvr a 

""'"''""~·, or other such 
surface-based coordinates, which a,·e of no present 

or Cartesian cocrdinates and direction cosines. 
internal and external 

two sets of 
tions do not add to the n.un1ber of available l0 deterrnine the unknO\Vll ,nnr•n,~nr 

v1hich in this case are the six unknovvn stresses as functions of three coordinates. 
This 

of 
solutions to field 

as constants 
condition 

valid for values vf the unknovvn functio~s 
coordinates that 

and thus 
form of the unknown functions. Hence 

of the number 
the 

situation is still one where there are six unknown stresses, but 
with which w detennine those six unknovms in their general fonn. Any situation 

where the number of unknovms exceeds the available number of is described as 

discussed. 

need to be found. Such 
other than stresses. The 

A co.:rdina:e systern is ::m orthogonal coordinate systen1 vvhen the curved surfaces or plat~es defined 
by constant value~, f•f its co8rdinates are perpendicular each other everyvvhere they 1neet. Cartesian, 
cylindrical splt:?ri, al coordinate :~ysten1s nrc: exa:rnples of orthogonal coordinate systerns. 
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;:; 

X 

Figure 1.10. (a) Free diagram of approximately half of a cylindrical pressure vessel 
showing the cylindrical coordinate system used for the approximate analysis and the only 
internal stresses that act at the z plane panition. (b) Free body diagram of half of this pressure 
vessel, and half of the internal gas, showing only the stresses and the pressure acting upon 
this e plane partition. 

1.4 Plane Stress 

The above equations were developed in three spatial dimensions for a general 
(three-dimensional) state of stress. Occasionally, the shape of the body and the nature of the 
loading are such as to produce a simpler, essentially two-dimensional, stress state. Examples 
of such a simpler state of stress are often found in thin (flat or curved) sheets of material. Thin 
sheet and thin plate construction is commonplace in vehicular structures such as aircraft 
and ships, where thin skins cover reinforcing grids of beams. An algebraic demonstration of 
this situation where a common body geometry and a common loading very nearly produce 
only stresses within the plane of a thin sheet is offered in the next paragraph. 

Consider the case of a circular cylinder with closed ends that is loaded with either an 
internal pressure that exceeds the small external pressure by the amount p0 , or is loaded 
by an external pressure that exceeds the small internal pressure by the same value. In the 
first case, this cylindrical pressure vessel could be a very simplified version of a pressurized 
aircraft fuselage, a.rid in the second case, a very simplified version of a submarine hull. Let 
the cylindrical wall thickness, t, be very small compared to the radius of the cylinder, R. With 
t « R, the following approximate approach for estimating the stresses within the cylindrical 
shell is valid away from the juncture of the circular cylinder and the circular end plates. To 
calculate O'zz, which does not vary with the coordinate 8 because of the symmetry of the 
pressure vessel, consider the free body diagram (FBD) shown in Fig. 1. Choosing the 
internal pressure case, the internal force on the endplate is n R 2 p0 • This force is equilibrated 
by the total axial force, 2n Rta22 , supplied by the normal stresses, aw which are virtually 
constant over the shell thickness. Equating the magnitudes of these equal and opposite 
forces leads to 

poR 
a77 == --

-- 2t 

Figure 1. shows a z plane view of a FBD consisting of the thin sheet of a semicircular 
part of the original cylinder which has a depth d into the paper, and the fluid within that 
semicircular cylinder. Recalling that pressure is transmitted uniformly throughout a fluid 
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z 

X 

Figure 1.11. A thin, structural body of general geometry. If applied loads bend 
this body, the body is then called a "If this body is only stretched and/or compressed 
by loadings in its own plane, Ll-ien this is called a "sheet" or a piece of '·skin" if thin, 
or it is called a "slab" if thick. 

at rest, the upward fluid pressure, 2Rd p 0 , is exactly balanced by the total downward force 
produced by the hoop stress, 2td.a86 . Thus, 

poR 
aee = --

t 

It is not possible to calculate the stress in the radial direction this 
However, an exact analysis to be considered in Chapter 7 shows that its maximum value is 
the small value 

an-lmax = -po 

The symmetry of the structure and loading indicates that the shea_ring stresses in the central 
portion of the cylinder are all zero. Now compare the magnitudes of the three normal 
stresses. Since R » t, the axial stress and the hoop stress, both in-plane stresses, are clearly 
much greater than the radial stress, an out-of-plane stress. In fact, the radial stress can be 
ignored in preference to the oilier two stresses without any significant loss of accuracy. 
Hence this is a case where the significant stresses are only within the (tangent) plane. 

It is worth using the above pressure vessel example to note also that engineers use 
mathematics as an aid for making engineering decisions, and can sometimes, but not always, 
leave mathematical purity to those who relish such purity. In other words, for many important 
structures or structural components subjected to actual loadings, simplifications are possible 
wit..li. regard to describing the state of stress without serious loss of accuracy. 

In more general terms, consider the structural body in Fig. 1.11 which has the special 
shape of a thin, flat sheet If that body were loaded only with the tractions and 
Tv(x, on the cylindrical surface that defines the sheet edges, and the body forces per 
unit mass were limited to Bx (x, and Bv(x, y) then neither the geometry nor the loading 
would vary in the z direction. 11 In this sp~cial case all the stresses with a z subscript would 
be exactly zero, and the remaining stresses would be functions of the x and y variables only. 
To formally describe this and similar situations, the following definition is introduced. A 
state of plane stress exists when there exists a z axis some other such orthogonal 
such that axz = CTyz = CYzz = 0, and the loading and remaining stresses are only functions 
of the x and y coordinates. Thus the above-discussed cylindrical vessel case, where all the 

11 Recall that the weight forces are just a special case of the body forces, and in this discussion either the 
sheet is oriented within the gravitational field so that the weight forces do not have a component in the 
~ direction, or that component is negiigib!y small compared to the other loads. 
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Figure 1.12. Example 1.1. stress 

stresses with an r subscript are zero, fits the plane stress definition above. 
The (), z coordinates are, of course, the plane stress coordinates. In the case of plane stress 

Cartesian coordinates, the and boundary equilibrium . -··""''", 
equations reduce to 

and 

--+ ax ' 
rlaxy 1 --, 
ax 

= <Yxx 

+ pBx = 0 

+ =0 

+ <Yxy cos(n, 

+ (Jyy 
(l.11) 

In the case of plane stress, there are in three unknown stresses two available 
equilibrium Eqs. Thus this case is also indeterminate. 

The following two example are intended to acclimate the reader to 
the association between stresses and tractions and dealing with stresses and tractions as 
functions of variables. 

Example 1.1. Consider a uniformly thin, right shaped piece of sheet 
material is located in the upper right quadrant of the xy plane. The 
vertex is at the coordinate The triangle's equal-length 
edges of length the x and y axes. The thickness in the z direction is t. The state of 
stress within the slab is axx = Go, where <Yo is a constant with units of stress, and all other 
stresses are zero. Is this internal equilibrium? Sketch and label the 
tractions necessary for equilibrium at the bounda..ries. Are the external loads that result 
from the 

Solution, 

Eqs. (L 
internal 

because all stresses with z subscripts are zero. 
necessary to substitute the given stress field into 

the slab is in a state of 

The tractions on the three sides of the slab can be calculated 
( L 1 which in this case reduce to = a0 On the face v = 0, 

on the face x + y = cos(n. = v'2/2; and on the face x = 0, cos(n, x) = -
the tractions are as shov-.rn in 1 ] 2. 
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v, = cos (n, x) = -1 
vy=cos(n,y)=O 

x=O 
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v,=cos(n,x)= 0 
Vy= COS (n,y) = +1 

V, = 0, Vy= -1 (a) 

----i> 
X 

Figure 1.13. Example 1.2. A plane stress problem. 

(c) To check that the external loads due to the edge tractions are in equilibrium among 
themselves, it is sufficient to sum forces and moments with respect to those tractions. 
Summing forces in the x direction 

2a O'o./2 
-atO'o + -t -- = 0 

./2 2 

Summing forces in the y direction and summing moments in the xy plane about the 
point (0, a /2) leads to the equalities O = 0. Therefore the external loads are also in equi
librium. • 

Example 1.2. For a case of plane stress (a) show that the following stresses satisfy the 
equations of equilibrium; and (b) determine and sketch the tractions that must act on the 
three edges of the semiinfinite, rectangular structure shown in Fig. 1.13( a) in order for these 
stresses to be in equilibrium with the tractions at the boundary of the structure. 

O'xx = -O'oexp ( ~x) y (-x) O'xy = -O'o~ exp -;;-

O'yy = ~O'o [ 1 - (~/]exp ( ~x) 
where O'o is a constant with units of stress, and "exp," with an argument, is an alternative 
symbol fore, with a superscript, that is, for the exponential function. 
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Solution. (a) The plane stress equilibrium equations are Eqs. (1 Since there is no 
meation of body forces, it is implied that they are zero. Direct substitution into Eqs. 
and differentiation yields 

Hence the equilibrium equations are identically satisfied, and therefore these stresses are in 
a state of internal equilibrium. 

This part of the example problem is a bit different in that no tractions are given; that 
is, it is necessar; to use the Cauchy equations, Eqs. l) in order to detem1ine the tractions 
on the given boundary that complete the equilibrium state of the structure. Figure 1.13( a) 
provides the values of the direction cosines, and carries forward the notation of subscripted 
lower-case v's for the direction cosines of the normal unit vectors that is partly suggested 
by Eqs. (1.9). Equations (l.ll) for the three edges are 

At the top edge, y = +a 

= Uxy(X, 

At the bottom edge, y = -a 

At the left edge, x = 0 

= -<Yo exp ( ~x ) and =o 

=-uoexp{-x) and Tv=O 
\ a 

Tx(O, y) = -uxxCO, y) = +cro and Ty = -<Yxy(O, (
v· 

= <Yo ~) 
al 

A sketch of these tractions on the rectangular body is provided in Fig. 1.13(b). That sketch 
concludes the solution. Ill 

It is necessary to comment upon the above "solution." Integration of the tractions over 
the semiinfinite top and bottom surfaces confirms the equilibrium of the external loads. 
However, while these stresses and tractions do satisfy equilibrium everywhere within and 
upon this body, they are NOT a solution to ANY problem because there are other required 
conditions that these stresses do not meet. These other requirements are discussed fully 
in later chapters, and are brought together with the equilibrium requirements to form a 
complete analysis in Chapters 7 and 8. In other words, the satisfaction of internal and 
external equilibrium equations is only a beginning, and not always sufficient in itself for a 
stress solution. 

1.5 Summary 

Rather than attempt to study each different type of structural system or structural 
element as a separate entity, the approach taken here is to discover what equations apply 
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to all structures. Once comprehensive equations are developed, then convenient 0;AA.,,a.wca-

tions to structural elements can on a more informed basis. To achieve 
such a it is necessary to begin the on the differential 
scale. Differential-sized bodies are the only shapes that can be visualized inside or at the 

of any structural element, be it a or a plate, or whatever. Concurrent with 
this geometric choice is the decision to describe all external and internal mechanical load-

in terms of tractions and stresses, The decision to focus on stresses was 
prompted the convenience that the stress affords when ,~r<M,.,,n,nn 

of material behavior. Chapters 5 and 6 elaborate upon material behavior in response to 
stresses. The focus of this chapter, the equilibrium and the Cauchy 
(boundary condition) equations are Newton's laws in terms of stresses and tractions. 
The equilibrium equations, which are differential equations, indicate the price to 
be paid for complete generality. That is mathematical Thus the course 
of this textbook is to first establish the extent of that complexity, and then to find ways to 
circumvent that complexity. 

When stress components are referenced to an orthogonal coordinate they are 
functions that describe the magnitude and direction of the force components act

ing nonnal to, and in the plane areas extending from the point under consideration. 
All stress components have the units of force over area. The areas associated with the 
stress components are understood to extend in the 
from the point under consideration. It is desirable to between stresses that 
act over areas within the body volume and those that act on areas of the outer bound
ary surfaces. The term "stress" is hereafter reserved for stresses within the volume 
of the structural body, while the term "traction'' is reserved for stresses on the outer 
boundary surface. The sign conventions for stresses and tractions must be thoroughly 
memorized. 

Every structural body is either in a state of static or in a state that can 
be described as dynamic equilibrium. ff the inertia forces are treated like any other body 
forces, it is not necessary to distinguish between the two types of Every por
tion of a structural body in equilibrium, including differential-sized elements, must also 
be in equilibrium. Again, in order to treat a body of general in a general way, it 
is necessary to examine differential-sized sub-volumes of the body. The applica-
tion of Newton's second law to differential-sized elements within the volume and 
at the boundary surface produces the "equilibrium and "Cauchy's equations," 
respectively. The equilibrium equations relate the stress components within the body, while 
Cauchy's equations relate the tractions to the stresses at the Having available 
only these equations of equilibrium for the interior and at the boundary of a body is 

. not sufficient to determine the stress distribution within that given the tractions and 
body forces acting on and throughout the body. 

Example 1.3. Write the elaborated Cauchy for the single boundary edge 
shown in Fig. 1.14. In this case, "fully elaborated" means write the appropriate argument 
for each function in your answer. (This way of restricting the variables of the functions that 
appear in the boundary condition statements is necessary.) The body the 

in question is in a state of stress. 

Solution. The equation for the boundarf edge is y = x + a. The direction cosines for 
this edge are v., = -v'2/2, and vy = 
+~/2. Along that edge T, = 0, and = - p0 . 
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X 

Figure 1.14. Example 1.3. The stipulated boundary and traction. 

by 2, the Cauchy equations for this edge are 

0=-h x + + hcr,y(x, x + a) 

Of course, the first of the above two equations can be further simplified 
by ,/2. 

29 

division 

Ill 

What can be done at this in the way of exercises is such things as: determine 
whether proposed states of equilibrium are valid in the interior and at the boundary; 
detennine tractions given internal stresses; and (iii) pursue the interior and boundary equi
librium concepts in other useful coordinate systems. The following exercises address these 
possibilities. The first exercise is thrown in to have something to do before the equilibrium 
equations are established, and just for the fun of it. 

Chapter 1 Exercises 

1.1. Lexa is 12 years old. Lexa is twice as old as Sara was when Lexa was as old as 
Sara is now. How old is Sara? 

1.2. (a) Using the standard convention, show the positive stresses with respect to 
the Cartesian coordinate system that act on the nonhidden faces of the 
differential-sized rectangular parallelepiped shown in Fig. 1.15(a). 
Do the same for the infinitesimal element defined by cylindrical coordinates 
as shown in Fig. 1. 
Do the same for the differential element bounded by surfaces defined by 
constant values of the spherical coordinates fJ, ¢) and which extends 
from the point P as shown in Fig. 1 When doing so, be sure to note 
the direction in which the coordinate ¢ is positive. 

(d) Locate and label the appropriate body force components for each of the 
three cases above. 

1.3. Figure 1.16 shows a of sheet metal in a state stress. 
The rectangular piece is loaded on its thin edges constant tractions that 
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z 

z 

y 
z 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 1.15. (a) Exercise 1.2(a). A differential element defined by Cartesian coordinates. 
(b) Exercise l .2(b ). A differential element defined by cylindrical coordinates. ( c) Exercise 
1.2( c ). A differential element defined by spherical coordinates. Be sure to note the positive 
direction of the colatitude coordinate efJ. 

lie in its own plane. Write the mathematical description of the two traction 
components Tx and Ty for each of the four edges with due regard for the 
traction sign convention. 

(b) lsO"xxCx, y);:::: +2po, O"yy(x, y) = -po,andO"xy(x, y) = Oasolutionofthe 
plane stress equilibrium equations and the plane stress Cauchy equations? 

(c) The quantity O"o is a constant with units of stress. Determine the traction 
boundary conditions on the straight boundary shown in Fig l.16(b) when 
the solution for the overall geometry and loading are 

and 

O"xxCx, y) = O"o [ (~)3 sin n:: + ~], 

O"xy(X, y) = O"o [ 1 - ({)2] [cos~+~ (~)2], 
O"yy(x, y) = O"o [~+({)sin n::], 
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(a) (b) 

1~16~ Exercise 1.3. Plane stress 

z 

Figure 1.17. Exercises l.4 and 1.5. The strnctural body dimen,ions and coordinate 
system. 

1.4. Consider the rectangular piece of sheet metal shown in Fig. 1.17, which has the 
dimensions 2a x 2b x 2c, where the relative size of 2c has been exaggerated for 
the sake of visual clarity. For the Cartesian coordinate system determine 
the direction cosines of the normals to the three visible surfaces (i.e., the surfaces 
(x = -a, y = +b, z = +c)) with respect to each Cartesian coordinate. 

1.5. If the piece of sheet metal of the previous (Fig. 1. is in a state of 
plane stress, the body forces are zero, a0 is an arbitrary stress value, and if 

O"xx = 0 axy = -3 (~)2 cro ayy = C ao 

(a) What then must be the value of the constant C in the expression for cryy 

What must be the tractions on the faces x = ± a? 
What must be the tractions on the faces y = ± b? 

(d) What must be the tractions on the faces z = ± c? 

1.6. If the carbon fiber composite mate1ial sheet shown in Fig. 1.18 is in a state of 
plane stress where all body forces are zero, and the analytical expressions for 
the stresses are known to have the forms listed in the diagram, then: 
(a) What relations must exist between the constants A, B, and D for the 

interior of this body to be in a state of equilibrium? 
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y) =Ax
y) = 
y) = 1- - Cx2+Dy2 

X 

Figure 1.18. Exercise 1.6. A thin sheet and determined stresses. 

yy 

z ~' 
Figure 1.19. Exercise 1.8. A 
ary outer normal. 

stress infinitesimal element and the bound-

(b) Determine all the tractions that must exist on the edge x = 0 for that portion 
of the boundary to be in a state of 

1.7. In a variation upon Example 1.1, consider a thin sheet of material (any material) 
which has the planform shape of a 30°, 60°, 90°; The length of the 
hypotenuse is a. If the Cartesian coordinate system used to describe on 
the triangular sheet originates at the right with the coinciding 
with the short side of length !a, and the positive y axis with the side 
of length ( ~ /2)a, and if each side is loaded an 
cr0 that is everywhere perpendicular to, and directed inward towards each thin 
edge, then determine: 

Whether the triangular shaped body is in a state of external that 
is, whether the externally 
acting upon the three triangular 

(.b) Whether the stress solution 
crxy(x, y) = 0 satisfies both the interior and boundary equa-
tions. 
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z 

Figure 1.20. Exercise 1.9. A partially labelled free body diagram. 

Body forces 
at centroid 
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1.8. In the case of plane stress, directions can be specified by use of a single angle. Use 
Fig. 1.19 to derive the plane stress Cartesian boundary condition (i.e., Cauchy) 
equations in terms of the angle e, where B is the angle between the normal to 
the outer boundary surface and the x axis. It is left to the reader to augment the 
drawing with the positive representations of the appropriate stress and traction 
vectors. Hint: From the geometry of the triangle, dy / ds = cos e, and dx / ds 
sine. 

1.9. Figure 1.20 depicts a differential element defined by cylindrical coordinates. For 
the sake of clarity, only those stresses that act in the z direction are labelled. 
(a) Use Fig. 1.20 to show that the interior equilibrium equation in terms of 

cylindrical coordinates for the z direction at the arbitrary point Pis as stated 
below. Hint: Be sure to correctly calculate the areas associated with each 
stress; for the front r face has an area equal to (r + de dz. The 
volume is (r + dr d8 dz. 

__ \-'- + -- -L { OCYzz \ _j_ B - 0 
} , Grz , r I J , rp z -

ar ae \ l}z / 
r 

Determine whether or not the order of the subscripts is significant for stresses 
defined in terms of cylindrical coordinates by investigating whether or not 

Orz = f5cr. 

(c) Determine whether a,.e = tJe,.. 
(d) Determine whether Gza = Gez-
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Figure 1.21. Exercise 1. l 2(b). The structural body geometry. 

1.10. (a) Plane stress in terms of cylindrical coordinates is exactly the same as for 
Cartesian coordinates; that is, all z-subscripted stresses are zero, and so 
forth. Show that the plane stress interior equilibrium equations for the rand 
e directions are 

( aa,,) aa,e 
r -- + -- + O"rr - aee + rpB, = 0 

ar ae 

( aae,) aaee r -- + -- + 2a,e + rp Be = 0 
ar ae 

Hint: Note that the stresses acting on the theta faces are at an angle of 
±de/2 or± (n/2 +de/2)tothe axis of symmetryfortheelementgeometry. 
Note further that sin(de /2) ~ de /2 and cos(de /2) ~ 1.0 are very good 
approximations for infinitesimal angles. 

(b) By both direct summation for a differential element, and also by substitution 
into the equilibrium equations derived in part (a), show that the following 
constant stresses are a possible equilibrium plane stress state when the body 
forces are zero: a,, = aee = ao, and a,e = 0. 

(c) Extend the above plane stress equations to the three-dimensional case of 
Fig. 1.20. 

1.11. Are the units of each term in each interior equilibrium equation of Exercises 1.9 
and 1.10 consistent with every other term? 

1.12. Consider a straight, uniform bar of long or short length L, and an arbitrary cross
sectional of area A. Let the two ends of the bar be planes that are perpendicular to 
the cylindrical surface. Let all body forces and temperature changes be negligible, 
and let N be the magnitude of the total tensile force acting at each end of the 
bar. 
(a) If the x a.?(is runs the length of the bar, and if the bar's cylindrical surface 

is traction-free while the result of the tensile load N is that the end cross
sections are loaded uniformly with a traction Tx = N / A on the x = L face 
and a traction Tx = -N/A at the x = 0 face, then show that the solution 
O"xx = +N/A with all other stresses equal to zero satisfies the interior 
equilibrium equations and the Cauchy equations on the boundary. 

(b) As shown in Fig. 1.21, if the end plane at x = L, which was previously 
perpendicular to the x axis, is now rotated 45° about the y axis so that 
cos.(n, x) = cos(n, z) = ./2/2, and cos(n, y) = 0, then with the same 

V 
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uniform tensile loading in the x direction of total magnitude N, what now 
is the mathematical description of the tractions at this right-hand end? Is 
the stress solution of part (a) still valid in this case? If so, how can this 
problem be extended so as to draw a <;:onclusion for a body of a general 
shape subjected to this special type of traction which acts only in either a 
positive or negative coordinate direction? Hint: Exercise 1.14 shows that an 
oblique area is equal to its projected area divided by the cosine of the angle 
between the normals to the two areas. 

FOR THE EAGER 

1.13. A force acting in the (a) z direction; (b) y direction; (c) x direction, of magnitude 
N is uniformly distributed over a triangular plane whose vertices are the three 
points (a, 0, 0), (0, 2a, 0), and (0, 0, 3a). What then are the magnitudes of 
the normal and total shear stress vectors acting upon the triangular area? What 
are the stress components on this oblique triangular area in the directions of 
the positive coordinate axes? Hints: For part (a), write N = Nk; determine the 
expression for the unit vector normal to the triangular area by recalling the result 
for the cross product of two vectors; and a unit vector is obtained by dividing a 
vector by its magnitude. 

1.14. Consider again the tetrahedron used to determine the boundary equilibrium equa
tions, Fig. l.9(a). Define three vectors each originating at pointP, and extending 
to the respective points A, B, and C. Use these vectors and their differences to 
determine the relations between the oblique differential area and the other three 
differential areas. Hint: Recall again that one-half of the cross product of two 
vectors with a common origin is a vector whose magnitude is the area of the 
triangle defined by the two vectors, and whose direction is normal to both of the 
product vectors. 

1.15. In cylindrical coordinates, what is meant by the positive "fJ direction" is the 
direction of increasing e along a circular are of fixed values of the coordinates r 
and z. Since all previous changes in stress quantities have been described using 
partial derivatives with respect to a coordinate that directly measures distance, 
justify using a partial derivative with respect to e, an angle, to describe changes 
in the positive e direction as is done, for example, in Exercise 1.10. 

FOR THE ESPECIALLY EAGER 

1.16. In order to illustrate that the resulting moment on a differential face resulting 
from a planar (tilted) stress distribution acting over that differential face does 
involve four differential factors, consider the special case where the tilt is in 
only one direction, say the x direction on a z face as shown in Fig. 1.22. For 
ease of orientation, choose the front z face, which is at the top of the differential 
element, and focus only on the normal stress there which, for brevity, is identified 
by the temporary symbol az~. Recall that the value of the normal stress on this or 
any other such differential surface is the average stress. Since the distances are 
infinitesimal, the average stress is the stress at the center of the differential face. 
The slope of the stress distribution in this situation is simply aa2~/ ax. Since slope 

· multiplied by "run" equals "rise," the maximum changes in the stress distribution 
are as shown. Using the given sketch, proceed to calculate the moment produced 
by the change in the stress distribution over the area of the differential face. 
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Figure 1.22. Exercise 1.16. The stress distribution diagram for the purpose of 
that the surface moments are insignificant. 

'-(rd¢ 

~A 
l Ii~ 
I •··I ~ _t_{ ! j (¢ '\ Axis of revolution 

i I I 
t'···J \ I 1~ Ring of width rd¢ 
~ on surface of sphere 

dx 

2 

Figure 1.23. Exercise 1.17. The geometric details of a spherical surface of revolution. 

1.17. Use Fig. l.15(c) to write the general stress v'"'uu,u,,u,,u equation in terms of 
spherical coordinates for 

The radial direction (user instead of p, 
density). 

(b) The ¢ direction. 
The e direction. 

p as the symbol for the mass 

Hint: The surface areas of the differential-sized element are as follows. 

For either e face 

For an upper ¢ face 

For a lower ¢ face 

For an inner r face 

For an outer r face 

(r + d¢ dr ""' r dr 

(r + !ar) sin ip dedr 8 r sin¢ de dr 

(r + !dr) sin(¢+ d¢) de dr ""'r(sin¢ + 

r 2 sin¢ d¢ de 

(r + sin¢ dq,, de ""' (r + 2r dr) 

cos¢)de dr 

d¢de 

Comment. The primary difficulty of this task is determining the areas of 
the six faces and the volume the differential-sized free body defined 
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N 

s 
Figure 1.24. Exercise 1.18. 

constant values of the three coordinates. The areas of the() and¢ faces 
are determined simply from the planar geometry of circular sectors. However, it 
is necessary to recognize that the are length for a¢ surface is r sin ¢ df}, which 
fact is easily established use of the result of Exercise 10.19. The third area, the 
area of the spherical differential surface at the radius valuer and colatitude angle 
¢ can be determined by the spherical segment as part of a surface of 
revolution about an x axis. See Fig. 1.23 for the meaning of the temporary symbol 
h. By this approach, first convert the expression for the area of the differential 
ring of revolution (2n h into spherical coordinates = r h = r sin¢); 
and then proportionalize that area on the basis of the equatorial arc that defines 
the differential area in question multiply by the factor de /2n ), and thus 
obtain the area solution as r2 sin q; d¢ d(). 

One way to obtain the expression for the differential volume is to calculate 
the value of the Jacobian. On the other hand, a purely geometric approach would 
be to take a cue from the answer for the differential volume in cylindrical coor
dinates. In the cylindrical coordinate case, the differential volume is r dr de dz, 
which is simply the product of the edge lengths at point P. Mimicking that 
answer, the differential volume for spherical coordinates is d(Vol.) = r2 sin¢ 
de d¢ dr. 

1.Ht The dense, unifonn object shown in Fig. 1.24 is known to rotate about 
its own axis of rotation with a constant angular velocity Q. ff the radius of the 
sphere is and the law of gravitational attractions within the sphere is 
rgo/ R, 

what are the body forces per unit mass Br, Be, and Bq,? 
(b) by symmetry, what stresses must be zero throughout the sphere? 

which derivatives with to the spherical coordinates r, 8, and q; must 
be zero? 



CHAPTER 2 

Stresses and Coordinate Axis Rotations 

2.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 1 the choice of the origin and orientation of the analysis Cartesian 
coordinate system was made arbitrarily. For a body of general shape there simply is no 
geometric feature with which to align the coordinate system for the advantage of the analyst. 
Even if the structure has a special geometry that clearly suggests an advantage for a particular 
origin or orientation of a Cartesian coordinate system, it is still necessary to consider the 
following question. What effect would there be upon the analysis results ( e.g., the calculated 
values of the stresses) if another Cartesian coordinate system were selected that is different 
from the first in its origin and orientation? In general, the answer is that the set of stress.es 
associated with the second Cartesian coordinate system are different from those that are 
associated with the first Cartesian coordinate system. For example, consider the first bar of 
Fig. 1.1 (a). If the first Cartesian coordinate system is such that the x axis runs along the length 
of the bar, then with the end forces applied as uniform tractions, the first set of stresses would 
be O'xx = N/A with the other five stresses equal to zero. Similarly, if the second Cartesian 
coordinate system were such that they axis ran the length of the bar, the second set of stresses 
wuuld be ayy = N/A with the other five stresses equal to zero. These two sets of stresses 
are different, but the physical reality of the loaded bar is not changed in the slightest by the 
analyst's choice of coordinate system. The only thing that does change is the mathematical 
description of that unchanged physical reality. Note that nothing was. said about the origins 
of the above two Cartesian coordinate systems. In this case only their orientation mattered. 

The above observation suggests that there may be a relationship between the above two 
sets of stresses, or any two sets of stresses, at a given interior point based on the extent of 
the relative rotation of the Cartesian coordinate systems. Thus the question: Is knowing the 

\ values of the set of six stresses in one Cartesian coordinate system at an arbitrary interior 
point sufficient, at the same arbitrary point in the structure, to know all six stresses in 
any other Cartesian coordinate system? Another related question is, How is it possible to 
determine the coordinate s:Btem that is associated with the greatest values of each of the 
six stresses? If the information contained· in one set of stresses for one coordinate system 
is not sufficient to develop the values of another such set of stresses for another coordinate 
system, then a very large number of repetitive analyses may be necessary to develop a 
complete picture of how the stresses at a particular point vary as the various planes passing 
through the point of interest are rotated relative to each other. The purpose of this chapter 
is to answer these questions for Cartesian coordinate systems, and, after that, to deal with 
other orthogonal coordinate systems as well. 

2.2 Stress Values in Other Cartesian Coordinate Systems 

Recall that stresses are associated with a particular coordinate system because the 
coordinate system defines the surfaces on which the stresses act Consider two Cartesian 
coordinate systems each of which is arbitrarily located in space. In general, either coordinate 

38 
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system can be made coincident with the other by a series of three translations and three 
rotations. Hence, when discussing stresses in different coordinate systems, it is perhaps 
necessary to consider both translations and rotations of coordinate axes. The next paragraph 
disposes of the need to consider translations of coordinate axes. 

As a starting point, let it be assumed that the stresses associated with one particular 
Cartesian coordinate system are known. Consider a second Cartesian coordinate system 
that is arbitrarily translated in space relative to the first coordinate system. The orientations 
of the planes defined by the two coordinate systems at any point of interest are exactly the 
same. That is, the x planes, y planes, and z planes are identical because, for example, it is 
the orientation of the x direction, not the x value that defines the x plane. In other words, 
the geometries of the differential-sized planes at any point P are exactly the same in either 
coordinate system. Also note again that the applied loads, material, and the geometry of the 
structure are not in any way affected by the analyst's choice of a coordinate system. Therefore 
the internal response to those applied loads, that is, the internal load distribution, is also 
unaffected by the choice of the coordinate system. Neither the interior stress distribution nor 
the planes through which that interior stress system acts, are altered by use of a translated 
coordinate system. Hence the stresses associated with two such Cartesian coordinate systems 
are the same, and Cartesian coordinate system translations need not be given any further 
attention with respect to stresses. 

Now let the second Cartesian coordinate system be rotated irr an arbitrary manner in space 
relative to the first Cartesian coordinate system. The first coordinate system is referred to 
as the original coordinate system; see Fig. 2.l(a). Let the coordinates of, and the stresses 
associated with, the second, rotated coordinate system be distinguished from those of the 
first system by the use of asterisks. 1 Consider the plane defined by the x* coordinate. Let 
the previously adopted stress naming convention be slightly simplified so that the normal 
and shear stresses on the x* plane are symbolized as a ;x, a ;Y, and a ;z. In order to pursue a 
possible relationship between the first and second sets of stresses, put a differential-sized x* 
plane together with the three differential-sized planes of the original coordinate system. The 
result is the differential-sized tetrahedron extending from the arbitrary point P as shown in 
Fig. 2.l(b). Unlike the tetrahedron used to derive the Cauchy equations, this one is at an 
arbitrary interior point, and thus stresses rather than tractions act on the oblique face. Since 
it previously proved useful to sum forces on such stress-decorated differential bodies, that 
summation process is repeated below. The question immediately arises as to the direction 
in which forces should be sunimed. If forces are summed, for example, in the x direction, 
then components of all three of the x* face stresses will appear in the result. On the other 
hand, if forces are summed in one of the directions of the rotated coordinate system, then 
only one x* face stress will appear in the result along with the many components of the 
stresses associated with the original (without asterisk) coordinate system. The purpose of 
the summation is to determine whether the values of the rotated set of stresses are uniquely 
determined by those of the original set. Thus it is preferable that the individual values of 
the rotated set of stresses be sought in terms of the stresses associated with the original 
coordinate system. In other words, summing in the direction of the rotated coordinates is 
preferable. 

Consider summing forces in the x* direction. At first glance, this appears to be a daunting 
task. It is necessary to obtain the components of all the back face stresses and body forces 

1 Note that the asterisks of this and succeeding chapters have no relation whatsoever to the temporary 
asterisks used in the previous chapter. 
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Figure 2.1. (a) Both the original and arbitrarily rotated Cartesian coordinate systems, where 
the latter coordinates are designated by asterisks. (b) A free body diagram in the shape of 
an irregular tetrahedron whose oblique face is perpendicular to the x* axis. (c) Coordinate 
axis rotations confined to the z plane. 

per unit mass in the x* direction. The size of the task at hand requires careful organiza
tion and some discussion. As a preliminary step, consider the vectors A and B shown in 
Fig. 2.2(a). If() is the angle between the two vectors, then the magnitude of the component 
of the vector A in the direction of the vector B is A cos (). Similarly, if the angle between the 
vectors B and C is ¢, then the magnitude of the component of the vector C in the direction 
of the vector B is C cos <fJ where cos <fJ is a negative quantity. It is important to note that the 
direction of the component is accounted for by the sign of the cosine. This means that all 
that is necessary to obtain the magnitude of the component of one vector in the direction of 
another vector is simply to multiply the magnitude of the first vector by the cosine of the 
angle between the two vectors. 

In order to describe the angles between the stress vectors acting upon the differential 
tetrahedron, first note that the orientation of the rotated Cartesian coordinate system relative 
to the original coordinate system can be fully specified by means of the angles between 
their respective coordinate axes. Between any one coordinate axis of the original coordinate 
system and any one coordinate axis of the rotated coordinate system, either one of two angles 
can be used to describe the relative rotation of those two coordinate axes. One of these two 
angles is always less than 180°, and the other is always greater than 180". Let the nine angles 
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Figure 2.2. A diagram for explaining how to routinely obtain vector components in a given 
direction. 

that describe the relative rotations between such pairs of coordinate axes always be chosen 
so that they lie within the closed interval [O, n]. For this range of values for the nine 
angles, the cosines of these angles are unambiguously related to the angles themselves. 2 

In all that follows, these orientation-determining cosines are referred to as the direction 
cosines. 

Since there are nine different direction cosines, and they are used extensively, it is 
desirable to introduce a brief notation. First let, for example, the direction cosine between 
the x* axis and they axis be denoted as cos(x*, Then, for brevity, let cos(x*, y) be denoted 
as c~y, where the first subscript always refers to the rotated coordinate system, that is, the 
coordinate system denoted by asterisks, while the second subscript refers to the 
original coordinate system. Note that c xy =f. Cyx because the angle betv1een the x* and y axes 
is in general not the same as the angle between the and x axes. They are two different 
pairs of axes. 

In the summation of forces acting upon the tetrahedron that follows, be sure to understand 
that the angles of the direction cosines are those between the positive directions of the 
coordinate axes, not those between the positive directions of the stresses. All the back 
face stress vectors acting on the differential tetra.hedron faces are positive in the negative 
directions of the original coordinate axes. Therefore all the cosines of the angles between the 
various stress vectors of the original coordinate system and the stress vectors of the rotated 
coordinate system are negative values of the direction cosines. That is, cos(tl + n) = 
-cos e. On the other hand, the body force vectors are in the positive original coordinate 
axis directions, and thus the cosines of the angles between them and the stresses of the 
rotated coordinate system are the positive values of the direction cosines. 

To test the contemplated summation procedure simply, examine Fig. 2.2(b ), which is just 
a variation on a small portion of Fig. 2.1 (b ). The variation is, of course, that force vectors 
rather than stress vectors are shown in Fig. 2.2(b). Summing forces in the x* direction for 
just those two forces yields a_;,dA - Clxx dAx Cxx. Again, the minus sign is used because the 
axx vector is in the negative x direction. Since the angle between the x* and x axes is acute as 
drawn, Cxx is a positive number, and thus the summation procedure is correct in that the two 
force vectors shown are somewhat opposing each other. With this small confidence-building 

2 In mathem2tics, this unambiguous situation is called a "one-to-one mapping." 
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exercise completed, all is ready for summing forces onthe tetrahedron of Fig. 2.l(b). Doing 
so in the x* direction yields 

er;x dA - erxxdAxCxx - erxy dAx Cxy - erxz dAx Cxz 

- eryxdAyCxx - eryydAyCxy - eryzdAyCxz 

- erzxdAzCxx - erzydAzCxy - erzzdAzCxz 

+ ! p[BxCxx + ByCxy + BzCxz] dz dA2 = 0 

Divide through by the nonzero quantity d A. Since the x* direction is the normal direction for 
the oblique face, the result from the previous chapter thatdAx/dA = cos(n, x) means here 
that the same ratio equals cos(x*, x) = Cxx. Furthermore, dAy/dA = cxy, and dAz/dA = 
Cxz· Since the body ·force terms include an extra differential factor, they may be discarded 
as before. Regrouping terms leads to the result 

The same mechanical process works when summing forces in the y* direction. It is worth 
repeating the process to develop mastery. Summing forces in the y* direction yields 

er;YdA - erxxdAxCyx -erxydAx.Cyy -erxzdAxCyz 

- eryx dAy Cyx - eryy dAy Cyy - O'yz dAy Cyz 

- er;:,xdA2 Cyx - erzydA2 Cyy - erzzdA2 Cyz 

+ ! p[BxCyx + ByCyy + BzCyz] dz dAz = 0 

Again, dividing by dA, dropping the body force terms as negligible, and regrouping for 
clarity, yields 

er;y = erxxCxxCyx + eryyCxyCyy + erzzCxzCyz + erxy(CxxCyy + CxyCyx) 

+ erxzCCxxCyz + CxzCyx) + eryz(CxyCyz + CxzCyy) (2.2) 

Note the regular pattern that the subscripts follow in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2). The first subscripts 
in each pairof direction cosines refer to the stress on the left-hand side. The second subscripts 
refer to the right-hand side stress for which the direction cosines are factors. Regular patterns 
should always be sought and then used to check whether there are mistakes. 

The above process is quite manageable for the x* face. A particularly interesting aspect 
of this process compared to the corresponding and usual (two-dimensional) plane stress 
derivation is that this process works just as well and exactly the same way for the y* and z* 
faces. If a diagram is desired, it is· only necessary to relabel the oblique face in Fig. 2.1 (b) 
as the y* or z* face, as desired. The corresponding change in the equations is, for example 
for a z* face, the replacement of er;x by er2~ and er;Y by erz~' and the replacement o(x as the 
first subscript for all the direction cosines by z. The result for all six of the stresses in the 
rotated coordinate system can be written compactly in matrix form as 

[er*]= [c][er][c]t (2.3) 

where the nonsymmetrical matrix of direction cosines, [ c ], and the symmetrical stress matrix 
[a] are defined ·as 

[
Cxx 

[c] = Cyx 
Czx 

Cxy 
Cyy 
Czy 

Cxz] 
Cyz 
Czz 

[
erxx 

[er] = erxy 

erxz 

erxy 
eryy 
eryz 

(2.4) 
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The matrix [a*] has the same form as the [a] matrix. Equation (2.3) clearly demonstrates 
that all the stresses in one Cartesian coordinate system are uniquely determined by those 
in any other Cartesian coordinate system. Equation (2.3) is also valid for non-Cartesian 
orthogonal coordinate systems. 

Before proceeding to the determination of the maximum values of the stresses and the 
coordinate system associated with those maximum values, the above equations will be 
specialized for the important case of plane stress. As the reader recalls, the plane stress 
state is one where there exists a z axis such that there are no stresses on any z plane, and 
none of the applied loadings or other stresses vary in the z direction. The best way of dealing 
with the rotation of axes in the case of plane stress is to require that the z* axis parallel the 
z axis. The two sets of coordinate axes for plane stress are shown in Fig. 2.l(c). When the 
requirement that the z* axis parallel the z axis is met, it is possible to conclude immediately 
that all three of the z-subscripted stresses in the rotated coordinate system are zero. It is 
also evident that Czx = Czy = Cxz = Cyz = 0, and Cu. = 1.0. Substituting the above special 
values for the direction cosines into Eq. (2.3) provides confirmation that the z-subscripted 
stresses in the rotated coordinate axes are zero, and the other stresses are not zero in general. 
Extracting the nonzero matrix elements for close inspection, yields the result 

or 

a;x = axxc;x + ayyc;Y + 2axyCxxCxy 

a;Y = axxc;x + ayyc;Y + 2o-xyCyxCyy 

a;Y = axxCxxCyx + ayyCxyCyy + axy(CxxCyy + CxyCyx) 

Cxy]t 

Cyy 

(2.5) 

Referring again to Fig. 2.1 ( c ), for this simpler situation the four nonzero direction cosines of 
interest can be rewritten in terms of the single angle () which as shown is positive when the 
x* axis is rotated counterclockwise from the x axis. Specifically, Cxx =cos(), cxy = cos((n /2) 
- ())=sin(), Cyx = cos((n /2) +())=-sin(), and cyy = cos e. Substituting for the direction 
cosines yields 

a;x = axx cos2 () + ayy sin2 () + 2axy sin() cos() 

a;Y = axx sin2 () + ayy cos2 () - 2ax'y sin() cos() (2.6) 

a;Y = (ayy - axx)sin()cos() + axy(cos2 () - sin2 ()) 

Equations (2.6), the plane stress equivalent to the more general case represented by Eq. 
(2.3), are the subject of exercises designed to involve the reader in the process of rotating 
Cartesian coordinate axes. The rotation process is important because it is the means by 
which the maximum tensile, compressive, and shear stresses can be identified. 

2.3 The Determination of Maximum Stress Values 

Before beginning the somewhat lengthy development of the solution for the maxi
mum values for the normal and shear stresses, it may be worthwhile to recall the differential 
calculus procedure for determining the relative extreme values, that is, the relative maxi
mums and relative minimums, of any function, j(()). The first thing to note is that when() 
is a continuous angle of rotation over the interval [0, 2n ), there are actually no end points to 
the interval since the angle just repeats itself. Thus in this case all relative extreme values are 
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absolute extreme values. As the reader undoubtedly recalls, all that is necessary to discover 
the extreme values off (8) is to: (i) set the derivative off (8) equal to zero; (ii) .solve for 
the values of 8 that satisfy that equation,!' (8) = O; and then (iii) substitute those solutions 
for 8 into the expression for f(8). The values of f(8) for those values of 8 are the extreme 
values of f(8). This three-step procedure is the road map for what follows. 

The equations available for determining the maximum stresses are Eqs. (2.3) and (2.6). 
Since it appears that Eqs. (2.6) are easier to deal with in a direct manner, the discussion 
begins with the plane stress equations. An interesting aspect ofEqs. (2.6) is the appearance 
of the factors (2 sin 8 cos 8) and (cos2 8 - sin2 8). These twci factors are identified as sin 2e 
and cos 2e, respectively. This suggests, and it turns out to be true, that there is an advantage 
to rewriting Eqs. (2.6) in terms of the quantity W rather than just 8. The equations can be 
so rewritten by employing the further identities3 

sin2 8 = !Cl - cosW) and cos2 8 = !(I + cos W) 

Substituting the above four trigonometric identities into Eqs. (2.6) yields 

a;x = !(axx + O'yy) + !(axx - O'yy) COS W + O'xy sin W 

a;y = !(axx + O'yy) - !(axx - O'yy) cos w - O'xy sin w 
a;Y = -!(axx - O'yy) sinW + O'xy cos W 

If it was not evident in Eqs. (2.6), it should now be obvious that 

(2.6a) 

(2.7) 

That is, the sum of the normal stresses is the same regardless of the orientation of the coor
dinate system. (The analogous result is also true in the three-dimensional case.) This result 
is convenient for checking maximum normal stress calculations and should be remembered 
for that purpose. Equation (2. 7) also is used in demonstrating that other important quantities, 
such as certain energy expressions, are independent of the coordinate system in which they 
are described. Thus a special name is given to the sum of the normal stresses. This sum 
is called the first stress invariant. There are two other such basic stress invariants, which, 
as the reader might guess, are called the second and third stress invariants. They are not 
important to our present purposes. 

The task of finding the extreme values of the three stresses of Eq. (2.6a) can be dealt 
with in the familiar terms of differential calculus as outlined above. Note that since this 
discussion deals with a single material point, the stresses in the original coordinate system, 
O'xx and so forth, are here considered to be known constants, while the stresses of the rotated 
coordinate system, a;x and so forth, vary with the single variable, 8. Thus it is only necessary 
to differentiate each rotated coordinate system stress with respect to 8, or better yet W, and 
set the result equal to zero in order to determine the value or values of W for which the 
stresses in the rotated coordinate system are a maximum or minimum. Doing so yields 

3 The only trigonometric identities that the reader ever need memorize are stated below. All oth
ers can be derived, usually with only a few steps, from sin(a ± /3) = sin a cos f3 ± cos a sin f3 and 
cos(a ± {3) = cos a cos f3 =i= sin a sin {3. 
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so 

tan 

sin 2() - CYxy cos 2() = 0 

so 

tan 

cos 2() -- Cixy sin 2() = 0 

so 

The solutions for W x and locate the extreme values of the two normal stresses, 
the same. From a sketch of the tangent function over the range of all physically 

crne~•""h'-'"' values of 2e, the interval 2n ), it can be seen that there are two possible 
solutions for Wx and and those two solutions for these double angles are 180° apart. 
Therefore the two solutions for either angle of rotation, ex are 90° apart. By considering 
Eq. which states that any sum of and is a constant, it is clear that at either 
of the two equal single-angle solutions it is not possible for both normal stress values to 
be a maximum. Nor is it possible for both to be a minimum. Therefore at each of the two 
equal, single-angle solutions, one of these two normal stresses must be a maximum and the 
other a minimum. Then the 90° difference between the planes on which the maximum and 
minimum stresses act can be understood as two different mathematical descriptions of the 
same physical state simply because and are always 90° apart. In other words, all 
four of the tan and tan Wy solutions are the same solution. That is, each contains exactly 
the same information about the orientation of the two perpendicular planes of the rotated 
element on which one of the normal stresses is a maximum and the other is a minimum. 

Having this interpretation of the solution for the rotational angle ex = () y = e that produces 
the extreme values of the normal stresses, consider the solution for the angle es that produces 
an extreme value of the shear stress. The tan solution for the extreme value of the shear 
stress is seen to be the negative reciprocal of the normal stress tan 2() solution. Since tangents 
are slopes, and since slopes that are negative reciprocals of each other are normal to each 

then the shear stress solution is 90° from the normal stress W solution; that is, the 
two different single angle solutions are separated by 45°. (Fortunately, as is demonstrated 
later, there is a simple mnemonic device to help the reader remember all of the above plus 
the results of the remaining task of calculating the extreme values of the normal and shear 
stresses.) 

In the above paragraph, the angular locations of the extreme values for the normal and 
shear stresses were developed. Now it is necessary to substitute those angular locations into 
the expressions for the normal and shear stresses, Eqs. (2.6a), in order to determine the 
magnitudes of the extreme values of the stresses. In order to obtain the necessary values 
of the sines and cosines from a knowledge of the tangents, the convenient diagrams of 
Fig. 2.3 can be consulted. Note, however, that these convenient diagrams as they stand do 
not account for the sign changes that occur between tangent functions on the one hand, and 
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Figure 2.3. (a) A diagram for converting tangent values into sine and cosine values in the 
case of the normal stresses. (b) A similar diagram for the stress case. 

the sine and cosine functions on the when the solution for W lies outside the first 
quadrant. Substituting for the sines and cosines of the normal and shear solutions for 2e 
yields 

+ 
+ 

and 

2 l J/2 + O',:" -"J....i 

Since the square roots must be positive real quantities, clearly the first listed normal stress is 
the maximum normal stress while the second listed is the minimum nom1al stress. However, 
if the third-quadrant solution for tan 2e were used instead of the first quadrant solution, the 
sign before all three radicals would change so that the first listed normal stress would be 
the minimum stress, the second listed would be the maximum stress, and the shear stress 
would have a positive value" Hence there is no significai,ce to be attached to the sign of 
the maximum shear stress and, as discussed the first- and third- second
and fourth-) quadrant solutions describe the exact same physical state. The final result is 
organized as follows. Let u 11 be the symbol for the largest of Lhese two normal stresses in 
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the algebraic sense that (+2) > (-3), let a22 be the other normal stress, and let as be the 
magnitude of the maximum shear stress in the z plane, then 

(2.8) 

and 

The two normal plane stresses listed above are called the principal stresses. Be sure to note 
the "-al" ending. As in life, principles come later. 

There is an important feature associated with the principal stresses which can now be 
recognized. Recall that the principal stresses were derived from Eqs. (2.6a) by inserting the 
values of 2() that extremize the normal stresses into the expressions for the normal stresses. 
Now note that when the values of 2() that so specialize the normal stresses as principal 
stresses are inserted into the shear stress equation, the shear stress has a zero magnitude. In 
other words, when the plane stress differential rectangular parallelepiped is rotated through 
the angle 8 that results in the principal stresses acting on those particular x* and y* faces, 
the shear stresses acting on those particular x* and y* faces are nil. (In three dimensions it 
is also true that on the planes of the principal stresses, the shear stresses have zero values.) 
The absence of shear stresses can even be used to define the planes on which the principal 
stresses act. (Such a change in definition is made below.) In the opposite of the above 
procedure, when the values of 2() that extremize the shear stress are substituted into the 
normal stress equations, both normal stresses take on the value of the average normal stress, 
!(axx + ayy)- Thus on the x* and y* planes on which the maximum in-plane shear stresses 
act, the normal stresses have their average values. 

Often it is important to know the direction in which the principal stresses act, or, what 
amounts to the same thing, the orientation of the maximum in-plane shear stress vectors. 
The equations developed prior to Eqs. (2.8) are adequate to the task. However, there is a 
single mnemonic device that combines the calculations of the maximum magnitudes and 
their directions. The same device clearly exhibits all the special relations mentioned above. 
Its use is explained below. 

2.4 Mohr's Circle 

The derivation of Mohr's circle is of little importance. It is relegated to being 
an additional exercise. Mohr's circle is constructed with reference to the differential-sized 
rectangular parallelepiped in the state of plane stress shown in Fig. 2.4. All the stresses 
and coordinates shown in that figure are in conformity with the previously adopted positive 
conventions. The differential-sized differences between stresses on opposite faces of the 
differential element as sketched in Fig. 2.4 are not relevant to, and are thus omitted from, 
the present endeavor because the focus is on the rotation of the stresses at the arbitrary point 
P, which are, of course, the back face stresses. That is, the front face stresses appear on 
the rectangle only to provide the comforting appearance of equilibrium. The body forces, 
which are of the same order of magnitude as the stress increments, are also omitted. In 
addition, it is not possible to quantify numerically a differential quantity. 
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Figure 2.4. A plane stress free body diagram for use with Mohr's circle and the associated 
coordinate rotation. 

This is how to construct Mohr's circle. Let a horizontal axis represent the normal stresses. 
Let a vertical axis represent shear stresses. Normal stresses to the right of the origin are 
positive or tensile stresses, while the negative stresses are of course interpreted as compres
sive stresses. This is the part that is peculiar to Mohr's circle: positive shear stresses on the x 
face are positive down, and positive shear stresses on they face are positive up. On this grid, 
plot the point in normal and shear stress coordinates that represents the x face stresses and 
similarly the point that represents they face stresses; see Fig. 2.5(a). Draw a straight line 
connecting these two stress points. This line defines the diameter of the Mohr's circle. The 
Pythagorean theorem4 shows that the radius of the circle is [!(axx - ayy)2 + (axy)2] 112 • 

The center of the circle is at the average stress value of !(axx + ayy). At this point refer 
to Eqs. (2.8) to note the relevance of those quantities. It is hopefully clear on the basis 
of Eqs. (2.8) and the algebraic maximum and minimum stress values indicated by Mohr's 
circle that: (i) the points where the circle crosses the horizontal axis represent both the 
values and the planes of the principal stresses; and (ii) the very top and very bottom of 
the circle represent the magnitudes and the planes on which the maximum shear stresses 
act. 

By referring to Fig. 2.5(b) and back to the tan W solutions that locate the planes of the 
principal stresses and the planes of maximum in-plane shear stress, it can be confirmed 
that the double angle (W) rotations from the x and y planes derived there have the same 
double angle magnitude and direction of rotation as those indicated by Mohr's circle. That 
is, Mohr's circle is merely a graphical representation of Eqs. (2.6, 2. 7, 2.8) plus the tan W 
equations. As a result, of course, angular rotations around the perimeter of Mohr's circle 
are twice those of the physical state. That is why, for example, the x and y faces are plotted 
diametrically opposite each other, and the planes of the principal stresses are also 180° apart 
on Mohr's circle. 

4 Pythagoras (c. 582---c. 500 ac), Greek philosopher, religious teacher, and mathematician. 
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Figure 2.5. (a) Coordinate axes to be used to set up Mohr's circle and an illustration of how 
to plot CYxx, ayy, and axy so as to obtain a Mohr's circle for the case of plane stress. (b) For 
the same Mohr's circle, the location of the planes of the principal stresses and the planes of 
the maximum shearing stress. The rotation to the planes of the principal stresses is shown 
explicitly. 

Mohr's c~cle is learned through practice. The exercises at the end of the chapter provide 
opportunity for practice, and two examples are given below. Mohr's circle is best used as a 
bridge between (i) input information that consists of the plane stresses associated with the 
originally chosen analysis coordinate system and (ii) clearly presented information on the 
principal stresses and the maximum shear stresses at the point under study. In other words, 
good engineering practice does not make Mohr's circle the end product. Instead, the end 
product should be a pair of diagrams of appropriately rotated differential-sized elements, at 
the point under study, that display the principal stresses and the maximum in-plane shear 
stresses. 
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Figure 2.6. (a) Example 2.1. The free body diagram of the stresses at point P from which 
Mohr's circle is to be constructed. (b) Example 2.1 Mohr's circle of radius + (15)2] = 
18.03 MPa. For the rotation angle to the principal stresses, tan W = 15/10, so()= 28.15° 
counterclockwise. The rotation angle for the maximum shear stresses is 45° - 28. lSC in the 
opposite direction. Both principal stresses are tensile, with a- 11 = 20 + 18.03 = 38 MPa, and 
a- 22 = 20 - 18.03 = 2 MPa. (c) Correctly oriented free body diagram showing the principal. 
stresses for this plane stress problem. (d) Correctly oriented free body diagram showing the 
maximum shearing stresses and their associated normal stresses. 

Example 2.1. Consider that, in terms of the original (analysis) Cartesian coordinate system, 
the plane stresses at point P are as illustrated in Fig. 2.6(a). Draw similar, fully detailed 
differential-sized elements that illustrate the principal. and maximum shear stresses in the z 
plane, and the physical rotations necessary to achieve those maximum stresses. 

Solution. All the stress vectors on the given differential element conform to the positive 
sign convention. In order to determine the signs to be assigned to each stress, the reader 
can focus on either the front or back faces. However, the front faces are recommended 
since the convention there is in harmony with the coordinate axes. The units associated with 
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the stress magnitudes are megapascals (MPa), which are millions of newtons per square 
meter.5 

Draw the stress axes for Mohr's circle. Plot the location of the x face as 30 MPa to the 
right of the origin, and 15 MPa down from the horizontal axis. Plot the location of the y 

face as 10 MPa to the right of the origin, and 15 MPa up from the horizontal axis. Draw the 
diameter of the Mohr's circle by connecting these two stress state points, and complete the 
circle; see Fig. 2.6(b ). The calculation for the magnitude of the radius of Mohr's circle can 
simply be done by employing the Pythagorean theorem with either of the right triangles 
whose base lies on the horizontal axis. This and the few other necessary calculations are 
shown on the figure. The differential element that displays the principal stresses is rotated 
28° counterclockwise from either the x or y face orientation. The element that displays the 
maximum shear stresses in the z plane is rotated 17° clockwise. Do not forget to include the 
average normal stresses on the maximum in-plane shear sketch. Also check to make sure 
that all the shear stress vectors are drawn head-to-head and toe-to-toe. Finally, note that the 
input data contained at most two significant digits. Therefore the output must be limited to 
two significant digits. 

There is a quick mental check that can be made to determine whether the two sketches 
Figs. 2.6(c}and (d) are reasonable. Consider the original element stress diagram. Imagine 
that the two front face shear vectors add to a vector going towards the upper right, with 
an approximate magnitude of 20+ MPa, half-way between the directions of the 10 and 
30 MPa vectors. The largest vector, that is,. the larger of the principal stress vectors, can 
then be imagined as a combination of the 20+ and 30 MPa vectors going in approximately 
the two o'clock direction. That is exactly what is seen in the ss diagram. Doing 
the same thing with the maximum in-plane shear diagr " A~1v~ to the principal 0 l l'\'.1~1\11: 
stress diagram, confirms the reasonableness of both. .:z: t LIBRARY1, :: • 

~ i1:D, .. ~ ~ 
Example 2.2. Given the stress state at point P shown in, 6~.7(a), , ~ and fully detail 
the differential elements that show the associated princip~@~~~~ 
shear stresses. 

Solution. The x face normal stress is compressive, and therefore is assigned a negative 
value. Thus the x face is plotted with the normal stress coordinate of -50 ksi (1 ksi = 
1000 psi, where psi stands for pounds per square inch) and the shear stress coordinate of 
+ 30 ksi. That is, the x face is located 50 units to the left of the origin, and 30 units down. 
The stresses on they face are positive. Hence they face position is 30 units to the right and 
above the origin. These two stress state points define the diameter of the Mohr's circle, and 
hence the circle itself; see Fig. 2.7(b). Note that the center on a Mohr's circle always lies 
on the normal stress axis. 

The Mohr's circle shows that a rotation of 18° clockwise from either they or x face 
produces the principal planes and stresses which are shown in Fig. 2.7(c). Similarly for 
the maximum shear stress diagram. Note that it is absolutely necessary to include the units 
as well as the magnitude of the stress vector. Also note that the arrowhead indicates the 
direction of the stress, so do not label a vector with a negative magnitude. Since opposite 
vectors have the same magnitudes, it is permissible to label only two adjacent sides. Note 
that in both example solutions the sum of the normal stresses is the same for all three 
differential elements. • 

5 Blaise Pascal (1623-1662), French mathematician and philosopher. 
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Figure 2.7. (a) Example 2.2. The pointP free body diagram for thex coordinate axes. 
(b) Corresponding plane stress l\1ohr's circle. (c) Properly oriented free body diagram for 
the principal stresses. Properly oriented free body diagramfor the maximum shearing 
stresses. 

Mohr's circle is a small joy .because once learned it is easily remembered. Thus it 
can be used more easily and with better effect than all the stress equations of this 
chapter. There is also the slight advantage that, while Mohr's circle is generally only used 
by structural engineers for stresses, it can be used with other two-dimensional engineering 
quantities that rotate the same way that stresses rotate. Strains, and area moments of inertia 
are topics to be discussed later that provide examples of quantities that rotate as stresses 
rotate. 

2.5 A Three-Dimensional View of Plane Stress 

The first thing to be said is that the above exposition of Mohr's circle must be 
extended to account for the fact that while the more noticeable aspects of plane stress are 
confined to the plane formed by the x and y axes (the z piane ), the other two orthogonal 
planes are also always present in any real structure. This means that in the case of plane 
stress, the third principal stress is the zero value of azz because, by the definition of plane 
stress, the shear stresses on the z plane are zero. 6 With this realization and a sense 

6 The definition of a principal stress has now been changed from that of being a maximum or minimum 
stress (which description is not wholly suitable to three dimensions because there are t.nree principai 
stresses), to that of being a nonnal stress that occurs on a plane on which there are no shear stress 
components. Thf' previous development of the plane stress equations can shnply he reordered lo fit th~: 
new definition by first using the third of Eqs. (2.6a) to determine the value of the rotational angle 8 at 
\Vhich the shear stress a_;y is zero. Since~ as was noted previously, this is ti\e sarne angle that ext:ren~lzes 
the nonnal stresses, all the previous results follow. 
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for the other two circle can immediately be extended to a grouping of 
three such circles as shown in 2.8(a) where each plane is conveniently identified its 
horizontal axis intercepts. the stresses. The additional two circles are dashed, not 
because are less for clearer identification. In the case of plane stress, one 
of the three circles always represents the z In Fig. the z happens to be the 
3-plane, that the plane fonned the 1- and 2-axes. In Fig. 2.8(b ), the z plane happens 
to be the 2-plane. Examination of Fig. shows something of potential significance. 
Unlike the situation in Fig. in the overall maximum shear stress does not lie 
in the z plane. The maximum shear stress lies in the and its magnitude can be 
considerably larger than the shear stress in the z plane. The same thing can when the 
z Mohr's circle lies entirely on the compression side of the horizontal stress axis. This 
can be a significant matter for a material that has poor resistance to shear stresses. Figures 

d) illustrate a three-dimensional view of the planes upon which these maximum shear 
stresses act 

There is a small variation upon the above discussion that is worth mentioning. If the 
stress f5zz is not equal to zero, but the z face shear stresses are zero, then the azz = az*z stress 
is again a principal stress, and the rotation to the differential element orientation for all 
three stresses is again exclusively about the z axis. This situation is sometimes 
refen-ed to as that of generalized plane stress (Ref. [6]). Mohr's circle easily accommodates 
this situation when cr21 is at its nonzero value on the horizontal axis. This nonzero 
value is now the anchor for the other two Mohr's circles in exactly the same way as when 
a 22 was zero. To illustrate this point, consider Figs. 2.8(e, f, g). In each of these three 
example sketches, azz is a small compressive normal stress. In Fig. 2.8(e), all, a22 > 0, so 
uzz =G33. In Fig. f520 =f522, and in Fig. 2.8(g) azz =f511. Note that in all cases, the 
overall maximum shear stress has the value 

2 ,C .o **Principal Stresses in the General Three-Dimensional Case** 

The plane stress situation is but a special case of the more general three-dimensional 
stress state. Mohr's circle can be adapted to the general three-dimensional case (Ref. [4]), 
but then it loses some important advantages, particularly its simplicity. There is another 
approach that is quite simple, particularly if all that is desired is the values of the principal 
stresses. This limited knowledge is often satisfactory because all maximum shear stress 
magnitudes can be easily calculated from a knowledge of the principal stresses. The pla..,es 
on which the principal stresses act are not difficult to obtain by this same procedure, but 
the details of that aspect of the total procedure are relegated to Endnote (1). This alternate 
solution technique (Ref. [3]) begins with the later adopted definition that the principal 
stresses occur as normal stresses on those planes passing through the point of interest 
which are without shear stresses. Thus the normal stress vector is the total stress vector 
on any principal plane. Then the total/normal stress vector, is collinear with, and 
thus proportional to, the unit (geometric) normal vector to that principal plane, { v}. This 
statement that the total stress vector must be proportional to the unit normal is stated 
mathematically by writing 

l txl lcos(n,x)J-, Jvxl 
ty { = )" cos y) = A I Vy J 
tz j cos(n, z) l Vz 
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Figure 2.8. (a) Illustration of the two additional Mohr's circles for the plane stress case 
where the first two principal stresses are both tensile. (b) Illustration of the two additional 
Mohr's circles for the plane stress case where one principal stress from the rotation in the 
x, y is tensile while the other is compressive. (c) Location of a plane of maximum 
shearing stress for case 2.8(a). (d) Location of a plane of maximum shearing stress for case 
2.8(b). (c) The three Mohr's circles for the generalized plane stress case where 0'33 = 0'22 • 

(f) The three Mohr's circles for the generalized plane stress case where O'zz = azz· (g) The 
three Mobr's circles for the generalized plane stress case where 0'11 = a22 • 
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In this equation, the components of the total stress vector are parallel to the directions 
of the original Cartesian coordinate system as per Fig. 1.9. The factor A is the unknown 
constant of proportionality. The 3 x l matrix { v}, as before, is the unknown vector of the 
direction cosines which locates the orientation of the unit normal with respect to tI1e original, 
nonrotated Cartesian coordinate system. Now reconsider Eq. which is { T} = [a]{ v}. 
This Cauchy matrix equation was originally constructed to relate the Cartesian components 
of the tractions on a boundary surface, to the internal stresses [a]. All that is necessary 
to do for the present purpose is to proclaim that what was once a planar approximation to a 
portion of the boundary surface is now to be viewed as an internal principal plane. Planes are 
planes, and as long as all other circumstances are the same, different names (interpretations) 
can be assigned as is convenient When these two different equations for the total stress 
vector on the principal plane nre combined so as to eliminate == {T}, the result is 

[a]{v} = A{v} (2.9a) 

It is important to point out the special characteristics of the above matrix equation. 
As preliminary to that purpose, first consider the matrix formulation of a general set of 
simultaneous equations where the number of equations equals the number of unknown 
quantities in the vector of unknown quantities, If [A] is the coefficient matrix, and {b} 
is a matrix of known constants, then the set of simultaneous equations can be written as 

[A]{x} = {b} 

For example, if 

2x +3y-4z = 10 

3x -4y +5z = -3 

4x + Sy - 6z = 56 

then 

r2 3 

13 -4 

L 4 s 

(2.10) 

-
4 11' X l 110 } s I y } -3 

-6 J z j 56 

wherethesquarematrixis == {x}1 = Lx y zJ,and LbJ = LlO -3 56J. This exam
ple equation has a single solution for the vector of unknown quantities { x}, which is L x J = 
L5 72 54J. Similarly, in the general case, the matrix equation [A]{x} = {b} has the unique 
solution, which can be written as 

{x} = [Ar 1{b} 

whenever [Ar1 exists, that is, whenever I Al is not zero. That solution is a null vector (all 
zeros) if &'"Id only if { b} is a null vector. 

Contrast the above situation to the matrix equation of present interest, which is Eq. (2.9). 
As is typical for this type of equation, even with [ (J] being a square matrix, there is one more 
unknown (four) than the number of equations ( tliree). The four unknowns are: A, v x , Vy and 
Vz. That is, neither the constant of proportionality, A, nor the direction cosines of any of the 
principal planes are known relative to the fixed Cartesian axes. Like many examples of lhis 
type of equation, such as are met in Parts III, V, and VI of Ll:tis text, the solution technique 
proceeds without any immediate attention to this imbalance. Unlike many examples of this 
type of equation, in this case there is an auxiliary equation (the sum of the squares of 
the direction cosine equals 1; see exercises) that provides that extra equation which fully 
specifies the last three unknowns, the direction cosines. In order to discuss all equations of 
the general form of Eq. (2.9), set the unusual auxiliary equation aside for the moment In 
the general case, without an auxiliary equation, there is always a solution where the column 
vector of unknowns is the zero vector. This is called the trivial solution and it is valid 
regardless of the value of the unknown proportionality factor of the right-hand side vector, 
A. The trivial solution generally has a physical interpretation, but as the name suggests, 
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it is not the solution of interest. The proof of this statement is accomplished 
substituting a zero vector for the unknown vector { v} and carrying out the multiplications. 
Another special feature of the general matlix equation form, which is also true for Eq. 
(2.9) with the auxiliary equation, is that the solutions for the unk,_'1own proportionality 
factor lambda are always a finite number of discrete values. This latter aspect is made dear 
when the solution is developed for lambda from Eq. (2.9). These features call for a 
special name for this general of matrix equation. Such an equation is called a matrix 
eigenvalue problem. The word "eigen" is German among other things, "characteristic," 
and therefore there is the alternate name of matrix characteristic The factor 
;., is called the eigenvalue or characteristic value. Other physical phenomena, such as some 
vibration and buckling problems, can be formulated as either matrix eigenvalue problems 
or equivalent differential equation eigenvalue problems. 

The solution' of the matrix eigenvalue problem of immediate interest begins as follows: 
Rewrite the equation as 

[a]{v} = )..[J]{v} or ([a] -

where [J] is the identity matrix. The latter form appears to be a case of Eq. (2. 
but the difference is that this coefficient matrix, is not a matrix of fixed constants 
since this coefficient matrix contains the unknown eigenvalue X. It is however instructive 
to proceed as if this were merely a variation on Eq. (2.10), and to use the simultaneous 
equation solution technique called Cramer's rule in order to obtain a solution for 
the nth direction cosine (n = l, 2, 3 ). Remember that the matrix equations are nothing but 
simultaneous equations. Cramer's rule states that the solution for the nth unknown direction 
cosine is equal to a ratio of two detenninants. The determinant in the denominator is the 
determinant of the coefficient matlix - )..[I]). The determinant in the numerator is the 
.,same as that in the denominator with the one exception that the nth column is replaced by 
the right-hand side vector {b }, which in this case is {O}. A complete column ofzeros makes 
any determinant have the unequivocal value of zero. Thus at this point it would appear at 
first glance that zero is the solution for all the direction cosines. However, since there is the 
auxiliary equation that the sum of the squares of the direction cosines is 1, it is clear that 
this trivial solution is nonsense. Therefore a loophole must be sought in Cramer's rule.7 

The loophole can be found in the determinant that is the denominator. If the eigenvalue is 
required to be such that the determinant of the coefficient matrix also has a zero value, then 
Cramer's rule woul.d produce the undefined ratio of O /0. In this situation, the ratio has 
the merit of not necessarily being zero. This is exactly what is needed to avoid the trap of 
all-zero direction cosines. This requirement on the eigenvalue is enforced by simply 
for the detemlinant of the denominator 

![a] - =0 1) 

Since the size of the square matrices is 3 x 3, the expanded determinant is a cubic equation 
in the unknown eigenvalue, A. A corollary of the fundamental theorem of algebra states 
that there are three solutions to the cubic equation. From either Eq. or (2. l 1t 1s 
clear that the eigenvalue has the units of stress. Going back further in the development, the 
eigenvalue was introduced in the relation as the proportionality factor between 
the total stress vector, and the unit (nondimensional) geometric normal vector on the 
principal plane, Since the magnitude of the unit normal is 1, then any solution for an 

7 Gabriel Cnuner (1704-1752), Swiss mathematician (Ref. [7 l ]). 
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eigenvalue is the full magnitude of a nomial stress vector on a principal plane. Thus the 
magnitude of each eigenvalue is the magnitude of a principal stress, and the three solutions 
for the eigenvalue are the magnitudes of the three principal stresses. 

After this long development for the general case of three-dimensional principal stresses, 
the solution process all comes down to simply solving the cubic equation, that is, Eq. (2.11), 
for the values of the three principal stresses. This procedure is illustrated in the following 
example, and reinforced in the exercises. One of many approximate methods for solving for 
a real root of a cubic equation is outlined in Section I.3. The following theorems regarding 
the solutions for the roots of the cubic equation produced by Eq. (2.11) can be proved 
(Ref. [3]): (i) all three of these principal stresses will always have solutions that are real 
numbers; and (ii) these solutions are indeed the extreme normal stress values, and they 
occur on mutually perpendicular planes. 

Example 2.3. Given the following three-dimensional stress state in matrix form, determine 
the magnitudes of the principal stresses. 

[
20 0 

[a]= 0 85 
15 12 

15] 12 
-12 

MP a 

Solution. The equation to be solved for the eigenvalues is Eq. (2.11). In its determinant 
and expanded forms, it is, respectively, 

and 

(20- A) 
0 
15 

0 
(85 -A) 

12 

15 
12 = 0 

(-12-A) 

(20 - A)(85 - A)(12 +A)+ 225(85 - A)+ 144(20 - A)= 0 

Since there are no common factors for all the terms of the above sum, it is best to rewrite 
this equation in the standard cubic polynomial form 

/(A)= 0 = A.3 - 93A2 + 71A + 42405 

With a modem, hand-held, programmable calculator, the principal stress roots of this cubic 
equation are easily obtained. In the absence of such a calculator, the following procedure, 
one of many possible procedures, is recommended. First make a rough sketch of the cubic 
function. The sketch is aided by a rough estimate of the A values where the tangents to the 
cubic are zero.' The zero tangent points are obtained from 

/'(A)= 0 = 3A2 - 186A + 71 

or roughly 

0 = A 2 - 62A + 24 

The quadratic equation solution shows that the zero tangent points are approximately 0.4 
and 61.6 MPa. Noting further that (i) /(0) = +42405 (ii) when A is large and positive, the 
value of the cubic is very large and positive, and (iii) when A is large and negative, the 
value of the cubic is very large and negative; then the cubic polynomial has the rough form 
shown in Fig. 2.9. Since all three roots are real, application of Descartes' rule confirms 
that there are two positive roots and one negative root. A convenient first root to search 
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~ f(Jc) 

I 

Figure 2.9. Example 2.3. The approximate plot of the cubic polynorrrial 
93).2 + 7U + 42405. 

= ).3 -

for is CJ22 , which clearly has a value in the neighborhood of 30 MPa. Using Newton's 
method (see Section I.3) with a first estimate of 30 MPa, continued estimates converge to 
a22 =25.62 MPA. 

The other two principal stresses could be obtained in exactly the same way as the above 
principal stress, again starting with initial estimates of their values from Fig. 2. 9. An easier 
way is to factor out the above solution from the original cubic equation, thereby reducing 
it to a quadratic equation that is quickly solved. This reduction to a quadratic equation can 
be achieved by long division of ()c - 25.62) into the cubic polynomial. A more efficient 
variation on the long division process is synthetic division. For those familiar with that 
process, the result is 

25.621 -93 
25.62 

1---67 .38 

+71 
-1726.28 

-1655.28 

+42405 
-42408 

-3 

which is an error of less than one-hundreth of one percent. The coefficients of the quadratic 
are the three boxed numbers on the lower line, the quadratic equation solution yields the 
additional roots 

a1 1 = 86.51 MPa and CJ33 = -19.13 MPa 

As a check on the numerical accuracy, note that: the sum of the three roots is 93.00, 
which is close enough to the exact value of 93, which is the negative of the first coefficient 
of the cubic after the leading value of l; and (ii) the product of the three roots is -42 399, 
which is close enough to the negative of the last coefficient value. Those readers who are 
familiar with matrix iteration techniques can perhaps find a first root, of the cubic more 
efficiently than by use of Newton's method regardless of how the eigenvector is normalized. 
Matrix iteration is discussed in the last chapter. Ill 

All of the above work concerned rotated Cartesian coordinate systems. Other orthogonal 
coordinate systems fit the exact same mold. The cylindrical and spherical coordinate systems 
are examples of other orthogonal coordinate systems because, at any given P, the 
(r, e, z) and the (0, p, <f;) coordinate directions (i.e., the directions of the tangents in the 
case of the curvilinear coordinates) are mutually perpendicular. The average stress vectors 
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on the differential that intersect at the point P differ from perpendicularity only 
infinitesimal values that cannot be quantified. Therefore, all the above conclusions reached 
regarding rotating stresses aligned with Cartesian coordinates equally well to all other 
ortllogonal coordinate systems. 

2.7 Summary 

At this point the means for determining the six stresses in a general structural 
body subjected to a general mechanical :md thermal loading are still limited to the three 
equilibrium equations of Chapter 1. Again, the three stress/traction boundary equations 
are not contributors to the general form of the stress solutions. However, as a result of 
the material developed in this chapter, once the stresses are determined in the orthogonal 
coordinate system of the they can be determined for any translated or rotated 
orthogonal coordinate system. Furthennore, by means of Mohr's circle or the described 
eigenvalue problem, the values of the principal stresses can be detennined along with 
the value of ti.tie maximum shear stress or any other shear stress related to a failure 
theory. 

Example 2.4. The infinitesimal element sketched in Fig. 2.lO(a) is in a state of generalized 
plane stress. From this information, sketch the properly oriented differential element 
upon which the principal stresses act, and (b) the properly oriented differential element 
which bears the maximum shearing stresses in the xy plane. Identify the overall maximum 
shea.ring stress, and list the three principal stresses in their proper order. 

Solution. Figure 2. lO(b) shows the Mohr's circles. Figure 2.10( c) shows the sketch for the 
principal stresses. Figure 2.10( d) shows the sketch for the maximum shearing stresses in 
the plane. The overall maximum shearing stress is 19.1 ksi, and from Fig. 2. the 
principal stresses are: au= 4.0 ksi, a 22 = - 5.9 ksi, and a 33 = -34.2 ksi. Ill 

2.8 Octahedral. (von Mises) Sh.ea.ring Stresses 

A full discussion of the importance of octahedral, or von Mises, shearing stresses 
must be postponed to Section 5.6 where the general topic of engineering material behavior 
under general states of stress is considered. However, the interpretation of the von Mises 
stresses, and the determination of their magnitudes are appropriately addressed here because 
this topic requires the rotation of coordinate axes and the use of direction cosines. 

First recall that a regular octahedron is a solid shape that can be likened to two 
Egyptian pyramids stuck together, square base to square base. The surface of the reg
ular octahedron is composed of eight identical, equilateral triangles. Consider such an 
infinitesimal-sized regular octahedron centered at a point of interest, point 0, within a 
loaded structure. Let the local Cartesiai'l coordinate axes coincide with the directions of the 
principal stresses at point 0, and arrange the octah_edral surfaces so that they all are equally 
inclined to the three coordinate axes as illustrated in Fig. 2.1 l(a). For convenience, focus 
upon the shaded equilateral triangle lying in the octant defined by the positive coordinate 
axes. Since the normal to this triangular surface makes the same angle with each of the 
three coordinate axes, Cnx = Cm- = Cnz· Recall that any unit normal vector can be written 

"* • ' • k Th - . . h d d -~ ""· · ld 2 2 2 • as l' = C11xl T CnyJ + Cnz • en taJGng t e Ot pro UCt r · r y1e S Cnx = C11v + C11 z = 1. 

Therefore in the case of the octahedral surface where the three direction cosines have the 
same value, it can be concluded that Cnx = Cny = Cnz = 1 /-v'3°. Now, from the general stress 
rotation equation, Eq. (2.1), and remembering that these coordinate axes are parallel the 
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Figure 2.10. (a) Example 2.4. A generalized plane stress free body diagram at the point P. 
(b) The three corresponding Mohr's circles. (c) The properly oriented free body diagram of 
the three principal stresses. (d) The properly oriented free body diagram of the maximum 
shearing stresses obtained from a rotation about the z axis, which shearing stresses are 
slightly less than the overall maximum shearing stresses. 

principal axes and thus there are no shearing stresses associated with these coordinate axes, 
the normal stress acting upon the octahedral surface is 

This result that the normal stress on each octahedral surface is the same, and that common 
value is the average of the principal stresses (sometimes called the "spherical" or "hydro
static" stress), suggests the octahedral surfaces are significant because of the analogy to 
the plane stress situation, pictured for example in Figs. 2.6(d) and where the normal 
stresses are the same on all loaded surfaces, and the shear stresses are a maximum. 

The three components of the total stress vector acting on an octahedral surface are easily 
obtained from the Cauchy equation. Again, since there are no shearing stresses associated 
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Figure 2.11. ( a) Top half of a regular octahedron where the octahedral surfaces are situated 
between axes paralleling the principal stresses at 0. (b) Plane stress limits of1inear 
material behavior. 

with these coordinate axes, and the direction cosines Cnx = Cnv = Cnz = (1 / v'3), the product 
= [ O"] { v} becomes · 

To obtain the magnitude of the octahedral shear stress vector, the purpose of this investi
gation, it is necessar1 to use only the Pythagorean theorem with the total stress vector and 
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the normal stress vector because this 0u,,u.u,u1S stress vector is pe11)e:nct1ct1lar to the normal 
stress vector, That is 

or 

or 

or 

{' /3)f 2 + 2 + 2 \ == ,l \Gll CT22 0'33) 

+ o}2 + of3 - 2ouu22 - 20220-33 - 20330-u) 

o-'/;ct = (l/9)[(of1 - 2a1io-22 + u:f2) + (u}2 - 2u22a33 + a}3) 

+(a}1 - 2ana33 + af3)] 

,., r 2 2 2] l/2 
Goct = (l/.J)l(o11 - u22) + (u22 - u33) + (u33 - un) 

There is one more point to be made for future reference. Consider the plane stress case 
where o 3 = 0. This case is important because thin skins are common in aerospace structures. 
In this case, the above equation may be rewritten as 

where the principal stresses are referenced to (i.e., nondimensionalized the u"'"'"""''"'-' 

of the octahedral stress. A of this equation is shown in Fig. 2.1 In Section 
this plane stress curve will be interpreted to say, according to either the proposed octahe
dral shearing stress theory or the proposed maximum energy of distortion theory, that the 
material will obey Hooke's law (to be explained) as long as the pair of principal stresses, 
nondimensionalized by the material's maximum allowable octahedral shearing stress, 
within this ellipse. 

Every structural analysis computer program can be expected to offer the analyst 
the option of listing the principal stresses and the octahedral (von Mises) shearing stresses 
at representative points within the sLructural elements (see Chapters 17 and 19) that are 
used to model the structure. As discussed in detail in Chapter 5, the maximum tensile stress 
among the principal stresses is useful in judging the possibility of fracture, particularly in 
brittle materials, and the possibility of crack propagation. The maximum compressive stress 
among the principal stresses is useful in judging the possibility of buckling of the structure. 
The von Mises shearing stress is useful in judging the possibility of the advent of plasticity 
in response to further stress. 

2.9 **The Mathematical Description of Stresses** 

There is one additional feature of both the plane stress equations and the three
dimensional stress equations that requires attention. This feature is evident in Eqs. (2.6) 
where the sine and cosine functions do not appear individually, but in pairs as coefficients 
for the stresses. If the rotated stresses for arbitrarily oriented areas were vector quantities, 
dealing with the rotated coordinate system would be a matter of taking components of 
the stress vectors in different directions. In that case, the sines and cosines would appea.r 
individually, or in other words, to the first power. Thus it appears that rotated stresses, that 
is, stresses in general, are not vector quantities. From another viewpoint, vectors contain 
two items of information, a magnitude and a direction. The rotated stresses require the 
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,,,,_~,,,.H,,mJ,v11 of three items of information: a a. direction or one of 
the shear directions or m and the direction of the normal to the 
on which the stress acts, which could be defined while 
vectors are sufficient to describe stresses on fixed are insufficient to describe 

uu·v·"""" arises as to what mathematical are suf-
"'""'·"""m. An to the answer to that can be 

inferred from the other that goes by the name which is a column or row 
matrix. The next step in the extension a 3 x I column matrix or 1 x 3 row vector is a 
3 x 3 square matrix. Indeed such square matrices are what are used in Eq. 
for the general describing rotated stresses. Thus it is inferred that the six stress 
values can be treated in when they are grouped as the 3 x 3 symmetric matrix of 
Eq. 

In this text matrices are used because the reader is pn:stnried to be well 
acquainted with and most actual structural 
H"'""'"F•,· matrices are not the or even 
development of the theory of structural mechanics. There are other mathematical quant1t1:es 

reJJH'.Se:ntatlon of the six stress vVH"1JV>c>v>C>c,, 

even more extensive informational Second order tensors correspond 
to square matrices. The differences between second order tensors and square matrices can 
be likened to the differences between a complex number and an ordinary vector confined to 
a plane. They both contain two bits two components, but they different 
algebras, that is, they have different rules for multiplication. Tensors are not used at all in 
this introductorf text because an explanation of tensors would intermpt the development 
of the discussion of structural mechanics; and more importantly, their very 
elegance ai,d conciseness in the of structural mechanics, 
which is a boon to clarity in advanced texts, here might act to obscure the details of those 
equations as well as the engineering quantities the tensors represent. Nevertheless, as is 
pointed out occasionally in succeeding chapters, the results of tensor fonuulations guide 
the choices that are made between competing developments. 

The choice between using matrix algebra or tensor algebra can be made on the basis 
that matrices are superior for organizing large or small numbers of ordinary differential 
equations, while tensors are superior for dealing with partial derivatives and 
partial differential equations. 

Chapter 2 Exercises 

2.1. Confirm that the matrix ~r,v,,, 0 , does provide the results 
displayed in Eq. (2. 
As in part but this time for Eq. 

2.2. Starting ·with the case of plane stress and Fig. 2. 2, rederive the two of the three 
stress rotation equilibrium equations for rotation of Cartesian coordinate axes 
that are associated with the stresses that appear in the figure. Do so in terms of 
the rotation angle (J, that without the use of direction cosines. Note that the 
differential element extending from the point P shown in Fig. 2.12 is constructed 
of an x* plane as well as x, y, and z planes. Of course the z* and z coincide. 

the stresses on the x* face are provided for the reader. 

2.3. (a) Justify the free diagram (FBD) in Fig. 2.13 as a basis for the 
third of the three plane stress rotation equations, the for 
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Figure 2.12. Exercise 2.2. A partially labelled free body diagram, which can be used to 
obtain formulas for two of the rotated plane stresses. 

Figure 2.13. Exercise 2.3(a, b). A partially labelled free body diagram, which can be 
used to obtain formulas for two other rotated plane.stresses. 

z,z•/ 

x* 

Figure 2.14. Exercise 2.3(c). A partially labelled free body diagram. 

a basis for checking the equation for a;Y. In particular, justify the direction 
of the a_;y vector. 

(b) Use that same FBD to actually derive the equations for those two stresses in 
terms of the rotation angle e, and compare these two results to the previous 
two results. 
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As an of still another approach, complete the FBD of Fig. 2.14 and 
determine the equations for the stresses and a~ in terms of angle 
Then set i/f equal to the of the angle e, and compare these results 
to the solutions. 

2.4. Prove that the sum of the squares of the direction cosines of the normal to a 
rotated relative to a fixed Cartesian coordinate system, 1. That 
is, prove + + = l. Hint: Represent the nonnal a unit normal 
vector, and take of that vector with itself. 

(b, c, Sketch the orientation of the rotated coordinate system relative to the 
~"·"'"·m, coordinate system when the matrix of direction cosines for the 
rotated coordinate system is 

10 

l~ 
0 
1 
0 

11 
'o I Lo 

0 
-1 

0 

' 01 
-d 

0 
0.707 

-0.707 
~7071 
0.707 , 

-' 

2.5. With respect to the Cartesian coordinate the stress state at a 
certain Pin a certain loaded structure was determined to be as follows: 

Case Uxx O'yy CTzz CTxy CTxz CTyz 

(l) -120 MPa 80MPa 0 -lOOMPa 0 0 
(2) -18 ksi 6 ksi 0 9 ksi 0 0 
(3) 0 24 ksi 10 ksi 5 ksi 0 0 
(4) 10 ksi 0 -8 ksi -5./3 ksi 0 0 
(5) 200 lVIPa 0 -90MPa J00./3MPa 0 0 
(6) 70MPa 70MPa 70MPa 0 0 0 
(7) lOOMPa 20MPa -50MPa 90MPa 0 0 
(8) 40ksi 40ksi 0 -45 ksi 0 0 
(9) -32MPa 16MPa -J2MPa lOMPa 0 0 

(a) For these cases of plane stress, or plane stress augmented by a nonzero value 
of a zz (generalized stress), draw the Mohr's circle that represents the 
z plane. On the same sketch, draw the other two Mohr's circles that link 
the two principal planes determined by the first l'vlohr's circle to the third 
principal plane. 
Sketch and fully label the two differential elements at point P that when 
rotated in illustrate the stresses and the maximum 
z plane shear stresses. these two diagrams by including the u zz 
stresses as in Fig. 2.10. 
From the above, determine the absolute value of the overall maximum shear 
stress in the three-dimensional 

direction cosines are, 

1 1s 

= l-1~ -10 
5 
0 

01 
0 I' . I KS1 

20 I 
-' 

coordinate system, and the matrix of 

0 

0 

-4/51 
0 I 

3/5 J 
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(a) Calculate the stresses associated with the rotated coordinate system 
(~) Sketch the rotated axes relative to the original axis system. 

2.7. (a) For the stress matrix of Exercise 2.6, determine the Cartesian components 
of the total stress vector ( or, if the surface is regarded as a boundary surface, 
the Cartesian components of the total traction vector) acting on the plane 
that intersects the coordinate axes at the points (2, 0, 0), (0, 3, 0), and 
(0, 0, 4). 

(b) Determine the magnitude of the total stress vector (or total traction vector), 
and the magnitude of the normal component of the total stress vector for the 
given plane of part (a). 

( c) Determine the magnitude of the total shear vector acting on the given surface 
of part (a). 

FOR THE EAGER 

2.8. (a) Given that the cubic polynomial equation for the principal stresses in a 
certain case is 

a 3 + 3a2 - 58a + 122 = 0 

determine the middle root of this equation by any iterative method (not a 
programmable hand calculator). Converge to at least two significant digits. 
The stress units are MPa. 

(b) Determine the middle root of the principal stress polynomial equation a 3 + 
8a2 - 612a + 3568 = 0, where a has the units of ksi. 

(c) Determine the one negative root of the principal stress polynomial equation 
a 3 - 22a2 - Sa + 1498 = 0, where a has the units of ksi. 

(d) Given that the cubic equationa3-2a2-83a+300 = 0 has a root a= 7.7178 
MPa, determine the quadratic equation that contains the other two roots. 

2.9. For each of the following orthogonal stress matrices associated with an analysis 
.Cartesian coordinate system, determine the values of the principal stresses. Do 
not determine their orientation. Hint: In part (a) there is a negative integer rnot. 
For all parts, recall that in a cubic equation, the sum of the three roots is equal to 
the negative of the coefficient of the quadratic term, and the product of the three 
roots is equal to the negative of the constant term. Use the first of these two facts 
in conjunction with the invariance of the sum of the normal stresses to check 
on the second coefficient of the polynomial equation result of your determinant 
expansion, and both facts to check on the values of your roots. 

[-10.0 4.0 -5.0] [70 40 10] (a) [a]= 4.0 0 4.0 ksi (b) [a]= 40 80 20 MPa 
-5.0 4.0 -10.0 10 20 30 

[60 20 OJ [ 140 0 -50] 
(c) [a]= 2~ 20 -30 MPa (d) [a] = 0 8.0 -9.0 ksi 

-30 0 -5.0 -9.0 -10.0 

[ 120 5.0 -60] [20 5 1~] MPa (e) [a] = 5.0 0 8.0 ksi (f) [a]= ~ -10 
-6.0 8.0 10.0 10 -5 
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2.10. Justify Mohr's circle by that the first and third of the stress 
equations, Eqs. (2.6a), are the parametric forms for a circle centered at the mean 
normal stress point ( a.u + u YY) /2, 0) on the stress plane used to construct Mohr's 
circl.e. Hint: Recall that the general equation of a circle centered at k) on the 
x, y plane is (x - + (y - = r2; and recall that the radius of Mohr's circle 
is the square root of the sum of the squares of one half the difference between 
the normal stresses and shearing stress. 

2.llo Equation (2.3) describes the stresses in a rotated Cartesian coordinate system 
,.vith respect to the stresses of an original Cartesian coordinate system. Explain 
why this same equation is valid for cylindrical, spherical, and mixed orthogonal 
coordinate systems. 

Endnote (1) Solution for the Planes of P:ri.ndpal Stress 

After the solution for the principal stresses in the form of the solution for the three 
eigenvalues of Eq. (2.9b ), the three orthogonal planes upon which those principal stresses 
act can be specified by determining the direction cosines for the normal to each of those 
planes. For example, to determine the three direction cosines for the normal to the front 
face plane upon which the first principal stress acts, start by substituting the solution for 
the first eigenvalue into the second part of Eq. (2.9b). Recall that the coefficient matrix of 
these three homogeneous, simultaneous equations is singular, and thus these three equations 
cannot be solved simultaneously for the tl1ree direction cosines. To rid the solution process 
of that singularity, simply discard any one of the three simultaneous equations. Replace that 
discarded equation by the identity (see Exercise 2.4) 

(2.12) 

The two equations retained from Eq. (2.9b) and the above equation combine to provide 
three equations that can be solved for the three direction cosines. Since the last of these 
three equations is nonlinear, it is best to simultaneously solve the two linear equations so as 
to obtain any two of the direction cosines in terms of the third, and then substitute for those 
direction cosines into Eq. (2.12). The result is one quadratic equation Eq. (2.12), in terms 
of one direction cosine. Of course, the square of that direction cosine will always equal a 
positive quantity less than 1, and the positive and negative values that are the solution for 
the direction cosine itself represent the outer normals of the planes on opposite sides of the 
rectangular parallelepiped. Front face planes have two or three positive direction cosines. 
The interdependence of all of the direction cosines is further explored in Exercise 4.2. 



CHAPTER 3 

Displacements and Strains 

3.1 Introduction 

At this point, all that is available for the purpose of accomplishing a general 
structural analysis are the three equilibrium equations, Eqs. (1.6). These equations pertain 
to the stress state in a general structural body subjected to a general mechanical loading 
(including dynamic loads) and a temperature change. These three equations are insufficient 
to deduce the six stresses that define the stress state. Since the reader's ambition and good 
sense require nothing less than a complete set of equations that are applicable to a structure 
of any shape or material, as well as any loading, it is necessary to look beyond equilibrium 
considerations in order to describe fully the response of a general structural body. The 
two other physical phenomena that need to be investigated in order to obtain additional 
equations are the geometry of the deformations of the general structure, and the response of 
materials to mechanical and thermal loadings. Descriptions of the deformations of loaded 
structures are the focus of this chapter and Chapter 4. Chapters 5 and 6 discuss the response 
of structural materials to loadings and temperature changes. 

3.2 Displacements 

The general concept of a displacement is simply that of a movement; a change 
in position that has been completed or is in progress. The change in position involves 
both a direction and a distance. Thus a displacement is defined as a vector quantity. For 
engineering purposes, the displacement concept must be susceptible to precise description 
and measurement. For this purpose, a displacement is associated with every geometric point 
within and on the boundaries of a structural body, and the components of each displacement 
vector can be referenced to a specific coordinate system. As with stresses, the association 
of displacements with geometric points allows the mathematical treatment of displacement 
components as point functions. This, in turn, allows the full use of the calculus in dealing with 
displacements and their components. Depending on the choice of the coordinate system, the 
components of the total displacement can be described as straight-line distances, curvilinear 
distances, angles, and so forth. As was done previously, for the sake of simplicity, the 
discussion begins with a Cartesian coordinate system. When a Cartesian coordinate system 
is used, the displacement components 1n the x, y, and z directions, at the general point 
P(x, y, z), are symbolized as u(x, y, z; t), v(x, y, z; t), w(x, y, z; t), respectively, where 
t is the symbol for time. For the reason of lack of emphasis in this textbook, all explicit 
references to a functional dependence on time are omitted hereafter. Short-hand variations 
on the displacement symbols are u(P), v(P), and w(P), or just u, v, and w. Thus the total 
displacement vector at a point P can be written as 

D = ui+vj +wk (3.1) 

where i, j, and k are the Cartesian unit vectors. 

68 
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Let a cooked potato represent a structural body of general shape. Picture gently sup
porting the potato in one's hand and very slowly moving it about along an arbitrary path. 
The intermediate and final translations and rotations experienced by the potato can all 
be described by the three functions u, v, and w for each point within the potato and for 
each point on its outer boundary. Since the potato is being moved very slowly, there is no 
appreciable development of kinetic energy, or what amounts to the same thing, no appre
ciable development of inertia forces. Thus, while there are all sorts of displacements as the 
potato is moved about, there are no noticeable changes in the shape or size of the potato 
beyond those which were previously incurred due to the initial support provided by the 
hand. If now the supporting hand mashes the potato, the result is a considerable change 
in the shape of the potato, and perhaps some change in the size of the potato as well. 
Changes in size or shape are collectively called deformations. While the above-described 
physical situation may have small complications, it is possible to concentrate wholly on 
the motion (kinematics) of points within the volume of the potato and see that there are 
two mutually exclusive and exhaustive categories into which the displacements may be 
separated. The first category is the one where the body moves without undergoing any 
deformations of either kind. The displacements of this category are called, for self-evident 
reasons, rigid body displacements. A useful way of characterizing rigid body displacements 
is to note that there are no relative displacements between points within the volume of the 
body. 

It is only the second category of displacements that is of present concern. That is the 
category of displacements that result in deformations, and these displacements are the 
relative displacements between different points within the structural body. These relative 
displacements precisely quantify the deformation of the structure, and vice versa. That is, 
anticipating developments in later chapters, it can be expected that the relative displace
ments (deformations) fully describe the structural response of any body to the loads and 
temperature changes acting throughout the body. The relative displacements are separated 
from the rigid body displacements merely by referencing all the displacements that produce 
relative changes in position to the undeformed geometry of the structural body. Hereafter, 
the relative displacements are referred to as the structural displacements, or simply as 
the displacements. Figure 3.1 provides a pictorial explanation of rigid body and relative 
displacements. 

Before proceeding to discuss structural displacements, there is one other widely used 
term that is mentioned now so as to avoid confusion. As is explained in Part III, deflections 
are the lateral and longitudinal displacements of specially designated axes within bars and 
beams, and the normal and in-plane displacements of specially designated surfaces within 
membranes, plates, and shells. By extension, the term deflections is also used to describe 
the changes in position of whole structures that are viewed as being composed of those 
types of structural elements. 

3.3 Longitudinal Strains 

To begin the formal discussion of the engineering organization of structural dis
placements, consider the now familiar, differential, rectangular parallelepiped extending 
from the arbitrary point P(x, y, z) inside a general body a:s is shown in Fig. 3.2(a); Again, 
for the sake of clarity, the size of the infinitesimal parallelepiped has been greatly exagger
ated. Since the ultimate purpose is to relate the deformations within the structural body at 
point P to the stresses at the same point P, and since the stresses at point Pare the back 
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(a) (b) (c) 

translations in the plane of the paper as the first two parts 
of the total uio, 1m,e,c"m,m from the initial to final of a representative structural 
element. (b) A "rigid rotation as the third step in formulating a combination of rigid 
body displacements and relative displacements that link the initial to the final 
position of the representative element. ( c) Relative in the fomJ of changes in 
size and m to the movement of the structural element to its final 
position. 

face stresses, the edges of the 
the other edges are re1Jre:se1me,a 

After the .. ,.,,yu,c"'''VH ' ~ aerorms, 

y, moves through the 
structural u, v, w to the new geomet_ric + , y + v, z + Sim
ilarly, the other parallelepiped comer points Q, R, and S move to Q'. R1, and S'; see 
Fig. Note that the Cartesian coordinate system chosen to locate and 
material points in the undeformed is not altered by the application ofloads to the body 
of interest. In other words, the coordinate associated with the undeformed structure 
is also here used to identify "material points" for the defo1med state. Such a coordinate 
system is called a Lagrangian coordinate 1 (When a coordinate chosen for 
the defonned state is used to material for the that coordinate system 
is called an Eulerian coordinate 2) The deformed line segments . P'R. 1 , P'S1 

are still drawn as lines because of their differential lengths. However, after defor
mation these differential-sized lengths no longer have the values and dz, and the 
line segments are no longer perpendicular to each other. Figure 3.3 shows, in one sketch, 
the parallelepiped back face edges before and after deformation in order to focus upon the 
displacements that tie together those two back face edge configurations. In Fig. 3.3, the size 
of these before and after differential line segments has been greatly exaggerated relative to 
the displacements in order to make the sketch more easily understood. Be sure to understand 
that the displacements u, v, and w are not differential quantities. While the displacements 

1 Giuseppe Luigi Lagrange was born in Turin in 17 36, died in Pa.ris in 1813, and is buried in the Pantheon 
iu Paris. According to Ref. [2], ''Lagrm1ge has been said to be second only to Newton among the modem 
1nathe111aticianso He is the discoverer of the cakuh!s of variations. i:!.nd he is conside!'ed the father of 
analytic mechanics.': 

2 Leonhard Euler, a Swiss mathematician and scientist. was born in Basel in 1707 and died in 
St Petersburg in 1783. According to Ref. [2], he is considered the greatest inathe1naticia_n. of the 
eighteenLh century. 
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(a) 

s 

dz 

p dx Q 

(b) 
(c) 

Figure 3.2. (a) A structure of general shape before the application of loads with the usual 
differential rectangular parallelepiped extending from point P. (b) The same structure of 
general after the of loads, showing the distortions of the three edges 
of the original rectangular parallelepiped when the material points P, Q, R, S move to 
locations P', Q', R', S' of the fixed coordinate system. (c) Examination of the changes in 
the lengths and orientations of dx, and dz is equivalent to examining changes in length 
and orientation of the length ds. 

are generally very much smaller than the dimensions of the structure, they are neverthe
less finite quantities, and hence are very much larger than the infinitesimal parallelepiped 
edges. 

Before discussing the features of Fig. 3.3, let the requirement of being differentiable be 
imposed upon the mathematical descriptions of the three displacement component functions 

v(P), and w(P). The need for such a requirement can be explained as follows. 
In order to reflect the everyday experience with loaded structures that, short of failure, 
the material points do not separate or overlap, it must be required that the displacement 
functions be single-valued, continuous functions of the geometric coordinates. To reflect 
the further experience that, within solid bodies, all the displacement functions have only 
smooth changes from one point to another, it is required that the displacement functions be 
differentiable. Not caring to be economical on this matter, and with a view to the further 
use of Taylor's series, it is temporarily assumed that the displacement functions possess 
an infinite number of successive partial derivatives, as was initially done with stress 
functions. 

Again, the Cartesian components of the displacement of the material point P from the 
geometric point P(x, y, z) to the geometric point P'(x + u, y + v, z + are defined as 
u, v, and w. Since the Q is different from the point P, all the displacement components 
at point Q have to be assumed to be different from those of point P. The point Q is not 
an point in relation to point P. Point Q is a distance dx in the x direction from 
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Figure 3.3. (!l) A smaller scale, before and after deformation, view of the three differential 
rectangular parallelepiped edges that extend from point P, plus the Cartesian components 
of the deformation vectors that link the points P, Q, R, S to the points P', Q', R', S'. (b) 
A pictorial explanation of the differential-sized changes in each of the three Cartesian 
components of the total deflection vector at point P. Note that changes with respect to z 
have been omitted for clarity. 
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point P. Such a k..'1owledge of the of these two allows the use of 
series to describe the relation between any two 

the X direction of the w_c,,_,,.,~~-,m,,a 

is in the x direction, the 
in either they or z directions. Thus this 
is 

+ dx, y, z) = 

\ 

\ + ... 
} 

where all the derivatives are evaluated at , y, Once again, all terms after the second 
right-hand side term can be discarded as infinitesimal compared to the second right-hand side 
term. The second right-hand side term is retained to represent the infinitesimal difference in 
the displacements over the infinitesimal distances dx. Now consider they and z components 
of total displacement Q. The functions and are functions exactly 
like the function The values of these two functions at the Q can be related to 
their respective values at the neighboring P in exactly the same fashion as used above 
for the x of the total displacement. It does not matter that these functions have 
the in directions other than the x direction. The fact that does 
matter is that in both cases the three 
across a separation in the x direction 
truncation as above 

act~m,ent component functions are being related 
Thus, with the same Taylor's series and the same 

+ y, z) = 

+ dx, y, z) = 

( av\ 
y,z)+ -Jdx 

\ax 

y, z) + dx 

(3.3a) 

Once again, as with the stresses, a simple geometric argument based on the interpretation 
of the derivative as a tangent to the function at point P could have been used to obtain Eqs. 
(3.3a) as an approximation. However, the insignificance of the error of the approximation 
would not have been as evident. 

The same techniques can be used to describe the displacements at the point R. In this 
case the separation from the reference point P is entirely in the y direction, so all changes 
in the three displacement functions evaluated at the point R are y direction changes. Their 
mathematical representations are as follows: 

au 
y __L z) = , y, z) + -dy , I 

,y+ z) = av 
y,z)+-dy (3.3b) 

y+ z) = 
ol'.' 

, y,z) + -dy 
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Figure 3.4. Division of deformations into two mutually exclusive categories that in com
bination describe any total deformation: (a) changes in size without changes in shape; (b) 
changes in shape without changes in size. Note again that the changes in the parallelepiped 
edges that emanate from point P fully describe the changes in the total parallelepiped. 

Finally, for the point S: 

au 
u(x, y, z +dz)= u(x, y, z) + -dz az 

av 
v(x, y, z +dz)= v(x, y, z) + -dz az 

y,z+dz)= 
aw 

y, z) + --dz 
i)z 

(3.3c) 

The last set of displacements are not shown in Fig. 3.3 in order to simplify the sketch. 
There are two types of deformations in Fig. 3.3. There are overall and local changes in 

body size a..T1d there are overall and local changes in body shape. From Fig. 3.4 it should 
be clear that local changes in body size at point P can be described by the changes in tI1e 
lengths of the original rectangular parallelepiped edges. Also, at point P, there are local 
changes in body shape represented on this differential scale by the changes in the three right 
angles of the original rectangular parallelepiped. Since these two types of deformations 
can occur independently of each other, they can be investigated separately. Since they can 
occur simultaneously, the total deformation is considered to be the sum of these two types 
of deformations. In other words, the total deformation consists of a change in size plus a 
change in shape. The change in size is measured by measuring changes in length, while the 
change in shape is measured by changes in right angles. 

The change in length of the parallelepiped edge PQ is the difference between the lengths 
P' Q' andPQ. Itis reasonable to compare these two lengths because the line segment P 1 Q' is 
very nearly parallel to the line segment PQ in all the "small-displacement" cases considered 
in this introductory text. This is so in such cases because, as is discussed in the later chapters 
dealing with engineering materials, all nondimensional (angular) quantities, such as av/ ax 
and aw /ax, generally have magnitudes on the order of0.001 (one-twentieth of one degree) 
or less. 

The length PQ is simply dx. The length P' Q1 , call it dx, can be calculated using the 
Pythagorea,,. theorem with a knowledge of the displacements. Referring to Fig. 3.3, the 
projection of the line segment pr Q' on the z = 0 plane is the line segment P" Q 11 • The 
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projection of P 11 Q11 on the axis has the length 

l au 
-u} = dx + -dx 

J ax 
where, again, u and its derivatives are evaluated at P(x, y. z). Now the Pythagorean theorem 
can be used to calculate the length of the hypotenuse P 11 Q11 • The length of the other side of 
the triangle adjacent to the right angle is {[ v +(av/ ax) dx] - The square of the length 
of P11 Q11 is then 

PIIQ/12 = au ]2 r av 12 
+-dx + 1-dx I ax LiJx J 

The last step in calculating the length of P' Q'is repeating what was done in the horizontal 
plane z = 0, in the vertical plane of pt Q 1 and ?11 Q11 • Then3 

I 2 ? 2} 1/2 r au r av 1- ~ aw 1 
di = ldx + -dx l + l-dx I + l-dx I ax J ax - ax _, 

y 

Now all is ready to compute the change in length of the original line segment PQ, which is 
simply the difference between the lengths di and dx. (The question as to whether or not this 
is the best way to measure changes in size in the x direction irrespective of changes in shape 
is addressed later.) Before calculating that difference, note that engineers generally favor the 
use of nondimensional q uanti.ties because no system of units is inherent in physical laws. The 
use of nondimensional quantities provides the small convenience of not having to list units 
and the more important advantage of clarifying the relative magnitudes of the terms involved. 
Moreover, there is also a particular advantage to nondimensionalizing the difference between 
di and dx by referencing (dividing) that difference to (by) the original differential length, 
dx. As is seen in the following, dividing the difference in differential lengths by the original 
differential length eliminates the indefinite quantity dx from the result. 

As an elaboration on the second cited general advantage of nondimensionalizing, con
sider two rubber bands with the same cross-sectional area. Let the first rubber band have 
a unit length, and the second a length of ten units. If both rubber bands are stretched by 
equal forces, the second rubber band has ten times the total change in length as that of the 
first, because each unit length of the second rubber band duplicates the stretch of the unit 
length of the first rubber band. Since the ultimate goal is to relate deformations to stresses, 
it is clear that there is the problem here of two different changes of length associated with a 
single stress value. The problem is resolved by dividing the different total changes in length 
by the respective original lengths. Then this ratio of change in total length over original 
length is the sa..'lle value for the two different rubber bands with the same stress. Thus there 
is the prospect of a unique relationship between such an elongation ratio and stress. 

On the above-cited bases, it is the nondimensionalized difference between the before and 
after lengths that is used to describe a change in length. A special name is adopted. The nondi
mensionalized change in length associated with each of the three orthogonal coordinate 
directions is called a longitudinal strain, or a normal strain. A normal or longitudinal strain 

3 Note that the final result is what may be called the Pythagorean theorem in three dimensions; that is, 
with respect to three right angle components, the square of the diagonal is equal to the sum of Lhe 
squares of the components. Another, more simple proof can be based upon representing the diagonal 
as a vector that is described in terms of its three orthogonal components, and then taki.r1g the vector's 
dot product with itself. 
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is symbolized by a lower-case epsilon ( E) plus a double subscript that indicates the direction 
in which the change in length is measured. For the case at hand 

dx - dx dy - dy dz - dz 
Exx = Eyy = tzz = (3.5) dx dy dz 

In Eq. (3.4), the differential distance dx that appears inside the radical as a squared term, 
can be factored out of the radical as simply dx. Then substitution into Eq. (3.5) yields: 

(3.6) 

The lack of simplicity in the above right-hand side is sufficient to raise the question as to 
what other means can be employed to describe changes in size. However, Eq. (3.6) is easily 
salvaged when the partial derivative terms are small quantities. Such is the case in almost 
all engineering structures. For example, consider the floor of any building or deck of any 
vehicle. Floors and decks do have their importance, particularly in tall buildings, ships, and 
aircraft. A sag with a 6° slope (0.1 radian) in a floor that was expected to be flat would be a 
rather disturbing slope for anyone supported by that floor. In the circumstances of a ship or 
aircraft deck, a perceived change in the difference in slope of 6° between one location and 
another would also produce considerable unease. Yet a slope value of one-tenth for aw/ ax 
and similarly for au/ax and au/ax, when squared, makes these three terms quite small 
relative to the value of 1.0 in the radical of Eq. (3.6). Another aspect contributing to the 
smallness of these terms is that, in the cases of beams or plates respectively, one or two of 
these partial derivatives would not be slopes, rather they would be measures of stretching. 
On this point, note that while it is not difficult to bend a plastic ruler to a slope along its 
length (call the lengthwise direction the x direction) of 0.1 radian, not many people are 
strong enough to pull on a 12-inch plastic ruler and stretch it 1.2 inches, so that the value 
of au/ax would be also approximately one-tenth. 

Although they may not be commonplace, slopes on the order of one-tenth or more do 
occur in some vehicular structures. If one were to compare photographs of the wings of the 
world circumnavigating Voyager experimental aircraft in flight, where the wings are bent 
upward as they support the weight of the aircraft, with photographs of the same wings loaded 
with fuel scraping the runway as that aircraft started its take-off run, it would be clear that 
there were cumulative changes iri spanwise wing bending slopes considerably greater than 
0.1 radian. Even then, and for almost all engineering applications, the radical in Eq. (3.6) 
is dominated by the term 1.0. This fact suggests how this radical can be greatly simplified. 
To this end, use may be made of the binomial series, which is reviewed in Section I.4. In 
this case the exponent of the binomial term is ! , and the quantity whose absolute value is 
less than 1 is everything in the radical but the integer 1. Carrying out the expansion yields 

€xx = 1 + - 2- + - + - + -1 [ au (au) 2 (av) 2 (aw) 2
] 

2 ax ax ax ax 

-- 4 - + 4 - + 4-;:- -1 [ (au) 2 (au) 3 au (au) 2
] 

8 ax ax dx ax 

+ [Seven other products involving the slopes with combined exponents of three or four] 

+ r other terms where ! ( au ) 3 
is the largest of the lot] + [ still smaller terms] - 1 L 2 ax 
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Note that the leading+ 1 and ending-I cancel each other. Striking a compromise between 
the need to save more than just the remaining most dominant terms on the one hand and the 
desire to simplify by discarding the smaller terms on the other hand, leads to discarding all 
triple and higher products of these nondimensional slopes whose maximum magnitudes for 
individual structural elements can be taken to be on the order of one-tenth. The result is 

au 1 [(av) 2 (aw) 2
] 

Exx = ax + 2 ax + ax (3.7) 

The longitudinal strain terms that measure changes in size in the y and z directions follow 
exactly the same form as that in Eq. (3.7). See the exercises. (The statement of these other 
two equations, or another, similar set of equations, is postponed until after discussion of 
changes in shape.) This measure of the change in size in the x direction has a linear part, 
au/ ax, and a nonlinear part which is enclosed in brackets. The nonlinear part, not always, but 
most often greatly complicates analyses, and is thus to be avoided whenever its contribution 
to the final result is believed to be secondary. The nonlinear part is only significant when 
the deformations described by the above partial derivatives have values on the order of 
one-tenth or more. Skipping over some possible refinements, such a situation, where the 
nonlinear terms have significance, is here called a case of finite deformations. Otherwise 
the situation is called a case of small deformations. In the theory beyond this chapter, and 
in all exercises and all examples presented in this text, it is implicitly presumed, unless 
otherwise stated, that the defoi:mations are small, and thus the nonlinear portion of each 
strain expresssion can be dropped as insignificant. However, there is a routine exception 
where finite deformations are always considered, but sometimes without special mention. 
The exception is the case of elastic stability analyses. In such analyses, the nonlinear part 
of a slope-type strain combines with a large force or moment component to become an 
essential part of the analysis. The importance of such analyses requires that this text present 
the nonlinear portions of the six strain expressions in this chapter, and of course use them 
(perhaps indirectly) when investigating the elastic stability of a structure. 

3.4 Shearing Strains 

Recall that the means adopted above for measuring changes in size were to measure 
changes in length in the three orthogonal directions. The means adopted for measuring 
changes in shape are those of measuring the changes in the three right angles between 
those edges of the differential rectangular parallelepiped extending from point P. Note the 
unusual circumstance here where a decrease in the right angles is taken to be a positive 
change. This is so because the positive changes in displacements cause the right angles of 
the parallelepiped at point P to diminish, and it is desired to associate positive changes in 
shape with positive displacements. 

Consider again the right angle RPQ, which is transported during the deformation process 
into R' P' Q' as shown in Fig. 3.3. The total change in the original right angle RPQ is called 
an engineering shearing strain, or an engineering shear strain. To be wholly clear, the 
engineering shearing strain in the z plane is the difference between the right angle RPQ and 
the angle R' P' Q', which has a very slightly skewed orientation, and which is something 
very slightly less than a right angle. Like longitudinal strains, the units of shearing strain 
are never degrees, but are always radians, or equivalently m/m, in/in, mm/mm, and so 
on. Engineering shearing strains are denoted by lower-case gamma (y) with coordinate 
subscripts that indicate the orthogonal axes that define the original right angle. In the case 
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of the right angle RPQ, the axes that parallel the original line segments are the x and y 
axes, so the associated engineering shearing strain is symbolized by Yxy· If¢ denotes the 
near n /2 magnitude of the angle R' P' Q', then Yxy = (n /2) - ¢. It is of no importance that 
there is no plane to which the angle Yxy can be precisely ascribed. Again, since the tilt of 
the plane of the angle R' P' Q' is quite small, the angle Yxy is simply associated with the z 
plane. Note further that since the change in angle between the line segment paralleling the 
x axis and the one paralleling the y axis is the same as the change in angle between the line 
segment paralleling they axis and the one paralleling the x axis, Yxy = Yyx· 

The task ahead is to develop an expression for this engineering shearing strain in 
terms of the displacements. The task is accomplished as follows. The change in the orig
inal right angle is determined by calculating the cosine of the angle R' P' Q', which is 
cos¢ = cos[(n /2) - Yxy] = +sin Yxy ~ Yxy· The approximation of the sine of an angle by 
the angle is in error by less than 0.5 percent even when the angle is as large as 0.1 radian 
(5.7°). Check that statement on a hand calculator, or better yet, by reference to the series 
expansion for the sine function. Such a large shearing angle as 0.1 radian is, to say the least, 
highly unusual in an engineering structure. Thus it may be concluded that replacing the sine 
by the angle in this case is well warranted. 

The cosine of¢ can be determined by creating the vectors P'Q' = Q, and P'R' = R, 
and dividing by their magnitudes, Q and R, respectively, to form unit vectors, and then 
taking their dot product. Since 

[( au) av aw J Q = dx 1 + - i + -j + -k · 
ax ax ax 

and 

R [ au . ( av) . aw J = dy -• + 1 + - J + -k 
ay ay ay 

By taking the square root of the dot product of each of the two vectors with itself, the vector 
magnitudes are 

[( a )2 (a )2 (a 2)]1P 
Q = dx 1 + a: + a: + a: 

[ 2 2 2] 1/2 
R = dy ( ~;) + ( 1 + ~~) + ( ~:) 

Then cos¢ = (R · Q)/(RQ). After canceling the differentials dx and dy in the numerator 
and denominator, the numerator, temporarily called "num," is 

au av au au av av au aw 
num=-+-+--+--+--

ay ax ax ay ax ay ax ay 

The denominator is a bit of a. mess. The best way of dealing with the denominator is to 
use the binomial expansion with the exponent of - ! for both R and Q in order to have a 
product rather than a divisor to interact with the numerator. Looking ahead, the only terms 
worth keeping from the inverse of the denominator are terms involving slopes to the first 
and zeroth powers. This is so because the numerator only involves slopes to the first and 
second powers, and on the same basis used for the longitudinal strains, it is desired that the 
product of the numerator and inverse of the denominator also retain slopes to the first and 
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second powers. So, with the above-indicated truncation and lql < 1, the binomial series for 
a term of the form of · 

1 q 
----~1-
(1 + q)l/2 2 

Thus the inverse of the denominator without the canceled differentials d,JC and dy is reduced 
to [1-(au/ax)][l-(au/ ay)]. Therefore, the final result is 

au av au av au av aw aw 
cos¢=Yx =-+- - -- ---+--

y ay ax ax ax ay ay ax ay 
(3.8) 

Similar expressions for Yxz and Yyz can be obtained by cycling the displacement and coor
dinate symbols. Alas, Eq. (3.8) and the similar nonlinear expressions for the other two pairs 
of coordinate axes are seldom used. 

3.5 Other Strain Definitions 

In the above it was hinted that the above-chosen measures of deformation with 
respect to size and shape might not be the best in some sense. However, the above definitions 
do have the advantage of simplicity, and this is an important advantage in the laboratory. In 
order to pursue this matter further, it is useful to look at the two more prominent competing 
strain definitions. The first of these competing strain definitions may be called the definition 
for tensor strains.4 In the coordinate system of the undeformed body, according to Ref. [3], 
these strains are more properly called the Green strains.5 In tensor notation a single strain 
definition encompasses both longitudinal and shearing strains. To present a sample of this 

· definition here, sai for the longitudinal strain in the x direction, it is necessary to adapt the 
tensor definition to the present style and symbols. Upon doing so, the definition may be 
written as 

_ ! (dx)2 - (dx)2 _ (dx - dx) (dx + dx) 
Exx - -

2 (dx 2) . dx 2dx 
(3.9) 

Of course, similar expressions can be written for the longitudinal strains in the other two 
orthogonal directions. The second of the above factors within parentheses is just the average 
value of the two differential lengths divided by the original differential length, and is thus 
very close to the value of 1. Thus this definition involving the squares of the differential 
lengths is very little different from the one developed above. In fact, the linear terms of 
the longitudinal strains are exactly the same as those developed above, and the differences 
appear only in the nonlinear terms. While this definition appears to be unnecessarily more 
complicated than that first discussed, it is a simple form in ten.sor notation. Its major advan
tage is simply that the tensor definition produces a quantity that is a tensor, and therefore 
possesses very helpful mathematical properties. For example, a transformation to another 
type of coordinate system, such as cylindrical coordinates, is a well defined and thus com
paratively simple process. Rotations of coordinate axes are also accomplished simply with 
tensor quantities. A minor advantage is that the tensor definition only gives rise to linear 
and quadratic terms. 

4 For a brief comment on tensors, see Section 2.9. 
5 George Green (1793-1841), an English mathematician and physicist (Ref. [71]). 
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The second of the prominent definitions competing with the original definition of strain 
is called the true strain definition. For longitudinal strain, the definition is 

dL 
dE=-

L 

where L is any length in the direction of the strain to be measured. This definition can be 
integrated to obtain 

E = {E dE = f L1 dL = 1n (1 + !J.L) 
h ~ L . Lo 

= !J.L _ ! (!J.L) 2 + ! (!J.L) 3 

Lo 2 Lo 3 Lo 
(3.10) 

where !J.L = L1 - Lo is the finite change of length from the original length, L0• The first 
term of the series expansion of the natural logarithm, Eq. (3.10), is essentially the definition 
of the first-discussed strain. Thus, once again, this strain definition differs from the other 
definitions only with respect to the nonlinear terms. A somewhat appealing aspect of this 
third-discussed strain definition is its ease in combining successive strains at the same point 
in the same direction. That is, because this definition is in terms of a differential of strain, the 
reference length used for a second successive strain at the same point in the same direction 
as the first strain is the length L1. The other two strain definitions necessarily use the original 
length Lo that was established before the first straining. 

3.6 The Strain-Displacement Equations 

Since all three of the prominent strain definitions agree on the linear portions of 
the six strain expressions, except for a wholly stylistic adjustment discussed below, these 
common linear expressions can be, and universally are, adopted with confidence for the 
case of small deformations. Thus the simple first-discussed definition can be used in the 
laboratory for measuring all small strains. Since the tensor definition for the Green strains 
is the most convenient when dealing with those situations where the nonlinear terms are 
significant, the nonlinear terms derived from that definition are those that are generally used, 
and are those that are adopted by this text hereafter. 

There is a special characteristic of the Green shearing strains that now needs to be 
mentioned. The tensor strain definition produces linear shearing strain expressions that are 
exactly one-half of those produced by the first definition. In other words, the tensor definition 
averages the two rotations of the line segments that originally paralleled the coordinate 
axes. The only significance this has is that the engineer has to communicate clearly which 
of the two shearing strains is being discussed: the engineering shearing strains, or the Green 
shearing strains. Like the longitudinal strains, the Green shearing strains are here symbolized 
by the use of E. A summary of what are now to be called the nonlinear and linear forms of 
the six strain-displacement equations follows. 

Nonlinear forms (finite displacements) 

_ au 1 [(au) 2 (av) 2 (aw) 2
] Exx - - + - - + - + -

ax 2 ax ax ax 

av 1 [(au)2 
(av)

2 (aw) 2
] 

Eyy = ay + 2 ay + ay + ay 
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r]w 
E-- = - + -

LL oz 2 )
2 (av) 2 (aw\rl - + - + --J az ,JJz az J 

au av Ju au av av Ott' dVv' 
Yxy - 2E_n - • +- + " - + -- + " -

' dy oX c!X ax c!X ay 

au aw au au av av aw aw 
Yr =2Exc = -+-+--+--+--" . az ax ax dz ax az ax az 

av aw au au av av aw aw 
Y·- = 21::.- = -+-· +--+--+--

Jc }a az az az ay az 

Linear forms (sman displacements) 

I 

I 
Exx = Ju 

c7x 

I av 
I Eyy = ay 

aw 
€77 = --- az 

au av 
Yxv = 2L-v = - + --. ,._ ax 

au aw 
Y-- = 2Ex- = - + -

M, C az ax 
av aw 

Yr = 2Ev7 = - + - 1 · -· az ~ 
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(3.11) 

(3.12) 

While they have no great importance to the linear, that is, small-deformation theory 
developed here, there are three other independent quantities which are mentioned because 
the reader may occasionally encounter them. These quantities are the small average rotations 
about (or very nearly about) the three orthogonal axes. Again, "small" is limited by the 
approximation of the sine of the angle being nearly equal to the angle. The average rotations 
are also referred to as the rigid body rotations, because such a small rigid body rotation 
can be described by exactly the same equations. Lower-case omega is the usual symbol 
employed to represent the average rotations. Again, a double subscript notation is used 
to note the axes being rotated, and because these quantities can be arranged in a skew
symmetric matrix, which is a matrix where the (i, })th element is equal to the negative of 
the (j, element. From Fig. 3.3, it can be seen that the average rotations, positive in a 
clockwise sense, are 

COxv = -Wyx = l (dU - av)\ 
- 2 ay ax 

1 (av aw\ 
Wzy = -Wzy = 2 az - ay ) 

Wzx = -CV_u = ~ ( aw - au)\ 
2 ax az 

3. 7 The Compatibility Equations 

(3.13) 

The linear strain-displacement equations, Eqs. (3.12), are six equations that pro
vide the means by which the six small displacement strains can be obtained from the three 
independent displacement functions. It is simply a matter of differentiating any known 
displacement field v, to obtain the six strains. Since the displacement functions 
are required to be differentiable functions, there is never any difficulty carrying out the 
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differentiation. Now consider the reverse task of determining the three displacement func
tions knowing the six strains. This is a much more complicated undertaking. The first reason 
that this reverse task is more complicated is simply that integration is often more complicated 
than differentiation. The second reason is even more basic. The six strains are not totally 
independent of each other over the volume of the structural body. That is, six strain functions 
cannot be arbitrarily chosen with the expectation that those six functions are related via Eqs. 
(3.12), without contradiction, to three single-valued structural displacements. In order to 
illustrate in simple algebraic terms the idea that any given number of independent functions 
can only be transformed into the same number of independent functions, let F(x) and G(x) 
be two linearly independent functions.6 Let a, {3, y, 8, e, µ, p, and a be a set of arbitrary 
constants, and let 

Q(x) = aF(x) + f3G(x) R(x) = y F(x) + 8G(x) 

S~)=BF~)+µG~) T~)=pF~)+aG~) 

The four functions Q(x), R(x), S(x), and T(x) are not linearly independent of each other. 
Only two of those four functions can be linearly independent. For example, if the two 
functions Q(x) and R(x) are chosen to be the two independent functions that are created 
from the two independent functions F(x) and G(x), then it is not difficult to show by first 
solving for F(x) and G(x) in terms of Q(x) and R(x) that the functions S(x) and T(x) are 
related to Q(x) and R(x) by the relations (provided that a8 -:f. f3y) 

S(x) = (88 - µy)Q(x) + (µa - 8{3)R(x) 

a8 - f3y 

(p8 - ay)Q(x) + (aa - pf3)R(x) 
T(x) = • R ao -,..,y 

These two equations clearly illustrate the dependence of S(x) and T(x) on Q(x) and R(x). 
Similarly, derivatives of tl\e three independent displacement functions can give rise only 
to three independent strain functions, not six independent strain functions. In other words, 
the task of finding three single-valued displacement functions from six arbitrarily chosen 
strain functions would be overprescribed. Hence it is to be expected that there is a set of 
three independent relations between the six strains. 

Relations among the strains, which demonstrate their dependence upon each other, can 
be discovered in any number of ways. One way, and perhaps the most direct, is to begin to 
apply what are the standard procedures for directly integrating first order partial differential 
equations to Eqs. (3.12) in order to solve for the three displacements in terms of the six 
strains. Eliminating the resulting functions of integration7 produces the desired results. 
However, it is not expected that all readers are familiar with those procedures, so a sample 
of that approach is relegated to Appendix A and left for a rainy night. 

The equations that relate the strains can also be derived, and done so most easily, by 
differentiating and combining the strain-displacement equations so as to eliminate the 

6 Linear independence is a weak form of independence. Two functions f(x) and g(x) are linearly 
independent if and only if the relation, for all values of x, af(x) + bg(x) = 0, requires that the 
constants a and b are both zero. Examples of pairs of linearly independent functions are sin x and cos 
x, and -,Ix and x2. Note that for the first pair the two functions are not "independent" because the sum 
of their squares is 1. The second pair are not independent because the fourth power of the first function 
is equal to the second function. 

7 Functions of integration that result from integrating partial differential equations are analogous to 
constants of integration that result from integrating ordinary differential equations. 
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displacements. For example, as is demonstrated immediately below, one such equation can 
be derived by simply differentiating Exx = au/ ax with respect toy twice, adding that to the 
result of differentiating Eyy = av/ ay with respect to x twice, and then factoring the second 
partial derivative operator with respect to x and y. That is, assuming that all the stated higher 
order partial derivatives are continuous functions, so that the order of partial differentiation 
can be interchanged, then 

a2Exx a2Eyy a3u a3v a2 (au av) a2Yxy 
ay2 + ax2 = axay2 + ax2ay = axay ay + ax = axay 

which is indeed one relationship among the strains without any reference to the displace
ments. Following a similar procedure with Exx and Ezz, and then with Eyy and Ezz (or simply 
cycling the subscripts so that x ~ y while y ~ z, and then again as y ~ z while z ~ x), 
produces two more equations of the same form between the six strains. At first glance it 
appears that these are the expected.three equations that relate the six strains. However, the 
results from Appendix A are another, different set of three equations among the six strains. 
Thus the following questions arise: (i) how many such equations are there? (ii) how many 
of those equations are independent of each other? and (iii) what do they all mean? Since 
simply eliminating displacements by partial differentiation provides no answers to the first 
two of these questions, and only a partial answer to the third question, it is necessary to look 
elsewhere for a third approach to the derivation of these equations that relate the strains. 

Endnote (2) details a third derivation procedure. That endnote provides a proof of the 
following answers to the first two questions. There are a total of six distinct second order 
partial differential equations that relate the strains, but only three of those six equations are 
independent equations. However, all six of those equations are used together in order to 
avoid selecting between them and thus upsetting the symmetry of the two groups of three 
equations. A full listing of the six equations is as follows: 

a2Exx a2Eyy - a2Yxy --+-----
ay2 ax2 ayay 

!_ (aYyz + aYxz _ ayxy) = 2 a2Ezz 
az ax ay az ax ay 

2 I 

.!_ (aYyz _ arxz + ayxy) = 2a Eyy 
ay ax ay az ax az 

(3.14a) 

(3.14b) 

(3.14c) 

(3.14d) 

(3.14e) 

(3.14f) 

The answer to the third question, regarding the meaning of these six equations, is as follows. 
These six equations are the constraints with which the small strains must comply in order for 
the strains to be compatible with any differentiable displacement field in the manner stated 
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in Eqs. (3.12). For this reason, the six equations are called the compatibility The 
compatibility equations are attributed to St. Venant. 8 

The compatibility equations are the closest thing available to an inversion of'the strain
displacement equations; that is, there are no displacement-strain equations as such. The 
compatibility equations contain the same information as the c,r,•un,_,, 

hut they express that entirely in terms strains. Hence ,·n=n,,,, 
tions are a necessary part of any structural analysis which the equilibrium 
alone are insufficient for a solution, and the displacements themselves are not 
part of the analysis. 

Once the approach to the compatibility equations discussed in the endnote answers the 
questions regarding the number and meaning of the compatibility equations, the derivation 
of other forms of the compatibility equations is best achieved by using the relatively sim
ple second approach, which is just that of eliminating displacements via differentiation. 
Other forms of the compatibility equations are compatibility equations for strains in 
terms of other orthogonal coordinate systems; or (ii) compatibility equations for special 
circumstances. In the latter situation, it is important to realize that special circumstances are 
opportunities to seek to reduce the order of the derivatives in the compatibility equations 
needed for the special case. Each reduction in the order of the derivatives is equivalent to 
one integration in the overall solution process. The following are two examples that illus
trate that second situation. An exercise and an endnote deal with the first situation in the 
important general case of cylindrical coordinates. 

Example 3.1. When a body is in a state of axisymmetric plane stress, then in terms of 
cylindrical coordinates, the displacement in the B direction, v, can be taken to be zero, and 
the displacement in the radial direction, u, is only a function of the radial coordinate, r. That 
is u = u(r). Devise a compatibility equation for this special case where, from Endnote 
the cylindrical coordinate strains reduce to 

u du 

dr 
Eeo = - Yre = 0 

r 

Solution. Since the shearing strain is always zero, no other conditions can be placed upon 
it. Thus the sheai-ing strain does not appear in the compatibility equation. The single dis
placement u can be eliminated as follows. From the e direction strain expression, u = rE ee. 
Substituting this expression for the radial displacement into the expression for the radial 
direction strain leads to the equation 

( d\ 
Err = - I (rEee) 

,dr J 

This is the desired compatibility equation because it involves only the strains and not 
the displacements. Note that in this special case the resulting differential equation is only 
of the first order. The general forms of the compatibility equations written in cylindrical 

8 Bane de Saint-Venant ( 1797-1886). French engineer and mathematician (Ref. [2]). Reference [9] states 
that St Ve.nant gave the relations among the strain con1pontmts ll1 an appendix of his edition ofI"-.Javier's 
Resume des Lerons sur I' application dt' la 1'vfecanique, l 864. 
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coordinates are, like those written in Cartesian coordinates, second order partial differen
tial equations. Just as is the case with ordinary differential equations, it is a lot easier to 
work with first order partial differential equations than second order partial differential 
equations. !II 

Example 3.2. If it is known that the two Cartesian coordinate displacements u, v are related 
by y ), where c is a known constant, then detennine a compatibility equa
tion for this situation 

Solution. In this case, writing all the strains in terms of the x direction displacement by 
direct use of Eqs. (3. leads to 

au 
Exx = ax 

r:7u 
Eyy = -CrJy 

au au 
Yxy = -c- +ax 

Substituting the first two equalities into the third produces the solution 

which in this case is only an aigebraic equation, and therefore much easier to use than an 
ordinary differential equation or a partial differential equation. Ill 

3.8 Plane Strain 

In an exact analogy to the definition of plane stress, plane strain is defined as the 
situation where there exists a Cartesian coordinate axis z such that Yxz = Yyz = Ezz = 0. 
Adding the further requirement that neither of the displacements u and v varies in the 
z direction allows the immediate conclusion that the displacement vv must be a constant 
with respect to, the spatial variables; see the exercises. Situations that exactly meet the 
definition of plane strain are rare occurrences. However, in everyday engineering work 
where acceptable approximations are routinely, and properly, made to cut costs, certain 
approximations equivalent to assuming a state of plane strain are commonplace. A summary 
of the nontrivial linear equations applicable for a state of plane strain are listed below. 
This list also serves as a condensed summary of all the three-dimensional linear strain 
equations. 

The plane strain displacements (time omitted as per usual) 

II= 1) = w = constant 

The plane strain smaH-sfrain-disp!acement equations 

au av 
E-,r == - Evy == --,.. ax ·-

au av 
Yxv = 2Exv = - + -, , ay ax 

The plane strain linear compatibmty equation 

I .. 2 a2 a2 I i d Exx I Eyy _ Yxy I ,--,-----, 
i ay2 !Jx 2 _ ii,, ily I (3.14a) 
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There is only one plane strain compatibility equation because the other five reduce 
to the trivial case of zero equals zero. Note that since stress is not the same as plane 
strain, all six compatibility equations must be considered in the case stress. The use 
of the compatibility equations in the case of stress is discussed at some length later. 
Note also that in the plane strain case, three strain functions are defined from two independent 
displacement functions. Hence there is only one constraint necessary for the three strains in 
order for them to be compatible with the two differentiable displacements. Since this singie 
constraint equation must be an independent equation, there are two independent strain 
functions and one dependent strain function. It does not matter which strain is considered 
to be the dependent strain function. This reduced situation is dearly more tidy than the full 
three-dimensional case. 

3,9 Summary 

Deformations are the result of relative motion between material points. Deforma
tions can be studied as simply a matter of geometry without any reference to either the nature 
of the material or the loads acting on the structure. The only possible types of deformation 
on a differential scale are changes in size and changes in shape. Changes in size are rou
tinely described by measuring changes in length on a differential scale in three orthogonal 
directions. When referenced to (i.e., divided by) the original length, these measurements 
are called longitudinal strains. Changes in are routinely described by measuring the 
changes on a differential scale in the three right angles that exist to deformation 
between the same three orthogonal lengths used to describe longitudinal strains. These 
changes in the three right angles are called shearing strains. Hence the longitudinal and 
shearing strain.s completely describe the deformation of a structural body. 

It turns out that the change in length divided by original length definition for '~''"''-'"~U--""'·' 

strains and the change in right ai-igle definition for shearing strains, are only easy to deal with 
in terms of Cartesian coordinates. (See the comment in Endnote (1).) Satisfactory strain 
definitions should accommodate any standard coordinate system. Hence slightly different 
definitions of strain have been considered. Green strains, which are easy to deal with in any 
coordinate system, are the strains to be used when dealing with finite deformations. 

The three longitudinal and three shearing strains are related to the three displacement 
components in a complicated fashion that can be greatly simplified, as is done in this text, 
by restricting further consideration of deformations to small relative displacements. By 
definition, such a restriction allows the discarding of the nonlinear terms in the strain
displacement relations, leaving only linear differential relations between the strains and the 
displacements. The six linear strain-displacement equations are easily memorized through 
use, and they are the same six relations regardless of the choice that is made between Green 
strain definition and the "engineering" strain definitions, except for a factor of 2 for the 
shearing strains. 

Determining the strains from the displacements is merely a matter of differentiation. 
Consideration of the reverse problem of determining the displacement functions from spec
ified strain functions shows that the six strain functions are related to each other by means of 
the six compatibility equations. Only three of the six compatibility equations are indepen
dent. The equations ensure that the strains are compatible with differentiable 
displacements. In the case of plane strain, the situation is simpler in t.'lat there are only two 
relevant independent displacement components, three nonzero strains, and one compatibil
ity equation that relates the three strains. 
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With regard to the overall analysis of loaded strnctures, the development of the strain
displacement equations has introduced six more equations, but added nine more unknowns 
over the volume ( domain) of the structural body. The nine unknowns are, of course, the three 
displacement components and the six strain functions. The alternative approach is to use 
the six compatibility equations, which do not involve the displacements, rather than use the 
six strain-displacement equations. This route introduces the six unkriown strains into the 
analysis, but only three independent equations. With either approach, there is an additional 
net deficit of three equations to be added to the previous deficit of three equations, for a 
total requirement for six more equations. 

Ch.apter 3 Exercises 

3.1. If the displacements in a certain body are known to be those listed below, where 
C is a nondimensional constant and L a known length, what then are the corre
sponding strains? 
(a) u = C(x + 2y); v = -C(2x + y); w = -Cz. 
(b) u = 2LC ln[l + (x/L)]; v = LC exp(-x/L);w = 0. 

3.2. Discuss the geometric/mathematical difficulties that occur with the following 
description of displacements: u = Cjx[; v = Cy; w = Cz. Again, C is a nondi
mensional constant. 

3.3. (a) By using the change in length over length definition of longitudinal strain, 
and by totally disregarding the small angles between the original rectangular 
parallelepiped edge length, dy, and the edge length after deformation, dy, 
show that the strain Eyy = av/ ay. 

(b) Again use the ch:mge in length over length longitudinal strain definition to 
show that Eyy = av/ iJy. This time account for the small angles between dy 
and dy, but discard all derivatives of higher order than the first. Hint: Make 
use of the displacements sketched in Fig. 3.3. 

3.4. A certain body in a state of plane strain is determined to have the strains listed 
below where the coefficients A, B, and Care nondimensional constants, and Lis 
a known length. Determine what relations must exist between the constants A, 
B, and C, if any. 

(a) 

(b) 

Ay2 Cxy 
Exx = L2 + V 

A(x2 + y2) 
Eyy = £2 

Cxy 
Yxy=V 

rnx) (2ny) 
Exx = 3Acos \ L sin L 

( Jr X) ( 2Jr y ') 
Eyy = C cos L sin L 

Yn = 2A sm - cos --. (JrX)' (2ny) 
. , L \ L 
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A cos(;ry / L) 
(c) Exx = [1 + (rrx/L)]2 

Eyy = B exp (-zx) cos (7) 

Yxy=Aexp(-;rx)sin(;rx)+( C . )sin(;rx) 
L L 1 + (;rx/L) L 

3.5. By means of direct substitution of the strain-displacement relations, demonstrate 
the validity of the compatibility equation that is (a) the fourth of Eqs. (3.14); (b) 
the fifth of Eqs. (3.14); (c) the first of the Bianchi identities, Eqs. (3.18), which 
is found in the endnote. 

3.6. The plane strain compatibility equation for cylindrical coordinates has the gen
eral form shown below. Use the general linear strain-displacement equations 

au u 1 av 
Err = - , Eee = - + - - , 

ar r r a8 
and 

1 au av V 
'Yre = - - + - - -

r a8 ar r 

to determine what integer values are represented by the factors A, B, and C? 

a2(rYre) a2Err aErr a2(rEee) 
---=A--+Br-+Cr---

ar a8 a82 . ar ar 2 

Hint: (i) Recall that any compatibility equation must hold .true for the general 
form of the strains in terms of displacements; and (ii) recall the product rule for 
differentiation that, for example, (a/ar)[r F(r, 8)] = F(r, 8) + r(aF jar). 
Comment: Note that vis the displacement in the positive theta direction along 
a line tangent to the line of fixed radius, and the other three linear strain
displacement equations in terms of cylindrical coordinates are 

aw 
Ezz = -, 

az 

av aw 
Yrz = az + ar' and 

1 aw av 
Yez=--+-

r a8 az 

3.7. (a) If the Cartesian displacement u = u(x, y), and the Cartesian displacements 
v = w = 0, devise a single, first order compatibility equation for this special 
circumstance. 

(b) In the special case where u = Err = 0, and Eee and Yre are functions of 
the cylindrical coordinates r, 8 only, devise a compatibility equation for the 
above two nonzero strains. Note that in this special case, the strain-displace
ment (E - u) relations are Eee = (1/r)(av/a8), and Yre = av/ar - v/r. 

(c) If the Cartesian coordinate system displacements are such that u(x, y) = 
f (x) v (x, y ), where f (x) is a known function, determine a first order com
patibility equation that involves all three strains for the case of plane strain. 

3.8. Using a Cartesian coordinate system, show that for the case of plane strain and no 
change in displacements with respect to time, the displacement in the z direction 
must be a constant. 

3.9. The following equation is listed in Ref. [24] as a compatibility equation for 
cylindrical coordinates. Why is there obviously a typographical error in the 
statement of this equation? 

a [ aErr a J 2 a [ 1 ( a ayz, )] - 2r- - -(ry,e) +r - - -(rYez)- - = 0 
az a8 ar ar r ar a8 
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FOR THE EAGER 

3.10. Which of the following are true identities? 
(a) Exx,y ;== !Yxy,x + Wxy,x 

(b) Eyy,x = !Yxy,y - Wxy,y 

(c) Wxy,z = ![Yxz,y + Yyz,x] 

(d) Wyz,x = ![Yxy,z - Yxz,y] 

Endnote (1) The Derivation of the Strain-Displacement Equations 
for Cylindrical Coordinates 

89 

The derivation of the strain-displacement equations presented in this chapter for 
Cartesian coordinates was a mostly geometric argument in conjunction with the lJ.L / L 
definition of strain. After completing that process, other definitions of strain were men
tioned. It was stated that all accepted definitions of strain produced the same results for the 
linear portions of the strain-displacement equations, but differed in their quadratic terms. 
Then the tensor definition of strain was declared to be the preferred choice when it came to 
the quadratic (nonlinear) terms. This endnote provides a bit of justification for the greater 
acceptance of the tensor definition for strain. This present justification rests upon the dif
ficulty of a geometric approach to determining the strain-displacement equations in other 
important coordinate systems. If the reader were to attempt to use the original lJ.L / L defi
nition of strain with a cylindrical coordinate system, then the reader would be immediately 
confronted with such questions as how does one define displacements in the cylindrical 
coordinate system. When attempting to work through the geometry, while it can be done, 
it would be difficult enough to obtain the accepted linear terms, and it would be clear that 
there would be little hope of agreeing on the quadratic terms. The situation would be even 
more complicated in spherical coordinates. The great advantage of the tensor approach is 
that it is mostly algebraic, and that is indeed a great advantage. As stated earlier, the 32 
definition of strain for cylindrial coordinates, translated from indicial notation, is 

(ds*)2 - (ds)2 = 2(E,,dr dr + Eeer 2de de+ Ezz dz dz+ Y,erdr de 

+ Yzer dz de+ y,.2 dr dz) 

To implement this approach, it is necessary to work out the details of the left-hand side 
of the above equality. To that end, note that in cylindrical coordinates, the position vector to 
an arbitrary position in space is r = ri, + z k, where i, is the unit vector in the radial direc
tion. Since i, = i cos e + j sine, then di, = ( -i sine + j cos e) de = ie de. Again vector 
differentiation produces a ninety degree counterclockwise rotation. The differential line 
segment extending from the arbitrarily selected point in space-the line segment that rep
resents the undeformed geometry-is dr = dri, + rdeie + dz k. The magnitude of the dr 
vector is the quantity ds on the left-hand side of the above strain definition equation. 

After deformation, the arbitrarily chosen material point moves through the three dis
placement components to a new geometric position identified by the position vector 
r* = (u + r) i, +vie+ (w + z) k. It is important to note that the displacements u, v, and 
w are tied to the unit vectors, and therefore are measured in the straight line directions 
of the unit vectors. The undeformed differential line segment becomes, after deforma
tion, thelinesegmentrepresentedbydr* = (dr + du - vde)i, + (r de+ u de+ dv)ie + 
(dw + dz) k, where die = -i, de. Now ds* ds* = dr* · dr* and ds ds = dr • dr. Taking 
those dot products and inserting those results into the above strain definition equation, 
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and then ~ssociating terms on the basis of equal differential products, leads to the result 
that 

Err= au+! [(au) 2 + (av) 2 + (aw) 2
] 

ar 2 ar ar ar 

u 1 av u2 + v2 1 [ av au J 
Eee = ;:-+;:- ae + 2r2 + r2 u ae -v ae 

+2~2 [ (~:r +(~:r + (~:rJ 
Ezz =aw+! [(au)2 + (av) 2 + (aw) 2

] 
az 2 · az az az 

1 au av V [U av V au l 1 [au au av av aw aw J 
Yre = -;: ae + ar - -;: + ;:- ar - -;: ar .J + -;: ar ae + ar ae + -;f; J() 

Yrz = au + aw + ! [au au + av av + aw aw J 
az ar · 2 ar az ar az ar az 

Yez = av + ! aw _ !:_ au + ! [au au + av av + aw aw J 
az r ae r az r ae az ae az ae az 

Remember that tensors form just another algebra, and that Cartesian tensors, those ref
erenced to Cartesian coordinates are particularly simple. The algebra of Cartesian tensors 
somewhat resembles matrix algebra. Addition and subtraction are the same, but the multi
plication rule is a bit different. The algebra of Cartesian tensors is sometimes referred to as 
"index notation." Again, one reason that engineers and scientists use both matrix algebra 
and tensor algebra is that matrices are more convenient when dealing with groups of ordi
nary differential equations, while tensors are more convenient when dealing with partial 
differential equations. 

Endnote (2) A Third Derivation of the Compatibility Equations 

A third approach to the derivation of the compatibility equations is as follows. 
The strain-displacement equations imply the unique existence of all the first order partial 
derivatives of the displacements. These partial derivatives in turn imply that the displacement 
functions possess a differential, and that the displacement functions are single valued, 
continuous functions. Thus, for example, it is possible to write the chain rule expansion for 
the differential change in the deflection in the x direction as 

du = ( ~:) dx + ( ~;) dy + ( ~:) dz (3.15a) 

The following physical meaning can be assigned to this version of the chain rule. Consider 
two material points in a general structural body. Label these points P 1 and P 2. Let these two 
points be separated by the infinitesimal distance whose components in the selected Cartesian 
coordinate system are dx, dy, and dz. Another way of saying the same thing is to let the 
Cartesian coordinates of point P1 be (x, y, z), and let the coordinates of P2 be (x + dx, y + 
dy, z + dz). During the loading process, the two material points undergo displacements. Let 
the x component of the total displacement of point P1, be called, as usual, u = u(x, y, z). 
Since point P 2 is only an infinitesimal distance from point P1, the x component of the P2 
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displacement differs only infinitesimally from that at point P 1. Therefore the x component of 
the total displacement vector for point P2 is called u +du.Thus the difference between the 
displacement x components of the two points is du (x, y, z). The above chain rule equation 
ties du to the changes in the function y, z) in each of the Cartesian directions. It does 
so in terms of the extent of the infinitesimal components of the distance between the two 
points. 

Using the strain-displacement equations, Eq. (3.15a) can.be rewritten as 

du= €xx dx + av\ ( aw\ 
- -} dy + Yxz - - l dz 

ax . ax J 
(3.15b) 

where use is made of the linear engineering strain-displacement equations. Recall the mathe
matical theorem (Ref [l]) that states that d f = P dx + Q + R dz is an exact differential 
if and only if aP Jay= aQ/ax, aP /az = aR/ax, and aQ/az = aR/ay. Application, for 
example, of the first of these three necessary equalities leads to 

oExx _ _ _!}__ ( _ av)' 
a - .'.) Y,y o y uX oX 

(3.15c) 

Differentiating this equation with respect to y, interchanging the order of differentiation, 
and using the strain-displacement relation for Eyy, yields 

,? ::,2 .'.)2 
a-Exx . u Eyy u Yxy 

ay2 7 ay2 = -;;;:-- (3.14a) 

As an illustration of a different type of result, consider the third necessary equality for the 
single-valuedness of the function u(x, y, z), that is, aQ/az = iJR/ay: 

or 

az ay ax az ax ay 

H is not immediately clear what to do with the above in order to obtain another equation 
solely in terms of derivatives of the strains. Moving toward some sort of balance of form, 
consider adding to, or subtracting from, the left-hand side the quantity iJYyz/iJx, and, to 
maintain the equality, adding to or subtracting from the left-hand side 

ay,,2 a2v a2w 
---=--+--
ax ax az ' ax ay 

Choosing the addition option first leads to the result 

OYxy iJY;,z ayyz iJ2v 
---+-=2--
az ay ax ax az 

In order to write the right-hand side in terms of a strain, differentiate both sides of the above 
equation with respect to y and obtain the following equation entirely in terms of strains 

a (BYyz ay,z ayxy) a2Eyy - ---+- =2-
ay \ ax ay i)z ax i)z 

(3.14e) 
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It may be tempting to stop here now that the objective of an equation entirely in terms of 
the strains has been achieved. Nevertheless, the subtraction option needs to be explored. 
The result obtained in the same fashion us that above is 

!_ (aYyz + aYxz _ ayxy) = 2 a2ezz 
az ax ay az ax ay 

(3.14d) 

Note that Eqs. (3.14e) and (3.14d) are unrelated in themselves because one contains Eyy and 
not E22 , while the reverse is true for the other equation. The three necessary equalities of 
the above-stated theorem for the exact differentials dv and dw, and the middle requirement 
ford u produce nine duplications of these types of equations, but only three more equations 
that are different from the above three. Therefore, this process establishes the fact that there 
is a total of exactly six of these equations. These six equations can be summarized in the 
following way, where the Sij terms are used later: 

Szz = a2Exx + a2Eyy - a2Yxy = 0 
ay2 ax2 ax ay 

(3.16) 

Equations (3.16) are a direct result of the displacement functions being differentiable, single
valued point functions and the small-strain:--<lisplacement equations, Eqs. (3.12). Equations 
(3 .16) are the constraints that the six small strains must meet in order to be compatible with 
(i.e., not cause contradictions within) a differentiable, single-valued structural displacement 
field (u, v, w). Again, for that reason, Eqs. (3.16) are referred to as the compatibility equa
tions. A fourth proof of the compatibility equations, which is credited to E. Cesaro, can be 
found in Ref. [37]. 

Thus it is clear that the strain-displacement equations imply (are sufficient conditions for) 
the compatibility equations. The question to be addressed now is this: Can it be proved that 
single-valued, continuous displacements or the strain-displacement equations are implied 
by (are necessary conditions for) the compatibility equations? The answer to this ques
tion is yes for both single-valued, continuous displacements and the strain-displacement 
equations. The former is an immediate consequence of the latter. A direct proof that the 
compatibility equations imply the strain-displacement equations makes use of potential 
functions. Potential functions are discussed in some detail in Section 8.6 and Section 13.2. 
The proof is as follows. Define the three potential functions U, V, and W from which the six 
strains can be determined as shown in Eqs. (3.17) in terms of cartesian coordinates. Let all 
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last sentence is often 

au 
Exx 

rlx 

c7\/ 
fy) 

V 

r7W 
E:z 

c7z 

Substitution 

Yx.\· 

functions the third order be continuous. 
V, and Wbe in 

au ail 
-+ax 
au dW 
--+-
dz /Jx 

av aw 
Y.,., = +-

dz 

shows that each of those six vqcmuvac, 

derivatives 

so as 
to have three appear to offer six constraints 
on the six strains. because three of the six are 

to the mathematical demonstration of this first 
of the situation. If the six 0 ~-=~n,n 

could be solved in one fashion or another to determine 
the mathematical form of the s1x strains over the interior domain. and thus the form of 
the deformation field of the structural 
thern1a.l the 

any reference to the mechanical or 
of the materfa.!s from which the 

structure is made" This should seem The three mathematical relations between the 
six that demonstrate that three of the equations 
are are listed below as a form of Bianchi's identities 

=0 
dz 

+ =0 
Clx dz 

=0 
i)z 

These direct 
equations and consider the 

that relate the six strains" The severe 
18) involve higher-order derivatives than 

this latter is 

The validity of this simple proof, original to the author, has been challenged. An accepted proof that 
the con1patibility equations iinply the strain-displacement equations caa be :found in the discussion of 
linear elasticity in Ref. [70]. 
To understand what meant by a dependent equation, as opposed to a dependent function, consider 
the sllnple case of the three algebraic equations: x + 2y 3z = 4, 3x + 4y -- 5z = 2, and 4x + 6y -
2.-:: = 6. These are three dependent equations as can be seen by adding the first two equations to 
obtain the third. Therefore there are only tvvo independent equations, and It matters not which two 
equations are retained and which one is discarded as not containing any additional infonn2Jion. Hence 
dependency an1ong equations 2.nd functions iS rrmch the sa1ne idea. 
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To conclude the discussion of compatibility equations, the following is a list of the five 
compatibility equations for the strains in terms of cylindrical coordinates that, together 
with the one compatibility equation in Exercise 3.6, make the complete list of six. (From 
Ref. [35], with the third equation corrected.) 

iPE,.,. a2 Ezz a2 Yzr 
--+-----=0 az2 ar 2 az ar 

a ( a ayre 
r- 2E,.,. - 2-(rEee) + az ar ae 

, a ( a dYzr)\ 
T ae ar (r Yr9) - ae = 0 

a ( iJErr a o ) , a [ 1 ( a iJYzr )'J· - I 2r- - -(r-Yre) + r~-;- - -(rYez) - - = 0 az \ ae ar dr r ar ae 

2 iPEee 01::zz o2 Ezz a (iJYez . ) r --+r--+-- -r- · --+y,., =0 az2 . ar ae 2 az ae " 



CHAPTER 4 

Strains Rotated Coordinate 

4.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 3 the concept of strains was developed for a single Cartesian coordinate 
system. The same two questions that were raised with regard to stresses referenced to a single 
Cartesian coordinate system can be raised with respect to strains: do the strains in one 
Cartesian coordinate system uniquely determine the strains in another Cartesian coordinate 
system that is translated and rotated with respect to the first coordinate system; and how 
are the maximum strains determined? After the experience gained with stresses, it may be 
tempting to assume that the answer to the first question is in the affirmative. However, unlike 
stresses which involve force components, and therefore can be summed Newton's 
second law, strains are only a matter of geometry. Therefore, at this point, since they do not 
share a common basis, no parallel can be drawn between stresses and strains with regard to 
the translation and rotation of Cartesian coordinate axes. The question has to be investigated 
anew. 

4.2 Strains in Other Cartesian Coordinate Systems 

The translation of Cartesian coordinate axes has no effect on longitudinal strains 
simply because longitudinal strains are measures of the differences between displacements 
at neighboring material points in a structural body. The description of the magnitudes of 
relative displacements in any particular coordinate axis direction is wholly unaffected by a 
translation of the origin of that coordinate axis. To say the same thing in other terms, recall 
that, for any coordinate axis direction, a longitudinal strain is the difference between the after 
deformation length to the first or second power, and the before deformation length to the first 
or second power, all divided by the original length to the first or second power, respectively, 
where all lengths parallel the coordinate axis direction. Mathematical descriptions oflengths 
paralleling the coordinate axes are totally unaffected by translations of the coordinate system 
used to measure length. Similarly, the shearing strains are also unaffected by a translation 
of a Cartesian coordinate system because the right angles and their changes are exactly the 
same right angles and changes in right angles in the translated Cartesian coordinate 
as they are in the original system. 

The rotation of a Cartesian coordinate system results in the consideration of differ
ent lengths and changes in length, and different right angles and changes in right angles. 
Thus the magnitudes of the various strain components are generally different when strain 
components are referred to a rotated coordinate system. consider two Cartesian 
coordinate systems with arbitrarily different rotational orientations. Let one called 
the original coordinate system with coordinates x, y, and z, and let the other be called the 
rotated coordinate system with coordinates x*, y *, and z*. Let the displacements measured 
in the rotated coordinate be designated as u*. v*, and w*. Consider, for example, 
the longitudinal strain E;x associated with the rotated coordinate system. Since the choice 
of which of the two coordinate systems is called the rotated coordinate system is 
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Figure 4.1. The original (without asterisks) and rotated (with asterisks) coordinate system 
unit vectors the position vector r for P, and the vector D(PJ. The 
components of both r(P) and can be referred to either the original or the rotated 
coordinate system. 

arbitrary, any strain has exactly the same form in any Cartesian coordinate system. That 

au* 

ax* 

In order to attempt to develop an expression for the strain in the rotated coordinate system in 
terms of the strains in the original coordinate system, it is necessary to recognize that both 
coordinate systems cover the volume of the structural body. Thus the position vector :r to 
an arbitrary point P within the structural body from point 0, the origin of the original 
and rotated coordinate systems, can be expressed in terms of either set of coordinates (see 
Fig. 4. Hence 

OP = r =xi+ yj + zk = x*i* + +z*k* 

where the unit vectors with asterisks are, of course, aligned with the axes of the rotated 
coordinate system. Similarly, the displacement components Lu v on the one 
and v* w*J on the other hand, describe the same physical displacement field of the 
structural body. Therefore, at the same arbitrary point P, the total displacement vector D 
can be written in terms of both sets of displacement components as 

D = ui + vj +wk= u*i* + + w*k* (4.3) 

Again, see Fig. 4.1. Now, by taking dot products between the unit vectors of one coordinate 
system and the unit vectors of the other coordinate system, the coordinates or Uh,>.HUVVH.<vLCC 

components of one coordinate system can easily be determined in terms of the coordi
nates or displacement components of the other coordinate system, respectively. (This fact 
immediately encourages the expectation that the strains associated with the two coordinate 
system can also be related to each other.) For 

X == . i) + y*(j* . i) + . i) 

and 

u* = . i) + ·J) + 
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The dot products are just the cosines of the angles between the coordinate axes. These are 
identical to the direction cosines that describe the rotations from the original coordinate 
system to the rotated coordinate system. Thus Eqs. (4.4) can be rewritten in terms of the 
direction cosine symbols introduced in Chapter 2 where again, for example, Cyz = j* · k is 
the cosine of the angle between the y* and the z axis, and the first subscript always refers 
to the rotated coordinate system. Extending Eqs. (4.4) to include the other two coordinates 
and other two displacement components yields n [c., Cyx 

c,, Jr: l Y = Cxy Cyy Czy y or {x} = [c]t{x*} (4.5) 
Z Cxz Cyz Czz z* 

and 

{"' l [ c,, Cxy 
c,, ]{ u l v** = Cyx Cyy Cyz V or {u*} = [c]{u} (4.6) 

W Czx Czy Czz W 

Now.all is ready to work with the expression E;x =·au*/ ax*. The development process is the 
repeated use of the chain rule for partial differentiation. Those readers who need to review 
the chain rule can refer to Section I.5. Since the deformations in the rotated coordinate 
system can be considered to be functions of the deformation components of the original 
coordinate system, as specified in Eqs. ( 4.6), it is possible to write 

au* au* au au* av au* aw 
E* =-=--+--+--

xx ax* au ax* av ax* aw ax* 
(4.7) 

au av aw 
E;x = Cxx- +cxy- +Cxz-

ax* ax* ax* 
where the deformations in either coordinate system can be considered as functions of either 
set of coordinates. However, it is preferable always to match the displacements with the 
associated coordinate system. Therefore, write 

au au ax au ay au az au au au 
- = --+--+-- = -Cxx+-cx +-Cxz ax* ax ax* ay ax* az ax* ax . ay y az 
av av ax av ay av az av av av -- = --+ -- + -- = -Cxx + -Cx + -Cxz (4.8) 
ax* ax ax* ay ax* az ax* ax ay y az 
aw aw ax aw ay aw az aw aw aw 
-=--+--+--=-~+-~+-~ ax* ax ax* ay ax* az ax* ax ay y az 

Substituting Eqs. (4.8) into the second ofEqs. (4.7) yields 

E;x = ExxCcxxf + Eyy(Cxyf + EzzCCxzf 

+ Yxy Cxx Cxy + Yxz Cxx Cxz + Yyz Cxy Cxz (4.9a) 

or 

E;x = Exx(Cxxf + Eyy(Cxy)2 + EzzCCxzf 

+ 2[Exy Cxx Cxy + Exz Cxx Cxz + Eyz Cxy Cxz] (4.9b) 

where, in this coordinate rotation equation for the strain E;x, the Green shearing strains 
are introduced in place of the engineering shearing strains in order to obtain exactly the 
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same form for Eq. (4.9b) as that which exists for the coordinate rotation equation for the 
corresponding stress, a;x. That latter equation is Eq. (2.1). 

The same process can be carried out for each of the other strains in the rotated coordinate 
system. See Exercise 4.1, which shows that the Green shearing strain 

* 1 * Exy = 2Yxy = Exx Cxx Cyx + Eyy Cxy Cyy + Ezz Cxz Cyz 

+ Exy(Cxx Cyy + Cxy Cyx) + ExzCCxx Cyz + Cxz Cyx) 

+ Eyz{Cxy Cyz + Cxz Cyy) (4.9c) 

The above shearing strain result is entirely analogous to the corresponding shearing stress 
result, Eq. (2.2). All the strain rotation equations can be cast in matrix form as 

[E*] = [c][E][c]1 where [

Exx 

[E] = Exy 

Exz 

Exy 

Eyy 

Eyz 

Exz] 
Eyz 

Ezz 

(4.10) 

and where [E*] follows the same pattern as [E]. Equation (4.10) clearly demonstrates that 
the strains in any Cartesian coordinate system define the strains in all Cartesian coordinate 
systems. 

The exact analogy between the matrix equation that describes the rotation of the Green 
strains, Eq. (4.10), and that which describes the rotation of stresses, Eq. (2.3), leads to 
the following conclusion. All results that apply to the rotation of stresses, such as Mohr's 
circle and the eigenvalue solution for principal stresses, apply to the Green strains (not the 
engineering strains) as well. However, Mohr's circle and the eigenvalue problem are usually 
treated in terms of stresses, rather th,;m strains, after a conversion from strains to stresses 
as is discussed in Chapter 6. Nevertheless, there is an important, direct application of the 
strain rotation equations, which is developed below. 

4.3 Strain Gauges 

As is quantified in the next chapter, if a piece of metal is elongated in one direction, 
it tends to shrink in all directions perpendicular to the direction of elongation. Similarly, 
if the piece of metal is compressed in one direction, it tends to expand in all directions 
perpendicular to the direction in which it is compressed. In particular, if a piece of electrical 
wiring is stretched, the cross-sectional area of the wire will diminish. The decrease in the 
cross-sectional area results in an increase in the electrical resistance over the length of the 
wire. Similarly, if the wire contracts without buckling, the cross-sectional area increases 
and the electrical resistance of the wire decreases. These changes in electrical resistance 
can be calibrated with respect to the changes in length of the wire. If the insulated wire is 
bonded to a surface of a structural body so that the wire stretches or contracts as the body 
stretches and contracts, then the change in electrical resistance is a measure of the surface 
extension or contraction (i.e., the longitudinal strain) of the body in the direction of the 
wire. In order to achieve greater accuracy, it is desirable to have as long a piece of wire 
as possible. If the wire extends over any significant distance (relative to the dimensions of 
the structure), then the change in electrical resistance is tied to a less useful average strain 
over the length of the wire, rather than a strain that can be closely ascribed to a point. This 
difficulty can be mitigated by repeatedly doubling back the wire upon itself so as to have 
one long wire bent so that its segments run predominantly in one direction; see Fig. 4.2(a). 
The point on the structural surface to which the measured strain would be ascribed would 
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Wire bonded to insulation 

Insulation bonded to structure 

r--- _____ L ---- 1 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I L _______________ J 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.2. (a) The basic (and original) strain gauge was a wire folded back and forth in 
order to concentrate the wire nearer to the point of interest while still providing increased 
length for greater accuracy of measurement. (b) A readily available, modern foil type strain 
gauge length can be smaller than half a centimeter. Typically, the modern gauge can operate 
within a temperature range of -150 °P to 175 °P, and is manufactured to have the same 
thermal expansion coefficient of either steel, or copper, or aluminum. Epoxy cement is one 
means of bonding the strain gauge to the structure. 

be the center of the wire pattern. This use of a folded wire is precisely how strain gauges 
used to be made. Today, this type of strain gauge, like much other modem circuitry, is a foil 
rather than a wire device; see Fig. 4.2(b ). 

Consider a structural body that is subjected to a loading. Consider a point on an outer 
surface of such a body and a Cartesian coordinate system oriented so that the z axis is 
perpendicular to the body surface. To obtain the values of two longitudinal strains and the 
shearing strain associated with the x, y axes, three (longitudinal) strain gauges are clustered 
on the surface around the point where the strain is to be measured. Regardless of the relative 
orientation of the three strain gauges, the cluster of three is called a strain gauge rosette. 
Figure 4.3 illustrates a typical rosette centered at the point P. With the z axis normal to the 
plane of the rosette, the strain rotation equation, Eq. ( 4.9a), reduces to 

(4.11) 

because all the direction cosines with z subscripts are zero. Notice that the engineering 
shearing strain is being used in this discussion. Recall that the orientation of the x * axis 
relative to the x or y axes is entirely arbitrary. This allows the analyst to choose to have the 
x* axis to be successively directed along the axes of each of the three strain gauges of 
the rosette, and to thus, in tum, call the strain measured by each of the three strain gauges 
the E;x ofEq. ( 4.11). The result is that the three measured strain values taken from the rosette 
can be used to form the right-hand side of a system of three simultaneous equations in terms 
of the three unknown strain values, Exx, Yxy, and Eyy· The following example problems 
illustrate this process. Similar problems are available in the exercises. 

Example 4.1. For the sake of ease of illustration, let the x and y axes be oriented with 
respect to the rosette as shown in Fig. 4.3. The task at hand is to determine the values of 
the strains Exx, Yxy, and Eyy, at the surface point P. Let the input, the measured strain values 
obtained from their respective gauges, be Ea = +0.000 044 mm/mm, Eb = -0.000 055 mm/ 
mm, and Ee = + 0.000 066 mm/mm == 66 x 10-6 mm/mm. The output, LExx Eyy Yxy, is 
obtained through the repeated use of Eq. (4.11) with the x* axis directed in tum along each 
strain gauge axis. That is, in order to apply Eq. (4.11) to strain gauge a, first direct the x* 

axis from point P outward along the a gauge axis. Note that for this first application of 
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Figure 4.3. Example 4.1. A strain gauge rosette. 

1 the angle between the and x axis is zero degrees, and the angle between the 
axis and y axis is 90°. Thus Cxx = 1.0, and Cxy = 0.0. Hence the first of the necessary 

three solution equations is simply 

Note that this solution is exactly what should be expected for the case where the a gauge 
lies along the x axis. Now direct the x' axis the axis of the b gauge so that it is 
120° counterclockwise from the x axis. Note that since the three-dimensional direction 
cosine notation is being used, there is no positive sign convention for the angles of rotation. 
That is, in itself, a clockwise or counterclockwise direction of rotation is immaterial when 
using direction cosines. Now Cxx = cos(120°) = -sin(30°) = -0.5, and c,y = cos(30°) = 
0.866. Thus the b gauge equation derived from Eq. (4.11) becomes 

0.25E.u + 0.75Eyy - 0.433yxy = Eb 

Directing the x* axis along the axis of the c gauge results in Cxx = cos(120°) = -0.5, 
and Cxy = cos(l50°) = -sin(60°) = -0.866. Thus the c gauge equation derived from Eq. 

1) is 

0.25Exx + 0.75Eyy + 0.433yxy = Ee 

Solving these three forms of Eq. ( 4.11) simultaneously first produces: 

0.75Eyy - 0.433yxy = Eb - 0.25Ea 

0.75Eyy + 0.433yxy = Ee - 0.25Ea 

and then 

. Exx =Ea= +44 X 10-6 mm/mm 

1 
Eyy = - (-Ea + 2Eb + 21:c) = - 7.3 X 10-6 lli;.'1l)J:Till1 . 3 

1 
Yxy = r::; ( - 2Eb + 21:c) = + 140 x 10-6 radians or mrrJmm 

· v3 

Note that this example calculation illustrates a situation where a strain in the x, y coordinate 
system can be significantly larger than the absolute value of any one of the three strain 
gauge measurements. Also note that strains have units of length divided by length, that is, 
radians. It does not matter whether the length is meters, millimeters, or whatever. 
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y 

X 

Strains expressed in terms of millionths of a radian are sometimes "'"-~'"""'J referred to as 
units of "microstrains." Ii 

Example 4.2. to interference from other parts of the structure, the strain gauge 
rosette at point Pis arranged as shown in Fig. 4.4. As a result of a certain ,v"''""'·'"'' 
the strain gauge readings Ea, Eb, and Ee are obtained. Calculate the z strains at the 
surface Pin terms of those strain gauge measurements. 

Solution. Eq. 11) to each of the three strain gauges. Starting with the strain gauge 
between the x" and the x axis is zero, and with they axis it is 90", the result 

is again Exx = Ea. To obtain the second equation, direct the x* axis from point P through 
the h gauge so that Cxx = and Cxy = cos(l5ff') = -0.866. Note 
that there is no sign convention for the angles between coordinate axes. Indeed, 
since the cosine function is an even function function has the same value for or 
negative arguments), it matters not whether an angle is called positive or negative. Applying 
Eq. 1) yields 

0.25Ea + 0.75Eyy - 0.433Yxy = Eb 

Similarly for strain gauge c, 

0.25Ea + 0.75Eyv + 0.433yxy = Ee 

Simultaneous solution of the above two equations completes the 
tions is 

Exx = Ea Eyy = 0.667(-0.SEa +Eb+ Ee) 

Yxy = 1.155(-Eb +Ee) 

The list of solu-

which is the same algebraic solution as in Example because the b gauge orientation 
here is the same as that in the previous example problem. Ill 

Note that in the foregoing exposition, nothing was said about the values of Ytz, Yyz, or 
Ezz at the surface of the structure. Since the structural surface on which the strain gauges are 

is accessible to strain gauges, in the loads on such a surface are limited to 
fluid pressures and fluid friction shearing tractions. If the surface is that of a "thin" 
or fiber composite sheet, as is often the case for many types of vehicles from submarines to 
spacecraft, then an state of plane stress would likely exist. Then the w,,,-,,.,~·~um, 

again for metal structural materials, it will be uv~Nrnc 
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Pos!tive 
strams 

Negative 
strains 

Figure 4.5. Possible combinations of changes in length with respect to original length for 
the purpose of demonstrating that strains are not vector quantities. 

conclude that the shearing strains Yxz and Yyz are also negligible. In other words, it is often 
the case that knowing the strains in the x, y plane is all that is important with respect to 
vehicular strains. 

4.4 The Mathematical Properties of Strains 

At the beginning of Chapter 3 it was pointed out that displacements are vector 
quantities. Thus the collection of all displacements located at their points of origin, which 
is called the displacement field, is a vector field. Since the displacements are vectors, the 
question is: Are the strains also vector quantities? At first glance, it might seem so because 
strains are related to displacements, and the strains appear to have magnitudes and distinct 
directions. However, this is not so with regard to directions. For example, what is the 
direction of a positive value of E xx? If the answer offered is the positive x direction, consider 
an x * axis that is positive in the direction that is 180° from the positive x axis direction, and 
a y* axis that is directed 180° from the direction of the positive y axis. (This means that 
the z * and z axis must coincide.) If the strains were vectors, then it would seem reasonable 
that E;x would equal the negative of Exx· However, referring to Eq. (4.9), the two strains 
are seen to be exactly the same. This is so because the sign assigned to a strain depends 
only upon whether the change in length increases or decreases the original length, and does 
not depend on the direction of the change. Figure 4.5 illustrates this point. Furthermore, 
consider Eq. (4.11): That equation shows that the addition of strains is not in accord with 
the rules of vector addition because the direction cosines do not appear to the first power 
but to the second power. That is, E;x is not composed of the components in the x * direction 
of Exx, Eyy, and Exy as it would be if the strains were vectors. This is sufficient proof that the 
strains are not vectors. The unavailability of vector properties is not a great loss since the 
Green strains can be arranged in either the matrix form shown in Eq. (4.10), or as a second 
order tensor. 

4.5 Summary 

Strains in a Cartesian or other orthogonal coordinate system rotate according to 
Eq. (4.10). The application of that equation to strain gauges leads to the reduced form of 
that equation, which is Eq. (4.11). Strain gauges allow the direct measurement of strains at 
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displacements 11 

@) - 3 displacement BC eqs. ---,, 8 - 6 strain-displacement cqs. ---,, @ 
()R.-------------------il-----------------------------------------------------------------------

(No strain boundary 
conditions) 

1 

Six strains 

@ ~--- 3 independent compatibility eqs. ----+@ 

Figure 4.6. The solid mechanics analytical landscape. 

something like a point on the surface of a structure. This is important since no such direct 
measurement of stress is usually possible. 

At this point in this development of the basic equations of structural mechanics, within 
the domain (interior volume) of the structural body, there are the following quantities to 
be determined: (i) Six stresses, which can be arranged in a 3 x 3 matrix, or, if desirable, a 
6 x 1 column matrix, (ii) Six strains, which can also be arranged as above, and (iii) Three 
displacements. 

The number of quantities to be determined totals 15. The number of equations avail
able to determine these quantities is as follows: (i) three equilibrium equations, which are 
first order partial differential equations that relate the stresses; (ii) six strain-displacement 
equations, or three independent compatibility equations which are second order partial dif
ferential equations that relate the strains. In the latter case, it is not necessary to count the 
displacements among the functions to be determined since they then do not enter into the 
formulation of the total structural analysis problem. 

In either case, there are six more quantities to be determined than there are equations 
available to determine them. The diagram of Fig. 4.6 is helpful in viewing the entire analyti
cal landscape. First note that three new quantities have been introduced. The new quantities 
are the prescribed displacements, which are symbolized by the addition of a tilde to the usual 
displacement symbols. Prescribed displacements are simply displacements at the boundary 
surface whose values are known after the application of the loading. To illustrate prescribed 
displacements, consider the end displacements of a bar subjected to axial forces. If the bar 
were fastened at its left end so that end surface did not move, and a tensile force of magnitude 
F were applied uniformly over the right-hand end cross-sectional area, then there would be 
a displacement boundary condition at the fixed left end, and a force or traction boundary 
condition at the right end where the force was applied. These boundary conditions could be 
written as 

u (left end x coordinate value) = 0 and 
. F 

Tx(nght end) = -
A 

to change the circumstances of the bar, the left end were fixed as before, and the right 
end were pulled with an unknown force so that the end moved 1 mm, then there would 
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y 

X 

Figure 4.7. Example 4.3. Several strain gauge rosette. 

be displacement boundary conditions at both ends of thy spring. These latter boundary 
conditions could be written 

u (left end) = 0 and u (right end) = 1.0 mm 

Returning now to the purpose of Fig. 4.6: on the one hand the prescribed displacements 
are analytically connected to the interior displacements, and the interior displacements are 
analytically connected to the strains. On the other.hand the tractions are connected to the 
stresses: 

What have yet to be connected are the six strains and the six stresses in this chain of 
quantities that define structural analysis. That connection in the form of the required six 
equations that bring into balance the number of equations and the number of unknowns, is 
the subject of the next two chapters. When the stresses and strains are related so that there 
are the same number of equations as there are unknown quantities, then this linear solid 
mechanics problem is said to be well formulated. 

Example 4.3. Use the three strain gauge readings Ea, Eb, and Ee from the indicated strain 
gauges shown in Fig. 4.7 in order to determine the three surface strains at point P. 

Solution. The direction cosines are (a) Cxx = -,/2/2, Cxy = ,/2/2 (b) Cxx = -,/2/2, 
Cxy = -,/2/2; and (c) Cxx = 0, Cxy = -1. 

From Eq. (4.11) 

1 1 1 
Ea~ 2Exx + 2Eyy - 2Yxy 

1 1 1 
Eb = 2Exx + lEyy + 2Yxy 

Ee= Eyy 

The three solutions for the strains at point P are 

Exx = Ea + Eb - Ee Eyy = Ee Yxy = Eb - Ea • 
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(b) !;.Y 
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y 
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Figure 4.8. Exercise 4.4. Several strain gauge rosettes. 

Chapter 4 Exercises 

4.lo In order to practice the chain rule for partial differentiation, consider the shearing 
strain = 2E;y = (au* jay*)+ (ilv* /ax*). 
{a) Write the chain rule expansion for the quantity au*/ ay*, where u" is properly 

taken to be a function of u, v, and w. 
(b) Continue the. above development by considering the u, v, and w displace

ments each to be functions of x, y, and z in order to eliminate such expres
sions as . and , which are obtained in the first part 
of this exercise. 
Combine the results of the first two parts in order to have an expres
sion for au*/ ay* only in terms of direction cosines and the terms such 
as au/ax, ... ,aw/az. 
Do the same as the above for Jv* /ax* to obtain the expression for Yx\ in 
terms of the strains in the original Cartesian coordinate system. 

(e) Confirm the similarity in form between the result for E;, (not y;v) and 
the previous result for thus providing further partial confirmatfon for 
Eq. 10). 

4.2. (a) As a variation on Exercise 2.4, note that i* = cxxi + Cxyj + and so 
forth. The three dot products of each such unit vector in the rotated coordinate 
system with itself, and the three independent dot products of the different unit 
vectors in the rotated coordinate system ( such as i* · yield six independent 
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equations in terms of the nine direction cosines. Show that these six equations 
are the basis for the matrix equation 

[c][c]1 = [I] 

Note that matrices where the transpose is the same as the inverse are called 
"unitary matrices" (Ref. [20)). It is also true that [cY [c] = [I]. 

(b) Use the above matrix equation to determine the solution for the matrix [ E J 
in terms of [E''], and [a] in terms of [O"*]. 

4.3. Is the following proposed matrix of direction cosines a valid matrix of direction 
cosines? 

1 3/7 
[c] = l-6/7 

2/7 

6/7 
2/7 

-3/7 

2/7] 
3/7 
6/7 

4.4. For each of the strain gauge rosette configurations shown in Fig. 4.8, determine 
the expressions for Exx, Yxy, and Eyy in terms of.the measured values Ea, Eb, and 
Ee. 

FOR THE EAGER 

4.5. As an exercise in linear algebra, prove that the value of the determinant of [ c], the 
matrix of direction cosines, is 1.0. First hint: Recall that the scalar value of any 
triple vector product can be written in matrix form, and then consider the product 
i* x j*. k*, where each of these three rotated unit vectors is written in terms of 
its direction cosine relative to the original coordinate system. Second hint: A 
better motivated proof begins with the result of Exercise 4.2 and the theorem 
that if [m] = [n][p], then 1ml = lnllPI- In order to exclude the possibility that 
I c I = -1, first show that I c I = + 1 for various, specific, right angle rotations. 
Then, by way of contradiction, postulate there exists a rotation for which lei = 
-1. Then consider successive small changes in that rotation, proving that they 
are individually insufficient to go from -1 to + 1. 
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CHAPTER 5 

The Mechanical Behavior of 
Engineering Jl,faterials 

5.1 Introduction 

In the course of a career, an engineer can expect to be called upon to deal with the 
behavior of a great many different types of materials from which an object with a structural 
purpose is to be, or has been, fashioned. Metals, plastics, woods, and man-made composites 
of all kinds are plentiful in structural engineering practice. The paragraphs below provide 
a brief overview of these materials, starting with the metals. 

The material that is used most extensively in modem engineering practice is steel. In 
comparison with other metals and composites, steels are cheap, and have the advantages of 
being stiff, strong, and hard. Thus steels are often the material of choice for vehicular appli
cations such as automobile frames and aircraft landing gear. The superior high-temperature 
properties of certain alloy steels often results in their choice as a material for the structure 
of fuel-burning engines such as rockets. The principal drawback of steel for vehicular use 
is its relatively high weight density of approximately 0.28-0.29 lb/in3 . There is presently a 
great variety of types of steel and steel alloys (Refs. [ 10--14]). There is also a great variety 
of designations of steels. Lists of specification equivalents can be found, for example, in 
Ref. [13]. The American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) and the Society of Automotive 
Engineers (SAE) have agreed upon an AISI-SAE four-digit numbering system for steels 
that is widely, but not exclusively, used. It is outlined on p. 143 of Ref. [10]. It is important 
to note that steels with the same numerical designation can have rather different strengths 
and ductilities depending upon the heat treatment applied to the steel during manufacture. 
The means, if any, used to strengthen a material, such as cold wor_king or heat treating, is 
called the "temper" of the material. 

Other metals that are used extensively in vehicular construction are aluminum alloys, 
magnesium alloys, and titanium alloys. In brief, aluminum alloys have the advantages of 
low density (approximately O.l lb/in3), high strength-to-weight ratios, ease of fabrication, 
and generally good corrosion resistance, although some alloys in sheet form have to be 
clad (i.e., coated) with a purer form of aluminum in order to avoid corrosion damage to 
the core alloy. The Aluminum Association has established a four-digit designation system 
for wrought and cast aluminums that is outlined in Chapter 5 of Ref. [14]. The four-digit 
designations are followed by a hyphen and a temper designation. See Table 5.1. New forms 
of aluminum are continually under development in the highly competitive materials field. 

Magnesium has the advantage that it weighs only approximately 0.06 lb/in3, but it is not 
as stiff or strong1 as aluminum. Reference [14] points out that corrosion protection must 

1 With regard to materials, the term "strength" i:efers to the load-carrying capacity of a material; that is, 
the stress which the material can sustain without failing in one sense or another. A material "stiffness" is 
the stress necessary to achieve a specified strain; that is, the ratio of a stress to a strain. As is seen below, 
examples of strength measurements for a material are the ultimate tensile stress and the compressive 
yield stress, while an example of a stiffness measure for a material is the modulus of elasticity. The 
terms strength and stiffness are also used in reference to structures, where strength refers to a total 
specified load that a structure can bear without a failure, and stiffness refers to loading required to 
achieve a unit deflection. 
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be considered in all magnesium designs, and dissimilar metal joints must be properly and 
completely insulated. It is also well known that magnesium would generally be inappropriate 
for situations where it could be ignited. Titanium alloys have good strength-to-weight ratios, 
weight densities of approximately 0.16 lb/in3, low coefficients of thermal expansion, good 
resistance to crack propagation, and good corrosion resistance. Titanium is better suited 
to high-temperature applications than aluminum, and is often used in aircraft structures 
near the engines. However, titanium is also used for such ordinary temperature applications 
as the honeycomb core and outer skin of helicopter rotor blades. There are also several 
difficulties associated with titanium alloys, such as problems with formability, weldability, 
and continued deformation under cons(ant loading, which is called creep (Ref. (14]). 

Beryllium is occasionally used in spacecraft. It has a very high stiffness. A peculiar dif
ficulty with beryllium is that particles of beryllium, and its compounds including beryllium 
oxide, are very toxic when inhaled (Ref. (14]). In addition to extensive information on the 
above materials, Ref. [14] also provides data on the various "heat-resistant alloys" that are 
used for elevated-temperature service. The penalty to be paid for the use of these generally 
nickel-based alloys is, of course, a weight penalty. For example; Hastelloy B has a weight 
density of 0.334 lb/in3, while that of Inconel X-750 is 0.300 lb/in3. 

Woods are now very rare in modern sea, land, and aviation vehicles. However, plywood, 
perhaps because of its low cost, is still found on some experimental aircraft constructed 
away from major manufacturing plants, 2 Balsa wood is sometimes used as a core material 
for "sandwich" constructions. (A sandwich construction consists of two strong outer layers 
separated by a usually much thicker, lightweight, low-strength core. The core serves to 
increase the stiffness of the construction by providing a separation between the two load
bearing outer layers.) The ease of wood fabrication also makes wood a frequently preferred 
material for all manner of wind-tunnel test models, ship tow models, and recreational mod- · 
els whose wooden parts seldom require structural analysis. More precisely, these wooden 
structures often are not analyzed until a failure results in a substantial loss. 

Plastics and synthetic materials of all kinds are presently proliferating to the point 
where it behoves an engineer responsible for a new design to be in contact with chemi
cal companies in order to ascertain what such companies can offer for structural applica
tions under consideration. For example, drone aircraft designs have sometimes emphasized 
wings made with Kevlar skins, for strength, wrapped around polystyrene for form and light 
weight. As of this writing, Kevlar 149 is the latest Kevlar. A different type of example is 
the use of energy-absorbing plastic materials to partially shield delicate instrumentation, 
and even structures, from the severe vibration environment of a rocket or space shuttle 
launch. 

With epoxy as the binding agent to form a matrix within which the fibers transmit loads, 
glass fibers, carbon fibers, and sometimes boron fibers, are becoming increasingly more 
important in vehicular structural applications (Ref. [27]). These fiber-epoxy composites, 
often simply called composites, have the advantage that the orientation of the high-strength 
fibers can be arranged so as to provide strength or stiffness in any given direction according 
to the relative need for strength or stiffness in that direction. This is possible because the 
fiber composites are provided by their manufacturers in very thin, separate layers called 
plies. In each ply the fibers run in only one direction. Each ply is very strong in the direction 
in which the fibers run, and relatively weak in the other two orthogonal directions. The 

2 An Associated Press report of January 23, 1987, stated that the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
"Eagle," an 88-lb experimental aircraft that set closed-course distance records for human powered flight, 
was made of "light-weight carbon fiber, polystyrene foam, plywood, plastic and synthetic cloth." 
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plies are stacked on top of each other, and bonded to each other, in whatever directions 
are best suited for carrying the load the structure is intended to bear. The complete stack is 
called the laminate. Composite structures are combinations of laminates, sometimes with 
the laminates forming a sandwich around a relatively weak core material fashioned into a 
honeycomb pattern. 

Composites have many advantages. They can often be formed into very lightweight 
structures, especially when the geometry of the structure is not too complicated. Composites, 
relative to the commonly used metals, are particularly resistant to being damaged as a 
result of the application of stresses that repeatedly increase above, and then decrease below 
some average value.3 Composites are highly corrosion-resistant.· Some of the difficulties 
with composites are as follows: (i) Although there have been major strides taken in the 
automation of the ply stacking ( and filament winding) procedures, they are sometimes still 
costly and relatively slow, small-scale processes; (ii) special care has to be taken when 
joining composite structures to other types of structures; and (iii) the plies of the laminate 
tend to separate when subjected to small, rapidly applied (dynamic) loads, and such damage 
is difficult to detect. In regard to item (ii), simply drilling holes for fasteners alters the 
directions of the total stress at the hole edges. That would create the possibility of the total 
stress acting in the weakest direction of the laminate, causing fractures. Adhesive bonding 
of disparate materials is a matter of current research. 

The higher costs of carbon composites generally exclude carbon composites from most 
automobile applications at present. However, the higher cost for materials is less important 
in aircraft and spacecraft applications where the money saved by saving weight more than 
offsets the cost of more expensive materials. For example, it has been estimated that each 
pound of structure safely removed from a large passenger aircraft is worth a few hundred 
dollars over the lifetime of the aircraft. A more extreme illustration of the monetary value of 
saving structural weight in order to permit a greater cargo weight or fuel savings is that 
the average cost per pound of space shuttle cargo is approximately $10 000 as of the last 
year for which this information was available, 2002. These financial figures not only justify 
the use ofexpensive materials to save weight, but they also justify the use of engineering 
man-hours for the same purpose. If fuel costs increase significantly, then the lighter weight 
fiber composites may be advantageous to automobile manufacturers. 

The advantages cited for each of the materials discussed above have caused those mate·· 
rials to be used in vehicular construction. However, the above very brief survey is sufficient 
to describe neither (i) all the attributes, good and bad, that must be taken into account when 
a material is considered by a structural engineer, nor (ii) the possible means of countering 
some of the disadvantages associated with a particular material. Each material is a study in 
itself, and the process of material selection for design is a process that involves many factors. 
outside the scope of this text. On the other hand, the mechanical behavior and mathematical 
description of all these materials have many common features that allow a unified approach 
to the analysis of structural bodies composed of such structural materials. After further 
general descriptions, the emphasis of this text will rest upon this common, but limited, 
mathematical description of material behavior. 

The mechanical behavior of a material is ascertained by applying various loadings 
(stresses) and measuring the deformations (strains). In order to begin as simply as pos
sible, until otherwise specified, the discussion is limited to materials that are homogeneous, 
that is, that have the same mechanical and thermal properties at every point within the 

3 This form of damage, called fatigue damage, is discussed in Section 5.5. 
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structural body. 4 An example of a nonhomogeneous material is a metal that is homogeneous 
when at room temperature, but now has large temperature differences throughout its volume. 
As is seen below; the mechanical properties of metals vary with large temperature variations. 
Thus the mechanical properties of this metal body would vary from point to point within 
the volume of the body in accordance with the temperature variation. 

Materials that· are routinely approximated as being homogeneous can have different 
mechanical and thermal properties in the different directions that are parallel and perpen
dicular to their grains. Small directional material differences can even exist for thin metal 
structural elements that are rolled or extruded as part of their manufacturing process. Rolling 
is a strengthening process whereby the metal is forced to move between large, oppositely 
rotating cylinders. Extrusion is the process of forcing metal through a die, much like forcing 
toothpaste from a tube. 

In five of the next six sections of this chapter, general background descriptions are 
provided on the behavior of engineering materials in response to mechanical and thermal 
loadings. Metals, and fiber composites where the fibers all run in just one direction, are 
generally the only two types of materials considered in these discussions. The final section 
deals with simplified mathematical models for the behavior of these engineering materials. 

5.2 The Tensile Test 

To begin the discussion of the mechanical response of materials to mechanical 
loadings, consider firstly what is perhaps the simplest type of loading, which is a uniform 
tensile load. Uniform tensile loads, as well as other loadings, are applied to material samples 
by specially designed machines called testing machines; see Fig. 5.1. The material samples 
used for tensile testing are generally machined in the form of either (i) a polished short 
rod where the central portion of its length, called the test section, has a uniform circular 
cross-section, or (ii) in the case of metal sheet or composite laminate samples, a short 
strip with a centrally located test section where again there is a uniform cross-section, see 
Figs. 5.2(a, b). These rods and strips are thicker at their ends to avoid failures where the 

. testing machine grips the rods. The testing machine itself measures the load applied to the 
sample, usually by the direct measurement of a calibrated displacement of a machine com
ponent, or, generally in older machines, by a weight balance mechanism involving multiple 
levers. The mechanical ( deformation) response of the test specimen, that is, the longitudinal 
stretching of the test section, can be measured by use of one or more strain gauges or a 
spring-loaded device called an extensometer that directly measures changes in length. 

As previously explained, the load per unit area (i.e., stress) is the significant load measure 
for material behavior. Since stress is force divided by area, and since the stretching of the 
tensile specimen reduces the cross-sectional area of the test specimen ( a phenomenon easily 
observed by stretching a rubber band), the question arises as to which area should be used 
to calculate the stress: the original (undeformed) area or the instantaneous (deformed) 
area? When stress was first defined in Chapter 1, the area used was the area of the loaded 

4 It is often best not to be too fastidious· about homogeneity. For example, because of the difference 
between winter and summer growth rings, wood is not perfectly homogeneous, However, if the struc
ture's dimensions are much larger than the distances between the growth rings, the mathematical 
simplifications that are possible by regarding the wood as homogeneous more than offset the very 
slight inaccuracies embodied in that assumption. In the same vein, structural elements manufactured 
from modem fibers (glass, carbon, boron, Kevlars, etc.) embedded in a bonding material are also 
regarded as homogeneous when analyzing the structural element as a whole when the dimensions of 
the structural element are much greater than the diameters of the fibers or the distances between fibers. 
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Figure 5.2. Common test specimen configurations for metals. 

upon instantaneous area and the strain definition based upon original lengths, consider a 
tensile test specimen where the instantaneous test section cross-sectional area is, of course, a 
function of the longitudinal stress. Call the cross-sectional areaA(a). Then, by the previous 
stress definition, a = N / A(a ), or a = (N / A0)/[A(a )/ Ao], where Ao is the originalcross
sectional area, and as before, N is the total tensile force. 

At this point it is necessary to return to the observation that when a rubber band, or a 
metal is stretched (positive strain) in one direction, there is a shrinkage (negative strain) in 
any direction orthogonal to the direction in which the material is stretched. This observation 
can be put into mathematical terms as follows. If the x direction is the direction in which the 
material is stretched, then they and z directions are two orthogonal directions in which the 
material shrinks. For this case where all other stresses but axx are zero, the nonzero strains 
are Eyy = Ezz = -vExx, where the proportionality factor, vis called Poisson's ratio. Note 
again that when Exx is positive, the other two strains are negative, and vice versa. Poisson's 
ratio5 is a characteristic of a metal. For many metals, Poisson's ratio is a constant (often 
between ± and i) for strains that do not result in residual deformations after the removal of 
all loads, and often very slightly less than ! for higher ranges of strain. The same general 
behavior occurs in a fiber composite where all the fibers run in one direction. 

Returning now to the question of which cross-sectional area should be used to calculate 
the stress acting on the test specimen, consider the ratio A(a )/ Ao, which is an inverse factor 
in the relation between the stress, a, as defined in Chapter l and the stress referenced to the 
fixed value of the original cross-sectional area, N / A 0 . For ease of discussion only, let the 
test cross-section be originally circular. When the test specimen is longitudinally stretched, 
the cross-section will contract in equal amounts in all directions to remain circular. If the 
quantity r0 is the radius of the undeformed cross-section of the test specimen, and r(a) is the 

5 Simeon Denis Poisson (!781-1840), French mathematician and scientist (Ref. [2]). 
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radius as the specimen is stretched, then, using the change in length over the original length 
definition, the lateral strain in. the cross-section in any direction is the negative number 
{ [r( a)/ ro] - 1}. Substituting ( -VE xx) for the lateral strain in the cross-section, and solving 
for [r(a )/re] leads to the relation [r(a)/ro] = (1 - VE xx). Since the ratio of the instantaneous 
to original cross-sectional areas, A(a)/Ao, is equal to the square of [r(a)/ro], then 

A(a) 2 2 2 
-- = (1 - VExx) = 1 - 2vExx + V Exx 

Ao 
(5.1) 

For structural materials, the longitudinal strain Exx is always a small quantity. Almost all 
vehicular structures are designed so that the strains will be less than approximately 0.002 
because, as will be seen below, for strains beyond that approximate value, a small percentage 
change in the loading can result in a large percentage change in the deformation. Thus, in 
the circumstance where the strain is limited to a maximum value of 0.002, the difference 
between A( a) and Ao is a little more than one-tenth of one percent. Thus, as a practical matter, 
it makes very little difference which area is used to calculate stresses. The simplification of 
using the original area to calculate stresses is now adopted. For metals and fiber composites, 
the error involved with this simplification is less than the usual experimental error, and is 
wholly consistent with the one previous simplification of discarding the nonlinear portions 
of the strain expressions. 

The stress-strain results of typical tensile tests6 are shown in Figs. 5.3(a, b). Note that 
in both cases, the initial portion of the stress-strain curve is linear. At the end of the linear 
portion there is a sharp change in direction ( called the knee of the curve) followed by a 
much more gradual increase in stress with changes in strain until a maximum stress value 
is reached. This maximum value is called the ultimate stress. After the ultimate stress 
. is reached, the curve descends to its end point, which is where the specimen pulls apart 
(rupture). The stress used to plot these two curves is, again, based on the original cross
sectional area of the test specimen. If the true stress, which is based on the instantaneous 
area, were used, then the stress-strain curve would not descend from a maximum value, but 
continue to rise to the point where rupture occurs. If the material stress-strain curve has a 
zero tangent that occurs before the ultimate stress, as is the case in Fig. 5.3(a), the stress 
value where that first zero tangent occurs is called the yield stress. A further understanding 
of this first type of stress-strain curve can be had by viewing Fig. 5.4(a), which shows a 
specific instance of both the first and second types of stress-strain curves plus a stress-strain 
curve that lies between the two extreme types. Note that all three of these curves are for 
the same AISI 4340 steel alloy, but for different manufacturing heat treatments (tempers): 
The three different variations of the same material are distinguished by the values of their 
ultimate stress.7 The advantage of the temper with the lower ultimate stress is that such 
materials generally have greater ductility, that is, they can undergo greater deformation 
before failure. Greater ductility provides a greater warning of an overloaded structure, and 
is an advantage that metals generally have in comparison to other structural materials like 
wood and fiber composites. For example, the reader would justifiably hesitate to board an 

6 In order to have a common basis for tensile tests, and for many other types of tests, standard test 
procedures have been established by the American Society for Testing and Materials. For example, the 
standard for tensile tests is ASTM ES. 

7 In general, steels with high values of ultimate stress are called "hard," while those with low values are 
called "soft." A reason for this terminology is that there is a positive correlation between the measured 
hardness (i.e., the resistance to penetration by standard devices) and the ultimate stress. This correlation, 
along with a hardness test, can be used to estimate the ultimate stress, and hence other characteristics, 
of the steel. 
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Figure 5.3. Typical stress-strain plots from MIL-HDBK-5. (a) A material having a definite 
yield point such as some steels. (b) A material not having a definite yield point suc4 as 
aluminum alloys, some magnesium alloys, and some steels. Note thatMIL-HDBK-5, which 
was free to the public, has been superceded by MMPDS-OZ, a quite expensive, copyrighted 
document. Hence this textbook utilizes the still representative material of MIL-HDBK-5. 

aircraft whose ductile metal wings were bent out of shape. The tensile test strain at rupture 
converted to a percentage (0.01 in/in = 1 percent) is the primary measure of ductility, and 
it is called the percent elongation. 

Even when there is no zero tangent line for the stress-strain curve before the ultimate 
stress, as is the case in Fig. 5.3(b), it is still desirable to have a measure for the point 
where the changes in strain become large for relatively small changes in stress. Hence the 
definition of the offset yield stress as the stress value at the point on the stress-strain curve 
where that curve is intersected by a straight line that is parallel to the stress-strain curve at 
its origin but is offset from the origin by a strain value of 0.002. Figure 5.3(b) illustrates 
the offset line. The point on the stress-strain curve at which the straight line portion is 
no longer straight (linear) is called the proportional limit. For many materials, particularly 
aluminum, it is difficult to decide where linearity stops and nonlinearity begins. In these 
instances, an intersecting offset line originating at a strain value of 0.0001 and, as before, 
parallel to the stress-strain curve at the origin, is used to define the offset proportional limit. 
The slope of the linear portion of the stress-strain curve has special importance. It is called 
Young's modulus, or the modulus of elasticity. Beyond the linear portion, the slope of the 
stress-strain curve is called the tangent modulus of elasticity. The slope of the line drawn 
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stress-strain curves at room temperature for heat treated AISI 4340 
from MIL-HDBK-5D. (b) Typical tensile and compressive stress

strah-1 and com1xc:ss1ve tangent modulus curves for 2024-T42 aluminum alloy plate at room 
temperature, from MlL-HDBK-5D. 
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Figure 5.5. Force-displacement diagrams for a helical spring. 

from the origin to any point beyond the proportional limit is called the secant modulus of 
elasticity. These three moduli are symbolized by E, E1, and Es, respectively. Since Young's 
modulus is the slope for the straight line or linear region, then for this simple one-directional 
loading case, a = EE. This equation is the beginning of the present process of relating stress 
to strain, and is called Hooke 's law. 8 

If the tensile test is interrupted, and the specimen is unloaded, the line on the stress
strain plot that represents the unloading has differing positions depending on the point 
where the loading was stopped and reversed. If the interruption occurs· before a point on 
the stress-strain curve called the elastic limit, which usually very nearly coincides with 
the proportional limit, then the unloading curve is so nearly the same as the linear portion 
of the loading curve that the two. curves are regarded as being the same. To elaborate on 
this matter, recall that work is defined as the int~gral of the product of force multiplied 
by the differential of distance in the same direction as the force. Also recall that work, 
when stored, is energy. For example, consider the steel coiled spring that is loaded and 
unloaded as shown in Fig. 5.5(a), where one end of the spring is fixed against motion. A 
force-displacement plot of the force that displaces the free end of the coiled spring versus 
the displacement at that free end is a straight line over a large range of displacements; 
see Fig. 5.5(b). The area under that line represents the integral of the force as a function 
of displacement. Thus the area under the straight line is both the work done by the force 
on the spring and, since the stresses in the coils of the spring do not exceed the elastic 
limit, the energy stored in this spring. In that circumstance, when the force at the free end 
of the coiled spring is reduced, the unloading path on the force-displacement diagram lies 
on top of the loading path, and all the work stored in the spring is recovered. If, however, the 
spring material characteristics are altered so that the force applied to the spring is reduced 
to zero along with the corresponding displacements in a way that defines the curved path 
shown in Fig. 5.5(c), then the work recovered would be represented by the area under the 
curved path. The area between the straight path and the curved path represents the work 
lost. 

The point of this discussion is that all the above remarks regarding force-displacement 
plots also apply to stress-strain plots because the product of stress and strain is work per 
unit volume. That is, force over area multiplied by change in length over length equals, 
in rearranged form, force multiplied by change in length divided by the product of area 

8 Robert Hooke (1635-1703), English experimentalist, established the linear relationship between the 
magnitude of the forces acting upon engineering materials and the deformations that those forces 
produce in 1678 (Ref. [2]). Thomas Young (1773-1829), English philosopher (Ref. [71]). 
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Figure 5.6. A typical unloading and reloading stress-strain plot. 
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and a perpendicular length (i.e., divided by volume). Hence, if, on the stress-strain dia
gram, the unloading path is exactly the same as the loading path, then no work per unit 
volume is lost. In that circumstance the material is called elastic. As stated above, this 
is very nearly the case for engineering alloys when unloading is started at or before the 
elastic limit The actual very small differences between the two paths in most engineering 
materials are easily ignored over the course of a single loading-unloading cycle. Over many 
cycles, the small differences between the two paths would add up to become a quantity of 
work lost that would be detectable. In a vacuum, the work lost would be due to internal 
friction. When the work lost to internal friction is appreciable, the material is said to possess 
material damping. The energy dissipation caused by material damping, and other types of 
damping such as aerodynamic drag, is the reason why force-free vibrations diminish over 
time. 

If the unloading occurs beyond the elastic limit, which again is very much the same as 
the proportional limit in almost all metals, the unloading path is not nearly the same as 
the loading path. Beyond the elastic limit, the unloading path for metals is a straight line 
starting at the unloading point and running parallel to the loading curve at the origin; see 
Fig. 5.6. It is not possible to return along the loading path while unloading past the elastic 
limit. Again, the area between the loading and unloading curves represents the work lost. In 
this case the work lost goes into producing a residual deformation and into heat generation. 
Since "plastic" is the opposite of elastic, and since there is some energy recovery as well as 
energy loss, the deformations beyond the elastic limit are called elasto-plastic. The energy 
lost through heat generation can be sufficient to bum the hand of the person who touches a 
ductile test specimen undergoing ample plastic deformation. The unloading curve intersects 
the zero-stress line at a nonzero value of strain that is called the permanent set since that 
deformation will persist in the absence of further loading. If the specimen is reloaded in 
tension, the reloading path has the same linear slope as it originally had, but of course 
it starts at the previous permanent set. However, this time the yield point is such that the 
reloading curve smoothly meshes with what would have been the stress-strain curve if there 
had been no unloading. The occurrence of a higher yield point after initial straining is called 
strain hardening. 
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5.3 Comp:ressfon and Shear Tests 

A compression test is much like a tensile test except that care must be taken to 
prevent the buckling of the test specimen. The prevention of buckling can be accomplished 
by either of two ways. The first way is, if possible, to use a rather thick test specimen. The 
second way is to supply adequate lateral support that does not interfere with the application 
of the compressive load by creating excessive friction in the loading direction. This second 
approach would be necessary in the case of the compressive loa~ing of thin sheets. The 
required lateral support is often supplied a series of smal.l rollers along the 
length of the thin sheet on both sides of the sheet. 

The compressive stress-strain curves look exactly like the tensile stress-strain curves 
with the one exception that for ductile materials there is no compressive ultimate stress 
as there is in the case of tension. That is, in compression of a ductile material there is 
only a continuing flattening of the specimen. The ultimate compressive stress for ductile 
materials is arbitrarily assigned the same numerical value as the ultimate tensile stress. A 
brittle material, one that deforms very little before failure, will experience a shear-induced 
rupture along a plane that is approximately at 45° to the longitudinal axis of the specimen. 
The compressive Young's modulus, is sometimes slightly different from the tensile 
modulus, and the same is true for the two yield points. Figure 5.4(b) shows an overlay of 
typical tension and compression stress-strain curves for 2024-T42 aluminum alloy plate, 
as taken from Ref. [14]. In Fig. 5.4(b) the L designation stands for "longitudinal," which 
means in the rolled direction, that is, in the direction in which the plate was moved through 
heavy cylindrical rollers. The "long transverse" direction, designated as LT, is perpendicular 
to both the longitudinal direction and the direction through the thicJ,-,.ness of the plate. 

Consider a test specimen that is first loaded in tension beyond the elastic limit, and then 
unloaded beyond the zero stress point so as to be loaded in compression. Let the compressive 
loading be extended beyond the point where this tensile unloading (compressive loading) 
line of the stress-strain diagram is no longer straight; see Fig. 5.7. Then, in general, the 
linear portion of this unloading-loading line does not extend on the compression side as 
far as it would if there had not at first been a tensile loading beyond the tensile elastic 
limit. The same is true if the loading is compression first and then tension. This shortening 
of the linear and elastic portion of the stress-strain curve in the opposite loading field is 
called the Bauschinger effect (Refs. [7, 8]). If the loading in the opposite field is continued, 
the loading path tends to meld with what, as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 5.7, would 
have been the loading path without having first had the oppositely directed loading. If the 
compressive loading is then unloaded and tension is reapplied so as to form a complete 

(J 

Figure 5.7. A hysteresis the Bauschinger effect. 
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then the closed curve is called a 
represents the work 
work lost heat 

The stress-strain curve for shear as that for tensile and 
,v,,un,•F,· However, all the material characteristics for shear have lower values 

,.A,u,,o 1J•v,,,u,nF, values for tension or difference in narr:es is 
that the slope of the linear of the stress-strain curve is called the shear 
m,,u"uu..,. or the modulus There is no for the latter name. 

At this it is worth remembering that all material mechanical and thennal char-
acteristics are determined by and all have an associated error. 
Furthermore, no two material samples are exactly alike. As a means for the error 
in the the material's tests are re1De,1te:d 

metal material 

from 
Mil Handbook Five, the .. ,...,rn,"01 

assurance being associated with it." An A basis value is one where "at least 99 
the population of values is to or exceed the A basis mechanical 

with a confidence of95 percent." AB basis value is one where "at least 90 percent 
of the population of values is expected to or exceed the B basis mechanical property 

with a confidence of 95 "Since fewer test results exceed the B basis value 
compared to the A basis B basis values are than A basis values. 
The use of B basis values in work for government 
is limited by these agencies. Reference [16] states that "in 
in multi-load-path structures, wherein the failure of one member will cause a transfer of 
load to the remaining members and no failure will result." Quoting from 
Mil Handbook: Five, "the S basis mechanical property allowable is the minimum value 
specified by the appropriate Federal, or SAE Material for 
the material. The statistical assurance associated with this value is not known. 

5.4 Factors 

One of two approaches is taken when stan-
dard material strength properties in an of a 
material strength values, such as stresses and ultimate stresses, those mate-
rial strength properties by what is called a , or The second 
approach is to multiply the estimated loads the structure must bear 
safety factor. Both approaches produce the same result when the 
that is, when the differential that are the direct or indirect basis of the 
are linear equations. The two when the includes nonlinear 
effects. 

The purpose of safety factors is to make an allowance for uncertainties. 
since the loads that act upon a vehicle are never but on the vehicle design, 
the best estimates of the of the worst-case loads may be somewhat 
It is often difficult to decide what are reasonable 
analysis. If the 

made too 
/\ factor of 
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Figure 5.8. Five beams arranged to illustrate the possibility of an initial stress. 

usually chosen on the basis of previous experience with similar vehicles, provides a margin 
for error on the less catastrophic side of avoiding a structural failure. A factor of safety is 
also useful for covering the possibility of unforeseen combinations of mechanical loadings, 
temperature changes, environmental degradations, manufacturing defects, and that very 
small percentage of materials that are below standard strength requirements. 

To elaborate on the item of manufacturing defects, note that the geometry of the structure 
assumed by the analysis may differ somewhat from the actual geometry of the manufactured 
vehicle. Geometric irregularities, .such as beam flanges and webs never being quite flat, 
beam axes never being quite straight, and so on, almost never have any significant effect 
when the flanges, webs, axes, and so on, are within manufacturing tolerances. However, to 
illustrate simply how imperfect geometries can induce possibly substantial, yet sometimes 
unaccounted for stresses in a structure, consider a structure of five identical straight beams 
divided into a group of three in parallel and a pair in parallel. Let the three beams be 
perpendicular to the pair in such a manner that the three beams connect the two ends and 
centers of the pair of beams so that the four outer beams form a square.· See Fig. 5.8. 
Now, to make the point about off-nominal geometries, let the five beams be disconnected 
and let the middle beam be increased in length as a result of being miscut. Force the 
reassembly of the five beams into their original positions in this square "theta" shape. When 
reconnected, the longer middle beam would bend the outer pair of beams perpendicular to 
it, and stretch the pair parallel to it. In turn, the other four beams would compress the middle 
beam. Thus, before any obvious external loads were applied to this system of five beams, 
there would, as a result of the miscut middle beam length, be initial stresses within each 
of the five beams. These initial stresses could combine with those induced by the applied 
loading to produce an unexpected failure if no factor of safety were used to guard against this 
type of possibility. A quantitative approach to initial/residual stresses for a simple structure 
is presented in Endnote (1). 

In the aerospace industry, the usual practice is to apply factors of safety so as to increase 
the best estimates for the worst-case loads. Two different multiplicative factors of safety 
are often used. The product of the limit load factor and the worst-case loads is used to 
develop "limit loads" whose corresponding stresses are required to be less than the yield 
stresses. The product of the ultimate load factor, traditionally 1.5, and the worst case loads 
is used to develop "ultimate loads" whose corresponding stresses are required to be less 
than the ultimate stresses. The margin of safety is a term used to describe quantitatively 
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the difference between the calculated stresses and the allowable stresses for each of the 
above sets of loads. Its precise definition, for both the stresses of the limit load case and the 
stresses of the ultimate load case, is 

allowable stress - caiculated stress 
Margin of safety = -------------

calculated stress 

A good design has small, positive margins of safety, negative margins of safety mean going 
back to the drawing board/computer screen. 

5.5 Factors Othe:r than Stress That Affect Material Behavior 

The previous discussion is limited to the situation where the loading occurs at 
room temperature and at slow or moderate loading rates. Considering these factors in 
reverse order, the loading rate is proportional to stress rate, and stress rate is related to strain 
rate via the tangent modulus as determined by the stress-strain curve. Of these three rates of 
change with respect to time, strain rate is the one most often referenced. Test strain rates for 
the determination of material properties are generally between 0.001 and 0.010 rad/min. In 
the opinion of Ref. [14], the material test values obtained from such tests can be considered 
valid up to a strain rate of 0.010 rad/sec. At faster strain rates, there can be a significant 
effect on such properties as ultimate tensile strength, and ductility. For example, the ultimate 
tensile strength can nearly double at the strain rates that accompany explosions, and ductility 
can sharply decrease at such explosion-related strain rates. 

Temperature changes, and the duration of exposure to temperature changes, can have 
a strong effect on material properties. Generally, increases in temperature and increases 
in the duration of exposure to elevated temperatures result in degraded material strength 
and stiffness properties in metals. Large temperature increases above room temperature 
can produce dramatic decreases in strength. Temperatures lower than room temperature 
generally produce small increases in strength properties while reducing ductility. Figure 5.9 
from Mil Handbook Five illustrates the effect of temperature change and time of exposure 
to higher temperature on the tensile yield stress for certain 7075 aluminum alloys. It is 
absolutely necessary that the pertinent material properties used in any design or analysis 
correspond to the anticipated temperature conditions. 

Temperature changes have another important effect on engineering material perfor
mance. Although they may closely approximate one or the other, all real materials are 
neither perfect solids nor perfect fluids. (A perfect solid is a material that has infinite vis
cosity, while a perfect fluid is a material. that has zero viscosity.) The reader himself or 
herself can conduct the following simple experiment that illustrates a flow characteristic of 
a familiar, seemingly solid, material at room temperature. Take a rubber band and cut the 
band so that the result is one long piece of rubber. Fasten one end to an immovable object, 
and then fasten a small weight to the other end of the rubber string. Let the weight be large 
enough to produce an easily observable deflection at the end of the rubber string. As the 
reader knows, the rubber string will stretch a certain amount, and seemingly stop stretch
ing. Either measure the length of the rubber string, or better yet, mark the deflection of the 
weight. Then, after a week or two, remeasure the length of the rubber string or note the new 
position of the weight relative to the original mark. It will be seen that the solid rubber string 
will have stretched further than it did initially even in this absence of an additional loading. 
Eventually the rubber string will rupture. From an engineering point of view, the rubber 
has exhibited a certain viscosity, and structural engineers call this stretching ( continued 
deformation) under constant loading conditions by the name creep. 
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Figure 5.9. The effect of temperature on the tensile yield stress of7075-T6, T651, T6510, 
and T651 l aluminum alloy, all products, from MIL-HDBK-5D. 

At room temperature, and at stresses below their yield stress, most metals such as steel 
and aluminum have so much viscosity that their fluid characteristics can be completely 
ignored. (The same may not be true for some titanium alloys.) However, the viscosity 
of metals and other materials decreases sharply with temperature to the point where at 
high temperature a metal begins to plainly exhibit the characteristics of a viscous fluid as 
well as those of an elastic solid. Under these circumstances, metals and other materials 
are called viscoelastic, and the study of mostly solid materials for which both the elastic 
and viscous properties are important is called viscoelasticity. Certain rocket fuels (even at 
room temperature) are examples of linear or nearly linear viscoelastic materials. The term 
"linear," as well as "nonlinear," refers to the mathematical equations used to describe the 
material behavior (strain) in response to stress, and perhaps stress rate. Unfortunately for 
the comfort of analysts, metals at higher temperatures are nonlinearly viscoelastic, and thus 
their viscoelastic equations are difficult to solve. Therefore, the usual engineering approach 
taken to the situation where metals at higher temperatures continue to deform (i.e., creep), 
even at constant loadings, is to work with a creep strain rate (i.e., a time rate of change of 
the total strain). Under the conditions of a uniaxial load and constant temperature, strain 
rates for creep can be treated as constants over much of the time to rupture; see Fig. 5.10. 
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Time 

However, when the loading is not uniaxial and the temperature is not constant, there may be 
"difficulties in extrapolating from the simple to complex stress-temperature-time conditions 
(Ref. 

In the above discussion, time is an implicit variable in material performance because 
strain rates can affect material properties, and from the creep viewpoint a creep strain 
rate is a (temperature-dependent) material property. Time is also an explicit variable of 
material performance. One example of where time itself enters into the prediction of material 

is in the decrease in strength and stiffness properties with increasing time of 
exposure to higher temperatures. Another compelling example where a quantity directly 
related to a time of exposure is a direct factor in material performance occurs when the 
material loading is repeatedly cycled between high and low load values. For vehicular 
structures in particular, it is important to note that at tensile stress values significantly less 
than the static9 tensile stress a material can rnpture as a result of cyclic 
If the number of or partially load cycles is very large, say ten million, it 
is quite possible to have rupture when the high tensile stress value in the cycle is only 
one-quarter, or of the tensile yield stress. If the test specimen or strncture has sharp 
notches perpendicular to the direction of loading, the nominal maximum tensile stress 
value that will produce a failure after, say, one million cycles can even be less than one-fifth 
the static tensile yield stress; (The effect of geometric irregularities, such as notches and 
even circular holes is briefly discussed in the paragraph after next in relation to theoretical 
elastic stress concentration factors.) The damage done repeated loading cycles is called 
fatigue damage, or simply fatigue. The number of cycles to fatigue failure is called the 
fatigue life, which of course can be converted to the number of operating hours for a 
vehicular strncture before an anticipated fatigue failure. 1° Fatigue damage occurs only 
when at least some part of the loading cycle produces tensile stresses. The tensile stresses 
tend to increase the size of cracks that are present as a result of the manufacturing process, 

9 Here "static" refers to the usual low-valued, test strain rates referred tO previously. 
10 The importance and complexity of the fatigue problem is illustrated for example by a newspaper report 

(Washington Post, October 11, 1985, p. A3) that the $18.7 million F-18 jet fighter jointly produced 
by McDonnell Douglas Corp. and Northrop Corp., which was designed to have a fatigue life of 6000 
flight hours, may have only a fatigue life of 2000 hours as indicated by an early test failure of the 
wing carry-through, structure as it \:vas then designed. Similar reassessments of the fatigue lives of 
the military aircraft of many other manufacturers has also occurred. A July 24, 1991 article offers an 
appreciation of the costs that can be associated with wing fatigue problems. This article states that the 
U.S. Air Force estimates that repairs to the General Dynmrics F-16 wing-fuselage junctions will cost 
more than $250 rnillion. 
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Figure 5.11. S-N curves for unnotched 7075-T6 bare, electropolished, aluminum alloy 
sheet (0.090 in thick), longitudinal direction, at room temperature in air. The stress ratio 
(R) is the ratio of the algebraic value of the minimum stress to the value of the maximum 
(tensile) stress. These are best fit curves, with half of the scattered data points for each 
curve above the curve, while the other half of the data points lie below the curve. Source: 
MIL-HDBK-5D. 

or arise due to surface dents and scratches, or slippages aligned with the maximum shearing 
stresses. 

Figures 5.11 and 5.12, which are from Mil Handbook Five, illustrate the usual manner in 
which fatigue test data are presented. Diagrams like Fig. 5 .11 are cal.led S-N diagrams, where 
Sis for stress, and N is for number of cycles. Those like Fig. 5.12 are called constant life 
diagrams. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 contain the same type of information in different formats. In 
these illustrations, the stress ratio R is the ratio of the minimum stress to the maximum stress 
of the stress cycle. As usual, compressive stresses are identified as negative quantities. One 
half of the difference between the maximum and minimum stresses is called the alternating 
stress value. The average of the maximum and minimum stress values is called the mean 
stress value. Thus the mean and alternating pair of stress values contain exactly the same 
information as the maximum and minimum stress values. The quantity A in Fig. 5.12 is 
the ratio of the alternating stress to the mean stress. The quantity K 1 is the theoretical 
elastic stress concentration factor. The circumstances of this latter quantity are of sufficient 
importance to merit digressing in order to offer an explanation. 

Consider a very wide, flat metal tensile specimen with a small, circular hole in its center 
as shown in Fig. 5.13(a). In the absence of the hole, the specimen is in a state of uniaxial 
tensile stress. It can be proved (Ref. [21]) that the presence of the hole only disturbs the 
uniaxial stress pattern near the hole itself. Consider the stresses in the direction of loading 
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0 1 2 3 

F 

Figure 5.13. (a) The stress distribution in the loading direction across a wide metal sheet 
with a circular hole. (b, c) Respectively, poor and better designs for transmitting an applied 
force F around an abstruction from'the standpoint of stress concentrations. 

that act along tl}e cross-section which is perpendicular to the loading and which also passes 
through the center of the hole. Since the specimen's cross-sectional area at the hole is less 
than that at the edges where the uniform loading is applied, it is to be expected that on 
average, the stresses on the cross-section through the hole are a bit larger than the tractions 
at the edges. Along that cross-section, at five radii away from the hole center, the stress 
in the direction of the loading is only 2 percent greater than the stress at the straight edge 
where the specimen is loaded, and it is only 1/2 percent greater than the applied traction 
at ten radii. It is also known both by analysis and experiment that the magnitude of the 
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normal stress rises sharply near the of the hole to a maximum value at the hole edge of 
approximately three times the uniform traction that forms the loading at the outer away 
from the hole (Refs. The stress can be likened to that of fluid velocities 
in an incompressible fluid flow. The situation is as if the stress flow in the direction of the 
loading had to increase, or concentrate, in the of the hole in order to compensate 
for the obstruction caused the presence of the hole. The ratio cf the maximum stress 
to the loading traction is called the stress . In this case of the circular 
hole, the theoretical stress concentration has the value of 3.0. 

If, for the same loading, the above hole in the thin skin were v"",_,.,v=" 

was oriented such that its longer axis was to the direction of the ,vccun<F,, 

then the stresses at the edge of the thus the stress concentrn.tion 
factor) would be greater than the stresses associated with the circular hole even when the 
length of the ellipse's axis equals the of the circle's diameter. In other 
the smaller radius of curvature at the ends of hole of a given length, the 
concentration. Indeed one of the routine means of a slowly crack 
with its very small radius of curvature at the crack to drill a circular hole with as 
a diameter as other considerations allow. 

A simple experiment can illustrate the effect of the geometry of the void and the µv,,~<'un, 

suddenness of a crack propagation failure. Take two of identical ""'""'~0 ,~"·"m 

similar, paper using a razor, make a cut in the middle of each paper 
edge of the paper. Let both cuts be of size and approximately half the 

of the piece of paper from top to bottom. With a firm at born the top and bottom of the 
first paper, pull the paper in the direction of the cut. If tension is applied to paper, 
the paper will likely tear where the hands paper, and not at or near 
the cut (crack). Now and apply tension to paper 
in the direction to the direction of the cut. This time the paper will tear 
with much less force, and the mechanism of the failure will be the very extension of 
the cut to the and bottom edges of the paper. Here the crack is the clearly the cause of 
the failure. This failure of the second of p,tper an example of crnck 
propagation, and the low amount of force to produce this failure resulted from both 
the relatively large size of the and more importantly, the radius) at 
the crack tips. In general, sharp reentrant angles, for which crack tips are an extreme case, 
lead to unwelcome stress and in design should be avoided if at all r,v0,o,cn•v. 

To elaborate, consider Fig. 5. which represents a "ff' shaped piece of sheet metal 
loaded in tension. There is virtually no stress at B, while there is a stress 
concentration at point A. A much better design with the same basic geometry is shown in 
Fig. 5.13(c). This geometry will greatly reduce the stress at while the price to be 
paid is compressive stresses at point B that could lead to out-of-plane of the thin 
sheet if no stiffening is added. 

n 1 ,nr>rCc,nr·•C> of in was eJ11PirlaSli':eu 
failures that afflicted the 

the British-built Comet. It was detem~,ined that cracks initiated and grew outward 
form the sharp comers of the Comet passenger windows. That this lesson was heeded i.s 
evident in the very small size and rounded of the passenger windows of the British
French built Concorde. 

From Ref. ~~'°""''"'~ in the fonn of cracks in a material is initialed either 
at surface or interior in the form of small scratches or cracks 

from the U~HVU,Ss,C., (see 
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Photographs of the fatigue fracture surface of one blade of a B-29 propeller that was used to 
generate an airflow in a wind tunnel. (a) The fracture surface with the use of pencil marks to 
make more visible the crack edges where the advancing crack was relatively stationary. The 
smallest area indicates where the crack originated, apparently from a manufacturing flaw. 
The rough area outside the last roughly elliptical shaped crack edge is the area that failed in 
tension during the last load cycle. (b) The same fracture surface without the use of pencil 
tracings of prominent beach marks. Courtesy of Prof. Jewel Barlow and the Glenn L. Martin 
Wind Tunnel at the University of Maryland. Photographs by Prof. Allen Winkelmann. 
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in materials without such significant imperfections, at planes of shearing slippage, usually 
at the surface, see Endnote (2). After initiation, the growth of the cracks is in response to 
the cycling of tensile stresses. Crack growt.11 phenomenon has been the subject of consider
able research. There are presently two basic engineering approaches for estimating fatigue 
failures. The first approach is the application of linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM). 
The object of LEFM is to predict the growth per load cycle in the size of a given crack 
until that crack reaches the estimated critical crack size. At the critical crack size the crack 
grows very rapidly to complete rupture. An important aspect of this approach is the concept 
of what might be called a semimaterial property, strongly dependent on thickness for small 
thicknesses, calledfracture toughness. 

The second approach is to use a fatigue failure theory such as the linear damage accu
mulation theory proposed by Palmgren and revived by Miner (Ref. [26]). This is a more 
empirical approach that is based on the gross simplification that for a given material at 
given maximum and minimum stresses, given temperature, given surface finish, and given 
corrosive environment, each loading cycle does the same damage to the material. Hence, 
with each loading cycle doing a certain fixed percentage of the total damage to failure as 
estimated by using information like that presented in Fig. 5 .10 or 5 .11, the Palmgren-Mi:ner 
theory is just a matter of adding damage percentages for various load cycles until 100-
percent damage is accumulated. Two example calculations follow, and there are exercises 
on this topic as well. There are theoretical and practical difficulties with both the LEFM 
and the linear damage accumulation approaches, but they are generally the best of those 
approaches presently available, particularly when the load cycles are randomly ordered and 
clearly delineated. 

Example 5.1. Consider an extruded angle beam of cross-sectional size 3 x 3 x ~ inches 
which is made from 7075-T6 aluminum. If the beam is without notches the theoret
ical stress concentration factor, K 1, = l and if the beam is subjected to the following 
axial stress history at room temperature, what then is the likelihood of this structural part 
experiencing a fatigue failure? 

Mean stress Alternating stress Number of loading cycles 

10 ksi 30 ksi 200000 
60ksi 10ksi 1000000 
20ksi 20ksi 4000000 

Solution. Figure 5.11 is for unclad sheeting, and Fig. 5.12 includes thick extruded bars. 
While the angle beam of this example is much thinner than the listed extruded bars, and 
therefore more susceptible to flaws, the data of Fig. 5.12 is clearly the more appropriate of 
the two data sets. Interpolating from Fig. 5 .12 number of cycles to failure for these three load 
cycle histories are, respectively, 250 000 cycles, 10 000 000 cycles, and 4 500 000 cycles. 
To understand how those interpolated values are obtained, note that the lines of constant life 
such as 10 000 cycles and 100 000 cycles differ by factors of ten at roughly equal spacings. 
This strongly suggests that the interpolation must be logarithmic rather than linear. Thus 
half the difference between the 100 000 cycles line and the 1 000 000 cycles line is 300 000 
cycles, not 500 000 cycles. This is so because for base 10, log 3 ~ 0.48. Similarly, 200 000 
cycles is three-tenths of the distance between those two lines on the graph because log 2 ~ 
0.30. 
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Now, by the Palmgren-Miner damage accumulation theory, the percentage of damage 
estimate is the sum for each combination of mean and alternating stress, of the ratio of 
the number of applied loading cycles at a particular mean and alternating stress, n;, to the 
average number of cycles to failure at the same stress conditions, N;. That is, the percent 
damage estimate, %D, is 

%D = (100%) '°' !!:!_ 
~N; 

In this case, the percent damage estimate is 

[ 200000 1000000 4000000] 00"' 180"' 
%D = 250000 + 10000000 + 4500000 x l w = 10 

(5.2) 

Since the percent damage estimate exceeds 100 percent, fatigue failure would be expected in 
the majority of such cases. It is not possible to be more definite because there is considerable 
scatter in the fatigue test data, and only average values are used for the values of the number 
of cycles to failure, the terms in the above denominators. B 

Example 5.2. Determine whether it is likely that a piece of unnotched 707 5-T6 aluminum 
alloy sheet loaded axially in the longitudinal direction as follows, will experience a fatigue 
failure. The sheet metal is 0.125 inches thick, polished, and at room temperature. 

Max. stress Min. stress No. of actual load cycles 

30 ksi -30 ksi 100 000 
20 ksi - 20 ksi 1 000 000 

Solution. The thickness cited here is a bit greater than that of sheet metal for which Fig. 5 .11 
was prepared. The data of Fig. 5.11 may be used in this case because the ratio of expected 
defect size to cross-sectional area is slightly more favorable in this case than that of the test 
specimen. From Fig. 5.10, the respective numbers of allowable cycles for the above two 
loading conditions (stress ratio R = -1) are approximately 300 000 and 3 000 000 cycles. 
Using the Palmgren-Miner damage accumulation theory, 

[ 100000 1000000] 
%D = 300000 + 3000000 x 100% = 70% 

Since the damage percentage is less than 100 percent, the sheet metal is less likely to fail 
than not fail by fatigue cracking. B 

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler Code specifies an exten
sion of the Palmgren-Miner theory to include creep damage (Ref. [ 40]). 

5.6 **Biaxial and Triaxial Loadings** 

The discussion of the previous sections is generally relevant to a tensile or com
pressive loading applied in a single direction. Added complications arise when the applied 
loading occurs in two or three orthogonal directions. One possible question for biaxial 
loading is: If a material sample in sheet form were subjected to tensile or compressive 
loadings in two orthogonal directions, at what values of the two combined stresses would 
the sheet material yield? This particular question has received considerable attention. Two 

V 
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Oyt-------, 

;.§' .#~ '§ ~"' Oyc -c:i: 

~o -o" 
"'"' :,:;'0-

'<:)"' 

Oyt = a yield tension 

;s:'' 

Oyc = a yield compression 

Figure 5.14. The limits of elastic behavior for the case of plane stress, as predicted by the 
theory of Tresca and St. Venant. 

theories are currently accepted for use with ductile metals (Refs. [ 4, 6]). In the first, credited 
to Tresca and St. Venant, yielding occurs when the maximum shear stress in the material 
reaches the shear stress that exists at the point of yielding in a test specimen subjected to 
a uniaxial loading. That is, by this theory, yielding occurs when the maximum shear stress 
in the three-dimensional body reaches a value that is one-half that of the uniaxial tensile 
or compressive yield stress. It is not overly difficult to use three Mohr's circles for the two 
loading planes and the plane without loading to establish the following observations for 
biaxial loadings. (Remember that when two principal stresses have the same magnitude, 
the Mohr's circle for that plane has zero radius.) By this theory the two nonzero principal 
stresses can both have values that extend to the yield stress values without yielding occurring 
if both stresses are tensile, or both stresses are compressive. However, if the stresses are of 
opposite sign, then the sum of their absolute values must be less than the yield stress value 
to avoid yielding. Experiments show that this theory offered by Tresca and St. Venant tends 
to slightly underestimate the values of the combined stresses necessary to produce yielding. 
Thus this theory errs on the side of safety, and is termed "conservative." Figure 5.14 is a 
stress state plot that embodies these ideas. Exercise 5.8 deals with this theory for those who 
wish to explore the subject further. ·· 

The. second generally accepted theory, credited to von Mises and Hencky and others, 
states that yielding occurs when the octahedral shear stress11 due to the general loading 
reaches the octahedral shear stress that occurs at the point of yielding in a uniaxial test 
specimen. This theory is exactly equivalent to the energy of distortion theory that says that 
yielding occurs when the energy per unit volume associated with the stresses of what is 
known as the stress deviator matrix12 reaches the critical value of that distortion energy per 

11 See Section 2.8. 
12 The stress deviator matrix is the stress matrix less the scalar value of the average normal stress multiplied 

by the identity matrix, that is, it is [a] - O"avU], where O"av = 1(axx + O"yy + O"zz). The average stress 
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unit volume as determined by a uniaxial tensile test. In other words, the energy of distortion 
and the stress deviator matrix relate plastic, flow entirely to changes in shape as opposed 
to changes in size; that is, yielding is due entirely to shear stresses and not at all to normal 
stresses. The von Mises-Hencky theory for ductile materials is often more accurate than 
the Tresca-St. Venant theory in relation to test data, but it can be a little nonconservative. 
The stress state plot for von Mises-Hencky theory corresponding to Fig. 5.14 is shown in 
Fig. 2.ll(b). The ellipse of Fig. 2.ll(b) encloses the hexagon of Fig. 5.14 with common 
points at the comers of the hexagon. 

5.7 Simplifications of Material Behavior 

Now that some of the complicatibns of the behavior of real engineering materials 
have been outlined in the preceding discussion, it should be clear that any all-encompassing 
mathematical formula for material response (strain) would be a function of several stresses 
and stress and strain rates, as well as temperature and time. Moreover, since the response 
depends on the previous stress-strain history of the material, such a complete functional 
description would have to be multivalued rather than single-valued. The conditional tense 
is used in the previous sentence because no such functional description is known even for 
a uniaxial loading. It is necessary to first divide the problem into more manageable parts, 
and then make appropriate simplifications for the material behavior. The division of the 
material response problem into various parts has already been suggested by the discussion 
of such separate problems as the creep problem, the fatigue crack growth problem, and 
so on. Another division of material response problems is inherent in the various common 
simplifications of the stress-strain relations for engineering materials. A simplification 
of the stress-strain relations that the reader has undoubtedly already met is that of a rigid 
material. The rigid body simplification (zero strain regardless of the stress or traction values) 
is useful whenever the actual deformations of the body are an insignificant portion of the 
overall motion of the body. The rigid body simplification is also useful in structural analysis 
when approximating one portion of a structure that is far more stiff ( deflects far less under 
given loadings) than the other portions of the structure. Rigid supports are an example of 
such a usage. A second use of rigid bodies in structural analysis is explained when the 
dynamic response of structures to time-varying loads is introduced in Chapter 23. 

The more prominent of the simplifications for nonrigid materials are illustrated in 
Fig. 5.15 for uniaxial loadings. The linearly elastic or Hookean material model is one 
where Ee . :;= E, and stress and strain are taken to be directly proportional to each other 
regardless of their values. Unloading paths and loading paths are one and the same. This 
mathematical model for material behavior is entirely adequate for many engineering mate
rials as long as the maximum stress remains below the yield stress. The linearly elastic, 
perfectly plastic material model has the modification that once the stress reaches a certain 
maximum value, the strain increases without limit at a constant strain rate. In order to better 
approximate the actual material stress-strain curve, the maximum stress is taken to be the 
yield stress rather than the proportional or elastic limit. Unloading paths are always parallel 
to the initial loading line. The linearly elastic, strain hardening plastic material model is 

is the magnitude of the normal stress on the octahedral plane, and it is exclusively associated with 
volume changes. The stress deviator stresses are those responsible for changes in shape. At the onset 
of plastic behavior, that is, at the start of material yielding, the material essentially only changes shape, 
while the volume remains very nearly constant. Hence the association of the octahedral shear stress 
with the matrix of deviator stresses. 
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(a) Linearly elastic (b) Linearly elastic, perfectly plastic 

( c) Linearly elastic, 
strain hardening plastic 

CJ 

( d) Linearly elastic, 
linearly efasto-plastic 

€ 
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Figure 5.15. Four stress-strain mathematical models that can be used to approximate the 
load response behavior of structural materials. 

one where plastic deformation occurs after the stress reaches a proportional limit. In this 
case, like most real materials, the plastic deformation is mixed with some continuing elastic 
deformation so as to produce a curved rather than flat path. A simpler form of the third 
material model is the linearly elastic, linearly elasto-plastic material model. This model is 
not to be confused with a bilinearly elastic material model where the unloading path is the 
same as the loading path. Note that few, if any, actual vehicular materials can be reasonably 
approximat~d by a bilinearly elastic material model, or any other type of nonlinear elastic 
model. 

The mathematical treatment of the first two material models is straightforward. For 
the case of the linearly elastic material and uniaxial loading, the stress-strain relation is 
just a = EE. For the linearly elastic, perfectly plastic model, there are simply limits of 
applicability imposed upon a = EE. After the stress reaches the magnitude ay, where 
plastic flow begins, the stress can no longer increase, and then the additional strain equals 
the strain rate multiplied by time until rupture or unloading occurs. During unloading, the 
stress is equal to the modulus of elasticity multiplied by the difference between the total 
instantaneous strain and the plastic strain. 

Over its loading portion, the linearly elastic, strain hardening plastic material model 
is often represented by a single equation of the form: E = (a /E) + {3(a /El Again E in 
this equation is determined by the slope of the.actual material's stress-strain curve at zero 
stress. The other two parameters, f3 and n are chosen so that the curve of the equation fits 
the experimental stress-strain curve at two points not far beyond the elastic limit. In the 
Ramberg-Osgood curve fit (Ref. [16]), the two parameters are chosen so that the formula 
coincides with the actual curve at secant modulus values of 0.85E and 0.7E. Although 
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closer to the form of an actual stress-strain curve than these other simplified models, the 
Ramberg-Osgood method and other such formulations offer a nonlinear algebraic formula 
for the relation between strain and stress. As such, these formulations are quite cumbersome 
for use in the analyses discussed in this introductory text. One welcome feature of this 
formulation is that there is only one physically possible solution for the stress in terms of 
the strain; that is, only one positive root to the nth-order polynomial equation that arises 
when solving for the stress in terms of the strain. 

Following the exercises, Endnote (1) presents a simple example involving linear elastic, 
perfectly plastic materials. The example is placed after the exercises because it is not 
important to an introduction to structural mechanics. However, it is included in this text 
because it illustrates, in the context of only the first of the more complicated material 
models, an application of the two subjects that have been emphasized in Chapters 1-4: (i) 
displacement continuity or strain compatibility and (ii) force equilibrium. Furthermore, this 
example is a simple illustration of the topic of residual stresses. Residual stresses are the 
stresses that remain in a structure after the loading, mechanical or thermal, is removed from 
the structure. This example can be applied directly to clad aluminums loaded beyond the 
yield stress of the cladding material. In general, residual stresses are difficult to estimate, as 
in the case of welded structures where residual stresses, sometimes as high as the material's 
yield stress, are created by the localized heating that accompanies the welding process. 

After the above discussion of the complexities of material behavior, it should be no 
surprise that the material model that is used throughout this text is the linearly elastic model 
called Hooke's law. The value of the previous discussion lies in the awareness of some of 
the limitations on this model. If the reader is overly disappointed, he or she can take comfort 
in the thought that Chapter 6 demonstrates that even the linearly elastic material model, 
when extended to triaxial loadings, is not entirely without its complications. Further solace 
is available in the fact that the linearly elastic model can be considered as the first part of 
the other simplified models, and the fact that, as previously discussed, reusable vehicles are 
very seldom designed so as to allow plastic deformations. Thus the linearly elastic material 
model is well suited to vehicular structural mechanics. 

Chapter 5 Exercises 

5.1. Show that Eq. ( 5 .1) is also valid for a rectangular cross-section of original dimen
sions ao by bo, and instantaneous dimensions a by b. 

5.2. (a) Use Fig. 5.4(a) for AISI 4340 alloy steel, 200 ksi ultimate stress level, 
to calculate the Young's modulus, the offset yield stress, and the offset 
proportional limit for this material at room temperature. 

(b) Use Fig. 5.4(b) for 2024-T42 aluminum alloy plate to calculate the ten
sile Young's modulus, the tensile offset yield stress, and the tensile offset 
proportional limit for this material for the L direction, at room temperature. 

(c) Same as (b), but for compression. 

5.3. Use Mil Handbook Five to determine the following three sets of material proper
ties for the L direction for clad 7075-T6 aluminum sheet that is 0.32 cm thick. 
(a) The A basis tensile and compressive yield stresses after a half hour at 400° F. 
(b) The room temperature primary and secondary compressive Moduli of elas-

ticity. Note that the existence of both a primary and secondary modulus of 
elasticity is due to the presence of a cladding covering the alloy core. When 
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1the loading stresses the weaker cladding material beyond its yield stress, 
there is no increase in resistance (stress) to further loading on the part of 
the cladding. The core material has to fully shoulder all further increases in 
load. The core accepts higher stresses by straining more than it would if the 
cladding were also accepting increases in loading. This greater amount of 
straining per increase in stress causes a lower (secondary) modulus of elas
ticity after the cladding reaches its yield point. In many cases the differences 
between the two moduli are small enough to ignore in analysis. 

(c) Poisson's ratio and the weight density. (The reason why the value of the 
shear modulus is omitted is explained later.) 

(d) For a 7075-T6 extruded channel beam (an example of a "shape") that is 0.38 
inches thick, determine the A basis compressive yield strength, longitudinal 
direction, after one-half hour at 350° F. 

5.4. As previously stated, material selection for design requires consideration of 
many factors. However, there are some simple rules of thumb (derivable for 
simple cases (Ref. [ 16]) that provide initial guidance for minimizing weight. 
Some examples are: (i) the weight of a uniform rod subjected to a tensile load 
is minimized by selecting the material with the maximum value of the ratio of 
the yield stress to the mass density; (ii) the weight of a axially loaded uniform 
column is minimized by maximizing the ratio of the cube root of the modulus 
of _elasticity to the mass density when the compressively loaded column has a 
specified length and end conditions, and a rectangular cross-section where the 
proportionality betwen the width and depth is fixed; and (iii) from Ref. [16], the 
weight of a thin-walled circular cylindrical shell of fixed radius and fixed length 
and variable thickness is minimized by maximizing the ratio of the square root 
of the modulus of elasticity to the density. 

Given that 2024-T42 aluminum has a weight density of 0.100 lb/in3 for rods 
and columns E = 10.5 x 103 ksi, Ee = 10. 7 x 103 ksi; for sheet and plate 
E = 10.0 x 103 ksi, Ee = 10.2 x 103 ksi; and that 4340 steel alloy (200 ksi 
ultimate) has a weight density of 0.283 lb/in3, and E = Ee = 29.0 x 103 ksi 
for all forms; then on the basis of the above rules of thumb, which of these two 
materials is the better choice for the situations (i), (ii), and (iii) mentioned above? 
Use the yield stress values from Exercise 5.2 assuming that the compressive and 
tensile yield stresses are the same. 

5.5. (a) Use the Palmgren-Miner theory to estimate whether there is a greater than, 
or less than, one-half probability of a fatigue failure for an unnotched, axial 
tensile specimen of wrought 707 5-T6 aluminum alloy at room temperature in 
air, with a circular cross-section, if that material is subjected to the following 
load history where the two types of loading are randomly mixed: 

Mean stress Alternating stress No. applied cycles 

20 ksi 20 ksi 5 000 000 
IO ksi 25 ksi 500 000 

Hint: Use the constant life diagram to estimate the allowable number of 
cycles for both loading conditions, and convert the ratio of the above actual 
number of cycles to the allowable number of cycles into a percentage, and 
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then sum to estimate (roughly) the total percent fatigue damage. Remember 
that 100-percent damage accumulation implies a one-half probability of 
fatigue failure. 

(b) Same as above, but for bare 7075-T6 alloy sheet (longitudinal direction), 
0.16 inches thick, with the following load history, where the sequence of 
load cycles is again without order: 

Max. stress Min. stress No. load cycles 

20 ksi -20 ksi 1 000 000 
40 ksi O 100 000 
30 ksi -18 ksi 100 000 

(c) A piece of 7075-T6 aluminum sheet, 0.1 inch thick, is subjected to a total 
cyclic loading in its longitudinal direction that is composed of the following 
two unordered loadings: 

Max: stress Stress ratio · No. applied cycles 

30ksi 
40ksi 

-1.0 
0.0 

30000 
50000 

If the theoretical stress concentration factor is 1.5, then use the Palmgren
Miner theory to determine whether the probability of a fatigue failure is less 
than or exceeds 50 percent. 

5.6. (a) Explain why the area under a uniaxial tensile or compressive stress-strain 
curve is describable as work done upon the material per unit volume of 
material. 

(b) As (a) above, but this time for the stress-strain curve for a single shearing 
stress. 

FOR THE EAGER 

5. 7. Consider a homogeneous bar of length L with rectangular cross-sectional dimen
sions b by h. Let the bar be stretched a small, finite distance ,1£. The cross
sectional dimensions are reduced by the amounts ,1b and ,1h. If the volume of 
the bar is the same after deformation as before, the case of perfect plasticity, 
what then is the Poisson's ratio for this perfectly plastic material? Note that here 
"small" means that ,1h/ h, ,1b/b, ,1L/ L « 1, and thus their products may be 
discarded in comparison to the ratios themselves. (Hint: Equate the before and 
after volumes.) 

FOR THE ESPECIALLY EAGER 

5.8. As mentioned in Section 5.6, the maximum shearing stress as determined by 
three Mohr's circles can be used to establish the Tresca closed boundary for 
biaxial stress states that do not produce yielding (i.e., plastic behavior). 
(a) Actually show that this boundary between elastic and elasto-plastic behavior 

is a skewed hexagon on a stress state plot with two orthogonal axes where 
one stress axis is the stress in one of the two biaxial loading directions and 
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F - F -
Figure 5.16. Example 5.3. A symmetrical three-bar structure. 

the other stress axis is the stress in the other biaxial loading direction. Hint: 
The biaxial stresses are principal stresses, and the two biaxial stresses plot 
as points on their respective axes. Consider the maximum shearing stress 
associated with points ( stress states) off the axes. 
When that task is successfully accomplished, consider what three
dimensional surface serves the same purpose for a general triaxial loading. 
(The two-dimensional answer is a cross-section of the three-dimensional 
answer.) 

Endnote (1) Residual Stress Example Problem 

Example 5.3. Consider the symmetric, three-parallel-bar arrangement shown in Fig. 5.16. 
Each bar has the same length and a small cross-section. The two outer bars, bars a and b 
are a soft aluminum while bar c, the middle bar, is a hard aluminum with a yield stress 
that is twice that of the outer bars. All three. aluminum bars have the same modulus of 
elasticity, E. At both the top and bottom of the three bars is a large hard steel fixture that 
tran.smits external loads to the three bars. The large steel fixtures can be modeled as rigid 
in comparison to the less stiff and weaker aluminum bars. The ::iluminum bars are to be 
modeled as linearly elastic, perfectly plastic. 

Let the two-fixture, three-bar structural system be stretched in tension up to, but not 
beyond, the yield point of the center bar, and then let the force on the structural system then 
be reduced to zero. The two outer bars experience plastic deformation at half the applied 
load. As a result, when the externally applied load is reduced to zero, the outer bars are left 
with compressive residual stresses while foe center bar remains in tension; see Fig. 5 .17 
The question is: What are the magnitudes of these residual stresses? 

Solution. The rigid steel fixtures cause all three bars to have the same displacements and 
the same strains throughout the loading and after the loading has been removed. Thus the 
statement of strain compatibility is 

where the a, b, and c subscript refer to the bars, and the f superscript refers to the "final" 
equilibrium state. 

To write the equation of force equilibrium, consider a free body diagram of one of the 
steel fixtures after the external loading is reduced to zero. The forces acting on the rigid 
fixture are equal and oppositely directed from the forces acting on the three bars. Since the 
two outer bars are the same, the force equilibrium equation becomes 

2Aao-f + AcG/ = 0 (where af < 0) 
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E 

Figure 5.17. The loading and ;inloading curves for the three-bar structure of Example 5.3. 

The stress-strain relations, when added to the compatibility and force equilibrium equations, 
completes the basic problem description. The stress-strain relations for the two of 
bars are 

CJ/ = EE! and a-j = EE 1 - C5ya 

where they subscript is for yield, and from Fig. 5 .17 it is possible to see that during unloading 
the stress in the outer bars is less than the stress in the center bar by the value of the yield 
stress in the outer bars. 

Now it is a matter of combining the three basic equations. The compatibility equations 
stating that all the strains are the same have already been inserted into the stress-strain 
equations. Substituting the stress-strain relations into the force equilibrium equation and 
solving for ef yields 

Ef = 2Aa Clya 

2Aa + Ac E 

Substituting the value of the final strain back into the stress-strain relations provides the 
solution for the residual stresses: 

, 2Aa 
(JJ = + C5ya 

c 2Aa + 
(Jf = (J 

a 2Aa + Ac ya 

Check that the units are correct. Note that if this model is used for clad aluminum where 
Ac » Aa, the stress in the core, area c is quite small. 

Endnote (2) Crack Growth Example 

Figure 5.18 shows a sketch of a fatigue failure surface. The failure surface is 
the cross-section of a round steel rod used to control a boat rudder. The failure surface 
is located along the shaft axis where the shaft exited the boat hull. There are two, nearly 
diametrically opposite, crack initiation points which appear to have resulted from the shaft 
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Figu.re 5.18. Beachmark pattern for crack growth in a certain circular shaft cross-section. 

flexing and impacting against the boat hull. Presumably, the shaft-hull impacts scratched 
the shaft surface causing stress risers. Tensile stresses that resulted from continued shaft 
bending caused the twin cracks to grow inward. The thin strip of area along the vertical 
diameter is the area of the shaft cross-section that failed last. The relative smallness of this 
thin strip suggests that the average maximum tensile stresses acting on the failure surface 
were not very large. The origin of the many load cycles that caused this metal fatigue failure 
cannot be determined from inspection of the failure surface. Two possibilities are (i) a 
resonance with respect to the vibration caused by the boat engine, and (ii) water turbulence 
surrounding the rudder. The author thanks Mr. Jon Forst for bringing the broken shaft to his 
attention. Chapter 13 considers the theoretical stress concentration factor associated with a 
scratch on the polished surface of a circular shaft 



CHAPTER 6 

Linearly Elastic !Vlaterials 

6.1 Introdm:tkm. 

Chapter 5 pointed out that the mechanical and therm.al response of engineering 
structural materials is quite complex. Nevertheless, if a uniaxia! stress value hes within the 
bounds of the compressive and tensile elastic/proportional limits, that complex behavior 
becomes relatively simple. Within those two limits, or as an approximation, slight extensions 
of those limits to the limits of the compressive and tensile yield stresses, there is very nearly 
a straight-line relation between stress and strain. Moreover, that straight-line relation is very 
nearly the same for both loading and unloading. That is, permanent set (plastic deformation) 
is negligible, and the relation between stress and strain is single-valued. In other words, 
the stress-strain relation no longer depends upon the previous load history. Under these 
circumstances materials are called Hookean, or linearly elastic. In summary, on the basis 
of extensive experimental evidence, engineering structural materials within the yield stress 
limits can be and are described by a mathematical model wherein the plot of stress versus 
strain is exactly a straight line, and this same straight line serves the dual purpose of 
being a loading line and an unloading line. Thus in this chapter the focus shifts from the 
complicated behavior of actual engineering materials to the justifications and implications 
of the relatively simple linearly elastic material model. 

There are three important reasons to justify restricting almost all further studies within 
this text to stresses whose values are limited to being within the yield stress bounds of nearly 
linearly elastic behavior. The first reason is that, by allowing the adoption of the linearly 
elastic material model, the task of structural analysis is greatly simplified and hence more 
easily understood without the complications of a more mathematically elaborate material 
description. It is always good engineering practice when confronted with a new, difficult-to
understand problem, to first examine simplifications that will build understanding and that 
are likely to provide check points for any more advanced theory when that theory is devel
oped. A second reason for restricting the stresses to lie within the bounds of elastic behavior 
is directly applicable to vehicular structures. That reason is that permanent deformations due 
to plastic strains unacceptably raise the possibility of problems that range from (i) degraded 
alignments that can disturb the dynamics and control of a vehicle, make maintenance more 
difficult, and increase wear on moving parts; to (ii) less efficient structure-fluid interactions 
such as increased drag in water or air, and, what is particularly important to flight vehicles, 
decreased lift; to even (iii) lowered esthetic values t.11at interfere with customer satisfaction. 
A third reason for adopting the stress limits implicit in the linearly elastic material model, 
perhaps not as vital as the first two because of the possibility of detection through inspection 
of the permanent set caused by plastic behavior, but certainly not without importance, is that 
any permanent set reduces the loading path to structural failure. In many types of vehicles, 
almost any type of structural failure is quite likely to lower the satisfaction of the vehicle 
owners and especially the operators. 

There are two distinct parts to the linearly elastic material model. The linear pa,_'i: of the 
linearly elastic material model is simply the previously noted statement of Hooke's law that 
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stress is equal to strain multiplied the slope of the loading line, which is Young's modulus. 
Hooke's law refers to a single stress and its corresponding strain. However, Hooke's law 
and the Poisson effect are the basis for the equations that are developed later in this chapter 
to describe general triaxial loadings. Again, the elastic part of the linearly elastic material 
model is the part that says that the loading line and unloading line are exactly the same, and 
therefore there is no permanent set or other plastic behavior. There are broad impli,?.tions 
to this part of the material model. Recall that the area under the stress-strain line represents 
work done per unit volume on the loaded material. Thus the recovery of all the area under the 
stress-strain line when unloading is completed can be interpreted as the complete recovery 
of all the work done on the material due to loading. From a work and energy point of view, 
the loading and unloading process of this material model is thus described as a reversible 
process. Therefore, an immediate implication of the elastic model is that no heat is generated, 
and thus lost, during the loading or unloading process. The inclusion of a no-heat-generation 
feature in the material model for actual engineering materials is experimentally justified1 

when the time duration ofloading and unloading cycles within the elastic limits is measured 
in minutes or hours, rather than seconds or fractions thereof. 

The lack of heat flow resulting from purely elastic material straining means, that for this 
elastic material model, there is no connection ( called "coupling") between, on the one hand, 
the various equations involving stress and strain th<;!t have been, and are to be, developed in 
this text, and, on the other hand, the laws of thermodynamics and heat conduction. The lack 
of a connection between those two sets of equations does not mean that structural engineers 
have no use for the laws of thermodynamics and heat conduction. It just means that the laws 
of thermodynamics and heat conduction can be treated separately from the equations that 
govern stresses, strains, and displacements. 

An importar1t consequence of the simplification that no heat is generated when a structure 
is uniaxially stressed within the values of the yield stresses is that in the first law of thermo
dynamics, which is dU = dW + dQ, the differential of heat dQ, is zero. The conclusion 
that can be drawn from d U = d W is that, when the structure is loaded, the incremental work 
done on the structure by the applied loads, dW, is stored within the structure as recoverable 
internal energy. This is so because U, the strain energy, is a point function, and dU is an 
exact differential. A simple illustration of this storage of recoverable energy, in a slightly 
more complicated context than uniaxial loading, is the compressed, elastic, coiled spring. 
The work done to compress the spring can be fully converted into kinetic energy, and thus 
recovered, by placing a small mass on the spring and then releasing the spring so as to impart 
a velocity to the small mass. The concepts of work and energy storage are quite important 
to structural analysts, and these concepts are applied to structures in later chapters starting 
with Chapter 1 S. 

The above discussion oflimitations on stress magnitudes is entirely in terms ofuniaxial 
loadings. It might seem at first that for the situation of triaxial loading, the limitation 
necessary to accomplish (i) the same desired simplicity in the relations between stresses 
and strains and (ii) the same decoupling from the laws of thermodynamics would only be the 

A process, such as a loading process, during which no heat is gained or lost is call.ed "adiabatic." The 
actual process of loading a real engineering structural material within the range of its elastic limits is 
a process that lies between t.he theoretical bounds of an adiabatic and an isothermal process. These 
two processes are very little different for a structural material subjected to those limited stresses. Since 
reversible adiabatic loading is part of the linear! y elastic material model adopted herein, it is proved 
below that for this situation all the work done on Ll-ie structural body is fully stored as elastic energy. 
In Ref. [3], the same is proved for the other bounding process, the reversible isothermal case. 
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requirement that all the principal stresses are to be bounded by their respective compressive 
and tensile yield stresses. Hopefully a recollection of the very brief discussion of the Tresca
St. Venant theory for the onset of biaxial or triaxial yielding is sufficient to discard such an 
initial thought. The way to get around having to choose between theories that predict the 
onset of yielding (i.e., the onset of plastic flow) and deal with the limits the chosen theory 
places on the principal stresses, is to simply require that the stresses in the structure do not 
cause plastic behavior. That is the limitation that is now adopted. 

There are several general types of linearly elastic material models for triaxial loadings 
and temperature changes. The two material models that are most important in engineering 
practice are called orthotropic and isotropic materials. The following two sections define and 
explain these models. The orthotropic material model is examined first, and then specialized 
to the included form that is the isotropic material model. This is a labor saving procedure 
since the development of the equations that describe the two types of materials is essentially 
the· same. Other types of linearly elastic material models are briefly mentioned at the end 
of the discussion on isotropic materials. 

6.2 Orthotropic Materials 

An orthotropic material is one where the material itself is so structured that the 
material has different physical and thermal characteristics in three orthogonal directions. 
Wood, with its grain, is an example of a natural material that fits this category. A man-made 
example is plywood~ say with three plies at right angles to each other. Another man-made 
example is a single ply of a fiber composite material. As can be seen by these examples, the 
structure of the orthotropic material and the inherent orthogonal directions associated with 
that structure are often evident to the eye.2·By far the simplest way to describe the material 
behavior of an orthotropic material is in terms of three orthogonal coordinate directions 
aligned with the structure of the material. Since wood, with its cylindrical grain geometry, 
is not a material of present concern, a Cartesian coordinate system is used throughout 
this chapter to label the three orthogonal directions of differing material properties that 
are inherent in the structure of an orthotropic material. Once those material directions are 
identified, the mathematical description of the material response to loads is just a matter of 
the repeated use of Hooke's law and Poisson's ratio. 

The strain in the x direction that is caused by a stress in the x direction is the stress in 
the x direction divided by the Young's modulus for the x direction. In symbolic form this 
linear relation between strain and stress can be written as Exx = <Yxx! Ex. From the previous 
discussion of shrinkage/expansion in the other two orthogonal directions when there is 
stretching/compression in the first orthogonal material direction, recall that Poisson's ratio, 
v, is used to relate the interaction between the strains in orthogonal directions. For an 
orthotropic material, there are different Poisson's ratios for different coordinate direction 
interactions. For this reason, each Poisson's ratio for an orthotropic material carries two 
subscripts. The first of the two subscripts identifies the direction of the strain from which 
the effect is derived, while the second subscript identifies the direction to which the effect is 

2 If the internal structure of a material is not evident, and yet it is suspected that the material is orthotropic, 
that suspicion can be tested by loading the material in various directions and monitoring the displace
ment response. If it can be discovered that there are three orthogonal directions for which there is no 
shearing strain when a normal traction of constant magnitude is applied successively in those directions, 
and the longitudinal strains in those same directions are different, then the material is orthotropic with 
respect to those three orthogonal directions. 
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(a) 

ff f fTI 

(b) 

Figure 6.1. The effects of material symmetry: (a) shearing stress loadings aligned with the 
grain of the material; (b) normal stress loadings aligned with the grain of the material. 

transferred. 3 With this symbolism in place, it may be written that the additional strain in the 
x direction due solely to the positive strain in they direction is -Vyx Eyy = -Vyx <Iyy/ Ey. 

Similarly, the quantity (-Vzx <Izzi Ez) is the x direction strain due solely to the z direction 
stress. What is being done in this discussion is that each of the normal stresses is being treated 
as independent quantity. Each independent stress produces an independent increment in the 
x direction strain. Therefore, the total x direction strain is just the sum of all its components. 
Thus far, 

<Ixx Vyx <Iyy Vzx <Izz 
Exx = - - ---. - --

Ex Ey Ez 

As can be seen from the above discussion, each of the normal stresses oriented with the 
material axes has a simple effect on each longitudinal strain oriented along another material 
axis. The shear stresses oriented with respect to the same material axes have no effect on the 
longitudinal strains. To see how that may be possible, see Fig: 6.l(a) where the lengths of 
the line segments aligned with the material axes and lying within the finite-sized rectangular 
parallelepiped are unaltered when the parallelepiped is sheared. The converse is also true. 
Consider the finite-sized parallelepiped of orthotropic material shown in Fig. 6. l(b ). About 
the center of the parallelepiped, both the geometry of the parallelepiped and the structure of 
the material are symmetric. The normal traction and stress distribution is also symmetric. 
Thus the deformation response about the center axis of symmetry must be both symmetric 
and uniform. Since both a uniform positive and a uniform negative shearing strain would 

3 Note that within the imposed stress limits, the various Young's moduli and the various Poisson's ratios 
are constants. Also note that the ordering of subscripts on Poisson's ratios in other texts is not always 
the same as adopted here. 
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result in a nonsymmetric deformation response, there cannot be any shearing strain. Thus it 
may be seen that normal stresses do not produce shearing strains,just as shearing stresses 
do not produce longitudinal strains when the normal stresses are oriented with respect to 
the material axes. 

A shearing stress produces a shearing strain with respect to the same material axes. Since 
the properties of an orthotropic material are different in different directions, the 0u,,=mF, 

strains in the planes defined by the material axes are generally different even when the 
shearing stress in each plane is the same. Thus the linearly elastic relations generally have 
to have different proportionality constants between different pairs of shearing strains and 
stresses. That is, <xy = O'xy/Gxy, Txz = Uxzl and Tyz = O'yz/Gyz· The constants Gu 
are, of course, called the shearing moduli of elasticity for the plane. Note that there is no 
interaction between stresses and strains with different pairs of subscripts when the shearing 
stresses are oriented with respect to the material axes. 

Since the orthotropic material being discussed is a linearly elastic material, any tempera
ture change is independent of the normal and shelli"i.ng stresses. Consider such a temperature 
change. A uniform temperature change throughout a differential rectangular orthotropic 
material parallepiped produces a change in length, and thus another longitudinal strain 
increment, in each of the three orthogonal material directions of the parallelepiped. The x 
direction longitudinal strain due solely to a temperature change is related to the tempera
ture change itself, symbolized as L1 T, by means of the x direction coefficient of thermal 
expansion, ax. The relation is Exx = axLlT. Similar expressions hold for the other two 
temperature-induced orthogonal strains. A uniform temperature change throughout a rect
angular parallelepiped does not produce any shearing strains in the parallelepiped. Again 
the reason for the lack of a shearing strain is the threefold symmetry of the material. 

In order to avoid any questions regarding changes in the temperature change over the vol
ume of an infinitesimal parallelepiped, the temperature cha.11ge associated 'With the infinites
imal parallelepiped is taken to be the average value that exists at the geometric center of the 
infinitesimal parallelepiped. Since the distance between the geometric center and the comer 
point P is infinitesimal, and since the equations connecting stresses and strains and the heat 
conduction equations are uncoupled, this choice for the location of the point to which the 
temperature change is ascribed has no effect on either set of equations. 

It is important to note than an implicit aspect of the simplicity of the above relationship 
between the temperature change and its induced strain is that this independent component 
of the total strain is always present regardless of any other factors, whenever there is a 
temperature change. In other words, the temperature change-induced portion of the total 
strain occurs entirely separately from the mechanically induced strains. In order to illustrate 
this fact, consider a uniform rod of length L that abuts rigid (i.e., unmoving) walls at both 
its ends. Let the bar be subjected to an increase in temperature. It may help to understand 
the resulting state of stress in the bar by first imagining that the right-hand rigid wall is 
temporarily removed, and the bar expands freely due to the temperature change-induced 
(positive) strain. Then let a compressive force be applied to the right-hand end of the bar. The 
compressive force produces a mechanically induced (negative) strain. Let the compressive 
force be made just large enough to push the bar back (without the bar budding) the distance 
ax LlT L that the right-hand end of the bar moved because of the temperature change. By 
this means the bar is restored to its original length, and the bar boundary conditions are 
again satisfied. Then the rigid wall is slipped back into its place in order to maintain that 
compressive force. In this case the mechanical strain is made just large enough to offset 
the thermal strain, thus ma,\ing the total strain zero. The point is that, even from the view 
point of never having removed the right-hand wall, there is a thermal strain as well as a 
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mechanical strain. Only when the total strain is a known value, such as zero as is the case 
in this particular problem,. is there a relation between the mechanical and thermal strain 
components of the total strain. 

The stress in the above-discussed bar is the compressive force divided by the cross
sectional area of the bar. However, this scenario of removing and then reimposing boundary 
constraints is entirely unnecessary for determining the stresses induced by temperature 
change.4 The above scenario is presented because almost all person& new to structural 
analysis become confused afone time or another with regard to thermally induced stresses, 
and the above approach to the elementary bar problem is helpful for returning to the correct 
path. That correct path .is what might be called the direct analytical approach to this same 
bar problem. This direct approach, which is suitable for much more complicated cases of 
thermal strain, proceeds in the manner explained in the example problem below. 

Example 6.1. Let Ex be the modulus of elasticity of the above discussed bar in the direction 
of the length of the bar (the x direction). Then the equation for the strain in the x direction 
is 

O'xx 
Exx = - + axL1T 

Ex 

Since every free body diagram shows that the stress on any cross-section is the same as 
that at any other cross-section, and since the temperature change is the same everywhere, 
the conclusion is that the strain is also a constant over the length of the bar. That is, since 
the right-hand side of the above equation is a constant, so too must the left-hand side be a 
constant. Since the ends of the bars do not displace, there is no change in length of the bar. 
Thus the constant strain E xx must be zero. Substituting this value for the strain into the above 
equation and solving for the stress yields the solution 

• 
In subsequent chapters, emphasis is placed upon always identifying and then including in 

the analysis four pieces of information: ( a) an equilibrium statement, either from a free body 
diagram (FBD) peculiar to the problem at hand, or from the general equilibrium equations 
derived from the FBD of the infinitesimal parallelepiped; (b) a strain compatibility or 
strain-displacement relation; (c) a relation between strains and stresses; and (d) boundary 
condition statements. In the simple analysis of the above example problem, three of these 
four statements have such simple forms that they might be overlooked. To avoid such an 
oversight, note that (a) is the statement that the stress is a constant; (b) is the information that 
the strain is a constant; and (d) identifies the strain as zero. Item (c) is the only equation in 
this example to have any substantial form. It is of course written out as the first equation of 
this example. 

The coefficient of thermal expansion in actual structural materials is a nonlinear function 
of temperature. In some cases, this coefficient can approximately double over a thousand
degree temperature range. However, not many structures have nearly that great a temperature 

4 Some analysts decry such phrases as "thermally induced stresses," "thermal stresses," "stresses due to 
temperature changes," and the like. Their correct view is that temperature changes produce strains, and 
it is the constraints on the system, such as boundary conditions, or the indeterminacy of the structure 
itself that produce the stresses by prohibiting ·the free expansion of the material. However, using these 
phrases is a matter of common convenience at the expense of perhaps obscuring the actual origins of 
these stres,es. 
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variation. Thus, when the temperature distribution is far less severe, it is almost the 
case that the use of a constant coefficient of thermal produces a negligible error. 
The constant coefficient to be used the average value for the temperature range. 

note that neither time nor stress rate nor strain rate have any 
the description of the relation between strains and stresses for the linearly orthotropic 
material model. This fact, of course, restricts the use of this mathematical model to those 
situations where it is indeed to those facets of the material Now 
that all the contributions to the material model from stresses and temperature changes have 
been these contributions can be combined together to form the complete strain-
stress for the orthotropic material. When cast into matrix these equations 
in terms of coordinates aligned with the material axes are 

I { y} = [ S]{ o-} + L1 T {a} ] 

where 

Eyy Ezz hy Yxz V I 
4 _1,:::J 

= Lrrxx Cfyy CYzz axy U>.z 

Oiy Cl:z 0 0 0 

and 

r I/Ex 

I -Vxy/ Ex 1/Ey -Vzy/ Ez 

l 
-Vxzf Ex 1/ Ez 
•••••••••••••o••>••••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

l/Gxz 

0 

l) 

Note that the upper right a_11d lower left 3 x 3 submatrices are null. This is the mathematical 
statement that, as discussed above, there is no interaction between the normal 
stresses and longitudinal strains- on the one hand, and the shearing stresses and strains on 
the other hand, when the coordinates axes are the same as the material axes of symmetry. 

The 6 x 6 matrix above is called the matrix (Ref. or the material flexi-
bility matrix. Within the compliance mat1ix there appear three 
,rnJ~•~n, and six Poisson's ratios for a total of a dozen material there are 
three relations among these material Hence there are nine independent material 
properties, or material constants, that define an orthotropic material without the 
three coefficients of thermal expansion. The three relations the i 2 material constants 
are a result of the necessa..1 symmetry of the matrix. That 
the following relations among the three moduli of elasticity and the six Poisson's ratios 

Vyx Vxz Vzx Vzy Vyz 

Ex Ex li' ~z 

There are no relations among the shear moduli. 

5 The proof of the symmetry of the compliance matrix is best dea!t with by first proving Betti's reciprocal 
theorem. Because of the lengths of these two proofs, and their peripheral relation to the objectives of 

this text, they are both relegated to Appendix A, Section 2. 
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The single matrix equation, Eq. (6.1) is equivalent to six linear, algebraic equations for 
the strains in terms of the stresses. These six equations can be solved simultaneously for the 
stresses in terms of the strains. Alternatively, matrix algebra can be used to accomplish the 
same goal. In order to determine the stresses in terms of the strains using matrix algebra, 
premultiply both sides of Eq. (6.1) by the inverse of the compliance matrix: 

[Sr1{y} = [Sr1[SJ{a} + [Sr1L1T{a} 

Solving for {a}: 

{a}= [sr1{y} - L1T[sr1{a} 

Introducing the symbol [E] for the inverse of the compliance matrix, that is, 

[E] = [Sr1 

allows the above equation to be rewritten as 

{a}= [EJ{y} - L1T[E]{a} (6.3) 

Equations (6.3) are called the orthotropic stress-strain equations, and [£] is called the 
material stiffness matrix. Another name for either the strain-stress equations Eq. (6.1), or 
the stress-strain equations above, Eq. (6.3), or both, is the constitutive equations. It is a 
straightforward matter to determine the elements of the 6 x 6 material stiffness matrix by 
inverting the compliance matrix. The results of the matrix inversion are 

where 

and 

N"Eu = Ex(l -VzyVyz) (NE12 =NE21) = Ex(vyx +vzxVyz) 

= Ey(vxy + Vxz Vzy) 

NE22 = Ey(l - VzxVxz) (NE13 = NE31) = Ex{Vzx + VyxVzy) 

= Ez(Vxz + Vxy Vyz) 

NE33 = Ez(l - VxyVyx) (NE23 = NE32) = Ey(Vzy + VxyVzx) 

= Ez(Vyz + Vyx Vxz) 

£44 = Gxy £55 = Gxz £66 = Gyz 

and all other elements of [E] are zero. Remember that the above values for the elements of 
the material stiffness matrix, like those of the compliance matrix, are only valid when the 
Cartesian coordinate system is aligned with the axes inherent in the material. 

6.3 Isotropic and Other Linearly Elastic Materials 

An isotropic material is a material that has the same mechanical and thermal 
properties in all directions. In other words, all axes within the material are axes of material 

· syminetry just as any diameter is an axis of symmetry for a circle. A metal casting would 
be an example of an isotropic material. Rolled metals usually have a slight degree of 
orthotropism. Hence the designations L (longitudinal) and LT (long transverse) for rolled 
sheet and plate products in Mil Handbook Five. However, the degree of orthotropism 
for the directional Young's moduli and Poisson's ratios is usually much less than the 
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differences between the tensile and compressive moduli of elasticity, and much less than 
the error in saying that strain is proportional to stress up to the yield stress rather than the 
proportional limit Therefore, engineering practice is to model structural metals as isotropic 
materials. The constitutive equations for an isotropic material can be obtained from those 
for an orthotropic material simply by discarding all the directional subscripts attached to 
the material constants. Thus the isotropic compliance matrix and the isotropic material 
stiffness matrix involve but a single Young's modulus, shear modulus, and Poisson's ratio. 
Since it is convenient to have the isotropic strain-stress equations readily available, they 
are reproduced below. In matrix form they are 

r: 
1/E -v/E -v/E 0 0 0 

a,, I r" -v/E 1/E -v/E 0 0 0 

~: +"'f Ez7 
-v/E --v/E l/E 0 0 0 

Yxy 0 0 0 1/G 0 0 O'xy 0 l V-z 0 0 0 0 1/G 0 Clx- 0 
;;z 0 0 0 0 0 1/G, ,. Cly: j O J 

(6.4) 

or, as before, 

{y} = [S]{cr} + IJ.T{a} 

The stress-strain equations are sometimes written in another form because even when 
all the directional subscripts are deleted, the expressions for each matrix element still make 
for a crowded matrix. In the more compact terms of the Lame constants A and /Jv, the 
stress-strain equations are, where e = Exx + Eyy + Ezz 

Clxx = Ae + +2µ)0t.CJ.T axy = Gy,y 

Clyy = J....e + 2µEyy - (3J.... + 2µ,)aiJ.T Gxz = GYxz 

Clzz = Ae + 2!}vEzz - (3,\ + 2µ,)a!J.T 0-yz = Gyyz 

The Lame constants are related to Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio by the 
equations: 

vE ;,_ = ------
( 1 + v)(l - 2v) 

E 
µ= ---

+v) 

!}v(3J.... + 2µ) 
£=----

)..+µ 

J.... 
v= ----

2(),, + µ) 

(6.5) 

For the record, the longitudinal strain-normal stress equations in terms of the Lame constants 
are 

axx + G,v + azz 
2µE - G - ;,_ ., + 2,'J.O!.dT 

xx - xx 3).. + 2µ 

Cfxx + Gyy + Gzz 
2/lEyv = G,,,. - A · · + 2µa IJ. T 

· ,. 3J.... + 2µ 

2 , _ 0-_u + q yy + O"zz 
µ.Ez- - O"n - ;,_ + 2 1wiJ.T 

' " 3A + 2µ ,. 

As previously noted, in the case of the orthotropic material model there are three relations 
between the material constants of the compliance matrix that are a result of the required 
symmetr; of that matlix. The proof that the material stiffness matrix is also symmetric is 
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left as an exercise. The isotropic compliance and material stiffness matrices are identically 
symmetric, so there is nothing to be learned from matrix symmetry. Thus it appears that 
there are three material constants that are required to describe an isotropic material: either 
the set E, v, and G, or the set A, f.l, and G. However, in there are only two 
independent material constants for an isotropic material. This may be proved as follows. 
Consider an arbitrarily shaped isotropic structural body subjected to an arbitrary set ofloads 
and temperature changes. Choose a Cartesian coordinate system that is aligned with the axes 
of principal strain at the point under consideration. Then, from Eq. ( 4.9c) ( or from Eq. (2.2) 
and the analogy between stresses and Green strains in all coordinate rotation equations), 
the shearing strain in any Cartesian coordinate system rotated with respect to the axes of 
the principal strains is 

Y:y = 2(E!J Cxx Cyx + E22 Cxy Cyy + E33 Cxz 

where, again, numerical subscripts on stresses and strains indicate principal values. Now 
note, from Eq. (6.4 ), that for an isotropic material the axes for principal strains are always the 
same as the axes for principal stresses. Thus when the principal strains are inserted into the 
strain-stress equations, the stresses of these same strain-stress equations must be principal 
stresses. Extracting the first three strain-stress equations (rm,vs) from the matrix equation, 
which is Eq. (6.4), and using them to substitute for tt'1.e strains in the above equation leads to 

2 ( . ~ = E 0'11 Cxx Cyx + G22 Cxy Cyy , 0"33 Cxz 

2v - E [(a22 + 0"33) Cxx Cyx + (a11 + G33) Cxy Cyy + (G11 + 0-22) Cxz Cyz)] 

+ 2a!1T(Cxx Cyx + Cxy Cyy + Cxz 

The last expression, the one with the temperature.change factor, can be shown to be zero by 
writing the dot product ofi* = Cxxi + Cxyj + Cxzk ru.1dj* = + + Cyzk where each 
of these orthogonal unit vectors in the rotated coordinate system is written in terms of the 
direction cosines between the rotated and original coordinate systems. Having thus elim
inated the third term, focus on the second term. One of t..11e guides to successful algebraic 
manipulation is to seek sym.,'11etries of expression where these are readily available. The 
second term has three sums of pairs of the principal stresses. If the omitted principal stress 
is added to each of those pairs, the term becomes algebraically symmetric. To accomplish 
this goal, add the following expression that is identically zero to the right-hand side: 

2 
17 [V0-11 Cxx Cyx + V0-22 Cxy Cyy + V0-33 Cxz Cyz - VO"!i Cxx Cyx 
L 

-V0-22 Cxy Cyy - VG33 Cx: Cyz] 

Grouping the positive parts of the above expression with the first of the two remaining 
parts of the equation for y/y, and the negative terms with the second part, leads to 

* 2(1 + v) . . 
Yxy = E (au Cxx Cyx_ -t- 0-22 Cxy Cyy -t- 0-33 Cxz 

2v 
- £(ail + 0-22 + G33)(Cxx Cyx + Cxy Cvy + Cxz 

The same zero sum of direction cosines eliminates the new second term. Now note that 
from Eq. (2.2), where the original axes in this case are principal axes. the stress and 
direction cosine terms within the parentheses sum to o-;Y. Thus 

+ v)/ E]a;. 
'-) 
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the relation is also true "''"'""'"''"' 
"n,·"",,mu coordinates. these last two expressions for 

yields the general isotropic relation between the three material constants 

Hence the conclusion is that there are two material constants for an 
isotropic material. From Eq. it is apparent that the Lame constantµ is the same as the 
shear modulus. Therefore, in terms of the Lame constants, the two material 
parameters are A andµ. 

The final item of business for materials is to note that there are bounds on 
the possible values of Poisson's ratio, First of material is 
known or which in a direction to the direction in which 
it is stretched, or that contracts in a direction perpendicular to the direction in which it 
is compressed [see Endnote Thus it is concluded that Poisson's ratio cannot be a 
negative number. An upper bound for Poisson's ratio can be determined by V~Hu.,~•~uu,

a finite or differential-sized rectangular parallelepiped subjected to a state of hydrostatic 
pressure, Po, without any temperature Since there are no shear stresses, it should be 
clear that each principal stress has the value -p0 . these principal stress values 
into the strain-stress shows that there are no shear strains, and each 
principal strain has the value -(1 - 2v)p0 / E. If Poisson's ratio could take on the values 
equal to, or greater than ! , then the would not be compressed 

by the hydrostatic pressure. Indeed, if the Poisson's ratio were greater than ! , the material 
would expand under the action of the pressure. Since no known material behaves 
that way, it is concluded that J is an upper bound for Poisson's that for 
materials, 

0 ::S V ::S 0.5 (6.9) 

If the value of Poisson's ratio is ! , the material is incompressible. When a metal undergoes 

deformation, the value of Poisson's ratio closely approaches!-
Note that the above bounds on Poisson's ratio to an isotropic material. The 

values of the Poisson's ratios for orthotropic materials can and do exceed! and even 1. It is 
also possible to develop bounds for the material constants of an orthotropic material based 
upon the observation that the compliance matrix has to be a positive definite matrix.6 

Now that orthotropic and isotropic materials have been dealt with, the discussion of types 
of linearly elastic materials can be concluded mentioning two other material models. 
An anisotropic material is one which has no axes or of material symmetry. This 
mea11s that all stresses and strains interact with all other stresses and strains regardless of 
the coordinate axes chosen so that, in general, the compliance matrix has no zeros. Since 
the 6 x 6 matrix is symmetric, there are 21 material constants that need to 
be determined in order to specify the behavior of such a material. No homogeneous 

material. The usefulness of the 

6 A positive definite matrix can be defined as a square matrix [p] such that for all compatible vectors { x}, 
the triple product Lx J [p l{x J > 0 whenever (x) is not nuli. Two useful Lheorems pertaining to positive 
definite matt-ices, from Ref. [20], are that all their eigenvalues are positive, and the determinants of all 
sizes included within the matrix and centered upon Lhe prir.cipal diagonal of the matri.x are positive. 
This includes the individual elements on the principal diagonal, this latter theorem is the source of the 
inequalities for the orthotropic material constants. 
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concept of an anisotropic material is generally limited to that of being the most general case 
for a linearly elastic material. A material is a material for which there is 
one plane where the mechanical and thermal properties are the sa...'11e in all directions withir1 
that plane. This is merely a special case of an for example, 
the properties in the x and y directions are the same, but are different in the z direction. 
The result of several bonded fiber composite plies with the same stacked on top 
of each other, is closely approximated by the transversely model. Five material 
constants are required to define such a model, and therefore five material tests are needed 
to determine the values of those five constants. 

6.4 The Plane Stress Constitutive Equations 

For the case of plane stress, the full three-dimensional orthotropic strain-stress 
equations for the coordinate axes of material symmetry reduce to the following matrix 
form: 

with the equations Yxz 

-Vyx/ Ey 

1/ Ey 

0 

0 

0 

Y.vz = 0, and 

+ azfJ.T 

11(1xx I {ax} 
I CYyy I + LJ.T O!y 

J axy 0 

(6. 

1) 

The inversion of the above equations to obtain the stress-strain ~-,·~m.,v,rn produces the 
result 

ri 
r r 

Vyx 0 
1 

I nx 
ayy == l VxvK 

Ey 0 
(1 - Vxy 

C J 

axy 0 0 

l I €xx J' I l Evv 
I n 

J Yxy 

.tJT 
r axEx + l (} - l + ;xVyx 

J 
Again, the isotropic can easily be obtained from the orthotropic equations 

by the simple expedient of dropping all the directional subscripts. Since the orthotropic 
stress-strain equations stated above are a bit lengthy, the isotropic result is recorded as 

In order to keep the number of symbols to a minimum, the plane stress compliance ,u1d 
maLrix stiffness matrices are denoted with the same [S] and respectively. 

6.5 

Recall that a fiber composite laminate is a stack of bonded plies, and a 
sheet of unidirectional fibers in a bonding material called the matrix. In other the 
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laminate is to the plies as plywood is to wood plies. The individual fiber composite plies 
of a laminate are generally modeled as being in a state of plane stress. The material axes 
of the individual plies are not necessarily rotationally aligned with the coordinate axes that 
are chosen to best represent the geometry of the laminate. In order to discuss Cartesian 
coordinate rotations for individual plies, let each ply axis be an "original" axis, and let the 
laminate axis be the "rotated" axis. Recall that the orthotropic constitutive equations stated 
above, Eqs. (6.10) and (6.11), are only valid for the material axes of the fiber composite 
plies. Thus, once again it is necessary to use the rotation equations developed initially in 
Chapter 2 in order to obtain the constitutive relations for the plies in terms of the laminate 
coordinate system. Casting Eqs. (2.6) into matrix form yields 

{ ::x } = [ ::: ; 

(1~ - sine cose 

sin2 e 
cos2 e 

sine cos e 

2sinecose ] { axx} 
- 2 sin e cos e a yy 

(cos2 e - sin2 e) C1xy 

which can be written concisely as {a*} = [R(e)]{a} 

(6.14) 

Recall that the angle e is positive counterclockwise from the original material axes 
(without asterisks) to the laminate axes (with asterisks). The exact analogy between the 
rotation of the Green strains and the rotation of stresses, after converting from the Green 
shearing strains to the engineering shearing strains, produces the rotation equation for fiber 
composite strains as 

{ ::x } = [ :~::; 

;£ -2 sine cos e 

sin2 e 

cos2 e 

2sinecose 

sin e cos e ] { ~ } '°XX 

- sine COS e Eyy 

cos2 e - sin2 e Yxy 

(6.15) 

This equation can be written concisely as {y*} = [r(e)]{y }, where y is used to represent the 
3 x 1 vector of strains in order to make clear that the shearing strain term is the engineering 
shearing strain rather than the Green shearing strain. Note that the differences between [R] 
and [r] are iimited to factors of 2 between some of the off-diagonal terms, which of course 
are a result of the conversion from Green's strains to engineering strains. It is easy to observe 
that 

[R(-e)r = [r(e)] and [r(-e)]1 = [R(e)] 

It is necessary to obtain the inverse of the rotation matrix [r(e)]. The inverse relation 
between the two strain vectors is (see additional exercises) 

I:;; } = [ :~;:; ~::: ~:~~ec:~~e ] { :t j (6.16) 
Yxy 2sinecose -2sinecose cos2 e-sin2 e y;y 

As might be expected by considering exactly what is accomplished by these rotation matri
ces, the inverse of the matrix [r(e)] is equalto the matrix [r(-e)] = [R(e)]1. The same thing 
is true for the [R.(e)] matrix, that is, its inverse equals [R(-e)] = [r(e)]1. Thus Eq. (6.16) 
can be rewritten as 

{y} = [r(-e)]{y*} (6.16a) 

Equations (6.14) and (6.16a) can now be used to write the stress-strain equation for a 
fiber composite ply for any coordinate axes, and in particular, the coordinate axes of the 
laminate. PremultiplyingEq. (6.12) by [R(e)], replacing {y} by [r(-e)]{y*} = [R(e)]1{y*}, 
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Figure 6.2. Structural design features for a central portion of a fuselage built of fiber 
composites. Courtesy of the Aerospace Structures Information and Analysis Center. 

and noting Eq. (6.14), yields 

{a*} = [R(8)][E][R(t:l)r{y*} - [R(8)]{A}L\T 

= [E*]{y*} - {A*}L\T (6.17) 

where the definitions of the material stiffness matrix and the thermal expansion matrix in the 
laminate (rotated) coordinates, [ E*] and {A*} respectively, are obvious. Clearly the material 
stiffness matrix of this general stress-strain equation for an orthotropic material in a state 
of plane stress is one that is generally without zero elements. Similarly, 

{y*} = [r(8)][S][R(-8)]{a*} + [r(8)]{a }L\T 

= [S*]{a*} + {a*}L\T 

Note that [S*] is a symmetric matrix because 

[S*] = [r(11)][S][R('-t1)] = [r(8)][S][r(e)t 

(6.18) 

The latter form clearly shows that [S*] = [S*]t. Of course, this same conclusion may be 
drawn for [E*]. The use of composite laminates to form a portion of an aircraft structure is 
illustrated in Fig. 6.2. 

6.6 SUIDDlary 

For a broad class of materials, this chapter establishes the mathematical link 
between stresses and strains. This link closes the chain connecting prescribed boundary 
tractions to stresses to strains to displacements to prescribed boundary displacements. That 
final link, called the constitutive equations, was forged by developing a linearly elastic 
material model that closely approximates the behavior of actual structural materials when 
the stresses are limited to values that do not produce appreciable plastic deformations. The 
first two features of the linearly elastic material model, (i) the straight-line relation between 
strain and stress, and (ii) the congruence of the loading and unloading paths, make the 
constitutive equations linear algebraic, and single-valued. The third and last feature of the 
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Figure 6.3. 6.2. A heated bimetallic bar. 

linearly elastic material model, the of all work done on the material as elastic energy, 
is a result of the congruence of the and unloading and the absence of heat 
generation in the elastic stress range. This last feature has considerable and is 
developed further in Part IV. 

There are two important types of linearly elastic materials. These two 
materials are called and CG,;UV!JC~. 

sections of these of symmetry are called the material axes. 
have different properties in the different material axis directions. The 
tive are complicated the presence of nine material constants, not 
counting the three coefficients of thermal In stark contrast, an 
which is a material that has the same in all has 
material constants, a single coefficient of thermal "~-pu.u,,,v,;. 

constitutive equations can be developed the same way as those equations are devel-
oped for an orthotropic material, or the results can be converted to the isotropic 
case removal of all directional on the material constants. 

The things the reader needs to take away from this chapter are primarily 
ity with the stress-strain and strain-stress those for 
and (ii) the idea that thermal strains are always 
change. 

Example 6.2. The bimetallic bar shown in Fig. 6.3 is heated so that it undergoes a uniform 
temperature + T0 . If the ends of the bar are restrained from any axial movement, and 
the geometry of the bar is uniform, what then is the stress in the bar. Base your analysis on 
the t.hat the bar does not buckle. Hint: It is here necessary to write an 
equation, material equations, and strain-displacement ~4cmuu-u0 

Solution. A free diagram at the juncture of the two different materials shows that 
since the axial forces in the two halves are the same, and since the cross-sectional areas 
are the same, a 1 = CJ2 =a. Without any loss of generality, assume that a 1 > a 2 . Then the 
juncture at x = L moves to the right an unknown distance u0 . Therefore. E 1 = and 
E2 = -uo/ L. Since E1 = + a 1 T0 , and E2 = + from the 
E1 = -E2, +a1 To = -(CJ/E2 )- After this equation for the stress, 
the result is 

Chapter 6 Exe.rcises 

6.1. Detem1:ine the strain-stress relations of an 
coordinate system. 

material for a 
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Figure 6.4. Exercise 6.5; A symmetrical three-bar structure. 

6.2. (a) In Appendix A it is proved that the compliance matrix for an orthotropic 
material must be symmetric. The equations in this chapter reflect the sym
metry of that compliance matrix and its inverse, the material stiffness matrix. 
Prove the general theorem that the inverse of any symmetric matrix is also 
symmetric. Hint: Given [S] = [S]t, prove [E] = [E]t where [E] = [S]-1. 

Start with the identity matrix [ J] = [S] [ E], and transpose this last expression. 
Then there are two more steps. 

(b) When are the directions of the principal stresses the same as the directions 
of the principal strains in an isotropic material? 

(c) When are the directions of the principal stresses the same as the directions 
of the principal strains in an orthotropic material? 

6.3. For the case of plane stress, determine the expression for the strain E zz in terms 
of the other two longitudinal strains for the case ofan isotropic material. 

6.4. From the following data, determine the value of axy· (Present your answer 
using the appropriate number of significant figures.) The material is isotropic. 
a!J.T = 12 x 10-4 in/in, E = 10 x 106 psi, Poisson's ratio = 0.30, and LY J = 
LIS. 1.5 2.0 10. 15. 3.0J 10-4 • 

6.5. Consider the simple structure composed of three isotropic bars capped by rigid 
fixtures as shown in Fig. 6.4. The rigid caps can move without rotation in the 
direction of the bar axes. At the original temperature of this structure, the structure 
was stress-free. What are the stresses in the bars when the three bars experience a 
uniform temperature change equal to the value To? Should and does your answer 
say that the stresses are zero when the two coefficients of thermal expansion are 
equal? Hint: Be sure to write equilibrium equations for the bars and the bar caps, 
a strain compatibility equation based upon the displacements of the system, 
and the two constitutive equations, one for each material. Then you will have 
sufficient equations to determine all unknowns. 

FOR THE EAGER 

6.6. One step in the calculation of the inverse of a square matrix is the determination 
of the determinant of the matrix. Calculate the determinant of the rotation matrix 
[r(8)]. 

6.7. In the development of Eq. (6.17), the column matrices {A} and {A*} appear. 
· What are the elements of these matrices? What is {a*} in Eq. (6.18)? 

6.8. If the middle bar of the structure of Exercise 6.5 was miscut so that it is a distance 
8 << L longer than the twin outer bars, but is forced to fit into the structure with 
the outer bars, then what are the stresses in the bars? (The stress due to a misfit 
is one example of a "residual stress.") 
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Figure 6.5. Exercise 6.11. The sign convention for in-plane stress resultants, that is, for 
in-plane normal and shearing forces per unit of edge length. 

6.9. An isotropic material has the same properties in all directions. This may mean 
that the compliance matrix and the material stiffness matrix of the isotropic con
stitutive equations are exactly the same irrespective of the choice of orthogonal 
axes. To investigate the question, consider the case of plane stress where the 
material stiffness matrix is [E]. The material stiffness matrix for rotated axes is 
[E*] = [R(B)][E][r(-B)]. 
(a) Should the isotropic material stiffness matrix be the same for any choice of 

coordinate axes, that is, [ E*] = [ E]? If not, why not? 
(b) For the plane stress case cited above, is [E*] actually equal to [E]? 

6.10. Confirm or deny that the plane strain a - E equations are 

E 
(1 - 2v)axx = --[(l - v)Exx + VEyy] - Ea.t1T 

l+v 
E 

(1 '--- 2v)ayy = --[VExx + (1 - v)Eyy] - EaAT 
l+v 

Eyxy a - --'--
x y - 2(1 + v) 

FOR THE ESPECIALLY EAGER 

6.11. Consider a laminate of 2N plies where the ply orientations and thicknesses are 
symmetric about the midplane of the laminate. Let the laminate be loaded in the 
plane of the laminate as shown in Fig. 6.5 where the quantities Nx, Ny, and Nxy = 
Nyx are the forces per unit of edge length in the directions indicated. (Each force 
per unit of edge length is equal to the corresponding traction multiplied by the 
total thickness of the laminate.) Since the laminate is symmetric, the top half 
and bottom half equally share the uniformly applied loads, so that the laminate 
only stretches, or contracts, and shears, rather than bends or twists. Thus all the 
strains are the plane stress type strains of the 3 x 1 column matrix { y} previously 
discussed. Thus the equation of equilibrium becomes, summing the stresses over 
the thicknesses, t, of the 2N plies with the index p. 

N 

2 L tp{a(P)*} = {N*} 
p=l 
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Figure 6.6. Visualization of a material microstructure as a series of hinged bar segments 
that require vertical expansion in response to a horizontal expansion. 

where the asterisk indicates the laminate coordinate axes. Put this equilibrium 
equation together with the stress-strain matrix equations for each bonded ply 
in the laminate coordinate system. Then use appropriate strain compatibility 
equations to determine the stress in each ply in the ply coordinate system. 

Endnote (1) Negative Poisson Ratios 

As reported in the May 1989 issue of Design News, negative Poisson ratios (-0.1 
to -0.7) have proved possible for polyurethane foams that have what is called a "reentrant" 
microarchitecture. A simple explanation of that three-dimensional microarchitecture can 
be based on the eight bar, pinned mechanism shown in Fig. 6.6. Forcing apart the outer 
left-hand and right-hand hinges straightens and thus expands the top and bottom links. 
The same happens to the links on the left and right sides. Hence there is expansion in 
the two orthogonal directions. This foam is not a homogeneous material. Thus there is no 
contradiction with the previous discussion. 





PART II 

OF ELASTICITY** 

U.1 I:ntn.ductkm 

There are in this part of the textbook. 7 and 8 
provide in different circumstances of 

for a stress formulation 

__ ,,,-,,w, the stress-strain constitutive equations, the strain
displacement equations, and the displacement or stress vv•mn~m 

This section is labeled optional for two reasons. The fast and foremost reason is that 
the of that are solved in Part II, particularly those of ~···~..,·~· 
the geometry of the structural element involves straight line 
easily, indeed routinely, the finite which is nrc>cpnnv 

approximate method of structural analysis. Only the very simple circular of 
Chapter 7 offer a rare to the rule, which is use the finite element method 
and forget the exact solutions offered in these two chapters and elsewhere. The second 
reason that this part of the textbook is is because it is that most, if not 
all, undergraduate curriculums cannot as 
mentioned, is far from the center of engineering arises 
as to this material should be included at all. The first reason for its inclusion is that these 

a basis for the accuracy of all the methods of 
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solutions of Chapter 8 are referenced in Chapters 9 and 10. The second reason for including 
these exact solutions is that they possess a degree of elegance, and elegance is always to be 
appreciated. 

Part II concludes with a series of fifty-six True-False questions intended as a review of 
the material of Parts I and II, but mostly Part I. 



CHAPTER 7 

The Theory of Elasticity 

7 .1 Introduction 

Chapters 1-6 developed (i) the general equilibrium equations from a free body dia
gram (FBD) of a differential rectangular parallelepiped taken from a structural body of any 
shape and material; (ii) the strain-displacement equations and the equivalent compatibility 
equations from the geometry of the deformations of the same parallelepiped; and finally 
(iii) the constitutive equations for the isotropic and orthotropic linearly elastic material 
models. Again, these three sets of equations, which apply over the interior of the struc
tural body, are called the field or domain equations. The Cauchy equations, which relate 
the tractions and the stresses at the boundary, were also discussed at length, and mention 
was made of prescribed displacement equations that specify displacements at the boundary. 
Again, the Cauchy and the prescribed displacement equations are collectively called the 
boundary condition equations. Together, the three sets of field equations and the boundary 
condition equations form the four sets of equations that are the basis for what is called the 
theory of elasticity. This chapter demonstrates what· can be done with these four sets of 
equations. 

There are six unknown stresses, six unknown strains, and three unknown displacements 
throughout the domain (interior) of the structural body of interest. There are three equi
librium equations, six stress-strain equations, and six strain-displacement equations. Thus 
there are a total of 15 unknown stresses, strains, and displacements, and 15 independent equa
tions relating those quantities. As is demonstrated later, another way of counting unknowns 
and equations is to use the compatibility equations in the tally, and thereby have no need 
to consider displacements. By this alternate approach there are the three equilibrium equa
tions, the six strain-stress equations, and three ( of six) independent compatibility equations. 
In other words, there are 12 independent equations (of 15 equations) for the 12 unknown 
stresses and strains. Thus, within the limits imposed on these equations (small displace
ments), it appears that the problem of determining the stresses, strains, and displacements is 
now completely formulated and open to solution. In the development below, this prospect is 
demonstrated to be fact. However, in broad classes of structural analysis problems, actually 
obtaining practical solutions for everyday structural engineering tasks may often require 
compromises as is seen in Part ill. 

There are two overall approaches that can be taken to formulating the theory of elasticity 
problem. The first approach is to combine the 15 equations in 15 unknown stress, strain, 
and displacement functions into a smaller number of equations with the same smaller 
number of unknowns. Combining equations is accomplished by substituting for, and thus 
eliminating, unknown functions. While such an approach generally makes more practical 
the simultaneous consideration of the resulting fewer number of equations, the value of this 
first approach is quite limited in the theory of elasticity. Some details of this first approach 
are considered in Endnote (1). 

The second general approach to the theory of elasticity is simply to consider individually 
the four sets of equations of the first paragraph in some appropriate sequence. This second 
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approach is demonstrated in the next three sections of this where two 
simple examples are These serve as a model for the individual 
application of each of the three sets of field condition 
to any strnctural analysis problem. The of this second 
possible to one or more of the four sets of equations 
those equation sets to the problem at hand. Chapter 8 
solutions in this same '''".imcu,uu 

7.2 A Theory of Elasticity Sob.i.tion Using Stresses 

The organization of the unknown stress, strain, and au;p1ae<e1Ytertr 
solution. in either a unified or sequential is 
two mutually exclusive ways. These two formulations are known as the 
and the displacement formulation. As the names a stress formulation is a solution 
organized so that the remaining unknown functions are the stresses, while the 
formulation uses the displacements as the remaining unl<-.nown functions. Both formulations 
require the use of stress equilibrium equations, but make different choices among the 
of possibilities thereafter. Summaries how a problem can be formulated exclusively 
in terms of stresses or exclusively in terms of follow. 

The stress formulation builds upon: 

1. The equilibrium equations in terms of stresses. 
2. The compatibility equations in terms of strains" 
3. The strain-stress equations. 
4. Boundary conditions that involve tractions. The tractions are related to the 

internal stresses via the Cauchy equations. 

The solution process for the stress formulation is to use the strain-stress equations to 
substitute for the strains in the compatibility equations so as to obtain the combined equations 
entirely in terms of stresses. Then with the equilibrium and boundary condition equations 
that are already in terms of stresses, a solution for the stresses can be sought. This approach 
is limited to those circumstances where all the boundary conditions can be written 
in terms of stresses, including zero valued-stresses. 

The displacement formulation builds upon: 

l. The equilibrium equations in terms of stresses. 
2. The stress-strain equations. 
3. The strain-displacement equations. 
4. Boundai1 condition statements that involve either tractions, 

ments, or both. 

The solution process for the displacement formulation is to use the stress-strain 
equations to replace the stresses in the equilibrium equations with strains; the strain
displacement equations in order to write the combined and constitutive equa-

. tions in terms of displacements and thereby have the combined field 
in terms of displacements; and use the same sequence of stress-strain and strain
displacement field equations to rewrite the traction condition equations in tenns 
of displacements. Then, with the displacement boundary conditions, all boundary 
condition equations, as well as the field are in terms of 

This section illustrates the individual, that of 
elasticity equations in the solution of a problem where stresses are the unknown functions. 



The 
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stress vectors 
must be both equal and 
(The normal stresses on 
edges are omitted for clarity.) 
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Figure 7.1. (a) The rotated and heated disk problem of Examples 7.1 and 7.2. Example 
7 .1. A diagram of two side-by-side differentiai elements defined cylindrical coordinates. 
This sketch is useful for deducing that the shearing stresses must everywhere be zero. In 
Example 7.2, a similar diagram of deformed, cylindrical coordinate, differential elements 
can be constructed to show that the shearing strains must everywhere be zero. 

In the following section, the same problem is solved again using displacements as the 
unknown functions. 

Example 7.1. Determine the stresses in a uniform, circular disk of radius Rand thickness 
h that is rotating about its center at a constant angular velocity Q, and is subjected to a 
temperature change that varies with radial distance only; see Fig. 7. l(a). Let the material of 
the disk be homogeneous, linearly elastic, and isotropic. Assume that the angular velocity, 
Q, and the temperature change are sufficiently large that the effects of the body force due 
to the gravitational field are insignificant. 

Comment. This problem can be regarded as a much simplified version of the problem of 
determining the stresses in a rotor disk of a turbine engine or the disk of a gyroscope. In 
particular, the geometry of the rotor or gyroscope disk, and the mechanical and thermal 
loading are greatly simplified. Such gross simplifications are often necessary in order to 
make it possible to obtain analytical solutions to the theory of elasticity equations. The 
solutions to such simplified problems can only serve as general guides to stress patterns in 
actual rotor disks. However, such guides are sometimes useful for design purposes, and such 
solutions also serve as guides for evaluating possible difficulties with approximate methods 
of analysis which can closely follow much more complicated geometries and loadings. 

Solution. A stress formulation will be used to obtain the solution. The solution process can 
begin with the equilibrium equations in cylindrical coordinates. Cylindrical coordinates, of 
course, are appropriate for this geometry. The first thing to note is that there is no loading in 
the z direction, and neither the geometry nor the centrifugal loading nor temperature vary 
in the z direction. This permits the major simplification of recognizing this problem as a 
plane stress problem. Hence the solution begins by stating that cr,.2 = ue2 = a 22 = 0. This is 
a tentative solution in the sense that it is now necessary to show that the remaining stresses 
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are capable of meeting all the solution requirements, such as all the boundary conditions. 
In this case they are able to do so. The equilibrium equations in polar coordinates are stated 
in Exercise 1.10 as two equations in terms of the three remaining stresses. Another vital 
simplification is obtained when the circular symmetry of the problem is recognized. That 
is, neither the geometry, nor the centrifugal loading, nor the temperature change vary with 
the angular coordinate, e. The mathematical form of saying that nothing varies with e is to 
say that all the partial derivatives with respect to e are zero, and all unknown functions are 
only functions of the radial coordinate r. Hence the further conclusion that all the partial 
derivatives with respect to the radial coordinate are actually total derivatives. Thus the 
equilibrium equations reduce to the far less formidable form of the following two ordinary 
differential equations: 

da,, 
r-- + arr - aoo + rpB, = 0 

dr 

da,o 
r-- + 2a,orpBo = 0 

dr 
(7.1) 

Clearly the next thing to do is determine the values of the body forces per unit mass (i.e., 
accelerations) B, and Bo. The centrifugal acceleration at any point on the disk is the product 
of the radial coordinate at that point and the square of the angular velocity, and of course, 
it is directed in the outward radial direction. Thus 

. 2 
B, = r Q and Bo = 0 

Therefore the second equilibrium equation becomes 

da,~ · 
r--+2a,.o =0 

dr 

This latter ordinary differential equation is a rather simple one since it can be solved, for 
example, by separating the variables and integrating to obtain 

or 

or 

I da,.o ·J dr -- = -2 - + constant 
a,.0 r 

ln(a,.o) = -2ln(r) + ln(Co) 

Co 
a,.o(r) = 2 r 

Thus the form of the solution for the shearing stress is known. The value of the constant of 
integration can be determined, as always, by referring to a boundary condition for the shear
ing stress. An obvious boundary condition, as discussed below, is that the shearing stress at 
the outer rim of the disk (i.e., at r = R) is zero. Substitution of the above solution for a,.0 into 
this boundary condition establishes that the constant of integration, Co, must be zero. There
fore the shearing stress is zero throughout the disk. An experienced engineer always attempts 
to determine whether the mathematical result makes sense. To this end consider Fig. 7 .1 (b ). 
In this case it is clear that the symmetry of the loading and geometry about any diameter 
of the disk requires that the shearing stresses on the two adjacent sides of two adjacent dif
ferential elements be equal in magnitude and act in the same direction. However, Newton's 
third law requires that these same shear stresses be equal and oppositely directed. The only 
way both of these requirements can be met is for these typical shear stresses to be zero. 
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Returning to the first equation of equilibrium, it is clear that the problem is indeterminate 
since there are two unknown stresses and only one remaining equilibrium equation: 

I 2 r,2 
rarr + O'rr - aee = - pr ~" (7.2) 

The necessary additional equation in terms of the radial and hoop stresses is the equation of 
compatibility in cylindrical coordinates for the r, e plane, called the primary compatibility 
equation. The general form of this compatibility equation in cylindrical coordinates is devel
oped in Exercise 3. 6. Endnote (3) briefly comments upon adapting this general equation form 
to this problem. A far better approach is to develop a compatibility equation for the special 
circumstances of this problem. This second approach is· much superior because it produces a 
compatibility equation that contains derivatives of a lower order relative to the general com
patibility equation. From Exercise 3.10, the three strain-displacement equations reduce to 

du u 
Err= - Eee = -

dr r 

dv V 
Yre = - - -

dr r 
(7.3) 

The first two strain-displacement equations involve the strains directly related via the 
strain-stress equations to the remaining unknown stresses. These two strain expressions 
can be combined so as to eliminate the displacement u. The result, as per Example 3.1, is 
the compatibility equation for this problem: 

d I . 

Err= -(rEee) = rE00 + Eee 
dr 

For further comment on this compatibility equation, see Endnote (3). 
Since cylindrical coordinates also form an orthogonal coordinate system, Hooke's law 

and the Poisson effect can be utilized with these coordinates just as they were utilized with 
Cartesan coordinates. Therefore the strain-stress equations for the Hookean, isotropic 
material are 

EErr = O'rr - VO'(!(!+ Ea,1T 

EEee = aee - va,, + Ea,1T 
(7.4) 

Substitution of the strain-stress equations into the compatibility equation, after some 
manipulation, yields the result 

rva;, + (1 + v)a,, = ra~0 + (1 + v)aee + r Ea,1T'(r) (7.5) 

This is the second equation in the two unknown normal stresses. The task now is to solve 
simultaneously Eq. (7.2), which contains the effects of the centrifugal acceleration, and 
Eq. (7.5), which contains the effect of the temperature change. An appropriate approach 
to their solution is to eliminate one of the two unknown stresses in order to work with 
one equation in one unknown. This can be accomplished by solving Eq. (7.2) for the hoop 
stress, aee, and then substituting for the hoop stress in Eq. (7.5) to obtain an equation 
entirely in terms of the radial stress. After simplification, the result is 

r 2a" + 3ra' = -rEa,1T' - (3 + v)pr2!22 
rr rr (7.6) 

The above differential equation, like its antecedents, has nonconstant coefficients. 
However, the reader may recognize that this equation has the special form that can be 
reduced to a differential equation with constant coefficients by means of the transformation 
r = R exp (s), wheres is the new, nondimensional variable; see Exercise 7.9. If the reader 
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is not familiar with that standard procedure, note that multiplying both sides of 
by the integrating factor r allows that equation to be rewritten as 

d 3 I O I 2 -d (r a,r) = -Ear~ 1::.T (r) - (3 + f2 
.r 

or, using indefinite integration, 

r 21::.T\r)dr - l(3 + ' , 4 ' 

Integrating again after division by the cube of the radius produces the solution of the 
differential equation for the radial stress: 

C1 3 + V 2 2 
a .(r) = r2 - - - --pr f2 

n / ,._, 2r2 8 

-Ea dr n.7) 

The solution for the hoop stress is obtained substituting Eq. (7.7) into Eq. (7 that 

, darr .2 2 
= a,,. -i--r-- +r pf2 

dr 

C1 l + 3v _2 2 
= C2 +- - --p1 f2 

2r 2 8 

- Ea r12 f r 2 lJ. T' (r) dr 

-Ea f ,.\ dr 

In order to determine the two constants of integration in the two expressions for the 
stresses, it is now convenient to specify a particular temperature change, and it is necessary 
to mathematically describe the boundary conditions. Starting with the specification of the 
temperature change, note that a uniform temperature change has no effect on the stresses. 
To make the problem simple, let the temperature change be 

i1Tfr', = -Tio , / R 
To 

or IJT1(r) = -
R 

A constant could also easily be made of the temperature change. In the chosen case, 
the temperature integrals can be evaluated as follows: 

1 
r 2 1::.T1(r)dr = - 1

2 Rr 

1 (/ 2 , ) To r3 r !J.T'(r)dr dr = R 

3R 

dr=-
3R 

The only remaining task is to discover and apply the boundary condition equations. 
Recall that the Cauchy (i.e., boundary condition equations were previously derived 
from a._11 equilibrium statement for a differential-sized portion of a structural at a 
boundary of the body. An equally valid viewpoint, that is often more convenient as it is 
here, is that the tractions on the outer boundary are other names for the stresses on 
the exterior of the boundary. From this viewpoint, two boundary conditions for this onJ01,em 
are that the radial stress and shearing stress are both zero at the outer rim of the disk where 
r = R. The hoop stress is not a boundary stress for this because a 80 does not 
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appear on the outer boundary of the disk. The shearing stress boundary condition has 
already been used to demonstrate that the shearing stress is zero everywhere throughout the 
disk. Thus there remains but one boundary condition for the two constants of integration. 
Note that if the disk were annular instead of solid, the second boundary condition for the 
radial stress would be found on the inner boundary of the annulus. This suggests that the 
center point of the disk is a degenerate boundary, and that ihe second boundary condition 
is to be found there. There are no concentrated forces acting at the center of the disk, nor 
are there any geometric irregularities there. Thus it may be deduced that the stresses at the 
center of the disk are finite quantities. However, if the radial coordinate, r, is set to zero in 
Eqs. (7.7) and (7.8), the stresses determined by those expressions become infinite unless 
the first constant of integration, C 1, is set equal to zero.1 Thus C 1 is set equal to zero. Using 
the previously discussed boundary condition that a,,(r = R) is zero produces the result 

3+v 2 2 1 
C2 = - 8-pR Q + 3EaTo 

and thus the final solutions for this particular temperature change are 

3+v 2 2 2 1 [ r] a,,(r) = - 8-pil (R - r ) + 3EaTo 1 - R 
(7.9) 

1 2 2 [ - ( r )2] 1 [ 2r J a80 (r) = -~/~ Q (3 + v) - (1 + 3v) R + 3EaTo 1 - R 

Substitution of these two solutions into the equilibrium equations, the six general 
compatibility equations written in terms of stresses after use of the strain-displacement 
equations, and the boundary conditions shows that these two stress solutions satisfy all 
equations, and thus are the single valid solution. • 

The solution process for this plane stress problem was lengthy. However the procedure is 
as it always is for a plane stress formulation. That is, the primary compatibility equation in 
terms of strains is changed to a compatibility equation in terms of stresses by use of whatever 
strain-stress equations describe the material of the su:_uctural body. This differential equation 
and the differential equations of equilibrium are solved together to determine the stresses. 
(Clearly, skill in solving differential equations is important to these solution procedures.) The 
analytical solution to the ordinary differential field equations contains unknown constants of 
integration, which are evaluated by use of boundary condition equations that are particular 
to the problem at hand. Thus the boundary condition equations must be recognized and 
stated by the analyst. The replacement of the unknown constants of integration by their 
values as determined by the boundary conditions completes the problem solution. 

The solutions for the radial and hoop stresses for the given linear temperature change, as 
provided in Eqs. (7.9) are confirmed in the next section. Solutions for these same stresses 
for an arbitrary temperature change in the radial direction are considered in the Chapter 7 
exercises. 

7 .3 A Theory of Elasticity Solution Using Displacements 

This section reconsiders exactly the same problem discussed in the previous sec
tion. This time the problem is solved using displacements as the unknown quantities. 

1 To ensure that neither of the two integral expressions in Eq. (7.8) are infinite when r = 0, it is sufficient 
to limit the temperature change to being an analytical function of r. 
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Example 7 .2. Determine the displacements, and then the stresses in a uniform, circular disk 
of radius Rand thickness h that is rotating about its center at a constant angular velocity Q, 
and is subjected to a temperature change that varies with radial distance only; see Fig. 7 .1 ( a). 
Let the material of the disk be homogeneous, linearly elastic, and isotropic. Assume that 
the angular velocity, fJ, and the temperature change are sufficiently large that the effects of 
the body force due to the gravitational field are insignificant. 

Solution. Again the problem solution begins with the recognition that the rotating, heated 
disk is a plane stress problem. Zero values for shearing stresses CTrz and crez and isotropic 
stress-strain relations mean that the shearing strains Yrz and Yez are also zero. The longi
tudinal strain Ezz is dependent on the values of Err and Yee (see Exercise 6.3), and since 
those two strains are not zero, neither is Ezz· The solution for Ezz can be obtained when the 
other two longitudinal strains are determined. The displacements that are involved with 
the remaining nonzero strains, Err, Yre, and Eee, are only the two displacements u(r, 8) and 
v(r, 8), and thus they are the displacements that are used to formulate the problem and obtain 
its solution. The displacement w(r, 8) is oflittle importance, but it could be determined by 
integration of Ezz when that strain is determined. In summary, the displacements that are 
sought for this, or any other plane stress problem, are u and v, which here, of course, are in 
the r and 8 directions, respectively. 

The solution proceeds as before with the recognition that the geometry and the physi
cal and thermal loading are axisymmetric. Thus there are no changes in the 8 coordinate 
direction. Hence (i) all stresses, strains, and displacements are only functions of the radial 
coordinate; (ii) all partial derivatives with respect to 8 are zero; and (iii) all partial deriva
tives with respect to the radial coordinate are total derivatives. Furthermore, the axisymme
try of the problem requires that y,e be zero. To understand why this is so, reconsider the 
differential-sized elements that are sketched in Fig. 7 .1 (b ). This time consider these two ele
ments from a geometric viewpoint. Since the shearing strain does not vary with 8, the two ele
ments must have the same shearing deformation. Without loss of generality, assume that the 
two elements have a negative shearing strain in the plane of the paper. This means that the two 
elements elongate along diagonals running from the upper left to the lower right of each of 
the two elements, and shorten along the other diagonals. However, the fact that these two ele
ments lie on opposite sides of an axis of symmetry, a diameter of the circle of the disk, means 
that the two elements have to elongate and shorten along opposite diagonals. The only way 
the two e_lements can meet both requirements of deforming in the same and opposite fash
ions is that neither element elongate or shorten along either diagonal, that is, that there be no 
shearing strain y,a. This conclusion leads to the further result from the last of Eqs. (7 .3) that 

dv V 

dr r 

The solution to this first order differential equation, 

v(r) = Cor 

with its constant of integration, C0, is easily obtained by separating the variables. In what 
is an unusual circumstance, there are no boundary conditions that can be used to determine 
the constant of integration, Co. However, when one door is closed, usually another is open. 
Consider Fig. 7.2, which shows a sketch of the displacement pattern represented by the 
above solution. Figure 7.2 clearly shows that these displacements are to be interpreted 
as just rigid body rotations of the disk. Since rigid body displacements have no effect on 
stresses or strains, and thus are of no structural interest, they can be ignored. That is, Co, 
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Figure 7.2. Example 7.2. The rigid body pattern of displacements in thee direction. 

and thus v(r ), can be set equal to zero with the interpretation that the elastic deformations 
in the e direction are zero. 

The major task remaining is to discover the values of the other displacement, u(r ). To 
this end, return to the strain-displacement equation stated in Eqs. (7.3) 

du u 
Err = - and El}(} = -

dr r 

Following the same procedure used with all displacement formulations, these strain
displacement equations are substituted into the stress-strain equations, which in turn are 
substituted into the remaining equilibrium equation,2 Eq. (7.2). The details of these steps 
are as follows. In terms of the displacement, the stress-strain equations become 

a,, = _E_ (u' + vu) _ Ea!J.T 
1 - v2 r 1 - v 

(7.10) 

aoo = __!!__ (~ + vu') - Ea!J.T 
1-v2 r I-v 

After substitution of the above stress-strain equations into the remaining equilibrium 
equation 

I + 2 r,2 ra,, a,, - aoo = -r p~,, (7.2) 

the result, after some simplification, is 

· r3pg2 
r 2u" + ru' - u = r2(I + v)a!J.T'(r) - (1 - v2)-E- (7.11) 

Again the final displacement formulation differential equation has the same pattern of non
constant coefficients as the corresponding stress formulation differential equation. However, 
in this case the zeroth derivative term is not missing. Since an initial integrating factor may 
not be readily apparent [see Endnote (2)], the complementary solution to this differential 
equation is obtained by replacing the independent variable r by means of the coordinate 
transformation r = R exp (s), wheres is a temporary, nondimensional variable; see Exer
cise 7.9. The final result for the complementary solution, after a return to the use of the 
independent variable r is 

B 
uc(r) =Ar+ -

r 

2 Since the shearing strain is zero, so too is the shearing stress, and thus the second equilibrium equation 
disappears. 
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where A and B are the two constants of integration. This solution can easily be checked 
by direct substitution into the homogeneous differential equation. The. particular solution 
for the centrifugal body force is obtainable by the method of undetermined coefficients. A 
brief review of that limited method for solving differential equations can be found in Sec
tion III.2. The result of the application of that or any other method is 

which also can be checked by direct substitution into the nonhomogeneous differential 
equation. Obtaining a simple particular solution for the temperature loading requires speci
fication of the temperature change. As in the case of the stress formulation, choose a linear 
temperature change such that 

where To is an arbitrary constant. Then the additional particular solution, which is also 
obtainable by the method of undetermined coefficients, is 

1 ( r )2 up(r) = 3 R (1 + v)aRT0 

Hence the total solution has the form 

B r 2 1 - v2 

u(r) =Ar+--;:+ 3R(l +v)aT0 - ~r3pQ2 

It is now necessary to identify the boundary condition equations in terms of the displace
ment u(r) and hs derivatives, and apply those boundary conditions to the present solution in 
order to evaluate the two constants of integration, A and B. Again it is necessary to consider 
the center point of the disk as a boundary point where the displacement in the radial direction 
must be zero when disregarding rigid body motion. The second boundary condition is the 
familiar one that the radial stress, by arr, at the outer boundary (r = R) is zero. The first of 
these two boundary conditions requires the elimination of the B / r term by requiring that 
B have the value zero. 

The second boundary condition equation, arr = 0, has to be written in terms of the 
displacement u(r) and its first derivative, where r is then set equal to R. The procedure 
to accomplish this task is the same as it was for the field equation. That is, the stress
strain equations are used to replace the radial stress by strains, and the strain-displacement 
equations ~e used to replace the strains by the radial displacement. Thus the boundary 
condition equation arr(R) = 0 becomes 

u(R) 
u'(R) + vR = (1 + v)aT0 (7.12) 

After substitution and some simplification, the solution for the remaining constant of inte
gration is 

1 pR2 fJ2 
A= -(1 - v)aTo + (3 + v)(l - v)--

3 SE 
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Thus the final solution for the radial displacement is 

u 11- r r - = - (l - vi-+ <1 + v) 
R 3L "R ' . R 

aT0 

! r 1n3l + (1 - v'I 1· (3 + - (1 + v)l - l J. --
1 L R \RI 8E 

Now that the displacements everywhere in the disk are known, the stresses in the disk are 
found simply by differentiating the displacements to obtain the strains, and then using the 
stress-strain equations to obtain the stresses. The results for the radial and hoop stresses 
this route are the same as those obtained when stresses were used as the unknown 
'-lu,,u11.1w~c, in the field equation. II 

This concludes the example solutions where a specific temperature change was chosen 
in order to complete the problem. One of the more challenging exercises at the end of the 
chapter discusses the solution for this disk problem for an arbitrary temperature change in 
the radial direction. 

The associated with this illustrative problem admit exact solutions containing 
a finite number of terms. Such solutions are called closed form solutions. Exact 
solutions to other differential equations in the fonn of infinite series are called open form 
solutions. form solutions are as useful for engineering purposes as closed form 
solutions. Indeed, many of elasticity problems are so challenging that any type of 

solution is a 

7.4 Reprise 

In order to one and a half more examples of the sequential use of the four 
sets of equations that comprise the theory of elasticity, this section presents two further 
example problems that can be solved using ordinary differential equations. 

Example 7.3. Analyze a thin, annular disk where the only loading upon the disk is a uniform 
traction in the positive e direction, Te, that acts at the outer disk edge where r = b. The 
inner edge, where r = a, is bonded to a rigid shaft The disk has a constant thickness, and 
the disk material is homogeneous, isotropic, and Hookean. There is no temperature change. 

Solution. Sketch the problem. The first thing to note is that this too is a plane stress problem, 
and again the same displacement conditions exist at all values of the angular coordinate, 
e. That is, the stresses, and displacements do not vary with fJ, and thus these quantities are 
only functions of the radial coordinate. Therefore all partial derivatives with respect to theta 
are zero, and all partial derivatives with respect to the radial coordinate are total derivatives. 

The next things to note are the boundfury conditions, where the boundaries of this elastic 
system are at the inner and outer radii. The displacement and traction boundary conditions 
are 

u(r =a)= 0 

=0 

=0 

=b)=+Te 

These boundary conditions are "mixed"; that they involve both displacement and 
stress statements. Therefore, it is necessary to use a displacement formulation when ana
lyzing this disk. The interior equations for a displacement formulation are, as always, the 
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equilibrium equations, the stress-strain equations, and the strain-displacement equations. 
The equilibrium equations for this particular problem are Eqs. (7.1) with both body forces 
per unit mass being zero. Therefore, 

ra;r + arr - aee = 0 

ra;0 + 2are = 0 

Again, the second equilibrium equation is uncoupled from the first, and thus the two equa
tions can be solved separately. The strain-displacement equations are Eqs. (7.3). Working 
first with the shearing terms, the shearing stress-strain equation is just 

are= Gyro= G (v' - ~) 

Substitution into the second equilibrium equation would yield a second order differential 
equation in terms of the displacement v(r ). A better approach is to work with successive 
first order differential equations. Recall that r is an integrating factor for that equilibrium 
equation, and thus that equilibrium equation can be written as 

or 

d 2 
-(rare)= 0 
dr 

C1 
a,e =

r2 

which, from the above shearing stress-displacement equation, leads to the following first 
order differential equation in terms of the displacement: 

. I C 
rv -v = -

r 
where 

C1 
C=

G 

This differential equation can be solved in many different ways. Writing the left-hand side as 
an exact differential requires first dividing both sides of the above equality by the integrating 
factor r2 • Then 

or 

d 
-(v/r) = C/r3 
dr . 

C 
v(r) = Dr - -

2r 

where Dis another constant of integration. Now that the form of the solution for the displace
ment in the () direction has been obtained, it is necessary to specialize it to this problem by 
applying the boundary conditions related to that displacement. First the boundary condition 
are(b) = + T8 must be written in displacement form as 

G [v'(b)- vt)] = Te 

Using v(a) ~ 0 and thi above boundary condition equation to determine the two constants 
of integration leads to the simultaneous equations 

C 
Da-- =0 

2a 
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and 

C C Te 
D+---D+-=-

2b2 2b2 G 

whose solutions are C = T8b2 /G and D = !(Te/G)(b2 /a2 ). Thus, for O <a::; r::; b, 

Teb2 (r a) v(r) = -,., - - - -
LGa \a r 

(7. 

Clearly, the units are correct, v(a) = 0, and the(} direction displacement increases in the 
radial direction. From this solution the solutions for the shearing strain and shearing stress 
are easily obtained. 

To complete the solution process it is necessary to determine u(r) as well. For small 
displacements, it may be possible to guess that u(r ), and the radial and hoop strains and 
stresses, are zero. However, it is more satisfying to deduce that result Substituting the 
first two strain-displacement equations E,.,. = u', and Eee = u / r, into the two stress-strain 
equations again produces Eqs. 10), where, in this case, the temperature ch&11ge is zero. 
Substituting the so modified Eqs. (7. into the first of the two equilibrium equations yields, 
after some simplification 

r 2u11 + ru' - u = 0 

which is just a special case ofEq. (7.11). That previous work demonstrated that the solution 
to this differential equation is 

B 
u(r) =Ar+ -

r 

The boundary conditions in terms of displacements only are 

=0 ' V and u (b) + ,;u(b) = 0 

where the latter equation is, of course, arr(b) = 0 in terms of the displacement Substituting 
the displacement solution into these two bounda_ry condition equations yields 

B 
Aa + - = 0 and 

a 
A - - + - I Ab+ - = 0 B v I B) 

b2 b \ b 

These are two homogeneous algebraic equations whose only solution is A = B = 0. 
Thus the conjecture that = 0 is fully confirmed. Ill 

In the mathematical model adopted for the above problem, the circular shaft upon which 
the disk is bonded is modeled as being rigid. This modeling is acceptable for this disk 
problem even when the shaft is far less stiff that the disk. This is so because the rotation of 
the shaft, which results from the torque transmitted from the disk to the shaft, is entirely 
irrelevant to this disk problem. The focus is upon the disk, not the shaft. The rotation of the 
shaft is wholly equivalent to a rigid body rotation of the disk, and rigid body rotations are 
without significance with respect to the deformations of the disk. 

Do not confuse the above problem with the problem that is the twisting of a straight 
rod with an annular cross-section. The two problems have little in common because the 
geometries, disk and rod, are quite different. The only nonzero shearing stress of the rod 
torsion problem is aze, while the only nonzero stress of this disk problem is are. 
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Example 7.4. A certain is orbited by a small, distant moon. That moon, which has 
a total radius of 500 has an ice covering that is estimated to be 200 miles thick. The 
300-mile radius core of the moon has a mass density that is only greater than that 
of the ice covering. Thus let an average mass 
moon. Also let the following be =vvv'-'"'"~· 

J. The moon and its core are and the ice and core material are 
fractured that their is transmitted uniformly towards the interior of the moon. 

ii. The moon is spinning about its own axis at such a srnaJJ angular that all 
centripetal accelerations are negligible. 

m. The gravitational pulls of the all other moons of that stars are 
negligible within the interior of the moon compared to its own ,cu,c>VSCH.H effects. 

iv. In compression, the moon material is elastic and 
v. There is no atmospheric pressure. 

Then, in the following three prepare to estimate the pressures at the bottom of the ice 
ocean by estimating the pressures everywhere throughout the interior of the moon 

(a) Use the result of Exercise 1.16 to write that one 
everywhere within the interior of the moon; be sure to write the ~ .... ~"sv,u 

in its simplest form. 
Assume that the one indeterrninate equation of the step is the 
only nontrivial equilibrium equation. and then describe only in word form what it is 
that needs to be done next in order to obtain a stress formulation set of governing 
differential equations 
Write the two stress boundary conditions for Cfrr· 

Solution. The spherical geometry mandates the use of spherical coordinates. The equi-
librium equation for the spherical direction from the solution to Exercise 1. 

a(frr ' ~ ' i)cr d>r ' 
r-- -r Larr -r - 0 -·,- + u,p,. cotq, -ar mp 

+ 
aae, + -- csc dJ -i-ae · · =0 

Because the depth of the ice ocean is a significant fraction of the total radius of the moon, it 
is necessary to account for the change in the magnitude of the acceleration of gravity with 
radial distance from the center of the moon use of the formula 

r 
g(r) = go

R 
= 500 miles) 

where the moon surface value g0 is a known constant ·Nith units of 
radial distance. Since there are negligible centrifugal accelerations, 

Br= -g(r) Be= B,p = 0 

and ris the 

Furthermore, since the spin axis of the moon is the moon geometry, material 
distribution, and loading are all symmetric. Thus all shearing stresses are zero, 
and all derivatives with respect toe and¢ are zero, and Cl¢¢ = vee, Hence all 
derivatives with respect to r are total and the equation reduces to 

\ 
--1 =0 
RJ 
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The next thing to do to obtain a stress formulation of this problem is to write the strain 
~-·-···-· .. · in terms of coordinates. The compatibility in 

terms of spherical coordinates can be obtained from a solid mechanics handbook such as 
Ref. [7], or, better yet, in the fashion of obtained 
coordinate equations to 
based upon the above comments regarding the three 
symmetry deduction that the deflections in the O and¢ 
Once the one strain compatibility equation in terms of Err and Ee,, is 
estimated strain-stress material equations to write the strain ~A=r•~•, 

of the two stresses O'rr and CYee. 
Exactly analogously to the spinning disk problem, the boundary conditions are 

= 0 and CJ,r(r = 0) = finite 

If the core of the moon had a mass density that was significantly different than that of 
the ice covering, then the problem solution would proceed as indicated in Exercise 6. 

7,5 Summary 

The first purpose of this chapter is to show the sequential use 
equations, the constitutive and the strain-displacement or equa
tions. The second purpose is to illustrate the search for conditions. In most theory 
of elasticity problems, the boundaries and the boundary conditions are readily apparent 
The disk problem in this chapter shows what may be necessary when the boundaries and 
boundary conditions are not readily apparent. The third purpose of this chapter is to illus
trate side by side a stress formulation solution and a displacement formulation solution for 
a problem that involves only one independent coordinate, in this case r. The dependence 
of all the unknown functions (displacements or stresses) on a single coordinate causes all 
the differential equations to be ordinary differential equations, and thus easier to solve. The 
exercises at the end of this chapter also only involve the single spatial coordinate 1: 

The next chapter presents analytical solutions, without derivation, to two selected prob
lems in the theory of elasticity. Those problems are presented with a view towards further 
H''""",."""'"A the writing and application of boundary conditions and providing the reader with 
a very small sample of some of the simpler theory of elasticity solutions that are presently 
available. Those plane stress problems are framed in terms of Cartesian coordinates, and 

involve two independent spatial coordinates. Thus the field equations that are asso
ciated with these are partial differential equations. That is the reason those 
solutions are simply presented rather than derived in this text. Be assured, however, that the 
use of a device called the Airy stress function, which is introduced in an optional section 
of Chapter 8, makes the derivation of these solutions quite manageable. 

7.1. Use Eq. (7 to calculate the shear,ng stress in the disk of Example 7.3 
as a function of the radial coordinate, r. Check to see whether the shearing 
stress at the outer edge is equal to the applied traction at the outer 
edge. 
Now write the expression for the stress anywhere within the disk 
in terms of the total M upon the outer edge of the disk. Note 
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that this torque M results from the shearing stress traction that is to 
the outer disk edge. 

(c) Should a..11d does the shearing traction at the inner circular edge of the disk 
have a greater value than the shearing traction at the outer edge, which value 
is To? 

(d) Given that the radial displacement is zero, .is it true that the only possible 
solution for the radial and hoop stresses is that they too are zero? 

( e) If the boundary conditions at the inner edge of this disk were changed from 
displacement boundary conditions to those of a uniform shearing traction 
that equilibrated the torque at the outer edge, and a zero radial traction, what 
then would be the solutions for the two displacements? 

7.2. Consider a thick spherical shell of inner radius a and outer radius b. Let this 
thick shell be a containment vessel for an intense pressure p0 . The applicable 
equilibrium equation, from the solution to Exercise 1.17, is 

a arr aa</Jr aaer 
r--+2a,r+--+a¢r cot4>-(aee+a0¢)+-- csc ef;+rpBr =0 

ar a¢ · ae 

(a) Adapt this general equilibrium equation in spherical coordinates to this 
particular case of a thick spherical shell with an internal pressure by writing 
this equation in its simplest possible form. 

(b) If you were to pursue this problem using a displacement formulation, 
which of the following sets of equations would you employ (A) the strain
stress equations in spherical coordinates; (B) the stress-strain equations in 
spherical coordinates; (C) the strain-displacement equations in spherical 
coordinates; and/or (D) compatibility equations in spherical coordinates? 

(c) If you were to pursue this problem using a stress formulation, which of the 
above four sets of equations would you employ? 

(d) For present purposes, assume that a stress formulation would only involve 
the stresses arr and aee and their derivatives, and a displacement formulation 
would only involve the displacement in the r direction, u(r), and its deriva
tives. In either case, one a,r stress BC is required at r = a, and another at 
r = b. State those BCs. 

(e) In the case of a displacement formulation, the stress BCs need to be con
verted to equations that are written in terms of the displacement and 
its derivatives, all localized to one boundary or the other. Describe, using 
words only, how that conversion can be affected. 

(f) For spherical coordinates, write the six isotropic strain-stress equations, 
including the effects of temperature changes. 

7.3. (a) For the disk of Example 7.1, where now Q = 0 and the temperature change 
has a constant value T1, use Eqs. (7.7) and (7.8) and the stress BC to deter
mine the values of radial and hoop stresses within the disk. 

(b) Use the result given in Exercise 7.8(d) to again determine the radial and 
hoop stresses in the disk of Example 7 .1 when Q = 0 and the temperature 
change has a constant value T1• 

(c) If the temperature change were described by the linear expression (T0r + 
T1 ), would the solution be any different from the solution for a temperature 
change of just T0 r? 
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Figure 7.3. Exercises 7.4 and 7.5. 

7.4. Consider a thin annular body of thickness h, inner radius a, and outer radius b; 
see Fig. 7.3. 
(a) Let the only loading on this structural body be a compressive normal traction 

in the plane of the annulus. Let that traction be in the form of a pressure Pi 
acting on the surface of the inner radius. The stress formulation solutions 

. that satisfy the equilibrium, constitutive, and compatibility equations for 
this plane stress problem can be shown from either Eqs. (7.7) and (7.8), or 
Ref. [21] to be 

A 
a,,(r) = 2 + B 

r 

A 
aee(r) = - 2 + B 

r 
O're = 0 

where O :'.S a :'.S r :'.S b and A and B are constants of integration. Determine 
the values of the two constants of integration and thereby complete the 
solution for the stresses. · 

(b) Is it true that in the situation of part ( a) the radial stress is always compressive 
while the hoop stress is always tensile? Is this situation in accord with your 
expectations? 

(c) Where are the maximum values of the two stresses? 
(d) Repeat part (a) but change the traction to an inward acting pressure po 

acting at the outer radius b. Note that changing the boundary conditions has 
no effect on the form of the field equation solutions. 

( e) Repeat part ( a) but this time have both the inner and outer pressures acting on 
the annular body. Is the solution thus obtained the sum (i.e., superposition) 
of the solutions for parts (a) and (d)? 

(f) Note that the sum of these two normal stresses is always a constant. There
fore the strain Ezz everywhere across the annular surface is also a constant. 
Therefore, since they would fit together perfectly, any number of these thin 
annular bodies could be stacked on top of each other to form a thick cylinder. 
Compare the above "thick cylinder" stress solutions to the "thin cylinder" 
solutions obtained from equilibrium considerations alone, which, from Sec
tion 1.4, are that a,, varies from zero at the outer boundary to a value of Pi 
at the inner boundary, and 

R 
aee = -P; 

t 
and O're = 0 

where R is the mean radius, which is equal to (a + b) /2, and tis the thickness, 
which is equal to (b - a). 
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7.5. Consider the san1-e thin annular exerc1se. It is sug
that such an annulus can be heated and then whose 

outer diameter is the same, or a trifle 
of the annulus so that when the there will be a tight fit between 

v0uocmv the relation between temperature 
on the annulus 

radial ~•Jv•=,,~,,u 

san1e as that for the solid disk. That 
or from Exercise 7 

are mte:gr::mor,, and substitution of the constant 
for the temperature of this C>VC,<·pcc,, 

·+ r+ 
r 

like the first offered solution for 
contains one term 

conditions for the inner and outer radial 
then determine the two constants of 

+ == (l ·+-

Determine whether or not the inner radius of the annulus increases when the 
constant temperature change is an increase in temperature. 

THE EAGER 

7.6. Two steel tubes with the nominal dimensions shuwn in Fig. 7.4 are assembled 
into a single tube by the outer the inner inserting 
the inner into the outer tube, and then 
temperature. If the outer radius of the while 
the inner radius of the outer tube is 
result. As a step towards nPt,~,=m,,n the stresses in these tubes that result from 

on the outer radius of J:he 
inner tube after assembly was measured to be 0.001 m means of what was a 
difficult, and inaccurate measurement. 

As a further step towards these stresses, write the two 
conditions for each of the two tubes. that these stresses will be the 
residual stresses of the process, and when the tube 
subjected to other stresses, these assembly stresses are called initial 
Hint: By Newton's third the radial stresses on each side of the common 
"~·"~'"''~' between the two tubes are the same. 

·-",~'·"·'·""'-"'' equation is rhe same for each tube. For either 
equation in terms of the ,m.k.11own stresses. 
For either 

write that 
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Figure 7.4. Exercise 7.6 

(d) Write the appropriate strain-displacement equations for either tube. 
(e) Obtain the differential equation for the radial displacement for either tube. 

7.7. Follow the procedure outlined in Endnote (1) and derive any one of Eqs. (7.15) 
and any one ofEqs. (7.16). Hint: Recall, for example, that the first ofEqs. (7.15) 
is the equilibrium equation that deals with forces acting in the x coordinate 
direction. 

7.8. The solution procedure used in Section 7.4 to solveEq. (7.11) involved finding a 
complementary solution and two particular solutions to that ordinary differential 
equation. In order to simply determine a particular solution for the thermal term 
on the right-hand side, a linear temperature change was adopted. Such a specific 
choice was not really necessary. In way of general explanation, let the left-hand 
side of an ordinary differential equation in terms of the unknown function u(r) 
have the form 

a(r)u"(r) + b(r)u'(r) + c(r)u(r) 

If the condition (b /a)' = ( c /a) is met, then this left-hand side can be rewritten as 

a(r ){f (r )[g(r )u(r )]'}' 

where the functions f(r) and g(r) are solutions to the equations 

Jg= 1 and 
f' b g' b 
- = -- or - = -
f a g a 

This form allows direct integration of the right-hand side with the result that 
both the complementary and particular solutions are generated. The application 
of this general theorem to Eq. (7 .11) produces the result that 

r 2u"(r) + ru'(r) - u(r) = r 2 .!!:_ (!.!!:.__[ru(r)]) 
· dr r dr · 

This rewritten form of the left-hand side of the differential equations is in a form 
that allows two successive direct integrations. 
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Use the above rewritten form ofEq. 11) to obtain the following solution 
for that differential equation, and its first derivative: 

l + V f . r3pQ2 
u(r) = -- rc:u1T(r)dr - (1- v 2 )--_- + 

r · 8E 

l+vj . = --;:-- ra!J.T(r)dr 

+ (1 + v) a ,1 T(r) -
3 n.2 r 2 r p;;,:, ,,? 

-v )--+Ci - -
SE 

(b) Apply the boundary conditions = 0) = 0 and crrr(r = R) = 0 in order 
to determine the values of the constants of integration C2, which equals zero, 
and Ci. 

(c) Substitute the above constants of integration into the solution for the dis-
placement u(r) in order to obtain the following solution for (Recall 
v(r) = 

(1 - v)oQ2 R 3 -l r 
u(r)= 8~ (3+v)R-(l+v) 

l+vj r ({ +-r- rn!JT(r)dr+(l-v)R2 J 

!r=R 

Then show that for Q = 0 and for a constant temperature change equal to 
T0 , the solution for u(r) is aT0 r. 

(d) Using the above expression for the displacement determine the values 
of the radial and hoop stresses to be 

R2 
O"rr = (3 + v)pQ2 S ( r )2] E t - R + R 2 J rou:'J.T(r) dr l,=R 

E [ 
- r2 J rn!JT(r)dr 

Rz [ r 2] cree=pf22f (3+ -(1+3v) R · 

E E ({ \ + rl ra!:.T(r)dr + 2 rcu:'J.T(r)dr},[ - EaiJ.T(r) 
. R " lr=R 

(e) If the temperature change iJ.T(r) = (r / R)To, does the above general result 
reduce to the expressions set forth in Eqs. 

7.9. As mentioned in Section 7.4, the homogeneous formofEq. (7.11) can be reduced 
to an ordinary differential equation with constant coefficients by means of the 
coordinate transformation; r = R exp ors = ln 
(a) Use the chain mle for ordinary derivatives and ca..rrJ out that transformation 

to obtain the corresponding homogeneous differential equation in terms of 
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u(s) and its derivatives. Hint: The solution procedure begins by writing 
du/dr = (du/ds)(ds/dr) = (1/r)(du/ds). 

(b) Solve that homogeneous equation for u(s ), and then transform it back so as to 
obtain u(r) =Ar+ B/r, where, again,A andB are constants of integration. 

Endnote (1) General Problem Formulations 

There are two standard ways that the 15 equations of the theory of elasticity are 
combined in order to reduce the number of equations and the equal number of unknown 
functions, and thereby make the general theory of elasticity problem statement more com
pact. The first way is to eliminate all the unknowns but the three independent displacements. 
The first step towards achieving this displacement formulation is to substitute the stress
strain equations into the three independent equilibrium equations in order to eliminate the 
stresses. The result is three independent equations in terms of the six strains rather than 
the six stresses. The second step is to substitute the six strain-displacement equations into 
the above-modified three equations in order to eliminate the six strains. The result is three 
independent equations in terms of the three displacements .. These equations, Eqs. (7.15), 
are called the Navier equations (Ref. [3]),3 or the Navier-Cauchy equations (Ref. [21]). 
They may be written for an isotropic material as 

(A+µ)- - + - + - + µV 2u - (3A + 2µ)-(a'1.T) + pBx = 0 a (au av aw) a 
ax ax ay az ax 

(A+µ)- - + - + - + µV 2v-:-- (3A + 2µ)-(a'1.T) + pBy = 0 a (au av aw) a 
ay ax ay az ay 

(7.15) 

(A+µ)- - + - + - +µV 2w - (3A + 2µ) -(a'1.T) + pBz = 0 a (au av aw) a 
az ax ay az az 

where A and µ are, again, the Lame material constants, and V2 (read "del squared") in 
Cartesian coordinates is the following partial derivative operator 

az az az 
V 2 =V·V=-+-+-

axz ayz azZ 

The boundary condition equations that are prescribed displacements are, of course, 
already in terms of displacements, and thus require no modification. The boundary condi
tion equations that relate stresses to known tractions need to be rewritten in terms of the 
displacements rather than stresses. Exactly the same process outlined above that was used 
to formulate the equations for the interior in terms of displacements only is used for these 
equations for the boundaries. That is, stresses are replaced by strains, and then strains are 
replaced by displacements. The same process is possible because the stress-strain equa
tions, and the strain-displacement equations are valid at the boundaries as well as in the 

3 Louis Marie Henri Navier (1785-1836) published this result in 1821. Barre de Saint Venant was one 
of his pupils (Ref. [2]). 
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interior. The result for an isotropic material for that portion of the overall uvuw.cru 

which tractions are prescribed, sometimes called surface one, or S1, is 

( au av aw\ au au au) - + - + - · + /L - + Cny - + Cnz -ax az j ax az J 

au av aw\ 
--;:- +c,n:--::- +cnz-J = Tx +c11x(3,1-.+2µ)ai'J.T 
dX - dX ax 

-+-+-1+µ. -+c --l-c --( au av aw\ av av av\) 
ax - az ) ax ny ' nz az 

au av aw) - + Cny ay + Cnz- =Ty+ Cny(3A + 2µ)ai'J.T 

( au av aw ) ( aw aw aw ) 
ACnz --;:- + - + - + fl Cnx -.- + Cnv - + C,12 -

dx ay az dX • ay az 

+ 2µ,)a!H 

Obviously these are a formidable grouping of governing differential equations 

for 

condition equations. General solutions to these partial differential equations are not known. 
There are particular solutions that may be found, for example, in Refs. [8) and [9]. Since 
all that is desired of the reader of this text is the knowledge of the existence of the Navier 
equations, these limited solutions are not pursued. 

The alternative to the displacement formulation is the stress formulation. The unified 
stress formulation begins with the six strain compatibility equations, Eqs. (3. Recall 
that of these six equations only three are independent equations. The six strain-stress 
equations are used to replace the six strains in all six compatibility equations by the six 
unknown stresses. Then the three independent equilibrium equations, which of course are 
already in terms of the six stresses, are substituted into (i.e., combined each of the 
six compatibility equations in order to obtain six independent equations (three from the 
equilibrium equations, and three from the six compatibility equations) in terms of the six 
stresses. These final six equations are called the Beltrami-Michell equations (Ref. [3]). The 
main value that the Beltrami-Michell equations, and their attendant boundary condition 
equations, have is that they illustrate that there is a general stress formulation, and that 
sanctions the development of special-case stress formulations. The six Beltrami-Michell 
equations for an isotropic material can be written as 

az 
(l + v)V2axx + ax2 (axx + Cfyy + Uzz} - vV2(axx + O"yy + 

= -2(1 + v) apBx - Ea ~I a2 !J.T + V 2 i':iT l 
ax _ax2 J 
a2 

(1 + v)V2o-)'Y + - 2 (axx + a,,y + CTzz) -- vV\crxx + 0-yy + ay ,_ -

= -2(1 + v) a~By - Ea fl-1 11T + V 2 !'JT l 
oy ay- J 

(1 + v)V2azz + az2 (axx + O:yy + CTzz) - vv2(aa + ayy + 

apB. r a2 l = -2(1 + v)-_-" - Ea l--::ii1T + V 2 L'iT 
a,_ a'" ..1 

(7. 
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(l+ 

n+ +ayy + 

(1+ 

<.e>.,<A,UvHL formulation is also the ~r,~T,,~·arl 

89 

+ J 
r 1 

+v, 1--- +-- i , / L dz ax J 

+ 
1 ;;2 LT 

+ ---1- Ea--
J 

those problems where the structur2.l accelerations are not constants. 
for this is forces per unit must first be 
lvritten as time derivatives of the there are no ~'"'"''"~"~,H~""" 

that can 
derivatives. 

The stress formulation for the 

time derivatives into stress time 

In this case., to match the three unb10wn stresses, there are two .,,~~""'''""'~~u, of 
and one U>'<rn;J~HS<v>H vV>.Hp'«<.CoJ<CH 

nPri,,•,,ti,vPQ of E:z be zero. 

of axx and ayy (see Exercise 5.3 
~~u,m,,, is a function 
nr,"0 ""''"'" is to omit 

these latter three 
see whether these additional three comi:;an 

and then check to 
v',;w.,uv,w are also satisfied. If those three 

cannot be satisfied. then the is and the solution is retained as 
an approximate solution. Such solutions that have been 
proved to be 

The 
can, function for the three 
stress be reduced to the even more convenient form of a 
equation in terms of that one unknown function. This 
has led to numerous 
developed in this cm,,~~"'~ 

have 

could be 
stress 

J. George Bidde11 Airy ( 1801-1892), British astrono!rwr and 1nechankian, introduced tbe sLrcss function 
that bears his nmne in 1862. In three-di1ncnsional problems, three independent potential func~ions are 

required, and thus the benefits of the poten(ial function approach are fewer. 
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is nevertheless an important solution tool, and the technique is illustrated again when the 
theory of elasticity equations are specialized to the problem of the torsion of isotropic, 
prismatic bars in Chapter 12 . 

. In summary, the three sets of interior or field equations of the theory of elasticity can 
be combined in two different ways to obtain governing differential equations of broad 
applicability. Again, the equilibrium equations, the stress-strain equations, and the sirain
displacement equations are combined to form the three Navier equations, which are in terms 
of the three unknown displacements. The six Beltrami-Michell equations, which are in terms 
of the six unknown stresses, are obtained by combining the equilibrium, compatibility, 
and strain-stress equations. Again, engineers hardly ever work with either of these grand 
formulations. 

Endnote (2) Another Solution to the Disk Displacement Equation 

An integrating factor solution for Eq. (7.11), which is a bit more general than that 
obtained previously can be obtained as follows. By both adding and subtracting the term 
ru', rewrite Eq. (7.11) as 

pQ2 
(r2u" + 2ru')- (ru' + u) = r2(1 + v)aL'.lT' - (1 - v2)r3--

E 
d d pd 
-(r2u') - -(ru) = r 2(1 + v)a..1T' - (1 - v2) r3--
dr dr E 

Multiplying through by dr, and carrying out an indefinite integration yields 

I pQ2 
r2u' - ru = C1 + (1 + v) r2a..1T'dr - (1 - v2)r4--

4E 

To find the next integrating factor, note the minus sign that separates the two left-hand side 
terms. Recall that (d/dr)(f/g) = (gf' - fg')/g2. Thus divide the above equation by r3, 
and letf = u, and g = r so that 

ru' - u d (u) C1 . 1 I 2 , 2 p!12 -- = - - = - + (1 + v)- r a..1T dr - (1 - v )r-
r2 dr r r3 r3 4E 

Integrating, and then multiplying through by r yields 

C1 I 1 (/ ) . pQ2 u(r)=C2r--+r(l+v) 3 r2a..1T'dr dr-(1-v2)r3--
2r r SE 

With A = C2 and B = -!C1, and aT(r) given the same explicit value of rTo/ R, then 
the above answer is exactly the same as the previous solution for u(r) with constants of 
integration. The reader is invited to carry out the integration of the temperature change term 
and verify that statement. 

Endnote (3) Example 7 .1 Compatibility Equation 

The general form of the compatibility equation in cylindrical coordinates is set 
forth in Exercise 3.6 when the solutions for the three constants A = C = - B = 1.0 are 
entered. This equation can be adapted to Example7.1 by setting all partial derivatives with 
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respect to () equal to zero, and replacing all partial derivatives with respect to r by total 
derivatives with respect to r. Then the adapted compatibility equation reduces to 

1::;, = (rEoe)" 

This equation can be immediately integrated once to obtain 

E,,(r) = [rEee(r)]' + C 

where, of course, C is a constant of integration. The first two terms of the above equation 
are the entire compatibility equation that is derived from the adapted displacement terms. 
From that viewpoint, C is clearly zero. However, if that adapted displacement approach to 
the compatibility equation were not pursued, the fact that C is zero would not be evident 
at all. This constant of integration would have to be carried throughout all the remaining 
algebraic manipulations, and eventually determined to be zero from the boundary conditions. 
This should make clear the advantage of deriving compatibility equations from adapted 
displacement expressions where possible. 



CHAPTER 8 

Stress 

8.1 Introduction 

Chapter 7 illustrated the direct to selected in structural 
solutions for structural displacements and stresses were obtained 

that constitute the of 
There were no difficultie<; in of that chapter because 

three-dimensional problems were reduced to one-dimensional 
means of plane stress and 
of that 

involve two such as plane stress v-~~,-, .. ~ 

purpose of this is to present two of the 
in order for the reader to obtain some ,-,,w ... ., 

referenced in succeeding ""'"'-''v,.,, as 
in those chapters. 

While the 
essentials of structural engineering 

of view of structural vu5u,v~,u,5 

rarely, if ever, referenced. The advent of modern 

and their solutions 
with their characteristics. The selected 

valuable to be 

in all the 

of modem nmnerical methods, the finite element method that is in 
Part V of this textbook, have relegated 
curiosities. Such a trivial status is 

of solutions to the role of mere 
due to the fact that there are so few useful plane 

stress theory of elasticity 
vl.l)',LJ.!<A,i faced With 
element 

resort to a finite 
to consider whether or not an exact solution would be 

vv00>,w,. and would not suffer for neglecting such a 1--"Y""''u,u, 

their direct 
solution 

partial differential equations. 
Thus in the solutions discussed in ,bis and the next the of the pre-
sentation is one where the stress solution results are verified rather than derived. 

Example 8.L Consider the thin sheet or slab of dimensions 2a by 
2b shown in 8. Let this thin slab be in a state of stress, and let an the 
forces be zero. Let the material be and let the stresses within the be as 
follows: 

and Gxy = cryv = 0 

t92 
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Figure 8.1. Example 8.1. (a) The geometry and coordinate system. (b) The trac
tions. (c) The integration set-up for determining the forces and moments produced by the 
end tractions. 

where Mand I are constants to be discussed later. Let the tractions at the edges be determined 
later. Again, what is being done here is the inverse of the usual, direct task. That is, a geometry 
has been selected and a solution ( a stress state) has been chosen. After verifying that it is 
a solution (i.e., that the necessary interior theory of equations are satisfied), then 
the problem (the loading) is determined. This of choosing the solution and then 
finding the problem it solves is both common and important to the theory of 
'"'"'""''"''"-' to merit being named the inverse method. 

The first task is to detem1ine whether the above stress state actually does satisfy the three 
of interior equations of the theory of elasticity. Since the approach taken here 

is that of a stress formulation. the three sets of field equations that need to be checked are the 
two plane stress '-"''-'"""''' """'"v'""' the three plane stress constitutive equations for an 
isotropic material, and the VV<HfJ~•<v,, 

equations of equilibrium, Eqs. ( 1. 
V'!~=•••v,,,~. With the body forces being zero, the two 

are satisfied identically. The constitutive equations 
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Eyy == 
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Yx_v = 0 

When these strains are substituted into the primary plane stress compatibility 
(3.14), it is evident that each term in the primary compatibility is zero, and thus 
that equation is also satisfied. The other five equations are also 
satisfied. Recall that the satisfaction of the equations makes it unnecessary to 
consider the strain-displacement v4uwc.vno. 

All that remains to the verification of the stresses as a stress solution 
is to demonstrate that these stresses are in accord with the traction conditions 
at the edges of the rectangle. Since no tractions have been this 
simply becomes a matter of accepting as part of the problem definition whatever tractions 
are required the equations, Eqs. 1). In this case these condition 
equations reduce to 

and Ty= 0 

Using the direction cosines shown in Fig. it can be seen that at the and bottom 
edges where y =+bandy= -b, both tractions must be zero. At the edges x = +a and 
x = -a, the shearing tractions are zero while the normal tractions must be as illustrated 
in Fig. 8.1 (b ). Recall that the tractions are always positive in the direction of the positive 
coordinate axes. 

Thus it is established that, for a thin, rectangular slab of an isotropic material subjected 
only to edge tractions as shown in Fig. 8.1 (b ), the stress distribution is as given above. Note 
that cha,.riging the origin of the coordinate system, or changing the shape of the boundary of 
the slab of material does not change the fact that the given stresses the equilibrium, 
constitutive, and compatibility equations, and hence are a solution in the interior of a 
structural body. However, changing the location of the origin of the coordinate system, or 
the shape of the boundary, changes the problem for which those stresses are a solution. 

This solution becomes more useful to engineers when a slightly different view of the 
geometry of this structural body is adopted. Let the length a be larger than the lengtJ1 b. 
In this case, there i.s actually no restriction of any kind regarding the size of a relative to 
that of b. It is just a matter of having the uniform slab look like a beam of rectangular 
cross-section, 1 with b only somewhat larger than the constant thickness t. From a beam 
point of view, it is clear that the tractions at each beam end cross-section do not produce 
either an axial force or a shear force. However, the tractions at both x = +a and x = -a 
do produce equal moments v1hose magnitude can be obtained by integrating 
all the infinitesimal moments produced by the tractions upon infinitesimal areas. 
For example, at the end cross-section x = +a, consider an infinitesimal area, t of that 
cross-section at a distance y above the x a,-s;:is; see Fig. 8.1 The infinitesimal force normal 
to that infinitesimal area is the quantity The moment arm about the z axis is the 

1 This is a point of some i1nportance. To be reason.ably accurate, the appr0ximate theory for bean1 stre:,ses 
that is most frequently used by engineers. to be di~cussed in Part IH. g·~neraH)' requires that the bean1 
be "Jong," lhm is. it requires tha1 the beam length-lo-depth ratio be approximately lO to l or more. 
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distance y. Thus the total moment at the right-hand end of the beam is 

l +b 2Mb3t 
Mz(x = a) = -t YfYxx dy = +---

-b 3[ 

where a minus sign is inserted to comply with a sign convention for beam moments in which 
moments that tend to curve the beam into a happy face smile are positive, and moments 
that produce the shape of frown are negative. Let the previously unspecified constant I be 
required to have the value I = t(2b )3 / 12, which is the area moment of inertia of the beam 
cross-sectional area about an axis passing through the center of the beam cross-section and 
paralleling the z-axis. Then the above integral shows that the constant Mis the value of the 
moment Mz(x = a). Since the crxx stresses are independent of the variable x, so too is the 
bending moment. That is, the bending moment is the same at all beam cross-sections. Thus 
this stress solution is the solution for a long or short beam subjected to opposite bending 
moments at each end cross-section, if the tractions are applied as indicated in Fig. 8.l(b). 

The approximate engineering solution for beam bending stresses, which is developed in 
later chapters, reproduces this particular theory of elasticity solution. Hence that approxi
mate stress solution is called "exact" in the special circumstance of a beam loaded only by 
bending moments. 

The strains calculated above can be integrated to obtain the following displacements 
relative to the center of the beam or slab. The result of the integrations is 

M 
v(x, y) = 2E/x2 + vy2) 

The v(x, y) displacement solution shows that the beam does have positive curvature. The 
u(x, y) displacement solution shows that, because of its linear change in they direction, 
any plane cross-section of the beam (i.e., at a fixed value of x) deforms into a plane section 
that is rotated about an axis paralleling the z axis. This is mentioned because a fundamental 
approximation of the engineering beam bending theory to be discussed in later chapters is 
that "plane sections remain plane after deformation." • 

The following example problem is only a bit more elaborate than the preceding example 
problem. Since the proposed solution in this case, as was true the previous case, is in terms 
of stresses, exactly the same four sets of equations require checking. The only variation 
here from the above is the adoption of a much more efficient combination form of the 
compatibility and strain-stress equations: 

. " 

Example 8.2. 2 Consider the plane stress problem of the rectangular slab manufactured from 
an isotropic material that is illustrated in side view in Fig. 8.2. In this case, as in the latter 
part of the previous example, the geometric dimensions of2a x 2b by tare to be interpreted 
as those of a beam of length 2a with rectangular cross-sectional dimensions 2b x t. Note 
that in this case there is a partial specification of the boundary conditions. That is, there is a 
traction Ty = +p acting on the bottom surface, y = -b. All that is said at present regarding 
the beam ends is that there are shear forces acting on the two faces x = ± a that equilibrate 

2 This example is taken from Ref. [21], which is an excellent source of information on many such 
problems. 
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Figure 8.2. Example 8.2. A uniformly loaded, simply supported, uniform beam. 

the traction acting at the bottom surface. The stress solution proposed for this problem is 

3p a X r 
axy(x, y) = - 4 b; L 1 -

_ 3p p (Y)3 y 2] - -- L- - - - +-4 3 b1 b . 3 

+ - - (!) I 2 -} 
5 ,b .J 

1) 

It is not difficult to show that these stresses satisfy the stress of 
equilibrium, Eqs. (1.10), when the body forces are zero. Substitution of these stresses into 
the plane stress strain-stress equations in order to obtain the expressions for the and 
then substitution of those strain expressions into the plane stress compatibility equation, Eq. 
(3 .14 ), shows that the primary plane stress compatibility equation, and hence the constitutive 
equations, are satisfied. This process of testing a possible plane stress solution to determine 
whether it satisfies both the plane stress constitutive equations and the primary plane stress 
compatibility equation, is a process that recurs sufficiently frequently to mak:e it desirable 
to simplify the process by condensing the relevant equations into a single equation. The 
condensation can be accomplished by using the general form of the plane stress, strain
stress equations, Eqs. to rewrite the primary plane stress compatibility equation, Eq. 
(3.14a), in terms of stresses. Using, in order to simplify the result, the sum of the two plane 
stress equilibrium equations, Eqs. (1.10), each partially-differentiated to obtain the mixed 
pa..rt:ial derivative 2(a2(Jxy/ax the primary plane stress compatibility equation in terms 
of stresses becomes 

~ 2 ra a 1 
V"((Ju + (J,,v) + EV (aL!T) + (1 + v) l-(pBx) + -(pBv) j = 0 (8.2) ,. ax , 

The two plane stress equilibrium equations and Eq. (8.2) are the usual choice of the three 
plane stress equations for the three unknown plane stresses. For steady-state conditions, 
that is, when the temperature distribution is not changing with respect to time (i.e. when 
the partial derivative of the temperature with respect to time is zero), the heat conduction 
equation requires that 

Equation (8.2) is also simplified if the forces are constant over the area of the structure. 
Now it is a simple matter to verify that the candidate stress expressions for this example, 

Eqs. (8. do indeed the combination of the constitutive and the 
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plane stress compatibility equation, which is 
equilibrium, constitutive, fu"1d <,~lHjJU<SU,c.H. 

of elasticity solution. 

3 Since Eqs. 
it is said that 
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for easy reference: 

At the top surface of the where the variable y has the fixed value t-b. 

Tx =0 CJxx == · ' 

=0 O"xy = 0 <Yyy = 0 

Al the bottom surface of t11e beam where y = 

=0 

Tv = +p 
O'xx = · · · 

O"xy = 0 

O"xy = 0 

Gyv = -p 

Substitution in turn of the above two sets 

x) = 0 

= +1 

=0 

= -1 

condition equations at the top and bottom surfaces are satisfied, each 
reduces to Lhe zero zero. Since this is a plane stress 
course but zero tractions and stresses at the front and back side surfaces. 

The situation at the beam end surfaces is not ,as straight forward as at the 
and side beam surfaces. As mentioned previously, tractions are not specified on 
the two end surfaces. The specification for the end surfaces is that the net result of the 
tractions acting on those surfaces is the two downward shearing forces which ~qcu.c,u,wcv 

the sum effect of the traction on the bottom surface, and nothing more. An 
the end surfaces begins with writing the tractions that must be present at both ends of the 
beam in order for the Cauchy equations to be satisfied. For example, at the end x = +a, 
where cos(n, x) = +1, and cos(n, y) = 0, the nonzero tractions are 

3pa r, (Y 
=--- ,-\-

4 h '- b 

The tractions at x = -a are the same except for a on Thus it may be stated 
that the initially stated stress are an exact stress solution for a rectangular 
cross-section beam loaded by a pressure p along its bottom surface if the end cn,,~c,rtc 

are such as to the end tractions above. Actual beam 
such a beam are commonly a set of discrete connections such as nails, bolts. edge 

and so forth. In such cases, it is that the traction distribution at the sup-
port surface would be that tl1e above traction this stress 
solution may not be without value. Note that the 

3 ¥ihile the proposed plane stress solution of this example does satisfy the primary plane stress compati
bility equation. Eq. (3.14 ). the proposed solution does not satisfy all the three-dimensionai compatibility 
equations, unless the Poisson ratio is zero. The error is in equations that i:1volve the strain Ezz, and can 
be ignored. 
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over the end cross-sectional area at x = +a yields a downward-directed force of magnitude 
pta, which, together with the equal downward reaction at the other end, equilibrates the 
upward pressure at the bottom surface. Furthermore, both the axial force and bending 
moment produced by the x direction traction, acting over either end arna, have zero magni
tudes. That is, from Eqs. (8.3), at x = +a: 

r+b 
Equivalent downward vertical end force= -t / Ty(a, y) dy = pta 

J-/; 

+b 
Equivalent horizontal end force = t 1 y) = 0 (8.4) 

-b rb 
Equivalent end bending moment = t J 

. -h 
=0 

Again, if the actual beam end supports in some manner supplied the above overall reactions 
of equilibrating vertical forces but zero axial forces and bending moments, then perhaps, at 
least in some equivalent equilibrium sense, the above stress solution may still have value. 
Section 8.3 deals with this conjecture, and establishes it as being true. However, before 
proceeding with that development and leaving this example, there is an aspect of the above 
solution that is worthy of comment. The comment is that if the beam is long compared to 
its depth, that is. if a2 > > b2, because of the presence of the factor a2 / b2, the first bracketed 
part of the expression for axx is more important (bigger) than any other such part of a,11y 
of the three stresses. The single bracketed part of axy is the second largest such part. The 
simple, approximate methods for determining stresses in beams that are developed in later 
chapters are able to provide (i) this important first part of the x direction normal stress; and 
(ii) the total shear stress. The beam bending approximate method is not able to estimate the 
y direction normal stress, nor the remaining, less important parts of the x direction stress. 
Thus it will be said that the beam bending approximate stress solution is satisfactory when 
the beam is long, that is, when a2 >> b2 . When the beam is short, then either a numerical 
method of analysis which satisfies as many of the theory of elasticity equations as possible 
needs to be used, or a refined approximate beam bending theory needs to be used. The 
value in separating the components of the solution according to the presence of the factors 
of (a/ b) or (b /a) also holds true for displacements as well as stresses. For example, the 
upward vertical displacement at the center of this beam relative to the center of the end 
cross-sections, is, according to Ref. [21], 

5pa4 f 12 (b) 2 (4 v)l vro O) = -- ll + - - - + - I 
' ' 16Eb3 . 5 ,aJ 5 2 J (8.5) 

The first and larger part of this two-part solution is obtainable by the simpler, approximate 
method of later chapters. The second part of the above solution, which is only important 
for short beams, is only obtainable by use of the theory of elasticity. Ill 

8.3 St. Vemmt's Principle 

In the preceding paragraph it was pointed out that in order for a stress solution to be 
wholly accurate throughout the volume of the structural body, the actual supports must be 
such as to provide precisely those tractions that match the stress distribution at the support 
surfaces. It was further remarked that it i,; quite unlikely that an actual stress distribution 
at an actual support would closely approximate that deduced for the simplified type of 
supports that are convenient for analyses. Since the stress distribution at actual supports 
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can be expected to differ from the theory of elasticity stress 
question arises as to whether the actual stress distribution over the remainder of the 
would also differ significantly from _that calculated use of the theory of elasticity. 

The negative answer to this question is provided by St. 'venant's 
states that If the tractions forces and upon a small 
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of the surface of a compact elastic body are on that small surface by 
another, system of tractions forces and moments), then 
the change in loading has only a negligible effect on the stresses located away 
from that surface at linear distances that are than the largest dimension of 
the surface on which the forces were changed. (Refs. 37]) 

There are several points concerning St. Venant's principle that bear discussion. First of 
this principle is a powerful tool because the distance from the surface which bears the 

altered but equivalent loading, beyond which the changes in stress are negligible, is often 
as small as the largest dimension of the surface area under discussion. For example, in 
the case of the rectangular cross-section beam loaded with an upward pressure along its 
bottom surface discussed in the previous section, St. Venant's principle affirms that beyond 
a distance of 2b from each beam end there is no practical difference between the calculated 
and actual stresses in the beam whether or not the beam end support tractions are those 
of Eqs. (8.3), or any other set of tractions that produce the overall effects listed in Eqs. 

If a2 >> b2 , then the stresses over the great majority of the beam volume are correctly 
calculated by the theory of elasticity solution. 

For the distance outside of which the stresses for the equivalent loadings differ only 
negligibly, for that distance to be small, the body must be a compact, solid body. Reference 
[21] states that ,if "the body is not of a solid form, as for instance a beam with a very 
thin or a thin cylindrical shell, a self-equilibrating distribution of force on one end 
may make itself felt at distances many times the depth or diameter." Figure 8.3 provides 
a simple illustration of a slight variation on this caution. In Fig. 8.3(a) and (b), a long, 
simple two-dimensional, pin-jointed truss is shown. The truss is loaded over the depth of 
its end by two different, statically equivalent force systems having a zero moment about 
the center of the end section and a total resulting (tensile) force of magnitude N. It should 
be clear that with respect to the two different loading cases, the force distributions in the 
bars of the truss are not the same at any point in the truss, close or far from the end of 
the truss where the loadings are applied. If, however, the outside dimensions of the truss 
are fixed while the number of bars in the tmss is increased uniformly over the area of the 
truss, and the number of supports at the left end is increased correspondingly, then the two 
force distributions away from the loaded end will become more alike as the number of bars 
increases. At the extreme end of the process of adding bars, the elastic body becomes a 
solid two-dimensional body of dimensions 2b by L. In this case the normal stresses in the 
direction of the concentrated tensile force N becomes virtually uniform (less than a 3 percent 
en-or) at a distance of only 2b from the loaded end of the solid structure. This diffusion of a 
concentrated force into a very nearly uniform stress distibution in such a short distance is 
a dramatic illustration of St Venant's principle. A general proof of St. Venant's principle 
based upon energy considerations, which is credited to Goodier, is stated in Ref [21]. 

8.4 ** Review Problem** 

chapter have emphasized a checklist consisting of equi
librium equations; constitutive equations; (iii) compatibillity or strain displacement 
equations; and boundary condition equations. One- and two-dimensional stress 
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(c) 

Figure 8.3. Two different loadings on a simple truss and a uniform slab, where the slab 
represents a limiting case for the truss as the number of pin joints and bars within the outer 
boundaries of the truss increase without limit 

problems have provided a basis for illustrating the application of this checldist. The fol
lowing example problem, which is a variant of previous problems, demonstrates that the 
checklist of concepts that underlie those four sets of equations can be just as useful in struc
turing a solution to a structural analysis problem that bears little resemblance to a plane 
stress problem. 

Example 8.3. Consider the structure pictured in Fig 8.4(a) in its exaggerated deformed 
state. The strncture is composed of three, equal length, dissimilar bars that are attached by 
hinges to two end fixtures that are sufficiently stiff relative to the bars to be modeled as 
rigid. The structure is loaded by equal and opposite forces F. Determine the bar extensions 
and stresses. 

Solution. The sequential use of the four sets of equations provides an o.rganized approach 
to the solution of this problem. For convenience, and without loss of generality, assume that 
all the bars elongate as shown in Fig. 8.4(a), and thus it follows that the stresses in all bars 
are assumed to be tensile and all displacements are elongations. A negative solution for a 
displacement or stress, of course, means contraction or compression, respectively. 

Start the analysis by noting that the entire strncture is in a state of static equilibrium. 
FBDs of arbitrary portions of any of the three bars demonstrates that the axial stress in each 
bar is a constant along the length of the bar. A FBD of either end fixture, such as is shown 
for the left end fixture in Fig. 8.4(b) provides the following equilibrium equations: 

Summing forces: aaAa + acAc + aeAe = F 
Sumnung moments: (b + + (d)Acac = 0 

These equilibrium equations are two equations in the three unknown stresses. Thus the 
problem is indeterminate, and it is necessary to investigate the The next step 
is to write the constitutive equations for the elastic portions of the structural system. They 
are 
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Figure 8.4. Example 8.3. A nonsummetrical three-hinged bar structure: (a) the deformation 
pattern with all displacements transferred to the right-hand end; (b) free body diagram of 
the rigid end fixture; ( c) diagram of the proportionality of the bar displacements. 

Since the stresses are constants, so too are the strains. Hence the following strain
displacement equations: 

Ua 
Ea= -

L 

Uc 
Ee= -

L 

The condition equations for a problem with discrete structural elements, as in 
this case, are open to more than one interpretation to the extent of which equations are 
to be called the boundary condition equations. It could be argued that the Eqs. (8.6) are 
actually boundary condition equations while the interior equilibrium equations are those 
that establish the stresses as being constant along the length of the bars. In any event, there is 
additional information concerning the displacements at the edges of the elastic bars. These 
displacements are constrained by the rigid end fixture to form a straight-line pattern as 
shown in Fig. 8.4(c). From similar triangles, 

b b+d 
(8.7) 

This "third" boundary condition equation completes the analysis. Now it is a matter of 
choosing to replace the displacements in Eq. (8.7) by stresses, or choosing to replace the 
stresses in Eqs. (8.6) by displacements. By the first of these two options, Eq. (8.7) becomes, 
after use of the strain-displacement and constitutive equations, 

(b + (8.8) 

Equations (8.6) and (8.8) are three equations that can be solved for the three unknown 
stresses. Once the stresses are known, it is a simple matter to calculate the strains and 
displacements. 
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of substituting the stress-strain and 
into Eqs. 

+ =FL 

=0 

Equations and (8.9) are three equations that can be solved for the three unknown 
displacements. Again, once the displacements are then stn,jns and stresses can be 
calculated. Since both solution options lead to a system of three C,HHUHUHvvv0, 

equations, there is no advantage here to either the stress or the c11:,placerr1erlt 
option. g 

8.5 Summary 

The theory of elasticity solutions generally require mathematical analysis sldlls 
are not expected of undergraduate students. Indeed, the total number of theory of elas

ticity solutions that have been solved by anyone is quite small compared to the number 
of different problems that could easily be posed. Nevertheless, the theory of 1s 

quite useful. Its solutions are the standard of accuracy for all other solutions. As demon
strated in the example problems, the foundations of the theory of elasticity are present in 
one form or another in all structural analyses. It was for these reasons that the theory of 
elasticity has been the sole object of study of Part II of this text. This illustrates two 
theory of elasticity solutions that have use with respect to judging the accuracy 
of approximate solutions for beams. The direct application of theory of elasticity solutions 
themselves to actual problems, where possible, is facilitated reference to St. Venant's 
principle. 

The exercises that follow are intended to show the versatility of analytical solutions such 
as are found in this chapter, and give the reader an opportunity to further practice confirming 
such theory of elasticity solutions. A short description of the Airy stress function approach · 
to plane stress problems is provided in the next section for those who are interested in what 
once was an important approach to plane stress problems but has been superceded by the 
finite element method of approximate analysis. 

8.6 **The Airy Stress F~nction ** 

The Airy stress function is a useful means of condensing the stress formulation 
of the plane stress problem down· from two equations, (1. and one 
primary compatibility equation in terms of stresses, Eq. (8.2), to one, often simple·, equation. 
The Airy stress function is an example of a potential function. A potential function is 
any function that, when differentiated, provides a quantity of interest that has a physical 
reality. The potential function itself often does not have a physical interpretation. A familiar 
example of a potential function is the gravitational potential function potential energy 
in the gravitational field). When differentiated, it provides the magnitude and direction of 
the weight force. Still other examples of potential functions that may be familiar to the 
reader are found in the study of two-dimensional fluid flows where the fluid velocities are 
determined from partial derivatives of a "stream function" when the flow is incompressible, 
and from partial derivatives of a "velocity potential function" when the nonviscous flow 
lacks vorticity. In a siwilar manner, for present purposes, a body force potential function 
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cm~ be defined for forces per unit mass of the structural Let 

where a comma a function and preceding one or more independent variables as 
subscripts indicates partial differentiation of that function with respect to those independent 
variabies. The Airy stress function ct, y) is related to stresses by the definitions 
in terms of Cartesian coordinates: 

+ V = O"yv cfJ.yy + V = O"xx $,xy = -Gxy 11) 

Other examples functions are found in later chapters of this text. The advantage 
of these definitions of the body force potential function and the Airy stress function is 
that when these definitions are substituted into the plane stress equilibrium Eqs. 
(l. both of those equations reduce to O = O; that is the two equilibrium equations 
are identically satisfied. What this means is that the mere use of at, Airy stress function 
is all that is necessary to satisfy the requirements of equilibrium. It is sometimes said 
that the Airy stress function at,d the body force potential function "integrate" the plane 
stress equilibrium equations. The only remaining field that needs to be satisfied 
is (8.2). Substitution of that Airy stress function and the force potential into that 
compatibility and isotropic constitutive equation produces 

V 4(JJ(x, 

where the biharmonic operator 
is, in Cartesian coordinates, 

12) 

As mentioned when the temperature change is not a function of time, and the 
body forces are constant over the mass of the structural body, the right-hand side ofEq. (8.] 2) 
is zero. In those circumstances the single field requirement that the Airy stress function must 
satisfy reduces to the very simple form 

3) 

There are many functions <P(x, y) that satisfy the above equation. For example, there is an 
infinite number of polynomial expressions that fulfill t.his requirement. The difficulty with 
this approach lies with the boundary conditions Stress BCs can always be 
by Eqs. (8.11) along with the Cauchy equations that then relate the plane stresses in terms 
of the Airy stress function to the given tractions at the boundary surface. However, finding 
by analytical means a function <P(x, y) that satisfies both, say Eq. (8.13) and a.11 arbitrarily 
chosen set of tractions on an irregular boundary, can be very difficult indeed. For numerical 
analyses, the boundary condition manipulations described in Ref. [16] are sometimes useful. 
The most common analyti.cal approach is to take the approach of selecting a function <P y) 

that satisfies, say, Eq. (8. a set of equations, y) = 0, that define a boundary 
for the plane stress structure and then use Eqs. (8.11) and the Cauchy equations to determine 
the tractions on that boundary. This is another example of the inverse method where the 
solution, (J)(x, and the boundary geometry are chosen and the problem statement that 
consists of the tractions acting on that boundary is deduced. This inverse approach has 
yielded many worthwhile solutions i.n both Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates, many of 
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Figure 8.5. Exercise 8.3. A tip-loaded cantilevered beam. 

F 
---> 

which are detailed in Ref. [21]. For example, from that reference, 

4b 
__ \ 

3b2 } 
<P(x, 

3F 

when used with a rectangular boundary of width L a,.'1d depth 2b, could be used to describe 
the stresses in a long or short beam loaded with a parabolically varying shearing traction at 
the left beam end at x = 0 that sums to a total force F. This applied force Fis reacted at x = 
L with an oppositely directed, but equal-magnitude shearing traction plus the counterclock
wise, equilibrating moment FL that is produced by the linearly varying normal traction 
= (fxx atx = L. In other this Airy stress function can be used to describe the stresses 
in a tip-loaded beam cantilevered at x = L. A modification to this problem, for the sake of 
a better challenge, is considered in Exercise 8.3. 

Chapter 8 Exercises 

lU. Show that Eqs. (8.1) do indeed satisfy the equations of equilibrium whenever 
the body forces per unit mass are negligible. 

8.2. (a) Let the rectangular sheet of Fig. 8.l(a) be composed ofan isotropic material 
with material constants E, v, G, and a. In this case, it is known mea
surement that this sheet has been uniformly stretched a distance 2u0 in the 
x direction and a distance 2v0 in they direction, and that there has been a 
uniform temperature change T0 . That is, the values u0 , v0 , and are con
stants. It is also observed that the sheet is in a state of plane stress. Guess 
that the mathematical description of the displacement field throughout the 
sheet is 

u(x, 
X 

= -uo and 
a 

and, on this basis, determine the tractions at edges x = a and y = b, which, 
along with the temperature cha11ge, have stretched the sheet in the x and y 
directions. 
If (u 0 / a) is not equal to is there a value for which the tractions 
at all four edges can be zero? 

8.3. Confirm that t..l:te following plane stress distribution is applicable to the 
of the cantilevered bea,."11 loaded by an end force Fas shown in Fig. 8.5. There 
are no body forces. In the stress the constant c is to be determined 
so that all requirements are met Note that there are no stress conditions to be 
met at x = O; that is, there are displacement requirements and 
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Figure 8.6. Exercise 8.4. 

are not a matter of present concern. 

()xx == - -----
2tb3 

ayy = 0 

cF [1 - (if] 
Clxy = 4bt 

where t is the thickness of the slab or beam in the z direction. 

8.4. Consider the square metal sheet and the Cartesian coordinate system shown in 
Fig. 8.6. The proposed plane stress solution is 

ao 
CTxx = avy = axy = -(y -. a 

Determine whether or not the proposed plane stress solution is actually a 
solution within the interior of any homogeneous, isotropic, linearly elastic 
body. 

(b) Regardless of your answer to part ( a), determine the tractions 7'.r and Tv on 

the upper right-hand edge surface where x + y = .,/ia/2. Your answer may 
be presented in terms of either Cartesian coordinate. 
As above, but for the lower right edge. 
Determine the normal and shearing tractions along the edge surface identi
fied in part again in terms of either Cartesian coordinate. 
As above, but for the lower right edge. 

(f) Express the normal and shearing tractions along the upper right-hand edge 
in terms of the arc length coordinate s shown in the figure. 

(g) There is a straight line of zero stress. Locate it. 
Is it now clear that this is the problem of the beam loaded only 
moments, rotated 45°? 

bending 

8.5. A certain structural body that is homogeneous, isotropic, and Hookean 
has a plane boundary surface that is defined by the equation y = +b. If 
the structural body is in a state of plane stress, rewrite the two 
stress type boundary conditions in terms of the derivatives of the structural 
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X 

Figure 8.7. Exercise 8.6. 

displacements atthat one b) = 0, and b) = -po, where 
p0 is a constant. Hint: Successively convert the traction statement to a stress 
statement to a strain statement to a displacement statement. 
The structural body above also has a plane boundary surface at x = -a, 
which is subjected to a pressure of magni.tude p 0 , that is, Tx(-a, y) = 
Ty(-a, y) = 0. Write the corresponding deflection boundary conditions for 
this surface. 

FOR THE EAGER 

8.6. Consider the semiinfinite wedge shaped body with wedge a,_,gle a sketched in 
Fig. 8.7. This homogeneous, isotropic, elastic body is in a state 
stress. A proposed stress solution in 

G,,(()) = 20-0 
1 - e - -· sin 2G + 
2 

2fi - COS2 

= o-0 [2(a - ())+sin W - 2 cos2 () tan a] 

= -v0 [-1 + cosW + sinW tan 

1 
tano: I 

-' 

where o- 0 is a constant with units of stress. Note that none of the above stresses 
is a function of the radial coordinate. 

Determine whether the above stresses satisfy the equations of equilibrium 
everywhere within the interior of the wedge. 

(b} Determine whether or not these stresses satisfy the constitutive equations 
and the primary compatibility equation for plane stress. Note that in polar 
coordinates 

(c) 

2 1 a a2 
V = -+--+ 

ar2 r or ae 
Determine the normal traction - Te = - Tv and the shear traction 
- T, acting upon the wedge edge where 8 = 0. 
Determine the normal traction +Te, and the shear traction + Tr acting upon 
the wedge edge where () = a. 

(e) Provide a written description of the tractions acting upon the wedge edge 
surfaces. 

(f) Could this theory of elasticity be a basis for judging the accuracy 
of a strength of materials solution for a tapered, cantilevered beam with 
a uniform loading? One thing that is necessary to do before answering 
this question is to determine whether overall beam equilibrium requires a 
concentrated force at the beam tip. (Problem from Ref. 
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8.7. Reconsider the semiinfinite structural body of Fig. 1. where the depth into 
the paper is an arbitrary finite value. Determine whether the plane stress state 

( 
JTX\ 

axx = -ao exp - 2a } cos 2a 

Gxv = -ao exp - - sin -' ( JrX) (JTV) 
" ~ 2a 1 2a, 

ayy = +ao exp 
JiX (lfY\ 

cos -l 
2a ,2a1 

(a) satisfies the interior equiiibrium equations, and requires equilibrating trac
tions similar to those shown in Fig. 1.13(b); 

(b) satisfies the compatibility equation, and thus is a valid solution for a long, 
thin sheet of material being pushed at one end while the pushing force is 
equilibrated by shearing forces at the top and bottom surfaces. 
Suggest other theory of elasticity solutions for this geometry that can be 
superimposed upon this solution and provide interpretations for the combi
nations of solutions. 

8.8. Confirm that the following definitions for the Airy stress function in terms of 
polar coordinates identically satisfy the plane stress equilibrium equations and 
are thus valid definitions. 

r2a,, = r<P., + '1>.ee + V 

r2a,e = '1>,e - r(/),re 

uge = it>.,, + V 

Note that the Airy stress function equation for steady-state temperature changes 
and constant body forces is, of course, still the biharmonic equatic:: 

V 4 cP(r, ()) = 0 

where again, for polar coordinates, the hannonic operator has the form 

7 a2 1 a 1 a2 
v-=-+--+---

ar2 r ar r2 ae2 

8.9. Given the following valid Airy stress functions and plane stress boundaries, 
determine the loading upon those boundaries in order to define the associated 
problem. Let all body forces be zero. Note that Chas different units and values 
in each case. 
(a) <P(x,y) Cy2,rectangularboundaryatx= ±a,y= ±b. 
{b) ({)(x, y) Cy3, rectangular boundary at x = ± a, y = ± b 
(c) <P(x, y) Cy2, circular boundary x2 + R2 . 

<P(x, y) = Cxy, rectangular boundary at x = ± a, y = ± b. 
(e) cP(x,y) = Csin(rrx/a)sinh(ny/a),squareboundaryatx= ±a,y= ±a. 

(f) IJJ(r,8) = Crsin8,circularboundaryx2 +y2 = r2 . 

(g) it>(r, 8) = Cr2 sin 28, circular boundary x2 + = r 2 . 

8.10. As mentioned, there are many functions that satisfy the biha.rmonic equation. 
Of course, any function that satisfies the harmonic equation also satisfies the 
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(b) 

Figure 8.8. Exercise 8.11. (a) Bending deformations at all comers) without 
shearing deformations. (b) Shearing deformations (lack of right angles at all corners) 
without bending deformations. 

biharmonic equation. Demonstrate that the following functions 
monic equation. 
(a) <JJ(r, 8) cr-n cos ne where n is any real number. 
(b) cfJ(r, 8) = C cos[n ln (r/R)] cosh ne where n is any real number. 

8.11. The deformations of a beam of length a and depth 2b that is loaded a 

the har-

force, such as the cantilevered beam of Exercise 8.3 can be thought of as having 
two parts. The first part of the deformations can be attributed to the bending of 
the beam that occurs as a result of the force giving rise to a bending 
moment The second part of the deformation can be ascribed to the shear force 
itself That is, the total deformation can be thought of as having a portion due to 
bending distortion and a portion due to shearing distortion. The separate !-'"''""-'-HG 

of deformation are indicated in Fig. 8.8. From Ref. or Endnote 
and y direction displacements of the cantilevered beam are as follows: 

3F y { u(x, v) = ---
. 2Etb 

v(x, =+- (1 3F I 
2Et 

va 
-l--
'2b 

} 

In contrast to the above results obtained by the theory of elasticity, the usual 
engineering theory of beam displacements assumes that the displacements in 
the x direction vai-y linearly with the y coordinate and that there is no shearing 
deformation. The displacement at the center of the loaded end cross-section, as 
calculated by the engineering theorJ of beam displacements, is 

F 1a)3 
v(a, O) = 2Et \b 

(a) Compare the theor; of elasticity solution for the vertical displacement at 
the center of the end cross-section with the above beam theory 
solution that does not include shear deformations in order to determine 
the magnitude of the shear deformation; that is, wlite the exact of 
elasticity solution as the sum of two where the first is the above 
engineering beam theory solution plus a second part that can be attributed 
to the shearing deformation of the cantilevered beam. Note that the shear 
force distribution is uniform along the of the beam. 
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(b) Consider F / ( effective cross-sectional area in shear) to be the average shear 
stress anywhere along the length of the beam. Use this value of the average 
shear stress to obtain an average shear strain by dividing by the shearing 
modulus, and then use this average shear strain to obtain the corresponding 

displacement of the cantilevered beam by multiplying the average shear 
strain by the length of the cantilevered beam, a. Compare this result with 
the result obtained in for the shea..ting portion of the total tip dis
placement in order to determine the effective cross-sectional area in shear, 
and then the constant k that the actual cross-sectional area of (2bt) must 
be multiplied by so as to determine this effective cross-sectional area for 
shearing deformations. 
Finally, form the ratio of the bending tip displacement to the shearing tip 
displacement and show that for this cantilevered beam with a rectangular 
cross-section, for a length-to-depth ratio ( a /2b) of the bending contribu
tion to the total tip displacement is approximately one hundred times greater 
than the shearing contribution. 

Endnote (1) An Example of Calculating Displacements from a Stress Solution 

From the solution to Exercise 8.3, the stress distribution for the tip force loaded 
cantilevered beam of Fig. 8.5 is 

3F 
O'yy = 0 

3F 
O'x,,=-

J 4bt 
a_u = -

Hence, from Hooke's law, the three relevant strains are 

3F 3vF 
Exx = ---3-y(a - x) 

2Eb t 
E~y = --y(a-
" 2Eb3t ' 

3(1 +v)F ( ) 
Yxy = 2Ebt l - b2 

The beam displacements are obtained by integrating the above strain expression using 
the linear strain-displacement equations €xx = au fax, Eyy = av I ay, and Yxy = au I ay + 
av/ax. Hence 

au 3F 
ax = - 2Eb3t y(a - -+ u(x, x2) - 2 + f(y) 

av 3vF 
- = 2Eb3ty(a - x) + g(x) 

where and are functions of integration to be determined, in part, by substituting 
the above results for u and v into the above expression for the shearing strain. That result 
is 

- ; - 3F (. 2 z, Yxv - (1, v)--3-\b - y J ·. . 2Eb t 

I - ,_ 
- L 

r 3vF j-+ 1--- + g1(x) 
L 4Eb3t 

Conceptually rearrange the second part of the above equation so that all the terms involving 
x are equal to all the terms involving y plus any constant terms. Change the value of x at 
will while y is held constant. The changing value of x does not affect the equality. The only 
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way that this is possible is for those terms involving x to be a constant, say Co. Making that 
replacement, the above equality can be written as the following two equalities: 

3F ( x 2 ) 3F ( x 2 x3) --- ax - - + g'(x) = Co or g(x) =Cox+ -- a- - - + C1 
2Eb3t 2 2Eb3t 2 6 

and 

or 

3F 2 2 + V 3F 3 
f(y) = Cz - Coy+ (l + v)2Eb3tb y- -6-2Eb3ty 

Thus the expressions for the two displacement components are as follows: 

3F ( x 2 ) 3F 2 2 + v 3F 3 
u(x,y)=-2Eb3ty ax-2 +Cz-Coy+(l+v)2Eb3/y--6-2Eb3/ 

3vF 2 3F ( x 2 x 3) 
v(x, y) = 4Eb3ty (a - x) +Cox+ 2Eb3t a2 - 6 + C1 

The above three constants of integration can be determined from three displacement bound
ary conditions. At the cantilevered end, let the displacements at the coordinate origin be 
zero. The third BC is chosen to b~ au/ay = 0 at the coordinate axes origin in order to retain 
the perpendicular at the cantilevered end. This choice allows a shearing deformation at the 
cantilevered end. Applying these BCs 

3F 2 
Co=(l+v) 2Eb3/ and C1=C2=0 

Hence, the final expression for the displacements in this cantilevered beam is 

3F ( x 2 ) 2 + v 3F 3 
u(x, ~ = 2Eb3ty ax - 2 - -6-2Eb3ty 

3vF 2 3F 2 3F ( x 2 x 3) 
v(x, y) = 4Eb3ty (a - x) + (l + v) 2Eb3t bx+ 2Eb3t a2 - 6 

Since k = F/EI and a = L, the solution for the beam tip vertical deflection at y = 0 is 

v(a, 0) = F L 3 [1 + 3(1 + v/2
2 ] 

3EI a 

where, again, only the first part of this solution is obtainable from a strength of materials 
analysis. The second part of this solution is very small for a beam whose length exceeds 
ten times its depth. 
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Part I. True or False? 

(Answers at the end of this section) 

1. The principal stress axes are always the same as the principal strain axes in an 
isotropic material. 

2. The principal stress axes are always the same as the principal strain axes in an 
orthotropic material. 

3. The equations of compability derived in this text, such as Exx,yy + Eyy,xx = Yxy,xy, 

are valid for large strains as well as small strains. (Recall that small strains are 
linear expressions involving the derivatives of displacements, while large strains 
further include quadratic expressions involving derivatives of the displacements.) 

. 4. The coordinate rotation equation for stresses, that is, [a*] = [c][a ][c]t, is valid for 
any material, not just an isotropic material. 

5. The equations of equilibrium apply to a material undergoing plastic deformations 
as well as a material undergoing purely elastic deformations. 

6. The line paralleling the linear portion of the stress-strain curve that defines an 
offset yield stress originates at a strain value of 0.01 in/in. 

7. Not counting the coefficient of thermal expansion, there are three independent 
material constants that require specification for the linearly elastic, isotropic mate
rial model. 

8. Young's modulus is the same as the modulus of rigidity. 
9. The Cauchy equations are a set of algebraic equations that relate the tractions to 

the internal stresses, but do not include the body forces. 
10. Both the constitutive and strain-displacement equations for an isotropic material 

are different from those for an orthotropic material. 
11. The Cauchy equations can be viewed as an application of Newton's second law; 

that is, they are based upon a summation of forces. · 
12. The material stiffness matrix [ E] is the matrix transpose of the material compliance 

matrix [SJ. 
13. Although based on different concepts, as a practical matter, the proportional limit, 

the elastic limit, and the ultimate stress have practically indistinguishable values. 
14. The percentage elongation is a measure of the ductility of a material. 
15. If the stresses can be determined from use of equilibrium conditions alone, then 

the analysis is called statically determinate. 
16. An elastic material has a negligible hysteresis curve for a small number of complete 

loading cycles if the maximum applied stress is less than the yield stress. (Here 
"loading cycle" means a loading· followed by an unloading in either tension or 
compression or both.) 

17. The slope of the stress-strain curve for compression is termed the compressive 
tangent modulus. 

211 
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18. The modulus of elasticity in tension can be different from that in compression even 
for aluminum alloys. 

19. In an orthotropic material, as in any material subjected to a state of stress. the 
plane of maximum shear stress is always at a 45° angle to two of the planes of the 
principal stress. 

20. In the case of plane stress, the strain in the z direction can be determined form the 
strains in the other two orthogonal directions when the material is isotropic. 

21. A homogeneous material is one that has the same material properties at every 
in the body. Even an orthotropic material can be considered to be a homogenous 
material, at least for pieces of material on a scale much than, say, the size of 
the fiber diameters, or the spacing between fibers, in the case of a fiber-reinforced 
composite. 

22. An elastic material can experience a fatigue failure even though the maximum 
stress does not exceed half the elastic limit in tension. 

23. In a metallic structural material, the modulus of elasticity and the ductility are 
likely to increase with decreasing temperature. 

24. In structural engineering, stiffness and strength are two different names for the 
same material characteristic. 

25. The compatibility equations can be derived from the strain-displacement equa
tions. 

26. The Palmgren-Miner law for fatigue can be properly described as a damage accu
mulation theory. 

27. In an isotropic material, if the Poisson's ratio and the shearing modulus are known, 
then the Young's modulus may be calculated. 

28. For an isotropic material, a structural body in a state of plane stress is also in a 
state of plane strain. 

29. A viscoelastic material is one for which creep deformations are significant 
30. For a general stress state, at any point in the structure, the sum of all three shearing 

stresses (axy + uxz + is the same regardless of the orientation of the Cartesian 
coordinate axes. 

31. In three dimensions, the maximum normal stress vector is always oriented 90° 
from the minimum normal stress vector. 

32. The maximum shear stress is always one-half the differen.ce between the maximum 
and minimum principal stresses. 

33. There is an isomorphism, that an exact analogy in form, between the Green 
strain coordinate axis rotations and stress coordinate axis rotations. 

34. If it is known that a structural body is in a state of equilibrium, then the six 
compatibility equations can be solved for the six strains, and hence, by use of the 
constitutive equations, the six stresses. 

35. In the case of plane strain, if the two displacements of interest are = 
C(4s + 2) sin(n~), and v(s, ~) = C(s - then EH= + 
2) cos(n ~), where s = x / l and ~ = y / L are two nondimensional, Cartesian 
coordinates. 

36. "Strain hardening" is another name for the Bauschinger effect. 
37. The matrix of direction cosines is a nonsyrnmetric matrix. 
38. One of the six relations among the direction cosines is as follows: 

= 1.0 
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39. sufficient to determine all the stresses in a struc-
tural body in a state of stress, but are not always sufficient to determine all 
the in that same structure. 

40. The ultimate stress of a steel can be estimated a hardness test. 
41. An A-basis tensile will be greater than or equal to a B-basis 

tensile strength. 
42. The creep ch2_racteristics of steels can be found on S-N d;agrams. 
43. The mathematical solution for the strains t.'1at is obtained from the three indepen

dent measurements of a strain gauge rosette is an example of eigenvalue problem 
solution. 

44. The Palmgren-Minerrule for estimating the percentage damage done to a structural 
component is most accurate when the magnitudes of the load cycles have 
a random order rather than a specific ordering such as by magnitude with the 

load cycles occurring first. 
45. The line paralleling the linear portion of the stress-strain curve that defines an 

offset at a strain value of 0.0001 in/in. 
46. An elastic material can experience a failure when the principal stresses are 

compressive. 
47. The ~v,,up'<.CU Chapter 3 are valid for an orthotropic 

material. 
48. In an orthotropic if the six Poisson's ratios and the three shearing moduli 

are known, then the three Young's moduli may be calculated. 
49. The Green shearing strains have twice the value of the corresponding engineering 

shearing strains. 
50. The constitutive equations and the linear strain displacement equations 

are also valid for loads that vary wit.h time if are valid for static loads 
whose magnitudes are equal to the maximum values of the time-varying loads. 

51. The equations of equilibrium, which are derived in Chapter 1 for the interior of 
a of general shape, do not apply to a material undergoing plastic defor-
mations. 

Part n. Tme or False? 

52. in a displacement formulation amiJysis, the displacements in a structural body 
are described by continuous, single-valued mathematical functions, then there is no 
need to use the equations. In other words, the compatibility equations 
are not used in any formulation of a theory of elasticity problem. 

53. In stress boundary conditions can be expressed in terms of the displace-
ments and/or their derivatives at the boundary, but displacement boundary con
ditions cannot be in terms of stresses and/or their derivatives at the 
boundary. 

54. St Venant's principle states that, for linearly elastic materials, the strains in one 
orthogonal direction bear a fixed ratio to the strains in the other two orthogonal 
directions. 

55, A displacement formulation of a theoPJ of elasticity problem is usually unsuitable 
when there are mixed boundary conditions. 

56. The strain-displacement equations are a necessary part of any theory of elasticity 
au;praeierr1ertt formulation. 
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Answers 

1. True. The planes perpendicular to the axes of stress are the planes of the 
differential-sized rectangular parallelepiped where there are no shearing stresses. 
For an isotropic material, each shearing strain is equal to the associated shearing 
stress divided by the shear modulus of elasticity, G. Therefore, if the shearing 
stresses are zero, so too are the shearing strains. Thus these planes are also the 
planes of principal strains. 

2. False. The principal stress axes and the principal strain axes are the same in an 
orthotropic material only in the special case where those two sets of axes are also the 
material axes. For other than the material axes the material stiffness and compliance 
matrices are generally filled with nonzero elements that couple, for example, the 
normal stresses to the shearing strains. Therefore, the principal (normal) stresses 
can produce shearing strains whenever the principal stress axes are other than the 
material axes. 

3. False. The cited compatibility equations are only valid for small strains such as 
E.u = au/ ax because such strain expressions are the basis of the derivation of the 
strain compatibility equations that are presented in Chapter 3. 

4. True. All the equations involving the rotations of stresses, or strains, were deduced 
before any discussion of material properties. It is only when stresses are related 
to strains (forces to displacements) is there a need to describe the material. Since 
rotations of stresses, or strains, are accomplished without· any reference to the 
relationships between stresses and strains, those results are valid for any material. 

5. True. Again, the equilibrium equation derivations do not require any relationship 
between stress and strain. Therefore the equilibrium equations are valid for any 
material. 

6. False. The offset line defining the yield stress originates at a strain value of 0.002. 
7. False. Only two constants are required since G = E /[2(1 + v)]. 
8. False. Young's modulus is E, while the modulus of rigidity, as it is called, is G. 

They are not the same, but have the relation cited above. 
9. True. As the derivation shows, the body forces acting upon the infinitesimal-sized 

tetrahedron are infinitesimal compared to the forces associated with the stresses 
and tractions. 

10. False. The constitutive equations differ, but the strain-displacement equations, 
which are only a matter of the geometry of deformation, are the same for the two 
types of material. 

11. True. The Cauchy equations were indeed obtained by applying Newton's laws to 
that infinitesimal-sized tetrahedron framed by the three Cartesian directions. 

12. False. The material stiffness matrix is the inverse, not the transpose, of the com
pliance matrix. 

13. False. The proportional limit and the elastic limit usually have very much the same 
values, but the ultimate stress value is distinctly higher in value. 

14. True. The greater the percent elongation. for a given loading, the more ductile the 
material. Cast iron, for example, is called a brittle material because it fails almost 
entirely without any plastic deformations. When cast iron was used to build railroad 
bridges in the nineteenth century, the result was those historic pictures we see today 
of collapsed railroad bridges bea.ri.ng locomotives and coal cars. Ductile steel was 
the solution to this problem because steel does undergo considerable deformation 
before failing, and thus provides clear warning of an impending failure. 
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15. True. This is the definition of "statically determinate." 
16. True. If there are tens of thousands of load cycles, then there often is a slow 

accumulation of permanent elongations. 
17. True. This is the definition of the compression tangent modulus. Of course, the 

tangent modulus is a constant for all the stress-strain points on the linear portion 
of the stress-strain cur,e, and varies thereafter. 

18. True. However, the differences between the tensile modulus of elasticity and the 
compressive modulus of elasticity, for structural materials such as aluminum, are 
usually only a couple of percent. In that case, it is a difference that is ignored in 
most engineering analyses. 

19. True. Again, all the stress rotation equations were derived without reference to any 
material properties. Therefore the 45° rule applies to any material. 

20. True. This result is probably best established by doing a little algebra. Consider 
the isotropic strain-stress equations for the normal strains. Since this is a case of 
plane stress, begin by setting O"zz equal to zero. Then solve the first two strain
stress equations simultaneously for the normal stresses in the x and y directions. 
Subsitute those results for O'xx and O'yy into the third strain-stress equation, the 
equation for E zz obtaining 

V (1 + v) 
E7z = ---(Exx + Eyv) + ---o:LJT 
, 1 - V " (l - v) 

21. True. This is again a case of smoothing over small difficulties in order to achieve 
great simplifications in an analysis. 

22. True. Steel is a material that generally will never experience a fatigue failure if the 
values of the mean stress and alternating stress are less than those values where 
the S-N curves become nearly horizontal as the number of cycles becomes very 
large. Aluminum S-N curves have no such horizontal asymptote. If enough load 
cycles are applied to an aluminum component, eventually there will be a failure. 

23. False. Ductility in structural metals increases with increasing temperature. 
24. False. The strength of a material is a measure of the stress the material can bear 

before the material fails in some way, such as by undergoing plastic yielding or 
rupture. The stiffness of a material is a measure of how much stress is required for 
a given strain. Thus the modulus of elasticity is a measure of structural stiffness, 
while a yield stress or an ultimate stress are measures of material strength. In other 
words, stiffness directly involves displacements or deformations, while strength 
need not. These two different concepts carry over to structures. The strength of a 
structure is measured by how much load the structure can support before some part 
of the structure yields, ruptures, or deflects too much. The stiffness of a structure is 
measured by the amount of loading that is required to produce a unit displacement. 
Thus the concept of stiffness at a single point on the structure, or in some more 
general sense, always involves a displacement. 

25. True. This is how t.he compatibility equations were derived. 
26. True. The idea that damage accumulates linearly is the basis of the Palrngren-Miner 

law. 
27. True. The formula is 

E = 2G(l + 
28. False. An isotropic body in a state of plane stress cannot aiso be in a state of 

plane strain since the O'_u and a,,y stresses cause a Ezc strain. Note, however, 
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as is seen in later chapters, the common strength of materials for 
beai'lls (and plates and shells) contains this contradiction. 

29. True. This is what is meant a viscoelastic material. 
30. False. At any interior point, the sum of the normal stresses + avy + is 

coordinate-rotation invariant, not the sum of the shearing stresses. Consider the 
case of plane stress. In this case, the sum of the stresses is simply O'xy. This 
shea_ring stress varies from its maximum value to zero as the x and y coordinates 
are rotated. 

31. True. In any material, the maximum and minimum valued normal stress vectors are 
two of the three principal stresses, and the principal stresses are oriented 
90° from each other. 

32. True. This fact is established by examining the three Mohr's circles that 
describe the three-dimensional stress state at any geometric within a loaded 
structure. 

33. True. This fact can be established by noting that the rotation for stresses 
and strains have the same form when Green's strains are used rather than 
engineering strains. 

34. False. The six equations cannot be solved for the six strains since 
those six equations are not six independent 

35. False. First note that zeta and xi are just nondirnensional forms of x and y, respec
tively. Thus the normal strain in the xi direction is a variation on the normal 
strain in the y direction. Then the normal strain in the xi direction is the 
partial derivative of the in they direction, which is v, partially dif
ferentiated with respect to xi. Then 

av 
E~t = a~ = CCs - 3) 

36. False. Strain hardening is the increase in the yield stress after: the process of 
loading past the original yield stress; unloading: and then reloading. The 
Bauschinger effect is the decrease in the opposite stress the r'r.rn,~rp,scmc-

yield stress) after first loading beyond the yield stress with one type of loading 
(say, tension) and then reversing the direction of and proceeding to the 
yield stress of the reversed type of loading. 

37. True. The matrix entry in the first row, second column, called the 2) entry, is the 
cosine of the angle between the x * axis and they axis, The 1) entry is the cosine 
of the angle between they* axis and the x axis. In a general case these angles are 
not the same. Therefore the two cosines are not the same, and therefore the matrix 
of direction cosines is not symmetric. 

38. True. This identity can be confirmed by first the component form of the 
unit vector aligned with the x* + + Cxzk. Then it is 
only a matter of taking the dot of this vector with itself. 

39. False. In a state of plane stress, there are but two equilibrium equations, and these 
two equations involve three stresses. m there are an insufficient 
number of equilibriun:1 and neither the stresses nor the 
can be determined from only equilibrium considerations. Such a problem is tenned 
"indeterminate." 

40. True. 
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41. False. Since the A-basis allowable 1s more conservative than 
the B-basis value, it is associated with a lower numerical value than 
the B-basis value. 

42. False. An S-N plot 
V'-j~~,,~,," are a set of linear algebraic equations where the 

number of unknowns is the same as the number of equations. There is no trivial 
solution, and the equations can be solved by successive substitution to eliminate 
unknown quantities in order to arrive at a unique final solution. 

44. True. For example, if a loading consisted of l 00 000 load cycles of small ~"·"·""~~v, 

and another l 00 000 load cycles of a amplitude, it can be expected that 
more damage would be done to the structural material if all the large amplitude 
load cycles were applied and then all the small amplitude load cycles. The 
explanation is that the large amplitude load cycles are more effective in opening up 
cracks than the small load cycles, but the small amplitude load cycles 
can then continue to "grow" lengthen) tl1e already created cracks. This is 
so because the longer the crack, the easier it is to extend the crack. If the order 
of were reversed, the small amplitude load cycles might not open up any 
cracks, and the large amplitude load cycles would then encounter a 
basically undamaged material. 

45. False. An offset strain of 0.002 is associated with offset yield stresses, while 
is for offset proportional limits. 

46. False. After crack initiation, fatigue crack growth is dependent on the presence of 
tensile stresses. When the principal stresses are compressive, there cannot 
be any tensile stresses. 

47. True. The compatibility were derived without any reference to material 
properties. 

48. False. First of the orthotropic shear moduli have no relation to the three 
orthotropic Young's moduli or the six orthotropic Poisson's ratios. The three rela
tions between the three moduli just establish the proportionality of the three moduli. 
They do not allow a solution for their values. Another way of saying this is to say 
that those three equations are not independent. 

49. False. The Green shearing strains are one-half the value of the corresponding 
engineering shearing that is, E ij = ! Yi;. 

varying loads are no different than static loads. The meaning of 
varying" has not been explained in this textbook because it is related to 

what is called the "first natural of the structure, measured in seconds of 
time, which is a precise upon both the mass and 
the stiffness of the structure. A less but useful, way of judging whether 
or not loads are whether or not the loads create 

112:iurrc;:mt amounts of kinetic energy. structural textbook explains 
these concepts i.n more detail. The truth of the statement relates more strongly 
to the linear constitutive equations, which cease being valid after the elastic limit 
or other is reached. If the loads, slowly varying or static, are 
Jess than those that put the material at that then both sets of equations 
are valid. 

5 l . False. The 
52. True, I:1 a 

are valid for all materials. 
the strain-displacement equations are used 
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53. True. Stress boundary condition statements can be expressed in terms of strains via 
the use of the material constitutive equations, and the strains can then be expressed 
in terms of the derivatives of the displacements. Thus the stress boundary conditions 
can be written in terms of displacements. The reverse is not true. The fixed values of 
the displacements generally cannot be differentiated to get strains at the boundary. 
For example, consider a three-dimensional body with a boundary plane that is 
aligned with the x, z plane. Hence the normal direction for this boundary plane is 
they direction. For a stress formulation analysis, it would be necessary to replace 
the specification of the three displacements at that boundary with a specification 
of the normal stress, ayy, and the shearing stresses on this y plane in the x and 
z directions; three pieces of information for three other pieces of information. If 
for example, all three displacements at this planar boundary are specified to be 
zero, it is then also known that at that boundary the partial derivatives of all three 
displacements in the x and z directions are also zero. However, nothing would be 
known about partial derivatives with respect to the y direction. Thus there would 
be no information, for example, on the normal strain in they direction, and therefore 
no possibility of specifying ayy· 

54. False. This statement is a correct statement with respect to Poisson's ratio, not 
St. Venant's principle. 

55. False. It is the stress formulation that is usually unsuited to a problem involving 
both displacement and stress type boundary conditions. 

56. True. The strain-displacement equations are necessary to convert the equilibrium 
equations in terms of stresses, in the interior of the body or at its boundaries, to 
statements involving displacements. 



PART III 

ENGINEERING THEORY FOR STRAIGHT, 
LONG BEAI\tlS 

III.1 Aircraft and Other Vehicular Stmctures 

The structure of a flight or marine vehicle usually has a dual function: (i) it transmits 
and resists the fluid and other forces that are applied to the vehicle; and (ii) it acts as a 
cover that provides an aerodynamic or hydrodynamic shape that protects the contents of 
the vehicle from the environment. This combination of roles is fortunate since, from the 
standpoint of structural weight, the most efficient location for the structural material is at 
the outer surface of the vehicle. Thus the structures of flight and marine vehicles, and some 
land vehicles, are essentially thin shells. If these shells are not reinforced by stiffening 
members, they are referred to as monocoque. When the cross-sectional dimensions of the 
shell are large. the wall of a monocoque structure must be relatively thick to resist bending, 
compressive, and torsional loads without buckling. In such cases a much more weight
efficient type of construction is one which contains stiffening members that permit a much 
thinner covering shell. Stiffening members may also be required to diffuse concentrated 
loads into the skin. (Most aircraft have "strong points" where the structure can be put on 
jacks or lifted by a crane.) Construction of this type is called semimonocoque. Typical 
segments of semimonocoque flight structures are sketched in Fig. UI. l. 

As is evident from the slightly simplified sketches in Fig. III.1, or from the drawings of 
an actual aircraft structure presented at the beginning of this textbook, there are basically 
three types of structural components that are combined to form a vehicular structure. The 
first type of component is the beam that runs in the lengthwise direction of the wing or 
fuselage or other major substructure. If the beam runs the length of a wing and its depth is 
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Cover skin 

Spar web \ Transverse rib (perpendicular to the stringers) 

Spar 

(b) 

Figure HI.1. Typical semimonocoque construction, from Ref. [16]. (a) com po-
nent. Aerodynan1ic smface component. 

the thickness of the wing, then that beam is called a spar. There are usually a minimum of 
two wing spars, the front spar and the back spar. If the beam runs along the length of the 
wing or fuselage, and does not extend through the depth of the wing or fuselage, then that 
beam is called a longitudinal stringer. Either way, beams are a prominent part of vehicular 
structures. 

Part III (Chapters 9 through is devoted to the of beams subjected to static 
loads of all kinds. The first three of these chapters deals in a general fashion with the bend
ing of beams, including an introduction to the buckling of beams. The next two chapters 
provide a general treatment of the twisting of beams. One major reason to have at least 
two spars in a wing is along with the skin covering those spars, they form a "tor
sion box" that greatly enhances the torsional stiffness of the wing. A torsionally flexible 
beam is open to failure due to such instabilities as divergence and as discussed in 
Chapter 23. 

The second of component is the rib in the and the frame in the fuselage. The 
geometries of ribs and frames is not as simple as that of beams. Their analysis is discussed 
in Part V in connection with the introduction to the finite element method of analyzing 
structures. Chapter 19 in particular deals with these as does 22. The 
third type of component is the skin that covers the grid of ribs or frames and spars or 
stringers. The of skins is also introduced in Chapters 19 and 22. In summary, from 
Ref. [16], in sernimonocoque and marine structures the "cover" or "skin" has the 
following structural functions: 
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1. It transmits fluid forces to the longitudinal and transverse supporting members by 
plate and membrane action. 

2. It develops shearing stresses that react the applied torsional moments and shearing 
forces. 

3. It acts with the longitudinal members in resisting the applied bending and axial 
loads. 

4. It acts with the longitudinals in resisting the axial load and with the transverse 
members in reacting the hoop or circumferential load when the structure is pres
surized. 

The "longitudinal stiffeners," or "stringers," serve the following purposes: 

1. They resist bending and axial loads along with the skin. 
2. They tend to divide the skin into small panels and thereby increase its buckling 

and compressive failure stresses. 
3. They act with the skin in resisting axial loads caused by pressurization. 
4. They act to arrest the growth of cracks in the skin by accepting tensile loads the 

skin can no longer carry. 

The transverse members in body structures are called "frames," "rings," or, if they 
cover all or most of the cross-sectional area, "bulkheads." In aerodynamic surfaces they are 
referred to as "ribs." These members are used to 

1. Maintain the cross-sectional shape. 
2. Distribute concentrated loads into the structure and redistribute stresses around 

structural discontinuities. 
3. Establish the column length and provide end restraint for the longitudinals to 

increase their column buckling stress. · 
4. Providing edge restraint for the skin panels and thereby increase the plate buckling 

stress of these elements. 
5. Act with the skin in resisting the circumferential loads due to pressurization. 

111.2 The Method of Undetermined Coefficients 

The method of undetermined coefficients is an effective means of determining par
ticular solutions to a nonhomogeneous ordinary differential equation with constant coeffi
cients whenever the nonhomogeneous portion of the differential equation (i.e., the nonzero 
right-hand side) consists of one or more functions each of which has a finite number of 
distinct derivatives. For example, consider the ordinary differential equation with constant 
coefficients that determines the general form of the function/(x): 

/"(x) - 3/'(x) + 2/(x) = 4x2 + 3 sin(2x) + 5 tan(x) 

The first two of the three functions on the right-hand side of the above equation, x2 and 
sin(2x), have a finite number of distinct derivatives. The zeroth, first, second, and third 
derivatives of the first function are x2, x, 1, and 0. All higher order derivatives are the same 
as the third derivative. Thus there are only four distinct derivatives of this function. The 
second function sin(2x) has only two distinct derivatives, which are sin(2x) and cos(2x). 
However, there are an infinite number of distinct derivatives of the function tan(x). For this 
last function the method of undetermined coefficients is inadequate, and a more powerful, 
but lengthy, method, such as the method of the variation of parameters, would have to be 
used to determine the particular solution corresponding to it. 
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Although it is quite possible to treat 4x2 and 3 sin(2x) together, the explanation is clearer 
if they are attacked successively. Let / 1 be the particular solution corresponding to 4x2. 

The method of undetermined coefficients begins with a trial function composed of all the 
distinct derivatives of x2 multiplied by undetermined coefficients such as B, C, .... 
Here 

= Ax2 +Bx+ C 

so that 

/{ = 2Ax + B and I{' = 2A 

Substituting these values into the left-hand side of the differential equation, at'l.d equating 
the result to the appropriate part of the right-hand side, which is 4x2 , leads to 

(2A) - 3(2Ax + B) + 2(Ax 2 + Bx + C) = 4x2 

The above equality can hold only if2 

2A = 4 2B - 6A = 0 and 2C - 3B + 2A = 0 

or 

A=2 B = 6 and C - '7 
- f 

Thus the particular solution corresponding to 4x2 is 

fi (x) = 2x 2 + 6x + 7 

Similarly, to obtain the particular solution corresponding to 3 sin(2x) let 

lz(x) = A sin(2x) + B cos(2x) 

Substitution into the differential equation yields 

[-4A sin(2x) - 4B cos(2x)] - 3[2A cos(2x) - 2B sin(2X)] 

+ 2[ A sin(2x) + B cos(2x)] = 3 sin(2x) 

Again equating coefficients of the sine and cosine functions yields 

-2A+6B=3 and 6A+2B=0 

Simultaneous solution produces A = -0.15 and B = 0.45. Thus the particular solution for 
this right-hand side is 

1 . 
lz(x)= 20 [-3sm(2x)+9cos(2x)] 

The total particular solution is the sum of fi (x ), f2(x ), and the particular solution correspond
ing to 5 tan(x). Of course, the total particular solution plus the complementary solution 
comprise the total solution. 

2 The of this statement rests upon the concept of linear independence, and the fact that the 
functions , x, and 1 are mutually linearly independent. See Section HI.3. 
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111.3 Linear Independence 

The reader may already be familiar with the concept of linear independence with 
respect to vectors in three-space, that is, vectors with three components. For example, if 
a certain vector A is equal to the sum of two other vectors B, and C, with multiplicative 
constants (i.e., A = aB + f3C), then the first vector is not linearly independent of the other 
two vectors. Furthermore, any four vectors in three-space must be linearly dependent; that 
is, any fourth vector can be written as the sum of the other three vectors with appropriate 
factors. One consequence of this latter fact is that any three-space vector can be described 
in terms of the unit vectors i, j, and k. It is possible to extend that idea to functions because 
it is possible to think of functions as vectors with an infinite number of components. The 
definition of linear independence in terms of functions is as follows: 

A set of functions F, G, H, ... are linearly independent if, for the following equality 
to be true for all values of the variables in the arguments of the functions, the 
constants a, /3, y, ... must be zero. 

aF +f3G+yH + ··· = 0 

Thus, if there is any nonzero set of constants a, f3, y, ... for which the equality holds, then 
the set of functions F, G, H, ... are linearly dependent. For example, any combination of 
two or three, or all four of the following functions is linearly independent:3 

sin(x) cos(x) sin(2x) cos(2x) 

That is, there is no set of constants a and /3, for example, for which 

a sin(x) + f3 cos(x) = 0 

for all values of x except for the constants a = f3 = 0. Note that linear independence is not 
the same as independence. For example, while sin(x) and cos(x) are linearly independent, 
the two functions are not independent functions since sin(x) is the square root of 1 -
cos2(x). An example of two linearly dependent functions could be 2x and 3x because in the 
equality 

a(2x) + f3(3x) = 0 

a can have the nonzero value -3, while f3 can have the nonzero value +2. Other sets of 
linearly dependent functions, in this case three functions, can readily be inferred from the 
following identities: 

cos2 x - sin2 x = cos(2x) and sinh(x) + cosh(x) = exp(x) 

One way of ascertaining whether or not a set of N functions of a single variable are 
linearly independent is to calculate the corresponding N x N Wronskian determinant 
(Ref. [39]). The N elements of the first row of this determinant are the N functions them
selves. The second row of this determinant is the N first derivatives of the N functions. The 
third row is the N second derivatives, and so on. If the Wronskian determinant is zero for 
any value of the single variable, then the set of functions is linearly dependent. For example, 

3 The fact that these functions along with all other similar functions are linearly independent allows these 
functions to form a basis for trigonometric Fourier series. (Jean-Baptiste-Joseph Fourier, 1768-1830, 
French mathematician, is celebrated as well for his work on heat flow.) 
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Figure IH.2. The mean functional value for the interval (a, b). 

the value of the Wronskian determinant for the first cited functions sin x, cos x, sin and 
cos 2x is + l for all values of x. Hence these four functions are 

HI.4 The Mean Value Theorem 

Consider the integrals 

ydA and zdA 

A 

These two integrals are appropriately named the first moments of the area about the z axis 
and they axis, respectively. Note which coordinate axis the moment is about. The evaluation 
of these integrals can be explained reviewing the mean value theorem for a continuous 
function of a single variable, The mean value theorem states that for any continuous 
function over the interval [a, "symbolized as/, such that 

t" /(b - a)= la f(y) dy 

See Fig. III.2, which indicates one path to proving this theorem also can be considered 
as simply a definition of the average when it is recalled that the basic definition of a 
definite integral is the area beneath a curve. On the same basis, the above integral relation 
can be extended to two dimensions. Withy taking the place 

ydA 

A 



CHAPTER 9 

Bending and Extensional Stresses in Beams 

9.1 Introduction 

The theory of elasticity problems of Chapters 7 and 8 are restricted to plane stress 
problems. In most of those illustrative problems the elastic body has a simple geometry 
that is either a circular disk or a straight beam with a uniform, rectangular cross-section. 
In each of those example problems the loadings and material properties are also chosen 
to be mathematically simple. While there are many theory of elasticity solutions much 
more complex than those illustrated in Chapters 7 and 8, it may generally be said that 
almost all theory of elasticity solutions involve relatively simple geometries, simple material 
descriptions, and simple loadings. For example, there are no theory of elasticity solutions 
for straight beams with any of the efficient cross-sectional geometries usually used in 
engineering, such as I- or H-shaped cross-sections. Thus it is quite rare that a theory of 
elasticity solution is, in any precise sense, directly applicable to an everyday engineering 
problem. Nevertheless, the theory of elasticity problem is the problem to be solved in one 
manner or another. 

One possible approach to actual engineering problems involving the common compo
nents ( often called "elements") of vehicular structures such as bars or beams, and plates or 
shells, is to seek what is called a numerical solution to all four sets of equations that comprise 
the theory of elasticity rather than seek an analytical solution. The solutions of Chapters 7 
and 8 exemplify analytical solutions, that is, solutions expressed in terms of mathematically 
smooth functions. Analytical solutions have the advantage of clearly demonstrating how a 
solution, say for a stress value at any point within the structure, depends upon the geomet
ric, material, and loading factors associated with the problem. A numerical solution is a 
solution that is limited to a set of discrete numerical values that describe, say, the individual 
stress components or displacement components at usually a small number of points within a 
structural body. Each numerical solution is limited to a single geometry, material state, and 
loading. The information provided by a numerical solution, which can be voluminous for 
a complicated problem, often must be plotted on drawings of the stru<::ture in order for the 
analyst to grasp the significance of the solution. These are minor drawbacks compared to the 
great advantage of numerical solutions, which is that, by use of modem digital computers, 
they are often routinely possible. 

The other possible approach to using the theory of elasticity to solve actual engineer
ing problems is to simplify the theory of elasticity by relaxing one of its various field 
requirements; that is, compromising either stress equilibrium, or material description, or 
displacement compatibility. While such a simplification cannot usefully be made in general, 
such a simplification is possible with structural elements that have restricted shapes such 
as beams, plates, and shells. It cannot be overemphasized that all such generally accepted 
simplifications in the form of approximations to either the stress or displacement field for 
such special geometries are well grounded upon extensive experimental evidence. 

Engineering experience has revealed the usefulness of each of the above two means 
of circumventing the mathematical difficulties presented by the theory of elasticity in the 
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analysis of beams, plates, and shells. The first approach, the application of numerical meth
ods to the full set of theory of elasticity equ!1tions, is much too costly for routine use. This 
approach is reserved for very unusual cases such as those where great accuracy is desired 
for a problem beyond analytical treatment, or as a test of a computer program or even a 
computer. Hence, the application of numerical methods to the full set of the equations of 
the theory of elasticity will receive no further attention in this textbook. On the other hand, 
compromised versions of the theory of elasticity, given the name "strength of materials" or 
"applied elasticity," are reasonably accurate, yet cheap, means of analyzing beams, plates, 
and shells. Thus strength of materials solutions for beams, plates, and shells are the routine 
approach to these basic structural elements. Keep in mind that cost-effective accuracy, rather 
than mathematical purity, is the goal of engineering analysis. 

As effective as strength of materials analytical solutions are for individual beams, plates, 
and shells, and ·very small numbers of beams connected together, the usual strength of 
materials solution techniques are much too complicated for the analysis of entire vehicular 
structures since those structures are commonly modeled as consisting of large numbers of 
beams, plates, shells, and other elements. Present-day vehicular structural analyses almost 
always depend upon a combination of (i) numerical analysis techniques that allow con
sideration of large numbers of individual structural elements and (ii) strength of materials 
descriptions applied to simpler forms of individual structural elements. Clearly, even with
out the necessity of determining the applied loads, there are many topics that need to be 
explored before the reader is ready to undertake a complete vehicular structural analysis. 
The two interrelated tasks to be undertaken in Part III are ( i) the thorough development of the 
concept of strength of materials/applied elasticity and (ii) the use of this applied elasticity 
approach for the analytical description of the response of beam elements to known applied 
thermal and mechanical loads. Numerical analyses techniques are introduced in Part V. 

In summary, Part III introduces a cost-effective alternative to the theory of elasticity for 
beams. This alternative is based upon simplifying the theory of elasticity. The resulting 
approximate theory is called "strength of materials" or "applied elasticity." With the excep
tion of one part of one chapter that is a temporary return to the full rigor of the theory of 
elasticity, the remainder of this text utilizes the type of approximations introduced here in 
both analytical and numerical solutions. 

9.2 An Elaboration on the Scope of Strength of Materials 

When the elastic body under study has one of several special geometries, then it is 
poss~~le to make simplifying approximations to the theory of elasticity. 1 Elastic bodies that 
do have special geometries for which such simplifications are quite successful are (i) bars 
and beams, which are structural elements where two of the three orthogonal dimensions 
are at least three or four times smaller than the third dimension, which is the length of the 
bar or beam; and (ii) membranes, plates, and shells2 where one dimension, the thickness, 
is at least several times smaller than the other two dimensions. In Part III, only long bars 

1 As is discussed later, there are qualifications. For example, the approximations to be made are generally 
not valid in the immediate vicinity of concentrated forces. 

2 A beam can either be a straight structural body, or it can be curved. Without qualification, it is always 
assumed that the beam is straight. A bar has the same geometry as a beam, but only experiences 
twisting and extensional deformations while a beam also experiences bending, and perhaps shearing 
deformations. An unload¢ plate is a structural body that has a flat midplane between the two surfaces 
that define the thickness of the plate, while a shell has a curved midplane; for example, a spherical or 
cylindrical shell. Plates and shells bend, twist, extend (or contract), and perhaps shear. An unloaded 
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and beams, <L'1d membranes. the simplest of these structural elements, are discussed.3 

Even though the strength of materials theories for thin and thin shells are based 
upon essentially the ver; same simplifications used with long-beam theory, their resulting 
analytical theories can be nevertheless Chapter 22, following the same 
procedures of this chapter, introduces thin 

9.3 Stress Resultants 

Preliminary to developing the approximation that perIPits the of 
beams within the limits of what is termed engineering accuracy,4 it is useful to introduce the 
concept of stress resultants. Stress resultants, such as moments and shear forces, 
are convenient for describing the loads transmitted by beams. the v~,uc,rn,5 

moments and shear forces can be easily calculated by writing moment and force equilibrium 
equations.) Stress resultants represent the stresses in the beam in an aggregate form. Thus 
it may be said that the stresses give rise to the stress resultants. It is also valid to ta,k;:e the 
viewpoint that the stress resulta11ts cause the stresses. For example, as was seen in Example 
8.1, the application of a bending moment to a beam causes O"u stresses. Both cause and 
effect viewpoints are useful in the work below. 

In order to obtain a precise definition of the various stress resultants, consider Fig. 9. 
which shows a segment of a beam of arbitrary cross-section and material The 
cross-section located at the coordinate value xis shown three times: once to 
establish the geometric relation between the 0, 0), where the x axis pierces the 
ort.11.ogonal cross-section, and a_,_r1 arbitrary point y, z) on that same cross-section; once 

the right) to show the stresses of that same cross-section on an infinitesimal area 
of dimensions by dz extending from and once the left) to show the stress 
resultants for the entire cross-section acting at the O that are about to be defined in 
terms of the stresses at point P. For the stress resultants, the symbol M indicates a moment, 
and its subscript indicates the coordinate axis about which the moment acts, However, 
rather than use the symbol Mx for a twisting torsional) moment, where it is too easy 
to mistake the subscript x for a factor in later work, the symbol is used instead. Note the 
use of a double-headed arrow (right-hand rule) to indicate amoment.5 The symbol Vis used 
to designate shear forces and its subscript indicates v;hich coordinate axis the shear force 

membrane has the same geometry as an unloaded plate, but it is so thin as to have negligible resista_nce 
to bending, Taut aluminum foil is an example of a membrane. 

3 The relative terms "long" applied to beams, and "thin" applied to plates and shells, mean that, under a 
general smooth loading, their bending deformations are much greater than their shearing deformations, 
with the result that the latter deformations can be ignored. Roughly, a long beam has a length at least ten 
times greater than its largest cross-sectional dimension. "Long" applied to bars means that the twisting 
of the bar can also be described by a simpler theory. 

4 "Engineering accuracy" is a te1m that generally means within 5-7 percent of the experimental or theory 
of elasticity solution, in the unlikely case where the latter happens to be known. Note that, although 
such accuracy is always the goal. all useful engineering calculations are not that accurate. For example, 
in the airfoil flutter problem. an eigenvalue problem involving aerodynamic loads that arise from the 
motion of the aircraft. a caiculated flutter speed may differ from a test value by more than 20 percent. 
Yet the calculation is made because of the importance of having some estimate of the actual flutter 
speed. 
The action of the moment can be deduced from this symbol by imagining gripping the arrow with 
the right hand with the thumb pointing in the direction indicated by the double heads. The remaining 
fingers show the action of the moment 
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Figure 9.1. (a) The positive sign convention for all the beam stress resultants (internal 
bending and twisting moments, internal shearing and axial forces) at both a front face and a 
back face, which, since it is an arbitrary choice, must be memorized. (b) Differential forces 
acting upon the differential area at point P. The distances y and z from the x axis are the 
finite moment arms for these forces. 

parallels. The symbol which does not require a subscript in the case of beams, indicates 
a tensile force, or a compressive force when N has a negative value. 

The choice of the positive directions for the stress resultants is as shown in Fig. 9. 
for both the front and back face cross-sections (different values of x) of a finite-length 
beam segment. The choice of a stress resultant sign convention is an but 
of course, once it must be adhered to thereafter so as to avoid sign errors. Thus this 
sign convention for the stress resultants must be memorized in order to use this 
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textbook. The moment convention may be remembered by associating it with a happy face 
smile; that is, the positive bending moments in both the y plane and the z plane bend the 
beam to produce a positive curvature. 

Again, the intent here is to determine the stress resultants in terms of the stresses. The 
plan is to work with the two descriptions of the same stresses on the same x cross-section, 
where the stress resultants are one such description, and the stresses themselves are the 
other.6 Consider the stress resultant N. It is defined as the force created by the stresses 
axx acting over the area of the cross-section. In other words, when all the differential axial 
forces dFx = axx dy dz acting on the cross-section are added together (i.e., integrated), 
the result is N, see Fig. 9.l(b). Similarly, when all the differential shear forces dFz = O'xz 
dy dz are added together the result is (the negative of) Vz. The minus sign that appears in 
the definition of Vz is solely a result of the shear stresses being positive in one direction, 
while the shear force is positive in the opposite direction. Minus signs are 180° turns. These 
and the other force-type stress resultant definitions can be expressed mathematically as 

N(x) =+ff O'xx(x, y, z) dy dz 

A 

Vy(x) = - ff O'xy(X, y, z) dy dz 

A 

Vz(x) = - ff axzCx, y, z) dy dz 

A 

(9.la) 

(9.lb) 

(9.lc) 

The differential forces at point P give rise to differential moments about the three coordinate 
axes. For example, the finite moment arm of the differential force d Fx for a moment about 
they axis is the coordinate value z. All such differential moments can be summed to obtain 
the total moment about they axis which is designated My. Thus, accounting for the two 
different sign conventions, 

My(x) = - ff WxxCx, y, z) dy dz 

A 

Mx(x) = - ff yaxxCx, y, z) dydz 

A 

M1(x) =+ff [yaxzCx, y, z) - zaxy(x, y, z)] dy dz 

A 

(9.ld) 

(9.le) 

(9.lf) 

Again, the derivation of the above stress resultant-stress equations depends upon recog
nizing that at the same cross-section, the one with coordinate value x, the stresses and the 
corresponding stress resultants are merely different ways of describing the same internal 
force distribution. These same stress resultant-stress equations ·can also be derived by means 
of a free body diagram of a differential length of beam with the stress resultants on the back 
face, and the stresses on the front face, or vice versa. See the exercises for the especially 
eager at the end of this chapter. 

6 No differential stress increments are attached to the stresses on the differential area shown in Fig. 9 .1 ( a) 
because that differential face is a back face for point P(x, y, z). 
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The A subscript on the double integrals merely indicates that the area integration is to 
take place over the entire beam cross-sectional area A at the point x along the beam length. 
Thus this is a case of definite, rather than indefinite, integration. Hence the cross-sectional 
coordinate variables y and z, which are the variables of the integration, disappear when the 
integration limits are applied, and thus the stress resultants are only functions of the distance 
x along the length of the beam. This is similar to, say, any function of both x and y being 
singly integrated over x between two definite values of x, and thus producing a function of 
y alone. For example, 

[\x + y)1;2dx = ~[(2 + y)3/2-: (1 + y)3f2] 

In this chapter and Chapters 10 and 11, only the bending moment and axial force stress 
resultants are considered. The effects on the beam produced by the internal torsional moment 
and the internal shear forces are considered in subsequent chapters. 

The point O(x, 0, 0) where the x axis pierces the plane of the cross-section is, of course, 
the origin for they and z axes, and they and z coordinates locate all points in the cross-section 
relative to that point. Since the moment arms for the stresses that produce the moment stress 
resultants are they and z coordinates, then all of the above force and moment resultants act at 
point O(x, 0, 0). This observation becomes important in later work, beyond the scope of this 
textbook, that involves the coupling of the finite bending and finite twisting deformations 
of beams. At present there are no restrictions on the location of the x axis in relation to the 
beam cross-section, but its location is soon to be fixed. 

9.4 The Approximate Pattern for Beam Displacements 

There are basically two general ways in which the theory of elasticity can be 
simplified in order to obtain a strength of materials theory for appropriate types of structural 
components. The first way is to make an approximation regarding the displacements of the 
body to be studied. The second way is to make an approximation regarding the stress field 
within the body.7 Both types of approximations are employed to solve different types of 
problems. (Never are both types of approximations made independently for the same part 
of any structural body.) In this chapter, which is devoted to analyzing the stresses that 
result from the bending and extension of beams, a standard displacement approximation 
is chosen. Then, following the procedures of the theory of elasticity, the consequent strain 
and stress approximations are determined. 

Based upon experimental results and the evidence of those theory of elasticity solutions 
that are available, the long-beam displacements, under the action of bending moments, axial 
forces, shear forces, and even a general temperature change, are approximated by requiring 
that the deformations throughout the volume of the long beam be such that 

i. The planar cross-sections of the undeformed beam remain plane after deformation; 
ii. the planar cross-sections remain perpendicular to any axis along the length of the 

beam (in particular, remain normal to the [bent] x axis); and 
iii. the planar cross-sections retain their original size and shape after deformation. 

7 Infrequently, strains are the chosen approximation, but for a linearly elastic material the choice of a 
strain approximation is only a variation on a stress approximation choice. 
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These approximations to the actual beam deformations are the basis of what is called u11e 
engineering theory of beam bending, or Bernoulli-Euler beam theory. If the second of these 
requirements for the beam deformation pattern is deleted, then the remaining requirements 
form the basis for a more complicated beam theory called Timoshenko beam theory8 that 
is sufficiently more accurate to be suitable for short beams. Timoshenko beam 
results differ very little from those of Bernoulli-Euler beam theory in the case of 
beams, and thus Timoshenko beam theory is not further discussed in this text. Note that 
the third approximation essentially excludes Poisson effects from Bernoulli-Euler beam 
theory. That is, no matter how the beam is compressed or extended along its length, the 
approximation is that the beam cross-section is unaffected. Thus it may be expected that 
Poisson's ratio, having a zero value, has no part to in the engineering theory of beam 
bending. 

The above three postulated approximations have the effect that if the displacements 
(including the rotations) along the x axis are known, then the displacements at any point on 
a beam cross-section can be deduced. This is illustrated in side view with ay plane rotation 
in Fig. 9.2(a) where O(x. 0, 0) is a point on the x axis, and P(x, y, z) is an arbitrary point 
on the same cross-section. Fig. 9.2(b) illustrates the same fact in a three-dimensional view. 
With ¢y, being the right-hand rule rotation of the cross-section about the negative y axis, 
and ¢z being the rotation about the positive z axis (a seemingly weird, but common sign 
convention), the three displacement components at point P(x, y, z) can be written as the 
following three equations: 

y, z) = 0, 0) - 0, 0) - Z(/;y(X, 0, 0) 

v(x, y, z) = v(x, 0, 0) (9.2) 

w(x, y, z) = 0, 0) 

where, in keeping with the reality of most vehicular beam rotations, the angles of rotation, 
¢y and ¢z, are now limited to being so small that their cosines have the value 1.0, and their 
sines are equal to the value of the angles themselves expressed in radians. Note that this 
limitation regarding the size of the rotations, which thus becomes another constraint on the 
validity of the theory being developed, is a very loose constraint. For exai-nple, the error in 
the above assumption for an 11 ° angle is less than 2 percent for the cosine, and less than 
1 percent for the sine. For an 8° angle, it is less than 1 percent for the cosine, and less than 
one-third of l percent for the sine. An 11 ° rotation (nearly ! radian) would be unusually 
large for the beam elements of vehicular structures in most circumstances. 

Equations (9.2) encompass all three of the above-listed approximations for the beam 
deformations, and they are the basis for the estimation of the stresses in beams. The last 
two of these tl:1ree equations are a direct result of the third assumption. Having made 
these approximations, the theory of elasticity is used hereafter to obtain an equation for 
the stresses in the beam. However, since the actual displacements are not quite as simple 
as those listed in Eqs. (9.2), contradictions can be expected. Before starting the process 
of determining the stresses from the assumed displacements, the notation of Eqs. (9.2) is 

8 Jean Bernoulli ( 1667-17 48), Swiss malbematician (the younger brother of Jacques, father to Daniel, and 
teacher of Euler), made many important contributions to pure axid applied mathematics and mechanics 
(Ref. [2]). Leonhard Euler (1707-1783), Swiss mathematician, is considered the greatest mathematician 
of the eighteenth century. He was interested in the application of science to engineering (Ref. [2]). 
Stephen P. Timoshenko (1878-1972), born in Russia. beca.'lle the most influential America..'1 educator 
in the field of structural mechanics. 
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Figure 9.2. (a) They direction side view of the Bernoulli-Euler beam displacement pat
tern showing the displacements u, w, and¢)" (b) Isometric view of all five (exaggerated) 
displacements involved with beam bending and extension. 

simplified. Change 0, 0) to simply 0, 0) to and so forth, in order 
to dispose of the unnecessary zeros. From this point on when discussing u alone 
will be identical to u(x), the displacement on the x axis in the x direction. and so on. The 
displacement components of the material points along the x axis, u, v, w, and ¢z are 
henceforth called the beam "deflections." 

Since all displacements are fully described the continuous, differentiable deflection 
functions of Eqs. (9.2), it is possible to calculate the six small displacement-induced strains 
using the strain-displacement equations, Eqs. (3.12). Note first, however, that the direct 
consequence of the second Bernoulli-Euler beam assumption is that 

Yxy = Yxz = 0 

and the third Bernoulli-Euler beam approximation requires that 

Eyy = Ezz = Yyz = 0 
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Combining the strain-displacement equations, Eqs. (3.12), with the above displacement
deflection equations, Eqs. and then applying the above requirement that y xy = Yxz = 
0. leads to 

or 

0= + 
where each prime on a function of x indicates a differentiation with respect to x, and 

or 

0= or 

___ Y_' ,_z_) = O 
ax 

I , 
w = (f)y 

The Interpretation of these last two results is that for a deformed Bernoulli-Euler beat11, the 
bending slopes are the same as their corresponding rotations. 

The three equalities Eyy = '=zz = Eyz = 0 produce the identity that zero equals zero. 
Finally, using the first of Eqs. (9.2), and the strain-displacement equation for the sixth 
strain yields 

( . y,z) .1) 
'=xxX,y,z)=-----=U(X -ax . (9.3) 

lt is seen that the strain has, as well as the displacements, a linear or planar variation over 
the straight beam cross-section; that is, with x fixed, the strain varies linearly with y and z. 

Now that the Bernoulli-Euler strains have been determined, it is possible to proceed to 
determine the Bernoulli-Euler stresses by use of the linearly elastic stress-strain equations. 
It is at this point that the contradictions inherent in the Bernoulli-Euler approximations 
become apparent. For example, one contradiction that stands out when considering the 
stress-strain equations is that although there may be shear forces, and thus shear stresses, 
acting on a beam cross-section, the approximation is that there are no corresponding shear 
strains. The easiest way to wiggle out of this and other mathematical contradictions is 
to treat the beam as having convenient, fictitious orthotropic material properties. On this 
basis, conclude from the second Bernoulli-Euler approximation and the fourth and fifth 
orthotropic strain-stress equations, Eqs. (6. that the shear moduli G,y and Gxz must be 
infinite. From the third Bernoulli-Euler approximation and examination of the second, 
third, and sixth orthotropic strain-stress equations, conclude that Ey, Ez, and Gyz must also 
be and that oty, and a 2 must be zero for that basic approximation to be realized. 
The Poisson ratios with x, y and x, z subscripts must also be zero as a result of Eqs. (6.2). 
This fictitious orthotropicity of the Bernoulli-Euler beam can be viewed as a hidden, fourth 
approximation. 9 

9 The use of fictitious orthotropic material constants is not the only approach to arriving at the Bernoulli
Euler strain-stress equation. Endnote (l) offers a justification for concluding that they and z direction 
nonnal stresses are typically much smaller than the x direction normal stress in an isotropic beam, and 
thus may be neglected so as to achieve the same strain-stress result for Exx deduced using fictitious 
material constants. 
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The nontrivial end result of this manipulation of the orthotropic material properties in 
order to have the Bernoulli-Euler approximations compatible to the strain-stress equations 
is, at any point on the beam cross-section 

<Yxx 
'=xx = - +axAT 

Ex 

After dropping the directional subscripts from the material properties because there is only 
one surviving modulus of elasticity and one surviving coefficient of thermal expansion, the 
results for the beam stresses are 

<Yxx = E(Exx - a AT) 

<Yyy = <Yzz = <Yyz = 0 (9.4a) 

<Yxy, <Yxz to be discussed in Chapters 12, 13, and 14 

The first of the above results has the deceptive appearance of a simple one-dimensional 
stress-strain equation. Nevertheless, the above development establishes its applicability 
with respect to a beam subjected to bending in two orthogonal planes as well as extension. 
When the expression for the single nonzero strain from Eq. (9.3) is used, it is clear that 
the stress also varies with all three Cartesian coordinates. That is, at any point (y, z) on the 
cross-section located at the distance x along the length of the beam 

<Yxx = E[u'(x) - yv"(x) - zw"(x) - a AT] (9.4b) 

This equation for the only nonzero or significant normal stress that arises due to bending 
and extension of the beam is not wholly satisfactory as a solution because the quantities 
u', u", and w" are not normally known at the start of a beam stress analysis. A more 
useful form of the solution for the above stress can be obtained by substituting Eq. (9 .4b) 
into the expressions for N, My, and Mz in Eqs. (9.1). In order to make that substitution 
in the most general way, let the beam cross-section be nonhomogeneous. This means that 
the material properties E and a both vary with the cross-sectional coordinates y and z. 
Allowing this generality in no way contradicts any of the three approximations made earlier 
in this development. "Plane sections remain plane," and so forth, are the approximations for a 
nonhomogeneous, orthotropic beam as well as a homogeneous, isotropic beam. Substituting 
Eq. (9.4b) into the expression for N(x) yields 

N(x) = j f E(y,z)u'(x)dydz- ff yE(y,z)v"(x)dydz 

A A 

-ff zE(y,z)w"(x)dydz- j f E(y,z)a(y,z)AT(x,y,z)dydz 

A A 

In order to have the convenience of a more natural set of units associated with the terms 
to be developed, a reference modulus of elasticity, Eo, is now introduced. The constant 
value Eo is used to normalize the various moduli of elasticity of the nonhomogeneous 
beam cross-section. Its value is arbitrary. For examp\e, if a beam happened to be part steel 
(E = 29.0 x 106 psi) and part aluminum (E = 10.0 x 106 psi), it would be convenient 
(but not necessary) to choose Eo as 10.0 x 106 psi because the value divides nicely into 
the other two values. The choice of a particular value for the reference modulus has no 
effect whatsoever on the final calculation of the axial stress, <Yxx, because the next step is to 
both multiply and divide the above right-hand side by E0 . The above right-hand side can 
be further improved by noting that the deflections such as u(x), which are only functions 
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of x, can be removed from inside the various integrals because they are unaffected by the 
integration over y and z. The result, where the product dz is replaced by the more general 
termdA, is 

N= E0 
E, 
-aA-
Eo 

Eot '1T dA 

ff E 11 
y~dA-w 

,~o 
A 

(9.5) 

Consider the first integral in the above right-hand side. The modulus ratio (E/ E0 ) is nondi
mensional. Without this mtio the value of this integral would simply be the cross-sectional 
area, A. Thus L'1e integral including this nondimensional ratio also has units of area. In this 
integral each infinitesimal area dA is adjusted, that is, "weighted," the modulus ratio, 
making perhaps some d A factors expand and perhaps others contract. Thus it is reasonable 
to designate this integral as the modulus weighted area, A*. That is, let 

(9.6a) 

Consider the second and third integrals in Eq. (9.5). These two integrals are called the 
two first moments the modulus weighted area. 10 Now recall that no conditions have 
been placed on the location of the x axis, that is, the origin of the y and z cross-sectional 
coordinates with respect to the geometry of the cross-section. Again, everything that has 
been done so far has been done for an arbitrary placement of the coordinate origin of those 
cross-sectional coordinates. At this point, however, for the sake of simplifying Eq. (9.5) 
and two later, similar equations, the origin of they and z coordinate axes is chosen for each 
cross-section in such a manner that the second and third integrals of Eq. (9.5) are zero. In 
other words, requiring that these two integrals must always vanish determines the location 
of the origin of they and z axes for each cross-section. Exactly how this is accomplished is 
discussed in detail in the section after the next section. 

The fourth and last integral in Eq. (9.5) is the result of a temperature change. This integral 
has the units of force. Thus the fourth integral is called the equivalent thermal force, and is 
symbolized as NT(x). (Note that the subscript Tis for "thermal," while the subscript tis for 
"torsion.") Hence Eq. (9.5) reduces to 

N = EoA*u' - NT (9.7a) 

or 

I N+NT 
u = E0A* EoA* 

where for simplicity, the mechanical and thermal equivalent axial forces are combined into 
a total equivalent axial force, Ne. 

Equation (9.7a) is the end result of substituting the xdirection normal stress equation, Eq. 
(9.4b), into the equation for the axial force stress resultant, Eq. la). There are two other 
stress resultant equations that also involve the axial stress axx· These are the equations for 
My (x) and The process of substituting a.u into those integral expressions proceeds 

10 An integral containing a distance coordinate raised to the nth power is referred to as the nth moment 
of everything else in the integrand plus the differential term. 
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in very much the same way as it did for NC. For vAun,vr~, for 

Eo (u 1 

\ 

E ,, i; 
z-a.LL1 - v 

Eo 

+ zEo: l'J.T dA 

A 

E 
uz-dA

Eo 

The integral factor for is zero because this factor is the same as one of the two modulus 
weighted first moment integrals that was required to be zero in the above development for 
the axial force Since the and z coordinate axes were positioned to make 
moment integrals vanish ( two conditions on the two coordinates), there is no further freedom 
of action to adjust the value of the second moment expressions that appear immediately 
above. Again, a second moment is an integral where there are coordinate factors in the 
integrand such as the products or The three second moments are 
symbolized as follows: 

A 

2 E ' z -aA > 0 
Eo 

f f' E 
= J YZ-;:;-dA 

no 
A 

E 
-dA>O 
Eo 

The first two of the above integrals are called modulus area moments of 
inertia, with the first of the two being about the y axis, and the second being about the z 
axis. When the beam cross-section is homogeneous, with the choice E0 = E, these two 
terms are simply called area moments of inertia. 11 The third of the above integrals is called 
the modulus weighted area product of inertia. Shortened variations of these names, such 
as those obtained by dropping "modulus weighted" and "area," are common, and are used 
extensively in this text and elsewhere. The two area moments of inertia are measures 
of the dispersion of the area of the beam cross-section away from its center, which is 
called the (m.w.) centroid. The further from the centroid, soon to be defined, the distribution 
of the cross-sectional area, the greater the values of the area moments of inertia. The greater 
the area moments of inertia, the stiffer and more efficient the beam cross-section, up to a 
point. If the area of the cross-section is so arranged that, in order to make the moments of 
inertia large, the cross-section consists of very thin webs and flanges, then such a cross
section would be prone to the local buckling of those thin webs and flanges. ff such '--'"'-""H"·"' 
does occur, at the very least, the cross-section would lose much of its efficiency, and the 
buckling might well lead to total beam failure. The product of inertia, as will soon be seen, 
is a measure of the lack of symmetry of the and unlike the moments 
of inertia, the (m.w.) product of inertia can be zero or have negative values. 

The last integral in the above expression for has the units of a bending moment 
It is symbolized as -Myr, without the negative sign, it is called the equivalent thermal 
moment about the y axis. The reason for the negative sign is: to maintain the same 
algebraic pattern found in the case of 1,r = N + Nr, and have the positive 
the same type of beam curvature that a positive produces. To see that a does 

11 The nmne "mrnnent of inertia'• as u~,ed with cross-sectional areas is a misnom.er. Its usage is due to the 
similarity of the second moment of zrea to the second moment of nrnss, which is truly a n1oment of 
inertia. It is, however, the only name used. 
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produce a beam curvature just like a mechanical moment, first note that constant values 
of !1T and a produce no equivalent thermal moment (i.e., no effect) because when these 
constants are removed, the remaining integral is a first moment integral that has a zero 
value. Now, if the temperature change is such that there is an increase below the y axis and a 
decrease above they axis, then from the viewpoint of thermal expansions and contractions, 
the beam will have a curvature exactly like that produced by positive bending moments, and 
Myr will have a positive value. Inserting these symbols into the stress resultant equation 
yields 

My+ Myr = M; = Eol;zv" + Eol;yw" 

Similarly, the stress resultant equation for Mz(x) reduces to 

(9.7b) 

(9.7c) 

Note that if the product of inertia and the temperature change are zero, and the beam cross
section is homogeneous, then the relation between the bending moment and curvature in 
the x, z plane is just My = Elyyw", which will be familiar to those who have previously 
studied strength of materials. Finally, these two equations for the combined moments in 
terms of the curvatures can be solved simultaneously for the curvatures v" and w" in terms 
of M~ and Mr The result is 

Eo [ 1;y1z: - (I;z)2] w"(x) = M;1z: - M; 1;z 

Eo [ 1;Y 1;2 - ( 1;z) 2] v"(x) = M; 1;Y - Mi 1;z 

(9.7d) 

(9.7e) 

The result for u' in terms of Ne obtained previously in Eq. (9.7a), and the solutions for the 
two deflection derivatives v", and w", in terms of the bending moments, Eqs. (9.7d, e), 
can now be inserted into the previous solution for the axial normal stress, Eq. (9.4b), .to 
obtain 

(9.8) 

SeeEndnote(2)fornproofthatthedenominator 1;y1z*z - u;z)2 > 0. Thepresenceofthe 
factor I/ Eo outside the braces in the above equation results in the elimination of the arbitrary 
factor E0 from the calculation of the ( nonarbitrary) final value for a xx. This formula for the x 
direction normal stress that results from mechanical and thermal loading is useful because (i) 
the material properties E and a would be known quantities; (ii) the cross-sectional properties 
A*, 1;z, and so forth, and the equivalent thermal loadings can be calculated as explained in 
the following sections; and (iii) if the beam is statically detenninate, that is, if the moments 
My and Mz can be determined solely by use of equilibrium equations, the calculation of Cfxx 

for any point (y, z) on the beam cross-section becomes a simple matter of arithmetic. If 
the beam is statically indetenninate, that is, if the available force and moment equilibrium 
equations are not sufficient to calculate the bending moments at the cross-section of interest 
as a result of too many support reactions, then the calculation of the bending moments is a 
bit more involved. Chapters IO and 11 present one possible approach for the indeterminate 
case, and later chapters present two other approaches. 

Note that at any particular cross-section, that is, for a fixed value of the x coordinate, all 
the cross-sectional properties, and the combined forces and combined moments have fixed 
values. However, the material properties E and a, and the temperature change, can possibly 
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vary over the plane of the cross-section in any manner. Hence, for a uvurnvrn,v;e,vw~v,," 

cross-section, even in the absence of a temperature change of any kind and unlike the 
displacements and axial strain, the axial stress distribution over the area of the cross-section 
is not necessarily linear in the cross-sectional coordinates. note that Eq. (9.8) is 
subject to considerable simplification if some of the complications included in its scope are 
not actually present for the beam under study. For example, if the beam is homogeneous 
and subjected only to a bending moment, say My, and if the product of inertia is zero as it 
sometimes is, and if there is no temperature change, then Eq. 

zMv 
Cfxx == ___ . 

lyy 

reduces simply to 

A great vasi.ety of partial simplifications are also possible and are left to the reader. 

9.5 The Accuracy of the Beam Stress Equation 

For most beams, the above-assumed pattern for the beam deformations (and its 
implied stress distribution) has been experimentally proved to be quite accurate for general 
mechanical and thermal loadings that vary gradually. When the spatial distribution of the 
mechanical loading varies rapidly, as for example in the vicinity of a large concentrated force, 
then normal stresses other than the axial stress are quite significant, and the Bernoulli-Euler 
beam theof'J is inadequate. St. Venant's principle can be used to judge that the predicted 
stresses, Eq. 9.8, away from the concentrated load are reasonably accurate. 

The variation in the thermal loading is determined by the variation in the temperature 
change. The above development imposes no restrictions on the form of the temperature 
change. However, the physics of heat conduction requires that the analytical form of any 
temperature change satisfy the heat conduction equation, which in its steady state (i.e., no 
changes with respect to time) form is 

V 2(LlT) = 0 

In the work that follows, the temperature change variation over the beam cross-section is 
often modeled as piecewise constant; that is, like a staircase or a series of adjacent tempera
ture plateaus. In a physical sense, such a steady-state temperature distribution is impossible. 
Heat would be transferred from the hotter to the colder portion of the beam, and the tem
perature discontinuities would be smoothed into a continuous temperature distribution that 
would satisfy the above equation when thermal equilibrium was achieved. Nevertheless, 
piecewise constant temperature change modeling is often used just as a convenient mathe
matical approximation to an actual temperature distribution. 

For the same reasons that the Bernoulli-Euler beam theory is in error in the vicin
ity of a sharp change in the loading along the length of the beam, the stress equation, 
Eq. (9.8), is also in error wherever there is a change in beam geometry that gives rise to a 
stress concentration. For example, an abrupt change in the size of the beam cross-section 
would result in stresses that cannot be estimated by Bernoulli-Euler theory. Moreover, even 
without regard to stress concentrations, there are general combinations ofloadings and beam 
cross-sectional geometries for which this theory is inadequate. The two major categories 
of beam cross-sections for which the above assumptions often do not produce acceptable 
solutions for stresses are cross-sections that are not compact, and multiconnected 
cross-sections for which there is an appreciable temperature change. It is difficult to define 
compactness for this purpose. However, the beam cross-section of Fig. 9.1 is compact, 
while those illustrated in Figs. 9.3(a, b, c) are not compact. Figure 9.3(a) depicts in a much 
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Front view Side view 

(c) 

(d) 

Figure 9.3. (a) The shear lag deformation pattern (much exaggerated) for a very wide flange 
beam as a result of web bending. (b) The shear lag deformation pattern (much exaggerated) 
for a box beam as a result of web bending, again showing that for noncompact beam cross
sections, plane cross-sections do not remain plane after bending. (c) A seemingly compact 
beam cross-section which does not remain plane after bending because the web is too weak. 
(d) A thick cylinder temperature change that varies in the radial direction that also negates 
the Bernoulli-Euler hypothesis. (e) A nonhomogeneous beam cross-section subjected to 
a uniform temperature change that can have substantial stresses other than axial stresses 
varying linearly over the beam cross-section. 

exaggerated fashion the displacements of an H beam cross-section with very wide flanges 
that is subjected to a bending moment. The dashed lines illustrate the assumed Bernoulli
Euler displacement pattern, while the solid lines show the actual displacement pattern. The 
discrepancy is due to the accumulation of shearing deformations in the flanges, and this phe
nomena is known as shear lag. Note its potential presence in wide (relative to thicknesses) 
"box beam" cross-sections as well, as is shown in Fig. 9.3(b). The unusual H cross-section 
illustrated in Fig. 9.3(c), in front and side views after deformation due to an applied load, 
might appear to be fairly compact in some ordinary sense of the word. However, since the 
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web is so thin relative to the massive flanges, any bending moment that loads the flanges to 
their stress capacity will also cause large shearing deformations in even this shallow web, 
with the result that plane sections do not remain plane. Hence Eq. (9.8) does not provide 
an accurate stress solution in this case. (A further complication for such a cross-section 
is the potential for the thin web to buckle because at a 45° rotation to the orientation of 
the differential element shown in the sketch, the shear becomes compression as well as 
tension.) The usual approach to these three situations in themselves is to treat each of the 
three beams not as beams, but as structures consisting of several structural elements. 

An entirely different type of situation for which Bernoulli-Euler beam theory is inad
equate is shown in Figs. 9.3(d) and (e). It is possible to offer a mathematical definition 
pertaining to simply connected and multiply connected regions or cross-sections. A simply 
connected planar region is one where any closed curve wholly contained within the outer 
boundary of the region can be shrunk down to a point without piercing another bound
ary of the region. In other words, there are no inner boundaries that are not actually part 
of the outer boundary. The H, T, Z and rectangular cross-sections are examples of singly 
connected cross-sections. A region that is not singly connected is multiply connected to a 
degree equal to the number of distinct, closed inner boundaries within the outer boundary. 
From Ref. [16], Fig. 9.3(d) shows a commonplace situation of a doubly connected cross
section subjected to a nonuniform temperature change distribution. From previous work it 
should be clear that sizable radial and tangential stresses would occur, and Bernoulli-Euler 
beam theory cannot begin to describe those stresses because in the Bernoulli-Euler beam 
theory those nonaxial normal stresses have negligible values. Figure 9.3(e), also from Ref. 
[12], shows a nonhomogeneous cross-section, which, because of the different coefficients 
of thermal expansion, can also have sizable radial and hoop stresses even with a uniform 
temperature change. These latter two problems require either an analytical solution to the 
theory of elasticity equations or a numerical solution with or without approximations to the 
theory of elasticity equations. 

After noting the aboverestrictions on the accuracy of Bernoulli-Euler beam theory, the 
reader can gain some confidence in this approximate beam displacement pattern for compact, 
homogeneous cross-sections by returning to the theory of elasticity displacements for a 
cantilevered beam with a rectangular cross-section as set forth in the Chapter 8 exercises. 
The displacement in the x direction, u(x, y), consists of the sum of two parts. The first part 
varies linearly in the coordinate distance y, while the second part of the sum varies as the 
cube of y. The first term is much bigger than the second term because it includes the factor 
(a/b) squared, where again a is the beam length, bis half of the beam depth, and a » b. 
The point is that since the horizontal displacements u(x, y) vary very nearly linearly with 
y, the original cross-section is very nearly displaced in a planar fashion, as is the general 
approximation for all Bernoulli-Euler beams. 

In summary, each of the Bernoulli-Euler approximations stated at the beginning of 
Section 9.4, while not exact, is nevertheless quite accurate for the bending and extension of 
beams that have compact cross-sections. If the reader is fortunate enough to have available 
to him or her those education company supplied pieces of rubber shaped as beams (ten or 
more times longer than the largest of the cross-sectional dimensions) with, for example, a 
rectangular or circular cross-section (quite compact), then for the purposes of testing the 
accuracy of the Bernoulli-Euler approximations, the reader can easily bend those beams 
in various ways. The author is confident that even for bending. deflections equal to, or 
even greater than, the depth of the beam ( called large deflections), the reader, using his- or 
her unaided eye, will see that the edges of the marked cross-sections will not exhibit any 
deviation from their original straight lines. The reader will also see for himself or herself 
that the edges of the marked cross-sections remain perpendicular to lines paralleling the 
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9.4. An arbitrarily shaped, nonhomogeneous beam cross-section approximated by 
simple geometries covering sub-areas of constant material properties. 

beam axis. the reader will be able to estimate that each cross-section retains its 
original shape and area. 

9.6 Caku.latio:n of the Area P:roperties of the Nonhomogenem.1.s Cross-Section 

The process of calculating the cross-sectional properties needed for the extensional 
and bending stress equation, Eq. begins with the mathematical modeling of the non
homogeneous beam cross-section. See Fig. 9 .4, which shows an idealized (i.e., squared-off) 
cross-section of general shape and general material distribution divided into sub-areas. Each 
sub-area has a geometry that is simple enough to allow the quick calculation of its area and 
to allow the quick location of its individual sub-area centroid. Note that the material distribu
tion of the nonhomogeneous beam cross-section is taken to be "piecewise constant," that is, 
each sub-area is arranged so that it has constant material properties. This sort of mathemat
ical model fits the situation where, for example, a flange of a built-up beam is made of steel, 
while the web is made of aluminum. It can also be made to fit the case, for example, of all
aluminum beam that is subjected to a temperature change that involves a steep temperature 
gradient. In this case the modulus of elasticity can vary appreciably in a continuous manner 
over the beam cross-section. This continuous variation in E can be approximated using a 
staircase set of constant values, which is this piecewise constant model. While this type of 
modeling of the cross-section is often the most suitable choice, the integrals to be evaluated 
can also be treated using any number of other numerical procedures, or even the calculus. 

With this stepwise material distribution model, it is possible to proceed to efficiently 
calculate the modulus weighted area on the basis that the integral over the entire cross
sectional area is nothing other than the sum of the integrals over all the sub-areas. This is 
exactly analogous to saying in one dimension that the integral from a to c is the integral 
from a to b plus the integral from b to c. Once the total area integral is divided into a 
sum of integrals over the homogeneous sub-areas, then the (£/ Eo) factors of the sub-area 
integrands are constants and those factors can be removed from their individual integrals. 
What remains is only the integrals over the sub-areas, which evaluate as the sub-areas 
themselves. In mathematical form, this process proceeds as follows: 

A*= 
E ....---, 
-dA=)__, 
Eo 

A; 

!_dA = L (!_) 
E0 Eo i 

£. 
dA=I: I 

Eo 
(9.9a) 
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where, for brevity, the indices for summation are omitted from the summation symbol. 
Those indices are here and henceforth understood to run.from 1 to the maximum positive 
integer that is the number of sub-areas, unless otherwise stated. 

The :first step in the calculation of the area moments and product of inertia, as set forth 
in Eqs. (9.6b ), is the selection of a convenient pair of Cartesian coordinates, which are 
here called y0 and z0 . The chief purpose of the Yo, zo pair of coordinates is to locate the 
modulus weighted centroid. (With this, and all other such names, when the cross-section is 
homogeneous, the "modulus weighted" (m. w.) modifier is unnecessary.) The m. w. centroid 
is the origin of the y, z coordinate system, called the centroidal coordinate system. These 
centroidal coordinates enter directly into the stress calculation of Eq. 9.8 by locating the 
point on the cross-section for which the stress is being calculated, and they enter indirectly 
as a result of being the coordinates that are part of the previous definitions of the stress 
resultants, and the m.w. area moments and product of inertia. The two different sets of 
coordinate axes, as shown in Fig. 9.4, are separated by the distances and z;. Hence 
the coordinate transformations y = Yo - y~ and z = zo - z6, which can be deduced by 
considering any point in the first quadrant. When these transformations are combined with 
the previous requirement that, when using the y, z coordinate system, both :first moments 
of the m. w. area be zero, the results are 

0= 
A 

where the last integral is none other than A* and, similarly, 

ff E . * 0 = zo-dA - z0A 
., Eo 
A 

The strategy employed to locate the modulus weighted centroid is the same as that used to 
calculate A*; that is, each area integral is divided into a sum of integrals over sub-areas. For 
example, in the second case above, after transposing, 

When each of the sub-areas has a simple shape such as a rectangle, or perhaps a triangle, 
then the location of the centroid of each sub-area is known. Then, for such sub-areas, each 
of the integrals in the latter sum can be evaluated by resorting to the mean value theorem, 
which is briefly reviewed in Section IH.4. With (zo); being the distance from the y0 axis to 
the centroid of sub-area i, the final result is then 

z~A* = L (:0 ); (zo);A; (9.9b) 

Similarly, 12 

Y* = 2_ °" ( E ) ("o'i A o A* L-..J Eo ; J /I ' 

The above calculation of yi and z3 locates the modulus weighted centroid relative to the 
chosen coordinate axes, y0 and z0 . However, many times one or both of the calculations for 

12 The use of parentheses around quantities like Yo in order to append another subscript like i is only for 
emphasis. Writing yo; is entirely equivalent to (yo);. 
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Figure 9.5. An area with one axis of symmetry demonstrating that the product of inertia 
for this area, and all such areas, has a zero value. 

and zi are unnecessary because of the existence of an axis of symmetry with respect to 
both the geometry and material distribution of the cross-section. For the sake of discussion, 
assume there exists such an axis of symmetry. Then let, for example, the zo axis coincide 
with that axis; see Fig. 9.5. Consider the calculation for in the form 

* * ff E Ya,4 = Yo-dA 
J Eo 
A 

As a result of symmetry of geometry and material distribution, there are an equal number 
of equally sized (E/Eo) dA at equal distances from the zo axis. Thus for each (E/Ea) dA 
with some positive moment arm value for y0 , there is another (E/ Ea) dA with a negative 
moment arm, a.-id the sum for this and all such pairs is zero. Thus it should be clear that 
is zero. Furthermore, if there are two such axes of symmetry, then the modulus weighted 
centroid has to lie at their intersection. 

The calculation of the modulus weighted moments and product of inertia can proceed in 
one of two ways. The first approach is to sum about the modulus weighted centroid, that is, 
to use only centroidal coordinates, while again employing the advantages of the sub-area 
model. From the definitions of Eqs. (9.6), 

1;Y =ff z2 ~ dA = L, ff z2 ~ dA = L (:Jiff z2 dA 
A ~ ~ 

= L (\/ !!__) (Iyy); = L ( !!__) [lyy + (z)2 A]; 
Ea ; \Eo i 

(9.9c) 

where the final form is a result of using the parallel axis theorem, 13 and where all moments 
or products of inertia with an upper bar are about the centroid of the sub-area, and z; is the 
distance in the z direction from the modulus weighted centroid ( of the entire cross-section) 
to the centroid of the sub-area. Similarly, 

(9.9d) 

= L, (:0 );[],,z + S,:zAl; 

13 A derivation of the inclusive parallel axis theorem for a nonhomogeneous cross-section follows shortly. 
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The quantity l yz is always zero for a rectangular sub-area, or any homogeneous area or 
sub-area with at least one axis of symmetry. To understand why this is so, consider again 
an arbitrarily shaped, homogeneous area with one axis of symmetry such as is shown in 
Fig. 9.5. Recall that the integral definition of the product of inertia, in terms of y and z 
coordinates, can be interpreted as a sum where each term of the sum is the product of a 
rectangular differential area and the y and z direction centroidal coordinates to the comer 
of the infinitesimal area. With this in mind, consider either the upper or lower pair of 
infinitesimal areas shown in Fig. 9.5. The vertical distances from the centroid of the larger 
area to the comers of these infinitesimal areas is the same, while the horizontal distances 
have the same magnitudes but opposite signs. Thus the products of the differential areas 
dy dz and the y and z directional distances for both of these infinitesimal areas together 
is zero. Thus it is easy to see that every infinitesimal area of the symmetric area ( or sub
area) can be paired with another infinitesimal area so that, for the pair, the product of these 
areas and their two comer coordinates sum to zero. Obviously this same argument for a zero 
value for the area product of inertia can be extended to any nonhomogeneous cross-sectional 
shape that has the same axis of symmetry for the geometry of the cross-section and for the 
material property distribution when one of the coordinate axes is placed upon that axis of 
symmetry. 

Itis useful to look at a second approach to calculating the modulus weighted moments 
and product of inertia. This second approach uses the arbitrarily located, but convenient 
coordinate system yo, z0 . To do this is only a matter of convenience. The inconvenience 
of the first approach is that the location of the modulus weighted centroid is often such 
that it is tiresome calculating the distances from it to the centroids of the sub-areas. It is 
often much easier to calculate the distances from the convenient origin of this arbitrarily 
located coordinate system to the centroids of the sub-areas. The applicable formulas are 
based upon the previously developed relations between the centroidal and arbitrarily located 
coordinate systems, which again are y = Yo - Yo andz = Zo - z0.Now,forexample,define 
the modulus weighted moment of inertia about the y0 axis as 

or 

or 

I* = I* - (z*)2 A* 
YY Yo Yo 0 (9.10a) 

Similarly, 

I* = I* - (y*)2 A* zz zozo 0 (9.10b) 

and 

I* = I* - )'*z*A* yz Yozo O 0 (9.10c) 
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J 0) are the modulus fonns of the parallel axis theorems. These 
theorems allow the easy calculation of the modulus weighted moments and of 
inertia at the m.w. centroid whenever the corresponding quantities are known with respect 
to the origin of the located coordinate system. lf the second side term 
is to the left-hand 

axis in relation to a centroidal axis, 
such as that of a u,,•,uvF, .... "-""''-'0 sub-area. This latter idea is used immediately below. 
in mind that at least one of the two axes must he a centroidal axis. Note further that the 
cross-sectional m. w. area moments and of inertia are a minimum about the 
centroi.d. 

Using the parallel axis theorems, the m.w. moments and of inertia about the 
axes can be developed in exactly the same form as their counterparts were devel

oped with respect to the rn.w. centroidal axes. Thus the usual moment and product of inertia 
calculations w-ith 

+ 

u + 1 J\ • <} 

'(/E\ r-_, !if,-= l 
- ; -} , , r , Yo,:,oA , . 
~ L ·"' J! 

' i 

The above complete the description of the process for determining those 
nnr.n.e-rt,Pc of a nonhomogeneous beam cross-section that are necessary for approximating 
the axial stress O".u in a beam when the beam undergoes bending and extension. (Again, 
the shear stresses that result from the and shearing deformation of the beam are 
discussed in Chapters 13 and It is necessary to practice using these equations. 1n the 
first example, the cross-sectional properties are determJned using the calculus so as to offer 
a reminder that there are some cross-sections for which the basic approach of the calculus 
is the best approach. 

Example 9.1. Calculate the area moments of inertia of a homogeneous, solid, elliptical 
cross-section. Let a be the sernjmajor axis and b the semiminor axis length so that 
the equation for the boundary of the cross section is 

) 2 /Z.\2 
- + 1-J = 1 

J \b 

Solution. Since there are two axes of symmetry that intersect at the center of the ellipse, that 
is where the centroid lies. The existence of either axis of symmetry allows a zero value to be 
assigned immediately to the product of inertia. Since the location of the centroid is known, 
there is no need to calculate the area of the ellipse, which incidentally is 1wb. Since the 
ellipse is not easily approximated with a collection of rectai'1gles and triangles, the solution 
for the two remaining moments of inertia will be obtained using double integration. The 
two-fold symmetry of the cross-section can be used to simplify the double integration by 
confining it to the area of the ellipse located in the first This tactic leads to a result 
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Figure 9.6. Example 9.1. One quarter of an elliptical beam cross-section. 

that is one-fourth of the value of the solution for the entire cross-section; see Fig. 9 .6. Thus 

z2 dzdy 

or 

l a 1 ! V 213/2 
= 4 -b3 LI 1 - ( :'.._) dy 

V 3 \a J 

In order to evaluate this last integral, let (y / a) = cos (), so 

= -a sine d(J 

Substituting, where the lower limit becomes n /2, and the upper limit becomes 0, and then 
reversing the order of integration so as to eliminate the negative sign, yields 

= -- sin4 (J d() = --4ab3 1rr/2 nab3 

3 o 4 

where the identities sin2 e = ! [l - cos W]. and cos2 fJ = ! [l + cos 28] are used to sim
plify the integrand by writing 

sin4 8 = l - ! cos W + } cos 48 

The area moment of inertia about the z axis is obtained immediately by interchanging y and 
a for z and b to arrive at 

Example 9.2. The beam cross-section shown in Fig. 9. 7 consists of two aluminum channels 
fastened to a steel plate. The moduli of elasticity are 29.9 x 106 psi for the steel, and 
9.9 x 106 psi for the aluminum. The 5-inch deep channels have cross-sectional areas of 
1.97 in2. The steel plate is 7.0 in wide by LO in thick. Use the y0 , zo ax:es shown in 
order to determine the location of the m.w. centroid. Note that the cross-sections of actual 
rolled (steel) or extruded (aluminum) channel beams, for reasons that are explained in later 
chapters, have rounded outer boundaries. In Fig. 9. 7, and most of the other sketches of beam 
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Figure 9.7. Example 9.2. An idealized, nonhomogeneous, symmetric beam cross-section. 

cross-sections that follow, the rounded boundaries have been squared off for the purpose of 
facilitating the calculation. 

Solution. The zo axis is an axis of both geometric and material symmetry. Therefore yi is 
zero. Let £ 0 be 9.9 x 106 psi. then 

A*= L { !£) A;= (29.9/9.9)(7.0in2) + 2(1.97in2) = 25.08in2 

\Eo ; 

(If the steel modulus were used as the reference modulus, then A*= 8.3 in2 .) Now 

ziA* = L (!£) (zo);A; = (29.9/9.9)(5.5in)(7.0in2 ) + 2(2.5in)(l.97in2 ) 
Eo ; 

= 126.13in3 

Hence zi = 5.0 in which means that the m.w. centroid is on the zo axis, 5 inches above the 
y0 axis. This same result for them. w. centroid is obtained regardless of the chosen value of 
£ 0 . Note further that the minimum number of significant digits present in the input data is 
two. Thus any final result should also be reported with two significant digits. However, it is 
important to retain at least two more significant digits with intermediate calculations. Again, 
the answer is not complete without the clear specification of the units. It is recommended 
that the units be included with each factor as illustrated above in order to provide a quick 
check on the consistency of those units. Ill 

Example 9.3. The beam cross-section shown in Fig. 9 .8 is-composed of a flat plate bonded to 
an angle section. The Young's moduli are indicated. Note again the idealization of the angle 
section. The rounded fillet on the inside of the juncture of the two legs has been ignored, 
and the rounded tips of the two legs have been squared off to facilitate the calculation. The 
m.w. centroid has the coordinate values (y0 , zo) = (-t, 7t) as shown in the sketch. Calculate 
1;Y and 1;z. 

Solution. Since distances from the rn.w. centroid to the sub-area centroids are conveniently 
calculated in terms of integer muitiples of t, the moment and product of inertia about the 
m.w. centroid can easily be calculated directly. Recall that the area moment of inertia of a 
rectangle about an axis parallel to its base, at the rectangle's own centroid, is one-twelfth 
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Figure 9.8. Example 9.3. A nonhomogeneous, nonsymmetric beam cross-section. 

of the product of the base length multiplied by the height cubed. Thus 

and 

1;y = L ( :J [l yy + (z)2 A]i = (1.5)[(10t4 /12)+(1.5t)2(10t2)]+(1)[(3t4 /12) 

+ (0.5t)2c3t2)] + (l)[(t)(8t)3 /12 + (-3t)2(8t2)] 

1;Y = 151t4 where the units are the units oft 

1;z = L (:0 ) [/yz + yzA]; 

where here l yz = 0, as is the case for all rectangles. 

i;z = (1.5)[(1.5t)(-t /3)(10t2)] + (0.5t)(-t)(3t 2 ) 

+ (-3t)(t)(8t2) = -33t4 

Note again that the product of inertia can be positive or negative, but the moments of 
inertia must always be positive. In this, as in most case:,, it is an easy matter to guess the 
sign associated with the product of inertia. Examining the sketch of the cross-section, it is 
seen that with respect to they and z axes emanating from the m.w. centroid, the majority 
of the cross-section lies in the second and fourth quadrants where the (yz) products are 
all negative. Thus it is expected that in this case the (net) product of inertia should be 
negative and, of course, it is. For those who wish to investigate calculating the requjred 
quantities by first calculating their respective values about the arbitrary origin, note A* = 
26t2 , 1;0 Y0 = 1425t3, and 1;0z0 = -215t4• Of course, the same reasoning can be used to 
affirm the negativeness ofthis latter product ofinertia. Prove to yourself that 1;2 = 140.6t4 R:: 

1~~- • 

Example 9.4. An H cross-section is idealized as shown in Fig. 9.9. As a result of high 
temperatures, Young's modulus in the top flange is reduced to six-tenths of its room tem
perature value, and in the web it is reduced to eight-tenths of its room temperature value. 
Calculate 1;Y and 1;z. 
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Figure 9.9. Example 9.,t. Temperature-change-induced reductions in Young's modulus in 
an idealized beam cross-section. 

Solution. It is generally best to select the arbitrary axes so that pass through as many 
local centroids as in order to cause as many zero transfer distances as possible. 
Thus the choice of axes shown in the which also has the merit of making 
the nonzero transfer distances values. The next is to locate the m.w. centroid. 
By reason of symmetry, 

A.*= 

* 

z; = 5.53a 

{) v, 

+ 
2a 2 ] + O )[32a2] = 60.8a2 

+ 0 = 336a 3 

and it makes sense that them. w. centroid would lie below the geometric centroid because the 
cross-section has higher moduli at the bottom. In this example it is judged more convenient 
to calculate the moment of inertia about the centroid by first calculating that quantity about 
the arbitrary 

E\ 
i [J V1' + 

Eo/ i , 

+ (7a)2(12a2)] 

+ O] = 3769a4 + 586a4 + 1 = 4366a4 

= 2500a4 

The product of inertia is zero because of the symmetry of both the geometry and the material 
distributions, II 

9. 7 Calculation of Equivalent Thermal Loads 

The same strategies used to calculate the •m. w. area properties can be used to 
calculate the equivalent thermal loads. The sub-area approach using simple shapes 
rectangles and triangles) is emphasized in this section. Starting with the definition 

=+ ,y,z)d.A. 

A 
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Not counted 

Figure 9.10. Example 9S Use of overlapping rectangles at beam cross-section comers in 
order to simplify calculations. 

and recalling the mathematical meaning of any Riemann integral, 14 the immediate result of 
using sub-areas each with a constant value of EaTis 

NT(x) = +Eo L (.!__) [aL1TA.]; 
Eo ; 

'"'IE) MyT(x) = -Eo L., I - Zi[aLiT A]; 
\Eo ; 

MzT(x) = -Eo L (.!__) y;[aLiT A]; 
Eo ; 

(9.12a) 

(9.12b) 

Note that the coordinates in the above equations are exclusively those originating at them. w. 
centroid. It is entirely possible to develop a set of parallel axis theorems for these equivalent 
thermal loads in order to obtain the small convenience of first calculating the equivalent 
thermal stress resultants at an arbitrary location. While such equations are sometimes useful, 
it is left to the reader to develop those equations as an exercise. 

Example 9.5. The Z section beam cross-section shown in Fig. 9 .10 is subjected to a temper
ature change distribution that is approximated in a piecewise fashion where the temperature 
change in the upper flange is 2T0 , in the web it is To, and in the lower flange it is zero. If 
the Young's modulus and the coefficient of thermal expansion are not significantly affected 
by these temperature changes, what then are the values of NT and MzT? 

Solution. Note that when the cross-section is thin, there is very little error in using the 
centerline distances to define the rectangles that comprise the cross-section. This type of 
approximation is in keeping with those approximations that square off the cross-section tips 
and delete the fillets at the interior 90° a._ngles. Using this geometric modeling, 

Nr(x) = + Eo L (.!__) [aL\T A];=+ Ea[(2T0 )(Sa2) + (T0)(8a2)] = 18a2 EaT0 
Ea ; 

Note that the units check, that is, t..1-ie answer has units of force. Note further that the answer 
is positive, and a positive axial force is one that extends the beam, which is exactly what 

14 From Ref. [l], BertLhard Riemann, Gem1an mathematician (1826-1866), lay the groundwork for a 
general theory of integration. 
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Figure 9.11. Example 9.6. A symmetric angle beam cross-section. 
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would be expected with a positive temperature change (i.e., an increase in temperature). 

MzT(x) = -Eo L (:Ji .Ma 11T A]; 

= -Ea[(-2.5a)(2T0 )(5a2 ) + 0 + O] = +25a3 EaT0 

Again the units check. Furthermore, the direction of the moment, which would cause the 
left side of the cross-section to rotate out of the paper about the centerline of the web, and 
the right side to rotate into the paper, is consistent with the given temperature change. Iii 

Example 9.6. The material of the 2 x 2 x fa angle section shown in Fig. 9 .11 is such that 
E = 1.0 x 107 psi, and a = 1.0 x 10-5 in/ (in-°F). Assuming thatthese material properties 
are not appreciably altered by a temperature change that varies linearly in the z direction 
(i.e., T(x, y, z) = (z/h)T0 , where h = 1 in), calculate all three equivalent thermal loads 
given: To = 100 °F, the location of the centroid, and the values fyy = lzz = 0.1668 in4, and 
lyz = +0.100 in4 . 15 

Solution. 

NT= ff EaiiTdA = E:To ff z dA = 0 

A A 

where the (m.w. or not) first moment of the area about the (m.w. or ordinary) centroid is 
always zero. This should make sense to the reader in that (i) the centroid is the "balancing 
poinf' of the area, and (ii) since, in this case, the temperature change varies linearly from 
zero at the centroid, the net. sum of the temperature change is zero. 

ff EaTo ff 2 MyT = - zEa!JTdA = --h- J z dA 

A A 

Ea To . . = ---lvv = -16681b-m-+ -1700lb-m h .. 

15 Information on rolled steel and extruded aluminum beam cross-sections can be found in a variety of 
handbooks; for example, Refs. [12] and [22]. 
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Similarly, 

Tl" M - ~a,r; zT--h = -1000 lb-in 

9.8 Principal Axes fo:r the Beam Cross-Section 

The stress equation, Eq. and other equations to be derived in the 
following chapters. are simplified significantly if the 111.w. of inertia is zero. The 
m.w. product of inertia can be made to be zero with respect to a new set of centroidal axes 
by rotating these new centroidal axes counterclockwise from the y, z centroidal axes. The 
centroidal axes for which the area product of inertia is zero are called the 
the cross-section, and the area moments of inertia about those axes are called the 
moments of inertia. Let the principal axes be designated as the Yand Z axes. To determine 
the angle e, the angle of the counterclockwise rotation from they and z axes to the principal 
axes, it is only necessary to adapt the coordinate rotation equation, Eq. to the present, 
two-dimensional situation, and write 1;2 = 0. That 

yj + zk = Yj* + Zk* 

which leads to 

Y = · j) + z(j* · k) 

or 

y = + y cos e + z sine 

and, similarly 

z = -y sine + z cos e 

Then write 

* ff E . lyz = 0 = j YZ Ea dA=--sm8cos 

A 

+ (cos2 e - sin2 jf yz!!_dA 

or 

0 = ! sinW 

Solving for e, 

A 

Again, this tan W equation determines the value of B that is the counterclockwise rotation 
to the principal axes from the original (usually horizontal and vertical) centroidal axes. If 
the same coordinate substitution process is used for the two m. w. area moments of inertia 
with respect to the Y and Z axes, then it is determined that 

COS2 8 + 

sin2 8 + 
+ 

sin28 

sin28 
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The form of these solutions is familiar. The solution for the counterclockwise 
makes zero is the sa1ne as the solution for the 

. 11 s1gn. _, ,._n 
and these moment of inertia rotation 

the basis of a direct 
of replacing axv. The m,vv. area 

moments of is a maximum moment of inertia for the 
a minimum. This maximum and minimum value information can 
rough guess for the rotational orientation of them. w. check on the 

calculation of their orientation. 
of Mohr's circle is not that 
for (), then substitute that value into the first two of and then use the third of 
those a further check. Practice with these familiar types of is left to 
the exercises. 

The work involved in """'·'a.uu"'·"' axes the from the use of the 
coordinate distances Y and Zin the stress 

0u.uvu"""'""L'" obtained in the fonn of the stress 
recommended for hand 

axes is introduced here because there are circumstances 
discussed later where the obtained axes is quite 

and it is desired to make clear the distinction between the 
mentioned term, the neutral axis. Note that the latter tennis The neutral 

axis 1s the line line in Bernoulli-Euler in the of the cross-section 
along which there is no axial stress crx,· The loci of the neutral axis is the neutral surface. 
The for the neutral axis is to zero in 

Eq. Whenever there is no and there is no net 
the neutral axis must pass the m.w. centroid. In any event, the 

in locating the neutral axis is since the normal has a variation over the 
cross-section, on the cross-sect10n farthest from the neutral axis arc the of 
maximum normal stress. 

Example 9.7. The 
bending moment about 
stress on the 

=240 

Solution. Define 

= 135 

to a 
Determine the value of the maximum normal 

of location. Note that 

-108 

16 Recall that all the 1nathen1atical developments in this chapter are limited in scope to the situation where 
all axial stresses are less lhan the yield stress( es). If the linearly elastic material model that is adopted in 
the derivation of the Bernoulli-Euler stress equation for all portions of the nonhomogeneous beam were 
to lead to normal stresses in excess of the yieid stress(es), then that material model would have to be 
replaced by son1e other mate:::ial rnodel. for exmnple, a linearly elastic, perfectly plastic n1ateriaJ model. 
In the case Df the linearly elastic, perfectly plastic material model, hon1ogeneous be!lin cros~-sec6ons, 
and high stresses, a portion of the cross-sectional area v1ould bear unifonn EOtmal stress values equal 
to a yield stress va]ae, and the remai11der of the cross-sectional area would bear nonna1 stress vaiues 
that decreased linearly fron1 the yield stress va]ue(s) to zero values at the neutral axis. 
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Figure 9.12. Example 9.7. The use of the neutral axis to locate points of maximum tensile 
and compres·sive stress. 

Then, in this case, Eq. (9.8) becomes 

zMy yMy 
O'xx = ---+--

Rzz Ryz 

The given area data yields Rzz = +153.6 in4, Ryz = -192 in4 . Substitution into the stress 
equation shows that 

O'xx = - l.953z - l.563y ksi 

when the coordinates are in units of inches. Setting the normal stress equal to zero provides 
the equation for the neutral axis, which is z = --0.8y. This line is shown in the sketch. 
From the sketch it is clear that the maximum tensile stress is at point T, while the maximum 
compressive stress is at point C. 

At point T: y = -1.5 in, z = -4.0 in and Cfxx = + 10.2 ksi 

At point C: y = +1.5 in, z = +4.0 in and O'xx = -10.2 ksi 

Substitution of other coordinate values in the above stress equations would yield lesser 
absolute values of stress. 11 

9.9 Summary 

This chapter marks an important departure from the previous treatment of the 
mechanics of engineering materials. Again, the rigorous treatment discussed in Part Il i.s 
called "the theory of elasticity." This chapter introduces the first of many simplifications that 
arc the basis for the approximate theories which collectively go by the name of "strength of 
materials" or "applied elasticity." The adoption of these approximations is well grounded 
upon both theoretical and experimental results. However, it is necessary to remember that 
there are limitations on the applicability of strength of material results. The subject area of 
strength of materials is introduced by means of one of the simplest of structural elements, the 
long, straight beam. Three approximations for the geometry of the deformed beam, plus an 
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assumption of peculiar orthotropic material behavior in order to overcome contradictions, 
leads to the Bernoulli-Euler equation for the axial stress in the beam when the beam is bent 
and extended. The other two normal stresses and the shear stress ayz are taken to have zero 
values. The other two shear stresses are dealt with in subsequent chapters. The great value 
of the Bernoulli-Euler theory is that the approximate solution for the axial stress has the 
form of an algebraic equation. This algebraic formulation, Eq. (9.8), stands in stark contrast 
to the partial differential equations of the theory of elasticity. 

There are other differences between a strength of materials analysis and a theory of 
elasticity analysis. One stylistic difference, inherent in the approximations made, is the 
narrowing of the necessary description of the displacement field for the entire structural 
element. In the case of the bending and extension of a long beam, the displacements and 
stresses everywhere in the beam depend entirely upon the three displacements and the two 
bending rotations along the x axis of the beam, where the x axis is defined as the straight line 
loci of modulus weighted centroids. The displacements of the x axis are called the beam 
"deflections." Another stylistic difference is that in a strength of materials analysis, the 
emphasis through all earlier stages of the analysis is on the various stress resultants rather 
than the stresses themselves. The definitions of the beam stress resultants require that they 
act at the m.w. centroids, or in other words, along the x axis. 

The use of the Bernoulli-Euler beam stress equation requires· the calculation of var
ious geometric quantities and equivalent thermal stress resultants. The examples above 
and below, and the exercises below provide ample practice for those calculations. The 
mechanical stress resultants are determined from equilibrium considerations alone when 
the beam is statically determinate. When the beam is statically indeterminate, the continu
ity of the beam deflections is an additional consideration as discussed in several following 
chapters. 

Example 9.8. A long beam whose nonhomogeneous cross-section is made up of an alu
minum channel section, E = E0 , and a titanium cover plate, E = 2.2Eo, is shown in 
Fig. 9.13(a). An idealization of this cross-section is shown in Fig. 9.13(b). There is no 
appreciable mechanical loading on the beam (N = My = Mz = 0), but a temperature 
gradient through the cross-section of the beam can be approximated so that the thermal 
strain in the cover plate is 2a0T0 , while that throughout the channel is laoTo. Calculate 
the thermally induced stress at: (i) the top of the cover plate; and (ii) at the bottom of the 
channel. Let the dimension a = 1 l.8t. 

Solution. The task is to calculate axial stresses. The first thing to note is that the cross
section is symmetric with respect to both its geometry and material distribution. Therefore 
the m.w. centroid lies on the axis of symmetry, and Mzr = 1;z = 0. (If it is not clear that 
thermal moment is zero, its actual calculation would soon reveal that fact.) Therefore, with 
no mechanical loading, the form of Eq. (9.8) that applies in this situation is 

E (NT MyT ) a = - - -z-- -Eoai1T 
xx E A* /* 0 yy 

This formula shows which quantities must be calculated. Calculating the cross-sectional 
properties first 

* '°' E; A =~-A;= (2.2)(2at) + 3at = 7.4at 
Eo 
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Figure 9.13. Example 9.8. Another example of idealizing a beam cross-section for calcu
lation purposes. 

again, = 0 by symmetry, and with a = 11. 8t, 

1 [ E- J z; = A* L · Zo; E: A; = (l/7.4at)[(2.2)(t)(2at) + 2(1)(-a/2)(at)] = -t 

Of course, this negative answer for z; places the m.w. centroid a distance t below the y0 

axis. Since the m.w. centroid is conveniently located, the m.w. moment of inertia is best 
calculated directly: 

1;Y = L ( :
0
), [l YY + (zof A]; = (2.2)[(2at3 /12) + (2t)2(2at)] 

+ (1 )[(at3 / 12) + t 2 (at)] + 2(1)[(a3 t / 12) + (t - 0.5a)\at)] 

= 212t4 + 13t4 + 840t4 = 90.25at3 

Incidentally, lz*z = 3370t4 = 285.6at3, and again l;z = 0. Now it is necessary to calculate 
the equivalent thermai stress resultants. 

NT(x) = +Eo L(E/ Eo);[aL'.lT A];= Eo[(2.2)(2aoTo)(2at) + (l)(aoTo)(3at)] 

= 1 l.8EoaoToat 

Myr(x) = -Eo L (~); Z;[a LlTA]; 

= -Eo[(2.2)(2t)(2aoTo)(2at)+(l)(t)(aoTo)(at) - 2(1)(4.9t)(ao To)(at)] 

= -(18.6EoaoToat2 - 9.8EoaoToat2 ) = -8.8EoaoToat2 
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The fact that the equivalent thermal moment is negative makes sense because the thermal 
strains would give the beam a negative curvature, that is, cause the beam to bend downward. 
Now aH the necessary quantities for calculating the thermal stress are available. At the top 
of the cover plate, z = + 2.5t. Hence the axial stress there is 

O'xx = (2.2) [ (1 l .8EoaoToat)/(7.4at) - (2.5t)(-8.8EoaoToat 2 )/(90.25at3 ) 

-2.0EoaoTo] 

axx = -0.36EoaoTo 

It makes sense that the cover plate is in compression because, umestrained by the channel, 
it would expand more than the channel. However, the channel partially restrains the cover 
plate from that greater expansion by compressing the cover plate. By the same reasoning, the 
top of the channel, above they axis must be in tension, while below they axis the remainder 
of the channel must be in compression. At the bottom of the channel, z = -IO.St. Therefore 

· the axial stress there is 

O'xx = (1.0)[(l 1.8EoaoToat)/(7.4at)-(-10.8t)(-8.8Eoa0 T0at2)/(90.25at3) 

-1.0EoaoTo] 

axx = -0.46EoaoTo 

Finally, note that if mechanical loadings were also present, then these loadings would merely 
be combined with the equivalent thermal loadings so as to obtain the combined loadings, 
those with the superscripted lower-case letters c. • 

Example9.9 

( a) The homogeneous angle cross section shown in the idealized sketch of Fig. 9 .14( a) is 
subject to the following mechanical loads: N = 0, My =~Mo, and Mz = Mo. There 
are no temperature changes. Given the cross-sectional properties Ryy = 268.6 t4, Rzz = 
1,075 t4, and Ryz = 898.6t4, locate the point of maximum tensile stress and determine 
the magnitude of that stress. 

(b) On the sketch of the angle cross-section, draw in your estimate of the location of the 
principal axes based only on your understanding of the meaning of principal axes as 
producing the maximum and minimum area moments of inertia rather than on the basis 
of a calculation. 

(c) For the same angle cross-section, now let there be a temperature change of+ To over 
the entire flange, and +2 To over the entire web. Calculate only the one thermal bending 
moment MyT· These temperature changes are not sufficient to appreciably affect the 
magnitude of the modulus of elasticity. 

Solution. (a) The stress equation.to be solved, Eq. 9.8, in term of the inertia ratios, is 

. Nc [Mc Mc] [Mc Mc] a (y z) = - - ·Y _z - _Y - z _Y - _. _z - E aL1T 
xx ' A* R* R* R* R* yy yz zz yz 

Substituting the given values, and then setting the normal stress equal to zero, produce the 
neutral axis straight line equation z = -2.0y, which is plotted on the cross-section in Fig. 
9.14(b). From that figure, it can be seen that there are two points to consider, but a quick 
substitution of y and z coordinates shows that point P is the extreme point for tension. 
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Figure 9.14. (a) Example 9.9. Idealized angle cross-section. Note all dimensions are cen
terline dimensions. (b) The located neutral axis and the estimated location of the principal 
axes. 

I Mo l , rl 2Mo Mo J Mo O'n(-3t, -15t)=(3.0t) 1------1+(15tJ ----- =0.0157-
.. L268.6t4 898.6t4J 1054t4 898.6t t3 

(b) One way to estimate or check the location of the principal axes of a beam cross
section is to use the identity of form between mass and area moments of inertia, which 
is 

two-dimensional l ff 2d 
mass moment of inertia j = J. y (mass) 

while area moment of inertia = ff y2 d 

To this end, think of the cross-section as a piece of stiff sheet metal (something with 
mass), and then ask yourself where would you glue a stick (one of the principal axes) 
to the sheet metal cross-section so that you could spin the cross-section around the stick 
with the greatest angular velocity. (The greatest angular velocity would be associated with 
the least mass moment of inertia.) In this case the stick would be glued approximately 
where the Z-Z axis is drawn in Fig. 9.14(b). Of course, the other principal axis, Y-Y, is 
perpendicular to this minimum area moment of inertia axis, and would be the axis about 
which the area moment of inertia is greatest As an aside, all engineers should develop as 
many checks on their work as possible because often the difference between an experienced 
engineer and the novice is that the experienced engineer seeks many checks on his or her 
work. 
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(c) The calculation for the thermal moment about the y axis is 

= -/ f zE cu1T dA = -[(-5 t)Ea(2T0)(20 t 2)+(5 = WOE aT0 t 3 

The Bernoulli-Euler beam stress equation is written in terms of m.w. centroidal Carte
sian coordinates that have any convenient rotational orientation to the beam cross-section. 
However, there is one special rotational orientation of the cross-sectional coordinate axes, 
called the principal axes, that simplifies that stress equation. Unless the principal axes are 
evident upon inspection of the cross-sectional geometry, as they would be when there was 
an axis of symmetry, it is not worthwhile determining their rotational orientation for the 
sake of the stress calculation. However, for later deflection calculations, the use of principal 
axes can be an essential simplification. Remember that principal axes are only a matter 
of the cross-sectional geometry. On the other hand, the neutral axis depends on both the 
cross-sectional geometry and the loading. Therefore, in general, the two types of axes do 
not coincide. 

Chapter 9 Exercises 

9.1. {a) Determine the values of and z~ for the selected coordinate axes and 
the nonhomogeneous cross-section shovvn in Fig. 9.15(a), where £ 1 = 
3.0 x psi, and E0 = E2 = E3 = 1.0 x 107 psi. 

(b) Determine the values of y0 and z; for t_!-ie selected coordinate axes and the 
nonhomogeneous cross-section shown in Fig. 9.15(b). Note the variation in 
Young's modulus due to temperature changes. 

(c) Calculate the values of and z~ for the cross-section of Fig. 9. 

9.2. (a) A long steel plate and an aluminum Z-section are bonded together to form 
a nonhomogeneous bea1n cross-section as shown in the idealized sketch of 
Fig. 9.16( a). For the selected cooordinate axes shown, calculate the location 
of the m. w. centroid and the value of the m. w. product of inertia if the ratio 
of the Young's moduli for steel to that for aluminum is 3 to 1. Use the 
aluminum modulus of elasticity as the reference modulus. 

(b) Locate the centroid of the idealized angle iron shown in Fig. 9.16(b). Note 
that, due to a temperature change, T0 , the Young's modulus for the (lower) 
flange is only 0.9 Eo. 

For this same cross-section, determine the values of and 
(c) Consider the idealized, nonhomogeneous, beam cross-section 

shown in Fig. 9.16(c). Given that A.*= 20.8 t2, and zi = 8.85 t, complete 
the process of locating the modulus weighted centroid. 

Calculate and (for future reference, = 274 

9.3. A long flat plate (E = E0 ) is bolted to an angle section to form 
the beam cross-section shown in Fig. 9.17(a). Use the selected coordinate 
axes shown, and m.w. centroidal coordinates that are positive in the same 
directions as the selected coordinates, to determine a.nd 1;7 • 

(b) The top flange of the idealized channel section shown in Fig. 9.17(b) is 
heated to a temperature that reduces its Young's modulus by 20 percent. 
Determine only and Use the room temperature Young's modulus, E, 
as the value of 
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Figure 9.15. (a) Exercise 9.l(a). A nonhomogeneous cross-section. (b) Exercise 9.l(b). 
A nonhomogeneous wide flange ("H") beam. (c) Exercise 9.l(c). A homogeneous beam 
cross-section. 
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Figure 9.16. (a) Exercise 9.2(a). A nonhomogeneous cross-section. The zo axis runs 
along the centerline of the beam web. (b) Exercise 9 .2(b ). Nonhomogeneous angle beam 
cross-section. (c) Exercise 9.2(c). Nonhomogeneous channel beam cross-section. 
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Figure 9.17. (a) Exercise 9.3(a). A nonhomogeneous cross-section. (b) Exercises 9.3(b) 
and 9.9(b ). Note that, because of the temperature-induced change in Young's modulus, 
the channel beam cross-section no longer has an axis of symmetry. (c) Exercise 9.3(c). 
Within the top flange, E = 0.8£0 , and !'J.T = 2T0 . Within the web, E = 0.9£0 , and 
!'J.T = T 0 . Within the bottom flange, E = E0 , and !'J.T = 0. 

(c) Consider the idealized beam cross-section shown in Fig. 9.17(c). The sim
plified piece-wise constant temperature distribution shown leads to the indi
cated piece-wise constant variation in Young's modulus. Using this infor
mation 

Locate the modulus weighted centroid. 
(ii) Calculate the area moment of inertia about the z axis. 
(iii) Determine the area product of inertia. 

9.4. (a) For the homogeneous angle section shown in Fig. 9.18(a), determine all 
moments of inertia including the product of inertia with respect to horizontal 
and vertical centroidal axes. 

(b) Repeat part (a) for the cross-section shown in Fig. 
(c) Repeat part for the cross-section shown in Fig. 9.18(c). 
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Figure 9.18. (a) Exercise 9.4(a). (b) Exercise 9.4(b). (c) Exercise 9.4(c). 

( d) Locate the principal axes and determine the values of the principal moments 
of inertia for the cross-section of part (a). Be sure to check that the sum of the 
principal moments of inertia equals the sum of the unrotated area moments 
of inertia. 

( e) As in part ( d) for the cross-section of part (b ). 
(f) As in part ( d) for the cross-section of part ( c ). 

9.5. For the nonhomogeneous cross-section shown in Fig. 9.19, determine the prin
cipal area moments of inertia. 

9.6. (a) Determine the values for the area moments and product of inertia for the 
homogeneous, solid triangular cross-section shown in Fig. 9.20. 

(b) If a = 3.00 cm, b = 6.00 cm, what then are the principal moments of 
inertia. 

9.7. Calculate 1;z and l:'z for the idealized built-up box beam shown in Fig. 9.21. It 
should be clear that all thicknesses have the dimension t. 

9.8. (a) For the idealized nonhomogeneous beam cross-section shown in Fig. 9.22 
determine the values of 1;Y and if the zo axis is along the web 

centerline, the idealized rectangles are numbered from top to bottom, and 

= 2.1 x 105 N/mm2 E0 = E2 = E 3 = 0.7 x 105 N/rnm2 

A*= 160 rrmi = 12.8 mm z; = 22.95 nun. 
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Figure 9.19. Exercise 9.5. Nonhomogeneous channel beam cross-section. Within the 
upper flange E = E0 , LlT = 0. Within the web, E = 0.9E0 , and LlT = +T0 • Within the 
lower flange, E = 0.8£0, and LlT = 2T0 . 
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Figure 9.20. Exercise 9.6. 

(b) Calculate the area moments and product of inertia for the cross-section 
sketched in Fig. 9.22(b ). 

9.9. (a) Calculate the equivalent thermal moment Myr for the cross-section of part 
(a) of the previous problem if the temperature changes associated with each 
of the respective idealized rectangles are such that 

(aLlT)i = -1.0 x 10-3 (aLlT)2 = 0 (aLlTh = +LO x 10-3 

(b) If in the top flange of the idealized channel of Fig. 9.17(b) the thermal 
strain (the product of the coefficient of thermal expansion and the tempera
ture change) is aoTo, what then is the magnitude of the equivalent thermal 
moment about they axis? 

(c) Calculate Myr for the cross-section of Fig. 9.17(c). 
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Figure 9.22. (a) Exercises 9.8(a) and 9.9(a). (b) Exercises 9.8(b) and 9.12(b). 
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(d) Calculate NT, and for the cross-section of Fig. 9.19. 
(e) Calculate NT and MzT for the cross-section of Fig. 9.16(b). 
(f) Calculate and MzT for the cross-section of Fig. 9.16(c). 

9.10. Develop a generally applicable parallel axis theorem for the equivalent thermal 
moment MyT; that is, develop the theorem that relates the two different values 
of t..his equivalent thermal moment at the y0 at1d y axes. 

9.11. Assuming that the Young's modulus and coefficient of thermal expansion are 
uniform over the cross-section, and the upper flange, web, and lower flange 
experience the temperature changes indicated in Fig. 9.23, what then is the value 
of MyT? 

9.12. (a) The T cross-section shown in Fig. 9.24 experiences temperature changes 
that are multiples of To as shown in the sketch. Determine the values of NT, 
MyT, and MzT. 

(b) As above, but for the cross-section of Fig. 9 .22(b ). 

9.13, Using the strength of materials approach, calculate the stresses in the simply 
supported, rectangular cross-section beam loaded as shown in Fig. 8.5. Compare 
this strength of materials solution to the theor; of elasticity solution for the 
normal stresses as given in Exercise 8.2. In either case, are the O'yy stresses of 
comparable magnitude to the O',u stresses? 

9J.4. (a) For the cross-section of Fig. 9.18(a), determine the magnitude of the stress 
at the pointy = -LO in, z = +3.0 in for the loads given below. 

(b) For the cross-section of Exercise 9.4(b), determine the magnitude of the 
stress at the pointy = + 7.2 in, z = 3.95 in for the loads given below. 
As above, but for the bottom of the web of the T section of Fig. 9. 

N = l.Okip = 10.0 kip-in Mz = -6.0 kip-in. 

(d) According to the "Manual of Steel Construction," a W 14 X 109 homo
geneous, doubly sy.mmetric cross-section, shown in Fig. 9.25, has an area 
equal to 32 square inches, while = 1240in4, and = 447in4 . If the 
only applied loads are a moment about they axis of magnitude 2 Mo, and 
a moment about the z axis of magnitude M0 , determine the location and 
magnitude of the maximum tensile stress. 

9.15. If a = 8t, and lyy = 750t4 , and if the beam is free to expand or contract without 
constraint, then determine the stress in the beam of Exercise 9.12(a) at the top 
of the flange and at the bottom of the web if the temperature change is the only 
type of loading. 

FOR THE EAGER 

9.16. (a) Determine the location and magnitude of the maximum tensile and com
pressive stresses in Exercise 9.14(a). 

(b) As above, but for Exercise 9.14(b). 
(c) As above, but for Exercise 9.14(c). 

9.17. Show that the stress at any point on an arbitrary, homogeneous, symmetric cross
section that results from a planar temperature change over the area of the cross
section is zero when the beam is free to expand or contract without restraint. 
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To that end, let the planar temperature change be represented by the following 
equation, where the T; are arbitrary constants: 

9.18. Rederive Eqs. (9.1) by means of a free body diagram of a slice of beam of 
differential length dx where the back end is located at the coordinate value x. 
Does your solution change in any way if the beam cross-section varies smoothly 
along the length of the beam? 

FOR THE ESPECIALLY EAGER 

9.19. In the expression for the approximate displacement u(x, y, z) stated in Eqs. (9.2), 
the effect of the translation u(x) and the effects of the two rotations </Jy(x) and 
</)z(x) were superimposed without any interaction between them. Another way of 
saying the same thing in this case is to say that the first of Eqs. (9 .2) represents 
a vector addition of the three separate displacement components. Note again 
that the translational displacements are clearly vector quantities, and can be 
added as such. However, observation shows that if, for example, one rotates a 
die successively 90° in two different directions, the order of the two rotations 
affects the final orientation of the die. Thus the conclusion that large rotations 
(around 90°) do not add vectorially because the order of addition affects the 
value of the sum. In other words, these two large rotations interact. The question 
is then: Is this first ofEqs. (9.2) valid and, if so, in what sense? More specifically, 
is this equation a good approximation for small angles, and if so, how small is 
"small"? 

Hint: An equation from spherical geometry, easily proved using three unit 
vectors, states that if the angles a, f3, and ¢ that lie between the two intersecting 
planes, PQRS and PABC, are as shown in Fig. 9.26, then 

tan <P = tan (X cos e + tan /3 sine 

where the angle APC is a right angle, the angle e is the angle APB, the angle 
a is the angle APQ, the angle ¢ is the angle BPR, and the angle f3 is the angle 
CPS. Prove this formula, and then consider the case where the angles¢, a, and 
f3 (but note) are sufficiently small that the tangents of these angles are equal to 
the angles themselves. Interpret the resulting formula as the decomposition of 
the vector <P into its vector components. Then draw a conclusion regarding the 
vector summation of "small" angles. 

Endnote (1) The Predominance of the Normal Axial Stress 

When considering a beam, the stress in which the analyst is usually most interested 
is the maximum normal stress. Consider a uniform, simply supported beam of length L 
loaded in the z plane by a uniform upward load per unit length,!0 ; see Fig. 9.27(a), which 
shows the left half of this beam. Let the load per unit length arise from a pressure p acting 
upward over the bottom surface, which has a thickness into the paper of magnitude t; that 
is, Jo = pt. For simplicity of discussion, let the beam cross-section be rectangular with a 
total depth of magnitude B. A simple equilibrium calculation using this left-hand half of 
this beam as a free body diagram shows that the maximum internal moment acting upon this 
beam occurs at midspan. That internal moment has a magnitude of ( ! )foL 2• The approximate 
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Top plane PQRS over bottom plane P ABC 
separated by an angle a on near side, 

and an angle f3 on far side. 

Figure 9.26. Excercise 9. 19. A diagram for the discussion of the vector addition of small 
angles. 

stress calculation shows that the normal axial stress is zero at the beam middepth, and varies 
linearly across the depth of the beam, as shown in Fig. 9 .27 (b ). The resisting internal bending 
moment, in terms of the maximum axial stress O'm, is(~ B)(!crm f )t = (i)B 2tcrm. Equating 
the magnitudes of the two equilibrating moments shows that, with p = fo / t 

This maximum axial stress is a maximum value of crxx· The maximum value of ayy can be 
surmised to be of the order of magnitude p. With 10 = (L / B), it is clear that the maximum 
value of axx is two orders of magnitude greater than that of the maximum value of Cfyy· 

Hence the indication that the normal stresses CJ yy and Clzz can be ignored in preference to 
Cfxx· If a cantilevered beam were considered for this same analysis, the disparity between 
the sets of normal stresses would be twice as large. 

The above approximate analysis for the simply supported beam is fully validated by the 
theory of elasticity solution found in Example 8.2. The results of that example problem show 
that the upward-acting pressure p acting on the bottom beam surface results in a normal 
stress Cfyy = -pat the bottom surface (the maximum value), which tapers off to ayy = 0 
at the top surface. The maximum values for O'xx are at the top and bottom beam surfaces at 
the beam midspan. The magnitude of the maximum compressive. stress is the same as the 
magnitude of the maximum tensile stress, which is 

and the same conclusions apply. 
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Figure 9.27. A diagram for the discussion of relative stress magnitudes. 

Endnote (2) Schwartz's Inequality 

The purpose of this endnote is to prove that the denominator 1;Y Iz*z - of 
the beam normal stress equation, Eq. (9.8), is not only never zero, but to prove that this 
difference between these two positive quantities is always positive. To this end, consider 
the following integral over the entire area of an arbitrarily chosen, nonhomogeneous, beam 
cross-section 

ff (y + {3z)2 dA* > 0 

The integral is always greater tha.n zero for any finite-sized cross-section because the inte
grand is always positive. Expand the integrand, and apply the definitions of the various m. w. 
area moments to get 

ff (y 2 + 2 f3yz + fJ2z 2) dA * >= / 2*2 + 2 fJJ;~ + {3 21;Y > 0 

Picture the a plot of the quadratic polynomial function in beta: {3 21;Y + 2fH;2 + I;~. As the 
above inequality makes dear, this parabola would always lie above the beta axis. Therefore, 
this quadratic polynomial must have two imaginary roots. Since the two roots are imaginary, 
the discriminant of the quadratic must be negative. Therefore 

4(1;)2 - 4/;Y Itz < 0 or 1;Y 1;Y > (/yz)2 

Q.E.D. The above is a special case of Schwartz's inequality. The reader is invited to use a 
similar procedure to the above to prove the companion inequality + I 2*z c::: 21 1-



CHAPTER 10 

Beam Bending and Extensional Deflections 

10.1 Intrnductfon 

The use ofEq. (9.8), the strength of materials solution for the bending and exten
sional axial stress (J'xx (x, y, z) in a long, straight beam, requires a knowledge of the internal 
axial force N(x) and the internal bending moments and Mz(x ). The difficulty is that 
a free body diagram (FBD) of a beam under study is often insufficient by itself to determine 
the axial force or bending moments at any point along the beam x-axis. As previously men
tioned, whenever the equilibrium equations alone are insufficient to determine the internal 
stress resultants, the structure is called indeterminate. Most beams, or beam elements, that 
are parts of aerospace structures are indeterminate because these beams are mostly ele
ments of beam grids and frames with, as much as possible, rigid connections. The grids 
and frames are often covered by thin sheeting, referred to as the vehicle skin. Thus there 
are many internal unknown reations. One purpose of this type of construction is to make 
the structure, and hence individual beams, as stiff as possible within the constraint of least 
weight Increased stiffness 1 has many advantages in a beam or a structure. For example, the 
stiffer the beam or structure, the· higher the load required to buckle the beam or structure, 
and the lesse_r the chance of aer?elastic instabilities such as those discussed in Chapter 9. · 
The stiffer the beam or structure, the higher its natural frequencies and the lessefthe chance 
that gusts or control motions will stress the structure. The stiffer the structure, the lesser the 
chance that moving parts, such as those that are part of the control system, will experience 
interference from other parts of the structure. 

In the same manner as is true in the theory of elasticity when equilibrium equations 
are inadequate for the purposes of deterwining the stresses, it is necessary to combine the 
Bernoulli-Euler displacement and material equations with the equilibrium equations in 
order to obtain sufficient equations so as to allow a solution for the stress resultants. This 
chapter makes that combination in a way that produces three equations for the three beam 
deflections. (Recall that "deflections" are the displacements and rotations at the x axis of 
the beam.) The advantage of having the final equations in terms of the deflections is that 
the solution process is the same whether or not the beam is statically indeterminate. 

The next two sections concentrate on developing equilibrium equations in suitable stress 
resultant forms. Section 10.3 combines those equilibrium equations with the continuous 
deflections on the basis of the relations between the derivatives of the deflections and the 
axial force and bending moments that have been developed in the last chapter. The resulting 
three beam deflection differential equations are worthy of study not only for their own 
value, but also because there are close parallels between these beam equations and the 
similarly useful deflection equations for plates and shells. The beam equations also provide 
an opportunity for extensive prac_tice in writing and using both rigid and elastic boundary 
conditions. · 

1 Recall that "strength" refers to the magnitude of the loading a structure can bear without failing in 
some way, while "stiffness" refers to the loading required w deform the structure a given amount 
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Figure 10.1. A free body diagram, using the undeformed geometry, for vut<w«m•J:, 

equilibrium equations. This diagram also introduces a sign convention for externally 
forces per unit of beam length and moments per unit of beam length, 
which must be committed to memory. Be sure to distinguish between M, a bending or 
twisting moment, and m, a bending or twisting moment per unit length. 

10.2 The Small Deflection Beam Equiiibrium Equations 

Chapter 9 developed the stress resultant-stress equations, Eqs. 1 ), on the basis 
that the normal and shear stresses on a cross-section sum to forces and moments on that 
same cross-section. However, it was also pointed out that the same stress resultant-stress 
equations could be developed by writing equilibrium relations from a FBD consisting of a 
differential lengt_h of beam loaded by stresses on one cross-section and stress resultants on 
the opposite cross-section. Therefore, the requirements of equilibrium have been addressed, 
but only in part. Taking stock of the already developed equilibrium relations shows that the 
general stress-to-stress equilibrium relations are completed in Chapter 1, and the axial stress 

to beam stress resultant (N, equations, and the reverse relation, are com-
pleted in Chapter 9. What remain to be investigated are the beam stress resultant to beam 
stress resultant equilibrium relations. These equilibrium relations have different levels of 
complexity, where the degree of complexity depends upon tl1e range of equation applicabil
ity. There are the linear relations, which are the most limited in their range of applicability, 
and there are also the more broadly useful nonlinear relations at various levels of complexity. 
The linear relations are quickly derived in this section in order to help clarify the deriva
tion of the nonlinear equations that follow, since that latter derivation can be obscured by 
geometric details and various approximations, arid emphasize the differences between 
the linear and nonlinear equations. 

Consider the differential length of beam as shown in Fig. 10.1. Note the exaggeration 
of the differential length relative to the finite dimensions of the bean1 cross-sections for the 
sake of clarity in showing the applied loads per unit at the center of the beam slice. 
Let and all functions of x only, symbolize the 
the beam in the positive x, y, and z coordinate directions, Let 
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where.fz(x) = bp (x)-pgA. 
which is normally drawn 
to act on the top surface 
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Figure 10.2. The usual representation for beam theory purposes of beam surface tractions 
and beam body forces as forces per unit of beam length. 

and mz(x) represent the applied moments per unit length of the beam that are positive by 
the right-hand rule about the positive x, y and z coordinate axis directions, respectively. 
The mathematical functions that model the applied forces per unit length are required to 
be bounded, piecewise continuous functions, and the moments per unit length also must 
be piecewise differentiable functions. All the applied loads per unit length act along the x 
axis- regardless of their origins. To be clear about the origins of these quantities, consider, 
for example, a homogeneous beam with a rectangular cross-section. Let there be an applied 
(normal) pressure on the bottom surface of the beam as shown in Fig. 10.2. Let the mass 
density of the beam be symbolized by p. Then the weight per unit length of the beam is pg A, 
where g is the acceleration of gravity. Then fz, the force per unit length in the z direction 
at and along the x axis is (pb - pg A). Clearly this load modeling is crude compared to the 
theory of elasticity, where the pressure would be treated as an external traction (Tz = + p) 
on the bottom surface (z = -h /2), and the weight of the beam would be treated as a body 
force per unit mass (Bz = -g). The reason for this relative crudeness is that it has very 
little effect upon the accuracy of the solution for either the beam deflections or the most 
important stress, which is O'xx. Such a condensing of the loading is wholly in keeping with 
the other simplifications of beam theory. 

Moments per unit length, while not overly common, are possible. For example, if, in the 
x, z plane, the top surface of a beam were subjected to a shearing traction in the positive x 
direction, while the lower surface were subjected to a shearing traction of equal magnitude 
in the negative x direction, then along the x axis there would be a moment per unit length 
about they axis. A more common situation would be one where the beam stiffens a plate or 
shell that is twisted. The mechanics of the plate or shell are such that they would transmit 
a moment per unit length to the beam. 

Return to Fig. 10.1. The use of a differential, rather than a finite length in this FBD for 
force and moment summations removes any ambiguity regarding what value of the applied 
load per unit length is to be used in load summations. For example, since the quantity fx 
cannot have more than a differential change over the differential length dx, its value at the 
left-hand cross-section, fx(x), is an accurate representation of this force per unit length 
over the entire differential length dx. Now, a summation of forces in the x and z directions, 
respectively, yields 

dN 
-N + (N + dN) + fx dx = 0 or -=-fx (IO.la) 

dx 

+ Vz - {Vz + dVz) + fz dx = 0 
dVz 

(10.lb) or -=+fz 
dx 
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where the forces per unit length must be multiplied by the differential lengths in order to 
be properly part of a force summation. A summation of moments about the y axis at the 
right-hand end of the differential element yields 

+My+ Vzdx + fzdx ( d;)+mydx -(My +dMy) = 0 

or 

dMv 
--· = Vz+my 
dx 

(10.lc) 

where, after division by dx, the term involving fz is dropped because it contains a differential 
factor that makes that term infinitesimal compared to the other terms of the equality. Note 
that division ·by the quantity dx is wholly permissible because, although that quantity is 
infinitesimal, it is never zero. A similar shear and moment equation can easily be derived 
for the x, y plane. They and the similar twisting moment equation are 

dVy _ 
dx -fy 

_ dMz 
-- = Vy-mz 
dx 

dMt 
-- = -m1 
dx 

(10.ld) 

(IO.le) 

(10.lf) 

The above six results, which relate the various stress resultants to each other and to 
the loads 'per unit length, and which are clearly linear ordinary differenti~ equations, can 
be encapsulated for present purposes as: (1) the change in a bending moment is a shear 
force (plus a moment per unit length if present); and (2) the change in the shear or axial 
force is · a corresponding force per unit length. As will be seen in the next section, the 
reason that these results are linear ordinary differential equations is that the geometry of 
the differential beam element shown in Fig. 10.1 is only negligibly distorted by the applied 
loads. In other words, in this case there is no appreciable interaction between the loads 
and the geometry of the beam diffetential length. Specifically, the deformation of the beam 
element is so small that the lines of action of the stress resultants are essentially unaltered. 
This is exactly the same situation that prevailed throughout the discussion of the theory of 
elasticity once the nonlinear portions of the strain expressions were set aside. These linear 
equilibrium equations,2 Eqs. (10.1), are fully adequate for a great many beam analyses. 
However, there are important categories of beam problems for which these equations are 
inadequate. One such category of problems is beam buckling problems, which are discussed 
in an introductory fashion in the next chapter. Since many vehicular structures consist in 
part oflong beams, thin plates, and thin shells that are prone to buckle if not adequately 
stiffened, it is desirable to prepare for this important problem category by considering, in 
as simple a fashion as possible, the interaction between the loads and the geometry of the 
beam by analyzing a distorted beam element. 

10.3 Nonlinear Beam Equilibrium Equations 

The derivation of the stress resultant equilibrium equations in their simplest three
dimensional form for a beam segment with finite deflections is facilitated by first noting the 

2 These linear beam equilibrium equations are also called the "infinitesimal deflection beam equilibrium 
equations," and the "small deflection beam equilibrium equations." 
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following circumstances and conclusions regarding the relative size of both stress resultants 
and deflections: 

l. Beams are very much stiffer in their axial direction than in their lateral direction. 
That is, for example, a flexible 6-inch (15-cm) plastic ruler is easily bent far 
from its original straight condition, but no person pulling on the usual such ruler 
can produce a perceptible change in length. A person attempting to compress 
the ruler may buckle and break the ruler, but the length of the ruler will not be 
perceptibly shortened when the pieces of the ruler are reassembled. Therefore, it is 
reasonable as a first step in dealing with the distorted geometry of a beam segment 
to consider significant (but limited) bending slopes and angles of twist, but make 
the approximation that there is no change in beam differential length sufficient to 
affect the orientation of the internal forces and moments. 3 

2. At the limits of the permitted bending deflections, from the above it should be 
clear that beam tensile axial forces can be very much larger than beam shearing 
forces. In long beams with cross-sectional shapes that are actually used in vehicular 
construction, the compressive axial forces limited by buckling are also generally 
much larger than the shearing forces that produce bending moments that in tum 
produce the limiting bending slopes. Again, for example, it is easy to manually 
flex a new pencil, but more difficult indeed to manually compress a new pencil4 

to the point where it buckles. Hence the products of shearing forces multiplied 
by the small values of the limited bending slopes in units of radians (or their 
derivatives, which are taken to be of the same order of magnitude) are negligible in 
comparison with axial forces. Furthermore, any type of stress resultant multiplied 
by a limited bending slope or angle of twist in units of radians, or their derivatives, is 
a significantly smaller quantity than that same type of stress resultant not multiplied 
by a Hmited bending slope or angle of twist derivative. 

Consjder Fig. 10.3(a) where a beam segment of differential length dx is shown in its 
undistorted (unloaded) and distorted (loaded) configurations. In the distorted configuration, 

· two new sets of unit vectors with tildes and carets define the individual rotations of the 
front and back cross-sections after the beam segment is translated and rotated from its 
undistorted position to its distorted position. Both sets of unit vectors are centered at the 
x axis. Therefore, all the stress resultant force and moment vectors shown in Figs. 10.3(b), 
which are drawn separately for clarity, coincide with one of the unit vectors with regard 
to origin and direction. The back cross-section and the corresponding unit vectors have 
rotated through the angle of twist </Jx, 5 and the two bending slopes </Jy and ¢z as shown in 
Fig. 10.3(c). The front cross-section, at a distance x + dx along the x axis, has a twist and 
rotations that are differential increments to those on the back face; that is, the corresponding 
values are </Jx + d</Jx, </Jy + d</Jy and ¢z + d</)2 • In order to examine the angles between the 
two sets of unit vectors of the distorted geometry, think of the second set being initially 
coincident with the first set. Then rotate the second set through one differential angle after 
another so as to obtain the final, second vector set, orientations. This sequencing is shown in 
Fig. 10.4(a), (b), and (c), with (d) as a summary. As discussed in Exercise 9.19, the order of 
these small rotations is totally immaterial. Now recall from Fig. 2.2 that all that is necessary 

3 It is seen later, Eqs. (10.2), that the bending rotations are limited by the requirement that </J;, </J; « 1.0, 
and small changes in axial length are considered when discussing axial strains. 

4 Avoid the possibility of driving splinters through your hands. 
5 Again, in t.J.ie right-hand rule sense, the angle of twist </Jx is positive about the positive x axis, and the 

bending slopes </Jy and </Jz are positive about the negative y axis and the positive z axis, respectively. 
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Figure 10.3. (a) The three sets of unit vectors that define the orientations of the front and 
back faces of the differential beam element before and after deformation. (b) One free 
body diagram of the forces and forces per unit length acting upon a differential length of 
beam, and for clarity, a separate FBD of the same free body for the moments and moments 
per unit length. ( c) The changes in the differential beam element rotations from the back 
cross-section at x to the front beam cross-section at x + dx. 
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(a) 

(c) (d) 

10.4. A sequencing of the rotations that distinguish the caret ( or circumflex) unit 
vectors from the tilde unit vectors: (a) a first rotation about the z axis of magnitude · (b) 
a second rotation about they axis of · ( c) a third rotation about the x axis of magnitude 

: (d) a summary of all three rotations. 

to obtain the magnitude of the of one vector in the direction of another vector 
to multiply the first vector the cosine of the angle between the two vectors. To 

up the process of identifying the cosines between unit vectors. the following table is 
constructed from Fig. l on the basis that the cosine of any differential angle is 1.0; 
and 

cos [(n/2) + (differential = -(that differential angle) 

cos - (differential angle)] = differential angle) 

Cosines between Unit Vectors 

i 
j 
k 

LO 

j 

LO 
defJx 

-d¢v 
-def>x 

LO 
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Now all is prepared to sum forces and moments on the distorted beam segment of length, 
dx. Consulting Figs. and the above table, the result of smmning forces in the i 
direction is 

+ dN) - N(l.0) + Vy(+d¢2 ) + Vz(+d¢y) + dx(l.0) = 0 

where the other forces per unit length have two differential factors and are thus immediately 
identifiable as negligible. Sumn1ing forces in the k direction in a similar manner yields 

-(Vz + dVz) + - N(-d¢y) + Vy(-d¢x) + fz dx(l.0) = 0 

There is a similar equation for the summation of forces in the j direction that is left to the 
reader as an exercise. Surnming moments in the i direction (i.e., about the .x-axis) leads to 

where the moments due to the offset of the shearing forces are second order differential 
quantities, and are tl1erefore omitted along with the my and mz terms, which are omitted for 
the same reason of having two differential factors. (Remember that the length of the beam 
is only dx, which is greatly exaggerated in the sketch.) Similarly, summing moments in the 
k direction (i.e., about the z-axis) leads to 

.0) + mz dx(l.0) = 0 

The summation of moments in the J direction (i.e., about they axis) is left to the reader 
as an exercise. Dividing by dx, and otherwise simplifying the above four equations and 
the two similar underived equations, and then dropping small terms (the products of shears 
and the derivatives of rotations) as previously discussed, results in six equations, five of 
which contain derivatives of the bending slopes. Before writing those six equations, consider 
Fig. 10.5, which shows an x, z plane side view of the distorted beam element that clearly 

Figure 10.5. Ay plane view of a differential length of beam showing the radius of curvature 
(compressed) and the associated rotations and change in the rotation between the beam 
length ends. 
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identifies the difference in rotations between the back and front cross-sections in that x, z 
plane, which is d</Jy- The relation between any differential arc length such as dx and any 
corresponding differential angle such as d</Jy is always based on circular geometry. The 
relationship in terms of the radius of curvature Ry is 

1 d</Jy 
-=- (i.e., where ds = dx) 
Ry dx 

Recall from the calculus that 

1 w" 
-=-------

[1 + (w')2]3/2 

· which is algebraically difficult to deal with. However, if the slope w' (and by analogy, v') 
are limited so that 

(w')2,(v')2 « 1.0 (10.2) 

then the formula for the radius of curvature is greatly simplified to the point of being linear. 
In that case 

d</Jy = w" and 
dx 

d</Jz · ff 
-=v 
dx 

(10.3) 

which exactly correspond to the equations for v' and w' developed in Section 9.4 where the 
linear theory of elasticity strain-displacement equations are used to process the Bernoulli
Euler beam approximations. Having the rotations equal the slopes, the physical interpre
tation of the equations </Jy = w' and </Jz = v', ensures consistency between the equilibrium 
equations below and the beam stress equation, Eq. (9.8). Thus the linearizations that are 
Eqs. (10.2) and (10.3) are now adopted and Eqs. (10.2) are limits for the validity of these 
linerizations. However Eqs. (10.2) are rather weak limits in that even with a 6° slope for the 
deformed beam with respect to its undeformed position, there is only a 1 percent error. (A 6° 
slope associated with a beam deformation is quite noticeable, and in some vehicular struc
tures and many civil structures, would be quite alarming.) Thus, finally, using Eqs. (10.3) 
with the previous simplifications leads to the following six beam stress resultant equilibrium 
equations: 

dN 
-=-fx 
dx 

dV 
_Y = +f + [Nvff] 
dx Y 

dV 
_z = + fz + [Nw"] 
dx 

dMt II ff 
--=-mt+[Mzw -Myv] 
dx 

(10.4a) 

(10.4b) 

(10.4c) 

(10.4d) 

(10.4e) 

(10.4f) 

Contrasting the above equations with the linear equilibrium equations, Eqs. (10.1), shows 
that the nonlinear terms are those enclosed within the brackets. The bracketed terms are 
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nonlinear because, as is evident for example in Eqs. (9.7), the bending moments of these 
products depend upon the second derivatives of the deflections, and vice versa. The nonlinear 
terms are not nearly as important as the linear terms when the beam deflections are small.6 

In other words, the nonlinear terms may be totally disregarded unless the deflections are 
anticipated to be finite, as in the case of a buckled beam, or in the case of extensive interaction 
between bending and extension deflections or between bending and twisting deflections, as 
represented by the nonlinear terms. An example of a nonbuckling interaction is when a beam 
is bent by lateral loads, but the bending deflections are diminished by the presence of a large 
axial tensile force. A quantitative demonstration of this fact is presented in the next chapter. 

The initial buckling of beams represents a situation where finite deflections are of the 
essence. Since it is desired to do no more in Part III of this textbook than introduce the topic 
of buckling, that is, to look only at the simplest type of buckling, which is the interaction 
of axial compressive forces and beam bending, then the bracketed terms in the last three 
equations which couple bending and twisting are no longer of interest. That is, bending and 
twisting are only considered separately in this text hereafter.7 Hence the bracketed twisting 
bending interaction terms are discarded from Eqs. (10.4e, f). Similarly, the bracketed term 
in Eq. (10.4d) likewise is eliminated since this bracketed quantity is of the same small order 
of magnitude as the bracketed twisting-bending interaction terms. Therefore, making these 
simplifications leaves only the bracketed terms in Eqs. (10.4b, c). 

Having the desired equilibrium equations, it is now time to tum to the Bernoulli-Euler 
strain-deflection equation, Eq. (9.3). When that equation is combined with the Bernoulli
Euler stress-strain equation, the result is Eq. (9.4b). The forms of that equation that are 
most convenient for present use are Eqs. (9.7). Rewrite Eqs. (9.7b, c) as 

My(x) = Eol;2 v"(x) + Eol;yw"(x) - MyT(x) 

M 2 (x) = Eol2~v"(x) + Eol;2 w"(x) - MzT(X) 

Substitution of these equations into the equilibrium equations, Eqs. (10.4e, f), and then 
Eqs. (10.4b, c ), along with the following thermal load definitions that mimic the mechanical 
load equilibrium equations, Eqs. (10.4) 

M;T(x) = v;T(x) = fzT(x) and fz + fzr = ft 

M~~(x) = v;T(x) = f~r(x) and fy + f~T = ff 

6 Such descriptions as small/large or infinitesimal/finite are inadequate for describing beam bending 
deflections. Precision is best served by separate categorizations for strains and rotations. However, to 
keep this matter as simple as possible, the following terminology is adopted for this introductory text. 
Let "small" lateral beam deflections be those that are adequately estimated by the linear equations. Such 
lateral deflections are generally less than one~quarter the depth of the beam (Ref. [16]). Let "finite" 
deflections be those estimated by the equations of this chapter where the limitation is Eqs. (10.2). Let 
"large" describe any deflections greater than these. 

7 An example of coupling between bending and twisting deflections is the situation where a beam with a 
very thin rectangular cross-section, such as some plastic rulers, is cantilevered at one end and subjected 
to a tip shearing force that initially tends to bend the beam about the undeflected centroidal axis with 
the much larger area moment of inertia. When the tip shearing force is made sufficiently large, the 
beam still bends very little about that first centroidal ax.is, but it twists and bends about the second 
centroidal axis considerably because such a beam is very flexible in torsion as well as bending about 
the second axis. Further discussion of the coupling between bending and twisting deflections can be 
found in Chapter 11 and in Ref. [23], which is highly recommended for this purpose. 
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after transposition, leads to the following form of the w and v deflection equations: 

[Eol;yw"(x)]" + [Eol;zv"(x)]" - Nw"(x) = J;(x) + m~(x) 

[Eol;zv"(x)]" + [Eol;zw"(x)]" - Nv"(x) = JJ(x) + m~(x) 

(IO.Sa) 

(IO.Sb) 

If the beam is uniform, then the two derivatives on each bracketed quantity act only on the 
curvature terms (the second derivatives of the deflections). Much use is made of these two 
fourth order ordinary differential equations.8 While these are the generally recommended 
beam deflection equations, they are not the only useful description of the beam deflections 
caused by loads. Eqs. (9. 7 d, e ), which only involve second order derivatives, can also be used 
in all cases, but with unknown reactions as part of the moment expressions when the beam is 
statically indeterminate. In some cases, particularly statically determinate cases, this earlier 
second order differential equation form is a quicker route to a solution. Nevertheless, the 
emphasis here is entirely on the fourth order equations because they are more instructive, 
often more efficient (particularly with the more challenging problems), and to some extent 
less open to mistakes because they involve only the applied distributed loads rather than the 
derived moment expressions, and also because of the regularity of the associated boundary 
conditions. Before discussing the two fourth order equations further, it is necessary to derive 
the companion u deflection equation. 

Early on in this section, the approximation was made that the arc length of the differential 
beam element before loading, dx, remained the same after loading. That is, in mathematical 
terms, ds = dx. This was done for the sole. purpose of sorting out the magnitudes of 
the relative changes in geometry of the bent beam element. Obviously, when considering 
displacements and strains along the x axis that result from the presence of an axial force 
N (x ), this approximation of relative distortion is too drastic. Reintroducing a strain along 
the x axis, that is, '=xx(x) = u'(x), means returning to Eq. (9.7a), 

N(x) = EoA*u'(x) - Nr(x) 

and combining it with Eq. (10.4a). Defining 

N~(x) = - fxr(x) and fx(x) + fxr(x) = J::(x) 

leads to the following u deflection equation: 

[EoA*u'(x)]' = - J::(x) 

(9.7a) 

(IO.Sc) 

Equations (9. 7 a) and (1 O.Sc) are the two forms of the u deflection equation. An extended, 
third form is discussed briefly in Endnote ( 1). The same things said about the fourth order and 
second order derivative forms of the v and w deflection equations apply here to the second 
and first order forms of the u deflection equation; that is, Eq. (IO.Sc) is the recommended 
form. 

The solution path for the three deflection equations is: (i) solve Eq. (IO.Sc), then (ii) 
determine N(x) fromEq. (9.7a), then (iii) insert that value of N(x) in the v and w deflection 
equations, Eqs. (IO.Sa, b), and then (iv) seek their solution. If the beam is uniform and 
the axial force N(x) turns out to be a constant Ux = 0), then the v and w deflection 
equations have the mathematical form of linear ordinary differential equations with constant 
coefficients. Then their complementary solution is always simple. However, the interaction 

8 Remember that, while these two deflection equations do describe the interaction of beam bending and 
extension, they do not include the interaction of bending and twisting. Modifying them to include the 
latter is simply done by keeping the appropriate bracketed terms throughout the short derivation. 
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between a nonzero axial force N and lateral forces per unit length fy(x) and f 2 (x) is not truly 
linear even when N is a constant since superposition of these two differing types of loads is 
not valid. The original nonlinearity inherent in the use of the distorted geometry is manifested 
in this manner. In other words, the two bending equations allow the superposition of lateral 
loads, that is, those loads that appear on the right-hand side of the differential equation, 
but not the superposition of axial loads and lateral loads because the axial load interacts 
with the lateral deflections caused by the lateral loads. Mathematically, this interaction is 
represented by the product of the axial force and the curvature on the left-hand side of these 
two differential equations. 

If N (x) is other than a constant, then the solution of the deflection differential equations 
may require the use of numerical methods. Before proceeding to illustrate the solution 
process, it is useful to introduce the subject of boundary conditions. In order to have the 
u, v, and w differential equations restated close to the summaries of boundary conditions, 
Eqs. (10.5), are repeated here. Remember that A*, 1;Y' 1;z, and 1;z can also vary with the 
beam length variable x. 

u: [EoA*u'(x)]' = -g(x) 

v: [Eolz~v"(x)]" + Eol;zw"(x)]" - Nv"(x) = J;(x) + m~(x) 

w: [Eol;yw"(x)]" + Eol;zv'1(x)]" - Nw"(x) = g(x) + m~(x) 

10.4 Boundary Conditions and the Boundary Value Problem 

(10.5) 

In mathematical terms, the above beam deflection equations, Eqs. (10.5), are gov
erning differential equations (GDEs) for the domain {open interval) 0 < x < beam length. 
Since they are ordinary differential equations, their solution produces one constant of inte
gration for each derivative of the highest order derivative in the equation. Hence integration 
of the u deflection equation produces two constants of integration, and integration of th.e 
v and w deflection equations produces four constants of integration for each of those two 
equations. As is the case with all differential equations with spatial domains, these unknown 
constants of integration are determined by means of additional information about the values 
of the u, v, and w deflections, or their derivatives, at the end or boundary points of the beam. 
The boundary points are the points on the x axis at the supports for the beam, or at the unsup
ported ends of the beam. These additional items of information concerning the deflections 
or the derivatives of the deflections at the end points are called the boundary conditions. 
The general form of the boundary conditions, or support conditions, are so important that 
they are often used to characterize the beam. For example, beams are referred to as can
tilevered, or simply supported, or clamped-clamped, and so on. The boundary conditions 
(BCs) are as much a part of the problem statement as the loading, geometry, and material 
information. 

The energy methods introduced in Part IV of this text are used to prove9 that the problem 
of solving the second order u deflection equation and the fourth order v and w deflection 
equations, by use of their attendant boundary conditions, falls into a special category of 
problems called boundary value problems. Like all boundary value problems, the problem 

9 See Endnote (2), Chapter 15. 
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of integrating the three GD Es to determine the beam deflections, and from those deflections 
the beam stresses, has the following characteristics: 

1. The highest order derivative of each GDE is an even number. 
2. Half that even number of boundary conditions is always found at each boundary 

point. 
3. The order of the highest order derivative appearing in the BCs is always at least 

one order of derivative less than the highest order derivative appearing in the GDE. 
4. The BCs at a beam end point are always one, but never both, of a pair of possi

ble BCs; for example, for the u deflection equation the single BC at each beam 
end must be a statement about either the u deflection itself or about the axial 
force N. 

A complete listing in tabular form of these required alternative boundary condition 
statements is presented in Table 10.1 in detailed mathematical form for each of the three 
deflection equations. In the table, the notation x = b is meant to indicate that the unknown 
function is evaluated at one of the two beam boundary points. As before, tilde (,.....,) markings 
on deflection functions are meant to indicate known, fixed (from the problem statement) 
values of the quantity so modified. For example, the BCs v(O) = v' (0) = 0 indicate that in 
the x, y plane the beam is "clamped" against a lateral deflection and rotation at the endx ·= Q. 
Such markers are unnecessary for the force and moment quantities. The axial force and 
moment equations found in the "Or" column were previously derived as Eqs. (9.7a, b, c). 
As such, these axial and moment equations are true for any value of x. All that has been 
done to make them part of the BCs table is to specialize the value of x to be one of the 
boundary points. The same is true for the shearing force equations, which are obtained from 
Eqs. (10.4e, f) after substitution of the moment equations, Eqs. (9. 7b, c ). 

This is how to use the first boundary condition table. For the u deflection equation, as 
mentioned above, at each beam end, the analyst must decide whether the axial (longitudinal) 
deflection at that end is known (usually zero); or the axial force is known. If the deflection 
is the known value, then that statement is made. For example, if a beam of original length 
L has been stretched a known distance, say 1.0 mm, by an unknown axial force, then the 
BC statements could be u(O) = 0.0 and u(L) = 1.0 mm; or, if the other end of the beam is 
used as reference, u(O) = -1.0 mm, and u(L) = 0.0. If, instead of the deflection, the axial 
force at x = Lis the known quantity, say 1 x 105 N, and there is no temperature change to 
produce an Nr(L), then the BC statement is 

E0A*(L)u'(L) = 100000N 

where the value of the axial stiffness coefficient EoA * at x = L is substituted. If there were 
a temperature change that produced an equivalent thermal axial force evaluated at that end 
of, say, Nr(L) = -50000 N, then the above BC would have to be altered to 

EoA*u'(L)- (-50000N) = 100000N 

In every case the object is to write a statement about the u deflection or its first derivative 
evaluated at both end values of the independent variable, x. It is the same in the case of the 
v and w deflection equations. 

For the sake of this discussion, let the end of the beam at x = 0 in the x, z plane be 
"simply supported." That is, let the lateral (bending) deflection w(O) be zero at that beam 
support, but let the beam be free to rotate without restraint at that support. Then the first line 
of the table for the w deflection equation says choose either a statement about the deflection 
value at that end or a statement about the externally applied shearing type force at that 
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Table 10.1. General boundary condition statements beams where "b" is a beam end point 

Differential 
Equation 

u: 

v: 

w: 

Either 

Axial deflection 
u(b)=i1(b) 

Lateral deflection 
v(b) = v(b) 

Bending slope 
v'(b) = v'(b) 

Lateral deflection 
w(b) = ,1,(b) 

Bending slope 
w'(b) = w'(b) 

Or 

Axial force 
EoA'(b)u'(b) - Nr(b) = N(b) 

Shear force 

+· +mz(b) = 

Bending moment 
- Mzr(b) = Mz(b) 

Shear force 
= Vc{b) 

Bending moment 

end of the beam. In this discussion it is the deflection that is known to be zero; hence 
write = 0. Note that is known a about the force, which is the 
unknown force reaction at the support, other than it has the value necessary to make the end 
deflection zero. Note that it is taken for granted that the analyst has not force and 
moment equilibrium equations in order to calculate the reactions even if the beam is 

determinate. More to the the support force 
and moment reactions whenever the task is the solution of differential equations. 
It is for that reason it is presumed that the external shear force, that is, the lateral support 
reaction, is not known at the time of writing the BCs. 

Continuing with the discussion of the simple support at x = 0, the second line of the 
Table 10.1 for the w deflection equation the to choose between making a 
statement either about the bending slope at that end, or about the externally applied 
bending moment at that end of the beam. In this case is known a priori about 
the bending slope. Therefore there must be a statement to be made about the moment at 
that end. Without an externally applied bending moment at x = 0, and with an equivalent 
thermal moment value at x = 0 of, say, , the statement about the moment begins as 
simply My(O) = 0, which from the table, translates in terms of the unknown deflection 
functions into 

+ =0 

It is this equation, which is in terms of the unknown deflection functions that appear in 
the GDEs, that is the required BC, not = 0. If there had been an externally applied 
clockwise moment at x = 0 of magnitude, say, then the side zero of the 
above equation would be replaced by on the other hand, at this beam there 
is no externally applied moment, no thermal moment, a zero product of inertia, and a 
nonzero moment of inertia about they axis, then this moment BC becomes just = 0. 
It is important to simplify as well as all other algebra, as much as 
possible. 

The boundary condition that requires a bit more explanation is the one involving the shear 
force at the beam end. This BC is written whenever the end of the beam is unsupported; 
that is, when there is a (support) "free" end. possibility, which is not discussed 
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until Chapter 11, is an elastic support at the beam end in question.) This BC in general 
form is 

[EoI;2 v11(b)]' + [EoI;yw"(b)]' - Vz.T(b) - my(b) = Vz(b) 

This BC has an additional feature, which is derivatives of products of the beam stiffness 
factors and the beam curvatures. If the beam is uniform, then the stiffness factors are cons
tants, and this BC reduces to 

EoI;zv"'(b) + EoI;yw"'(b) - Vzr(b) - my(b) = Vz(b) 

Although it is usually best not to do so, if the stiffness factors are not constants, then the 
product rule for derivatives may be employed with the result that 

EoI;~(b)v"(b) + EoI;/b)v"'(b) + EoI;;(b)w"(b) 

+ EoI;y(b)w"'(b) - Vzr(b) - my(b2 = Vz(b) 

10.5 Uncoupled Forms of the GD Es and the BCs 

It is easy to see that when the product of inertia is not zero, then both the v and 
w differential equations, and the bending moment and shearing force BCs as stated above, 
mix or "couple" the two lateral deflection derivatives. This is algebraically tedious. There 
are two, limited, ways of avoiding that algebraic mess. The first way out is to simply rotate 
the centroidal axes so as to achieve principal a.'\:es. When the product of inertia is zero, all 
the coupling between deflection derivatives in the GDEs disappears. The problem with this 
direct approach is that if the BCs in the original x, z plane are different from those in the 
x, y plane, there will be a new coupling of the deflections through the BCs in the principal 
coordinate directions. Even if all the BCs were the sarne in the two orthogonal planes, 
it would also be necessary to vectorially resolve the applied loadings into tlie principal 
coordinate directions. That too can be messy. As a result, this first approach is not further 
considered except to say that ifan axial force must be included in the lateral deflection 
GDEs, then, regardless of any other difficulties, it is best (but not necessary) to work with 
principal centroidal coordinates. 

A second way out of this difficulty is to retain the original, convenient coordinate direc
tions, and use forms of the GD Es and BCs that have already been solved simultaneously so as 
to separate the deflection derivatives. This approach is also limited to special circumstances. 

The special circumstances that allow the decoupling of the GD Es and the bending 
rnornent and shear force BCs when the product of inertia is not zero are: (i) the 
derivatives of the beam stiffnesses (the various EI factors) are zero; (ii) all the 
bending rnornent terms and all the shearing force terms at the beam ends that enter 
into the BCs are known quantities; and (iii) there are no appreciable axial forces. 

These circumstances are indeed limited, but not unusual. The advantage that is achieved 
by recognizing these circumstances is sufficient for the reader to keep in rnind the possibility 
of decoupling the GDEs and the BCs. Furthermore, a nice aspect of this approach is that 
it is not necessary to remember the first of the above two conditions that are necessary to 
completely decouple a given problem. It is best to proceed to decouple as many of the GD Es 
and BC equations as possible. When decoupling is not possible, simply revert back to the 
GDEs and BC equations of the preceding section. 
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The most efficient way to decouple the various equations is, again, to use forms of the 
GD Es and BCs that have already been solved simultaneously so as to separate the deflection 
derivatives. To this end, it is convenient to reintroduce the following ratio of inertia defini
tions. Let 

R* = 1;y1;,_ - (/;2 )2 
yy I* yy 

R* = 1;y1;z - u;z)z 
zz 1;z 

(10.6) 

R* = 1;y1;z - u;z)z 
yz /* yz 

Again Schwartz's inequality (Ref. [20]) demonstrates that the first two of the above ratios 
of inertia are always positive. Then the simultaneous solutions for the v and w deflection 
decoupled GDEs, which are limited in validity to the case where the beam is uniform and 
the axial force is zero, are then 

I* 
E R* w 1111(-x) = [fc(x) + m' (x)] - E[fc(x) - m' (x)] o zz z . y I* y z 

zz 
I* 

EoR;yv""(x) = [f;(x) + m~(x)] - I~z (g(x) + m;(x)] 
yy 

(10.7a,b) 

( only for uniform beams and no axial forces N) 

The bending moment BC equations in Table 10.1 are restatements ofEqs. (9. 7b, c ). Recall 
from Chapter 9 that if those two equations are solved simultaneously for the curvatures, 
then the result is Eqs. (9.7d, e). These two equations, with x = b, are the alternative BC 
forms listed in Table 10.2. Furthermore, if Eqs. (9.7d, e) are differentiated with respect to 
x, and use is made ofEqs. (10.4e, f), then alternative forms for the third derivatives are also 
possible. 

The task of writing the BCs may look to be more daunting than it normally is because it 
is unusual for many of these complications to be present in the same beam problem, except, 
of course, in the case of final examinations. The next step is to gain confidence by practicing 
writing the GDEs and their solutions, and writing and using the BC equations. 

10.6 Solutions for Beam Deflection Problems 

This section presents a sequence of problem solutions that increase in complexity. 
Recall that the solution process always begins with the u deflection equation, and determin
ing N(x) is a necessary result of this first step. The solution for each deflection equation 
involves five distinct steps:(i) specializing the form of the left-hand side of each GDE to 
the problem at hand; (ii) writing the right-hand side expressions for each of the distributed 
loads; (iii) writing the BC equations appropriate to each GDE; .(iv) integrating the com
pleted GDEs; and (v) using the BC& to evaluate the constants of integration. After a bit 
of practice, the above steps (i) and (ii) are virtually immediate after determining the area 
moments of inertia, which may be done by computer program. Finally, remember that 
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Table 10.2. Alternative beam bending boundary condition equations 

Either 

w'(b) = w'(b) 

v'(b) = v'(b) 

w(b) = w(b) 

v(b) = v(b) 

Or 

For all circumstances but elastic supports (next chapter) 

Eow"(b) = M;(b) - M;(b) 
R1z(b) R;,(b) 

Eov"(b) ~ M;(b) - M?b) 
R~y(b) R;,(b) 

Uniform beams only, with or without an axial force 

E w"'(b) = vzc(b) + my(b) _ v;(b) - m0 (b) 

0 R;z R_;z 

E "'(b V,~(b) - mz(b) Vt(b) + my(b) 
0V ) = -'------

R~y R;, 
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(9.7d,e) 

(9.7d',e') 

once the deflections are detennined, the stress at any cro~s section can be determined via 
Eq. (9.4b) or, if preferred, Eq. (9.8). 

Example 10.1. Detennine the axial deflection at the 1ight-hand end of the uniform, homo
geneous bar shown in Fig. 10.6. 

Solution. Since only a longitudinal (i.e., axial) deflection is sought, only the u deflection 
equation need be considered. Noting that E0A* =EA= constant, and fx(x) = 0, and there 
is no temperature change, then the GOE [EoA*u'(x)]' = - g(x) becomes simply u"(x) = 
0. Its solution is 

where the C; are the constants of integration. The boundary conditions are determined by 
inspecting the drawing of the bar. The hatched symbol on the left end indicates that the bar 
end cannot deflect. Therefore, u(O) = 0 is the first of the two BCs. Since the other BC must 
be found at the other end of the bar, that end is examined next. Since nothing is known 
a priori about the longitudinal deflection at that end, a statement must be made regarding 
the force acting there. In this case that statement is N(L) = +N0 . This statement must be 
converted to one involving the longitudinal deflection. Consulting the first line of the first 
BC table, and making the substitutions appropriate to this problem, leads to u' ( L) = No/ EA 
Substitution of these BCs yields C2 = 0, and C 1 = NoE / A, so that 

Nox NoL 
u(x) = EA and u(L) = EA 

It is worth remembering that the total deflection of a bar loaded by a constant axial force 
is equal to the (force) multiplied by the (length), divided by the axial stiffness coefficient 
(EA). • 

Figure 10.6. Example 10.1. A uniform, axially loaded bar. 
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Example 10.2. Solve the above problem without the axial force at the end, but with a 
uniform axial load per unit of magnitude acting in the positive x direction. 

Solution. Since the GDE and BCs in this case are 

= -f0 where = 0 and 

The latter boundary condition is the end result of 
the first BC table. Integrating the GDE leads to 

+ C1 and 

fox I x) 
- IL and - EA \ - 21 -..L--

- '2EA 

=0 

= 0 and the use of the first line of 

Thus, in this case, 

If is set equal to then it is seen that the distributed load is half as effective in 
producing an end deflection as the concentrated load at the bar end. This is 
because the stress in the bar in the distributed load case diminishes from N0 / A at one end 
to zero at the other end of the while it is a constant in the concentrated load 
case. The same average stress of the distributed load case can be achieved by positioning 
the concentrated force at the center of bar. This midbar also the 
same end deflection. Ill 

Example 10.3, Repeat the first example problem, but this time v,ith both the same constant 
axial force per unit length, acting over the of the bar, and the same axial force, 

acting at the right-hand end of the bar. 

Solution. This time the GDE and BCs are as follows: 

= - Jo where = 0 and EAu'(L) = No 

= -.xfo + C1 and 

the application of the present BCs causes C2 = 0 and 

fox(L - x/2) Nox 
u(x) = EA + EA and 

2 + 
=No+ foL. Therefore, 

+2NoL 

2EA 

It is evident that when the two right-hand side loadings (inputs to the system) are super
imposed, the two previous deflection solutions (structural system are likewise 
superimposed. This is always true when the GDE system is mathematically linear. 11 

The purpose of the next example is to be a reminder that the beam deflection GD Es, 
as an adaptation from the theory of elasticity, are based on the premise that the material is 
free to expand or contract when its temperature is changed; and to illustrate that it is the 
BCs that establish the particular circumstances of the problem at hand. 

Example 10.4. Consider the two bars shown in Fig. 10.7. The homogeneous 
bars are exactly the same. Both bars are subjected to a constant temperature vrnm,,c.~, 

m1·m1gr1m1t their volume. Only their BCs differ. The bar in Fig. 
free to expand, vvhile the bar in is wholly free to expand along its length. 
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E.A,L 

~ ...... · 
r /- 9 

(a) (b) 

Figure 10.7. Example 10.4. (a) No axial deflection permitted at either beam end. (b) No 
resistance to axial deflections at the right-hand beam end. 

Bernoulli-Euler theory disregards the expansion of the cross-section.) Determine the stress 
in both bars. 

Solution. Since there are no mechanical loads, the preparatory work for both bars consists 
entirely of calculating the equivalent thermal force and moments. 

=+ff z) z)L1T(x. y, z)dA = EotT0 A 

A 

because all values are constants. The thermal moments, which depend on the first area 
moments about the centroids, are zero. Since is a constant, its derivative is zero. That 

= 0 and thus = 0 

and the u deflection equation for both bars reduces immediately to 
the integration of that GDE is again 

= 0. The result of 

where the C;, as always, are constants of integration. To this point the analysis of each bar 
has been exactly the same. It is the BCs that distinguish between the two bars. Again the 
BCs are determined by inspection of the sketches. The BCs for bars and (b) are 

(a) = 0 
(b) = 0, and N(L) = 0 -+ EAu'(L) - Nr(L) = 0 or u'(L) = aT0 

where use is made of the first BC table in order to write the force BC of case (b) in terms of 
the deflection derivatives at the bar end. The application of these BCs to the GDE solution 
produces the respective solutions 

=0 
(b) u(x) = aTox 

where use is again made of Eq. which again is - N1(x ). These 
solutions, which state there are no longitudinal deflections in the case of bar and there 
is no axial force in the case of bar (b ), should be in accord with the reader's intuition. It 
should also be dear that, in the absence of bar buckling (to be discussed later), neither bm· 
bends, that = 0. However, at this learning stage, it is worthwhile checking 
to see how the bending equations provide that conclusion. For this purpose it is sufficient to 
consider only the w deflection equation for bar For simplicity, let the product of inertia 
be zero. This GDE and its BCs are then 

+ =0 =0 
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This differential equation and its attendant BCs all of which have a left-hand side that only 
involves the unknown function and all of which have a zero right-hand side as well, is 
called a homogeneous system. Any such homogeneous boundary value problem has only 
the solution that the unknown function is zero. This fact is easily demonstrated in this case. 
If the temporary definition is made that 

132 = aToA 

I 

then it may be verified that the solution to the above GDE is 

= C 1 sin fJx + C2 cos (3x + C3x + C4 

When the above four homogeneous BCs are applied to this solution, and the resulting four 
algebraic, simultaneous equations are solved by a process of canceling nonzero factors and 
eliminating unknowns, then the demonstration that = 0 is complete. Remember that 
for all the unknown functions to have a zero solution, both the GDE and the BCs must have 
zero right-hand sides, and the left-hand sides must only involve the unknown functions and 
known coefficients. Thus it may be concluded both mathematically and physically that in 
both cases the bending deflections are zero. 

To complete the example problem by calculating the stresses, it is only necessary to use 
Eq. (9.4b), which is 

O'xx = E[u'(x) - - zw"(x) - cu1T] 

In case (a) u' = 0, and in case (b) u' = aT0 . Then the stress result for case (a) is 

axx = E[O - 0 - 0 - a To]= -EaTo 

and for case (b) it is 

axx = E[aTo - 0 - 0 - a To] = 0 

which again are the expected results. The stress in case (a) is, of course, the compressive 
stress necessary to keep the beam within its original length. If, for example, the bar material 
is a commonly used alloy steel such as 4130, or 4140, or 4340 where the average a is 
approximately 7.6 x 10-6 per degree Fahrenheit over a temperature change from room 
temperature to 500 °F, and E = 29 x l 06, or 5 to 7 percent less at the higher temperatures, 
then the stress in the bar is nearly 100 ksi for a temperature change of 500 °F. Thus if the 
beam has a 1 in2 cross-sectional area, then the rigid support would have to react a force 
of 100 kips without any appreciable movement. Not many supports are so rigid. Therefore 
it is clear that this mathematical model involving rigid beam supports is not realistic for 
such a bar and such a large temperature change. In such a case the replacement of the rigid 
support by a support that can move in response to a load, which in later discussions is called 
an elastic support, would be an important improvement in the mathematical model for bar 
(a) and its supports. 

This has been a long exposition to arrive at the simple results for the two problems that 

(a) u(x) = 0 
(b) u(x) = aTox 

axx = -EaTo 
axx = 0 

The process could have been speeded up significantly by first noting that there is neither 
a loading, nor a temperature change, nor a boundary condition to produce either a v or 
w bending deflection. Hence = 0 can be stated without further justification. 
Writing the 'GDE as u"(x) = 0, and obtaining its solution = C 1x + C2 is quickly 
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done. The only item that requires careful attention is writing the one force BC; that is, first 
identifying that the axial force is zero at the right end in case (b ), and then using the axial 
force formula to write that boundary condition in terms of u'(L) After that, substitution of 
the BCs in the GOE solution and substitution into the stress equation completes the two 
problems. • 

Example 10.5. Determine the deflections in the homogeneous, uniform, clamped-clamped 
(fixed-fixed) beam sketched in Fig. 10.8. The product of inertia for this beam is zero. 

Solution. The presumption is always that the deflections are small unless stated or dis
covered to be otherwise. Therefore there is no geometric (as opposed to external loading) 
interaction between the bending deflections and the axial deflection. The lack of such a cou
pling between deflections and the lack of an axial loading of any kind means that u(x) = 
N(x) = 0; 

Only the x, z plane is sketched. The implication is that there is no loading in the x, y plane. 
Since the product of inertia is zero, there is no coupling between the v and w deflections. 
Hence v(x) = 0. This latter conclusion can be verified by noting that the GOE for that 
deflection is v""(x) = 0 with BCs v(O) = v'(O) = v(L) = v'(L) = 0. Since all equations 
are homogeneous, the only solution is v(x) = 0. 

The GOE for thew deflection is Eq. (10.5a), which, with the axial force and the product 
of inertia being zero, reduces to 

[Eol);Yw"(x)]" = f!(x) + m;(x) 

or Eq. (10.7a), which produces the same result. Similar to the v deflection equation, the left
hand side for thisparticular equation reduces to Elyyw""(x). Since there is no temperature 
change nor moment per unit length mentioned, the right-hand side of the GDE reduces to 
just Jo. Hence the GOE becomes simply 

Elyyw""(x) =+lo 

Since a clamped (fixed) support admits neither a lateral deflection nor a bending slope, the 
w deflection BCs are 

w(O) = w'(O) = w(L) = w'(L) = 0 

Since not all these five equations are homogeneous, there is a unique, nonzero solution. 
Integration of the GDE leads to 

' fox3 C1x2 
ElyvW (x) = -- + -- + C2x + C3 

· 6 2 

fox 4 Cix3 C2x2 
Elyyw(x) = 24 + - 6- + - 2- + C3x + C4 

~z I / fo = constant 

h I d p~rLJ'JTTt I-fr~,; 
f.----------L,EI,')'--·- ---------~ 

Figure 10.8. Example 10.5, and Exercises 10.9 and 10.11. 
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Note that at this point in the analysis there are four unknown constants of integration and 
four BCs with which to determine their values. Hence the uniqueness of this solution. The 
first two BCs show that C3 = C4 = 0. The latter two BCs lead to the simultaneous algebraic 
equations whose solutions are 

and 
fi L2 

C, = -· _o_ 
- 12 

When these values for the constants of integration are inserted into the deflection solution, 
and that result is reorganized for greatest simplicity, it is seen that 

u(x) = v(x) = 0 and = --(L-x)2 
24Elyy 

This solution is seen to have the symmetry about the point x = L /2 that must obviously 
be present in the actual beam deflections. That is, replacing x by yields exactly the 
same solution. II 

As a postscript to the above example, note that the above deflection solutions can be 
differentiated and those three results substituted into the stress equation: 

Cfxx = E[u1(x) - - aL'.lT] = -zEw 11(x) 

foz 2 2 
=---(L -6Lx+6x) 
· l2Iyy 

Differentiating the axial stress with respect to x and setting that result equal to zero shows 
that the local maximum for the stress occurs at the beam midspan. This local maximum must 
be compared to the stress values at the beam ends to determine the absolute maximum. It 
turns out that the stresses at the beam ends are twice the stresses at midspan for this uniformly 
loaded clamped-clamped beam. 

Example 10.6. Up to the point of determining the constants of integration, determine the 
deflections of the uniform, nonhomogeneous beam sketched in Fig. 10.9. The beam cross
sectional properties are A*, (*2 , and Note that in this case them. w. product of inertia 
is not zero. 

Solution. Since there is no loading in the x direction, = 0. The latter equality is 
easily verified by a FBD of any right-hand portion of the beam. The next question is: Which 

~y 

I 

Figure Hl.9. Example 10.6. 
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set of GDEs is the better choice for determining the bending (lateral) deflections? Since the 
axial force is zero and the beam cross-sectional properties are constant, it is certainly better 
to begin with the decoupled equations, Eqs. (10.7). In this case these equations reduce to 

The latter of the above two GD Es clearly shows that v(x) is not zero when the product of 
inertia is not zero even though there is no loading in they direction. The above GDEs are 
easily integrated to obtain their polynomial solutions. The remaining essential part of the 
solution process is completed by writing the BCs. Recall that since there are two fourth 
order GDEs, a total of eight BCs must be stated, and four of those BCs are found at each 
end of the beam. The four BCs for the left end, and two of the four for the right end are 
clearly10 

w(O) = w'(O) = v(O) = v'O = w(L) = v(L) = 0 

The remaining two BCs at the right-hand end are My(L) = Mz(L) = 0. As always, these 
last two BCs must be rewritten in terms of the deflection derivatives. Consulting the first 
two lines of the table of alternate boundary condition equations leads to the final BCs 

w"(L) = v"(L) = 0 

Again, decoupling the GD Es and BCs considerably simplifies the work necessary to evaluate 
the constants of integration. • 

Example 10.7. Repeat the problem above with the additional load of a counterclockwise 
moment of magnitude Mo acting in the x, y plane at the right-hand end of the beam. 

Solution. Since the additional applied loading is at a beam end, that loading is far better 
treated as being part of the BCs than as being part of a GDE. Thus the GDEs remain as 
they were. The first six BCs are also unchanged. The last two BCs are now My(L) = 0, and 
Mz(L) =+Mo.From the table of alternate boundary condition equations, 

• 
Example 10.8. Repeat the problem above with the addition of a forced downward lateral 
deflection of the left-hand end of the beam in the x, y plane of magnitude v0 , and a forced 
counterclockwise rotation at the same end in the same plane of magnitude r0. 

Solution. All GD Es and BCs remain the same but for v(O) = 0, which is changed to v(O) = 
-v0 , and for v'(O) = 0, which is changed to v'(O) = +ro (Be sure to understand the sign 
convention for the rotations or slopes. For example, in the x, y plane, the deflection v is 
positive up, that is, in the positive y direction. The x coordinate is positive to the right. Thus 
dv and dx are positive in the same ways. Consider the right triangle created by the positive 

10 The single roller symbol at the right end of the beam is to be understood to represent a roller on a 
rigid plane at both the bottom of the beam and at the top of the beam. Therefore the upwardly directed 
loading cannot lift the beam away from the right-hand support. Rollers and partial rollers (rockers) are 
frequently used support systems. They are often seen, for example, under one of the ends of highway 
bridges. 

... 
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dx and positive dv where the hypotenuse is the deformed beam's loci of centroids. Thus 
a positive dv/dx defines a slope that is a counterclockwise rotation. See Endnote (1) in 
Chapter 11.) • 

Equations (10.7b), when applicable (uniform beam, known end loads, no appreciable 
axial force N), are an efficient basis for setting up the bending GDEs. The challenging 
aspect of writing the GDEs is describing the load per unit length. The following exercise 
concentrates on that aspect of the total problem. 

Example 10.9. Write the GD Es and BCs for the uniform, nonhomogeneous beam shown in 
Fig. 10.10. The m. w. product of inertia is not zero. The equivalent thermal moments have 
been calculated to be as follows: 

Myr(x) = +Mo [1- (f )"'] and M2r(x) = +2Mo 

Solution. Equations (10.7b,a) are applicable. The first task is to evaluate J:(x) and f)~(x). 
Beginning with the equivalent thermal load per unit length, recall that 

M;r(x) = v:r(x) = fzr(x) 

M;~(x) = v;r(x) = fyr(x) 

so 

so 

2Mo 
fzr(x) = - 0 
/yr(x) = 0 

(Note that if the x, z plane thermal moment varied linearly rather than quadratically, the 
equivalent thermal moments would not appear in either GDE. In that case they would only 
enter the analysis by means of the BCs.) For the mechanical component of the distributed 
loading it is necessary to write the analytical expressions that describe the loading sketched 
in Fig. 10.10. In the x, z plane the distributed loading decreases linearly from a magnitude 

SINUSOIDAL 
DISTRIBUTION 

~~a.~ 
l~..:---u2----eE----u2---~> .. I 

>E--------~L---------;,..i 

Figure 10.10. Example 10.9. (Do not overlook the concentrated force in the z plane at the 
beam tip.) 
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of 3 Jo at x = 0 to zero at x = L. Fitting this information to the general form for a straight 
line yields 

fz(X) = -3fo [1- G)J 
The sinusoidal distributed load in the x, y plane is described by 

(2nx) 
fy(x) = + fo sin -. -,-

\ .L.i / 

which, while it can be deduced rationally, is probably best developed by experimentation. 
Now 

fz + fzT = ( , x) 2Mo =-3fo 1- - - -

' L L2 
and 

. c . (2nx) + JS,r = !y = + Jo sm L 

As mentioned, in this case it is possible to use the ratio of inertia equations. These two 
equations become 

~ 1111 , ( x ) 2Mo 1;~ . 
EoR~2 w (xJ = -3fo 1- L - L 2 - -Lfosm(2nx/L)] 

and 

* 1111 • (2nx) 
EoR,,Yv (x) = fosm \ L + 

The indefinite integration of the above GDE is straightforward because each polynomial or 
sinusoidal function on the right-hand side is integrated separately. Turning now to the BCs, 
first note that the supports are not the same for both planes. Therefore it is not possible to 
decouple all the BCs. This means that solving for the constants of integration takes a bit 
more algebraic effort. The four BCs at the left-hand end are simply 

w(O) = w'(O) = v(O) = v'(O) = 0 

The sole deflection BC at the right end is w(L) = 0. The moment type BCs are My(L) = 
Mz(L) = 0, and the last BC is Vy(L) = +F0 . The last three BCs are converted into 
statements pertinent to the deflections as follows. From the table of alternative boundary 
condition equations, where 

M,,r(L) = 0 and Mzr(L) = 2Mo 

then 

-M~"(L) 2Mo 
v11(L) = '· · = +--

EoR;Y E0 R~> 

The BC equation for l' 111 from the same table cannot be used because the value of V2 (L) is not 
known, turning to the first BC table, it is necessary to adapt, with Vvr(L) = 0, the equation 

- Vvr(L) + mc(L) = 
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which becomes 

= +Fo 

This completes the statement of the required eight BCs. Again, the result of the last BC 
involving both bending deflection derivatives requires a bit more work in determining the 
constants of integration than would be necessary if all the BCs were uncoupled. II 

10.7 Snmma:ry 

The challenge of a beam bending and/or extension problem is to simultaneously 
satisfy (i.e., solve) the GDEs and the BCs. the characteristics of the problem 
with time, then initial conditions would also have to be met and there would be a mass
acceleration term added to the GDE.) The general form of the finite deflection beam equa
tions, including thermal effects, is Eqs. (10.5a, b, c). When there is no appreciable axial 
force, and when the beam has a uniform geometry, tllen Eqs. (10.5a, b) can be significantly 
simplified as Eqs. (10.7b, a). These latter equations have the advantage that the two bending 
deflections are separated (decoupled) even when the rn.w. product of inertia is not zero. 

The general forms of the beam BC equations are presented in tabular form. In the case 
of the longitudinal (i.e., axial) deflections, at each beam end, either an axial deflection BC 
applies, or an axial force BC applies-never both. For the bending equations, it is 
necessary to choose between (i) either a lateral deflection BC or a shearing force BC, and 
(ii) either a bending slope BC or a bending moment BC. The proof of this "either/or" 
pairing of boundary conditions must wait until Chapter 15 and is presented in Endnote 
(2) of that chapter. The deflection BCs are either stated or self-evident. The moment and 
force BCs require careful attention. The general expressions for moment and shearing force 
BCs are listed in the first BC table. In a second BC table the general moment and shearing 
force expressions are solved simultaneously for the deflection derivatives so that, whenever 
possible, the BC equations for the two bending deflections can be separated for the purpose 
of reducing the algebraic work necessary to determine the constants of integration. The 
exercises below and the following chapter provide many opportunities to practice solving 
beam equations in a variety of circumstances. Three final example problems, follow. They 
illustrate that (i) what occurs between the beam end points belongs in the GD Es and nowhere 
else; and (ii) what occurrs at the beam end points belongs in the BC statements and nowhere 
else. 

Example 10.10. Consider the unsupported beam end, where x = Jl,, shown in Fig. 10.11. 
The force Fo and the moment Mo are externally applied loads. The product of inertia is 
zero, so the tapered beam as a whole is bending only in the plane of the paper. That is, 
v(x) = 0. Write the two boundary conditions for this beam end taking into account that 

z,w(x) Jo 

~~---0 X 

Fo 

Figure 10.11. Example 10.10. 
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(a) 

Figure 10.12. (a) Example 10.lI. (b) FBD of the left beam end. 

Elyy(x) = El0 [I - x /2£], so that Elyy(f.) = Elo/2, and that there are temperature changes 
that cause the following equivalent bending moment in the plane of the paper: 

[ 3x l Myr(x) = 2Mo £ - 1 J 

Solution. Since neither the deflection nor the bending slope is known at x = f., it is necessary 
to write a statement about the internal shear force and internal bending moment there. 
This task requires drawing a FBD of a differential length of beam at the beam end. By 
summing forces and moments there, the FBD provides the equations My(£)= +Mo, and 
Vz( C) = + F0 . The load per unit length acting over the differential length only produces an 
infinitesmal force, which, of course, is discarded. Noting MyT(f.) = +4M0 , and VzT(f) = 
+6M0 / £, and using the first BC table, the bending moment boundary condition is 

1 ff 

2 Elow (£) = 4Mo + Mo 
lOMo 

or w 11(f.) = -
Elo 

Using the first BC table for the shearing force, taking into account that since the beam is 
tapered, the stiffness coefficient has a derivative as well as the deflection, and using the 
product rule for the derivative, lead to 

or 

or 

EI;yC£)w 11(£) + Elyy(f)w 111(£) = V2rff) + V2 (£) 

- Elow"Cf) +£low"'(£)= 6Mo + Fo 
2-e · 2 e 

-2Fio£ 12Mo 
w 11(£)-f.w 111(£) = --- - --

Elo Elo 

Example 10.11. The uniform, homogeneous, beam shown in Fig. 10.12 is loaded only 
in the x, z plane as shown. The beam cross-section is nonsymmetric, and its cross-sectional 
properties are 

lyy = 210 = 3/o lyz = -Io 

Write, but do NOT integrate, the two fourth-order, governing differential equations that 
describe the bending deflections of this beam. 

(b) With the supports in the x, y plane being the same as those shown for the x, z plane, 
write the eight boundary conditions appropriate for this beam. 
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Solution. 

(a) 2Elow""(x) - Elov'"'(x) = -y Jo 

-Elow""(x) + 3Elov""(x) = 0 

or, after solving simultaneously, the simplified equations to be integrated are 

Elov""(x) = - xfo and EI0w""(x) = - 3xfo 
51 51 

(b) The preliminary eight BC statements are 

v(O) = w(O) = v(l) = w(l) = 0, 

fol 2 
My(O) = - 20 , Mz(O) = 0, and My(l) = Mz(l) = 0 

Converting the latter four BCs to statements involving the derivatives of the deflections 
leads to 

2El "(0) El "(0) 1012 2Elow"(l) - Elov"(l) = 0 ow - ov = - 20 

-Elow"(O) + 3Elov"(O) =.0 - Elow"(l) + 3Elv"(l) = 0 

or, after solving the above four equations simultaneously, the simplest forms of these latter 
fourBCs are 

Elow"(O) = -0.03fol2 

Elov"(O) = -0.0lfo/2 

w"(l) = 0 

v"(l) = 0 

Example 10.12. For the loading and the uniform, homogeneous beam shown in Fig. 10.13: 
(a) write the lateral deflection GDEs and the corresponding BCs; write those equations 
in uncoupled form to the extent possible; and (b) integrate and apply the BCs so as to 
determine the continuous expressions for the deflections. The beam cross-section and the 

r 
~ 

lfoL2 
2 . :::::z:::~ 

2 2 

Figure 10.13. Example 10.12. 
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thermal loading are such that 

lyy = /22 = 2Io and = -Io 

2 foL 2 ( x)z Myr(x) = foL and MzT(x) = - 3- 3 - L 

Solution. (a) A FBD quickly establishes the fact that N(x) = 0. The other quantities nec
essary to write the GDEs are 

Ryz = -3/o Vvr(x) = _I foL (3 - ~) 
. 3 l I 

fyr(x) = ~ fo, Jy(x) = Jo, and thus Jf(x) = jfo 

c (2X ) Jz(X) = J2 (x) = Jo L -1 =mz(X)=O 

Using Eqs. (10.7), which are the uncoupled forms of the GDEs, the result is 

Elow""(x) = 4Jox - Jo 
- 3L 9 

and "" 2Jox 7 fo Elov (x) = -- - -
3L 9 

The eight deflection BCs are 

(i-iv) w(O) = w(l) = v(O) = v'(O) = 0 

The initial forms of the force-type BCs are, from FBDs of the beam ends, 

(v) My(O) = -!JoL2 (vi) My(L) = 0 

(vii) Mz(L) = 0 and (viii) Vy(L) = -2JoL 

Equations (vi) and (vii) can be used together to write uncoupled BC equations for the second 
derivatives of the two deflections. From the second BC table, these two BC equations are 

(vi) Elow"(L) = ~JoL2 + iJoL2 = ~ foL 2 

(vii) Elov"(L) = !JoL 2 + !foL2 = 1c}- foL 2 

Since Eqs. (v) and (viii) cannot be paired with corresponding information in the other 
orthogonal plane, these two BC equations have to be written in coupled form. From the first 
BC table, 

or 

or 

(v) - !JoL 2 = -Elov''(O) + 2Elow"(O) - foL 2 

(viii) - 2foL = 2Elov111(L) - Elow'" + ~foL 

2Elov111(L) - Elow"'(L) = -~ foL 

(b) Integrating the two field equations is straightforward. The results are 

Jo s fo 4 C1 3 , C2 2 
Elow(x) = 90L x - 216 x + 6 x -;- 2 x + C3x + C4 

fo s 7 fo 4 Cs 1 C6 2 
Elov(x) = --x - -x + -x- + -x + C1x + Cs 

180L 216 6 2 
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Application of the BC equations w(O) = v(O) = immediately leads to the result that 
C4 = C7 = C8 = 0. The BC w(L) = 0 and the four-force type BCs produce the following 
five simultaneous equations: 

C1L2 + 3C2L + 6C3 = - 1~0 foL 3 

~c C 9 ,. L 7 
L 2 - 6 = 18]0 -

C , . C 13 ,. L2 sL+ 6= 18 Jo 

C1L + C2 = ~foL2 

2Cs - C1 = -'fUoL 
The last four have to be solved together. The result is 

C1 = -~fol C2 = rtfoL 2 Cs= -¥VoL 
and then C 319 

3 = -360 

Substitution of these constants of integration into the solutions for the deflections produces 
the result, where l; = x / L, 

+ L4 
JO (12!; 5 - 5l;4 - 220!; 3 + 1170!;2 - 957!;' 

l080Elo J 

fi L 4 
o f6l; 5 ' 35!;4 - 560!; 3 + 2070!; 2] 

1080£/o - -t-

It is not difficult to check and see that these two solutions satisfy the GDEs and the BCs. 
The second derivatives of these solutions substituted into Eq. (9.4b) can be used to studv 
the stress distribution in the beam. 1111 

Endnote (4) presents one final example problem where the governing differential equation 
is integrated for a nonuniform beam. 

Chapter 10 Exercises 

10.:1 .. (a) Derive Eq. (10.ld). 
(b) Derive Eq. (10.le). 
(c) Derive (10.lf). 
(d) Rederive Eq. 10.4(a) for the special circumstance of bending only in the x, z 

plane as shown in Fig. 10.14. Note that the differential length of beam has the 
shape of a circular arc with a radius of curvature R, and the infinitesmal angle 
subtended by the infinitesmal beam length is dBy = dw' = = w" dx. 
Keep in mind sin(dw') = w" dx, and cos(dw') = 1.0. 

(e) Use Fig. 10.14 to derive Eq. (10.4b). 

10.2. Using only the beam axial deflection equations, calculate the axial force N(x) in 
the homogeneous, nonuniform bar shown in Fig.(] 0.15), where there is a uniform 
axial force per unit length in the positive x direction of magnitude Jo, and 
(a) EA(x) = EAo[3 - (x/L)], and NT(x) = -N0 [(1/2) - (x/ L)2]; 
(b) EA(x) = EA0 [4- 3(x/L)], and NT(x) = -N0 [(2)-(x/L)2]. 
( c) Calculate the axial tip deflection of a horizontal, uniform, cantilevered beam of 

length L that is rotating about a vertical axis at its clamped end with a constant 
angular velocity Q. Let A.0 be the constant area of the beam cross-section, and 
p be the beam material mass density. Hint: The outwardly directed centrifugal 
force per unit length is xpA0 Q 2 where xis measured from the damped beam 
end. 
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Figure 10.14. Exercises 10.l(d) and (e). 

Figure 10.15. Exercise 10.2. 
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10.3. Calculate all three deflection functions for a uniform, homogeneous beam of length 
L that is cantilevered at the origin of the x coordinate axis and unsupported (free) 
at its other end, if the product of inertia is zero. and if the only loading is in the 
x, z plane, such that: 
(a) The loading is a lateral force per unit length in the positive z direction that 

varies linearly from a magnitude of fo at x = 0 to zero at x = L. 
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Figu:re 10.16. Exercise 10.4 

(b) The loading is both a concentrated force at the free end of magnitude Fo acting 
upward, and a concentrated moment at the free end of magnitude Mo acting 
in lhe counterclockwise direction. 

10.4. (a) Write the governing differential equation for the axial deflections of uniform, 
homogeneous bar (i.e., EA= const) loaded as shown in Fig. 10.16 with a 
constant axial loading per unit length and an end load. In addition, there is a 
thermal loading of magnitude 

/ X) 
Nr = fol (2- L 

(b) For the same beam and loading as above, write the axial deflection boundary 
conditions. 

(c) Determine u(x). 

10.5. Consider a tall, straight tower modeled as a beam. Let the tower height be L, the 
constant stiffness coefficient be EA, and the uniform weight per unit length of 
the tower be pg A. The tower supports a large weight Mg at its top. Let the axial 
coordinate x originate at the tower base. Determine the expression for the axial 
deflections of the tower, and the expression for the stress in the tower. 

10.6. Consider the beam shown in Fig. 10.17 in both plan view and side view. The 
following data apply to this beam 

Eo = E 1;Y = 2/o / 2: = 3Io = - lo N = Nr = 0 

foL 2 r x2 J foL 2 [ x2 J 
Myr = 20 l 2 - L 2 M2 r = -30 3 - L2 

Write the coupled governing differential equations that describe the bending of 
this beam. 

10.7. Consider the uniform, homogeneous beam shown in Fig. 10.18. There is neither 
a temperature change nor an axial loading. However the product of inertia is not 
zero, and because of a misfit the right-hand beam support is a distance do above 
the otherwise undeformed beam axis. Determine the bending slope at x = L by 
solving appropriate differential equations. (Note that unless otherwise specified, 
the support conditions, less enforced deflections, are the same in the x, y plane, 
and there is no loading in the x, y plane). 

10.8. For the same beam of Exercise 10.7, discard the enforced deflection and replace 
the previous lateral force per unit length by one that acts in the negative z direction 
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and varies linearly from a magnitude of Jo at the fixed end to zero at the roller 
end, and a clockwise moment, Mo, at the roller end, also in the x, z plane. Then 
calculate the deflection functions. 

10.9. Using the Bernoulli-Euler beam deflection Hleory, calculate the vertical deflection 
at the center of the simply supported beam shown in Fig. 8.2 and compare that 
result with Eq. (8.5). Note the BCs are at x = -a and at x = +a. The uniform 
force per unit length, Jy, is the pressure p multiplied by the beam thickness, t. 
Recall that the beam cross-section is rectangular. 

HUO. (a) If a unifom1, homogeneous, cantilevered beam of length L is subjected to 
a temperature change equal to T1x + T2z, where T2 are constants with 
appropriate units, and the x axis originates at the fixed end, what then are the 
tip deflections u(L), and w(L)? Let lyy =/,and = lyz = I /10, and 
let the modulus of elasticity be unchanged by the temperature change. 

(b) As above, but this time let lyy = 2[, / 22 = I, and = -I. 
(c) As above, but this time let lyy = I, = I /2, and = -I /10. 
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(d) As in case (a), but this time the temperature change is T3 (b3 + z3), where bis 
the half-depth of the beam. 

10.11. If a uniform, homogeneous, fixed-fixed beam oflength Lis loaded in the x, z plane 
by a uniform force per unit length of magnitude Jo, as shown in Fig. 10.8, then 
determine the magnitudes of the bending moments at the center of the beam and 
at the clamped ends. This time let lyy =/,and lzz = lyz =I/IO. 

10.12. For the beam of Exercise 10.10, replace the equivalent thermal loading by a uniform 
force per unit length in the x, z plane of magnitude 2 Jo in the positive z direction, 
and a uniform force per unit length in the x, y plane of magnitude Jo the positive 
y direction, and again calculate the tip deflections. (Note that these two distributed 
loadings can be considered to be the vector components of one distributed loading.) 

10.13. Determine the deflections of the beam in Exercise 10.11 if the distributed loading 
is changed to: 
(a) A force per unit length in the x, z plane in the positive z direction that increases 

linearly from zero at the left end to a value of 3 Jo at the right end, and again 
no load in the x, y plane. 

(b) A force per unit length in the z direction that increases sinusoidally from zero 
at both beam ends ·to it single maximum value of 2 Jo at the beam center, and 
a force per unit length that has the same distribution in they direction, but has 
only-half that magnitude. 

FOR THE ESPECIALLY EAGER 

10.14. Rederive Eqs. (10.5a, b) so as to include the bending and twisting interaction terms 
that were dropped in the original derivation. 

10.15. As opposed to the familiar rigid end beam supports, that is, supports that act at 
single points, an elastic or Winkler foundation is a distributed beam support that 
acts along the length of the beam. An elastic foundation is assigned a stiffness k 
(in units of force divided by length squared, that is, lateral force per unit of lateral 
deflection per unit of beam length). What this means is that the elastic foundation 
reacts to beam deflections in a linear fashion at any foundation supported point 
along the length of the beam with a lateral force per unit length at the point of 
deflection equal to k multiplied by the magnitude of the beam lateral deflection. 
The next paragraph illustrates mathematically how the Winkler foundation interacts 
with a beam. The Winkler foundation is conventionally symbolized by a very large 
number of independent, small coiled springs connecting, say, a beam bottom and 
a rigid plane beneath the beam. The "elastic foundation" is used as an imperfect 
model for elastic supports that are actually continuous ( and thus the deflections 
of which are not truly independent of each other), because a truly continuous 
elastic support presents greater mathematical difficulties. Wooden railroad ties on 
a crushed rock bed that support the beams that are the railroad tracks, and, say, 
the epoxy matrix supporting a single, long carbon fiber against bending would be 
suitably modeled using this mathematical device. 

Consider a simply supported beam of length L on a Winkler foundation. Let 
the y, z axes be principal axes, and let the only loading be a uniform distributed 
loading in the x, z plane acting in the positive z direction with a magnitude of f 0 . 

Then u = v = 0, and the remaining GDE and BCs are 

Elyyw""(x) = Jo - kw(x) w(O) = w"(O) = w(L) = w"(L) = 0 
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Figure 10.19. A possible origin for a damped (or continuous) beam boundary condition 
within a structure. 

The Winkler foundation is seen to provide a distributed reacting force per unit 
length along the length of the beam that is proportional to the beam deflection 

The reader's task is to traverse the algebraic jungle in order to obtain the 
general solution for the bending deflection w(x ). 

10.16. (a) Derive Eq. (10.4b). 
Derive Eq. (10.4e). 

10.17. After the first integration in Exercise 10.2(b ), the result is EA(x) u' (x) = fo(L -
x) + Use the given values of EA(x) and to determine the solution 
for Tables of integration formulas may be used if needed. Endnote ( 4) might 
also be helpful. 

Endnote (1) Different BCs in Different Planes at the Same Beam End 

Consider the double angle beam end shown in Fig. 10.19. This typical civil or 
marine engineering type of connection illustrates the first point of this endnote. Each of 
the two symmetrically arranged angle beams is welded at its top, end, and bottom (dark 
lines) to a gusset plate that in tum is well anchored to the remainder of the structure. Since 
the thin gusset plate is very stiff in bending about they axis, but relatively easily bent about 
the z axis, and since the welded connection allows virtually no relative motion between the 
angle beams and the gusset plate, then it is reasonable to model this beam end as clamped to 
(i.e., continuous with) the remainder of the structure in the x, z plane and simply supported, 
with respect to the remainder of the structure, in the x, y plane. If rivets or bolts, rather 
than welds, were used to make the connection between the angle beams and the gusset 
plate, and the number or rivets or bolts were only two or three arranged in a single row, 
then the connection in the x, z plane might best be modeled as being a simple support 
too because of the clearances that are typical between a bolt or rivet shank and the bolt 
hole or rivet hole. If there were two rows of bolts and each row had, say, four bolts, then 
a fixed connection model between the beam and the column could be more appropriate. 
Thus it is quite possible to have different types of BCs in different planes at the same beam 
end. 

A reasonable clamped-end model for an individual beam is uncommon, but cai1 occur 
in the sort of situation sketched in Fig. 10.20. Because of the symmetry of the continuous 
beam and the loading, the rotation at the middle support must be zero. Hence this continuous 
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Figure 10.20. A possible source for a "clamped" boundary condition for a single beam. 

beam of length 2L over three supports can be modeled as a single beam of length Lover two 
supports by having the left half-length simply supported at x = 0, and clamped at x = L. 

Deciding upon the mathematical description of the BCs of a beam depends partly upon 
what the a.nalyst is attempting to do, as well as the manner in which the beam is attached 
to other parts of the structure. For example, if the analyst is investigating the natural wind 
dynamic response of a beam structure with riveted and bolted connections, the analyst 
would generally tend at first to describe the beam ends as being simply supported because 
then the beam structure would be less stiff, and hence more likely to respond dynamically 
(and hence detrimentally) to natural wind forces with their predominantly lower loading 
frequencies with respect to time. However, if the response of the same beam structure was 
being investigated when the loading was an earthquake loading consisting of relatively 
higher frequency components, then the analyst, in order to be properly pessimistic, would 
tend to first view the beam connections as fixed so that again the structure would be more 
likely to respond dynamically to the applied loading. 

Endnote (2) The Nonlinear Fo.rm of the Axial Deflection. Equation 

There is a variety of Eq. that is worth mentioning to complete the loop of 
interactions between the axial (u) and the longitudinal (v, deflections. As Eq. (10.5c) 
stands there is no effect on the beam u deflection by the presence of v and w deflections. 
On the other hand, the v and w deflections are influenced by the presence of a u deflection 
through the agency of the axial force which involves This interaction omission 
can be overcome by extending the formula for the axial strain to the nonlinear form of the 
axial strain stated in Eqs. (3 .11) or, better yet, from (3. 7) because of the small size of 
and its derivatives relative to and w(x) and their derivatives. Thus, for this purpose, 
the Bernoulli-Euler nonlinear strain-deflection equation becomes 

E. (x y z) = u' + l[(v')2 + (w 1) 21 - vv" -.xx ~ ' . 2 ' J ., 

Substitution of the above into the Bernoulli-Euler stress-strain equation, Eq. (9.4b) leads 
to 

y,z)=E{u'+! + (w 1) 2l - vv" -
. j -" - aLlT} 

Then using the fact that the axial force is equal to the integral of Cfxx over the cross-
sectional area, and the relation N' (x) = - fx (x ), and the similar thermal definition, leads to 

[EoA*u'(x)]' + ! [(v')2 + }' = 

which is, of course, the extension of Eq. ( l 0.5c) to include the effects of the bending deflec
tions upon the axial deflection. This equation is highly nonlinear and consequently difficult to 
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manage in almost all circumstances. However, a solution to a special case of this equa
tion can be found, for example, in Ref. That solution suggests that the noniinear terms 
of the above equation are only of importance when both the beam ends are supported in a 
fashion that requires the beam to stretch when it bends, and the maximum lateral deflec
tion is of a magnitude of approximately one-quarter to one-third of the beam depth or more. 

Endnote The Presence of the Moment per Unit"-''""!';'·" Terms in the Shear 
Force Boundary Condition Expressions 

It is quite easy to demonstrate that if a rectangular sheet of cardboard or other 
flexible material is placed over a slightly smaller rectangular opening ( so as to provide simple 
support bounda.ry conditions for this rectangular plate) and the center of this rectangular 
plate is forced downward, then the corners of the rectangular plate tend to lift off the support. 
It is well known by those acquainted with thin plate theory that: the equilibrating reaction 
along those parts of the support that remain in contact with the flat plate is in the form of a 

varying force per unit of support length; and if the comers of the rectangular 
plate are attached to the support, and thus prevented from lifting off the support, intense 
reacting forces per unit of support length occur at the comers. The rise in intensity is so sharp 
as to virtually amount to having downward acting concentrated forces at the plate comers. 
Both a descriptive and a mathematical explanation for the migin of lhese concentrated plate 
comer forces, involving the twisting moments per unit of edge length acting upon the plate 
edges, can be found, for example, in Ref [52] or Chapter 22 of this text. The point of this 
discussion is that the beam shear force BC equations derived in this chapter show that the 
beam moments per unit length at the beam ends produce the same effect upon the beam 
(end forces) as the twisting moments per unit length produce upon the plate (comer forces). 
In other words, the effect of the presence of the moment per unit length terms in the shear 
force BC equations for long beams is quite analogous to the perhaps better-known corner 
forces that act on thin 

Endnote Exact Integrations for a Nonuniform Beam 

It is infrequently the case that an engineer in industry or government finds it useful 
to integrate a GDE in the fashion described below because numerical techniques are the 
usual fare. However, such integrations are occasionally necessary, particularly when doing 
research. For this reason, this slightly more complicated integration is discussed. 

Example 10.13. Write the GDE and BCs for the nonuniform bar of length L loaded as 
shown in Fig. 10.21. The axial stiffness factor and the equivalent thermal axial force are the 
following functions of x: 

( 
X \ 

EA(x) = EA0 3 - T,) 

Solution. The general GDE is 
- (x/ L)] and = -N~(x) = +2fo[2 -

d r 
-1EA0 
dx L 

X \ 1, 1 
- -- I U IX) i = -3J+'O 

L) , J 

Here 
Hence the specific GDE is 

As is seen by examining the solution to this equation, it is best not to differentiate the 
product The first BC is simply = 0. The second BC is N(L) = + foL. 
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Figure 10.21. Example 10.13 

Using the first BC table, and noting that EA(L) = 2EA0 and Nr(L) = f 0L, this second BC 
can be written in terms of the deflection as 

foL = 2EAou'(L)- foL or u'(L) = foL 
EAo 

The first of the two integrations is quite simple. Multiply both sides of the GDE by dx. 
The left-hand side is then an exact differential. Then indefinite integration yields 

Divide by [3 - (x/L)] so as to isolate the unknown function u'(x): 

, C1 3foL(x/L)2-4(x/L) 
EAou (x) = - --

3 - (x/L) 2 (x/L)- 3 

Again multiply both sides by dx to obtain an exact differential on the left-hand side. In the 
first term on the right-hand side, note that dx = -Ld[3 - (x / L)]. In the numerator of the 
second term on the right-hand side, add and subtract 3, and then factor. That is, 

[(f)2-4(f)] = [(f)2-4y;+3]-3 
= [f-3][f-1]-3 

Then integrate indefinitely to obtain 
' . 

EAou(x)=C2-C1L --- --1+ . dx f d[3-(x/L)] 3foL! (x 3 ) 
3 -(x/L) 2 L [3 - (x/L)] , 

If the denominator were more complicated than it is in this case, the partial fractions 
technique can be used to simplify the integrand. Again writing dx = -Ld[3 - (x/L)] in 
the last integral, 

( x) 3f0 L 2 [(x)2 x ( x)] EA0u(x)=C2 -C1Lln 3-L --4- L -2L-6ln 3-L 

Note that absolute values are not necessary' for the logarithm because the minimum value 
for 3 - (x / L) is + 2. Since there are two identical logarithm functions, it is convenient to 
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combine them intc one term with a unknown consta.rit That let C3 = 9 foL 2 /2 -· C1 

so that 

= C2 + ln 
X 

L 
-2~) 

Lj 

This is the general form of the solution for in terms of two constants of integration. 
Now it is the two BCs: = 0, and 
The first BC 

Then 

X . 3 fol 2 I X 2 X ' 
ln (1 - -) - - 1 { -) - 2- I 

3L 4 L\L LJ 

with 

C3/3L 3foL x J 
= - l - (x/3L) - -2- L - l 

the second BC yields 
the GDE and the BCs, is 

= C3 . Hence the final form of the solution, which satisfies 

= -2friL2 ln 

or 

EAou(x) = ( 3L ) 3foL2 f (X\ (x) 21 ln --- +--12 -1- -
3L - x 4 L Li \L :., 

Note that the second term is also a positive term for the range of that applies here. illl 



CHAPTER 11 

Additional Beam Bending 

U.1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces three topics that expand the usefulness of the Bernoulli
Euler beam bending and extension equations developed in the previous chapter. The first 
topic is elastic beam end supports. The use of elastic end supports begins the process, 
developed further in Part V, of modeling beams that are parts (elements) of larger elastic 
structures. The second topic is partial span distributed loads, and concentrated loads acting 
at points other than the beam ends. Then, both as another form ofloading, and as a prelude to 
the third topic, combined lateral and axial loading cases are also examined. The third topic 
is beam buckling. This chapter provides only a brief introduction to beam buckling theory. 
However, some of the complexities of the topic are mentioned without being explored 
mathematically. The mathematical differences between the one standard type of buckling 
analysis introduced here and all the other beam analyses of this chapter and Chapter 10 
are underscored. Additional· aspects of beam and plate budding theory are provided in 
Part VI. 

Before proceeding to these three topics, it is worthwhile mentioning again a limitation 
on the scope of the beam bending theory developed in Chapter 10 which is retained in 
this chapter. That limitation is that the bending deflections are small. Thus it is possible 
to confine the axial and bending interactions to the bending equations, and to deal with 
the bending and twisting deflections separately, without regard for any interaction between 
them. Chapter 10 discusses this limitation with respect to axial and bending deflections. 
Endnote ( 4) at the end of this chapter elaborates upon this liwitation with regard to bending 
and twisting deflections. 

11.2 The Concept of Elastic Boundary Conditions 

In all the problems of the previous chapter, the beam end supports were either 
"rigid" or, in the case of a free end, nonexistent. When the supports are modeled as rigid, 
either the deflection or rotation or both have a fixed value, usually zero, that is entirely 
independent of the magnitude of the applied loading. There are often circumstances when 
a better model for a beam support is one that, like the beam itself, also deflects in response 
to the applied load. After all, no object is truly rigid. The so-called rigid support is only 
an approximation for a support that either deflects considerably less than the structure it 
supports, or whose deflected position is simply a convenient datum from which to reference 
the deflections of the supported structure. Whena support does have a significant deforma
tion that is best counted as part of total deflection, but does not dissipate energy, it is called 
an elastic support. The BCs associated with elastic supports are, of course, called elastic 
boundary conditions. 

Before discussing elastic supports themselves, it is necessary to first discuss the structural 
element that is used to represent (i.e., mathematically model) all elastic supports. That 
structural element, the linear coiled spring, is the simplest of all structural elements, Aside 
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Second beam 

(b) 

k = 48 EI I Bottom 
L3 beam 

(c) 

Figure 11.1. (a) The coiled (or helical) spring element as a replacement for any more com
plicated structure loaded at a single point. (b) A two-beam structure that can be simplified by 
introducing an equivalent coiled spring for the second beam. ( c) The single beam (in-plane) 
mathematical model for the original two-beam structure. 

from some suspension systems, coiled springs as physical realities are rarely if ever structural 
components of vehicular structures. However, coiled springs are often used to represent parts 
( called substructures) of a larger structure, and when the substructure is viewed as a support 
for the beam or other component under study, the substructure is callee} an elastic support. 
Linear springs are chosen for this modeling role because their force-deflection description 
is the very simple algebraic relation 

F=ku 

where k is the spring stiffness factor, which is analogous to EI in a beam or EA in a 
bar; F is an arbitrary force in the spring axis direction, positive when tensile as shown in 
Fig. 11.l(a); and.u is the relative deflection of the two spring ends. When one spring end is 
fixed against motion, then of course u is the total deflection of the other spring end. 

The spring shown in Fig. 11.l(a) is specifically a rectilinear spring since the transmitted 
force and the associated deflection act in a straight line. A rotational spring is exactly like a 
rectilinear spring except that where the rectilinear spring is a device for forces and rectilinear 
deflections, the rotational spring relates moments and rotational deflections according to 
the formula 

M=KB 
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The ~""~"''"'~ where one beam can be modeled 
Consider the 

at its left end~ and at end 
un-ut""·, without a firm connection 

or several bolts or between the two 
,,.,,,n,'"'"" and has a zero of inertict the 

relation between the downw2rd force transmitted frorn the top beam to the bottom beam 

---vv -,3 max-
Lb 

Thus, an rectilinear spring of stiffness can be used to the 
bottom beam in the model for the because both 
the bottom beam and the rectilinear have the same effect upon the beam in every 

That the top beam has the same deflections and stresses with either the bottom 
beam support or the linear support. This therefore illustrates the use of a 
linear spring to model wh,1t is essentially a three-dimensional beam in the 
much more convenient arrangement of two dimensions. 

If now the two beams are attached so that not their lateral deflections at the 
are the same, but their rotations at the joint are also the same (called a rigid 

then the bottom beam would have to twist as the top beam a bending slope at 
its right-hand end. Since, in this adjusted the is 
inhibited the elastic torsional stiffness of the bottom model of the top 
beam in Fig. 11. needs now to be augmented the inclusion of a rotational spring as 
well as the original rectilinear spring at the right-hand end of the beam. (The torsional 
characteristics of beams are discussed in the that follow this A 
spiral form, such as is shown in Fig. l 

the form of such as the main springs of the 

11.3 Elastic sum1m1·t .Boundary Conditions 

Having indicated the of springs in the mathematical models of beams, and 
a little bit about how the stiffnesses of such can be evaluated, it is now necessary 
to how to deal with the BCs created by the springs. For this purpose, consider 

This figure shows the x, z plane view of the end of a beam that 
""'""·""'" complication.. in tl1is case there is both a rectilinear and a 

an externally applied end force. a bending moment, a tempetatnre 
vuuu,s.~, and a nonzero product of inertia. The of the two bending BCs in the 
x, z plane with the understwding that there cannot be a of the 
values of the beam end lateral or bending Thus, fo!luwing 
the BC the BC statements must be statements 
concerning the end moment and end force. Therefore it is necessaxy to prepare 
a free diagram (FBD) of the beam end. As per in this FBD it is necessary 

to use positive directions for the stress resultants and V2 (L). Figure 1 

TO verify this bottom bean1 relation at this point, use the second order relation 
the half-span BC i,v(O) = 0, and the symrr1etry condition w' ( L /2) = O; or v,;ait to study Section 11 A 
where concentrated loads are discussed. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 11,2. (a) An example boundarj condition at x = L. (b) A free diagram of a 
deflected beam slice oflength dx at x = L. Just as the internal shearing forces and internal 
bending moments must be placed upon the FED according to their positive sign conventions, 
the deflections that give rise to spring forces and spring moments must be drawn in their 
positive directions regardless of the actual loading so that the correctly directed deflection
opposing spring reactions also can be added to the free body diagram. There is no need for 
a sign convention for the external concentrated forces and moments. 

shows the details of that FBD, and the position of the beam end before loading and its 
assumed position after loading. Since the spring forces depend upon the deflections, it is 
essential that the positive directions of all unknown deflections, including bending slopes, 
always be used whenever they are part of the BCs, as is the case here. In other words, 
it does not matter what the actual deflections and slopes are expected to be in response 
to the applied loadings. Like any derivation involving force and deflection quantities in 
general terms, those quantities must be used in their positive sense according to the adopted 
sign convention. To have positive lateral deflections, the beam end is shown as having 
moved upward, and having rotated counterclockwise. See Endnote for a discussion of 
the bending slope sign convention. The two springs are stretched accordingly. T'ne upward 
movement of the beam end causes a downward spring force on the beam end as illustrated in 
the FBD. In exactly the same fashion, the moment applied to the beam end by the rotational 
spring resists the counterclockwise beam end rotation, and is thus clockwise in the FBD of 
the beam end. Springs oppose deflections. Now it is simply a matter of summing 
forces and moments. Note that the distributed forces and moments per unit length only act 
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over a differential length, and thus produce negligible forces and moments with respect to 
this summation. Hence 

and My(L) + K2-.,,/(L) = 

As ever, the stress resultants need to be converted into expressions involving the derivatives 
of the deflections. Unfortunately, in the case of elastic end supports, the BCs cannot be 
decoupled when the product of inertia is not zero. The results, after referencing the shearing 
force and bending moment expressions of the first BC table (in Chapter 10) are 

[Eol;2 v11(L)]1 + [Eol;yw"(L)]' - VzT(L) - = F2 

Eol;zv"(L) + Eol>\,w 11(L) - MyT(L) + K211/(L) = M2 

(11.1) 

where, again, a lower-case m is a moment per unit length. If it so happened that the same 
types of elastic supports existed in the x, y plane, then the BCs for the x, y plane would 
have exactly the same form as those above if ( v, w, y, z, 2) are replaced by , v. z, y, 1) 
respectively, provided that the externally applied force F1, is in the negative y direction, and 
the externally applied moment M 1 is, with respect to the right-hand rule, about the positive 
z axis. Example problems involving spring BCs at both the left and right ends of beams are 
presented below with additional applications discussed in later sections. 

Equation (11.1) could be used as a template for any beam right-hand end. However, it 
is strongly recommended that once this equation is understood, it be ignored as a template. 
It is far better to draw FBDs specific to the problem at hand because the skill of drawing 
FBDs, which is so basic to structural analysis, should be much more available to the reader 
than Eqs. (11.1) ever could be. To that end, simply recall the requirement that the force and 
the moment that springs apply to a beam end are always opposite to the positive deflections 
of the beam end. 

Example 11.1. Write the bending, that is, w a.rid v deflection BCs, for the beam end at 
x = L shown in Fig. l 1.3(a). The beam is uniform, and the product of inertia, the distributed 
moment, and the temperature change are zero. 

Solution. FBDs for the x, z and x, y planes are shown in Fig. 11.3 (b ), where the length of 
the beam end segment is infinitesimal. Summing forces and moments in each case leads to 
the following preliminary equations: 

V2 (L) - k2 w(L) = -Fo Vy(L) -· kyv(L) = 0 

My(L) = 0 Mz(L) + Kyv1(L) = 0 

Note again that the springs always produce "snap-back" reactions to the positive spring 
deflections. Now it is necessary to write these preliminary BC equations entirely in terms 
of deflection derivatives and the externally applied loads. With the product of inertia being 
zero, it makes no difference which of the two BC tables are used, but the first one is less 
cumbersome in this case. The above equations become, respectively, 

Eol;Yw 111(L) - kzw(L) = -Fo Eol2*zv 111(L) - = 0 

Eol;,.w 11(L) = 0 Eol2*2 v11(L) + Kyv 1(L) = 0 

which are the four required equations in the form necessary for the determining constants 
of integration. If the beam were not uniform as stated, then the two shear equations would 
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Figure 11.3. (a) Example 11.1. Boundary conditions at x = L. (b) Corresponding beam 
end free body diagrams showing spring reactions to positive values of w(L), v(L), and 
v'(L). 

have to be altered so as to involve both the moments of inertia and their first derivatives 
evaluated atx = L, as per the first ofEqs. (11.1). • 

Example 11.2. If the product of inertia is not zero, what then are the BCs for the beam end 
at x = 0 shown in Fig. 11.4(a) given that 

Mzr(x) = Mo (1-f) Myr(x) = Mo (s -~) 
Solution. The FBDs for the two views of the beam end slice are shown in Fig. 1 l.4(b ). 
Summing forces and moments leads to the following preliminary equations: 

Vy(O) + kv(O) = 0 

Mz(O) = Mo 

Vz(O) = Fo 

My(O) - Kw'(O) = 0 

If the first BC table is used, the results are, respectively, 

Eol;zv"'(O) + Eol;zw"'(O) + kv(O) = - :o 
EoI;zv"(O) + Eol;zw"(O) = 2Mo 

E J* v"'(O) + E J* "'(0) = F. - 3 Mo o yz o yyw o L 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 11.4. (a) Example 11.2. Boundary conditions at x = 0. (b) Corresponding beam 
end free body diagrams showing spring reactions to positive values of v(O) and w'(O). 

If the second BC table is used, the final BC equations are, respectively, 

* 111 . Mo ( 3Mo) (1;2 ) EoR v (0) +kv(O) = --- - Fo - - -_ 
yy L L I* . yy 

[* ( 1*) ER* v"(O) + ....!.!:..Kw'(O) = M 2 - 5....!.!:.. 
0 yy [* 0 [* 

yy yy 

EoR* w"'(O) - ....!.!:..kv(O) = Fo - _Q 3 - ....!.!:.. I* M ( I*) 
zz Iz*z L Iz*z 

EoR;2w"(O) - Kw'(O) = Mo (s -/:2 ) 

Jzz 

Since the second and third of the above BC equations still couple the v and w deflections, 
the extra effort required by the use of the second table of BCs is questionable. In the context 
of the total problem, it is probably still worth that extra effort because the other two of the 
above equations are uncoupled. • 

In summary, the use of spring elements is frequently convenient for the substitute rep
resentation of various parts of an elastic structure. Writing spring BCs is no different than 
writing other force-type BCs. 

11.4 Concentrated and Partial Span Loads 

The physical reality of a "concentrated force" is that of a particularly intense 
pressure acting over a relatively small axial length in the case of a beam, or a small surface 
area in the case of a plate, shell, or structural potato. For example, in Fig. 11.1 (b ), the top 
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beam in this sense, a concentrated fcrce downward on the bottom beam. ff the 
between the two beams is rigid, then the top beam also 

moment to the bottom beam. Sometimes it is m:arr1e1n::tw:aill. 
a concentrated torsional 

the concentrated force acts a 
consequence of an infinite pressure and infinite stress is of no concern in the 
motion of a In this of elastic beams. which concentrates on the 
use of the fourth order beam that have distributed loads as the 
the idealization of a force is not at all convenient Since beam distributed loads are 
best described by suitable functions of the 1rn:1e1Je11rn~nt variable the '"''°'''P'°"''"'"' 
here is to model concentrated loads as \""'"-'h·"''} distributed loads a suitable function 
of x. Hence the choice of the which is also useful in the of the 

of structures. For present purposes, consider the 
definition of the Dirac whose standard 
of the delta the variable is X, and Xo is the nc1r,im,0l"f'r 

\vithout any set valt!e. Refer to 
as follows: 

nc,rc,m1PtPr is a Constant 

in three steps 

1S '"''c>r·mun,0,··,c, and it is an even function about x0 

== 0 for all x not in the interval Xo + where E is 

-- xo) dx dx = 1.0 

I~ote that from the third 
Dirac delta function in this usage are the inverse of to do is not to 
confuse the Dirac delta function with other "deltas." For in Part IV of this text, a 
variational However. it is an operator, that 
it has no value in itself. Therefore 1t is not like a function. Another delta 
one that has two attached to it, is the Kronecker delta. The Kronecker 
delta is a tensor that is somewhat like a unit matrix. It has no use in this textbook. The 
Dirac delta function is in the small interval x0 + E /2). 
This is done in order to allow the delta function to model any smooth curve 
within a relatively small interval that is: about the center of the 
zero at either end of the · and 
smooth curve and the x axis. delta function within that 
small interval is a triangular 
height of 2/ E O Note that since E is a very small uu.,uu~,. 

large number. it would be called "unbounded." 
which has much the same characteristics as the rounded 
(2 / E) when confined to the interval of 
ma,,y more such 

Clearly the Dirac delta function has a 
of very high that acts over a very short 

of the - x0 ) and with their 

Paul A. M. Dirac (1902-1984), British theoretical physicist and Nobel prize winner (Ref. [7l]J. The 
n1orc general definition of the Dirac delta function involves an ar"t,itrary, continuous function of the 
variable x in the tvvo integrals of the third part of ~he definition. 
The lack of precisely defined values for the Dirac delta function in the neighborhvod of x0 rneans 
that the Dirac delta function is not actually a function. Its 1nore fkxib]e definit1ou puts it into the 
classification of what mathe1natician.s call a "distribution. ' 1 
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Figure 11.5. A sketch of one possible form of the Dirac delta function acting at x = x0 . 

force per length and moment per length, can be used to describe intense distributed forces 
and moments. The integration of these continuous functions shows that their sum effect is 
the same as that of a concentrated force F0 and a concentrated moment respectively. 
These concentrated loads are, of course, located at x = x0 . As is seen below, these types of 
expressions for force and moment loads per unit length can be used in the beam equations 
in exactly the same way that any other distributed load expressions are used. 

When the beam equations are integrated, the Dirac delta function must also be integrated. 
The third part of its definition specifies the value of definite integrals of the delta function. 
However, the previous integrations of the beam equations have, to this point, always been 
indefinite integrals. The way to retain the greater simplicity of indefinite integrals, and yet 
use the third part of the delta function definition, is to use definite integration with a variable 
limit. Specifically, for training purposes, all integrations will be from x = 0 to an arbitrary 
value of x less than x = L. Consider Fig. 11.5 and the value of the integral 

where x is the "dummy" variable of integration. When x, the upper limit of the integral, 
equals x1, or any such value between zero and (x0 - E/2), /(x) being the area under 
the curve obviously equals zero. Furthermore, /(x0 ) = 1/2, and when xis in the interval 
(x0 + E/2, L), J(x) = 1.0. This three-part result can be well organized by defining the 
Heaviside step fanction, or the unit step function, symbolized here as stp(x - x0 ). Its two
part definition is 

(i) stp(x -x0)-0.5 is everywhere differentiable, and an odd function4 about x = x0 . 

r.· .) ( ) _ { 0 whenever x < x0 - E /2 
,U stp X - Xo - h 

l w enever x > xo + E /2 

4 Recall that an even function is one where E(x) = E(-x), and odd function is one where O(x) = 
-0( -x ). Examples of even functions about x = 0 are x4 and cos x. Examples of odd functions about 
x = 0 are x 3 and sin x. The function (x + l) is odd about -1, but is neither even nor odd about zero. It, 
(x + 1 ), is the sum of an even and an odd function. If a function can be expanded into a power series, 
clearly it too can be considered to be a sum of an even and an odd function. Can you show that the 
derivative of an even function is odd. and vice versary 
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f(x) 

X 

i~ f(x) stp(x - x0) 

// 
,,,.-

X L X 

Figure 11.6. Effect on an arbitrary function f(x) defined over the interval O ::, X ::, L when 
multiplied by the Heaviside step function with parameter x0 • 

In simple terms, the Heaviside5 step function has the value one whenever its argument is 
positive, and the value zero whenever its argument is negative, and has a smooth transition 
between zero and one. From the above discussion it should be clear that 

and 

1~:x o(.x - Xo) d.x = stp (X - Xo) 

d 
- stp(x -xo) = o(x - xo) 
dx 

The Heaviside step function, like the Dirac delta function, but for the center point of the 
interval, is not precisely defined in the interval (x0 - E /2, x0 + E /2), and there are an infinite 
number of smooth ways that the transition from zero to one can take place in that very small 
interval. 

The Heaviside step function is useful in its own right as a means of describing partial 
span loadings. For example, if there is a lateral force of magnitude f 0(x) in the positive 
z direction over the second half of a beam length, then that loading can be described as 
fz(x) = f 0(x) stp(x - L/2). If, instead, that same loading were over the first half of the 
span, then the description would be either / 0(x) stp(L/2 - x) or / 0(x)[l - stp(x - L/2)]. 
Even though the second expression is obviously more cumbersome, it will be preferred for 
the sake of standardization until the use of this step function is totally familiar. It should be 
clear that the Heaviside step function can be used as a perfect mathematical band filter so 
as to retain undisturbed any function over one interval while wholly suppressing that same 
function outside of the desired interval. See Fig. 11.6. Similarly, the Dirac delta function is 
a mathematical "point" filter when used as a factor in an integrand of a definite integral. 

The integration of the Heaviside step function, which is the same as the second integral 
of the Dirac delta function, is approached directly. Consider the integration of an arbitrary 
bounded function f(x) multiplied by the step function with parameterx0 . The integral from 
zero to x of that product can be divided into the integral from zero to x 0 - E /2, plus the 
integral from x0 - E/2 (now shortened to x0) to x0 + E/2 (i.e., xt) plus the integral from 

5 Oliver Heaviside (1850-1925), English electrical engineer (Ref. (71 ]). 
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to X. of the relative values of x and x0 . That 

stp (x - dx = stp (x - (.i: - dx 

+ (x - dx = (x - dx cu.2) 

In the way of an explanation, in the interval the step function has the value zero. 
Therefore the first integral of the first right-hand side is also zero. The interval of integration 
of the second integral of the first right-hand side is the minute length E. The value for this 
second right-hand side integral is bounded by the product of the infinitesimal E and the 
r:naximum value of /(x) in that minute interval. This is negligibly small because the 
maximum value of must be a finite value. In the third integral of the first 
side the step function has the constant value one. Hence the step function can be factored 
out of the integrand. Recognize that the Heaviside step function must the final 
form of the integral in order to limit the values of x for which the solution is valid. That 
is, the original integral shows that the applicability of the nonzero solution is limited to 
the interval x0 ::=: x :S: L because the answer must be zero everywhere else. Therefore the 
final integral must be multiplied that step function in order to achieve that limitation. 
By comparing the original integral to the last of the above integral expressions, the result 
can be summarized by saying that the bi-constant step function passes out of the definite 
integral while appropriately altering the limits of integration as it does so. Common uses of 
the above theorem are 

r stp(x -
JO 

di= stp(x - dx (x - (x -

which is a special case of 

[ox (x - stp (x - di = - 1-(x - stp (x - (11.3) 
Jo l +n 

where n is any number greater than or equal to zero. With the use of the formulas of Eqs. 
(11.2) and (11.3), any partial span load expressions can be integrated nearly as easily as 
they would be integrated without the presence of the Heaviside step function as a factor. 

11.5 Partial Span and Concentrated Load Example Problems 

The following example problems illustrate the writing of the beam GDEs when 
concentrated loads and partial span loads are present. Fmther practice writing BCs when 
there are elastic end,supports is also provided. 

Example 11.3. Write the two beam bending GDEs and the bending BCs for the uniform, 
homogeneous beam with a symmetric cross-section shown in Fig. 11.7. Integrate the v 
deflection GDE, and apply the BCs so as to determine the constants of integration. State 
the deflection solution in a well organized form. Integrate thew deflection GDE, but do not 
determine the constants of integration. 

Solution. Since the product of inertia and the axia! force are zero, the GDEs are 

L \ r L' 
- 1J + I stp - -;;- ) -

~ L .) I 
Elz2 v11"(x) = +FoS 

L\ 3fo 2L\ - - I - - - - I stp 
3 / L 3 ; 

I 2L)l (x-1 i 
\ ~ J 
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. r r() 

1::,-:t:t;~f :~~, 
Figure 11.7. Example 11.3. 

where the first right-hand side term of the second equality is the derivative of the distributed 
moment, my(x) = +m0o(x - L/3). Recall that the Dirac delta function is everywhere dif
ferentiable, and therefore placing a prime on the function is sufficient to indicate its deriva
tive. In the same quantity, be sure to note the relation of Mo and the positive y ~is. In the 
x, z plane view because all Cartesian coordinate systems follow the right-hand rule, they 
axis is into the paper. Thus the sign assigned to this term. 

The required eight BCs are especially simple. They are 

w(O) = w'(O) = v(O) = v'(O) = w(L) = w'(L) = v(L) = v'(L) = 0 

The four definite integrations between the limits (0, x) for the first GDE follow. However, 
first note that the definite integral between the limits of (0, x) of, say, [dv"'(x)/dx] dx, which 
is clearly an exact differential after canceling the two dx' s, produces [ v"' (x) - v"' (0)]. If the 
constant quantity v111 (0) were known from the BC equations, its value could be substituted 
immediately. In this case, its value is not known before obtaining the final solution. Hence 
it is an unknown constant, that is, exactly the same as a constant of integration. Therefore, 
for the sake of brevity, the usual C; notation is used for these constants of integration. Thus 

where the v deflection BCs at x = 0 immediately eliminate the third and fourth constants 
of integration that are identical to E lzz v' (0) and E lzz v(O), respectively. (Be sure to satisfy 
yourself that the stated solutions for they direction lateral deflection and bending slope do 
indeed satisfy the BCs at x = 0.) The v deflection BCs at x = L and the third and fourth of 
the above expressions can now be used to determine the first two constants of integration. 
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Substituting the v deflection BCs at x = L leads to 

11 = C,L + C1L2 + 2FoL2 + foL 3 
[~ _ __!:_] 

V - 2 9 6 27 27 

_ C2L 2 C1L 3 4FoL3 foL 4 j16 1 J 
0 - -2-+ ~ + 81 + 24 LITT- ITT 

multiplying the first of the above by 54 and the second by 162 produces 

28 2 
54C2 +27C1L = -l2FoL - 12 JoL 

15 2 
81C2 + 27C1L = -8FoL - 12 foL 

which yields the solutions 

4 13 2 
C2 = + 27 FoL + 324 foL 

20 1 
C1 = - 27 Fo - 6 foL 

These constants provide as a final solution for the v deflection 

2 foLx 2 
Elz2 V(x) = -Fox2(3L - 5x) + --(13L - 18x) 

81 648 

+ {; [ ( x - ~ r stp (x - ~) - ( x _ 23L r stp ( x _ 2:) J 

+ :O ( X - ~ r stp ( X - ~) 

Hence, for example 

( L) 2F0 (L 2 ) (4L \ J0 L 3 fo Fo El77v - = - - -J + --(7L) + -[OJ +-(0) 
" 3 81 9 3 . 9(648) 24 6 ' 

Integration of the z direction deflection equation proceeds in the same manner: 

Elyyw 111(x) =Cs+ Mo8(x - L/3)- ~·1 (x - 2: Y stp (x - 2:) 

( L \ l ( 2L) 3 
( 2L) Elyyw"(x) = C5x + C5 + Mo stp x - 3 J - 21 x - 3 stp x - 3 

, C5x 2 
( L) ( L) fo ( 2L ) 4 

( 2L) Elvvw(x)=--+C6x+Mo x-- stp x-- -- x-- stp x--
" · 2 \ 3 3 J 8L 3 - 3 

~ Csx 3 C6x 2 Mo ( L \ 2 ( L) nl ,.w(x) = -- + -- + -- x - -J stp x - -
yy 6 2 2 \ 3 3 

- A (x - 2L) s stp (x - 2L) 
40L 3 / · 3 

and the same process as was used for the y direction deflection equation could be used to 
determine this last of constants of integration. II 
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Example 11.4. Write the beam bending GDEs and BCs for the uniform, homogeneous, 
nonsymmetric beam shown in Fig. 11.8. Do not integrate the GDEs. 

Solution. Since the rigid supports are the same in both 01ihogonal planes, the v and w 
deflection BCs can be wholly decoupled even though the product of inertia is not zero. 
The decoupled form of the GDEs are Eqs. (10.7). Without temperature effects, these two 
equations are 

ER22 w 1111(x) = [f2 (x) + m/x)] - 1
1yz [fy(x) - m~(x)] 

zz 

In this case, 

f 2 (x) =+Jo [stp (x - ~) - stp ( x - ~) J 
1 1 ( 3L) myCx) = -M28 x - 4 mz(X) = 0 

and 

fy(x) = Fi 8 ( x - ~) - 21x [ 1 - stp (i -~) J + 2 Jo ( i - 1) stp ( x - ~) 

where separate expressions for each half-span are written for the linearly varying applied 
force per unit length in the x, y plane. There is a somewhat less cumbersome way of 
expressing the linearly varying force per unit length. The underlying thought is to consider 
that the left-hand linearly varying load extends over the entire length of the beam and, at 
half-span, there begins an oppositely directed, linearly varying load at twice the rate (i.e., 
slope) of the first distributed load. The net effect is the subtraction of the double slope from 
the original slope to produce the triangular loading desired, in the slightly simpler form 
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K 

Figure 11.9. Example 11.5. 

Another advantage of this form is that it can quickly be put into the highly advantageous 
form ofEq. (11.3) by factoring -2/ Lout of the bracketed term. That is, in preparation for 
integration the last term can be rearranged as 

The reader can be assured of the correctness of any of these expressions for the triangular 
portion of fy(x) by checking its values, say, at x = 0 and L/4, and at 3L/4 and L. (It is 
also correct at x = L/2). Since these are linear relations, if each half-span load checks at 
two points, it checks everywhere. 

Substitution of the above fy and fz and m; expressions completes the statement of the 
GD Es. The statement of the BCs is 

w(O) = w'(O) = v(O) = v'(O) = w(L) = v(L) = 0 

and the preliminary equations are My(L) = 0, and Mz(L) = +M1. Using the second BC 
table leads quickly to 

ERyzw"(L) = -M1 and ERyyv"(L) = +M1 

The force F2 does not enter into either the GDEs or the BCs because it is entirely reacted 
by the right-hand support, and thus, with respect to the present approximate theory, has no 
effect upon the beam. • 

Example 11.5. Seek the deflection functions for the homogeneous, uniform, symmetric 
beam of length 2L, loaded and supported as shown in Fig. 11.9. The distributed force per 
unit length acting upon the right half of the beam has a sinusoidal distribution. Expressed 
in terms that simplify the algebra, let the spring stiffnesses and the end moment terms be 

Elyy 
k=a-

£3 
. Elyy 
K=fJ

L 
Mo= 2µ Elyy 

L 

where a, fJ, andµ are convenient nondimensional constants. The temperature change is 
such that Nr = MzT = 0, and 

Elyy ( X) Myr(x) = µL 1 - L 

Solution. Since there are no mechanical or thermal loadings in the x or y directions, and since 
thereisnocouplingbetweenthevandwdeflections,itisclearthatu(x) = v(x) = N(x) = 0. 
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= - fo sin \ I stp (x -
I 
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where the sign for the directed distributed force is the result of the 
sine function being negative in the interval L < x < 2L. Note that regardless of the 
the deflection solution for this beam, as well as those of the preceding of this 
""''"''"· is better approached using fourth order differential rather than second 
order differential equations. From a FBD to the of the left end of the beam. 

=E 

and 

+ + =0 

or, using the temporary nondimensional constants defined above, these tv,ro ~'-l·um.,v,,u 

become~ rM'~~,,-•tn 

= -µ 
=-µL 

end of the beam, the lateral deflection at the knife 
from a 

-Mo= 

That 

w(2L) = 0 

and 

Lw 11(2L) = -2µ - µ = -3µ 

Successively integrating the GDE between the limits leads to 

=Ci+-_- r 1 + cos ---·~] stp (x -
JT L L J 

is zero 

stp (x - ( JTX) sin - stp(x-
, L 

2n: 
stp (x --

foL3 r irrx)l 
- ~ 1 +cos~ L J (x - L) 

and 

C1x 3 C2x 2 foL 3 -- + -- + c,,x + C1 + -· -(x - L) stp\rx - L)' 
6 2 · · 6n 

Ii L3 
. 0 ( ---x-
n3 

(x - L)- { lfX \ 
sin \ L} stp (x -

There are of course, four constants of integration and four BCs which may be 
determined. It is almost better to begin with the BCs at x = 0, even when those BCs 
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are as messy as they are in this case. As a preliminary step note that because stp (x - L) is 
a factor for each term that does not involve a constant of integration, 

Elyyw(O) = C4 

Elyyw"(O) = C2 

Elyyw'(O) = C3 

Elyyw"'(O) = C1 

Hence the first two BCs become 

{JC3 - LC2 = -µ,Elyy 

aC4 + L3C1 = -µ,LElyy 

The last two BCs become 

4C1L3 2 . foL 4 foL4 
--+2C2L +2C3L+C4 = ---+--

3 6Jr n:3 

2 foL 3 
2C1L + C2L = --- - 3µ,Elyy 

Ji 

which are four simultaneous equations in the four unknown constants of integration. Exam
ination of these four equations indicates that using the first two in order to eliminate the 
third and fourth constants is an efficient solution approach. In this way the third of the above 
four equations becomes 

C1L2 (~ - _!_) + 2C2L (1 +_!_)=µ,El (~ + _!_) + J0L 3 (_!_ - _l ) 
3 a fJ YY f3 a n:3 6n 

Now it is just a matter of (i) using the one equation immediately above, which is a combina
tion of the first, second and third equations, simultaneously with the fourth equation so as 
to determine C1 and C2 ; (ii) determining C3 and C4 from the first two equations; and then 
(iii) substituting these four constants into the integrated form for Elyyw(x). This solution 
process is straightforward, but slightly messy without numerical values for a and {J. For 
example, the solution for C 1 is 

which is more easily obtained than it might appear. Of course, this solution is easily com
pacted if, for example, a = 2, f3 = 4. The solution for the remaining constants of integration 
are also not difficult to obtain as 

C2 (~ + ± + _!_) = + µ,Elyy (4 + ± - _!_) + foL2 (1 - _!_ + 2-) 
3 f3 a L f3 a n a n: 2 

f3C3 (~ + ± + _!_) =+µ,El (3 + ± - _!_) + foL 3 (1 - _!_ + 2-) 
3 f3 a YY fJ a n a n:2 

aC4 (~+±+_!_)=+µ,El L (s + ! + _!_) + foL
4 (.!2 + ~ + _!_) 

3 fJ a YY fJ a n 6 fJ n: 2 

If µ, were now made some factor of (f0L 3 /El YY ), then substitution of the above constants 
of integration into the solution for w (x) would be a matter of simple algebra. • 
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Figure 11.10. Example 11.6. 

All previous examples dealt with beam loading situations where there were either axial 
loadings or lateral loadings, but not both. Furthermore, all the chosen boundary conditions 
allowed the beam to bend without stretching. Thus in all the previous examples there was 
no interaction between the axial and lateral deflections. The following example considers 
the case where a beam bears an axial as well as a lateral loading. This is a more intricate 
example than the preceding examples even though concentrated lateral forces, and so forth, 
have been omitted for the sake of simplicity. 

Example 11.6. Consider the simply supported, uniform, homogeneous beam-column shown 
in Fig. 11.10, where Po and Fo are known loads of fixed magnitude. As per usual, the 
absence of an x, y plane diagram indicates no loading and the same BCs in that plane. Let 
the temperature change and the product of inertia be zero, and let the moment of inertia 
about they axis be /0 . Calculate the lateral deflection of the beam. 

Solution. Since the constant axial force is compressive, it must be assigned a negative v0lue; 
that is, N (x) = - Po. Thus the beam bending GDE reduces to 

Elow""(x) + Pow"(x) = Jo 

The zero deflection and zero moment BCs reduce to 

w(O) = w(L) = w"(O) = w"(L) = 0 

Define the known nondimensional parameter µ 2 = (P0L 2)/(EI0). Then the GDE may be 
rewritten as 

"''( ) + µ2 "( ) Jo W X -W X =-
£2 Elo 

There are many ways to arrive at the complementary solution for this linear, ordinary 
differential equation with constant coefficients. For example, the trial function solution 

Wc(x) = C exp Cl) 
where r is a nondimensional factor, always produces a complementary solution for this type 
of equation - a linear, ordinary differential equstion with constant coefficients. Substitution 
of the trial solution into the homogeneous form of the GDE produces the result 

C exp Cl) [r4 + µ 2r 2] = 0 

The above equation is the zero product of three factors. One or more of the three factors 
must be zero for the equality to hold. The factor C cannot be zero because, if it were, 
there would not be any complementary solution. Then the deflection function would consist 
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entirely of the particular solution. This is not possible because the somnon alone 
cannot satisfy the BCs. The exponential function is never zero, even when the is 
a complex number, because, when r = a + bi, then 

exp 
L 

= exp 
L L 

+ i sin 

The exponential function of a real argument is never zero, and the sine and cosine function are 
never simultaneously zero. Therefore, the quantity + must be zero. The resulting 
characteristic equation [r 4 + µ, 2r 2 ] = 0 has the roots 

Substituting each of these four roots into the trial solution makes it possible to write the 
complementary solution as the sum of the four trial solutions, that 

in which use is made of the usual procedure for repeated roots of replacing the second of the 
repeated zero root terms, exp(O), by that same term multiplied by the independent variable, 
x. This formulation for the deflection which of course must be a real is a bit 
awkward. It can be simplified by again using the relation + i and 
combining like terms to obtain a better form of the complementary solution as 

= C 1 + C?x + C,, sin - + (µx) 
- - L 

where 

(f..lX' 
COS1-l 

\ L I 

Since this solution is real valued for any values of length, beam stiffness, axial and 
span wise coordinate, let successively have the values 0, ~ n, n. and - n. Then it is 
clear that these latter constants of integration also must be real n~mbers. Hence the original 
third and fourth constants, those with tildes, must be complex conjugates. 

The particular solution to the GDE is simply Thus the total solution 
is 

. ( µ,x ) ( f.LX \ = Ci + C2x + C3 sm - + C4 cos -) + --
L L 2Po 

The use of the four BC equations to determine the four constants of integration is routine. 
The two BCs at x = 0 yield 

and O = - (1!__) 2 C4 + fr,, 
L Po 

or 
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The two BCs at x = L yield 

1 "L41 ,1·L41 
0 . C' L , ~ . + Jo , . , Jo = ---- -t- 2 -r L3 smµ . ----, COS/J.,-!- ---7 

El0 µ 4 µ" 2 Ela w 
. 1 /J., 

smµ- ---
Ela !,l4 L 

' Jo cos u -,- -
' . Po 

The last equation can be solved for and then the next to last equation can be solved for 
C2. The result for C2 can be simplified to C2 = - foL/(2Po) = -(l/2L)(foL 
Obviously simplifying all expressions is of great importance in cases like this. After substi
tution of the constants of integration, and some algebraic and trigonometric manipulation, 
the analytical solution for the deflection becomes 

w (.:::_)\ = f 0L 4 fsinµ(x/L)+sin 
\L EloJ.f_.4 L sinµ 

- x/ L) - 1 - µ2.:::: ( 1 - .::::)1 
2 L , L J 

In this form it is clear that this deflection function and its second derivatives are indeed zero 
at both x = 0 and at x = L, and this solution satisfies the original differential equation. The 
primary advantage of this form is that it is also evident that the solution for the deflection w 
is symmetric in (x/ L) and [1 - and therefore is symn1etric about the midspan as it 
must be. Examination of this solution shows that the deflection increases directly with the 
magnitude of but it changes in a much more complicated fashion with respect to the axial 
force Po which is embedded in µ. The reason for this is that the axial force appears in the 
GDE multiplying a deflection term, and thus is essentially part of a nonlinear component of 
the GDE even though the complete GDE has degenerated to the form of a mathematically 
linear differential equation. Although it is not at all evident, the lateral deflection increases 
with increasing P0 . Endnote contains further comment upon these and other aspects of 
this problem as well as the process of solving differential equations of this sort. Ill 

11,6 Introduction to Beam Buckling 

Structures are designed to transmit loads, including compressive loads. Beams 
are often chosen to transmit compressive forces along their axes. Such beams are often 
referred to as a "beam-columns," or simply "columns." Such a beam-column might be a 
push-rod of a mechanical control system, or a member of a vehicular truss with or without 
a thin covering skin. (The thin skin serves to effectively eliminate beam buckling within the 
plane of the skin, but has only a limited effect normal to that plane.) The discussion in this 
section is mostly limited to the problem of the buckling of a simply supported be&'Il-column, 
without an attached skin. This selection is suitable for pointing out the many facets of the 
type of buckling analysis to be discussed, while keeping the mathematical complexities to 
a minimum. 

Figure 11.11 shows an initially straight, simply supported beam-column loaded by a 
compressive axial force whose magnitude is whatever is necessary to make the beam
column begin to bend away from its initial, straight form. The primary object of any buckling 
analysis is to deduce the magnitude of the loading that causes the structure or structural 
element to so bend. That is, in buckling analyses the magnitude of the compressive force is 
always an additional unknown along with the unknown deflections. Just as with analyses 
where the axial force of known magnitude is compressive, as in Example 11.6, the symbol 
P, rather than the equivalent is ordinarily used for the compressive force in the 
beam buckling problem. 
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Figure 11.11. A buckled simply supported beam. The perfect beam, perfectly loaded, could 
buckle up or down. This is an example of a (essentially) nonlinear equation not having a 
unique solution. 

In order to simplify the analysis by ensuring no interaction between the bending and 
torsional deflections, and by excluding the latter, the beam-columns discussed here are 
limited to those with doubly symmetric cross-sections.6 In this case, as is evident from 
experimenting with a plastic ruler, the beam buckles about the cross-sectional axis with 
the smaller of the two principal area moments of inertia, which is here symbolized by !. 
Choosing the x, z plane to be the buckling plane, the GDE and the zero end displacement 
and zero end moment BCs for this simply supported beam-column problem are, from 
Eq. (10.5a) and either BC table, 

Elw""(x) + Pw"(x) = 0 

w(O) = w"(O) = w(L) = w"(L) = 0 (11.4) 

Note again that there is but one GDE, and it contains the two unknowns w(x) and P. To 
begin the solution process for the GDE, divide the GDE by the quantity EI, and then define 

Jc2 = (P / El) 

There is no significance to the fact that in the previous similar example problem the corre
sponding parameter µ, was made to be nondimensional, while here Jc has the dimensions of 
the inverse of length. While nondimensional terms are normally preferred, in this case the 
dimensional term Jc shortens the argument for the trigonometric functions that are seen to 
be part of the solution that is now sought. 

It is perhaps worthwhile to review the standard procedure for determining the comple
mentary solution to this linear GDE with constant coefficients. In this case the complemen
tary solution is the total solution. The GDE coefficients are constant because the value of 
P that buckles the beam-column is a fixed value depending only on the fixed geometry and 
material of the beam-column. The complementary solution begins with the introduction of 
the always successful trial solution 

w(x) = C exp(rx) 

where C is seen to be a constant of integration, and r is a parameter whose value is to be 
determined. Then 

w"(x) = r 2C exp(rx) and w""(x) = r 4C exp(rx) 

The ODE becomes 

[r 4 + r 2Jc 2 ]C exp(rx) = 0 (11.5) 

6 Actually, a bit more is required to totally ensure the exclusion of torsional buckling in a doubiy 
symmetric cross-section. However, it is uncommon for a beam to be so torsionally flexible yet stiff in 
bending for this additional requirement not to be met. See Ref. [23], Eq. (2.114). 
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Equation (11.5) is the zero product of three factors. At least one of those three factors has 
to be zero. If C were zero, then the total solution for the bending deflections of the buckled 
beam would and be zero. Unlike the last example problem, in this buckling problem the 
function w(x) = 0 satisfies both the GDE and the BCs. This solution function is called the 
"trivial solution." The trivial solution corresponds to t11e physical situation where the beam 
remains straight at any value of P, even one which could cause the beam to buckle. This 
latter situation is the case where the compressive force is perfectly oriented and located at the 
cross-sectional centroid, and the beam is perfectly uniform, perfectly straight, and perfectly 
insulated from all perturbations. It is not possible for any actual compressively loaded beam 
to remain straight for long whenever the compressive force exceeds the buckling force. In 
this circumstance the beam is said to be "unstable." Hence the possibility of C being zero 
is discarded as no further interest. Furthermore, as is seen in Example 11. 6, the exponential 
factor, exp(rx) is never zero. Therefore the only source of a useful zero in Eq. (11.5) is 

r 2 [r 2 + A 2] = 0 (11.6) 

which, again, is an example of an algebraic "characteristic equation" for the parameter r. 
Since Eq. (11.6) is a fourth order polynmnial equation, there are four roots, which are 

r1 = 0 r2 = 0 r3 = +iA r4 = -iA 

The first two roots are a double root. Hence the two constant solutions that the two zero 
roots would individually imply when inserted back into the trial solution are changed to a 
single constant term and a single linear term. Again, the latter two solutions are transformed 
into a more convenient form as follows: 

C3 exp(iAx) + C4 exp(-ih) = (C3 + C4)cos(h) + i(C3 - C4)sin(h) 

As discussed in Example 11.6, each of the two terms on the above right-hand side must be 
a real quantity. Since AX is a real quantity, so too are the sine and cosine of AX. Therefore 
the coefficients of the sine and cosine terms must also be real quantities, which means that 
C3 and C4 are complex conjugates. Therefore, in terms of a new set of real constants of 
integration, the solution for w (x) is 

w(x) =A+ Bx+ C sin(h) + D cos(h) (11.7) 

The reader is urged to verify that Eq. (11.7) is the complementary and total solution by 
direct substitution into the original GDE. 

Now it is a matter of substituting into the BC equations. Again, it is more convenient to 
begin with the BCs at x = 0. Those two BC equations lead to 

A + D = 0 and - A 2 D = 0 

Since it is simpler, first examine the second of these two equations. Since A 2 is not zero 
because Pis not z,ero·, then D must be zero. Since Dis zero, then so too must A be zero. The 
last two BC equations become 

BL+Csin(AL)=O and -A2Csin(AL)=0 

Again start with the simpler, second equation. Note again that A 2 is not zero. If C is zero, 
then so too is B by the preceding equation. Having A, B, C, and D be zero leads to the 
rejected trivial solution of w (x) being everywhere zero. Therefore the factor C cannot be 
allowed to be zero. The only remaining possible zero factor is 

sin(AL) = 0 
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This choice forces B to be zero, but that is no matter since C is not zero. The 
sine term can be zero is for 

Beams 

way this 

Sense can be made of this infinite number of possibilities by returning to the definition of 
J... Substituting that definition in the above solution leads to 

(] 

which is an infinite number of solutions for P. Clearly the lowest value for P, which 
corresponds to n = 1, is the most significant because the higher force values corresponding 
to higher values of n cannot be gradually applied to the beam-column without first applying 
this lowest magnitude of compressive force that causes the beam-column to buckle.7 This 
lowest force value is called the critical force value or the Euler value. That 
is, 

(1 

Using this solution for the magnitude of ? produces the following solution for the 
deflection: 

(
TfX\ 

w(x) = Csin L) (1 

which shows that the buckling shape for the simply supported, uniform beam is sinusoidal, 
but gives no information regarding the magnitude of the maximum deflection. All the BCs 
have been used, and there are no other conditions available to evaluate this last constant of 
integration, C. This problem result is unlike all the other beam deflection problem results 
previously considered. Without getting into detailed mathematical definitions of the two 
problem classifications (for which one may see, e.g., Refs. [16, 25]), all prior beam deflection 
problems were, as previously labeled, examples of boundary value problems. They all had 
fully specified loadings and unique, fully defined solutions that are never zero for a nonzero 
loading. On the other hand, this buckling problem with its initially unknown applied force 
magnitude is an example of an eigenvalue problem in differential equation form. In a 
buckling eigenvalue problem, the unknown compressive loading is the essential part 
of the eigenvalue. 

In review, any differential equation eigenvalue problem always has a GDE that includes 
both an unknown factor, the eigenvalue, and an unknown function of the independent vari
able, which in this case is w(x), for a total of two unknowns in the one equation; a 
trivial (i.e., a datum (zero)) solution for the function of the independent variable regardless 
of Ll-ie magnitude of the eigenvalue, which in this case is proportional to the applied force; 
(iii) distinct, as opposed to continuous, solutions for the eigenvalue corresponding to gener
ally different solutions for the function of the independent variable, like Eq. (11.8); ,md 
solutions for the function of the independent variable, called the eigenfunctions, that always 
contain an unknown, multiplicative constant, like (11.10). This fourth item is a result of 
the first item, that is, of there being only one equation and two unknowns. Note that the inde
terminable final constant of integration can be either positive or negative. This means physi
cally that the perfectly straight beam is equally likely to buckle upward or buckle downward 

7 Since the GDE does not make allowances for inertia forces, the loading must be considered to be 
applied sufficiently slowly so as to avoid the structure developing kinetic energy. 
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in Fig. 11.11 (in the absence of gravity). Thus, unlike all the linear differential equations 
considered previously, this essentially nonlinear equation does not have a unique solution. 

The eigenvalue analysis for a beam-column with other than simple support BCs proceeds 
in the same fashion as the above case. Since the GDE is the same for any single, uniform 
beam-column subjected only to axial forces applied at its ends, it is only a matter of writing 
and applying the different BCs, reasoning which constants of integration must have fixed 
values, and arriving at, and solving, a single equation for the eigenvalue, and hence the 
critical force. The last two example problems and the exercises provide several problems 
that involve other BCs. Keep in mind that in any buckling problem, it is unwise to simply 
cancel any factor that arises from any aspect of the buckling problem solution without 
careful consideration. 

The type of buckling described by the above analysis is called Euler beam buckling. It· 
is a form of buckling where the stresses are entirely within the elastic range. It is the type 
of buckling that is prevalent for columns that are "long" with respect to their depth in the 
plane of bending. Few unreinforced beam-columns are designed to be so relatively long 
because the result would be unacceptably low buckling forces. The buckling ofthe more 
common, less slender, beam-columns involves either (i) local elastic buckling (e.g., the 
crimping of a flange in the case of thin cross-sections), or (ii) plastic deformations. Neither 
possibility is mathematically treatable using the beam equations derived in the previous 
chapter. Nevertheless, the above simply supported beam analysis is an introduction to these 
more advanced topics which are considered in the next to last chapter. 

To elaborate on the above comments, be sure to understand that inherent in the above 
beam-column analysis is the linearly elastic stress-strain relation, Eq. (9.4a). Thus, at the 
very least, the above analysis is not applicable to a situation where the value of the Euler 
buckling load divided by the beam cross-sectional area exceeds the material stress-strain 
proportional limit. Indeed, when the axial load is less than the critical load, and the value 
of the increasing axial load divided by the cross-sectional area reaches the value of the 
yield stress, the perfectly straight column subjected to a perfectly aligned axial load does 
not buckle. Instead, such a beam-column undergoes ordinary compressive yielding. Thus 
there is limit to the applicability of the Euler buckling equation to the perfectly constructed 
and perfectly loaded beam-column. In the case of actual beams with common loadings, 
neither of which are ever perfect, in addition to being compressed, the beams are also 
always bent. That bending causes the stresses at the outer portions of the beam to exceed 
the proportional limit sooner than those nearer the centroid. This situation is, of course, not 
accounted for in the simple Euler analysis presented above. Therefore, for actual beams 
there is a smooth transition from short beams that fail by plastic yielding under the action 
of a compressive load at approximately the yield stress, to long, slender beams that buckle 
at the Euler buckling load (i.e., buckling stress). 

There are various analyses that account for the axial load-induced nonelastic beam 
bending that occurs in shorter beams when P / A approaches the yield stress; see Ref. [64]. 
In such analyses the tangent modulus and secant modulus material properties play prominent 
parts. However, the more common engineering approach to the buckling of shorter beam
columns is to use an empirical formula that takes into account, by means of thorough 
testing, the usual eccentricities ofloads and beam-column axes for beam-columns that are: 
(i) nominally straight; and (ii) nominally loaded parallel to the beam's unloaded axis at 
the centroids of the beam end cross-sections. These empirical formulas are to be used in 
place of the Euler critical load ( or critical stress) equation when the beam's nondimensional 
slenderness ratio S = ( L 2 A//)! is less than the S values for which the Euler equation 
is valid. The least value of the slenderness ratio for which the Euler equation is a good 
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description of the beam-column buckling load or buckling stress is called the transition 
slenderness ratio, S1 • 

The most famous of the empirical formulas for less slender beams is J. B. Johnson's 
parabolic formula. Johnson's parabola (Ref. [66]) in terms of the nondimensional axial 
stress is generally taken to have the form P/(ayA) = 1- C[S2 /(n 2 E/ay)] where again 
S2 = (L 2 A/ I), and C is a constant. The constant C is usually determined by requiring that 
the above parabolic formula, as a function of the slenderness ratio, have the same P /(ayA) 

value and the same slope as the Euler equation curve at the value of the transition slenderness 
ratio, S1 • Note that in terms of the slenderness ratio, the Euler budding load equation, 
Eq. (11.9), can be written as P /(ayA) = (rr 2 E /ay)/ S2 . Equating these two formulas for 
P / ( a y A) and equating their slopes yields the result that the constant Chas the value ! , and 
the transition point between the two formulas is Sf = 2n 2 E / a y. 

In the case of beams with other than simple support BCs, the same empirical formulas 
can be used if the length of the beam is changed from the actual length to an effective length 
for those BCs according to the Euler analysis solution for those BCs. For example, Exercise 
11.12 shows thattheEulerbuckling load for a clamped-clamped beam is Per = 4rr 2 EI/ L2 . 

This solution can be put into the form of the solution for the simply supported beam by 
rewriting this solution as rr 2 EI/(! L)2 = n 2 EI /(L *)2 where the effective length for the 

clamped-clamped beam is L * = ! L. In the case of aluminum beams, also see Ref. [ 48]. 

11. 7 ** Additional Comments on Beam Buckling** 

Reconsider Eq. (11.9), the Euler beam buckling, lateral deflection, solution for the 
simply supported beam. That equation states that the deflected shape of the buckled beam is 
w (x) = C sin(rr x / L) = w (L /2) sin(n x / L ). The physical interpretation of the nonspecific 
factor w ( L /2) = w max in Eq. (11.10) is that, associated with the unique value of the critical 
load, there is no unique value for the maximum (i.e., midspan) amplitude. This range of 
possible amplitudes starts with zero and extends to some value at which the basic finite 
beam-column deflection equation is at its limit of applicability. However, a more advanced 
buckling analysis, found for example in Ref. [3], tells a different story. That type of nonlinear 
analysis shows that while the analysis result of the previous section is very close to being true 
for maximum deflections extending to nearly one-tenth of the beam-column length, there 
is actually a very small increase in load required for increases in the maximum deflection 
within that range of deflections. Maximum deflections beyond that one-tenth of the length 
value require more substantial increased loadings. In other words, there is a (nearly) unique 
axial force versus lateral midspan deflection relationship for all values of the midspan 
deflection. The sole ambiguity is in the sign of the deflection, that is, the direction in which 
the perfectly loaded perfect beam deflects. Buckling a thin, flat plastic ruler can easily 
confirm the result of the more advanced analysis for larger maximum deflections, but it 
takes sensitive fingers to sense the P versus Wmax relation for the lesser finite deflections. 

The higher-valued buckling loads associated with higher values of the integer n in the 
original (mr )2 EI/ L 2 buckling load solution are only possible in the sense of describing 
stable beam deflections if additional constraints on the beam deflections are applied to the 
beam-column. For example, if the beam has an additional roller support at its midspan, 
then the deflection shape of Eq. (11.9) does not satisfy this additional deflection constraint 
condition, and thus is not a solution for this modified circumstance. However, the deflection 
shape w (x) = C' sin(2n x / L) does satisfy this new internal condition as well as the old BCs. 
Of course, this deflection shape also satisfies the GDE. Therefore w (x) = C' sin(2rr x / L) 
is the deflection solution for the beam-column with the additional midspan roller support. 
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Since the integer n in this modified deflection solution has the value 2, the critical force 
value, or Euler buckling force value, for this modified problem is 

2 El 
P,·r = 4n -. L2 

See the first part of Endnote (6) for the case where the additional roller constraints are 
not located at points on the beam axis where x = L/n. 

Another prominent example of a beam differential equation eigenvalue problem is the 
one that describes lateral beam vibrations in the absence of applied loads. In this "free 
vibration" case, the natural frequencies of the beam are the essential of the eigenvalue, 
and the eigenfunctions are again the lateral deflection functions. Exercise 11.17 addresses 
the related problems of the forced axial vibrations of a beam as well as the forced lateral 
vibrations of a beam. 

The budding problems discussed in this text are restricted to the situation where all 
compressive end forces P, and axial forces per unit length, retain their original orientation 
in space after beam buckling. This is the sort of behavior exhibited, for example, by forces 
due to gravity. It is possible to have applied compressive end forces that, rather than remain 
parallel to the undeformed beam axis, follow the rotation of the beam ends. These types 
of forces are often referred to as "body-fixed" forces. This innocuous appearing distinction 
turns out to be one difference between conservative and nonconservative forces. This dis
tinction is rather important to the complexity of the necessary buckling analysis, and to the 
magnitude of the corresponding buckling load. The beam-colurr,11 buckles under a lesser, 
sometimes a much lesser, force in the conservative case, and the conservative force analysis 
is also much simpler. Further comment on this matter is left to more advanced texts such 
as Refs. [23, 24]. 

The method of buckling analysis presented in the previous section is based on the beam 
equations derived in the preceding chapter. Those equations were derived for a beam-column 
bent to the extent of finite bending deflections from its original straight-line position. The 
original straight-line position is the only stable equilibrium position when the beam
column loading is restricted to a compressive force whose magnitude is less than that of 
the buckling force and there are no lateral loads. When the magnitude of the applied 
compressive force is increased to the value of the buckling force, it is observed that the 
straight beam-column undergoes finite bending deflections that bring it into a bent equi
librium position. That is, the compressive buckling force (and higher magnitudes of such 
compressive forces), can retain (in the face of perturbations) a finite deflection bent form as 
a.11 equilibrium configuration for the entire beam-column. Again, experiments with a 
flat plastic ruler will confirm the above statements. The straight equilibrium configuration 
is unstable once the compressive load equals or exceeds the critical load. 

For the reason that the beam equations of the preceding chapter describe a (stable) bent 
equilibrium configuration dose to the (unstable) straight equilibrium configuration, for the 
same buckling force, the use of those beam equations is one aspect of a broad approach 
to buckling problems often referred to as the "adjacent equilibrium method." The adjacent 
equilibrium method is just one of four distinct approaches to the elastic buckling problem. 
See Ref. [24] for information on the "imperfection method," the "energy method," and the 
"dynamic analysis method," and the occasional need to combine these methods. Endnote (2), 
in the course of discussing the Example 11.6 boundary value problem, presents a variation 
upon the imperfection method wherein a lateral loading is used to indirectly "unstraighten," 
and thus make imperfect, a mathematically straight beam. 
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There are adjacent equilibrium problems that describe the interaction of applied fluid 
forces and structural deflections that are of particular interest to flight vehicle engineers. The 
simplest is the subsonic, unswept airfoil section torsional divergence problem. In some pub
lications, the entire class of adjacent equilibrium problems is named divergence problems. 
See Exercise 11.16 and the last chapter for further information on the airfoil divergence 
problem. Furthermore, continuing with aircraft terminology, any stability problem involv
ing the accelerating masses of a dynamic analysis is sometimes called a flutter problem, 
regardless of whether or not the structure includes airfoils or an aerodynamic origin for the 
timeavarying loading. 

11.8 Summary 

The usefulness of the beam bending equations of Chapter 10 can sometimes be 
extended to the analysis of beams that are an individual element of a surrounding beam 
structure by modeling the beam end supports as having appropriate elastic stiffnesses. When 
the beam structure is limited to a very small number of other beams, it is sometimes not too 
much handwork to accurately estimate the beam end equivalent spring stiffnesses. However, 
the computer-based method discussed in Part V, the finite element method, is generally a 
much more appropriate approach to analyzing a beam that is part of a larger structure. The 
analysis of single beams as discussed here promotes an understanding of the treatment of 
beams within a finite element analysis. 

The use of elastic supports in mathematical beam models can be combined with the 
use of the Dirac delta function and the Heaviside step function. These two mathematical 
distributions permit all manner of concentrated and distributed loads to be described in 
terms suitable for the analytical integration of the beam bending equations. A series of 
review example problems follows. 

Example 11.7. Consider the elastically supported bar shown in Fig. 1 l.12(a). The bar is 
subjected to a constant temperature increase, T0 . Recall previous comment that such a 
bar loading can· deliver large forces to the supports at the ends of the bar. For example, 
for a steel bar experiencing only a 20 °F temperature increase, with E = 29. E + 6, and 
a = 6. E - 6, the reaction at each of the supports is 3500 psi of beam cross-sectional area. 
Therefore modeling the supports as rigid may well be unrealistic. In this example the end 
supports are modeled as springs. The task at hand is (a) to determine the deflections of this 
bar; and (b) determine the stresses in the bar. 

Solution. Since there is no mechanical loading, and the temperature change is a co:pstant, 
the.combined axial force per unit length is zero. Hence the GDE and its solution are simply 

(d/dx)[EA u'(x)l = 0 and u(x) = C1 x + C2 

From the free body diagrams of thin slices at the ends of the bar, the preliminary boundary 
conditions are k1 u(O) = N(O), and k2 u(L) = -N(L). The important point here is that 
the deflections, regardless of how obvious is the physical reality, must, like the stress 
reactions, always be drawn according to their sign convention. Since the spring forces 
act oppositely to the deflections, they have the directions shown in Fig. ll.12(b). Since 
N(x) = EA u'(x) - NT(x), and NT(x) ~ EAaTo, these two BCs become 

EA u'(O) - k1 u(O) = EAaT0 and EA u'(L) + k1 u(L) = EAaTo 
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Figure 11.12. (a) A uniform beam with elastic supports subjected to a constant temperature 
increase. (b) Free body diagrams of the beam ends. 

In order to simplify the algebra, let Kif EA= /3, and K2 / EA= y, where /3 at"ld y have 
units of one over length. Substituting the deflection solution into the two BCs leads to the 
deflection solution 

(f3+y)x-yL f3x-y(L-x) 
u(x) = aT0 = aTo------

/3 + y + f3y L /3 + y + f3y L 

Note that in the case of rigid supports, both /3 and y approach infinity. Then the deflec
tion approaches zero. In the case of no supports, both beta and gamma approach zero, 
and the midspan deflection becomes zero, while the left end has a deflection of -! La T0 

and the right-hand bar end has a deflection of +!La T0 . Furthermore, if f3 is zero while 
y is infinite, then = -(L -x)aT0 . If f3 is infinite while y is zero, then u(x) = 
-(L - x)aT0 . Thus these four special cases have outcomes that are exactly as would be 
expected. 

f3yL 
Cln = -EaTo--~--

, /3 + y f3y L 

Again it is possible to look at special cases. For example, if f3 and y become infinite, then 
the axial stress is simply a compressive EotToL, as it should be. II 

Example 11.8. The nonuniform beam shown in Fig. 11.13 is subjected to various disributed 
and concentrated loadings as well as a temperature change that produces the following 
thermal moments 

MyT(x) = Mo (2- f) 
Write the functions of x that are, respectively, 

(b) f/(x) (c) m/x) (d) m/x) 

Then integrate the expression for once only between the limits zero and x. 

Solution. Because the equivalent lateral thermal loads per unit length are zero (the result of 
two derivatives of the given thermal moments), the combined lateral loads per unit lengt.t'1 
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Figure 11.13. Example 11.8. 

are the same as the mechanical applied lateral loads per unit length. They, and the derivatves 
of the moments per unit length, are 

(a) /y(x) = fo [ 1 - stp (x -{) ]- f~L 8 (x -~) 
(b) fz(x) = +2fo (1- ~) [stp (x -{ )- stp (x -~)] 

- 2 Jo ( 3 - ~) [ stp ( x - ~) - stp ( x - 3f)] 
foL 2 ( 3L) (c) m/x) = +3081 x - 4 

(d) m;(x) = - 1; 2 
8' (x - 3f) 

By multiplying out the products and combining the second and third terms, the lateral force 
per unit lenght in the z direction can be rewritten in a form quite convenient for integration 
as 

8/o ( L) ( L) fz(X) = -y X - 4 stp X - 4 + 

1i 0 (x -~) stp (x - ~ )- 8{ 0 (x _ 3f) stp (x _ 3f) 
Hence 

r 4 /o ( L) 2 
( L) Jo fz(x)dx = -y x - 4 stp x - 4 + 

8[o (x- ~r stp (x- ~)- 4[ 0 (x- 3f r stp (x- 3f) • 
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Figure 11.14. Example 11.9. 
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Example 11.9. (a) Write the UNCOUPLED governing differential equations for bending 
for the uniform beam shown in Fig 11.14. Let the beam properties and thermal loading be 
Nr = 0, and 

(b) Do not integrate. Write the boundary conditions entirely in terms of the lateral 
deflection functions. 

Solution. The parabolic expression for fz(x) can be determined either by trial and error, 
or by fitting the general from for a parabola to the case at hand. By the latter approach, 
write 

fz(x) = ax2 +bx+ c where fz(O) = fz(L) = 0 and fz ( ~) = fo. 

Substituting the general form for the parabola into fz(O) = 0 immediately produces the 
result c = 0. The simultaneous solution of the second and third conditions yields the result 
stated below. 

The determination of the boundary conditions in the x, y plane must start with drawing 
free body diagrams of each beam end. It is wise to draw the FBDs large enough to clearly 
see how to sum forces and moments. Remember, of course, that each rigid support provides 
an unknown force, and perhaps a moment, reaction. These unknown reactions are never part 
of BC statements. Instead, there is always some type of a beam end deflection statement to 
be made. If the rigid support supplies an unknown moment, then there is always a known 
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Figure 11.15. Example 11.10. 

bending slope. If the rigid support supplies an unknown force reaction, then there is always 
a known lateral deflection. 

(3/o)(2/o) - IJ 5 
R-- = = -Io 
'' 3/o 3 

5/J 5 
Ryy = 2/o = 210 = 5lo 

_ { x 2 x \ x Jo 
fz - 4Jo \L2 - r), Jy = -foL, JzT = 0, JyT = -10, my= lnz = 0 

5 1111 x x 2 10 [ x Jo l . ( 11 x 1 ·), · -Elow (x)=-4fo-+4Jo--- -Jo--- =Jo .4----+-
.. 3 L L 2 310 L 10 _ L 2 3 L 30 

5 Ill! . " X Jo 1 [ X .c x 2 J ( x 2 . X l \ -Elov (x)=- Jo---- -4fo-+410- = -2--t----J 
2 L 10 2 L L2 L2 L 10. 

1111 • ( x 2 x 1 ) ,,,, . ( x 2 x 1) 
or 5El0w (x)=Jo 12L2 -11L+l0 5Elov (x)=fo -4L 2 +2L-S 

(b) Deflection BCs: v(O) = 0 and v(O) = w(O) = = w'(L) = 0 

Force BCs from FBDs: (l)Mz(O)- Ef0 v'(O) = 0 (2)Mz(L) = f 0 L 2 /20 

(3) Vv(L) - 3E3lo v(L) = 0 (4) Mv(O) = 0 . L , 

In this case, it is not beneficial to use the second BC table 

Elo foL 2 
(1) 3El0 v"(O) + Elow"(O) - -v1(0) = 

L 10 

(2·; 3E, -;(L) El i,(L) •n ( r) foL2 JoL 2 loV'. + ow = lVlzT,,~ + 20 = w 
3Elo JoL 

(3) 3EI0 vm(L) + Elow'11(L) -- - 3-v(L) = M~r(L) = --
L 10 

fi L° 
(4) El0 v 11(0) + 2Efow"(O) = Myr(O) = ~O"" 

Example 11.10. Consider the homogeneous, uniform beam of length L that is shown in 
Fig. 11.15. (a) Without actually integrating, write in a fom1 suitable for integration (i.e., 
simplify as much as possible) the two uncoupled GD Es for beam bending. In terms of 
the bending deflections and their derivatives, write the BCs in uncoupled form to the extent 
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and 

Solution. 

= 210 

7 
= -Io 2 . 

and therefore 

foL 2 

20 
- ~) 

l,/ 

7 
= -lo 

4 
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== lo 

_ .foL2 (~ x )' 
---- j--

20 L 

=0 

= 2/o [ 1- stp (x - ! = - fo stp (x - D 
After through by the leading fraction and simplifying the right-hand side of 
each GDE. the results are 

8 

7 

2 

7 

stp (x -

l 7 I 
- - fioL-8 (x -

14" 

2 ' + - foU!i' r 

Eight BCs are necessary. The three deflectionBCs are simply = w(O) = w(L) = 
0. Since at x = 0 the beam has the same simple support in both Cartesian planes, it is possible 
to decouple the bending moment BCs at x = 0: 

. 1 0 
Mz(O) = + 20 .toL- Mc(") . l -r , 2 

- V = -J--Jo.L 
c 5 

1 e 2 
M/0) = --JoL 

· 10 
M 1 (0) = _! -r L 2 

y. - 5 JO 

Using the BC forms from the second BC table, the fourth and fifth BCs are 

II (4 ( 1 \ 1 w (0) = - - -J - -
\ 7 5 7 

1 

5 

.foL2 

Ela 

1 foL 2 

7 Ela 

= (~ 
! _ ! ( _!)) foL 2 = _2._ foL 2 

5 7 \ 5 E 10 35 E 10 

Since the supports in the two Cartesian pla,.'1es at x = L are not the same, it is not possible 
to decouple both of the moment BCs at this end. Using the BC form from the first BC table 
for the moment in the x, z plane leads to a sixth BC: 

C 1 0 
My(L) = 0 MyT(L) = li1y(L) = - 20 JoL-

whence 

1 foL 2 
----

20 Ela 
+ 

The seventh and eighth BCs are obtained from drawing a FBD of the beam end slice at 
x = L in the x, y plane. The resulting two equilibrium equations are 

Elo + --v'(L) = 0 and L , 
3Elo 

=0 
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With and and then the BC forms from 
the first BC table, leads to the following fonn of the seventh and eighth BCs: 

4Lv11 (L) + Lw 11 (L) + v'(L) = +~ foL 3 

10 .£ lo 

4L 3 v'"(L) + L 
1 foL 4 

- 3vfL) = ----
\ 20 Elo 

The above answers for the BCs are entirely satisfactory. However, it turns out that in this 
particular problem there is an advantage to using the BC forms from the second BC table 
for the moment expressions at x = L. One of the BC equations turns out to be uncoupled 
while, of course, the second remains coupled. The collected data for these moment 
equations are 

M 2 (L) = -Kv'(L) 

My(L) = 0 

1 
M-T(L 1 = --1----fioL 2 

' / ' 10 

1 2 = --foL 
20 

1 
l 2 

= +-foL --
10 

l 7 = --foL-
20 

The moment equation alternate forms for the sixth and seventh of the above BC equations 
from the second BC table are then 

3 foL 2 
7Lw"(L) -

10 Elo 

i Ji L 2 
7Lv"(L) + 2v'(L) = +--0-

4 Elo 

In this form of the sixth and seventh BC equations, there is also the advantage of one less 
deflection term. Lastly, note that in this special case it is also possible to use the second BC 
table for the shearing forces at x = L, which are summed in the eighth BC equation, because 
the beam is statically determinate in the x, z plane, and therefore the vertical reaction at 
x = L can be calculated. This alternative is not overly advantageous. It is merely mentioned 
to support the comment that with linear problems there usually are a variety of ways to solve 
a given problem. Ill 

In Example 11.10 the partial span loads are described using Heaviside step functions 
where, as in all previous such descriptions, the coordinate variable appears first in the 
axgument. Since this is slightly inefficient in some cases, an exampie problem illustrating 
the alternate use of the Heaviside step function may be found in Endnote ( 4 ). 

The one topic of this chapter that is profoundly different from all previous beam prob
lems is beam-column buckling. The reason why this topic is so different is that all the 
previous beam analyses, with one exception, did not involve the coupling (interaction) of 
any of the deflections with any of the applied loads. In the beam-column buckling prob
lem there is an interaction between the lateral deflections and the axial compressive force. 
The effect of that interaction is essentially nonlinear, despite the mathematically linear 
appearance of the GDE. The buckling problem is an example of a structural feedback prob
lem. To understand how the loading and deflections interact, focus upon the center of the 
deflected beam in Fig. 11.11. A FBD of either half of the beam shows that the internal 
midspan bending moment is equal to the axial force at the beam end multiplied the 
midspan deflection. From experiment, and from a more accurate analysis rhan the analysis 
presented here, it is known that the midspan deflection increases as the applied axial force 
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increases. As the deflection increases, the bending moment at midspan also increases. This 
in turn increases the beam midspan curvature, --+ requires a 
greater widspan deflection, which in tum increases the bending moment, which 
increases the midspan deflection, and so on. These inte1Telated changes in beam curva
ture and axial force ca.ri only be desc1ibed a differential, as opposed to an algebraic, 
equation. 

In this textbook, the problem of estimating a beam axial buckling force is approached pri
marily from the perspective of the adjacent equiiibrium method. The adjacent equilibrium 
method always produces an eigenvalue problem. Depending upon the problem formula
tion, the eigenvalue problem can be either a differential equation eigenvalue problem, or an 
algebraic eigenvalue problem. The adjacent equilibrium beam buckling analysis presented 
above is, of course, a differential equation eigenvalue problem. See Example 11.11 below. 
Chapter 23 presents an adjacent equilibrium beam buckling analysis using beam finite 
elements. The finite element matrix formulation leads to an algebraic eigenvalue prob
lem. Chapter 23 also briefly introduces the energy approach to elastic stability problems. 
Chapter 22 introduces the plate buckling problem from the adjacent equilibrium perspective. 

Example 11.1:1.. Determine the Euler buckling load for a uniform beam that is damped at 
x = 0, and simply supported at x = L. 

Solution. The Euler buckling GDE and its solution are, as always, + 
0, and = C1 +C2x +C3 sin(h)+C4 cos(h) where ),2 = P/(EI). As usual, the 
principal axes for the cross-section are used, and the x, z plane is chosen to be the plane 
with the smaller bending stiffness. It is the boundary conditions that distinguish one Euler 
buckling problem from another. The BCs in this case are = w 11 ( L) = 
0. Substituting the solution to the GDE into each of the four BC equations, &'1.d arranging 
those four results in matrix form, yields, after discarding nonzero factors; 

r1 O 
0 
1 L 
0 0 

0 

sin(.A.L) 
sin(,\L) 

0 C2 0 1 l { C1} { 0 l 
cos(AL)JI C3 = 0 
cos(AL) C4 0 

Since this is a homogeneous matrix equation, the only possibility8 for a nontrivial solution 
(i.e., one other than where all the constants of integration are zero) is to require that the 
deten11inant of the coefficient matrix be zero. Expanding that determinant by winors9 of 
the first row leads to 

[sin()..L) cos()..L) - )..L cos(,\L) - sin(,\L) cos()..L)] - [- sin(AL)] = 0 

or tan(.A.L,) = )..L. This transcendental equation can be solved in any number of ways. 
Perhaps the easiest is to use either Newton's method or a trial-and-error approach with a 
hand calculator after using a sketch of the tangent function and the straight line to determine 
that they cross at approximately )..L = 4.5. The solution, to five significant figures, is AL, = 
4.4934. From this result, the Euler buckling load is Per = 20E I/ L 2 , which is approximately 
twice that of the simply supported beam. 

8 See Section 2.6. 
9 Recall that expanding a determinant by multiplying along diagonals of the dctennimmt is not valid for 

determinants whose size is larger than 3 x 3. 
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Figure 11.16. Example 11.l 2. 

While it usually is of little importance, the shape of the buckled bean can be determined 
once the value of the eigenvalue is established. This is met returning to the 
original matrix equation and for three of the constants of integration in terms of the 
fourth constant-the constant of integration that forever remains unspecified. In this case 
the result is 

r X . = C1 11 - 0.9973- + 0.2219 sm 
- L 

- cos 

Example 11.12. The uniform beam shown in Fig. l U 6 is of length L, and is such 
that EI0 = < Elzz· Therefore the beam will buckle first in the x, z plane. The beam 
and is clamped at the left end (x = 0). At x = the beam is supported laterally two 
translational springs each with stiffness factors k = 3EI0 / L3 . Determine the homogeneous, 
transcendental equation that can be used to determine the Euler buckling load for this beam 
when it is subjected to a compressive, axial load. 

=0, 
2 p 

where).. =--

The next task is to write the BC equations, and then use those equations to solve for the 
lowest valued eigenvalue, lambda, from which the lowest value of Pis determined. The two 
BCs at the beam are acquired from drawing a FBD. All four BCs seem to be 

= 0, and 

When these four are cast in matrix 
resulting to be solved for the eigenvalve is 

-6 =0 

Clearly zero is a root for this A search for 

3Elo 
-20 w(L)=0 

and the determinant is expanded, the 

one rather than an infinite number of such roots. That one root is )L = 1.68624, or 
Per= 2.84 z{. The stiffer the boundary conditions, the higher the value for the critical axial 
force. This solution for = 2.84 EI/ L 2 is a much lower critical axial load value than 
that determined for the simply beam, which was approximately 10 EI/ L 2. It was 
also determined above that the clamped-simply supported beam had a critical axial load 
value of 20 . A fully damped beam has a critical value of 40 
E J / L 2 . The low value of this and the absence of more than one v~,ornc, ~ 
to the eigenvalue transcendental should arouse grave and that 
is indeed The reason that this initial solution is w:rong is that this type of 
should be an That is, the derivation of the beam 
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Pcos[w'(L)] 

~P,m[w'(L)) 

3Elo 
- 3- w(L) cos [w'(L)] 
L 

Figure 11.17. Example 11.12. Free body diagram of the elastically supported beam tip 
with all force components either parallel to, or perpendicular to the beam cross-section. It is 
important to remember that all Euler buckling analyses require energy conservative forces. 
This means that the axial force P retains its line of action, that is, remains horizontal as the 
beam deflects upward. 

used here, EI w 1111(x) + Pw"(x) = 0, was accomplished with a deflected (bent) differen
tial beam length. The beam of Fig. 11.16 is not drawn as deflected. It represents the trivial 
solution where w(x) = 0, and this beam is not at an adjacent equilibrium state. To achieve 
an adjacent equilibrium state, the beam has to be deflected according to the positive sign 
conventions. In this case the beam has to be deflected upward, and the bending slopes have 
to be positive slopes. Hence the free body diagram of a very thin slice of the beam at the 
beam end should look like that of Fig. 11.17. Note that the axial force and the two spring 
forces have been resolved into components perpendicular and parallel to the internal shear 
force for easy summation. Since the bending slope at the beam tip is small, the cosine of 
that slope can be approximated as 1.0, while the sine of the bending slope can be approx
imated as the bending slope, w'(L). Therefore the shear correct force boundary condition 
becomes 

· 3Elo 
Elow"'(L) + Pw'(L) = 20 w(L) 

The last BC equation can be simplified by dividing by E/0 to get 

The resulting matrix equation, whose coefficient matrix has a zero determinant, is 

[~ 
0 
A 

-}..2 sin}..L 
6sin}..L 

-J.?~sH] {~:} = {~} 
6cos}..L C4 0 

Expanding the determinant of the coefficient matrix leads to, where x = }..L 

x 3 COSX - 6x COSX + 6 sinx = 0 or 
x3 

tanx =x- -
6 
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Figure 11.18. Exercise 11.2. Note that the direction of the x axis varies from sketch to 
sketch. 

The solution to this transcendental equation from Mathematica is x = 2.672. Hence, 
with).. equaling the square root of P / E 10 , 

Ela 
Per= 7.13L 

Chapter 11 Exercises 

11.1. If a and b are constant values of the lengthwise coordinate x, integrate the 
following expressions twice wit,1:1 respect to x, between the limits of zero and 
x. Don't be concerned about constants of integration. 

(a)8'(x-a) (b)xo(x-b) (c)(x-a)stp(x--b) (d)(x-a)2slp(x-b) 

Integrate the following GD Es (from zero to x) so as to determine only the second 
derivative of the deflection function in terms of the two unknown integration 
constants. 

(e) Elw""(x) = fo[l -(2x/L)]stp(x - !L) 

(f) E!w""(x) = fo[l + (2x / L)] stp (x - ! L) 

{g) ERv111'(x) = Mo8 1(x - a)+ mo8(x - b) + fa stp (x - c) 

(h) Elw""(x) = (!0/,,/[),J(x - c)stp(x - c) 

H.2. Write the force per unit length and moment per unit length expressions for 
each of the beam lengths shown in (a) Fig. 11.lS(a); (b) Fig. l U8(b); {c) Fig. 
11.18( c ). There are no equivalent thermal loads in this case. 
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Figure 11.19. Exercise 11.3. 

11.3. (a) Write the governing differential equations for the uniform beam and lateral 
loading shown in Fig. 11.19( a). Let they and z axes be principal axes. Let 
the temperature change be zero. Ignore the boundary conditions. 

(b) For the beam and loading shown in Fig. 1 l.19(b ), write analytic expressions 
forfy(x),fz(x), my(x), and mz(x). Be sure to pay attention to the applicable 
sign conventions. 
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(c) 

( d) 
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Figure 11.20. Exercise 11.4 
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and 

and 

and 

(c) As above, but for the beam of Fig. 11.19(c). 
(d) As above, but for the beam of Fig. 11. 

Beams 

For the beam in Fig. l 1.19(e), write the expression forfz(x) + and 
then integrate that expression twice. 

U.4. Draw FBDs as necessary, and write the final forms of the BCs for the beam 
end conditions shown in (a) Fig. l l.20(a); (b) Fig. l l.20(b ); (c) Fig. 1 
(d) Fig. 11 In each case let the product of inertia be other than zero, and 
let both orthogonal thermal moments have the value+ M 0 [2 - (x/L)]. 

11.5. (a) Write the four boundary conditions in ready-to-use form (i.e., in terms of 
only the deflections and their derivatives) that are applicable to the end 
of the uniform, homogeneous, linearly elastic beam that is shown in Fig. 
1 Note that 

= 3/o = 2/o = 0 !J.T = 0 

(b) In terms of the lateral deflections, write all the relevant boundary conditions 
for lateral deflections for the beam end shown in Fig. 1 L2l(b). Make all 
substitutions and differentiations, but here it is not necessary to further 
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Figure 11.21. (a) Beam end at x = 0. (b) Beam end at x = L. (c) Beam end at x ""' L. 
(d) Beam end at = L. 
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Figure 11.22. Exercise 11.6 

simplify your answers. Note that this tapered beam is subjected to a thermal 
l~ading and 

Eolyy(x) = 2Elo (3 - i) 
Eolzz(x) = Elo (3 - i) 

Eolyz(x) = Elo (3 - i) 
MT= foL 2 

( 4 _ 2x) 
y 50 L 

foL 2 ( x) 
Mzr = 50 2 -;- L 

Hint: Since beam boundary conditions are never integrated, it is necessary 
to carry out any differentiations required by the boundary conditions. 

(c) Write the coupled boundary conditions for the beam end shown in Fig. 
11.21 ( c) entirely in terms of the applied mechanical and thermal loading, 
and the unknown deflection functions and their derivatives. The beam is 
uniform and homogeneous with the following, cross-sectional properties 

I* = -lo yz Myr = FoL ( 1 + i) 
Mzr = FoL ( 1 - i) 

(d) Write the coupled boundary conditions for the beam end model at x = L 
shown in Fig. 11.21 ( d). The cross-sectional properties and thermal loading 
for the uniform beam are as follows: 

1;Y = 2/o 1;z = 4/o 

foL 2 [ x] M r(x) = -- 2- -
y 8 L . 

11.6. Write the GDE and BCs for the beam shown in Fig. 11.22 subject to the 
following conditions: 
(a) The product of inertia is zero, and the temperature change is zero. 
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I 

Figure 11.23. Exercise 11.10. 

The product of inertia is not zero, and the temperature change is such that 

11.7. (a) Calculate the deflection function for a uniform, homogeneous, simply sup
ported beam of length L subjected to a uniform lateral force per unit length 
off(x) = +Jo, and an upward concentrated force in the same plane of mag
nitude foL that acts at the beam midspan. Use that solution to determine 
the beam 1nidspan deflection. 

(b) Could that same midspan deflection be detemiined by solving the same 
problem first for the concentrated force and secondly, separately, for the 
distributed load, and then superimposing those, two results? 

11.8. Apply the given BCs below to the deflection solution 

ERw(x) = (x - L/2)3 stp (x - ~) + C1x3 + C2x 2C3x + C4 

up to the point of developing the number of algebraic equations necessary to 
solve for the constants of integration in terms of the nondimensional constants 
a, f3, andµ,. Do not bother to actually solve the simultaneous equations. 

w(O) = w(L) = 0 aLw"(O) - ,Bw'(O) = µ w"(L) = 2µ, 

11.9. Determine the deflection functions of a uniform, homogeneous, symmetric, 
simply supported beam of length L = a + b that is loaded with a concentrated 
force of magnitude F0 acting downward at x = a (x = 0 at the left beam end). 

11.10. Determine the horizontal and vertical components of the tip deflection of the 
homogeneous, uniform, cantilevered beam with a Z cross-section as viewed 
from the free end (i.e., with lyz < 0), when the beam is loaded with a downward 
acting, concentrated force of magnitude Fo located at the beam tip; see Fig. 
11.23. 

11.11. The long. straight, homogeneous beam shown in top and side views in Fig. 
11.24 is of length 2L. Its uniform cross-sectional properties are lyy = 2/o, lzz = · 
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upward 
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Figure 11.24. Exercise 11.11. 

---£> 
X 

3I0 , and Iyz = +Io. The spring constants are shown on the diagram in terms 
of the nondimensional constant a. The left beam end in the x, z plane is forced 
through an upward displacement of magnitude do, the temperature change is 
such that Nr = 0, and 

Myr(x) = f3~Io (1- ~) Mzr(x) = f3~Io (3-f) 

(a) For the loadings shown in the diagram, set up the uncoupled GDE for the 
two lateral displacements. 

(b) Create a summary listing of all BCs in simplest terms, that is, decouple the 
BCs wherever possible, and of course convert all stress resultants into terms 
involving the deflection derivatives. Let y / L = M J/5EI0 for algebraic 
simplicity. 

(c) · Integrate the uncoupled differential equation relevant to the x, y plane to 
the point of obtaining the deflection equation. Do not bother to determine 
the constants of integration. 

11.12. The long, straight, homogeneous beam shown in top and side views in Fig. 
11.25 is of length L. Its uniform cross-sectional properties are Iyy = 4I0 and 
Iy2 = - Io. The spring constant is shown on the diagram in terms of the nondi
mensional constant a. The right beam end in the x, z plane is forced through 
a clockwise rotation of magnitude r0 , the temperature change is such that 
Nr= 0, and 

M r(x)= -- 3- -· fJEio ( 2x) 
y L L 

f3EI0 ( x )2 
Mzr(x) = -y- 2 - L 

(Be sure to notice the exponent on the quantity in parentheses in the expression 
for the second thermal moment.) 
(a) For the loadings shown in the diagram, plus the equivalent thermal loadings, 

set up the uncoupled GDE for the two lateral displacements. 
(b) List all BCs in simplest possible form. 
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Figure 11.25. Exercise 11. l 2. 
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Figure 1 L26. Exercise 11.13. 

11.13. Write the beam bending GDEs for the beam shown in Fig. 11.26. The 
= 3lo, and = +10 . The 

'") +~ 
Li 

foL 2 
X 

L 

The left hand BC in the x, z plane is one where there is no bending 
but only the resists lateral deflections at that end. Be sure to note 
the presence of the axial force. Do not the GDEs. 
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11.14. 

Engineering Theory for Straight, Long Beams 

Write the beam bending BCs for the beam of Fig. 11.26. For the sake of 
uniformity, use the first BC table at x = 0, and use the second BC table at 
x = L. Put all answers in terms of the quantity (f0L and place this 
known factor on the right-hand side of your BC equations. Place only the 
unknown deflection functions, &'1d their derivatives, on the left-hand side 
of your BC equations. 

Determine the critical buckling force and the deflected shape of a 
long, buckled beam-column with a uniform, symmetric cross-section and 
clamped-clamped BCs. In order that there may be an axial force acting 
at the beam end, picture the right-hand support as a very large, nonrotat
ing, rigid mass that is clamped onto the beam extension into the mass, 
a.rid which rides on frictionless rollers in the direction of the beam axis, as 
per Fig. 10.7(b). Then let the compressive axial force transmitted from the 
rigid mass to the beam have the magnitude P. 
Reconsider the clamped-clamped beam of part This time let the two 
damped ends be totally immobile. Determine the critical value of aT0 , the 
thermal strain due to a uniform temperature change throughout the beam, 
that will cause the beam to buckle. 

(c) Again, as in part determine the critical buckling force and the deflected 
shape of a long, buckled beam-column with a uniform symmetric cross
section and clamped-clamped BCs, but where this time the right-hand 
support can now move laterally (i.e., in the y direction) without shear 
force resistance between the beam and the wall while maintaining a zero 
bending slope at that beam end. A spring with stiffness factor k = 
2EI/L3 opposes the laternal motion of the beam tip as shown in Fig. 
l l.27(a). 

(d) For the circumstance ofbearn bending, represent the simple frame of Fig. 
l 1.27(b) as a single beam when the only loading acting upon the frame 
is F 1, a load of unspecified magnitude. Fully detail your a..rialysis model. 
Note that L i= l 1 i= l2 . From the point of view of beam bending, is your 
beam model one that leads to an eigenvalue problem or a boundary value 
problem? 

(e) For the circumstance of beam bending, represent the simple frame of Fig. 
ll.27(b) as a single beam when the only loading acting upon the frame 
is F2 . Fully detail your analysis model. From the point of view of beam 
bending, is your bea.i-n model one that leads to an eigenvalue problem or a 
boundary value problem? 

11.15. (a) Determine the Euler buckling load for a long, uniform beam-column that 
is cantilevered at x = 0. Let the beam length be L, the stiffness factor in 
the plane of buckling be El, and let the beam tip at x = L be laterally 
supported in the plane of buckling by two translational springs, each with 
a stiffness factor of k = 2El/L3 • 

(b) A uniform, symmetric beam-column is simply supported at both of its 
ends. In addition to the simple supports, at both beam ends there is also a 
rotational spring support. See Fig. 11.28(a). Determine the transcendental 
equation to be solved for the Euler buckling force for this beam with this 
combination of rigid and elastic supports. 
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(b) 

I 

I 
Y<l { 

Figure 11.27. (a) Exercise ll.14(c). (b) Exercise ll.14(d, e). 

(c) The axially loaded beam shown in Figure 1 l.28(b) has the following rele
vant cross-sectional properties and a zero temperature change: 

= 2Io lzz = lo lyz = 0 

If the axial force remains horizontal as the beam deflects, write the tran
scendental equation whose solution provides the magnitude of the buckling 
force. 

( d) When the uniform beam of Fig. 11.28( c) buckles, it buckles in the x, z 
plane. This beam has a length L and a stiffness coefficient for the x, z plane 
of El. Since the length l of the short link pinned to its support and to the 
end of the beam is much shorter than the length L, the short link can easily 
be modeled as rigid for the purpose of determining the buckling load for 
the beam. Using the sketches of the geometPJ of the deflected beam, and 
the accompanying FBD, write the GDE and the bounda_ry conditions that 
describe the buckling of the beam. 
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Figure 11.28. (a) Exercise 1 US(b). /b) Exercise l L15(c). (c) Exercise 1 l.15(d). 

FOR THE EAGER 

11.16. Very briefly. airfoil divergence is the vvhere the loads on the airfoil 
increase the deflections of the in tum. increase the and so 
on until the airfoil experiences structural failure. A divergence-induced struc-
tural failure the subsonic pressure to reach a critical 
called the divergence pressure. The reader has had the par
allel experience of placing his or her flattened hand outside of an automobile 
window and into the air stream when on a If the air stream 
1s for the hand to up or 
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V - - - - - - - airfoil chord position 
k at static equilibrium 

Figure 11.29. Exercise 11.16. 

(a) The rigid airfoil section divergence problem is a simplistic view of the diver
gence of an actual airfoil which normally has at least geometric and aerody
namic properties that vary along the airfoil span. Of course, the deflections 
of the airfoil also vary over the span length, and sometimes there is also sig
nificant deflection variation in the chordwise direction as well. Despite these 
problem limitations, for instructional purposes, examine the rigid airfoil sec
tion of Fig. 11.29. The rigid airfoil section is supported by linear springs 
that represent the total elastic properties of the airfoil structure. The applied 
loads are the "lift" force and the aerodynamic moment. The lift is equal to 
the product of the dynamic pressure q, the airfoil section planform area, and 
a lift coefficient that can be written as the product of the derivative of the lift 
coefficient with respect to the angle between the airfoil chord line and the 
direction of the air flow, and that angle itself. That is, P = q SC ea ( a + a0 ). 

This Cea(a + a 0 ) representation is valid when a, which is called the angle 
of attack, is typically less than ± 10°. The quantity a O is due to the curvature 
of the airfoil. When, of course, a = -a0 , there is no lift. The aerodynamic 
moment is roughly independent of the angle of attack for such small a. The 
task for the reader is to write the moment equilibrium equation, solve that 
equation for the angle of attack, and then determine the value of the dynamic 
pressure which causes the angle of attack to become infinite. 

(b) The above approach is not an adjacent equilibrium approach, but can be 
made to be such by the following logic. The above moment equilibrium 
equation represents equilibrium at one particular deflection configuration, 
the one at a, and at the corresponding dynamic pressure. Investigate the 
possibility that at the dynamic pressure that causes divergence there are 
adjacent equilibrium states (neutral stability) where the angle of attack is 
a + da, where da is an arbitraty, small increment in the angle of attack. 
That is, replace a by ( a + da) in the moment equilibrium equation. Use the 
two adjacent equilibrium states to solve for da and obtain the result that da 
multiplied by ("factor") = 0. Since dais not zero, the "factor" is zero. This 
conclusion again provides a solution for the divergence dynamic pressure 
that is independent of the angle of attack. Divergence is discussed in more 
realistic terms in Chapter 23. 
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11.17. The most convenient way to use Newton's second law when applying it to a 
vibrating beam (i.e., a beam responding to time-varying loads) is to transpose 
the product of the mass and acceleration terms to the force side of that equation, 
and treat that product as an inertia force per unit length. (Recall the discussion 
in Chapter 1.) For example, in preparation for writing the differential equation 
that describes the one axial vibration of a homogeneous beam of mass density 
p, cross-sectional area A, and an axial acceleration that is the second time 
derivative of the axial deflection u(x, t), note that the axial inertia force per 
unit length is 

ix(x, t) = -pgAii(x, t) 

Without temperature changes, but with a time-varying applied axial force per 
unit lengthfx(x, t), the beam equation of motion becomes 

[EA(x)u'(x, t)]' = -[-pgA(x)ii(x, t) + fx(x, t)] 

or 

[EA(x)u'(x, t)]' - pgA(x)ii(x, t) = - fx(x, t) 

Clearly, with both spatial and temporal derivatives, the above equation is a 
partial differential equation. If the one right-hand side term were, contrary to 
normal form, transposed to the left-hand side and if each of the three terms 
were multiplied by dx, then the above equation would represent the sum of the 
elastic force, inertia force, and applied force as applied to a differential segment 
of beam length. Since the differential element is in "dynamic" equilibrium, this 
sum c-f all the, forces is, as stated, zero. 

The task for the reader is to write a. similar partial differential equation 
for beam lateral vibrations. Do so both from the perspective of (i) the beam 
equations of Chapter 10, and (ii) directly from a FBD of a differential slice of 
beam. For simplicity, use principal centroidal axes, and do not include either 
rotary inertia effects produced by the changing beam bending slopes which have 
been demonstrated to be insignificant, or temperature effects, or an axial force. 
(Ignoring the rotary inertia effect means only summing forces while ignoring 
the moments acting on the differential slice of beam.) Confine your description 
to the x, z plane, and let the time-varying applied load per unit length for the x, 
z. plane be fz(X, t). 

The solution of such partial differential equations with arbitrary time
varying applied loads per unit length is often based upon the "normal mode 
method," oftentimes in combination with the numerical methods introduced in 
Part V. 

11.18. The same roller support is both the right-hand support for beam A a...11d the left 
hand support for beam C. In other words, at that mutual support, both beams 
have a zero deflection. As shown in Fig. 11.30, in the gap between the two 
beam ends there is a torsional spring of stiffness K. Write the four BCs at this 
support if there are no temperature changes, and both products of inertia are 
zero. 
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Figure 11.30. Exercise 11.18. 

Endnote (1) The Bending Slope Sign Convention. 

The sign convention associated with the derivatives of a deflection function depend 
upon the sign convention of the deflection function and the positive direction of the spatial 
coordinate used to form the derivatives. Hence the sign convention for for example, 
depends not only upon that of but also upon the selected positive direction for x. In 
order to illustrate how to determine the positive direction of the slope let the coordinate 
x be positive to the right, and the lateral deflection w be positive upward. Thus positive values 
of dx and dw are also to the right and upward, respectively. Put these differential quantities 
together in vector form according to their positive directions as shown in Fig. 11.31. From 
this diagram it is clear that the slope dw / dx is positive counterclockwise at all points along 
the beam axis, including both beam ends. 

Endnote (2) Combined. Beam Axial and Lateral Loadings 

The first purpose of this endnote is to comment further upon the problem solution 
for the simply supported, uniform, homogeneous beam sketched in Fig. 11. where Po 
and F O are ki.rown loads of fixed magnitude, and the temperature change and the product of 
inertia are zero. As explained previously in Example 11.6, the bending GDE reduces to 

Elow""(x) + Pow"(x) = fo 

while the zero deflection and zero moment BCs are 

w(O) = = w"(O) = =0 

't 
' 

I 
Beam axis 

" 
I -1' 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
' w+ dw 

I dx I 
I I 

X X +cfx 

Figure 11.31. Determination of the direction of a positive ending slope. 
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This is a somewhat 
solution. For this reason, it is advisable to nondimensionalize the ODE and the BCs. First 
of let ,; = x / L. use of the chain that 

dw 1 dw 

dx L d,; 

In other words, derivatives with to x can be 
if the result is divided by L once for each order of derivative. 
is easily done by dividing the GDE say. the of the beam. To this end let 

Finally, recall the definition of the nondimensional parameter 
Then, after dividing by El0 , the GDE may be rewritten as 

W""(,;) + =-=! 

Where here primes denote differentiation with to f;, and each quantity in the 
above equation is nondimensional. The corresponding BCs become 
W"(O) = = 0, where of course, in the BCs primes mean differentiation with respect 
to,;. 

The first point to ma,~e is that two parameters, both of which are kn.own 
appear in the problem statement that is the GDE and the BCs, Thus the solution for the 
deflection can depend upon these two parameters. Rewriting that solution in terms of 
those two quantities, which makes it easier to and work 

f r sin /J.,,; + sin 

= µ 4 l sintt 

As noted before, this solution identically satisfies both the GDE and the BCs, and it is 
evident that it is symmetric about the midspan of the beam. 

The second point of this endnote is the interpretation of this solution. Since f.l is directly 
proportional to P0 , at first glance it would seem that the smaller Po became, the larger the 
deflection! If that were truly the mathematical result, it would be wrong. The way 
to investigate this apparent paradox is calculate the midspan deflection, which is 
the maximum deflection, as f,l-+ 0. Understand that the parameter /J., cannot be zero because 
that would alter the left-hand side of the differential and hence change the basic 
form of the solution. This observation prompts the further observation that the above limit 
has to be the midspan deflection calculated for the same beam without the axial ,~,,~w,,-c., 

which is = 5f/384. Now exaroine what happens to the deflection as 
andµ become small: 

lim 
11.---+0 

Since the ratio of the bracketed term to produces a zero over zero this limit is 
treatable using L rule. The use of L'Hopital's rule in this case is a lengthy task 
since it must be applied four times with some at each step. 
plus checking that the zero over zero limiting ratio after each step but the last. In 
the last step the ratio is 5:384, as it should be. after 
µ 5 leads to the same result. Thus the fear that the 
axial force becomes smaller is unfounded. 
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The third point is, as is obvious from either the expression for or that for that 
the parameterµ cannot exceed the value n without these deflections first being unbounded. 
The parameter µ reaches the value n when 

n 2 Elo 
Po=--= £2 

since the value of fo is immaterial to this it should be clear 
that this type of value problem is also a way to deterrnine the buckling load for 
a beam. Since this approach involves much more work than the comparable eigenvalue 
problem there may be a to dismiss this approach. That is 
only half justified. Using a lateral load to slightly deform the structure as it is also loaded 
by (an increasing) compressive force is indeed an inefficient method of determining a 
buckling load. However, this approach is closely akin to the "imperfection method," which 
is one of the four basic approaches to determining buckling loads. More information on the 
imperfection approach can be found, for example, in Ref. [24]. 

The final purpose of this endnote is to make clear that Dirac delta and Heaviside step 
functions are not very useful when dealing with combined axial and lateral loadings that 
involve concentrated forces or moments. For this purpose, consider the following example 
problem. 

Example 11.13. Consider a uniform, homogeneous, clamped-clamped beam of length L. 
Let the x axis originate at the left-hand fixed support Let the z axis be a principal axis. Let 
the loading consist of three concentrated forces that are: a lateral force at x = L/3; 

a lateral force f3 F O at 2L / 3; and an axial force a F O also at x = 2L / 3. The two lateral 
forces are in the positive z direction, and the axial force is in the positive x direction. Up 
to the point of evaluating the constants of integration, prepare to determine the solution for 
the lateral deflection over the beam lengt,1-i. 

Solution. Since there is no symmetry and the beam is indeterminate, the most general small
deflection, differential equation approach will be used. Since the deflections are assumed 
to be small, the uncoupled axial equation can be solved first That equation is 

Thus 

EAu'(x) = -aF0 

and 

= -(){ 

I 2L 
= -otFo8 Ix -

\ 3 

2L) -- +Co 
3 / 

2L) - 3 +Cox+ 

The BCs = µ(L) = 0 establish that C1 = 0 and Co= otF0 /3. Thus the axial deflection 
and axial force solutions are 

and 

r ! - stp ( x - 2L \ I 
L3 \ 3 } J 

/ 2L \ l (x- -} 
\ 3 / J 
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or, forO s x s 2L/3,N = otFo/3, andfor2L/3 xs L, N = -2aF0 /3. (As is discussed in 
the finite element chapters, the applied axial load is diffused into the beam in proportion to 
the axial stiffnesses of the first and second beam intervals; that is, since the first two-thirds 
of the beam has half the axial stiffness (EA/ L) of the last third of the beam, it gets only half 
the axial load that is borne by the last third of the beam.) 

The lateral bending differential equation, with lye= 0 and = I, can be written as 

-aFo U- stp I 2L)' 
-3 J = Foo 

In its present form of the above equation, the coefficient of w" ( x) is sufficiently noncon
stant to make direct integration difficult. If this equation is merely divided into two dif
ferential equations so as to have constant N coefficients, then the analyst must confront, 
for the first two-thirds of the beam length, in one form or another, the differential equa
tion 

11 aFo 
Elw (x) - - 3-w(x) = ( L') ( L) 

X - 3 } Stp /- 3 

The difficulty here is finding a particular solution. The trial solution = (3 / a )(x -
L/3) stp(x - L/3) does not work because w;(x) = (3/a)o(x - L/3), and this term is not 
offset by any other. In addition, it makes no physical sense for the total curvature, w 11 (x ), 
to have a singularity at x = L/3. Thus the best, but tedious, differential equation approach 
to this problem is to divide the beam length into three lengths L/3, let the nondimensional 
parameter µ 2 = aF0 L 2 / El, and write for 

L 
O<x < -- - 3 

L 2L 
-<x<-3 - - 3 

2L 
-<x<L 3 - -

wnx)- ~ (1)2 w{(x) = 0 

1 " ////( ) ( µ)" "( ) - 0 Wo X - - - W2 X -
- 3 L/ . 

1111( ) ' 2 (µ)2 -- 0 W3X-r3,L 

This approach puts all the concentrated forces at beam interval boundary points where they 
are easily dealt with. The solutions to these three differential equations are 

L 
0 < X < -- - 3 

L 2L 
- <x<-3 - - 3 

2L 
- <x<L 3 - -

w1(x) = C2 + C3x + C4 cosh 1\1 /.lX) + C, sinh (µx) 
3L - 3L 

w 2(x) = C6 + C7x + Cs cosh (~~) + C9 sinh 3L 

w3(x) = C10 + C11x + C12 cos { 2µx \} + C13 sin { 2f.iX) 
\ 3L \ 3L 

Since there are 12 constants of integration, 12 BCs are needed. The BCs at the ends of 
the complete beam are simply 

= 0 and w 3(L) = w;(L) = 0 
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Continuity of deflections and bending slopes at the third points requires that 

w2('2L)=w3(2L) 
, 3 J 3 J 

1 ,12,.,.' \ _ 1 (2L) 
Wz \ 3) - W3 \ 3 
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From free body diagrams of beam slices at x = L/3 and at x = 2L/3, summation of 
moments about they axis and sum_mation of forces in the z direction leads to 

L 

3 
(2:) = 

(~)+!(~\2= 
, 3 a L) 

(~\ 
\3) 

(2L \ fJ. (l.1,)2 "(2L) 
\. - J + - \ - = W3 • -::;--
' 3 1 a ,L \ :i 

(2L) 
\ 3 

These 12 BCs determine the values of ti'1e 12 constants of integration. 
As an exercise, the reader is invited to confirm that the lateral deflection function for the 

left-hand half of a uniform, simply supported beam loaded at its midspan a lateral force 
F0 and everywhere loaded by an axial force is 

1 Fo \ ~ r o . · 1;,,x ( 

. I T7 

w(x) = - - , x - smh --
. 2 N0 ) µNo cosh(µ/L) ( L ) 

Endnote (3) Heaviside Step Function Additional Comments 

The expressions for partially distributed loads can often be simplified when the 
argument of the Heaviside step function is also used with the span wise coordinatex following 
a span length term. This interchange in positions does not alter the properties of the Heaviside 
step function. The function is still zero when the argument is negative, and still has the 
value + 1 when the argument is positive. Consider the beam shown in Fig. 11.32 where the 
product of inertia is zero, and there is no temperature change. The load factors a and ,B 
are constants. Following the previous approach with the Heaviside step function, the GDEs 
after simplification, &.'1d for the purpose of a later comparison their first definite integrals 
from zero to x, are 

~ , ,,11 6 fox 6 Jo ( 1 ) ( 1 , 2 ( 1 • 1c,fyyW (x) = L - 3fo - L ,x - 2L stp x - 2L) - f3f0L 8 x - 2L) 

1.r 2 1 " 
111 , - JOX - JO ' l T )2 ( 1 T \ 2 0 ( l ). Elyyw (x) = C 1 i--~ - 3fox - L {x - 2,_, stp ,i.- - 2,LJ - f3f0L ,-,tp ,x - 2L 

Elz2 v11"(x) = Jo stp (x - !L) + afoL 28' (x - !L) 

El20 v"'(x) =Cs+ Jo (x - !L) stp (x - !L) +afoL28 (x - !L) 

The alternative is to write f 2 (w) = (6/0/ L)(! L - x) stp(! L - x), which leads to two fewer 
terms in the expression for w"11 ; that is, now 

!If! _ 6/o fl 
Elyyw (x) = L t2L -
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--3fo 

Figure 11.32. Endnote (3). 

The point to note is that the definite integration of this form of the GDE is better done 
by integrating from x to L. In order to carry out this integration for the above GDE, first 
consider the general integral 

. x=L 

l(x)= l=x f(x)stp(xo-x)dx 

The value of x can range from zero to L. Regardless of the position of x relative to x0 , the 
integral with limits (x, L) can be written as the sum of the two integrals with limits (x, x0 ) 

and (xo, L.) The step function obliterates the second of those integrals, and that, as before, 
leads to 

l(x) = stp(xo - x) 1::xo f(x)dx 

On this basis, 

[L6fo( 1 ) (1 ) 3fo(1 )2 (1 ) lx L X - zL stp zL -x dx = L zL -x stp zL -x 

and therefore 

111 ~ 3 fo ( 1 )2 ( 1 ) 2 ( 1 ) Elyyw (x)=Cs+z: 2L-x stp 2L-x -fJfoL stp x- 2L 

Clearly this alternate approach is little different from the original approach. 

Endnote (4) Combined Bending and Torsional Loadings 

As is learned when the shearing stresses due to lateral shearing forces are studied 
in Chapter 14 there is another axis of importance besides the x axis, that is, besides them. w. 
centroidal axis. This other axis is called the beam elastic axis. The elastic axis is the locus 
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of those on each beam cross-sections called the shear center. The sii;mncance of the 
shear center is that for to deflections: 

l . Lateral beam loads at the elastic axis do not cause any twisting of the 
cross-section. 

2. Torques do not cause any of the elastic axis. 

center are the small deflections that are physically independent of each other. In other 
oemg when both bending and twisting occur, the use of elastic axis 
deflections permits the beam and beam to be treated separately 
by means of differential equations each of which deals with one of these two types of 
deflections. That is not using the m.w. centroidal axis deflections. 

Thus, in order to obtain the advantage of uncoupled deflections, it is assumed 
in all the and discussions in this and the preceding chapter that all externally 
applied lateral loads are along the elastic axis. When twisting is discussed 
in all are about the elastic axis. (The elastic axis and centroidal 
axis coincide when the beam cross-section has two axes of 

The derivation of the beam deflection included the rotations about 
they and z axes, but torsional rotations were with the 
approximation that the beam cross-sectional is unchanged by loading, means 
in the absence of twisting, the preceding derivations the lateral deflections of 
the shear centers are the same as those of the m.w. centroids. Hence the derived 
lateral deflection differential equations are still correct in the presence of twisting if the 
lateral deflections and are those of the elastic axis rather thw the m. w. centroidal 
axis. 

It also can be shown that if the deflections of the shear center are used instead 
of those of the m.w. centroid, then the beam bending equations, Eqs. when 
supplemented the nonlinear bonding-twisting coupling terms of Exercise 10.14, retain 
exactly the same form, again that the bending and moments are those 
about the beam elastic axis and the distributed lateral loads also act at t.he beam elastic axis. 
When the beam deflections are finite, even bending loads placed at the shearing center can 
produce twists. Since analytical approaches to the nonlinear beam bending and twisting 
equations are left to more advanced texts such as Ref. [23], the following short discussion is 

i:i physical terms for the purpose of the reader to d1ese interactions, which 
are surprising if the linear small deflection) equations are kept in mind. 

To that end, first consider a uniform, homogeneous, cantilevered beam with a thin Z 
cross-section as viewed from the free end; see Fig. 11.23 Let the Z section flange areas be 
the same size and Let the only loading be a shearing force in the negative z direction, 
at the beam tip shear center, which in t1'js case happens to be at the same location as the 
centroid. Since the product of inertia with to the y and z axes is negative, the beam 
tip will move downward and to the that is, in the negative z and y axis see 
Exercise 11.10. in this discussion opposed to the exercise) the loading is taken 
to be large that the two bending deflections are finite. Tne tip deflection to 
the left creates a finite horizontal moment arm for the shearing force, which produces a 
torsional moment at the fixed end of t1:1e cantilevered beam, and to a lesser extent, all the 
cross-sections in between the fixed and free ends. Since a thin Z cross-section is rather weak 
in torsion, these torques, w!,.ich are only a result of the 
noticeably. 

force, twist the beam quite 
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Twisting of torsionally weak cross-sections can occur even when the beam cross-section 
product of inertia is zero. Consider another cantilevered beam which is oriented the same 
way as the above cantilevered beam, and which is also loaded with a vertical, downward 
tip force. In this case, let the beam cross-section be that of a very deep and narrow I be&'11. 
Since such a cross-section is doubly symmetric, its shear center and centroid coincide. Let 
the magnitude of the force be such that there is only a very small, downward vertical 
tip deflection. If the geometry of the beam is without the slightest irregula..rity, the shearing 
force is perfectly aligned so as to lie on the z axis of the cross-section, and there are never 
any perturbations, then that very small vertical deflection is all that will happen in the way 
of deflections. However, if the tip force is slightly rotated off its expected alignment, then 
the shearing force will have a small horizontal force component. Since the deep I cross
section is such that lzz « the deflection in the horizontal direction can be much greater 
than the vertical deflection. This horizontal deflection, exactly as discussed i.n the previous 
paragraph, produces a smaJJ moment arm for the larger vertical component of the total 
tip force. Again, the result is a small twisting moment acting on a series of cross-sections 
that are very weak in torsion. Again, sizable twists and shea_ring stresses result. This is 
essentially the reason why such cross-sections are seldom used in preference to, say, an H 
cross-section, where there is far less disparity between the two area moments of inertia. 

In summary, there is no interaction between the bending and twisting deflections of the 
elastic axis when the two types of deflections are small. In order to facilitate the study of the 
elastic axis deflections, all applied lateral loads and twisting moments need to be resolved so 
that the lateral loads act along the bea..'11 elastic axis. When the bending and torsional loads 
cause deflections that are finite, significant interaction between bending and twisting can 
be expected, particularly when the beam is very flexible in torsion. Vehicular construction 
often uses beams which are weak in torsion because such beams are generally easier to 
attach as reinforcements to outer skins, and so forth, and are easier to inspect 
afterward. 

Endnote (5) Beams Continuous over Several Supports 

Consider a differential equation approach to a beam that is continuous over rigid 
supports such as that sketched in Fig. l l.33(a). For the purposes of analysis, this one 
continuous beam can be divided into several beams, each with ends defined by the rigid 
knife-edge or roller supports. The BCs at the first, left-hand support have already been 
discussed. Consider the BCs at the second support. For the sake of simplicity, let the 
product of inertia and the temperature change be zero, and let the discussion be limited to 
the x, z plane. When treating beam A as continuous with beam C, at the second support it is 
necessa...ry to have for the two beams a total of four x, z plane BCs in terms of the z direction 
deflection and its derivatives. Let wa(x) and wc(x) be the respective deflection functions 
for beam A and beam C. Then the four required BCs are 

=La)= 0 Wc(Xc = 0) = 0 w:(xa =La)= w~(Xc = 0) 

Mya(Xa = La) = = 0) 

The third of the above BCs simply says that since the beam is continuous over the rigid 
support, the beam bending slopes on both sides of the support have to be the sa.11e. (If the 
beam were not continuous over the support-if, for example, there were a hinge in the beam 
itself-then there would be no interaction between beams A and C and each beam could 
then be treated separately by writing separate zero moment equations.) The fourth BC is 
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Figure 11.33. Endnote (5): (a) a beam continuous over several roller supports; (b) a free 
body diagram of the beam differential length at roller 2. 

the result of summing the moments acting on the ends of the slice of bean1 centered at the 
second support as shown in the FBD of Fig. 11.31). Since the vertical force reaction at the 
second support is unknown, there is not information to be gained by summing forces. In 
this case where the area product of inertia and the temperature change are zero, the last BC 
becomes 

(Eolyy)aw;(xa =La)= (Eolyy)cw:(xc = 0) 

The third and fourth BCs couple the solution for beam A to that for beam C, and the BCs 
at the third support couple the solution for beam C to that for beam E, and so on. Then, in 
general, some of the constants of integration for each of the beams have to be determined 
simultaneously with other constants from all the other bean1s. Hence this approach is not at 
all appealing if there are more than two beams. This approach is not pursued further here. 

There are several other ways of dealing with a beam grid or frame structure. An effective 
approach to a very small number of beams ( the unit load method) and an effective approach 
for a large number o(bearns (the finite element method) are discussed at some length in 
Part V. 



CHAPTER 12 

12.1 Introduction 

To a close when a beam bends and cross-
section translates in each of the three Cartesian coordinate rb·orh,rnc 

y and z axes. The one motion that is excluded from those of 
the beam cross-section about the x axis, called this 
one motion from the other five is that its inclusion complicates the treatment 
of finite beam bending deflections. However, for small deflections, there is no interaction 
between the twisting motion and the other five motions. Thus by the discussion of 
this and Chapter 13 to the situation where the beam if present, 
are small, the following discussion oftwisting deflections and torsional loadings can prc)ceect 
without taking any notice at all of the extensional and bending deflections caused by axial 
and shearing forces and bending moments. 

Recall that a bar is a bean1 that is loaded only in extension or torsion. Since only twisting 
deflections are to be discussed in this chapter and Chapter 13, here the terms beam and bar can 
be, and are, used interchangeably. Consider a bar with a noncircular cross-section. When the 
bar is twisted, the bar cross-section of arbitrary shape does not remain plane after 
On the contrary, the cross-section W,ffps out of its original plane in apparently complicated 
ways. Thus there is no available complete characterization of the deformations 
of a bar cross-section, precise or approximate, like that embodied in Eqs. (9.2) for beam 
bending and extension. Hence it is not possible to proceed from a fully defined deflection 
assumption to a complete set of strains, and then stresses and stress resultants, as is done 
for beam bending and extension. In other words, a strength of materials solution for a bar 
with a noncircular cross-section is not going to be possible. 

While it is not possible to provide a complete, prior description of the twisting defor
mations of a beam ai, arbitrary cross-section, it is possible to make some limited 
observations. Note that, because the warping deflections are small, after twisting the size 
and shape of the projection of a warped cross-section on its original are very much the 
same size and shape as that of the original cross-section. It turns out that this approxima
tion, plus leaving the matter of the warping deformations of the cross-section to whatever 
description is provided by the relevant is all that is necessary for a success
ful displacement formulation of the beam torsion by means of the theory of 
elasticity; see, for example, Ref. [16]. it also turns out that there is a better 
way. As discussed the alternative to any displacement formulation is a stress 
formulation. It so happens that the stress formulation generally more tractable 
equations than the displacement formulation. Therefore, it is the approach to be developed 
here. 

368 
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12.2 The Stress Formulation for Uniform Torsion 

When approaching a new problem, it is sometimes best to take a broad, general 
view of the problem because the adopted generality saves the repetition associated with 
various subcases, and may even suggest a solution technique that might not be apparent in 
a limited view of the problem. Unfortunately, that is not the case for the torsion of beams. 
It is necessary to attack the beam torsion problem on an incremental basis, starting with the 
simplest useful problem statement. The problem that is first to be discussed is limited to that 
of a uniform, homogeneous, isotropic, Hookean beam loaded only by a twisting moment 
on one end cross-section and an equal and opposite twisting moment ( or torsional moment 
or torque) acting on the other beam end cross-section. Moreover, it is required that there 
be no restraints against the warping of the originally plane beam cross-sections at either 
beam end. This limited situation is called uniform torsion, where the adjective "uniform" 
is derived from the cross-sectional geometry, and, as is seen below, the constancy of the 
torque and warping deformations. 

With the first stipulation of only equal and opposite torsional moments acting at the 
beam ends, a simple freebody diagram (FBD) makes it clear that each cross-section, and 
each included length of the beam, supports the same torque. This, taken with the second 
stipulation that there is no warping restraint (i.e., each beam segment has the same boundary 
condition) leads to the conclusion that any two. equal lengths of the same uniform beam 
must have the same twist. Thus it may be concluded that the twist per unit length is the 
same everywhere along the length of the beam. This constant value of twist per unit length, 
in units of rad/m or rad/in, is symbolized bye. 

From the second stipulation that the beam ends are free to warp without any form of 
restraint, it is reasonable to conclude that any two beam segments with the same length 
and uniform cross-section subjected to the same torque (and twist) would undergo the 
same warping of their end cross-sections. If all cross-sections of a beam undergo the same 
warping as the beam is twisted, then it is possible to guess that any two lines within the 
beam that are parallel to the x axis before the beam is twisted, and an equal distance from 
the axi; of rotation, deform into exactly the same helix. From this point it is possible to 
speculate that these two helices, and for that matter all the helices from 9riginally straight 
lines paralleling the x axis, do not change length. This speculative leap is not really so long 
because, as is shown in Fig. 12.1, without the effect of the rotation of the cross-section it 
would be quite clear that equal warping of originally plane cross-sections might not affect 
axial lengths. Rather than undertake a lengthy and difficult investigation of the helical and 
warped geometry, it is simply tentatively guessed that the lengths originally paralleling the 
x axis remain unchanged after twisting. 

The tentative observation of no change in the projected cross-section size and shape for 
small angles between the warped and original cross-section can be quantified by writing 
Eyy = Ezz = Yyz = 0. The tentative guess that the helices retain their original length can be 
described by writing Exx = 0. Ignoring temperature changes because they never result in the 
twisting of a beam, and confining the analysis to linearly elastic, homogeneous, isotropic 
beams, leads to the tentative guess that 

O'xx = O'yy = O'zz = O'yz = 0 (12.1) 

Since the overall approach to uniform torsion is to be a stress formulation, rather than 
build Eqs. (12.1) on questionable displacement conclusions, as is done above, it is much 
tidier to forget the tentative displacement conclusions that lead to Eq s. ( 12.1) ( which all tum 
out to be true for small twists), and make Eqs. ( 12.1) the starting point of the uniform torsion 
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Axiai 

(a) (b) 

Figure 12.1. The exaggerated warping of a twisted uniform beam segment: (a) side view 
before twisting; (b) side view after twisting where the spiral shape of the axial fibers has 
been omitted for clarity. 

analysis. Equations (12.1) are thus proposed as a tentative, partial solution to the uniform 
torsion problem in that Eqs. (l.2.1) are four of the six stress solutions being sought. In other 
words, Eqs. (12.1) become the set of assumptions to be tested by the various equations of 
the theory of elasticity. Another, more complete viewpoint is to say that Eqs. (12. l) are the 
beginning of an inverse problem for which they represent a partial solution, and now it is 
a matter of discovering whether this partial solution, along with the remaining two wholly 
unknown shearing stresses, can be fashioned into the uniform torsion problem. 

The simplest place to begin the process of testing whether or not the proposed partial 
stress solution fits the uniform torsion problem is with the general equations of equilibrium, 
Eqs. (L6a, b). In this situation, where body forces are excluded, because they never cause 
a beam to twist, the general equilibrium equations reduce to 

aaxy aaxz --+-- =0 ay az 
aaxy 
-=0 ax 

auxz _ O 
ax (12.2) 

where axy and uxz are the two remaining stresses whose description is still open. The last 
two of these equations show that neither axy nor uxz is a function of the x coordinate. The 
conclusion that these shearing stresses are the same for all cross-sections is in harmony 
with the previously discussed expectation that neither the torque nor warping nor twist per 
unit length vary with the x coordinate. In the style of solving partial differential equations, 
this information from (i.e., the solution of) the second and third equilibrium equations is 
stated as 

O'xy = ITxy(y, z) and O'xz = ax,(Y, z) (12.3) 

The first of the above three equilibrium equations remains to be dealt with. This first equation 
will be satisfied (i.e., solved) by the introduction of a potential function. A potential function 
is simply an ordinary function, which may or may not have a physical interpretation, that 
when differentiated provides a quantity of interest For example, a differentiation with 
respect to height above a datum, h, of the gravitational potential energy (mgh) provides 
the gravitational force (-mg), where mis the mass of the object, and g is the acceleration 
of gravity. The Airy stress function is an example of another potential function in solid 
mechanics, and the stream function for fluid velocities is an example of a potential function 
from fluid dynamics. Thus, for the purpose of satisfying all the equilibrium equations, 
define 

and 
al}f (y, z) 

O'xz = -----
By 

(12.4) 

where l}f(y, z) is the potential function that when differentiated as indicated above provides 
the two shearing stresses sought According to Ref. [21], this potential function iJI was first 
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introduced by L. Prandtl. It is commonly referred to as the Prandtl stress function. Substitu
tion of these two definitions into the three equilibrium equations shows that those equations 
are identically satisfied. In other words, it does not matter what specific functional form 
the Prandtl stress function may have. Its two-part definition as a function of the Cartesian 
coordinates y and z alone guarantees that all internal equilibrium requirements are met 
other words, merely including Eqs. (12.4) in the uniform torsion analysis is sufficient to 
satisfy the equations of equilibrium. The satisfaction or solving of the equilibrium equations 
by the Prandtl stress function is sometimes spoken of as the "integration" of the equilibrium 
equations by the Prandtl stress function. 

Now it is necessary to turn to the two remaining internal aspects of the theory ofelasticity, 
which are the material and compatibility equations. For the sake of sin1plicity, the previous 
limitation of the analysis to the case of homogeneous, isotropic, Hookea.'1 materials is 
reaffirmed. Thus the strain-stress equations are merely 

1 1 aw 
Y,z = G Uxz = - G Jy 

Substitution of the strain-stress equations into the six compatibility equations, Eqs. (3 .14 ), 
yields zero-equals-zero identities in the first, second, third, and sixth equations, and 

a 2 a ') 
-[V W] = 0 and -(V-W] = 0 az 

~ ;;2 ;;2 
where v~ = - + -ay2 az2 

for the fourth and fifth equations, respectively. Since in this analysis there are only two 
Cartesian coordinates being used as analysis variables, v2 is only the sum of the second 
partial derivative operator with respect to y and the second partial derivative operator with 
respect to z. The conclusion to be drawn from the above two equations is that V 2 1/! is not a 
function of any of the spatial coordinates. Since there are no other independent variables, 
V 2W must be equal to an unknown constant of integration which is temporarily designated 
as C. Thus 

(12.5) 

is the form of the field equation that results from the trial solution that is Eqs. (12.l). 
It is still necessary m show that Eq. (12.5) is relevant to the uniform torsion problem. To 

this end, consider the boundary conditions (BCs ). In order to consider the BCs, it is necessruy 
to be more specific about the general characteristics of the geometry of what until now has 
been an entirely arbitrary beam cross-section. In order to deal with vehicular structures, 
it is necessary to deal with multiply connected beam cross-sections. However, multiply 
connected bar cross-sections complicate some of the proofs that follow, and that interferes 
with an understanding of the overall development. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, after 
the groundwork of the next few paragraphs, the development in this section is limited to 
the simply connected cross-section. However, the full proofs for multiply connected cross
sections are included in Appendix A, and the results for multiply connected cross-sections 
are discussed after the derivations for the singly connected bar cross-section. 

The boundary surfaces of a uniform, singly connected beam are its outer cylindrical 
surface and its two end cross-sections where the torques are applied. If the beam cross
section is multiply connected, then there are also inner cylindrical surfaces that link the 
voids of the uniform cross-sections. Consider the cylindrical surfaces first. In the case of 
uniform torsion, there are no tractions on either the outer or any existing inner cylindrical 
surfaces, and the direction cosine of the right angle between a normal to those surfaces and 



Figure 12.2. Multiply connected beam cross-section with outward normal vectors at the 
exterior boundary (i!C0 ) and at the interior boundaries (i!C; ). 

the x axis is zero. Therefore, from Cauchy's Eqs. the BCs for both 
these outer and inner cylindrical surfaces reduce to the single equation 

0 = Uxy cos(n, y) + Uxz cos(n, z) 

or 

z) 

Be sure to note that because the variable x has no part in this BC equation, this BC equation 
is valid at all cross-sections. In the above form, the cylindrical surface BC appears to be a 
bit complicated because both terms vary from point to point on the curves that define the 
cylindrical boundary. Fortunately, this BC equation can be simplified greatly. Consider the 
multiply connected cross-section shmvn in Fig. 12.2, where there are three representative 
inner cylindrical surfaces. In the case of the unit normal vector on the outer in 
the fourth quadrant, it is dear that the cosines of the angles between the positive direction 
of the normal vector and the directions of they and z axes are 

dz 
cos(n, 

ds 
and z)=-

ds 
(12.7) 

where s, called the arc length coordinate, is the counterclockwise coordinate that is 
sufficient to uniquely locate any point on the outer boundary relative to an arbitrary origin. 
The negative sign attached to the second direction cosine is a result of the c01Tesponding 
angle being greater than 90° while the quantity for positive ds in this quadrant 
In the case of the unit normal vector on the outer boundai-y that is shown in the first quadrant, 
a positive value of ds creates a value of but a That is, 
as drawn, a positive change in the s coordinate value for that point on the outer 
leads to a negative change in the y coordinate value of that same 
the differential length, a positive is In this case where the angles between 
the normal vector and the coordinate axes are less than 908 , the same results for the 
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direction cosines are obtained as those of Eqs. (12. The same would be true for vvurnccm 

points located in the second and third The same resuit can also be obtained for 
any inner boundary its arc coordinate increase in a clockwise fashion as 
illustrated for the two beam cross-section and North Islands). 

Substitution of Eqs. into the BC Eq. 
cylindrical surface BC equation, which is 

(j !fr dz ,]'.[/ 
0=--+--= 

IJz ds ds 

z) 
ds 

To understand this of the chain rule and the meaning of the last derivative, 
note that on either the inner or outer as opposed to the interior of the cross-

they and z coordinates are not independent of each other. on the boundary 
there have to exist functional relations of the form y = where s, the 

arc length can be viewed as a that links and determines the 
two Cartesian coordinates when those two coordinates specify a point This is 

for is a total derivative rather than a derivative. On this same 
the Prandtl stress function is also a function of the coordinate 

s, and its derivative with respect to sis also a total derivative. Of course, the conclusion to 
vy~ue>vH is that the Pra.,dtl stress function is a constant on the 

function is a and since the addition of a constant value to the Prandtl 
stress function in no way alters the physically real values of the stresses, then, for the sake 
of convenience. let the constant value of the Prandtl stress function on the outer bounda,_ry 
be zero. Of course, the constant values on the inner boundaries also have to be adjusted 
by the same additive amount but since those values are unknmvn at this it makes 
no difference. Using the unambiguous symbols and iJC; to designate the outer and ith 
inner curves, 1 respectively, the BC equations are then 

=Oon and = If!; on 

The is the first step linking the previous analysis, which lead to 
Eq. of uniform torsion. 

The two-dimensional GDE, which again is z) = C and the above BCs have the 
welcome attribute of forms. One remaining difficulty is that it is still 
necessary to learn more about the values of the various unknown constants that appear in 
the GDE and the BCs. The other remaining difficulty is that it is still necessary to complete 
the process of establishing that the above is relevant to the uniform torsion 
problem. For this latter purpose, recall 
of the inverse method wherein four of the six stresses are taken to be zero: the 

elastic material, and compatibility equations are used to define the con
ditions that need to be placed on the remaining two shearing stresses; and (iii) the complete 
stress solution is used along with the chosen beam geometry to define the applied loadings 

surfaces. The first two have been The first of 
zero tractions on the outer and inner cylindrical surfaces has also 

1 The symbol pair ilC is unambiguous because there is no such thing 85 a partial differential. That is, 
a t,0tal derivative can be viewed as the ratio of two differentials, but a partial derivative cannot be so 

· viewed. 
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Now it is necessary to investigate what information can be deduced from the only remain
ing boundary surfaces, the beam end cross-sections. Specifically, as the concluding effort 
of this inverse method approach, it is necessary to investigate whether or not the nonzero 
shearing stresses axy = al/l(y, z)/az and ax,= -al/l(y, actually produce the applied 
torques of the uniform torsion problem, and yet do not produce shearing forces that have 
no place in the uniform torsion problem. If equal and opposite torques are the only result of 
the two nonzero shearing stresses, then the assumed stress Eqs. (12.1) along with 
the x plane shearing stress values that are a consequence of Eqs. (12.5) and (12.8), are the 
correct stress solutions for the uniform torsion problem. 

To begin the task of determining the stress resultants at the beam end cross-sections, 
it is necessary to adapt the stress resultant-stress equations, Eqs. (9. to the present cir
cumstances. Since it is proposed that CJxx = 0 at either beam end, N = = 0 
and 

Vv = ff al/I dA 
· az 

A 

and 

Mi= - y- + z- dA ff ( aw al/I) 
ay az 

A 

arJt 
-dA 
ay 

where A is the beam cross-sectional area that supports stresses, that is, A does not include 
any voids. The Green-Gauss theorem, which is reviewed in Section IV2, can be used to 
evaluate the shearing force integrals. Doing so leads immediately to 

= 0 and V2 = + f 1/f =0 

The values of these line integrals are zero because for a cross-sectional area without any 
interior boundaries and a piecewise smooth exterior boundary, 1/1 (s) has a zero value every
where on the boundary path. The same zero result for the shearing force components is 
obtained in Appendix A, Section 3, for the multiply connected cross-section. 

In order to evaluate the integral for the torque, rewrite that integral as the identical 
expression 

M, = - ff (a~;)+ a(;:1) dA + 2 ff 1/1 dA 

A A 

In this form the first integral can be evaluated by again using the Green-Gauss theorem. 
The result is 

Mt= -f (y!/1 dz - zl/l dy) + 2 ff 1/1 dA 

A 

Again, on the outer boundary IJ!(s) = 0. Therefore the above line integral for a singly 
connected cross-section is also zero. Thus 

Mt= 2 ff 1/!(y, z) dz (12.9) 

A 

Hence, to have a nonzero torque, it need only be required that the above area integral not 
vanish. Hence, with this requirement, the hoped for result of having only the torque loading 
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associated with the uniform torsion problem has been verified, and therefore the stress 
solution is as described above. 

A result similar to Eq. (12.9) is obtained for the multiply connected cross-section. For 
the multiply connected case, the torque is again twice the volume between the If! = IJ!(y, z) 
surface and they, z plane, but the integral of '/l(y, z) over the cross-section surface includes 
the internal voids over which '/l(y, z) is taken to have the constant values '/I;, the values of 
the Prandtl stress function at the edges of the voids, as is stated in Eq. ( 12.8) Thus, again, the 
adopted stress solution proves to be the theory of elasticity solution for the uniform torsion 
problem regardless of whether the beam cross-section is singly or multiply connected. 

The final task is the specification of the constant C that appears in Eq. (12.5) and the 
constants !JI; that appear in Eq. (12.8) The latter set of constants are discussed in the next 
chapter. The determination of the constant C is achieved by calculating (}, the twist per unit 
length of the uniform beam in response to the applied torques. This deflection calculation 
is best done by use of the unit load method, which is described in Chapter 20. Since the 
unit load method has yet to be explained, that calculation is relegated to Appendix A, Sec
tion 4, where it can be understood after study of Chapter 20. The result of that calculation, 
for both the singly and multiply connected beam cross-sections is C = -2Ge, where G is 
the constant shear modulus. Hence the summary statement of the uniform torsion problem 
is 

0-xx = O"yy = O"zz = O"yz = 0 (12.1) 

aiJ.r(y, z) 
O"xy = 

az 
d _ aiJ.r(y,z) 

an (jxz = -
ay 

{12.4) 

where '/l(y, z) is to be determined, in part, from the solution to the following GDE2 and 
BCs 

I V 2'lt(y, z) = -2ce I (12.lOa) 

I w(s) = 0 on ac0 and tJ!(s) = 'll; on JC; I (12.lOb) 

Since the GDE for this stress formulation relates the stress quantity !JI to the deflection 
quantity e rather than the applied load M1, there is a need for the auxiliary equation that 
ties the stresses to the loading, which is, again 

M1 = 2 ff 'l!(y,z)dydz 

A 

(12.9) 

Clearly the function lf/(y, z) directly ties together the stresses and the twist per unit length, as 
well as the stresses and the applied torque. To tie together the constant value of the applied 
torque and the constant value of the twist per unit length, define "St. Venant's constant for 
uniform torsion," or simply the "torsion constant," symbolized by J, as 

Mr 
l=

Ge 
(12.11) 

Like all other quantities of importance in this analysis, St. Venant's constant for uniform 
torsion also can be expressed in terms of the Prandtl stress function. Using the above 

2 The partial derivative operator 172 is often called the "harmonic operator." 



relations to substitute for and G() yields 

4 
l=--7 - lJ!dA 

V-lJ! 
A 

The importance of this quantity lies in the fact that GJ much the same role in beam 
twisting that El plays in beam bending. Note that like area moments of St. Venant's 
constant for uniform torsion has units of length to the fourth power, and is different 
for different cross-sections. 

12.3 Further Properties of the Pra:mltl Stress Function 

Picture the surface above they, z cross-sectional plane defined the functional 
relation lJ.' = z) as a hill or dome. That lJ! is the measure of height above the base 
plane. The base of the !Jr (y, z) hill is the outer boundary of the beam cross-section where 

z) is zero. Lines of constant elevation for any hill or valley are called "contour lines." 
Geometrically, contour lines for the , z) hill are defined by the intersection of the hill 
surface and planes paralleling they, z All contour lines are closed curves, and they 
are invariably drawn for equal increments in elevation. Thus the closer together the contour 
lines appear in an overhead view (a map), the the of the hill. Of course, 
the mathematical description of contour lines is !Jr (y, z) = constant For reasons 
soon to be revealed, the contour lines related to If/ are called lines stress. They 
possess the properties that: the total shearing stress vector, for which uxy and a,, are 
the Cartesian components, is everywhere tangent to these lines; and the of 
the total shearing stress vector is equal to the normal to the lines of shearing stress, 
that is, the magnitude of the gradient. Therefore, to the lines of shearing stress is to 
picture the complete shearing stress solution. 

To prove the above two stated properties of the lines of stress, 1t 1s conve-
nient to introduce a local rotated coordinate system at each point along each contour line 
!f/(y, z) = constant. Let that rotation be from the fixed y, z coordinates to the local coordi
nates n, s, where n is always in the direction of the outer normal vector for the particular line 
of shearing stress under discussion, and s is always tangent to that same line of shearing 
stress. Let s be positive in the counterclockwise direction; see Fig. 12.3. Clearly, at any 
fixed point, n, s constitute a right-handed, Cartesian coordinate system. This s coordinate 
is a slightly more general case of the s coordinate used previously for the outer boundacry 
of the cross-section in that it is not confined to one, specific closed curve. Thus the need 
for the second coordinate, n, and thus derivatives here are partial derivatives. The rotation 
relations between then, sandy, z coordinates can be determined precisely as was done in 
Eqs. that is, with the use of unit vectors. The results in terms of the counterclockwise 
angle f3 between the y and n coordinate directions are 

y = n cos /3 - s sin f3 
z = n sin 18 + s cos f3 

The similar3 rotation formulas for the stress components are 

cos f3 + ax, sin f3 
Uxs = -Cfxv sin f3 + Cfxc COS /3 

3 In this case the relations between the two pairs of shearing stresses can be based 1..1pon vector algebra 
because both pairs of shearing stresses act in the san1e plane, tne x plane. 
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Figure 12.3. A solid beam cross-section showing a single contour line for the Prandtl stress 
function. 

Since the n, s coordinate system was established so that !J!(n, s) = constant in the s 

coordinate direction for all values of n and s, then the derivative of the Prandtl stress 
function with respect to s must be zero. That is, using the chain rule, 

aw aw av a!J! az 
0 = -. = _ __:._ + ---

as as dz as 

The use of Eqs. (12.4), extended forms of Eqs. 
that this last equation may be rewritten as 

0 = O'xz sin f3 + uxy cos f3 = a.rn 

7), and the first of Eqs. (12.12) shows 

Since O'xn is always zero, axs is the total shearing stress vector and, of course, it is tangent 
to Lhe line of shearing stress. Indeed, this result justifies the name "lines of shearing stress" 
for the Prandtl stress function contour lines. Tne magnitude of O'u can be determined by 
considering the other orthogonal derivative 

aw aw aw az 
-=--+-
rJn ay an az an 

Rewriting the above expression, 

aw 
--;-- = -Uxz COS f3 + uxy sin ,B = -O'xs 
un 

This equation shows that axs is the negative of the downhill slope of the Prandtl stress 
function surface nonnal to the lines of shearing stress. 

The two interpretations that the total shearing stress vector is always tangent to the iff (n, s) 
contour lines and equal to the negative of the nonnal slope (llf! / an, are valid for a multiply 
connected cross-section as well as a singly connected cross-section because nowhere in the 
development of this section was there any reference to anything but local points within the 
beam cross-section. These two interpretations take on added weight when combined with 
the results of Section 12.4. 

The inner and outer cross-section boundaries are just special cases of lines of shearing 
stress because at those boundaries the Prandtl stress function has constant values. These 
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boundaries illustrate the fact that the shearing stress component normal to such a tfr(n, s) 
contour line, axn, is zero. These boundaries are formed, of course, by the intersection of the 
plane of the beam cross-section and the beam cylindrical surfaces. Consider a differential
sized rectangular parallelepiped with one of its edges at and along such a cross-section 
boundary. A moment equilibrium equation about a central parallelepiped axis parallel to 
the edge that coincides with the cross-section boundary demonstrates that there is no stress 
component perpendicular to the boundary in the plane of the cross-section because there is 
none on the adjacent cylindrical surface. 

12.4 The Membrane Analogy 

This section establishes a remarkable analogy, due to Prandtl (Ref. (21]), between 
the lateral displacements of a taut membrane and the torsional stresses acting upon a beam 
cross-section. A membrane is defined as a flat, thin rubber sheet type body for which the 
thickness is very small relative to its other two linear dimensions. A membrane is so thin 
that there is only negligible internal resistance by the membrane to its being bent. In more 
familiar terms, a beam has internal resistance to being bent, but a piece of string, taut or not, 
does not. Like a piece of string, for which the membrane is a two-dimensional analog, the 
membrane must deflect in order to support ( equiliberate) a lateral loading acting upon its 
surface area. That is, only by developing finite surface slopes can a horizontal membrane 
develop vertical tensile force components that oppose a vertical (lateral) loading. A sheet 
of paper, aluminum foil, or even a soap bubble are possible examples of membranes. A 
thicker sheet of aluminum would have significant bending stiffness, and would be called a 
plate. A plate is the two-dimensional analog of a beam. 

Consider a taut membrane of arbitrary planar geometry in they, z plane. Let the membrane 
have a constant thickness, and let it be fixed against all three deflection components at its 
outer boundary. Let there be a lateral pressure of magnitude p(y, z) acting normal to the 
membrane surface that is positive in the same general direction as the positive x axis. 
The lateral pressure p(y, z) causes an additional stretching of the membrane beyond that 
stretching which causes the membrane to be taut in its undeflected, planar position. Thus 
the membrane tensile forces that cause the membrane to be initially taut are increased 
as the membrane undergoes lateral deflections. The key assumption in the analysis that 
follows is that the lateral deflections are sufficiently limited that the resulting increases in 
the membrane tensile in-plane strains and in-plane forces are negligible relative to the initial 
tensile strains and forces that make the laterally undeflected membrane taut. This limitation 
is not overly restrictive because the increase in the membrane internal tensile strains and 
forces is proportional to the square of the membrane slopes (in units of radians, of course). 
See Exercise 12.11. 

In order to describe the balance of in-plane forces within the membrane, let the initial 
internal in-plane forces be the result of the application along the outer edges of the membrane 
of tractions that parallel the plane of the membrane. Since the membrane has no bending 
stiffness, the stresses in the membrane are constant throughout the depth of the membrane. 
Thus there is no ambiguity in multiplying the outer edge tractions by the membrane thickness 
to obtain forces per unit of edge length. Let the tensile forces per unit of edge length be 
applied to a membrane of arbitrary planform in the manner suggested in Fig. 12.4, where 
the tensile forces per unit length are first applied to a rectangular boundary that encloses 
the eventual, actual boundary of the membrane. On the boundaries parallel to the y axis, 
let the tensile forces per unit length act only in the z direction and be symbolized as Nz, 
while those normal forces per unit length acting on the edges that parallel the z axis are 
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Ny Nz = N = O'zzt 
where t is the constant 
membrane thickness 

N, 

Figure 12.4. Plan view of a stretched membrane of arbitrary shape. 

called Ny. Note that here no shearing forces per unit of edge length have been placed upon 
the rectangular membrane boundary. Now let Ny = Nz = N = a positive constant. Then 
there are no shearing stresses or shearing forces per unit length in any direction anywhere 
in the membrane. Furthermore, the normal force per unit length in any direction has the 
magnitude N. These two facts are examined in the first exercise. 

Consider the FBD of a rectangular portion of the membrane where the in-surface dimen
sions are dy by dz as shown in Fig. 12.5. Note that, as usual, the size of the free body 
differential lengths is greatly exaggerated relative to the membrane's finite thickness for the 
sake of clarity. Also note that all the displacements, slopes, and changes in slope are drawn 
as positive quantities. Summing forces in the vertical x direction, where the cosine of the 
small angle between the pressure vector and the x direction is taken to be 1.0, and the sines 
of the slope angles are taken to be the angles themselves, leads to the result 

au (au a2u ) au -Ndy- +Ndy -+-dz -Ndz-
az az az2 ay 

+ Ndz (a.u + az~ dy) + p(y, z)dydz = O 
ay ay 

After canceling offsetting terms and the subsequent common factors dy dz, 

(12.13) 

Summing forces in the either they or z direction leads by a more difficult route to this same 
result. The single BC for the membrane is simply 

u(s) = 0 on · aCo 

If, as shown in a side view section in Fig. 12.6, a right cylinder of arbitrary cross-section is 
brought into contact with the membrane so as to push the membrane above they, z plane in 
such a manner that the membrane is flat over the top surface of the right cylinder, a distance 
h1 above they, z plane, then there is the additional BC on the inner membrane boundary, 
whose shape is defined by the cylinder cross-sectional shape, that 

u(s) = h1 = constant on ac1 

V 
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Figure 12.5. A free body diagram of a differential-sized membrane element subjected 
to a uniform tension. The pressure vector is omitted for clarity. The finite slopes of the 
membrane are limited only by the accuracy of the approximation that sin e "'=' e. Finite 
slopes are required so that the vertical components of the tensile forces can equilibrate the 
applied pressure. 

Figure 12.6. A sectioned side view of a uniform pressure-loaded membrane further raised 
by contact with a right angle cylinder. 

There would of course be similar BCs for other such cylinder-induced boundaries. In 
addition, the following equation can be written for twice the volume between the membrane 
and they, z plane 

Double Volume = 2 ff 
A 

z) dy dz 

A comparison of Eq. ( 12.13) for a constant pressure, these BCs, and this double volume 
equation on one hand with Eqs. (12. and the torque equation, Eq. on 
the other hand shows an exact mathematical analogy between the beam uniform torsion 
problem statement and the membrane lateral deflection problem statement. Such an exact 
analogy is often called an "isomorphism." Thus a solution of the membrane problem for 
the lateral deflections z) provides the same solution as the Prandtl stress function 

, z) for a beam cross-section that has the same singly or multiply connected boundaries 
as the membrane. The usefulness of the isomorphism is not in solving one to get the 
solution to the other, because the two problems are equally difficult. Rather the usefulness 
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lies in the common experience of playing with balloons. That is, it is not difficult to imagine 
the deflected shape of a rubber membrane sheet loaded by a net, constant gas pressure 
when the inner and outer edges of the sheet are clamped along the same curves that form 
the inner and outer boundaries of a beam cross-section. The image of the contour lines of 
the deflected membrane is the image of the lines of shearing stress. The image of the 
membrane slopes, which is facilitated liy the image of the contour lines, and vice versa, is the 
image of the shearing stress magnitudes. Thus, while it may be difficult, or even impossible, 
to get analytical solutions for many beam cross-sections, it is usually a simple matter to 
get a good, general sense of the shearing stress solution by just picturing the corresponding 
deflected membrane. This imaging can be used to estimate the location of the maximum 
torsional shearing stresses, or the relative torque carrying capacity of a cross-section, 

Consider Fig. 12.7(a) which is the first in a short series of top and side view sketches of 
membranes deflected by a constant pressure. The membrane, hence Prandtl stress function, 
for the solid circular cross-section is easily imagined as the axisymmetric dome shown. Thus 
it is clear that (i) the lines of torsion shearing stress are circles; (ii) the maximum slopes, 
that is, maximum stresses, are at the outer boundary; and (iii) the shearing stress decreases 
to zero at the center of the cross-section. The hollow pipe cross-section of Fig. 12.7(b) 
is quite similar, with the minimum shearing stress at the inner diameter. Figure 12.7(c) 
shows a circular cross-section modified by the presence of a keyway. This cross-section 
represents an opportunity to demonstrate the power of the membrane analogy. Think of the 
air pressure reaching the bottom side of the membrane through a small, centrally located, 
vertical passageway rather than the broad opening that is drawn for the other cross-sections. 
Then think of pushing your finger into the membrane so as to flatten it against they, z plane. 
Then it should be evident from your experience of pushing your finger into a balloon that 
the greatest membrane slopes are at the tip of your finger; and those fingertip boundary 
slopes can be significantly greater than the boundary slopes on the opposite side of the 
cross-section. The membrane sketch in Fig. -12.7(d) shows that the maximum torsional 
shearing stresses for a solid rectangular cross-section are also at the outer boundary points 
that are closest to the beam center. This commonplace result,4 which may be unexpected, 
helps highlight one of the differences between the solution for beam bending about an axis 
of symmetry and beam torsion solutions. Chief among these differences are that (i) while 
the maximum normal stress for a symmetric cross:..section is always at one of the outer 
boundary points farthest from the cross-section centroid, the closest outer boundary points 
are often the location of the maximum shearing stress; and (ii) while there is one strength of 
materials beam bending stress solution for all compact beam cross-sections, each different 
compact cross-sectional geometry in the uniform beam torsion problem requires a distinctly 
different theory of elasticity solution. 

Since the torque acting on a cross-section is proportional to the volume under the mem
brane, the greater that volume for a given slope, the greater the torque carrying capacity of 
the cross-section for a given stress. Reversing the thought process used with Fig. 12.7(c), 
it is clear, for example, that adding thin vanes to the circular cross-section of Fig. 12.7(a) 
to get that of Fig. 12.7(e) does very little to augment the torque carrying capacity of the 
cross-section. The torque carrying capacity of the cross-section in Fig. 12.7(f) is clearly 

4 There are exceptions. For example, picture two oppositely oriented valentine hearts joined symmetri
cally at their widened tips by a narrow isthmus so as to make one figure eight type cross-sectional shape. 
Thus there is a finite cross-section thickness at the centroid. If the interior cusps of the valentine hearts 
drive deeply and sharply into the center of each valentine heart area, then the maximum membrane 
slope is at the tips of those cusps rather than at the outer boundary points closest to the centroid. 
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Figure 12.7. Membrane images for various beam cross-sectional shapes showing a single 
contour line in each case. 

greater, but not much greater, than that of the two circular cross-sections and the one rectan
gular cross-section treated separately (particularly if the approximation of the next chapter 
is used with the rectanglt;). Thus, such a separate breakdown would provide a useful, con
servative estimate of the torque carrying capacity for that cross-section. 

Finally, from Ref. [32], Figs. 12.8(a, b) show detailed, experimentally determined mem
brane contour lines for portions of cross-sections of particular engineering importance. 
These diagrams show: (i) the need for rounded fillets in order for the stresses at internal cor
ners to have magnitudes similar to those elsewhere on the cross-section edges; ai,d (ii) the 
membrane bulge, that is, the additional volume, that occurs at the junctures of rectangular 
portions of the beam cross-section. The membrane analogy is used frequently throughout 
the remainder of the beam torsion discussion. 

12.5 Closed Fo:rm Beam Torsion Analytical Solutions 

There are very few exact solutions, involving only a finite number of terms, for the 
beam torsion problem of Eqs. (12.10). In order to become more familiar with these theory 
of elasticity beam torsion equations, this section presents two such solutions as examples. 
Before proceeding to those examples, it is worthwhile to briefly discuss the solution process 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 12.8. Experimentally obtained membrane contour lines at flange-web junctures 
from Ref. [32]. 

in general terms. The usual direct approach to the solution of any boundary value problem 
begins with the GDE, whiclf in this case is 

[~ + ~] l/l(y, z) = -2G() 
ay2 az2 

(12.lOa) 

Therefore what is sought are functions l/l(y, z) that, when subjected to the harmonic oper
ator, yield a constant. There are many such terms but, as will be seen, few are useful for 
defining boundaries of engineering interest. The place to find the simplest solutions to the 
above second order GDE is in the field of polynomials. Brief experimentation shows that, 
when the general second order polynomial expression 

1/12(Y, z) = C1 + C2y + C3z + C4y2 + Csyz + C6z2 

is subjected to the harmonic operator, the result is the constant 2(C4 + C6), which may be 
equated to the constant -'2 G() in the same way as done in Example 12.1. below. This is 
useful information because when this function 1/12(y, z) is set equal to zero in order to define 
the outer boundary of the cross-section where the BC of 1/12 = 0 must hold true, the general 
result is the four conic sections. Therefore, it may now be expected that a solution can 
be found for beam cross-section whose symmetrically located inner and outer boundaries 
are circles and ellipses. Single parabolas and hyperbolas cannot, of course, be the sole 
descriptions of beam cross-sections because such cross-sections would never end. 

The next thing to note is that any function H (y, z) such that 

[::2 + ::2 J H(y, z) = 0 

can be added to the above second order polynomial 1/12(y, z) without affecting the previous 
outcome of the application of the harmonic operator; that is, 

[ a2 a2] 
- 2 + - 2 [1/12(Y, z) + H(y, z)] = the same constant ay az · 
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There are many such functions, called harmonic functions. Harmonic functions can be 
higher order polynomials such as 

H(y, z) ~ C9(y4 - 6y2z2 + z4 ) + C10(yz)(y2 - z2 ) (12.14a) 

or trans~endental functions such as 

. (ny) . (7TZ) H(y, z) = C sm -;; 'smh -;; (12.14b) 

where a is a fixed length. Unfortunately, very few of these harmonic functions, when added 
to the above second order polynomial, are helpful in defining a beam cross-section boundary 
of engineering interest. 5 Since it appears that defining a useful boundary is a major difficulty, 
it is sometimes efficient to concentrate on that aspect of the problem by putting it first. 6 

That is, in order to seek a direct solution to the uniform torsion problem for a given beam 
cross-section, first use the equation(s) of the boundary, I'(y, z) = 0, to satisfy the BCs, and 
then seek to satisfy the GDE. The following two example problems illustrate this approach. 

Example 12.1. Determine the Prandtl stress function solution, the value of the St. Venant 
constant for uniform torsion, and the magnitude of the maximunt shearing stress in terms 
of the applied torque, for the solid elliptical beam cross-section of Fig. i2.9. 

Comment. An alternate approach to the solution of this problem is presented in Endnote (3) . . 
Solution. The equation for the boundary of the ellipse, in terms of centroidal coordinates, 
is 

I'(y, z) = 1- (~/ - Gf = o 
Thus any candidate function W(y, z) that contains the above I'(y, z) as a factor has 
the value zero at the boundary of the ellipse, and thus satisfies that required BC. Since 
I'(y, z) is already a second orderpolynomial,-choose the following trial solution, where C0 

is a constant whose value is to be determined, 

Substituting this trial solution into Eq. (12. lOa) yields 

or 

[ a2 a2 J ( 1 1 ) - + - W(y, z) = -2C0 - + - = -2Ge 
ay2 az2 a2 b2 . 

a2b2 
Co= Ge 2 b2 a + 

That is, as expected, the harmonic operator acting upon the trial solution does produce a 
constant that can be adjusted so that Eq. (12.lOa) is satisfied. Thus 

W(y, z) = Ge a2b2 [1 - (2:.)2 - (~)2] 
a2 + b2 a b 

5 Reference [21] states that St. Venant showed that the even-order terms of the polynomial ofEq. (12.14a) 
can be used in conjunction with second order polynomial terms and a constant term so as to closely 
approximate a square cross-section. 

6 More precisely, it is not difficu 1.t to write expressions that satisfy the GDE, and it is not difficult to write 
expressions that satisfy the BCs. What is difficult is to do both simultaneously. 

T 
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Figure 12.9. Example l 2.1. A solid beam cross-section. 
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is the Prandtl stress function that satisfies both the GDE and the BC, and hence is the 
theory of elasticity solution. However, this solution cannot as yet provide the solution for 
the shearing stresses in terms of the applied torque because this solution is in terms of the 
twist per unit length. To make the conversion from Ge to write 

Mr =2 ff 'f/(y.z) dz 

A 

= 2GB -[1-a2 + b2 -

a2b2 
= 2GB 2 . ? 

a -t- b-

l 
dA- 7 a-

( z \ 2-1 
- -l 

bl J 

A 

dz 

b2 
A 

The first of the three integrals of the last line is simply the area of the ellipse, nab, while 
the second and third are the area moments of inertia that are calculated in Chapter 9. Since 

= (!) na3b and = (i)nab3, the solution for the torque in terms of the twist is 
M 1 = nGe[a3b3 /(a2 + b2 )]. Therefore, since M 1 = GJe, 

a3b3 1 
J = n ? 2 :::; IP = -nab(a2 + 

(a-+ b ) 4 

where Ip is the polar moment of inertia for the ellipse. (The polar moment of inertia is 
mentioned because when a= b, and the ellipse becomes a circle, the torsion constant is 
the same as the polar moment of inertia. However, the circle and the annulus are the only 
cross-sections for which that is true.) Now it is possible to rewrite the Prandtl stress function 
in its desired form as 

. M1 r (y 
z)= -11-

nab L a 

Now it is possible to relate the stresses to the applied torque. From Eqs. (l 

2M,z 
O'xy = - nab3 

and 
2MrY 

at-:"==+---
.· na3b 

from the membrane analogy, the maximum value of the stress 1s at z) = 
and has the magnitude 
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Figure 12.Hl. Example 12.2. A solid circular beam cross-section with a circular groove, 
called a 

In summary, the equation for the boundary was fashioned into a tlial function 
that first satisfied the single BC and then was made to satisfy the GDE. The 
use of the auxiliary torque writing the Prandtl stress function solution 
in terms of the applied torque. Then differentiation supplied the solutions for the 
stresses. I! 

As mentioned earlier, the above results for the ellipse can be 
putting a = b. The circular cross-section has the property that its 
are zero, even when the diameters of the beam cross-sections vary along the of the 
beam The of that unique of plane cross-sections remaining 
plane allows the simplified for circular cross-sections found in introductory strength 
of materials textbooks. 

Example 12.2. Consider the solid circular cross-section with a circular groove (keyway) 
shown in Fig. 12.10. The for the of the larger circle is r = 2a cos a, and 
t_l-iat for the smaller circular is r = b, where r, a are coordinates. Hence, 
among others, the candidate Prandtl stress function 

l.J!(r, a)= 
/ 2a 11 - -cos 
\ r 

satisfies the required BC of I.JI = 0 on the boundary of the cross-section. Show that this 
candidate function is a valid Prandtl stress function, and in so doing, determine the required 
value of the constant C0 in terms of the twist per unit length. State where the maximum 
shear stress is to be found, and calculate its magnitude in terms of the twist per unit length. 

If the maximum stress in a circular bar without a groove is Gae, what then 
is the ratio of the maximum stress in a scratched bar where b -+ 0) to the maximum 
stress in an unscratched bar? 

Solution. (a) To be a valid Prandrl function, in addition to the BC, this 
function a) must also satisfy 

== --2(I8 
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where the coordinate form of the harmonic operator is shown. After the indicated 
partial differentiation, and some the left-hand side reduces to the constant 
4C0 . Therefore, the candidate function is certified as being a true Prandtl stress function 
when = -GO /2. 

As previously discussed, the maximum stress is at the centerline of the 
groove, that is, at (r, Thus the maximum shearing stress, which acts in the z 

direction, is the derivative of the Prandtl stress function with respect to r, evaluated 
at r = b, a = 0, because along this line y = r. The result is 

- b) 

(c) As b -> 0, the value of the maximum stress 2G8a, and the ratio 
of the scratched to unscratched maximum shearing stresses 2: l. This makes 
clear u'le importance of a well-polished surface finish for avoiding crack initiation due to 
shear slippage. Ill 

As commentary on the above result, and as a review of material from earlier chapters, 
note that · shows that a simple scratch acts as a stress riser for torsion with a theoretical 
stress intensity factor of = 2.0. The region on the cross-section of high stress values is 
quite limited as can be seen by noting that the z direction shearing stresses vary along the y 
axis according to the formula: Ge { a[l + and, if necessary, differentiating this 
result r. Thus if the scratched bar is subjected to a torque equal to a bit more than half the 
elastic torque capacity of the unscratched shaft ( as might be routine use with a design factor 
of safety then there will be a very small region on the cross-section around the scratch 
where the shearing stresses equal or slightly exceed the yield stress. These circumstances 
are far from threatening an immediate faiiure of the shaft, but do set the stage for an eventual 
fatigue failure if, as usual, the torque undergoes changes in magnitude. The calculation of 
the integral of the auxiliary torque equation for this cross-section is briefly discussed in 
Endnote 

A final comment upon Example 12.2 is that it should be noted that the coordinate system 
a) used throughout the solution is not a centroidal coordinate system. The use of non

centroidal orthogonal coordinates is permissible because nowhere in the theory of elasticity 
derivation of the uniform torsion equations, Eqs. is use made of the beam bending 
equations requirements that the first moments of area be zero and that the second moments 
be the area moments of inertia as set forth in Eqs. In another view of this important 
point, return to the formulation of the uniform torsion problem in terms of Cartesian coordi-
nates as set forth by Eqs. 1 Oa, Consider a second Cartesian coordinate system y0 , zo 
that is simply a translated coordinate relative to they, z coordinate system. Then, for 
example, y0 = y + const, and a!JJ / ay = But ay0 / oy = 1, and thus it is 
clear that the GDE is wholly unaffected by the choice of an orthogonal coordinate system. 
Coordinate rotations need not be considered because there has never been any restriction 
on the angular directions z. As for the BCs, they involve the function whose 
values along the boundary must be unaffected by any coordinate transformation. Thus the 
conclusion is that the can use any orthogonal coordinate system. 

12.6 Open Form Uniform Beam Torsion Solutions 

The use of infinite series to satisfy either a GDE or a set of BCs, or 
common analytical practice. Nevertheless, such series are used in introductory te>abooKs, 
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Figure 12.11. Example 12.3. A solid rectangular beam cross-section of dimensions a by b. 

such as this, only if the analysis result is particularly important to the further development 
of required material. That is the present case. In order to logically develop the torsion 
constants and maximum stress values for H, I, T, channel, ·angle, and other such cross
sections of engineering importance, it is first necessary to develop the uniform torsion 
solution for the solid, rectangular cross-section. 

Example 12.3. For a solid, rectangular cross-section of dimensions a by b shown in 
Fig. 12.11, determine the Prandtl stress function, the value of the St. Venant constant for 
uniform torsion, and the value of the maximum stress. 

Solution. Trials of the usual simple functions and combinations of such functions shows 
that they do not satisfy both the BCs and the GDE. The next step is to consider an infinite 
series. In a manner very similar to that of the previous example problems, the procedure 
adopted here is to choose a series 7 where each term satisfies the BCs identically, and then 
proceed to manipulate the unknown constant coefficients of the chosen series terms in order 
to satisfy the GDE. In addition to being zero on the boundaries y = ± a/2 and z = ± b /2, 
the symmetry of the membrane image indicates the series terms must be symmetrical (i.e., 
even functions) with respect to both coordinates. There are many such series. For example, 
each term in the following infinite series of simple, even-powered, polynomial terms, and 
each term in the infinite series of cosine terms, meets the symmetry requirement and the 
requirement of being zero at each point on the rectangular boundary. (Cosines with even 
indices do not have zero values on the rectangular boundary, and thus are excluded from 
the chosen series.) 

IJl(y, z) = (4y2 - a 2)(4z2 - b2) [c1 + c2l + c3z2 + c4y4 + · · ·] 

IJl(y, z) = L LCmn cos(mny) cos cnz) 
m n a b 

odd odd 

(where, e.g., m odd of course means m = 1, 3, 5, 7, ... ). Polynomial series are advantageous 
when rapid calculation is important, but this particular series lacks the exceedingly valuable 
property of orthogonality. As is seen below, the orthogonality property allows the determi
nation of each unknown series coefficient individually, that is, without solving a large array 
of simultaneous equations. There are several well-k_nown polynomial series that do possess 
the orthogonality property, but they cannot be made to satisfy these BCs term-by-term. 
Hence it is appropriate here to forget the simplicity of polynomial series and choose as a 
trial solution the second of the above two series, which is (i) a complete orthogonal series 
for even functions, and (ii) zero at each point on the four sides of the rectangular boundary 

7 The chosen series must have the property of being "complete," that is, able to represent any differentiable 
function satisfying the given BC .. 
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because each term of the series has that property. Endnote (2) is a brief extension of this 
discussion on the concept of orthogonality and related matters. 

Again, since the selected cosine series satisfies the BCs, all that remains is to choose 
values for the coefficients Cmn so that this infinite trial series also satisfies the GDE. First, 
subject to later confirmation, assume that the cosine series obtained after the partial differ
entiations required by the GDE converge. Then substituting the original cosine series into 
the GDE yields the requirement that 

In order to isolate and thus determine the unknown constant coefficients, Cmn, it is first 
necessary to multiply both sides of the above equality by the quantity 

~ cos (nry) cos (s:rcz) 
ab a b 

where both r and s are arbitrary positive integers. Since the arbitrary integer indices r 
and s are entirely independent of the two summation indices m and n, the pair of factors 
cos(r:rcy /a) cos(s:rc2/b) can be inserted inside the double summation. In other words, these 
two factors multiply every term in the double summation. Next, integrate over the cross
sectional area, that is, integrate both sides of the equality over the intervals -a/2 _:::: y _:::: 
+a /2 and -b /2 _:::: z _:::: +b /2. At this point, with the integrals in iterated form, the equality 
looks like 

" " ~(m:rc )2 (n:rc )2] 21+a/2 (m:rcy) (r:rcy) ~ ~ Cmn - + - - COS -- COS -- dy 
m n a . b a -a/2 a . a 

odd odd 

X-2 l+b/2 
b -b/2 cos c:z) cos (n:z) dz 

= 2Ge~ l+a/2 cos c:rcy) dy l+b/2 cos (s:rcz) dz 
ab -a/2 a -b/2 b 

(12.15) 

The orthogonality property of the cosine functions is embodied in the following integral 
formulas whose verification is left to the reader as an exercise: 

21+a/2 (m:rcy) (r:rcy) { O - cos -- cos -- dy = 
a -a/2 a a 1 

and 

- cos -- cos -- dz = 21+b/2 (s:rcz) (n:rcz) . { o 
b -b/2 b b 1 

ifr # m 
ifr =m 

ifs# n 
ifs= n 

(12.16) 

The significance and joy of these integral results with respect to the left-hand side of 
Eq. (12.15) is that these integrals sweep into oblivion all terms in the double series except 
the one term where m = rand n = s. Thus, by means of the orthogonality property of the 
cosine functions on the intervals of the cross-section, the double summation is reduced to 
a single term involving the single unknown coefficient. The two integrals on the right-hand 
side can be evaluated by the use of the formula 

l
+a/2 (r:rcy) 2a 

COS - dy = -(-l)(r-l)/2 

-a/2 a :rcr 
(12.17) 
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and its z variable analog. Substitution of these results into Eq. (12.15) yields 

Crs7i 2 [ (~)2 + Gf] = : 2~: (-lf+s-2)/2 

which provides the value of each coefficient c,.s (or Cmn) that is necessary to make the trial 
series satisfy the GDE. Note that the exponent factor (r + s - 2)/2 is never a fraction, but 
always an integer. Switching the names of the integers from r, s to m, n allows the Prandtl 
stress function solution to be written as 

_ 32GB" "' (riz+n-Z)/Z cos(mny/a)cos(nnz/b) 
lJt(y, z) - ~ .L;;- ~(-l) mn[(m/a)2 + (n/b)2] (12.18) 

odd odd 

Integrating the value of the Prandtl stress function over the cross-sectional area leads, by 
way of the torque, to the St. Venant constant for uniform torsion, Differentiation leads to 
the value of the maximum stress. Equation (12.17) can be used to carry out the integration 
over the area of the cross-section. The result of the integration, after recognizing that -1 
raised to the power (m + n - 2) has the value + 1 for all the odd values of those two indices, 
is 

256 1 
M1 = -abGB "" ----~-

1r6 .L;;-~ m 2n2[(m/a)2 + (n/b)2] 
odd odd 

The solution for the St. Venant constant for uniform torsion is again taken from the relation 
Mt= GJB. It is 

J = f3ab3 (12.19) 

where as a function of the aspect ratio a/ b the nondimensional factor beta is 

odd odd 

Calculating the approximate values of f3(a/b) is not difficult. It is a matter of selecting a 
series of values for the aspect ratio of the rectangle, such as a/ b = 1, 2, 3, ... , and then, for 
each aspect ratio, choosing a finite upper limit for the indices m, n such as 21. (Here 21 is 
used to approximate infinity because it takes too long a time to sum an infinite number of 
terms.) Then it is just a matter of summing the 121 terms of the double summation using 
the chosen a/b value. Next choose a greater value for the maximum index, say 31, and sum 
those 256 terms. If the difference between the results for the two different maximum indices 
is within the desired accuracy, then the f3 (a/ b) value for the greater of the two indices can be 
used as the approximation for f3 (a/ b ). If not, choose a still larger maximum index until there 
is convergence to the desired accuracy. Obviously, a simple digital computer program is 
suitable for this summation process. Figure 12.12 is a computer-generated graph of various 
calculated values of f3(a/b). 

The maximum stress value is located at the center of either of the long sides of the 
rectangular cross-section, that is, at y = 0, z = ± b /2. To obtain the magnitude of the 
maximum stress, it is only necessary to: (i) partial differentiate with respect to the direction 
normal to the boundary at that point, that is, with respect to z; (ii) substitute y = 0 and 
z = ± b /2; and (iii) take the absolute value of the result, that is, discard any negative sign 
since only the magnitude of the stress is of current interest. The result is 

1 Mt 
(axs)max = - -b2 aa 
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Figure 12.12. A plot of stress (a) and stiffness parameters versus cross-section aspect 
ratio for twisted bars of rectangular cross-section. Courtesy of Ms. M. Godwin, Mr. S. Pujia, 
and Mr. R. Willingham. 

where the nondimensional factor alpha is 

l 32 (-l)Cm-1)/2 

; = f3n 3 ~ ~ m[m2(b/a)2 + n2 ] 
odd odd 

A graph of the values of a as a function of aspect ratio is also shown in Fig. 12.12. II 

12. 7 Su.nunary 

The bending of a beam through small deflections does not significantly warp beam 
cross-sections, but the twisting of a beam, other than a beam with a circular or annular cross
section, does significantly warp the cross-section. Thus, while it is possible to accurately 
proceed on the basis that plane sections remain plane in the case of beam bending and 
extension, there is no such easy strength of materials entre to the uniform torsion problem. 
The uniform torsion problem requires a solution to the equations of the theory of elasticity. 
Fortunately, it is possible to correctly guess that four of the six stresses are zero. The 
determination of the remaining two stresses, the ·x plane shearing stresses, of the uniform 
torsion problem requires a solution of Eqs. ( 12.9) and ( 12.10) for each cross-sectional shape. 
While these equations have a simple form, known analytical solutions are limited to a very 
few simple shapes. One more example problem is presented below. 

Since the successful analytical application of St. Venant's uniform torsion theory is 
limited to simple cross-sectional shapes, its application to the usual beam cross-sections 
of actual vehicular structures might appear to depend entirely upon the use of numerical 
solution techniques. However, the combination of the membrane analogy, which is shown 
to be valid for singly and multiply connected cross-sections, and the exact solution for the 
rectangle, make possible the wide variety of simple, approximate beam torsion solutions 
that are discussed in Chapter 13. 
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Figure 12.13. Example 12.4. (a) Annular cross-section. (b) Side view of corresponding mem
brane with plateau covering the internal void of radius "a." 

It is well to remember that a condition for all the results of this chapter is that the beam is 
unrestrained with respect to the warping of the cross-section. This unrestrained beam wa._rp
ing BC is seldom fully present in actual vehicular construction. However, when this BC is 
present, unlike the beam bending solutions, the uniform torsion solutions are valid for all len
gths of beam. The matter of warping constraint is further considered briefly in Chapter 13. 

Example 12.4. Determine if the trial Prandtl stress function if/ (r) = (!)Ge ( b2 - r 2) meets 
the requirements for a uniform torsion solution for the annular cross-section shown in 
Fig. 12.13(a). If so, then determine the maximum shearing stress value due to twisting a_'1d 

the St. Venant constant for uniform torsion for this annular cross-section. Compare these 
two answers with the corresponding values provided by elementary strength of materials 
which are 

O'shear = M1b/ !polar and J =!polar= ff r 2dA 

A 

Note that these elementary strength of material values are based upon the unique knowledge 
that for annular and circular bar cross-sections, the planar cross-sections remain plane after 
the bar is twisted, and radii remain straight. 

Solution. The first thing to do is to determine if the trial Prandtl stress function satisfies the 
uniform torsion GDE and the annular cross-section BCs. Substituting the given function 
into V 2 if/(r, a) = -2G(} shows that the GDE is indeed satisfied. At the outer cross-section 
boundary, where r = b, the trial function is indeed zero as it should be. At the inner boundary, 
the trial Prandtl stress function has the value if/(a) = !GB(b2 - a2 ), which is the same 
positive constant everywhere on the inner boundary. Therefore all requirements have been 
met, and the trial function is accepted as correct. From a mental image of the membrane 
representing this valid Prandtl stress function, as shown in Fig. 12.13(b), the maximum 
stress value is at the outer edge of the cross-section where the slope perpendicular to the 
lines of constant shearing stress is greatest, and that perpendicular direction is simply the r 
direction. Therefore 

max ashear = iJW(b)/iJr = Geb = M1h/ I 
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where the value of J is to be determined by calculating the relationship between the applied 
torque and the twist per unit length, e. This task is accomplished by calculating the double 
volume under the membrane covering the actual cross-section plus the double volume under 
the membrane covering the central plateau, i.e., covering the central void. That is 

Mr =2 l b lG()(b2 -
2 

a 

(r dr 

4 I ,1 ,1 
- a ) = 1rrG8(b · - a ) 

Therefore the conclusion is that J = (!)rr(b4 - a 4 ). To complete the comparison to the 
values provided by elementary strength of materials, it is necessary to compute the polar 
moment of inertia. 

(r dr - lrr(b4 --2 

This completes the validation of the elementary strength of materials formulas for annu
lar cross-sections. In order to prepare to validate an approximation to be made in the 
next chapter, note that the shearing stress anywhere on the annular cross-section has the 
value rJlf/(r )/ ar = Mir/ J, and in particular, the value of the shearing stress at the center
line of a thin annular cross-section is =(a+ b)/2) = Mt (a+ b)/[rr(b4 - or 
(b - a)axs = Mi/[rr(b2 + a2 )], where the quantity (b - a) is the thickness of the cross
section. 

Further note that when a is only slightly less than b (a thin cross-section), then the stress 
of the inner boundary is only slightly less than the stress at the outer boundary, and neither 
differs much from their average value, the centerline stress. II 

Example 12.5. A uniform beam cross-section bounded by two circular arcs is sketched in 
Fig.12.14(a). By rounding off the left-hand cusp as is illustrated in the sketch, the cross
section is an approximation to a uniform turbine blade. Consider the two candidate Prandtl 
stress functions listed below. (a) Determine whether or not they satisfy the circular arc BCs 
(i.e., for this purpose, ignore the rounding off of the turbine blade leading edge. (b) Determine 
whether or not the candidate Prandtl stress functions satisfy the GDE. (c) Calculate the 
maximum stress for this turbine blade cross-section as a function of the twist per unit 
length. (d) Determine the St. Venant constant for uniform torsion, J. 

l 2 -l ( r ) 2] f a J lf/2(r, a)= 2Geb l - b L 1 - 2-; cos a 

Solution. (a) In order to determine whether or not the candidate Prandtl stress functions are 
zero along both circular arcs that define the approximate cross-section, it is first necessary 
to write equations for those circular arcs in terms of the polar coordinates r, a. Directly 
from the diagram, the inner circular arc (the lower beam cylindrical surface) has the equa
tion r = b. An equation for the outer circular arc can be obtained by drawing a radial line 
(length r) from the coordinate origin to a typical point on the outer arc; See Fig. 12.l4(b). 
Since the outer are is part of a circle whose diameter has the value 2a, the right triangle 
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Beams 

Fi.gure 12.14. (a) Example 12.5 where circular arcs are used to approximate the majority 
of th_e boundary of a cambered airfoil. Note the orientation of the coordinate axes. (b) 
Geometry of the boundary arcs in terms of the polar coordinates (r, ot ). 

formed by the diameter and by the radial line yields the relation r = 2a cos a. Another 
equation for the outer arc can be obtained by drawing a line from the center of the outer 
arc circle to the same arbitrary point on the outer arc. Then the Pythagorean theorem yields 
r 2 =(a+ a cos 2a)2 + (a sin 2a)2 = 2a2 + cos 2a. Still another formula would he 
a + a cos 2a = r cos a. Of course, it is possible to go from any one of these formulas to the 
others by means of trigonometric identities. Now that the polar coordinate equations that 
designate the inner and outer arcs have been formulated, it is simply a matter of substituting 
them into the candidate Prandtl stress functions in order to test whether or not the zero value 
BCs are met. Substituting r = b into the two candidate functions shows that both candidate 
functions are zero on the lower boundary. Thus that BC is met. Substituting the second of 
the upper arc formulas into the first candidate function, and substituting the first upper arc 
formula into the second candidate function shows that the two candidate functions are both 
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zero on the upper boundary arc. Thus both candidate functions satisfy the uniform torsion 
boundary conditions. 

(b) The GDE that must be satisfied is 

a2 w 1 aw 1 a2 w 
-+--+--=-2Ge 
ar2 r ar r2 aa2 

Carrying out the partial differentiation shows that the first candidate function fails to satisfy 
the GDE, while the second function does satisfy the GDE. Only one candidate Prandtl stress 
function can satisfy any one set of BCs .and the .GDE because the solution to such a set of 
linear equations must be unique. By now it should be clear that the proper Prandtl stress 
function of this example problem is nothing more than a very slight variation on the Prandtl 
stress function of Example 12.2. 

( c) The membrane analogy suggests that the maximum stress occurs at the point where 
r = b,a = 0. To calculate the value of the stress at that point, note that the normal direction 
to the outer boundary at that point is the r direction. Thus, again 

almax = aw I = Ge(2a - b) 
ar r=b,a=O 

For the sake of comparison, note that the stress at (2a, 0) is 

a(2a, O) = aw j = !Ge [2a - b (!!__)] 
ar r=2a, a=O 2 2a 

It is easy to show that the latter stress value is never greater than the first stress value. 
(d) Equation (12.9), Mt= GJe, is used here to calculate the St. Venant constant for 

uniform torsion. In this case, 

Mt= 2 JI 1//z(r,a)rdrda 

A 

(1) lao {2acosa ( 2a ) 
=2 2 Ge -aolb (b2 -r2 ) 1--;-cosa rdrda 

l
ao 12a cosa 

= Ge [b2r - r3 - 2(ab2 - ar2) cos a] drda 
-ao b 

= Ge 1_:: (~[2ab3 cos a - 3a2b2 cos2a + 2a4 cos4a] - !b4 ) da 

At this point it is necessary to use trigonometric identities in order to put the cosine squared 
and cosine to the fourth power terms in a form suitable for direct integration. In particular, 

cos2 a=&(l+ cos2a) and cos4 a=i(1+2cos2a+ cos2 2a) 
or 

cos4 a= !(3 + 4 cos2a + cos4a) 

Hence from Mt = Ge(]) 

a4 
cos2a + 6 cos4a 
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Figure 12.15. Exercise 12.3. A solid, square, bar cross-section. 

Finally, 

8 3 . ( 7 2 2a4 \ . a4 . l 4 2 2 
l=-ab sma0 - a-b --Jsm2a0 +-sm4a0 +-(2a -4ab -

3 3 12 2 

This answer reduces to J = (:rr /2)a4, the value for the full circular cross-section, when 
the interconnected constants b = 0 and a 0 = :rr /2. On the basis of the membrane analogy, 
the St. Venant constant for a uniform turbine blade whose cross-sectional geometry is 
approximated by t.'1e two circular arcs can be approximated as a large percentage of the 
above answer. ii 

Chapter 12 Exercises 

12.1. For the case where N, = N2 = N, and Nyz = 0, on a rectangular boundary such 
as shown in Fig. 12.4, prove that the membrane shearing force per unit length is 
zero for any set. of rotated Cartesian coordinate axes anywhere in the plane of the 
membrane, and that the tensile force per unit length is equal to Nin any direction 
in the plane of the membrane. Hint: Recall that, by the definition of a mem
brane, the membrane bending stresses are wholly negligible. Thus the in-surface 
normal and shearing stresses O"yy, CJ yz, and O"zz are constant throughout the mem
brane thickness h. Thus N,. = hCJyy, Nyz = hO"yz, and = hCJ22 • Since Ny= 
N2 = N, the normal stresses are equal, and hence from Mohr's circle, and 
so on. 

12.2. (a) Consider a rectangular cross-section of dimensions a horizontally by b 
vertically. Choose a y0 , zo Cartesian coordinate system that originates at the 
lower left corner of the rectangle. Using this coordinate system, construct 
a suitable candidate Prandtl stress function in the form of a double infinite 
series using only sine functions and unknown constant coefficients. Be sure 
that your candidate \iJ(y0 , zo) satisfies the uniform torsion BCs, which are 
!J!(O, zo) = !J!(a, zo) = !J!(yo, 0) = !J!(yo, = 0. 

(b) Would using the sine series of part to obtain a complete uniform torsion 
solution be essentially different from using the cosine series solution set 
forth in Example 12.3 for the same purpose? 

12.3. A uniform beam with a solid, square cross-section, as shown in Fig. 12.15 is 
subjected to a constant torque M1• 

(a) What is the magnitude and direction of the shearing stress at all four 
indicated 

(b) What is the magnitude of the St. Venant constant for uniform torsion? 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 12.16. Exercise 12.5. 

12.4. Verify the integral formulas of (a) Eqs. (12.16) and (b) Eq. (12.17). Hint: For 
part (a), combine the trigonometric identities for cos(a + /3) and cos(a - /3) 
to obtain an expression for the product of two cosines as the sum of those two 
directly integrable cosine terms. Note that it is necessary to consider the cases 
of r = m or s = n separately. 

12.5. (a) If the membrane contour lines have the general shapes indicated by the 
dashed lines on the solid beam cross-sections shown in Fig. 12.16(a), then 
indicate the location on the cross-section where the maximum shearing 
stress due to twisting can be expected to be found. 

(b) Using your own estimate of the membrane contour lines, indicate where 
the maximum shearing stress due to twisting can be found for the cross
sections of Fig. 12. l 6(b ). 

12.6. Using only the membrane analogy for the two rectangular cross-sections of 
equal areas shown in Fig. 12.17 determine: 
(a) For a given maximum stress, which cross-section could bear the greater 

torque. 
(b) For a given torque, which cross-section would bear the greater stress. 

12.7. (a) Determine whether or not the trial Prandtl stress function 

1//(y, z) = Ge(y2 - a2)(y + z2 - R2 ) 

is a valid Prandtl stress function for the dipped circular cross-section shown 
in Fig 12.18 by first checking the BC, and then checking the GDE. 
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Figure 12.17. Exercise 12.6. Membrane image comparisons. 
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Figure 12.18. Exercise 12.7(a). A solid, clipped circular bar cross-section. 

(b) Given that the V 2 operator in polar coordinates has the form 

a2 1a 1a2 
V2=-+--+--

. ar2 r ar r 2 aa2 

determine whether or not the candidate Prandtl stress function 

lf/(r, a)= GB [r2· - ( ::) J sin2a 

satisfies the uniform torsion BCs and GOE for a solid bar cross-section 
that is a quarter-cirde of radius R that is positioned on the Cartesian axes 
in the first quadrant. 

(c) Determine whether or not the candidate Prandtl stress function 

lf/(y, z) = G8[a2(a + y + z) - 2a(y2 + z2) - 4yz(y + z)] 

satisfies the uniform torsion problem BCs for the right angle, isosceles 
triangle cross-section shown in Fig. 12.18(b). 

(d) Does the candidate Prandtl stress function of part (c) satisfy the uniform 
torsion GOE? 
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Figure 12.19. Exercise 12.8. A solid, equilateral triangle bar cross-section. 

12.8. (a) Determine if the trial Prandtl stress function 

' (y3-3vz2 y2+z2 2a2) 
IJ/(y 71 = GB . - --- -1- -

' "' 1 2a 2 ' 27 

is a valid Prandtl stress function for the equilateral triangle cross-section 
shown in Fig. 12.19. That is, check its compliance with both the uniform 
torsion GDE and the BCs. 

(b) For this san1e equilateral triangular cross-section, locate the point of max
imum shearing stress and calculate its magnitude in terms of the twist per 
unit length (}. 

(c) Evaluate the double integral that relates the torque to the twist. 

12.9. The following trial Prandtl stress function, one of many, does satisfy the uniform 
torsion GDE. 

l/l(y, z) = (GB/a 2)(y4 - 6y2z2 + z4) - l/2G(}(y2 + z2) 
Using a computer if desired, determine if l/l(y, z) = 0 is a closed curve that 
can be construed as the outer boundary ( or an outer boundary and one or more 
inner boundaries) of a bar cross-section. 

12.10. (a) Determine the requirements to be placed upon the constant coefficients of 
the general third order polynomial function for that polynomial function to 
be "harmonic." (Do not bother to investigate possible boundaries for this 
function by itself or in conjunction with any other function.) 
Verify that the expressions ofEqs. (12.14a, b) are truly harmonic functions. 

FOR THE EAGER 

12.11. The taut string is the one-dimensional a.rialog of the two-dimensional taut mem
brane. Prove that the increase in the large initial force in the (initially straight) 
taut string is proportional to the square of the slope of the cable. Note that, just 
as is the case with the membrane, gravitational effects on the string are being 
ignored so that when the string lacks a lateral load it is straight. (This exercise 
is used as a justification for a similar statement in Section 12.4 regarding the 
taut membrane.) 

12.12. Why is the membrane deflection equation, Eq. (12.13), valid not only for small 
displacements, but also for finite lateral displacements limited by the accuracy 
of the approximation sin (} ~ (}? 
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Endnote (1) A Comment on the Solution for a Circular Shaft with a Keyway 

The auxiliary torque equation, in analytical form, for the circular shaft with the 
circular keyway, is 

1a=+arccos(b/2a) 1r=2a cos a 

M1 = 2 i/l(r, a) r dr dot 
a=-arccos(h/2a) r=b 

where, of course, lf!(r, a) = -(GB /2)(r 2 - b2)[1 - (2a/r) cos al In the above form the 
final answer includes arccosines. A more convenient approach is to define a new parameter, 
the limiting angle a 0 where cos(oto) = b/2a, just as is done in Example 12.4. Carrying out 
the above integration is generally easier than resorting to a numerical itegration scheme. If 
the value of b is much less than a, the membrane analogy would justify using the J value 
for the perfect circle, or a large percentage thereof. 

Endnote (2) Orthogonality 

The focus of this endnote is upon the concept of orthogonality and the series of 
cosine terms that is used in this text to solve the uniform torsion problem for the rectangular 
cross-section. The orthogonality of vectors is a simple matter. Two vectors A and B are 
orthogonal (perpendicular) if A · B = B · A = 0. A 1 x 3 row matrix LAJ and a 3 x 1 
column matrix {B} are similarly orthogonal if LAJ{B} = LBJ{A} = 0. When the vectors 
A and B are written in terms of their Cartesian components as A = Axi + + Azk and 
B = Bxi + Byj + B2k, then it is clear that the vector dot product and the matrix product 
are exactly the same thing. Hence it is possible to talk about the orthogonality of row and 
column matrices. This concept of the orthogonality of row and column matrices can be 
extended to the case where the matrices have n components (elements) rather than just 
3, by simply attaching the orthogonality label to any such zero matrix product between a 
row matrix and a multiplicably compatible column matrix. The vector dot product and the 
matrix product of a row matrix and a column matrix both produce a scalar result A scalar 
is a level of mathematical complexity below that of either the row matrix or the vector. A 
product between any two similar mathematical entities that yields a less complex result is 
termed an "inner product." 

Consider /(x) and g(x) to be two continuous, bounded functions on the interval 
[a, b]. These two functions can be regarded as being row matrices or vectors with an 
infinite number of components, that is, having one component for each value of (the index) 
x. The inner product over the interval [a, b] of these two functions is the definite integral of 
their ordinary product: 

lb f(x) g(x)dx = lb g(x) f(x)dx 

Again the order of multiplication is immaterial, and the result is a constant Thus, when 
this inner product is zero, the two functions are said to be orthogonal to each other over 
the interval [a, b]. From the integral formulas of Eqs. (12.16), it is clear .that the cosine 
functions, which are symmetrical about the origin, qualify as orthogonal functions over the 
indicated intervals. 

The cosine series used in the solution for the rectangular cross-section is a special form 
of a (double) Fourier series. Since even the rudiments of Fourier8 series theory take several 

8 Jean-Baptiste-Joseph Fourier (1768-1830), French physicist and mathematician. 
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pages of discussion, the reader is referred to other texts for an explanation of this 
tool. All that is mentioned here is that there is an underlying assumption that the Prandtl 
stress function is twice differentiable over the area of the cross-section. If this is so, and the 
smoothness of membranes gives such confidence, then Fourier series theory guarantees that 
the cosine series converges to the correct Prandtl stress function. This type of double cosine 
series, sometimes called a Navier series, is not the most efficient choice of a successful trial 
function. Reference [21] presents the results of using a single cosine series in the variable 
y where the coefficients of the cosine terms are unknown functions of z. Such a series is 
sometimes called a Levy series. One consequence of that choice is that the series to be 
summed to determine the St. Venant constant for uniform torsion is a rapidly converging, 
single sum rather than the double sum that the double cosine series produces. 

Information on the four most co11L111on orthogonal polynomial series, those of Legendre, 
Tschebycheff, Laguerre, and Hermite, can be found in many texts dealing with mathematical 
analysis, such as Ref. [20]. 

Endnote (3) A Separation of Variables Approach to Example 12.1 

A discussion of the various techniques for solving partial differential equations, 
and even the various classifications of partial differential equation solutions, must be left to 
other textbooks. However, there is one technique that is so often useful in solving the partial 
differential equations that confront engineers that it merits special mention. This technique 
is called the "separation of variables" technique. In order to explain this technique, consider 
a single, linear, partial differential equation that is written in terms of the unknown function 

y, z, ... ). As its name suggests, the separation of variables technique involves using a 
trial solution, which is typically 

y, Z, .. . ) = 

For quick demonstration of this technique, consider a typical free vibration partial differ
ential equation of the form 

( ,J4F(x,t)) (a2 F(x,t))-
A ax4 + B at2 - 0 

where A. and Bare positive constants. Writing the solution as F(x, t) = X(x)T(t) and 
substituting into the above equation yields, where primes indicate derivatives with respect 
to x, and dots with respect tot, 

AX""(x)T(t) + BX(x)T(t) = 0 

Rearrange the above equation as 

X'm BT 
X AT 

The above left-hand side is solely a function of the independent variable x, while the right
hand side is solely a function of the independent variable t. Thus, for example, the variable 
t can be run through a range of values on the right-hand side, while the variable x is held 
constant. In this way it is evident that no matter how tis changed, the left-hand side, and 
thus also the right-hand side, is a constant. Let that constant be called p2 . Thus it is possible 
to write 

.. Ap2 
T(t)+- =0 

B 
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and 

Now the one partial differential equation has been reduced to two ordinary differential 
equations. Thus the independent variables of the original partial differential equation have 
been successfully separated. As an aside, the constant value p2 was chosen to ensure a 
positive constant in these equations dealing with real quantities. A positive constant is chosen 
in anticipation of desiring a bounded solution for the function T(t); that is, having sines 
and cosines rather than hyperbolic sines and hyperbolic cosines in the solution expression 
for T(t). 

With the above introduction of the separation of variables technique in place, now con
sider applying that technique to the Poisson equation and BCs of Example 12.1. Since 
writing !J!(y, z) = Y(y)Z(z) does not work in this case, try tJJ(y, z) = + Z(z). Sub
stituting into Eq. (12. lOa) yields 

Y 11(y) + Z"(z) = -2Ge 

The same argument that varies one independent variable while the other is held fixed may 
be used here to conclude that each of the two left-hand side terms in the above equation 
are constants. Let Y 11(y) = - 2G&I', where I' is an unknown constant. Then Z11(z) = + 
2G8(I' - 1). Thus there are again two separate, ordinary differential equations for the 
functions of the independent variables. Integrating these two equations leads to 

Y(y) = -G&[I'y2 + Cd 

and 

Z(z) = -G&[(l - I')z2 + C2J 

Note that the linear terms in y and z have been owitted in recognition of the fact that the 
solutions must be symmetric about the y and z axes. Thus the Prandtl stress function may 
be written as 

[ 2 (Y) 2 2 , (z)2 J ..P-(y, z) = -Ge a r \; + b (1 - I') b + Co 

where = C1 + C2. Itis an easy matter to check that this solution does indeed satisfy 
the GDE. Now that task is to satisfy the BC that 

( r- 2]1/2) 
W(y,z)=l/1\y,bll-(~) =0 

This goal is achieved by first substituting z = b[l - (y ja)2] 112 into the Prandtl stress func
tion solution, and then setting that result equal to zero. Their mutual linear independence 
(see Section HI.3) allows separately setting the resulting y-squared term and the resulting 
constant term equal to zero. Those two new equations are 

a2 I' - b2(1 - I') = 0 and b2(1 - I')+ Co = 0 

When the solutions I' = b2 /(a 2 + b2 ), (1 - I') = a2 /(a 2 + and Co = a2b2 /(a 2 + b2) 

are substituted into the above Prandtl stress function, the result of Example 12. l is obtained 
anew. 



CHAPTER 13 

Beam Torsion Approximate Solutions 

13.1 Introduction 

This chapter examines the standard engineering approaches to beam twisting used 
with those types of beam cross-sections that are commonly used in vehicular structures. 
These fu'lalytical approaches are far simpler than the theory of elasticity approach of 
ter 12, which requires the satisfaction of a second order partial differential equation and, in 
general, the satisfaction of a simple boundary condition on a difficult boundary. The basis of 
these approaches is the division of engineering beam cross-sections into two categories. The 
first category is that of thin-walled "open cross-sections" and the second category is that of 
thin walled "closed cross-sections." A closed cross-section encloses one or more voids. A 
thin-walled pipe, or better yet, a thin-walled box beam built up from two oppositely facing 
channel cross-sections (i.e., ] [ or [ ]) connected by top and bottom plates so as to produce 
a rectangular or roughly rectangular interior void, are examples of closed cross-sections. 
On the other hand, an open cross-section does not have any interior voids. A single channel 
beam, or an H or I beam are examples of open cross-section beams. 

Thin open section beams are generally more efficient than equally strong closed section 
beams when bending moments and shearing forces are the only significant loadings. That 
is, in those circumstances, thin open section beams generally weigh less than thin closed 
section beams. Open cross-section beams also have the advantage that they are easier to 
connect to other structural components, and inspect for damage. The major disadvantage of 
open section beams, as is seen below, is that they are very weak in torsion. Hence the torsion 
analysis for thin open cross-sections is particularly important. On the other hand, closed 
section beams are relatively very stiff and strong in torsion, while possessing almost equally 
good bending properties. However, as indicated above, they are generally more costly to 
manufacture, connect, and inspect. Since their excellent torsional strength and stiffness 
properties are often vital to a vehicular component design, an accurate torsion analysis of 
closed section beams is also of great importance. For example, high aspect ratio wings are 
generally built around a "box beam" of skin and spars, which is a closed cross-section with 
a roughly rectangular void. 

Aircraft wings are examples of vehicular components for which torsional stiffness can be 
particularly important. Anyone who has stuck his or her flattened hand out of an automobile 
window into a speed-limit wind stream, and rotated the hand up or down, has experienced 
the lift forces on the flattened hand that tend to both twist and bend one's arm up or down. 
The same twisting effect occurs with wings, and this effect is briefly described at the point 
of static instability in Exercise 11.16. Of course, the inherent torsional stiffness of the 
wing is the major means of resisting this rotational static instability phenomenon called 
wing "divergence." The reason almost all high-speed metal wings are swept back rather 
than swept forward is to lessen the possibility of wing divergence. The reduction of the 
divergence threat by rearward sweep does not do away with the need for torsional stiffness. 
A lack of torsional stiffness would also promote the possibilities of control surface reversal 
phenomena and the dynamic instability called airfoil flutter. Both of these phenomena are 
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Figure 13.1. Contrasting thin, open beam cross-sections: (a) bent sheet metal channel and 
Z cross-sections; (b) extruded or rolled channel and Z cross-sections. 

also strongly influenced the torsional stiffness of the Wing flutter is a wind stream
induced vibration that can be unstable; that is, the wing deflections can grow with time. 
When the deflections grow larger, so too do the strains and stresses. Failure can be very rapid 
with bad effects on aircrew and passenger morale. These aeroelastic which are 
also possible in hydrofoils, are discussed in Refs. [28, 29] and in Chapter 23. 

13.2 Open Cross-Section Beam Torsion 

There are basically two different of open cross-section beams used in 
vehicular structures. The first type is manufactured by bending long pieces of sheet metal, 
usually aluminum. In this case the cross-section is essentially a bent rectangle where the 
bends have ample radii of curvature. Figure 13. illustrates a channel section and a 
Z-section bent from sheet metaL The second type of open cross-section is manu
factured by either a (steel) rolling or an (aluminum) extrusion process. These rolled and 
extruded cross-sections differ from the first type in that the thickness of the cross-section 
always varies greatly at the junctions of the flanges and web. In this case, it is also possible 
that the flange thickness varies along the length of the flange, even if it is constant, 
the flange thickness may be different from the web thickness; see Fig. 13.l(b). The open 
cross-section discussion begins with the constant thickness, bent sheet metal cross-section. 

Figure 13.2(a) shows the Prandtl stress function or membrane surface for a high aspect 
ratio rectangular cross-section. The mathematical description of that membrane surface is 
the infinite double sum of Eq. (12.18). Note that except near the left and ends of the 
cross-section, the membrane cross-section is very much the same over the lcagth of the rect
angle. Figure 13 .2(b) shows an approximation to the actual membrane surface. In the approx
imation, the same membrane cross-section is used over the entire rectangle. It is advanta
geous to think of the approximate membrane surface as the central portion of the actual mem
brane surface of a rectangular cross-section where the short are an infinite distance 
apart. Clearly, with respect to calculating the maximum value of the stress at the center of the 
long side, this approximate membrane is virtually the same as the actual membrane. There is 
a small difference in the two volumes under the membranes as a result of the actual boundary 
condition (BC) of zero membrane elevation at the left and right edges of the finite rectangle. 
At large aspect ratios, this small volume difference can be simply reduc
ing the long edge length by a couple of thicknesses at each end. Thus, in every 
way, the approximate membrane that has a constant membrane cross-section in they direc
tion, call it or lJ/(z), is a very close approximation to the actual , z) or 
W(y, z). 
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Side view 

(a) 

lines 

Side view 

(b) 

F'igure 13.2. Membrane images for Jong, thin rectangular bar cross-sections: (a) actual 
membrane; (b) approximate membrane. 

A mathematical description for !ft(z) is easily obtained from Eq. (12.10). In the case of an 
infinitely long rectangular cross-section, there is no variation of the Prandtl stress function 
in they coordinate direction. Therefore, that governing differential equation (GDE) reduces 
from a partial differential equation to simply 

d2!ft,("7\ 
--"-1 = -2G8 

dz 2 

with the only BCs being !ft(z) = 0 at z = ±b /2. Direct integration and use of the two BCs 
yields 

V/(z) = -Ge [z2 - (~Y] (13.1) 

Thus it is clear that the approximate membrane cross-section, or, what is the same thing, 
the actual membrane cross-section for a rectangle of infinite aspect ratio, is a parabola. 
St. Venant's constant for uniform torsion can be determined by use of eqs. (12.9) and 
(12.l as usual. The result is easily obtained as 

1 0 J = 3ab" (13.2) 

where the factor of J is, of course, the same as that given by Fig. 12.12 for an infinite aspect 
:J 

ratio. Replacing G() by Mr/ J, the maximum stress value is 

(13.3) 

Now consider the effect on the membrane image of bending the rectangle that is the sheet 
metal cross-section into the channel or Z shape of Fig. 13.1 (a). If the radii of the bends are 
generous, as they should be, then the effect of the bends upon the membrane is minimal. In 
that case, all the above equations for the rectangular cross-section still apply. Of course the 
dimensions a and b of the bent cross-sections that are to be used in those equations are the 
length and thick."1ess of the thin rectangle before it is bent. 
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Figure 13.3. A thin, open cross-section with a variable thickness. 

The above approximate approach can be extended to thin open cross-sections where the 
thickness varies along the centerline length a of the thin cross-section. Important examples 
of such thin cross-sections are those of propeller and turbine blades as shown in Fig. 13.3. 
Note that, since this new approximation is an extrapolation from the above theory for 
the infinite rectangle, there is still the requirement that a » b, or at least a 2 » b2.1 The 
extension of the infinite rectangle theory to a cross-section with a nonconstant thickness 
is made by assuming that the membrane cross-section · in the thickness direction, at any 
point along the length of the cross-section centerline, is the same sort of inverted parabola 
that is used in the approximation for a rectangle of constant thickness. The justification for 
this assumption as an acceptable approximation rests on two observations. The first and 
more important observation is simply that the membrane experiments roughly support this 
approach. The second observation is closer to the reader's experience. It is that the parabolic 
cross-section is the exact solution for some of the rather disparate beam cross-sections for 
which exact solutions are known. In addition to the infinite rectangle, the parabola is the 
membrane cross-section for the ellipse, and even the equilateral triangle in the z direction, 
which, unlike the y direction, can be taken as a thickness direction for a straight centerline 
(they axis). 

The mathematical statement of this assumption is accomplished by: (i) setting up a right
handed, orthogonal coordinate system as shown in Fig. 13.3, wheres is everywhere tangent 
to the centerline of the cross-section and thus 17 is everywhere in the thickness direction; 
and (ii) modifying Eq. (13.1) to allow the thickness b to vary with the s coordinate. Then 
the approximate Prandtl stress function is 

(13.4) 

The integration of this Prandtl stress function as per Eq. (12.9) and the use of Eq. (12.11) 
determines the approximate St. Venant constant for uniform torsion. From Eq. (12.9), 

is=a [l"=+b(l;)/2 J 
Mt= -2G8 [ 172 - }b2(0] d17 d{ 

s=O 11=-b(l;)/Z 

or 

Mt= !Ge 1s=a b3(s)d{ 
s=O 

where the additional approximation is made that the centerline of the thin open cross-section 
is close to being straight. If the centerline has significant curvature, it is then necessary to 
introduce into the above integrand the Jacobian of the fixed Cartesian coordinates y and z 

1 For example, this approximation scheme would not work at all well for a square cross-section viewed 
as a diamond shape. The error would be nearly 120 percent. 
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Figure 13.4,, Example 13.1. A bent sheet metal Z-shaped bar cross-section. 

with respect to the r;, 'f/ coordinates, or the equivalent relation between differential areas in 
terms of the two coordinate systems. Then, without the Jacobian, 

J = - b\r;)dr; 11.a 
3 o 

(13.5) 

The membrane image clearly indicates that the maximum shearing stress occurs at the 
cross-section boundary. The derivative of the Prandtl stress function with respect to T/, the 
coordinate perpendicular to the centerline, shows that the shearing stress in the r; direction 
is a maximum where rJ i.s greatest, Lhat is, at the point of maximum thickness. Even though 
the rJ coordinate is not everywhere perpendicular to the boundary, the 'f/ coordinate is often 
the normal coordinate at the point of maximum thickness when the boundary is a smooth 
curve. In those cases, it is proper to write 

(13.6) 

Again, the more accurate and flexible alternative to this approximation technique, at the 
expense of greater effort, is a numerical solution to the theory of elasticity torsion equations 
(Ref. [4]). 

Exam pie 13.1. A piece of sheet metal of dimensions L x 51 t x t, is bent into a Z-section 
beam oflengthL as shown in Fig. 13.4. If this beam is loaded without warping constraint by 
a uniform torque of magnitude M 1, what then is the total twist¢, and what is the maximum 
stress on the cross-section assuming that the radii of curvature of the bends are an order of 
magnitude greater than the thickness t? 

Solution. The solution plan is, in tum, to calculate (i) J; (ii) the maximal stress; (iii) the 
twist per unit length; and finally, (iv) the total twist. St. Venant's constant for uniform torsion 
and the maximum stress are obtained from Eqs. (13.2) and (13.3), respectively. 

l " ' 3 4 J = 3ab5 = 1(51t)t = 17t 

M 1b M 1 
(u) ---
' s max - J - l 7t3 

The twist per unit length is determined from the general formula () = Mi/ GJ, and the total 
twist, <f>, is simply the twist per unit length multiplied by the length, L(). Thus 

M1 
8=--

17Gt4 

M,L 
¢ = 17Gt4 
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Figure 13.5. Example 13.2. A thin airfoil bar cross-section. 

Long Beams 

Example 13.2. Determine the approximate torsional constant J and the approximate max
imum stress magnitude for a thin, solid cross-section whose two as shown in 
Fig. 13.5, consist of two parabolas so that the cross-section thiclmess is described by the 
formula 

r 
b(y) = ho l 1 -

. 21 

-J\ I 
a J 

The cross-section is without warping constraint, and it is 
magnitude M1• 

to a uniform torque of 

Solution. Note that the coordinate system used to describe the cross-sectional thickness is 
not the same as the coordinate system used in the derivation for the St Venant constant for 
this type of cross-section. Hence it is necessary to adjust the limits of in Eq. 

the centerline integral of the cube of the thickness. In this case 

l 
l=-

3 

y 

b3 ( 3a a' 
= 30 a-a+s-1) 

l6ab5 
105 

+ 48 (!_) 4 
- 64 

\a 
dy 

Equation (13.6) is the formula to be used to calculate the maximum stress: 

J 

105M1 

l6ab5 
The exercises at the end of the chapter provide further practice with these equations. ill 

Example 13.3. Reference ] provides the following data for the thickness of an 
NACA 0008-34 airfoil of chord length c in terms of distance along the chord length x: 

X 0.05c O.lc 0.2c 0.3c 0.4c 0.5c 0.6c 0.7c 0.8c 0.9c 
----~----~-~~~~-~--- .~~~-~--~ 

1.66 2.44 3.40 3.87 4.00 3.88 3.55 2.99 2.21 1.24 

The centerline of this symmetric airfoil cross-section is a straight line, and, of course, the 
thickness of the airfoil is zero at the leading edge (x = 0) and the edge (x = 
Calculate J, the uniform torsion constant, for a solid NACA 0008-34 cross-section of arbi-
trary chord c. Then compute J when c = 5 inches. 
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Solution. Since there is no analytical expression for the thickness distribution readily at 
hand, the simplest approach is to carry out the integration of Eq. The 
simplest numerical procedure is the trapezoidal rule, but a better answer would be obtained 
using Simpson's rule2 over most parts of the airfoil cross-section, that is, the leading edge 
section, and the central section up to 0.9c. Recall that Simpson's rule requires an even 
number of intervals n, n + l subdivision points), and can be stated in general form as 

Lb: 
dx=-

3 
+ 4Fr + 2F2 + 4F3 + 2F4 + · · · + 4F,.,~1 + 

In the first application of Simpson's rule at the leading edge where the thickness is 
changing rapidly, use L1x = 0.05c and only two intervals. Call this first contribution to the 
total uniform torsion constant Ji. In any part of the calculation for the total 1, a convenient 
way of dealing with the cube of the thickness (the Fin the above general is, for 
example, to write le)= 2(1.66/lOO)c. Therefore, b3(0. = (8)(0.0166c)3 , and thus 

11 = !(0.05c/3)(8)[(1)(0.0) + (4)(0.0166c)3 + (l)(0.0244c)3] 

= 1.46c4 X 10-6 

In the second application, use ilx = 0.1 c and the eight intervals between 0.1 c and 0.9c: 

h = *(O.lc/3)[(1)(0.0244c)3 + 
J 

+ (2)(0.0387c)3 

+· ·+ 
= 8.339c4 x 10-5 

Use the trapezoidal rule with a single interval to cover the last interval between 0.9c and 1.0c. 
The result is h = x 1 o-7 . Completing the above plan leads to J = 11 + ]z + h = 
8.510c4 x 10-5 -? 8.5c4 x 10-5 where at most two figures is to the 
given data. If c = 5 inches, as it might for the solid cross-section of a remotely piloted model 
airplane, then J = 0.053 in4 . II 

Rolled and extruded cross-sections, like all H, I, and T sections, are different from cross
sections made from bent sheet metal primarily because of the presence of fillets ( the circular 
arc portions of the boundary curves between the straight line boundaries of the webs and 
flanges). As illustrated in Fig. 12.8, even small fillets result in large bulges in the membrane 
next to the fillets. These bulges mean significant additional torque carrying capacity for 
that single beam. On the other hand, the bulges also increase membrane slopes and thereby 
promote the possibility that the maximum torsional shearing stress occurs at the fillet rather 
than at the center of a web or flange. An empirical formula developed by Trefftz (Ref. 
in 1922 for the maximum stress at a fillet, o-r, states that 

( t) l/3 
CJ f = 1.740-max -

\R 
where O'mox == --1-

where tmax is the larger of the two adjacent thicknesses, and R is the radius of the fillet. 
Another estimate for this same maximum fillet stress can be for example, in Ref. [3]. 

A semiempirical method developed and March (Ref. [31,32]) can be used 
to estimate the individual torsion constants for rolled and extruded cross-sections. This 
method is outlined in Endnote ( 1 ). In the case where the rolled or extruded beam is part of a 

2 Thomas Simpson \l7l0-l761J, English mathematician. 
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Figure 13.6. A multiply connected, closed beam cross-section: (a) typical geometry with 
identifying points; (b) membrane image at section X-X'. 

large structure where the torsional stiffness of the structure as a whole involves the bending 
as well as twisting of beams, the extra effort of the Endnote recipe would probably 
not be cost-effective. Generally, the use of one-third the sum of the centerline lengths 
multiplied by their respective thicknesses raised to the third power would be a satisfactory 
;:stimate. 

13.3 Closed Section Beam Torsion 

Figure 13.6(a) is an isometric view of a representaive thin-walled, closed cross
section. In Fig. 13.6(b) section X-X' shows a side view of the membrane or Prandtl stress 
function surface for this cross-section. Recall that the membrane analogy for multiply con
nected cross-sections requires that the membrane elevation over the inner voids cmTespond 
to the Prandtl stress function BC of Eq. (12.8) for the inner boundaries. This means that 
the membrane must form a plateau above the plain of the outer boundary over each inner 
void. AH other features of the membrane analogy for a multiply connected cross-section are 
the same as that for a singly connected cross-section. In particular: (i) the is equal 
to twice the volume between the membrane surface and the plane of the outer boundary, 
including the volume above the voids; and (ii) the total shearing stress vector is directed 
along the membrane contour lines with a magnitude equal to the normal to the contour 
lines. (Note that over the areas of the plateaus above the voids, the membrane and 
thus the cross-section shearing stress, is zero, as it should be.) The membrane image of 
Fig. 13.6 shows that unlike the open cross-section, the stress vectors in any thin wall of the 
closed cross-section all act in the same direction. Figure 13.7 further illustrates this mem
brane analogy conclusion. Furthermore, it is clear from the membrane sketch of Fig. 13.6 
that the magnitudes of the shearing stresses have an average value at the center of the thin 
wall. The departure from that average value of the magnitudes of the shearing stresses at 
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Figure 13.7. A magnifying glass comparison of the shearing stress distribution across the 
skin thickness of typical open and closed cross-sections . 

... 
(a) (b) 

Figure 13.8. The near linearity of a membrane over a thin wall thickness even when the 
membrane curvatures are much exaggerated. 

other points across the thickness of the thin wall is the subject of the following argument 
based on membrane images. 

If the thin walled structure is momentarily viewed as a solid cross-section with its 
membrane covering the area defined by the outer boundary, as in Fig. 13.8(a), and then is 
viewed as the same cross-section with its original center cut out to form the thin walled 
cross-section, as shown in Fig. 13.S(b), then it should be clear that the shape of the thin
walled membrane outside the plateau does not differ much from that of the lower portion 
of the solid cross-section membrane. Since it is evident from the membrane image that the 
slopes of the lower portion of the membrane for the solid cross-section vary little through 
the thickness of the thin wall, it is concluded that the average stress along the centerline of 
the thin wall closely represents all stresses throughout the thicki.,.ess of the thin wall. This 
argument is supported by the results of Exa.mple 12.4. 

The differences in stress magnitude across the thin wall thickness are sufficiently small 
that they are easily and customarily ignored by introducing a quantity called the shear flow. 
The shear flow is defined as being equal to the product of the shear stress at the thin wall 
centerline and the thin wall thickness t. The shear flow is symbolized as q. Thus, 

q == O'xst (13.7) 
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Figure 13.9. A thin-walled segment free body diagram from the closed cross-section of 
Fig. 13.6 where the length dx it exaggerated and the thin wall thickness varies from point 
G to point H. 

The reason for the selection of the name "shear flow" for this quantity is made clear later. 
The units of shear flow are force per unit of length along the thin wall centerline. The reason 
for the use of this quantity is that the torsional shear flow has the important characteristic 
for a closed cross-section that it is constant over any wall segment between centerline 
junctures.3 To prove this and related statements, first consider a FBD of the segment of 
the closed beam cross-section of Fig. 13.6 lying between points G and H. Again, a series 
of arc length coordinates s is used to locate positions along the thin wall centerlines. As 
redrawn in Fig. 13.9, let the finite distance between the two selected points be Lis, and let 
the x direction length of the uniform beam FBD be dx. For the sake of generality, let the 
wall thickness vary with the arc length coordinate. The head-to-head and toe-to-toe feature 
of the shearing stresses makes it evident that summing forces in they and z directions leads 
to the forces on the back face canceling the forces on the front face, and thus to the identity 
that zero equals zero. However, summing forces in the x direction, after canceling dx from 
both terms, yields 

which means that the shear flow in either an inner or outer wall segment is a constant between 
wall junctions. Now create another FBD of depth clx by cutting the closed cross-section of 
Fig. 13.6 at points A and C as shown in Fig. 13.10. After canceling the common factor dx, 
the sum of the external forces in the x direction yields 

These results are in agreement with the membrane analogy. Refer to Fig. 13 .11, which is 
for the same A to C section. From the definition of slope being the rise divided by the run, it 
is clear that the product of the shearing stress ( the slope) and the thickness ( the run) equals 
the shear flow (the lise). Thus, for this closed, thin cross-section, the shear flow is equal 
to the constant plateau height if!;. This, incidentally, is one, limited, interpretation of the 
quantities if!;. A similar conclusion using the membrane analogy can be drawn for the shear 
flow acting upon an inner wall, but again the result is the same as that from an equilibrium 

3 The conclusions regarding the distribution at the unknown shear flows around the cross-sectional 
voids, which are to be drawn from FBDs and the writing of equilibrium equations, can be obtained 
more quickly and much more elegantly simply using the membrane analogy, The equilibrium approach 
is presented as a means of further validating this use of the membrane analogy, 
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C 

Figure 13.10. A free body diagram of another portion of the thin, multiply connected 
cross-section of Fig. 13.6. Again dx is greatly exaggerated. 

Membrane 

Figure 13.11. The membrane image of Fig. 13.6 along the unmarked line AC for the purpose 
of discovering the relationship between the shear flow and the value of the Prandtl stress 
function at interior boundaries of thin, closed cross-sections. 

Figure 13.12. Free body diagram of the juncture at pointJ of the cross-section of Fig. 13.6. 

argument. Consider wall junction J as redrawn in the FBD in Fig. 13.12. Summing forces 
in the x direction yields 

qH = qA + qv + qE 

Similarly, 

These equations can be interpreted as saying that the shear flow into any junction is equal to 
the shear flow out of the junction. This observation coupled with the constancy of the shear 
flow between junctions makes it obvious that the shear flow has the same characteristics as 
those of an incompressible, inviscid fluid circulating endlessly in channels defined by the 
wall edges. Hence the name "shear flow." 
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Figure 13.13. The efficient way of representing the shear flows acting upon a thin, multiply 
connected cross-section. 

All three sets of equilibrium results can be concisely organized if the above cumbersome 
alphabetic shear flow notation is now replaced by that of Fig. 13.13, where a separate shear 
flow makes a complete loop around each internal void, or "cell." For example, the shear 
flow in the internal web containing the point K is (q1 - q2 ), upwardly directed, or (q2 -

q1) downwardly directed. Notice that this notation, without adding any other features, fully 
accommodates the shear flow constancy properly between junctions and at the opposite 
outer sides of voids, and correctly describes the "shear flow in equals the shear flow out" 
junction requirement. Since this arrangement of the numerical subscripted shear flows fully 
satisfies all previously derived shear flow equilibrium equations, and since those shear flows 
are still unknown, the task ahead is to find sufficient equations to determine the values of 
these unknown shear flows around each cell. 

Consider an arbitrary segment of a typical, single shear flow loop as sketched in 
Fig. 13.14(a). In order to obtain the beam stress resultants associated with tl>is shear flow, 
consider only the shear flows on the cross-section nearest the viewer. From Fig. 13.14(a), 
the total shearing force acting on a length ds along the centerline of the loop is q ds. Its 
vertical component is (q ds) sin /3, which can also be written as (q ds)(dz/ds) = q dz. Thus 
the sum of the differential forces in the z direction on the front face between points L and 
Nis 

When the integration is over the entire loop, that is, when N r-eaches L, then Llz, and hence 
i1z, is zero. By a similar argument, the beam shearing force component in they direction 
resulting from one or more of these shear flow loops is also seen to be zero. It is worth 
repeating that there are no shear forces arising from complete shear flow loops. 

Now consider the moment stress resultant about an arbitrary moment center that is 
produced by the shear flow of that same loop segment. The moment produced by the shearing 
force q ds is equal to that force magnitude multiplied by the perpendicular distance between 
the line of action of the force and the arbitrary moment center, r. That is, 
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Figure 13.14. Calculating the shearing forces and twisting moments that result from the 
constant shear flow of a thin, single-cell cross-section. 

The last line integral has a simple geometric interpretation. Since r(s) is the height of the 
heavily hatched triangle in Fig. 13.14(a), and ds is its base length, the quantity r(s) ds is 
twice the area of the heavily hatched triangle. Thus the total line integral is just the sum of 
all such triangles between L and N, which is twice the shaded area. If the arbitrary moment 
center is within the complete loop, as shown in Fig. 13. l 4(b ), the line integral is twice 
the area enclosed by the loop centerline. The same result holds if the arbitrarily located 
moment center lies outside the complete loop of the centerline. In this case, it is necessary 
to carefully consider the direction of the moment contributed by each centerline segment, 
because some segments give rise to a counterclockwise moment while other segments give 
rise to a clockwise moment about the arbitrary moment center. When that fact is taken into 
account, it becomes clear that the total area outside the loop and between the tangents to 
the loop from the moment center is counted once for a clockwise moment and once for 
a counterclockwise moment, and hence cancels, leaving only the area within the closed 
centerline loop; see Fig. 13.14(c). In order to distinguish (i) the area enclosed within a 
centerline loop from (ii) the area of the beam cross-section material, the symbol ,,t, is used 
for the area enclosed within the ith loop. Do not confuse these two very different beam 
areas. Then, for a beam with a single cell, (2A)q = M1 , or 

M1 
q = 2J (13.Sa) 

and, because the counterclockwise moments for each loop of a beam with more than one 
cell add together to form a total moment, 

(13.8b) 
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The approximate solution of a good estimate of the exact centerline 
shearing stress value for a thin, circular cross-section. If R is the centerline radius of the 
thin annular cross-section, and tits thickness, then the difference between the approximate 
and exact solutions is the difference between R2 and R 2 + i t 2 . The difference between that 
centerline stress and the corresponding maximum stress is the difference between b and 

+ which as discussed is negligibly small for a thin cross-section. Also see Exer-
13.3(e, f). 

Equation O is all that is necessary to determine the shear and hence the uniform 
torsion shearing stress, in a single-cell beam of any cross-sectional shape. Furthermore, since 
Egs. (13.8) are equilibrium equations, are valid for any of material. In the case of 
a beam with N cells, the equilibrium (13.8b) is inadequate by itself to 
determine the N shear flows. The problem is indeterminate. An additional 
1) deflection equations, involving the twists per unit length of each are required. From 
Section 5 of Appendix the twist per unit length for the ith cell is 

where 

1 1 q 
6; = --.,_- ~ --;ds 

2GoA1 "ac, t·· 

G 

(1 

ands is the arc length coordinate running counterclockwise around the centerline of the wall 
surrounding the ith cell, t = is the thin wall thickness, and G0 is the arbitrary reference 
shear modulus that plays a role similar to that E0 in theory. When the 
closed cross-section is sufficiently compact or sufficiently supported by x plane bulkheads 
(or "ribs" in the case of glider or other very high-aspect-ratio aircraft wings), so that the 
thin-walled cross-section retains its original shape as it twists, then the additional (N - 1) 
equations are 

(13. 

The example problems that follow illustrate the use of these uniform torsion equations. 
Before proceeding to the exarnple problems, it is well to summarize the va..rious results in 
one place. The equations to be solved for a single-cell, closed cross-section beam subjected 
to uniform torsion without warping constraint, are 

and from Mt= Gol*8, 

/ single cell 

I O'xs(s) = I 2At(,) 

I 
L 

J* = ---
J; ]__ds 
J t* 

1 
-ds 
t* 

11) 
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The equations to be solved for the multicell closed cross-section in terms of the N shear 
flows are Eqs. (13.8b) and (13.10), using Eq. (13.9) to provide the details of Eq. (13.10). 
This set of equations is called Bredt's equations (Ref. [16]) or the Bredt-Batho equations 
(Ref. [65]). 

Example 13.4. A lengthwise-slit annular tube and a closed annular tube have the same 
mean diameter D (from center of thickness to center of thickness) and same tube thickness 
t, where D = 16t. If both tubes are subjected to the same torque, what then is the ratio of the 
angles of twist per unit length, and the ratio of the approximate maximum cross-sectional 
stresses? 

Solution. For both the slit ( open), and the closed, thin circular cross-section, and all other 
cross-sections, e = Mt! G J. Thus 

where 

ab3 T( Dt3 
fs=-=--

3 3 

and 

where the thickness has a constant value, and hence can be factored out of the line integral. 
That step leaves only the line integral of the differential arc length, which, since it is just 
the sum of all the differential pieces of arc length, ts always the total length of the path of 
integration. Therefore, 

e 3D2 
..!...=-=192 ec 4t2 

The maximum stress in the slit tube is M1t/ J, while that for the closed tube is Mtf(2tA). 
Thus 

O's 2tA 2(1( D 2 /4)t2 
-=--= 
O'c fs/t T( Dt3 /3 

3D 
=-=24 • 2t 

The closed tube is clearly much stiffer and stronger than the slit or open tube. Short lengths 
of open, thin cross-sections are unavoidable whenever it is necessary to have access to the 
interior of a tubular structure, such as a submarine hull, or aircraft fuselage. Otherwise, 
vehicular structures are generally closed containers because twisting loads on vehicular 
structures are commonplace. 

Example 13.5. The doubly symmetric nonhomogeneous box beam idealized in Fig. 13.15 
has titanium top and bottom plates (G = 6.2 x 106 psi), and aluminum channels (G = 3.9 x 
106 psi). The uniform box beam is without warping constraint, and it is subjected to a 
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Figure 13.15. Example 13.5. An idealized thin box beam cross-section. 

torque of magnitude Mi. Calculate: (a) the torsion shearing stress in the top and bottom 
plates, and in the web of the channels; (b) the modulus weighted St. Venant constant for 
uniform torsion; and (c) the twist per unit length. 

Solution. (a) Since this is a single-cell beam cross-section, Eqs. (13.11) are applicable thus, 
with al designating aluminum, and ti for titanium 

(b) 

~ 2 M1 
A =3a aaz= --

J* = 4(A.)2 

J, !_ ds 
rt* 

6a2t 

where 

Mi 
a·---

1' - I2a2t 

G 
t* = -t 

Go 

Begin the J* calculation by choosing Go to be the modulus of rigidity for aluminum. 
Arbitrarily choose to begin the line integral of the inverse of the local m. w. thickness around 
the perimeter of the rectangle of the box beam by starting the arc length coordinate, and 
hence the line integration, at the upper right corner. Recall that the arc length coordinate 
is positive in a counterclockwise direction. The modulus weighted thickness for the top 
plate is (6.2/3.9)(2t) = 3.18t, a constant over the entire centerline length of the top plate. 
Therefore, the value of the line integral over the full length of the centerline of the top plate 
is 3a/3.18t = 0.94a/t. The portion of the line integral that results from proceeding with 
the arc length coordinate down the left-hand side web, where the m.w. thickness has the 
constant value t, is just a/ t. The bottom plate and right-hand side web yield the same results 
as their symmetric opposites. Hence the total value for the line integral is 

f 1 a 
-ds = [0.94 + 1 + 0.94 + I](a/t) = 3.88-
t* t 

Therefore 

J* = 4(9a4) = 9.3a3t 
3.88a/t 

(Note that if the orientation of the channel sections were reversed from"] ["to"[]," the 
approximate nature of these calculations suggests that the additional thickness provided 
by the aluminum flanges of the channel sections could be either ignored, or converted to 
an equivalent thickness of titanium by multiplying this flange thickness by the ratio of the 
aluminum to titanium shear moduli. Then the top plate would have three constant thickness 
segments.) 
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Figure 13.16. Example 13.6. 

( c) The twist per unit lengh is 8 = Mr/ G0 J*, so 

M1 
8=----

9.3Goa3t 

419 

which, of course, is an answer that, despite its appearance, is wholly independent of the 
choice of the value for G0 . 

Example 13.6. The cross-section of a uniform, aluminum rudder tab is sketched m 
Fig. 13.16. Set up, but do not bother to solve, the simultaneous equations necessary to 
determine the shear flows on the cross-section due to a uniform torque M;. 

Solution. Let q 1 be the counterclockwise shear flow around the left-hand side cell (A. 1 = 
n R 2 /2), and q2 be the counterclockwise shear flow around the triangular cell (A 2 ~ 3R2). 

There are thus two unknown shear flows requiring two simultaneous equations. The first of 
these equations is the equilibrium equation 

Mt = 2A1q1 + 2A2q2 = Jr R 2q1 + 6R2q2 

The second equation necessary for a solution for the shear flows is the twist continuity 
equation e1 = 82 . Recall Eq. (13.9). To evaluate 81, start t:1e counterclockwise line integral 
at the upper corner of the semicircle perimeter of the first cell. It does not matter where 
the integration begins. It is only necessary to begin somewhere. Around the semicircle, the 
thickness has the constant value t and the shear flow has the constant value q1. Thus this part 
of the line integral around the first cell is (n R / t )q1. The final portion of that line integral 
results from proceeding up the center stiffener where the thickness has the constant value 3t 
and the shear flow has the constant value (q1 - q2 ). The signs associated with the two shear 
flows are determined on the basis of the derivation which says that positive shear flows are 
in the positive direction of the local arc length coordinate. Therefore, 

f q nR 2R 
-"---ds = -qi + -(qi - qz) 

0 t t 3t 

Similarly, 

i q , 2n R 2R , 
-as = --q2 + -(q2 - qu 

1> t t 3t 

Then, after canceling the factor 1 /2G, the second equation that started as() 1 = fJ 2 becomes 
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Figure 13.17. Example l .7. 

which reduces to just 12.47q1 = 12.92q2 or q1 = 1.04q2 . When substituted into the equi
librium equation, the above relation provides the solution for the two shear flows. As is the 
case here, the shear flows for cells bordering the outer boundary are usually of comparable 
magnitude, which means that the shear flows over interior webs are usually relatively small. 

111!1 

The exercises provide additional practice in solving multicell torsion problems. Note 
again that if the cross-section consisted of three cells, then the three equations for determin
ing the three shear flows would be the one equilibrium equation and, when the cross-section 
is sufficiently the two continuity equations 81 = 82 and 81 = 83 . The determination 
of the torsion constant for a multicell cross-sectiori is accomplished by substituting the 
solutions for the shear flows into any one of the twist per unit length equations in order 
to determine the value of e = 8;. Then the torsion constant is determined simply from the 

relation M 1 = G J (}. 

Example 13.7. Determine the uniform torsion shear flows for the five-cell cross-section 
shown in Fig. 13.17 where each cell has exactly the same geometry as the other cells. 

Solution. The rotational symmetry of the cross-section means that all five shear flows are 
equal. Therefore their differences, the shear flow on the spokes of the wheel-shaped cross
section, must be zero. Thus the shear flow pattern is that of a single cell, and Eqs. (13.11) 
apply. Hence, 

M1 
q; = 2n: R2 i = 1, 2, ... , 5 

13.4 Accuracy of the Uniform Torsion Theory 

The uniform torsion theory is predicated upon the assumption that the torque and 
the cross-sectional geometry are constant, there is no warping restraint, and the end torques 
are applied in the form of end cross-section shearing tractions that duplicate the distribution 
of the predicted internal stresses. If the torque and cross-section vary gradually, the theory 
is still applicable. The case of gradually varying torque (and cross-section) is considered 
in the next section. Endnote (2) is a brief explanation of why a varying torque produces 
warping constraints. 

If the end torques are not the result of shearing tractions that duplicate the predicted shear
ing stresses, then the pattern of the actual shearing stresses will differ from the predicted 
shear flows for several bar depths away from the bar ends. The presence of concentrated 
torques also disrupts the predicted stress patterns in the case of thin-walled beams, partic
ularly closed cross-section beams, for distances along the length of such beams equal to 
several depths of the beam cross-section, much like the disruption of the predicted bending 
stress pattern caused by a concentrated force. As a further caution, it is also well to bear in 
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mind that multicell, built-up cross-sections of nominally the same geometry and material 
sometimes have somewhat different stiffnesses. 

The effect of warping constraint is to stiffen the beam A general theory 
for the uniform torsion of open cross-sections with warping constraints at the beam 
ends was developed by Timoshenko (Ref. That shows that the effect from 
warping constraint at the beam ends upon the total for the case of uniform 
negligible for long beams. Reference provides the details of a solution for the 
important special cases of I, Z, and channel cross-sections. The general thin-walled, open 
section, Timoshenko theory introduces an open cross-section warping constant I' or Cw, 
with units of length to the sixth power. Like an area moment the warping constant 
depends exclusively on the geometry of the beam cross-section. Certain open cross-sections 
(e.g., a cross-section shaped like a right-angled cross) have a zero warping constant. Thus 
their twist is unaffected by warping constraint. The warping constraint of closed, thin-walled 
cross-sections is a more complicated matter. Some solutions have been von 
Karman and Chien, and Smith et al. (Ref. [4]). 

13,5 Beams Subjected to a Variable Torque 

The entire preceding theory was developed upon the basis of a constant torque 
and, thus, a constant twist per unit length, (), which, in <that circumstance, is to the 
total twist, </J = </Jx, divided the beam length. When a beam is subjected to a variable 
torque, the twist per unit length is also variable. In this case the twist per unit is still 
equal to the twist divided by However, in order to have a unique value of this ratio at 
any point along the length of the beam, must be written as the ratio of the differential 
increment in twist to the differential increment in distance along the length of the beam. 
That it is now necessary to write 

dx 

Then the relation between the torque and twist per unit length becomes 

M1(x) = Gol*</J'(x) 

The beam twisting equilibrium equation has been derived as Eq. 
nonlinear terms, this equilibrium equation reduces to simply 

Mlr) = -mi(x) 

12) 

(13.13) 

Discarding the 

Substitution of Eq. (13.13) into the above v"'~m,,vu yields the linear beam governing differ
ential equation for variable torque, which is 

[Gol*¢']' = -mi(x) 

This second order GDE is a part of a boundary value problem. The single 
BC at each beam end is either the twist </J has a fixed value, zero, or the torque 
M 1 = G0 J*¢' has a fixed value equal to the applied torque at that end, which also could 
be zero. (Recall that temperature changes never produce a Since this GDE and the 
corresponding BCs are much like the extension that were in 
chapters, this boundary value problem does not require much further comment beyong 
three examples and some exercises. when Eq. (13. is applied to short thin, open 
cross-section beams, the effect of warping constraint can be included the fourth 
order term -[EI'¢"]" to the left-hand side of Eq. the number of BCs to 
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(b) The distributed torque has the magnitude 
Mo!L atx =L, and the value zero atx = 0 

Figure 13.18. (a) Example 13.8. (b) Example 13.9. (c) Example 13.10. 

two at each end, and including the warping normal stresses and warping displacements in 
those BC statements. See the last paragraph of Section 13.4 and Ref. [42].) 

Example 13.8. Calculate the twist ¢(2L) relative to the twist ¢(0) for the homogeneous, 
uniform beam shown in Fig. 13.18(a). Note that the beam is in a state of static equilibrium, 
and that there is no constraint against either twisting or warping at either end of the beain. 

Solution. Since m1 = -M2/ L, where M2 is of fixed magnitude, the GDE becomes 

M2 
GJ<fJ"(x) = +L[l - stp(x - L)] 

with the required two BCs derived from Eq: (13.13). The BCs are 

(i) ¢'(0) = 0 and (ii) GJ¢'(2L) = +Mz 

Performing the usual definite integration between the limits of zero and x first yields 

M2 M2 
GJ</J'(x) = GJ<fJ'(O) +xL - L(x - L)stp(x - L) 

where the first right-hand side term drops out as a consequence of the first BC. Integrating 
again provides 

2 M2 M2 2 GJ</)(x) = GJ</)(0) +x - - -(x - L) stp(x - L) 
2L 2L 
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Setting x = 2L produces the desired result: 

</>(2L) _ </>(O) = 2LM2 -LM2/2 = 3M2L 
GJ 2GJ • 

Note that boundary conditon (ii) was not explicitly used to determine the total twist In 
any problem where relative deflections are sought, the number of the BCs that are redundant 
equals the number of reference deflections. In this case, there is one reference deflection, 
</>(O), and one 'redundant BC. 

Example 13.9. The uniform bar of length 2L shown in Fig. al 8(b) is clamped at its left 
end and is constrained against twisting by a torsional spring of stiffness K 1 at its right end. 
Set up the GDE and BCs for this problem. 

Solution. Since the right-hand end has the more complicated BC, and since the description 
of the distributed torque would also be simplified, choose the origin of the x axis to be at 
the right-hand end. Then the GDE becomes 

,, Mox 
Gl</> (x) = +2MoL1(x - L)- LL[l - stp(x - L)] 

It is worth mentioning that definite integration between the limits (0, x) of the second of 
the above right-hand side terms is greatly facilitated if that expression is multiplied out and 
the x factor for the step function is converted to an (x - L) factor by the simple expedient 
of adding and subtracting the quantity L stp (x - L). The final result is 

,, Mo 
Gl</> (x) = +2MoL1(x -L)- L 2 [x -(x -L)stp(x - L)- Lstp(x - L)] 

The left-hand BC is simply </>(2L) = 0. The BC at x = 0 requires a FBD where the beam 
slice is given a positive twist. Using the positive convention for the internal torque leads to 
the preliminary equation 

M 1(0) - K1</>(0) = 0 then Gl</>'(0) - K 1</>(0) = 0 • 
Example 13.10. Write, in a ready-to-use form, the GDE and BC equations for the uniform 
beam oflength 2L which is loaded as shown in Fig. 13.18(c). The torsional spring atx = 0 
has the spring constant K. 

Solution. Since each term of the twist per unit length is positive, the GDE is written as 

Gl</>"(x) = -MsL1(x - L) - mo (1 + 2:) stp(x - L) 

Again the second right-hand side term should be rewritten to facilitate definite integration 
between the limits (0, x). The result is 

" 3 mo Gl</> (x) = -M5L1(x - L)- 2mostp(x - L)- 2L (x - L)stp(x - L) 

The two BC equations are obtained from FBDs of beam slices at each beam end. The results 
are 

K</>(0) = M1(0) or GJ</>'(0) - K</>(0) = 0 

M1(2L) = +M4 or GJ</>'(2L) = M4 • 
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13.6 Summary 

The analysis of the twisting of the thin beam cross-sections used in vehicular 
construction begins with classifying the thin cross-section as either open or closed. If the 
thin cross-section is open, then the cross-sectional properties are simply estimated on the 
basis of the solution for the solid rectangular cross-section and the membrane analogy which 
connects the actual cross-section to the rectangular cross-section. If the open beam cross
section is that of a rolled or extruded beam, then the beam cross-section is likely to have 
significant fillets. Then, depending upon the importance of the accuracy of the estimate for 
the individual beam twisting stiffness factor J, the semiempirical approach of Endnote 
may be employed for a more accurate estimate of the torsion constant, 1, than is supplied 
by the standard thin open cross-section formula, which states that J = ( ! ) ab3 . 

Thin, open cross-sections are easily twisted and, as a result, can be subjected to high 
shearing stress values relative to similar closed cross-sections loaded by the same torque .. 
Nevertheless, thin cross-sections usually have the advantage of being easier to connect to 
other structural members by means of rivets or bolts. Furthermore, access requirements 
may make openings in otherwise closed beam cross-sections unavoidable. 

The analysis of twisted thin, closed beam cross-sections is based upon the equilibrium 
result, or more quickly, the membrane analogy result (see Exercise 13.13) that the shear 
flow in any thin-walled circuit around a single void of the closed cross-section is a constant. 
This information permits the calculation of the stresses in any single-cell, closed beam 
cross-section on the basis of equilibrium considerations alone. When there is more than one 
cell, and when the thin cross-section is quite compact, it is possible to say that all cells twist 
the same amount. This amounts to the required additional compatibility equations that are 
necessary to determine the shear flow in all parts of the cross-section. If the cross-section 
is not very compact, it may be best to use the structural analysis techniques introduced in 
Chapter 16. The following brief example reviews the twisting analysis of the various types 
of cross-sections. 

Example 13.11. Calculate the St. Venant constant for uniform torsion for each of the beam 
cross-sections sketched in Fig. 13.19. All thin cross-sectional dimensions are centerline 
dimensions. Let the dimension c be much greater than the dimension t. Treat the cross
section of part ( d) as compact. 

Solution. (a) The rectangular cross-section is not thin. The exact solution for the rectangle 
should be used where J = f3ab 3 , and the value of f3 is that for the ratio a/ b equal to 4. At 
that aspect ratio, from Fig. 12.2, f3 = 0.28. Thus 

J = 0.28(8c)(2c)3 = 18c4 

(b) For this thin, open cross-section, J is approximately equal to ( ! ) ab3 . Thus 

J = (n (7c)(t)3 = 2.3ct3 

( c) For this thin, homogeneous, single-cell, closed cross-section, the third of Eqs. ( 13 .11) 
applies where t* = t. The area enclosed by the thin wall centerline, A, equals 6c2 . The line 
integral around the thin wall centerline is equal to 10( c / t ). Thus 

J = 4(6c2)2 /[lO(c/t)] = 14c3t 
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Figure 13.19. Example 13.11, where c » t for all thin cross-sections. 
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(d) Since there are two cells to this thin-walled closed structure, there is no simple 
formula for the torsion constant. The torsion constant is determined by first calculating the 
two constant shear flows in the two-cell cross-section, and then calculating the twist per 
unit length. The torsion constant can be determined from the solution for the twist per unit 
length. 

In order to calculate the two shear flows, first write the equilibrium eqt1ation 

'\""' A 2 2 
M1 = L.,(2Aq); = 8c q1 + 4c q2 

With the value 2 being the ratio of the enclosed areas, the equality of the two twists per unit 
length of the two cells leads to the equation 

q1(6c) + (q1 - qz)(2c) = 2[q2(6c) - q1(2c)] 

or 

12q1 = 14q2 

Substituting this latter result into the above equilibrium equation yields 

Mr 
qi = 0.0875-2 

C 

Mr 
and q2 = 0.075 2 

C 

Now Eq. (13.9) can be used to calculate the twist per unit length in either cell. The result 
lS 

Ge = 8: 2t [ Sc ( 0.0875 ~) _,_ 2c ( 0.075 ; 1
) J 

1 M1 
= ScZt [0.55Mr/c] = 1 

Thus 

J = l4.5c3 t 
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Figure 13.20. Exercise 13.1. Bent sheet metal open cross-sections. 
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Figure 13.21. Exercise 13.2. Thin, open bar cross-sections of variable thickness. 

Chapter 13 Exercises 

13.1. In the case of no warping constraint, a uniform torque M1, and a homogeneous 
material, determine the twist per unit length and maximum stress for each of 
the bent sheet metal cross-sections of Fig. 13.20. 

13.2. (a) Calculate an approximate St. Venant constant for uniform torsion for the 
thin, solid cross-sections shown in Fig. 13.21(a). Also estimate the maxi
mum stress. 

(b) As above for Fig. 13.21(b). Here, of course, the maximum stress is not at 
the point of maximum thickness. 

(c) As above for Fig. 13.21(c). 

13.3. (a) What is the approximate value of the shear flow due to the uniform torque 
Mt shown, the corresponding maximum stress, and the m.w. St. Venant 
constant for uniform torsion for the closed, uniform cross-section shown 
in Fig. 13.22(a). 
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Figure 13.22. Exercise 13.3. Thin, single-cell cross-sections. 
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(b) As above for the torque and the nonhomogeneous cross-section of 
Fig. 13.22(b). 

(c) As above for the torque and the nonhomogeneous cross-section of Fig. 
13.22(c). Let c :» t, and let the shear modulus of the top plate be 2G0 

while that of the "hat" section is G0 . 

(d.) Consider a closed, thin, rectangular cross-section of centerline dimensions 
8c by 2c and thickness 0.2c. Show that the thin cross-section, with one
quarter of the area of a solid rectangular cross-section of dimensions 8c by 
2c, has a torsion constant that is slightly more than 57 percent of that for 
the solid cross-section. 

(e) For an annular cross-section where the inner radius, the radius of the void, 
is nine-tenths of the outer radius, show that the difference between the 
approximate solution for the centerline shearing stress and the exact max
imum stress at the outer edge is 4.7 percent 

(f) For the above annular cross-section, show that the percent error between 
the approximate solution and the exact solution for J is one-qua..'i:er of 
l percent. 

13.4. Ignoring the additional stiffness contributed by the fillets at the junctures of 
webs and flanges, calculate an approximate St. Venant constant for uniform 
torsion for the similar open and closed cross-sections sketched in Fig. 13.23. 

13.5. (a) Calculate the shear flows over the surface of the homogeneous, uniform 
cross-section shown in Fig. 13 .24( a), for a constant torque M1 , Each curved 
portion is a circular arc and there is no significant warping constraint. Also 
calculate the value of the St. Venant constant for uniform torsion. 

(b) As above, for Fig. 13.24(b). 
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Figure 13.23. Exercise 13.4. An open and a closed, two cell bar cross-section. 
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Figure 13.24. Exercise 5. Various multiply connected cross-sections. 

(c) As above, for Fig. 13.24(c). 
(d) As above, for Fig. 13.24(d). 

13.6. (a) Calculate the tip rotation of a uniform, cantilevered beam of length L 
subjected to a constant torque per unit length of magnitude m0 . 

(b) Calculate the tip rotation of a uniform, cantilevered beam of length L 
subjected to an end torque of magnitude M 0 . 

( c) Calculate the rotation at x = L of a uniform beam of length L canitlevered 
at x = 0. The beam is subjected to a concentrated torque of magnitude 
m 0L at x = L /2, and a torque per unit length of magnitude m0 acting over 
the outboard half ( ! L :S x :S L) in the direction opposite to that of the 
concentrated torque. 

(d) Do part (a) when GJ(x) = GJ0 [2 - (x/ L)]. 
(e) Do part (b) when GJ(x) = GJ0 [2 - (x/ L)]. 
(f) Do part (a) when GJ(x) = GJ0 [2 - (x/ L)], and m1(x) = m0 [2 - (x/ L)]. 

13.7. A circular bar of length Lis supported at its ends by frictionless ball bearings. 
With the x coordinate originating at one end of the bar, the torque per unit length 
is described by m1(x) = m0 sin(2nx/ L). Calculate the total twist between 
ends. 
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(b) 

Figure 13.25. Exercise 13.8. Beams subjected to variable torques. 

13.8. (a) Obtain analytical expressions for the twist </>(x) for the uniform bar with 
stiffness coefficient GJ shown in the sketch of Fig. 13.25(a). 

(b) As above, for Fig. 13.25(b). 

13.9. It is suggested that the solution for the twist for the beam and loading discussed 
in Example 13.10 is 

GJ</)(x) = (x + ~) ( M4 +Ms+ imoL )- Ms(x - L)stp(x - L) 

2 [1 (x)3 l(x)z 5(x) 2] -moL 12 L + 2 L - 4 L + 3 stp(x - L) 

Determine why this solution is correct or incorrect. 

FOR THE EAGER 

13.10. In the case of the homogeneous, uniform, rolled or extruded sections sketched 
in Fig. 13.26, determine the value of the torsion constant using the recipe of 
Endnote (1). 

13.11. Discuss the relative merits of building a box beam by use of top and bottom 
plates for flanges and a pair of channels for webs where in the first case the 
channels face inward (i.e., []) and in the second case the channels face outward 
(i.e.,] [). Can you suggest means suitable to a vehicular structure for overcoming 
the manufacturing difficulty inherent in first case? 

13.12. Determine the equation for the twist for a beam cantilevered at x = 0 and free 
at its opposite end, x = L. Let the beam be loaded with a positively directed, 
uniform torque per unit length of magnitude mo, and let the torsional stiffness 
factor GJ(x) be equal to Glo[l - (x/L)]. Note that at the beam's free end 
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Figure 13.26. Exercise 13.10. Rolled or extruded bar cross-sections. 

the stiffness factor drops to a zero value; that is, the beam has diminished to a 
point. Hint: Momentarily set aside the beam BCs, and proceed to integrate the 
GDE 

!!___ [c10 (1 - ::.) d</)] = -m0 
dx L dx 

After obtaining the general solution with two constants of integration, which 
is 

GJ0</)(x) = (moL 2 - C1L)ln (1- I )-moL2 (1- I)+ C2 

apply the first BC, ¢(0) = 0. Note that the apparent second BC that MtCL) = 0 
is useless because it degenerates to zero equals zero. Since no statement can 
be made about the value of ¢'(L), consider what can be said about ¢(L), and 
the result of that expectation. 

13.13. Using the membrane analogy exclusively, justify then-cell shear flow mathe
matical model where there is generally a different shear flow around each void 
as shown, for example, in Fig. 13.13. 

Endnote (1) Torsion Constants for Rolled and Extruded Beams 

The rectangular portions of a rolled or extruded beam cross-section are classified 
according to the three categories shown in Fig. 13.27(a, b, c). Note that "webs" are central 
rectangles whose corresponding membranes are open at both ends of the web rectangle. 
Flanges are classified according to whether the opening to their membrane is at an end, or at 
the center of their rectangle. The total St. Venant constant for uniform torsion for the entire 
rolled or extruded cross-section is taken to be the sum of component torsion constants for 
each flange and web of the cross-section, plus additional terms for the bulges at each of the 
fillets. That is, 

1= I:1j 

This approach is justified on the basis that the St. Venant constant for uniform torsion is 
proportional to the total volume under the membrane. The total volume under the membrane 
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Figure 13.27. Endnote From Ref. [32], rolled or extruded bar cross-sections that iden-
tify (a) webs, (b) flanges with a center juncture, a.11d (c) flanges with an end juncture. 

is the sum of the volumes under each segment of the membrane, that is, the sum of the 
volumes over each rectangle, plus the additional volumes attributable to the bulges. This 
approach is quantified as follows. 

When the bulges at the junctures are temporarily ignored, it can be said that the membrane 
shape for a web is similar to that for an infinite rectangle. Thus the contribution to the total 
sum from the webs is taken to be 

For flanges whose membranes are open at the sides, and thus held down at the short edges, 
as shown in Fig. 13 .27 (b ), the usual formula for any rectangle is appropriate. That is, take 

where the f3 coefficient is taken from Fig. (12.12). Similarly, for flanges whose membranes 
is open at one end, where therefore the membrane has a slightly greater volume at the end, 
take as the torsion constant contribution the torsion constant of a rectangle with twice the 
aspect ratio of the actual rectangle. That is, take 

To account for the bulges at the junctures of flanges and webs, include in the sum 

where this coefficient a is read from the graphs of Fig. 13 .28, where Dis the diameter of the 
largest circle that can be inscribed within the web-flange juncture. The sum J = I: J; is 
the sum of the above component torsion constants as appropriate to the cross-section being 
analyzed. For example, a rolled H beam sum would have one 11, two ]z, and two h but 
no h to account for its one web, two flanges, and two web-flange junctures, respectively. 
Similarly, an extruded channel section sum would have one two i}, and two h, but no 

and an angle beam cross-section sum would only involve two h and one 14 . 
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Figure 13.28. Endnote (1). From Ref. [32], the coefficient a that is used to determine the 
value of 14 in the estimation of the St. Venant constant for the rolled or extruded cross
section. 
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Figure 13.29. Endnote (2). Nonuniform warping and warping constraint. 
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Figure 13.30. Endnote (2). (a) Applied torque. (b) Deflection of flanges in response to the 
torque, front view. (c) Top and bottom view of the flange deflections where the leftmost 
cross-section corresponds to the cross-section in part (b ). The motion of the flanges makes 
the warping evident. 

Endnote (2) Warping Constraint due to Va:ryi.ng Torque 

To illustrate that a varying torque results in warping constraints, consider 
Fig. 13.29(a). In this figure, each half of the bar is twisted in different directions by the 
actions of the end torques and the centrally located concentrated torque. The Fig 13.29(b) 
FBDs of each half of the bar show that the total torques acting on each bar half are oppo
sitely directed. The warping patterns for each bar half would therefore also be opposite to 
each other if the two bar halves were not connected to each other. Since the bar halves are 
connected at the bar center, there must be continuity of the warping displacements over 
the entire midspan cross-section. Since the only way the warping displacements can be 
both oppositely directed and the same at the midspan is for them to be zero. Zero warping 
displacements are one form of warping constraint. 

To conclude the discussion of cross-section warping, Fig. 13.30 shows the warping 
pattern of a wide flange beam subject to a uniform torque. As the cross-section twists, and 
there is little or no axial strain, the flanges move as in part (b) of this figure, and as is more 
easily understood, as in part (c). 
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(Answers at the end o._f this section) 

1. A basic difference between the theory of elasticity and strength of materials 
("applied elasticity") is that strength of materials solutions are based upon an 
approximation of either the stress field or the displacement field, while the theory 
of elasticity uses neither approximation. 

2. Even for a nonhomogeneous beam, in Bernoulli-Euler straight beam bending 
theory both the displacements and the strains vary linearly in both centroidal 
coordinate directions over a compact beam cross-section. 

3. Even for a nonhomogeneous beam, in Bernoulli-Euler beam bending theory the 
stresses vary linearly in both centroidal coordinate directions over the compact 
beam cross-section. 

4. The number of Prandtl stress function BCs equals the number ofinternal boundaries 
plus one BC for the external boundary. 

5. The membrane analogy for uniform tors-ion is based upon the extension of the 
Bernoulli-Euler beam bending approximations to membrane bending theory. 

6. The membrane analogy for uniform torsion is useful for visualizing the torsional 
shearing stress distribution for both compact singly connected and compact mul
tiply connected, beam cross-sections. 

7. The equations that are useful for the analysis of a uniformly twisted, multiceH, 
closed bar cross-section, with a sufficiently stiffened cross-sectional shape, are 
those deflection equations that say that the twist per unit length of each individual 
cell is the same, and those equilibrium equations that say that the resisting torque 
for each cell is the same. 

8. For uniform torsion, the maximum shearing stress may occur at a fillet, but always 
occurs at an outer boundary point of the open, that is, singly connected, cross
section. 

9. For an open beam cross-section, a greater fillet radius not only may lower the 
magnitude of the maximum shearing stress, but it also increases the magnitude of 
the St. Venant constant for uniform torsion, J. 

10. The St. Venant constant for uniform torsion for a rectangular cross-section of 
edge dimensions a x b is ( ! )ab3 regardless of the relative magnitudes of the edge 
dimensions. 

11. The torsional shearing stress distribution for a thin-walled, open cross-section 
is very nearly constant across the thickness, while that for a thin-walled closed 
cross-section varies from a maximum at one edge to zero at the center of the wall 
thickness to an oppositely directed maximum at the other edge of the thin wall. 

12. The Prandtl stress function identically satisfies "integrates") the equations of 
strain compatibility in terms of stresses for the uniform torsion problem. 
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(13-15) Among the approximations of BernmdH-Euler beam theory are: 

13. After bending deformation, the planar cross-sections remain perpendicular to any 
axis along the length of the beam. 

14. The shearing stresses in the of the cross-section are zero even in the presence 
of shear forces. 

15. There is no Poisson effect on the geometry of the cross-section the cross-
section retains its size and as different of the beam are compressed 
and extended. 

16. "Shear lag" is a term that describes the out-of-plane shearing deformations of a 
beam cross-section that otherwise remains plane after beam bending, and shear 
lag is only significant for beam cross-sections that are not at all compact. 

17. The neutral axis is the axis for which the product of inertia is zero. 
18. For a homogeneous beam cross-section, the principal area moments of inertia 

depend entirely upon the cross-section geometry and not at all upon the applied 
loading. 

19. The principal area moments of inertia have the same rotation equation solution 
form in terms of the moments and product of inertia as the plane stress principal 
stresses have in terms of the normal stresses and the shearing stress. 

20. When "finite" bending deflections are deflections that exceed one-quarter or one
third of the beam depth, and "small" bending deflections are anything smaller, then 
it is correct to say that when the beam equilibrium equations are derived taking 
into account the finite bending and twisting deflections of the beam, then there is 
coupling between the bending and twisting moments and the bending and twisting 
displacements. 

21. An invariable rule for boundary conditions in any linear problem (not just boundary 
value problems) is that the number of boundary conditions equals the order of the 
highest spatial derivative in the GDE, and half that number of BCs is found at each 
boundarj point. 

22. The BCs for the fourth order beam bending equations must always follow the 
pattern that a statement must be made about either the bending slope or the bend
ing deflection at each beam end, and another statement about either the bending 
moment or the shearing force at each end. 

23. What have been called beam "elastic" boundary conditions are just more extensive 
forms of bending moment and shearing force boundary conditions. 

24. The order of derivatives found in boundary condition equations must always be at 
least one less than the highest-order derivative found in the corresponding govern
ing differential equation. 

25. The Bernoulli-Euler beam bending equations of Chapters 9, 10, and 11 are not 
applicable to fiber composite and wood beams because fiber composites and wood 
are orthotropic materials. 

26. The beam torsion equations of Chapters 12 and 13 are not applicable to uniform 
beams made from orthotropic materials. 

27. The Heaviside step function can be written as the definite integral of the Dirac 
delta function with a lower limit of -oo and an upper limit of x. 

28. One requirement for the validity of the uniform torsion theory for all lengths of 
bars is that there be nothing at the beam end cross-sections that prevents warping 
displacements. 
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29. The area moments of inertia for an entire beam cross-section with respect to axes 
at the centroid are a minimum compared to area moments of inertia for parallel 
axes at any other point in the plane of the cross-section, and the first moments of 
the total area about the centroid are zero regardless of the rotational orientation of 
the axes. 

30. The Dirac delta function never has units of measurement associated with it, but 
the Heaviside step function always has units associated with it. 

31. The membrane equilibrium equation derivation, because it did not involve distor
tions of the differential-sized membrane element, is valid only for small membrane 
deflections. 

32. The governing differential equation for uniform beam torsion can be adjusted to 
account for warping restraints by the addition (with correct sign) of a term that is 
the product of the fourth order derivative of the twist and a coefficient that depends 
upon Young's modulus and the cross-section geometry. 

33. The finite deflection "adjacent equilibrium" type of beam buckling analysis has 
solutions that are limited to (i) a trivial solution of zero deflection, and (ii) a 
series of nonzero deflection patterns associated with distinct compressive loads 
of increasing magnitude, of which only the deflection pattern associated with the 
smallest compressive force has any practical meaning. 

34. In a manner that closely parallels the development of the Bernoulli-Euler beam 
bending equations, the development of the general beam torsion equations assumes 
that plane sections remain plane. 

35. In the finite deflection buckling problem described by the finite deflection beam 
bending equation Elw""(x) + Pw"(x) = 0, the compressive force is part of the 
eigenvalue while the corresponding eigenfunction is called the buckling mode 
shape. 

36. In the above-described uniform buckling problem, the eigenfunctions depend 
upon the beam BCs, but the eigenvalue is wholly independent of the beam 
BCs. 

37. If, in addition to a known compressive axial load, lateral loads are also present, then 
(i) the beam deflection problem is a boundary value problem and not an eigenvalue 
problem, and (ii) there is a specific deflection magnitude associated with specifiG 
magnitudes of the lateral and compressive loads. 

38. The advantage of the membrane analogy is that it is simpler to mathematically 
solve membrane probiems than to solve beam uniform torsion problems. 

39. The St. Venant constant for uniform torsion, J, has units of length to the sixth 
power. 

40. In the case of uniform torsion, each individual membrane contour line indicates the 
direction of the total shearing stress vector, and the lateral spacing between contour 
lines of equal height increments indicates the magnitude of the total shearing stress 
vector. 

41. The fourth order differential deflection equations for beam bending that involve 
forces per unit length are merely variations on the second order differential deflec
tion equations for beam bending that involve moments, and if the moment expres
sions can easily be written, then the second order deflection equations save two 
integrations. 

42. The strain Eyz is approximated as zero in both the engineering theory of beam 
bending and the engineering theory for the nonuniform torsion of beams. 
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43. The partial derivative of the Prandtl stress function lJ! in any coordinate direction 
on the plane of the beam cross-section yields the shearing stress in the coordinate 
direction that is orthogonal to the coordinate direction of the derivative. 

44. To the state of present knowledge, the exact solution for the laterial deflections of 
a rectangular, thin membrane stiffened by a normal edge loading per unit length, 
N, that is constant in every direction, and loaded by a constant lateral pressure p, 
requires an infinite series. 

45. The beam bending equation Elw"" (x) = fz(x) is, mathematically, a linear ordinary 
differential equation. One consequence of this linearity is that if both sides of this 
equation are multiplied by 2, and the factor 2 on the left-hand side is grouped with 
the deflection w(x), it is easy to see that doubling the applied loading per unit length 
doubles the deflection. (The reader is assured that the preceding statement is true.) 
Now consider the mathematically linear ordinary differential equation Elw""(x) -
Nw" (x) = fz(x). Is it true or false that this ordinary differential equation reflects its 
nonlinear origin in that if the externally applied axial forces and externally applied 
lateral forces per unit length are doubled, the lateral deflection w(x) is not doubled? 

46. The beam twisting GDE [ GJ</J' (x)]' = - mi(x) is equally valid for short beams as 
it is for long beams. 

Questions 47 through 50 refer to Fig. 111.3. 

47. The product of inertia for this homogeneous angle beam is lyz = - 128t4, approx
imately. 

48. If, in the top flange of length 16t, there is a temperature change of magnitude To, 
which is small enough not to appreciably affect the material constants of the 
angle beam, and there is no temperature change in the web of length St, then the 
equivalent thermal moment about they axis is 32aT0t3, and that about the z axis is 
64aTot3. 

49. If now there is no temperature change, and if the only loadings acting upon the 
cross-section are certain bending moments My and Mz, and if the neutral_ axis 
passes through the point A, then the point Chas the maximum stress value for the 
cross-section. 

50. Among the labeled points only, that is, ignoring the vicinity of the fillet, the max
imum shearing stress due to uniform torsion occurs at point B. 

51. If the temperature change in a simply supported, uniform, homogeneous beam is 
a constant throughout the beam, then the axial stress is zero. 

52. The deflections predicted by the Bernoulli-Euler beam theory are greater than the 
actual beam deflections, particularly if the beam length is short. 

53. The neutral axis must always be a straight line passing through the beam cross
section centroid. 

· 54. A cross-section of a straight beam twists about the centroid. 
55. The first moment of area is not necessarily zero if the beam cross-section contains 

voids. 
56. The Bernoulli-Euler beam theory sums the stress resultants at the centroid of 

each beam cross-section. That is, the two shearing forces pass through the cross
section's centroid, and the bending and twisting moments act about the Cartesian 
axes originating at the centroid. However, the three beam deflections and their 
rotations are measured at the shear center. 
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2t 

Figure III.3. Angle beam cross-section. 

Answers 

1. True. The only approximation incorporated into the theory of elasticity as presented 
here is that there are no significant moments, which leads to the conclusion 
that the order of the subscripts on the stresses is without significance. On the 
other hand, simply to avoid the mathematical challenge presented by the theory of 
elasticity, strength of materials involves a significant approximation based 
on a special geometry. For example, engineering beam theory postulates that plane 
sections remain plane after bending and extension, and so on, 

2. True. The direct result of the first Bernoulli-Euler approximation that "plane sec
tions remain plane" is that the displacements vary linearly with values of the 
centroidal coordinates. In a straight beam, the single strain-the axial strain-also 
varies linearly with the centroidal coordinates because that axial strain is obtained 
by differentiating with respect to the axial coordinate, not the in-plane centroidal 
coordinates. 

3. False. In the Bernoulli-Euler straight beam theory, the displacements and strains 
vary linearly with respect to y and z over the nonhomogeneous cross-section, 
regardless of the presence of different material properties for the sub-areas of the 
cross-section. However, the bending stress a xx =. EE xx and, for a nonhomogeneous 
beam, even E in its simplest mathematical form is only piecewise constant There
fore, the linearly varying strain multiplied by a nonconstant E results in a nonlinear 
stress distribution. In the case of a piecewise constant E, the stress distribution is 
piecewise linear. . 

4. True. The Prandtl stress function is assigned a zero value at the outer boundary 
of the beam cross-section, and has an urrknown constant value at the edges of all 
interior voids. 

5. False. The membrane analogy for torsion is based upon the fact that the membrane 
deflection ODE and BC equations for the lateral deflection u are identical in form 
to the uniform torsion ODE and BC equations for the Prandtl stress function !JI, 
plus the knowledge that the shearing stress vectors are everywhere tangent to 
lines of constant !JI, and their magnitude is eveywhere proportional to the slopes 
perpendicular to those contour lines. The derivation of the membrane ODE, unlike 
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the plate bending GDE, in no way involves a Bernoulli-Euler type assumption of 
linearly var1ing in-pla,'1e membrane displacements. 

6. True. As long as the shape of the cross-section is unaltered the twisting, both 
the Prandtl stress function and the con-esponding membrane 0,._,uwc,v,,w, 

with their visual insight, are valid for any beam cross-section. 
7. False. The single equilibrium equation is that the sum of all the resisting torques 

for all the cells is equal to the applied to the uniform beam at the cross-
section. 

8. True. For an open beam cross-section, the largest membrane slope is at 
some on the outer boundary, be that point at a fillet or elsewhere. 

9. True. If the maximum stress of an open cross-section is at a then increasing 
the fillet radius lessens the membrane and increases the volume under the 
membrane "bulge." 

10. False. J = ( ! )ab3 is valid only if a >> b. Otherwise J = , where f3 = 
.J 

is determined by a series summation or taken from a plot of that summation for 
different values of a/b. 

1:t False. This statement is true if the words "open" and "closed" are interchanged. 
12. False. The Prandtl stress function identically satisfies the equilibrium equations 

for uniform torsion. 
13. True. This is the second of the three approximations. Its effect, with the third 

approximation that the shape of the cross-section is unaltered by bending, is that 
all the shearing strains are zero valued, that is, are negligibly small. 

14. False. Since statement (13) is truly one of the Bernoulli-Euler assumptions, its 
immediate consequence is that in the Bernoulli-Euler theory there are no shearing 
strains due to shear forces. However, the presence of shearing stresses due to shear 
forces is not prohibited even this causes a contradiction with to the 
strain--stress equations. 

15. True. Poisson's ratio does not appear in engineering beam theory because in that 
theory, as a result of the third approximation, there are no strains in the y. z plane, 
and hence there is no Poisson effect. 

16. True. Engineering beam theory, which disregards shearing strains, is only valid 
for compact cross-sections. The effect of the shearing strains that, of course, are 
actually present becomes evident when the beam cross-section has, for example, 
very wide flanges. The small shearing strains accumulate over the very wide flanges 
to the point that it is no longer valid to say that the original plane cross-section 
remained plane after bending. See Fig. 9.3. 

17. False. The product of inertia is zero for principal axes. That is, the neutral axis 
is the line of zero stress in the plane of the cross-section. Hence the location 
of the neutral axis depends on the applied loading as well as the geometry of 
the cross-section, while the location of the principal axes depends only upon the 
cross-section geometry. Hence the additional dependence of the neutral axis upon 
the loading means that the neutral axis can have any relation to the principal axes, 
and hence any relation to any product of inertia. 

18. True. Principal or not, the area moments of inertia are second moments of area, 
and area alone. Thus they are determined the cross-section geometry without 
any reference to applied loads. 

19. True. Comparing Eqs. (2.6) and Eqs. 14) shows that O-xx corresponds to O-vv 

corresponds to lw but a cr,y corresponds to the negative of 
20. True. This coupling for finite-sized deflections is evident in Eqs. (10.4). 
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21. False. The must be the result 
of an even number of derivatives for this statement to be true. Another part that 
makes this statement false is the that states that half the boundary conditions 
are always found at each boundary point. This is true for value orooierns, 
but is not true. For when the product of inertia is zero, one of 
the two second order beam is, from before Eq. b) 

In the case of a cantilevered of zero deflection and 
zero slope would both be at the fixed beam end. 

22, False. The correct is or moments and 
deflections or shearing forces. this can be the use of the 
of the minimum value of the total energy, and is done so in the third 
endnote of Chapter 15. 

23. True. The reactions produced by the springs that elastic condi-
tions are shear forces and bending or twisting moments. As such, they must be 
surnmed with the appropriate internal shear forces and internal moments 
and whatever external forces and external moments that are 
ends. 

at the beam 

24. True. This is generally true for all structural engineering problems whether or not 
they fit the mold of a boundary value ~",_,,,-,,, .. 

25. False. The beam bending equations are valid for any matetial whose stress-strain 
equations are, from Eq. (9.4a) and the preceding equation, a,x = Ex -- a L'lt), 
and all other stresses are zero; that when all strains but Exx are zero. Before small 
fractures begin to accumulate in composite materials and the stress-strain 
relations of those types of materials are as well approximated by that simple linear 
relation as the stress-strain relations of isotropic materials. Thus the beam bending 
equations are also valid for orthotropic beams as as one of the orthotropic 
axes coincides with the beam axis. (On the other hand, the torsion equations as 
derived in this text are limited to 

26. Trne. Unless GJcy equals which would be more or less lrue, for example, for 
a fiber composite beam where all the fibers were aligned with the beam axis. the 
fourth and fifth compatibility equation would not sufficiently to allow 
these G's to cancel. See Section 12.2. 

27. True. From Section 11.4. 

(x -

If x0 > 0, then extending the lower limit to minus has no effect 
28, True. The derivation of the beam torsion equations requires zero warping constraint 

at the beam ends. If there were warping then there would certainly be 
a significant nonzero au, which would not allow the Prandtl stress function by 
itself to the equilibrium the warping constraints 
can be ignored. 

29, True. Eqs. the axis make clear that the moments of ine1tia 
abom the centroid are a rninimum compared to those about any parallel axes. The 
requirement that first moments of the total area are zero was 
simplify the axial force and bending moment equations of, for example, 
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30. False. The Dirac delta function always has units that are the inverse of its argument; 
for example, 8 (x) has units of the inverse oflength. The units of the Heaviside step 
function are always radians, which is considered to be no units (dimensionless). 

31. False. The membrane equilibrium equation derivation did involve finite membrane 
· slopes, and therefore it -is valid for finite membrane deflections up to the point 
where those finite deflections cause significant increases in the size of the constant 
internal force per unit of edge length. 

32. True. This matter was discussed in Section 13.4. 
33. True. Since the beam buckling problem is an eigenvalue problem, there is (i) 

a trivial solution and (ii) a series of nontrivial solutions involving eigenvalues 
associated with the compressive loading, and eigenfunctions that detail the shape 
of the deflected beam. Only the lowest valued compressive force and its associated 
deflection pattern have meaning because it is not possible to increase the loads to 
reach those other solutions without applying rigid constraints to the beam. 

34. False. In general, beam cross-sections warp when beams are subjected to torsional 
loads. Hence an assumption that the cross-section remains plane would be incor
rect. Furthermore, no assumptions are made with regard to the general torsion 
problem with respect to either displacements or stresses. That is, although it is 
tentatively stated that four of the six stresses are zero as part of an inverse process 
to find the uniform torsion problem, this tentative assumption is confirmed as part 
of the theory of elasticity solution to the uniform torsion problem. 

35. True. Specifically, the eigenvalue squared is P / EI. Since the deflection solution 
.associated with the eigenvalue always contains an unknown multiplicative con
stant, the absolute magnitudes of the deflections cannot be determined, only their 
relative magnitude_s; i.e., only their "shape." 

36. False. Both. the eigenvalue that contains the critical compressive load, and the 
corresponding buckling mode shape (deflection pattern) depend upon substituting 
the GDE solution into the beam BCs. 

37. Both parts of the statement are true. Unlike a compressive axial force, the smallest 
lateral loading or bending moment causes the beam to bend. Therefore the question 
is not how large must the compressive force be to bend the beam (the eigenvalue 
problem), but how much the beam will bend due to the combination of axial and 
lateral loads (the boundary value problem). 

38. False. Since the governing partial differential equation and BC equations are the 
same for the uniform torsion problem and the membrane deflection problem, nei
ther is easier to solve than the other. 

39. False. The St. Venant constant for uniform torsion, J, has units of length to the 
fourth power, while the warping constant has units of length to the sixth power. 

40. True. These properties of the Prandtl stress function, as interpreted through the 
membrane analogy, are derived in Section 12.3. 

41. True. For example, in simplest terms, twice differentiating the basic second order 
beam bending equation ElzzV"(x) = M2 (x) leads to [ElzzV"(x)]" = Mz(x)" = 
Vy(x)' = fy(x). 

42. True. The strain Eyz is assigned a zero value by the third approximation of engi
neering beam bending theory: the approximation that beam cross-sections retain 
their (size and) shape after bending. The strain Eyz has a zero value in uniform 
torsion theory because only O"xz and axy have nonzero values, and Eyz = O"yz/ G. 

43. True. From Eqs. (12.4), for example, atJt/az = axy, where the z direction can be 
selected arbitrarily. 
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44. True. This is a matter of reversing the membrane analogy. That is, the rectangular 
membrane lateral deflection problem is analogous to the uniform twisting of a 
rectangular beam cross-section. As detailed in Section 12.6, the latter problem has 
only a series solution. 

45. True. If both sides of the equation Elw'"' - Nw" = fz are multiplied by the factor 
two, the result is EJ(2w)1111 - (2N)(lw)" = (2fz). Clearly, while the deflection 
function in the first term is doubled, the deflection function in the second term 
is not doubled. Therefore this equation does not really represent a linear load
response system. 

46. False. The validity of the GDE [GJ¢'(x)]' = -m 1(x) requires thatthe effect on the 
angle of twist¢ of the restraint against cross-section warping caused by nonuniform 
(i.e., nonconstant) torques be small. This effect is small in long bars, but it can 
significantly influence the solution for ¢(x) in short bars. As discussed, the GDE 
for short bars is as above modified by the addition to its left-hand side of the term 
-[EI'¢11(x)]11], where Eis Young's modulus and I' is a property of the cross
sectional geometry with units of length to the sixth power. 

47. False. The approximate value of lyz is - 256t4 . 

48. False. 

MyT = - 2)zEa~T A); = -2t(EaT0)(16t2) = -32EaT0t3. 

MzT = - L)yEa~T A); = +4t(EaTo)(l6t2) = +64EaT0t3 . 

49. False. Since the only loading at the cross-section is that of mechanical bending 
moments, the neutral axis must pass through the centroid of the cross-section. See 
Eq. (9.8) for confirmation of this fact. A straight line drawn through the point A 
and the centroid shows that the point F lies further from the neutral axis than any 
other point on the cross-section. Thus the maximum stress value occurs at point 
F. The information provided is not sufficient to determine whether that maximum 
stress is tensile or compressive. 

50. False. The overall maximum shearing stress due to a twisting moment is likely 
to occur at the inside edge of the fillet. However, among the labeled points, the 
points A, C, E, F, and G have a zero value for the uniform torsional shearing 
stress because they are all external corner points. (Recall the argument that since 
the uniform torsion solution requires that there be no shearing stresses anywhere 
on cylindrical sides of the beam, which sides are seen in edge view in Fig. IIl.3, 
then at an external corner point such as C, moment equilibrium of an infinitesimal 
parallelepiped at C requires that both orthogonal components of total shear stress 
be zero on the face of the parallelepiped that is coincident with the plane of the 
cross-section.) Since points B and D are away from the corner of the angle cross
section, the uniform torsion shearing stress at B and D can be estimated on the 
basis of the membrane analogy and the approximate variable thickness open cross
section solution, Eq. (13.6). Since the thickness at Dis greater than that at B, the 
uniform torsion shearing stress at D is greater than that at B. 

Note that it would be incorrect to estimate the maximum stress results for the 
separate rectangles of the flange and web using the rectangular beam stress solution 
as detailed in the equation following Eq. (12.18). That is, it is wrong to write the 
equations, from Fig. 12.12, that 

cr(B) = Mi/[(0.32)(16t)t2] and cr(D) = Mi/[(0.25)(8t)2t2] 
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These two equations are wrong because the torsional moment in the above two 
equations is not the same. That is, the stress equation following Eq. (l 2.] 9) requires 
the value of the total torque acting upon tJie rectangular cross-section, or portion 
of the cross-section, in question. The total torque acting upon angle cross-section 
is not divided evenly between the two rectangular components of the total cross
section. Since = GI(), the total applied torque acting upon the angle cross
section is divided among the of the cross-section according to contributions 
of the various parts of the cross-section to the total stiffness coefficient GJ. The 
various of the total J for the cross-section are discussed in Endnote 

of Chapter 13. 
51. True. The axial stress answer can be obtained from by setting all the 

mechanical loads to zero, and evaluating and substituting the equivalent thermal 
loads. 

52. False. The three Bernoulli-Euler hypotheses impose artificial constraints on the 
mathematical description of the beam deflections. Therefore, these three hypothe
ses stiffen the beam model, making its deflection less than those of the actual 
beam. The disparity is particularly notable when the beam is short. In a short beam 
the shearing deflections become a significant part of the total deflections. In the 
Bernoulli-Euler beam model, there are no allowances for shearing deflections. 
The Timoshenko beam theory allows shear deflections. 

53. False. If there is an axial force as well as bending moments, then the neutral axis 
will not pass through the centroid. If there is a complicated temperature change, 
then the neutral axis will not be a straight line. 

54. False. The cross-section of a straight beam twists about its shear center. 
55. False. The first moment of area was chosen to be zero in all circumstances. It is 

this selection that permits the location of the cross-section's centroid. 
56. for both parts. Since the beam's elastic axis (the loci of the shear centers) 

is the torsion axis for the beam, it is the only place where the two (small) lateral 
deflections and are not coupled with the twisting rotation. Hence, this 
is where the beam lateral and twisting deflections are measured. If centroid and 
shear center are different points on the cross-section, and if the lateral deflections 
were measured at the centroid, a pure (twisting) moment about the elastic axis 
would result in small lateral deflections without the presence of either shear forces 
or bending moments. 



CHAPTER 14 

14.1 Introduction 

ru,a" ,,~u lateral forces acting upon beams nr,,n.U'P interior force stress 
C'>Hv'"'"""" stresses. If the beam is determinate. then the interior 

~,,.,.~".,.., forces are calculated from force equilibrium If the beam is stati-
indeterminate, then the force stress resultants can be calculated either the 

methods of discussed in Part or. from the 10 result for the 
shear forces at the cross-section centroid: 

+ + 

The deflection functions and are determined 
Chapters 10 and 11. Hence this chapter presumes that the "11',a,1,u;c, fo:ces are known at 
whichever beam cross-section is the subject of discussion. 

The of this to discuss by which the beam shearing stresses 
can be calculated from a knowledge of the beam shearing force stress resultants. The process 
of using the beam shearing forces to calculate the beam shearing stresses parallels the 
beam bending moments to calculate the beam normal stress Uxx. Recall from Eqs. 
that the reverse task of calculating shear force stress resultants at the beam centroid) 
from shearing stresses is a straightforward matter over the beam cross-section. 

The shearing stresses in beams are seldom of any importance except when the beam has 
a thin cross-section, open or closed. In a thin cross-section, shearing forces can result in 
diagonal buckling, usually in the beam web. It is fortunate that shearing stresses are rarely 
important in a thick cross-section because the governing differential equation and the 
boundary condition (BC) equation that specify the magnitudes and directions of the shearing 
stresses acting upon a thick cross-section are quite similar to, but even more complicated 
than, the corresponding torsion shearing stress equations (Ref. [21]). As a there are 
few solutions to that GDE and the corresponding BC equations. 

In addition to safeguarding against shear buckling in beam webs, another reason for 
shear force-induced stress distributions over thin beam cross-sections 

is that such distributions identify the on the beam cross-section for small 
deflections, the application of the force does not cause the cross-section to twist. 
This unique called the shear center, and the locus of this all cross-sections is 
called the beam elastic axis. See Endnote of Chapter 11 for a discussion of related matters. 

14.2 Th.in-Walled Open Cross-Sections 

Consider .a differential-sized of a beam that has an arbitrary 
thin-walled cross-section. This beam segment can be from either an open or closed cross
section as is shown in Fig. 14. As the x direction is the length of the 

while the s direction is along the centerline of the thin wall. Let the beam be uniform 
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Figure 14.1. (a) Differential element of exaggerated size subjected to shearing stresses as 
part of a thin, open cross-section. (b) The same, but for a thin, closed cross-section. Note 
that the cross-section thickness can vary with the coordinate values. (c) A demonstration 
that the total shearing stress at either cross~section edge has no component perpendicular 
to the edge. (d) The deduced free body diagram for the differential elements of parts (a) 
and (b). 

in the x direction, but let the cross-section have a varying thickness and varying material 
properties. That is, let the thickness and material properties be functions of s, but not x. The 
differential-sized segment of Fig. 14.l(d) illustrates the variable, finite thickness, which for 
clarity is drawn smaller than the differential lengths dx and ds. Since the beam is subjected 
to applied shear forces, the bending moments are not constant. Thus the beam normal stress 
Uxx varies over the length of the beam segment, that is, in the x direction, and is labeled 
accordingly. Since the linearly varying normal stress varies but slightly over the small 
thickness of any thin wall cross-sectional segment, then the normal stress at the centerline 
of the thin wall is both the average normal stress and a fair representation of the normal 
stress everywhere across the thickness. Thus a single normal stress vector can be used on 
each x face. There are no normal stresses on the s faces because in the Bernoulli-Euler 
beam theory, Uyy and Uzz are zero. 

Now similarly consider the change in the magnitude and direction of the shearing stress 
over the thickness of the thin wall. As preparation for that undertaking, it is now required 
that the beam cylindrical surface tractions that produce the lateral forces per unit length 
fx(x), fy(x) and fz(x) and the moments per unit length my(x) and mz(x) be zero. The 
now required absence of bending moments per unit length is only a minor limitation on the 
development below. The additional required absence of the forces per unit length means 
that the development below, to be wholly accurate within the confines of Bernoulli-Euler 
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beam theory, is limited to only those cases where the shearing forces ar:d are 
constants. However, as was true in the previous discussion of the accuracy of the beam 
normal stress equation, the accuracy of the derived shearing stress equation is satisfactory 
whenever the shearing forces vary gradually. 

As a second step towards describing the change in the shearing stress across the finite 
thickness of the thin-walled cross-section, consider t,l-ie moment equilibrium of a differential 
parallelepiped at the edge between the beam cross-section and the cylindrical surface of the 
beam. Such a parallelepiped, and the moment axis in question, are illustrated in Fig. 14.l(c) 
where the finite thickness is shown in better to the differential distances. Since, 
by the limitations of the prior paragraph, there are no ch,~,,,.,,.,,,. 

in the x direction acting upon the then moment "'·-luu,u,rn.,.a 

reveals that CJ.rn is also zero. Thus the total shear stress vector at the cross-section edge does 
not have a component perpendicular to the cross-section edge. The direction of the total 
shearing stress vector acting upon the bean1 cross-section at the cross-section edge has to be 
parallel to that edge. (As previously noted in Chapter 12, this deduction reg~ding shearing 
stress direction is, of course, also true for the shearing stresses due to uniform twisting 
moments.) If the thickness of the thin material is constant, then the total shear stress vector 
at the cross-section edge also parallels the centerline of the thin material. If the thickness 
varies, then the average direction of the top and bottom edge shear stresses parallels the 
direction of the centerline of the thin wall. 

At this point these conclusions regarding the direction of the total shearing stress vector 
are extended over the entire thickness of the differential element. That it is hypothesized 
that the shearing stress, on average, parallels the s axis because the observed lack of distortion 
of the geometry of the cross-section shows that the thinness of the cross-section does not 
permit substantial cross-thickness shearing stresses to develop. Moreover, it is hypothesized 
that, like the normal stress magnitude, the shearing stress magnitude varies little over the 
thickness of the tliin cross-section. Thus the shearing stress at the centerline of the material is 
representative of the shearing stress everywhere throughout the thickness. These conclusions 
are supported by the membrane analogy for shearing (Ref. [21]). Hence Fig. 14.l(d) has 
a single, representative shea...ring stress vector acting at and along the centerline on each of 
the four interior surfaces of the differential element. Note that moment equilibrium requires 
that Clsx = Clxs· However, since there is no reason to presume that the shearing stress does 
not vary in the s direction, such a change is included in the diagram. 

Now that Fig. 14.1 ( d) has been justified, equilibrium equations for the sand x directions 
can be written. Since it has been accepted as a limitation of this development that there 
are no tractions on the upper and lower surfaces of the differential element, the s direction 
equilibrium equation produces the conclusion aaxs / ax = 0, which means that the shearing 
stress does not vary in the x direction, which is. of course, in keeping with the original limi
tation that the shear force does not vary in the x direction. Hence the shearing stress is only 
a function of the centerline coordinates, and partial derivatives of the shearing stress with 
respect to the centerline coordinate become total derivatives. The x direction equilibrium 
equation is 

+ + dx - Clsxt dx = 0 

The above equation simplifies to 

r}axx L • • 1 1 n. 
--1 ds + Cfsx at+ aCJut = V ax . 1) 
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The second and third terms ofEq. (14.1), along with the constancy of the shear stress over 
the thickness of the thin wall, suggest reintroducing the convenient shear flow definition 

q(s) = o-xs(s)t(s) so that = t dO'sx + asx dt 

Therefore, after replacing the second and third terms ofEq. 
by ds, the equilibrium equation becomes 

by d q, and then dividing 

dq aaxx 
~=-t--
ds ax 

In order to determine the shear flow, it is necessary to integrate both sides of Eq. (14.2) 
with respect to to the centerline coordinate between s = 0, and a typical value of s. After 
multiplying both sides by ds, and so integrating, the left-hand side of Eq. (14.2) becomes 

dq = q(s) - = q(s) - qo 

The evaluation of the integral of the right-hand side of Eq. (14.2) requires a knowledge of 
O'u. T'ne only available expression for ax xis that provided by Eq. (9.8). Of course, Eq. (9.8) is 
a solution based upon the Bernoulli-Euler approximation that plane sections remain plane, 
undistorted, and perpendicular to the beam axis after bending. The shearing strains that 
accompany shear stresses, and the Poisson effect, certainly contradict the Bernoulli-Euler 
approximation. Nevertheless, as stated previously, those small effects do not undermine 
the general excellence of the Bernoulli-Euler approximation for long beams with compact 
beam cross-sections. Thus Eq. (9.8) is accepted for use here along with its requirements 
such as they and z axes must be centroidal coordinates, and its limitations as discussed in 
Section 9.5. Recall in particular that Eq. (9.8) is not valid near a concentrated force loading 
or an abrupt change in beam geometry. Furthermore, the accuracy of Eq. (9.8) depends 
upon the bending moments only changing gradually over the span of the beam. 

Adapting Eq. (9.8) to the case where there are no forces or bending moments per unit 
length acting along the length of the beam, that is, the shearing forces are constant along 
the length of the uniform beam, 

or 

E 

Ea 
(W)' I (Mn' (M~)'J l(M~)' (Mn'] ') - y l-- --- -z -- - -- - EoaLiT 
A* R* R* R* R* 

)') YZ L ZZ )'.:.. 
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-;;;: = Eo l-A* -y ~ - ~ - z R*.· - ~ - Eoa!J.T , 
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Substituting the above equation into the integral from s = 0 to s = s ofEq. (14.2) yields 

[
s Bo-« 

q(s) = qo - ---· t ds 
.,o ax 

(s) = + f,rA*(s) + ( VJ _ vzc) Q* 
q qo A* R* R* z 

yy }'Z 

(14.3) 

+ f\1 V{ - Vf) Q; + [5 E0aiJ.T't ds 
Rzz Ryz Jo 
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where 

A*(s) = -tds 1sE 

o Eo 
Q1' = z-tds 1s E 

y o Eo 
1s E 

Q; = y-tds 
o Eo 

The quantityA*(s) is the modulus weighted area between the origin of the centerline arc 
length coordinate and the point s on the thin cross-section centerline where the shear flow 
is being evaluated. The quantities Q; and Q; are the first moments of this m.w. area about 
the y and z axes respectively. These same first moments over the entire cross-section have a 
zero value because, due to the use ofEq. (9.8), the coordinates y and z must originate at the 
m.w. centroid. The same sub-area approach used so extensively in Chapter 9 for sub-areas 
chosen so as to have constant moduli leads to the following equations that are convenient 
for calculating the above three quantities. If A; is such a constant modulus sub-area between 
s = 0 and s = s, then 

* '\"""' E; A (s) = L., -A; 
Eo 

(14.4) 

When there is no temperature change, the solution for the shear flow simplifies to 

(14.5) 

If the cross-section is open, and if the origin of the arc length coordinate s is placed at one 
end of the cross-section centerline, then qo = taxs(s = 0) = 0 because on the traction-free 
cylindrical side of the beam at s = 0, O'sx = 0, and O'xs = O'sx. The following five example 
problems illustrate the use ofEqs. (14.5). The fourth of these examples shows that an open 
cross-section with a T junction is no problem because a different arc length coordinate can 
be started at each end of the cross-section away from the junction. 

14.3 Thin-Walled Open Cross-Section Example Problems 

The first example problem does not involve an idealized form of a beam cross
section that is used in vehicular construction. It is chosen only because it most simply 
illustrates the calculation of the first partial area moment, Qy(s). All other example prob
lems are merely variations upon this simplest example. Let it be understood that all beam 
cross-section drawings show front faces. Therefore, in those drawings, positive shear force 
directions are opposite to the positive coordinate directions. 

Example 14.1. Calculate the induced shear flow in the thin rectangular cross-section of 
thickness t and depth 2a which is shown in Fig. 14.2, when that cross-section is loaded by 
the shear force shown. 

Solution. In this case the Cartesian coordinates are obviously principal axes. The shear 
forces are Vz = + F and Vy = 0. Thus the shear flow formula reduces to 

FQy 
q=

lyy 
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Figure 14.2. Example 14.1. 

where Qy(s) = z(s) A(s), and lyy = (l/12)t(2a)3 = {2/3)a3t. The only task ts to calculate 
the first moment of the partial area for the entire depth of the cross-section. For the sake of 
comparison, Q y will be calculated first using the standard arc length centerline coordinate 
s, whose origin is at the top of the cross-section as indicated in the figure, and then it will 
be calculated again using the Cartesian coordinate z. 

Qy(s) = (a - s + !s) st= (a - !s) st 

= ats - 4ts2 

which, of course is zero at s = 0 and s = 2a. The maximum value of this partial area 
moment is 4a2t which occurs at s = a. Now, doing the same calculation in terms of the 
Cartesian coordinate z, 

-a :S z :Sa Qy(z) = [z + !(a - z)] (a - z)t =!(a+ z)(a - z)t 

= !(az - z2)t 

This calculation could have been shortened by the amount of the first equality by noting 
that the distance from they axis to the centroid of the area A(s) is the average value of the 
distances a and z, that is, !(a+ z). In this case the parabolic form of Qy, and hence the 
parabolic form of the shear flow and the shear stress, is a bit easier to interpret in terms of 
the Cartesian coordinate. Substituting for the induced shear flow 

3 F z z 
-a :S z :S a q(z) = - -(a - z ) 

4a3 

and 

3 F z z 
CTxz = -4a3t (a - Z) 

The theory of elasticity infinite series solution for this cross-section shows that this 
approximate maximum shearing stress value of (3/4)(F /at) is well within engineeri,ng 
accuracy across the width of the rectangular cross-section whenever a > t. Furthermore, 
this approximate solution is only about 10 percent off for a square cross-section, which of 
course, is not much like a thin cross-section. 

For the sake of a quick comparison, the first area moments are now recomputed with the 
partial area starting at the bottom of the cross-section. That is, with s = 0 at the bottom of 
the cross-section centerline, 

Qy(s) = (a - !s) st= ast - 4s2t 
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which of course is no different from the previous calculation in terms of the arc length 
coordinate that originates at the top of the centerline. The calculation that requires careful 
attention is the one using the Cartesian coordinate z. When the partial area is at the bottom 
of the cross-section, the coordinate z has a negative value, making -z a positive distance. 
Thus the partial area has the value 

A(z) = [a - (-z)]t =(a+ 

The distance to the centroid of this partial area is the average value of a and -z, which is 
1(a - z). Therefore, 

Qy(z) = !(a - + t 7 2 = -(a- - 7 ) 
2' -

just as before: 

Example 14.2. A shearing force with orthogonal components and is applied to the 
juncture of the centerlines of the two fia,_,ges of the angle beam shown in Fig. 14.3(a) (It 
is soon to be discovered that that juncture is the one location on the cross-section where 
the shearing force can be applied without causing the cross-section to rotate.) If a2 » t 2 , 

calculate the shear flow in each leg of the idealized cross-section. 

Solution. First it is necessary to calculate the characteristics of the homogeneous cross
section. To this end note that A = 8at, and from either flange centerline 

Yo= zo = _!_ v z;A; = 2a(4at) = a 
AL,, Sat 

Then 

~ (- -2 ' ..., 3 Iyy = lzz = L lyy + Z; A;)= 13.33.:,a t 

and 

lyz = L5\z\A; = 2(+a)(-a)(4at) = -8a3t 

Therefore, 

Ryy = R22 = 8.5333a 3t and Ryz = -14.222a3t 

When the arc length coordinate is started at either flange tip, q0 is zero, and the equation 
for the shear flow, from Eq. (] 4.5) becomes 

( Vv Vz ') ( Vv ) q(s) = -· - - Qz + - - -· Qy 
Ryy ; Rzz RF 

where = - Fy and Vz = - F2 • In this case, because the flanges parallel either the y or 
z axis, it is better to write the first moments of the partial areas in tenns of the y and z 
coordinates rather than arc length coordinates. Thus with 

for the vertical flange, that is, for -a ::S z ::S 3a (with y = -a), 

= (3a -
3a z \ t 2 

..L - - - I= -(9a -
I 2 2) 2 

-- z)t(-a) = -at(3a - z) 
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Figure 14.3. (a) Example 14.2. (b) Example 14.3. 

For -a :S y :S 3a, it is simply a matter of interchanging y and z, that is, 

Qy = -at(3a - y) 

t 2 
Qz = 2(9a -

451 

Substituting these values into the shear flow equation, and simplifying yields the following 
result: 

-a :S z :S 3a 

-a :Sy :S 3a 

= (F2 /a)[0.0586(z/a)2 - 0.0703(z/a) - 0.3164] 

+ (Fy/a)[0.0352(z/a)2 - O. l l 72(z/a) + 0.0352] 

- 0.0703(y/a) - 0.3164] 

+ (Fz/a)[0.0352(y /a)2 - 0.1 + 0.0352] 
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Note that these solutions provide zero values at the flange 
coordinates have the value 3a. 

The direction of a positive shearing stress axs or shear flow 

that is. where the z or y 

is always in the direction 
of the arc length coordinate. In this case, the two arc length coordinates start at the flange tips 
and proceed towards the point -a). Thus, for exa_,_rnple, the shearing stress, induced 
by the force component Fz alone, at the midpoint of the vertical flange, where z = +a, is 
upward. This is not unexpected since this shearing force Fz also acts in the upward direction. 
'When both and are present, then again the shear flow sum at that point is negative, 
indicating that the shear flow is upward along the flange centerline. 

Be warned that besides the "induced'' shearing stress, there is also the "reacting" shear
ing stress, whicit is the same as the induced shearing stress, but is oppositely directed. The 
advantage of the reacting shearing stress is that if the shearing stress results are superimposed 
upon a sketch of the cross-section along with the applied shearing force, then it is apparent 
and aesthetically pleasing that the shearing force and the reacting shearing stresses equili
brate each other. This makes for a more satisfactory presentation of the final result. Since 
there are two arbitrarily valued load components in this case, no such sketch is attempted in 
this exercise. However, such a sketch is presented in the third exercise. The reacting shearing 
stresses are also more convenient for calculating the location of the shear center. ill 

Example 14.3. Redo the previous example problem, but this time use the principal axes l; 
and 17, which, of course, are aligned with the axis of symmetry as shown in Fig. 
For ease of calculation, resolve the total applied shear force into components in the l; and 
rJ directions. 

Solution. Use of the rotation equations for area moments of inertia found in Chapter 9 
produces the result 

111 = 21.33a 3t and li;1; = 5.333a 3t 

Obviously the area moment of inertia about the !] axis must be greater than that about the l; 
axis. Again, since both shear forces acting on this front face are in the positive coordinate 
directions, they both are negative; that is, 

V1 = -F,1 and V1 = -Fi; 

The shear flow equation in this case simplifies to 

Vi;Qr, I Vr,Q; a------
, - Ir,ry ' h; 

For the upper flange, let the arc length coordinate s 1 start, as usual, at the flange tip. Thus 
l; and rJ have the respective values - s1) and (l/v'2)(2a -

and 

s1 ) 
+ 2,J2 = 

I 4a - v'2s)\ 
- hnt V + 2-v'2 

S• ) + 2,f2 = (2a - hri)t 
+ 2a - ,/271) 

2-v'2 J 
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Thus 

s __ ( Fi;[8 - (s/a)2] ..L Fry[2 - (17/a)2]) 
q( i) - \ 30.17a ' 7.54a 

and siwilarly for the lower flange where s2 is the arc length coordinate: 

s __ ( Fd8 - (sja)2] ..L Fry[2 - (ry/a)2]') 
q( 2 ) - \ 30.17a ' 7.54a 

On the basis of these last two examples it appears to be somewhat easier to use conveniently 
oriented axes rather than principal axes, even when the directions of the principal axes are 
evident. II 

Example 14.4. (a) Determine the shear stress distribution and thus the magnitude and 
location of the maximum shear stress due to the shear force Fv shown acting on the idealized 
wide-flange (i.e., H) cross-section shown in Fig. 14.4(a). 

(b) Do the same when the cross-section is a built-up cross-section of the same general 
geometry, but with steel flanges and an aluminum web as shown in Fig. 14.4(b). The ratio 
of the steel modulus to that of the aluminum is 3: 1. Use the aluminum modulus, £ 0 , as 
the reference modulus. Let the area and relevant moment of inertia of the aluminum angle 
beams used to connect the flanges to the web be 32t2 and 100t4 respectively. Hint: When 
calculating the partial first moment of the area for the web, consider the effect of the angle 
beam cross-sections to become suddenly and totally effective at the centroid of the angle 
beams, and do not bother making a calculation for the small part of the web between web 
top (or bottom) and the angle centroids. 

Solution. (a) In both problem parts lvz = 0, and there is only one shear force component. 
That is, Vz = - Fv. A quick calculation shows that for the homogeneous cross-section 
lyy = 108 480 t4, where the number of significant figures is reduced in the final solution. 
As ever, starting the arc length coordinate at a terminus of a flange centerline makes q0 = 0. 
Thus the shearing stress equation in part (a) reduces to 

q(s) Fv Qy(s) 
axs(s) = -- = ----'--

t lyyt(s) 

Applying Eq. (14A), 

* v- E; 
Q~ = L..,Zi Ea A; 

totheleft-handsideoftheupperflangewheres1 = 18t + y,z; = 25t,and 
2t(18t + y ), the result is 

Qy = 50t2s1 = 50t2(18t + y) 

= 2ts1 = 

Doing the same for the right-hand side of the upper 
result 

lower) flange produces the similar 

Qy = 50t2s2 = 50t\l8t - y) 

In both halves of the top flange, with F,,/(!Ft) being a constant, the shearing stress increases 
linearly from zero at the flange tips to the flange maximum value of 

F,,t 3 F,, 
axs = 900-- = 0.0041? 

/V}(2t) t-
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Figure 14.4. Examples 14.4: (a) homogeneous example, where all thicknesses are 
exaggerated; (b) nonhomogeneous (built-up) cross-section; (c) reacting shear stress dia
gram for the homogeneous case. 

Proceeding from the web-flange juncture down the web with the arc length coordinate, that 
is, considering both the lightly hatched and plain areas of the cross-section, 

Qy(s) = 25t(72t2) + [z + !(24t -- z)] (2t)(24t - z) 

= 1800t2 + t(576t2 - z2) 
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Clearly the overall maximum value of the shearing stress occurs at the center of the web 
where z = 0. At the centroid 

t 3 Fv = 2376--- = 0.011-
lyy(2t) t2 

Figure 14.4( c) shows a representation of the reacting shearing stresses. 
(b) In this variation on the shearing stress becomes 

q(s) FvQ;(s) 
O'xs(s) = -- = --

t 

and it is only necessary to adjust to the difference in the cross-section materials and the 
presence of the angle beams that provide the means of connecting the flanges to the web. In 
the right-hand side of the above equation, for the steel flange, for example, the calculation 
of the partial area moment becomes 

In this case also has a larger value, which is 288 576t4 for the cross-section without the 

aluminum angles, plus 12 900t4 for the aluminum angles, for a total of 301476t4 . Thus the 
calculation for the maximum shearing stress in the top flange is 

which is little different from that of the homogeneous section, be it all-aluminum or all-steel. 
Proceeding to the web, past the centroid of the two angle beams, 

Q;(s) = 3(25t)(72t2) + 2(20t)(32t2) 

+ [z + !(24t -· z)] (2t)(24t - z) 

= 7320t3 + t[576t2 -

Thus the maximum shearing stress is 

which again is little different from the previous result 

Example 14.5. Calculate the shearing stress distribution on the channel cross-section shown 
in Fig. 14.5(a), for positive values of both and Let a» t, so then = (8/3)a 3t 

and = (5/12)a3t. 

Solution. The induced shearing stress for this open cross-section beam reduces to 
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Figure 14.5. Examples 14.5 and 14.6: (a) cross-section and the various coordinates; (b) the 
first moments of the cross-sectional area and the corresponding induced stresses; (c) the 
shear center location. 

Along the upper flange, z = a and s1 = (3a/4) - y. Therefore, 

Along the web, s2 = a - z and y = -a/4. Therefore, 

t 
Qy(z) = a2t + [z + !(a - z)) t(a - z) = 2(3a 2 - z2) 

a 2t a atz 
Qz(z) = 4 - 4(a - z)t = 4 

Along the lower flange, z = -a and s3 = y + ia. Therefore, 

2 l ) 3a2t 
Qy(y) = a t - a + 4a t = 4 - ayt 

a2t ( y a) 1 t 2 2 Qz(Y) = - 4 + 2 - 8 (y + 4a) t = 2[y - (3a/4) ] 
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Sketches of Qy and Qz and the shearing stresses induced by the two components of the 
total shear force are shown in Fig. 14.5(b). Note that these sketches are for induced shearing 
stresses rather than reacting shearing stresses. • 

14.4 The Open Section Shear Center 

Recall that: (i) the shear center is defined as that unique point on the beam cross
section where the application of a shearing force does not produce a beam twist; and (ii)-the 
locus of shear centers is called the elastic axis. Again, the further significance of the elastic 
axis is that it is also the axis of twist for the beam when a twisting moment is applied to the 
beam. See Endnote ( 1) for a proof of the latter statement. 

The definition of the shear center, as the point where the application of a shear force 
does not cause a twisting rotation of the beam cross-section, provides all the information 
necessary to locate the shear center. Since. any twisting moment causes a twist, it is simply 
a matter of placing the shear force at a point on the cross-section where the shear force and 
the reacting shear flow combine to produce a zero torsional moment about all points on 
the plane of the beam cross-section. This is the same as saying that the twisting moment 
about any point on the cross~section caused by the reacting shear stresses must be offset by 
the twisting moment about the same point caused by the applied shear force. For example, 
in order to calculate the distance ey paralleling they axis between the shear center and an 
arbitrarily selected moment center on the beam cross-section, it is only necessary to write 
the following moment equilibrium equation for the shear force resultant Vz and its reacting 
shearing stresses 

Vzey = f r(s)CTxs<Vz, s)t(s)ds (14.6a) 

where r is the perpendicular distance from the arbitrary moment center to each reacting 
stress vector CTxs· Similarly, the vertical distance, ez, from any arbitrary moment center (not 
necessarily the same one used to determine the horizontal location of the shear center) is 
determined from the moment equilibrium equation 

Vyez = f r(s)axs(Vy, s)t(s)ds (14.6b) 

Note that since reacting shear stresses are used in these two calculations, a summation of 
forces also produces a zero result. However, that summation only serves as a check upon 
the reacting shearing stress calculation. The following examples illustrate the process of 
locating the shear center for open cross-sections. 

Example 14.6. Calculate the location of the shear center for the channel cross-section 
discussed in Example 14.5. 

Solution. The first thing to do is to select a convenient moment center. A convenient moment 
center is one that causes as many as possible of the reacting shearing stresses, or reacting 
shear flows, along the cross-section centerline to have a zero moment arm, r(s ). The center
line point at either comer of the channel cross-section would cause those shearing stresses 
in the web and those in one of the flanges to have a zero moment arm, and thus would 
be a good choice. Another good choice for a moment center is that point where the beam 
cross-section axis of symmetry, they axis, intersects the web centerline. In this latter case, 
only the shearing stresses in the web have a zero length moment arm, but because of the 
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symmetry, the moments about this middle point created by the shear flow in each flange 
have equal magnitudes. Thus the number of calculations is no more than if a corner point 
were chosen to be the moment center. In this example, the middle of the web centerline 
will be used as the arbitrary moment center for calculating both the horizontal and vertical 
offset of the shear center from that point on the cross-section. 

To calculate the horizontal offset e y of the shear center from the middle of the centerline 
of the channel web, it is of course necessary to work with the reacting shear flow that 
balances Vz. Using the reverse of the induced shear flow solution for Vz pictured in Fig. 
14.5(b), where lyy = (8/3)a3t, and noting that the total reacting shearing force in each 
flange that results from the triangular shearing stress distribution is 

Vz G) (at3)(a) 3 
-----=-Vz 

(ia3t) (t) 16 

and that each of these reacting shearing forces has a moment arm of length a from the 
moment center, then the moment equation, Eq. (14.6a), becomes 

Vzey = 2a (t6 ) Y; 

or 

3a 
ey= 8 

The calculation of the vertical offset of the shear center from the selected moment center is 
even simpler. It is clear from the reacting shear stress diagram for Vy that, due to symmetry, 
there is no shearing stress-created moment about the chosen moment center. Thus the 
moment about the moment center created by the applied shear force, Vy, must also be zero. 
The only way that moment can be zero is for the vertical offset, ez, to be zero. Hence the 
shear center is as pictured in Fig. 14.5(c). Note again that.when the lines of action of the 
shearing stress resultants pass through the shear center, there is no moment about any point 
on the plane of the cross-section due to the shearing force and its reacting shearing stresses . 

• 
Example 14.6 illustrates the fact that whenever there is a geometric and material axis of 

symmetry, the reacting shearing stresses, due only to a shear force paralleling the axis of 
symmetry, also have to be symmetrically distributed. Thus that shear force must act along 
the axis of symmetry if there is to be no twisting moment acting upon the cross-section as 
a result of the application of that shear force to the beam cross-section. This argument, that 
the shear center is found on an axis of symmetry, applies equally well to closed as well as 
open cross-sections. Of course, centroids are also found on axes of symmetry. Therefore, 
if there happen to be two axes of symmetry for the cross-section, both the centroid and 
the shear center are located at their intersection, and are thus coincident. Hence the shear 
center for the rectangular cross-section of Example 14.1, and the shear centers for the two 
H cross-sections of Example 14.4 are coincident with the centroids of those cross-sections. 
The shear center for a circular pipe or a thin rectangular box cross-section would also lie at 
the cross-section centroid. 

Using similar arguments to those above, it is possible to locate the shear center for many 
nonsymmetrical cross-sectional shapes without actually doing a mathematical calculation. 
For example, consider an angle beam cross-section where the flanges are oriented vertically 
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Figure 14.6. Example 14.7. 

and horizontally. Let the two flanges be of different lengths and thicknesses. Place a vertical 
force at the comer of the angle beam cross-section. Since the reacting shear flow is always 
along the flange centerlines, then equilibrium in the horizontal direction requires that the 
shear flow in the horizontal flange must sum to a zero-valued horizontal force. Similarly, 
the reacting shear flow in the vertical flange must sum to a force that is equal and opposite to 
the applied shear force. Since the two vertical forces are colinear, they produce no twisting 
moment. Therefore the comer centerline point is the shear center. 

Example 14.7. Locate the shear center for an equal-leg, angle cross-section where the 
smaller angle between the flanges is 78° rather than a right angle. 

Solution. This cross-section has one axis of symmetry, which is selected to be they coor
dinate axis. As Fig. 14.6 shows, this axis passes through the centroid and the comer of the 
angle. The shear center lies somewhere on that axis. Interestingly, this information is not 
needed in this case. It is only necessary to select the comer point where the centerlines of 
the two legs intersect as the moment center. With this moment center, regardless of the form 
of the shear flow distribution along the centerline of the angle legs, the reacting shearing 
stresses do not produce a moment about that moment center. Therefore, if the applied shear
ing forces also pass through that moment center, then the total moment on the cross-section 
about this moment center is zero. Thus, by definition, this particular moment center is the 
cross-section shear center. · • 

14.5 Shear Flows in Thin-Wailed Closed Cross-Sections 

All that is additionally necessary to calculate the shear flow in a single-cell, closed, 
thin cross-section is to write the twisting moment equilibrium equation for the applied shear 
force and the reacting shear flows (or reacting shearing stresses). In the single-cell cross
section case, the reacting shear flow has two distinct parts that add together to form the total 
reacting shear flow. The first part of the total shear flow is q0 = q(s == 0), which is the cons
tant part of the shear flow everywhere along the centerline loop of the single cell. In the 
case of a closed cross-section, the constant q0 term of Eq. (14.5) must be retained because 
there is, in general, no point on the closed centerline path where the total reacting shear flow 
is clearly zero. As was proved in Chapter 13, this constant shear flow around any closed 
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loop sums to a zero shearing force, but does produce a contribution to the twisting moment 
equihbrium equation of magnitude 2Aq0 • The purpose of the twisting moment equilibrium 
equation is to determine the magnitude and direction of qo. 

The second part of the total shear flow is the part involving the right-hand side terms 
in Eq. (14.5) other than q0 ; that is, the part of the shear flow that would be the sole shear 
flow if the closed cross-section were cut open at the point s = 0. Of course, this part of the 
reacting shear flow produces a shearing force that equilibrates the applied shearing force. 
The moment contribution of this second part of the total shear flow to the torsional moment 
equilibrium equation is calculated in exactly the same way its moment is calculated in 
the process of locating the shear center of an open cross-section. The following example 
illustrates the solution process of writing the moment equilibrium equation for the purpose 
of calculating q0 with sufficient generality to be a model for all such cross-sections. 

Example 14.8. For the indicated shearing force, determine the shear flow along the cen
terline of the single-cell, thin, closed, triangular beam cross-section shown in Fig. 14.7(a). 
The indica.ted dimensions are, as usual, centerline dimensions. 

Solution. The shear flow along the centerline of the thin cross-section is described by the 
following form ofEq. (14.5): 

( ) + VzQy(s) 
q s = qo I 

yy 

where, again, q0 = q(s = 0). Start the arc length coordinate at the right-hand apex. At this 
points = 0, Qy = 0, and q0 is the total she~ flow. 

The first task is to calculate lyy. This moment of inertia about they axis is the sum of the 
contribution made by the left-hand web and twice the contribution made by the top flange. 
The top flange contribution is its moment of inertia at its own centroid about an axis parallel 
to the y axis plus the transfer term to the cross-section y axis. To obtain the top flange 
moment of inertia at its own centroid parallel to the y axis, use is made of the area moment 
of inertia axis rotation equations, Eqs. (9.14). In the rotation equation that determines lyy, 

the moment of inertia of the top flange about its own centerline is completely neglected 
because it is such a small term. Therefore, the moment of inertia for the entire cross-section 
at its centroid is 

lyy = (1/12)(t)(30t)3 + 2[(1/12)(t)(39t)3 sin2(22.62°) 

+ (7.5t)2(39t2)] 

= 2250t4 + 2[731.25t4 + 2193.75t4] = 8100t4 

Now, for the first moment of the partial area, 

0 ~ s ~ 39t 

and 

0 ~ z ~ 15t 

Qy(s) = (1/2)(15s /39)(st) = (15 /78) s2t 

Qy(39t) = 292.5t3 

Qy(z) = 292.5t3 + t(15t - z) [z + !(15t - z)] 

= 405t3 - ! z2t 

There is no need to go further since the first moment of area is symmetric about the y axis, 
returning to a zero value at the right-hand apex. Now all is ready to write the torsional 
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Figure 14.7. Example 14.8 and 14.9: (a) cross-section geometry, coordinates, and loading; 
(b) reacting open section shear stress distribution for opening at s = 0 ( an equilibrium check: 
horizontal forces clearly sum to zero; upward web force is l.361F, while the downward 
component of both total flange forces is 0.361 F, and thus tL..ore is vertical force equilibrium; 
yet there is no moment equilibrium because these open section shear stresses are only one 
part of the total solution); (c) the actual reacting shear flow as the sum of the open and 
closed cross-section shear flows; ( d) the scheme to locate the closed section shear center by 
applying a torque so as to make the twist equal to zero. 

moment equilibrium equation. The selected moment center is at s = 0, whjch eliminates 
the moment terms associated with the open section reacting shear flow of the two slanting 
flanges. There is a moment term for the applied shear force, F, a moment term for the first 
part of the reacting shear flow, q0 , around the entire centerline, and a moment term for the 
open section reacting shear flow at the web. Again, from Eq. (13.8), the torque produced by 
the constant shear flow is 2qoA. The torque due to the second part of the reacting shear flow, 
Vz Q y (s) / I yy, has to be integrated just as it was for the shear center calculation. Hence, with 
counterclockwise moments as positive, and the reacting shear flows oppositely directed to 
the arc length coordinate, the moment equilibrium equation for the purpose of determining 
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the unknown value of q0 is 

0 = F(36t) - 2qo(I5t)(36t) - ~ ds 
J 

2 F(36t) 
0 = 36Ft - 1080qot - 2 SlOOt4 

151 

0 = 36Ft - l080qot2 - SlOOt4 

2 F(72t) . 
0 = 36Ft - l080qot - --,1 (5512.St") 

8100t · ' 

0 = 36Ft - l080qot2 - 49Ft 

Hence the solution for qo is 

F 
q0 = -0.01204-

t 

where the negative sign indicates that this reacting shear flow is counterclockwise. This 
solution for the reacting q0 needs only to be added to the second part of the total reacting shear 
flow to complete the solution for the total reacting shear flow, which is q(s) - 0.01204(F / t). 
When the two oppositely directed reacting shear flows are combined as indicated, the point 
on the upper where the two shear flows cancel each other can be determined lo be at 
the values where FQy/ lyy = q0 , or 

s 2 = (78/15)(0.01204){Iyy/t2) 

or 

s = 22.5t 

Thus a sketch of the total reacting shear flow directions is as shown in Fig. 14.7(c). II 

The calculation of the location of the shear center for the above triangular cross-section 
can be accomplished by loading the cross-section with a moment of magnitude ey F, such as 
that shown in Fig. 14.7(d). The quantity ey, and hence the location of the shear center, is to 
be determined on the basis that: the original downward load Fis canceled the upward 
force of the fictitious moment loading, and (ii) with the downward force of the fictitious 
moment loading acting at the shear center, the triangular cross-section does not twist. The 
key step of this scheme, setting the cross-sectional twist equal to zero, rests upon the fact 
that the derivation for the beam twist per unit length, (), presented in Appendix Section 5, 
is applicable to variable shear flows as well as constant shear flows. Repeating Eq. (13.9), 

e = --A -ds=O 1 i qr 
2G0 A 3c t* 

where q,. = qr(s) is the total reacting shear flow. Here the total reacting shear fl.ow is 
equal to the sum of the previously calculated counterclockwise reacting shear flow q0 , the 
clockwise open section reacting shear flow q(s), and the counterclockwise reacting shear 
flow due to the introduction of the moment e, F, whose shear flow magnitude is ey F /(2A). 
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Example 14.9. Calculate the location of the shear center of the thin, triangular cross-section 
of Example 14.8. 

Solution. The shear center lies somewhere on the axis of symmetry, which is the y axis. 
To take advantage of the results of Example 14.8, introduce the additional straightening 
moment eyF as shown in Fig. 14.7(d). The equation to be solved for ey is the zero twist 
equation, which reduces in this case to the line integral of the total shear flow around the 
triangle equals zero. Here 2A = 1080t2, so 

I(qo -q(s) + 1~;~2 ) ds = 0 

After transposing the second term, the equality becomes 

or 

or 

F 108te F 
o.01204r(108t) + 108c:i2 

= +2- -s2tds 
F 1z=39t 15 

fyy z=O 78 

F 1z=O 
+2- (405t3 -!z2t)(-dz) 

fyy z=l5t 

1.3003 + O.l(ey/t) = 0.9389 + 1.5 - 0.1389 

ey = lOt 

which places the shear center slightly to the left of the centroid. • 
The application of this form of analysis to multicell cross-sections is quite possible, 

but not particularly recommended because of shear lag and cross-section distortion effects. 
Nevertheless, the procedure is briefly outlined as follows for those few multicell cross
sections which, while still thin, are also sufficiently compact that shear lag and distortional 
effects are minimal. 

Imagine "cuts" in the thin outer walls of each cell of the closed cross-section. These 
"cuts" convert the closed cross-section to one that is now open. The second part of the total 
shear flow can now be calculated upon the basis that the cross-section is open. However, 
at each "cut" there is actually an unknown shear flow; that is, a q0 for each cell. Call these 
constant shear flows q;, where i = 1, 2, .... Thus for a cross-section with n cells, there 
are n unknown shear flow values. Of course these unknown shear flow values have to be 
added to the "open" section part of the shear flow to obtain the total shear flow. The n 
equations that determine the q;, and thus complete the calculation of the total shear flow, 
are (i) one torsional equilibrium equation just like the one equation that was the crux of 
Example 14.8, and (ii) the n - 1 equations that say that the angles of rotation of the n cells 
are equal. Again, Eq. (13.9) is to be used to calculate the angles of rotation of each cell. 
Once the q; are determined by simultaneous solution of the n equations, then the rotation 
of the cross-section, the same as that of any cell, is open to a quick calculation since the 
rotation per unit length equations were used to determine the q;. 

The shear center of the compact, thin, multicell cross-section can be located by using 
the second of Eqs. (13.11) in order to calculate the torque acting on any one cell that is 
necessary to counterbalance the actual twist per unit length calculated above. That torque 
can be equated to eyF is done in the above example. 
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l.8t~ 

Figure 14.8. Example 14.10. An unsymmetrical, idealized T cross··section. 

14.6 Summary 

The calculation of shear flows that arise from the application of shearing forces to 
thin beam cross-sections is useful for the purposes of insuring against shear in 
individual beam webs, and (ii) locating shear centers for open cross-sections and single-cell, 
closed cross-sections. The importance of the shear center is that its locus is the beam axis 
of twist. Hence the shear center is the unique point on the cross-section where the bending 
and twisting deflections do not interact for small deflections. Therefore the bending and 
twisting degrees of freedom (to be discussed) are located along the loci of shear centers, 
which, again, is called the beam elastic axis. The shear center is located for an open cross
section by merely writing an appropriate twisting moment equilibrium equation. The shear 
center for a dosed section additionally requires setting the twist per unit length equal to 
zero. 

The following two example problems provide further instruction in calculating shear 
flows and locating shear centers for open and closed cross-sections. The exercises that 
follow provide further practice. 

Example 14.10. Consider the idealized, homogeneous, open cross-section shown in 
Fig. 14.8. The area moments of inertia are as follows: = 594t4, lzz = 1085t4, and 
lyz = -216t4 . (a) Calculate Qy and Q2 at every point along the cross-section centerline. 
(b) Calculate the magnitude of the reacting shearing stress at the centerline pointy= +2t, 
z = -2t in response to a positive (i.e., downward) shearing force of magnitude F0 acting 
at the cross-section's shear center. (c) Without making a calculation, justify the assertion 
that the cross-section's shear center is at the intersection of the flange and web centerlines, 
that is, at the pointy = +2t, z = +2t. 

Solution. The partial area moments are as follows: 

- Wt ::: y ::: 2t 

area to left 

2t ::: y ::: St 

area to right 

-9t ::: z ::: t 

area below 

Qy(y) = 2t(l0t + y)(2t) = 4t 2(10t + y) 

Q2 (y) = 2t(l0t + [-!(lOt - = -t(100t2 - y2) 

Qy(y) = 2t(8t - y)(2t) = 4t\8t -

Q2 (y) = 2t(8t - [-!(St+ y)] = t(64t2 -y2) 

Qv(z) = l.8t(9t + z) [- - z)] = -0.9t(8lt2 -

= L8t(9t + z)(2t) = 3.6t2(9t + z) 
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It of course, not necessary to work inward from the ends of the centerlines. For example, 
again for the right-hand portion of the flange and for the web, 

2t :::c y :::c 8t 

area to left 

-9t ::S z S t 

area above 

+ - 72t3 

= 36t3 -

= 72t3 + 0.9t(t2 - z2) 

Qz(Z) = 3.6t2 (t - z) - 36t 3 

Note that the above two alternate solutions are the negative of the first stated solutions. The 
sign difference is a result of the fact that the implicit centerline coordinate s, and hence 
the positive direction of the reacting shearing stress, is oppositely directed in the original 
and alternate cases. Note further that because the flange is nonsym..rnetric, the values of the 
partial area moments for the left- a.'1d right-hai1d parts of the flange do not match at the web 
centerline where y = +2t. Finally note that the latter two pairs of partial area moments go 
to zero at the end of their course. 

The applied loading at the cross-section is such that Vz = + F0 . Thus the formula for 
the shear flow is 

VzQy(s) ---+---
Ryz Rzz 

The ratios of inertia are = -2768t4 , and Rzz = 55lt4 . Thus, using the first listed values 
for the partial area moments, those where the area is below the point where the partial area 
moment is calculated, leads to 

, Fo ( 3.6t2(7t) 0.9t(77t2)) 
a 12t -2t)--. + ----

xs\ ' - l.8t 2768t4 55lt4 

Fo = -0.065---::;-
t.:. 

Since the s coordinate for this calculation is going up the web centerline, the above negative 
sign means that the induced shearing stress, as would be expected, is downward at the 
selected centerline point. Thus the reacting shearing stress is upward with the magnitude 
0.065Fo/t2• 

The total shear force acting upon the beam cross-section has to be in equilibrium with 
the reacting shear flow. Thus the total upward force produced by the reacting shear flow 
has to counterbalance the downward applied shear force F0 . The upward force produced by 
the reacting shear flow is entirely a result of the shear :flow in the web. This is so because 
the shear flow in the flange is everywhere approximated as horizontal and thus cannot 
produce a vertical force. In order for there to be moment equilibrium between the applied 
shear force and the reacting shear flow, the force produced by the reacting shear flow in the 
web must be colinear with the applied shear force. In other words, the applied shear force 
must act along the centerline of the web to avoid a net moment upon the cross-section. 
Thus the shear center must lie somewhere along the centerline of the web, or its extension. 
Note further that the shear flows in the flange have to sum to a zero magnitude horizontal 
force. 
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Figure 14.9. Example 14.11. (a) idealized box beam geometry and loading; (b) useful 
parabolic area formula; (c) reacting open section shear flow; (d) total reacting shear flow. 

Now repeat the above style of argument for a horizontally directed applied shear force 
acting upon the cross-section. The conclusion is that for a zero net moment, that horizontally 
applied shear force has to be colinear with the flange centerline. Hence the shear center lies 
at the juncture of the flange and web centerlines. • 

Example 14.11. (a) Calculate and sketch the shear flow in the idealized, single-cell, closed 
cross-section shown in Fig. 14.9(a); where all dimensions are centerline dimensions. The 
total shear force acting on the cross-section has the magnitude F0 and its point of application 
is the upper left comer of the cross-section. (b) Locate the shear center for this cross-section. 

Solution. ( a) In this case Vy = 0 and Vz = + Fo, and, because of the one axis of symmetry, 
the area product of inertia is zero. Thus Eq. (14.5) reduces to 

. FoQy 
q(s) =qo+--

lyy 

A straightforward calculation shows that I YY = 115 200t4 • The calculation of the partial area 
moments begins with selecting a starting point for the centerline coordinate s. The upper 
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right-hand corner is chosen for the origin of the s coordinate, and, as ahvays, it proceeds 
counterclockwise. With that choice, the relevant partial area moments are as follows: 

Top flange 

Left web 

Bottom flange 

Right web 

= 24t\34t -

Qy(Z) = ]440t3 + 3t(24t - z) [!(24t + 

= 1440t3 + 1.5t(576t2 - z2) 

= 1440t2 + +y)(-24t) 

= l 440t3 - 24t2(26t + 

Q;,(z) = O + 2t(24t + z) 

= -t(576t2 -

[24t - !(24t + 

Note that the partial area moments return to zero at the other end of the centerline, as they 
must The next is to calculate q0 , the shear flow at s = 0. The value of q0 is determined 
by the requirement that the total moment acting upon the cross-section about any moment 
center must be zero. A convenient moment center is the bottom left-hand comer. At that 
point the moment arms for the applied force, the shear flow in the left web, and the shear 
flow in the bottom flange are zero. There are two things to recall when writing this moment 
equation. The first thing is the result from Chapter 13 that the moment due to a constant 
shear flow such as q0 is 2Aq0 . The second thing, easily proved, is that the area under a 
parabolic segment which has a zero slope at its apex, as shown in Fig. 14.9(b) is two-thirds 
of the product of the base and the height. Therefore, after assuming (incmTectly) that the 
constant reacting shear flow q0 is and referring to Fig. 14.9(c), which is a plot 
of the reacting "open section" shFar flows, which of course are proportional to the partial 
area moments, the moment equilibrium equation is 

or 

0 = - u(1440t3)(60t)(48t) - i(576t3)(24t)(60t)J + 2(60t)(48t)qo 

qo = -168t3 Fo = --(1.4583 x 10-3) Fo 
t 

where the negative sign indicates that the reacting q0 is actually counterclockwise. Figure 
14.9(d) is a sketch of the total reacting shear flow, (q0 + F0 Qy/ lyy). Obviously, the net 
horizontal force produced by this total shear flow is zero, and it may be verified that the net 
upward vertical force produced by this reacting shear flow has the value + F0 . 

(b) To determine the location of the shear center for this single-cell cross-section, first 
note that the shear center lies on they axis because Lhat is an axis of symmetry. To locate the 
vertical axis of the shear center, picture placing another downward shear force of magnitude 
F0 at the unknown location of the shear center, a distance e y to the right of the left web 
centerline. Also place an upward shear force of magnitude F0 at the left web centerline. 
This latter force equilibrates the original applied shear force, and at the same time forms 
a twisting moment of magnitude eyFo witn the new downward F0 . The moment ann ey 
is to be adjusted so that the twist per unit length created by this newly applied twisting 
moment offsets the oppositely directed twist per length created by the original (actual) 
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applied loading. Using Eq. (13.9) to set the total twist per unit length equal to zero leads to 
the following reacting shear flow equation: 

where 

1 qr(s) 
0= 'f --ds 

J 

The calculation is a bit lengthy, but straightforward. First substitute q0 = -168 
and then transpose the "open cross-section" portion of the shear flow. Using the geometric 
areas sketched in Fig. 14.9(c) to carry out the integration of the open cross-section shear 
flow leads to 

or 

or 

168F0t 3 (~(60t) + 48t + 48t 

\ t 3t 2t 

48t 48t)' ---+--+-
t 3t 2t 

Fo (2(1/2)(1440t3)(60t) 
= -- \ t + 3t 

+ (2/3)(864t3)(48t) _ (2/3)(5761 3)( 48t)) 

3t 2t / 

168(160) , ey 120 

115 200 T t 57 60 

86 400 + 23 040 + 9216 - 9216 

115 200 

ey = 34.4t 

Thus the shear center lies on the weak side of the cross-section, slightly farther to the 
of the geometric center than the centroid is to the left of the geometric center. !ll 

The cross-sections of Examples 14.9 and 14.10 differ not only in that the former is open 
while the latter is closed, but also in that the fom,er, T cross-section is relatively 
while the latter, box, cross-section is not at all compact. The lack of compactness of the 
box cross-section calls into serious question the accuracy of the shear flow solution for 
this cross-section. If the width and depth of the cross-section were, say, one-third of the 
dimensions specified, then the above analysis would be credible. As those dimensions are, 
the above analysis for the shear flows has to be considered to be nothing more than an 
estimate. See Exercise 14.8. 

The above example demonstrates that care must be taken with the signs of the shear 
flow. In order to simplify the task of keeping track of the correct signs, the reader should 
consistently adhere to using only reacting shear flows or only induced shear flows. Finally, 
if the analyst only desires to locate a shear center, then the suggested procedure is to apply 
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Figure 14.10. (a) Exercise 14.l(a, b). (b) Exercise 14.l(c, d). (c) Exercise 14.l(e). 
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a shear force of arbitrary magnitude at any convenient point on the cross-section, and then 
proceed as illustrated in the above triangular and rectangular, thin cross-sections. 

Chapter 14 Exercises 

14.1. (a) Calculate both Qy and Qz at all points along the material centerline of the 
homogeneous, nonsymmetrical, channel cross-section shown in Fig. 14.10( a). 
Express both area moments only in terms of they and z centroidal coordinates. 
Be sure to simplify your answers. 

(b) Describe iri words only how you would go about calculating the shearing stress 
distribution over this cross-section that would result from a resultant shearing 
force with arbitrary horizontal and vertical components. 

(c) Calculate the shear stresses in the channel cross-section sketched in 
Fig. 14.lO(b) due to the vertical shear force shown. 

( d) Calculate the shear stresses in the channel cross-section of Pig. 14.1 O(b) if now 
the applied shear force is a horizontal force acting along the axis of symmetry. 



(e) homogeneous, cross-section shown in Fig. 14.1 
vv,u,rv,,~,nc> of the shearing force upon the cross-section are 

shown in the sketch. The approximate geometric parameters for this cross
section are as follows; 

= 736t4 = 238t4 

Since = - F, and V2 = 2F, the expression for the shear flm,v due to these 
two shearing force components is 

F 
q = -(0.0063 t4. - 0.0107 

Write the expressions for Q y and as functions of the centroidal coordinates. 

14.2. Calculate the shear flow in the T cross-section of Fig. 9. if a vertical 
shearing force of magnitude Fis applied to the cross-section shear center. 
As above, for a horizontal shearing force of magnitude F applied to the cross
section shear center. 

( c) Locate the shear center of this T cross-section. 
(d) Using words, not equations, explain how you would estimate the max-

imum stress in the T cross-section (away from the fillets at the T 
juncture) if the vertical force Fwere applied at the of the T cross-section 
rather than at the shear center. 

14.3. Without a temperature change, calculate the shear flow in the channel cross-
section of Fig. 9. due to a vertical shear force F applied at the cross-section 
shear center. 

(b) Repeat part but this time include the effect of the indicated temperature 
change that is constant with respect to beam length. Note that the tempera
ture change not only affects the Young's modulus of the top flange, but now 
Eq. needs to be employed rather than Eq. (14.5). 

14.4. Calculate the shear flow in a (closed) circular pipe of mean radius R and 
thickness t when it is subjected to a vertical shear force of magnitude F at the 
cross-section shear center, which, of course, is the same point as the centroid. 
Hint: By reason of the one axis of symmetry of loading and geometry, the total 
shear flow at the points on the material centerline intersected by the line of action 
of the shearing force z axis) is zero. Thus, in effect, tJ:iis is an "open" cross
section. Use the counterclockwise coordinate a = to locate points on the 
cross-section, with a = 0 at z = R. Use the counterclockwise coordinate f3 such 
that O :'S j3 :'S a for the purpose of carrying out the integration necessary to obtain 
the partial area first moment. 

14.5. (a) Locate the shear center of a thin semicircular cross-section of mean radius R 
and thickness t. Let the y axis be the axis of symmetry of the geometry, and 
use the coordinates of the previous exercise. 
Locate the shear center of a thin, full circular cross-section with a single cut of 
negligible width at y = R. Note that the cut makes the cross-section an open 
cross-section. Use the coordinate a measured counterclockwise from they 
axis, and /3 as described in the previous problem. 
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Figure 14.11. Exercise 14.6. 
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Locate the shear center of a thin circular cross-section of mean radius R and 
thickness t that only covers a sector of 240°. Note that with R 2 » t 2 , lvv, the 

moment of inertia about the axis of symmetry, is [(2n /3) - ( v3/4)]R3~. 
As in part ( c) above, locate the shear center of a thin circular cross-section 
that covers a sector of 270°. 

14.6. (a) Determine the first moments of partial area for the Z cross-section shown in 
Fig. 14.11. 

(b) Write the expression for, and sketch the reacting shear flow distribution when 
the only applied load is V2 = F. For your information, lyy = 1154t4, 
3069t4, and lyz = 1440t4 . 

(c) Locate the shear center for the Z cross-section. 

14.7. (a) Calculate the shear flow in the Z cross-section with equal length flanges of Fig. 
9 .10 if a vertical shearing force of magnitude Fis applied to the cross-section 
shear center. Use a constant Young's modulus. 
As above, for a horizontal shearing force of magnitude F. 

( c) Locate the shear center of this Z cross-section. 

14.8. Calculate the shear flow in the reinforced angle cross-section of Fig. 9 .18 if a 
vertical shearing force of magnitude F is applied to the cross-section shear cen
ter. Hint: Eq. (14.5) is wholly adequate to this task everywhere except where two 
materials together make up the cross-section thickness. If the materials had much 
different moduli in that region, an engineering solution would be to ignore the 
weaker material. In this case, the moduli are close in value. In this case the engi
neering solution is to use the actual m.w. centroid and moments of inertia, but use 
an average modulus where the two materials together make up the cross-section 
thickness for the calculation of the pa1tial area first moments. This approximation 
is of little consequence because in this part of the cross-section the thickness is 
greater than any other part, and Gxs = q / t. 

FOR THE EAGER 

14.9. (a) Locate the shear center of the thin, single-cell cross-section whose centerline 
geometry is like the letter D, that is, it is a semicircle of radius R closed along 
its diameter. The thickness is everywhere t. 
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Figure 14.12. Exercise 14.11. 
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a 

As above, but for the cross-section of Fig. 14.9(a) with the alteration that the 
centerline depth of the cross-section is changed from 48t to 24t. Hint: The 
centroid is now a distance 27t from the centerline of the left web. (Note that 
the results of this exercise may be beyond the fringe of accuracy, but these 
dimensions put the location of the centroid at an integer distance from the left 
web.) 

(c) A depth and widthforthe geometry of Fig. 14.9(a) that would allow reasonable 
solution accuracy are 16t and lOt respectively. With this depth and width, and 
the same thicknesses, locate the shear center. The cross-sectional area is l 00t2, 

and the centroid is located at 4.2t to the right of the left web centerline. 

14.10. The orientations of the cross-sections of the previous examples and exercises were 
chosen to avoid the inconvenience of having to deal immediately with negative 
moment arms for the calculation of the first moments of partial area. The channel 
section shown in Fig. 14.12 is different from the previous cross-sections in that 
respect. The simplest thing to do is just turn the cross-section upside down (i.e. 
reverse the directions of the coordinate axes) to have the familiar case of being 
able to begin with positive-valued moment anns. If for some reason that switch of 
coordinate directions would not be desirable, then it would be necessary to face 
up to challenge of negative moment arms. Therefore, calculate the first moments 
of partial area for the coordinate axes as shown. If there was a burning desire to 
calculate the shear flow too, then = 2670t4 , lzz = 420t4 , and = 0. 

14.11. Accurately sketch the resisting shear flow in the thin rectangular cross-section due 
to the shearing force acting on the left web as shown in Fig. 14.12. Hint: Replace 
the given load by a shearing force of the same magnitude acting at the shear center, 
plus a moment, so that the new load system is statically equivalent to the original 
load. That is, let 

~ + 
D=OJ+OJ 

and then deal separately with the shear force and the moment. 
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Endnote (1) The Shear Center as the Center of Twist 

The fact that the shear center is also the center of twist for an arbitrary cross
section is easily established by use of Maxwell's reciprocity theorem, which is discussed 
in Section 20.11, and demonstrated in Exercise 19.4. Restated in a form that is most useful 
here, Maxwell's reciprocity theorem 1 says that the work done by a first force or moment 
moving through the displacement caused by a second force or moment is equal to the work 
done by the second force or moment moving through the displacement caused by the first 
force or moment. Let the first load be an arbitrary shearing force acting at the shear center. 
Call it V. This force produces a bending deflection, call it v but, by definition, does not 
produce a rotation. Let the second load be an arbitrary moment about the shear center, M1 • 

This load produces a rotation, ¢, and perhaps a bending deflection at the elastic axis, v. Then 
the work done by the force V going through the bending deflection caused by the moment, 
W12 = V v, is equal to the work done by the moment Mt going through the rotation caused 
by the shearing force, W21 = M 1 • 0 = 0. Since Vis not zero, then v must be zero. Hence the 
elastic axis does not bend as the result of the application of a twisting moment. Therefore 
the elastic axis is the center of twist. 

1 James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879), Scottish physicist, developer, a_mong other cont1ibutions, of the 
electromagnetic theory oflight and Ma,'lwell's equations, which describe the basic laws of electricity 
and magnetism in a unified fashion. 





PART IV 

WORK AND ENERGY PRINCIPLES 

IV.I Preface 

Strength of Materials - The 
Pr.actJcal .Basis fur Structural Analysis 

There is only one chapter in Part IV so as to emphasize the important role work and 
energy principles play in modern structural analysis. Every chapter past this one depends 
upon the material of this chapter. The content of this chapter admittedly will be challenging 
to all those who have not had any previous experience with this material. For the student, the 
concept of work is not likely to have had a particularly prominent place in prior studies. The 
concept of potential energy is likely to have made a previous appearance only in relation to 
the gravitational potential. The calculus of variations, a key aspect of this chapter, is likely 
to be entirely new to the student (be sure to read Endnote (1)). Obviously in this chapter 
there are abundant opportunities for intellectual growth. In order to take advantage of those 
opportunities, the Green-Gauss theorem must be mastered. The next section provides a 
review of that theorem. 

IV.2 The G:reen-Gauss Theorem 

Consider a closed area A on an x plane such as shown in Fig. IV. l (a). Let this area 
be such that any line paralleling the z axis cuts aA, the piecewise smooth boundary of A, 
only twice. Let the various boundary segments that comprise the total boundary be divided 
into a lower and upper curve which meet at the points y = a and y = b, where those points 
are the minimum and maximum y values on the boundary. In the case illustrated in Fig. IV. l, 
The "point" y = a is actually a line segment. This possible alternate geometry does not alter 
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Between points A and C, the boundary is described 
by Z1 (y); and between Band C by Zi(y) 
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C 

y 

(c) 

-+---...--------~---c>y 
a b 

Figure IV.1. (a) A typical singly connected area over which the area integration first pro
ceeds in the z direction. (b, c) The boundary curves Zi (y) and Z2(y), which together form 
JA. 

the discussion. Let the respective equations of the lower and upper curves be grouped under 
the single-valued relations 

z = Z1(y) and z = Z2(y) 

where Z1 (y) describes the values of z between point A and point C, while Z2(y) describes 
the values of z between point B and point C. See Fig. IV. l (b, c ). For any differentiable 
function F (y, z), consider the following double integral over the area A: 

Ii= ff JF dy dz= r=b (! z=Z2(Y) JF dz) 
Jz Jy=a z=Z,(y) Jz 

A 

where the double integral, as is customary, has been viewed as a sum of a very large number 
of single integration z variable integrals multiplied by widths dy so as to form very thin 
vertical strips of area. Since integration is the inverse of partial differentiation, the interior 
integral of the above double integral can be evaluated as F(y, z) where z is replaced by its 
limiting values. Thus 

Ii= J{b{F[y, Z2(y)] - F[y, Z1(y)]}dy 
a 
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Now consider the line integral with respect toy of the same function F(y, z) counterclock
wise around the closed boundary BA of the area A: 

h = .f F(y,z) 

b ,,• 

= f F(y,z) z) 

Note that the line integral over the vertical line B ~ A is zero because is zero on 
that interval. Reversing the order of integration for the second integral, and inserting the 
constrained values of the variable z appropriate to each of the two integration paths, leads 
to 

rb !'b 

h= F[y.Z1(y)]dy-j F[y,Zz(y)]dy 
Ja a 

A comparison of the final expressions for Ii and [z shows that they are the negatives of each 
other. Hence, 

A very similar development for an area with a boundary that is only intersected twice by 
lines paralleling the y axis shows that 

ff ~~dA=+.f cdz 
A 

When the above two results are combined into single area and single line integrals, that 
combination is called Green's theorem or Gauss's theorem, or the Green-Gauss1 theorem. 
A variation on the Green-Gauss theorem is achieved when Eqs. (12.5) are used to replace 
dy and dz respectively by - cos(n. z) ds and+ cos(n, y) ds, as shown below where "n" is a 
linear coordinate in the direction of the outer normal unit vector at the outer bondary, a A. 

fr [aF + JG l dA = ¢ [F cos(n, z) + G cos(n, y)] ds 
., az ay J J 

A 

The single interval requirement that any line paralleling they and/or z axis intersect the 
area boundary only twice is a bit more stringent than just an hypothesis of being singly 
connected, in that it excludes certain, but not all, concavities. If a semicircular arc concavity 
replaced the vertical line A-B, there would be a violation with respect to lines paralleling 
the z axis but not for lines paralleling the y axis. Often, but not always, a region such as 
a multiconnected region that violates the single interval requirement can be divided into 
several subregions each of which satisfies the single interval requirement for both coordinate 
directions. See, for example, Fig. IV.2. In this case the integral over the entire area is simply 
treated as the sum of the integrals over several sub-areas where the Green-Gauss theorem 
does apply. Notice that the line integrals over the interior paths between the outer and inner 
boundaries of the area always occur in pairs that proceed in opposite directions. Thus those 
portions of the line integrals always cancel each and so the sum of all the line integrals 
reduces to just the line integral over the outer and inner boundaries. Note that the direction 
of integration around an inner boundary is opposite to that around the outer boundary. 

1 Karl Friedrich Gauss (1777-1855), Geiman mathematician and astronomeL (For Green, see footnote 5 
of Chapter 3.) 
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Figure IV.2. A division of a multiply connected region into y and z direction single interval 
subregions. Note that two regions, no matter how constituted, would not be single 
interval regions in both orthogonal directions. 

There is a three-dimensional version of the Green-Gauss theorem. It relates a volume 
integral to a surface area integral. Its proof proceeds in much the same fashion as the above 
proof. The result is (Ref. [3]) 

ff! rap +aQ +aR dV=fJ{Pcos(n, +Qcos(n, +Rcos(n,z)}dS 
.J ax Jy Jz 

V ~ • S 

In the way of brief comments on the omitted derivation, note that if the (a P /ax) term 
of the volume integral is to be integrated, then the strip of width dy of the previous area 
integration is here replaced by a long, thin cylinder of rectangular cross-sectional dimensions 
dy by dz. The shape of the volume boundary must be such that this long, thin cylinder 
intersects the volume boundary only twice. The two infinitesimal surface areas defined 
by those two intersections are the limits of this first integration. Hence the equations that 
represent the limits of integration for this inner integral c.re equations for a surface in space 
rather than a planar curve. In addition, the equations that equate, for example, {dy, dz} to 
{dS cos(n, x)}, are slightly more general forms of the equations derived for the Chapter 1 
surface tetrahedron. They too may be derived in the fashion of Exercise 1.5. 



CHAPTER 15 

Work and Potential En_ergy Principles 

15.1 Introduction 

In Parts I and III, equilibrium equations are established via Newton's laws by sum
ming the forces and moments acting on isolated (free) bodies. Equilibrium equations assure 
continuity of forces and moments. Continuity of displacements is established by requiring 
either that (i) the orthogonal displacement or deflection components are described by differ
entiable functions in the case of a displacement formulation, or (ii) the strain compatibility 
equations are satisfied in the case of a stress formulation. Since the stresses acting upon 
fixed surfaces are vector quantities, and the displacement and deflection components are 
also vector quantities, the methods of Parts I, II, and III are often called "vector methods." 
This chapter introduces an alternate approach to vector methods. This alternate approach, 
called "energy methods," is often analytically superior to vector methods, particularly for 
complex problems. Energy methods have the same bases as vector methods. That is, just like 
vector methods, energy methods can be based upon Newton's laws and the same geometric 
description of structural deformations. However, energy methods involve scalar quantities 
such as work and potential energy. The shift from vector quantities to work and potential 
energy results in four important advantages. 

The first advantage of energy methods is that the work or energy statements permit 
the choice of any coordinate system without a change in form for the basic equations. To 
illustrate this advantage in general terms at this beginning point in the topic development, 
consider Newton's second law of motion for a body of mass m, written for motion in a 
Cartesian x coordinate direction and then for motion in a cylindrical r coordinate direction.1 

These two equations are, respectively, using the usual rigid body dynamics symbols, 

and F, = m d2r - mr (de)2 
dt2 dt 

Note that the two vector component equations have different forms in the two different 
coordinate systems. Any statement of Newton's second law in a coordinate system other than 
a Cartesian coordinate system leads to a more complicated form of that equation. Another 
example of a change in the form of equilibrium equations with a change in coordinate system 
is seen in Chapter 1 where the two plane stress, internal equilibrium equations are derived 
for Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates. These two sets of stress equilibrium equations are, 
of course, only specialized examples of Newton's second law. As such, it is not surprising 
that, again, each of the two cylindrical coordinate equations has one or two more terms,than 
the corresponding Cartesian coordinate equations. 

In contrast to Newton's second law in terms of three force vector components or stress 
vector components, Newton's second law in terms of energy quantities has exactly the 

1 Note that, as is often the notation for rigid body motion, here the symbols x and rare center-of-mass 
displacements that are functions of time, rather than specifications of geometric location within an 
undeformed body. 
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same form regardless of the coordinate system. This has the advantage that the co1Tect 
equation form is immediately known of which coordinate system is most 
convenient. In terms of the kinetic energy of the mass, T; the total potential energy of 
the deformable mass, Tl, which can incorporate the effect of al! or part of the conservative 
forces upon the body; and Q,, a certain sum of all the forces not represented in 
the potential energy term, conservative or not,2 Newton's second law for the time-varying 
ith coordinate q; 1s 

d 

dt 

aT an 
--+-= 

aq; 
1) 

where a_11 upper dot is differentiation with to time. The meaning of q; is explained 
in detail in Section 17.2. This more convenient form of Newton's second law is called the 

Lagrange's equation is derived in Exercise 9. The importance 
in different forms, from this tJ,sough the majority of 

Chapters 16-21, the emphasis is on understanding just the last term on the left-hand 
side, and the right-hand side term. The first two terms of Lagrange equation, which 
correspond to the ma of Newton's second are discussed at the end of Chapter 19. 

In the study of rigid body the total potential energy is generally that associated 
with force fields such as the gravitational force field. In the study of deformable bodies, 
the potential energy is more complicated in that there is generally additional 
energy that is created by the applied forces having additional motions associated with the 
structural deformations. This chapter introduces the concepts that explain that additional 
potential energy. In summary, the first advantage to energy methods is that they allow a 
standardization of form for the required equations of deformable bodies while allowing the 
use of any coordinate system. 

The second advantage for using energy methods is that work and energy methods ofte!1 
allow an analyst to use simpler geometric reasoning, and to avoid force 0 type interactions 
between components of a structure in favor of simpler displacement type interactions. 

A third advai,tage for energy methods is that they provide another way of viewing 
physical and thus add further insight into a phenomenon and an alternate ana
lytical formulation. An illustration of the first point is as follows. The Lagrange equation, 
even though it is expressed in energy derivatives, is a summation of forces just like New
ton's second law. Hamilton's principle Exercise 15.8), restates the Lagrange equation 
in a form that says that the motion of a mechanical system subjected to conservative or 
nonconservative forces must be such that the sum of the kinetic energy and the work 
done on, any mechanical system has to be a minimum. In other Hamilton's prin
ciple interprets the motion of a mechanical system from the viewpoint of minimizing the 
work and kinetic energy of the structural system, while the Lagrange equation speaks of a 
summation of forces. 

An important historical controversy illuminates the second point concerning an alternate 
analytical formulation. There is a fourth order partial differential for 
thin plate bending that very closely corresponds to the fourth order ordinary differential 
equation for long beam bending. When the thin plate fourth order governing differential 
equation was first developed, it was developed, as is done in Chapter 22, using vector 
methods to write the thin Those equilibrium equations involve 
the following stress resultants per unit length along the edge of any plate segment: a bending 

2 The difference between conservative and nonconservative forces is explained in Section 15.2. 
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moment, a twisting moment, and a lateral shear force. Reference states that Poisson 
suggested that at an unsupported (i.e., force-free) edge, the boundary conditions should 
be that all three of these stress resultant quantities are zero. This seems, at first glance, to be 
an obvious requirement. However, for a clamped plate edge, there are only two deflection 
boundary conditions, and thus an disparity in the number of boundary conditions. 
It was not until Kirchhoff developed the same fourth order thin bending deflection 
equation and simultaneously the associated boundary conditions using an energy method 
that the contradiction was overcome, and the two true force-type boundary conditions 
were discovered. 

A fourth advantage for energy methods is that when using certain approximate methods 
of analysis that involve mathematical functions chosen by the analyst in order to approximate 
an unknown deflection or stress, an energy approach requires fewer conditions to be met by 
the selected approximating functions, and requires fewer derivatives of the approximating 
functions. These are important advantages because they make it easier to find suitable 
approximating functions. 

In summary, energy methods for deformable bodies have exactly the same bases of 
force and displacement continuity as vector methods. However, energy methods are a more, 
sometimes a much more, convenient formulation of these bases. In fact, it is impossible 
to fully understand modern methods in structural analysis without understanding energy 
methods. In order to facilitate the introduction of energy methods, the general concepts 
of work and potential energy, and virtual work and virtual potential energy, are reviewed. 
Then the concept of the variational operator is explained so that full, confident use may be 
made of the virtuai work and virtual potential energy concepts when applied to deformable 
bodies. Then the four basic energy method principles are derived for small displacements 
in varying degrees of completeness. These four basic principles are called the Principle of 
Virtual Work, the Principle of the Total Potential Energy, the Principle of Complementary 
Virtual Work, and the Principle of Complementary Total Potential Energy. The reader may 
have encountered limited forms of the first two principles because they are useful in dealing 
with problems in rigid body statics and dynamics. 

15.2 Work and Potential Energy 

Work is defined in differential terms. With W symbolizing work, F representing 
a force resultant acting on a body, and :r being the position vector that locates the point of 
application of the force acting on the body, the definition of the work done on the body by 
the force Fis. 

dW = F·dr (15.2a) 

Clearly work is a scalar quantity. The right-hand side of the above definition can be rewritten 
in various equivalent forms. For example, if the force resultant and the position vectors 
are written in terms of their Cartesian coordimtte components, that is, using the symbols 
commonly used for rigid body dynamics 

F= + + F2 k and r = xi + yj + zk 

then 

dW = F,dx + + dz (15.2b) 

Soon, when the subject is not that of rigid bodies but is that of deformable bodies, the 
Cartesian coordinates x, y, and z will no longer represents displacements but will be used 
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only to identify a material point in the deformable body. When the subject is deformable 
bodies, then u = u(x, y, z), v = v(x, y, z), and w = w(x, y, z) will be the symbols that 
will denote the displacement components of the total displ11cement vector D. In that case, 

dW = F·dD = Fxdu + Fydv + Fxdw. (15.2c) 

Of course, whatever the choice of symbols, work is done by a force moving through a 
displacement. 

The work done on the body by the force can be integrated ( summed) if the path followed 
by the force is known. That integral is a line integral, and the work done generally depends 
on the path followed. Another way of saying the same thing is to say that dW is not always. 
an exact differential. 

A simple illustration of this path dependency can be had by considering the work done 
by the dry friction force Jo acting on a rectangular block of material that is slowly sliding 
along a curved path on the top of a table. Note that it is the friction force and the work that 
the friction force does upon the block that is being discussed, and not the other forces that 
cause the block to move or stay on the table top. The friction force is very nearly constant, 
and it is always directed opposite to the direction of motion. Therefore the friction force is 
everywhere tangent to the curved path followed by the block. Thus there is always a 180° 
angle between the friction force Jo and ds, which is always tangent to the curved path and 
in the direction of the motion. Hence the total work done by the friction force on the block 
is just the negative of the product of the magnitude of the friction force and the path length. 
That is, where ds is the scalar magnitude of dD, or dr, 

dW = - f Jo ds = - Jo f ds 

Thus the longer the path,. the more work is done on the block by the friction force. The 
work done on the block by the friction force is partly consumed in polishing the bottom of 
the block, and it is partly lost in heat generation and noise. 

There is a class of forces that do work on material bodies, where the work done by those 
forces depends only upon the locations of the initial and final points of the path and not at all 
on the length or location of the path followed by the body. In mathematical terms, there are 
occasions where the right-hand side of Eq. (15.2a) is an exact differential. When the right
hand side is an exact differential, it may be integrated as an ordinary definite integral, and the 
value of that integral depends exclusively upon the limiting points on the integration path. 
To illustrate this type of force, consider the weight force acting on a block of material that is 
moving along a curved path in a three-dimensional space containing a constant gravity field. 
Again the focus is on a particular force, the weight force, and there is no present interest 
in the other forces that contribute to the motion of the block. Adopt a Cartesian coordinate 
system with the z axis directed opposite to the direction of the constant acceleration of 
gravity vector. Then the weight force Fis describable as -mgk. Using common rigid body 
dynamics symbols for the last time, the differential tangent vector that is an increment in 
the length of the arbitrary path followed by the weight force is dr = dx i + dy j + dz k. 
Thus, after carrying out the dot product, the work done by the weight force on the block as 
it moves from point A(xa, Ya, Za) to point B(xb, Yb, Zb), is 

W(A; B) = iB dW = -mg iB dz = -mg(Zb - Za) 

Clearly the second integral is that of an exact differential, dz, which always integrates to 
z. In this case, only the z components of the initial and final positions affect the amount of 
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work done by the force upon the 
are the same, no work at all is done 

Notice that if the initial and final elevations 
the v;eight force on the block. Another way of 

at this result for the case where the returns to the initial elevation is 
to say that no work done the or. all the work done the weight 
force was conserved. Th.e constant, force is an of what is called an 
"conservative" force, which is one where all work is recoverable by returning by any 
to the original point of 

The case where dW is an exact done is independent of 
path, is of sufficient importance to have that exact differential be denoted dW = -dV. 
The introduction of a new is for the sake of identifying this 
simplifying circumstance. The Vis called the energy. The minus 
included in the definition dW = -dV in order that the energy associated with the 
weight force discussed above is a positive quantity when there is an increase in the elevation 
of the block. 

Once since an exact differential is the result of the integration 
of the exact work differential depends only on the initial and final points on the Again, 
the forces associated with the exact work differential are called conservative. Using the 
chain rule for exact differentials, it is to write 

dW = -dV = -
av av \ + -dv + -dy,; J = -VV · dD av aw ; 

Comparing this equation with Eq. (15.2c), and noting the independence of the factors 
,md leads to the conclusion that the conservative force are linked 

to a potential energy function the relations 

rJV 

Ou 

av 
av 

av 
dW 

and the total value of any conservative force may be written as 

Fe= -VV 

This latter relation can be used as the basis for a test to determine whether or not a force 
that is describable in terms of coordinate is conservative. From 
the vector V X V ,:P = 0 for an function it can be seen that 
V X Fe= 0. This is both a necessary and sufficient condition for Fe= -VV, and thus a 
necessary and sufficient condition for a force being a conseryative force. 

In summary, Eq. (15.2a) defines what is meant by the work done by any force acting 
upon a body. When the work done on the by a particular force is independent of the 

followed the body, that when dW is an exact then the force doing 
the work is termed conservative. The of the finite work done by a conservative 
force is called the positive change in the potential energy of the body. Potential energy can 
be viewed as stored work, available to be recovered. Potential energy functions are not 
associated with gravitational fields. A energy function can be associated usefully 
,;vith the internal forces and displacements of elastic bodies. 

15.3 Virtual Work and Virtual Potential Energy 

Work and energy concepts are very useful in body dynamics because, via 
Newton's second work can be directly related to changes in kinetic energy. The question 
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arises as to how these fundamental concepts of work and energy can be applied to deformable 
structural bodies, pmticularly when they have reached a state of static equilibrium. The 
answer to this question lies in broadening the work concept by introducing the concept of 
virtual work. 

As in the discussion of actual work, consider any one of several actual forces acting on 
a structural mass in a state of static equilibrium.3 As before, if the of applicaton of 
the force on the mass were to undergo an actual infinitesimal motion, dD, there would be 
an infiPitesimal amount of actual work done by the force on the body. However, with the 
body in a state of static equilibrium, there is no actual motion. To broaden the work concept, 
now consider all possible infinitesimal motions of the point of force application from its 
actual static equilibrium position. Do so without regard for the actual forces, moments, or 
tractions acting upon the structural mass, and without any concern for how these possible 
motions might come to pass. The meaning here of "possible motions" is those motions that 
do not violate displacement constraints, such as displacement boundary conditions or other 
constraints on the actual displacements. For example, consider a block of material at rest on 
a table top. If all contemplated actual forces were such that the block would only move from 
one position on the table top to another, then for analysis purposes, the block is constrained 
to remain on the table top. Then all possible motions of the block would parallel the table 
top. Motions into the table top or off the table aTe to be considered outside the realm of 
possible motions. 

Since the above possible motions are unrelated to the actual loads, these motions exist 
only in the imagination of the analyst. In order to preserve the symbol dD as one repre
senting an infinitesimal portion of an actual motion, a new symbol is introduced in order to 
represent any possible infinitesimal motion for the point of application of the force under 
consideration. That new symbol is 8D. The possibly fictitious displacement 8D is called a 
virtual displacement.4 

Define the work done by an actual force as that force moves through a virtual displacement 
as virtual work. In mathematical form: 

(15.3) 

Note again that the above applied force is the same applied force of the actual work discus
sion. Thus again, if fais force is a conservative force, then this force can be derived from a 
potential function such that F = - V V. In this special case 

8W = -VV ·8D 

Just as is true for actual work, it is advantageous to identify the virtual work associated with 
a conservative force by the special symbol -8 V. Hence the virtual potential energy is 

8V = +VV·8D (15.5) 

3 The limitation to static equilibrium is deliberate. The previous viewpoint of implicitly grouping all 
inertial forces with the body forces could easily have been retained in the development of the virtual 
work and virtual energy principles of this chapter. However, it is an important advantage of work 
and energy methods that the explicit description of the general form of the inertial loads is simply 
stated as one additional term to be added to the Principle of Virtual Work to form what is known as 
Hamilton's p1inciple, named after Sir William Rowan Hamilton, Irish physicist (1805-1865) (Ref. [2]). 
See Exercise 8. 

4 The adjective virtual means being so in essence or effect, but not being so in actual fact or name; for 
example, "although we have met, he is a virtual stranger." 
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Example 15.1. A block rests on a table top that is inclined at an angle e. Calculate the 
virtual work done by the gravity force mg on the rigid block for a virtual displacement 8s 
that is down the incline, up the and horizontal on the incline, If the 
coefficient of static friction is µ, calculate the virtual work done by the static friction force 
as a result of the three different motions of through 

Solution. The component of the gravity force in the plane of the table top is mg sine. 
This force acts in the direction that is down the incline. Therefore, o W = +mg sine 

oW = -mg sine 8s; (c) oW = 0 because the actual force and the virtual displacement 
are perpendicular to each other. Similarly, 8W = -µ mg cos e os for the virtual dis
placement 8s down the incline, +,u mg cos e os up the incline, and zero in the horizontal 
direction, because the static friction force is directed up the incline. In order to fully under
stand these answers, note that no virtual displacement creates or alters an actual force. In 
particular, the upwardly directed static friction force is not altered in either its magnitude or 
its direction by any virtual displacement. Furthermore, since there is no actual movement 
of the block, there is no dynamic friction force to be considered. II 

Example 15.2. Calculate the virtual work done by the actual loads acting upon the beams 
shown in Figs, 15.l(a, b). 

Solution. In this case, the structure is a flexible beam rather than a rigid block. When a 
is rigid, all material points in the body must necessarily move together. Thus one virtual 
displacement symbol can describe the virtual displacement of every material point in the 
rigid body. On the other hand, the along the beam axis are able to move relative to 
each other. Thus it is possible to have different virtual deflections at each point the 
beam axis. Since the loads are in the x, z plane, the virtual deflection that will 
result in virtual work also lie in the x, z plane. Mimicking the actual deflection in the x, z 
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plane, w(x), the symbol ow(x) is used to describe the positive upward virtual deflection 
of the beam axis at the point x. Similarly, virtual deflections which are the rotations of 
the beam axis in the x, z plane at the point x are symbolized as ow'(x). Like the virtual 
deflections, the virtual rotations follow the sign convention used with the actual rotations. (In 
order to conform with the constraint that all possible beam deflections, including the virtual 
deflections, must be very smooth functions of x, ow(x) and ow'(x) must be differentiable 
functions of x.) Then 

(a) oW = Fo ow(a) - Mo ow'(L).Thenegativesignbeforethemomenttermindicates 
that the actual applied moment Mo is in the opposite direction to the positive virtual 
bending slope. Note that the support reactions do no virtual work because the 
supports are constrained against any motion regardless of the loads that act upon 
the beam and the motions in the interior of the beam. 

(b) Since the force acting on the infinitesimal interval starting at any pointx is f (x) dx, 
and since ow(x), the virtual deflection at the point x, is a· very good description 
of the virtual deflection everywhere along the infinitesimal interval dx starting at 
pointx, then the virtual work done along the infinitesimal interval is/ (x) dx ow(x ). 
(Hereafter the interval starting at point xis referred to, in short, as the point x.) 
Then the total virtual work is the sum of the virtual work done by all the forces 
acting upon the structure, which is 

oW = 1L f(x)ow(x)dx 

Again, the support reactions, which are constrained against vertical motion, have 
no virtual deflections and hence do not do any virtual work. In the above integral, 
ow (x) is just another function of the variable x. As such it can be integrated just 
like any other function if a specific form were chosen for this function. Do note 
that if there is a o on one side of an equality, there must also be a o on the other 
side of the equality too. • 

Understand that the above integration is not integration over a path of fictitious deflec
tions. Rather, it is a summing up over the length of the beam of the virtual work done by each 
real force f (x) dx at the pointx moving only as far as the small virtual deflection at the same 
point, ow (x ). Since all real forces always have fixed values as they move through a virtual 
displacement, there is never a need to integrate over the path of a virtual displacement. 

15.4 The Variational Operator 

Again, using the notation u, v, w for the structure's Cartesian displacement com
. ponents at the point of force application, the differential of the total displacement vector 

is 

dD = dui +dvj +dw k 

Similarly, the virtual displacement vector can be written in terms of its components as 

oD = ou i + ov j + ow k 

where, of course, o u, and so on, are the magnitudes of the Cartesian components of the total 
virtual displacement, oD. If the above expression for oD is substituted into Eq. (15.5), and 
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if the various dot products are carried out, then the result for a conservative force is 

av av av 
8V = - 8u + - 8v + - ow 

au av aw 
(15.6) 

The form of Eq. (15.6) is striking. It is exactly the same form as that of the first order 
differential of a function V(u, v, w). That is, comparing Eq. (15.6) with the chain rule 
expansion 

av av av 
dV(u, v,w) = -du +-dv + -dw 

au av aw 

suggests that the 8 of such expressions as 8D and 80 can be considered as an operator acting 
upon V and D with a separate identity, just as the differential operator d can be separated 

. from the quantities V and Din the respective exact differentials dV and dD. Moreover, 
since there are no restrictions on the point function V, the analogy of form suggests that 
the 8 can be considered as a new mathematical operator on all point functions just as d 
can be considered as the differential operator for all point functions. It is useful to have 
this enlarged concept of the delta symbol as an operator. Hence the operator nature of 
8 is now adopted and patterned after the differential operator solely on the basis of the 
above similarity of form. Keep in mind that the differential quantity dW, when it relates to 
nonconservative forces is not an exact differential. Then, for such work, neither the d nor 
the 8 can be separated from the Win the dW or 8W expressions, respectively. 

Further consideration shows that it is useful to make a distinction between the 8 and 
d operators. Consider the general mathematical expression for the differential of a point 
function V of the arbitrary functions u, v, and w, where each of these three functions is in 
tum a function of x, y, z. Then, first of all, as written above, d V ( u, v, w) depends upon the 
differentials du, dv, and dw. By the same chain rule, each of these three differentials can 
be expressed in terms of the differentials of the variables upon which u, v, and w depend. 
For example, 

au au au 
du(x, y, z) = - dx + - dy + - dz 

ax ay az 

This expression quantifies the generally small change in the function u(x, y, z) over the 
generally very short distances dx, dy, and dz. The quantity 8u also can, and generally does, 
vary from material point to material point as was discussed in Example 15.2 for the case 
of 8w(x) for a beam. That is, in general, 8u is also a function of x, y, and z. However, in 
the context of virtual work it makes no sense to apply the chain rule to 8u, as is done above 
for du, and talk of a ox or a 8y or a oz, because in this context the quantities x, y, and z 
only name the material point at which the virtual displacement 8D is taking place. That is, 
changes in the spatial coordinates themselves play no part in the evaluation of the virtual 
work at the point (x, y, z), or any other point. The spatial coordinates only identify the point 
at which the actual force is applied. Only the actual forces and the virtual displacements 
8u, 8v, and ow affect the value of the virtual work. Another way of saying the same thing 
is to say that at the material location where each virtual work producing force is applied, 
the quantities x, y, z have fixed values that do not permit a variation. 

For these reasons, for any point function, define the variational operator 8 as having 
the same properties as the familiar differential operator d, except that the variation, as it 
is called, of all independent variables, such as any of the Cartesian coordinates, is defined 
always to be zero. All dependent functions, subject to the comments of this paragraph, have 
variations. For example, the displacements, which are functions of the spatial coordinates, 
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are dependent functions and thus have v&r:iations. However, U'~IJ'-'1c,uscu1, 1 

requirement for a function to have a nonzero variation. The dependent function must also 
have an arbitrary or unknown functional form, at least before the completion of the 
Thus, for example, 

1. The variation of the implicit functional F(u, v, where u, v, w are unknown 
functions y, z,isoF = (aF/au)ou + 8w; and in par-
ticular 

ii. The variation of an explicit function of unknown functions, such as v, 
C1u2 + C2,Jv + C3w, where again u, v, w are unknown functions of the inde
pendent variables x, y, z, and the C; are constants, is o v, = 2C1u ou + 
!(Cz/ ,Jv) 8v + C3 8w; but in contrast 

iii. The variation of the function v, + v + z) is zero is known 
that u = x sin y, v = .jy, and w = z cos x, because this v, is then an 
explicit, known function of only the independent spatial variables and there is no 
way to have a variation. 

Endnote (I) contains further comment upon the differences between variations, differentials, 
and derivatives. 

Using the above definition of the variational operator, reconsider the definition of virtual 
work as it is expressed in Eq. (15.3) when the resultant force is conservative. In the present 
notation, that equation is 

8W = 8(W) = F · 8D (15.3) 

Since the application of the variational operator to the work function is taken to be the 
product of a force function and a variation of a displacement function, then it is clear 
from this expression that for the purposes of calculating virtual work by the product rule 
for differentiation, force-type quantities are to be regarded as independent variables; that 
is, they possess a zero variation. The interpretation of Eq. (15.3) is simply from the 
point of view of virtual work, the force system (the independent variables) causes the 
structural displacement field (the dependent variables). Concentrated and distributed forces 
and moments are not the only physical variables that must be classified as independent 
variables in all expressions related to the virtual work of deformable bodies. Time and 
temperature changes also must always be classified as independent variables. 

Example 15.3. If G(u, v;x, y) = uy sin v + xu 2 , determine 8G if u = u(x, y) and v = 
v(x, y) are unknown functions of arbitrary functional form. 

Solution. The variational operator behaves according to Eq. ( 15 .6) exactly like a differential 
operator limited to dependent variables when applied to point functions. Therefore, all the 
familiar rules of ordinary calculus for point functions carry over to the calculus of variations. 
In this case, u and v are meant to be identified as dependent variables, and x and y as 
independent variables. Hence, 

8 G = (y sin v + 2x u) 8 u + cos v) ov 

There are two more properties of the variational operator that require mentioning. 

Property 1 
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Figure 15.2. A typical function u(x) and its varied path, the function u(x) + 8u(x), where 
the variation upon the function u(x) is constrained to be smooth at every point x. 

Discussion. This property involves, for example, the partial derivative of the unknown, 
dependent variable u(x, y, z) with respect to the independent variable x, that is, au/ ax, In 
order to discuss this quantity, fix the values of the other two variables, y and z, and focus on 
the change in the function u with respect to x, which is indicated in an arbitrary fashion by 
the solid line in Fig, 15.2. Consider the function u(x) + ou(x), which is called the "varied 
path." Let the varied path, which is represented by the dashed line in the same figure, be 
everywhere "close" to the original path, u(x ). Now the function au/ ax, not shown in the 
sketch, can, like any function, also have a close varied path which in this case is denoted 
by au/ax+ o(au/ax), It is now required, by definition, that the slope of the varied path 
of the original function that is, (a/ax)[u(x) + 8u(x)], be the same as varied path 
of the slope function, that is, au/ax+ 8(au/ax). This is formally called the case of the 
weak variation, which is the only variation required for this text. That required equality 
immediately produces the important relation stated above that o(au/ax) = (a/ox)8u. In 
other words, it is required that the order of the application of the variational operator 
and the partial or total derivative operator be irrelevant In other words, using the basic 
mathematical term, it is required that the two operators be "commutative." 

Note from the above paragraph that in addition to variations on the basic function 
u(x, y, z), there are as a matter of course, variations on the derivatives of u(x, y, z). Each 
different derivative of a dependent function is another dependent function, Thus if there 
were a function of the basic function and some of its derivatives, (i.e., a functional), such 
as F(x, u, Ux, Uzz), where the subscripted commas that indicate partial differentiation5 are 
omitted only when they are within the arguments of functionals so that the independent 
variable subscripts by themselves indicate partial differentiation, then that functional's vari
ation would be as follows: 

aF aF aF 
8F(x, U, Ux, UzJ = - OU+ -- OU,x + -- 8U,zz 

au au,x 

Each different partial ( or total) derivative is just another chain rule dependent variable, and 
in light of property 1, there is no ambiguity attached to 8 u ,x because the order of a/ ax and 
8 is immaterial. 

5 For example, the notation u,y = rlu/ay; Fx,y = rlFx/rly; and Fy,zz = 
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y, z), calculate the variation of the functional 
uy andif ,y,V,Vx, =v+ + 
culate oG in terms of ov and its derivatives. 

OU - 8G = ov + y + 

Property 2. Definite over variables and the variational operator 
are commutative. For example, where the parentheses below indicate any argument 
containing one or more unknown dependent variables and/or their derivatives, and 
one or more independent variables, 

F()dx dz= )dx dz 

The proof of this proposition is set forth in Endnote 

15.5 The Principle of Virtual Work 

Consider an arbitra_rily shaped body such as that pictured in Fig. 1.6 subjected to an 
arbitrary set of surface tractions ( which might in dude concentrated forces and moments) and 
body forces, neither of which vary with time. Let the loads be limited so that all deflections 
are sufficiently small that the nonlinear portions of the strain~isplacement equations can 
be neglected without a loss of accuracy. The deformable body's boundary surface defin.es 
the limits of the structural system. Everything outside the body surface is "external," and 
everything inside is "internal." Thus the loads applied to the outside of the boundary surface 
are classified as "external." Since the body forces arise from external force fields, they too 
are classified as "extemcJJ." The virtual work done on the arbitrary body by the all external 
loads can be summed in the following two expressions, where S1 signifies the surface 
area where forces are prescribed. 

(Tx ou + Tv ov + Tz ow)dS ou+ ov+Bz.OW) 

Vol. 

andwhere8u= y, ov=ov(x,y, ow= ,y,z)arearbitrarysmallvirtual 
displacements that do not violate the constraints placed upon the structural system. The 
above equality may be explained by first noting that, for example, Tx d S is a force on the 
body surface in the x direction. When t_ii.is force is multiplied by the x direction component of 
the total virtual displacement, ou, at the point of application of the force dS, the product 
is the virtual work done on the body by that differential-sized force component. When 
the virtual work of all such differential forces is summed, that over the total 
surface area, the result is the total virtual work accomplished by the actual tractions acting 
on the body as they move through the selected virtual displacements.6 Similar reasoning 
applies to the differential body forces per unit mass, by the mass and 
their corresponding virtual displacements throughout the volume of the body. 

6 This is a reminder that the total surface area Sis divided into two separate and distinct parts, S1 and 
S2. On the surface area S2, where displacements are prescribed (i.e .. have fixed values), all virtual 
displacements (i.e., variations on those constanl values) are necessarily zero. Therefore the equality of 
Eq. (15.7a) is unaltered by replacing the limits of integration S1 by the total surface area S. 
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Now that the sum of the above surface integral and the above volume 
identified as the total external virtual work, this development begins with the 

+ + dS+ + + 

+ + dS+ + + 
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Since this starting point is an identity, then the result is also an identity. This means that the 
conclusion is valid for all forces and displacements, that is, all structural confined 
to small displacements. 

To work effectively with Eq. (15 .7b) it is best to be concise. Hence, rewrite the right-hand 
side of that equation in matrix form as 

L8uJ{T}dS+ p {B} 

where, of course L8uj = L8u 8v , LT J = Ty Tzl and so on. Temporarily call the 
first of the above two integrals / 1, and the second Since the first integral, Ii involves the 
tractions at the surface, those tractions ca,1 be replaced by the stresses on the inside of the 
boundary surface by means of the Cauchy equation, Eq. (1.9), which is {T} = with 
the result that 

LouJ[a]{v}dS 

where again cos(n, z)J. Since the nr,v,,,,.., of al x 3 matrix 
and a 3 x 3 matrix is a i x 3 matrix, then the matrix product [a] may temporarily be 
named Q = LP J, where the row matrix elements P, 

P = axx 8u + Cfxy 8v + axz 8w 

Q = axy 8u + ayy 8v + ayz 8w 

R = C!xz OU+ uyz ov + uzz 8w 

andR are 

Use of the three-dimensional form of the Green-Gauss equation from the last equation of 
Section IV.2 allows this surface integral 

Ii = LPJ{v}dS=c: fjLvJ{P}dS 
s 

to be rewritten as the following volume integral: 

The next step is to carry out each indicated differentiation. Note, for example, that using the 
rule for the derivative of a product, (a/ ax )(axxau) = (aaxx / ax )ou + where, in the 
latter term of these two terms, the derivative operator and the variational operator 
have been interchanged. When, similarly, all nine derivatives that compose the sum that is 
the integrand of the above volume integral are expanded into their 18 component terms, and 
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that result is added to the three terms of the volume integral the total can be a,_,anged 
as 

right-hand side = J I! a(J'"X a(Jx., a<J,--•• + •) I ,._. ' 

l L ax · - ' az -i-
8u 

j dCT'xy Jayy cl<Jyz , l 0 +L-+-+--i-pB- 1 av 
ax ay Jz Y J 

(15.8a) 

} d(Vol.) 

The first three bracketed terms are recognized as the left-hand sides of the general equi
librium equations, Eqs. (1.6). It is possible to write these complete general equilibrium 
equations in matrix form as 

LJJ[a] + PLBJ = LOJ (1.6) 

where LJJ = l!_ a 
ax rJy .Jz 

is the row vector of partial derivative operators, and, of course, 

(Note that the partial derivative sign a has no meaning by itself as an operator, that is, it must 
be part of a larger symbol like the above matrix symbol; and the scalar term a f (x, y, z) 
has no meaning because there are no partial differentials, only partial derivatives.) With 
respect to the last three bracketed terms ofEq. (15.Sa), let the virtual strains that result from 
the single-valued, differentiable virtual displacements be required to satisfy the strain
displacement equations as a precondition of this development. Then, for example, 
o(au/ax) = 8E.u, and the two axy terms can be grouped together as and so on. 
Then the last three bracketed terms can be rewritten as LO" J { 8 y}, where 

is the 1 x 6 row matrix of the six actual stresses, and 

= o I au av avv au av au dw 
-+- -+-

Lax ay az ay ax dZ ax 

= LoExx OEyy OEzz OYxz oyyzJ t 

av . dw 1
1

1 
--j--

dZ ay J 

is the 6 x 1 vector of the virtual engineering strains that are the consequence of the virtual 
displacements throughout the volume of the structural body. Note that there should be no 
confusion between [a], the 3 x 3 symmetric matrix, and La J = {CT}\ the 1 x 6 matrix. 
Both stress matrices convey the same information. Making these substitutions yields 

right-hand side = ff { (LaJ [a] + p LBJ ){8u} 
J J 

Vol. 

I' 

+j La J{oy} d(Vol.) (15.8b) 

Vol. 
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which is the desired form. Now for the final step. When a state of (static) equilibrium exists 
for the general body under consideration, the first integral of the above expression vanishes. 
Then the final result may be stated as 

I ff L8uJ{T}dS + !II p 
i S, Vol. 

ff { I 

= J LaJ{8y}d(Vol.) j (15. 

Vol. 1 

Clearly Eq. (15. lOa), called the Principle of Virtual is true only when the general 
body is in a state of equilibrium7 that is, when there is equilibrium at the boundary in the 
form of Cauchy's matrix equation, and when there is equilibrium in the interior in the form 
ofEqs. (J.6). By essentially reversing the above mathematical process, and by again using, 
virtual strains compatible with the virtual displacements, it is not difficult to begin with 
the Principle of Virtual Work, as stated in Eq. (15.lOa), and derive the Cauchy boundary 
equilibrium equations and the general interior equilibrium equations. This proof is presented 
in Endnote (2). Based on that proof, and the above result, it can be said that the Principle of 
Virtual Work (PVW) is both a necessary and sufficient condition for equilibrium. In other 
words, the PVW requires the use virtual displacements and virtual strains that satisfy 
the equations that are part of Eq. and which are the equivalent 

the compatibility equations, and then enforces the and interior equilibrium 
equations for the real externally applied forces and their corresponding internal stresses. 

The PVW is valid for all selected virtual displacements without the slightest regard 
for the applied loads, be they conservative or nonconservative. Note again that it is the 
expressions for small strains that are used in this derivation. Therefore, for this reason, the 
above derivation is limited to small displacements. See Ref. [3] for a discussion of the PVW 
for finite strains. 

In summary, if the analyst chooses virtual displacements and virtual strains that are 
compatible among themselves, then the PVW assures equilibrium. The only set of equations 
that have not been involved in this development are the stress-strain or the strain-stress 
equations. The absence from the derivation of these constitutive equations means that the 
PVW is valid for any type of material, including rigid bodies. When the material is rigid, 
Eq. (15. reduces to 

8Wex = 0 

This is so because in a rigid body there are no actual internal relative displacements, and 
hence no actual internal strains. Since all virtual displacements, including virtual relative 
displacements, are not permitted to violate the system constraints, the virtual strains must 
also be zero. As above, zero virtual strains cause the right-hand side of the PVW to be zero. 
The following two elementary examples indicate that the use of the PVW with compatible 
deflections yields the system equilibrium equations. 

Example 15.5. Reconsider the rigid rectangular block of Example 15 .1 that is resting upon 
an inclined table top. Use the PVW to write the equilibrium equation for the direction up 
or down the incline. Again 11 is the coefficient of static friction. 

Solution. Give the rigid block a virtual displacement 8s down the incline. In this case 
the compatibility of all deflections is trivial. It is represented by having both the static 

7 ;\gain, static equilibrium is assu1ned only because time-varying inertia] forces are best described in 
terms of kinetic energy. 
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UPJDOJtm,g a mass m. 

friction force and the in-plane weight component have the same virtual The 
virtual work of the forces external to the block is o = +mg sin Bos - µ,mg cos 80.L As 
discussed above, since the block is 8 = 0. Deleting the arbitrary factor os 
the equilibrium equation mg sine = µ mg cos e. A virtual displacement os directed up 
the incline only leads to oWex = -mg sine os + f.tmg cos and the same equilibrium 
equation results. A virtual displacement in any other direction on the incline again alters 
the external virtual work by a common factor which is the cosine of the angle between the 
downward direction and the direction of the virtual displacement, but does not alter the 
equilibrium equation. II 

As a comment on the above elementary example, note that if, in contradiction to the 
definition that all virtual have to with all constraints associated with 
the mathematical model of the structural system, the rigid block is given a 
virtual displacement perpendicular to the of the with the nonnal 
component of the force that the incline exerts upon the block. 

= 0 = N as - mg cos{) 8s 

This equality provides a solution for the force that maintains the constraint that keeps the 
block from penetrating the table top. This illustrates the fact that virtual displacements 
that oppose the system constraints can be used to calculate the forces that maintain those 
constraints. However, from this point on, as defined, all virtual displacements 
will again comply with al! constraints. Nevertheless, this aside has the value that it permits 
repeating the that regardless of the direction of a virtual displacement, even if it is in 
a direction forbidden the constraints, the magnitudes of the actual forces are always 
unchanged throughout the virtual displacement, even when those forces would change 
greatly in even a very small actual distance. The next section elaborates upon this point. 

Example 15.6. Consider the spring-mounted rigid mass shown in Fig. 15.3. Write the 
vertical equilibrium equation for the rigid mass. 

Solution, Define the structural system as the rigid mass alone. This choice avoids 
to deal with the complexities of the coiled springs, responds to the problem statement, and 
reduces the PVW to simply 8 Wex = 0. Give the mass an upward virtual displacement os from 
its static equilibrium position. The static equilibrium position of the mass is an unknown 
dowmvard vertical distance s0 from the position of the top of the uncompressed, 
unloaded) springs. Since each spring has been compressed a downward vertical distance 
s0 , each spring exerts an upward force of magnitude !ks0 . Thus 

0 
I 1 ! \ 

= 0 = -mg 8s + ( -kso + -;::kso I os or kso = mg 
\2 L ) 
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which the 
Ill 

Equation (] the can be written more vva,em~ 

before, the left-hand side of this is o The next section shows that the 
side of Eq. can be identified as the negative of the internal virtual work, which is 
denoted as The presence of the negative sign is below. 

15.6 Intemai Vi:rtm!l Work 

As shown in Fig. 15.4(a), consider a -"'·-··-u,,-,_, rectangular parallelepiped sub-
jected to a general stress state. The present purpose is to calculate the virtual work done 
by all the indicated stresses and body forces acting externally upon the infir,_itesimal paral
lelepiped as a result of all the virtual displacements that are possible for this deformable, 
infinitesimal body. The possible virtual displacements are three rigid body virtual transla
tions, three rigid body virtual rotations, a virtual change in volume, and a virtual change in 
shape. The virtual change in volume can be achieved by having virtual longitudinal strains. 
The virtual change in shape is accomplished by having virtual shearing strains. 

Consider the situation where the differential-sized parallelepiped undergoes an arbi
trary rigid body rectilinear displacement in the x direction of magnitude ou. The resulting 
work done by the stresses acting upon the differential-sized parallelepiped is identified as 
d(oW), where this dis the same d used in the term d(Vol.). The sum of the products of the 
corresponding forces and virtual displacements is 

- Clzxdx dy OU + ( Gzx + ---;;:-dz) dx dy 8u 
' ,(, / 

+ pBxdx dz8u 

After simplification, the result is the first general equilibrium equation, 
by the arbitrary common factor ou and the differential of volume. Thus if the parallelepiped is 
in equilibrium, the virtual work done on the parallelepiped as the result of a uniform virtual 
displacement is zero, and vice versa. In a similar manner, it is a simple matter to show 
that for a large or small rigid body rotation about Cartesian coordinates axes through the 
centers of the faces of the parallelepiped, zero virtual work implies the moment equilibrium 
equations a,_v = <J_vx, and so on, and vice versa. Thus the conclusion that the virtual work 
associated with any virtual rigid body motion is zero when the differential-sized body is in 
equilibrium, and vice versa. 

Now consider one step in a change in the volume of the differential parallelepiped. With 
a view towards an eventual superposition of deformations, let there first be a virtual strain 
OExx, and no other virtual strains. Without any 1-::Jss of generality, let this virtual strain be 
the result of the back x face being stationary while the front x face moves in the positive x 
direction a distance OExx dx as shown in Fig. 15.4(b). The distance the front x face moves 
has this value because the virtual strain, like any small strain, is the change in the original 
length divided by the original length. When the strain is multiplied by the 01iginal length, 
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Figure 15.4. Figures for evaluating the virtual work done by the actual internal stresses 
acting throughout a loaded structure when the structure undergoes general virtual dis
placements that include rigid body components, and different types of deformations. (a) 
A representative virtual rigid body motion, ou. (b) A typical virtual change in size. (c) A 
typical virtual change in shape. 

which in this case is dx, the result is the desired change in length. Another important point 
to recognize is that when the parallelepiped undergoes this or any other virtual deformation, 
the magnitudes of the actual stresses are unchanged. This lack of linkage between the actual 
stresses and the virtual strains parallels the lack of a linkage between the actual force and 
the virtual displacement in the definition of virtual work. 

Now the preparations are complete for the calculation of the virtual work done by all 
the stresses acting upon the parallelepiped when only the front x face undergoes a virtual 
displacement that results in the single virtual strain OE xx. These stresses are external to the 
boundary surface of the parallelepiped. From that point of view, they are tractions. The 
work done by the tractions on the back x face is zero since there is no displacement at that 
face. The work done by the front face traction is [axx + (aaxxf ax) dx] dy dz oExx dx. The 
work done by the stresses/tractions on the other four faces depends upon how far the centers 
of those faces move when the x face moves the distance OE xx dx. To be perfectly general, 
let O :S f3 ::c:::; ! :S 1, and let the distance that these four side face centers move be f3 oE xx dx. 
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Then the work done by remaining stresses is 

r ( Baxy , )l l -CJxv + CJxy + iJy ay J dx dz /J<>ExxdX 

[ ( 
dCfxz ) l . + -(Jxz + (Jxz + -----;;;-dz J dx dy /JoE_udx + pBx dx dy dz /38Exx dx 

Hence, after subtracting and adding ,6(iJaxx/ax)8Exx dz, the total work done by the 
stresses/tractions on the differential parallelepiped can be written as 

r d(Jxx J, 
d(oW) = L CYxx<>Exx + (1 - /3)----;;;,-oEudx dx dy dz 

. [dCYxx dCYxy drYxz -1_ J 1 -t-f3 -- + -- + -- I pBx dxaydzoE_udx 
ax ay az 

The second bracketed quantity is zero because it is the left-hand side of the first general equi
librium equation, and it is required that the parallelepiped be in a state of static equilibrium. 
The second term of the first bracketed quantity is infinitesimal compared to the first term, 
and thus may be discarded. Hence, the virtual work done by the stresses/tractions external to 
the parallelepiped is = CYxx<>Exx dx dy dz for this virtual strain. Similar expressions 
can be derived for the two other normal virtual displacements <>Eyy dy and OEzz dz, and the 
three virtual shearing strains, where one of the three is pictured in Fig. 15.4(c). When all 
these terms are summed, the result is 

+uyz<>Yy2 ]dxdydz = LCYJ{oy} d(Vol.) 

which is exactly the same as the right-hand side of Eq. (15.lOa). On the basis of Newton's 
third law, for each of the external stresses acting upon the parallelepiped, such as are shown 
in Fig. 15.4, there are equal and oppositely directed stresses within the parallelepiped. 
These internal stresses may be thought of as acting on the inside of the six faces of the 
parallelepiped in the same way as the above-discussed stresses/tractions act on the outside 
faces. The work done by those internal stresses differs from the above only in sign. Thus, 
on this basis, the right-hand side of Eq. (15.10a) is identified as the negative of the total 
internal virtual work, -8W;n· After transposing the right-hand side ofEq. (15.lOa) to the 
left-hand side the PVW, Eq. (15.10a), can be written succinctly as 

I O I 
1 oWex + oW;n = 8W = I (15.lOb) 

With this clarification of the meaning of 8 W;n, it is now possible to begin to illustrate the 
application of the PVW to deformable bodies. However, most applications of the PVW are 
postponed to Chapter 17 in order to allow the uninterrupted discussion of another closely 
related work principle and the brief discussion of two closely related energy principles. 
Endnote (3) provides one type of application of the PVW which proves the previuosly 
mentioned pairing of beam bending boundary conditions. 

15.7 Complementa:ry Virtual Work 

In the above development of the Principle of Virtual Work (PVW), certain choices 
were made with regard to what were the dependent variables and what were the independent 
variables. There are many such principles as the PVW, and now is the time to make a 
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Figure 15.5. In the case of a linearly elastic material, the relationship between real (i.e., 
actual) work, complementary actual work, virtual work, and complementary virtual work, 
for one (internal) stress and its corresponding strain. 

general statement regarding the classification of variables. Regardless of the principle, 
spatial coordinates, time, and temperature are identified as independent variables. After 
that, it is the choice of the analyst. In the derivation of the PVW, all applied loads and their 
related quantities, such as stresses, are independent quantities, while the displacements, and 
their related quantities, like strains, are dependent variables. In other words, the adopted 
viewpoint for the PVW is that the strains and displacements depend upon the applied loads. 
It is equally valid to take the viewpoint that the loads depend upon the displacements and 
strains. For example, as is seen by the equivalent relations 

F = 48£/ w(~) 
£3 2 

and (L) FL3 

w 2 = 48£/ 

that the force acting at the center of a uniform, simply supported, symmetric beam depends 
upon the midspan deflection just as much as the midspan deflection depends upon the force. 
In other words, forces require displacements or deflections, just as much as displacements 
or deflections require forces or moments. 

On the above basis, the opposite viewpoint to that which was adopted in the derivation 
of the PVW is now adopted in this section. That is, in this section the choice is made that 
the displacements and the strains are among the independent variables. The tractions, body 
forces, and stresses are here regarded as functions of the displacements or strains, and are 
the only dependent quantities. Thus the tractions, body forces, and stresses are the only 
functions that are to be varied. 

Recall that the work done on a structural body, per unit volume, is the area under 
the curve of the stress-strain plot. Figure 15.5 shows a stress-strain plot for a uniaxially 
loaded, linearly elastic, uniform rod. Note that the actual work done per unit volume, the 
area between the straight-line loading path and the strain axis, is !aE. In this simple case, 
as well as the nonlinearly elastic case, the virtual work per unit volume is simply a 8E. 
Now consider the area on the other side of the stress-strain curve. The area between the 
stress-strain curve and the stress axis is called the complementary work per unit volume. In 
the linearly elastic case, the complementary work has exactly the same value as the actual 
work. However, the complementary virtual work per unit volume has the value E8a for 
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both linearly and nonlinearly elastic materials. Again, in the case of complementary virtual 
the stresses and the applied forces are the dependent variables, and hence are 

while the displacement-type quantities are chosen to be independent and hence 
are not varied. 

It is useful to now constrain the fictitious virtual loads and virtual stresses. Like actual 
load systems, all virtual applied loads are required to be in a state of equilibrium among 
themselves and with the internal virtual stresses. For example, from the first Cauchy equation 
and the first general equilibrium equation, it is required that the x direction of 
the total virtual traction and the total virtual force be such that 

+ 

and 

___ + oi(oaxy) + o(i5axz) + poB. = O 
ax ay oz .{ 

After stipulating these preliminary requirements for equilibrium among the virtual forces 
and stresses, the derivation of the Principle of Complementary Virtual Work begins 
with the identity 

ff (uoTx + voTy + w8T2 )dS + 
S2 

ff (u8Tx + v8T, + w8Tz)dS + 
S2 

+ + 

+ voBy + woBz) + 

Once again, it must be emphasized that since the starting point is an identity, so too will be 
the end result which is the PCV\V. Again, this will mean that the PCVW will be valid in all 
circumstances (of small displacements). Working only with the two integrals on the nght
hand side of the above identity, begin with the surface integral here called The first 
thing to do is extend the lin1its of integration from S2 where displacements are prescribed, 
and since the tractions are unknown, they can be varied as is seen above. Extend this limit to 
include S1 without changing the value of the integral. This is possible because on Si forces 
are prescribed, and hence their variation must be zero. Using the virtual Cauchy equations, 

can be written as 

Using the Green-Gauss theorem, can be converted into the volume integral 

fir r o o a o a 
= l-(Ur5axx) + -(UOaX}.) + -(U0<7xz) + -(V0<7X)') + -(VOGy.y} 

J ax. dZ ax . 
Vol. 

o l + -(w8o-;:2 ), d(VoL) 
oz .J 
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Combining this surface integral result with the original volume integral on the right-hand 
side of the original identity, leads to 

lsurf+ lvoL = ff f[u(pi5Bx +i5axx,x +i5axy,y +i5axz.z)+v(pi5By +80-xy.x + 
Vol. 

+ w(pBz + OO'xz,x + 00-yz.y + 60-zz.z)] d(VoL) + 

ff f [U,xOO"xx + V,yOCTyy + W,zbCTzz + (u,y + v,,)i5axy 

Vol 

+ + w,y)OO-yz] d(Vol.) (15.11) 

It is at this point that the other precondition, that of the general equilibrium of the virtual 
stresses and the virtual body forces is introduced, and the first of the above two volume 
integrals is eliminated. The next step is to both add and subtract the following integral from 
the above result 

ff f [Exx8a.u + EyyOO'yy + Ezz60'zz + YnOO'xy + Yxz60'xz + YyzbO'yz] d(VoL) 

VoL 

and regroup terms to get for the original right-hand side 

+ (au + av - Yxy)\ oaxv + (au + aw - Yxz)\ oaxz 
iJy ax . . az . ax 

+ (~: + ~: - }'yz) 00-yz] d(Vol.) 

+ ff f [E_uOO'xx +EyyOGyy +EzzOO'zz + YxyOGxy + YxzOGxz + Yy 2 00'yz] d(Vol.) 

VoL 

The last step is to now introduce the strain-displacement equations for the actual strains 
and displacements. This step cancels the first of the above integrals, and leads to the final 
result 

ff (u8Tx + voTy + w8T2 )dS +ff f p(ui5Bx + voBy + w8B2 )d(Vol.) 

S Vol. 

= ff f (ExxOO'.u + EyyOrYyy + €zzOO'zz + YxyOGxy + YxzOO'xz + YyzOGyz) d(VoL) (15. 12) 

Vol. 

In other words, given the strain-displacement equations, obtain the PCVW, which is 
Eq. (15.12). In this case the reverse procedure of starting with the PCVW, Eq. (15.12), 
and obtaining the strain-displacement equations is quite straightforward, and left to the 
reader. With that result in hand, it can be said that the PCVW is necessary and sufficient 
for (the same thing as) the strain-displacement equations. In other word, simply writing 
this equation for any structural system enforces continuity of displacements and strain 
compatibility in that system. 
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Side view End view 

Figure 15.6. Example 15.7. The analysis of a pulley using complementary virtual work. 

The Principle of Complementary Virtual Work can be written in more concise matrix 
form as 

f!LuJ{oT}dS+ ff I pLuJ{oB}d(Vol.)= JI I LyJ{oa}d(Vol.) (15.12a) 

~ ~ ~ 

or in still more concise form, oW;x = -oW;~, or 

I ow;+ oW;~ = sw* = o I (15.12b) 

Just as is the case for the PVW, the PCVW makes no reference to constitutive equations. 
Thus the PCVW is valid for a structure composed of any material including one that is rigid. 
When the structure is rigid, the PCVW reduces to owe: = 0. However, there are very few 
rigid body problems for which the PCVW sheds much light. One such problem is offered in 
Example 15. 7. Nevertheless, the PCVW is very useful for elastic structures, be they linearly 
elastic or nonlinearly elastic. Chapters 20 and 21 are devoted to examining the application 
of the PCVW to elastic structures. Endnote ( 4) of this chapter uses the PCVW to rederive 
the uniform torsion equations in terms of the Prandtl stress function. 

Example 15. 7. Determine the travel of the inner inextensional rope of the one-stage, com
pound, rigid pulley shown in Fig. 15.6 relative to the travel of the outer inextensional 
rope. 

Solution. Disregard the actual tensile forces in the inner and outer ropes at points A and C. 
Since the PCVW requires that all virtual forces equilibrate each other, place virtual forces 
at points A and C that are in moment equilibrium about the axis of the pulley as shown in 
the figure. Then, with the downward vertical deflection of the rope at point A being ua and 
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the downward vertical deflection at point C being Uc, the calculation of the complementary 
virtual work is 

* r 8Wex = 0 = R8F Ua + 8F Uc or • 
In summary, just as the PVW is based upon virtual displacements that are continuous 

and virtual strains that are compatible, the PCVW is based upon virtual stresses, virtual 
tractions, and virtual body forces that are in equilibrium. Just as the PVW is a statement 
that is wholly equivalent to the vector equations of interior and exterior equilibrium, the 
PCVW is a statement that is a necessary and sufficient condition for the geometric strain
displacement equations. Neither the PVW nor the PCVW involve any relation between the 
actual stresses and actual strains. Therefore, both the PVW and the PCVW apply to structural 
bodies with any constitutive relations whatsoever. However, both principles because they 
involve the small displacement strain-displacement equations, are limited to small strains 
only. Finally, using tensornotation, it is easy to prove that the products La J { 8y} and LY J { 8a} 
are unaltered by rotations of the Cartesian coordinate system. 

15.8 **Energy and Other Principles** 

The internal and external loads acting upon a structural system are conservative 
whenever the material of the structure is reasonably describable by an elastic material model, 
the external loads retain their original line of action irrespective of the deformation of the 
structure, and in certain other cases (Ref. [34]). When the forces are conservative, so too 
is the actual and virtual work accomplished by those forces. Like any conservative work 
expression, that work can be equated to the negative of a corresponding potential energy. 
Therefore, for conservative forces, from the negative of the external virtual work expression, 
the virtual potential energy of the external loads is written as 

8V = - ff L8uJ{T}dS - ff f pL8uJ{B}d(Vol.) 

S Vol. 

Like any potential function, the external virtual potential energy of the external loads, V, is 
a point function. Therefore, the 8 can be treated as an operator acting upon this potential 
energy function. Hence · 

8(V)- -8 [! LuJ{T)dS + fjf p[uJ{B}d(Vol.)] (15.13) 

where the quantity within the square brackets is, of course, the potential energy of the 
external loads. Since this expression is a potential for work rather than complementary 
work, here the loads are considered to be independent variables and are to be treated as if 
they were constants when subject to the variational operator. 

Just as there is a potential function for conservative external loads, there is also a potential 
function for the accompanying conservative internal loads. Consider the virtual internal 
potential energy that is the result of actual stresses moving through virtual strains. It is here 
symbolized as 8 U. Again, like any conservative work and potential energy relationship, 
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the virtual internal potential energy, called the virtual strain energy, is the negative of the 
internal virtual work. Hence itis possible to write from Eq. (15.lOa, b) that 

8U= ff! LaJ{8y}d(Vol.) 
Vol. 

Introducing the linearly elastic stress-strain relations (without temperature change effects 
for the moment) yields 

8U =ff f LyJ[E]{8y}d(Vol.) =~ff f 8LyJ[E]{y}d(Vol.) 

Vol. Vol. 

where the reader can verify that the variation of the quadratic form (1/2)Ly J[E]{y} is 
indeed LY J [E]{y} because [E] is a symmetric matrix (see the exercises.) Interchanging the 
order of the integration and the variation leads to 

8U = 8~ ff f LyJ[E]{y}d(Vol.) = 8(U) (15.14) 

Vol. 

where, of course, 

U =~ff f LY J[E]{y}d(Vol.) 
Vol. 

The internal potential energy that is a result of strains, U, is, of course, called the (actual) 
strain energy. Replacing the external and internal virtual work expressions of the PVW by 
their respective potentials, and multiplying through by -1, yields 

8U + 8V = 8(U + V) =on= 0 (15.15) 

where n = U + V, is called the total potential energy, Since the variation of the total 
potential energy is zero, Eq. (15.15) is called the (principle of the stationary value of the 
total potential energy. The Principle of the Stationary8 Value of the Total Potential Energy 
differs from the PVW in that (i) it is limited to conservative external forces and elastic 
internal forces, and (ii) as such, it involves a specific constitutive relation. What is gained 
by the use of this limited, special form is the knowledge that the stationarity is at the 
minimum of the total potential energy (Ref. [3]). The fact that the total potential energy 
is a minimum for compatible displacements when the force system is required to be in 
equilibrium is important to the use of this principle with approximate methods of analysis. 
This principle is also called the principle of the minimum value of the total potential energy. 

To consider potential functions for complementary work quantities, first consider the 
product of stress and strain. Since, for an elastic material, both stress and strain are single
valued point functions, so too is their product a single-valued point function. Consider a 
stress-strain plot for an elastic material such as is shown in Fig. 15.5, which is for a linearly 
elastic material. The actual loading path terminates at some unique pair of values (E, a). 
Consider the rectangle whose sides parallel the stress and strain axes and where one diagonal 
runs from (0, 0) to ( E, a). Since the area of this rectangle is the product of the final stress 
and strain values, this rectangular area represents the point function aE. When the loading 

8 The meaning of "stationary" in this context is taken from the circumstance of a tangent having a zero 
slope, such as it would at a local maximum, local minimum, or inflection point. At a point where the 
slope of the tangent is zero, the function is neither increasing nor decreasing, that is, it is "stationary." 
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is such that the actual internal work, the of the rectangle below the stress-strain 
is also a point function (i.e., when the internal work is conservative), then the remaining 
area, which is the complementary internal work, is the difference between the two point 
functions, and thus must also be a point function. In other words, when the actual work is 
conservative, so too is the complementary work. When the actual internal complementary 
work is conservative, then it can be represented as fr,e negative of a potential function U*, 
which is called the strain energy. 

In a similar fashion, it can be reasoned that whenever the external loads do conservative 
work, the complementary external work is also conservative. In that case a energy 
can be associated with the complementary external work, which is called the 
potential energy of the external loads, V*. Thus, under the same conditions that permit the 
principle of the minimum value of the total potential energy, there is the principle of the 
minimum value total complementary potential energy, 'vVhich is 

8U*+8V*= + = ofl* = o (15. 

where 

Vol. 

and 

V* = V = - {T}dS- ff f pLuJ 
Vol. 

Note that w~ile V = V*, the variations of these two quantities are quite different because 
with V only the displacements are varied, while with V*, only the traction and body force 
components are varied. Note further that while the integrand of U, often referred to as the 
strain energy densitJ and symbolized as U0 , is always written as a function of the strains, 
the integrand of U*, the complementary strain energy density, , is always written as 
a function of the stresses. In exactly the same fashion as the PCVW, this principle, the 
principle of the minimum value of the total complementary potential energy, when used 
with a force system in equilibrium, enforces strains compatible with the strain-displacement 
equations. 

The last four sections have set forth the essentials of the four basic principles, the PVW, 
the PCVW, the principle of the minimum value of the total potential energy, and the principle 
of the minimum value of the total complementary potential energy. In keeping with this 
pattern of increasing brevity of discussion, it is appropriate to just mention that there are 
still other principles. One distinguishing characteristic of these other principles is that they 
involve a different set of dependent variables. For example, the Hellinger-Reissuer principle 
and the Reissner principle treat both the stresses and strains over the interior as dependent 
quantities. Hence both stresses and strains are varied in these two closely related principles. 

15.9 *''l\fodifications for Temperature Changes** 

The presence of temperature the writing of potential energy 
functions. Consider Figs. 15.7(a, b), which represent two different uniaxial loading stress
strain to the same final point on the stress-strain plot. In the first case, the mechanical 
loads are applied and then the temperature change. In the second case, the order of the 
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Figure 15.7. Stress-strain curves for an unconstrained, linearly elastic material subjected 
to different orderings of the same mechanical and thermal loadings leading to the same final 
stress and strain values. (a) The mechanical loading first. (b) The thermal loading first. (c) 
The simultaneous application of the mechanical and thermal loadings. 

mechanical and thermal strains is reversed. Note, as before, the viewpoint is adopted that 
with regard to the stress-strain relations, each differential parallelepiped is wholly free to 
expand in response to a temperature change, and whatever actual internal constraints are 
present are imposed by the strain-displacement and equilibrium equations, and the external 
constraints are imposed by the displacement and force-type boundary conditions. Hence 
these diagrams show no increase in stress due to the thermal expansion. As before, the area 
under the curve is the work done per unit volume on the differential-sized parallelepiped. 
Clearly, the work done per unit volume is not the same in these two cases. Thus, when 
there is a temperature change, the work is path-dependent or nonconservative even for a 
linearly elastic material. Hence no potential function can be ascribed to either quantity of 
work. However, there is one portion of the total work that is the same in both cases (i.e., 
independent of path) and is thus eligible to be called conservative and have an associated 
potential function. That invariant portion of the total work is represented by the shaded 
triangular portion [!(E - a L1T)], where Eis the total strain, and (E - a L1T) is the elastic 
strain, that is, the strain that results solely from the action of the conservative external forces 
acting upon the linearly elastic material. Thus the integrand of the volume integral for the 
strain energy, the strain energy density, for this uniaxial loading case with a temperature 
change becomes 

Uo = !a(E - aL1T) = !E(E - aL1T)2 

Again, the product O"E is path-independent, so then too is (aE - Uo) = u;. Carrying out 
this last bit of algebra shows that 

U0 = !a(E + aL1T) = !a2 + aaL1T 
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In a manner similar to the previous internal virtual work calculations of Section 15.6, it can 
be shown that, when all six stresses are present, and each strain is considered in tum, 

Uo = ![axx(Exx - otLJ.T) + Cfyy(Eyy - otL1T) + azz(Ezz - otLJ.T) 

+ CfxyYxy + axzY~z + ClyzYyz] 

where there is no effect from the temperature changes on the work done by the shearing 
stresses and strains. In matrix form, with the use ofEq. (6.3) for an isotropic material, that 
is, by use of {a}= [E]{y} - LJ.T [E]{ot}, 

Uo(y) = hr J{a} - !otLJ.T(axx + ayy + azz) 

= ! LY J [E]{y} - ! LJ.T([y J [E]{a} + ot(axx + ayy + Clzz)) 

= .!. LY J[E]{y} _ EotLJ.T (Exx + Eyy + Ezz) 
2 1- 2v 

(3E /2)(otL1T)2 
+------

1-2v 

Recall that when the variation operator is applied to U0(y), the third term in the final 
expression for Uo disappears. Similar expressions can be written for the complementary 
strain energy density. Using Eq. (6.1) for an isotropic material, then 

Ut(a) = ha J{y} + !otLJ.T(axx + ayy + azz) 

= ha J [S]{a} + otL1T(axx + ayy + azz) 

While the above strain and complementary strain energy expressions are a bit lengthy, they 
are seldom needed beyond the reduced form of plane stress. 

15.10 Summary 

Virtual Work: 8W = F · 8D CVW: 8W* = D · 8F 

There is one pair of basic work principles, and another pair of basic potential energy 
principles. Each pair of principles closely parallels the other pair. Tne pair of potential 
energy principles are particularly convenient when working with elastic materials. The 
more general work principles are valid for nonconservative as well as conservative loads 
and materials. (Again, an example of a nonconservative material is an elasto-plastic material 
that is both loaded and unloaded.) 

The PVW enforces equilibrium of the actual stresses when its use begins with varied 
strains that are compatible with the continuous virtual displacements. The PCVW enforces 
compatible actual strains when it begins with varied loads that are in equilibrium. The 
PVW corresponds to a displacement formulation, while the PCVW corresponds to a stress 
formulation. Both principles are desirable because it is always desirable to have more than 
one way to approach a problem. As is generally true for the corresponding two types of 
formulations, the PVW is easier to use in large, complex problems, because identifying 
the unknown deflection quantities is much easier than identifying unknown internal forces, 
while the PCVW is easier to use in small problems in the sense that generally there are 
fewer unknown quantities to be determined. 

Students are sometimes confused by the presence of the factor one-half in front of 
some work and energy expressions and its absence from other such expressions. The factor 
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one-half is a flag that indicates that work or energy expression is for actual work done, or 
energy stored, by real, not virtual, forces acting upon a linearly elastic material. The reason 
for this is that only in the case of real forces and real displacements do the stress and the 
strain increase together. When, as in Fig. 15.5, t.lie force-displacement curve is a straight 
line, then a triangular shape is created under that curve. Then the factor one-half is necessary 
to describe the area of that triangle under the force-displacement curve, which is the work 
done upon the material body. When the forces are fully developed, as is always Lhe case 
with virtual displacements, then the forces do not vary with the displacement, and the work 
done is simply the force multiplied the virtual displacement, and thus there is no factor 
of one-half. A factor other than one-half in front of a nonvirtual energy expression would 
indicate a nonlinearly elastic material. 

Example 15.8. Let f(x, y, u, v, Ux) = yu +xv+ x 2u.x. (a) If u = u(x, 
v(x, y), what then is of? (b) If u = x,.jy, and v = yfx, what then is 8f? 

and v = 

Solution. ( a) Using the ordinary differential calculus, but restricting the use of the variation 
operator to the dependent functions u and v and their derivatives, leads to of =you+ 
x 8 v + 8 u ,x. The last of these three tem1s could be written as x 2 ( a/ ax) 8u. (b) = 0, 
because now f = f (x, y) is a known function of the independent variables x and y. II 

Chapter 15 Exercises 

15.1. (a) Show that the force F 1 = (F0 / L)(yi + is conservative, and the force F2 = 
- xj) is nonconservative by taking their curl (i.e., by calculating 

V xF). 
Calculate the work done by each force between the points (0, 0) and b) 
along each of the three paths: a dogleg up they axis to the point (0, b) and 
then paralleling the x axis to b); (ii) along a straight line between (0, 0) 
and (a, and (iii) a dogleg paralleling first the x axis and then they axis. 

15,2. Take the variation of the following functions where it is understood that u and v 
are dependent variables of un!<-Lown form while x and y are independent variables 
(a) (u + xy)2v 
(b) u + yu,x 
(c) G(x, Ux, 

(d) u sin(u,x) 

15.3. (a) Consider Fig. 15.8. The externally applied forces F1 and F2 have known 
values. The beam reactions are designated by R;, i = 1, 2, 3. Note that the 
right-hand end of the beam is forced to undergo an upward (actual) deflection 
of magnitude d0 . Calculate the external virtual work. 

(b) As in part (a), calculate the external complementary virtual work 
(c) Consider a uniform traction Tr, acting at the outer edge of a flat plastic disk 

of radius R and uniform thickness h. This disk is in a state of plane stress 
where the actual displacements are only functions of r, and not of e. Thus it 
is appropriate to also limit the virtual displacements throughout the disk to 
being only functions of the radial distance. On this basis, calculate the external 
virtual work done by the traction at the outer disk boundary. 

( d) Calculate the virtual work done by the gravitational force acting upon a pendu
lum bob of mass m when, at the typical instant in time for which this calculation 
is to be made the pendulum is at an angle e to the vertical, static equilibrium 
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Figure 15.8. Exercise 15.3 (a, b). A beam loaded by forces and enforced deflections. 

position of the pendulum. Let L be the distance from the axis of rotation to 
the center of mass of the bob. 

(e) Calculate the complementary external virtual work at the circular boundary 
of part 

15.4. Verify that o(HY j [E]{y}) is indeed LY J [E]{8y} in the case of plane strain by 
actually carrying out the matrix multiplication, and then applying the variational 
operator. Hopefully the reader will then see that what is true for this case where 
the column vector is 3 x l is true regardless of the size of the column vector. 

15.5. (a) Write the expression for the virtual external work in cylindrical coordinates 
for a single, actual, external force F of arbitrary magnitude when u, v, and w 
are the unknown displacements at the point of application of the force in the 
r, e, and z directions. 

(b) Write the expression for the complementary virtual work of the circumstances 
of part ( a). Here, of course, the magnitude of the force is unknown. 

FOR THE EAGER 

15.6. Explain why the previously developed expressions for U0 and u; hold true even 
when the temperature change and the mechanical loads are applied simultaneously 
as shown in Fig. 15.7(c). 

15.7. From the PVW, derive the first of the three theory of elasticity equilibrium equa-
tions by letting 8u(x, y, z) = const., and ov(x, y, z) = y, z) = 0. Use the 
Green-Gauss theorem. 

15.8. Derive Hamilton's principle which is, where Tis the kinetic energy, tis time, and 
t 1 < t2 are arbitrary values of time, 

1t, 

(8T + 8W)dt = 0 
t1 

Hint: Start again with Eq. (15.7a), which still fully describes the virtual external 
work. Now, however, the tractions and body forces are functions of time as well as 
the spatial coordinates. Again use the Cauchy equation, Eq. (1.9) and the Green
Gauss theorem as before to obtain the same result, which is Eq. (15.8b). The first 
difference in the derivation occurs at this point in the right-hand side ofEq. (15.8b ). 
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Now, rather than write zero as the value for the first integral on the right-hand side, 
as was done in the static case, Newton's second law is written as 

ld2u 
LaJ[aJ+pLBJ =p - 2 dt 

where, of course, LiiJ is a row vector of accelerations of the infinitesimal paral
lelepipeds (points) of the structural mass. These latter accelerations are in addition 
to the first set of accelerations LBJ . The difference between the two sets of accel
erations is now that those accelerations that do not vary with time are conveniently 
placed in the first set, LBJ, while those that do vary with time are placed in the 
second set. In other words, write Eq. (15.8b), which is 

8Wex =ff f (LaJ[aJ + p LBJ]){ou} d(Vol.) +ff f La J{oy} d(Vol.) 

Vol. Vol. 

as 

8Wex =+ff f PLiiJ{ou}d(Vol.) +ff f La J{oy} d(Vol.) 

Vol. Vol. 

After transposing the second integral on the right-hand side to the left-hand side, 

8Wex + 8W;n = 8W =ff f PLiiJ{ou} d(Vol.) 

Vol. 

Now integrate both sides of the above equality with respect to time over the arbitrary 
time interval (t1, t2 ). After interchanging the order of integration, which is wholly 
valid since both definite integrals have finite intervals of integration, and there are 
no singularities in either tlie accelerations or the virtual displacements, the result 
for the right-hand side is 

ff f jt2 pLiiJ{ou}dt d(Vol.) 

Vol. 

Now the typical term of the above three-part volume integrand is 

du 
-OU dt = du OU = d(u ou) - u d(ou) = d(uou) - u OU dt 
dt 

Substitute and carry out the time integration. The first term is an exact differential, 
so it integrates to (du/dt) ou which must be evaluated at the values of the arbi
trary time limits of integration. Since the varied displacement ou is arbitrary, it is 
convenient to require that ou(x, y, z; t1) = ou(x, y, z; t2 ) = 0, that is, require that 
the varied displacement components always be zero at the end points of any time 
interval of interest. Then this first integral vanishes. A typical term of the second 
integrand can be rewritten as 

-pu OU= -8 [ipu 2 ] = -8T 

The remaining steps of the derivation are left to the reader. As a final remark, 
a similar principle can be derived for the complementary virtual work. However, 
complementary work principles do not seem to be nearly as advantageous in struc
tural dynamics as they are for static problems. 
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Xo X 

Figure 15.9. A sketch illustrating the differences between du, ou, and .1u, where the latter 
quantity is the total change in the function u(x) in response to a change in the independent 
variable, .1x. When dx is small and equal to .1x, then du is a close approximation to .1u. 
Note that ou is only associated with the point x; that is, in no way is it tied to any change in 
the independent variable x. 

15.9. Use Hamilton's principle to derive the Lagrange equation of motion, Eq. (15.1). 
Note that the Lagrange equation can be derived without a full explanation of the 
meaning of the coordinate set { q} for which qi is the ith term. These coordinates, 
called "generalized coordinates,'' are explained inSection 17.2. Hint: In its most 
general form, the kinetic energy is a function both of time and the generalized 
displacements as well as of the generalized velocities; that is, in general, T = 
T(dq;jdt, q, t). In its most general form, the virtual work (and its corresponding 
virtual potential energy) is at most a function of the generalized displacements. Also 
note that by definition, the virtual work can always be written as o W = I; Qi oqi, 
where the coefficients of the virtual displacements are called the "generalized 
forces." 

15~10. What are the generalized forces of Exercise 15.5(a) associated with ou, ov, and 
ow. 

Endnote (1) Further Explanation of the Variational Operator 

It was previously explained that for a dependent function f (x) of unknown func
tional form, of is not tied to a ox as df is tied to dx, because, by definition, all variations 
of independent variables such as x are zero (i.e., they do not exist). In order to contrast dif
ferentials and variations, consider Fig. 15.9, which shows a graph of an arbitrary dependent 
variable u = u(x, y, z) where, for clarity of discussion, the coordinates y and z are fixed. In 
other words, for the moment, consider only changes in u(x, y, z) with respect to x. At point 
x0 , a differential change in x produces a like change in u(x) according to the definition for 
the differential at the point x = x0 ; that is, du= f'(x0 )dx. The geometric interpretation 
of the first derivative at x = xo as the tangent to the curve u = f(x) at x = xo shows that 
the bigger dx, the bigger the magnitude of du. Note in passing that the total change in u, 
here called .1u, that results from a change in the independent variable, .1x = dx, is not, 
in general, the same as du but is very closely approximated by du when dx is required 
to become vanishingly smalL In contrast to du and .1u, ou stands by itself. That is, ou 
does not depend in any way on either a variation of the independent variable x, which of 
course does not exist, or the values of the function u = u(x) at x = xo or elsewhere. It is 
a totally arbitrary value, positive or negative, at any particular point x = x0 • The function 
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however, should always have propenies that those of the function 
should be equally continuous and differentiable. the sum is 

calied the "varied path." 
Consider the analytical functional9 y, u. of the unknown function u = 

and its partial derivative u .x = This is a limited choice for the argument of F, but it 
is sufficient to illustrate all the necessary concepts. Also consider the functional value when 
its dependent vmiables are augmented their respective that also consider 
F(x, y, u + Ux + Another way of saying the same is to say consider the 
original functional and the functional of the varied Define the difference between 
these two functionals as the total variation of the which is written as 

;st F = ,y,u + - F(x, y, u, 

If the four quantities of the argument of the functional 
as any four variables, and the functional y, u + + is treated • -· ,,,,_'".1 as 
the same function evaluated at somewhat different values of the four 
possible to write a Taylor's series expansion for the functional with respect to the varied 
coordinates. The Taylor's series result is (see the multivariable expansion in 
Section 

F(x,y,u+ y, u, 

1 r 

+2l 
1 +;! 

or 

BF 
+8u-- + ' au ' 

+ 

BF 
au_,, 

1 { o F iJ F ( { 1 I ;;2 F 2 a2 F 
8 F = -OU+ --8u,x f + ;-- l--2 (ou) + 2---ou au au.x 2 au 

-, ) 

? I! + -(8u -)- - I>+·,· a 2 ' ,.x " u,x JJ 

where, of course, = ou 8u, for example. Since there are no increments, or varied 
for the x, y variables, there are no partial derivatives with respect to those variables. The 
last expression can be rewritten, just as is done for differentials, as 

t/ F = o F + !o 2 F + t83 F + · · · 
where 82 F = o[oF], 83 F = 8[8 2 F], and so on, In words, the above says that the 
total variation is equal to the sum of the first variation the second variation plus the 
third variation and so on. To verify that i5 2 F = o[oF], note that 

f aF aF l a 1aF aF 
o L-8u + --ou,x = - -ou + au au,x J au,_au 

;; r;;p c?F -, ou + -- I -ou + --8u 
L iJu '.J 

which is exactly the same result that is called 82 F above. 
When the variations on the arbitrary dependent variables are required to be very 

each succeeding term in the series for the total variation is very much smaller than the 
preceding term, and can be neglected if all preceding terms are not to be zero. 

With this information in place, it is now possible to proceed to prove that the first 
variation (i,e., the variational operator) and definite with respect to independent 

9 A functional is simply a function of one or more other functions. 
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variables are commutative. Consider the following representative definite integral I over a 
fixed volume 

I= ff f F(x, u, Ux)dxdydz 

Vol. 

and what is now defined as 

l+c/1= f ff F(x,u+8u,ux+8ux)dxdydz 

Vol. 

Since the limits of integration for the two integrals above are exactly the same, the first 
integral can be subtracted from the second. That is, 

81 I= ff f 81 F(x, u, Ux)dxdydz 

Vol. 

If the higher-order variational terms are discarded on both sides of the equality after requir
ing, as always, that all variations of the arbitrary functions be very small, the result is that 
the total variations become first variations, and 

8 ff f Fdxdydz= ff f 8Fdxdydz 
Vol. Vol. 

which completes the proof. 
Note again that in order for the dependent function to have a variation, its functional 

form must be unknown. Examples of famous functions (Ref. [3]) that are unknown before 
analysis, but whose explicit form can be determined using the variational operator are: 
(i) the function y(x) that describes the path taken by a particle as it moves, solely under 
the influence of a constant gravitational field acting in the negative y direction, from one 
point in space, (x1, y1), to another point in space at a lower elevation, (x2, y2), in the least 
elapsed time; (ii) the shortest path between two points on a given surface geometry; and 
(iii) the curve between two fixed points in the x, y plane which, when revolved about the 
x axis, produces a surface of revolution with the minimum surface area. The calculus of 
variations, as it is called, is a powerful tool for dealing with problems where a function (like 
that which defines a path in a plane) is sought that minimizes.or maximizes a characteristic 
associated with the function (like elapsed travel time). A single simple example ofthis type 
of application of the calculus of variations is presented below. 

Consider a functional of the known form F(x, u, u', u") where u(x) is an unknown 
function. Consider minimizing or maximizing the integral 

1X2 

l(u) = F(x, u, u', u")dx 
x, 

In order to obtain the form of the function u(x) which renders the integral I (u) a minimum 
or maximum, apply the variational operator to both sides of the definition of l(u), and set 
8/(u) equal to.zero. Setting 8/(u) = 0 is similar to setting a derivative equal to zero so as 
to obtain a maximum or a minimum. Then 

l x2 

0 = 8F(x, u, u', u")dx 
Xj 

= -8u + -8u' + -8u" dx l Xz [aF aF aF J 
Xj au au' au" 
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Since the variations ou and ou' are not independent of each other, it is necessary to integrate 
by parts in order to have a single varied function in the integrand in preparation for a 
concluding argument' in the next paragraph. Therefore, repeatedly integrating by parts, 

0 - - - - -- + - - ou dx 1x2 [aF d (aF) d2 
( aF )] 

- x, au dx au' dx 2 au" 

aF d aF + --- - OU [ ( )] I
X2 

au' dX au" X) 

aF 
+-ou' 

au" 
I

X2 

x, 

It is now required that the variation be such that both boundary terms are individually 
equal to zero. The result is that the above integral is also equal to zero. The above integral 
can be zero for all arbitrarily selected functional values of ou(x) only if the remainder of 
the integrand is zero. Hence the conclusion 

(15.17) 

This is one form of the Euler-Lagrange equation. Other forms depend upon the functions 
that appear in the argument of the functional. The solution of this differential equation, 
the unknown function u(x), is the function that minimizes or maximizes, depending upon 
the application, the original integral I (u ). A simple clarifying illustration of the use of the 
Euler-Lagrange equation is as follows. 

Example 15.9 .. Everyone knows that the shortest distance on a plane between two points 
is a straight line. Prove it. (See Ref. [3] for the solution when the surface is that of a 
sphere.) 

Solution. Without loss of generality, let the two end points, P1 and P2, lie in the plane z = 0. 
Then let the coordinates of the two end points be (x1, yi) and (x2 , y2), respectively. In this 
case the line between the end points, curved or straight, can be described by the function 
y(x ), where, of course, here y is the dependent variable. Then the distance between the two 
end points is described by the following line integral: 

Distance= f ds = f [(dx)2 + (dy)2] 112 = 1:2 [1 + (y')2] 112dx 

where the ratio of the differentials, dy j dx, is now interpreted as the derivative y' (x ). The dis
lance is minimized by requiring that its variation be zero, or equivalently, solving the Euler
Lagrange equation for y(x) where the functional F = [1 + (y')2] 112 • Since the functional 
is only a function of y'(x), the Euler-Lagrange equation reduces to (djdx)(aF jay')= 0, 
or aF jay'= C0 . Since aF jay'= y' j[l + (y')2] 112, it is necessary to solve 

y' = Co[l + (y')2]1;2 

After squaring both sides, and solving for y' (x ), 

[ 
c2 1112 

y'(x) = --0 -J = m 
1- c2 

0 
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where m is just another positive or negative constant. The unique solution for y' (x) = m 
is y(x) = mx + b, which, of course, is a general equation for a straight line in the z plane. 
Thus the straight line is the shortest distance between two points on a plane. • 

Endnote (2) Proof That the Principle of Virtual Work Is a Sufficient 
Condition for Equilibrium 

The task is to start with Eq. (15.lOa) and derive both the general equilibrium 
equations and the Cauchy equations of the first chapter. Before beginning, it is worth noting 
that it is a general mathematical judgement that matrices are a superior organizing algebra 
when the subject is ordinary differential equations, but Cartesian tensors are a superior 
organizing algebra when partial derivatives are involved, as they are here. As an example 
of this general observation, the present task is quite awkward and clumsy using matrices, 
but would be quite direct and simple using Cartesian tensors. Since Cartesian tensors have 
not been explained, and thus are not available, the next best thing is simply to write out 
what would be very compact using the index notation that is Cartesian tensors. Writing out 
all the terms makes the proof somewhat lengthy, but there is really no other satisfactory 
option. 

Begin with Eq. (15.lOa). The first step is to again recognize that on S2, where displace
ments are prescribed, all virtual displacements are necessarily zero. Therefore extending 
the surface integral over S2 + S1 = S does not alter the value of this first integral. Thus the 
PVW can be written out as 

ff (Tx8u + Ty8v + Tz8w)dS +ff f p(Bx8u + By8v + Bz8w) d(Vol.) 

S Vol. 

= ff f (<TxxDExx + <TyyDEyy + <TzzDEzz + <TxyDYxy + <TxzDYxz + <TyzDYyz) d(Vol.) 

Vol. 

Consider the six strain-displacement equations Exx = au/ax, and so on. The second step 
in this proof is to introduce the basic requirement of the PVW, which is that everywhere 
in the structural system the virtual displacements (which are arbitrary and small) and the 
virtual strains satisfy the six virtual strain-virtual displacement equations. Applying the 
variational operator to both sides of the strain-displacement equations provides the virtual 
strain-virtual displacement equations DExx = 8(au/ax) = 8u,x, and so on. Then the above 
right-hand side can be written as 

ff f [<TxxDU,x + O"yyDV,y + <TzzDW,z + <Txy(8u,y + 8v,x) + <Txz(DU,z + 8w,x) 

Vol. 

+ <Tyz(DV,z + 8w,y)] d(Vol.) 

To this right-hand side add the zero quantity 

ff f (<Txx,xDU + <Tyy.yDV + <Tzz,zDW + <Txy,yDU + O"xy,xDV + <Txz,zDU + <Txz,xDW 

Vol. 

+ <Tyz,zDV + <Tyz,yDW) d(VoL) - ff f (same integrand) d(Vol.) 

Vol. 
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The first and second of these three 
right-hand side has the form 

+ 

+ 

+ ov + 

side 

+ ,. 
T 
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can be combined so that the 

+ ' ,··· 

OU+ + <lyy,v 

The first of these now two volume integrals on the right-hand side can be transformed into 
a surface integral via the Green-Gauss theorem. Doing that. and then transposing the two 
right-hand side integrals to the left-hand side yields. 

8u + ov 

+ -<TxzVx -O'yzVy - + + (Jxx,x + <lxy,y + OU 

+ + ax_-v,;i: + O'yy.y + =0 

Since the virtual displacements are arbitrary, temporarily require the virtual displacements 
at the surface to have zero values. This temporary step causes the surface integral to have a 
zero value. Also let 8 v = ow = 0 in the interior. Then let the remaining virtual displacement 
throughout the interior, ou, vary in all manner of ways. No matter how this interior virtual 
displacement varies, the value of the volume integral .remains zero. The only way that is 
possible is for the remainder of the integrand to be zero. Hence the first of the general equi
librium equations is obtained. Doing the same in turn with ov, and then ow, produces 
the other two general equilibrium equations. Now that the general equilibrium equations 
have been established, they can be used to evaluate the final volume integral as zero. With 
the volume integral gone, return to the surface integral which also now clearly has the value 
zero in all circumstances. The surface values of the virtual displacements can be now be 
chosen so that two of the three are zero while the third is arbitrary. Since the volume integral 
is gone, nothing need be said about its virtual displacements at this point in the proof other 
than they must be continuous with those on the surface. This same procedure used with 
the volume integral leads to each of the three Cauchy equations. Therefore, starting with 
the PVW, both the general equilibrium equations and the boundary condition equilibrium 
equations have been obtained. Thus, this development, coupled with the previous devel
opment of the PVW based on the employment of the Cauchy equations and the general 
equilibrium equations, proves that the PVW is a necessary and sufficient condition for equi
librium everywhere in the structural system. This conclusion means that if the PVW is used 
in an analysis, no sumlI'ing of forces or moments or any other type of equilibrium v"~'~·"'J" 

need be written. Equilibrium is assured simply using the PVW. Again, this was all done 
without writing a._ny material equations kind. Therefore the PVW is applicable to any 
material. 
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Endnote (3) Proof of the Pairing of .BCs for the Beam I<'ou:rth Order Bending 
Equations and the Second Order Extension Equations 

The proof proceeds most conveniently from the PVW or the principle of the min
imum value of the total potential energy, which are :S + 8 W;11 = 0 and + = 0, 
respectively. For clarity of development, let the beam be homogeneous, the cross-sectional 
product of inertia zero, and let there be no temperature change. The removal of any or all 
of these three restrictions would not significantly alter the style of the proof that follows. 
The external work or energy expressions for loadings per unit length along the beam axis, 
using the notations of Part III are 

=-8V = + + 
oiv'(x) + dx 

Since all the other bending and extensional (actual) strains are zero, the internal virtual 
work and strain energy expressions for a Bernoulli-Euler beam are 

-8W;11 = +8U = 

where zero actual strains means zero virtual strains. From Eqs. 4b) 

Exx = U1 - yv" -

0-xx = E(u' - yv" -

OExx = ou' - yov" - zow" 

Hence, substituting into the internal work or strain energy expression leads to 

8U -1' E I u'8u' f j dA + u"8u" ff y'dA + w"8w" ff z' dA 

L A A A 

- [u' OV 11 + v1' ou'] If yd A - [u' ow" + W 11 ou'] ff z dA 

A A 

l 

+ [w 118v 11 + v11ow 11
] ff yzdA I dx 

A -

Since all first moments about the beam cross-section centroid are zero, and since in this 
simplified case, the product of inertia is also zero, the last three integrals disappear. The 
first three integrals are the cross-sectional area, and the two area moments of inertia 
and lyy, respectively. Combining the work or energy expressions leads to the one identity 

0= [EAu'ou' + + - j~ ou - ov - fz ow 
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Weak va1iations such as ow, ,hv', and 8w 11 are not of each other. 8v/ 
is the derivative of and so on. It is necessary to put all variations on the same basis 
integrating by parts. For example, 

ou'dx = 

Similarly, 

and 

and 

{
L 

m 0 8v1 dx= 
Jo 

L 

1L 
0= -

V 

rL 

+ I 
JO 

+ 

dx = 

EAu'--dx = 
dx 

OU 

1L 

I 
10 

ovdx 

,L 

I 
10 

() V IL 
0 

dx + Nou
1
1L + 
0 

L 

dx 
0 

dx 

dx 

v" and 

yy -1ny, 

+ ' ax 

Equation (15.19) is an identity. This holds true for all variation functions 
ou(x), and ow(x). Each of the variations ov, and 8w is independent 
of the other two. For the moment, fix the values of all three of these variations at the end 
points of the interval and let each of these three variations, in turn, take on 
values over the interval while the other two variation functions are fixed in their values 
over that interval. In this way, all of the terms in Eq. are :fixed but one. For the sake 
of definiteness, let the first of the three integrals over the beam length be the one where the 
variation function is changed arbitrarily, say from ou 1 to Since Eq. 18) holds 
true for both 8u 1 and these two forms of Eq. (15. can be subtracted from each other 
in order to obtain 

0= + - oui)dx 

The value of this integral is zero of the values of the function 
(8u 2 - ou 1 ). It is easy to prove, by way of contradiction, that the way this integral 
can be zero is for the quantity in square brackets to be zero. Hence the 
differential equation for beam extension, The other two HH.~p..,,~,m 

forms (i.e., the forms without the coupling with the axial 
differential Eqs. (l 0.5a, 1 Now that the three 

being zero, consider the functions evaluated at the beam 
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boundaries. While it is not true over an interval, it is trne at the that are the 
that the variations o v', 8w', and ow are independent of each other. 

the same argument which begins with "'"=-'HE, 

terms zero. each of the le.st five terms of (15.19) is also zero. Therefore, 
fo;:- example, the term 

1L 
N oul = 0 

lO 

means that at both boundary either the axial force N must be zero, or the axial 
deflection u must be a constant Similarly for the other four terms. This the 

the either/or pairing of the conditions. The pairing of an even number of 
boundary conditions and an even order GDE, all of which are able to be derived 

value 

Endnote Derivation of the Uniform Torsion Beam Equations Using 
the P.rindpie of Complementary Virtual Work 

Consider a homogeneous, linearly elastic beam subjected to but 
applied torques acting at the ends of the beam. For the sake of simplicity, 

let the beam cross-section be connected. In order to the of Com-
"'rr'"""'"" Virtual Work, it is necessary to have a useful virtual load system that is in 

To that end for of the vhtual loads at the surface of the beam. 
and directed virtual moments, at the end cross-sections of the 

beam. In order to obtain internal for the virtual loads first recall that the general 
form of the internal equations for real stresses is satisfied by requiring that 
all stresses but the (beam cross-section) be zero; and 

aw 
O'xy == -. az and 

aw 
CJ:o: == --

Therefore internal equilibrium of the virtual stresses is satisfied by requiring all the virtual 
stresses but the virtual shearing stresses acting upon the beam cross-section be zero, and 
the those shearing stresses be related to the virtual Prandtl stress function by the relations 

00,-y = --.. az and 
J(8W) 

OClxv = ----, ay 

LB= 

of the PCVW have been met. In this circumstance, 
of the beam, and LB is the relative twist between the two ends of the 

= -8 w;;: = +o U*, reduces to the statement 

A 

Hooke's law to write the strains as the stresses divided 
above equation becomes 

G 

aw 
+-i5 l dAdx 

..I 
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or, since lJ/ = lJ/ (y, z) is not a function of x, 

Ge8M1 = --- + --- dA ff [al// a(olf/) al// a(olf/) J 
ay ay az az 

A 

This integral can be conveniently rewritten as 

Ge 8M1 =ff[!_ (al// olf/) +~(al// olf/)] dA -ff [a
2

~ + a2
~] olf/ dA 

ay ay az az A ay az 
A 

= f 8lf/ ( :; dz - ~: dy) - ff A V2 lf/ 8lf/ dA 

where the Green-Gauss theorem has been used to convert the first area integral into a line 
integral. To complete this process it is necessary to tie together the external virtual loading 
with the internal virtual stresses. From the relationship between the torque at a cross-section 
and the shearing stresses at that cross-section, as derived in Chapter 10, 

8M1 = ff (y8o-xz - z8axy) dA = - ff [ya~;) + z a~:) J dA 

A A 

= - ff[~ (y8lf/) + :z (z8lJ/)] dA + 2 ff 8lf/ dA 

= - f 8lf/(ydz - zdy) + 2 ff 8lf/ dA 

A 

A 

Substituting this identity for the virtual torque into the previous PCVW identity, and trans
posing terms, leads to 

o = f olf/ [ ( :; +Gey) dz - (~:+Ge z) dy ]- ff 8lJ/(V2lJ/ + 2Ge)dA 

A 

Again, start with temporarily requiring the arbitrary function 8lf/ be zero around the outer 
boundary of the cross-section. Then the above area integral is also zero for this particular 
choice for the arbitrary function 8lf/ while having nonzero, continuous values over the 
interior of the cross-section. If the area integral is zero regardless of the choice of values for 
the arbitrary function 8lf/ over the area of the cross-section, then the quantity in parentheses 
must be zero in all circumstances. Hence the uniform torsion GDE. With the area integral 
eliminated, the line integral must be zero in all circumstances. Therefore, on the outer 
boundary, either the Prandtl stress function must be a constant, or tht; .quantity in brackets 
must be zero. The unfamiliar quantity in brackets is related to derivatives of a quantity called 
the warping function, and is of no present interest. Hence the boundary condition that lJ/ 
equals a constant (selected to be zero) on the outer boundary of the cross-section. Since 8lf/ 
is zero is the solution on the outer boundary, the question may arise as to why 8 lf/ equals 
zero cannot be an acceptable reason for the area integral being zero. If 8lf/ were zero over 
the interior of the cross-section, then that would make lJ/ a constant over the interior, which 
in tum would ·mean that the actual shearing stresses on the cross-section are zero. This lack 
of stresses would contradict the presence of an applied torque, and thus is rejected. 
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ENERGY-BASED NUMERICAL 
SOLUTIONS 

V.1 Preface 
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Strength of Materia!s - the 
Practical Basis !or Structura! Analysis 

In Chapters 16-21, the focus shifts from solving differential equations to employ
ing the Principle of Virtual Work, or the Principle of Complementary Virtual Work, or, for 
those who prefer them, the corresponding energy principles. The goal remains the same: 
to solve larger and more complicated structural analysis problems. The shift in focus is 
more stylistic than fundamental. As the last chapter's endnotes demonstrate, the beam dif
ferential equations follow from either the Principle of Virtual Work, in the case of bending 
and extension, or the Principle of Complementary Virtual Work, in the case of twisting. 
Although not demonstrated here, the reverse path from differential equations to a work or 
energy principle is also possible when the differential equation meets certain requirements 
as described by Ref. [3], p. 158. Hence it is essentially a matter of convenience whether 
a differential equation or a work principle is the starting point of an analysis. If the struc
ture contains more than a of structural elements, it is usually, if not always, the 
work or energy principles that are most convenient. Indeed, one particular application of 
the P1inciple of Virtual Work - the finite element method - coupled with modem digital 
computers, perrriits the routine analysis of structures with many thousands of structural 
elements. The finite element method is a numerical method that is unperturbed by geomet
ric or material complexity, and it allows the analyst to minutely model thus analyze) 
one part of a structure while getting by with a crude model of other parts of the struc
ture" Hence this part of the textbook emphasizes the finite element method. Chapter 16 
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introduces the Rayleigh-Ritz method, which can be viewed as the origin of the finite ele
ment method. Chapters 17 and 18 introduce the finite element method in the simple context 
of beams and bars. Chapter 19 presents a brief survey of more advanced applications to 
membranes and solids. The use of the finite element method with plate elements and the use 
of the finite element method in stability problems are topics that are introduced, respectively, 
in Chapters 22 and 23. 

The finite element method is not the only method an analyst needs for general compe
tence. Analysis methods that flow from the Principle of Complementary Virtual Work, and 
there are many such methods, also need attention. There are limited circumstances where 
these methods are more convenient than the finite element method. Indeed, one of these 
analysis methods is convenient for deriving the finite element method equations for a curved 
beam. See Ref. [72], p. 146. Hence there are two chapters, Chapters 20 and 21, to cover 
these types of analyses. 



CHAPTER 16 

**Precursor lifumerical Analyses** 

16.1 Introduction 

Routine analyses of structures whose mathematical models contain more than two 
or three structural elements (e.g., beams, plates, springs) are accomplished today using 
one or another of the commercially available, large or small capacity, standard structural 
analysis digital computer software packages. The larger commercially available structural 
analysis programs have become so inclusive, that few types of analyses are beyond their 
reach. In addition to producing what is called a numerical ,uialysis of the structure's math
ematical model, such software packages, perhaps in combination with auxiliary programs, 
are also commonly used in creating a structure's mathematical model, and in simplifying 
the interpretation of the analysis results. The basis for the large majority, if not all, of these 
general use software packages is a numerical analysis technique called the finite element 
method, which is introduced in Chapter 17. 

The essence of any numerical analysis is the replacement of a collection of partial or 
ordinary differential equations ( or sometimes integral equations) by a much larger set of 
simultaneous, algebraic equations. The set of algebraic equations involve an equal number 
of algebraic variables that, in one sense or another, are used to approximate the continuous, 
unknown functions of the differential equations being replaced by the algebaric equations. 
In almost every case, the differential equations are those obtained from strength of materials. 
If the differential equations are nonlinear, so too :ire the algebraic equations. The capacity of 
a structural analysis software program refers to the number of such approximating algebraic 
equations the program can assemble and then solve. The greater the capacity, the greater 
the number of algebraic variables that can be used to detail a structural model. The greater the 
number of algebraic variables actually used in a particular analysis, the greater the cost of 
that analysis. 

16.2 Numerical Methods of Note 

In marked contrast to human beings, digital computers excel at compiling and 
solving simultaneous, algebraic equations. Thus the rise in the use and development of 
numerical analysis techniques since the 1950s and 1960s has been closely tied to the parallel 
development of the digital computer. The advent of the modem digital computer has not only 
made numerical analyses the routine choice of structural analysts, but the digital computer 
has profoundly influenced the types of numerical analyses that are selected for use. At 
one time there were a great many types of numerical analyses under development. Most of 
those numerical analysis techniques were limited in scope, such as those limited to structures 
whose governing differential equations can be reduced to differential equations having only 
one independent spatial variable (Ref. [43]), or numerical techniques that are limited to 
a very small number of structural elements involving more than one independent spatial 
v&riable (Ref. [ 45]). This rich diversity of numerical methods was, in itself, a drawback. No 
matter how much more elegant or accurate a particular numerical technique of limited scope 
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might be within its range of applicability compared to other numerical it was 
generally impractical for analysts to devote the:ir efforts to learning the nuances of all those 
limited methods. What was needed was one or two well-developed numerical methods that 
were applicable to almost all of structures. 

Before focusing on the finite element method, the one general numerical method of 
structural analysis almost exclusively used it is worth mentioning first that there are 
two older, broadly applicable, generally successful methods of numerical These 
tvv0 methods long predate the advent of digital computers. The two older general numerical 
methods are the finite difference method (Refs. [16, and the Rayleigh-Ritz method 
(Refs. [25, 47]). The finite difference method is still much used outside of structural 
in such fields as fluid dynamics and heat transfer. Within the field of structural analysis, 
the finite difference method is still generally preferred for where the structure's 
equilibrium position is not determined by reference to an unloaded as is true, for 
example, in the case of a cable towed from a ship or The finite difference method 
is sometimes preferred for structural shell 

The finite difference method is very well suited to modern computers because 
the unknown quantities are always large numbers of discrete values of the unl<.nown func
tions. To better understand how the finite difference method involves discrete values of the 
unknown functions, the following sample is provided. Consider either an energy 
or a differential equation that contains a second derivative with respect to x of the 
unknown function y ). The finite difference technique is to first replace the continuous 
region over which the energy expression or partial differential applies with a 
of (generally) regularly spaced points. The idea is to solve the differential or eval-
uate the work or energy integral at each of the discrete grid If the 
be sufficiently dense, then the discrete solution approximates the continuous solution over 
the region where the equations apply. (That region is called the "domain'' of the 
In order to facilitate the analysis, these discrete are numbered. In this let 
the numbers of three adjacent points lying along a line paralleling the x axis be i - 1, i, 
and i + 1. Let the distance between these three points be h. Call the unknown values of the 
function F(x, at these three points F;-1, F and F;_ 1, respectively. The next step is to 
approximate the derivatives of the differential equation by use of the discrete values of the 
unknown function. For example, for an error that depends upon the square of the ratio of h 
to a characteristic length of the domain in the x direction, the second partial derivative with 
respect to x at point i has the approximation (Ref. [ 16]) 

(;;2p) 1 - = -(F;_1-2F--'--
\ ax2 . Ji2 " - " ' 

' I 

This approximation, and other partial derivative approximations are derived 
using Taylor's series expansions. 

One strength of the finite difference method is that it is no more difficult to set up 
the finite difference equations for nonlinear problems than it is for linear problems. It is 
also a relatively simple matter to estimate the errors associated with the finite difference 
type of numerical analysis. In the analysis of stmctures subjected to 
finite difference techniques, while not often chosen to describe derivatives of the unknown 
functions with respect to the spatial variables, are often chosen to represent changes in 
the structural variables with respect to time. The main drawbacks to the use of the finite 
difference method in structural analysis are that usually more equations have to be solved 
than with other methods and some boundary and some and comer 
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In contrast to the "brute force" of the finite difference method, the Rayleigh-Ritz1 

method, sometimes called the Ritz method, is quite elegant. Its major strength is the relatively 
small number of equations that need to be solved. Thus the original form of the Rayleigh
Ritz method (RRM) benefited relatively far Jess from the advent of the modem digital 
computer than numerical methods like the finite difference method. The major difficulty 
with the RRM is that it is limited in its application to relatively simple structures, although 
those structures need not be limited only to beams. Specifically, the structure can certainly 
involve a dozen or t,vo structural elements of any kind. The application of the RRM to 
static and dynamic structural analyses is not as routine as many applications of the finite 
difference method. The RRM requires the analyst to be intimately involved in the analysis 
through the choice of specific functions that should meet possibly difficult requirements. 
This aspect of the RRM, that these selected functions are particular to each analysis, is 
the main impediment to automating the RRM for solutions utilizing a digital computer. 
Another drawback to the RR!VI is that the RRM is sometimes best served by the analyst 
hand calculating definite integrals or using a general mathematics program to carry out the 
integration. If orthogonal functions (see Chapter (12), Endnote can be used, then it is 
possible that the evaluation of the integrals may be a simple matter. 

When the techniques of the RRM are applied to a set of governing differential equations 
and boundar; conditions, rather than to energy expressions, the method is then called (one 
or another variety of) the Galerkin method. Only a few examples of the Rayleigh-Ritz 
technique are provided here because, in one sense, the finite element method, the focus of 
the next three chapters, is merely a special case of the RRM. In the finite element method, the 
selected functions are chosen during the course of the derivation of the finite element. and 
thus these same selected functions are used for all applications of that type of finite element. 

Exampk 16.L Using only two, nonpolynomial, selected functions of the spatial coordinate 
x, perform a RRtV!. analysis for the center deflection of a uniform beam of length L that is 
clamped at both beam ends. The beam is loaded by an upward uniform force per unit length 
of magnitude which acts across the entire beam length. Choose the x coordinate origin to 
be at the beam center so that the fixed beam ends are located at x = - L /2 and x = + L /2. 
The beam has a symmetric cross-section. 

Comment. From the solution to the beam bending differential equation, the exact strength 
of materials solution for the beam axis deflections is the following quartic: 

384Elw(x) = fo(l6x 4 - 8x2 L 2 + so that 
Ji L4 

Elw(Oi = - 0-
, 384 

If the selected approximating functions for the RRM analysis were those of the above poly
nomial2 then the above exact solution would be the RRM result However, nonpolynomial 
functions are purposely chosen for this example analysis in ord~r to demonstrate the fact 
that any functions that satisfy the deflection boundary conditions (BCs ), if taken in sufficient 
number (which usually is a small number), can be used to obtain a very good approximation 
to the exact solution. 

Furthermore, a good approximation i.s not the only information obtained from a RRJ.\/l. 
analysis. When the RRJ\1 analysis meets all deflection-type BC requirements, it is known 

1 John Strutt, third Baron Rayleigh (1842-1919), English physicist, published Theory of Sound in 1877. 
Walter Ritz (1878-1909). Swiss physicist. 

2 When dealing with polynomials, it is usually more convenient to integrate from zero to L. In terms of 
that spatial coordinate x. the differential equation deflection solution is 24£ l W(x) = fox 2(L - x)2. 
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that the RRM analysis solution is either an upper or lower bound for the true solution. 
For example, in this case, the RRM deflection solution must be less than the above-stated 
strength of materials deflection solution. This is so because the use of a (complete) infinite 
series solution in a RR.c\1. analysis would always provide an exact and a RRlvl" 
finite series solution is an infinite series constrained to having all but a relatively few 
terms equal to zero. Any constraint stiffens a structure. For example, if the deflection at 
x = 21L/50, close to the right-hand support, were constrained to be zero, then the beam 
would deflect less under the action of a given loading. The constraints on the infinite series 
work the same way. A situation where a RRM analysis solution provides an upper bound is 
a case where the RRM is used to estimate a stmcture's natural frequencies. The stiffer the 
structure, the higher the natural frequencies of vibration. Thus the RRM natural a,An,u.,.., 

estimates ( except the highest) are always higher than the "exact" strength of materials natural 
frequencies (Ref. [ 61] ). The fact that strength of materials theory also introduces constraints 
via its approximations to the element deflections mea..ris that both the RRiVI and strength of 
materials natural frequencies are higher than the true experimental natural frequencies. 

Solution. The RRi\1 is often with one of the energy principles. However, since in 
this text the focus is upon the very closely related work principles, the PVW is chosen to 
obtain the approximate solution for the midspan deflection. Thus, the analysis is based upon 
Eqs. (9.3), (9.4b), and the following form of o = !iU: 

oWex = l+L/2 

-L/2 
dx and 8U { { " -A • j j 0-.u oExx d ax 

A 

For a Bernoulli-Euler beam, the only beam strain Exx = -z w"(x). Hence OExx = 
-z and O'xx = -z Substituting these strain and stress expressions into 
the above equation for 8 U yields 

L/2 oU=l 
-L/2 

so that 1i Wex = o U becomes 

l +L/2 

lo 
-L/2 

dx = dx (16.1) 

Following the example problem statement, ,vrite the approximate beam axis lateral deflec
tions w (x) using two selected functions as 

(16.2) 

where q; are unknown parameters to be determined. Understand that these weighting factors 
are not functions of x. The analyst must choose the twice-differentiable functions and 
fix) so that: together in the above weighted sum they generally provide the deflection 
pattern expected by the analyst; and they individually the deflection BCs 

w(-L/2) = w'(-L/2) = w(+L/2) = 1,1/(+L/2) = 0 

because the enforcement everywhere of the strain-displacement equations is a requirement 
for the validity of the PVW. Of course there are many functions that provide the expected 
deflection shape and meet this BC constraint. For example, the functions 

/(x) = cos2(nx/L), cos\nx/L), etc. 
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meet these two requirements. However, since in the PVW these functions must be multiplied 
together and integrated, the choice of functions can have a considerable impact on the 
amount of work required of the analyst. The analyst first prefers to use orthogonal functions 
if possible. Failing that, the analyst chooses functions that are easy to integrate. In this case, 
choose 

fi(x) = 1 + cos(2n x / L) where f{(x) = - 2: sin(2nx/L) 

lz(x) = 1 + cos(6Jrx/ L) where 
' 61r. 

/ 2 (x) = -y sin(61rx/L) 

The first function approximates the expected deflection shape while the second function is 
viewed as modifying the first function so as to make it closer still to the correct solution. 
Thus the value of q2 should be much less than the value of qi if these functions are well 
chosen. Of course, both functions satisfy the deflection BCs and are symmetric about x = 0. 

The best way to find suitable functions is to make sketches of the functions that come to 
mind. Quite often, the sketching process will suggest still more possible functions. Sketches 
are a superior means of checking that candidate functions do indeed approximate the 
expected deflection pattern. In particular, sketches are useful for checking that the candidate 
functions satisfy the analysis BCs. In this case, sketches of, for example, the even functions: 
cos(nx/L); 1 + cos(nx/L); 1 + cos(3nx/L); 1 + cos(4nx/L); 1 + cos(51rx/L); and so 
on, would show that these functions do not have both zero values and zero slopes at x = + 4 L 
and at x = -4 L, and thus cannot be used to satisfy the beam BCs. Of course the above 

selected functions, fi (x) and /2 (x), do have both zero values and zero slopes at x = + 4 L 

and at x = -4 L, and thus do satisfy the beam BCs. 
Now, with respect to the first integral ofEq. (16.1), 

8w(x) = oqi[l + cos(2nx/ L)] + 8q2 [1 + cos(61rx/ L)] 

where, again, there is no variation of the functions of the independent variable when their 
form is known as is the case here. Carrying out the first integration between the limits - L /2 
and +L/2 leads from Eq. (16.17), to 

8Wex = foL(oqi + 8q2) 

With respect to the second integral of Eq. ( 16. l ), the integral for the negative of the internal 
virtual work uses 

4n2 36n2 
w"(x) = -qi L2 cos(2nx/L) - q2V cos(61rx/L) 

· 4n2 36n2 
ow"(x) = -oqi-2 cos(2nx/L) - 8q2-2- cos(61rx/L) 

L . L 

Substituting and carrying out the integration by use ofEq. (12.16) leads to 

( 16n4 L 1296n4 L) 
-8W;n = EI qi8qiUl +q28q2 L4 2 

Equating the coefficients of the arbitrary factors oq; leads to the immediate solutions 

foL 4 

qz = 648n4 EI 
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Substituting the above solution into Eq. 
approximation to the midspan deflection: 

and setting x = 0 yields the following 

l64foL4 foL 4 
- 2<q1 + a2·) - - -----
- '· . , - 648n4 EI - (384.88)£ I 

which is a one-quarter of one percent error. As expected, this RRM deflection solution is 
less than the exact strength of materials solution. Obviously this was more work for an 
inexperienced analyst than a straightforward solution of the beam differential equation. 
However, since the RRM involves single integrals rather than higher-order differential 
equations, the RRM is particularly suited to beams or other structural elements that have 
varying or discontinuous stiffnesses and loadings involving concentrated loads or other 
discontinuous loads. The RRM is an especially effective means of approximating natural 
frequencies of vibration because, even if the deflections are not well approximated, it can 
be proved that the natural frequencies are well approximated (Refs. [25, 61]). Ill 

Example Hi.2. Redo the previous example involving the uniform clamped-clamped beam 
subjected to a constant, upward loading per unit length of magnitude This time select 
two polynomial functions. 

Comment. This problem is sufficiently simple that one well-selected polynomial function 
should be adequate. However, to demonstrate that the fact that if one function proves to be 
exact, the finite series weighting factors qj for all other functions turn out to be zero. 

Solution. Since the selected functions are to be polynomials, let the spanwise coordinate x 
run from zero to L in order to simplify the application of the limits of integration. Again, 
the boundary conditions required to be met by all the selected functions to be used in the 
Rayleigh-Ritz series are 

w(O) = w'(O) = w(L) = = 0 

The first two BCs can be met if each selected function has x 2 as a factor. The latter two 
BCs can be met if each term has (L - x2) as a factor. Furthermore, each selected function 
needs to be symmetric about midspan. For these reasons, let the two-term, approximating 
series be 

w(x) = qix2(L - x)2 + q2x(L - x)x 2(L - x)2 

or w(x) = qi(x2 L 2 - 2Lx3 + x 4 ) + q2(x 3 L 3 - 3L2x 4 + 3Lx5 -x6 ) 

So 8w(x) = 8q1 (x 2 L 2 - 2Lx3 + x 4 ) + 8q2(x 3 L 3 - 3L 2x 4 + 3Lx5 - x 6 ) 

First evaluate the external virtual work. Since the only applied loading is the constant, 
upward force per unit length, fo, 
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The next step is to evaluate the negative of the internal virtual work, which, in this case 
where the structure is elastic, is the same as the virtual strain energy. Again, since the subject 
is a beam, the strain energy expression is 

8U = 1L Eiw 11(x)8w 11(x)dx 
0 

Differentiating the selected finite series yields 

= q1 (2L 2 - 12Lx + 12x2) + q2(6L 3 x - 36L 2x 2 + 60Lx3 - 30x4) 

and 8w 11(x) = 8q 1(2L 2 - 12Lx + 12x2) + 8q2(6L 3x - 36L2x 2 + 60Lx 3 - 30x4 ) 

Substituting these two second derivative expressions into the virtual strain-energy expres
sion, carrying out the multiplications either by hand or by computer, and then completing 
the integration, yield 

Now equate the virtual external work to the virtual strain energy. Since 8q2 and 8q1 are 
arbitrary functions subject to the whims of the analyst, let oq2 be zero while 8q1 remains 
arbitrary. Then reverse this procedure by letting 8q 1 be zero while 8q2 remains arbitrary. 
The result is the following two simultaneous equations to be solved for q1 and q2 : 

foL 5 = (4ElL 5 )--l-- (6EIL7 ) 
30 qi 5 ' qz \ 35 

and foL7 = (6EIL7 ) 0 (2EIL 9 ) 
140 q1 \ 35 +q~ 35 

After clearing fractions and solving, the result is 

Hence 

Jo 
qi = - and q2 = 0 

~ (24£ I) 

fox 2(L - x)2 
w(x\- -----

1 - 24£/ 

.f T 4 
JO~ 

and w(L/2) = 384£/ 

which confirms that the first of the two function~ is the exact Bemoulli-Euier answer, and 
makes clear why the second weighting function is zero. II 

Example 16.3. Using a virtual work formulation, obtain a one term Rayleigh-Ritz solution 
for the deflections of a simply supported beam whose nonuniform stiffness coefficient varies 
along the span of length L according to the formulas 

and 

EI(x) = Elo (1 + ~) 

EI(x) = Elo (3 - ~) 

L 
forO<x<- - 2 

L 
for - < x < L 2 - -

Note that the piecewise linear stiffness coefficient EI(x) is symmetric about the midspan 
point, where the stiffness coefficient has its maximum value. Let the applied loading again 
be a uniform force per unit length acting upward of magnitude J0 . 

Comment. This problem could be solved using the fourth-order beam bending differential 
equation taking into account the discontinuity at midspan in the expression for the stiffness 
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coefficient. It is left to the reader to decide if the differential equation approach or the 
Rayleigh-Ritz approach is more appealing. 

Solution. Since a linear polynomial has been employed to describe the variation in the 
stiffness coefficient, ease of integration suggests selecting approximating functions that are 
also polynomials. Since the exact strength of materials solution is not available, caution 
would suggest using more h'lan one suitable function. In addition to being symmetric about 
the midspan point, the selected functions need to satisfy· the deflection type boundary 
conditions. Since the beam is simply supported, those BCs in this case are only two in 
number: w(O) = w(L) = 0. Two polynomial functions that meet these requirements are 
/ 1 = x(L - x) and/2 = x 2(L - x)2. Note that sine functions are also possible selections. 
With these preliminaries settled, it is now a matter of writing the integral expressions for the 
external virtual work and the virtual strain energy, and then equating the two. Since both the 
loading and the geometry of the beam are symmetric about midspan, the integration can be 
simplified by just integrating over the interval (0, L /2) and doubling the result. Hence, with 

and 

then 

or 

w(x) = q1(xL - x 2) +'q2(x2 L 2 - 2x3 L + 
= -2q1 + q2(2L2 - l2xL + 12x2) 

[L/2 
oWex = 2 Jo fo[8q1 (xL - x 2) + oq2(x2 L 2 - 2x3 L + x 4)] dx 

/fiL 3 \ (f,L 5 ) 
8Wex = (-0- I 8q1 + -· 0- 8q2 

6 J \ 60 

Note that the varying stiffness factor does not complicate the virtual work expression. 
After substituting the linear polynomial expression for the stiffness coefficient, and those 
for w"(x) and ow"(x), and C&'T}'ing out the necessruy multiplications, the result for the 
virtual strain energy expression is 

:SU= 2 ( E:o) 1L/2
[q18q1(4L + 8x) - (q2oq1 + q18q2)(4L3 - 16L 2x - 24x2 L + 48x 3) 

+ q28q2(4L 5 - 40L 4x + 96x2 L 3 + 96x3 L 2 - 432x4 L + 288x5)] dx 

(El.) r ( L4
) (1' L6 )1 oU=2 / lq18q1(3L 2 )-(q2oq1+q18q2) - 4 +q2oq2 ; 0 J 

After equating the virtual external work to the virtual strain energy, first setting 8q2 equal 
to zero, and then in turn setting 8q1 equal to zero, obtain the simultaneous equations 

The solution to these two simultaneous equations is q1 = 0.02755905(!0L 2 / E 10) and 
q2 = 0.00262467(!0 / E Io). Substituting this solution into the original two-term approxi
mating series provides the differentiable solution for the beam deflections. The fact that the 
first weighting factor is about ten times the value of the second weighting factor suggests 
that the choice of the first approximating function was a good one. II 

Before p:i:oceeding to another variety of a RRM analysis involving beams, one involving 
beam buckling, it is necessary to provide a brief explanation of the external work done by 
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Figure 16.1. Diagram showing the deflections of a buckled beam and the consequent work 
done by the critical value of the comparessive axial load. 

the compressive axial force P acting on a beam-column when the beam buckles. The beam 
buckles when the beam moves from its straight, static equilibrium configuration to a slightly 
bent, static equilibrium configuration. As fully explained, for example, in Refs. [3] and [23], 
in both of these "adjacent equilibrium" configurations, to an exceedingly close approxima
tion, the compressive force has the same value Pe,. Figure 16.1 shows both the ( exaggerated) 
bent and the straight adjacent equilibrium configurations, and the small but finite axial dis
tance uh through which the constant compressive force Per moves when the beam buckles, 
thus doing positive work. Since the axial force acting upon both the straight and bent beams 
is the same, the axial length of the two beam configurations is the same. Thus the magnitude 
of uh can be written as 

L . L 

uh= 1 ds -1 dx 

The first part of the integral over ds, the part over the curved beam length, simply provides 
the lengthoft..liebeam, L, and the latter part, where ds is the same as dx, provides the length 
uh. The second integral, the one over dx, which is over the straight form of the beam, simply 
provides the length L. From the same figure it can be seen thatds = [(dx)2 + (dw)2] 112 = 
[l + (dw /dx)2] 112 dx. Substituting this expression for ds into the above equation, and 
approximating the upper limit of the second integral by simply L, lead to 

L I '[ 2] 1/2 } L 2 
Wex = PerUb = Per 1 1 + (~:) -1 dx = 1/2Pcr 1 (~:) dx 

where the binomial theorem was used to expand the above square root. Therefore 

· · 1L dw (dw) 1L 8Wex = Per -8 - dx = Per w'(x)8w'(x)dx 
0 dx dx o 

A more rigorous derivation of the virtual work expression can be found in Ref. [3], pp. 467-
470. This derivation also shows that the compression of the beam before buckling is imma
terial to the buckling analysis. To further cement confidence in the above expression for 
external virtual work, note if this virtual work expression is coupled with the virtual strain 
energy integral 

8U = 1L Elw"(x)8w"(x)dx 
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Figure 16.2. Example 16.4 

and both integrals are integrated by parts, the result is the familiar Euler buckling equation 
Elw 1111(x) + = 0. 

Example 16.4. Using the RRM and a work/energy formulation, determine the Euler buck
ling load of the continuous beam over three supports shown in Fig. 16.2. Note that for 
convenience, two spanwise coordinates are used: x over the left-hand beam, and~ over the 
right-hand beam. 

Comment. Since the stiffness coefficient is a constant, this problem could be solved using 
~ differential equation approach. The two beams would have to be tied together by writing 
the following four boundary conditions at the interior support 

= L) 
and v/'(x = L) 

w(~ = 0) = 0 

w\~ = 0) 

Note that no shearing force boundary condition can be written at the interior support because 
of the presence of the unknown reaction force. 

Solution. The use of single sine functions for both uniform spans appears to be a good 
starting point. Before using the PVW, it is necessary that the sine functions satisfy the zero 
deflection conditions at the three supports, and that the two sine functions have continuous 
slopes at the interior support. The two functions that satisfy these requirements are easily 
determined to be 

w(x) = (q/ot) sin (n;) and 

where w'(x) = rnq)cos(nx) 
\aL L 

and 

and 11 (n 2q\) . (lfX\ 
w (x)=- aL2 sm\T) 

(
T[!- \ 

w(~) = -q sin _£_} 
aL 

= - ( n q ) cos ( JT s l 
aL ,,aLJ 

and w''(s) = ~ sin _£_ ( n2q ). (n,_) 
a-U otL 

First calculate 8 U. 

1L (n 2q) . (TrX\ (:rr 28q) . 1 lfX' 
8U=- EI~ sm -)' ~.sml-.-)dx 

0 ,aL L otL \ L 1 

+ El(n2q)sin(n!}\ (n:oq}\sin(:rr.t)dt 
a 2L 2 \aL ,a·L2 al 

( n 4qoq) 1·L . (TrX\ . IJiX' or 8U = El - 2- 4- sm -; sm 1\-l dx 
\aL O ,L LJ 

(n4a3q) raL /n~') + El -f-;;:- / sin \ -· sin 
(X L JO JXL 
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Figure 16.3. A cantilevered beam undergoing force free, bending vibrations in the plane 
of the paper. 

The value of the first of the above two integrals is L /2, and that of the second integral is 
a L /2, Therefore 

oU =~EI (n 4qoq l (~ + ~) 
2 L 3 ; \ a"' a4 

Now turn to the evaluation of 

dx = frr 2qoq) (JU\ (TrX) 
~ a 2 L 2:... cos . L} cos \ L dx 

+Per f (n2qoq\ Irr~) (n~) 
\ -,-?-) cos 1- cos -. d~ 

a~L- \aL \OIL 

or 1 (/ rr 2q8q ') l 1 \ =-P -- -+-I 
2 a L a) 

Equating the virtual strain energy to the virtual work leads to the solution for the critical load 

Per= n 2(El/L) [ (; +a2
) J 

a (l+a) 

As a check on this answer, note that if a is equal to one, which means that the two beams have 
the same length, then the critical axial load here is the same as that for two simply supported 
beams of length L, end to end, subjected to an axial force Per, or the same as that for a single 
simply supported beam, with a midspan support, because its buckling shape is the same as 
that of the second buckling mode of such a beam without a midspan support: 4n2 EI /(2L)2, 

• 
Ver-; briefly, in preparation for the next example problem, understand that any elastic 

system, once set in motion and in the absence of further applied loads, will soon vibrate 
back and forth at a fixed number of vibratory cycles per second. That constant frequency 
of vibration is called the first natural frequency. Here the word "natural" means that the 
structural system is free of externally applied loads. Just like beam buckling, where there are 
many buckling load solutions, there are many natural frequency solutions. Unlike the beam 
buckling problem, the second, third, and higher natural frequencies generally do matter, but 
the first natural frequency is almost always the more important frequency of vibration, 

Example 16.5. For vibrations in the plane of the paper, use the RRM to estimate the first 
natural frequency of the cantilevered, uniform, symmetric beam and discrete mass sketched 
in Fig, 163. The beam has a mass per unit length of pA, and its stiffness factor is EI. Let 
the total mass of the beam, pAL, be less than that of the tip mass, lvf Define the mass ratio 
as /..l = M/(pAL), 

Comment. The "exact" strength of materials solution for this problem proceeds from the 
beam GDE, where the only applied load per unit length is the inertial load per unit length. 
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(Recall from previous discussion that any inertial load has the form of a mass multiplied by 
the negative of the mass's acceleration.) 

Elw""(x, t) = fz(x, t) = -pAw(x, t) 

with BCs w(O, t) = w'(O, t) = My(L, t) = 0, and Vz(L, t) = Mw(L, t). The last BC is 
obtained by noting that the deflection of the tip mass is positive upward. Hence the velocity 
and the acceleration of the tip mass are also positive upward. Hence the resulting tip mas.s 
inertia force acts downward because all inertia forces are opposite to the direction of the 
acceleration, and therefore have negative signs. Since all load-free vibrations of linearly 
elastic systems are sinusoidal ( called harmonic) in time, the deflection of any point along 
the length of the beam can be written as w(x, t) = W(x) sin(2:7l'ft), where f is the frequency 
of vibration in units of cycles per second (i.e., Hz). Substituting, and canceling the sine term 
produces the following time-invariant GDE and BCs: 

and 

41l' 2f2pA 
W 111'(x)-A4W(x)=0 where A4 = --

EI 

W(O) = W'(O) = W"(L) = 0 and w 111(L) + A4µ,LW(L) = 0 

The solution to the GDE in terms of four unknown constants of integration and the unknown 
eigenvalue A is 

W(x) = A sin(h) + B cos(h) + C sinh(Ax) + D cosh(h) 

Substitution qf this solution into the four homogeneous BCs, and then expanding the 4 x 4 
determinant of the coefficient matrix of the vector of constants of integration, with careful 
attention to signs, yields the following transcendental characteristic equation for all values 
of the eigenvalue in terms of the mass ratio µ, 

1 + cos(AL) cosh(AL) = ALµ, [sin(AL) cosh(AL) - cos(AL) sinh(AL)] 

A numerical solution to this transcendental equation is best achieved by use of a digital 
computer. The difficulty is that each such numerical solution requires a specific value 
for the parameter µ, and the total solution is a plot of A, or f, versus µ,. An approximate 
solution to this equation for a general value of µ, can be sought for small values of ).L by 
using the following approximations to the transcendental functions which are obtained from 
their respective Taylor series expansions: sin O = (0 - 03 /6), cos O = (1 - 02 /2 + 04 /24), 
sinhO = (0 + 03 /6), and coshO = (1 + 02 /2 + 04/24). Then, with O = AL, 

or 

( 
02 04) ( 02 o4) [( 03) ( 02 04) 1+ 1--+- 1+-+- =0µ, 0-- 1+-+-
2 24 2 24 6 2 24 

04 211,04 
2--=-- or 

6 3 

( 
02 o4) ( 03)] 

- 1 -2+24 e+6 

4 4 12 
0 =(AL) = --

1 +4µ, 
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or 

f2 - ~ ( EI ) (units check) 
- n: 2 4ML3 + pAL4 

The above process is time-consuming. Contrast the above lengthy differential equation 
solution to the following, comparatively simple RRM energy-based solution which takes 
far less time when the analyst is familiar with the procedure. 

Solution. In any RRM analysis, in order to obtain roughly the same accuracy of solution, the 
analyst can either choose a small number of carefully chosen, generally more complicated, 
approximating functions or a larger number of simple approximating functions. In this hand
calculated solution the former choice is made. (An exercise examines the latter approach.) 
Examples of carefully chosen approximating functions for the dynamic deflections of the 
beam-mass system are the static deflections of the beam-mass system due to appropriate 
static loads. An appropriate static load for the case where M » p AL is that of a concentrated 
force F at the beam tip where the discrete mass Mis located. An appropriate static load for 
the case where pAL »Mis a uniform load per unit length over the length of the beam. 
In the present case where simply M > pAL, the concentrated tip load is still appropriate 
because those masses where the vibration amplitudes,are largest are more important to the 
natural frequency solution than those masses where the vibration amplitudes are smallest. 
Thus, while a better answer could be obtained using both static deflection functions with 
different weighting factors, qj for the sake of simplicity, with very little loss of accuracy, the 
single static deflection function from the tip-loaded beam is chosen as the approximating 
function for this RRM analysis. 

The static deflection function is obtained from the second order beam equation 
Elw"(x) = M(x) = F(L - x). The solution is Elw(x) = (1/2)FLx 2 - (1/6)Fx 3 or 
w(x) = (1/2)w(L)[3(x/ L)2 - (x/ L)3]. Thus write for the RRM approximate analysis 

w(x, t).= q(t) [3 (if -(if] 
where q(t) is the single generalized coordinate that defines the amplitude of the vibration, 
while [3(x / L )2 - (x / L )3] defines the approximate shape of the beam vibration in its first 
vibratory mode. Rather than use the force-based fourth order beam ordinary differential 
equation W'"' (x) - ;., 4 W (x) ~ 0 developed above for the RRM analysis, use will be made 
of the corresponding work and energy terms. Since thire are no applied loads, the work 
done by external loads is zero. There is only the strain energy of the flexing beam, and the 
kinetic energy of the system mass. The total kinetic energy of the system is 

1 11L T = -Mw2(L, t) + - pAw 2(x, t)dx 
2 2 o 

T = 2Mi/(t) + ~ 1L pAi/(t) [3 (if -(i/r dx 

6 
T = 2Mi/(t) + -5 pALi/(t) 

. 3 

Since this structure is linearly elastic, 

U = - EI[w"(x, t)]2dx 11L 
2 o 
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Since the rigid mass has no strain energy, it makes no contribution to the above equation. 
Substituting for w (x, t) and carrying out the above integration leads to the result 

6EI 
u = 0 q2<t) 

There is no potential energy to include in this analysis, other than the above strain energy. 
The gravitational forces are entirely offset by elastic forces that are not included in the 
above strain-energy expression. Only those deflections that are measured form the position 
the beam takes in response to its own weight contribute to the above strain energy. 

Since this is a case where the beam is undergoing a vibratory motion, the plan is to use 
the energy form of Newton's second law, which is called the Lagrange equation.3 Using the 
Lagrange equation (d/dt)(aT /aq) - aT /aq + au /aq = 0 (see Exercise 15.9) leads to 

( 12 ) 12£/ 
4M + 35 pAL q(t) + ~q(t) = 0 

The solution to the above ordinary differential equation is 

q(t) = Csin(2nft + <P) 

where C and <P are constants of int13gration that depend on the initial conditions, which 
are of no interest here. Substituting the above solution into the above differential equation 
shows that the first natural frequency of vibration is 

f2 = :2 ( 4M L3 + ;;/35)pAL 4) 
which is a slightly higher value than the previous solution f2 = (3/n 2)[E//(4ML3 + pAL4)], 

which was obtained above when the "exact" characteristic equation was approximated in 
order to locate its smallest root. Again, this is the approximate first natural frequency because 
the selected dynamic deflection function only approximates the first mode shape. Again, a 
Rayleigh-Ritz solution for a first natural frequency is always greater than the exact solution 
for the first natural frequency. • 

Example 16.6. Consider the rectangular slab of uniform thickness h sketched in Fig. 16.4. 
The slab material is homogeneous, linearly elastic, and isotropic. As shown in the sketch, 
where u O is a constant, the loading is parabolically distributed tractions on the left-and right
hand sides of the rectangle, and these tractions do not vary over the thickness of the slab 
edge. The slab therefore in a state M plane stress, and is in a state of external equilibrium. Use 
the RRM along with the Principle of Complementary Virtual Work (PCVW) to approximate 
the internal stress distribution. 

Comment. All the previous example problems, as all the exercises, employ the Principle of 
Virtual Work (PVW) with displacement unknowns to obtain a RRM approximate solution. 
The reason for that choice is that the finite element method, which is a form of a RRM 
analysis employing the PVW, is clearly the dominant method of structural analysis today. 
However, the unit load method, which is also a necessary part of any structural analyst's 
repertoire, and the subject of Chapters 20 and 21, employs the PCVW.·Hence the PCVW 
cannot be neglected. Thus the inclusion of this example problem which also serves as a 

3 In the Lagrange equation, the weighting factor q is called a generalized coordinate. Generalized 
coordinates are further explained in the first part of Chapter 17. An alternate approach to the use of the 
Lagrange equati{)n is to argue that the maximum value of the kinetic energy is equal to the maximum 
value of the strain energy. 
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reminder of the basic stress While this 1s be assured that 
the unit load problem and any of the other closely related PC'VvV based methods are easy 
to within their realm of application. 

Solution. The first task is to decide upon the 
stresses uxx, Cfyy, and axy· Since the and for ease of inte
gration, polynomial are chosen. Start the selection of the approximating func-
tions with the unknown function O'xx. Since the PCVW and enforces 
continuity, the chosen polynomial for O'xx will have to have the value + where 
x = ± a, Since the geometry and material have both the x and the y axes as axes 
of symmetry, only even valued terms are appropriate and these addi
tional series terms must be zero at x = ±a. Keeping in mind SL Venant's principle, it can 
be guessed that while axx is parabolic at the edges, it will tend to a more uniform distribution 
at the slab center. The last consideration is that a short series is here because 
the main purpose of this example problem is to be illustrative. Thus choose the somewhat 
brief approximation 

O'xx = + + pzy2 + + + 

where, like the q's used as weighting factors for RRM selected deflection the 
are weighting factors for the stress function finite series terms. (The switch in symbols 

is made because later the q's will, while the same purpose, take on an expanded 
meaning that will not include the Now turn to selecting an approximating polynomial 
for CJxy. As shown in Fig. the double syrnmetry that if the shearing stresses are 

as must also be in the third 

stress must have a zero 

Clx_v 

Similarly the nom1al stress CJ,, ,-,w··'·~·- terms, which must be zero 
at the top and bottom edges. Hence choose 

+ + + 
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there are ten parameters to be determined. original 
au,,"«A~, but was adjusted to ten so that the equilibrium equations 

could be satisfied. Failures require adjustments.) The next step is to require that these stresses 
meet the requirements of the plane stress, general equilibrium equations. The first of these 
two equations is + = 0. the above chosen functions leads to 

(-2p1 + 2p4 + + (-2pz + 2psa2 - + + 
+ (-4p5 + =0 

Since this equation has to be true for all values of x and y, this equation is an That 
means like terms on the left hand side of fois equation have to match like terms on the right 
hand side of this equation; that is, the collective coefficients of each 
be zero. Another way of saying this with more authority is to say that the 
(see Section III.3) of each polynomial term that each of their collective coefficients 
must be zero. which is reveals 
that P1 = , p3 = 0, p4 = -(1 

+ 

and 

Substituting the above expression for the shearing stress and the original form for the 
normal stress ayy = - y 2)(p7 + + + into the second of the 
stress equilibrium equations, = 0, and again using linear independence 
to equate the coefficients of like terms, leads to 

' /Ll)(" 2 ayy = \P6 . b - + 
\\'hile it was lengthy, the development of the approximating functions is now complete, and 
now equilibrium is assured. The next step is to the PCVW, 8 = - 8 Wi~ = 8 [/', 
and thereby determine the value of the unknown parameter p 6. Starting with the surface 
integral for the external complementary virtual it simplifies to 

=h ds = 0 

The above integration over the four edge surfaces of the parallelpiped and its 
top and bottom surfaces reduces to the line integral around the perimeter of the rectangle 
because on most surfaces, both Tr and are zero, and on the edge surfaces of depth h, the 
differential of surface area is h ds. The value of the line integral is zero because on the left 
and right hand edges, the traction is a fixed and thus does allow a variation. 
(When the unit load method is studied, there will be examples where variations on force 
quantities on S2 will not be zero.) Turn now to the virtual strain energy 
which for plane stress is 

8U* = /ff kx,OGxx + '=yyO(J',,:: + 
VoL 

While the strain energy is written in terms of 
tary strain energy is written entirely in terms of stress 
task, it is necessary to utilize the 

dAdh 
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are(i)E Exx =CY xx - vayy; (ii)EEyy = CYyy - vaxx; and (iii)E Yxx = 2(1 + v)axy; where v 
is Poisson's ratio. Making these substiutions 

8U* = (h/ E) ff [(CY xx - VCYyy)OCYxx + (CYyy - VCYxx)OCYyy + 2(1 + V)CYxyDCYxy] dA 

A 

Hence 8 w:x = 8 u* becomes 

a b 

0 =ff [(CYxx - VCYyy)OO'xx + (ayy - VCYxx)8ayy + 2(1 + v)axyDCYxy] dx dy 

-a -b 

From applying the variational operator to the actual stress expressions 

OCYxx = (8p6/4)(a2 - x 2 )(a2b2 - b2x 2 - 3a2y2 + 3x2 y2) 

foxy = 8p6xy(a2 - x 2)(b2 - y2) 
foyy = (8p6/4)(b2 - y2 )(a2b2 - 3b2x 2 - a2 y2 + 3x2 y2 ) 

After substituting the actual and varied stress expressions into the complementary virtual 
strain energy equation above 

a b 

0 = f fuao(y/b 2 ) + (p6/4)(a2 -x2 )(a2b2 -b2x 2 - 3a2y2+3x2 y2) - v(p6/4)(b2 -y2) 
-a-b 

* (a 2b2 - 3b2x 2 - a2y2 + 3x2y2)][(8p6/4)(a2 - x 2 )(a2b2 - b2x 2 - 3a2 y2 + 3x2y2)] 

+ [(8p6/4)(b2 -y2)(a2b2 - 3b2x 2 - a2y2 + 3x2y2) - vao(y/b)2 + v(p6/4)(a2 - x 2) 

* (a2b2 - b2x 2 - 3a2 y2 + 3x2y2)][(8p6/4)(b2 - y2)(a2b2 - 3b2x 2 - a2y2 + 3x2y2)] 

+ 2(1 + v)[p6xy(a2 - x 2 )(b2 - y2)][8p6xy(a2 - x 2 )(b2 - y2)]} dx_dy 

Note that the arbitrary factor 8p6 cancel. This leaves one equation to be solved for P6 in 
terms of the known quantity a 0 . There is little point in carrying out the above definite 
integration. However, once p6 has been determined, all three stresses are also determined, 
and the problem is concluded. • 

A bit of perspective is in order. The above problem was lengthy for a textbook problem, 
even without completing the last time consuming step of carrying out the definite integra
tion in order to determine the one unknown parameter. Based upon on a comparison with 
earlier example problems in this chapter dealing with beams, the reader might get the false 
impression that the use of the PCVW with unknown stresses (again, called a stress formula
tion) is an inferior approach to the use of the PVW with displacement type unknowns. The 
fundamental reason that this problem was much lengthier is that, in contrast to the earlier 
beam problems, there are no useful strength of materials approximations that can be used 
with a slab (i.e., plate) loaded in its own plane. Thus the need to here use the plane stress 
theory of elasticity equations with their attendant complexity. A second point in favor of 
using the PCVW is that the above stress formulation solution is not as efficient as it could 
be. It could have been somewhat simplified by the use of the Airy4 stress function, <P (x, y ), 
a potential function for stresses much like the Prandtl stress function. Employing the Airy 

4 The Airy stress function is explained in the optional section 8.6. From Ref. [21], George B. Airy 
introduced this potential function in a Brit. Assoc. Advancement Sci. Rept., 1862. 
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stress function would have allowed one finite 
stresses. 

series to be used for all three 

The of the above hand calculation has to be against the other hand 
uw,,.,.,v,J. The effort a RRM ~,u,-,rn,vv,nv,,,. 

approach would not be much different from There would 
be the very slight functions would not have to 
meet any boundary condition because, in this case, there are no a1,:p1::1c,:ment 
boundary conditions. Choosing the selected displacement functions would, ~a,,h,mc 

bit more difficult. Judging from the above selected stress formulation series that contain 
tenns such as and x4 , and the fact that the displacements have to be differentiated 
to obtain the strains and stresses, then it can be concluded that the selected displacement 
functions would have to involve some seventh order terms to achieve the same 
accuracy as this stress formulation. It is safe to say that there is no other displacement 
formulation hand calculat1011 technique that would be superior to a displacement RRl\il. 
analysis for this problem. The situation changes completely if a digital computer and finite 
element software are available. Such a based finite element analysis would not 
be any sort of burden because the machine would set up the solution and solve.for 
the large number of discrete displacement unknowns in the blink of an eye. Thus the reader 
can appreciate what a revolution occurred with the dual development of the finite element 
method and the computer. Chapter 19 this finite element process for plane 
stress problems along with other types of that are not accessible strength 
of materials approximations. Chapters 20 and 21 show the case of using a stress formulation 
and the PCVW with small beam frame and grid problems. 

In addition to the older. fir>ite difference method and the RRM, there is com-
petitor to the dominant finite element method that is called the boundary element method; see 
Refs. [ 67, 68]. The particular advantage of the element method is that the number 
of unknowns, and hence the number of necessary to determine those unknowns, 
for the same accuracy, can be many times less than the number of un_k11owns required by the 
finite element method. This is so because the nodal points used the boundary element 
method, also called the boundary integral method, cover only the boundar; surfaces of the 
object being analysed, rather than both the surface and interior as is necessary with the 
finite element method. The drawback that is most serious for this sophisticated method with 
respect to the analysis of vehicular structures is it is restricted to linear, static 
problems. Today the boundary element method is being applied to problems in fracture 
mechanis and plasticity. Other, less successful, methods that a reader of the older 
technical literature will frequently encounter have the names: (i) collocation method or 
point matching method (see Endnote (1) of Chapter the least-squares method; (iii) 
Kantorovitch's method; and (iv) the Trefftz-Morely method. 

16.3 Summary 

There are all manner of ways of classifying numerical 
cations are particular ,o the solution of the numerical 
classifications merely reflect the of any type of structural or 
numerical. Starting with the latter, a numerical method can be classified as either 
a deflection or a stress method, or a mixed method. The "finite element method" 
is a deflection method because the unknown variables of that method are the structure's 
deflections at discrete the volume and on the surface of the 
structure. However, when the present deflection finite element method in all its 
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was first being developed, there was considerable competition between it and another finite 
element method using internal forces and mo)llents as unknowns. The finite element stress 
formulation soon came to a dead end, and the finite element method is today exclusively a 
deflection method.5 

Other general methods seem to be equally useful in the form of either a stress or a 
deflection formulation. The RRM is such a method. However, just as is true for ana
lytical solutions, the stress formulation of the RRM is limited to those situations where 
the problem BC equations are exclusively stress or traction equations. RRM solutions for 
structural dynamics problems, as most but not all numerical methods, are generally limited 
to deflection formulations because of the necessity of dealing with accelerations. An exam
ple of a numerical method that requires the use of both deflections and stress resultants 
is the transfer matrix method (Ref. [43]). Generally speaking, a numerical method using a 
stress formulation will provide a more accurate solution for the stresses than the deflections, 
while a deflection-based numerical analysis will provide a more accurate solution for the 
deflections than the stresses. 

A second way of classifying numerical methods is by whether they exactly satisfy either 
the governing differential equations (GD Es), or the BCs, or neither. For example, the selected 
deflection functions that form the basis for a RRM deflection formulation must exactly 
satisfy the deflection BCs. After the choice is made for the deflection functions that exactly 
satisfy the deflection BCs, then the GDEs are satisfied approximately. A nontraditional 
form of the RRM is to reverse the above approach by first selecting functions that exactly 
satisfy the GDEs, and then using those selected functions to approximate the BCs. The 
finite difference and finite element methods exactly satisfy neither the GDEs nor the BC 
equations. This is one reason that these two methods can be applied so easily and generally. 
Another basic choice that is closely related to the choice of what equations, if any, are 
to be exactly satisfied, is the choice of whether to base the numerical method on energy 
formulations or differential equations. The use of energy formulations is often the more 
convenient, or even the only practicable choice. The advantages of the work or energy 
formulation include: (i) there are fewer BCs and continuity conditions to be satisfied; and 
(ii) the coefficient matrices of the unknown quantities are often symmetrical, an important 
advantage, when a work or energy method is used, while often they are not symmetrical 
when a differential equation is the basis of the approximation. 

A third classification of numerical methods is whether the method is based upon finite 
series approximations to the unknown functions, or whether the method is based upon 
a singularity solution. In structural analysis, finite series solutions are by far the most 
prevalent. The RRM, the finite difference method, the finite element method, and a host of 
others are examples of series solutions. (In the finite difference case, the approximations to 
the derivatives can be derived from a Taylor's series.) The boundary element method is the 
only prominent numerical method for structural analysis that is a singularity method. It is 
based upon the analytical solution for a concentrated force acting upon a point within the 
volume of the structure (Ref. [9]). Itis called a singularity solution because the concentrated 
force, of course, causes an infinite stress at its point of application. Note that singularity 
solutions are much more common in fluid dynamics, where the singularities are such things 
as point sources of fluid entering the fluid flow from outside the flow field and point "sinks" 
that drain fluid from the flow field. 

5 There are so many research papers whose subjects are the development and testing of new finite elements 
that it is not really possible to be categorical about any aspect of finite element theory or usage. Finite 
elements using derivatives of deflections have been proposed but have not achieved popularity. 
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Chapter 16 Exercises 

16.1. Re-solve the beam deflection problem of Example 16.1 using as the sole 
selected selected function - 8x2 L 2 + L 4, 
and obtain the exact strength of materials solution; or use a lengthwise 
coordinate x that starts at the left end of the beam, and the selected function 
/ 1 = x 2(L - to obtain the exact strength of materials solution. 

(b) As in part but now let the stiffness factor vary sym1netrically about 
midspan so that for O :s; x :s; ! L, = (2E I/ L )(L - x ). 

16.2. (a) Suggest two polynomial functions for a RRM analysis that are suitable for 
calculating the deflections of a uniform beam oflengthL that is cantilevered 
atx = O.Atthefreeendwherex = Lthereisanupwardforceofmagnitude 
Fo. 
Redo part but this time suggest two nonpolynomial functions. 

16.3. (a) Redo Example 16.5 but this time actually use the single, simple function 
(x / L )2 to describe the shape of the vibrating beam as it vibrates in its first 
natural mode. 

(b) As above, but this time write 

or write 

(-~ )2 -t) = qi . 
\ 1..1 

( X )2 t) = q1(t) - + ,L 

The only difference between these two, two-term series approximations is 
that their respective solutions for q2 will differ in sign only. 

16.4. Consider a simply supported, uniform, symmetric beam of length L and mass 
per unit length pA which supports a rigid, discrete mass of magnitude M at 
its centerspan. Calculate the first natural frequency of this beam-mass system 

using as the approximate dynamic deflection shape for this beam-mass 
system the first vibration mode shape when there is no rigid mass at the 
centerspan, that is, when t) = sin (n x / L) 

(b) using, as would be appropriate when the rigid mass exceeds the mass 
of the beam, the static deflection shape that results when a concentrated 
static force is applied at the beam centerspan. (Note that if the mass of 
the beam is much less than that of the discrete mass, then the beam can 
be replaced by a massless spring having a stiffness equal to the center
span beam stiffness, that is, having k = 48£ I/ L 3 . Then with the natural 
frequency of any spring-mass system being 4n2f 3 in this case 
f 2 = (l2/n 2 )(El/ML3 ).) 

16.5. Use the RRM to determine the buckling load of a simply supported beam 
of length L whose simplified stiffness coefficient description is the constant 
value 2£/ over the outer one-thirds of the beam, and 3EI over the inner 
one-third of the beam. (The greater stiffness is at the center because that 
is where the greater bending moment due to the axial force Use a 
single approximating function. 
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Use the RRM to determine the buckling load of a cantilevered beam of 
length L whose simplified stiffness coefficient description is 3El over the 
half of the beam at the clamped end, and 2EI over the half of the beam 
closest to the free end. Use a single 41-'P"Jf"""~-.u 

(c) Use the RRM to determine the 
ported, beam oflength L with stiffness coefficient when the ""rn,~rP•Q 

loading over the left half of the beam is while that over the 
of the beam is P. Use a single approximating function. 

(d.J Use the RRM to determine the buckling load of a uwav,u,, 

beam of length L with stiffness coefficient EI, when the force 
acting on the half of the beam nearest the clamped end has the magnitude 
2P, while that over the other half of the beam is merely P. Use a single 
approximating function. 
Determine the buckling load of a simply supported beam whose left half 
has a stiffness coefficient and bears a compressive force 2P, while tJ1e 
right half has a stiffness coefficient of EI, and bears a compressive force 
of magnitude P. Use a single approximating function. 

(f) Combine the cantilevered beam stiffnesses of and the loadings of 
part and determine the buckling load. Use two approximating func-
tions. 

16.6. (a) Calculate the center, lateral bending deflection of a thin, rectangular plate 
of length a in the x direction, and lengtJJ. b in the y direction. The plate 
is simply supported at all four sides, and subjected to a uniform lateral 
pressure in the (upward) z direction of magnitude p0 . Understand that 
the lateral loading of this problem makes it quite different from the plate 
problem of Example 16.6, which features an in-plane loading. Therefore, 
in this case, the virtual external work is 

r rb 
tSWex = Jo Jo Po y)dx dy 

The bending strain energy for a thin plate, from Ref. [16], p. 379, is 

{alb 
U = 1/2/" D[(w,xx+W,yy )2-2(1 - v)(w,xx W,,y - W,xy W 

"0 0 
dx 

where, again, subscript coordinates following a comma indicate partial 
derivatives with respect to that coordinate, D is a plate stiffness factor 
comparable to EI for beams, and, again, v is Poisson's ratio. Use the RRi.Vl: 
and the single approximating function y) = q sin(nx/a) 
to obtain the plate center lateral deflection. 

(b) As above, but this time also use a second approximating function that is 
also symmetric about the plate center, q3 When 
doing so, it is important to recognize the orthogonality of the sine functions 
on these intervals of integration. This orthogonality greatly simplifies the 
integration. 
In light of the orthogonality of these sine functions, would it be practical 
to use an infinite series of such approximating functions q" 
sin(mry /b), where n is an odd integer? 
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16.7. Consider a uniform, simply supported, circular plate of radius R, and thickness 
h. The plate is loaded by a concentrated force at its center. Propose a series 
of approximating functions to be used in a RRM analysis for the purpose of 
determining the center deflection. Write the virtual work expression. 

FOR THE EAGER 

16.8. (a) Reconsider the thin slab of Fig. 16.4. This time let Tx (y) vary linearly along 
the left and right plate edges in the manner that it has the value + ao at the 
top of the slab, and the value - a0 at the bottom of the slab, and, of course, 
a zero value at the x axis. Select appropriate finite series for each of the 
three stresses of this case of plane stress. Hint: One term of the a xx series 
has to be a0(y / b) in order to satisfy the Cauchy equilibrium equations. 
Further consideration of the axx stress pattern suggest that it must be even 
function in x, and an odd function in y. What to do about the other two 
stresses is less clear, but can be surmised from the fact that differentiating 
an even function produces and odd function, and vice versa. This suggests 
that, from the first general equilibrium equation, that the shearing stress, 
a xy, should be odd in x, and even in y; and that the normal stress a yy should 
be even in x, and odd in y. 

(b) Assume that the solution to Example 16.6 was fully obtained along with 
the solution of part (a) of this exercise. Would it be valid to superimpose the 
two solutions? Would it be valid to rotate the part (a) problem and solution 
90° so that Tx (y) above became Ty (x), and each (a, x) of the solution was 
replaced by (b, y)? 

16.9. (a) Reconsider the previous exercise. This time choose to use the RRM with 
the PVW. Select finite series expansions for the displacement functions 
u(x, y) and v(x, y). Plan how to complete the remainder of the problem. 

(b) Consider the same 2a by 2b by h rectangular parallelepiped of part (a) 
of the previous exercise. This time let the top and bottom edges be fixed 
against all displacements. Since the boundary conditions involve displace
ments, recall that a displacement formulation is now necessary. How should 
the selected finite deflection series of part (a) be modified for this set of 
boundary conditions? 

(c) As in part (b), now let the top and bottom edges be fixed against displace
ments only in the x direction, but are constrained to be linear in the y 
direction. 



CHAPTER 17 

Introduction to the Finite Element Method 

17.1 Introduction 

The finite element method introduced in this chapter is the routine choice for 
the analysis of structures in government and industry, large companies and small. The 
finite element method is especially useful in the aerospace sciences and all related fields. 
For engineering applications, the finite element method was introduced to the engineer
ing community by aerospace structural dynamicists in Ref. [ 49]. It is not the only useful, 
or necessary0 to-know, rnethod (one other method requires discussion), but it dominates 
because it is the only method suitable for large, complicated structures such as airplanes, 
helicopters, ships, and land vehicles, as well as the small redundant structures discussed 
here. It is particularly broad in scope. As a mathematical concept the finite element method 
is applicable to a wide variety of problems including such diverse problems as those of fluid 
dynamics, heat transfer, electromagnetic fields, and electrical circuits. As a mathematical 
concept, it is an adaptation of the Rayleigh-Ritz method. In this adaptation, instead of the 
requirement for choosing approximation functions for each new analysis, a finite element 
analysis can be computer programed because the same functions are repeatedly used for the 
same type of structural element. Instead of using the complicated functions that are some
times necessary to meet boundary condition requirements of complicated structures, this 
adaptation uses simple functions, almost exclusively polynomial terms for quick computer 
processing. These simple functions can accurately approximate the complicated solution 
functions by approximating those complicated functions one small segment at a time rather 
than over the entire domain as is done in a Rayleigh-Ritz analysis. Indeed, from a mathe-

-matician's point of view, the finite element method is a Rayleigh-Ritz method applied to 
small "subdoniains." These two aspects, simple functions and subdomains, are the source 
of the enormous success of the finite element approach. 

A major drawback of the finite element method (FEM) is the necessity of solving large 
numbers of algebraic equations. Thus it is necessary t.o acknowledge the importance of 
modern: digital computers to the success of the FEM. 

All of the preceding chapters were preparation for the presentation of the finite element 
method in this chapter and Chapters 18 and 19. The theory of elasticity chapters prepared 
the way for the development of the Principle of Virtual Work ( dapital letters for emphasis), 
and the strength of materials chapters prepared the way for the practical implementation of 
the Principle of Virtual Work. The use of the Principle of Virtual Work indicates that the 
finite element method today is a stiffness/deflection based method. In its early development, 
there was il flexibility/force finite element method, but it did not prove to be useful for large 
structures; and consequently eventualiy disappeared. Since (independent) deflections are 
used to characterize a finite element structural model, they are a key aspect of the method, 
and are the next topic to be discussed. 

545 
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(a) (b) 

Uz 

(c). (d) 

(e) 

Figure 17.1. The rigid body motion in a plane by one or more connected rods. Examples 
of valid and invalid generalized coordinates. 

17.2 Generalized Coordinates 

The finite set of independent deflections that unambiguously determine (perhaps 
in an approximate way) the deflections of every material point in a structural body is called 
the set of generalized coordinates, or the degrees of freedom, of the structural system. Note 
that by definition these "coordinates" determine deflections in a specified direction at a 
specified material point rather than merely locate (i.e., name) a material point as cartesian 
coordinates locate a material point before ( or after) displacement. Thus there is no similarity 
between generalized coordinates which measure deflections and the familiar point-locating 
coordinates of, say, cartesian and cylindrical coordinate systems. 

The simplest way to begin an explanation of, and to complete the definition of, generalized 
coordinates is to return to rigid body dynamics. Consider the situation where a rigid rod 
of length L is free to niove in a given plane like a flat ruler sliding on a table top. Thus 
the rigid rod is not permitted to rotate about an axis along its own length, a.1.d of course, 
the rod is not permitted to leave the plane. See Fig. 17 .1, where the original position 
of the rod is outlined while the deflected position of the rod is shaded. The generalized 
coordinates that locate the deflected position of the material points of the rod are the minimum 
number of measured values of any kind that are required to uniquely specify the deflected 
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position of the rigid flat rod given the restraints on the motion of the rod. Figure 17.l(a) 
shows one set of three values that uniquely define the deflected position of the flat rod. 
The three values are the horizontal and vertical deflection of one end of the rod and the 
counterclockwise rotation of the rod from the horizontal. Nothing less than three measured 
values is sufficient to define the deflected position. However, the three values of Fig. 17. l(a) 
are not, by any means, the only possible three generalized coordinates. Figure 17 .1 (b) shows 
another possible set of three generalized coordinates that happen to be associated with the 
other end of the rod. Other sets of three generalized coordinates can be based upon the 
horizontal and vertical deflection of any specific point on the rod centerline, and, of course, 
th~deflection of that point on the rod axis does not have to be measured with horizontal 
and vertical components. Generalized coordinates similar to polar coordinates could also be 
used. 

Figure 17 .1 ( c) shows four rectilinear coordinates locating the deflected position of the 
rod, which of course is one more than the set of generalized coordinates allows. This situation 
can be corrected by introducing one equation of constraint upon the four coordinates. Since 
the length of the rigid rod is fixed, the equation of constraint for these four deflection 
coordinates is 

L = [(u2 - u1)2 + (v2 -.vi/] 112 

With this equation of constraint, any three of the four deflection coordinates can now be 
accepted as generalized coordinates, while the remaining one of the four is understood to 
be a dependent quantity, and thus, not a generalized coordinate. Note that not any set of 
three coordinates is satisfactory. Figure 17.l(d) shows that the candidate set (u 1, v1, v2) is 
unsatisfactory because for .given values of those three coordinates there are in general two 
possible deflected positions for the rod. The same would be true of the sets (u 1, u2 , v1) or 
(u 1, u2., v2). Figure 17 .1 ( e) shows that if additional rigid rods are linked to the original rod 
with hinges, only one additional generalized coordinate is required for each additional link. 
Some other examples of generalized coordinates for bodies with only rigid components are 
as follows. 

Example 17.1. A rigid airplane moving in three-dimensional space requires six generalized 
coordinates. One possible choice for the six generalized coordinates is the three rectilinear 
displacements and three rotations that are: (i) the change in altitude of the center of mass of 
the rigid airplane; (ii) the northward change in the center of mass position (iii) the eastward 
change in the center of mass position; (iv) the rotation of the rigid airplane about an east
west axis; (v) the rotation of the rigid airplane about a north-south axis; and (vi) the rotation 
of the rigid airplane about a vertical axis. If the rotation angles are small (tan() ~ () as per 
Exercise 9 .19), then the order of the rotations is unimportant. • 

Example 17.2. A rigid pendulum constrained to move in a single plane and whose pivot 
point is attached to the end of another rigid pendulum constrained to move in the same plane 
and whose pivot point is free to move horizontally on a monorail requires three generalized 
coordinates. The generalized coordinate set (u, ()1, ()2 ) shown in Fig. 17.2 is a good choice 
for a vibration (i.e., a time-varying motion) analysis. In this double-pendulum case, the 
three horizontal rectilinear deflections of the upper pivot point, the upper bob, and the lower 
bob, (u, u 1, u2 ), are also possible generalized coordinates because the vertical motion of 
each bob is determined by the horizontal motion. • 

The above examples using rigid bodies should make clear that any set of generalized 
coordinates is the minimum number of measurable quantities required to unambiguously 
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Figure 17 .2. Possible generalized coordinates for describing the motion of a rail supported 
double pendulum, with rigid components, moving in a single plane. 

locate the displaced position of all material points of the body under study relative to 
the body's undisplaced position or any other known position. The minumum number of 
generalized coordinates, which is also called the number of degrees of freedom (D9F) 
of the body under study, is independent of the choice of the quantities selected to be the 
generalized coordinates (or DOF). 

As an example of a generalized coordinate whose reference position is not an undisplaced 
position, consider again the double pendulum of Fig. 17 .2. Another valid set of generalized 
coordinates is (u, 81, 83), where 83 is the relative rotation of the lower pendulum with respect 
to the arm of the upper pendulum. Finally note that generalized coordinates do not have 
to be rectilinear or curved distances or angles of rotation. A pathological, but possible, 
choice for the two generalized coordinates required for locating the displaced center of 
mass position of a nonmagnetic marker on a rectangular plane of finite dimensions is as 
follows. Cover the plane with light refracted through a prism so that one end of the visible 
light spectrum is at one side of the rectangle, and the other end of the visible spectrum 
is at the other end of the rectangle. Then create a strong electrostatic field whose lines of 
constant electrostatic intensity are roughly perpendicular to the lines of constant color. Then 
the displaced position of the marker can be described by a change in light wavelength and 
a change in electrostatic field intensity. 

Generalized coordinates have exactly the same purpose when used with flexible bodies. 
However, the situation with flexible bodies is a bit more complicated. Consider a beam of 
length L that is simply supported at its two ends. Consider the lateral deflections in the 
z direction of points along the beam axis. Let points along the beam axis b.e identified 
in the usual way by an x coordinate axis that originates at one beam end and proceeds 
towards the other beam end. Using generalized coordinates in exactly the same fashion as 
they were used in relation to rigid bodies, one generalized coordinate would be needed to 
describe the lateral deflection at the beam midspan, that is, to describe w(x = !L). That 
discrete generalized coordinate could be called w(L/2). If any load can be applied to the 
beam, then the description of the·lateral deflections at x = L/4 and at x = 3L/4 would 
require two more generalized coordinates. In the presence of a totally arbitrary lateral beam 
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·~·~···''"'"' the measurement of the iateral deflections at x = 
four more of 

the required number of generalized coordinates can go on indefinitely with the conclusion 
that an infinite number to describe the 
deflections of a beam Since it takes much too 

uu1<u,.,~, no less use them 
ar-r,mrm,m, 

used. The first of these tVilo com__mon rr,m,nr,,m 

·ts to replace discrete coordinates a finite number of "distributed" coordinates that are 
approximating the lateral deflection point along a beam axis 

when the beam is to an This is the approach of the Rayleigh-Ritz 
method as it is generally used. This distributed coordinate :.1rnnn,,w 

Pourier series. Endnote a of this process 
is all that need be said here about distributed generalized coordinates. 

The second of the two is to reject the of an 
in favor two types which are: 

concentrated moments. This is the compromise used the FEM for the 
able to use a finite number coordinates to describe the deflected 

form of flexible bodies. In this the concentrated forces and moments become an 
to whatever actual loa.ding acts upon the structure to be This 

.. ,.,,_,lOJoO.OCU>."0-0'~" is not as crnde as it may at first appear, if the structural loading 
a number of concentrated forces and moments. In order to illustrate 

how an actual distributed is a series of concentrated loads, consider, 
for beam as an entire structure. Let that beam be loaded by a uniformly 

that uniform force per unit is 
a set of concentrated forces. The 

magnitude of each concentrated force is the magnitude of the force per unit length 
multiplied the between the concentrated forces. Both the style and 
the accuracy of this distributed force approximation, which allows concentrated forces 
and moments as the loads upon the flexible beam, is examined in Endnote 

Be sure to examine Endnote Exercise examines the similar of 
force per unit length between two points with concentrated 

forces at those two Exercise 17 .7 considers an alternate approach to the 
distributed load to discrete and moments. 

In order to understand how the above limitation on allowable types of loads 
a finite number of generalized coordinates to describe the deflected "'"''""~" 
of a flexible consider the of a uniform beam segment of length l that lies 
between two points concentrated loads are to an overall beam see 
Fig. For the sake let the single plane in which the beam segment bends 
be the plane of the cross-sectional coordinate z, and x. Let the lateral deflections 
at the ends be 

(17.1) 

Figure 
rotations are counterclockwise. Figure 1 shows the same information in 

the usual FEM fashion. The four integers in the latter diagram refer to the selected ordering 
of the deflections when these deflections arc in a matrix vector .. As is seen later, 
that same is used for the shear forces and moments to these 
lateral deflections and Thus Fig. serves a dual purpose. 
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(a) 

(b) (c) 

Figure 17.3. The beam bending finite element. (a) The overall beam where the loading is 
represented solely by concentrated forces and moments, and an excerpted element of that 
beam showing the controlling end deflections of that element. (b) A diagram clarifying the 
meaning of the beam element_generalized coordinates. (c) The standard representation of 
the positive sign convention for the four beam bending generalized coordinates and their 
associated shearing forces and bending moments. 

The short development below proves that, with the above load limitation provision, the 
four end point deflections are the generalized coordinates for this beam segment. Consider 
the beam segment fourth order beam bending governing differential equation which, because 
of the lack of an axial force and the lack of a distributed loading, reduces to 

Elw'"'(x) = 0 (17.2) 

The solution to Eq. (17.2) is 

w(x) = C1x3 + C2x2 + C3x + C4 (17.3a) 

The deflection boundary conditions (BCs) for this solution are Eqs. (17 .1 ). Substitution 
of the beam bending deflection solution into those BC equations, after some algebraic 
manipulation, yields the solution 

w(x) = [2(w1 - w2) + (81 + 82)1] G·f -[3(w1 - w2) + (281 + 82)1] GY 
+[81l](x/l)+w1 (17.3b) 

Since the deflection at any point along the x axis is entirely determined by the beam segment 
end deflections, the contention that those end deflections are the generalized coordinates 
for the beam bending in one plane is now proved. Similarly, when there is no loading 
between the ends of the beam segment in the other principal plane, the bending of the 
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beam segment in that other plane is completely determined the end deflections 
and end rotations in that plane. As will be seen shortly, the twist of a beam segment 
and the extension of a beam segmem, if there are no interior are similarly &,d 
respectively detennined by the twists and axial deflections at the beam ends. 
Thus it can be expected that in general a small number of deflections at the boundaries of a 
structural segment can be used as the generalized coordinates for the deflections everywhere 
throughout the structural segment whenever suitable restrictions are on tl-ie 
loading. 

17.3 The Beam Bending Finite Element 

The derivation of the matrix equation that describes the bending of a beam segment 
in finite element form begins with a reorganization of Eq. If Eq. (17 .3b) is organized 
on the basis of the generalized coordinates rather than on the basis of the powers of the 
axial coordinate x, and if (x / l) is symbolized as 1;, then Eq. (17 .3b) becomes 

or 

w(l;) = + (17.4b) 

or 

w(l;) = L NJl;)q; = LN(l;)J (17.4c) 

where q; is the symbol for the ith generalized coordinate; for example, q4 = 82 . The func
tions N; are called "shape functions." The shape functions have a fundamental role in the 
development of any deflection-based finite element. To aid in examining the four shape 
functions, note that 

Beam slope = 

Since dl;jdx = (d/dx)(x/ l) = 

dw 

dx 

dw di; 

d1; dx 

then the bending slope is 

w'(x) = (61; 2 - 60 7 + (31; 2 - 41; + 1)81 

w 
+ c-61; 2 + 6s) / + (3f - 21;w2 (17.4d) 

Examining Eqs. (17.4a) and it is clear that when x = 1; = 0, then = w 1 and 
w'(O) = +e1, and when x = l or t = 1 then = l) = w2 and = l) = +612. Fig
ure 17.4 shows a of each of the four shape functions. These four plots show the 
above characteristics for the deflections and slopes at the beam segment ends. 
Moreover, the four plots illustrate the fact deducible from Eqs. that each shape 
function describes the shape of the beam segment if its corresponding generalized coor
dinate has the value + 1 while the oLher three generalized coordinates have the value 
zero. 

Once the relation between the relevant deflection and the generalized coordinates via the 
shape functions is established, as it is in this case in the form of Eq. (17.4c), the derivation 
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Figure 17.4. Plots of the four bending shape functions for a beam finite element. (Note that 
similar symbols are used for all shape functions and the unrelated axial forces.) 

of the finite element matrix equation for the structural segment is most often just a matter of 
applying the Principle of Virtual Work (PVW). From Chapter 15, the PVW can be restated 
in general as 

oWex = 8U =II I La J{oy} d(Vol.) (17.5) 

Vol. 

When applied to the beam segment, the left-hand side, the virtual work of the loads external 
to the beam segment, is simply the product of the shear force and bending moment stress 
resultants at the beam segment ends and (ii) the corresponding virtual displacements at 
the beam segment ends. To be wholly clear on exactly which concentrated moments and 
shears are being referred to, examine Figs. 17 .5(a, b ). Figure 17 .5(a) shows the FEM sign 
convention for these stress resultants, which, while being internal to the overall beam, are 
external to the beam segment under discussion. Again, this sign convention selection mimics 
the sign convention for the generalized coordinates. On the other hand, the concentrated 
loads acting upon the beam that were used to define the length of the beam segment are 
external to the overall structural system. These concentrated loads are viewed as acting 
at points, called "nodes," located between the beam segments. See Fig. 17.5(b), which 
focuses upon the kth node, which lies between the ith and the jth beam segment. In that 
figure the external applied force and applied moment are temporarily called F1c and Mk 
respectively, and no sign convention for these external loads is implied by the figure. With 
this arrangement it should be clear that all the internal stress resultants acting at a node, that 
is, the bending moments and shearing forces at the ends of each beam segment adjacent 
to the node, sum to the external loads acting at the node. These equilibrium relationships 
between the internal stress resultants and the externally applied loads are established later 
by application of the PVW. In the meantime, for any beam bending segment, 

8Wex = OW1 + M1 881 + OW2 + M2 Uh 
LoqJ{Q} 
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Figure 17.5. (a) The internal shearing forces and moments that act at the ends of the jth 
beam finite element. (b) A FBD illustrating how the internal stress resultants at the beam 
finite ends relate to the applied loads at the selected nodes of the structure. Note that there 
is no sign convention for the externally applied loads Mk and Fk. The virtual work done by 
the two applied loads is positive or negative according to the selected positive directions of 
the nodal/structural/system/global degrees of freedom. 

where the generalized force vector is 

LQJ = L Vi M1 Vz M2J 

As for the right-hand side of the virtual work statement of Eq. (17 .5), recall that the only 
strain permitted in a (bent) Bernoulli-Euler beam is Exx· Hence the only nonzero stress 
that needs to be considered is O'xx, which is related to Exx by Eq. (9.4). Hence Eq. (17.5) 
reduces to 

. L8qJ{Q}= ff! E(Exx-aL1T)8Exxd(Vol.) (17.7a) 

Vol. 

Adapting Eq. (9.3), which describes the axial normal strain Exx in terms of the derivatives 
of the deflections, to the present circumstance where w (x) is the only beam deflection being 
considered (the other deflections, v(x) and, u(x) are considered separately later), leads to 

Exx(x, y, z) = -zw"(x) and DExx = -z 8w"(x) 

Substituting these strain and virtual strain expressions into Eq. (17.7a) yields 

L8qJ.{Q} =ff f E[zw"(x) + a L1T][z8w"(x)]d(Vol.) 

Vol. 

Again the above integral over the volume of the beam can &e written as the combination of 
an integral over the beam length and an integral over the cross-sectional area. Doing that, 
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and factoring out those quantities from the interior area integrals that are not functions of 
the centroidal coordinates, leads to 

L8qJ{Q} = f (! f Ez2 dA )w"(x)8w"(x)dx 

A 

+ f (! f zEa LlT dA) 8w"(x)dx 
A 

Permitting Young's modulus to vary over the cross-section again calls for the introduction 
of a reference value of Young's modulus, E0 . Multiplying and dividing the first of the above 
integrals by the constant Eo makes the first quantity in brackets Eol;Y. The second quantity 
in brackets is recognized from Eq. (9.7b) as -MyT(x). Thus the above equation becomes 

L8qj{Q} = Eol;Y f w"(x)8w"(x)dx - f MyT(x)8w"(x)dx (17.7b) 

In this introductory exposition, the second integral is now simplified by choosing an aver
age value of MyT(x) over the length of the beam segment, which is here called MT. See 
Exercise 17.9 for a comment on this step. The next step is to introduce Eq. (17.4b) into the 
above integrals. Note 

where 

w"(x) = kw"(t) = k[N{'(t)w1 + N{(t)e1 + N;(nw2 + Nf (tW2] 

= ~LN"(t)J{q} 

8w"(x) = k 8w"(t) = k[N('(t) 8w1 + N{(t) 8()1 + N;(t) 8w2 + Nf (n 8()2] 

= kL8qJ{N"(t)} 

N{' = 12t - 6 N{ = l(6t -4) N; = -12t +6 Nf = l(6t - 2) 

Substituting the latter parts of the above equalities for w"(x) and 8w"(x) into the above 
virtual work equality, and recognizing that the row and column vectors of the generalized 
coordinates and their variations are not functions of x, or any other spatial coordinate, 
yields 

L8qJ{Q} = Eol;Y f 8w"(x)w"(x)dx - MT f 8w"(x)dx 

L8qJ{Q} = \YY L8qJ {N"(t)}LN"(t)J dx{q} EI* f 
l I 

- ~T L8qJ f{N"(t)}dx 

or 

E /* f1 
L8qJ{Q} = ~/Y L8qJ Jo {N"(t)}LN"(t)Jdt {q} 

_ _2L8qJ {N"(t)}dt M 11 
l O 
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Consider the first integral in the above equality. The product of the 4 x l column matrix 
and the 1 x 4 row matrix is a 4 x 4 square matrix. That square matrix is 

r 36(4t2 - 4t + o 
I 12c6t2 - n + 2)z 
I I -36(4t2 - 4s + 
L 12(6t 2 - sg + 

12(6.::2 - 1g + 2)1 

4(9t 2 - 12~ + 
-12(s,;2 - 1g + 2)1 

4(9g 2 - 9s + 

-36C4s 2 - 4s + 1) 

-12(6t 2 - 7t + 
36(Jt2 - 4~ + 1) 

-12(6g2- sg + 

12(6s2 - sg + l 
4(9~ 2 -9s+ I 

-12(6g 2 - sg + l)l I 

4(9t 2 - 9s + J 
Recall that the integral of a matrix is the matrix of the integrals of the elements of the matrix. 
Carrying out both integrations in the above equality leads to 

Loq J = LoqJ LoqJ (17.8) 

where 

r 12 6l --12 6ll 
r O l ~ '* I 4l2 -61 712 i 

{AJ ~ l J = ~01yy 6l -i I 
- [3 -12 -6l 12 -6l J 

L 6l 2z2 -6[ 4z2 

The arbitrary matrix of virtual deflections, L oq j can be eliminated from Eq. (17 .8) by the 
following logic. Rewrite that equality as 

L8qJ ({Q} - + Mr{A}) = 0 

The left-hand side of the above equality is the zero product of a 1 x 4 row matrix and a 
4 x 1 column matrix. That product produces the zero sum of four terms regardless of the 
arbitrary values of the virtual deflections. In other words, changing the value of one of the 
virtual deflections does not alter the value of the sum, which is zero. The way that 
result is possible is for u'1e coefficient of the changed virtual deflection to be zero. Thus, all 
four of the coefficients of the virtual deflections are zero. Thus 

{Q} - [k*]{q} + Mr{A} = {O} 

or 

{Q} + Afr{A} = [k*]{q} 

letting Mr{A} = {Qr}, and {Q} +{Qr}= {Qc}, then the final beam segment bending 
equation for one plane only is obtained as 

I {QC} = [k*]{q} I 
I 

(17.9) 

Equation (17.9) is the culmination of using: (i) the generalized coordinates and 
the individual associated deflection patterns that are embodied in the shape functions; 
(ii) Bernoulli-Euler small-deflection beam tJieorf to relate the strain Exx to the curvature 
w 11 , and hence to the deflections; and the PVW to enforce equilibrium. As such, the 
deflection boundary conditions at the beam segment ends are incorporated into this algebraic 
relation. The beam se1:,'111ent is described by an algebraic equation because the engineering 
beam theory derivative relations were integrated in the PVW. 

At this point, to comply with universal usage, the beam segment is henceforth referred 
to as a beam finite element. It is called a finite element to distinguish it from a differen
tial element. The square matrix is called the ( single plane) beam (bending) stiffness 
matrix for a nonhomogeneous beam element. The element stiffness matrix gets its name 
from the stiffness factor of the force-deflection relation F = which parallels 
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Eq. because { is the vector of and is the vector 
of generalized deflections in the x, z plane. 

Of course, the finite element description for beam bending in the y has exactly 
the same form as Eq. where the shearing 
deflections of the x, z plane are replaced by the of the x, y 
Since the beam element may have a rather short length, the above stiffness element 
slightly overestimates the element stiffness because the 
reverse of of the element becomes relative to the as 
the beam length becomes short. Specifically, when y GA is close in value to El/ l 2 , then the 
shearing flexibility is approximately 10 percent of the bending and the effects of 
shearing deformation should be included in the stiffness matrix along with the above effects 
of bending deformation. This matter is treated in an exercise for the eager. 

There is a feature of these 4 x 4 beam element bending stiffness matrices that may be 
surprising. The element stiffness matrix is to the second degree. Examining the 
details of the matrix in Eq. (17.8), it is seen that the first and third rows are the 
of each other, which makes the determinant of the stiffness matrix zero. Further note that, 
following the usual procedures of manipulating determinants without their 
multiplication of the first row and adding that result to the second row makes the 
second row the negative of the fourth row. This double singularity is the fact 
that in the the beam element by itself has two rigid body degrees of freedom. In other 
words, for the beam element for w 1 and e1 can be arbitrary values, 
and when w 2 = w 1 + le1 and e2 = 81, then there are no internal and therefore no 
internal work. Thus it is impossible to invert the beam element bending stiffness matrix 
and solve for specific deflections. This characteristic is or should be present 
in all element stiffness matrices. 

17.4 The Bar and Sp:ring Element Stiffness Matrix Equations 

The development of the beam element bending stiffness matrix equation of the 
previous section was somewhat lengthy. All the features of that derivation can be reviewed 
in the following much simpler derivation of the bar matlix stiffness equation. To achieve 
the greatest possible simplicity in the development of the bar element matrix the 
effect of a temperature change is omitted. The effect of a tempe'rature change is considered 
in an exercise and discussed in some detail in the next chapter. 

Consider the bar element shown in Once again, since the coor-
dinates that control the axial deflections of the element, and the axial force stres~ resultants, 
are chosen to have the same sign 

EA 
N1=-,-u1 

(b} 

-EA 
-l-u; 

there is no need to label the 

" -EA 
!v:=-1-u 

17.6. The bar finite element. (a) The deflection and axial force 

arrows 

convention. 
(b) The equilibrated forces necessitated by the deflection ui. (c) The equilibrated forces 
necessitated the deflection u2 . 
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beyond numbering the order of the degrees of freedom or generalized forces in their respec
tive vectors. Solution of the beam axial deflection equation E0 A * u" (x) = 0, with ~ = x / l, 
and BCs u(O) = u1, and u(~ = I) = u2 , leads to 

u(x) = (1 - ~)u1 + ~u2 

or 

u(x) = l(l - ;) ;J { ~~} = LN(~)J{q} (17.10) 

where it is necessary to distinguish carefully between the N(~) of the shape functions 
and the N of the axial force stress resultants, which like the shape functions always bear 
subscripts when written individually. After the above preparation, the derivation of the bar 
finite element equation is completed by applying the PVW, which is 

oWex = ff f Lu J {oy} d(Vol.) (17.5) 

Vol. 

The left-hand side of the PVW is again written in terms of the axial force stress resultants 
because they are the two forces external to the bar element. The left-hand side is then 

oWex = Lou1 ou2J { z~} = LoqJ{N} (17.11) 

Once again, since the longitudinal strain is the only Bernoulli-Euler strain, the vectors 
in the right-hand side of the PVW reduce to the scalar product Uxx OExx- This strain is 
obtained from the deflection u(x) = LN(;)J{q} by differentiating with respect to x. The 
result is 

Exx=l-i +}}q} and OExx=l-i +fj{oq} 

= LoqJ { ~iji} 
Then, with Uxx = EExx, the PVW becomes 

Substituting, 

{1 *{-1/l} l l LoqJ{N} = LoqJ Jo EoA +I/l - 1 +f J dx{q} 

After carrying out the matrix product and the integration, the result is 

LoqJ{N} = LoqJ[k*]{q} 

which leads to 

I {N} = [k*]{q} j 
which in expanded form is 

{ N1 } = EoA * [ + 1 -1 ] { u 1 } 
N2 l -1 +1 U2 

(17.12) 
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Equation ( 17 .12) is of course the desired nonhomogeneous, uniform bar, matrix stiffness 
equation. The simplicity of this equation prompts an investigation into whether this matrix 
equation could have been obtained even more simply than by means of the above derivation. 
Consider a new derivation of Eq. (17. merely upon the basis of matrix algebra and the 
familiar general uniform bar deflection-force which is u = Referring 
to Fig. 17.6(b), consider fixing the u2 degree of freedom at a zero value, while requiring 
that u1 take on an arbitrary positive value. The result would be the compression (without 
buckling) of the uniform bar. The axial forces required to accomplish this situation would 
be N1 = +(EoA* / and N2 = -(EoA* / . If this result is arranged in matrix form, 
then 

f } = EoA* [+l 
l N2 l -1 J { :: } 

If u1 is held at a zero value while u2 is given an arbitrary positive value, as shown in 
Fig. 17 .6( c ), the second column of the above matrix can be filled in to rederive the 
element stiffness matrix ofEq. (17.12). 

The usefulness of the above matrix algebra approach is evident when the matrix stiffness 
equation for an elastic spring element is sought. When an actual coiled spring is extended 
along its axis, the curved beams of the coiled spring both bend and making its 
slightly lengthy. However, using the above approach in exactly the same way that is used 
for the bar, the result for the elastic spring matrix stiffness equation is 

-l~J{U]l 
+1. Uz J 

(17.13) 

where, of course, k is the spring stiffness factor. 
This approach of determining, in turn, the end forces moments where applicable) 

that result from a single element end displacement can be extended to other one-dimensional 
finite elements. For example, Example 21.12 and Exercise 21.16 indicate how the beam 
bending finite element stiffness matrix ofEq. (17 .9) can be so derived using a force/flexibility 
method. However, this approach is not useful for developing the element stiffness matrices 
of two-dimensional finite elements, such as a plate bending finite element. 

17 .5 Assembling the System Matrix Equation 

At this point the development of matrix element stiffness equations for different 
finite elements is interrupted so that the utility of those matrix equations that have already 
been developed can be demonstrated. Before the individual finite element matrix equations 
can be useful, it is necessary to understand how the stiffness matrices for individual finite 
elements can be "assembled" so as to describe the structural system created by the joining 
together of the individual structural elements. 

To this end, consider creating a FEM model of the structure shown in 17.7(a). In 
order to convert that ordinary mathematical model into a finite element analysis model it 
is only necessary to choose node points that define the end points of each beam element 
and the spring element. Remember that the beam finite elements developed so far require 
that the elernent area and area moments of inertia be uniform throughout the length of the 
element, and that there be no loading between the nodes. The first of these two requirements 
leads to the selection of the five node points shown in Fig. 17.7(b), where the node points 
are indicated by little square boxes and circles that enclose the number assigned to the 
node. The second requirement results in the replacement of the distributed force over the 
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fo = Foll Mo 

2Elo, I 

(a) 

Figure 17.7. The formulation of a finite element model from the mathematical model of 
the structure. ( a) A typical analysis model. (b) The corresponding finite element model with 
numbered nodes and numbered structural elements. 

left-hand beam segment by statically equivalent concentrated forces at each end of that 
beam segment. In this case the left-hand one of those two concentrated forces is simply 
absorbed by the rigid support. While this crude treatment of the distributed loading, / 0, 

would not be good modeling technique for a structure the analyst really cared about, it is 
suitable for these example problems. 

A second step in the preparation of the finite element model for a structural system is 
the selection of a set of generalized coordinates/or the structure as a whole. These "global 
generalized coordinates" or "global degrees of freedom," which are always located at 
nodes, fully describe the structural system deflections in exactly the same fashion as the 
element coordinates describe the element deflections. There is no sign convention for the 
global coordinate system, but the use of a regular pattern in their selection is a great benefit 
when it comes to interpreting analysis results. The nine global coordinates selected for this 
four-element structural system are shown in Fig. 17. 7(b ). The global DOF are distinguished 
from the various element generalized coordinates by the addition of a circumflex C) to the 
usual deflection symbol. The vector form of the global coordinates is therefore symbolized 
as {q}. 

The types of global generalized coordinates selected for the structural system necessarily 
reflect the types of DOF that are used to describe the deflections of the structure's finite 
elements. Thus at each node located at a beam end there is a lateral deflection and a bending 
rotation. Note that node 5 is only connected to a spring end. Thus only an axial deflection 
coordinate is used there. Indeed, it would be incorrect to place a global rotation coordinate at 
node 5 because spring ends only translate in the direction of the spring axis and never offer 
resistance to a rotation. In other words, spring connections are always hinge connections. 
When all the structural elements at a node have a hinged connection at that node, then, 
rather than use the usual square to signify the node, a circle suggestive of a hinge is used 
instead. 

" 
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The object of the present work is to use the local element stiffness matrices to assemble 
a system or global stiffness matrix. To this end consider the individual element stiffness 
matrices for the three beams and the one spring of Fig. 17.7(b). For the given values of l 
and EI vy, the element stiffness matrix and associated element deflection vector for beam 
element l is 

r 12 6[ -12 6' l r , i 
U F Oll _ 2Elo ! 6! 4t2 -6! 

i:1 j""" 1 (j lq , - [3 l-12 -6l 12 
6l 21 2 -61 4z2 J 

The stiffness matrix and generalized deflection vector for beam 3 is the same as the above 
except that the subscript upon the stiffness matrix symbol is a 3 instead of a 1, and the super
scripts upon the deflection terms are likewise altered. The stiffness matrix and deflection 
vector for beam 2 are similarly identified. Notice that in the case of beam 2, however, the 
multiplicative factor for the stiffness matlix is E ! 0 / l 3 rather than twice that quantity. The 
element stiffness matrix and element deflect_ion vector for the spring in terms of the given 
data are 

[k ]{ (4l1 = 3Elo [+1 
4 q , l3 -1 

data for the elements of the given structure, it is necessary to combine the element stiffness 
matrices and deflection vectors in order to create the structural system stiffness matrix, 
with its associated global deflection vector. To this end, recall that the external and internal 
virtual work for the entire structure is merely the sum of the external and internal virtual 
work of all the components (i.e., elements) of the structure. That is, 

-" (i) 8Wex - L., 8Wex " (j) and 8W;n = L., 8W,11 

Rather than actually use the first sum_mation, which would be nothing more than writing the 
sort of equilibrium equations that are obtainable from the FBD of "node k" as illustrated in 
Fig. 17.5(b), it is always preferable to do for the global virtual deflections what was done 
for the element virtual deflections. That is, write 

(17.14a) 

where the virtual work that results from a positive value of each virtual deflection is 
considered in turn while all other virtual deflections are held to zero values. This pro
cess for obtaining the generalized forces { Q} is amply illustrated in this and subsequent 
examples. 

The second summation, 8 W;n = I: 8 W;~ J, is the key to assembling the system stiffness 
matrix from the element stiffness matrices. Consider the ith finite element of the total 
system. Setting aside temperature change considerations for the moment, its individual 
internal virtual work statement is known from Eq. (17.8) to have the form 

= -Lo/ilJ[k;]{c/il} 

Now consider the relationship that exists between the local coordinates of the ith element 
and the global coordinates of the total structure. The second beam element is chosen to 
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illustrate this matter. Inspection of the global coordinate system definitions in Fig. 17. 7 (b) 
shows the following relations between the global and second element DOF: 

and = Eh 

and = {13 

These relations can be cast in matrix forn1 as follovvs: 

or, in the compact matrix form, 

= [Tz]{q} 

1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

(17.15a) 

(17.15b) 

Similar DOF transformation matrix equations can be written easily for each of the other 
two beam elements and the one spring element. Applying the variational operator to both 
sides of the above relation yields 

where of course only the deflection terms receive a variation. Substituting these two DOF 
transformation equations into the internal virtual work expression for element 2, which is 

yields 

ow;;> = -Lol2l J [k2Hq<2>} 

ow;;)= -L8qJ[T2Jt[k2J[T2H<1} 
[K2]{q} 

where of course, 

Note that [K2] is a nine by nine square matrix, and as such, it is multiplicatively compatible 
with the nine by one global DOF vector {q}. The matrix [K2 ] = [T2 ]'[k2 ][T2 ] is the con
tribution of the second beam element to the total stiffness matrix. This is so because what 
is true for the second structural element is true for all the structural elements that compose 
the structure, and in general, 

Thus 

= .Z::)w;;? = - .Z::)oli)J 

= - _L)8qj[T;t[kd[T;]{q} 

8W;,, = -

= -LoqJ[K]{q} 
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where of course 

(17.16) 

The nine by nine matrix [ K], which includes the stiffness contributions from all the structural 
elements, is called the assembled stiffness matrix. 

A simpler way of amassing the structure's stiffness matrix from the element stiffness 
matrices is now explored in detail. Again using the second beam element to illustrate the 
process, consider matrix multiplication in submatrix form of the triple product 

[T2J'[k2J[T2J -[: :] [k,J[ 0 : I : 0 I 

where, in [T2]\ the top zero submatrix is 2 x 4, the identity submatrix is 4 x 4, and the bot
tom zero submatrix is 3 x 4. The multiplication of compatible submatrices is accomplished 
in exactly the same way that ordinary matrix elements are multiplied. That is, the above 
matrix triple product involving submatrices can be carried out as if it were the ordinary 
triple product of a 3 x 1 matrix multiplying a 1 x 1 matrix multiplying a 1 x 3 matrix. Of 
course, as in all matrix products, the matrix order must be maintained. Hence the result in 
submatrix form is 

Expanding [K2] from submatrix form as below reveals that the DOF transformation matrix 
[T2] positions the 4 x 4 [k2] matrix in the structure's 9 x 9 stiffness matrix according to the 
correspondences of Eq. (17.15a) and, of course, in accordance with the order of the global 
DOF in the { q} vector. In expanded form, 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 12 61 -12 61 0 0 0 

Elo 0 0 61 412 -61 212 0 0 0 
[K2] = l3 0 0 -12 -61 12 -61 0 0 0 

0 0 61 212 -61 412 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

In other words, the DOF transformation matrices do nothing more than position the 4 x 4 
beam element stiffness matrix in the 9 x 9 stiffness matrix according to the rows and 
columns of the global DOF at the nodes of the beam element. 

Similarly, the use of the DOF transformation matrix [Ti] for the first beam element 
positions the terms of that element stiffness matrix, [ k 1], in the first four rows and columns 
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of [K 1]. That is, the expanded element stiffness matrix for the first beam element (i.e., the 
element stiffness matrix for the first beam element in relation to the global DOF) is, where 
the factor 2 has been placed inside the matrix, 

r '"l4 12/ -24 12[ 0 0 0 0 0 

I 12t sz2 -12l 4l2 0 0 0 0 0 
I -24 -12[ 24 -12l 0 0 0 0 0 
l l2l 4/2 -12[ 8[2 0 0 0 0 0 

Elo I 
[Ki]= rl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

l 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Similary, the nonzero terms of expanded element matrix [K3 ] are the 16 terms that occupy 
its fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth rows and columns. Those rows and columns correspond 
to the global coordinates at the nodes of the third beam element. Finally, the spring element 
stiffness matrix, [K4], in terms of the global DOF, is 

1-~ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

El: I 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

[K4] = / I ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 -3 

l~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 -3 0 3 

where the terms of the 2 x 2 spring stiffness matrix are again positioned in the rows a.t1d 
columns corresponding to the global coordinates at the spring element nodes. The final step 
to obtaining the stmcture's stiffness matrix is, in accordance with Eq. 16), to add all the 
expanded element stiffness matrices. The result is 

The chief conclusion of this section is that since the effect of the DOF transforma
tion matrices can easily be predicted for each element in every circumstance, there is 
no need to use such transformation matrices. Assembling the structure stiffness matrix is 
seen to be merely a matter of positioning the individual element stiffness matrix terms 
of each structural component within the larger confines of the stiffness matrix for the 
entire structural system. The positioning of the element stiffness terms proceeds according 
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to the rows and columns associated with the global coordinates that mat-ch the element 
DOF of each individual structural element. This structure consisting of three beams and 
one spring illustrates the assembling process for obtaining the assembled stiffness matlix 
in a particularly straightforward manner. Here the beam element stiffness matlices are 
positioned in order down the main diagonal of the system stiffness matlix in the overlap
ping fashion indicated. In this example, only the spring element demonstrates the com
mon necessity of separately entering the individual terms of an element stiffness matlix in 
their proper position. More extended examples of assembling structure stiffness matlices 
follow. 

The assembled stiffness matrix [.K] has several characteristics worth noting. First of all, 
the assembled stiffness matrix, like all element stiffness matrices, must be symmetlic. See 
Appendix A, Section 2. Another characteristic is that the more elements that connect at a 
node, the more individual stiffness terms there are that need to be added together. 1 This 
agrees with the physical observation that the more structural elements connected together 
at a particular location, the more stiff the structure is at that location (i.e., the more difficult 
it is to cause a deflection there). A common assembled stiffness matlix characteristic which 
is illustrated in this case is that the upper right and lower left comers of the assembled 
stiffness matlix are populated only by zeros. If there were a fourth, fifth, sixth, etc., beam 
connected in the same serial manner as the first three beams, then the element stiffness 
matrices for those additional beams would follow the same pattern of having successive, 
overlapping positions on the extended main diagonal of the assembled stiffness matrix. Then 
the "banding" of the assembled stiffness matrix nonzero terms along the main diagonal of 
the matlix, and the population of zeros in the upper right and lower left comers would be 
much more prominent. It would also be the case that the total number of zero entries would 
soon well exceed the number of nonzero entlies. Thus the assembled matrix for a long 
suing of serially connected beams, as is the case for most large structures, would be called 
"sparse." If the long series of beams looped around to form a closed loop, then the stiffness 
matrix would still be sparse. However, since the first and last beams are connected together, 
there would be nonzero entlies in the upper right and lower left comers of the assembled 
stiffuess matlix because the DOF of the first and last rows and columns would be common 
to both of those connected end beams. 

Another characteristic of the assembled stiffness matrix is less obvious. Be aware that 
the effect of the supports of the three beam and one spring structure have not been as 
yet introduced into the structure stiffness matlix. Therefore, just like the element stiffness 
matlices, the structure's assembled stiffness matlix is singular to the degree of the number 
of rigid body motions that are possible for the structure. A simple rigid body motion for this 
unsupported structure is an up or down translation where all thew's have the same value and 
all the B's are zero. This leads immediately to the observation that the determinant of the 
assembled stiffness matlix has an all-zero column if, following the rules of determinants, 
the first, third, fifth, seventh, and ninth columns, which correspond to the lateral deflection 
terms, w, are all multiplied by the same number and added together. Of course, an all-zero 
column makes the determinant zero and the matrix singular. 

A fifth characteristic of any stiffness matlix is that its terms can be nondimensional
ized. The nondimensionalization of a structure's assembled stiffness matlix can be illus
trated by nondimensionalizing the element beam bending stiffness matrix. This latter 

1 When adding terms from different stiffness matrices, be sure that all terms of the sum have consistent 
units. For example, if the sum appears to be 412 + 6l, then an error has been made. 

1f 
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nondimensionalization can be accomplished by factoring out an l from the second and 
fourth columns and dividing the second and fourth rows by l. The result for beam element 
J lS 

r V r r 12 6 -12 

61 I 1 

I j' El 6 4 -6 

JJ 
l O , 

= -;;:- 12 IM,/l '" ,-6 -6 12 
2 -6 

It is immaterial whether the superscript} is placed upon the entire vector, as on the right-hand 
side, or placed on the individual terms of the vector, as is done with { q}. 

The final step in writing the assembled matrix equation { Q} = [K]{q} is detailing the 
generalized force vector. Recall that 

= LoqJ{Q} 

Also recall the discussion that the generalized force vector terms are just those external 
forces and moments acting upon the structural system that do virtual work when each of 
the global generalized coordinates are varied in turn. To illustrate this process, return to 
Figs. 17.7(a, b). Taking each of the global DOF in tum, first consider a positive variation 
upon w 1 with zero variations for all the other generalized coordinates. The virtual work 
done by all the external forces acting upon this structural system is the product of the force 
reaction at the left-hand support and ow 1. Let all support reactions, regardless of whether 
they are forces or moments, be symbolized by a gene1ic R. Be sure to understand that, in 
general, all the terms symbolized simply by Rare not usually the same. Precisely what R 
stands for is deduced from its position in { Q}. Then = R O'M' 1, and Q 1 = R. Similarly, 

8Wex = R of)i 8Wex = !Fo 
= -Mo 083 8Wex = -Fo 

oWex = 0082 

8Wex = 0084 

=R 

8Wex = R OW5 

Then the generalized force vector (written in row transpose form to save space) is 

{Q} = LR R !Fo O R - M0 - F0 0 Rj1 

This concludes the detailed explanation for this illustrative example of each of the three 
parts of the assembled stiffness matrix equation { Q} = [K]{ q}. 

17 .6 Solving the System Matrix Equation 

Solving the above assembled matrix equation {Q} = [K]{q} for static loads 
requires some conunent. The first step in the solution process is the insertion of the deflec

. tion BCs into the vector of generalized coordinates {q}. The force BCs (i.e., the support 
reactions) have already been entered as R's into the generalized force vector. In the case of 
the previous illustrative example, inspection of Fig. 17.7(a) reveals that the deflection BCs 
are 

= ws = 0 

A simple check on the correct insertion of the deflection BCs in { q} and the proper insertion 
of the reaction entries ( the R's) into { Q} is that on any row where there is an unknown reaction 
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R there must also be a known deflection (usually, but not necessarily, zero); and on any row 
where there is a known generalized force there must also be a unknown deflection. Inserting 
the above four BCs into the assembled matrix equation yields the following generalized 
coordinate vector: 

The postmultiplication of this global DOF vector, with its zero entries, with the assem
bled stiffness matrix [.K] results in the elimination of the first, second, fifth, and ninth 
columns of the system stiffness matrix. Removing those columns from the system stiff
ness matrix and at the same time removing the zero terms from the global DOF vector 
leads to 

R -24 12l 0 0 0 
R -12l 4l2 0 0 0 

!Fo 36 -6l 61 0 0 

rn1 
0 Elo 

-6l 12l2 2l2 0 0 
R = 

l3 
-12 -6l 61 -24 121 

-Mo 6l 2l2 12l2 -12l 412 

-Fo 0 0 -12l 27 -12l2 

0 0 0 4l2 -121 s12 
R 0 0 0 -3 0 

The next step is to set aside all those equations of the above nine algebraic equations 
that contain an unknown reaction in the generalized force vector. Thus the first, sec
ond, fifth, and ninth rows that are set aside exactly correspond to the columns that were 
deleted. This correspondence will always exist. The remaining matrix equation is, in 
general, 

{Q} = [K]{q} (17.17) 

and in particular, 

rFo I [ 36 

-6l 61 0 

0 ir1 0 . El -61 12l2 2l2 0 0 . 82 
-Mo = l3o 6l 212 12l2 -121 4l2 83 
-Fo 0 0 -121 27 -1212 w4 

0 0 0 412 -121 s12 84 

The above global or system matrix equation is fully equivalent to five simultaneous equations 
in five unknowns. This system of equations can now be solved for the unknown deflections 
in any number of ways. Once the unknown deflections are determined, they can be inserted 
into the set aside equations in order to evaluate the unknown reactions. In this case, and 
in all other cases, obtaining the support reactions is simply a matter of multiplication. In 
matrix form, from the set aside rows, that multiplication to obtain the reactions is 

IR} [-24 R = Elo -121 
R l3 -12 
R 0 

12l 0 
412 o 
-61 61 
0 0 

0 
0 

-24 
-3 
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Finally, recall that once all the then the nodal deflections for 
each beam element are easily v=,v~a"v~•, } . Once the beam 
element DOF are the~-·"-··"·'- within the beam 

(1 

y,z) = 
y, z) = -- a 

17. 7 Example Beam Frame and Grid Problems 

It is necessary to practice the concepts discussed above. Two vm~HA~W 

are presented. The first example is very little different from the above. The second example 
breaks new in that the global DOF are not quite as associated with the 
element DOF, and the small twisting and small bending deflections have to be considered 
simultaneously. 

Example 17.3. Set up, but do not solve, the simultaneous in matrix form nec
essary to determine the nodal deflections of the two-beam-two-spring structure shown in 
Fig. 17.8. 

Solution. Using, as always, the same sign convention for the beam bending element where 
lateral nodal deflections are positive up, and bending slopes are positive counterclockwise, 
the beam element stiffness matrices and the bean1 element generalized coordinate vectors 
are 

I- 12 

"k ,1f r21)1 = Ela li 6l 
L 2,1,q , l3 -12 

6[ 

124 

fk ]{ czzJ} = Ela 12/ 
• 22 q [3 24 

L ~2z 

61 
4z2 

-6! 
2z2 

12! 

-12! 
4z2 

-12 
-61 
12 

-6[ 

-24 
-]2l 

24 
-12! 

r +7 

l-7 

{ l (42) - 'k '{ (42)} - Elo I +23 
J - l 42Jq - z3 L -23 

6l l f 
2/

2 ! -6[ 

412 J 

12l l f 
_4;;/ I 11 

8l2 J 

Let the global DOF be 'sand counterclockwise fJ; 'sat node i where the index 
i runs from l through 4. Let a positive upward be the sole DOF at node 5. Since 
a spring element connects to node 5, there is no rotational DOF required at node 5. If a 
rotational degree of freedom were used at node 5, then there would be no stiffness associated 
with that DOF because all spring ends are always hinged ends, and there is no resistance 
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Figure 17J!. Example 17.3. A beam-spring finite element model. 

to rotation at a hinge. Thus there would be nonzero entries in the system stiffness matrix 
along the rows and columns corresponding to that superfluous rotational DOF. Since such 
rows and columns of zeros must be eventually deleted so that the global stiffness matrix, 
[K], can be used for a solution for the unknown DOF, it is best never to enter lhem in the 
first place. 

The next step is to write all the element stiffness matrices and generalized coordinate vec
tors in terms of the global (system) DOF. One way of accomplishing this task is visualizing 
placing the standard spring element or beam element DOF diagrams upon each of the spring 
or beam elements of the structural system, and then noting the correspondences between 
the element coordinates and the global coordinates. For example, when this superposition 
is done for springs number 41 and 42 the result is 

A Ela [+7 
[k41]{q}=y -7 

~ Elo [+23 
[kd{q} = y -23 

-7J1{~4} +7 Wz 

-23 l { ws} 
+23 j . 

Hand assembly of the system stiffness matrix is facilitated when the global DOF are in the 
same order in all element stiffness matrices. Therefore, it is convenient to interchange the 
rows of the above two matrix equations. The columns must also be interchanged so that they 
are multiplied by the correct factor from the deflection vector. The results of that double 
interchange are 

It is clear that the reordering of the global DOF for a spring element has no effect whatsoever, 
upon the spring element stiffness matrix. Therefore, no further concern need be paid to 
the ordering of spring global DOF. The very same conclusion would be arrived at if the 
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spring element diagram were placed so that its positive deflection vectors were opposite 
in direction to the positive directions of the chosen global generalized coordinates. Sign 
differences between the element and global generalized coordinates for beam elements are 
discussed at length later. 

The stiffness matrix and the two column matrices of the assembled matrix equation { Q} = 
[K](q} (i.e., the system equation before the reduction in size that follows the insertion of 
the deflection BCs) are shown belov1. The assembled stiffness matrix is symmetric, as it 
should be. Notice that the single physical connection between the upper and lower beams 
in the form of spring number 41 is reflected in the system stiffness matrix terms (3, 7) 
and (7, 3). These matrix terms provide the corresponding mathematical connection (called 
coupling) between the data of the upper beam, which is located in the first four rows and . 
columns, and the data of the lower beam, which is located in the next group of four rows 
and columns. 

and 

r 12 
I 61 
I -12 

[K] = E!o II ~ 
l·' 0 

l ~ 
{Q} = LR R Fo 

{q} = LO o 

6l 
4z2 

-6l 
2!2 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

-12 6l 
-6l 2l2 

19 -6! 
-6l 4z2 

0 0 
0 0 

-7 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
24 
12l 
-24 
l2l 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

l2l 
sz2 

-12! 

0 

R R O O RJ 1 

fh o o e4 ol 

0 
0 

-7 
0 

-24 
-12l 

54 
-12l 
-23 

0 
0 
0 
0 

12[ 
4l2 

-121 
sz2 
0 

0 l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

-23 
o I 
23 j 

Note again the correspondences between the known deflection DOF and the unknown gener
alized forces, and vice versa. Discarding all assembled stiffness matrix columns multiplied 
by zero, and setting aside the corresponding rows, leads to the system matrix equation to 
be solved for the unknown deflections. That equation is 

, F: } r 19 l-;0 = E.·lo 
1
1 -6l 

0 [3 -7 

o ; L o 

-61 
4l2 

0 
0 

-7 
0 

54 
-12l 

In order to comment on the above first recall that the system matrix equation, 
which is obtained after the insertion of the deflection BCs and the setting aside of the 
equations that detennine the support reactions, is symbolized as {Q} = [K]{q}. Then the 
solution for the deflection vector can be formally written as 

where lf] is called the flexibility matrix (short for flexibiiity influence coefficient matrix) 
because of the general meaning of "flexibility" being the reverse of "stiffness." There are 
no zeros in this and most flexibility matrices, As opposed to the above approach of inverting 
the stiffness matrix to obtain the matrix, a force approach such as the unit load 
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method which is introduced in Chapter 20, can be taken to directly calculate the terms of 
the flexibility matrix. See Exercise 17.10. The procedure is simply to first apply a single 
unit magnitude force or moment, whichever corresponds to the nth generalized coordinate, 
at the corresponding node of the structure and in the direction of that one generalized 
coordinate. Then calculate all the resulting deflections at that node and all other nodes. The 
ordered deflections are then the columns of the flexibility matrix. This approach is far less 
practical if the structure is statically indeterminate. While touching upon the subject of static 
determinacy and indeterminacy, note again that since the FEM is a deflection method, its 
application is exactly the same regardless of whether the structure is statically determinate 
or indeterminate. 

' 
Example 17.4. Set up, but do not solve, the system finite element matrix equation {Q} = 
[K]{q} for the two-beam structure and loading shown in Fig. 17.9(a). Note that the two 
ends of the structure are clamped. The material and geometric data for the two uniform, 
homogeneous, linearly elastic beams are 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 17.9. Example 17.4. A simple beam grid. (a) The mathematical model. (b) The 
finite element model showing the global degrees of freedom. ( c) The selected ordering of 
the element degrees of freedom. 
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Beam 21 Beam 22 

Length 
Bending stiffness 2 Elo 4EI0 

Torsional stiffness GJo = 3Elo Clo= SE lo 

Solution. Since both beams are twisted as well as bent, it is necessary to use the global 
DOF shown in Fig. 17.9(b). Note that in the case of the global DOF, all the rotations 
described by a ¢ are rotations about the x axis, while all rotations symbolized by a () are 
rotations about the negative y axis. This consistency allows easier interpretation of numer
ical results, especially with larger problems. Let the global deflection matrix be ordered 
as 

Of course, the global load matrix has a corresponding ordering. As ever, the global stiffness 
matrix is built from the element stiffness matrices. In this case, where each beam is twisted 
as well as bent, it is necessary to use both the one plane, beam element bending stiffness 
matrix with its four DOF and the beam element twisting stiffness matrix with its two DOF. 
The latter generic matrix is developed in Exercise 17.2. The result of that exercise, where 
as usual M, is a torque and ¢ is a twist, is 

[ } GJ I +1 
l M12 = -z- l -1 

-lJ {¢1} 
+l ¢2 

For small deflections there is no interaction ("coupling") between beax-n bending and twist
ing. Thus, the element stiffness matrix for both bending and twisting is merely the result 
of combining the bending matrix with the twisting matrix using zeros for the matrix terms 
that couple bending to twisting. The way the two generic matrices are combined depends 
upon the ordering for the six DOF. See Fig. 17.9(c) for this case. Then simply interspace 
the rows and columns of the two matrices according to that order. For example, using the 
above listed data for bea..111 21, the product of the beam element stiffness matrix and the 
element deflection vector for beam 21 is 

24 0 l2l r (21) 
l "' -24 ~ l I Wl 

Lt 

121 8/2 0 -12[ 4z2 

Elo 0 0 312 0 0 
[k21 

[3 -24 -121 0 24 -12l 
0 I I 12[ 412 0 -12l o I e(2]) 

L 0 0 -312 0 0 3,2 l ~2n 
I - ¢z - J 

Again note that, for small deflections, the rows that pertain to bending moments and shearing 
forces have zeros as factors for the and the rows for the twisting moments 
always have zeros as factors for the lateral deflections and bending slopes. In other words, 
reflecting the lack of a mechanical interaction, the two sets of deflections are mathematically 
decoupled. 
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Since the global coordinates were selected to harmonize with the element coordinates 
of beam 21, the above relationship in terms of the global coordinates is simply 

24 12/ 0 -24 121 0 0 0 0 w1 

12/ gz2 0 -12/ 4t2 0 0 0 0 81 
0 0 3z2 0 0 -3[2 0 0 0 ¢1 

Elo · 
-24 -12/ 0 24 -121 0 0 0 0 w2 

[k21]{q} = 13 121 4z2 0 -12[ gz2 0 0 0 0 82 
0 0 -3[2 0 0 312 0 0 0 ¢2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 w3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 83 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ¢3 

At this point it is well to note that including the additional rows and columns of zeros 
that correspond to global coordinates that are not associated with the structural element 
in question adds very little to the information conveyed by the element stiffness matrix 
written in terms of the global coordinates. Therefore, from this point onward, the ele
ment stiffness matrices in terms of the global coordinates are written in truncated form 
where only those global coordinates having nonzero factors in the stiffness matrix are 
listed. 

The bookkeeping problem for beam 22 is a bit more complicated. Aligning the element 
coordinate system of Fig. 17 .9( c) with beam 22 in such a manner that the. left end of the 
element is at node 2 (always the preferred option) while the right end is at node 3 leads to 
the following relations: 

(22) A 

WI =W2 

(22) A • 

W2 =W3 

e(22) _ J:. 
I -'f'2 

() (22) _ J:. 
2 - '1-'3 

,1,(22) - -eA 
'f'J - 2 

,1,(22) - -eA 
'1'2 - 3 

with a similar set ofrelations for the corresponding load terms. The riext step is to proceed 
to write the element stiffness matrix { Q<22l} = [k22]{q<22l} in terms of the global coordinates 
while (1) conforming with the accepted ordering of the global coordinates and the corre
sponding load vector terms, and (2) doing so in terms of the positive values of the global 
DOF and generalized forces. Step (1) is accomplished by noting that the second, third, fifth, 
and sixth of the above relations, and their load counterparts, require interchanging the order 
of the second and third rows and columns, and the fifth and sixth rows and columns of the 
original element stiffness matrix which followed the (w, e, ¢) ordering. The second step 
is accomplished by detaching the -1 factor from 82 and 83 and applying it instead to the 
terms of the (now) second and fifth columns. After this half-step the sign changes in the 
element stiffness matrix look like 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

Removing the minus sign from the moments about the negative y axis so as to obtain 
the positive sign convention for those quantities is accomplished by multiplying the 
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second and fifth equations (rows) by -1. Therefore the final sign change pattern in this 
case is 

+ + + + 
+ + 

I + I + T T 

I + + + T 

+ I 
T 

_J_ + + + I 

Note that there are never any sign changes (or negative signs) along the main diagonal of 
the matrix. While this bookkeeping is a bit tedious to do by hand, it is the sort of thing a 
digital computer program does very quickly and flawlessly. Thus the (truncated) element 
stiffness for beam 22 in terms of the global coordinates is then I 48 

0 24! -48 0 24l l r A 

r A _ Elo 2~l 
sz2 0 0 -5[2 

or 0 16/2 -24! 0 8!2 ¢2 
1K22]{q} - [3 I -;8 0 -24! 48 0 -24[ 

-sz2 0 0 s1 2 0 (h 
L 241 0 8/2 -241 0 16!2 J ¢3 

Putting these two element stiffness matrices into the assembled stiffness matrix leads to 

R 
R 
R 

+Fo 
0 

+Mo 
R 
R 
R 

Ela 

r 24 

12i 
0 

-24 
l2l 
0 
0 
0 
0 

121 
8[2 

0 
-12l 
4z2 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

3z 2 

0 
0 

-3Z2 

0 
0 
0 

-24 
-I2l 

0 
72 

-12l 
24l 
-48 

0 
24/ 

-121 
4z2 

0 
-I2l 
13/2 

0 
0 

-5[2 

0 

0 
0 

-3[2 

24l 
0 

19z2 

-24l 
0 

8[2 

0 
0 
0 

-48 
0 

-24! 
48 
0 

-24! 

0 
0 
0 
0 

-s12 

0 
0 

sz2 

0 

J, 1 
8Z2 

1 -24l2 

1~z2 J 
Application of the deflection BCs (1h = 81 = ¢1 = VIJ 3 = 83 = ¢3 = 0) and the setting 
aside of the equations that determine the values of the reacting shear forces and moments 
at the clamped supports leads to {Q} = [K){q}}, that is, 

{ 
+Fo ) Elo 172 0 =- -12! 

[3 
+Mo L 24[ 

-12! 
13z2 

0 

As before, the above matrtix equation can, of course, be solved for the three unknown 
deflections, and those three results can be used to determine the magnitudes of the reactions 
at the clamped ends. The stresses and deflections can then be determined anywhere along 
the beam elements. II 

It needs to be emphasized that this two-beam example problem would be far less work 
if the analyst were familiar with, and had available to him or her, any one of the various 
commercial FEM digital computer programs, which would automatically compose element 
stiffness matrices and assemble the structure's stiffness matrix while deducing and keeping 
track of all relations between the element and global DOF. The purpose then of these 
detailed expositions is for the analyst to understand the underlying logic of any FEM digital 
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program so as to be better prepared to use such a program, and to be better 
nn~n,srp,r1 to determine his or her own (undoubtedly infrequent) errors in the use of that FEM 
program. 

It may occur to the reader that a lot of hand work could be saved if the global deflection 
vector were in preference to to Skipping over 
would save those terms of the element stiffness matrices that are going to be deleted 

to with the result that the would be moving around 
smaller matrices. While this is true, keeping the step in this has the value 
that so follows the procedure of most corrnnercial FEM programs. Most programs 
folfo,~1 that procedure because, for a large stmcture, the number of DOF situated away from 
the supports of the structure greatly exceeds the number of DOF at the structure's supports. 
Therefore, the in program storage and running time achieved by bypassing are 
minimal. The advantage of keeping the { q} step in a commercial program is that it becomes 
a very simple matter tc investigate the effects of changing the BCs. This is of importance 
because the BCs are seldom so as to be well described by such simplifications as 

supported" or "clamped." 

17.8 

The next example problem contains only marginally new considerations. However, 
since there are three beam elements in this example, there is considerably more hand work. 
In order to make the example problem more manageable, it is divided into several pa.rts. 

Example 17.5. For the planar, portal frame structure and loading shown in Fig. 17.lO(a), 
let each uniform, elastic, homogeneous beam have the same length l and the same 
bending stiffness factor and the same axial stiffness factor E A0 . Let the axial stiffness 
of each beam be such that !3• Let both spring stiffness factors have the 
value 3£ lo/ l 3 . 

(a) Set up an appropriate deflection vector for the system finite element matrix 
equation before the application ofBCs; that choose a for the matrix equation 
{Q} = 

element stiffness matrix for the lintel beam, beam 31, for the 
Av""''m·""'-·'-' coordinates of the global DOF vector chosen above. 
For the chosen write both truncated and the nontruncated element 
stiffness matrix for beam 21, the left-hand post. 
Write the element stiffness matrix for spring element 51 in terms of 
the global generalized coordinates. 

(e) Write the structure's global matrix equation after imposition of the BCs. That is, 
detail { = [K]{q}. 

Solution. Without boundary supports, and with the loading, 14 DOF are 
necessary to describe the deflections of the three-beam-two-spring structural system; see 
Fig. 17, there were, say, an additional concentrated lateral load at the center of 
one of the two posts, that is, at the center of one of the two vertical beams, then another 
node and another three DOF would be necessary for the FEM mathematical In this 
situation for the sake of brevity the nodes are numbered with single digits. With 
the use of a commercial FEM program, where is never an important consideration, 
it is advisable to use nonsequential integers for the nodes, such as 40, and so on, 
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2F0 
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l 
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(a) 

No rotation 
at this end 

/ 

575 

(b) 

Figure 17.10. Example 17.5. (a) The mathematical model. (b) The finite element model 
with the global DOF. ( c) The ordering of the element DOF. 

rather than 1, 2, 3, 4, and so on. Such a choice allows later insertion of new nodes for new 
loadings or design changes while still keeping neighboring integers for neighboring nodes. 
While there is a small numerical advantage to numbering the nodes from the most flexible 
part of the structure towards the stiffest part of the structure, the reverse order was used for 
this small structure. Let the global DOF vector here be ordered as 

Putting the terms of the vector in alphabetical arid numerical order simply makes the vector 
easier to remember. With all the u; positive to the right, and all the v1 positive upward, 
and all the (J; positive counterclockwise, the deflection solution, when obtained, is easier to 
interpret. 

(b) Turning now to the element stiffni;:ss matrix relations, note that for this structure and 
loading it is necessary to consider both the axial and lateral deflections of each beam. Again 
the externally applied loading is limited to the situation where the system deflections are 
sufficiently small that there is no interaction between lateral and axial deflections and loads. 
Therefore, it is only necessary to merge the existing small deflection axial and lateral stiffness 
matrices. For example, using the combined beam element DOF diagram of Fig. 17 .10( c) 
the element matrix equation for beam 31 is 

Vi 
(31) 

12 0 61 -12 0 61 WI 
(31) 

Ni 0 100 0 0 -100 0 Ut 

Mr Elo 61 0 412 -61 0 212 er =-
Vi [3 -12 0 -61 12 0 -61 W2 

N2 0 -100 0 0 100 0 U2 

M2 61 0 212 -61 0 412 e2 
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where the superscripts on the load and deflection vectors are applied to all the elements in 
those two vectors. Notice that paralleling the previous bending-twisting example problem, 
there are no lateral and axial coupling terms in the stiffness matrix, that is, there are no 
nonzero terms that multiply the lateral deflections along the rows for the axial forces, and 
there are no nonzero terms multiplying the axial deflections along the rows for the bending 
moments and shearing forces. Thus, as it must be, the lack of physical coupling between 
the two types of small deflections is reflected in the mathematical statement of the element 
stiffness matrix. 

The next step is to replace the deflection vector {c/31l} by the truncated form of the global 
DOF vector {q}. That term-by-term equality is easily written as 

The problem with this is that the terms of the above global deflection vector are not in 
the prescribed order of the overall global deflection vector. It is necessary to intercha.'1ge 
the two pairs of u's and v's. Doing so causes the first and second rows and columns to be 
interchanged, and the fourth and fifth rows and columns to be interchanged. The final result, 
with the truncated global DOF vector in its chosen order, is 

I 100 0 0 -100 0 
0 l rl I 0 12 6l 0 -12 
61 I ,, I Elo 0 6l 41 2 0 -6l 21 2 . (h 

{Q(3l)} = -
-100 0 0 100 0 

-~! I 1 ~: 
l3 

0 -12 -6! 0 12 

L 0 6l 2z2 0 -6! 41"· J 83 

which amounts to nothing more than just recombining the original beam element extension 
matrix and beam element bending matrix in the order of the global coordinates rather than 
the order of the element coordinates. Again, the global form of the generalized force vector 
is to be written after the assembly of the structure's stiffness matrix. 

( c) In the case of beam 21, fitting the local DOF diagram of Fig. 17 .10( c) to the global 
DOF of diagram Fig. 17 .1 O(b) can be done in either one of two ways. Here the choice has 
been made to orient the local diagra..'11 vertically such that Wi21 ) = -i/ 1, u\21 ) = +v1, and 
so on; that is, choosing to rotate the local diagram 90° counterclockwise and superimpose 
it on beam 21. Thus beginning with 

V, r, r 1g 0 61 -12 0 ~ l 
(21) 

1,1;·1 

Ni 100 0 0 -100 UJ 

M1 Elo I 6l 0 4z2 -6[ 0 212 I e, 
V2 l3 -12 0 -6l 12 0 -6t I Wz 

N2 J 0 -100 0 0 100 0 I Uz 
M2 L 61 0 212 -6l 0 4z2 J 82 

the next is to replace the element DOF vector by the global DOF vector. That is, write 
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Now the negative signs have to be stripped from the u1 and u2 terms and placed in the 
element stiffness matrix. Following the explanation of the previous example, the result is 
the sign change pattern 

+ + 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 

+ + 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 

which leads to 

12 0 -61 -12 0 -61 u1 
0 100 0 0 -100 0 v1 

{ Qc21l} = E Io -61 0 4/2 61 0 2/2 81 
/3 -12 0 61 12 0 61 fi2 

0 -100 0 0 100 0 v2 
-61 0 2/2 61 0 4/2 82 

· Note that the symmetry of the element stiffness matrix is preserved through all sign alter
ations. Once again, the analyst normally does not have to bother with these coordinate 
transformations. The commercial digital computer program attends to all this bookkeeping. 
As a review, the nontruncated global form for beam 21 is 

V1 12 0 -61 -12 0 -61 0 0 ft1 
(21) 

N1 0 100 0 0 -100 0 0 0 v1 
M1 -61 0 4/2 61 0 212 0 0 81 

V2 -12 0 61 12 0 61 0 0 fi2 

Nz 0 -100 0 0 100 0 0 0 v2 
M2 Eio -61 0 212 61 0 412 0 0 82 = -v3 {3 -o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u3 

M4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 84 

Ns- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 fts 

N6 -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u6 

(d) Just as for beam element 31, the element stiffness m~trix for spring element 51, in 
terms of the global coordinates, can be written immediately in truncated form because of 
the positive one-to-one correspondence between the element and global coordinates. The 
result is · 

{Q(Stl} = Eio [+3 -3J { ~3} 
[3 -3 +3 U5 

(e) The element stiffness matrix for beam element 41 would be an exact duplicate of 
that for beam element 21 if the beam DOF diagram of Fig. 17 .10( c) were applied to it in 
the same way that DOF diagram was applied to beam element 21, and if the node numbers 
3 and 4 were interchanged. Since the nodes numbering is as it is, the easier thing to do is 
to rotate clockwise the DOF diagram so that the node i of the DOF diagram is placed at 



node 3. Then the sign changes for the element stiffness matiix are applied to the four 
axial stiffness terms. This amounts to no changes at all. Thus 

~ 

I 12 
0 
6l 

-12 

I 0 
L 6/ 

0 
100 
0 
0 

-100 
0 

6l 
0 

-6! 
0 

-12 
0 

-6l 
12 
0 

-6l 

0 
-100 

0 
0 

100 
0 

The element stiffness matrix for spring element 61 is the same as that for 
51, but of course, the DOF are and 

From Fig. 17. the BCs for the assembled st1ucture are 

element 

Deleting the corresponding columns and setting aside the c01Tesponding rows of the element 
stiffness matrices, and then assembling the structure stiffness matrix, the final 
result 

2Fo I 1~2 
0 6l -100 0 0 0 l ( l I 

0 12 6l 0 -12 6l 0 v2 I 
0 Elo 

6l 6l 0 -6[ 0 82 I 0 -100 0 0 115 0 6l -12 
0 l3 I 0 -12 -6l 0 112 -61 0 I Fol J l 0 6l 2l2 6! -6l sz2 -61 I 0 0 0 -12 0 -6l 1- I -Fo j J J 

where the vector of generalized forces was again written by calculating the virtual work 
done by the external forces and moments when each generalized coordinate is, in turn, given 
a virtual displacement. II 

The above problem is particularly lengthy. None of the exercises are nearly that lengthy. 
The value of this example is that it provides more of an appreciation for what a commercial 
FEM digital computer program does routinely for any static load There are two 
aspects of the above example problem that bear comment. The first comment is that in this 
small example problem, with its seven DOF in the { q} vector, it makes little difference in 
which order the nodes are numbered. The cost of the computer analysis would vary only 
insignificantly from that of the above analysis if the nodes were numbered in a random 
order; that is, if the node at the upper spring right-hand end were called node 1, if the node 
at the bottom of the left post were called node 2, and so on. Such is not the case if the number 
of DOF of the { q} vector is several hundred. Then it is cost-effective, to the extent possible, 
to keep to a numbering scheme where adjacent nodes have adjacent nodal numbers. Such 
a procedure promotes having the nonzero elements of the stiffness matrix cluster along 
the main diagonal of the stiffness matrix. This in tum allows for a quicker solution of the 
simultaneous equations represented { Q} = [K]{q}.' There are commercial subroutines 
that do nothing but reorder the DOF to make the solution process less in terms of 
computer time. 

The second comment is that if the ratio of the beam axial stiffnesses to the beam bending 
stiffnesses were not just EA0 / l = lOOEI0 / !3, but were, say, EA0 /l = 10000EI0 / i3, then 
there would be a marked imbalance in the relative magnitudes of the terms of the [ K] matrix. 
Such disparities in the relative stiffnesses of different parts of the structure often leads to 
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what is called matrix ill-conditioning. Matrix ill-conditioning interferes with the accurate 
solution of the final matrix equation for the deflection vector {q}. One way of avoiding 
such gross disparities and the consequent matrix ill-conditioning is to approximate as rigid 
those parts of the structure which are much, much stiffer than other parts of the 
structure. This approach has the added advantage of simplifying the mathematical model. 
For example, if, in the above problem, EA0 / l = 10 000£/0 / !3 , then it would be 
proper to approximate each beam axial stiffness as infinite. Then v2 and il3 would necessarily 
be zero. It also would be necessary that _ . The consequences of this change upon the 
above {Q} = [K]{q} matrix equation can be deduced by going back to the idea of writing a 
DOF transformation matrix relationship. That write the relation that = [T]{q 11ew J. 
The details of this transformation relation are as follows: 

11 0 0 01 

I n H 11 j· ~: } new 

0 0 0 0 ~3 

0 0 1 0 1 84 

.... o O O iJ 
Taking the variation of both sides of this equality and trn11sposing matrices leads to 

[T]'. Now write the virtual work expressions 

Substituting Loq0 1dJ = LS2f11ew J [f)t into the equality 
to 

or 

Similarly, making the substitutions L8q0 1dJ = 
internal virtual work expression, 

produces the new structural system stiffness matrix 

- t - -= [T] [Kotd][T] 

}= 

Thus the details of the new system matrix equation in this situation are 

!r 2~0 ) 

Fol 

1 27 
. 6[ 

= y j 6l 

L -12 

6l 
8l2 

2z2 

0 

6l 
2z2 

-6! 

{ Qozd} leads 

As a partial the l) tem1 of the new system matrix can be verified by noting that for 
a nonzero value of u2 , and zero values for the other three DOF, beam 21 and beam 41 each 
contribute a (12£ !0 / l 3 )u2 resisting force, and spring 51 contributes a (3E 10 / 13)£12 resisting 
force. Spring 6 l contributes nothing since, with the other DOF having zero values, it is not 
deflected at all. Similarly, with respect to this one term, beam 31 only undergoes a rigid 
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body motion as an undeformed beam, and thus also does not provide an elastic resisting 
force. 

Note that if there were an externally applied horizontal force F1 acting to the left at 
node 3, then the generalized force corresponding to 8u2 , calculated directly from the virtual 
work expression, would be (2F0 - Fi) since both concentrated forces would do virtual 
work in response to such a virtual deflection. 

Again, using DOF transformation matrices is a most inefficient use of computer storage 
space. It is necessary to investigate how the above revised system matrix equation can be 
written by starting with a FEM model that postulates beam axial rigidity. 

Example 17 .6. Redo Example 17.5, but this time, from the beginning of the analysis, model 
the beru'11 axial stiffnesses as being infinite, that is, let the beams be axially rigid. 

Solution. Referring to Fig. 17 axial rigidity and the BCs in this case mean from the 
beginning that f;1 = v2 = v3 = v4 = 0. In other words, instead of saying that the stiffness 
is infinite, what is stated mathematically is that the deflections ih and fJ3 are zero. Omitting 
these four DOF from the element matrix equations (i.e., deleting their rows and correspond
ing columns) leads to the following truncated element stiffness matrices for beams 21 and 
41 in terms of the remaining global DOF 

r 12 --6[ -12 -6/J r l 1Q'"'J - El, l -61 4l2 6l 21 2 £Ji 
l3 --12 6l 12 6! u2 

-6[ 2[2 6l 4l2 82 

l 12 
6! -12 

61 Jr t { Q(4l)} = E lo 6l 4z2 -6l 21 2 fh 
l3 -12 -6[ 12 -6l 114 

6l 21 2 -6! 412 84 

Note that because beam element 31 is axially rigid, DOF u2 replaces u3 in the matrix 
equation for element 41 in order to have only independent DOF in the final equations. For 
beam 31 there are only two nonzero global DOF, and after deleting the other four rows and 
columns, the condensed element stiffness matrix is 

fQ(31l} = Ela l~ 4/2 

l l3 212 

The two spring matrix equations are unaffected by the change in the modeling of the beams. 
Their truncated element matrix equations in terms of the global DOF remain as 

{QCS!)} = Ela r +3 
[3 -3 

-3 l { u3 } 
+3 j us 

and 

{Q(61J} = Elo I +3 
L-3 ~~ J { ~:} 

Assembling the {Q} = [.K]{q} system matrix equation is done in the usual way. Care must 
be exercised in the placement of the individual terms of the first row and first column of 
the beam 41 element stiffness matrix since the corresponding global DOF is not u3 . 
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However, those terms are placed and summed in their positions in [K] just like any other 
terms. The result, where all blank spaces signify zero, is 

R 112 -61 -12 -6! 
., u1 

R -6[ 4z2 6l 2z2 I 81 
2Fo I -12 6l 27 6[ 6l -12 6[ -3 I u2 

0 Elo I -6! 21 2 6l 8/2 212 I 82 
Fol ~"I 6[ 21 2 sz2 -6l 2!2 83 

IT 
-12 -6! 15 -6l -3 u4 
6l 2z 2 -6! 412 84 

l 
-3 3 

3 J us 
-3 ii6 

The insertion of the BCs u1 = 81 = 84 = u5 = u6 = 0 leads to the same {Q} = [K]{q} as 
before, which is 

re} [27 
6l 6l 

-121 r J 0 Elo 6l sz 2 212 o I ~2 
Fol = P 61 21 2 sz2 -6l J 83 
-Fo -12 0 -6[ 15 II 

Note that the solution to this problem would have been more convenient if the u DOF had 
been chosen to be positive to the left. Another, slightly more extensive, example problem 
involving axially rigid beams is presented at the end of Chapter 18, and a fully rigid element 
is discussed in Example 17.9. 

17.9 Summary 

The FEM is a very general numerical method. The FEM gets its name from its 
modeling of finite, rather than differential, portions of a structure. The FEM is presently 
applied not only to structural analysis problems, its original engineering application, but 
to heat transfer, fluid dynamics, and many other engineering problems. Its versatility is its 
most important feature. Its ability to deal with any structural geometry, material, or loading 
(time-varying, random, etc.) has made it the most frequently used method of structural 
analysis. The very small number of applications of the FEM discussed in this chapter make 
it premature to review the FEM in its broader form as applied to structures. That discussion 
can wait until Chapter 19 when finite elements suitable for modeling the outer skin of a 
vehicle are introduced. 

The structural analysis form of the FEM that has proved to be most useful is the dis
placement form. There are a lot of variations on the basic displacement form of the FEM. 
Most of the finite elements used commercially are based upon the product of a set of nodal 
displacements, called the degrees of freedom or the generalized coordinates2 of the struc
tural system, and an equal number of "shape'' functions. The subsequent development of 
the associated finite element is usually best accomplished by use of virtual work or energy 
theorems. The use of nodal. deflections as the analysis unknowns easily permits the modeling 
of any structural deflection BCs. 

After the finite element matrix equation has been specified for each structural element, 
the next task is to assemble the structure's stiffness matrix. That assembly process is 

2 See Endnote (3) for an explanation of the name. 
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accomplished by equating the element DOF to the corresponding global or structure's DOF, 
and then physically placing the element stiffness matrix entries in the rows and columns of 
the structure's stiffness matrix that correspond to the global DOF. In this way the stiffnesses 
of all the elements are added at each node to which an element is connected. The generalized 
force vector is detailed by calculating the virtual work done by all the applied loads when 
each DOF in tum is given a virtual displacement while all other DOF are fixed. The next 
to. last step in the static load analyses discussed here is the introduction of the deflection 
boundary conditions. When the deflection BCs are zero values for certain DOF, then the 
introduction of those BCs eliminates columns of the global stiffness matrix [ K]. When the 
corresponding rows of [K] are also set aside in order to later calculate the support reactions, 
the result is the square matrix [.K]. Now there are as many equations as there are unknown 
nodal deflections, and the simultaneous solution of those equations can be accomplished in 
any number of ways. The solution for the nodal deflections permits the calculation of the 
stresses or stress resultants in any of the finite elements used to model the .structure. The 
following example problems illustrate the above outlined procedure in its totality. 

Example 17.7. In the introductory study of structural vibrations, the mathematical models 
of the simple structures to be analyzed are often such that the stiffness properties of the 
structure are exclusively represented by springs, while the distributed mass of the structure 
(much like applied, distributed loads) is concentrated into discrete (lumped), rigid masses. 
In other words, all the structure's elastic properties are concentrated in the massless springs, 
while all the structure's mass properties are concentrated in the inflexible masses. A typical 
simple model is shown in Fig. 17 .11 ( a). In this case there are no externally applied loads, so 
the vibration of this structure is called free vibration, as in "free of applied loads or natural 
vibration." The free vibration analysis of this structure requires the use of the structural 
mass matrix and the same structural stiffness matrix that is used for static analyses. It is, 
of course, that same stiffness matrix that is the focus of our attention here. In order to 
focus upon the stiffness matrix, consider the following static load problem: (a) If a static, 
horizontal force of magnitude F, acting to the right, is applied to node 2 (mass m 1), use 
the finite element model of Fig. 17 .11 (b) in order to determine the form of the structural 
stiffness matrix equation; and (b) calculate the forces in each of the four springs in response 
to the applied load F. 

Solution. ( a) The five structural DOF, u 1 through u5 are shown in Fig. 17 .11 (b ). Each spring 
element stiffness matrix has the form 

[k;] = [ ~:: 
-k;] 
+k; 

where i=l,2,3,4,5 

Writing the virtual work expression in terms of the global DOF, and assembling the global 
stiffness matrix from the five individual element stiffness matrices, that is, using the element 
stiffness matrices to connect global DOF, leads to 

LQJ = LR F R 0 RJ 

and 

[ +k, 
-k, 

-~llf I -k, k, +k2 +k3 -k2 -k3 
[K{q}] = . -k2 +k2 

-k3 k3 +k4 
-k4 +k4 U5 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 17.11. Example 17.7. (a) A common vibration analysis mathematical model of a 
structure where the mass and elasticity of the structure have been separately concentrated 
in discrete mass and spring elements. (b) The finite element model of the same structure. 

Insertion of the boundary conditions that u1 = u3 = its = 0 leads to the following structural 
stiffness matrix relation 

{Q} = [K]{q} or 

where, again, Q 1 = F and Q2 = 0 are obtained from calculating the external virtual work 
done by all the applied loads (just Fin this case) during separate virtual deflections 8 u2 and 
8u4 while all other virtual deflections are zero. 

(b) The above global stiffness matrix equation can be solved to obtain the following two 
positive solutions: 

where 

Substituting these two solutions ( and the BCs) into the element stiffness matrices provides 
the solutions for the spring forces, / 1. Those solutions are 

t = -Fk3k4 
04 k2 

0 

Clearly, each spring only shoulders a portion of the total applied force F. Furthermore, 
equilibrium requires that the static forces in springs 3 and 4 be equal. • 
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Example 17.8. 

(a) Create a finite element structural model from the mathematical structural model 
shown in Fig. l 7.12(a). Use the fewest possible number of finite elements. 

(b) Set up the global finite element matrix equation { Q} = [ K)( q}, the relation that 
can be used to solve for the unconstrained global DOF. For this purpose, let 
k1 = El0 /L 3 , k2 = 3Elo/L3 , k3 = 5EI0 /L 3 , = 7EI0 /L 3 . 

(c) Given the solution to the global matrix equation, determine all the reactions. 
( d) Determine the algebraic expressions for the bending stresses everywhere in the 

right-hand beam in terms of the beam spatial coordinates x and z. 

Solution. (a) Figure l 7.12(b) shows the simplest finite element model that can be used with 
this structure and loading. The model could be refined by replacing beam element 20 by 
two or more beam elements and proportioning the distributed load accordingly. Since beam 
element 10 is unloaded over its length, no advantage is obtained by replacing it by more 
than one beam element. The simple model of Fig. 17.12(b) is used in this example. 

(b) The stiffness matrices for the springs and beam element 10 are the standard element 
stiffness matrices. The stiffness matrix for beam element 20 has to be altered to account for 

fo 

tttttttt 

k--Elo, l--------2Elo, 2/ -----;;,.; 

(a) 

(b) 

X 

--{> 

Figure 17.12. Example 17.8. (a) The mathematical model. (b) The finite element model 
showing the global generalized coordinates, the applied loading, and the support reactions. 
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the fact that the stiffness coefficient is 2E /0 rather than just E /0 and the length is 2L rather 
than just L. Note that 2L must replace Lin the bending stiffness matrix template inside the 
matrix as well as in the EI/ L 3 factor outside the matrix: As would be expected, the longer 
the beam, the less stiff the beam. The beam element 20 stiffness matrix is 

24/8 

'k }{ cw>}_ Ef_r}_ l2L/4 
l 20 q - L3 -24/8 

L 12L/4 

12L/4 
8L2/2 

-12L/4 
4L2/2 

-24/8 
-12L/4 

24/8 
-12L/4 

12L/4 l 
4L2 /2 { 201 

-12L/4 I q J 

8L 2 /2 j 
The assembly of the two beam stiffness matrices and the four spring stiffness matrices leads 
to the following 10 x 10 system stiffness matrix [K] and deflection vector {q} I 12 

6l -12 6L 
6L 4L2 -6L 2L2 

3 -3 
-12 -6L -3 19 -3L -1 -3 3L 

Ela 6L 2L2 -3L 8L2 -3L 2L2 

£3 -1 1 
7 -7 

-3 -3L -7 15 -3L -5 

l 3L 2L 2 -3L 4L2 

-5 

The virtual work equation for this structure is 

oW = R1 owi - M1 081 + R2 ow2 + !f0Low3 + 0083 + R4 ow4 

+Rs ows + ! foL ow6 - M2 886 + R18w1 

5 J 

w1 
81 
w2 
w3 
83 
w4 
ws 
w6 
86 
w1 

After inserting the BCs w1 = w2 = = w5 = w7 = 0, eliminating the corresponding 
columns of [K], and setting aside the corresponding rows, the global stiffness matrix equa-
tion is 

i-M, I I 4L' 
-6L 2L2 0 

-~L l [~;I !~L = Elo ;1} 19 -3L -3 
-3L 8L2 -3L 2L2 {h 

lfoL J L' I 0 -3 -3L 15 -3L w6 
- I 3L 2L 2 -3L 4L2 86 -M2 L 0 

In order to obtain a digital computer solution to this set of five simultaneous equations, let 
the magnitude of the applied moment M1 be ( 1 / 4) foL 2, and that of the applied moment M2 

be (1 /5) foL 2 . Furthermore, in order to have a stiffness matrix that contains only numerical 
values, divide the first, third, and fifth of the above simultaneous equations by L, and factor 
out an L from the first, third, and fifth columns, placing this latter L into the DOF vector. In 
this way the rotation DOF are now multiplied by L, and LQJ = f 0 L L -1/4 1/2 0 l /2 
-1/5 J. Then the solution, wliich is temporarily stated to seven significant figures for the 
purpose of retaining numerical accuracy in the remaining calculations, is 

f. L3 
LqJ=~L-0.01631944 0.05062501L 0.0595139 0.03743056£ -0.08965279J 

Elo 
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Retrieving the set aside rows, the solution for the reactions is 

I;; I EIJ6t 
-12 6L 0 o 1 r -0.0163 1944 1 -3 0 0 0 I .. L3 0.05062501L 

R4 = -3 I 0 -1 0 0 0 I JO_ I 0.0595 1390 I 
Rs L l 0 0 0 -7 0 Elo 0.03743056L 
R1 0 0 0 -5 0 j -0.0896 5279 j 

Multiplication of the two matrices of the above right-hand side yields 

lRj = foL L----0.35 -0.15 -0.05 -0.26 -0. 

where the negative signs indicate that all five reactions are directed downward. Note that 
the sum of the five reactions is -f0L, as is should be. 

(d) One way of calculating the stress at any point z) of beam element 20 is to first 
calculate the shearing forces and moments at the ends of the beam element This first 
step may be accomplished by returning to the element 20 stiffness matrix set forth at the 
beginning of part of this example problem. Substituting the appropriate global DOF for 
the element DOF yields 

{ 
Vi l (ZO) l- 24/8 

Elo 12L/4 
Vz = L3 -24/8 
M2 l2L/4 

12L/4 
8L2 

-12L/4 
4L2/2 

-24/8 
-12L/4 

-l2L/4 

4L2/2 1 ~ fh 
l2L/4 l r j 

-12L/4 I l 
8l2/2 J ~. 86 

The bending moment at any place along the length of the beam element can be calculated 
in terms of the element 20 generalized forces as M(x) = x Vi - = M2 + - x) Vz. 
Then, from Chapter 9, the stress is simply Cfxx = -zM(x)/ lyy· 

A second way of calculating the stress at any point z) in beam element 20 is to return 
to the derivation of the beam bending finite element, and recall that 

axx = -zEw"(x) = -z 
E 

E Ir (·x· l = -7- l12 -) - 6 
~ !2 L l J 

(X\ l 
1-) -61 
\ l; J 

where, here l = and as above, the element DOF are replaced the appropriate global 
DOF. This second approach requires many fewer multiplications, but the first approach may 
be easier to remember. II 

The preceding problems involving the bending of beam frames and the bending and 
twisting of beam grids were both lengthier and more extensive than they had to be as hand 
work. This was so because (i) the transition from element to system degrees of freedom 
occupied attention; and (ii) following the usual programming choice, the deflection bound
ary conditions were not entered into the problem solution until the next to last step. Since 
the emphasis is presently on hand calculations for the purpose of understanding processes 
followed by commercial finite element programs, and since all the basics of the solution 
process have been covered, it is time to become more efficient writing out these solutions. 
From this point on, for these hand calculations, the global generalized coordinates and 
their associated boundary conditions are entered into the individual element as 
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soon as possible. Hence the element generalized coordinates do not appear again in setting 
up the { Q} = [ K]{ q} global equations. Therefore, as a matter of notation, for the sake of 
efficiency, it is no longer necessary to place circumflexes on the system degrees of freedom 
to distinguish them from the element degrees of freedom, and the tildes can be dropped 
from the final stiffness matrix equation. When these simplifications are adopted, then writ
ing { Q} = [K]{q} for small structural system can be done efficiently and relatively quickly 
after a bit of practice. 

The next example problem follows the above shortcuts, and also deals with one of the 
frequently occurring remaining complications that often arise in finite element modeling. 
·That complication is the modeling of very stiff bending elements. Previously, in recognition 
of the fact that the axial extension stiffnesses of beams are very much greater than their 
lateral bending stiffnesses, it was decided to routinely model beams as axially rigid whenever 
beam bending and extension occur in the same structure. In the same spirit, consider a beam 
element that has a length L, and another with a length (L / 10). Since stiffness is a measure of 
required force per given deflection, and since, for example, the relationship between a lateral 
concentrated force at the midspan of a simply supported beam and the lateral deflection at the 
same point is F = ( 48E I/ L 3)w(L /2), or for another example, the relationship between the 
lateral tip deflection of a cantilevered beam and the lateral tip force is F = (3EI / L 3)w(L), 
it is clear that the beam whose length is one-tenth that of the other beam is, in the case 
of such loadings, one thousand times stiffer. With other loadings, the difference is even 
greater. Hence, to avoid ill-conditioning in large stiffness matrices, beams that are a lot 
shorter than others are routinely modeled as rigid. That is done in the next example. Other 
complications that have yet to be addressed are enforced deflections and equivalent loads 
due to temperature changes. These are simpler matters, left to Chapter 18. 

Example 17.9. Write the stiffness matrix equation {Q} = [K]{q} for the elongated beam 
grid shown in Fig. 17.13. Let GJ = !EI. Note that, for convenience, the directions of the 
system generalized coordinates have been chosen to be in agreement with the beam element 
degree of freedom sign convention. 

(b) 

F 

(c) 

Figure 17.13. Example 17.9. (a) analysis model. (b) finite element model. (c) Reminder of 
the finite element sign convention for beam/bar twisting. 
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Solution. After applying the fixed boundary conditions at node one, the bending portion of 
the beam ten stiffness matrix is the two by two matrix equation 

EI [ 12 -6L] {w2} 
[kw]{q} = v -6L 4L2 e2 

After application of the boundary· condition that ¢ one equals zero, the tw1stmg 
matrix equation reduces to the 1 x 1 matrix equation [k10]{q} = (GJ /L)[+l]{¢2} == 
!(EI/ L3)[+L2]{¢2}. Combining these two matrices yields 

E1 [ 12 -6f 
[k10]{q} = - 3 -6L . 4L 

L O 0 
0 J·1.W2 l 

O.~L2 . . : J 
After entering 2L for every Lin the standard beam bending matrix template, and combining 
the bending and twisting matrices as above, the result is 

0 
[ 

1.5 
. EI l.5L 

[k20Hq} = v o 
l.5L 

l.5L 
2L2 

0 
L2 

0 
0.25L2 

0 

· where 1he support symbol at node four is meant to indicate a simple support where the beam 
end can neither deflect h:1terally nor twist, but can have a bending slope. Now the task is to 
introduce the (short beam) rigid link between beams 10 and 20, Modeling that short beam 
as rigid creates a relati~nship between the degrees of freedom at node 2 and those at node 3. 
Since the beam 10 matrix is slightly smaller, choose to replace the node 2 DOF with those 
at node 3. From the geometry of that connection, w2 = W3 + O. lL 4>3, e2· = e3 </>_2 = ¢3, 
so 

{w2}• [1 0 0.lLJ.··{w. 3} . . e2 = o 1 o -fh 
¢2·· 00 1 cp3 

Writing the above DOF transformation as {q2} =[T]{q3}, and recalling Eq: {17.14), 

8U = L8qzl[k10Hq2} = L8q3J [T]1[k10JfT]{q3} = L8q3J [k10]{q3} 

which shows that in order to associate the beam 10 stiffness matrix with the node 3 gen
eralized coordinates, the original matrix must be premultiplied by the transpose of the 
transformation matrix, and postmultiplied by the transformation matrix. Note that the result 
must also be a symmetric matrix. Doing that matrix multiplication is a simple matter, and 
the result is 

E J [ 12 -6L l .2L J { w2 } 
[k10]{q} = - 3 -6L 4L2 -0.6L2 e2 

L l.2L -0.6L2 0.62L2 ¢2 

Writing the generalized force vector from a virtual work calculation, and assembling the 
beam 10 and beam 20 stiffness matrices, produce the final result 

{ 
-F } [ 13.5 0 EI -,-4.5L 

O.lFL = £3 l.2L 
0 l.5L 

-4.5L 
6L2 

-0.6L 
L2 

l.2L 
-.06L 
0.87£2 

0 
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Of course, when a commercial finite program is used, all the analyst has to do is either code 
a rigid link between nodes 2 and 3, or code the relationship between the DOF. Then the 
program does the rest with no further effort on the part of the analyst. • 

The new aspect of the following example is that it shows how to deal with beams for 
which lyz is not zero. Another worthwhile aspect of this example is the further treatment of 
a more extensive case involving a rigid finite element. 

Example 17.10. Consider the two-beam structure of Fig. 17 .14. Each of the identical beams 
is oflength L. The cross-sectional properties of each beam are lyy = 3/0 , lzz = 210 , lyz = 
Io, and. G J = E 10 . As Fig. 17.14 shows, the tips of the cantilevered beams are connected 
by a thin plate that is relatively rigid in its own plane, but offers insufficient resistance by 
its own bending or twisting to link the bending slope degrees of freedom e1 to e2 , or v,1 to 
v,2 . However, preliminarily assume that the thin plate does not buckle, with the result that 
the beam tip y and z direction lateral deflections and ¢ 1 and ¢2 are linked together. Write 
the final finite element matrix equation for this structural system. 

Comment. When a beam element is bent in both the x, y plane and the x, z plane, then the. 
same 4 x 4 beam element bending stiffness matrix needs to be used for both planes with 
their respective generalized coordinates and respective area moments of inertia. Thus, when 
the y and z axes are principal axes, as has been the case in all the previous examples, the 
8 x 8 stiffness matrixfor this beam element has the form 

[ ~!:?f:(t~!.~~J).<i1;;il\f i/j] { :;::::: } 
where [k'] is meant to represent just the 4 x 4 element bending matrix without its pre
multiplying stiffness factor. From either using the full bending strain equation E,q = 
-yv"(x) - zw"(x) in Eq. (17.7) or from Ref. [72], p. 125, when they and z axes are not 
principal axes, the above 8 x 8 stiffness matrix is modified by replacing both off-diagonal 

</>2 

Figure 17.14. Example 17.10. 
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4 x 4 null matrices by (E 1;zl L 3)[k']. Of course, the generalized coordinate vector remains 
· as it was. 

Solution. Using the information contained in the above comment, the stiffness matrix for 
beam 10, by itself, is 

[ 

12Iyy 
E -6Llyy 

[k10]{q10} = L3 l2lyz 

-6Llyz 

-6Llyy 
4L2lyy 
-6Llyz 
4L2lyz 

12Iyz 
-6Llyz 

12/zz 
-6Llzz 

and the same matrix for beam twenty. For this structure, the boundary conditions at each 
fixed end reduced each of the element 4 x 4 submatrices to the 2 x 2 submatrices seen 
above. In the above matrix, a fifth row and column can be added for the twisting DOF 
¢ 1• After introducing the given values lyy = 3/o, lzz = 2/o, lyz = lo, and GJ = Elo the 
result for the beam element 10 stiffness matrix is 

[ 

36 
Elo -18L 

[k10Hq10J = L 3 12 
-6L 

-18L 
12£2 
-6L 
4L2 

12 
-6L 
24 

-12L 

-6L] {W1} 4L2 e, 
-12L v, 
SL 2 1/11 

\ 

For the entire structure, before recognizing the interactions between the DOF due to the 
presence of the plate (rigid in its own plane), the stiffness matrix and generalized coordinate 
vector are 

36 -18L 12 -6L 
-18L 12£2 -6L 4£2 

12 -6L 24 -12L 
-6L 4£2 -12L 8£2 

Elo L2 
£3 36 -18L 12 -6L 

-18 12£2 -6L 4L2 
12 -6L 24 -12L 

-6L 4L2 -12L 8£2 
L2 

Clearly the above stiffness matrix shows no coupling between the two parallel beams. Now 
the actual coupling is introduced through the equations 

w, =W2-L</>2 and V1 = V2 

Arbitrarily choose w 1, v1, and ¢ 1, as the dependent generalized coordinates to be eliminated. 
Although it may appear daunting to use a coordinate transformation matrix, that approach 
assures the accurate inclusion of these constraints in the above stiffness matrix. The l O x 7 
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transformation matrix between the ten constrained generalized coordinates and the seven 
unconstrained DOF is 

W[ 0 0 1 0 0 0 -L 
B1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

B1 
Vt 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

Vfl Vfl 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
¢1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 W2 

W2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
B2 

B2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
V2 

V2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1/f2 

1/f2 0 0 0 0 0 .1 0 
¢2 

¢2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

or {qunc} = [T]{qcon}, where the zeros have been entered to just aid in locating the few 
nonzero terms. Recognizing that the bottom right 5 x 5 submatrix is an identity matrix, as 
it should be, simplifies the matrix multiplication. The next step is to form the triple matrix 
product [;Tr[k] [T], which yields the symmetric 7 x 7 system matrix incorporating the rigid 
element at the beam tips. This requires a few minutes, but it is not at all difficult to do by 
hand. The result is 

12£2 412 -18L 6L 18£2 B1 
4L2 8£2 -6L -12L 6£2 Vfl 

Elo 
-18L -6L 72 -18L 24 -6L -36L W2 

-18L 12L -6L 4L2 B2 
£3 

-6L -12L 24 -6L 48 -12L -12L V2 
-6L · 4L2 -12L 8L2 1/f2 

18£2 6L2 -36L -12L 38£2 ¢2 

Now every degree of freedom is coupled to every other degree of freedom. The last step is to 
acquire the corresponding generalized force vector by writing the expression for the virtual 
work. Again, the generalized force vector corresponding to the 7 x 1 coordinate vector can 
be developed directly from the external virtual work expression if the three equations of 
constraint are kept in mind. A less thoughtful and lengthier alternative way of doing this is 
to first write the virtual work expression in terms of the ten unconstrained generalized coor
dinates, and then make the above transformation to the constrained generalized coordinates. 
That is, 

The transpose of the 10 x 1, unconstrained generalized force vector is 

After the [T]t { Qcon} multiplication, the result for the seven-by-one system generalized force 
vector is 

At this point all the components of the force-deflection interaction of the structural system 
model are fully described. • 
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Ch.apter 17 Exercises 

17.1. Identify two different sets of generalized coordinates for: 
(a) A pair of rigid scissors lying flat on a table top. 
(b) A bird with a rigid body of finite dimensions to which two rigid wings are 

hinged as a door is hinged to a door frame. 
(c) The three rigid links of Fig. 17.l(e) moving in a plane if the two ends of the 

three-piece system are constrained to move along a single, horizontal straight 
line. · 

(d) A rigid bead moving along a rigid wire with an arbitrary shape in three
dimensional space. 

(e) The rigid hour hand of an otherwise rigid wat-ch on a person's wrist if the hour 
hand is disconnected from its drrve mechanism. 

(f) The three links of part ( c) if each end of the three links is constrained to move 
along one of two closeby parallel lines. 

17.2. (a) Use matrix algebra and the lc,.nown torque-twist relation¢ = M1l/ G J to show 
that the matrix stiffness equation for the twisting of a uniform bar with the 
sign convention of Fig. 17 .9( c) is 

{ M11} = GJ [+1 
M12 . l -1 

-1 Jl { ¢1} 
+1 ¢2 

(b) What would be the finite element discretization of a linearly distributed, lateral 
force per unit length which had the value fo at the left end of the beam bending 
finite element, and the value zero at the right end of the beam bending finite 
element of length l? 

(c) Why are all the entries along the main diagonal of any stiffness matrix, global 
or element, always positive quantities? 

17.3. (a) Starting with the mathematical model of the structure shown in Fig. 17.15(a), 
establish a corresponding finite element model using the minimum number of 
finite elements that allows a description of the essential features of the structure 
and loading. Select nodes and global DOF that apply to the unconstrained 
structure. 

Fo 

k---EI0, /---;;-.--

~z 
I tF,, 

~.·· ~c:================== 
(b) 

Figure 17.15. Exercise 17.3. Mathematical models to be converted to finite element 
models. 
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As above, for the structural mathematical model shown in Fig. 17 .15 (b), where 
the beam stiffness coefficient decreases uniformly from 5 E 10 at x = 0 to l E 10 

atx = L. 
(c) Consider a uniform, linearly elastic, homogeneous bea.'Il of length 2L that is 

clamped at x = 0 and at x = 2L. Let a lateral concentrated force of magnitude 
Fo act at x = L. Set up an appropriate FEM mathematical model for this beam 
structure and write the final matrix equation { Q} = [ K]{ q}. 
Repeat the above problem, but this time modify the structure by inserting a 
frictionless hinge at x = L. Hint: At the node at the hinge there is one global 
lateral deflection, but since there is no continuity of bending slopes at the 
hinge, there are two bending slope rotations, one for each beam end adjacent 
to the binge. 

17.4. Use the indicated finite element model, if given, or select a FEM model with the 
fewest possible DOF for each of the structures cited below, and then write the 
global matrix equation {Q} = [K]{q}. If necessary, replace the distributed loads 
by the simplest possible statically equivalent concentrated forces. 
(a) The structure sketched in Fig. 17.16. 
(b) The structure sketched in Fig. 17.17. 
(c) The structure sketched in Fig. 17.18. 
(d) The structure sketched in Fig. 17.19, where GJ0 = f,E/0 . 

(e) The structure of Fig. 17.20, each beam length is L. 
(f) The structure of Fig. 17.2l(a). 
(g) The structure of Fig. 21.27. 
(h) The structure of Fig. 21.6. 
(i) The structure of Fig. 20.7(a). 
(j) The structure of Fig. 20.20. 
(k) The structure of Fig. 21.9(a). 
(l) The structure of Fig. 21.22(a). 

(m) The structure of Fig. 21.l l(a). 
(n) The structure of Fig. 21.2. 
(o) The structure of Fig. 21.30, where the FEM model is as shown in Fig. 17.21. 

Again let Glo = f3Elo. 
(p) The structure of Example 17.4, but this time let beam 21 have a length 2L 

and stiffness coefficients 2£ 10 and 2G 10 , while beam 22 has a length L and 
stiffness coefficients E lo and G lo. Let G 10 = ! E 10 . 

17.5. (a) Consider the FEM model of the planar, two-story frame structure sketched 
in Fig. 17.22. If the axial stiffnesses of all beams and columns are modeled 
as being infinite, then choose appropriate DOF for this FEM model. Do not 
develop the stiffness matrix for this structure. 

(b) Select a FEM mathematical model for the structure shown in Fig. 21.12, which 
uses two beam elements each of length l for the horizontal beam. Model each 
of the three beam elements as being axially rigid. Then write the structure 
matrix equation {Q} = [K]{q}. 

(c) Reconsider the portal frame of Fig. 17. lO(a). In this case, delete both spring 
elements, and clamp the right-ha..'1d column foot as well as the left-hand column 
foot. Use u2 , e2 , and (h as the generalized coordinates. If all axial stiffnesses 
are infinite, what then is the matrix [K]? 

(d) Redo Example 17.6, but this time have all the horizontal DOF positive to the 
left. 
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t,Elo 

Figure 17.16. Exercise 17.4(a). A partial finite element model. 

Figure 17.17. Exercise 17.4(b). A partial finite element model involving linear springs 
and rigid masses. 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 17.18. Exercise 17.4(c). (a) An analysis model. (b) A finite element model. 
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Note 

( a) 

(b) 

fj 6 w2 , 
~J _J2 

'fK. 
, i~ 

595 

Figure 17.19. Exercise 17.4(d). (a) An analysis model. (b) An exploded view of Ltie 
global DOF for each structural component. This is meant to be a reminder that once the 
global DOF have been calculated, the element DOF are lo10wn, and thus the element 
stresses can be calculated. 

Figure 17.20. Exercise 17.4(e). Three beams at right angles forming a beam grid. Note 

Elw = Eho = Elo, GJ10 = GJ30 = iEia, E/20 = 2Elo, and G/zo = Elo. 
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1 

(a) 

</>1 

{b) 

Figure 17.21. Exercise 17.4(0). (a) The loading .. (b) The global DOF. 

Figure 17 .22. Exercise 17 .5. 

FOR THE EAGER 

17 .6. Derive the axial stiffness matrix equation for a homogeneous bar when, in addition 
to mechanical loads, there is a temperature change that is: 
(a) A constant To throughout the bar element. Hint: Remember to use Eq. (9.4a). 
(b) A linear function of the axial coordinate: (x / L)T1• 

17.7. (a) In the FEM, when an external distributed load acts along the length of a one
dimensional finite element or over the surface of a two- or three-dimensional 
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structural element, that distributed load is generally replaced by both equiva
lent external discrete forces and discrete moments at the nodes. As mentioned 
earlier, the usual approach is to simply use forces that are statically equiv
alent to the distributed load. A more elegant and consistent approach is to 
use forces and moments that produce the same virtual work as the distributed 
load. Even though tests -have shown little difference in the accuracy associ
ated with these two approaches, many commercial FEM programs give the 
analyst a choice between the two approaches. For this reason, develop the 
equivalent virtual work generalized force vector for a uniform lateral load 
per unit length Jo applied over the total length of a beam element for beam 
bending in one plane. As before, let the beam element have a uniform geom
etry, and let the bending plane be a plane defined by a cross-section principal 
axis. 

(b) As above, but for a distributed load that is zero at x = 0, and which increases 
linearly to Jo at x = l. 

17 .8. Develop a modification for the x, z plane beam bending stiffness matrix in order to 
approximate the effect of beam shearing deformation in that plane. Hint: Approx
imate the shearing deflections, as shown in Fig. 17.23, as 

so that 

Yxz(~) = -(wi/ l) + l) and Gxz = GYxz 

Then use the PVW to derive additional stiffness matrix terms for the first and 
third rows and columns of the bending stiffness matrix. Follow the guidance of 
Section 20.5 when integrating over the cross-sectional area by attaching the shear
ing stress, cross-section shape factor to the area value (i.e., write y A instead of 
plain A) in recognition of the fact that the shearing strain and shearing stress are 
not uniform over the cross-section as is suggested in the above approximations for 
those quantities. 

17.9. Comment upon the accuracy ofreplacing Myr(x) by its average value, Mr, in Eq. 
(17.7b). Hint: As an intermediate and quickly arrived at step, establish the general 
conclusion that the definite integral over x of the arbitrary, smooth function I (x) 
multiplied by the arbitrary, smooth function g(x), over the interval (a, b), is equal 

I 

_____ 9 1 
Figure 17.23. Exercise 17.8. Shearing deflection~ in a beam element where the beam 
element deforms like a stack of vertically oriented playing cards. Contrast this purely 
shearing deformation with the purely bending deformation shown in Fig. 9.2(a). 
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to the average value of the the factor (b - a). Then 
show that if the average v-alue of the to the of 
the (separate) average values of and 
treatment of the equivalent thermal moment. if, in general, the average 
value of the is not equal to the product of the average then can 
restrictions that are reasonable in the finite element context be applied to the 
equivalent thermal moment that permit this treatment of the equivalent thermal 
moment as an approximation? For note that the chosen algebraic 
are wholly c01Tect for an equivalent thennal moment that is constant over the 
of the beam finite element. 

Endrmte Distributed Coordinates 

Consider an unrestrained beam of length 2l that has an bent shape 
where all the beam deflections from the beam's undeformed position are small. Then, as 
usual, the lateral deflections of the unstretched beam do not induce any noteworthy axial 
deflections or forces. Identify points along the beam (deformed or undeformed) axis by 
the coordinate l; = that originates at the center of the beam span. Thus one end of the 
beam is at l; = -1, while the other end is at l; = +l; see Fig. 17.24. The bent 
shape of the deformed beam, can be constructed step by step in the following way. 
As is apparent from the figure, there is an average value for Call that average value 
w 0 . Then w0 is a crude approximation to In order to the approximation, 
note that for the deflection sketched in the figure, the deflection function generally slopes 
from the lower left to the upper right. Then the approximation to w(s) can be improved 
writing 

=wo+w1s 

where, in some sense, the constant value w I is some average magnitude of the slope. The 
parameters w O and w I are distributed generalized coordinates because they locate ( crudely 
so far) all the material points of the deformed beam as a whole rather than individually. On the 
other hand, generalized coordinates that refer to specific, that individual geometric points 
are called discrete generalized coordinates. The approximation to the deflection function 

can be vastly improved by adding more terms to the above two-term polynomial series. 
Instead of just adding the product of different constants and the values of l; 2 , ~ 3, and so on, 
consider 

Deformed 

Figure 17,24. Endnote (1). An arbitrary beam element deflection pattern. 
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where the polynomial terms of order 2 and above begin the process of approximating the 
curvatures of the bent beam. This power series can be rewritten in summation form, where 
i = 0, 1, 2, ... as 

(17.5) 

where, of course, for example, Po(~)= 1, and P1(;) =;,etc. The apparently strange choice 
of polynomial terms is now explained. The polynomial terms P1 (;) are called Legendre 
polynomials. Ref. [39] They have many special properties. For present purposes, their most 
important property is that the integral from; = -1 to; = +1 of the product P;(;)Pj(;) 
is zero whenever i =f. j, and has the value 2/(2j + 1) whenever i = j. This orthogonality 
prope1ty permits the quick determination of the values of the series constants w; whenever 
w(;) is specified. From the above information it is easy to show by multiplying both sides 
ofEq. (17.18) by Pj(;) that 

( 2j + 1) 1+1 
Wj = - 2 - -l w(;)Pj(;)d; 

Now it is clear how the series coefficients w; are determined by w (;). Note again by referring 
to Eq. (17.18) that the reverse viewpoint that the series coefficients w; determine w(;) is 
also valid because the P;(;) terms are always of fixed form. If the series is infinite, then the 
function w (;) is precisely described by the series. If the series is finite, then the function w (;) 
is approximated by the series. It turns out that very good approximations can be obtained 
by a couple of dozen series terms. Even better approximations often can be obtained using 
Tschebycheff polynomials, or Fourier trigonometric series. Since small numbers of series 
terms are adequate for describing deflected forms, the use of distributed coordinates is quite 
practical for the purposes of structural analysis. As previously mentioned, this approach is 
at the heart of the usual Rayleigh-Ritz analysis. 

Endnote (2) Accuracy of the Concentrated Load Approximation 

At first thought, the restriction to concentrated forces and moments must seem 
to be a very crude approximation, for example, to a smooth distributed loading along the 
length of a beam. Indeed, it may be a crude approximation if just a few concentrated forces 
and moments are used to make the load approximation, and the entire structure consists 
of only a few beams. In order to illu8-trate the error associated with this one aspect of the 
FEM with respect to engineering beam theory, consider a single uniform beam of length L 
with a symmetric cross-section where the area moment inertia about the bending axis is I 
and the beam depth is 2c. Let the only loading be a uniform lateral load per unit length of 
magnitude Jo acting over the entire length of the beam. The solution to the beam bending 
differential equation shows that the lateral deflection at the center of the beam is 

(i) for the simply supported beam: 

w (~) = 5 foL 4 = 0.01302 foL 4 
2 384E/ El 

(ii) for the clamped-clamped beam: 

w - = -- = 0.002604--( L) foL 4 foL 4 

2 384E/ EI 
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The magnitude of the maximum bending stress at the center of the beam is 

(i) for the simply supported beam: 

Clm (i) = fo8L:c = 0.1250fo:2 

(ii) for the clamped-clamped beam: 

(L) foL 2c foL 2 · 
Clm 2 = 241 = 0.04167-1-

A short series of four FEM analyses for this beam using two, four, six, and finally eight 
beam segments shows the following results, courtesy of Dr. Suresh Chander: 

(i) For the simply supported beam 

No. beam Midspan deflection Midspan stress 
segments foL4(El) Percent error foL2c/I Percent error 

2 1.042 X 10-2 20 1.25 X 10-I None 
4 1.237 X 10-2 5 1.25 X 10-I None 
6 1.273 X 10-2 2.2 1.25 X 10-I None 
8 1.286 X 10-2 1.2 1.25 X 10-J None 

(ii) For the clamped-clamped beam 

No. beam Midspan deflection Midspan stress 
segments foL4 (El) Percent error foL2c/I Percent error 

2 2.604 X 10-3 None 6.250 X 10-2 50 
4 2.604 X 10-3 None 4.688 X 10-2 12.5 
6 2.604 X 10-3 None 4.398 X 10-2 5.5 
8 2.604 X 10-3 None 4.297 X 10-2 3.1 

It is clear that both the FEM deflection and stress solutions are within engineering accuracy 
for this single beam with simple support or clamped BCs if six beam segments are used to 
represent the beam, or, to the present point, five concentrated forces are used to represent 
the uniform load per unit length. Moreover, the FEM is at best when applied to the analysis 
of structures composed of a large number of structural elements. Then even a relatively 
crude approximation for the estimated loads on individual beams is satisfactory for that one 
small part of the total structure, even when the loads on all small parts of the total structure 
are so approximated. 

Endnote (3) The Reason for the Name "Generalized Coordinates" 

The location of the material point P(x, y, z) of the deformable body shown in 
Fig. 17.25, prior to the deformation of that body, is fully identified by the set of cartesian 
coordinates x, y, z. In the figure, the undeformed position of that body is indicated by 
the dashed boundary line. With respect to cartesian coordinate axes fixed in space, after 
deformation, that same material point moves to the position P'(x + q1, y + qz, z + q3). 
Thus the set of generalized coordinates q1, q2 , q3 are coordinates in the sense that they 
locate position in the same way that ordinary coordinates "name" a point of the undeformed 
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Figure 17.25. The generalized coordinates as descriptions of the displacements of a deform
able structural body. 

body. It should also be clear that the generalized coordinates also fully describe a motion 
and the possible ways that motion can take place. That is, the very 'nature of these three 
generalized coordinates is such that they describe three orthogonal translations. For this 
reason, the full set of generalized coordinates are also the degrees of freedom of the body 
in question. 



CHAPTER 18 

Finite Ele1nent 

18.1 Introduction 

The use of a separate for truss problems is prompted the co;,_venience 
of using the simpler bar element, as opposed to the beam element, as a means 
the following topics that are Jess vital to an overall of the basics of the FEM: 

bars ( or beams, or whatever) that are neither horizontally nor oriented so that 
the element DOF are rotated relative to the global DOF; the equivalent loads that arise 
from enforced boundary deflections; and the loads that arise as a result of 
temperature changes or other initial strains. For the sake of the developments 
of this chapter will be kept within the confines of trusses. The only slightly more 
complicated geometry. of three-dimensional structures, which is available in all major com
mercial programs, is not necessary to the development of the reader's understanding of the 
concepts to be explored here. However, the bar element in three dimensions is 
introduced in Exercise 18.1 O(b ). 

Bar elements do not differ much from beam elements. A distinction is 
in a commercial FEM prognun between a beam and a bar in order to use the 
element formulation wherever possible. It can be expected that any such program offers a 
beam element that includes the axial deformation properties of a bar. That there is always 
available a beam element with six DOF at each beam end, for a total of 12 DOF. These six 
DOF at each beam end are the tl:-uee rectilinear deflections v, and the three rotations, 
( ¢, w', The inclusion in the set of beam DOF of the deflections u 1, ¢ 1, and u2 , ¢ 2 of 
course, what makes the beam behavior include the bar behavior. Again, the 12 DOF, small
deflection, beam element stiffness matrix is nothing other than the uncoupled merging of the 
axiaL the twisting, and the two lateral bending beam element stiffness matrices discussed 
separately in Chapter 17. 

18.2 The Rotated Bar Element 

Consider the bar element sketched in Fig. 18. l. Note that a lateral DOF has been 
added to each bar end. For small deflections, the bar has no associated with these 
lateral deflections. That is, for exmnple, the bar rotation that is described by the lateral 
deflection v2, when u 1, u2 , and v1 are held to zero values, is presumably sufficiently small 
that, geometlically speaking, there is no appreciable difference between the circular path 
followed by the right-hand end of the fixed-length bar and the straight-line followed by 
the right-hand end of the stretching bar as that end follows the rectilinear track 
of v2 . In other words, as before, the lateral deflections are presumed sufficiently small so as 
not to induce appreciable axial forces. 1 Thus, from Eq. (17.12), the linear form of the bar 

It is easy to show that in these circumstances the axi(!l stretch in the beam is almost exactly 
If the lateral deflection v2 = 0.1 in, L = 50 in. E == psi 1 A = 1 i:c2 , Lt\en the. ax]al force 

due to the induced stretch has the negligible value 1V = psi)(1 in: )(0.1 = 20 lbs, 
v.rhich i5 the order of 1nagnitude of the weight force of approximately 5 lbs. 

602 
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Figure 18.1. The bar finite element augmented with lateral DOF. 

r 
u 

(b) (c) 

Figure 18.2. The four horizontal and vertical finite element DOF for the arbitrarily rotated 
bar. 

element matrix stiffness equation, when expanded to accommodate these two new DOF, 
is as shown below, where there are only zeros occupying the rows a.D.d columns associated 
with the two lateral deflections 

t :: I E0 A* 

l 

r 1 

ll ? 
-1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-1 

0 

l 

0 

The above matrix equation in its present form is only suitable for horizontal or ver
tical bars in a planar truss. Since not all the bars of a truss can be either horizontal or 
vertical, it is necessary to consider bars that are, say, rotated through a counterclockwise 
angle f, from the horizontal. Of course, the four element DOF of the above matrix equation 
rotate with the bar. However, especially in the case of large trusses, for the sake of unifor-

in results, it is most convenient to have global DOF that are horizontal 
and vertical. The assembly of the global stiffness matrix from the bar element stiffness 
matrices is greatly facilitated if the bar element DOF are also horizontal and vertical.·Fig
ures 18.2(a, b) show that the old DOF, now superscripted with an o for old, or "original ori
entation," which are fixed in their relation to the bar axis, bear the same relation to the new, 
horizontal and vertical DOF regardless of which bar end is discussed. Using the rotation 
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relations ofEq. (4.6), the old set of element DOF are related to the new set of elementDOF 
by the matrix relation 

{

u1 l(o) [cos/3 :: --r sin/3 

cos f3 
0 

0 

0 

0 

cos f3 
-sin/3 

si~~] { :: l 
COS {3 V2 

(18.la) 

The above coordinate transformation may be written concisely as 

{q }0 = [To]{q} (18.lb) 

Returning to the PVW, the internal virtual work for the bar element can be written as 

-8W;n = L8q 0 J[ko]{q 0 } = L8qJ[To]t[ko][To]{q} 

or 

-8W;n = L8qJ[k]{q} 

where the new element stiffness matrix for the rotated bar is the result of carrying out the 
above indicated triple matrix product [T0 ]t[k0 ][T0 ]. The details of the result are 

EoA * [ co:;:! f3 
[k*]=-

l -cos2 f3 
-cos f3 sin f3 

cos f3 sin f3 
sin2 f3 

-cos f3 sin f3 
-sin2 f3 

-cos2 {3 

-cos f3 sin f3 
cos2 f3 

cos f3 sin f3 

-cos f3 sin f3 .] 
-sin2 f3 

cos f3 sin f3 
sin2 f3 

(18.2) 

Figure 18.2(c) pictures the bar element for which the above matrix is the element stiffness 
matrix. Now it is just a matter of assembling these matrices so as to obtain the matrix 
equation for any planar, statically loaded truss under study. The two example problems that 
follow are sufficient to illustrate that process. 

Example 18.1. Write the matrix stiffness equation for the five-bar truss sketched in 
Fig. 18.3. The stiffness factor for each bar is E0A * / L. 

Solution. The counterclockwise angles of rotation of bars 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40 are, res
pectively, 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, and 90°. Following the derivation of the above stiffness matrix, 
the bar rotation is determined by imagining a horizontal line passing through the lower 
numbered node, and extending to the right. Therefore the element stiffness matrices are 

[ 1 
0 

-1 OJ r l 20 EoA* 0 0 0 0 Vt 
[kzo] {q }< l = --

0 1 0 U9 L -1 

0 0 0 0 V9 

[ 3/4 -.,/3/4 -3/4 

-0/4] {"' l [k ] { }<25l = EoA* -.,/3/4 1/4 --.,/3/4 -1/4 Vz 

25 q L -3/4 --.,/3/4 3/4 -.,/3/4 . U9 

--.,/3/4 -1/4 -.,/3/4 1/4 V9 
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1/2 -1/2 -1/2]·{U3} 
1/2 -1/2 -1/2 V3 

-1/2 1/2 1/2 U9 

-1/2 1/2 1/2 V9 

,v'3/4 -1/4 
3/4 -,v'3/4 

[k ] { }(35l = EoA* ,v'3/4 
. [ 1/4 

35 q L -1/4 -,v'3/4 1/4 
-,v'3/4 -3/4 ,v'3/4 

[
o 

40 EoA* 0 
[k40] {q }( ) = --

L 0 

0 

0 0 
1 0 

0 0 
-1 0 

t3.QJ 

~ ~i-E-~ --L--9 TFo 

L 

~1 
5 

(a) 

(b) 

-,v'3/4] { U4} -3/4 V4 

,v'3/4 . U9 

3/4 V9 
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Figure 18.3. Example 18.1. (a) An equal bar length planar truss. (b) The selected global 
DOF. 
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r.o,Mo,,uu'HHI', the global stiffness matrix and then applying the BCs that u 1 = v1 = u2 = 
v2 = · · · = u 5 = v 5 = 0 J'ields the easily solved matrix 

f Fo I = __ r 2.500 

l O J L L 1.366 

1.366 l J U9 l 
2.500 J l V9 J 

(i8.3) 

It is to note that this of truss is one of the very few where the number 
of deflection uw..11owns a deflection method can be less than the number of force 

Example 18.2. Develop the matrix equation to be solved for the nonzero deflections 
of nodes 2, 3, and 4 of the planar truss sketched in Fig. 18.4. The material and geometric 
properties of the bars are 

Bar number 10 11 12 13 14 15 

EAo coeff. 2 2 2 2 1 

L ./3L L v3L 2L 2L 

Solution. to save hand work and space from this point onward, the BCs are inserted 
into the element stiffness matrices after they are written in terms of the global coordinates. 
The BCs in this case are u 1 = v1 = v2 = 0 . The rotation angle for each bar is, based on 
the lower of the two nodal numbers 

Bar number 

f3 (degrees) 

10 

0 

11 

90 

12 

0 

13 

90 

14 

120 

15 

60 

Therefore the bar stiffness matrices in terms of the unknown DOF are 

EAo 

L 
0 0 { :: l [K11] 

EAo 
0 0 0 --

L 
0 0 V4 

fo 

? 
I 
0--= ,!_./ 

U; 

k---1.---J 
Figure 18.4. Example 18.2. A planar truss and the selected global DOF. 
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r 2 0 '"' 
0 l I U3 I 

EAo I 
-.,:., 

0 0 0 0 V3 I 
=-1 

-2 0 2 
0 1 l U4 I L I 

L 0 0 0 0 j l V4 

0 = EAo ro l f U3 l 
L ir 2;JJ.J l v3 J L j 

I 
[Kid L I -1/8 

LJJ;s 

. EAr 1 118 
[Kis] {q}(,SJ = ·-f- l yS/8 

] 

-./3/8 
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The assembly of the above bar element stiffness matrices leads to the following system 
stiffness matrix equation in terms of tlie horizontal and vertical global DOF: 

0 1 s1 -3 3,/3 0 0 

1 l 1 
I U2 I 

0 I -3 51 -3,/3 -48 0 . I 
EAo I U3 i 

0 -- 3,/3 -3,/3 (9 + 16,/3) 0 0 I V3 24L 
Fo 0 -48 0 51 3yS U4 J 
oj L 0 0 0 3,/3 (9 + 16yS)J l V4 

Iii 

Note that if element stiffness matrices of the diagonal bars of the above six-bar tmss 
were not assembled with those of the other four bars, then the global stiffness matrix would 
be singular. This again illustrates the fact that singular stiffness matrices are associated with 
structures that can undergo rigid body motions. 

18.3 Equivalent Thermal Loads 

Any discussion of the bars of trusses involves the implicit limitation that the bars 
are bars; that is, they do not bend and thus do not exhibit beam action. To work within this 
limitation requires that the temperature changes in the bars do not bend the bars. If the bars 
are nonhomogeneous, and the cross-section material layout is nonsymmetric, then even a 
temperature change that is constant over the bar cross-section can an 
thermal bending moment.2 Therefore, in this chapter, while the bars are permitted to be 
nonhomogenous, the material distribution of the bar cross-sections must be such that a 
temperature change that is constant over the cross-section does not produce an equivalent 
thennal moment or Myr-

2 With a temperature change that is constant over the cross-section, the integral for the thermal moment 
about the z-axis, for example, reduces to the integral over the 2rea of the quantity y E01. The definition 
of the m. w. centroid only requires that the integral over the area of y E be zero. Differences in the 
values of a therefore can produce a thermal moment for a constant temperature change. 
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where values of the reference modulus have been inserted for convenience. The second 
area integral above is also simplified by the introduction of a reference value of the coefficient 
of thermal expansion in a manner that is analogous to the introduction of the reference 
value of Young's modulus. The first area integral is A*. Let the second area integral, after the 

out of that integral the function which is not affected by the area integration, 
be defined as A**. Since both these weighted areas are constants for a uniform bar, can 
be factored out of their respective length Then the value of the first length integral 
is L. The second is 

dx = 
L 

the nyerage temperature change along the length of the bar. Thus 

or 

or 

r +1 
= LoqJ--- i , 

l I -1 
L 

{Qr} 

+ wr1 = [k*]{q} I 

Just as is the case with all other 
are added to mechanical forces. 

therrnal the FEM 

(1 

thermal forces 
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From the above result, the bar element matrix stiffness equation in terms of both the 
two axial and two lateral, originally oriented (i.e., old) DOF, as shown in Fig. 18.1, can be 
written as before as 

{Qo} -- EoA* [ ~ ~ -~ ~] { :: J(o) ** r-~ I 
- EoA aoTav +~ L -1 0 1 0 u2 

00 00 V2 

or in more concise terms as {Q0 } = [k0 ] {q 0 } - { Q} }, where again the matrix superscript 
or subscript o stands for "old" or "original orientation." Recall the DOF rotation relation 
between the old and the new bar end DOF developed in the previous section: 

{q0 } = [To] {q} (18.lb) 

(Avoid confusion between the above symbol for the coordinate transformation matrix and 
the frequently used symbol for a constant temperature change.) As above the external and 
internal virtual work for the bar element can be written as 

8Wex = L8q0 J[k~] {q0 }- L8q 0 J {Q}} 

Applying the DOF transformationrelation ofEq. ( 18.1 b ), the external virtual work becomes 

8Wex = L8qJ[To]t[k~][To] {q} - L8qJ[Tot {Qf} 
or 

LoqJ {Q} = LoqJ[k*] {q} - LoqJ {Qd 

which directly leads to the familiar form 

{Q} + {Qd ={QC}= [k*] {q} 

where now 

{
-cos f3} 

{QT}= EoA**aoTav -:;~: 

sm/3 

Example 18.3. Redo Example 18.1 where in addition to the mechanical force shown in 
Fig. 18.3 there is a uniform temperature change of magnitude To in bar 35, and a uniform 
temperature change of magnitude 2T0 in bar 40. For simplicity, let all the bars now be 
homogeneous. 

Solution. The rotation angles for bars 35 and 40 are, again, 60° and 90°, respectively. 
Therefore the complete thermal force vectors for these two bars are 

"{ -1/2 } 
{Q }(35) - EAaT. -,/3/. 2 

T - 0 1/2 

,/3/2 
f Qr}''°' - EAaTo { ~~} 

The BCs of this truss require the setting aside of the first two rows of both of the above 
equivalent force vectors because those rows correspond to the zero deflections at nodes 4 



and 5. The result of adding these two force vectors to the mechanicai 
force vector in Eq. with of course no effect on the stiffness 

=I 
Fo + iEAaTo 1 _ EA f 2.500 

+ ,/3)EAaT0 J - -L L 1.366 

1.366 
2.500 

Note as would be expected, the major of the total 
force is clearly in the positive D9 direction. 

thermal 

previous example problem are determined from the solution of the above matrix equation, 
the bar element horizontal and vertical force components are calculated from the element 
matrix equation. For example, for bar 35 

_ {QT}'35) 

The horizontal and vertical components of then have to be resolved in the direction 
of the bar axis in order to obtain the axial force. The bar stresses are then just the bar 
axial forces divided by the homogeneous area. An alternate approach for obtaining the bar 
element stresses is to first rotate the element global DOF solutions to the original 
element axial and lateral directions, using Eq. (18.1) and then write 

E 
rr - £le: ryT,' -vxx - ,~xx - ·-OJ - L - EaTo 

As is implicit in all these truss analyses, it is assumed that the bars do not buckle under 
the action of compressive forces, just as it is assumed the bars do not yield or 
a blittle failure under the action of either compressive or tensile forces. If a bar in a two
dimensional truss did buckle by bending in the plane of the truss, then the force transmitted 
by that beam to the rest of the structure would be limited to the buckling force 
in that beam. That is, the force in the buckled beam would remain nearly the same, while 
that of the other bars would increase in response to an increase in the external set of forces. 
If a beam buckled out of the plane of the truss, then, given the usual types of actual joint 
connections, it would cause the other beams to also leave the unloaded plane of the truss, 
with the result that any postbuckling analysis would be more complicated. 

18.4 Other Initial Strains 

Once again, consider the five-bar truss of Fig. 18.3. This let there be neither 
a mechanically applied load nor a temperature change. Instead, let bar 35 be cut slightly too 
long, while the other four bars have their correct length. Nevertheless, let it be that all five 
bars were forced into position so that the connection at node 9 was accomplished despite 
the misfit of bar 35. Let the ratio of the extra length to the correct length, a small number, 
be called Eo. This strain symbol is appropriate because the ratio of the extra length to the 
correct length parallels the change in length over length definition of a direct engineering 
strain, and of course, the units (mmh:nn1, or irJin) are the same, The forcing of bar 35 to 
make the connection at node 9 compresses bar 35 and stretches the other four bars. Thus 
there are what are called initial strains or initial 0 tresses or initial axial forces within the 
truss before any external mechanical forces or temperature are applied to the truss. 
If the magnitude of the Eo, is known or is stipulated as a design parameter, then the 
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initial forces in the truss can be calculated in one of two ways. The first way is to return to 
the original derivations and write, for example, that 

axx = E(Exx - aTo - Eo) 

where, in an exact analogy to the treatment of temperature changes, the misfit strain is also 
to be subtracted from the total strain in order to obtain the (additional) elastic strain that 
results from the applied loads. The second approach is to use the thermal load approach 
previously discussed in conjunction with a fictitious constant temperature change T1 that 
is such that aT1 = Eo. Using this latter approach produces the following system stiffness 
matrix equation, which is only a slight variation on the previous example problem. From 

{ 
-1/2 } 

{Q }(35) = EAE -..;3/2 
0 0 1/2 ' 

..;3/2 

and all other{Qo} = {O} 

{ 
!EAEo l EA [2.500 {Q}- - -

- (,v3/2)EAEo - L 1.366 
1.366] { u9} 
2.500 v9 

18.5 Enforced Deflections 

Enforced deflections result in another type of equivalent load vector. Consider the 
six-bar truss of Fig. 18.4 where now the right-hand support is no longer a roller support 
but rather a fixed hinge support. Furthermore, let the new right-hand support be forced to 
move horizontally to the right a distance u0 • (Note that an enforced vertical motion of the 
right-hand support would only tilt the entire truss through the same rotation for all bars, 
and there would not be any induced forces in the bars.) Notice that the enforced deflection 
of node 2 of magnitude u0 causes axial forces in all the bars regardless of whether bar 10 
is present or not. Also note that the axial force in bar 10 can be calculated immediately 
as Nm = 2E A 0u0 / L because in this one case, both axial end deflections are known. The 
approach to calculating the axial forces in the remaining bars of the truss is best explained 
by returning to the practice of writing the system stiffness matrix equation in terms of 
all the system DOF, that is, including those with known boundary values. In this case 
{Q} = [K] {q} is first reduced by applying the homogeneous BCs u 1 = v1 = v2 = 0, and 
thus eliminating the first, second, and fourth columns. The intermediate result from Example 
18.2, after adjusting the generalized force corresponding to Uz to an R to account for the 
change in BCs from that original example problem, is 

R 51 -3 3..;3 0 0 uz 
0 -3 51 -3..;3 -48 0 u3 
0 

EAo 
3,v3 -3..;3 (9 + 16..;3) 0 0 v3 = --

24L 
Fo 0 -48 0 51 3..;3 u4 
0 0 0 0 3..;3 (9 + 16..;3) v4 

Since, u2 = u0 , which is not zero, the first column of the above stiffness matrix is not 
eliminated. Instead, proceed with the matrix reduction process by partitioning the above 
stiffness matrix into two matrices which are the 5 x 1 matrix of the former first column 
and the 5 x 4 matrix of the former second through fifth columns. This partition and matrix 
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multiplicative consistency requires the vector of the former first colurrm to be multiplied by 
u0 , while the 5 x 4 rectangular matrix is multiplied by 

= 

As before, setting aside the first row, which contains an unlu1own reaction, leads to 

{ 0} 1-31 1- 51 -3,/3 l O _ EA0u0 3,/3 = EA0 -3,/3 (9 + 16,/3) 

Fo 24L O 24L I -48 O 

_O O L O 0 

In concise form, the above equation can be written as 

{Q} + {Qd} = {Qtotail = [K] {q} 

-48 

0 

51 

3,/3 

and solved for {q} as usual. Then the horizontal reaction at the fixed right-hand support can 
be calculated just as any reaction can be calculated. Specifically, from the set aside u2 row, 

R = ~:; (5luo - 3ih + 3,V3v3) 

This result makes obvious the fact that the horizontal support reaction at node 2 not only 
depends upon the horizontal motion at that node ( through the agency of the force induced in 
bar 10), but it also depends upon the motion of node 3, which influences the force induced 
in bar 14. The vertical bar 11 has no effect upon that horizontal support reaction because it 
cannot offer any resistance to a small lateral deflection at its end. 

18.6 Summary 

The planar rotation treatment for bars developed in this chapter is also directly 
applicable to beams and all other types of finite elements whose DOF are rotated in a plane 
relative to the global DOF. When the bar or beam is situated in three-dimensional space, 
then Eq. ( 4.6) is the applicable rotation equation not only for the rectilinear DOF but also for 
the angular DOF treated as the vector quantities they are whenever those angular deflections 
are small in the sense discussed in Exercise 9 .19. The truss examples of this chapter make 
clear the usefulness of having the rotated forms of the element stiffness matrices available 
for the purpose of assembling the system stiffness matrix. 

Once again, because of their indeterminency, the treatment of equivalent thermal loads 
is of considerable importance to the analysis of vehicular structures. The bar element has 
served as a detailed example of how the equivalent thermal forces are derived even when the 
element is nonhomogeneous, and how those equivalent thermal forces are utilized. Recall 
that Section 17.3 offers a similar derivation of equivalent thermal bending moments for the 
beam element. The method of treating trusses subjected to enforced deflections also can 
be used without any modification for composing that type of equivalent load for structures 
composed of beams and other finite elements; see Exercise 18.8. The first two remaining 
pinned truss examples review the detailed treatment of equivalent thermal and equivalent 
enforced deflection loadings within a single truss problem. Example 18.6 returns to the 
previous chapter's task of constructing { Q} = [K] {q} for a frame where there is now an 
enforced deflection. 

Example 18.4. Each of the seven bars of the pin-jointed planar truss shown in Fig. l 8.5(a) 
has the same length Land the same axial stiffness coefficient EA0 . The three upper bars 
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(a) (h) 

Figure 18.5. Example 18.4. (a) The mechanical. thermal. and enforced '-"·"J"''··'-'' 
ing. (b) The finite element model. 

load-

experience the labeled average temperature and there is a:1 enforced lateral 
deflection number 6. Use the DOF shown in Fig. 1 to write the FEM matrix 
equation for this truss. 

Solution. Name the bars by means of the bar 
bar axis can be described as follows: 

Bar 

Angle 

12 

60° 

23 

60° 

45 

60° 

25 

oo 

numbers. Then the rotations of each 

24 

-60° 

35 56 

-60° ·-60° 

The element stiffness matrices and COffesponding DOF vectors, after =p;;on,~«.~u of the 
structural BCs, are 

r 1 
v'J -1 

. EAo I v'J 3 -v'J 
{q} = 4L I -1 -v'J 1 

l-v'J -3 ,./3 

1 . , _ E Ao r l v'J l ( u2 J 
[kl2, {qJ - LiL r,:; J I 

, L v 3 3 V2 J 

[k2s] 

r 4 o 
EAo O 0 

4L -4 0 

L o o 

1 1 -./3 -1 

= 4L l -v'J 3 

-v'Jl 
-3 

v'J 
3 

I U5 II 
V5 

l 

fl U3 t 
V3 J 

r 
---1 
- 4L I_ 

I;:;' f l v .:i ! { us { 
3 J l V5 j 
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where the known value do is inserted for u6, and 

[ 

1 -v13 -1 

EAo -v'3 3 v13 
[k3s] {q} = 4L .. -1 v'3 . 1 

v'3 -3 -v'3 

y13] { U3} . -3 V3 

-~ :: 
Then the assembled structural stiffness matrix and DOF vector are 

7 v'3 -1 -v'3 -4 0 Uz 

v'3 9 -v'3 -3 0 0 Vz 

EAo -1 -v'3 2 0 -1 v'3 U3 
[K] {q} = 4L -v'3 -:3 0 6 v'3 -3 V3 

-4 0 -1 v'3 7 -v'3 U5 

0 0 v'3 -3 -v'3 9 V5 

The total generalized force vector is the sum of the mechanical load vector plus the equivalent 
enforced deflection load vector plus the equivalent thermal load vector, that is, { Q} = 
{Q} + {Qd} + {Qr}, where 

0 0 -1 -1 

0 0 -v13 
F2 { } _ EAodo 0 1 -1 

{Q} = 
F1 Qd - 4L 0 

{Qr}= EAoaTo 
v'3 +v'3 

0 1 1 +1 
0 -v13 -v'3 

where the three columns of values of the thermal load vector, which need to be combined 
to obtain the final value in each row, correspond to beams 23, 25, and 35, respectively. Now 
all the components of the final matrix equation { Q} = [ K] { q} have been specified. Note 
that only the thermal strain in element 25 should cause any internal forces or stresses in the 
bars 12, 24, 25, and 56, while there should be no temperature change-induced stresses from 
any source in bars 23 and 35. Similarly, bars 23 and 35 should not have any internal forces 
or stresses as a result of the enforced deflection. • 

Example 18.5. Write the global matrix equation {Qt = [K] {q} for the four-bar planar 
truss sketched in Fig. 18.6. Note that the two left-hand bars are subjected to a temperature 
change, and the bottom right support has experienced a upward deflection of magnitude do. 
The stiffness coefficients of each bar are indicated in the figure. 

Solution. Determining the contributions of each bar to the global stiffness matrix equation is 
simply a matter of using the element stiffness matrix template and the thermal load template. 
For bar 1-3, where the rotation angle is +45°, the result is 

-- -2EAoaTo 2EAo [0.5 0.5] { u3} { 0.7071} 
£ 0.5 0.5 V3 0.7071 
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l:::.T=To----<. 

45° 

Figure 18.6. Example 18.5. A four-bar truss subjected to a mechanical loading and equiv
alent loadings due to temperature chan~es and a support motion. 

For bar 2-3, where the rotation angle is -45°, the result is 

-- -3EAoaTo 3EA0 [ 0.5 -0.5] { u. 3} { 0.7071.} 
f, -0.5 0.5 V3 -0.7071 

For bar 3-4, where the rotation angle is -45°, the result, including the enforced deflection, 
is 

2EAo [ 0.5 -0.5 0.5] { :: } 
l -0.5 0.5 -0.5 

do 

For bar 3-5, where the rotation angle is +45°, the result is 

EAo [0.5 0.5 ]· { U3} 
£ 0.5 0.5 V3 

Assembling the four matrices after separating out the enforced deflection leads to 

+ -EAoaTo + EAo- = --{ Fo} v'2 { 5 } do r-1} EAo [ 4 
0 2 -1 l 1 l -1 

which can easily be solved for the two unknown deflections. • 
Example 18.6. Set up the matrix equation { Q} = [ K] { q} for the two~bay planar frame 
shown in Fig. 18.7(a). Each of the five beams has the same length Land the same bending 
stiffness coefficient E lo. Model the axial stiffness of each beam as being rigid. Use the nodal 
DOF shown in Fig. 18.7(b). Note the two enforced deflections at the left-hand support. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 18.7. Example 18.6. (a) The analysis model with beam element numbering. (b) The 
remainder of the finite element model. 

Comment. Note that with the support boundary conditions being modeled as clamped, it 
turns out that there are fewer deflection unknowns using the FEM than there would be 
force and moment unknowns using any force method of analysis. If, on the other hand, the 
three support BCs were changed to those of simple support, then there would only be one 
redundant force and, hence, just a single force method equation to solve. 

Solution. The structural BCs require that u4 = 1J4 = 84 = us = vs = tis = u6 = v6 = 
86 = 0. The axial rigidity means that 

VJ = V2 = V3 = 0 and u l = Uz = U3 = u 

Hence the element stiffness matrices, using u as the lateral DOF, are 

Ela [ 12 
[k10] {q} = 6L 

k, , _ Eio I 12 
[ .,oJ {q} - L3 L 6L 

6L]!u) E/lr-12 
4L 2 (Ji + L 3 -6L 

6L l ( u l 
4L2 J 82j 

[k20] = Elo [4L2 2L21 (81 l 
L 3 4L 2 J 82 j 
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and 

Elo I 4L2 2L2 ·1182 l 
(k40] {q} = L3 l 2L2 4L2 J . 83 j 

Thus the final FEM matrix equation is 

-6L 

8L2 

2L2 

0 

-6L 

2L 2 

12L2 

2L 2 

f 
12 I I 6L } El . 6L I El 2L2 

+-do I- -eo £3 0 £3 0 

t O 0 

617 

The problem setup is complete when the equivalent load vectors on the right-hand side are 
transposed to the left-hand side and combined with applied forces and moment. It should 
be apparent that modeling beam elements as axially rigid, which is usually appropriate, 
greatly simplifies the matrix equation for a frame or grid undergoing small deflections. 

If this original planar frame were enlarged by repetition of the original frame in two other 
planes parallel to the original plane of the frame, so that there were now nine beam-columns 
paralleling the v DOF direction, six beams in the u DOF direction, and another connecting 
six beams in the w DOF direction as to form a square "roof" structure), then this three 
dimensional frame would not be appreciably more complicated than the original planar 
frame. The routine difference would be that the three-dimensional frame would require 
more DOF. Specifically, the three-dimensional frame with axially rigid beams would require 
three rotational DOF at each of the nine roof nodes, but only three u direction DOF, and 
only three w direction DOF. The point is that it is not much of a step from two dimensions 
to three dimensions. This and related matters are considered further in Exercise 18.10. 

Chapter 18 Exercises 

18.1. Set up, but do not bother to solve, the system stiffness matrix equation for the 
homogeneous truss of 
(a) Fig. 20.4(a) 
(b) Fig. 20.22 
(c) Fig. 21.lO(a) 
(d) Fig. 21.29 
(e) Fig. 21.25(a) 
(0 Fig. 21.25(b) 
(g) Fig. 21.25(c) 

18.2. (a) Redo Example 18.6 where now the only enforced deflection is at the center 
support, is upward, and has a magnitude of d 1. 

(b) As above, but the upward deflection is at the right-hand support, and has a 
magnitude dz. 

( c) Can the results of pasts and (b) be superimposed? 
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Figure 18.8. Exercise UU (a). Exercise 18.3 (b). 

18.3. Use the finite element method to determine the force in bar A.D of the 
truss sketched in Fig, 

(b) Write the FEM matrix equation for the pin-jointed 
truss shown in Fig. Note that two bars have average 
changes, and 2 is forced a small distance D0 . 

18.4. W1i.te the system stiffness matrix {Q} = for the homo-
geneous truss of Fig. 18Awhen the same force F0 acts upon the truss and there is 
a uniform temperature change of magnitude 
(a) To in bar 13 
(b) 2T0 in bar 12 

To in bar 13 and 2T0 in bar 12 

18.5. Write the system stiffness matrix equation {Q} = for the planar truss of 
Fig. 21. when there are no applied mechanical loads but there is a uniform 
temperature change only in bar 2; in bar 3; 
in bar 4. 

18.6. Write the system stiffness matrix 
Fig. 21.29 when top bar BC experiences a 
va._ries in a bilinear fashion over the 

for the truss of 
temperature change that 

of the bar in such a way that the 
te1ni::1eratL!Te change is zero at B and C, and rises in a linear fashion from 
both bar ends to a maximum value of To at the center of the bar, 

18.7. Write the system stiffness matrix for the planar truss of 
Fig. 21. when there is no mechanical ·~--~""""' but there is a small 
enforced vertical deflection of magnitude v0 at (b) C; 
D; E. 

18Jt Write the FEM matrix for the uniform beam 
supported by four knife-edge and roller supports that is shown ih 
Fig. when the third from the left is forced downward a distance w0 . 

The deformed shape of the beam is indicated by the dashed line. The beam bending 
stiffness coefficient is 
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Wo 

Ut9. Write the system stiffness matrix equation for the truss of 

18.l(t 

21.lO(a) when there is no mechanical loading, but there is a small 
initial strain of magnitude Eo in bar BA; in bar CA; in bar · or in 
bar EA. 

FOR THE EAGER 

Determine the six DOF stiffness matrix for a beam bending element for bend
ing in a single plane that is rotated through a counterclockwise angle f3 within 
the plane of the paper. Do not bother to carry out any. matrix multiplications. 
Hint: Consider Eqs. b) which is the bar DOF rotation equation for the 
same rotation in a Note that the beam rotational DOF are unaffected 
the change in beam orientation in the 
is to be considered to be axially rigid,) 

per usual, the beam element 

Determine the DOF rotation matrix for a bar element in three dimensions, and 
write the triple matrix product without actually carrying out the matrix 

that is the stiffness matrix for a bar element in three dimensions. Hint: 
Consider the of Eq. as a basis for a DOF rotation matrix for 
the bar element which now has three rectilinear DOF at each of the two bar 
ends. 

Comment: Once the element stiffness matrix for the bar element in three 
dimensions is available, structural finite element models such as that shown in 
the computer drawing that is Fig. 18. 10 are readily attainable with a sufficiently 
large computer, or with a smaller computer coupled with a technique called 
"substructuring." The technique is briefly outlined in Endnote 

In three-dimensional space, can the same relation that exists between the recti
linear beam end deflection DOF in the rotated cartesian coordinate system and 
the original cartesian coordinate be used with the beam end rotational 
DOF referenced to the same two coordinate 

18.11. Consider a truss where the material of all of the bars is to be described a single 
stress-strain plot which is that is, the stress-strain plot is approximated 
by a series of connected straight lines starting at the origin. In particular, let the 
slope of the loading path from zero strain to the strain value E 1, be E 1 the slope from 
1:1 to E2 be £ 2 , and so on. Note that for this material model to closely approximate 
actual material behavior, the truss' external loads must be applied so that none 
of these bars is unloaded appreciably during the load application. Describe in 
general terms how a digital computer could process the bars of such a loaded truss 
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Figure 18.10. A computer drawing of a finite element model using a very large number 
of beam and bar finite elements. Courtesy of Dr. Frank Chang. 

undergoing small deflections when the material behavior of those bars is described 
by this multilinear description. 

Endnote Substruduring in Static Analyses 

Sometimes the available computer cannot manage the large number of DOF the 
analyst believes is necessary to describe a given structure. In that case the analyst can opt to 
divide that large structure into several substructures that can be partially processed, in order 
to reduce their individual number of DOF, before the substructures are linked together to 
form the final matrix equations for the total structure. The cost to be paid for this option is 
the expenditure of more computer nmning time. Consider, for example, the top platform of 
the tower structure shown in Fig. 18.10. Let that platform be one of several substructures 
of the total strncture. The top platform can be modeled as a single, extended finite element 
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The procedure for a static load case is as follows. Let all the bars and beams of the top 
platform be assembled in the usual manner to form [K] for the top platform with a cor
responding {q}. Divide {q} into two sets of DOF. Let the first set be those DOF that are 
to be retained in the analysis, and let the second set be those DOF that are to be omitted. 
Designate these two sets as {qr} and {q0 }, respectively. The retained coordinate set must 
include those DOF of the top platform elements that describe the deflections of the top plat
form where the top platform is joined to the two towers that support the top platform. The 
retained set may include other DOF sufficient to provide a sparse representation of the total 
top platfQrm deflections. Order the generalized coordinate vector so that Lq J = Lq, q0J. 
Then the matrix equation for the top platform becomes, in submatrix form, 

(18.5) 

The load vector {Q0 } is composed entirely of known loads. The load vector {Q,} contains 

both the unknown reactions that act between the top platform and the towers, and possibly 
some known or zero-valued forces as well. The stiffness submatrices on the main diagonal 
are, of course, square matrices. Multiplying out the first and second rows of the above matrix 
equation yields 

{Q,} = [K,,]{q,} + [K,oHqo} 

{Qo} = [K,o]1 {qr}+ [Kool {qo} 

The second of the above matrix equations can be solved for {q0 }: 

Substituting into the first of Eqs. ( 18.6) so as to eliminate { q0} leads to 

or 

[k,,]{q,} = {Q,} 

(18.6) 

(18.7) 

The submatrix [ K00 ] is always invertible because when the DOF of the interfaces between 
the top platform substructure and the remainder to the total structure, which must be assigned 
to { q,}, are arbitrarily fixed, then there is no possible rigid body motion of the substructure. 
The substructure equation, Eq. (18.7), is of exactly the same form as an element stiffness 
equation. That is, there is a column matrix of unknown deflections {q, }; there is a square 
coefficient matrix of fully specified terms; and there is a load vector of known and unknown 
loads. Sometimes the substructure is referred to as a "super" finite element because of 
the generally larger number of DOF that are associated with it. Now it is just a matter of 
assembling these super elements in the usual manner to form the total structure. 

It may appear that the obvious drawback to this procedure is that the inversion of [K00 ] 

could be, for a large number ofDOF, an expensive operation with regard to computer time. 
The inversion of [K00 ] is not actually necessary. In order tojustify this statement, write the 
coordinate transformation 

(18.8) 
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Substituting the above right-hand side for LqJ =Jq, q0J into Eq. (18.5), and premulti
plying by [I : T], after some algebraic simplification, reproduces Eqs. (18.7). Now return 
to Eq. (18.5) and initiate the standard Gauss-Jordan elimination process starting with the 
last DOF of {qo}. After the Gauss-Jordan process is completed for {q0}, and before starting 
with {q, }, what was Eq. (18.5) now has the appearance 

{ .. ? .. } = [: .. L~] {?~-} 
? ·? \ I. qo 

(18.5a) 

The lower row of question marks can be determined by referring to the lower row of 
Eq. (18.8), which may be rewritten as 

-[T] {q,} + {qo} = {Qc} 

The upper row of question marks can be identified by reference to Eq. (18.7), that is, 

[k,,] {q,} + [OJ {qo} = { Q,} 
Putting the latter two equations into Eq. (18.5a), the result is 

ttl -[ ~?---n r :-1 (18.Sb) 

Thus the cost-efficient Ga9ss--:-Jordan procedure, rather than a matrix irtverse, can be used to 
obtain the [ K~r] matrix as wellas the transformation matrix [T] and tl:ie vector {Q c}, which 

.· can be used to recapture tl).e vahies of the {qo} vector after solution for the {qr} vector. This 
procedure is credited tff R. 1. Guyan; and is sometimes· called· Guyzji .reduction· or static 
condensation (Ref. [69]). · 



CHAPTER 19 

Basic 
Finite Elements 

19.1 Introduction 

Beai,1s and bars alone do not a vehicular structure make, Vehicular structures are 
typically beam frames and enveloped in a thin skin, for the illustrations 
in the front of this textbook, or the illustration in Endnote which discusses 
the function of the thin skin, the stringers, and the frames. Characteristically, the skin 
thickness is much smaller than the distances between the beams that support the skin. In 
order to extend the finite element method to analytical models of vehicular structures, it is 
now necessary to begin to consider the analysis of thin skins in combination with the beam 
grids and frames that provide support for the skin. For the sake of the discussion 
of thin skins in this introductory chapter is restricted to those that have a midsurface that 
parallels a single plane. 

There are two distinct load cases for a planar, thin skin. In the first load case the edge 
traction vectors and the internal stress vectors parallel the of the skin, and are constant 
across the small thickness dimension of the skin. Furthermore, in this plane stress case, the 
skin is thick enough, or the lateral beam are sufficiently close to each that the 
skin does not buckle. Thus the deflection vectors also parallel the unloaded skin midsurface. 
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce a finite element-based deflection formulation to 
this plane stress problem. Doing so illustrates on an level one general approach to 
creating finite elements beyond the one-dimensional beam and bar finite elements discussed 
in Chapters 17 and 18. 

In the second external load case the fiat skin is loaded so that after deformation the skin 
is no longer This would be the case if the externally applied, mechanical 
or thermal loading varied across the outer edge thickness of the skin in such a manner as 
to cause bending or twisting moments; or if there were a loading lateral to the 
the skin that causes bending or twisting moments. Analogously to the bending of 
if the lateral deflection of the skin is less than the skin thick..'1ess, then the skin 
behavior is described linear theory. If the lateral deformations are several times 
greater than the skin thickness, then membrane theory is suitable. If the lateral deformations 
are on the same order of magnitude as the skin then the nonlinear, von Kannan 
plate theory is appropriate. Plate bending and twisting are discussed in the next to last 
chapter of this textbook. 

In addition to introducing the deflection stress problem via the finite 
element method this chapter also provides a brief introduction to three-dimensional 
finite elements and the use of the FEM when the loads vary with time. 

19.2 A R.ectanguia:r Plane Stress Finite Element 

Recall that in the beams, uniform or not, with general lateral loadings, are 
analyzed by approximating them by a sequence of finite le11gth, uniform beam segments. 
Siwilarly, a thin skin in a state of plane stress can be approximated by a collection of 
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Figure 19.1. A typical finite element mesh using many simple finite elements for the sake 
of numerical accuracy. The model is that of a dynamic fracture test specimen. Only one half 
of the test specimen is modeled due to symmetry. Courtesy of Professor Charles Schwartz. 

Figure 19.2. A plane stress quadrilateral finite element formed from two pairs of half 
thickness triangular plane stress finite elements, one pair superimposed upon the other pair. 

constant thickness skin segments with finite dimensions. See Fig. 19.1, which shows a 
computer plot of a typical finite element arrangement for a structure that happens to be a 
dynamic fracture test specimen. The undeformed shape of the finite elements in Fig. 19.l 
is rectangular. In most commercial finite element digital computer programs, the available 
simple shapes for skin segment finite elements are quadrilateral and triangular shapes. The 
quadrilateral-shaped finite element is often created by putting together two pairs of half 
thickness triangular finite elements superimposed upon each other as shown in Fig. 19.2. 
The triangular and quadrilateral shapes have the advantage of allowing a straight-line seg
ment approximation to any skin geometry. 

Since the first purpose of this chapter is limited to introducing the plane stress finite 
element, the specific geometry of the element is of lesser importance than the ideas upon 
which the element is based. Therefore, rather than tackle the more difficult geometry of the 
triangular plane stress finite element, the simpler, but less practical, rectangular plane stress 
finite element is chosen to illustrate the concepts that underlie two- and three-dimensional 
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Figure 19.3. The coordinate system, geometry, and ordering of the DOF for a rectangular 
plane stress finite element. 

finite elements. The triangular plane stress finite element is discussed briefly in the following 
section in order to show the parallels between its development and the development of the 
rectangular finite element. 

Consider the plane stress rectangular finite element pictured in Fig. 19.3. The first ques
tion to be answered is what are the degrees of freedom (DOF) of the rectangular finite 
element. The previously discussed beam and bar elements provide only limited guidance. 
As with the beam and bar elements, it would seem that the rectangular element DOF are best 
placed at the element boundary for ease of joining one element with another. It would also 
seem to be true that the number of such DOF should be as small as possible because each 
additional DOF requires the solution of an additional simultaneous equation. The above 
two guidelines do have important exceptions. However, those two guidelines are a useful 
basis for an initial development of a plane stress finite element. Algebraic experimentation 
shows that, as illustrated in Fig. 19.3, placing two DOF at each comer of the rectangle is a 
satisfactory approach. The eight in-plane DOF of the rectangular plane stress finite element 
are thus selected to be q1 = u1, q2 = vi, q3 = u2, q4 = v2, q5 = u3, and so on. 

Once again, the element stiffness matrix is to be developed using the Principle of Virtual 
Work (PVW). In order to use the PVW in the same successful fashion as was done with 
the beam and bar finite elements, the deflections everywhere within the rectangular finite 
element have to be uniquely and continuously defined by the eight deflection components 
at the four comers. In other words, equations that parallel the beam and bar shape function 
equations, Eqs. (17.4) and (17.10), have to be developed for the rectangular plane stress 
finite element. However, unlike the one-dimensional beam and bar elements, there is no 
concise deflection solution for the plane stress rectangle given the deflections at the four 
corners. Moreover, even if such a solution were available, it would not be particularly useful 
because it would necessarily conflict with the PVW requirement that the displacements 
everywhere along the outer boundaries of the element (i.e., in and between the several 
adjacent finite elements) be continuous. Another, and therefore approximate, means of 
relating the corner deflections and the finite element's internal and boundary deflections is 
appropriate. 

The internal deflections can be represented exactly in a general form by writing their func
tional representation in terms of complete infinite series for which there is an arbitrary coef
ficient attached to each term of the series. In this, as in any given set of circumstances, some 
series expansions are more convenient than others. In this case a power (polynomial) series 
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is chosen to rP.1nn'~F·.nr 

choice for a numerical 
.,.w,uu,, "·' ~""'·W· deflections. A power series is a cost-efficient 

such as that in Fig. 19.1 because the 
terms of the power series are much more com-

are discussed below. 
A power series with nonnegative exponents is a "complete" series in·that it is of 
r1>1,rF·~Prmno a wide class of well-behaved functions called 
definition of an analytic function 
power series called a Taylor series 

Let the power series for the rwo >H ~,v.,,.v 

the 

where the unknown a and f, coefficients need to be determined. The deflection infor-
mation available to determine these coefficients is the set of corner deflections. The comer 
deflect.ions comprise four of information for each of the two deflection compo-
nents, u, and Hence only four a and four ,B coefficients can be determined 
this way without introducing more deflection conditions. Thus it becomes a of 
which are the four most terms in the two power series. those eight terms are 
to be retained, while all others are to be discarded. While exceptions can be 
the more important terms of a series expansion are those terms with the lowest 
exponents in the case of a polynomial series, or with the lowest indices in the case of a 

1g1)rn)rntetJnc series. This general guide is true in this case. The reasons specific ta this finite 
element are as follows. Without the constant term of each of the two there would be 
no way to represent an in-pla11e rigid body zero strain) motion of the rectangular finite 
element without introducing false strains into the element. See Endnote for 
a detailed explanation of this point Similarly, without the two of linear terms, there 
would be no way to represent a state of constant strain throughout the rectar1gular element. 
Since the constant strain case is as basic as the rigid body motion case, the first three terms 
of each deflection expansion are selected for use. 

The fourth term selected for inclusion in the two deflection series must provide, as much 
as possible, for (i) a..ri appropriate change in strain across the element; and continuity 
between elements. This latter is necessary for the valid application of the 
PV\V, which requires the satisfaction of the so that it can 
enforce equilibrium internally and at the nodal connections between adjacent elements. 
The three quadratic terms , and xy are now considered as candidates for that fourth 
and last position in the two finite series approximations for the displacement components. 
First consider for the u series expansion, and for the v series expansion. One major 
problem with this choice is that, for example, at the upper of the plane stress 
where y = b, the displacement in the direction would vary parabolically. At the bottom of 
the adjacent rectangular plane stress element, where for that y = 0, the horizontal 
displacement would also vary parabolically. However. there can be no assurance that the 
two variations would be the same because there are only two nodes these two 
elements while it takes three constraints to define a Hence there would not be 
com101,:te interelement Another major problem would be that the two normal 
strains, Ju/Jx &'ld Jv/Jy, would vary linearly within the rectangular element while the 
shearing strain + would be a constant From the 
equations, Eqs. (6. or the normal stress would vary 
stress would be a constant This situation would violate the general 
within the element. 
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Vh,,JUU"'~'"' then within the element the 
in both directions whil-e the two nom,al stresses would be constant. This too would violate 

'-'~""·w,v choice would also have 
variation in the 

""'"'""'v'"', that boundaries. Therefore 
these deflections would not be continuous with the boundary deflections of the 
,A,,,,"'''"'U'-'H elements. There would be gaps and/or"""'""''"''" 

Thus this choice must also be The nH=~,~-m 

displacements, those two series have 
in the and y directions. With this choice, the nonnal strain Exx would vary linearly in tl1e 
y direction, and Eyy would vary in the x direction; Yxy would vary linearly in both 
directions. While not perfect, this would allow the three stresses to vary linearly. Finally, 
there would be no problem at any element because both displacements would vary 
linearly at those edges, a.11d the two common nodes of adjacent elements would provide the 
two common parameters that would make those linear variations the same for both ~~,-,N·" 

elements. Thus this choice of the xy term inter-element compatibility and thus 
aHows the use of the 

Therefore let the chosen series expansions for this four-node plane stress element be 

v(x, + + + 1) 

The above two stress deflection equations correspond to the beam equation which 
is Eq. The si:nilarities are that: Eqs. and Eq. (17.3a) are truncated 
polynomial series descriptions of deflections suitable to that type of finite element; and 

both descriptions contain constants. That is, the four constants of integra-
C4, correspond to the 0t's and f3's ofEq. (19. The differece 

between and Eq. is that the cubic polynomi01 of Eq. (17.3a) is the exact 
solution to the applicable strength of materials beam bending equation, Eq. (17.2), while 
Eqs. are only approximations to the actual deflections within a finite rectangular 
portion of a plane stsess continuum when the element is relatively small. In general, the 
larger the finite element, the cruder the approximation. If each of the many rectangles is 
reasonably small with respect to the lengths associated with the structure and the 
loading, such as is shown in Fig. 19 .1, then the above linear approximation in each rectangle 
forms an accurate straight-line segment approximation to the actual deflection 

In Eqs. (17.3b) and (17Aa), the four constants of integration are replaced by their equiv
alent values in terms of the bending deflections and bending slopes at the beam element 
ends. To obtain a pair of equations corresponding to Eqs. (17.4a), the eight parameters 
of Eq. 1) now need to be determined in terms of the eight comer deflections. This is 
accomplished by simply substituting the cartesian coordinates of each of the corners into 
Eqs. and solving simultaneously. That is, starting with 

ui = ao 
u2 = ao + 0tia 
u3= ao +a1a + 
u4 = ao + 

an easy simultaneous solution leads to 

O!j - u 

~1 = (v2 --

V1 = 
V2 = 

-u 

+f31a 
+ ,61a + f3zb + fhab 

+ U3 - U2 -

+ V3 - Vz -
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or, after rearranging, 

( X y X Y) X ( Y) u(x,y)= 1----+-- u1+- 1-- u2 
a b ab a b 

+ (~~) u3 + ~ (1- ~) U4 = LN;(x, y)u; (19.2) 

( X y X Y) X ( Y) v(x, y) = 1 - - - - + - - V1 + - 1 - - v2 
a b ab a b 

+ (~~) V3 + f (1- ~) V4 = LN;(x, y)v; 

where i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Thus the shape functions for the plane stress rectangle are now iden
tified. Note that, like all shape functions, they have the value 1.0 at the spatial coordinate 
values corresponding to the DOF for which they are a coefficient in the deflection expres
sions, and they have the value 0.0 at the spatial coordinate values where all other DOF are 
located. See Section 19.5 for a discussion of how this shape function characteristic aids the 
determination of the required shape functions. 

With the shape functions for the approximate deflections in hand, it is now a routine 
matter to use the strain-deflection equations and the stress-strain equations of the theory 
of elasticity in order to evaluate the element internal virtual work on the right-hand side of 
Eq. (17.5). For conciseness, let (x/a) = X, and (y /b) = Y. Then 

{'" } { au/ax } {y} = Eyy = av/ay = [B]{q} 
Yxy (Bu/By)+ (Bv/Bx) 

~ [-(! ~ Y)/a 0 (1 - Y)/a 0 UJ 

-(1- X)/b 0 -X/b V1 

-(1 - X)/b -(1- Y)/a -X/b (1 - Y)/a Uz 
V2 (19.3) 

Y/a 0 -Y/a 
(1-0X)/b] 

U3 

0 X/b 0 
V3 

X/b Y/a (1 - X)/b -Y/a 
U4 
V4 

Now all is ready for use of the PVW as applied to the structural body that is a single 
rectangular finite element. For that element, the external virtual work is merely the eight 
in-plane force components multiplied by their respective virtual displacements. Again see 
Fig. 19.4(a). That is, because there are no body forces acting upon this finite element, and 
all the external boundary loads are required to act at the comers of the finite clement where 
the nodes of the global DOF are to be located, 

8Wex = Fxi OUJ + Fyl OVJ + Fx2 OU2 + · · · + Fy4 OV4 

= LoqJ {Q} (19.4) 

The negative of the internal virtual work for this plane stress finite element reduces to 

-oW;n = ff f LoExx 
Vol. 

I O'xx} 
oEyy oyxyJ ayy d(Vol.) 

O'xy 
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or 

X (a) 

(b) 

Figure 19.4. (a) Typical comer (nodal) forces for a discussion of possible deflections and 
strains in a rectangular plane stress finite element. (b) The nonrigid body deflection pattern 
(much exaggerated) for the rectangular plane stress finite element. 

8Eyy 8yxyJ { ::: } dx dy 
O'xy 

where his the thickness of the skin. Taking the variation of both sides of Eq. (19.3) leads 
to {8y} = [B]{8q}, or 

L8yJ = LoqJ[B]t 

In this case of plane stress, the 3 x 1 stress vector for an isotropic material is that set forth 
in Eq. (6.13). Equation (6.13) can be written as 

{ 
O'xx }- _£_ [ 1 O'yy - 2 V 

l-v 
O'xy 0 

V 

1 
0 

0 ] { Exx } Ea ,1T { 1 } 0 Eyy - 1 
!(1 - v)° Yxy l - v 0 
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or, in more concise 

13a) 

ized coordinates 

13b) 

Now the PVW can be as 

{yt} dx 

where, for simplicity in this an average change is used for the 
entire finite element. This choice of an average temperature change is reasonable when the 
finite elements .::re used in sufficient numbers to reasonably the actual temper-
ature change with a series of constant as would be the case in a finite element 
model such as that shown in Fig. 19.l. Following the usual argument so as to remove the 
arbitrary row vector of virtual displacements from both sides of the above equation leads to 

{Q} = h [B]'[D][B]dx {yr} dx 

Since the first integral is a symmetric, square and the second integral is a column 
vector, the above result can be written more concisely as 

{Q} = - {Qr} 

or even more simply as 

(19.5) 

As explained in Chapter 18, the equivalent thermal load vector {Qr} is not limited to 
initial strains due to temperature changes, but that vector can be adjusted to include all types 
of initial strains. 

It is dear now what needs to be done to obtain the element stiffness matrix [k]. It is 
necessary to actually carry out the matrix multiplication [B]t[D][B], and then the double 
integration of that 8 x 8 result. This is a lengthy, but routine, process that is not worth 
duplicating here. The final result is given below in terms of the following space-saving, 
nondimensional, quantities. Let 

ko = +(l/3)[(b/a) + !(1-
= +(1/3)[(a/b) + - v)(b/a)] 

k1 = -(1/6)[2(b/a) - !o -
k; = -(l/6)[2(a/b) - !O - v)(b/a)] 

k1 = + -~{1 -
- 2" 

k; = -(l/6)[(a/b) + !O -
k3 = +(1/6)[(b/a) - (1 -

k~ = - (1 - v)(b/a)] 

no= and ni = (1/8)(3v - 1) 
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stress finite element stiffness matrix can be written as 

Eh 

l -- v 2 

no 

k£ 
-n1 

1,1 
1\.'3 

-no 

ko 

-no 

n; 

no 

thennal force vector is 

-no 

-n;_ 

-ni 

ki 
no 
'' K~ 

L, 

-no 
k; 
n1 

k'. 
l 

-n.1 

k l 

3 

ni 

-no 

evaluated. The result is 

• ~EhctTav 
{Qy}' = 1-b -a b -a b a -b 

1 - V -

-1111 
k'. I 

I I 
no I 

n, I 
1c; ! 

-·noj 
l-' 
''o 
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where, again, the temperature change is the average temperature change for the finite 
element. 

Now that the rectangular plane stress finite element i.s it can be used to 
create finite element structural models in exactly the same fashion as the beam and bar finite 
elements. 

Example 19J.. Prepare by hand a finite element of write { = [K]{q} 
for) the symmetric structure shown in Fig. 19.S(a). The applied loading the force F 
which acts in the plane of the structure. The thickness of the skin is h. The cross-sectional 
area of the reinforcing bar is 36h2 . The Young's modulus for both the bar and the skin is 
E. The Poisson's ratio for the skin is 1/3. As usual, assume that the shearing stresses in the 
skin do not produce skin buckling. 

(b) After obtaining a solution for the global DOF, calculate the magnitude of the axial 
force at the left end of the central bar. 

Comment. This small structure is representative of vehicuhJT structures because it involves 
both a skin and a beam or bar stiffener to which concentrated loads can be applied. The skin 
stiffener is often called a "longitudinal stringer," or just a "stringer. 

Solution. (a) Since this small beam and skin structure is only loaded in its own plane, 
only bar and plane stress finite elements are necessary to produce a finite element model 
for this structure. The next thing to note is that the symmetry of the structure and loading 
allows the analysis to be limited to the top half of the structure. The number of finite 
elements to be used to describe the skin and bar depends heavily on whether or not the 
small structure stands alone or is actually just one of a larger structure. If this small 
structure stands alone, then a reasonable, but minimum number of rectangular plane stress 
and bar finite elements is shown in Fig. l 9.5(b ). Note that the rectangular geometry requires 
that all adjacent rectangular elements have the same edge dimensions. This is unfortunate 
because the finite element arrangement shown in Fig. gives equal attention, on the 
one hand, to those parts of this small structure where the stresses, strains, and deflections 
cha,.'1ge only gradually, and, on the other hand, to those of the structure where the 
changes are not at all gradual. A much more reasonable arrangement using commercially 
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if -'*'~~~ -

(b) 

16h[ 
t 'r?S"7~<c \ 

141, I 
.L-.efiii,-~~....;,;,;;,: 

20h 18h 

_(d) 

(e) 

Figure 19.5. Example 19.1. (a) The analysis model of the sheet-beam structure. (b) A finite 
element model of the same structure using 18 rectangular plane stress finite elements and 
6 bar elements for a total of 56 DOF. (c) A finite element model using the same number 
of plane stress and bar elements as the previous model, but one which will produce much 
more accurate numerical results near the point of application of the load which is where the 
deflections and stresses vary more rapidly with distance. This second finite element model 
illustrates another shortcoming of finite elements limited to a rectangular geometry. ( d) The 
finite element model used for the hand calculation. ( e) A of the deflection results. 
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available quadrilateral finite elements is shown in Fig. 19.5(c). In that figure the linearly 
changing finite elements are concentrated where the greatest changes in strain are expected 
so as to better approximate those changes. 

If this small structure were part of a much larger structure, budget and computer storage 
limitations would generally not allow so many degrees of freedom for a small portion of 
the overall structure, unless of course there was something particularly important about this 
small part. If this small structure is a noncritical part of a much larger structure, the top half 
of this structure would likely be modeled with as few as two plane stress elements and two 
bar elements, or even one of each. (The approximate, linearly varying deflections chosen 
for this finite element work best when the ratio of the edge lengths, a/b, equals 1.0, which 
would be the case here if two rectangular elements were used.) Since this solution is to 
be done by hand, the latter view is now adopted. Consequently, the selected finite element 
model of nodes and elements is as shown in Fig. 19.5(d). 

The skin finite element stiffness matrices are relatively large. Therefore, in order to save 
space and time, the procedure of first applying the BCs to the element stiffness matrices is 
the procedure used in this example. In this example, the global DOF BCs are particularly 
simple. The constraints on all motion at the top and left boundaries of the structure leads 
to 

Uj =VJ= U2 = V2 = U3 = V3 = U4 = V4 = 0 

The symmetry of the structure and loading means that none of the nodes on the centerline 
of the structure move up or down. Therefore 

Thus the only nonzero plane stress DOF are u5 and U6, which are also the only necessary 
DOF for the two bar elements. Hence, after applying the BCs, the stiffness matrices for the 
two bar elements in terms of the two nonzero DOF are, where only half the bar area is used 
due to the symmetry, 

3o fEA 
[k3o]{q } = -l -U5 

40 f EA [+l and [k4o]{q } = - 1- _ 1 -lJ {U5} 
+1 U6 

where 

!£A l8Eh2 
-2 - = -- = 0.6Eh 

l 30h 

Forbothplanestressfiniteelements,theratiosa/b =b/a = 1.0, ko =4/9, k1 = -5/18, 
and Eh/(1 - v2 ) = l.125Eh. The correspondences between the element and global DOF 

(10) (20) . (20) are u2 = us for element 10, and u1 = us while u2 = u6 for element 20. Thus the two 
skin stiffness matrices reduce to 

[k10J{q 10} = l.125Eh(4/9)us 

and 

20 [ 4/9 [kzo]{q } = l.125Eh _ 5118 
-5/18] { U5} 

4/9 . U6 
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Assembling the two matrices of size 1 x 1 and the two matrices of size2 x 2 produces the 
final matrix equation: 

or 

{ 0 . } = Eh [ (0.6 + 0.6 + 0.5 + 0.5) 
0.5F -(0 + 0.6 + 0 + 0.3125) 

-(0 + 0.6 + 0 + 0.3125)] { U5} 
(0 + 0.6 + 0 + 0.5) U6 

{ 0 } [ 2.20 
0.5F = Eh -'-0.9125 

-0.9125 J { U5} 
1.10 U6 

The solution to the above simultaneous equations is easily found to be us = 0.29F / Eh, 
and u6 = 0.69F / Eh. A plot of the solution for the two DOF looks like that shown in 
Fig. 19.5(e). 

(b) Once the above two simultaneous equations are solved for u5 , the force in bar element 
30 can be obtained from the bar element 30 stiffness matrix equation. Of course it is 
necessary to remember that the total force in bar element 30 is that for both halves of the 
bar cross-sectional area. In other words, the total force at node 4 is 

EA 36Eh2 

- 1-us = 30hU5 = 0.35F 

Clearly, since only one-third of the applied force reaches the end of the stringer, two-thirds 
of the applied force is diffused through the skin of the small structure to the skin's rigid 
supports. • 

Example 19.2. Discuss in words only how the solution procedure for Example 19.1 would 
change if the direction of the applied force F were changed so that it was now directed out 
of the plane of the paper at the same location. Again, assume small deflections. 

Solution. The load out of the plane of the paper causes bending of both the central beam and 
the skin. Therefore, bar elements are no longer suitable.· Beam elements are now necessary. 
Similarly, plane stress elements are no longer suitable. Rectangular plate bending elements 
(to be developed in the next to last chapter) are now needed. Closely analogous to the beam 
bending finite element, the typical commercially available quadrilateral plate bending finite 
element has three DOF at the four comers. The three DOF are the lateral deflection and 
the bending slope rotations about two cartesian coordinate axes. Also see, for example, 
Ref. [50], chapter 10. 

The selection of the number of plate bending elements proceeds on nearly the same basis 
as before. However, for a crude grid, the number of plate bending elements should be at least 
as large as the number of plane stress elements. If the grid pictured in Fig. 19 .5( c) were used 
in this case also, the clamped end BCs for the plate and beam, and the symmetry conditions 
mean that the four nonzero DOF for this case would be the lateral deflections and beam bend
ing slopes at nodes 5 and 6. (The beam twisting DOF required by the plate finite elements 
are required to be zero because of the structural and loading symmetry.) • 

As a final comment on the rectangular plane stress element, recall that this element 
is derived above for the special case of an isotropic material. Developing a plane stress 
rectangular finite element for an orthotropic material would only require using Eq. (6.12) 
instead of Eq. ( 6.13) for the stress-strain relationship. Of course, the resulting algebra would 
be considerably more tedious, not only because there are five material constants to keep 
track of, rather than just two, but because in order to achieve generality it is necessary to 
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19.6. The coordinate system and the selected element DOF for the ""'""'F,~"= plane 
stress finite element. 

consider the possibility that the material axes of the finite element are not aligned with edges 
of the finite element when using a commercial finite element digital computer 
program for an orthotropic expect to input the angle of rotation of the material 
axes from some specified coordinate axes or element edge. 

19.3 A Triangular Plane Stress Element in Brief 

The more geometrically useful plane stress finite element can be derived 
in exactly the same way that the recta11gular finite element was derived in the above dis
cussion or, by more elegant means (Refs. [50, Without the burden of the 
ca.s;1eu,,a, the highlights of the straightforward derivation are as follows. The truncated series 
"'"i-'"""~'""'0 for the deflections are 

= ao + a1x + a2y 

v(x, = f3o + f31x + fhy 

Just as these six parameters, a0 through fh can be· detennined in terms of the 
corner deflections, which are the element DOF. See Fig. 19.6 for an illustration of the 
element DOF. Just as before, linking the six truncated series parameters and the element 
DOF is accomplished by specializing the cartesian coordinates to the comer locations; For 

and so on, and simultaneously. After regrouping the results in terms of the element 
the matrix vV,~UUV'H {u} = is obtained, where v(x, . Of 

functions are linear functions of the x and y coordinates. 
Therefore, just as is true for the rectangle, the deflections along any edge of the triangle vary 
linearly from one comer to another, and are controlled by the comer deflections. 
Hence the edge deflections of one plane stress triangular finite element are exactly the same 
as those of any adjacent plane stress triangular (or plane stress rectangular) finite element. 
Therefore intra- and interelement deflection is present with the result that this 
formulation meets the of the PVW. 

Once the deflections and along its borders are described 
in terms of the nodal deflections 
is the same as that for the 

to element BCs), the remaining procedure 
vuau,,, ..... That is, the next step is to differentiate the 

deflections in order to obtain the strain vector. The use of the appropriate material stiffness 
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Figure 19. 7. The coordinate system and element DOF for the constant strain tetrahedron 
unite element. · 

matrix provides the stress vector. Varying the strain vector is the final preparatory step. 
Substituting L 8E J and {a} into the PVW satisfies the general force equilibrium requirement, 
and provides the details of the 6 x 6 element stiffness matrix. The integration over the 
volume of the triangular element that is required by the PVW is particularly simple in 
this case. This is so because the deflections are linear functions of the spatial coordinates. 
Therefore the stresses and strains and their products are constants. Since these constants can 
be factored out of the volume integral, the volume integral that remains can be evaluated as 
simply the area of the triangular element multiplied by its depth. 

One small difference between these rectangular and triangular plane stress finite elements 
is that, since the stresses within the triangular element are constants, those stresses satisfy the 
intraelement equilibrium equations, Eqs. (1.6). On the other hand, the four-node rectangular 
element utilizes linearly varying stresses that do not satisfy Eq. (1.6). On balance, there is 
little to choose between these two plane stress elements with respect to accuracy. This can 
be understood by viewing the deflection series expansions for these two different elements 
as Taylor's series without the remainder terms. The remain~er terms encompass the error 
for the deflection series expansions for the two elements. The remainders, and hence the 
errors, for each Taylor's series expansion involve the polynomial terms of the order greater 
than the last complete polynomial order of the expansion. The last complete polynomial 
order in both element expansions is the first. The single quadratic term xy in the rectangular 
element expansion is, of course, incomplete because it lacks the companionship of the x 2 

and the y 2 terms. Thus the errors in both element expansions involve the squares of the 
lengths of the element sides normalized by a characteristic length of the skin that is being 
analyzed. 

19.4 Three-Dimensional Finite Elements 

The constant strain finite element with a solid shape that has the same geometric 
adaptability. as the plane stress triangular element is the tetrahedron element. Such an 
element with its 12 DOF is shown in Fig. 19.7. Its deflection series expansions are simply 

u(x, y, z) = ao + a1x + azy + a3z 

v(x, y, z) = /3o + f3ix + f32Y + /33z 

w(x, y, z) =Yo+ Y1X + Y2Y + Y3Z 
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The procedure to be followed for this element to the of of the PVW 
course, exactly the same as it is for the two stress elements discussed above. 
since the strain and stress quantities are constants, the volume required by the 
PVW is a relatively simple matter. 

Since the geometry of a grouping of tetrahedrons is sometimes difficult to picture, com
mercial software packages often offer "brick elements" that are composed of five tetra
hedrons so as to produce a rectangular parallelepiped near rectangular parallelepiped) 
geometry. Filling the bulk of a given volume with bricks is a much more manageable task. 
See Figs. 19.S(a, 

Another aspect of the problem of visualizing the finite element model concerns inad
vertently omitting a two- or three-dimensional finite element from the overall model. In 
an computer of the finite element model for the structure, or that part of the 
structural model that involves that one type of finite element, it is not clear whether a 
given space is filled by an element or not. A computer plot where the geometry of the nodes 
is at one scale while the elements are drawn smaller immediately reveals whether there are 
any missing elements. See Fig. 19.9 for an illustration of such a plot, which clearly shows 
that no elements have been omitted. 

19.5 · Refined Finite Elements of Simple Shapes 

A two- or three-dimensional finite element's generalized coordinates need not 
be positioned at element corners. For example, a rectangular plane stress element can be 
developed that has eight of element DOF as pictured in Fig. 19. lO(a). One reason to 
consider having more DOF associated with a two- or three-dimensional finite element can 
be understood by considering the triangular plane stress finite element discussed above. 
That triangular finite element is a constant strain-type element. With other than the simplest 
types of loadings, each adjacent three-node, six-DOF triangular plane stress finite element 
in the finite element model can be expected to have a different constant strain value. In other 
words, the strain values would have a type pattern over the area of the model, as 
shown in Fig. 19.10. Although the linearly varying intraelement deflection pattern of the 
three-node element can produce a good approximation to the actual deflections, this stair
step pattern for the strains would not be as good a representation for the actual strains. Since 
the stresses are proportional to the strains, their solution values also would be inferior to 
the deflection solution. 1 One way to improve the stress solution is to have a triangular plane 
stress element in which the strains vary linearly, instead of having just constant values. 
This can be accomplished by increasing the number of polynomial terms in each of the 
two truncated series expansions for the in-plane deflection functions so as to include the 
x 2 , xy, and y2 polynomial terms. This increase in the number of terms to a total of six in 
each of the two series requires tying each set of six series parameters to six on the 
element boundary. Thus is born the 12-DOF triangular plane stress element with a pair of 
generalized coordinates at each comer and at each edge center. Again, this alternate type 
of finite element fonn is not illustrated with the triangular geometry because of its greater 
algebraic complexity. Rather it is illustrated in the discussion below for a finite element 
with a rectangular boundary. 

Typically. deflection-based approximate methods of analysis provide inferior stress solutions while 
stress-based approximations provide inferior deflection solutions. 
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Figure 19.8. Example models using three-dimensional (solid) finite elements. (a) A shaft 
segment with cam, courtesy of Mr. Jeffrey Meeker. (b) A trunnion bracket, courtesy of Mr. 
Scott Buie. The multihued pattern (originally in full color) su1Jer1mpo:,ect 
bracket finite element model is that of the stress ranges indicated in the «vvv,Hw•aa 

Computer graphics, of which these diagrams are examples, are often the 
of making manageable the large of numerical data that are crnmn,1m1place 
when the FEM involves large numbers of DOF. 
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Figure 19.9. A computer drawing of a doubly symmetric, two-dimensional finite element 
model where the dimensions of the individual elements have been decreased in order to 
check that no elements have been omitted inadvertently. Courtesy of Mr. Paul Van Gulik. 

Consider again the plane stress rectangular finite element sketched in Fig. 19 .11 ( a). Since 
for this element there are, for example, eight vi DOF, the truncated series expansion for 
v(x, y) would be 

v(x, y) = /3o + f31x + f3zy + /33x 2 + {34xy + f3sY 2 + f36x 2 y + {37xy 2 (19.8) 

It is immediately evident that solving simultaneously for the f3i parameters in terms of the 
vi, i = 1, 2, 3, ... , 8, is considerably more work than when there were three or four terms 
in the truncated series deflection expansion. At this point, and certainly when considering 
even more DOF for a given geometry, it is worth considering the alternate approach of 
directly writing the shape functions that relate the deflections at any point in the interior 
of the element, or at the element boundary, to the element DOF. It turns out that writing 
the shape functions directly can sometimes be quite simple. Recall that any shape function 

A A' B B' 

(a) (b) 

Figure 19.10. A comparison of the strain fields for (a) a group of four unrefined finite 
elements and (b) one refined finite element. The refined element has the same number of 
DOF as the four unrefined elements, and covers the same area. The solid line represents 
the actual strain distribution of the structure along the horizontal line. The dashed lines 
represent the finite element approximations to the actual strain, and in these figures it is 
presumed that these approximations are close to the average values of the actual strain. 
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Line of zero 
value in the plane 
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Figure 19.11. A refined rectangular plane stress finite element. (a) The element coordinate 
system and the element DOF. (b) The lines of zero value used to create the shape function 
for node number one. (c) The values of the shape function N4(X, Y) plotted as ordinates 
above the x, y plane. (d) The shape function N4(X, Y) interpreted as an induced deflection 
pattern resulting from a u4 deflection. (e) The values of the shape function N5(X, Y) plotted 
as ordinates above the x, y plane. (f) The shape function N5(X, Y) interpreted as an induced 
deflection pattern resulting from a u5 deflection. (g) The values of the less desirable shape 
function F4(X, Y) plotted as ordinates above the.x, y plane. The function F4(X, Y) has the 
required shape function values at all corner points and edge centers. However, its associated 
deflection pattern is more remote from physical reality than that of N4(X, Y), and is one 
reason why F4(X, Y) is rejected. 
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has the essential characteristics that: at the spatial coordinate values of the associated 
DOF, the shape function has the value + l; and at the coordinate values of any 
other DOF, the shape function has the value zero. With, again, X = and Y = y / h, the 
following functions, called "serendipity"2 shape are suitable as shape functions 
for the 16-DOF rectangular finite element pictured in Fig. 19. l 

N1(X,Y)=(l- -2X-2Y) - Y) 

, Y) = + 2Y - l) 
N5(X, Y) = XY(2X + 2Y - 3) 
N7 (X, Y) = (1 - - 2X - 1) 

The origin of the shape function N 1 (X, Y) for node one is illustrated by the three dashed 
lines of Fig. 19 .1 This shape function needs to have the value zero at nodes two 
eight. Together, the three dashed lines, 1 - Y = 0, l - 2X - 2Y = 0, and 1 - X = 0, pass 
through all of these seven nodes. Simply using the left-hand sides of these equations for these 
three lines as factors creates N1 (X, Y). In this case, no adjustment is necessary to obtain a 
unit value at X = Y = 0. Of course, the other seven functions are detennined in the 
same manner using only three lines. Note that if the contained in these eight shape 
functions are multiplied out, the result in each case would be polynomial terms limited to 
the set l, x, y, x 2 , xy, , x 2y, and , which is complete through the second order. 

The shape functions with even-numbered subscripts are for the ))OF located at the 
centers of the edges. They are a nice set of shape functions in that they have somewhat the 
sort of shape that the deflections would have if their respective edge center were forced to 
have a positive unit deflection while all the other comers and edge centers were restrained 
against deflection. See Fig. 19. l for a plot of the shape function N4(X, which is 
associated with the two generalized coordinates at the center of the right-hand edge. Note 
that this plot is the conventional for a function with two cartesian type variables, 
rather than as in Fig. 19 .11 ( d), which is a sketch of the same function interpreted as an in 
plane deflection pattern. This version of is not the only possible version. Another 
function that has the value 1 at the center of the right-hand edge and zero values at all four 
comers and the three other edge centers is, for example, 

= 4X(2X - Y - 1)(2X + Y - 2) 

First, by itself, this function is less desirable because its much more complicated shape, as 
pictured in Fig. 19.1 l(g), bears less resemblance to the actual deflection pattern that results 
from these deflection constraints. However, this function's major difficulty is that it intro
duces an X3 term into the truncated polynomial series expansions for the two deflections; 
see Eq. (19.8). Since no other polynomial terms would be deleted, there would then be 
nine polynomial terms with only the eight constraints imposed by the four comers and four 
edge centers. If the other shape functions were also altered so that other polynomial terms 
were deleted to make room for X3, (and Y 3 for balance), then one difficulty would be, as 
discussed below, that the resulting rectangular elements would not possess interelement 
continuity as called for by the PVW. Therefore F4 (X, is an example of an unsatisfactory 
candidate shape function. 

The shape functions with odd-numbered subscripts are for the corner DOF. As 
Figs. 19.ll(d, f) show, these functions do not have quite the desirable characteristic of 

2 A word coined by Horace Walpole from a fairy tale concerning three princes of Serendip (now Sli 
Lanka) to describe a state of regularly making interesting, accidental discoveries. 
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being approximately the deflection pattern if a comer were given a horizontal or vertical 
deflection while all other comers and edge centers were constrained against deflections. 
Nevertheless, these are the selected shape functions because they contain only the polyno
mial terms of Eq. (19.8), and there are no better competitors that also contain only those 
polynomial terms. Having only those polynomial terms is important because, along any edge 
of the rectangle, the deflections can only vary quadratically. For example, along the top edge 
where Y = 1, the series expansion for v(x, b) is a parabola in terms of X. The exact shape of 
that parabola with its three coefficients is fully controlled by the values of the three comer 
and edge center DOF vs, v6, and V7. Since the comers and edges of the adjacent rectangle 
have exactly the same nodal deflections, the lower edge of the adjacent rectangle has exactly 
the same deflections as the top edge of the rectangle under discussion. Thus, as called for by 
the PVW, the eight-node rectangular finite elements that compose the finite element model 
have continuous deflections across their boundaries as well as in their interiors. 

Now that the shape functions of the 16-DOF rectangular plane stress element have been 
fully qualified, the remainder of the development is routine. Again the deflections are written 
as 

p(X, Y) = L N;(X, Y) u; and v(X, Y) = L N;(X, Y) v; 

Then the above deflections are differentiated according to the theory of elasticity equations 
in order to obtain the strains. The· stress expressions are obtained from the constitutive 
equations. Then the PVW enforces equilibrium in a general sense with a result that leads 
directly to the element stiffness matrix [k]. 

Further basic aspects of the FEM are discussed in Chapters 22 and 23. Nevertheless, 
many facets of the FEM are left to FEM textbooks. 

19.6 **The Finite Element Method with Time-Varying Loads** 

In engineering practice, one of the more challenging aspects of a structural analysis 
is deciding what loads are appropriate to the analysis. The loads acting upon a vehicle arise 
from many sources. For example, for a flight vehicle the loads are first of all the weight loads, 
the steady-state3 lift and drag components of the net aerodynamic force, the aerodynamic 
moment, and the loads produced by the thrust provided by the power plant. However, the 
largest loads are likely to be the inertia loads that result from gusts, maneuvering, landing, 
or, in the case of a rocket launch, the vibrations that result from the turbulence of the 
rocket exhaust. Landing loads are of course of special concern, especially for wire-arrested 
landings upon aircraft carriers. In order to illustrate the pervasiveness of inertia loads, note 
that the critical loads for certain aircraft wings have been the inertia loads associated with 
taxiing over rough taxiways. All these inertial loads have magnitudes that depend upon the 
motion, in particular the accelerations, of the flight vehicle. The reverse is also true. The 
motion of the flight vehicle depends upon the inertia and other loads applied to the vehicle. 
Therefore a differential equation, rather than an algebraic equation, is needed to describe 
the interaction between the inerti.a loads and the vehicle's time-varying deflections. · 

The differential equation that describes the load-deflection interaction is nothing more 
than the equilibrium statement that the sum of the inertia loads, plus the elastic loads, plus 
the applied loads, plus the damping friction loads, equals zero. Continuity and boundary 
conditions are accounted for by writing this differential equation in terms of generalized 

3 "Steady-state" means unchanging with respect to time. 
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coordinates that assure continuous deflections throughout the structure and at the 
The material equations are incorporated in the description of the elastic ioads. Thus the 
differential equation that describes the load--d.eflection interaction, in the approximate sense 
of strength of materials, accounts for all four of the concerns of a..11y structural 
equilibrium, deflection continuity, material behavior, and boundary conditions. 

The form of that differential equation, partial or ordinary, depends upon how the structure 
is mathematically modeled. If the structure is modeled as having continuously distributed 
mass and continuously distributed elastic as is the case for every actual stmcture, 
then the equilibrium statement has the fonn of one or more partial differential equations. 

for example, Exercise 11.14. The general engineering approach to solving a partial 
differential equation when to first reduce it to a set of ordinary differential 
equations by one of v~rious mathematical techniques. An alternate approach, verified over 
many years, is to model the structure as a collection of interconnected discrete masses and 
discrete elastic elements. In this mathematical model, the elastic elements have no mass, 
and the mass elements have no elasticity; that is, the mass elements are rigid bodies. In this 
case the equilibrium statement, called the equation(s) of motion, is immediately in the form 
of a set of ordinary differential equations. This is the engineering approach most often used 
because the continuum model is especially cumbersome when the structure consists of 
more than a very few structural elements; the discrete elastic elements are conveniently 
described as finite elements; and (iii) the description of the inertial loads is easily obtained 
for discrete masses. The following example offers a brief review of the discretization 
process. 

Example 19.3. Set up a finite element model for a simply supported, uniform beam of 
length L, stiffness coefficient El, mass per unit length pA, which is subjected to a uniform 
lateral force per unit length of magnitude fz(t). Ignore damping forces of all kinds. 

Solution. Since the single-beam structure is subjected to a time-varying load, it is necessary 
to model both the elastic and inertial properties of the beam. Si11'ce the modeling of the elastic 
properties of a structure requires more careful attention, that is, more refinement, than the 
modeling of the inertial properties, the elastic modeling is best done first. Being guided by 
the results of Endnote (2) of Chapter 17 Jet this beam be divided into six identical parts 
of length L/6. Let each of these beam segments be represented by a beam finite element 
of that length; see Fig. 19.12. In recognition of the symmetry of the structure and loading, 
and in keeping with the present procedure of immediately applying all deflection BCs, the 
beam bending slope DOF at the center of the beam is omitted because it must have a zero 
value. The deflection DOF at the beam support is also omitted for the same reason. 

The magnitudes of the discrete or "lumped" masses are determined by evenly dividing 
the distributed beam mass between the various node points. Since the lumped mass of 
magnitude pAL/12 at the beam support can have no motion, and thus cannot load the 
beam. it is omitted. Note that only discrete mass values have been placed at the nodes. That 

in this case, the lumped masses have been assigned zero mass moment of inertia. This is 
so because it has been amply demonstrated that the mass moments of inertia of the beams 
themselves have much less effect on the motion of the beam than the mass of the beams.4 

Therefore, in this case, there are mass terms associated with the lateral deflections but not 
with the bending slopes. 

4 Mass moments of inertia of nonstrnctural masses typically supported by bean1s in Ychicular structures 
can have significant impact upon Yibrations. 
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Figure 19.12-. Example 19.3. A finite element structural dynamics model containing dis
crete masses without elasticity, and beam elements without mass. Time-varying loads are 
applied to the "lumped" masses. 

As before, the uniform lateral load is discretized in exactly the same fashion as the 
distributed mass. That is, concentrated forces are applied at the node points. Thus the 
structural model is a collection of "lumped" masses that have no flexibility and which are 

connected to each other elastic finite elements that have no mass and acted upon 
by the discretized loads. 11 

Having introduced the type of finite element model that is the basis for the type of 
strnctural dynamics analysis discussed it is time to discuss in turn the inertial, 
applied, and damping forces and moments that comprise the equilibrium statement. How
ever, before so, it is necessary to note a change in viewpoint that is reflected in the 
finite element model of the above Since the basis of any equilibrium statement 

as always, Newton's second law, the four of forces and moments that are to be 
discussed have to be those loads that act upon the discrete masses of the structure. That 

all previous finite element discussions focus upon forces and moments that act upon 
the elastic elements. By Newton's third law, the elastic forces and moments that act 
upon the discrete masses that are positioned at the structure's nodes are equal and opposite 
to the forces and moments that act upon the elastic elements. Thus all the elastic forces and 
moments that act upon the discrete masses are concisely described by the matrix product 
-[K]{q}. 

Inertial forces, as discussed in Section are always the product of -1, a mass term, and 
an acceleration term; See Eq. (1.5). When there is more than one mass, the corresponding 
matrix fonn is -[ M] { q}, where [ M] is called the mass matrix or the inertia matrix. Of course, 
the column vector is called the acceleration vector, or generalized acceleration vector. A 
rigorous derivation of the elements of the mass matrix always can be obtained from writing 
the kinetic energy expression for the structural system, and then putting that expression in 
matrix fonn as 

This kinetic energy form is valid whenever the kinetic energy is only a function of the system 
velocities, and not the system deflections, which is the case when structures undergo 
small deflections with respect to fixed frames of reference. Whenever the accelerations 
of the structural system are easily discerned, the use of the kinetic energy expression is 
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unnecessary. Such is the case for the beam of Example 19.3. For that beam, the inertial 
forces associated with the three lumped masses are simply 

pAL .. 
---wi 

6 
---w? 6 -

Therefore the inertia matrix [M] corresponding to the acceleration vector 

is a diagonal matrix \Vhere all the off-diagonal terms are zero, the first three diagonal 
terms are (pAL/6), (pAL/6), and respectively, and the last three diagonal terms 
are also zero. The reason for grouping togeth.er in rhe above acceleration vector all the 
accelerations that multiply nonzero mass matrix terms, and then all the acclerations that 
multiply only zero mass matrix terms, is explained in Endnote 

The third set of loads are the external concentrated loads that are applied at the nodes 
of the finite element model. These loads are symbolized as { Q}, and they are individually 
functions of time. In general they are nonconservative forces. In certain circumstances, 
as discussed in the last chapter, the applied loads may also depend upon the generalized 
coordinates { q}, the generalized velocities { q}, and the generalized accelerations { q}. 

Similar to the inertia and elastic loads, the damping (i.e., velocity-dependent) forces 
are often written as -[C]{q }. Damping forces are usually much more mathematically 
complicated than is indicated here, where they are simply described as linear functions of 
the generalized velocities. The form of the damping forces used here is that for "equivalent 
viscous damping forces." Viscous damping forces are of interest primarily because they 
are the only damping forces that admit a linear mathematical description. Other damping 
forces, which are either nonlinear or have a more complicated phase relationship to the other 
forces, are made equivalent to viscous damping forces on the basis of equal work dissipated 
per vibration cycle. There is no need in this textbook to be concerned about detailing the 
constant elements of the symmetric damping matrix, [ C]. 

Now that the four different types of forces that make up the equations of motion have 
been discussed briefly, these forces can be summed to zero (dynamic equilibrium). After 
placing all the terms involving the generalized coordinates on the left-hand side, the result 
of the summation of forces is 

{q} + [C] {q} + [K] = {Q} (19.9) 

A more rigorous derivation of the above equation can be obtained from use of the Lagrange 
equation of motion, Eq. (16.1 ). As stated above, the kinetic energy expression used in that 
equation defines the mass matrix. The stiffness matrix is developed from the same static 
force-deflection considerations used to assemble any FEM stiffness matrix,5 after the DOF 
have been selected for the structure. More than any other consideration, the DOF are selected 
to ensure a reasonable mathematical description of the elastic components of the structure. 
As always, the generalized forces {Q} are detennined from a virtual work statement. 

The type of problem described by Eq. (19.9) depends upon the type of time-varying load
ing that is applied to the structure. If, for example, the applied load vector is a set of known 
(i.e., estimated) time-varying loads, or {Q} is composed of equivalent loads dependent 
upon the known motion of the structural system supports (i.e., the known system boundary 

5 In parallel to the kinetic energy expression. the stiffness matrix can also be defined by writing the strain 
energy expression for the entire structure, which is U = ~ Lq J [K]{q ). 
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deflections, velocities, and accelerations), then the is a "structural vibration prob
lem'' akin to an boundary value problem. If the applied load vector depends upon 
the unknown motion of the structural then Eq. is a mathematical description 
of a dynamic instability in the form of an eigenvalue Airfoil ( or hydrofoil) 
flutter is an example of a dyna!l'ic fully described by the above equation. Flutter 
is a vibration where, once a certain fluid velocity ( and Mach number in the case of air) have 
been exceeded, the vibration deflection and stress amplitudes can increase with time, some
times very until structural failure occurs. Since the phasing (i.e., sequencing of the 
maximum and minimum values) of the fluid loads and the structural response is critical to 
the flutter phenomenon, complex is used in the eigenvalue analysis, which predicts 
the fluid velocity and Mach number at which the vibration amplitudes neither decrease 
(i.e., are damped nor increase. See Chapter 23 for a more detailed description of this 
phenomenon. 

An equally complicated situation is the case where the most econorriical approach to 
describing the applied loads leads to use of probabilistic descriptions of the loads themselves. 
Such loads are called "random" loads. Specifically, random loads differ from "deterministic" 
loads in that the magnitude and direction of a random load, is described only in terms of 
probabilities. Only deterministic loads are considered in this textbook. For the sake of 
contrast, recall that statistics play a part in all load selections, random and deterministic. 
For example, in the design of the landing gear and wings of a the designer cannot 
afford to make the landing gear and wings so strong thus so heavy) that they can 
'.vithstand any hard landing. The procuring agency or the designers choose a design vertical 
descent speed that they statistically estimate will be exceeded infrequently by well
trained aviators. That is, a certain crash risk is accepted on the basis that the total probable 
crash cost in terms of lives and money is less than what would have been the cost of the lost 
performance due to greater weight. 

The selection of a maximum design descent speed pushes the statistical basis for that 
selection into the background, simplifying the landing load analysis. This is called an 
"envelope" approach. It is often a suitable approach for load related quantities that can 
be modeled as time-invariant, such as a vertical descent speed. However, there are many 
instances where the use of one or a series of maximum values for a time-varying loading 
would greatly overstate the load. For example, this would be the case if an applied oscillating 
load were such that its constant magnitude could be well estimated, but its frequency was 
random. That is, say, the load occurs at just one frequency that continuously changes with 
time, but that frequency can only be described in terms of a probability of occurrence. If 
such a load were to be treated as if it dwel.led at each of the lower natural frequencies of 
the structure (a near worst case, envelope approach), then the natural frequency resonant 
effect would possibly require the structure to be greatly strengthened to the point where 
the structure's natural frequencies were then outside of the range of the frequencies of the 
applied loading. A far more weight-conscious point of view would be one that took into 
account the engineered low probability of the loading frequency falling within the half
power frequency points bracketing each of a structure's natural frequencies for a significant 
time period, and the consequent low probability of structural damage. Whether or 
not the probability for structural damage is the structural response can be characterized 
by a probability statement. Thus, at the conclusion of the analysis, the decision can be made 
as to whether or not the probability of the response exceeding some safe level is acceptable. 

There is one other important aspect of the applied load vector that is simple to 
explain. The load vector can be divided into two parts. The first part is the vector of 
all the static loads, { Qs}. Examples of such loads for a flight vehicle would be the 
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weight loads and the steady-state aerodynamic loads. The remainder of the total load vector 
is the vector of all the time-varying loads, { Let the solution for the generalized 
deflections due to the static load vector { be the vector That let 

{qs} = Ws} 

Since the applied load vector and the stiffness matrix are matrices that are composed of time
invariant quantities, so too is the response vector }. Therefore, all the time derivatives 
of {qs} are zero. Let the deflections be the difference between the total deflections 
{ q} and the static deflections That let { q} = + Then the generalized 
coordinates {q,} must be measured from the static equilibrium position established by the 
static generalized coordinates } in response to the static loads. Substituting 

into Eq. 

1 _j__ 

J ' 

and then subtracting Eq. 

+ [C] + 

1) 

(19.12) 

Since the linear equations for the dynamic and static deflections can be stated separately as 
Eqs. (19.10) and (19.12), their solutions can be obtained separately. Again, as evidenced 
the first of Eqs. (19.11), when the static deflections are obtained or merely envisioned, the 
static deflections become simply a datum for the dynanric deflections. Just as importantly, as 
indicated by Eq. (19.12), the static deflections and static forces, such as weight, drag, and 
so on, have no effect whatever upon the dynamic deflections when those deflections 
are small enough that the response equations are linear. Again, the direct integration and 
modal solution techniques that are used to solve Eq. 12) are left to textbooks on sL'11ctural 
dynamics (Refs. [25, 38, 72]). 

Example 19.4. Write the matrix equation of motion for the simple elastic structure and 
applied loading pictured in Fig. 19.13(a). The appropriate part of the mass of the now 
massless beam has been included in the rigid mass at the beam tip. For the sake of alge
braic convenience, let EI = 2G J. Ignore damping effects. Note that the mass mom.ents of 
inertia of the tip mass are Ix= (5/16)ML 2 and I,.= ML 2/16, and these mass moments 
of inertia about the mass center have no connection to l, the beam area moment of inertia. 
Also note that the idealized system has no motion in the y direction or rotation about the 
z axis. 

Solution. The mathematical model of the strncture already embodies all the required fea
tures of a discrete model in that the mass and elastic properties of the structure have been 
separated for ease of treatment. The next step is therefore to select a set of generalized coor
dinates. The generalized coordinates can be selected either to make the description of the 
elastic forces as simple as possible or to make the description of the inertial forces as simple 
as possible. Since the elastic forces are almost always the more complicated of the two, it is 
better to choose the DOF so as to simplify the description of the elastic forces. The required 
three DOF are pictured in Fig. 19.13(b). The system stiffness matrix is constructed in the 
usual way from parts of the beam bending and beam twisting element stiffness matrices. 
The result is 

El r 12 
[K]{q} = -, I -6L 

L-
L 0 

-6L 
4L2 

0 
~ 11;) 

0.5L2 j ¢ 
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F(t) 

'j 
~'-)Y ' 
I ' 
I 

(b) 

Figure 19.13. Example 19.4. (a) The coordinate system, geometry, and the time-varying 
loading. Note that here an "1" with two or no subscripts is an area moment of inertia, while 
an "I" with one subscript is a mass moment of inertia. (b) The nonzero thxee global DOF. 

Since the inertial forces are not altogeti.'1.er obvious, in this case the mass matrix will be 
determined by writing the kinetic energy expression for this structure. Remember: the 
kinetic energy of any system depends entirely upon themotion of the mass of the system; 
and the possible motions of the system can be deduced from the possible deflections 
of the system. The most general upward deflection of the rigid mass center of mass is 
w + (L/4)¢. Thus the general expression for the velocity in the z direction is just the time 
derivative of this quantity. Hence the system kinetic energy is 

1 · · 2 l ·2 J ·2 T = 2M[w + (L/4)¢] + 2Ix¢ + 2!/3 

The next step is to expand the first term and then factor this expression into the matrix form 
! L q J [ M] { q} so as to obtain the mass matrix. 

The generalized force vector is, as always, obtainable from the expression for virtual 
work. Here 

L 
= Fow + ose + 2 FS¢ = LSqJ{Q} 

Thus the matrix equation of motion is 

M f 16 
I 0 

16 I 4L 
L 

0 
L2 

0 

-6L 
4L 2 

0 

where the (3, 3) term of the mass matrix is the sum of Ix and M L 2 /16. Note that thew and 
¢ coordinates are coupled (i.e., mathematically connected) by means of the off-diagonal 
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terms of the mass matrix, while the w and {) coordinates are coupled means of the off-
diagonal terms of the stiffness matrix. What this means physically is that, for example, a 
w motion (which activates the first an inertial moment about the x axis 
of magnitude moment in tum the 
twisting deflection¢. Thus wand¢ are 

19.7 

This chapter just a glimpse into the possibilities of small-deflection finite 
element analyses for both static and loads. There are many, ma,,y more 
of more versatile linear finite elements than are discussed in this brief introduction. (The 
chapter on plate 22, introduces a simple plate bending finite element) 
Nonlinear finite element analyses for finite deflections and corresponding stresses are also 
well established. the reader can choose between numerous textbooks that treat 
the subject, not with to structural but with respect to such disciplines . 
as fluid dynamics and heat transfer. Finite element is to remain the generally 
preferred for detailed analyses in almost all geometrically complex structures for 
quite some time to come. 

When the applied loads vary with the finite element stiffness matrix 
becomes only one part of the equation of motion. At a minimum, a mass matrix is also 
required. In this the mass matrix is determined first discretizing the structural 
model so that the structure's elastic elements contain no mass. while the structure's mass 
elements are 1igid contain no The discretizing procedure used here is a 
simple static balance type division of the mass in each structural element between the system 
nodes to which that element is connected. It is also to take the more sophisticated 
approach of apportioning the mass of each structural element on the basis of the shape 
functions used to describe the deflections of that structural element. This latter technique 
has not led to greater solution accuracy, and thus is left undiscussed. After the structural 
system is discretized, the mass matrix is deduced either from the inertia forces acting 
upon the structural masses as the structure accelerates, or from writing the system kinetic 
energy expression. The latter approach guarantees a symmetric mass matrix. As discussed 
in Chapter 23, syrrunetric mass and stiffness matrices greatly simplify solution processes. 

Writing the linear equations of motion often requires a bit more than developing the 
mass and stiffness matrices. If damping forces have an appreciable effect on the motion of 
the system, they too need to be included in the equations of motion. When linearized, the 
damping forces are represented by the product of a square, symmetric matrix of constants, 
called the damping matrix, and the generalized velocity vector. There are too many aspects 
to this often ignorable damping matrix for it to be discussed in this introduction. However, 
the damping matrix can be developed in exactly the same way u'le applied load· vector 
is developed. The applied load vector is determined, as usual, by writing a virtual work 
expression for all the external forces and moments acting upon the structural system. (The 
external loads are all the loads not included in the inertial loads associated with the mass 
matrix or the elastic loads associated with the stiffness matrix, or the damping matrix if this 
latter matrix has already been developed by other means.) The validity of this procedure is 
based upon Hamilton's principle, which is derived in Exercise 16.8. 

As is usually the case with engineering equations, writing the linear element) 
equations of motion is less strenuous than solving those same equations. This section 
focuses upon the finite element linear equations of motion in order to pre
pare the reader for the material of Chapter 23. Solution for the complete 
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linear equations of motion are left to textbooks that are devoted to that single 
(Refs. [38, 72]). 

Chapter 19 Exercises 

19.1. The simple structure shown in Fig. 19.14 is four pinned end bars interconnected 
by a thin sheet of thickness h. (The thin sheet serves approximately the same 
structural purpose that diagonal bars would serve.) All five structural elements 
have the same Young's modulus. The Poisson's ratio for the thin sheet is 1/3. If 
a = 20h, b = 15h, and the cross-sectional area of the four bars is , then 
using a single rectangular plane stress finite element to model the skin, write 
{Q} = [K]{q} for: 
(a) The loading shown in the sketch. 
(b) A loading where there is only a single horizontal force of magnitude F 

acting at node 4. 
(c) Redo part but this time remove the roller supports at nodes 2 and 4, 

and, in place of the previous loading, let an applied force of magnitude F 
act vertically at node 2. Assume that the skin does not buckle. 

19.2. (a) Write the 6 x I applied load vector for the beam structure of Exam
ple 19.13 
Write the undamped equations of motion for the spring and lumped mass 
system of Example 17. 7 0 Let the only force acting upon this spring mass 
system be the static force mentioned in the example, which is now a time
varying force. 

(c) Write the undamped equations of motion for the spring and lumped mass 
system of Exercise 17.4(b). Let a time-varying force of magnitude F1 (t) 
act to d1e right upon·the right-hand mass. Number the masses from left to 
right. 

(d) Write the mass matrix and the applied load vector for the structure of 
Example 17.3 and Fig 1708 if the springs have negligible mass, the beams 
have a uniform mass density and a total mass of magnitude M for the top 
beam and 2M for ti'1e bottom beam. Let the applied force F0 and the applied 
moment M0 now be functions of time. Use the simplest possible discrete 
mass model. 

Figure 19.14. Exercise 19.L 
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Figure 19.15. Exercise 19.4. 
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(e) As in part (d), but this time for the structure of Fig. 17.16. Let the total 
mass of the left-hand beam be M while that of the right-hand bea.'ll is 2M. 

(f) How would the mass matrix of part ( e) be altered if a large, nonstructural 
mass of magnitude 9 M and mass moment of inertia ML 2 were at the 
right-hand support? 

19.3. Show by means of a series of sketches that five tetrahedrons are required to 
form a rectangular parallelepiped. Hint: Go about the solution in reverse order; 
that is, begin by drawing the rectangular parallelepiped; then draw oppositely 
directed diagonals on two opposite faces; then one at a time remove (erase) the 

. outline of one tetrahedron involving an outer comer until the only tetrahedron 
left is a centrally located tetrahedron two of whose edges are the oppositely 
directed diagonals mentioned above. 

19.4. (a) Determine the suitability of the deflection expansion u(x, = a0 + 
a 1x + a 2y + a 3[xy - (c/b)y 2] for the parallelogram-shaped plane stress 
:finite element sketched in Fig. 19.15. 

(b) Suggest an appropriate expansion for v(x, y). 
Utilizing the deflection expansions of the first two parts of this problem, 
is this element in a state of internal equilibrium? 

FOR THE EAGER 

19.5. Consider a nine-node rectangular piane stress finite element where four of the 
element nodes are at the corners, four of the element nodes are at the edge 
midpoints, and the ninth node is at the center of the rectangle. Suggest a shape 
function for a DOF positioned at 
(a) The lower left-hand comer (x = 0, y = 0). 
(b) The upper left-hand comer (x = 0, y = 
(c) The lower right-hand comer (x = a, y = 0). 
(d) The upper right-hand comer (x = a, y = b). 
(e) The middle of the lower edge (x = !a, y = 0). 

(f) The middle of the upper edge (x = !a, y = b ). 

(g) The middle of the left edge (x = 0, y = ~b). 

(h) The middle of the right edge (x = a, y,; !b). 

(i) The center of the element (x = ±a, y = !b). 

19.6. Consider a finite element model of an unconstrained rectangular slab which 
is composed of grid of plane stress elements where there are 24 rectangular 
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finite elements along each edge. The only loading experienced by the slab is 
a temperature change that is symmetric about the vertical centerline of the 
rectangle. Along any row of finite elements, the temperature change decreases 
from a maximum average value of 10 T0 at the center ( the twelfth and thirteenth 
columns), to a value of 9T0 at the eleventh and fourteenth column, to a value 
of 8To at the tenth and fifteenth columns, and so on, to a value of To at the third 
and twenty-second column, and to where the temperature charge is zero in the 
outer two columns of rectangular elements. 
(a) In words only, describe the steps that would be necessary to determine the 

nodal deflections due to the equivalent thermal loading. The dimensions 
of each element are a by b. 

(b) How is the induced stress in any finite element determined? 

19.7. (a) Using the strength of materials beam bending theory of Chapter 11, write 
the partial differential equation for the mathematical function w(x, t) that 
describes the lateral motion of the continuous beam with distributed mass 
(not discrete masses) considered in Example 19.3. Hint: Positive lateral 
forces. per unit length and positive lateral deflections are upward, that is, in 
the z direction. Since deflections are positive upward, then velocities and 
accelerations are also positive upward. The part of the total lateral force 
per unit length caused by the motion of the beam (i.e., the inertia force per 
unit length) is then -pA[a2w(x, t)/at2]. 

(b) If they and z axes are principal axes, what then are the boundary conditions 
for this beam? 

(c) Show that a variable separate solution to the homogeneous portion of 
this partial differential equation is possible by writing and substituting 
w(x, t) = W(x)T(t), where W(x) and T(t) are functions to be determined. 

(d) Reason on physical grounds that the function T(t) cannot be zero, and then 
rewrite the BCs for this same homogeneous solution. 

(e) Apply the BCs of·part (d) to the solution for W(x). 
(f) Having obtained a solution to the homogeneous part of the partial differen

tial equation, now consider obtaining the particular solution for the general 
function fz(t) by writing as the additional portion of the total solution 

w(x, t) = L8n(t)sin(nnx/L) 
n 

where gn(t) is a set of functions to be determined. After substituting the 
above trial solution, how could the orthogonality of the eigenfunctions 
sin(nn x / L) be used to obtain a series of uncoupled ordinary differential 
equations each of which can be solved for one of the functions gn(t)? 
Note that this trial particular solution, by construction, satisfies the beam 
boundary conditions. 

19.8. There is little, if any, advantage to having a refined bar element. Nevertheless, 
for the sake of practicing obtaining shape functions, show that the axial deflec
tion of a uniform bar of length l in terms of three shape functions and the three 
axial DOF u1 at x = 0, u 2 at x = l /2, and u3 at x = l (all DOF positive in the 
positive x direction), is 
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N2(~) = 4(~ - ~2), and N3(~) = 2e - ~ 
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Hint: Three DOF uniquely determine a parabolic deflection pattern over the 
length of the element. Therefore, begin with u(x) = Ax2 +Bx+ C. 

Endnote (1) An Explanation for Rigid Body Motion-Induced False Strains 

In order to better understand why the omission of either of the two constant terms in 
the Eq. (19.1) series expansions for the in-plane deflections of the rectangular plane stress 
finite element would result in the calculation of nonexistent strains within the element, 
consider one of the two approximate deflection series without the constant term. Let, for . 
the sake of establishing its deficiency, the y direction deflections within the rectangle be 
represented by the truncated series expansion 

v(x, y) = fJix + fhy + /hx2 + {34xy + f3sy2 (?) 

This expansion can be investigated without any concern for the number of element nodes to 
be assigned to the rectangular element. They direction strain within the rectangle is then 

av 
Eyy = - = /3z + /34X + 2{35y ay 

Now, let there be a vertical rigid body motion of magnitude v0 . Since this rigid body 
motion is just another y direction deflection, it must fit the general form for the deflection 
approximation; that is, the following must be approximately true for all values of x and y: 

vo = f31x + f32Y + f33x 2 + f34xy + f3sy2 

where here the f3 coefficients have specific values for this specific deflection. The desire 
for approximate fidelity in the above equation is based upon the realization that complete 
fidelity is impossible, for example, at the comer point x = 0, y = 0. 

It is possible to solve for the five unknown betas by choosing five distinct points within 
the rectangle and thereby writing five independent equations for that purpose. The difficulty 
is that every choice of five different points within the rectangle yields a different solution for 
the five {J's, which means that the strain Eyy will not only not be zero as it should be for this 
rigid body motion, but be different from point to point within the rectangle. The hopelessness 
of this task is evident when it is realized that because the above deflection equation should 
hold for all values of x and y, that equation is an identity. Therefore, from the viewpoint of 
linear independence, all the {J's must be zero for an obvious contradiction. Hence it is not 
possible to omit the constant term from the deflection series and even approximate a rigid 
body motion. 

Endnote (2) Reducing lhe Number of DOF in a Dynamic Analysis 

In a typical large, discrete mass and discrete elastic element structural model, far 
fewer mass elements than elastic elements are needed for good analytic accuracy. Therefore 
the usual economic structural model for a structural dynamics analysis is one for which there 
are a large number of DOF for which there are no associated mass terms. The beam model 
of Example 19 .3 illustrates this point in that fifty percent of the DOF, all the bending slopes, 
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have no associated mass terms. This situation offers an to reduce the number of 
DOF present in the analysis. It is usually very important to reduce the number of DOF in a 
structural dynamics because the solution process can be very much more computer 
time-consuming than a comparable static analysis. The process of reducing the number of 
DOF is very similar to that set forth in Endnote (1) of Chapter 18. In order to demonstrate the 
process with dynamic equations, consider the following undamped equations of motion: 

The mass matrix is organized into four submatrices so that all the zero mass terms are 
associated with the generalized coordinates designated as { q O }. For the strnctural system 
of Example 19.3, LqaJ = w2 w3J. and Lq0 J = LBo 81 82J . The subscripts a and 
o may be thought of as suggesting "analysis" and "omitted." The stiffness matrix is also 
partitioned into submatrices in order to match the partitioning of the mass matrix. When 
the matrix products of the submatrices are written out, the result is 

and 

The latter equation can be solved for 

and that solution substituted into the first equation. The result is 

r'"] , .. } [K K K- 1K- 1 ' ' {Q} {K- K- 1Q 1 
Lin tqa + aa - ao 00 ocd tqaJ = a - 'ao 'oo O / 

The size of this equation of motion is the size of By means of a judicious choice of 
where to lump masses, and of how many masses are necessary for the accuracy desired, this 
process can be used to eliminate as much as 80 percent, or even 90 percent, of the original 
number of DOF. There is, of course, a price to be paid for this important advantage. It is 
necessary either to invert the submatrix [K00 ] and carry out three matrix multiplications, 
or to follow the Guyan reduction procedure discussed briefly at the end of Endnote of 
Chapter 18. It is worth this computational price in almost all circumstances. Note that since 
[K00 ] is a square submatrix of a nonsingular matrix, it is always invertible. Also note that 
the new stiffness matrix [Kw - Ka0 K-;/ K0 a] is symmetric because [Kao] is the transpose 
of [K0 a]. The importance of the symmetry of the mass and stiffness matrices is discussed 
in Chapter 23. 



CHAPTER 20 

The Unit Load Method for 
Determinate Structures 

20.l Introduction 

This chapter introduces just one of the many applications of the Principle of Com
plementary Virtual Work (PCVW). There are many small variations on this one application. 
The unit load method, the dummy load method, the virtual load method, the Maxwell-Mohr 
method, (Ref. [16]) the Mueller-Breslau method, (Ref. [16]) and the complementary virtual 
work method are all names given to what is essentially this same procedure. Since, in the 
case of linearly elastic materials, these same methods of analysis can also be derived from 
the PVW, (Ref. [16]) this same procedure is sometimes even called the method of virtual 
work. For the time being, the general form of this basic PCVW analysis procedure is called 
the unit/dummy/virtual load method. Later, the slight distinctions between the unit load 
method, the dummy load method, and the virtual load method are described, and the unit 
load method is chosen for full development. 

To add to the confusion of names, there is an equally popular method based upon the Prin
ciple of the Minimum Value of the Total (Complementary) Energy that is only stylistically 
different from the unit/dummy/virtual load method. This method is called Castigliano's sec~ 
ond theorem.1 About half of the engineering students in the United States are first taughnhe 
unit/dummy/virtual load method, while the other half are first taught Castigliano's second 
theorem. There is very little advantage to one of these methods with respect to the other. · 
Castigliano' s second theorem may have the advantage of requiring a little less thought in its 
application to many problems, but the unit/dummy/virtual load method is perhaps a little 
easier to fully understand and apply in more complicated cases. The unit/dummy/virtual 
load method is presented here primarily because it is an offshoot from the PCVW, while 
Castigliano's second theorem is best developed from the Principle of the Minimum Value 
of the Complementary Total Potential Energy. 2 

The unit/dummy/virtual load method is a "force" or "flexibility" method; that is, it falls 
within the general category of stress formulations. This method is generally useful only for 
structures composed of a relatively few structural elements ( called "modest" structures), and 
even then those structural elements must be of the simplest types. There are other types of 
force/flexibility analyses that are more practical for structures that include greater numbers 
of, and more complicated, structural elements. However, again, displacement formulations 
("displacement" or "stiffness" methods) have proved to be more practical for the digital 
computer analysis of such structures. 

The justifications for studying the unit/dummy/virtual load method are: (i) it is possi
ble to use the unit/dummy/virtual load method for the analysis of small structures without 
the benefit of computers and computer programs because this approach generally involves 

1 Castigliano's first theorem and other techniques based directly upon the PVW are discussed in Chap
ter 17. Castigliano, an Italian engineer, published in 1873. Engesser, a German engineer, established 
the second theorem in its present form in 1889. 

2 The integrals employed in Castigliano's second theorem can also be derived immediately from the 
integrals ofEq. (20.5), which are used with the unit/dummy/virtual load method. 

655 
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significantly fewer unknown quantities, and hence fewer simultaneous equations requiring 
solution, than any displacement method; (ii) for the same reasons, for modest or simplified 
problems, the unit/dummy/virtual load method can be quicker to use and easier to docu
ment than using a structural analysis computer program even with pre- and post-processors 
for inputing data and presenting analysis results; (iii} the unit/dummy/virtual load method 
is not a numerical method like the finite element method, and therefore its solutions per
mit the easier ideJ?.tification of the effects of changes in design parameters in simplified 
design models; and (fv) there are a small number of problems, for example, those involving 
curved beams, for which the unit/dummy/virtual load method will provide more accurate 
answers than most standard finite element programs unless a great many finite elements 
are used in the mathematical model of the structure, which can be much more costly. It is 
al'so worth noting that the analyses of modest structures for which the unit/dummy/virtual 
load method is well suited are not necessarily simple problems. For example, the 
unit/dummy/virtual load method accommodates, with relative ease, such complications 
its nonuniform geometries and nonlinear, elastic material behavior. However, analyses of 
modest structures which involve geometric (as opposed to material) nonlinearities, such as 
beam buckling problems, are best approached by means of displacement formulations. See 
(Ref. [3]). 

20.2 External Complementary Virtual Work in the Unit Load Method 

The unit/dummy/virtual load method is fundamentally a means of calculating 
actual deflections due to actual loads. Its basis is the Principle of Complementary Virtual 
Work. Recall from Chapter 15 that the PCVW can be stated as 8W.;"x + 8Wi~ = 0, and 
that complementary virtual work (CVW), external or internal, is the work typically done 
by virtual forces moving through actual deflections, and virtual moments moving through 
actual rotations. External CVW is simply the CVW done by virtual loads whose origins are 
external to the boundaries of the structural system under consideration. External CVW is 
detailed in its most general form by the left-hand side of Eq. (15.12a), and of course the 
negative of the internal CVW is detailed in its most general form by the right-hand side of 
Eq. (15.12a). 

ffs
2 

LuJ{8T}dS +ff f pLuJ{8B}d(Vol.) =ff f LyJ{ocr}d(Vol.) (15.12a) 

Vol. Vol. 

Consider a structural body of general shape subjected to an arbitrary temperature change 
and an arbitrary general mechanical loading, as shown in Fig. 20.1. Consider the use of 
external and internal CVW in relation to, for example, the calculation of the actual displace
ment of this structural body in the z direction at the internal or boundary point P. For that 
use, this adaptation of the PCVW employs a set of virtual loads that includes a concentrated, 
virtual force 8 Fz of arbitrary magnitude that acts in the z direction at point P. Let the other 
virtual forces and the virtual moments be any set of convenient reactions at the rigid supports 
that equilibrates the virtual force 8Fz.3 In addition to equilibrating the external virtual force 
at point P, the external virtual forces and moments at the rigid supports must be selected 

3 In contrast to this fictitious (virtual) load system, any actual load system not only has to be in a state of 
equilibrium, but it also has to be such that it produces displacements and strains that are compatible, 
and stresses that are related to the strains by the material constitutive equations. 
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Figure 20.1. A general deformable body supported by unmoving rigid supports and sub
jected to a general loading system. 

so that they do a known amount (usually zero) of CVW.4 Note that the virtual load system 
does not have to bear any resemblance to the actual load system. Designating the z direction 
displacement at point Pas w(P), then the total external complementary virtual work done 
by the imposed virtual load system is just the product w(P)oFz plus the k..'1own value of the 
CVW that is done at the rigid supports. 

Recall that a structure is called "statically determinate" if all its support a...11d internal 
reactions can be determined by simply writing static equilibrium equations. If the structural 
body is statically determinate, the exclusive circumstance of this chapter, then any actual· 
motion of one or more of the supports results in a rigid body motion of both the structure 
and the virtual loads that the structure bears. If, for a virtual load system, u is an actual 
rigid body translation, and e is a rigid body rotation, then the CVW done by the virtual 
forces and the virtual moments is L uoF and "£ eoMi. Since the constant values of u 
and e can be factored out of the summations, it becomes clear that all rigid body motions 
of any equilibrated virtual load system produce zero CVW. Thus, when present, support 
motions for statically determinate structures, or other rigid qody motions such as those of 
flight vehicles, can be totally ignored because such motions have no effect upon the CVW 
produced by the actual deformations and the virtual forces. That is, the total CVW involves 
only the deformations of the structure, not its rigid body motions, and the total CVW in this 
statically determinate case is just w(P)8F2 • (Chapter 21 discusses rigid support motion in 
the case of statically indeterminate structures.) 

As an aside, it is instructive to note that the value w(P)ofz for the total external comple
mentary virtual work for this statically determinate situation can also be obtained from the 
previously developed general integral expressions for the external complementary virtual 
work. From Eq. (16.12a) 

owe:= !2 LuJ{oT}dS+ I I I pLuJ{oB}d(Vol.) 

Vol. 

Again, S2 is the boundary surface area of the structure where displacements are prescribed. 
For the sake of definiteness, let point P lie on the boundary of the body. Since there are no 
chosen virtual body forces in this case, the second of the above integrals disappears. The 

4 There is a choice of how, at the rigid supports, to equilibrate the virtual force that is placed at the point 
and in the direction of the desired displacement, only if, as is discussed in Chapter 21, the structure is 
statically indeterminate. 
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concentrated virtual force 8 Fz placed at point P can only be regarded as the result of an 
intense traction, 8Tz, acting over a very small area d S, which surrounds the point P. In other 
words, the integral by itself of the intense traction 8 T2 over the very small area d S is equal 
to 8F2 • The area dS at the point Pis so small that the displacement w(P) is essentially a 
constant over that area. Hence the first of the above integrals reduces to 

ow:x = w(P) j{ 8T2 dS = w(P)8F2 ff s2 

which, of course, is the same result as previously obtained. 
Clearly, the same sort of result can be obtained for the displacement at any surface point 

P in any of the three original coordinate directions, or any rotated coordinate direction. A 
similar argument can be made for an intense internal virtual force p8B2d(Vol.). Thus in 
general, by the use of a single virtual force of arbitrary magnitude, 8 F, which is applied 
at the point and in the direction of the desired displacement u, and which is reacted at 
unmoving rigid supports, the total external complementary virtual work can be written as 
simply 

8W,,"x = u8F (20.1) 

20.3 Internal CVW for Beam Bending and Extension 

The internal complementary virtual work involves the virtual stresses and the actual 
strains. For a body of general shape, it is rather difficult to determine the actual strains or even 
choose useful virtual stresses that internally equilibrate the selected external virtual load 
system. In order to cope with the internal CVW in a simple way, it is necessary to greatly 
restrict the geometry of the general body. Therefore, in what follows, the development 
of internal complementary virtual work expressions is limited to such relatively simple 
structural elements as beams, bars, coiled spring representations of other structural elements, 
and to the simple structures that consist of small numbers of these structural elements. See 
Endnote (1). Combinations of bars and in-plane shear membrane elements are discussed in 
(Ref. [16]). 

Since the expressions for the internal complementary virtual work for beam bending and 
extension are fairly simple, yet as complicated as those of any of the structural elements 
that are suitable for use with the unit/dummy/virtual load method, these expressions are 
derived first. Again, the negative of the internal CVW is the integral over the volume of 
the entire structure of the virtual stresses multiplied by their respective actual strains, as in 
Eq. ( 15. l 2a). When beam bending and extension are described by use of the Bernoulli-Euler 
approximate beam bending and extension theory, then the only strain that results from the 
action of axial loads, shear forces, and bending moments is Exx· Therefore, for the volume 
of one or more beams, 

• -8W;: = ! ! ! Exx 8axx d(Vol.) (20.2) 

Vol. 

From Eq. (9.4) 

axx 
Exx = E +a L'!.T 

For the sake of simplicity, rather than use Eq. (9.8) for the x direction normal stress in its 
nonprincipal axis form, now let the y and z axes be the principal axes of the beam cross
section. Furthermore, to accommodate those readers who skipped over Chapter 9' s treatment 
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of nnnh,~mUU"'-H'-·Vv;0 beams and temperature let the beam be homogeneous and let 
mc,M•r.t,,~~ vw~u,,v0 5 With these additional reduces 

to 

into the strain 
stress/force formulation for the actual strain: 

N My 
E- == - -y-- -z--

xx EA . 

The expression for the virtual stress is obtained from the above stress expression 
that this stress is valid for any set of applied and th,<:refore 

is valid for ti'1e virtual load system. Since there is no virtual change in temperature, 

3N 3My 
!5Cfxx = - -y-- - z-

A 

This same result can also be obtained by applying the delta operator to both sides of the 
above stress while recalling that with the of Complementary Virtual 

force-type quantities are varied. Substituting Eqs. and into Ea. 

Vol. 

out the indicated 

Vol. 

-y 

+yz 

(oN 
t--y----'7 
'A 

IN 
1--y-
\EA 

\ l 
-------) }d(Vol.) 

/ J 

\ 
Elyy) 

Let the over the volume of the bean1 proceed first over a typical 
cross-sectional area of each and then integrating over the length of each beam. 
With respect to the integration over each beam area, each of the above quantities within 
parentheses is a constant. In other integration over any beam cross-sectional area 
is integration over the variables y and z. Each of the variable within 
parentheses is the result of an over the cross-sectional area, and so those 
quantities can, at most, be functions of the length coordinate x. Hence the quantities 
wiu'l.in are unaffected by integration over the cross-sectional coordinates y and 
z, and can be taken outside of their respective area integrals. Since y and z are centroidal 

J It can be shown that in order to include the effects of nonhornogeneity and temperature changes, the 
necessasy modification of the end result for is the replacement of Eby Eo, A by A*, l:z by 
and so on. and N by Ne, M 0 by , and so on. where the modified symbols are defined in Chapter 9. 
An introductory temperature change problem is discussed in Example 20.10. 
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d A = A by definition 

A 

or 

ff ydA =ff zdA =0, see 

A A 

or 

ff dA= 

A A 

(9.6b), 

ff yzdA = 0 
A 

where the zero value for the latter integral, the product of inertia, is a result of they and z axes 
being principal axes. The final result of the several integrations over each of n beam cross
sectional areas of the n beams of the structure is that the latter three terms are multiplied by 
zero, and thus the negative of the CVW, or the complementary strain energy is 

{L; f (N 8N) 
-8W;~ = L lo { EA + 

I My 8 Mv \ }' + ! . ) 
\ E lyy i 

where the summation is over the index i = 1, 2, ... , n. Therefore, the final form for beam 
bending and extension expressions for use in the PCVW adapted to the unit/dummy/virtual 
load method is, from Eq. (20.1) and the above, 

uoF=L [L; f(N8N)+( 8M2 )'.+(My8My)} 
Jo l EA J Elzz Elyy 1 ; 

(20.5) 

where 8N, 8M2 , and 8My are a result of (i.e., functions of) oF. To fix ideas, a simple 
example follows. 

Example 20.L Use the dummy/virtual load method to calculate (a) the tip lateral deflection, 
w(O); and (b) the tip bending slope, w1(0), for the uniform, cantilevered beam and uniform 
actual loading shown in Fig. 20.2(a). 

Solution. Since there is only one beam, there is only one term in the summation in Eq. 
(20.5). Since there is only beam bending6 in one plane, the x, z plane, Eq. (20.5) reduces 
to 

1L [Mv(x)8My(x)l oF = , - dx 
0 Elyy J 

(When bending is confined to one plane, which is a common occurrence in these examples, 
there is no need to retain coordinate snbscripts for the moments and area properties because 
they are all the same.) The solution process requires the selection of a virtual force 8F of 
arbitrar; magnitude that does virtual complementary ,vork in combination with the desired 
deflection, which in this case is the lateral tip deflection, w(O). The virtual force that fulfills 
this requirement is shown in Fig. 20.2(b ). 

To explain further, from the derivation ofEq. (20. recall thatthe virtual force must be 
at the point and in the direction of the desired deflection in order to do the positive external 

6 Beam shearing is discussed later. 
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El= const. L 1<3-x ~ 
I._ -,,.i 

M(,)O±!d 
(a) 

JM(,)(1~~5' 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 20.2. Example 20.1 (a) The applied load system (ALS) and a corresponding free 
body diagram of a typical portion of the beam showing the internal bending moment and the 
internal shearing force (unlabelled because it is of no interest) where both stress resultants are 
drawn, as always, according to the textbook sign convention. (b) The selected part (a) virtual 
load system and a corresponding FBD of a typical portion of the beam showing positive 
values of the internal virtual moment and internal virtual shearing force (unlabelled). (c) 
The selected part (b) virtual load system and FBD. 

complementary virtual work shown on the left-hand side of the above equality. Sometimes, 
unlike the present problem, the loading and structural geometry are such that it is difficult 
to guess the correct direction of the actual deflection whose value is being sought. This 
is not a difficulty because if the analyst directs the virtual force in the actual direction for 
the deflection, then the external CVW will be positive, and the solution for the deflection 
will be positive. If the analyst directs the virtual force in the direction opposite to that of 
the actual deflection, then the solution for the deflection will have a negative value. In this 
way the analyst is always able to deduce from the chosen direction of the virtual force the 
direction of the actual deflection. Thus, for this problem, the choices of up or down for the 
direction of this virtual force are both equally valid choices. However, if the analyst can 
correctly predict the direction of the actual deflection, then choosing the virtual load in that 
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same direction, like checking units of measurement, is a weak check on the accuracy of the 
algebra and integration. Thus for this problem, the virtual force is chosen to act upward. 
(In a few of the other example problems, the direction of the virtual load will be purposely 
selected to produce a negative solution just to reinforce this point.) 

As can be seen from the above discussion, there is the prescribed, actual load system 
(ALS), and an analyst-selected virtual load system. In the expression for the internal com
plementary virtual work, the actual bending moment Mis determined from the ALS, while 
the virtual bending moment o M is determined from the virtual load system. In order to 
determine these two separate and independent bending moments at a typical beam cross
section, that is, at a typical value of x for insertion into the above integral solution, introduce 
the most convenient Cartesian coordinate system. In this case, that coordinate system is the 
one where the lengthwise coordinate x starts at the beam tip and proceeds to the left as 
shown in the two sketches. The indicated choice ofFBDs makes it unnecessary to calculate 
the two sets of reactions at the fixed end of the beam that respectively equilibrate the actual 
loads and the virtual loads. Thus, from FBDs of the hatched portion of the beam shown with 
each load system, and from the same "happy face" moment sign convention that is used in 
Part III, 

1 
M(x) = +2 fox 2 and oM(x) = +x oF 

Since the factor EI is a constant, integration over the full length of the beam yields 

w(O) oF = - - fox 2 (x oF)dx = - 0- oF 1 1L (1 ) (fi L 4
) 

EI o 2 8EI. 

Canceling the nonzero quantity oF leads to the desired result that 

.r. L4 
w(O) = _JO_ 

8EI 

Since, like all virtual forces, the selected virtual force is the fictitious creation of the analyst, it 
is sometimes called a "dummy" force in the "unreal" sense of that word. Also, like a dummy 
variable of integration, the dummy virtual load always disappears at the conclusion of the 
calculation. 

(b) In order to determine the tip bending slope, a different form for the external comple
mentary virtual work is necessary. Just as a force moving through a distance produces work, 
a moment moving through a rotation produces work. When the moment acts about the same 
axis about which the small structural rotation occurs, then the vector representations of the 
moment and small rotational angle are co linear, and the dot product of the moment and the 
small rotational angle reduces to the scalar product of their two magnitudes. Thus, in terms 
of choosing a useful fo1m of external CVW, either 

ow_,:= u oF or ow_,:= e oM 

needs to be used to determine the desired deflection. In this second part of the stated problem, 
of course, it is the latter form that is needed. Thus a virtual moment of arbitrary magnitude 
is placed at the cantilevered beam tip so that the complementary virtual work done by this 
external virtual moment is oMw'(O). The virtual bending moment everywhere along the 
length of the beam is the constant value oM. Of course the ALS and M(x) are wholly 
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unaffected by changes in the virtual load system. Thus 

or 

=--oM 
6EI 

\ ' 

)dx=2EJ dx 

Canceling the virtual moment oM from both sides of the equality 
the desired result. 

As is suggested by the two of the above example, the arbitrary virtual!dummy force 
or virtual/dummy moment appears as a linear factor in both the external and the 
internal complementary virtual work tem1s. Thus the virtual/dummy load always cancels 
when the external complementary work (the left-hand is equated to the negative of 
the internal complementary virtual work (the right-hand side). Since the virtual!dummy 
load always cancels, the actual canceling of the virtual/dummy load can be made into an 
unnecessary step by simply specifying a unit value for the arbitrary virtual load. Assigning 
a value of 1.0 lb or 1.0 N or 1.0 lb in or 1.0 Nm to the virtual/dummy load converts the 
virtual/dummy load method into the unit load method, (ULM). The following example 
illustrates this approach and other points with regard to organizing the calculation. 

Example 20.2. Determine the midspan lateral deflection for the simply supported, uni
fonn beam and loading shown in Fig. Again, as in all of these problems, the y, z 
coordinates are the principal coordinates of the beam cross-section. 

Solution. A unit load system (ULS) is created as before by drawing the actual beam 
structure subjected to appropriate unit (virtual) loads. Since the midspan lateral deflection is 
the desired deflection, a unit load is placed vertical!y at x = L /2 so as to do complementary 
virtual work to = L/2). As always, the ULS must be in equilibrium. In this 
statically determinate case, the only way that the midspan unit load can be equilibrated 
without having additional C\lW involving other undesired) deflection values is to 
react that unit load at the unmoving rigid supports with the types of reactions that are 

created by those supports.7 Hence the ULS is as shown in Fig. 20.3(b). 
In this problem, the actual loading is such that the beam is only bent, and not twisted or 

extended. Thus, again, only a single bending integral for a single beam is required for the 
solution. That 

= L/2) = 

To save time creating a complete description of the ALS, the actual support reactions are 
carefully checked and added to the original beam sketch.8 (After these first two illustrative 
examples, the FBDs are also drawn directly on top of the original ALS and ULS sketches for 
the same reason.) Now the remainder of the solution process is routine. The bending integral 

7 Other means cf reacting the chosen unit load are sometimes advantageous when symmetries are present; 
see Example 20.8. 

3 Where practicable, it is recommended that the analyst twice use the usually more lengthy moment 
summation equations to determine the reactions, and then check the results by using the simpler 
summation of forces equation. By saving Lhe simpler equation to last, it is more likely that the analyst 
will check the result and avoid an error at the very start of the problem. 
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the analyst to write the for rhe ALS and the ULS. 

From the FBDs of Fig. 
now an upper bar rather than the delta operator to ~"J''"~--· the 
from the ULS; that writing 

/ 8A1(x) = M(x~ 

then, for O ::: x ::: 

2 

and for :::x<L 

where the moment expressions have been in order to reduce the work of integra-
tion to a 1ninimum. Substituting into the >Hw;,nu u~,-~u~••, 

16El 

or, after simplification, 

dx -!- ---
16£/ 

= L/2) = -- + -- = --
256E! 384El 768El 

L, 

(x - dx 

Note that the above covered the entire beam, not just the half of the beam that 
bears the actual distributed load. Another point of considerable is that 
the tedious evaluation of the integral for the right half of the beam could be made a lot easier 
if a lengthwise coordinate is used for that half of the beam that both the moment 
expressions and the limits of integration. It is quite possible to use two or more lengthwise 
beam coordinates because the derivations of the PVV./ and the PCVW require that the 
integrations of the various work quantities cover the entire volume of the structural system. 
There is absolutely no stipulation as to how that integration must It may proceed 
from right to or left i:o or from both ends towards the middle, and so on. Therefore, 
introduce a new coordinate, !; , that starts at the righi-hand of the bea.."Il and increases to 
the left. The FBDs for the moments in terms of tbi;,; better coordinate for the half of 
the beam are shown in Fig. Thus for 

and 
.8 

4 
____ j__ __ _ 

256El ' 16£/ 768EJ 

beam 
choice of 
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2F 

' ;;;-+ • B 
V3F i F 

(b) 

V3L,2EA 0 

(a) 

Figure 20.4. (a) A two-bar truss for which the vertical deflection atjointB is to be calculated. 
(b) The actual load FBD of pin B. ( c) The virtual load FBD of pin B. 

In review, the ULS must be in equilibrium to be valid. The ULS must. also be such 
that it isolates the one deflection desired. On this latter point, consider the ULS shown 
in Fig. 20.3(e), and contrast that ULS with the one shown in Fig. 20.3(b). The ULS of 
Fig. 20.3(e) is also in equilibrium, but the CVW done by this new ULS is w(L/2) -
(L/2)w'(O). (The minus sign before the slope term is explained again in Example 20.8.) 
Therefore, the difficulty with the ULS of Fig. 20.3( e) is that it introduces a second unknown 
actual deflection, w'(O), into the one equation obtainable from the one ULS. This second 
unknown, of course, prevents the solution of the one equation for the desired deflection. A 
general guide to avoiding this difficulty is to routinely use the actual supports of the statically 
determinate structure to react the selected unit load. (Remember this is just a guide, not 
an unbreakable rule that would prevent clever ULS choices later.) To elaborate, the ULS 
of Fig. 20.3( e) violates this guide because it involves a virtual moment at x = 0, while the 
rigid knife-edge support at x = 0 cannot supply such a moment. Since that virtual moment 
is not supplied by the rigid support, it can rotate through the actual beam bending slope at 
x = 0 and thus do the CVW indicated above. Going back to Example 20.1, note that the 
reactions to both unit loadings are the corresponding virtual force and virtual moment at 
the rigid wall. Since the rigid wall neither moves up or down, nor rotates, the CVW done 
by those two reactions is zero, and thus does not appear in the final ULS equation. 

Example 20.3. Calculate the total deflection of joint B of the loaded planar truss of pin
jointed bars shown in Fig. 20.4(a). 

Solution. Since the truss system contains only pin joints, there are no bending moments in 
either bar element. Furthermore, the axial forces in each bar element are constant along the 
bar length; that is, the actual and unit load axial forces are not functions of a lengthwise 
coordinate x; for the ith bar. Therefore, from Eq. (20.5), the P(;VW equation ow;x = -8W;~ 
becomes 

To find v, the actual vertical component of the deflection at joint B, create a unit load system, 
which again is totally separate from the actual load system, by placing a vertical unit force 
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at joint B. Let the unit force act downward in anticipation of the fact that joint B moves 
downward under the action of the actual load. In this way a positive answer is expected. 
(Again, if the vertical unit force were chosen to act upward, then a negative answer of the 
same magnitude would result.) In this way, the complementary virtual work of the external 
unit (virtual) force is 

ow;;,= Iv 

The negative of the internal complementary virtual work is detailed by the above sum. 
Figures. 20.4(b) and ( c) respectively show the ALS and ULS FBDs of the rigid piJ?- at joint 
B. The actual and virtual forces on the elastic bars are equal and opposite to corresponding 
forces acting upon the pin joint. Thus the following table of loads and truss properties can 
be constructed. 

Bar (L/EA0 ) coeff. 

AB 2 

CB ,J3/2 

N 

2F 
-,J3F 

2 
-,./3 

NNL!EA 

8FLIEAo 

3,J3F L/2EAo 

Summing the last column leads to the result v = 10.6 FL/ EA0 . 

Proceeding in the same manner to determine u, the horizontal component of the deflection 
at joint B, place a horizontal unit force at joint B acting to the right. Since only the long 
horizontal bar reacts this virtual force, and since the actual load system remains the same, 
the table of relevant terms is 

Bar 

AB 
CB 

(L/EAo) coeff. 

2 

,J3/2 

N 

2F 
-,J3F 

0 

+l 

NNL!EA 

0 
-3FL/2EAo 

Summing the last column leads to the result u = -1.5 FL/ E Ao. 
The negative sign for the complementary virtual work indicates that the actual deflection 

is opposite to the direction assumed for the unit force. That is, the horizontal deflection is 
actually to the left. This result is clearly true because of the compression in the horizontal 
bar. The quantities u and v are the orthogonal components of the total deflection vector. • 

The above example problem is limited to just bar extension. The first two example 
problems were limited to beam bending in one plane. In Eq. (20.5), the necessary integrals 
for dealing with bending in two orthogonal planes are presented. Since beams can do more 
thanjust bend and extend, the sequence of example problems is now interrupted to discuss 
other aspects of beam behavior from a work viewpoint. 

20.4 Internal Complementary Virtual Work for Beam Torsion 

As derived above, the derivation of the expressions for the internal complementary 
virtual work for beams undergoing bending and extension proceeded from the general 
expression for internal complementary virtual work as set forth in Eq. ( 16. l 2a), and utilized 
the bending and extension strain and virtual stress expressions. A similar approach can 
be used for the torsion of each of the four types of beam cross-sections (solid; thin open; 
thin closed, single cell; and thin closed, multicell) discussed in Chapters 12 and 13. That 
approach, w~c:_h_is based upon the particular stress expressions appropriate to each type of 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 20.5. (a) A FBD showing the internal virtual twisting moments at the end cross
sections of a beam segment, and for unnecessary generality, an externally applied virtual 
torque per unit length. (b) The actual twisting deflections for the same beam segment. The 
product of a virtual torque and an associated actual twist produces complementary virtual 
work. 

cross-section, is discussed briefly in an exercise at the end of this chapter. In each of these 
four cases the end result is the same as that which is developed in the following discussion. 
A general argument can be made for the beam torsion result by approaching the internal 
CVW indirectly by means of the external CVW; that is, by use of the PCVW in the form 

Figure 20.5(a) shows a FBD of a differential length of beam supporting virtual torques9 

external to it. Figure 20.5(b) shows the actual rotations of the same differential beam 
segment. The differential value of the internal CVW for this differential beam length as 
calculated from the CVW done by the external virtual torques is 

or 

after use of the equilibrium relation that d(oM1) = -om1 dx, and discarding higher-order 
differentials. From the Chapter 13 long-beam general relation between the actual twist and 
actual twisting moment, GJ</J'(x) = M1• Hence 

M1dx 
d</J= GI 

Substituting into the above, and integrating over the entire length of the beam (which alters 
the previous viewpoint that the oM, are external moments on the outside cross-sectional 
areas of beam slices of differential length into o M, being internal virtual moments of the 

9 For the sake of generality, a distributed virtual torque has been included in the FBD. A distributed 
virtual torque is useful only for determining such seldom used quantities as the integral over the beam 
length of the actual twist per unit length. Also see Endnote (2). 
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finite length beam),_ yields 

-8W.* = j M1M1 dx 
,n L GJ 

669 

where M 1 = 8M1 in order to make the usual change from the method of complementary 
virtual work to the unit load method. 

Anticipating the shearing force result of the next section, a summary of all complementary 
virtual work results for beams in terms of the integrands of the ULM integrals over the 
lengths of the beams is as follows: 

EXTENSION N(x)N(x)/ EA 
BENDING M(x)M(x)/ El 
SHEARING V(x)V(x)/yGA 

(20.6) 

TORSION M1(x)M1(x)/GJ 

where the bending term is for each of the two principal axes. If temperature changes are 
present, only the first three of the above integrands are modified to include the equivalent 
thermal stress resultants; that is, N -+ Nc, M -+ Mc, and V -+ vc. 

Not all the above terms are of equal importance. The shearing force integral only has some 
importance if the beam experiences significant shearing deformation relative to bending 
deformations. That would be the situation only if the beam were short, or the beam web 
were very thin relative to the flanges. In all the problems that follow in this text, long 
beams with web thicknesses close to those of the flanges are assumed. Hence here, and 
in general, there is usually no need for the shear force integrals. They are derived in the 
only for the purpose of completing the above E versus G and A (or y A) versus I (or]) 
quasisymmetry. The extension integral is also negligible whenever bending is also present, 
unless the extension is due to sizable temperature changes. Note that in the analysis of a 
pin-jointed truss where all actual loads are applied at the truss•joints, and hence no bending 
is present, the extension terms are dominant. Of course, if a beam is only twisted, then the 
bending moments are zero and the bending integral is not used, and if a beam is only bent, 
then the twisting moments are zero and the torsion integral is not used. 

20.5 **Internal CVW for Beam Shearing** 

The internal complementary virtual work due to shear forces and shearing defor
mations, from the general internal CVW expression, is 

-8W;~ =ff f ;yxy8axy + Yxz8axz)d(Vol.) 

Vol. 

For the thin beam cross-sections of vehicular structures, this same expression can be written 
more conveniently, since Clxn = 0, as 

-8W;~ =ff f (Yxs8axs)d(Vol.) 

Vol. 

where, as used in Part , the subscripts indicates the direction of the total shear stress vector, 
which is along the centerline of the thin cross-section. In order to make the discussion of 
CVW for shearing forces reasonably brief, the discussion is now limited to (i) y and z being 
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principal axes as has been assumed this rh~ntPr-

z direction only (a similar result for shear forces acting in the y and 
thin, open cross-section beam cross-sections. from Chapter the open 

cross-section beam shearing stress the centerline of the thin cross-section at 
coordinate locations, wheres is measured from either end of the open 
due to a z direction shear force 1s 

When the shear force is that associated with the unit load system, then 

Recall that the beam shearing strain is ignored in the Bernoulli-Euler beam 
bending and extension theory for long beams on the basis that shearing effects are 
significant in short beams. However, when the strain is not approximated as having 
a zero value, the shea...1ing strain is related to the shearing stress the usual material equation, 
which is that the shearing strain equals the shearing stress divided the shear modulus. 
That is, 

Yxs = 
Glyyt(s) 

Substituting into the volume integral, and then iterating that integral in order to integrate 
first over the cross-sectional area, and then the length of the yields 

L V-
-8 = la y~Gdx 

where the inverse of the nondimensional factor y that modifies the cross-sectional area is 

1 A f s=l Q(s)2 

Y = IJY s=O t(s) ds 

where the line integration is over the entire length l of the centerline of the open cross
section. The value of y is usually close to 1. See the Exercises. Again, a similar expression 
is obtainable for shear forces in the other orthogonal plane. 

20.6 Additional mustrative Examples 

The following are a series of examples that are intended to build confidence in 
the use of the ULM in a variety of circumstances. The first two of these examples merely 
illustrate what needs to be done when the stiffness of the beam varies along the length of 
the beam in a discontinuous manner. The next example problen1 illustrates the selection 
of different types of ULM integrals. The final two problems illustrate different 
aspects of the solution process when there is symmetry of both the structure and loading. 

Example 20.4. Use the ULM to calculate the counterclockwise slope at the free 
end of the nonuniform cantilevered beam loaded as shown in Fig. 20.6. That find f3 = 
-w'(x = (The negative sign appears before the term for the chosen 
coordinate system, w '(0) is positive as a clockwise angle while the rotation for the loading 
shown is dearly counterclockwise) 
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Figure 20.6. hxamp!e 20.4. A uniform, cantilevered beam. 
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Solution. The unit load introduced by the analyst is a counterclockwise unit moment 
at the beam that does the desired CV'N of The and directed external 
moment at the clamped end does no external CVW because there is no actual deflection at 
the clamped end. A FBD shows that the ULS moment has the value + 1 over 
the length of the beam. The ALS moments are as follows: 

O~x~L 
L ~ x ~ 2L ' l 

'2 

Since beam bending deflections are the only type of actual deflections present in this situ
ation, the bending moment ULM integral is required. After multiplying both sides of 
the equality by the constant factor E 10 , 

/; L3 
= F. L 2 + !.!!__ 

o 18 

dx 

where the intervals of integration are determined by the discontinuity at x = L in the 
moment expressions as well as the discontinuity at x = L in the beam bending stiffness. 
Division by E/0 completes the problem solution. Note again that the integration covers the 
entire length. of the beam system. II 

Example 20.5. Use the ULM to calculate the tip torsional rotation of a nonuniform can
tilevered beam loaded only by a twisting moment, Mo, located at the beam tip, x = L, if the 
beam torsional stiffness is described by the expression G J0[3 - where x originates 
at the fixed end of the beam. 

Solution. The selected unit load is a unit torque at the beam tip in the same direction as the 
applied torque. Therefore, the lJLS torque, Aft(x) = + 1 everywhere along the length of the 
beam. From the ALS, M1(x) = Mo everywhere along the length of the beam. Therefore, 
after multiplying through by the constant value G 10 , 

Glo</J(x = 

GJo¢(x = L) = Mo 
dx 

---- =-M0L 
3 - (x/L) 

= -AfoL(ln 2 - ln 3) = +M0 L 

Division by the factor G 10 completes the solution. This particular problem, and many like it, 
would be no more difficult to solve using a differential equation approach. A beam bending 
problem with a bending stiffness that is a function of the lengthwise variable would also 
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Figure 20.7. Example 20.6. (a) A cantilevered, two beam grid. (A planar-combination 
of beams loaded so as to bend out of their plane is called a beam grid, while a planar 
combination of beams loaded to bend in their plane is called a beam frame.) (b) FBDs for 
the ULS. (c) FBDs for the ALS. 

be quite manageable, although a bit messier since it would require two integrations with 
a nonconstant denominator. The advantage of the ULM relative to a differential equation 
approach becomes apparent when the torsional or bending stiffness is not easily expressible 
in analytical form, but rather is best expressed in tabular form or other numerical form. 
When the bending or torsional moments are similarly expressed, then the summation that 
approximates the integration is easily carried out. • 

Example 20.6. Calculate the upward lateral tip deflection, w(A), of the two-beam structure 
shown in Fig. 20.7(a). The structure is subjected to an applied moment whose components 
are M1 and M2. 

Solution. The ULS begins with a unit force at point A and the reactions to this unit force at the 
clamped end. The total CVW done by the unit load and its reactions is 1 w(A). Figure 20. 7 (b) 
shows the FBDs associated with the ULS. Note that the ULS internal reactions never do 
CVW because they always occur in equal and oppositely directed pairs that move through 
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the same actual deflections. The ALS FBDs are shown in Fig. 20.7(c). Clearly, as a result 
of the actual applied moment components, there is both bending and twisting of both beam 
elements of the overall structure. 

Introduce the lengthwise coordinates x 1 and x2 to locate positions along the· axes of 
the two beams as shown in the FBDs of Figs. 20.7(b, c). From the FBDs the following 
bending and twisting moments can be determined for the intervals: For O;:; x 1 ::S: L and 
0 ::s: X2 ::s: 2L, 

Then 

M(x1) = +x, M(x2) = +x2 M1(:xi) = 0 M1(x2) = +L 

M(x,) = -M, M(x2) = -M2 M1(x1) = +M2 M1(x2) = -Mi 

M21L M2 12L M,L 12L w(A) = -- x,dx1 - -- x2dx2 - -- dx2 
Ela o 3Elo o 3Gfo o 

(3M,+ 4M2)L2 2M1L 2 
w(A)=- ---

6Elo 3Gfo 

Note that both components of the answer are negative, which means that the actual deflection 
is downward rather than upward as implicitly assumed with the above choice of a ULS. 
That both M 1 and M 2 cause the tip to move downward can be visualized when the reader 
rotates his or her right hand around the double headed arrows that symbolize the moments 
with, of course, the right thumb pointing in the direction of the arrowheads. • 

Example 20.7. Consider Fig. 20.8(a), which is a much simplified mathematical model of 
a high-aspect-ratio ain:raft wing in level flight with its simplified net lift per span length 
distribution f(x). The wing is represented here as a uniform beam, and the fuselage
empennage combination is represented by a centrally located weight force, (4/3)f0 L, that 
balances the total lift force. That is, the integral of the distributed load expression is equal 
to (4/3f0L). Thus the symmetric beam is in a state of equilibrium even though there are 
no beam supports. Calculate the deflection of the wing tip relative to the beam center; 
that is, calculate w(O) - w(L). An arbitrary value could be assigned to either of these two 
deflections if desired. 

Solution. As always, it is necessary to construct a ULS that does CVW equal to the desired 
deflection. In this case the ULS of Fig. 20.8(b) accomplishes this purpose because of the 
symmetry of the structure and actual deflections about x = L; that is, 

8W: = !w(O) - lw(L) + !(2L) = w(O) - w(L) 

Note also that this is a valid ULS because it meets the requirement that is in equilibrium, 10 

and the CVW done by this ULS only involves deflections of interest. 

10 Again, the fact that the ULS must be always in equilibrium is a result of requiring in the derivation of 
the PCVW that the virtual stresses and virtual body forces satisfy the general equilibrium equations, 
and that the virtual tractions be related to the virtual stresses at the boundary by Cauchy's equations. 
This is the only requirement that is placed upon the virtual force-type quantities in the derivation of 
the PCVW, which is the complete basis for the ULM. 
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1 z, w(x) / f(x) = fo [ 2 ( Z )-( f) 2
] 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 20.8. Example 20. 7. (a) A much simplified wing loading mathematical model where 
f (x) is the per unit length difference between the span wise lift and weight distributions. (b) 
The selected ULS and a superimposed FBD. (c) An ALS FBD where a second spanwise 
coordinate is used to calculate the internal bending moment at a typical point x. The point 
x is, of course, the interior end of the free body. 

Since beam bending is the only type of deformation occurring in this example problem, 
the general form of the solution can be written as 

Elo[w(O) -w(L)] = 2 foL M(x)M(x)dx 

where again advantage is taken of the symmetry about x = L of both the actual and virtual 
loadings as well as the structure itself. Hence it is clear that the next order of business 
is to determine the ULS and ALS moment expressions. The ULS moment at any point 
x within the integration interval is simply +x /2. While it is possible to determine the 
ALS moment expression for this parabolically distributed loading using the same type of 
centroidal information commonly used with rectangular and triangular loading distributions, 
it is better to attack the problem directly by going back to basics. Consider the actual bending 
moment at the typical location x; see Fig. 20.S(c). In order to calculate M(x), introduce 
another coordinate, ~, that starts at the left-hand wing tip and extends as far as the value x; 
that is, let O s ~ s x. Since the distributed force is a force per unit length, f(~)d(~) is an 
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infinitesimal force located at the point along the beam axis that has the coordinate value ~. 
The moment arm of this infinitesimal force about the point xis just (x - ~). When all such 
infinitesimal forces and their moment arms are added (i.e., integrated), the total bending 
moment at xis obtained. That is, for O .:::: x .:::: L, 

M(x) = 1~=\x - ~)f(~)d~ = x r f(~)d~ - r U(~)d~ 
~=o lo lo 

In this particular case, 

foL2 [ (X )3 (X )4] M(x)= 12 4 L - L 

Now it is merely a matter of substituting the two moment expressions into the bending 
integral above to obtain 

Elo[w(O)-w(L)] = 2 f~~z 1L [ 4 (fr -(f rJ (~) dx 

19foL4 

360 

If the applied load per unit length were not symmetric, then the ULM selected here would 
not be convenient. The use of the differential equations of Chapters 10 and 11 would be a 
reasonable approach to the problem. The differential equation approach also works quite 
well when the loading is symmetric because then the beam can be treated as clamped at the 
beam midspan. • 

Example 20.8. Calculate the bending slope at x = L for the simply supported, symmetric, 
nonuniform beam of span 3L, and symmetric loading, shown in Fig. 20.9(a). Let foL = Fo. 

Solution. First consider the ULS when no advantage is taken of the symmetry of the 
actual structure and loading. In that case, the most evident ULS would be as shown in 
Fig. 20.9(b). While this is a perfectly valid ULS, the stiffness discontinuities lead to the 
necessary evaluation of three definite integrals in order to determine the desired bending 
slope. It is true that two of those three definite integrals cancel each other. However, if that 
is not noticed, which is quite possible, the analyst has a lot of definite integration to carry 
out. 

At the expense of having to think carefully, the symmetry of the structure and actual 
loading can be used advantageously by means of a symmetric ULS such as shown in Fig. 
20. 9( c). This symmetric ULS is a valid ULS because it is an equilibrated system, and because 
the CVW is lw'(x = L) - lw'(x = 2L), which in tum is equal to +2w'(x = L) because 
w'(x = 2L) is equal in magnitude to, but opposite in direction to w'(x = L). To better 
understand the signs assigned to these bending slopes, first note that if the actual forces Fo 
were not equal to f 0 L, and if the Fo forces were directed downward, then the analyst might 
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Figure 20.9. Example 20.8. (a) The ALS. (b) One possible ULS. (c) A more efficient, 
second possible ULS for calculating the desired bending slope. (d) Still another possible 
ULS. 

not be sure what parts of the beam rotated upward, and what parts rotated downward. How
ever, the analyst would know, because of the symmetry, that the bending slopes at the beam 
ends have opposite signs. It is useful to review sign convention associated with derivatives 
of functions such as In this example problem, the coordinate x is positive to the right, 
and the lateral deflection w is positive upward. Thus values of dx and dw are also to 
the right and upward, respectively. Put these differential quantities together in vector form as 

LJ 
d~ 

equals the tangent of the rotation of the 
beam axis, leads to the conclusion that for the chosen coordinate axes of this example 
problem, the bending at all along the beam axis is positive counterclockwise. 
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On this basis, the left-hand unit moment of Fig. 20.9(c) is in the same direction as a positive 
bending slope, and hence does positive CVW. The right-hand moment is directed oppositely 
to the positive rotation at x = 2L, so it does negative CVW as was stated above. Also see 
Endnote (1) of Chapter 11. 

From the ALS and the symmetric ULS diagrams, the ULS and ALS bending moments 
can be obtained as follows: 

0 ::S x ::S L M(x) = 0 

L ::S x, ~ ::S 2L M(x) = M(~) = -1 

0 ::S ~ ::S L M(~) = 0 

M(x) = -2Fox + !fox2 

3 . 
M(x) = M(~) = - 2FoL 

M(~) = -2Fo~ + !fo~2 

Since two of the ULS bending moments are zero, two of the bending moment integrals are 
eliminated. The deflection solution reduces to the calculation 

or 

2w'(x = L) = -- --0- (-l)dx = _o_ 1 1x=2L ( 3F, L) F, L2 

3Elo x=L 2 2Elo 

, FoL 2 
w (x =L)= --

4Elo 

which, of course, is the same answer that would be obtained using either the first discussed 
ULS, or the one discussed below. 

It is interesting to note that it is even possible to use the symmetry of the actual deflection 
pattern with a valid ULS and still not have a symmetric ULS. See Fig. 20.9(d), where the 
CVW is -(1/2)w'(x = 0) + lw'(x = L) - (1/2)w'(x = 3L) = w'(L) because, by sym
metry, the bending slopes at the beam tips are of equal magnitude, but of opposite rotation. 
Since this ULS is not symmetric, it is no better the first ULS. • 

20. 7 **Examples of Using the ULM for Design Purposes** 

The ULM is a convenient tool for simple design problems. The following two 
example problems demonstrate its usefulness. The second of these two example problems 
also illustrates the use of the ULM when there are temperature changes. 

Example 20.9. Consider the continuous, uniform beam, and uniform distributed loading 
shown in Figure 20.lO(a). Let the span between the two supports, Lo, be a fixed length. 
Determine the value of the overhang length, L, such that the right-hand tip deflection is 
zero. 

Solution. For ease of description, let r = L/ L 0 • Since Lis the design variable, r too is an 
unknown quantity. The first step is to calculate, and then check the values of the support 
reactions. The results are 
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~ 
R2 = fofo (1 + r)2 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 20.10. Example 20.9. (a) The ALS with support reactions and superimposed FBDs. 
Be sure to understand that in such compacted diagrams, quantities such as M(x 1) are not part 
of the external loading, but are an internal stress resultant of the FBD. Externally applied 
bending and twisting moments are labelled as M;, where i = 0, 1, 2, and so on, or some 
other such distinct label. (b) The selected ULS with superimposed FBDs. 

Then the ALS bending moments are 

0 :'.S x1 :'.S Lo M(x1) = !Jo[xr - Lox1(l - r 2)] 

0 :S xz :SL M(xz) = !fox? 

The unit load system must measure the lateral deflectiQn at the tip of the overhanging beam. 
To this end, begin the ULS by placing an upward ( or downward) unit force at that tip as is 
shown in Fig. 20. lO(b ), and again calculate the support reactions. Then the ULS bending 
moments are 

0 :S x1 :S Lo M(x1) = rx1 . 

0 :S xz :S Lo M(xz) = xz 

Now all is ready to calculate the bending deflection at the right-hand beam tip, and to require 
that deflection be zero. Write 

Elow(xz = 0) = 0 = Jo [Lo [xf - Lox1(l - r2)][rxi]dx1 
2 lxi=O 

Jo [L [ 2] + - x2 [x2]dx2 
2 x2=0 

which after evaluation and simplification reduces to 

0 = -L6 + 4LoL2 + 3L3 

Division by Ll leads to the following cubic equation in terms of the length ratio r, 

0 = 3r 3 + 4r2 - 1 
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It can be shown that this cubic root (Descartes' 
and that root lies within the interval other two roots are real and and 
therefore have no physical There are many ways to approximate the desired root 
For example, synthetic division or Newton's method are convenient procedures. Beginning 
with the latter e>rn"\rr,,;,.~n 

+ 4r 2 - l 

= -1 =+6 

+8r 

== 0 

Starting Newton's method with a mediocre guess of r = 0.5 in the 

r2 = r1 - ---

leads to 

r2 = 0.5 - ~ 0.44 

r3 = 0.4 + (0.168)/(4.64) ~ 0.44 

r4 = 0.44 - ~ 0.434 

Checking 

0.4342 I 3.0 4.0 0.0 -1.0 

I 1.3026 2.302 3889 +0.999 6973 

! 3.0 5.3026 2.302 3889 lo.ooo 3021 

Hence the solution is r = 0.434. Thus the design length for the overha.ng that 
produces zero deflection at the of the overhang is L = 0.434L0 . Note that this solution 
procedure would as with a bit more even if the beam and loading were 
nonuniform. Iii 

Since neither the derivation of the Principle of Virtual Work nor the derivation of the 
Principle of Complementary Virtual Work involve the material constitutive and 
since the effects of temperature changes appear in the constitutive equations, those two 
principles are valid as are presented in Chapter 16 for the situation where the structure 
undergoes temperature changes. In particular, for beams and bars \Vhere the actual 
strain is Exx, the PCV'N is 

Vol. 

In the case of a pin-jointed truss, the total volume of the structure is the volume of the 
various bars. In each bar the strain due to the ALS is a constant, and the virtual stress due to 
the virtual or unit load system is also constant. With the volume of the ith bar being 

Since Exx = 
plementa...ry 

+ oti1T, axx = and 
work for a pin-jointed truss with norn<)Je:<~rnorn 

then the external com
bars can be written as 
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follows if the temperature change is also a constant for each bar: 

. [ r N l N l 
= L ll - +aL1TJ-AL I 

LEA A J; 
, NL f - J 

= L l (N + EAan.T)EA i 

= I:INCN~ ,, 
L EA_; 

(20.7) 

where, in keeping with previous definitions, in this special case of a uniform temperature 
change over the length of each bar, N + EAa L1T = N + NT =Ne.This result is used in 
the next example problem See Exercise 17 for a more complete derivation of the (negative 
of the) internal CVW when each beam is nonhomogeneous, is loaded by bending moments 
as well as axial forces, and there is an arbitrary temperature change. 

Example 20.10. Consider the symmetric, three·bar, nonhomogeneous, pin-jointed truss 
shown in Fig 20.ll(a). The two diagonal bars are manufactured from materials and have 
the material and geometric properties Es, As, L,. The bar between the two supports is 
manufactured from material a and has the material and geometric properties Ea, Aa, La. 
The purpose of this three-bar truss is, by means of the different thermal expansion rates of its 
two materials, to maintain the unchanging vertical distance h, a focal distance of an optical 
system, in a spacecraft as the spacecraft undergoes gradual, uniform temperature changes in 
its orbit. Therefore, for a given h, and given materials with constant coefficients of thermal 
expansion, determine the lengths of the bar elements. (It turns out that the cross-sectional 
areas are not determined by this constant height requirement.) 

Solution. In order for h to be a constant for an arbitrary temperature change, joint C must 
have a zero vertical deflection. Therefore the ULM is used to calculate the deflection of joint 
C, and require that it be zero. The ULS that does CVW that is just the vertical deflection of 
joint C is shown in Fig. 20.11 (b ), where 

- l - 1 
Ns = - 2 sec8 and Na= +2 tan8. 

Since there are no mechanical loads applied to the truss, Na = N., = 0. Thus the total actual 
loads are the equivalent thermal loads. Then, from the development leading to Eq. (20.7), 

Substituting into Eq. (20.7), 

aw;= l x O = 0 = 2(as 11T) (-! sec Ls+ (aa !1 G tane) 

Substituting Ls = h sec 8 and La = 2h tan e, canceling common factors, and simplifying 
leads to 

or 

0 = -as sec2 e + eta tan2 e 

-as + eta sin2 8 
0= ~~~~~~ 

cos2 8 
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Figure 20.11. Example 20.l 0. ( a) A planar three-bar truss to be designed to passively 
maintain a constant height h under the condition of a slow. uniform temperature change. 
(b) ULS FBDs for the purpose of calculating the deflection that causes a change in h, and 
then requiring that change to be zero. 

Since cos2 e cannot be infinite, the numerator must be zero. Hence 

sine=(:: y12 

which shows that a practical solution for sine requires that ots be less than ota. Using this 
solution for e in the above expressions for the bar lengths leads to 

(ota)l/2 
=h----

- ot,)l/2 
and 

(a )1;2 
L - 71 s a - _n----)-1/-2 

(ota - ots 

Now that the lengths have been determined, the next task would be to select materials 
that would provide a minimum-weight truss, and to consider whether or not there would 
be a galvanic action problem between two dissimilar metals. To accomplish the task of 
minimizing the weight of the truss, it is necessary to decide on the critical loads borne by 
the truss. For example, if the major concern is the buckling of the two diagonal bars under 
the action of the inertial loads produced by liftoff, and if, for example, the bars buckle 
when their axial stress reaches their yield stress, then without regard for cost, the best 
material for the diagonal bars would be the material with the highest ratio of yield stress to 
mass density. Among the metals, a high-strength steel or perhaps a titanium would be good 
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Figure 20.12. Example 20.11. (a) A cantilevered beam ALS and a ~m,,,r1mno,,,,r1 FBD. 
(b) A ULS useful for the beam lateral deflection at the and a 

and 6061 aluminum 

are Dis= 6A x 
areas, which would be inversely 

the load 

20.8 **General Deflection Solutions** 

the bar cross-sectional 
stress, could then be calculated 

stress of each bar. II 

The ULM can be used to calculate a beam deflection pattern 
at all points along a beam axis) as well as a deflection at a specific 
example demonstrates the procedure. 

the deflection 
The 

Example 20.11. Calculate the lateral deflection pattern for a uniform cantilevered beam 
subjected to a uniform, distributed load of See Fig. 20. 

Solution. What is desired is the lateral deflection at an arbitrary point x. To obtain that 
deflection, create a ULS that begins with a unit lateral force located at an Q'""""'""' 
is shown in Fig. 20.12(b). Since the lengthwise coordinate xis used to locate the 
where the deflection is being calculated, it is necessary to introduce another ,,,,.,,.,.,.,..,,,,, 
coordinate, ~, to integrate the UI.,S and ALS bending moments over the of the beam. 
From the ULS and ALS diagrams of Figs. 20.12(a, b), 

Hence, 

X :S ~ :S L M(~) = ~ - X 

(! 
,2 

! 

M(~) = ~fof 

(~ -

1 2 
= 2!o~ 

1 ] 
~2 - - ~xfo 

2 2 • 
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Note that because xis wholly independent of the variable of integration, it can be factored 
out of the integrand. The final result of the definite integration is 

In this case where the beam stiffness and loading are uniform, it is a bit easier to obtain 
this result using the beam bending governing differential equation and the proper boundary 
conditions. However, if the stiffness and loading have discontinuities, it is easier to take this 
approach. • 

20.9 **Large Radius Curved Beams** 

Curved beams whose radius of curvature is at least ten times the depth of the beam 
in the plane of the curvature can be analyzed with reasonable accuracy using Bernoulli
Euler straight beam theory. That is, the ULM can be applied to large radius curved beams in 
the same manner it is applied to straight beams, but for the need to measure distances along 
the beam axis by use of an arc length coordinate s rather than the Cartesian coordinate x. 
When the radius of curvature is less than ten times the depth of the be_am, then a curved 
beam theory, based upon the same deflection assumptions of the Bernoulli-Euler straight 
beam theory, such as found in Ref. [4], can be used. 

Example 20.12. Consider the cantilevered, uniform, quarter-circle curved beam shown in 
plan view in the ALS and ULS diagrams of Pigs 20.13(a, b). The radius of curvature of the 
beam axis is more than 10 times the depth of the beam in the plane of the curvature. The 
beam is loaded at its free end by a bending moment of magnitude M0 . Calculate the lateral · 
deflection (downward) of the free end. 

Solution. Let locations along the length of the curved beam of cqnstant radius R be identified 
by use of the angular coordinate e as shown in Figs. 20.13(a, b). Then the distance along the 
curved beam from the fixed end is s = Re, and a differential distance along the beam axis is 
ds = R de. Integrating over the length of the curved beam is accomplished by integrating 
with respect to s from s = 0 to s = (n /2)R, or, what is exactly the same, integrating with 
respect to Re, or just e, from e = 0 to e = n /2, where ds is replaced by Rde. 

The ULS begins with a downward unit lateral force at the beam tip. Since the applied tip 
bending moment, M0 , causes both bending and torsion everywhere along the interior length 
of the beam as can be seen in the ALS FBD, both bending and torsional moments must 
be calculated for both the ALS and the ULS. Keep in mind that the double-headed vectors 
that represent moments are torsional moments when they are parallel to the beam axis, 
and are bending moments when they are perpendicular to the beam axis. Calculating the 
appropriate components of the applied tip moment in the case of the ALS, and calculating 
the appropriate moment arms in the case of the ULS, leads for O :::: e :::: n /2, to 

M(e) = -Rcose 

M1(e) = R(l - sine) 

Substitution into 

M(e) = -Mo sine 

M1(e) = Mocose 

· ! MM ! M1M1 w(e = n/2) = --ds + --ds 
L El L GJ 
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Figure 20.13. Example 20.12. _(a) A plan view of a long, curve_d beam ALS and a super
imposed FBD for the actual loads. (b) The selected ULS and a superimposed FBD for the 
unit (virtual) loads. 

w(8=n/2)=-0- . sinecosede 
Mi R21e=n/2 

EI e=o 

+ - 0- cos8(1 - sin8)de 
Mi R21e=n/2 

GJ e=o 

After evaluation, 

MoR2 MoR 2 
w(e = n/2) = --+--

2EI 2GJ 

Here is a simple illustration of a torsional stiffness influencing a lateral deflection. • 

Example 20.13. Calculate the inward travel of the right-hand support of the symmetric, 
uniform circular arch of Fig. 20.14(a, b) when loaded symmetrically by the actual force Fo 
as shown. Again, R > lOh. 

Solution. In this case the applied loading results in both a bending moment and an axial force 
at a typical beam cross-section. (Again, since the beam is a long beam, shearing deflections 
are negligible.) The ALS and the ULS are shown in Figs. 20.14( a, b ), respectively. In terms 
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i r-R ,Fo;, =+- R ' 

R(l - sin8) ~ 1-,:--
(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 20.14. Example 20.13. (a) A long, curved beam ALS and a superimposed FBD. (b) 
The selected ULS and a superimposed FBD. 

of the angular coordinate (), 

M((J) = -Reos() 
FoR 

M((J) = - 2 (1 - sin())· 

N((J) = - cos() 
Fo . 

N((J) = +2 sm(J 

Capitalizing on the symmetry of the structure and the loading by multiplying by 2 and 
limiting the integration to O :S () :S n /2, with ds replaced by Rd(), yields 

Deft.= 2-0- cos(J(l - sin(J)d(J 
F. R31:rr:/2 

2El o 

- 2-0 - sin() cos() d(J 
F. R 1:rr:/2 

2EA o 

Evaluation of the two definite integrals leads to the solution 

F0 R 3 FoR 
Deft. = -- - --

2E I 2EA 

Note that the ratio of the first part of the total deflection solution, the bending deflection 
contribution, to the second part of the solution, the axial deflection contribution, is R2 A/ I. 
Since R2 » h2, and since I is of the order of magnitude of Ah2, the numerator of this 
ratio is very much greater than the denominator. This illustrates the statement made at the 
end of Section 20.4 that, except when there are significant equivalent thermal axial forces, 
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Fvt--R 
I 

(a) 

-~ Rsine t-E-~ I I Moment I F~ 
I arm I 
kc---R cusa--J 

(b) 

Figure 20.15. Example 20.14. (a) A long, curved beam ALS. (b) An ALS FBD illustrating 
the introduction of a second coordinate, a, for the purpose of calculating the actual bending 
moment ate. 

axial forces provide only negligible contributions to lateral deflections when actual bending 
moments are present. ill 

Example 20.14. Repeat the above example problem, changing only the actual applied 
loading from a single concentrated load to a uniform load per unit of arc length of the 
curved beam which is everywhere directed downward; see Fig. 20.15(a). In other 
this type of loading would result from a vertical gravitational field or a vertical acceleration. 
As a consequence of the result for Example axial force contributions are to be 
neglected in the analysis. 

Solution. The ULS is the same as that of the previous example. The challenge lies with the 
ALS. The first step is to determine the vertical support reactions, Fv. Since the structure 
and loading are symmetric and the distributed force is per unit of arc length, then 

[
S=TCRj2 [e=nj2 r.: 

Fv = fods = foRde = -foR 
. c=O ve=O 2 

This result makes sense in that each support reaction the magnitude of the distributed 
load multiplied by half the length of the half circle arch. The next step is to calculate the 
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ALS moment at a typical location. Referring to Fig. 20.15(b), 

l a=(rr/2)-0 , 

M(()) = +FvR(l - sin{})- F0 Rda(Rcosa - Rsin()) 
0=0 

So 

· Jr . 1(rr/2)'-0 l(rr/2)-0 
M(()) = - foR 2(1 - sin()) - foR 2 cos a da - foR 2 sin() da 

2 0 0 

Thus 

M(()) = foR 2 (~ - cos() - ()sin()) 

and 

M(()) = -Reos() 

as before, although it is evident that in this case the right-hand support moves to the right 
with this downward loading. Substitution of these two bending moment expressions into 
the bending integral, and accounting for the symmetry of the structure and loading leads 
to 

l O=rr/2 M(())M(()) 
Deft. = 2 Rd() 

0=0 El 

2fi R41rr/2 Jr 
Deft. = - - 0- (-cos() - cos2 e - () sine cos e) d() 

EI o 2 

A table of integrals, or conversion to sin 2() and integration by parts, can be used to evaluate 
the last integral. The final result is 

1r foR 4 
Deft.=----

4 EI 

where, again, the negative sign confirms that the displacement is outward. • 
Example 20.15. Redo the same problem when the distributed loading is again of constant 
magnitude Jo, but this time is directed radially inward. 

Solution highlights. This time the vertical support reactions are Fv = f 0 R, and the bending 
moment M(()) is zero. That M(()) is zero can be understood by visualizing the half circle 
structure and loading extended to a full circle. Since there is no bending contribution to the 
support displacement, the small axial force contribution is dominant. In this case 

P(()) =cos() and P((}) = foR 

so 

l nR/2 pp foR2 10=rr/2 
Deft. = 2 -ds = 2-- cos ()d(} 

o EA EAo 

= 2JoR2 

EA 

which is inward, and it is a much smaller displacement value than that of Example 20.14 . 

• 
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20.10 Summary 

The PCVW gives rise to several very closely related methods of small deflection 
structural analysis that are suitable for structural systems not including plate and shell 
elements. The unit load method, the focus of this and the next chapter, is only a very slight 
variation on the virtual load method or the dummy load method in that the unit load method 
uses fictitious (virtual) load systems where the dummy force or moment doing the desired 
CVW has a magnitude of 1 lb or 1 N, or, in the case of a moment, has a magnitude of 1.0 lb/in 
or 1.0 N m. The reason for the choice of unit load values is merely that unit load values 
generally save the one step in the calculation of a desired deflection that is the canceling 
of the arbitrary, fictitious load (virtual or dummy) from both sides of the equation that says 
that the external CVW equals the negative of the internal CVW. 

The PCVW is an identity that holds true for any virtt,al or unit load system that is in a state 
of equilibrium. The task of the analyst is to choose a fictitious ULS that does complementary 
virtual work that only involves the one or more unknown deflections that are being sought. 
That choice of a unit load system is usually quite routine. All that is usually necessary is 
to place a unit force or unit moment at the location and in the direction of the deflection 
that is sought. Only when the structure and the actual loading are both symmetric is more 
careful consideration necessary to achieve the optimum result of having a ULS that is also 
symmetric. 

All of the example problems considered in this chapter are statically determinate. That 
is, merely by using summations of forces and moments, all external reactions and all 
internal forces and moments can be determined. Thus, in this chapter, all the integrands 
of the bar and beam internal complementary virtual work integrals can be specified by 
careful use of FBDs. Chapter 21 explains the use of the ULM with statically indeterminate 
structures. 

It should be clear that efficient use of the ULM requires complete proficiency in writing, 
for example, beam bending and twisting moment expressions, and in obtaining the solutions 
for axial forces in the bars of trusses. If the reader doe~ not have that proficiency, he or she 
cannot successfully use ·the ULM with statically determinate or indeterminate structures. 
ILis essential that any remedial work necessary to obtain this proficiency be completed 
with this chapter. A final example problem follows that emphasizes the skill of calculating 
moments and selecting a satisfactory ULS. 

Example 20.16. Consider the two beam structure and loading shown in Fig. 20.16(a). 
Calculate the bending slope at the comer where the beam of length 3L joins the beam of 
length L. 

Solution. There is only one ULS that supplies the one equation that can be solved for the 
desired bending slope. That ULS is the particularly simple one pictured in Fig. 20.16(b). 
Therefore, the virtual and actual bending moments are 

So 

0::: x ::: 3L 

M(~) =·o 
M(x) = 1 

M(~) = ~Fo 

Jo 3 
M(x) = LFo + -x 

18£ 

2Elow'(x = 0) = 13
L [LF0 + Jo x 3] (l)dx 

x=O 18£ 

" 
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(a) 

(l:,) 

(c) 

Figure 20.16. Example. 20.16. (a) A two beam frame ALS. (b) The only valid and useful 
ULS for this nonsymmetrical structure. (c) A remainder that not every valid ULS is useful. 

Hence 

9 foL 3 . 3FoL2 

= 16EJo -t- 2Elo 

Now consider the ULS shown in Fig. 20. The external virtual loads of that ULS are 
indeed in equilibrium. However. the CVW done by those virtual loads is 

l 
= 0)- -(the 

3L 
deflection at ~ = 0) 

Since the upward deflection at ~ = 0 is unknown without further analysis, the ULS of 
Fig. 20.16(c) is unsatisfactory. II 

20.11 Maxwell's Reciprocity Theorem 

Consider two distinct and wholly independent load sets separately applied to a 
linearly elastic structure. Call them load set one and load set two. Let there be no temperature 
change throughout the body. As before. let the six stresses and the six strains at each 

point within the body that are produced say, the first set of loads be arranged 
in the 1 x 6 vector forms L a 0 ; J and L y(ll J. Consider the integral over the entire volume of 
the linearly elastic structure of the first set of stresses acting through the strains separately 
produced by the second set of loads: 

Jr/Jr La(l> J } d(VoL) 

Vol. 
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Recall that the product of stresses and their corresponding strains is work per unit volume. 
When that product is integrated over a volume, then the result is work. FromEq. (6.3), in the 
absence of temperature changes, {a<O} = [E]{yOl}, or transposing this matrix equation, 
La<O J = Ly<1l J [E], where [E]f = [E]. Substituting this latter form of the stress-strain 
equation into the above volume integral yields 

Vol. Vol. Vol. 

That is 

ff f La<l) J {y<2l}d(Vol.) = ff f La<2l J {y<O}d(Vol.) 

Vol. Vol. 

The above equation is called Betti's law. 
In order to give a physical interpretation to Betti's law, consider the following scenario. 

Let only the first load set be applied to the body, creating the first set of stresses. Then apply 
the second load set to the linearly elastic body. With this sequencing, the stresses from 
the first load set, which are fully developed before the application of the second load set, 
move through the full value of the strains created by the second load set. The work done by 
the first set of stresses moving through the second set of strains is equal to the value of the 
volume integral of expression (20.8). 

Now reverse the above process. First let the second set of loads .be applied to the body, 
developing the second set of stresses throughout the body. Then apply the first load set 
to the body creating the corresponding first set of strains. This time the stresses from the 
second load set move through the strains created by the first load set. Betti's law proves that 
the work done by the first set of stresses moving through the second set of strains is equal 
to the work done by the second set of stresses moving through the first set of strains. This 
fact is often symbolized as W 12 = W21-

To obtain a directly useful result from the above development that W12 = W21 , tum 
now to work done as the result of either forces moving through co-linear deflections, or 
moments moving through rotations. These two cases can be combined as the external 
generalized forces, {Q}, moving through their corresponding generalized deflections, {q }. 
Then W12 = W21 becomes 

where, for example, {q<2l} is the set of deflections caused by the second load set at the 
locations of the first load set. If the two force sets are now each restricted to being a single 
generalized force, one generalized force at point A, and the other generalized force at point 
B, then the above equation says that 

QA(l) qA(2) = Q/2) qB(l) 

Finally, if each of the generalized forces is required to have a unit value, then 

In a linearly elastic body constrained against rigid body motions, the generalized deflection 
at point A, in the direction of a first generalized unit force but which is due to a second 
generalized unit force, is equal to the generalized deflection at point B, in the direction of 
the second unit force, but which is due to the first unit force. 
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(a) 
oMo 

r---2EI0, u2 -l- Eio, 

Figure 20.17. Example 20.17. (a) Actual load system and the virtual load system used to 
calculate the bending slope at midspan, w'(L/2), positive counterclockwise. (b) (ALS and 
the VLS needed to calculate the lateral tip deflection, w(O), for the purpose of demonstrating 
Maxwell's reciprocity theorem. 

This is a statement of Maxwell's reciprocity theorem. The following example is an 
illustration of this theorem, which, hopefully, will clarify its meaning. 

Example 20.17. (a) Use the virtual load method to deterrnine the midspan bending slope 
of the nonuniform, cantilevered bea.'11 sketched in Fig. 20.17(a). The sole loading is the tip 
force Fo. 

(b) Use the virtual load method to determine the lateral deflection for the same beam 
when the sole loading is a midspan bending moment Mo as sketched in Fig. 20. l 7(b ). 

Solution. (a) The virtual load system starts with a counterclockwise virtual moment, oM0 , 

placed at center span. Then the ALS and VLS bending moments are simply M (x) = + x F0 

for O :s x :s L, and oM(x) = 0 for O::: x :s L/2 and oM(x) = oM0 for O :s x :s L/2. 
Therefore 

[
L/2 l f L 

Ela oMo w'(L/2) = [x Fo][O]dx + - [x Fo][oMo] dx 
VO 2 L/2 

So 

! 3 2 
Elow (L/2) = 16 FoL 

(b) Here the virtual load system starts with a tip force o F0 to measure the tip deflection 
w (0). After multiplying through by E /0 , the o W:X = o U* statement becomes 

Elo 
l !L 3 , = 0+ - [Mo][xoFo]dx = -MoUoFo 
2 L/2 16 

3 ? 
Elow(O) = -MoL-

16 
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Note that when the applied force and the moment are each a unit 
value, the magnitudes of the two deflections at, and in the direction of the other 
but due to the first load, are exactly the same as is by Maxwell's reciprocity 
theorem. 11 

As mentioned earlier, Maxwell's reciprocity theorem can be used to establish the sym
metry of all stiffness matrices and all flexibility matrices. consmer a elastic 
structure constrained against rigid body motion. Again let each of the two load sets involve 
a single generalized force. Let the load of the first load set act at A, while that 
of the second load set acts at point B. Then, as before, . The 
flexibility matrix relationships for this two-load, two-deflection case are 

( ~ l (lj <JA 

qs 
r 
L [ I J QA 

l r .) (2) 

fssJ l Qa 

H . •1 • Q(2l O . QOl O H owever, m ,ms case A = ano 8 = . ence £" 0<2 ) d = JAB-B 'an 
Substituting these last two relationships into the above yields 

Q (l)f Q(2) _ Q(2) r Q(l) 
A AB B - B )BA A or !AB= 

Since the points A and B are any two points on the structure, they can be any two 
any larger set of points involved in a larger flexibility matrix. Hence that larger 
matrix is also a symmetric matrix. 

The direct proof of the syrnmetry of any stiffness matrix requires a little more algebra. 
The general stiffness relations between these pairs of generalized forces and the generalized 
deflections are 

kAB l J qA 

kBBj lqB 
IQ, r ~ 

Substituting from the above matrix equation reiationsl.1ips 

and 
,~, 

+ kss q-;' 

into the Maxwell's 

• (2) (1) 'T' 
Agam, QA = 0 and QB = 0. ,hus 

and 1 _ {_l) 1 
KsBqB = -KsA 

or, simply 

This statement proves the symmetrJ of aJJ stiffness matrices. 
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Figure 20.18. Exercise 20.2. A square, pin-jointed truss. 

20 Exercises 

20.1. simply supported beam of Fig. 20.9, without the dis
and concentrated forces shown in that sketch. 

Calculate the lateral deflection resulting from an applied, counter-
clockwise moment of unit placed at x = 2L. 
Calculate the bending 
valued, lateral force placed at x = L. 
Should the magnitude and sign of the answers to parts and be the sa1ne? 

20.2. For the detenninate pin-jointed truss and loading shown in Fig. 20.18 
where all bars have the same Young's modulus and cross-sectional area, calculate: 

The horizontal"""'"'"''"" of the right-hand (roller) support. 
joints A and C along the straight line between the two 

The horizontal motion C. 

203. Calculate the lateral bending deflection at one-quarter of the span of a simply 
supported beam of span length L and bending stiffness EI, \Vhich is 
loaded a uniform distributed load of magnitude acting upward without 
using a syn:Lmetric ULS 
As in part but using a symmetric ULS. 

20.4. For the two-beam frame and loading sketched in Fig. 20.19. calculate 
{a) the lateral deflection at, and in the direction of, the single applied load F. 

the x direction lateral deflection at x = L. 

20.5. fa) 

the bending slope at x = L. y = 2L if, in addition to the applied force there 
is also a uniformly distributed force per unit length of magnitude acting 
in the xdirection on both beams. 
the bending slope at x = 0 when both the concentrated force F and the dis-
tributed loading of magnitude are acting upon the two beam fran1e. 

u"''"'""""' slope magnitude at either support of a simply supported, 
beam Land stiJfness EI that is loaded by two 
concentrated forces of magnitude 
span positions. 
Find the lateral deflection at the one-third spa,_, location. 
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20.19. Exercise 20.4 

20.6. A uniform beam of overall length 4L is positioned over two simple 
separated a distance of 2L. That is, there is an of length 

L at each end of the beam. The entire beam is to a distributed 
load per unit length of magnitude Thus the reaction at each support is 
downward. 

Sketch the deflection pattern for the entire beam. 
Calculate the vertical deflection at the right-hand beam 
Calculate the vertical deflection at the center of the beam. 

( d) Calculate the bending slope at either support. 
(e) Calculate the bending slope at either beam tip. 

20.7. A symmetric beam of overall length 3L is syrnmetrically positioned over two 
simple supports separated by a distance L. The center length of the beam has a 

while the two overhanging lengths have a stiffness The loading 
is an directed distributed force per unit length of magnitude Jo acting 

over the left-hand overhang length L. Note that the loading is not syrnmetric. 
Calculate the bending slope at the left-hand beam 
Calculate the lateral deflection at the left-hand beam 
Calculate the lateral deflection at the right-hand beam 
Calcuiate the lateral deflection at the midspan. 
Sketch the deflection pattern. 

a symmetric and an antisymmetric loading for this beam, which, 
whe,1 the two are superimposed, provide the nonsymmetric loading originally 

20.8. Calculate the tip deflection of a uniform, cantilevered beam loaded by a linearly 
varymg distributed loading acting when the distributed has 
:he Jo at the clamped end, and zero magnitude at the free end. 
C:i!culate the tip rotation (i.e., bending slope). 
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(a) 

(b) Jo 

ffffttttft 

Figure 20.20. (a) Exercise 20.9 (a,b,c) A nonuniform, simply supported beam. (b) Exer
cise 20.9 (d). Another nonuniform, simply supported beam. 

r 
Figure 20.21. Exercise 20.10. A nonuniform, simply supported beam. 

20.9. (a) Calculate the bending slope at x = L /3 of the nonuniform, simply supported 
beam shown in Fig. 20.20 

(b) Calculate the lateral deflection at the same point. 
(c) Calculate the deflection at x = 2L/3. 
(d) Calculate the lateral deflection atx = I of the beam shown in Fig. 20.20(b). 

20.10. (a) Calculate the bending slope at midspan of the simply supported beam shown 
in Fig. 20.21 

(b) Calculate the vertical deflection at midspan. 
(c) Calculate the bending slope at x = 0. 
(d) Calculate the bending slope at x = L. 

20.11. (a) Calculate the vertical deflection at midspan, x = L, of the nonuniform, simply 
supported beam shown in Fig. 20.22. The use of two coordinates originating 
at the supports is strongly advised. 

(b) Calculate the bending slope at midspan. 
(c) Calculate the bending slope at x = 0. 

20.12. (a) Calculate the vertical tip deflection, of the cantilevered, piecewise uniform, 
two-beam structure shown in Fig. 20.23. 

(b) Calculate the two rotations at the elbow of the structure. 
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X 

Figure 20.22. Exercise 20.l l. A nonuniform, simply beam. 

Cantilevered end 

F;, 

Figure 20.23. Exercise 20.12. A nonuniform, cantilevered two beam grid. 

Figure 20.24. Exercise 20.13. A five-bar, pin-jointed truss. 

20.13. Calculate the horizontal deflection of joint D of the simply supported five-bar 
truss shown in Fig. 20.24. The modulus of elasticity is the same for all bar 
members. 
Calculate the horizontal deflection at joint C. 

( c) Calculate the vertical deflection at joint D. 
Why would the simple truss geometry shown in Fig. 20.4 be a poor design 
if the actual force F acted upward rather than downward? What changes in 
geometry would you suggest? 

20.14. Calculate the wing deflection relative to the beam center deflection of the beam 
of Fig. 20.8(a) when the distributed lift per unit length is sin(;r x / L ). 

20.15. Figure 20.25 shows a simply supported, nonuniform beam with an overhang. Note 
the applied moment at x = 0. 
(a) Calculate the upward deflection at x = 0; that is, 

Calculate the bending slope at x = L; that is, 
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Figure 20.25. Exercise 20.15. A nonuniform, supported beam with an overhang. 

Alter the above first removing the applied moment at the left end, 
moving the roller support at x = L to x = 0 (thus a simply supported 
beam and the per unit over the 
of the beam uniform and of magnitude acting The triangular load 
distribution on the half of the beam remains the same as it was. After 
these changes, calculate the bending at x = 0. 
As in but this time calculate the slope at x = L. 

but this time calculate the bending at the right-hand 
zero. 

FOR THE EAGER 

20.16. Show that for a thin HA·""'F,U<H.U cross-section hand width b, where h » b, 
and a shear force in the direction of the cross-section the value of 
the nondimensional shear factor modifying the cross-sectional area in the u'LM 
shearing defonnation integral, y, has the value 

20.17. Consider a uniform, homogeneous beam which in plan form is a full circle of radius 
R, but where the circle is broken at one cross-section a separation between the 
two beam ends of negligible Let the beam crqss-section be circular with 
a radius r. Let each of the two beam ends be loaded only a force F that is 
normal to the of the circular beam, but where the two forces are oppositely 
directed so that the beam is in a state of static equilibrium. Assume that R » r so 
that straight-beam theory is reasonably applicable, and then calculate the relative 
lateral deflection between the two beam ends. Use this information to obtain the 
stiffness (the ratio of force to deflection) of one coil of a coiled wire spring in terms 
of the and material factors of the beam. If the stiffness of a spring with 
n coils is that of a of one then what is the formula for the stiffness 
of a circular wire 

FOR THE ESPECIALLY EAGER 

20.18. Rederive the beam bending and extension expressions for the internal complemen
tary virtual work for a homogeneous beam to a temperature change as 
well as an mechanical loading, and thereby confirm footnote 5. Let they 

!JHHv,,.,,u axes. 

2(U9. Use the uniform torsion results of Chapters 12 and 13 for the torsionally induced 
""'~'"' '""" stress O'n, where s is arc coordinate within the of the cross
section that runs aiong membrane contour to derive from the gen
eral expression for the internal CV\V the L'Ll\tl beam torsion integral for (a) a 

open cross-section of a and thick.'1.ess b; a thin, closed, single-cell 
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Figure 20.26. Endnote (2). (a) Geometry of bent differential beam 
force system in equilibrium. 

(b) Virtual 

cross-section; a thin, multicelled cross-section; and (d) an ,,,.1,,t,,·c.t'" 

cross-section. Hint: For O"xs = Gxy = so Jo· = 2z 
E = 2zMr(x)/GJwhere(-b/2) :S z :S (+b/2)and(-a/2) :Sy :S 
the (serpentine) rectangular area, and J = . For use the first of Eqs. 
(]3.11) to obtain Exz = Mtf[2GAt(s)], dA = tds, and 
the last of Eqs. (13.11) to complete the proof. For make use of the fact 
that for uniform torsion the virtual wrque is coincident with, and thus 
to, the actual torque, and thus all virtual load quantities, such as the virtual stress, 
have the same proportionality to the corresponding actual load quantities. Then 
see the first part of Appendix A, Section 4. 

20.20. Consider a beam of length L cantilevered at its left end. Calculate the internal 
bending moment, due only to an lateral force per unit of 
arbitrary magnitude, f (x ), where x is measured from the free beam end. 

20.21. In relation to footnote 5, derive the beam and extension expressions for 
-3 w,;, for a beam where the y and z axes are not principal axes, the beam cross
section is not homogeneous. and there is a temperature change. To this end, use 
Eq. (9.8) for axx, and 

and recall o(l1T) = 0 

Endnote (1) ULM Limitations 

Even plate bending problems are unsuited to the unit/dummyivirtual load method. 
The plate bending complementary virtual internal work could easily be written in terms 
of the plate internal bending and twisting moments per unit length that are produced by 
both the actual and virtual load systems. However, unlike beams, plate moments per unit 
length and shear forces per unit length can never be rendered statically determinate the 
introduction of a limited number of discrete, unknown moments and forces. That the 
calculation of those plate bending forces and moments per unit length best proceeds from 
the ver; plate displacement solutions that are sought by the use of the 
load method. Plate theory is introduced in Chapter 22. 
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Endnote (2) Internal Complementary Virtual Work 

In Section 20.4, the complementary virtual work for beam twisting was calculated 
without reference to strains a virtual stresses. To test that approach for beam bending, 
consider the differential length of deformed beam shown in Fig. 20.26 where 1;z = 0. 

d(8W*) = -8Mw' +(8M +8Vdx)(w' +dw')+8Vw -8V(w +dw) 

= 8Mdw' + 8Vdw' dx - 8Vdw = 8M dw' 

Since dw' = w" dx = ~ dx, then 8W* = f M;_f dx, the same result as that previously 
obtained, which builds confidence in the approach taken for beam twisting and shearing. 



CHAPTER 21 

The Unit Load 
Structures 

21.1 Introduction 

As was 
lysis, such as the unit load method 

Indeterminate 

are a special case of a stress formulation. The internal CVW terms are 
of force-type quantities such as actual and virtual bending moments, or actual and virtual 
twisting moments, or actual and virtual axial and so forth. is the inverse 
of stiffness, and these force-type of the internal CVW expressions are 
multiplied by the inverse of a corresponding structural element stiffness coefficient such as 

or or 1/( EA). All divide loaded structures and 
their supports into two 
statically determinate or and the procedure 
to which category the structure belongs. When a beam structure is 
all external support reactions and all internal stress resultants can be calculated by use of 
equations of force and moment Then the calculation of the internal stresses is 

a matter of algebnL See, for for beam extension and bending, 
quantities not immediately derivable from the stress resultants are the deflections. 

~,,m,_,,,~, 20 how the ULM can be used to calculate deflections when the structure 
is statically determinate, or when the indeterminate stress resultants have already been 
determined by means such as those discussed in this 

When the structure to be a force method is indeterminate, then 
one or more of the external support reactions and/or the internal stress resultants cannot 
be determined the use of the equations of force and moment equilibrium alone. The 
minimum number of such force-type quantities left undetermined by the force and moment 
equilibrium equations is called the degree of redundancy of the structure. Those support 
reactions and/or internal stress resultants that need to be known in order to know all other 
support reactions and stress resultants, are called the "redundant" support reactions and 
"redundant" stress resultants. Collectively, they are called the "redundants." Of course, the 
number of redundants is equal to the degree of redundancy. 

The first object of force analyses is to determine the values of the redundants, and such is 
the case with the ULM. Hence the first step in the use of the ULM is to identify the (minimum) 
degree of redundancy, and to choose a valid set of redundant forces and moments. This task 
is not difficult for simple structures, but can get to be messy for structures with a large 
number of structural elements. In this is an important with force methods 
that is not encountered with displacement methods. 

21.2 Identifying Redundant Forces and Moments 

The minimum number of beam structure redundants not only upon the 
structure and its supports, but that number also upon the loading. The one certain 
way of determining the minimum number of redundants for structure 
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Figure 21.1. (a) A fixed-fixed, nonuniform beam. (b) A FBD of the entire beam for the 
purpose of investigating the support reactions. 

is to systematically carry out the process of (i) identifying all the small-displacement, 
nonzero external reactions; (ii) actually writing the independent equations of equilibrium 
for the entire structure in terms of those external reactions and the applied loading; (iii) 
selecting the external reactions whose number exceeds the number of overall independent 
equations of equilibrium as the external redundants; and (iv) assuming that all external 
reactions are known, determining the additional number of internal reactions that need to 
be known in order that all internal stress resultants can then be calculated using force and 
moment equilibrium equations. The last step is a process of looking at FBDs of various parts 
of the structure - every individual beam and other simple structural element if necessary. 
The minimum number of redundants for that structure and load system is the minimum 
number of external and internal reactions that have to be known in order to determine all the 
other internal and external reactions in the equilibrium equati<:Jns of all parts of the structure. 
This process is illustrated below, 

In order to practice the skill of identifying redundants, consider the structure shown 
in Fig. 21.l(a), which is a fixed-fixed, nonuniform beam. In this case there are only two 
relevant independent equations of equilibrium. These two equations could be either the sum 
of the moments in the plane of the paper about any point on the beam axis and the sum 
of the forces in the vertical direction, or two moment summation equations about different 
points along the beam axes. Either pair of equilibrium equations would be equally valid. 
The sum of the forces in the horizontal direction is ignored in this case because the axial 
forces do not appear in the equilibrium equations that involve the bending moments and 
shearing forces. The beam axial forces that arise from lateral beam bending are nonlinear 
and depend upon the resistance to stretching provided by the beam supports. If the lateral 
deflections are small, 1 and the beam's supports provide little opposition to stretching, then 
the axial forces are sufficiently small that they can be ignored. 

There is a moment and shear reaction at each fixed end of the beam in Fig. 21.l(a), 
for a total of four reactions. Since there are only the two previously discussed equilibrium 
equations to provide two relations among these four unknowns, the minimum number of 
redundant reactions is two. It matters little for problems of this size which two of the four 

1 Again, a small lateral beam bending deflection is one that is less than approximately one-quarter of the 
beam depth (Ref. [16]). 
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reactions are identified as the redundants.2 For example, MR and VR are an acceptable 
choice as the two redundants. Again, when these two redundant reactions are calculated, 
the stress resultants would be known everywhere within the beam system. 

As another illustration of the process for identifying redundants, consider the same beam 
as above, but now modified by the insertion of a hinge at x = 2L/3. Now the structure can 
be described as two coaxial, cantilevered beams joined together at their tips by a hinge. No 
moment can be transmitted across a hinge, only shear forces. Hence free body diagrams of 
each of the two cantilevered beams would have equal and opposite unknown shear forces at 
each beam tip at the hinge. Each cantilevered beam would be statically determinate but for 
that one unknown (internal) shear force. Hence the structure has one redundant reaction. 
Another viewpoint, useful for larger structures, is that the equilibrium equation that states 
that the moment at a hinge is zero augments the number of equilibrium equations for the 
total structure, and thereby reduces the number of redundants by the number of hinges. 3 

Hence, from this viewpoint as well, this modified beam structure has only one redundant 
reaction. As before, it matters little which one of the two moments or two shears is selected 
as the redundant. If, for example, VL is chosen as the redundant, the remaining reactions 
can be determined in terms of VL as follows. By summing vertical forces and then writing 
a moment equation at each fixed beam end for that cantilevered beam: 

2foL 
VR = -- -Vi 

3 

Consider the four-beam grid shown in Fig. 21.2(a), which is only loaded in the negative 
z direction along beam BC. All four beams have the same cross-section. At supports A and 
B the beam grid is constrained from moving in any direction, but there is no constraint 
against rotations. At supports D and E the grid can move freely in the x and y directions, 
but not at all in the z direction, and there is no constraint against rotations. Hence there is 
only a vertical reaction at each of the four supports. The number of independent equations 
available to determine those four reactions are (1) the sum of the moments about an axis 
paralleling the x axis is zero; (2) the sum of the moments about an axis paralleling the y 
axis is zero; and (3) the sum of the vertical forces is zero. The sum of the moments about 
the z axis and the sum of the forces in the x and y directions are identically zero, and thus 
provide no information. Since there are no other equations available, the conclusion is that 
there is but one redundant reaction, and it does not matter which one of the four vertical 
reactions is chosen for that role. 

Now modify the loading on the above beam grid by adding a downward loading per unit 
length of magnitude fo over the entire length of beam AC so that now both the structure 
and loading are symmetric about the axis that bisects the right angles ACB and DCE. This 
axis of symmetry means that the vertical reaction at A is equal to the vertical reaction at B, 
and the vertical reaction at D is equal to that at E. Thus, to begin with, there are now only 
two unknown Vertical reactions, say Fa and Fe. There is a small price to be paid for the use 

2 For structures with a large number of redundants, and hence a large number of simultaneous equatio~s 
to be solved, a useful guideline for selecting those redundants from among the various candidate 
reactions is to choose those reactions that cause larger deflections at their own location than elsewhere 
in the structure when the structure is modified by "releases" (explained later) at the locations of the 
reactions. This choice helps avoid ill-conditioning of the simultaneous equations. Moments more often 
than forces meet this criterion in frames. 

3 More equilibrium equations than unknown reactions indicates either (i) a structure which can undergo 
rigid body motion; or (ii) must undergo finite (nonlinear) deflections in order to be able to resist general 
applied loads. 
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of an axis of symmetry. Novi there is 
of which coordinate axis 

of that moment 

and + 
v~'"""''V'"' have 

Thus it is concluded that both Fa and 

v,hich could also have been determined 
= Fb = 

moments 
about AB and DE.) In other symmetry can add to the constraints upon the 
values of the and thus may reduce the number of redundants from what it would 
be symmetry. 

Figure. 21 m,.vcu~,. related illustration of the process of redun-
dant reactions. there one axis of symmetry. 

ture is 
are no 
do exist is 
See 
are 

there 
what reactions 

the deflection pattern of the loaded structure. 

moment reactions are necessary to achieve the zero ~-u,,_u,.~ 

supports. 

beam BD twists at center, but not at its 
at supports B and D. There is no 

r:1oment reactions 
A because the sym.rnetry of 

the structure and the any twist in beam AC. result of« zero 
the sum of the moments about 

axis AC reactions, where the three at sup-
port D are linked 

zero 
the sum of the vertical 

the sum of the moments about axis BD. The H"~·-µvrn .. ,v 

which refers to the sum of the moments about axis AC has been 
of the reactions at supports Band D. Thus five different reactions less two useful 

leaves total of three redundant reactions. The first exercise reviews 
this matter. 

21.3 The Coiled St:ructurai Elements 

Structures in three dimensions often much more effort than structures in two 
dimensions. Hence it is desirable to model a structure in two dimensions if fA,•00"''"· 

As is Section 11.2~ the use of the to model other structural 
in the mathematical model 

consider 
the three-beam structure shewn in which consists of a loaded top beam that is 

two other beams. If the top beam 
if there is no material connection between the 

rests upon the other tv.,ro 
then the bottom pair of 

the beam 'Nith vertical force reactions in response to the downward 
beam. for the bottorn t\~/o bearas are each 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d} 

(e) 

Figure 21.3. The usefulness of elastic springs as a part of structural analysis models. (a) 
One beam partially supported by two simply supported beams. (b) A FBD of one of the 
bottom, simply supported beams. (c) The top beam mathematical model when the two 
lower beams are replaced by equivalent rectilinear springs. (d) A detailed view of a so
called rigid connection, which, in this case, causes the bottom beam to resist not only the 
lateral deflection of the top beam by means of its midspan bending stiffness, but also to 
resist bending slopes in the top beam by means of its, the bottom beam's, midspan torsional 
stiffness. Thus the bottom beam acts as both a rectilinear and a torsional spring support 
for the top beam. ( e) The mathematical model of the top beam modified to include the two 
equivalent torsional springs. 
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and they each support top beam at their then a free body diagram 
of either of the bottom beams would be like that shown in Fig. 21.3(b), where is the 
force imposed upon the bottom beam the top beam. By Newton's third is also 
the force (elastic reaction) supplied to the top beam that bottom beam. An analysis of 
that bottom beam would show that if w"' is the downward midspan lateral deflection of that 
bottom beam (subscript b), then the upward force acting upon the top beam is 

Now, if the bottom beam were replaced by a coiled spring whose stiffness constant was 
k = 48Ebh/ L~, then the top beam would experience exactly the same support as that 
provided by the bottom beam. Hence the analysis of this three-beam structure could 
with the mathematical model shown in Fig. 21.3(c), where each of the bottom beams is 
replaced by a spring that interacts with the top beam exactly like the beam that it replaces. 
The analysis of the top beam would then be confined to two dimensions. One result of 
the analysis of the structural model shown in Fig. 21.3(c) would be the determination of 
the forces in the two springs, and that information would be all that would be needed to 
complete the analysis of the two bottom beams. 

lf the two bottom beams were connected in any of the usual ways to the top beam, such 
as being riveted or bolted or welded with the use for example, two small pieces of an 
angle beam4 as shown in Fig. 21.3(d), then not only would a force be transmitted from the 
bottom beam to the top beam as a result of the deflections of the bottom beam, but also 
a bending moment. That is, if the two bottom beams were constrained against rotations at 
their own ends, then the continuity of rotations between the top and bottom beams enforced 
by the connection would require that the bottom beams twist as the top beam develops a 
bending slope. The resisting moment provided by a bottom beam to each bending slope 
rotation of the top beam, 8, at the location of the bottom beam, is 

This linear relation between moment and rotation parallels the coiled spring relation between 
axial force and axial deflection. Indeed, this is the form of the relation between moment 
and rotation that describes a rotational spring, which is a spring that resists rotations just as 
the coiled spring resists axial deflections. A rotational spring is symbolized by a spiral (like 
the master spring of mechanical wristwatches). Thus, with both bottom beams connected 
to the top beam as described, the mathematical model of the top beam would be as shown 
in Fig. 2l .3(e). 

Many of the structures to be studied below include as well as beams because 
springs can be used to replace any elastic structure whose force versus deflection or moment 
versus rotation response is known for the points where the replaced elastic structure connects 
to other elastic elements. As such they are very useful in structural modeling. In order to 
analyze structures that include spring elements using the ULM, it is necessary to develop an 
expression for the internal virtual work done by virtual loads moving through actual spring 

4 Since such a connection is very small compared to the lengths of the beams that it connects, it is 
relatively -very stiff For that reason it is 1nodel~d as a '·rigid~· connection. 
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deflections. The same approach used to obtain the beam torsion internal CVW expression 
is used here. That is, 

To determine the external complementary virtual work done the self-equilibrating virtual 
forces of magnitude 8 N = N applied in tension at each end of a spring, note that the actual 
displacement of one end of the spring relative to the other is where N is the actual 
tensile force acting at each end of the spring and k is the spring stiffness constant. Therefore 
the external virtual work, and the negative of the internal virtual work, is 

NN 
8W* =-

ex k 

For a torsional spring, the similar result in terms of applied and virtual moments is 

MM 
K 

These quantities, for each spring, are to be added to the like quantities for each beam in 
the structure. A nice thing about work and energy expressions is that there is no direction 
associated with them. That is, they simply add algebraically. 

21.4 The Strategy of Releases and Reattachments 

In order to understand how the ULM can be used to determine the magnitudes 
of redundants, a simple indeterminate structure is first analyzed by explicitly following 
the same steps that are implicit in the ULM. Consider the uniform, continuous, two-span 
beam shown in Fig. 21 This structure has one redundant reaction. Let the reaction at 
the center support be selected as the redundant reaction, and let all redundant reactions be 
symbolized as Y (with subscripts if necessary later). A FBD of the continuous beam is as 
shown in 21 with Yas an unknown force. For the moment, let Ytake on a.ny value 
within the range of forces that produce small deflections. This would be possible if Ywere 
an externally applied force, like the distributed forcej0, rather than a reaction to forces and 
moments of fixed magnitude. Therefore, to achieve that status for Y of being an applied 
force, temporarily remove the center support from the continuous beam, leaving the beam 
supported only at its ends. (This is called making a release.) The beam will now either bow up 
or bow down at x =L depending upon the magnitude of Yas shown in Fig. 21.4(c). Without 
loss of generality, let it be assumed that the magnitude of Y is such that the beam bows 
upward. With just two supports, the beam is now statically determinate. Hence calculating 
the deflection at the center of the beam due to both the distributed loading and the variable 
magnitude concentrated force Yis now routine either by the use of Lhe ULM or by any other 
method.5 The result, using the ULS of Fig. 21.4(d) is 

foL 4 YL 3 
w(x = L) =5-- -4--

' 24Elo 24EI0 

which, of course, clearly depends upon the variable value of r If the value of the variable 
applied force Y is made to be that which forces the beam down into its original position 
in contact with the now reinstalled center roller support, that is, which causes = L) 
to be zero (reattachment), then this vaiiable external force accomplishes exactly the same 

5 Superposition of lateral loads is always valid whenever the lateral deflections due to the lateral loads 
are small. 
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Figure 21.4. (a) A uniform, two-span beam with a uniform distributed load. (b) The ALS 
when the middle support reaction is chosen as the redundant reaction. (c) The exaggerated 
lateral deflection pattern when the beam is detached from the center support and the unknown 
"applied" force acting at the center of the beam has a lesser value than that of the center 
support reaction when the beam is attached to the center support. (d) The ULS used to 
calculate the beam centerspan deflection when the "applied" redundant force has an arbitrary 
value Y. (e) The beam loading, calculated support reactions, and exaggerated deflection 
pattern when the beam centerspan is required to have a zero lateral deflection. When this 
"reattachment" is completed, the fonnerly arbitrary force Y has the value of the center 
support reaction because it accomplishes the same task as the center support reaction. 
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task that the roller support reaction force at x = L accomplishes in the original beam on 
three supports. Since the effect upon the beam is the same, this particular value of Y is, 
of course, the magnitude of the center reaction when the center roller is in its place. Thus 
the second step of this procedure is to set w(x = L) equal to zero, and solve for Y; see 
Fig. 21.4(e). The result is 

5 
Y= 4JoL 

With this knowledge, the magnitudes of the other two reactions, and those of moments 
everywhere along the length of the continuous beam, can be quickly determined. Then, 
using those moments with the ULM, lateral deflections and bending slopes can also be 
determined anywhere along the length of the continuous beam. 

The above two-step process of (i) finding a deflection in terms of the applied loading 
and a variable redundant load, and then (ii) setting that deflection equal to its actual value 
(not necessarily zero), can be condensed into one step by use of the ULM. As in the above 
approach, the ULM starts with the identification of the redundants and the corresponding 
releases. The only difference is that the calculation of the appropriate deflections at the 
releases, and the subsequent reattachments, that is, the setting of those deflections equal to 
their prescribed values, is done simultaneously. Illustrating this latter part of the process for 
this problem, Fig. 21.4(d) is again the ULS for calculating the deflection at x = L. From 
Figs. 21.4(b, d), the ALS and ULS bending moments for this symmetric beam are, 

0 :S x :SL M(x) = !Jox2 - (f0 L - !Y) x M(x) = !x 

Then 

1L MM 1 1L 
w(x = L) = 0 = 2 -- dx = - (fax 3 - 2foLx2 + Yx 2) dx 

o El 2El o 
or 

so, again, 

5 
Y= 4JoL 

While it should be clear that the ULM solution is exactly the same as the original super
position solution for the above problem, the question arises as to whether the ULM is always 
suitable for this release and reattachment strategy for solving indeterminate problems. The 
reason that the ULM always succeeds is that, as is demonstrated in Section 15.6, the PCVW 
upon which the ULM is based always enforces compatibility ( continuity of the actual deflec
tions) given a virtual force system (ULS) that is in equilibrium, and the reattachment step 
is always the reestablishment of the continuity of the actual deflections. 

The unit load method for indeterminate beam, bar, and spring structures can be sum
marized in the following four steps where steps 2, 3, and 4 are essentially accomplished 
simultaneously. 

Step 1 Identify the redundant forces and moments, internal and external. 
Step 2 Make a deflection release corresponding to each redundant force and moment 

(i.e., allow appropriate arbitrary small axial, lateral, and rotation deflections at 
each redundant· axial force, lateral force and moment) and thereby allow those 
redundants to vary. (The idea that the magnitudes of the redundants can vary permits 
the existence of the virtual generalized forces and thus the use of the ULM.) 
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(a) 

M(x) 

/I t 1~=:::=:±:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 
'- i 1<1----·-

V(x) 

(c) 

Jr7"~ 
1<;----x f 
(d) 

Figure 21.5. Example 21.1. (a) A unif01m beam with a varying distributed loading. 
(b) A FBD of the entire beam when the support force is chosen as redundant. 
lt is not necessary to draw this sketch when all FBDs are chosen to be of the right-hand 

of the beam, regardless of which reaction is selected as the single redundant (c) An 
ALS FBD where the of the distributed loading at the point has been determined 
as (d) The ULS FBD. (e) The beam loading and calculated support 
reaction results. 
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Step 3 Calculate the magnitudes (absolute or relative) of those deflections at the releases 
in terms of the external loads and the redundant forces and moments. 

Step 4 Require those deflections at the releases to take on their actual values (usually 
zero) and thus obtain the necessary number of equations required to determine the 
magnitudes of all redundant forces and moments. 

21.5 Example Problems 

This and the next section present a variety of example problems demonstrating 
the use of the ULM with indeterminate structures. The emphasis is upon calculating the 
values of the redundants. Once all the redundants have been calculated, there is no difference 
whatever between the calculation of stresses or deflections in detenninate and indeterminate 
structures. 

Example 21.1. The uniform, symmetric beam of Fig. 21.5(a) has one redundant reaction. 
Let the redundant, Y1, be the roller support reaction. (A subscript is used here for the single 
redundant in order to distinguish this redundant from another when this problem is redone 
in the next illustration.) Calculate all reactions. 

Solution. The solution procedure begins with a release at the roller support; that is, the 
roller support reaction is replaced by the redundant force of arbitrary magnitude, Y1. The 
FBD of the entire beam is shown in Fig. 21.5(b ). It should be clear that simpler moment 
expressions are obtained when the length coordinate starts at the right-hand end. The ALS 
bending moment at a typical pointx is obtained from aFBD like that shown in Fig. 21.5(c). 
The intensity of the distributed load at point x can be determined from similar triangles; 
that is, f (x) = (x / L) Jo. Since this is a linear expression, it only needs to be checked at two 
points, such as x = 0 and x = L, i..r1 order to confirm that it is correct. From the ALS FBD, 
0:::: x :::: L: M(x) = fox 3 /6L - Y1x. Now itis necessary to calculate the deflection atx = 
0 and require that deflection be zero. The ULS of Fig. 21.5(d) shows the FBD suitable to 
this purpose: 

M(x) = -x 

Since beam bending is the only deformation present in this example, 

1L (fox 3 ) Y1L 3 foL4 
Elow(O) = 0 = - -Y1x (-x)dx = -- - --

o 6L 3 30 

The above equality is clearly one equation in the one unknown, Y1. It can be solved imme
diately for the value of the redundant. That solution is Y1 = foL / 10. Hence a complete 
description of the reactions for this structure is as shown in Fig. 21.5( e ). • 

Example 21.2. Redo the above problem, but this time choose the temporary release to be 
that of the constraint of zero slope at the left-hand end of the beam. 

Solution. Call the moment at the wall Y2 in order to distinguish between it and the previous 
single redundant. Then the other reactions are as shown in Fig. 21.6(a). A FBD for the ALS 
at point x shows that for 

0 ::Sx :::SL 
fox 3 foLx Y2x 

M(x)=----+-
6L 6 L 

which, in this case, is in as simple a form for integration as can be obtained. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 21.6. Example 21.2. The same beam and loading as the previous example, but a 
new ALS is needed because here a different support reaction is chosen as the redundant 
reaction. (b) A new ULS FBD is also required because the new ULS must calculate a 
different deflection (i.e., accomplish a different reattachment). Of course, the new ALS and 
ULS lead to the same values of the support reactions. 

The ULS suitable for calculating the rotation at x = Lis shown in Fig. 21.6(b). Recall 
that there is no release for the deflections at either end of the beam. Therefore, neither of 
the virtual forces of magnitude 1/ L does any virtual work. From this ULS, for 

- X 
M(x) = +L 

Substituting into the beam bending integral, and setting the rotation equal to zero produces 

or 

or 

1 1 r (fox3 foLx .· Y2x) (X) 
w(x=L)=O= Elolo 6L --6-+L L dx 

foL2 
Y2=--

15 

exactly as before for this moment, with of course the same results for the other two reactions . 

• 
Example 21.3. Determine the reactions at the supports of the beam-spring structure 
sketched in Fig. 21.7(a). Present your answer for the reactions in diagram form. Clearly 
label any coordinates that you choose to use. 

Solution. It is always a good idea to include all elastic elements within the structural 
system. Thus, in this case, the structural system is the beam and the spring. Since there 
are two external reactions at the wall, and one at the bottom of the spring, but only two 
independent equations of equilibrium, there is one redundant reaction. Let that redundant 
be the force at the bottom of the spring. Then the release is also at the bottom of the spring. 
Therefore a ULS is necessary to calculate the deflection at the bottom of the spring so that 
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Figure 21.7. Example 21.3. (a) A spring and uniform beam structural system with one 
redundant reaction. (b) The ALS beam and spring FBDs. (c) The ULS beam and spring 
FBDs. (d) The calculated support reactions and spring force. A caution: it is not possible 
to solve this or any such problem by mentally detaching the spring from the beam and then 
separately analyzing the now "statically determinate" beam and thereby calculating the 
beam tip deflection, and thus "knowing" the deflection of the spring, calculating the force 
in the spring. In actuality, the beam tip deflection depends on the spring as well as the beam. 
After all, if the spring were rigid, then there would be no beam tip deflection. 

it may be set to zero. From FBDs of the two structural elements for both the ALS and the 
ULS, as shown in Fig. 21.7(b, c), for all x 

M(x) = !Jox 2 - Yx 

M(x) = -x 

N=+Y 

N=+l 

The sum of the internal CVW of the individual elements of the structure, the beam and 
the spring, is equal to the total internal CVW for the structure. The external CVW is equal 
to unity multiplied by the deflection at the bottom of the spring. This is so because the 
other external virtual loads, the virtual force and virtual moment at the wall have no actual 
deflections, and the equal and opposite forces between the spring and beam have the same 
deflection (deflection continuity). Hence the net CVW of all these external virtual loads is 
zero. Setting the external CVW to zero is setting the deflection at the bottom of the spring 
to zero. This leads to 

1 1L(l ' Y(l)L3 
0 = - - fox 2 - rx) (-x)dx + ---

Elo O 2 6Elo 
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or 

1 4 1 3 1 3 
0 = -- foL + -YL + -YL 

8 3 6 
or 

The two reactions at the wall can now be calculated by summing forces and moments for 
the entire beam. The final result is as shown in Fig. 21.7(d). • 

Example 21.4. Consider a fixed-fixed beam of length 2L loaded by a uniform, upward, 
distributed force per unit length of magnitude / 0 . Let the left half of the beam have stiffness 
2E Io, while the right half has stiffness E I0 . Calculate the reactions at the right-hand end. 

Solution. There are two reactions at each fixed end, for a total of four reactions. There 
are only two independent equations of equilibrium. Hence there are two redundants. Since 
the problem statement calls for the magnitudes of the right-hand reactions, it is convenient 
to let Y1 be the counterclockwise moment at the right-hand fixed end, and let Y2 be the 
downward shear force at the right-hand fixed end. Then a FBD for the ALS shows that, for 
a lengthwise coordinate x originating at the right-hand end, for 

0 :::;x :::S 2L 

Since there are two redundant reactions, two releases are required, and two corresponding 
deflections need to be calculated and set to zero using two ULSs. The ULS needed to 
measure the deflection at the right-hand end, w(x = 0), is shown in Fig. 21.8(a). Note 
that this unit (virtual) load is reacted at the left-hand fixed end, and those reactions do no 
CVW. The reader is reminded to be sure that he or she accounts for all the CVW done by 
forces and moments external to the elastic system. Also note that since the deflection to · 
be calculated will be set to zero, the direction of the unit load is wholly immaterial. The 
moment expression for this first ULS is 

0 :::S x :::S 2L M(x) = +x 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 21.8. Example 21.4. A nonuniform beam with two redundant reactions. (a) A first 
ULS and superimposed FBD. (b) A second ULS and superimposed FBD. 
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The second ULS that is needed to calculate the bending slope at the right-hand end is shown 
in Fig. 21.S(b). The moment expression for this second ULS is 

0 :'S x :'S 2L = +l 

The equation that sets 
is 

= 0) to zero, and does that much of the reattachment process, 

1 {2L 
+--

2Elo JL 

dx 

dx 

The equa.tion that sets = 0) to zero, and completes the process of reattachment is 

l 1L ( 1 0 =.-. - Yi - xY2 + ~ 
E Io O \ L 

1 
+--

2Elo 

dx 

dx 

These two simultaneous equations in the two unknowns reduce to 

5 3 ~,., 17 2 -Y1 - -10L = --foL 
4 2 ~ 16 

3 5 3 7 

-Yi - -Y2L = --foL-
2 4 4 

or multiples thereof. The reader is invited to confinn these results in a fashion by 
using a second lengthwise coordinate O ::: !; :s; L starting at the right-hand beam end. It 
is often worthwhile expending the effort to solve a set of two simultaneous equations in 
order to determine whether the solutions for the redundants are positive, that is, "Whether 
the analyst's expectation of the direction of the redundants is confirmed or not. In this case 
the solution is 

1 3 21 
Y . 1 f" 7 d Y + f' L · 1 = -t- 44 oL - an 2 = 22 o 

Since the moment and shear force at the Ieft-hand end are (17 /44)f0 L 2 and (23/22).foL 
respectively, this example demonstrates again that the stiffer side of the continuous beam 
shoulders a bit more of the applied load total of 2f0 L. !II 

Example 21.5. Consider the fixed-fixed beam oflength 3L shown in Fig. 21.9(a), which 
is subjected to a distributed torque per unit length of magnitude mo acting only over the 
left-hand length L. (a) Determine the torques at the clamped ends; and (b) determine the 
angle of twist at the change in the beam torsional stiffness, that is, at x = L. 

Solution. Since the loading is entirely torsionai, so are the reactions. Since there is 
only one (nontrivial) moment equilibrium equation, one of the two reacting torques is a 
redundant. Let it be the torque at the right-hand end. Then the ALS and the ULS are as 
shown in Figs. 21.9(b, where for 

O:s;x:s;L 

0 SI; ::: 2L 

M1(X) = +1 

Mr(l;)=+l 
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k.--..3r'1, ! v,o,L~ 
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' 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

l a 

a 

Figure 21.9. Example 21.5. (a) A nonuniform beam subjected to a partial span, twisting 
moment per unit length. (b) The one redundant ALS. (c) The ULS for determining the 
redundant reaction. (d) AULS for determining the twist at x = L (~ = 2L). (e) Another 
possible ULS for determining the twist at x = L. 

Requiring the twisting deflection at g = 0 to be zero produces 

0 = i [L [mox - (moL - Y)](l)dx + (L Y(l)dg 
3 lo Jo 

Integration and simplification result in the right-hand end torque solution of Y = 
(l/l4)m 0L. Then the left-hand torque solution is (13/14)m0L. Again, the stiffer portion of 
the structure shoulders most of the load. 

(b) In order to find the twist at x = L, a unit load system that does CVW equal to that twist 
is needed. The simplest possibility is shown in Fig. 21.9( d). However, for this indeterminate 
structure, there are an infinity of other possibilities. All these other possibilities can be 
consolidated into the one FBD shown in Fig. 21.9(e), where a is an arbitrary parameter. 
Note that the CVW done by this ULS is also 1¢(x = Note further that the unit load has 
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been drawn in a direction that will produce a negative solution for <f>(L). The actual moment 
expressions are, of course, unchanged. The new virtual moment expressions are 

M 1(x) = 1 - a and O::; ~ ::; 2L 

Then 

11L 1U Glo<f>(x = L) = - [mox - (moL - Y)](l - a)dx - [Y](a)d~ 
3 0 0 

1 [1 2 J Glo<f>(x = L) = 3 2moL - (m0L - Y)L (1 - a) - 2aYL 

When the above solution for Y is substituted for that quantity, then the factor multiplying 
a disappears, and the resulting solution is entirely independent of a. That is 

or 

Gfo</>(L) = -4moL2(1 - a) - 4am0L 2 

moL2 
<f>(x = L) = ---

7Gfo 

This, of course, demonstrates that any ULS that does the desired CVW is suitable for 
calculating deflections. The same is true for the calculation of redundants. • 

Example 21.6. Set up, but do not bother solving, the simultaneous equations that determine 
the bar forces for the pin-jointed truss shown in Fig. 21.lO(a). Choose a minimum number 
of bar redundant forces in the order of the bar numbers. Each bar has the same extensional 
stiffness, E Ao. 

Solution. Since two releases are necessary in order to cause the truss to be statically deter
minate, the degree of redundancy is 2. Thus let N1 = Y1, anq. N2 = Y2. The ALS for the 
entire structure is shown in Fig. 21.lO(b). The equations of equilibrium for interior joint A 
are 

~ ~ 
2 Y2 + N3 + 2 N4 = F1 

~ ~ 
Y1 +-Y2- -N4 = F2 

2 2 
A ULS that can be used to reattach the first released bar to its pin support is shown in 
Fig. 21.lO(c), while a ULS that can be used to reattach the second bar to its pin support is 
shown in Fig. 21.lO(d). Using the ULM equation 

I)NNL/EA]; = 0 

for zero deflections at the releases, then for joint B, 

or 

Enforcing the requirement of zero deflection at joint C yields 
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or 

N:=Yi_ 
~<"==~K 

(b) (c) (d) 

Figure 21.10. Example 21.6. (a) A pin-jointed truss where all four bars have the same 
modulus of elasticity and cross-sectional area. (b) The ALS after choosing two redundant 
bar forces. (c) A first ULS. (d) A second ULS. 

The two equilibrium equations for joint A obtained above plus these two compatibility 
equations for Y1 and Y2 constitute four easily solved equations in the four unknowns Y 1, 

Y2 , N3 , and N4 in terms of the given loading F! and F2 . Ill 

Example 21.7. Set up, but do not bother to simplify or solve, the ULM equations necessaxy 
to determine the reactions at points A, B, C, and D for the uniform continuous beam and 
three-spring structure loaded as shown in Fig. 21.1 Each spring has the same stiffness 
k = 7 E 10 / L 3 . Choose the minimum number of redundants starting at the far right-hand 
spring with and work up the alphabet. 

Solution. There are four vertical force reactions and two independent equations of 
equilibrium. Hence there axe two redundant reactions. The ALS is as shown in Fig. 21.11 (b ). 
Suitable FBDs show that the moments in the beam and the forces in the springs are 

0 :S .x :S L = ( ~ foL - 2Yi - Y2) x 

L :S x :S 2L = (-foL +Yi+ Y2)x + (;foL 2 - 3Y1L - 2Y2L) 

1 
0 :S s :SL M(s) = 2. fof;2 - Yi~ 

L :S ~ :S 2L M(s) = (foL -Yi -Y2)s - (~foL 2 -Y2L) 

5 A 

Nb = - foL - 311 -
2 

= Y2 
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Figure 21.11. Example 21.7. (a) A continuous beam over one rigid and three elastic sup
ports. (b) The ALS beam and spring FBDs after selection of the two redundant support 
reactions. (c) A first ULS suitable for reattachment at Point D. (d) A second ULS suitable 
for reattachment at Point C. 
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The second expression for the moment in the center beam span is slightly more concise, so 
it is used in preference to the first of these two overlapping moment expressions. 

Since there are two redundants, there is a need for two independent ULSs. There are 
many possible ULSs. The better choices are those that result in the least computational 
effort. In general, a good choice of a ULS is one that causes zero virtual moments over as 
much of the beam structure as possible. A good choice for reattaching the far right-hand 
spring to its base is shown in Fig. 21.11 ( c). Again, the equal and opposite forces at the tops 
of the three springs and at the bottom of the beam do no net CVW because their actual 
deflections are the same. The force at the bottom of the spring connected to point B does no 
CVW because there is no deflection there. The forces at the bottom of the other two springs 
also do no CVW because at this point in the analysis the releases that were made there are 
now being simultaneously eliminated so as to again have zero deflections at points C and 
D. Therefore, the total CVW is zero, and nonzero moments and axial forces for this first 
ULS are 

M(5) = -5 
M(O = +5 -2L 

Nb= Nd= +1 

Ne= -2 

A convenient choice for a second ULS that assures reattachment at point C is shown in 
Fig. 21.11 ( d). Be reminded that every element of every ULS has to be in force and moment 
equilibrium. The nonzero moments and axial forces for this lJLS are 

O~x~L 

L ~ 5 ~ 2L 

M(x) = -x 

M{~} = -~ + L 

The simultaneous equations to be solved for Y1 and Y2 that come from the two ULSs are, 
after division by E 10 , respectively, 

(
5 ) L 3 L3 L3 

0 = - foL - 3Y1 - 2Y2 (1)- + (Yz)(-2)- + (Yi )(1)-
2 7 7 . 7 

r~=2L r (1 )l + {. L' UoL - Yi - Y2)~ - - foL 2 - Y2L (5 - 2L)d~ 
-~=L 2 j 

and 

l (5 \ 3 l 3 
0 = ? 2 foL - 3Y1 - 2Y2) (-2)L + 7(Yz)(l)L 

+ [ (;foL - 2Y1 -Y2) x J (-x)dx 

+ (foL - Yi - Y2)5 - - foL 2 - Y2L (-5 + L)d5 1~=2L [ (1 )] 
~=L \2 
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(a) 

F y rt 
' ' 

F y ' "' I 1 ,. 

fol-

1 + 

t 
l i 

(c) 

Figure 21.12. Example 21.8. (a) A two beam frame and spring structure. (b) The ALS 
FBDs. ( c) The frame and spring ULS FBDs for reattaching the right-hand end of the spring. 
Note that the original detachment ("cut") to create the redundant Yas an externally applied, 
variable force also can be imagined to have occurred at the point connection between the 
spring and the vertical beam. From this viewpoint, requiring the external CVW to be zero 
requires the two labeled equal and opposite internal values of Y, one at the top of the vertical 
bean1, and the other at the left end of the spring, to move through the same real, internal 
deflection. These two forces move through the same real deflection when the left-hand end 
of the spring is reattached to the top of the vertical beam. 

where the spring terms are stated first as an aid in avoiding forgetting them. At this point, 
evaluation of the integrals and simplifying and organizing the two simultaneous equations 
should be unnecessary routine effort, and as such, it is left undone. II 

Example 21.8. Determine the reactions for the two-beam, one-spring structure and loading 
shown in Fig. 2Ll2(a). If the structure is indeterminate, choose redundant reactions starting 
at the top, right-hand side of the structure, and then proceed down and to the left 

Solution. There are two reactions at the knife-edge support, one at the roller support, 
and one at the outer end of the spring, for a total of four reactions. Since there are two 
independent equations of force equilibrium and one equation of moment equilibrium, there 
is one redundant reaction. Following the directions given, choose the redundant reaction 
to be the force at the outer end of the spring. At this point, it goes without saying that 
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the corresponding release is also at the outer end of the spring. Then a FBD of the overall 
structure is as shown in Fig. 21.12(b), and the actual moments and axial forces are 

0 :S x :S 2L 
1 2 X 

M(x) = 2 fox - foLx + 2(F - Y) 
M(y) = -y(Y- F) and N = Y 

Again the effects of the axial forces and shearing forces in the beams are ignored as being 
negligible in comparison with the bending effects in the beams. 

The ULS that measures the CVW at the release is shown in Fig. 21.12(c). The unit load 
moments and spring axial force are 

0 :S x :S 2L 
- X 
M(x) = - 2 

M(y) = -y and N=+l 

Again, requiring a zero deflection at the release requires zero CVW. Hence, 

0 = (Y)(l) ( E:o) + ~ 1L [-y(Y- F)](-y) dy 

+ fo 2
L (~ f 0x2 - f 0Lx + ~(F - Y)) (-~) dx 

After integration and simplification, the solution for the redundant reaction is 

Y= _5_F_-_2_fo_L_ 
5 + (6Elo/kL 3) 

Be sure to realize that, even with Jo being zero, this answer makes clear that the force in the 
spring is only a fraction of the applied force F. In other words, the applied force F is not 
only reacted by the spring, but it is also resisted by the two-beam structure. That is, together 
the spring and the beams share the load. A useful way of viewing this situation is to think 
of the applied force being split between the two load paths, and thus diffused through the 
structure. Note therefore, that this problem cannot be solved by applying the total external 
force F to the spring alone. B 

Example 21.9. Use the ULM to set up the simultaneous equations necessary to determine 
the reactions at the base of the "portal" frame loaded as shown in Fig. 21.13( a). 

Solution. Both the structure and the loading are symmetric about the indicated centerline. 
This symmetry plus the equations of equilibrium permit the identification of the base reac
tions as shown in the ALS sketch of Fig. 21.13(b). Therefore, there are two redundant 
reactions, and two ULSs are needed. The first ULS reattaches the release associated with 
Y1, and starts with a unit load in the same direction, and at the same location, as Y1• That 
means the first ULS moments are the same as the ALS moments where Y1 is replaced by 
1.0, and Y2 is replaced by zero. Similarly, the second ULS paves the way for setting the 
external CVW, which is 1 multiplied by the bending slope at the base of the columns, equal 
to zero. This ULS is the same as the ALS with Y2 replaced by 1.0, and Y1 replaced by zero. 
In summary, 

M(y) = Y2 - yY1 

M(x) =!Fox+ Yz - Y1L 

M1(Y) = -y 

M1(x) = -L 

M2(Y) = +1 
M2(x) = +1 
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(a) 

(h) 

(c) 

Y4 
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I -----!!>- ! 
\_.___,, y 3 J Fo/2 

Figure 21.13. Example 21.9. (a) A symmetrically loaded, symmetric frame with 
clamped footings. (b) The selected ALS FBDs for calculating the required actual internal 
bending moments throughout the frame. (c) A FBD showing an alternate choice for the 
two redundants. In this alternate case, the two redundants are an internal force and an 
internal moment. Neither of these two choices is superior to the other, although the student 
may prefer external redundants because they are older friends. However, more complicated 
structures may require internal redundants. 

After canceling E Io and the symmetry factor 2.0, the integrals for the left half of the 
are 

0 = (Y2 -

These are 

1 
+-

2 

simplified and solved. 

(-L)dx 

(+l)dx 
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It is instructive to note that releases at the base of one or both columns are not the only 
symmetric releases that can be used to solve this problem. For example, releases can be 
made at the location of the applied load as shown in Fig. 21.13(c). Again the symmetry 
quickly reduces the problem to that of two redundant stress resultants. each of the 
two lJLSs can be chosen to mimic the ALS by first replacing Y 3, and then a unit 
load, while the other redundant is replaced by zero. In this case the CVW of each 
ULS to zero means requiring that the axial deflections and bending slopes at each side of 
the cut are the same, thereby reattaching the cut ends. II 

21.6 **Further Example Problems** 

The first two example problems (Examples 21.10 and 21.11) are simple. 
are included in this section because their very simplicity is sometimes confusing to those 
working with the ULM for the first time. The third problem is a large-radius curved-beam 
problem. The fourth and fifth example problems are routine truss problems, which are 
included in this section only because they are more elaborate than the previously discussed 
problems. The sixth and last problem is an extension of the fifth problem. The sixth problem 
(Example 21.15) introduces a temperature change into the truss problem. 

Example 21.10. Use the ULM to determine the forces in each of the two springs shown in 
Fig. 21.14(a). The two springs are constrained to remain horizontal. 

Solution. If, for example, the force at either end of the two spring system were known, then 
static equilibrium equations would be able to determine the force in both springs. Therefore 
this two-spring system has one redundant force. Let that redundant force Ybe the reaction 

F 

~wfrwtiNM~ 
(a) 

F 
r--"" 
I 

F Y°" ts y 

F- Y ka F- Y Y kc Y 
~V'iw.tv-o- -o--Jll.J.\'1Nl'--0-

(b) 

l .....-0---,.. l 

Figure 21.14. Example 21.10. (a) A two-spring structure. (b) The ALS FBDs. (c) The ULS 
FBDs. 
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at pin C, and of course, the release is at point C. The FBDs of the ALS are shown in Fig. 
21.14(b). The ULS needed to calculate the deflection of the severed right-hand end of spring 
BC is shown in Fig. 21.14( c ). Making the total CVW of the two springs zero makes that 
deflection zero. Hence 

O = (F - Y)(-1) + _(-_Y_)(_-_1) 

ka kc 
or 

Thus the force in spring AB is kaF /(ka + kc), while the force in spring BC is kcF /(ka + 
Thus it is clear that the applied force divides in proportion to the stiffnesses of the two linearly 
elastic systems (represented by springs) that jointly bear the applied load. The stiffer the 
element, the greater the load it bears when its deflection is the sa.'Ile as that of the other 
elastic elements. II 

Example 21.11. Calculate the shearing force and moment reactions for a fixed-fixed beam 
that is forced to undergo a lateral support deflection of magnitude w0 as shown in Fig. 
21. I5(a). Note that neither end is rotated. 

Solution. The ALS is Fig. 21.15(a). As ever, the presence of the two redundant reactions 
Y1 and Y2 indicates releases, or discontinuities in their corresponding deflections. The next 
step is to develop two ULSs that, when combined with the actual deflections, do CVW that 
involves an actual deflection equal to (i) the lateral deflection w0 , and (ii) the zero rotation 
at the right-hand beam end. Such ULSs are shown in Fig. 21.15(b) and (c). The ALS and 
ULS moments are, for all values of x, 

M(x) = xY2 - Y1 =x M2(x) = +1 

(a) 

~~~~=·ll 
i 

(b) 

{c) 

Figure 21.15. Example 21.1 L (a) A damped-clamped, uniform beam loaded only by an 
enforced deflection w0 at the right-hand end. (b) The first lJLS, which enforces the beam 
end lateral deflection, w0 • (c) The second ULs. which enforces the zero rotation 
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the simulta-
neous equations after 

6E and 0 == 1~ 2 L 

determined to be 

= ~wo and 
L-

from which the other two reactions are 
that and the shearing force 

calculated. The reader possibly recognizes 
moment at the left end of the beam constitute 

the third column of the beam bending element stiffness matrix, when the sign is 
to the FEM convention. This is an alternate to that stiffness 
matnx. !I 

i.f~rn,~n,i<> 21.12. Deterrninc the bending moment in the circular 
location of the force Fif R > lOh. 

f 0, at the 

,~,,,~u.,.,. The most 
make 

Solution. Note that there are two axes of ovrnm,,trv 

efficient solution makes use of both of those axes of 
slope, lateral deflection, and axial deflection releases at e = 0 and 180° as shown in 
Fig. 21.16(b). Then the shear forces atthe cut are zero as a result of the combination the 

=Y 

(a) 

(h) 

(c) 

,Figure 21.16. 21.12. (a) A circular beam frame in equilibrium where the beam 
radius exceeds 10 times the beam depth in the plane of (b) The ALS FBDs that 
show that there is but one redundant stress resultant, the internal bending moment l!110• (c) 
The ULS that restores the continuity of the bending slope. 
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axis of symmetry that is e = 0, requiring that the shear forces on the opposite faces of the 
cut be equal and act in the same direction, and (ii) the general requirement from Newton's 
third law that the shear forces on opposite sides of the cut be equal and oppositely directed. 
Summing vertical forces on either half-ring, while recognizing the axis of symmetry that is 
e = 90° means that the two axial forces must be equal, shows that the axial force at each 
cut has the magnitude F /2. Since the bending moment is not obtainable by statics, it is the 
only redundant. Thus Y = Mo, the moment which is located where e = 0. 

It is apparent now that the only release that needs to be made is that of the bending slope 
at e = 0. The ULS that measures the relative bending slope rotations at e = 0 is shown 
in Fig. 21.16(c). The theta equals zero axis of symmetry requires that this bending slope be 
zero. From the ALS and ULS, 

M(e) = M 0 - !FR(l - cose) and M(e) = +1 

and so 

r12 ( 1) 0=4}
0 

Mo- 2 FR(l-cose)(+l)Rde 

The solution to this equation is Mo= F R[(l/2) - (l/;,r)]. Then the moment ate = 90° is 
M(e = ;,r /2) = -F R/;,r, which is a moment that causes tension on the outer surface of the 
ring, as should be evident from the original loading. • 

Example 21.13. Consider the pin-jointed truss shown in Fig. 21.17. Use the unit load 
method to calculate the force is bar AC. Note that the determinate external reactions are 
provided. 

Solution. Since the removal of one bar renders the structure statically determinant, here is 
only one internal redundant force (or redundant bar). Let the .redundant force be the force 

C 

B 

Fo 
~r+-~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Bl, EAo 

Figure 21.17. Example 21.13. Pin-jointed truss. 
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in bar AC, and, as usual, temporarily assume that it is a tensile force. Then, after writing a 
series of force equilibrium equations at the joints, the following table can be constructed: 

bar l coeff EA coeff ALS force (N) ULS force (N) 

AB 1 (2-v'3/3)F0 - (2./?)Y -(2./7) 

AC ./7 y +1 

AD ,/3 Fo - (-/3/./?)Y - < -/3 I ./1) 
BC 2 (2-v'3/3)Fo - (2./?)Y -(2./7) 

BD 2 -(2,v'3/3)Fo + (2./?)Y +(2./7)' 

CD 2 2 (-v'3/3)Fo - (1/./?)Y + (1/./7) 

Now it is just a matter of writing "E,(N Nl/(EA)) = 0, which is one equation in the one 
unknown Y. After some simplification, the result is Y = 0.827 Fo. • 

Example 21.14. Write the simultaneous equations necessary to determine the redundants 
of the pin-jointed truss loaded as shown in Fig. 21.18. Each bar has the same stiffness 
coefficient, EAo. 

Solution. The structure and its actual loading are symmetric. It is highly desirable from 
the viewpoint of necessary effort to have symmetric ULSs as well. Therefore make the 
external release at the middle support, and, for example, make the internal releases in bars 
CD and DG. Then, because of the symmetry of the releases, there is only one internal 
redundant'because the forces in bars CD and DG must be the same, and with these bar 
forces and the external reactions as known quantities, a]J other bar forces can be determined 
by statics alone. Call that redundant bar force in bars CD and DG by the name Y1. (If the 
symmetry of structure and loading were not recognized and the two redundant bar forces 
were named Y1 and Y2, the final solution would show that Y1 = Y2.) Let the one external 
redundant, called Y3 , be the vertical reaction at the center support. The ALS forces are 
tabulated below. The tw<;> ULSs that reestablish deflection continuity, can as always, be 
modeled upon the ALS. In this case that is the simplest choice. Thus ULSl is the ALS with 

B D F 

Figure 21.18. Example 21.14. An internally and externally indeterminate, pin-jointed, 
planar truss. 
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Y1 = 1.0, Y3 = W = 0.0, and ULS2 is the ALS with Y 1 = W = 0.0, Y 3 = 1.0. The table of 
results is 

Bar Length ALS ULSl ULS2 

AB lOL -(5/4)W +(5/8)Y3 0 +5/8 
AC 6L (3/4)W -(3/8)Y3 0 -3/8 
BC SL 1 W- (4/5) Y1 -4/5 0 
BD 6L -(3/4)W - (3/5) Y 1 + (3/4) Y3 -3/5 +3/4 
BE lOL 1 Y1 - (5/8) Y3 +1 -5/8 
CD lOL 1 Y1 +1 0 
CE 6L -(3/4)W - (3/5) Y 1 + (3/8) Y3 -3/5 +3/8 
DE SL - (8/5) Y1 -8/5 0 

Since each bar has the same stiffness factor EA0 , all that needs to be done now is to obtain 
the sum of the product of the length multiplied by the ALS force multiplied by each of 
the ULS forces in turn. Note that bars AB through CE need to be counted twice because 
of the symmetry, but bar DE has no counterpart on the other side of the truss, and so is 
counted only once. After simplificatiof'I, the two sums, which represent the CVW of each 
ULS, produce the following two equations when that CVW is set to zero: 

79.36 Y1 - 15.20 Y3 = 12.800 W 

-15.20 Y1 + 25.75 Y3 = 29.125 W 

which are easily solved for the magnitudes of the redundant forces. The solution is 

Y1 = 0.426 W and Y3 = 1.383 W • 
Example 21.15. What modifications would be necessary in the analysis of the above inde
terminate truss with the same mechanical loading if there also was a. temperature change of 
magnitude To in bar C:E? ·· 

Solution. Beyond the loss of symmetry, and thus the need for Y2 =/. Y1, the only modification 
to the above analysis is the inclusion in the ALS of the equivalent thermal force E A0a To as 
an additional part of the total force in bar CE. Since the positions of pins C and E are fixed 
by bars other than bar CE, it is clear that such a temperature change does induce reactive 
forces in all the bars of the truss. The support reactions are also altered. • 

21.7 Summary 

Indeterminate structures are commonplace in vehicular construction, especially so 
in flight and maritime structures. The ULM is one means for the hand calculation of the 
stress resultants, and hence the stresses, of simple or simplified indeterminate structures. The 
basis of the ULM is the Principle of Complementary Virtual work. The ULM begins with an 
actual load system (ALS) and one or more unit load systems (ULS) that are in equilibrium. 
When the complementary virtual work of each ULS is required to be zero or some other 
know quantity, then the releases that permitted variable values for the redundant forces and 
moments are eliminated, and hence continuity of all deflections is reestablished. In those two 
ways, force, moment, and deflection continuity are enforced for the indeterminate structure. 
The linear elastic material properties enter the problem in the following way. The ULM is a 
force method. The internal complementary virtual work is expressed in terms of force-type 
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quantities such as the actual and virtual (i.e., unit load) bending moments. The original 
internal complementary virtual work expression involves the actual strains. The material 
stress-strain equations are used to write the actual strains in terms of the actual stresses, 
which in tum are written in terms of the actual stress resultants. Displacement boundary 
conditions in the form of support deflections, zero or otherwise, are taken into account in 
the external complementary virtual work expression. Force-type boundary conditions are 
accounted for as the applied loads. Hence, every aspect of a general indeterminate structural 
analysis (force and moment equilibrium, the material constitutive equations, deflection 
continuity, and boundary conditions) are present in a ULM analysis. 

The selection of the internal (stress resultant) and external (support reaction) redundants 
is the first part of a ULM indeterminate analysis that requires careful attention. In trusses, 
the external and internal redundants are distinct categories, but in frames and beam grids, 
as can be seen in Exercise 21.1 (f) below, it is sometimes possible to choose the redundants 
so that they all fall into one or the other category, or are a mix of the two categories. 
The key step to choosing redundants is not stinting on drawing FBDs. Be sure to obtain 
all possible relations among reactions using all available equations of static equilibrium. 
Use symmetry, if it is present, to relate forces or moments. For the small problems that 
are suitable for hand calculations, it does not mattei:;, which of the forces and moments are 
selected as the redundant forces and moments. 

Another part of the ULM indeterminate analysis that requires careful attention is the 
selection of the ULSs. There is, of course, one ULS for each redundant force or moment. 
As is illustrated in example problems 21.9 and 21.14, a foolproof way of choosing ULSs is 
to model them directly upon the ALS in such a manner that each redundant of the ALS is 
replaced in tum in that ULS by a unit load while all other loads and redundants are replaced 
by zero loads. This foolproof approach was not emphasized because it is sometimes possible 
to use more economical ULSs.6 However, when the analyst creates his or her own ULS, 
he or she must be sure that (i) the complementary virtual work done by that ULS is what 
is d~sired; (ii) the ULS is in equilibrium; and (iii) each ULS is independent of all others. 
On this latter point, understand that a (linearly) indep.endent force system is just like an 
independent algebraic equation, or an independent vector. For example, the vectors 2i + 
3j + 4k (2, 3, 4) and (3, 4, 5) are independent of each other because there is no single, 
scalar factor that can be used to multiply one vector to obtain the other. On the other hand, 
the vector ( 4, 5, 6) is not independent of the first two vectors because it is twice the second 
vector less the first. All these matters are learned thoroughly with practice. The exercises 
below are an opportunity to obtain that practice. 

A final trio of example problems, in order to review the above comments, follows. When 
studying these and other problems involving springs, remember that (i) springs are disguises 
for other structural elements, and (ii) springs only accept forces, tensile or compressive, 
along their line on connection. 

Example 21;16. The structural system whose mathematical model is shown in Fig. 21.19(a) 
includes a continuous beam over three equal spans, and two springs. Set up, but do not 
solve, the equations necessary to determine the redundant reactions for this small structural 
system where the redundant reactions, if any, are to be labeled starting at point D, and then 

6 The use of the ALS to choose ULSs is essentially what Castigliano's second theorem does every time. 
By coincidence; this is the approach taken in all the simple structures of the example problems except 
Example 21.7, where there are enough different supports to allow an advantage in doing otherwise. 
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Figure 21.19. Example 21.16. (a) A beam-spring mathematical model. (b) The ALS FBDs 
after the selection of two redundants. (c) The first ULS FBDs. ( d) The second ULS FBDs. 

proceeding to the left. The required integrals do not have to be evaluated. Use only the 
coordinates shown. 

Solution. The beam deflections are those of beam bending. There are four vertical 
reactions and no horizontal reactions. Thus there are but two independent equilibrium 
equations, and there are two redundant reactions as labeled in Fig. 21.19(b). The actual load 
system spring forces and bending moments are 

Mo 
N 1 = -2Fo + 2Yi + Y2 - L 

M(x) = ( 2Fo - 2Y1 - Y2 + -') x 
\ LI 

M(~) = 

L ::, ~ ::, 2L 
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Two independent ULSs are shown in Figs. 21.19(c, d). The corresponding ULS bending 
moments and spring forces are, respectively, 

(c) 

(d) 

M(x) = 0 

M(~) = -~ 

M(~) = -~ + 2(~ - L) = ~ - 2L 

0:::: x ::S L M(x) = -x 

M(~) = 0 

L ::S ~ ::S 2L M(~) = -(~ - L) = L - ~ 

Note that by not modeling the first ULS upon the ALS, a ULS is obtained which requires 
fewer calculations. The two equations to be solved for the two redundants, Y1 and Y2 , are, 
after multiplying through by the constant factor E 10 , 

0 = Yi-0 - (Fo - Y1)~2d~ + - [(Fo - Y1 - Y2)~ + Y2L)](~ - 2L)d~ El 1L 112L 
kz ~=0 2 ~=L 

( 
' L ~ Ek 2 

0 = -2Fo + 2Y1 + Y2 - -) - -1 (2Fo - 2Y1 - Y2 + Mo/ L)x dx 
L k1 x=O 

112L + - [(Fo - Y1 - Y2)~ + Y2L](L - ~) d~ 
2 ~=L • 

Example 21.17. All three beams that comprise th.e simple, planar frame shown in 
Fig. 21.20(a) have the same length and the same stiffness coefficient E 10 . The two springs 
have the same stiffness factor k = 3EI0/L3 . Set up and solve the minimum number of 
equations necessary to determine the redundant reactions. 

Solution. Since there are five external reactions, and three equations of equilibrium in the 
plane, there are two external redundant reactions. The selected redundants and the other 
reactions are shown in Fig. 21.20(b). The consequent actual moment expressions for the 
three beams and the forces in the springs are 

0 ::S z ::SL 

M(y) = (F - Y1 - Y2)Y 

M(x) = (F - Y1 - Y2)L + Y2x 

M(z) = -Yiz 

The first ULS is illustrated in Fig. 21.20(c). The unit load moments and spring forces 
are 

0:::: z:::: L 

M(y) = y 

M(x) = L 

M(z) = z 
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Figure 21.20. Example 21.17. (a) A portal frame, mathematical model. (b) The 
ALS FBDs. (c) The first ULS FBDs. To asist with the moment convention, the 
of each beam is labeled. The second ULS FBDs. ( e) The calculated support reactions. 
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The second ULS, which is independent of the first ULS, is shown in Fig. 21.20(d). The 
associated moments and spring forces are 

O:::,y:::,L 

O:::,x:::,L 

O:::,z:::,L 

M(y) = -y 

M(x) = -L +x 

M(z) = 0 

Therefore the reattachment equation for point F, from the first ULS is, after canceling E Io, 

(-Yr)(+l)L3 1L 
0 = + [(F - Yr - Y2)y](y)dy 

3 y=O 

+ 1:/(F - Yr - Y2)L + Y2x](L)dx + [:/-Y1z)(z)dz 

The equation that requires the vertical reattachment at point E is, from the second ULS, 
after canceling E Io, 

(-Y2)(-l)L3 1L 
0= . + [(F-Y1-Y2)y](-y)dy 

3 y=O 

+ 1:/(F - Yr - Y2)L + Y2x](x - L)dx 

The above equation can alternately be viewed as forcing a horizontal attachment at point C 
or at point D. Integration and simplification of these two simultaneous equations in terms 
of the redundant forces leads to 

12Yr + 5Y2 = SF 

5Yr + 6Y2 = 5F 

whose solution is Y1 = (23 / 4 7)F and Y2 = (20 / 4 7)F. The complete force system is shown 
in Fig. 21.20(e). • 

The final example problem illustrates the use of the ULM when the redundant forces and 
moments are necessarily (internal) stress resultants. There is nothing at all new when the 
redundants are internal forces and moments. For example, referring again to Fig. 21.20(a, b) 
of the previous example problem, it matters not at all whether the two redundants are the 
external vertical reaction at point A and the horizontal reaction at point D, or the internal 
horizontal forces at points C and E. However, for greater clarity, the following example 
illustrates the process of making releases, commonly called "cuts," in a frame. The frame 
has been deliberately made nonsymmetrical in order to avoid shortcuts. 

Example 21.18. Use the ULM to prepare to calculate the normal and shearing stresses in 
the top beam of the four-beam frame shown in Fig. 21.21(a) by preparing to calculate the 
axial force, bending moment, and shearing force at any point in the top beam. Use only 
the spatial coordinates indicated, and do not bother carrying out the integration necessary 
to determine the redundants. Note that the beam axial deflections and the complementary 
virtual work done by beam axial forces are insignificant relative to beam bending deflections 
and the complementary virtual work done by beam bending moments. 
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Figure 21.21. Example 21. 18. An illustration of a beam frame where the redundant forces 
and moments are not associated with the support system. (a) A closed loop frame having 
statically determinate supports. (b) ALS FBDs. (c) A first ULS. (d) A second ULS. (e) A 
third ULS. (Locating the equilibrating moments at the top cut would also provide another 
ULS independent of the first two ULSs.) (f) An example of an invalid ULS. The equilibrium 
condition is satisfied on each of the two FBDs, but either the internal loads are not equal and 
oppositely directed at the two cuts, or if the underlined loads are considered to be external, 
they do an unknown amount of complementary virtual work. 
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Solution. As mentioned in the problem statement, in order to detennine the and 
shearing stresses in the beam of the four-beam frame shown in Fig. 21.21 it is first 
necessary to calculate the internal axial force and bending moment, and the internal sheruring 
force at any point along the length of that beam. The fact that the external reactions at the 
base supports are easily obtained in this case does not allow the calculation of those stress 
resultants using only equations of equilibrium. On the contrary, the calculation of those 
three stress resultants requires a cut be made somewhere along the of that closed 
beam loop, and the labeling of the stress resultants at the cut as redundants. Since it is the 
top beam that is of particular interest in this case, the cut is made at a convenient point along 
the axis of the top beam. The left-hand end of the top beam has been chosen as the point 
of the cut. Figure. 21.21(b) shows the labeling of the redundants. With the internal forces 
at the top left comer identified, the internal forces anywhere else along the perimeter of the 
beam loop are easily calculated. Those internal forces and moments are displayed in 
Fig. 21.21(b). (Note that if the structure were symmetric, as is the external loading, then it 
would be evident that the shearing force Y1 could be identified immediately as having the 
value F0 /2, and then there would only be two redundants.) 

In Fig. 21.2l(b), for the sake of assisting with the moment sign convention, the "top" 
of each beam is labeled. Then the actual load system bending moments. in terms of the 
redundants and applied load, are 

0 :'5 X1 :'5 

! L :S X1 :S L 
l \ 

M(xi) = Y2 + Y1x1 - Fo - 2LJ 

M(x2) = -Y2 + Y3L - (Y1 - ! x2 

M(y1) = - Y3y: 

M(yz) = Y2 + Y1L - !FoL - Y3y2 

In this case, as is discussed in the third paragraph of the Summary, the required three unit 
load systems are obtained by first setting Y1 = 1, and the other two redundants and F O equal 
to zero, and then setting Y2 = 1 while F0 = Y1 = Y3 = 0, and so on. The respective 
unit load system diagrams are shown in Figs. 21.21(c, d, e). Of course, there are other 
possibilities for ULSs, but remember that all parts of the structure have to be in equilibrium 
for each ULS, and the value of the complementary virtual work done by each ULS has to 
be known (e.g., zero) in order to write a useful equation. The Ul.,S moments are 

ULS1 ULS2 ULS3 

M(x1) = xi M(x1) = 1 M(x1) = 0 

M(x2) = -x2 M(x2) = -1 M(x2) = L 

M(y1) = 0 M(y1) = l M(y1) = -yi 

M(y2) = L M(y2) = l M(yz) = -y2 

The complementary virtual work done by the virtual forces of the first ULS moving 
through their respective real deflections is zero. This is because an the virtual forces and 
moments are internal forces and moments. For each such force and moment, equilibrium 
requires an equal and opposite force and moment on the opposite face of any cut. Thus the 
complementary virtual work done by either one of this of equal and opposite stress 
resultants is canceled by the complementary virtual work done the other because 
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both move the same actual deflection. The same can be said for the other two ULSs. 
Thus the integral equations that can be used to determine the values of the three redundants 
are 
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Finally, after the redundants at the upper left corner have beendetermined from the solution 
to the above three simultaneous equations, the values of the axial force, bending moment, 
and shearing force anywhere along the top beam, or anywhere else on the loop, can be 
quickly ascertained. Then using (9.8) and the normal stress and the shearing 
stress also can be determined provided the calculation concerns a cross-section away from 
the comers and away from the concentrated applied force, since those two equations are 
not accurate near concentrated forces or geometric irregularities. Ill 

Chapter 21 Exercises 

2lol. Determine the minimum number of redundants, external and internal, for each of 
the planar structural models shown in Fig. 21.22. Suggest possible choices for the 
redundants. Also see Exercise 21.15. 

2102, Recalculate the three reaction forces for the continuous beam of 2L4(a) 
when the stiffness of the left-hand span is nEJ 0 , where n is any positive integer, 
and the stiffness of the span remains as E 10 . 

Recalculate the three reaction forces when the original continuous 
beam is loaded a distributed force of over the length of 
the len-hand span. Hint: the deflection pattern of the continuous 
beam, the directions of the support reactions become evident. 
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Figure 21.22. Exercise 21.1. 
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Figure 21.23. Exercise 21.4. 

(c) Calculate the deflection at the center of the left-hand span for the beam in 
Fig. 21.4(a). Is it greater or less than the deflection at the same point when the 
loading is only over foe left hand span as in part above? 

21.3. (a) Before calculating the solution, decide what changes you the reader would 
expect to occur in the values of the reactions for the beam and spring of 
Fig. 21.7(a) when the spring constant is changed to k = lOEI0/L3 from k = 
6Elo/L3 . 

Calculate the reactions for this new spring constant. 
(c) Calculate the reactions when the distributed loading extends over only the left 

half of the beam and the new spring value is used. 
(d} Calculate the reactions when the distributed loading extends over only the 

right half of the beam and the new spring value is used. 

21.4. For the continuous beam and single spring system shown in Fig. 21.23, 
(a) State the number of redundant reactions. 
(b) Write the ULM equation(s) necessary to determine the redundant reaction(s), 

if any. Use only the single lengthwise coordinate shown, and label reactions 
as redundant starting at the right-hand end, and if necessary, proceeding to the 
left. 

(c) Same problem as above, but with the distributed loading acting over the left
hand span rather than the right-hand span. 

(d) Same problem as above. but with the only loading being a concentrated force 
of magnitude F acting upward at x = L. 

( e) Redo the calculation of the outer support reactions for the continuous beam of 
Fig. 20.ll(a) when the structure is altered by replacing the right-hrmd spring 
by a roller support, lengthening the centerspan to 2L, and lowering the spring 
stiffnesses to 6EI0/L 3. Also shift the uniform loading to the center span so 
that both the sturucture and loading are symmetric about x = !; = 2L. 

21.5. (a) Determine the three reactions for the spring-continuous beam structure and 
loading shown in Fig. 21.24(a). 

(b) Redo the problem of Figure 2l.4(a) so as to determine the values of all three 
reactions. However, this time have the uniform load acting over only the right 
half of the two-span beam, and upgrade the stiffness coefficient of the right 
half of the beam to 2E I. Remember that once one of the three reactions is 
determined using the ULM, the oL'ler two can be determined using two static 
equilibrium equations. 

( c) For the beam and loading of Figure 21.24(b) calculate the force reation at the 
center support when that support is force to move upward a small distance, 
Vo. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 21.24. (a) Exercise 21.S(a). (b) Exercise 21.5(c). 

21.6. (a) Determine the values of the stresses in the aluminum bars of the three-bar 
truss loaded as shown in Fig. 
As above, but this time the force F is horizontal to the right. 
Deteffi'ine the axial forces in the bars AC and AD ofthe symmetrically loaded, 
symmetric truss of Fig. 21.25(b). 

( d) Calculate the axial force in the bar BC of the symmetrically symmetric 
truss of Fig. 21.25(c). 

21.7. (a) Determine the force in the vertical spring that is part of the two-spring-two
beam frame shown in Fig. 2l.26(a) as a result of the applied mmnentM0 . Each 
spring constant has the value k = 6E 10 / L 3 

(b) As above, but this tirne let the spring stiffnesses both be 12EI0 /L3 

(c) As in but this time let the length of the vertical beam be 2L rather than L. 
(d) As above with the original springs, but this time with a leftward-acting dis-

tributed force per unit length of magnitude Jo along the entire length of the 
vertical beam. 
The "U" shaped beam frame and spring structure shown in Fig. 2l.26(b) is 
subjected to the applied moments shown. The redundant and other reactions 
are shown in Fig. 21.26(c). Draw ULSs, and provide ULS moment 
and spring force expressions. 

(f) Write the ALS bending moment and spring force expressions corresponding 
to Fig. 21.26(c). 

21.8. (a) Determine all the external reactions for the two-spring-beam frame strncture 
and loading shown in 21.27(a). Make releases and number redundants, 
if any, starting at the base of the spring with stiffness k1, and, if necessary, 
proceed to the left. Use only the coordinates shown. 
For the two-beam-two-spring structure of Fig. 21.27 (b ), number your external 
redundant forces starting with the reactions at points A_, B, and then C, if 
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Figure 21.25. Statically indeterminate pin-jointed trusses. (a) Exercise 21.6(a). (b) Exer
cise 21.6(c). (c) Exercise 21.6(d). 

necessary. Using only the length coordinates shown, write the expressions · 
for the ALS moments and spring forces. Then using ULSs that replace each 
redundant in tum by a unit load, write the necessary ULS moment and spring 
force expressions. 

21.9. (a) Calculate the reaction at the base of the bottom spring for the loading and 
structure shown in Fig. 21.28. 

(b) Redo the same problem with the spring stiffnesses at one-sixth of the values 
in part (a). 
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Figure 21.26. Spring-frame structures. (a) Exercise 21.7(a). (b) Exercise 21.7(e). (c) 
FBD for Exercise 21.7(e). 

(c) Redo the same problem with the spring stiffnesses six times their value in 
part (a) 

(d) For the stiffnes~es of part (a), calculate the deflection at the applied load F; 
that is, at the tip of the top cantilevered beam. 

(e) Redo part (a) but this time with the loading being an upward, uniform dis
tributed load of magnitude Jo· along the entire length of the top beam. 

21.10. (a) Determine the forces in all the bars of the pin-jointed truss shown in Fig. 21.29 
due to the loading shown if all bars have the same modulus of elasticity and 
cross-sectional area. 

(b) As in part (a), but this time the loading is a single horizontal force Fo at 
jointD. 
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Figure 21.27. A spring-frame structure and a spring-grid structure. (a) Exercise 21.S(a). 
(b) Exercise 21.S(b). 
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Figure 21.28. Exercise 21.9. 

( c) After doing parts ( a) and (b ), what is the axial force in bar BD when the forces 
Fo, F1, and F2 of part (a) and part (b) are applied together? 

21.11. Use the ULM to set up the equations needed to determine the five reactions at the 
rigid wall that supports the three-beam grid shown in Fig. 2L30. Do not bother 
to carry out the integration. Understand that the left-hand support is a fully fixed 
support but, while the right-hand support can resist shear forces and bending 
moments, the right-hand support offers no resistance to twisting moments. To 
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Figure 21.29. Exercise 21.10. 

3F0L-2LYi' 

Figure 21.30. Exercise 21.11. 

F 

Figure 21.31. Exercise 21.12. 

avoid confusion on this point, the redundants have been selected and the support 
reactions to the applied loads are provided. Use only the beam axis coordinates 
shown. See Appendix B for intended significance of this exercise with respect to 
engineering practice. 

FOR THE EAGER 

21.12. (a) Use the ULM to calculate the forces in each of the two springs shown in 
Fig. 21.31 where each spring undergoes the same deflections. 

(b) Use the ULM to calculate the forces in three springs of stiffnesses 2k0 , 3k0 , 

and that are, as in the above, required to undergo the same deflection as a 
result of the application of a tensile or compressive force F to all three. 
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21.13. 

21.14. 

El0 

Figure21.32. Exercise 21.13. 

Calculate the force in the spring for the loading and structure shown in 
Fig. 21.32. 
Add a torsional spring of stiffness 4E 10 / R to the structure at{) = 0 and then 
recalculate the force in the rectilinear spring. (The torsional spring resists a 
beam bending at {) = 

Redo the closed ring problem of Example 21.12 where the oppositely directed 
applied forces Fare replaced by oppositely directed applied bending moments 
Mi. 
Redo but this time with oppositely directed torsional moments 

21.15. Sketch suitable, independent ULSs for the structure that is drawn in 
Fig. 21.22(a). 
As above, for Fig. 21.22(b ). 
As above, for Fig. 21.22(c). 

(d) As above, for Fig. 21.22(d). 
(e) As above, for Fig. 21.22(e). 

As above, for Fig. 21.22(f). 

21.16. Redo Example 21.12 where the only deflection is 
(a) A bending slope rotation at the right-hand beam end. 
(b) A lateral deflection at the left-hand beam end. 
(c) A bending slope rotation at the left-hand beam end. 

FOR THE ESPECIALLY EAGER 

21.17. A uniform bar of length L is fixed against axial deflection at its left-hand end 
and loaded at its right-hand end by an axial tensile force of magnitude N that is 
uniformly distributed over the end cross-section. If the elastic material of the bar 
is described the stress-strain equations 

u= 

which are both examples of a "softening" material, what then is the deflection at 
the right-hand end of the bar? Hint: Write = Efo AL where a = N / A, and 

= N8u(L). Remember that the PCVW applies to all material. 
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21.18. (a) If the truss of Fig. 19.4 is composed of a material for which u = 'ii,..fa .. what 
then is vertical deflection at joint B? 
As above, but here a = 'liSr./ 

21.:1.9. Calculate the forces in the four bars of Fig. 21.l O if the loading is a temperature 
change To in bar AB; (b) AC; AD; (d) AE. 

If the original mechanical load pictured in Fig. 21.10 and any or all of the 
temperature changes mentioned above were to occur simultaneously, would 
it be possible to superimpose the resulting internal forces for each type of 
loading? 
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True or False? 

1. The Principles of Virtual Work and Complementary Virtual Work are valid only 
for elastic materials. 

2. The virtual work and complementary virtual work of a entire structural system are 
simply the sum of the virtual work and complementary virtual work, respectively, 
of each part of the structural system. 

3. Typical virtual work and complementary virtual work statements are oW = u oF, 
and 8W* = F 8u, respectively. 

4. The PCVW for small strains is entirely equivalent to the linear strain-displacement 
equations, a;-,d therefore is entirely equivalent to the linear compatibility 
equations. 

5. One possible form of complementary virtual work is a real moment moving through 
a virtual rotation. 

6. The PCVW requires that the virtual forces and moments form a system of forces 
and moments that are in equilibrium with the actual forces and moments, 

7o There are only stylistic differences between the virtual load method, the unit load 
method, and applications of Castigliano's second theorem. 

8. The unit load method is a special application of the PCVW wherein a unit load 
system consisting of a unit load and its equilibrating reactions are the set of virtual 
loads. 

9. For both statically determinate and indeterminate structural systems, any unit 
load system must be distributed as if the unit load system were another actual load 
system where, generally, any actual load system satisfies more than just equilibrium 
conditions. Note that all "load systems" include support reactions. 

10. There need be no connection between any unit load system and the applied load 
system, and each unit load system must be linearly independent of all other unit 
load systems used in that analysis of the indeterminate sL'"Ucture. 

11. For any unit load system, the total external complementary virtual work does not 
include the products of (i) the reactions to L!Je selected unit load, with (ii) their 
respective actual deflections. 

12. Castigliano's first theorem corresponds to the PVW, and Castigliano's second 
theorem corresponds to the PC\'W. 

13. The mathematical variation of a definite integral with fixed limits is another definite 
integral with the same fixed limits. 

14. If u = u(x) is a function of unknown form, then the variation of F(x, u'(x)), which 
has a k.'1own form, is simply (iJF/au') ou'. 

15. If F(u, u") is a known function of its arguments, and u(x) is an unknown function 
of the independent variable x, then 

iJF BF ,, 
aF= -8u+-8u au dU 11 

where 
" d2(8u) 

OU = --
dx2 

747 
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16. Consider a beam of length 3L. The x coordinate originates at the left-hand end of 
the beam. The beam is simply supported at x = 0 and at x = 2L. Between x = 0 
and x = L, there is no loading and the beam stiffness is 3EI0 . For L ::: x ::: 2L, 
there is a positive uniform lateral load per unit length of magnitude and the beam 
stiffness is 2E ! 0 . For 2L ::: x ::: 3L, there is no and the beam stiffness 
1s El0 . Then the lateral deflection at x = L, between the two 
supports, is 11 /(288£ l 0 ). 

17. In statically indeterminate analyses, as"'"'"'"'""',., to statically detenninate 
there can be only one satisfactory unit load the purpose 
calculating a deflection. 

18. A unit load method of analysis typically has sometimes far fewer, simulta-
neous equations that need to be solved for an analysis solution than the deflection
based finite element method. 

19. The unit load method is fully applicable to beams where the beam stiffness is 
an arbitrary positive function of the axial coordinate x, and the unit load method 
integral formulations can always be solved numerically if cannot be solved 
analytically. 

20. The unit load method is equally applicable to structures without 
supports as it is to those with such supports. 

or elastic 

21. A structure can be internally, as well as externally, mcteterminate. 
22. The number of redundant reactions that need to be determined for a structure 

does not depend upon the loading. 
23. There must be a redundant force associated with every spring that appears in a 

structural model if one end of each spring is tied to a rigid base and if there is at 
least one rigid support for the structure. 

24. One certain way to obtain independent unit load systems for a unit load method 
analysis of a structure with more than one redundant reaction is to choose unit load 
systems based upon the actual load system where each of the redundant loads is 
in tum replaced by a unit load wliile all the other redundant loads and the actual 
applied loads are set equal to zero. 

25. The deflection functions chosen for a Rayleigh-Ritz analysis using the PVW 
are defined over the entire domain of the structure; (ii) must be sufficiently differ
entiable to continuously define the relevant strains in the structure; and (iii) must 
satisfy all the deflection type boundary conditions. 

26. The number of DOF of a railway train consisting of two attached, rigid rail cars 
rolling without slipping upon rigid wheels on a fixed rail bed that goes up and 
down and around r.ills is 3 if the attachment between the two cars is a rectilinear 
spring. 

27. The number of DOF of a.n elastic beam bending element undergoing only lateral 
deflections in one plane while subjected to one and one of distributed 
loading, such as a uniform lateral loading per unit length, is 4, the same as the 
beam bending element unloaded over its interior. 

28. A rigid hoop rolling upright (one diameter is aiways vertical) without slipping 
upon a horizontal, flat, rigid plane has three DOF. 

29. Consider a rigid bar supported by a fixed hinge at one bar end that the bar 
rotates in a plane) and an elastic spring at the other end. The number of DOF of 
the rigid bar and spring is 1. 

30. The commonplace finite element method is a force while the unit load 
method is a deflection method. 
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31. One very important advantage of a deflection method of analysis in comparison to 
a force method of analysis is that, in large structures, the identification of 1mk_nown 
generalized coordinates is much easier than the identification of redundant forces 
and moments. 

32. In the case of beams or bars, shape functions describe the change in the finite 
element cross-sectional area moment of inertia or area, respectively, as a function 
of distance along the beam or bar axis. 

33. The number of DOF of an individual beam finite element is always two Jess than 
the number of generalized coordinates used to describe the deflected position of 
the finite element. 

34. Those columns of the assembled system stiffness matrix eliminated by imposi
tion of zero deflection boundary conditions exactly correspond to those rows that 
contain unknown support reactions of one kind or another. 

35. The finite element method requires the use of principal axes when dealing with 
beams; that is, it is a necessary preliminary step in the finite element description 
of a beam segment to rotate to principal axes. 

36. The individual terms of the finite element method generalized force vector of a 
static structural analysis can include more than one concentrated force or equivalent 
concentrated force from more than one node if there is a rigid linkage between the 
nodes where those forces are applied. 

37. Rigid elements are used in finite element modeling in order to avoid very large 
stiffness entries relative to other entries and the consequent possibility of matrix 
ill conditioning. 

38. Regardless of the type of finite element, the shape functions always have a maxi
mum value of 1.0 and an algebraic minimum value of zero. 

39. For one-dimensional finite elements, shape functions or their first derivatives 
always take on the value + 1.0 at the geometric location of the DOF with 
which they are associated, and the value zero at the location of all other 
DOF. 

40. Once continuous intraelement shape functions have been chosen for a two- or three
dimensional finite element, and the matter of interelement deflection continuity 
has been resolved, then the element stiffness matrix is the direct result of the 
application of the PVW. 

41. Any unit load system where all the external virtual loads are in equilibrium, and 
which involves the desired deflection, be it zero or otherwise, is an adequate unit 
load system. 

42. Consider the circumstance where a clamped-clamped, uniform beam experiences 
an actual, enforced upward lateral deflection at its right-hand end of magnitude w0 

while the slopes at both beam ends are held to being zero. This means that the beam 
of length L is forced into a flattened S shape, where, because of the antisymmetry 
of the beam deflections, the lateral deflection at the beam midspan is !w0 • Let a 
concentrated, upward virtual force of magnitude oF be placed at the beam midspa..B 
prior to the actual deflection. Then the external complementary virtual work done 
by that virtual force and its reactions at the beam ends must be the product (1/2) 
oFwo. 

43. For a linearly elastic material, the internal complementary work per unit volume 
equals the internal work per unit volume. 

44. For a linearly elastic material, the internal complementary virtual work per unit 
volume equals the internal virtual work per unit volume. 
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45. As long as the deflections and strains are small, the PVW also applies to a structure 
where .the stresses exceed the elastic limit and the structure has undergone elasto
plastic deformations including unloading and reloading. 

46. As a consequence of Newton's third law, internal beam redundants (i.e., the redun
dant forces and moments at the opposite sides of "cuts" in the beams of the struc
ture) are always described as equal in magnitude and oppositely directed. When 
the associated virtual forces and moments of unit load systems follow this same 
"equal and opposite" rule the complementary virtual work of each pair of such 
equal and opposite virtual forces or moments is zero. 

47. The presence of a hinge in a planar beam structure always means that there is 
one less equation of static equilibrium compared to the number of equilibrium 
equations that would exist in the absence of the hinge. 

48. In the general three-dimensional loading case, at each of the two finite element 
beam segment ends, there are six beam DOF which are the two orthogonal beam 
end lateral deflections, the axial deflection, the two beam bending slopes, and the 
beam end twist. 

49. Since the element stiffness matrices are always singular matrices to a degree equal 
to the number of rigid body motions possible to the element with its DOF, the 
planar beam bending finite element (w1, 01, w2, 02) stiffness matrix is singular to 
the second degree. 

50. Maxwell's reciprocity theorem guarantees that the inverse of a stiffness matrix is 
a flexibility matrix. 

Answers 

· 1. False. The PVW and the PCVW are valid for any material because no constitutive 
equations were used in the derivation of either principle. 

2. True. Recall that the meaning of "energy" is stored work. From a physical point of 
view, both actual mechanical energy and virtual mechanical energy are associated 
with mass. The stored work of a larger mass is the stored work of all the component 
masses. From a mathematical point of view, work and energy are scalar quantities, 
and add as such for each part of a structure. What is true for work is also true for 
complementary work. 

3. False. Typical virtual work and complementary virtual work statements are 8W = 
F 8u, and 8w* = u 8F, respectively. 

4. True. As discussed during its derivation, the Principle of Complementary Virtual 
Work is a necessary and sufficient condition for the linear strain-displacement 
equations. As discussed in Part I, the strain-displacement equations are necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the linear strain compatibility equations. Therefore 
the PCVW is entirely equivalent to the compatibility equations. 

5. False. A real moment moving through a virtual rotation is virtual work, not com
plementary virtual work, which would be a virtual moment moving through an 
actual rotation. 

6. False. There is no necessary relation between the actual load system and the virtual 
load system. Each load system must separately be in a state of static equilibrium. 

7. True. All three techniques for calculating deflections are based upon the PCVW, 
and their procedures are essentially the same. The style of the virtual load method 
is to load the structure with a discrete 8 F or a discrete 8M so as to produce external 
complementary virtual work in combination with the actual translation or actual 
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rotation that is the object of the analsis. The virtual strain energy integrals involve 
virtual moment, virtual virtual axial force expressions that involve 
in linear form these same selected 8F or 8M terms. Thus it is possible to cancel 
these arbitrary virtual load factors, and determine the magnitude of the selected 
deflection. The unit load method is exactly the same except that unit values are 
assigned to the selected oF or 8M terms, thus the effort of a cancellation. 
Although not explained in the of Castigliano' s second 
theorem, if there is not an actual load at the and in the direction 
of the deflection being sought, then a dummy load ( call it Q) is so placed. Then 
the actual moment expression M involves the Q. When the variational 

to obtain this is expar1ded by the chain rule to 
get Q, where the latter factor never appears because it, as is 
canceled during the setup of the If Q is a dum,_,ny load, then as a last 
step, it is set equal to zero. 

8. True, as noted above. 
9, False. The requirement placed upon the virtual load system is that it be in 

a state of static equilibrium. As a matter of strategy, the CVW done by the ULS 
should only involve the actual deflections of interest, and be as simple as pv;;an,rn-. 

10. Both parts of the statement are True. While the actual load system for, say, an 
aircraft reflect the analyst's estimate of the loads resulting from steady state lift 
forces, weight forces, and so on, the virtual load system is based solely upon 
the need to create complementary virtual work in combination with the actual 
deflection being sought. 

1L False. The reactions to the unit load are also virtual loads. Thus their products with 
their corresponding actual deflections do indeed contribute to the complementary 
virtual at least when the actual deflections at the locations of the reactions 
have nonzero values. 

12. True. As in the answer to Question 7, Castigliano's second theorem 
is nearly identical to the virtual load method, and therefore utilizes the PCV'\V. 
Castigliano's first theorem is seldom used today, but it is based upon the PVW. 

13. True. As proved in Endnote of Chapter the variational operator and a definite 
integral are commutative, meaning that the variational operator can pass into the 
integral and thus act upon the integrand, or be detatched from the and 
pass out of the integral. 

14. True. Since is the only dependent function of unknown it is the 
quantity that can be varied. 

15. True. This is simply an application of the chain rule for partial derivatives. 
Hi, False. The lateral deflection = L) = 13 f 0L 4 /(288E 10 ). 

17. False. Particularly where there is symmetry of the actual loading and the struc
ture, there can be more than one satisfactory independent unit load system. See 
Example 21.5 for an illustration of how ofoer ULSs can be devised. 

18. True. Even for a single beam with a distributed loading, at least six beam elements 
would require at a winimum ten and thus ten simultaneous to 
obtain reasonably accurate deflections. Even if the beam were clamped at both 
ends. there would only be two redundant loads and two simultaneous 

19. True. A varying EI appears in the denominator of the strain energy 
thus complicates, but does not invalidate the integration. 

20. True. There is an example problem demonstrating the use of the ULM with an 
unsupported beam. The only difference between tPis case and the others is that in 
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an unsupported structure, only relative deflections can be calculated because the 
structure, while in equilibrium, can undergo rigid body motions. 

21. True. If there are more than three support reactions for a planar structure, or more 
than six for a three-dimensional structure, then the structure can be externally 
indeterminate. As demonstrated with two example frame problems ( one a fully 
circular structure), if the beam structure forms a closed loop, then generally there 
are internal redundants. 

22. False. While there is a maximum number of redundant reactions for each struc
ture that is independent of the loading, the number of redundants that need to 
be determined in a given situation may depend upon the loading, with simpler 
loadings requiring fewer redundants. For example, if a beam structure bears no 
horizontal loads, it may be that there are no horizontal redundant reactions. Fur
thermore, the number of redundants associated with a syllh'lletric loading upon a 
symmetric structure may be less than the number of redundants associated with a 
nonsymmetric loading action upon the same structure. 

23. False. A beam with a knife edge support at one end and a rectilinear spring support 
at the other beam end is statically determinate, and thus disproves the statement. 
Furthermore, even if the introduction of a spring into a structural model were to 
add a redundant reaction to the model, it is not necessary that the extra redundant 
be the reaction at the base of the spring. 

24. True. If properly chosen, each redundant is independent of the others. Thus a 
unit value associated with a certain redundant and a zero value there for all the 
other redundant guarantees an independent unit load system because no possible 
combination of the other unit load systems can produce a nonzero value at the 
location of the subject redundant. This is analogous to the fact that no additive 
combination of vectors of the form a i + f3 j can ever be equal to the vector y k, 
so this latter vector is linearly independent of all the former vectors. 

25. All three parts are true. The virtual strain energy must be unambiguously integrable. 
26. False. Only two DOF are required since both cars roll without slipping. One DOF 

is necessary to locate one of the two cars and its wheels, and another generalized 
coordinate (absolute or relative) is necessary to locate the other car and its wheels. 

27. True. When the loading is restricted to being a single type of loading, the deflection 
pattern for the bending finite element cannot be altered by the use of additional 
loadings. Hence the two end deflections and two end bending slopes completely 
control the deflected shape of the element and thus qualify as the element gen
eralized coordinates. Recall that whatever the specified distributed loading, the 
solution to the fourth order GDE contains exactly four constants of integration. 

28. False. This is a tricky one, and a classical example of a "nonholonomic" dynamic 
system. (See your physics textbook.) There are four DOF. Two DOF are needed 
to locate the point of contact of the hoop on the plane. Another DOF is needed to 
specify the angular orientation of a horizontal diameter of the hoop with 
to a fixed line in the plane. Finally, a fourth DOF is needed to specify which point 
on the outer diameter of the hoop is in contact with the plane. The first three 
generalized coordinates do not determine the value of the fourth DOF because if 
the first three coordinates are fixed, any additional value of the fourth coordinate 
can be achieved by rolling the hoop in a circle of a circumference equal to that 
additional value, and returning to the original position of the hoop's first three 
coordinates. 
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29. True. A single rotational angle precisely defines the position of the rigid bar. Since 
the bar end point is tl1e same as that of the elastic spring, the position of the spring 
is also unambiguously defined by the same rotational angle for the bar. 

30. False. The correct statement is the reverse of the given statement. The unknown 
quantities of the fir>ite element method today are the generalized coordinates 
(DOF), while the unknown quantities of the unit load method are the redundant 
generalized forces. 

31, True. Even for a three-dimensional structural model, deciding upon the number 
of external support reactions that cannot be evaluated by the six possible static 
equilibrium equations is not difficult. However, as discussed in Chapter 22, when 
a planar structure loops back on itself, there are necessarily internal redundants, 
and in three dimensions there are many possible loops of different sizes. Hence 
identifying internal redundants can be confusing. 

32. False. For any finite element, shape functions describe the deflection pattern asso
ciated with a DOF. They have nothing to do with the undeflected cross-sectional 
geometry of a finite element. 

33. False. The DOF and the generalized coordinates are identical, so they have the same 
numbers. The rank (number of rows or columns less the number of dependent rows 
or columns) of the planar beam bending element stiffness matrix is two less than 
its size because of the possibility of two element rigid body motions. For the 2 x 2 
bar stretching and bar twisting finite elements, the order of the 2 x 2 stiffness 
matrices is 1. 

34. True. In the matrix equation [Q} = [K] { q], the generalized force ofthejth row is 
located at the physical position of the }th generalized coordinate. The only locations 
where there are known deflections, here described as zero, are at the supports, and 
at the supports there are unknown reactions. Of course where there are applied 
(known) loads, the deflections are unknown. So, one known quantity is always 
coupled with one unknown quantity. 

35. False. The virtual strain energy integral over the volume of the beam element, 
J f J (. .. )d A dx, has as its integrand the product of the beam bending stress and 
the beam bending virtual strain. That product for bending in both the xy and the 
xz planes is 

CJxx OS xx = Ey2v"ov" + Ez2w" 8w" + Eyzw 118v11 + Eyzv 118w 11 

In the previous development, the integral over the cross-sectional area of the y z d A 
terms where dA = dy dz was set equal to zero in order to limit the discussion to 
principal axes and thereby simplify the discussion. However, at this point that 
integral can be designated the nonzero quantity lyz· Since both v"(x) and w"(x) 
have exactly the same polynomial expansion, the same 4 x 4 stiffness matrices 
are obtained for E Iyy, E lzz and E lyz, where there are two of the latter matrices. 
Thus the restriction to principal axes was an unnecessary and temporary conve
nience. 

36. True. As is illustrated by the example of an axially rigid beam where there is an 
axial applied force at each end of the beam, the variation of the one axial DOF 
causes both of these axial forces to do virtual work. Therefore the generalized 
force associated with that axial DOF involves both of the applied axial forces. 

37. True. Large disparaties in stiffness entries can lead to the mathematical loss of 
accuracy when the {Q} = [K] { q} matrix equation is solved. 
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38. False. Firstly, shape functions can have negative values. The fourth beam uv,e>u,H6 

shape function illustrates this fact and the fact that the maximum functional value 
is not always+ 1. VVhile N~(x = £) = + l, the maximum value of itself is 
zero. 

39. True. This is illustrated in the answer to the previous question. 
40. True. Once adequate shape functions for the relevant displacements have been 

established, the remainder of the derivation of the element stiffness matrix is the 
routine application of the strain-displacement to get the the 
premultiplication of the strains by the appropriate material stiffness matrix to get 
the stresses, the substitution for the stress and strain vectors in the virtual strain 
energy integral, and then the completion of the integration. 

41. False. The unit load system may be inadequate if, in addition to the 
desired deflection in a complementary virtual work expression, it also involves 
unwanted, nonzero deflections that cause (additional) unknown values to enter 
into the complementary virtual work equation. 

42. False. The external complementary virtual work done by the virtual force at the 
beam midspan and the virtual forces and moments at the beam supports that react 
and thus equilibrate the midspan virtual force depend upon what form is cho
sen for those virtual reactions at the beam supports. That is, since the clamped
clamped beam is statically indeterminate, there exists more than one way to react 
the midspan virtual force. If, for example, the midspan virtual force is equilibrated 
by a downward virtual force of magnitude !oF at each support, then l>te com
plementary virtual work is +(8F)(!wo) at the beam midspan, and at 
the right-hand end, for a total of zero complementary virtual work. total com
plementary virtual work of (l/2)w0 oF can be obtained by reacting the midspan 
virtual force by a downward vi1tual force of magnitude 3F and a virtual clockwise 
moment of magnitude ( L /2 )8 F at the left support. Since there are no actual deflec
tions at the left-hand support, these virtual reactions do no complementary virtual 
work. Thus the total complementary virtual work is that done by the midspan vir
tual force. A total complementary virtual work of -(l/2)w0 8F can be obtained by 
putting a reacting virtual force 8F and a reacting counterclockwise moment 
8F at the right-hand beam end. 

43. True. For a elastic material, the stress-srain curve is a straight line that 
bisects the rectangle whose height is the stress and whose width is the strain. The 
equal half below the stress-strain curve is the work per unit volume, and the equal 
half above that straight line is the complementai.")' work per unit volume. 

44. False. While, for a linearly elastic material, the internal work per unit volume 
and the internal complementary work per unit volume occupy equal areas on Hie 
material stress-strain curve, the same is not necessarily tme for the corresponding 
virtual quantities, a 8E and E 8a. This is so because, while the actual stress and the 
actual strain are related, there is no necessary relation between the virtual stress and 
the virtual strain of these virtual work and CVW expressions, This is so because, 
for example, with lhe PV'IV, while there is an arbitrary value for there is no 8a 
since in the PVW stresses are regarded as quantities, 

45. True. The PVW enforces equilibrium at the surface and within the interior of the 
structure. The validity of the PV'N depends upon the strain-displacement equations 
be valid. The PVW is derived without any reference to material behavior. Therefore 
it applies to a matedal undergoing plastic deformations with unloading. 
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46. True. The complementary virtual work at a cut is zero because the virtual 
forces and virtual moments must abide the equal-and-opposite rule while 
move through the same deflections, and thus together produce zero complementary 
virtual work. 

47. False. The presence of the hinge means that there is one more equilibrium 
equation (the moment at the hinge is zero) than there would be in the absence of 
the 

48. True. In the order cited in the question, these six DOF here have been assigned the 
symbolsv,w,u,e, ¢. 

49. True. Any matri.x is urn, • .,w .• u, if its determinant is zero. Any determinant is zero if 
if contains a row of all zero entries. The determinant of the 
beam bending stiffness matrix can be made to have two rows of all zeros 
following the rules of detem1inants, the first row is added to the third row, which 
then makes the third row all zeros; and multiplying the first row the bearn 
element length and then subtracting the second and fourth which renders the 
first row as being of all zeros. 

50. False. The inverse of a stiffness matrix is a flexibility matrix definition 
of those two terms. Maxwell's reciprocity theorem guarantees that both matrices 
are symmetric matrices. 





PART VI 

THIN PLATE THEORY AND 
STRUCTURAL STABILITY 

S!rsngth of Materials 

VI.1 Introduction 

While the finite element method, with occasional assistance from the unit load 
method or some such application of the principle of complementary virtual work, is a 
completely satisfactory approach to all linear structural analysis tasks, there are still many 
topics that need to be touched upon in this introductory textbook in order to provide a 
reasonably complete overview of aerospace structural analysis. The first of these topics 
is the mechanics of two-dimensional structural elements other than merely the equations 
for the out-of-plane stretching of thin membranes and the finite elements that can be used 
to determine the in-plane deflections and stresses of thin skins. Chapter 22 considers the 
strength of materials approach to thin plate bending and buckling. Again, the objective is 
to provide a sufficient understanding of the mechanics and the mathematics of thin plate 
bending so that a simple, but representative, thin plate finite element can be introduced. The 
next step in complexity after thin plates is thin shells. A treatment of thin shells of general 
geometry is complicated. Hence the analysis of thin shells is left entirely to textbooks that 
are specific to that topic. 

Chapter 23 returns to the essential topic of elastic by discussing a simple finite 
element for beam buckling. Just as any finite element analysis is much superior to a differ
ential equation-based analysis in its ability to address geometric and material complexities, 
a beam buckling finite element greatly expands the range of beam and beam frame buckling 
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problems that can be so analyzed. The end result of such an 
problem. Chapter 23 also provides an extension of the structural discussion to th.e 
challenge of aeronautical divergence and flutter. The discussion of these and other aero-
elastic instabilities is brief because the of these 
require a full textbook of their own. 



CHAPTER 22 

Thin Plate Theory 

22.1 Introduction 

A thin plate is a structural element, just as a long beam is a structural element. 
The thin plate also is characterized by its special geometry. While a long beam has two 
dimensions very much shorter than the length dimension, a thin plate, as is pictured in 
Fig. 1.11, has one dimension that is very much less than the other two dimensions. The thin 
plate's least dimension is, of course, called the plate thickness. The thickness is usually a 
constant in most vehicular structures, but the possibility of a gradually changing thickness 
can be incorporated into thin plate bending theory (Ref. [16]). The difference between a 
thin: plate and a membrane is that a thin plate can resist both stretching and bending, while 
a membrane can only resist lateral or inplane loads by stretching. 

There are two goals for this chapter. The first and lesser goal is to develop the equations 
ofdassical thin plate bending theory. More than f'i'ntroductory discussion of the extensive 
body of classical thin plate bending solutions is outside the purposes of this textbook. 
The second and more important goal is to develop the· equations necessary to describ.e a 
simple plate bending finite element comparable to the previously developed beam bending 
finite element. The greater importance assigned to the second, rather limited, goal not only 
suggests the present relative importance of the two topics but also suggests that · certain 
simplifications like constant plate thickness are appropriate for the thin plate theory to be 
presented here. The development of the thin plate theory in this chapter is kept as simple as 
possible, for the most part, to facilitate clarity by avoiding what 9therwise can be a significant 
amount of algebraic detail. Thus unlike, for example, the extensive development of beam 
bending theory, the derivation of the plate equations is here restricted to small deflections. 
(Finite deflections are discussed in Ref. [16] and in the exercises for the eager.) Other 
limitations, such as isotropic material models for each layer of a "sandwich" -type plate 
construction are introduced in the next section. If desired, at the expense of much more 
algebra, the reader can replace the selected isotropic material model by the orthotropic 
material model necessary to describe the bending of plates (laminates) composed of stacks 
of bonded fiber composite plies. 

The strength of materials basis for small-deflection, thin plate theory is essentially the 
same as that for small-deflection, long beam theory. This point is repeatedly emphasized 
by referring to the beam bending sections and equations that closely parallel the present 
development. That beam-plate parallelism is easily seen to be extensive because, as in 
the development of the long beam equations in Chapters 9 and 10, a vector equilibrium 
approach is used here to develop the thin plate equations. In order to elaborate on this 
point, recall that the alternate derivational approach to the long beam equations, the approach 
based upon the use of the Principle of Virtual Work or the associated Principle of the 
Minimum Value of the Potential Energy, is presented in Endnote (3) of Chapter l.5. Thus 
both basic derivational approaches to the long beam equations are available as guides for 
the development of the thin plate equations. The vector equilibrium approach to thin plate 
theory is chosen because it is judged that it will seem less abstract to a person new to plate 
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theory. However, the application of work or energy principles has an important 
over the vector equilibrium approach in developing the small-deflection equations. 
The use of work or energy yields not the correct governing differential 
equations, but also the correct conditions that are not otherwise obvious. 

As the name suggests, the plate midplane is planar. If the midsurface of the thin 
structural element is curved before loading, then the structural element is called a shell, or 
shell segment. If the material is homogeneous, then the location of the plate mid plane 
is apparent. The midplane, which is the plane of symmetry for the and bottom surfaces, 
must be equidistant from the possibly nonplanar top and bottom surfaces. Then the 
lateral or z direction, which is perpendicular to the midplane, is equally obvious. If the plate 
has a varying thickness, and the plate material is nonhomogeneous, then there is possibly 
material and geometric complexity. For the sake of algebraic constant 
thickness plates composed of isotropic materials are considered here. However, within the 
limits of those two restrictions, the possibility of layered nonhomogeneity is taken into 
account in the development that follows. When there are nonsymmetrically arranged layers 
of isotropic materials with different Young's moduli, then the is no longer a 
matter of geometry. It is necessary to deveh,:ip the concept of the modulus midplane 
and the modulus weighted thickness. Befoie doing so, it is worth repeating 
the limitation to uniform layers of materials that exhibit isotropic the following 
development of thin plate bending is not applicable to laminated plates built from 
fiber composite plies (layers). However, the extension of the concepts to uniform 
thick,,ess plates constructed of layers of orthotropic materials with different material 
orientations increases the associated with some steps of the derivation 
as opposed to altering the type of steps necessary to the plate bending theory derivation. 

The thin plate modulus weighted thickness, which corresponds to A* in beams, is mea
sured in the geometric thickness direction as follows: Establish a convenient coordinate 
origin for the temporary, geometric thick,,ess direction coordinate z0 . The thickness coor
dinate zo corresponds to the arbitrary beam cross-sectional coordinates y0 and z0 . Let the 
top and bottom plate surfaces be located at the zo values to and respectively. Then, since 
the modulus of elasticity only varies through the plate thicl<..ness, that is, E only, 
the modulus weighted thickness is then defined as 

h* = E 
- dzo = constant (22. l) 

where, again, £ 0 is the arbitrarily chosen reference modulus of elasticity. Now introduce 
the z coordinate. Let the yet-to-be located modulus weighted (m.w.) midplan.e be the origin 
of the z axis. The z coordinate is called the modulus weighted thiclrness coordinate. Since 
the modulus weighted midplane serves the same function for a as the m.w. centroid 
serves for a beam cross-section, it is appropriate to locate the m.w. midplane by another 
"first moment" balance equation. Let 

""Zo=to E 
0 = j z--dz 

zo=b" Eo 
(22.2) 

As is the case with a nonhomogeneous beam cross-section, the relation between the two 
thickness-direction coordinates is 

z = zo - zi 
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where z~ is the yet constant distance from the arbitrary zo origin to the m.w. 
Hu,~~,;wu.v. Substituting the third equation into the second quickly shows that the distance 
between the modulus weighted and the coordinate is 

where dz = dzo 

E 
7n, .. , Eo = Y)zo); ( ~h) 

,_,, \ £Q i 

22.3 The Plate Stress Resultants 

Paralleling the beam development of Section 9.3, the next step is to define the 
stress resultams for thin in tenm of the internal stresses in the Following the 
established format for stresses, and using a Cartesian coordinate system, !he stresses for 
a infinitesimal portion of the are shown in Fig. 22.1 ( a). In stress terms, the visible 
faces of the segment shown in the figure are one front x face and one back y face. 
Note that this typical plate specimen has a finite thickness h or h*, and infinitesimal lateral 
dimensions. This representative infinitesimal portion could be from either the interior of 
the plate, or the edge of the plate if the latter to either Cartesian coordinate 
axis. 

Like the beam stress resultants, the stress resultants are moments, shear forces, and 
in-plane forces. However, because there are now both x face and y face cross-sections to 
consider, there are more stress resultants than beam stress resultants. For the sake of 

the plate force stress resultants and the moment stress resultants, which jointly act on 
perpendicular to the plate midplane, are shown in two separate figures. Figure 22. 

shows the shear forces Qx and and the three force resultants and 
or Figure shows the three types of moments. The moments 
bending moments that parallel the bending moments in beams. The moments and Myx 

are twisting moments that parallel the twisting moments in beams. Note that the meaning 
of the subscripts on the plate bending moments is different from that for beam bending 
moments. For plates, the single subscript indicates the on which the moment acts, 
while for beams the subscript indicates an axis about which the moment acts. 

There is an important difference between the beam stress resultants and the plate stress 
resultants. Recall, for example, that the beam axial force N is the integral over the entire 
beam cross-sectional area A of the stress crxx. In plate theory it is not useful to sum stresses 
over an entire plate cross-section, that is, from one plate edge to another. The reason that 
such a summation over the entire beam cross-section is useful in engineering beam theory 
is that, in that theory, the normal stress crxx varies linearly with respect to both beam cross
sectional coordinates, the y and z coordinates. Even though the same linear change for the 
plate stresses Cfxx and cryy will be soon established for the z direction, there is no such 
simple change in the values of Cfxx or cr,y with respect to they and x coordinates. Thus it 
is necessary to allow for variations of those stresses with the x and y coordinates. 
This can be accomplished by dealing with the forces and moments exclusively on the 
basis of a differential width of the plate, dx or as is illustrated in Figs. 22.1 (b ). Thus, on 
this basis, each plate stress resultant is a force or moment when it is multiplied 
by a length. For the total in-plane, normal force at the m.w. midplane 
on the x face of the differential-sized is 

.y,z)dz 
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Top 
surface 
atz=z1 

+~ 
~dx 

axy' -a~ 

Bottom 
surface 
atz=zb 

-<dx 
I a?--~----< 

(a) 

(b) (c) (d) 

Figure 22.1. A rectangular parallelepiped piece of a plate structure located at the Point 
P(x, y, 0). This plate segment has (the exaggerated) dimensions dx by dy in the plate 
inplane directions, and it extends the length of the local plate thickness in the z direction. 
The figures show: (a) representative back and front face stresses at a distance z above the 
midplane; (b) the three Cartesian components of the applied loading per unit area which 
are taken to act at the midplane; ( c) the force per unit length stress resultants that act at the 
midpoint of one back y face and one front x face; and (d) the moment per unit length stress 
resultants at the same points on the same faces. (A similar view of all 10 stress resultants is 
provided in Fig. 22.2.) Be sure to note that the bending moment subscripts do NOT identify 
the coordinate axis about which the moment per unit length acts. 

where z1 and Zb are the z coordinate values for the top and bottom surfaces, respectively, and 
where z1 - Zb = h, the thickness. Canceling the arbitrary dy term on both sides produces· 
the definition of Nx at the point P(x, y, 0). The quantity Nx is properly referred to as the 
normal force in the x direction per differential length in they direction. The phrase "per unit 
length" is COlillilOnly used in place of "per differential length" Without loss of usefulness. 
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Similarly, the other plate stress resultants per unit length are defined as 

Ny= { ayydz 
Ji, 

= -1 ZCfyydz 

0-xydz 

Qy = - O-yzdz (22.5) 

= -Myx = - zaxy dz 

Note that in this textbook the first or only subscript indicates the face on which the force 
or moment acts. From this point on the qualification "per unit length" will often be omitted 
for the sake of brevity when referring to the plate stress resultants. 

22.4 The Approximate Pattern for Plate Displacements 

Analogously to Section 9 .4, approximations regarding the deformations of the thin 
plate are accepted in order to escape from the theory of elasticity to the more efficient envi
ronment of strength of materials. These approximations are called the Kirchhoff hypothesis. 
The Kirchhoff hypothesis is 

1. Straight lines within the thin plate which are perpendicular to the m.w. mid
plane before loading remain straight mid perpendicular to the m.w. midplane after 
loading; and 

2. The perpendiculars to the m.w. midplane are unchanged in length after loading. 

Analogously to Eqs. (9.2), the above approximations can be cast in mathematical terms as 
the displacement equations below, where Bx is the rotation about the x axis, and By is the 
rotation about the negative y axis (just as is the case in Chapter 9): 

y, z) = u(x, y, 0) - z{}y(x, y) 

v(x, y, z) = v(x, y, 0) - zBx(x, 

w(x, y, z) = w(x, y, 0) 

(22.6) 

Of course, the displacements at z = 0 are the m. w. midplane displacements. This strength 
of materials formulation of plate bending theory utilizes the midplane displacements, now 
called the plate deflections, in exactly the same fashion ttat engineering beam theory 
utilizes the displacements at the beam centroid. Just as is the case with beam deflections 

and w(x), the plate deflections are identified by a displacement symbol with fewer 
variables in the functional argument. That is, 

u(x, y, 0) = u(x, y, 0) = v(x, 

and 

w(x, y, 0) = w(x, y) 

With the above approximation to the actual displacements, the strains, stresses, and 
stress resultants can now be calculated using strain-displacement equations, stress-strain 
equations, and the stress resultant-stress equations. Again using the comma notation for 

1 Gustav Robert Kirchhoff (1824-1887), Gennan physicist (Ref. [17]). 
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partial derivatives, the small deflection (i.e., strains are 

,1 7,- ,y,z) 
J, 4.,J - --dx-- == U,x -

Ezz(x, y, z) = ,y,z)=W7=0 
az ·-

y, z) 
,y,z)= ---- + ---- =u" +v, -ax ,. .. ...L 

y, z) == ---- + ----az ax +w,x 

+ YV,y 

The first Kirchoff approximation, which requires that the right angles to 
the midplane remain right angles, is expressed mathematically as Yxz = Yyz = 0. The result 
of this approximation, just as is the case for the Bernoulli-Euler beam approximations, is 
that the rotations are the same as the bending slopes. The zero value of the z direction strain 
is consistent with the second Kirchhoff approximation. Thus the three nonzero strains can 
be written as 

Exx(X, Y, z) = U,x - ZW,xx 

Eyy(x, y, z) = V.y - ZW,yy 

)', z) = U,y + V,x - 2zW.xy 

Note in passing that the strength of materials approach to thin plates leads to a plane strain 
problem. 

As is the case with the beam, the isotropic stress-strain equations are the stage in the 
development of the plate equations at which the inexactness of the Kirchhoff approxima
tions becomes visible through the appearance of apparent contradictions. For example, a 
lateral loading on the upper or lower plate surfaces, or a lateral shearing loading along 
an unsupported plate edge, certainly produces nonzero values of the C5xz and C5yz shearing 
stresses. However, the Kirch.!Joff approximations forbid the accompanying shearing strains 
in these same x, z and y, z planes. Using the same means of escape from this contradiction 
that is used in the beam theory development of Section 9.4, appropriate fictitious orthotropic 
material constants are chosen to overcome this contradiction. The lack of a strain in the z 
direction in the face of strains in the x and y directions requires that the coefficient of thermal 
expansion a 2 and the Poisson's ratios Vxz and Vyz be zero, and that there be an infinite value 
for the modulus of elasticity in the z direction. These two fictitious Poisson's ratios and the 
zero values for all strains with z subscripts produces the following plane stress isotropic 
stress-strain equations: 

E 
C5xx = -1--0 (Exx + 

- v-
E 

C5yv = ---2(En + . 1- V .. 

Clxy = 

Ea!J.T 

1-v 
Ea!J.T 

1-v 
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where E, v, and a are the values of these material constantso The infinite value 
of and infinite values of G xz and G yz allow finite values for the other three stresses 
even though their corresponding strains are zeroo Thus the zero for two of the 
six Poisson's ratios, and the infinite value specification of one of the 
two of the shearing moduli, both stresses and strains that are in with the 
Kirchhoff approximationso Substitute Eqso 7) into Eqso to obtain 

f"E 
Cfxv = Eo l-;::;-

0 Bo 

+vvoY 

+ VU ox -

+ V 0 x -

+ 

oYY + 

E 

Eo 

_ E (aL1T)l 
Eo \ 1 - v J 

Substituting the above result into Eqso (2205) yields, with the use ofEqso 1, 2), the stress 
resultant-deflection 

where 

where 

Nx = K*(u,x + vv,y) - Nr 

- l q 'o)K*lv -i- ,, ) - 2\ - V '-" ,X I h,y 

K*= 
Ea 

Nr=-
, l - V 

E 
aLiT-dz 

Eo 

(22010a) 

I

I + vw,yy) - Mr 

Mxy = (1 - v)D*w,xy 

My= D*(,Y,yv + VWoxx) - Mr 

(22010b) 

D* = Eol* 

Eo 
Mr=--

-v 

I*= 

E zaL1T-dz 
Eo 

If the thin plate is homogeneous, then K* = K, D* = D, and 

l=----
12(1 - v 2)' 

Eh 
K=--2, 

1-v 
and 11) 

In the above equations, the isotropic Poisson's ratio is an average value through the plate 
thicknesso This is if the nonconstant values of this Poisson's ratio change 
only slightly over the plate thicknesso If there were a significant change in the Poisson's 
ratio over the thickness, as would be were of thin 
layers of very different or had a core that is sometimes used in 
sandwich constructions, then the over the thickness for the stress resultants per 
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have to account for that That situation can be addressed 

where of course 

Clearly, there are several sirnilarities between the solutions in terms of deflection deriva
tives for the above stress resultants per unit length and the beam stress resultants. Note 
in that I* is the plate edge area moment of inertia per unit length about the x or y 
coordinate axes of the m. w. Its value of I = 
is the same as that for a beam of unit except for the factor The reason for 
the difference is that engineering beam fails to account for the Poisson 

while engineering accounts for that effect within the of the 
a nonzero v,y = v while requiring all nus with z subscripts to be zero. 

The stresses can be expressed in terms of the stress resultants. This is accomplished by 
solving Eqs, for the deflection combinations of Eqs. (22.9) and substituting those 
combinations into Eqs. (22.9). With the usual type of definitions, 

the result is 

=Ny+ 

.!_ l- N~ -
h* 

Eoot!ff l 
-----1 

f* 1 - V j 

E I 
' Eo L h* 

Mc 
V -z.-· -

/* 

E0aL1Tl 
1, -v J 

.!_ I. Nxy - 7 O'xy == -... 
- h* !* 

(22.13) 

once the stress resultants are obtained, the stresses are known. Equations (22.10) 
show that the stress resultants are known once the deflections are known. The deflections 
can be obtained from a differential and conditions initial condi
tions if there is a time-varying loading) just as in the case for beams. To obtain that 
deflection it is necessary to first write in terms of the stress 
resultants. Remember that the above only account for continuity of deflections, 
by means of smooth deflection functions in the strain - displacement equations: 

approximate the actual material description via the modified orthotropic stress-strain 
equations; and embody the limited equilibrium relations of the stress resultant-stress 
equations. 

22.5 The Small Deiiedi.on Thin Plate Bemiing Equation 

, .um,v1-,vs«• to the development oflong beam theory in 10, the next thin plate 
is to draw a free diagram of a thin differential element adorned with all 

its various stress resultant vectors and external pressures, and from that derive equilibrium 
v'{UWci~,,rn. For the sake the most important limitation on these u,,,·rnr-,,rr-.,,no

equilibrium equations, recall the :fundamental difference between a vector approach to a 
derivation of small deflection equilibrium equations and the same approach to a derivation of 
finite deflection equilibrium A vector to the derivation 
of the general thin equations, as is found in Ref. [16], 
requires a detailed of a differential-sized thin element, where the originally 
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straight line geometry of the differential element is slightly deformed by the applied loads. 
As a result of the twisted and bent thin plate differential element geometry, the vectors 
representing the plate element's internal stress resultants and the vectors representing the 
external pressures are slightly out of parallel. The use of the deformed geometry makes it 
possible to account for the interaction between the loads (as represented by the stresses) 
and the thin plate deflections, and thus, for example, deal with plate buckling problems. 
On the other hand, a (stress resultant) vector approach to the derivation of the thin plate, 
small deflection equilibrium equations, where there are no force-deflection interactions, 
only requires a FBD of an undeformed differential plate element. For the sake of simplicity, 
only the small deflection equilibrium equations are derived here. Thus the desired thin plate 
free body diagrams look like those of Figs. 22.l(b,,e, d). (In terms oflong beam theory, this 
choice of diagrams is analogous to using the FBD of Fig. 10.2 rather than those of Fig. 10.3 
for the purpose of deriving the beam equilibrium equations.) 

To begin the derivation of the plate equilibrium equations, on the front x face and the front 
y face of Figs. 22.1 ( c, d) add the appropriate differential changes in the stress resultants. For 
example, on the visible frontxface add a Qx / ax dxdy to Qx dy, and on the out-of-view front y 
face realize that there is a downward lateral shear force of magnitude ( Q y + a Q y / ay dy) dx. 
Also on Fig. 22.l(c) superimpose the applied lateral pressure loading.fz(x,y) that is positive 
in the positive z direction, and similar in-plane applied forces per unit area as shown in 
Fig. 22.l(b). The result of these clarifications of the details of the forces and moments 
acting upon the single differential element are shown in the two sketches of Fig. 22.2 where 
the differential lengths have been greatly · exaggerated. Summing forces in the positive x, 
then y, then z direction for this undeformed plate differential element yields 

[ aNx J [ aNyx J Nx + - dx dy - Nx dy + Nvx + -- dy dx - Nyx dx = - fx dx dy 
ax · ay 

[ a Ny ]. [ a Nxv J Ny+ ay dy dx-Nydx+ Nxy+ ax- dx ~y-Nxydy=-fydxdy 

[ Qx + aa:x dx J dy - Qx dy + [ Qy + aa~y dy J dx - Qy dx = fz dx dy 

Summing moments about axes that pass through the center of t..he differential element and 
parallel the x and then the y coordinate axes yields 

[My+ aiy dy J dx - My dx + [ Mxy + a!y dx J dy - Mxy dy 

-(Qydx) (~dy )- [ Qy + aa~Y dy J dx (~dy) = o 

[ aMx J [ aMyx J Mx + -- dx dy - Mx dy - Mvx + -- dy dx + Myx dx 
ax · - ay -

- [ Qx + aa:x dx J dy ( ~ dx) - (Qx dy) ( ~ dx) = 0 

Summing moments about the z axis leads only to the already known equation that Nxy = 
Nyx· Simplifying the above five equilibrium equations produces 

aNx aNyx __ 
a + a - f, 

X y 
aNy aNxv -+-· =-! ay ax y 

aQx aQy - +- = fz(x,y) 
ax ay 

(22.14) 

aMy aMxy 
-+--Q,=0 
ay ax } 
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cb:)dv 
ax 
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Jy • 

+ 

+ _!!_~f, dx)dy 
dX 

and Structural 

Figure 22.2. A two-part view of a free body. Again the parallelepiped 
piece of plate has much exaggerated differential dimensions. and the of :he 
free body is the full thickness of the plate. All the forces per unit and per unit area are 
shown in one sketch, while all the moments per unit length are shown in the second sketch. 

Note that the first two of the above equilibrium 
plane stress equilibrium equations. Substituting Eqs. 
equations yields, for constant m.w. thickness, 

are just slight variations from the 
into these first two 

+ + 
+ 

or 

,H'<C'U«vUH" u .XX within the last 
the above two can be made to exactly 
latter is reduced to the strain case 

+ = -!, 

+ 

== - .f~ 

anom:ne:ses of the second tenn, the first of 
(7.15) when that 

w to a constant Thus it is 
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apparent that the result of the first two plate equilibrium equations is one of the two familiar 
in-plane stress problems, and as such that result requires no further attention at this 

Substituting the fourth and fifth equations into the third equilibrium equation 

a2 Myx il2 My . a2 Mxy --"- - --- + -- + --- = v) 
dX 4 OX Jy Jy 2 rJx ' 

Recalling that the above equation can be written as 

In this 

i32 My r· a2 Mxy --+--+L--- = ax 2 ay2 ax y) 

substituting Eqs. into Eqs. (22. 

172w] - (l -

+ \72Mr 

+ 

yields 

(22.15) 

Thus 
the second square bracketed tenn of the above equation goes to zero, and the remaining 

reduces to the simpler form 

'y) + 
or 

I D*[w_xxxx + 2w.xxyy + W.yyyy] = fz + 172 MT j (22.16) 

which is the constant-thickness, small-deflection, isotropic, thin plate bending equation. 
This biharmonic equation is attributed to Lagrange (Ref. [2]). Keep in mind that Eq. (22.16) 
is not only an equilibrium equation, but that it also incorporates the deflection continuity 
equations and the plate material equations. 

It should be dear that this plate bending fourth order partial differential equation closely 
parallels, for example, the z direction beam bending fourth order ordinary differential equa
tion without the -Nv/' term, which is the beam term that couples beam longitudinal to 
beam lateral deflections. The c01Tesponding plate equations that incorporate the coupling 
between plate lateral and longitudinal deflections, that the plate finite deflection 
equations, are listed in Section 22.8. 

the del-squared fonn of the bending equation ma..'<:.es it convenient to switch 
to coordinates if, for example, a circular plate is to be analyzed. In polar coordinates, 
with W = (22. lS 

D* 
l ,7 

+--+ 
r r7r 

,8) + 

l 1 
_I 
ae 2 J 

1 a 
+--+ 

r rJr 

+--+---i aw J )' 
r rJr r 2 ae 2 

J l -;:;:, ll!fr(r, 8) 
i}fj- ..! 

Be sure to note that each term in the first set of square brackets acts upon each term within 
the parentheses. For example, the product 

1a_w)=-- ! a_w + 1 
r dr i ilr 
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22.6 Thin Plate Boundary Conditions 

The thin plate boundary conditions are much the same as those for a beam. Both 
the beam and plate governing differential. equations are of the fourth order. Therefore in 
each case two boundary conditions must be stated for each boundary point. In the case of a 
beam the only two boundary points are the points on the beam elastic axis at the beam ends. 
In the case of the thin plate, there are boundary lines which are the intersection of the m. w. 
rnidplane and the edge surfaces. Each boundary line segment is, of course, a continuum 
of boundary points. It is possible to specify support (or lack of support) conditions (i) at 
individual edge points and (ii) along closed or open line intervals along a plate edge. 

Just as is the case for beams, as demonstrated for beams in Endnote (3) of Chapter 15, the 
PVW shows that the two lateral deflection BCs for every open interval must be (i) either a 
bending moment statement or a statement about the plate slope normal to the plate edge, and 
(ii) a Kirchhoff shearing force statement (explained below) or a deflection statement. For 
example, for a rectangular plate with one edge defined by the equation x = a, "clamped" 
or "fixed" BCs for that entire edge would be written as 

w(a, y) = 0 and w,x(a, y) = 0 

Just as for the beam, "clamped" means zero lateral deflection and zero slope normal to the 
edge. Of course fixed BCs at y = b would be written as 

w(x, b) = 0 and w,y(x, b) = 0 

If the edge at x = a is "simply supported," then the lateral deflection is zero and there is 
no resistance to having a bending slope at that edge; that is, there is no moment about the 
plate edge supplied by the simple support. These circumstances at x = a are written as 

w(a, y) = 0 and Mx(a, y) = 0 

The latter of these two BCs must be written in terms .of the derivatives of the unknown 
lateral deflection function. From Eq. (22.lOb), · 

Mx(a, y) = D*[w,xxCa, y) + OJ - Mr(a, y) 

where w,xy(a, y) is zero because the function w(a, y) is identically zero, and thus all its 
derivatives with respect to y are also zero. Therefore, the second BC is finally written as 

1 
W,xxCa, y) = D* MT(a, y) 

An important difference between beam and plate BCs is the difference between the 
BC description of a support-free beam end and a support-free plate edge. As mentioned 
previously, there are three plate bending stress resultants along a plate edge: (i) a bending 
moment; (ii) a twisting moment; and (iii) a shear force, all per unit of edge length. On the 
other hand, only two plate bending, twisting, and shearing BCs are possible. On the basis 
of the preceding work there is no way t..:i resolve this mismatch because in this chapter the 
fourth order linear plate deflection equation was derived by the vector method of drawing 
a FBD and summing forces and moments. If, however, the small deflection (linear) plate 
bending equation, Eq. (22.16) had been derived on the basis of the Principal of Virtual 
Work or the Principle of the Minimum Value of the Total Potential Energy, then, as is 
demonstrated in Endnote (3) of Chapter 15, the correct boundary conditions that must be 
specified at each point along the edge of the plate rnidplane would also be part of the result 
of that procedure. Then it would be clear that the twisting moment and shear force stress 
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resultants must be combined to form one resultant force per unit of edge 
called the Kirchhoff shearing force At x face and y face edges the Kirchhoff 
shearing forces are symbolized as For a constant m.w. thickness. 
the two BCs at a free edge at x = a are 

=0= 

=0= 

b, the two BCs are 

b) 

There is a simple explanation that can be offered for the Kirchhoff force. 
Consider a plate edge at x = a. Figure 22.3(a) shows a series of momems per 
unit length acting over a series of differential lengths along that plate edge. Recall that the 
twisting moment per unit y) is the result of through the plate 
thickness the shearing stress axy· Figure 22.3(b) shows how partial sum~ of the shearing 
stress might through the finite thickness along thF- same sequence of differential 
edge lengths so as to produce the twisting moments of Fig. 22.3(a). Figure 22.3(c) shows 
how those partial sums of the shearing stresses can be rearranged within each differential 
edge length in a statically equivalent manner. Since has the units of force, the partial 
sums that produce the twisting moments dy can be labeled as shown in Fig. 22.3(c). 
Merging the two side-by-side forces in the highlighted area produces a net downward force 
of When this net force is added to the shear force per unit length which is 

downward, then the total shearing force per unit length is = Qx + From 
Eqs. (22.14), 

Qx = Jl![x. t + 1Yf,y.y .xxx + VW.yv.c -i- (1 - .x 

and 

= D*(l-

so, since w .yyx = w .xyy, as before, 

= D*[w.xxxCa, +(2-

There is an interesting extension of the above reasoning. Figure 22.3( e) shows that there 
is a concentrated force of finite magnitude at the corner 0) of a rectangular even 
,vhen the twisting moment is a constant. With a constant twisting moment, along the edge 
y = const. the vertical force anangement shows that all the adjacent forces cancel out 
each other except at the corner where acting dmvnward, stands alone. Similarly, along 
theedgex = const. the force stands alone and thus is not canceled. Since A1xy = -Myx, 
the net downward comer force is 2M yx. The same reasoning applies at the comer when the 
twisting moments are not constant. The two forces Myx(O, 0) and Mxy(O, 0) combine to 
produce the concentrated downward force 2Myx downward, or equivalently, the upward 
force 0). 

The rectangular corner at b) bears another downward concentrated force of the mag-
nitude 2Myx(a, The b) 0) corners bear downward concentrated forces of 
magnitude 2M,y(O, b) and 0). These concentrated forces have no importance if 
they are reacted by rigid supports. However, if the is elastically supported say, 
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(a) 
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~ (bi 

(c) 
X 

(d) 

(e) 

Figure 223. A series of differential distances along a plate edge showing: (a) how in general 
the twisting moment per unit length varies over three consecutive differential distances 
(b) how these twisting moments arose from oppositely directed shearing stresses axy; ( c) how 
those equal and oppositely directed horizontal forces to the moment on 
any one differential segment can be rearranged vertically in a statically equivalent manner; 
(d) the net shearing force that results from combining adjacent forces; and (e) how. even 
when the twisting moment per unit of has a constant value the 
these statically equivalent vertical forces add to produce a concentrated comer force. 

beams, then equal and opposite forces act upon the beam supports. In particular, in the 
case of beam supports at the plate straight edges, the Kirchhoff shear is transmitted as a 
lateral force per unit length along the length of the beam, acting upon the beam where the 
plate is connected to the beam, and plate edge bending moments are transmitted as twisting 
moments per unit length. 

Boundary conditions for other than rectangular very closely foilow the above 
pattern. First consider a straight edge that is not parallel to a coordinate axis such as would 
necessarily be found on a trapezoidal plate. For such a plate Cartesian coordinates (x, y) 

would still be the likely coordinate system choice. Let that skewed be described by 
the equation y = ax + fJ. Also let there be a local Cartesian coordinate system consisting 
of an arc length coordinates, and an outer normal coordinate n. Then the deflections along 
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that edge are simply written as w(x, ax+ {3) or w((l/a) (y - {3), y). The normal bending 
slope could be written as 

ax ay 
Wn=Wx-+Wy-• ' an , an 

where the values of the derivatives ax/ an and ay / an are constants when the skewed edge 
is straight. Those constants are directly evaluated from the plate planform geometry and the 
usual coordinate rotation formulas. The repeated use of the chain rule allows the calculation 
of w,nn and w,ns, and so on. For these and any other straight or curved edges, the classical BCs 
are 

Clamped edge : w = 0 and w ,n = 0 

Simply supported edge : w = 0 
Mr 

and W,nn = D* 

·Free edge: 

and 

Mr 
w nn +vw ss = -, . D* 

Mrn 
W,nnn + (2 - v)W,nss = D~ 

22. 7 **Classical Small Deflection Plate Bending Solutions** 

There are many interesting circular plate solutions. Some of those circular plate 
solutions can be obtained in closed form from an ordinary differential equation when the 
lateral loading is axisymmetric (Ref. [55]). However, few vehicular structures have non
reinforced circular plates as structural elements. Flat vehicular structures are most often 
rectangular beam frames or beam grids covered by an outer skin. Between the beams, the 
skin panel is often modeled as a rectangular plate. Closed form solutions to rectangular plate 
problems are unknown. Simple infinite series ( open form) solutions can be obtained easily 
any time two opposite plate edges are simply supported. When both pairs of opposite edges 
are simply supported, the plate itself is called simply supported. A solution for a simply 
supported, thin, rectangular plate with edge lengths a and b in in the x and y directions, 
respectively, can be obtained from the following Navier series: 

w(x, y) = LL W111n sin(mnx/a)sin(mry/b) 
m n 

where the series coefficients, the Fourier constants W111n, are to be determined. Note that 
this trial function satisfies the BCs at all four plate edges: x = 0, a and y = 0, b. When 
substituted into the GDE, the distributed coordinates W111n can be calculated. The solution 
process is expedited if the applied lateral pressure.fz(x, y) is also expanded into a double 
Fourier series. That is, also write 

fz(x,y) = LLfmnsin(mnxja)sin(nny/b) 

where the constant Fourier coefficients f mn are calculated in the same way the Fourier 
coefficients C111n are calculated in Example 12.3. Then, using either the orthogonality of 
the sine functions on the plate planform or their linear independence, the solution for the 
distributed coordinates is 

fmn 
n 4D 
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Substitution of this solution in the original lateral deflection series completes the Navier 
series solution for the lateral deflection: 

w(x,y)=LL 4 f~n 22 sin(mnx/a)sin(mry/b) (22.18) 
m n 1T D[(m/a) + (n/b) J 

When two opposite plate edges are simply supported, an open form complementary 
solution can be obtained in the form of a Levy series. For the sake of this discussion, let 
the simply supported sides be at y = 0 and at y = b. Then the following infinite series 
immediately satisfies the BCs at those two edges: 

Wc(x, y) = L X,,(x)sin(nny/b) 

Substituting into the homogeneous form ofEq. (22.16), and eliminating the sine functions 
as above yields the following ordinary differential equation with constant coefficients: 

1111 (nn)2 11 (nn)4 Xn (x)-2 b X,,(x)+ b Xn(x)=O 

The solution to this equation is obtained from substituting an exponential trial function 
Xn(x) = C11 exp(rnx). The algebraic equation for the parameter rn is then 

r4 - 2 (nTC)2 rz + (nn)4 = 0 
n b n - b 

The four roots of this quartic are simply obtained as 

nn 
r11=-

b 

nTC 
rn=-

b 

nn 
r11=--

b 

nn 
rn=--

b 

Since there are repeated roots to the characteristic equation for the homogeneous ordinary 
differential equation, the complementary solution must be written as 

Xn = C1.n exp(nnx/b) + C2,nX exp(nnx/b) 

+ C3, 11 exp(-nnx/b) + C4,nX exp(-mr.x/b) (22.19a) 

Itis usually convenient to convert the exponential functions to hyperbolic sines and cosines: 

X 11 = At.n sinh(nnx/b) + Az.,,x sinh(nnx/b) 

+A3,11 x cosh(1mx/b) + A4,n cosh(nnx/b) (22.19b) 

In its most general form, the particular solution to Eq. (22.16) is the same double Fourier 
series solution that is Eq. (22.18). When Eqs. (22.18) and (22.19b) are combined as the total _ 
solution, the clamped or free or elastic BCs at x = 0 and x = a can be used to determine the 
constants of integration in Eq. (22.19). Levy series solutions often converge more quickly 
than Navier series solutions, especially if the applied loading is only a function of one of 
the spatial coordinates. In that case the particular solution can be written as a single, rather 
than double. Fourier series. This latter case is illustrated below. 

Finally, for the case of no simply supported edges, or just one simply supported edge, 
or even skewed edges with any BCs, the solution of Eq. (22.16) is obtained from the 
superposition of up to four Levy solutions as a complementary solution and the one Navier 
series as a particular solution (Ref. (45)). Many detailed plate solutions can be found in 
Ref. [52). 

Example 22.1. A uniformly thick, homogeneous, isotropic, rectangular, simply supported 
plate of dimensions a x b is loaded by a uniform pressure over the left half of its area. That 
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with the 
rectangle and 

Cartesian coordinates x, y ori.ginating at the lower left corner of the 

f Jo 
l 0 

the edges, the 

0 :::C X < 
la< x < a 2 - -

Write the Navier series solution for the lateral deflection for 

Solution. The first step is to write the applied loading as a double Fourier series. As 
described above, let 

sin(mnxja) 1!0 0:Sx< 
lo 1:sx:sa 

In order to utilize the orthogonality of the sine both sides of the above 
equality sine functions with integer indices that are not the same as the summation 
indices; that is, multiply both sides by sin and sm where r. s 
are any positive ingegers. Then integrate that product over O :S x ::; a and O ::; y ::: b. Since 
the finite interval integrations and the sumrrrn.tions are commutative. the double sum reduces 
to the single term 

4 .c [a/2 JO 

ab vO 
dx 

[1 - cos(rn/2)] [1 - cos(sn)] 

_f 
- l 16fo/(;r 2rs) 

forr,s= that 1,3,5,7, ... 
fors = odd, andr = 2, 6, 10, 14, · · · 

Switching index r for m and index s for n, the above result can be substituted into 
Eq. (22.20) to complete the series representation of the applied load. Representing the 
lateral deflection as the double Fourier series 

results in 

Equating the above series to the series representation of the applied loads, and then calling 
upon the linear independence of the sine functions so as to equate the coefficients of like 
sine functions, produces the result 

= 7.V 8fo 
~ ~ {n 2mnD[(m;r ja)2 + (n;r /b)2]2]} 

+ v ", ·, . sin 
L, .t.....t {n 2mnD[(mn/a? + (n;rlb,212 11 2.6,··· odd · ' I • • 

sin(nny/b) 

This Navier series solution is a bit slow to converge for specific values of x and y, but with 
modem digital computers, this slow convergence is r:.ot too much of a problem. 

I'll 

Example 22.2. Prepare a Levy series solution for an isotropic, homogeneous, simply sup
ported rectangular, thin plate of thickness h where the loading is a uniform upward pressure 
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of magnitude f 0 . Let the Cartesian coordinates originate at the lower left corner of the 
so that O ::S x ::S a, and O ::S y _:s h. 

Solution. The differential equation to be solved is Since both 
opposite edges are the solution can be written as either 

y)= I: or sm 

The corresponding single series for the applied loading are, 

= L sin or 

Of . " 

For the sake of variety, the second listed matching y) andfo are selected 
for development The first step is to obtain the Fourier coefficients for the 
Multiplying both sides of the applied load series by n and integrating 
between x = 0 and x = a, produces the following solution 

{ 
4/o 

fn = ~in 

when n = odd integer 

when n = even integer 

Thus 

1 =-I:-
:rr ~n 

Substituting both the deflection series and the loading series into the differential equa
tion DV4w(x, y) = and using linear independence in order to isolate nth terms, the 
differential equation for reduces, for n = odd integers, to 

( nn )" Y,;"'(y) - 2 -;; -
mrD 

and, of course, Yn = 0 for all even values of the index n. The particular solution is the 
constant value 4f0b4 /(rrn5D{J4 ), where 

nb 
f3 = -

a 

The complementary solution is merely a slight modification ofEq. (22.19b). Thus the total 
solution can be written as 

+---
nn5 D{J4 

+ B3,,,ycosh(nny/a) 

where the bars over the latter two constants of integration are ,v,u;.;v,_,u 

Letting~ = y/b, the above solution can be rewritten as 

+ B4.n~ cosh(np~) + 5 /, 
n:n· D/3 4 

conveniences. 

If the x coordinate axis had been along the centerline of the thin the above 
solution would have to be even in y. Thus it would be immediately possible to drop the 
first and third terms of Eq. (22.21) because are odd functions Continuing with the 
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original coordinate axis placement, the BCs that remain to be satisfied are those at y = 0, 
b; that the four conditions 

, 0) = w 0) = .b) = w b) = 0 

determine the four constants of integration for each value of the integer index n. Substituting 
the series solution y) = I: into the above BCs and again using the 
linear independence of the sine functions yields 

= Yn(b) = = 0 

The first BC quickly yields the result 

B2 -----
·" - rrn4 Df3 3 

The second BC produces the result 

= + rrn4 Df3 3 

The latter two BCs need to be solved simultaneously. The result is 

2 
[l - - csch(n,8) + 

, 2fob4 , 
B3,n =, 4 3 [csch(n,8) - coth(nf3)J 

n:n D/3 
Substitution of the above solutions for the constants of integration into Eq. (22.21), and the 
subsequent substitution of the now completely detailed expression for into the series 
w y) = I: sin(mrx /a) completes the solution for the midplane lateral deflections. 
This Levy series solution is more work than a Navier series solution, but the presence of 
the index n raised to the fourth power or fifth power in the denominator of each part of 
means that this Levy series is very to converge for any point y) on the plate 
midplane. Ii 

22.8 **Plate Buckling and Its Uses** 

Plate budding analyses require plate equations that account for the interaction 
between the plate lateral deflection, and the plate in-plane stress resultants, N" 
and The small-deflection plate bending equations studied above do not account for 
this interaction. Only finite deflection equations, based upon the deformed plate geometry, 
can describe that interaction. The added complexity of the deformed plate geometry results 
in a mathematical coupling between the finite deflection in-plane plate equation and the 
finite deflection plate bending equation. This mathematical coupling reflects, of course, the 
physical interaction between the lateral and in-plane plate deflections and stress resulta.11ts. 

,-,,~-~, 1 for the analyst, this coupling is similar to that for beams in one important sense. 
If the values of the in-plane stress resultants and are known, then the analyst 
can devote his or her entire attention to the bending equation, which can be written 
exclusively in terms of the plate lateral deflection y) and the known in-plane stress 
resultants and Thus the problem focuses on the one unknown function, 

There is a major difficulty in the case of the finite deflection, plate bending equation that 
is not present in the case of the finite deflection beam bending equation. Unlike the value 
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of the beam axial force N along the length of a beam-column when the beam-column is 
loaded only by axial forces at the beam ends and the beam begins to buckle, the values of 
the plate in-plane stress resultants Nx, Ny, and Nxy are not quite constant at a given plate 
cross-section even when the in-plane loadings at the outer plate edges have constant values 
along the outer plate edges while the plate begins to buckle. For example, along any interior 
cut through the thickness of the plate, such as at a fixed value of x, the in-plane stress 
resultants Nx and Nxy still vary with y. This circumstance means that the finite deflection 
plate equation has nonconstant coefficients even in the case of constant edge loadings if the 
buckling deflections are truly finite. However, the following reasoning can be used for the 
adjacent equilibrium approach to plate buckling. Consider a flat plate loaded only within 
its midplane. That is, let there be no lateral loading. At the critical values of the in-plane 
stress resultants, the plate can be either flat or very slightly buckled. When the plate is 
flat, the in-plane equilibrium equations Nx,x + N_,y,y = 0 and Ny,y + Nxy,x = 0 are clearly 
satisfied by constant values of N_,(x, y), Ny(x, y), andNxy(x, y). Furthermore, from Eqs. 
(22.13) and (22.8), the constant values of the in-plane forces lead to constant values for 
the stresses and the strains. Thus the flat plate compatibility equations are satisfied. If, 
also, the interior constant in-plane forces per unit length match the constant in-plane forces 
at the plate boundaries, then those constant values are the valid solution for the in-plane 
stress resultants. Now, although those in-plane forces are no longer constant when the plate 
undergoes finite lateral deflections, the in-plane forces can be expected to be very close to 
those constant values if the plate lateral deflections are very close to zero. In other words, 
if the plate is loaded at its outer boundaries by constant values of Nx, Ny, and Nxy, then it 
is reasonable to approximate the internal values orthose in-plane forces by their constant 
values at the boundaries whenever the lateral deflections are very small. This is all the leeway 
that is needed to proceed with an adjacent equilibrium analysis using the constant boundary 
values of the in-plane loadings as the values of the interior, in-plane stress resultants. Here, 
once again, "adjacent" means very close to the flat plate equilibrium position. 

Let, as before, fx and fy be applied forces per unit area of the midplane in the x and y 
directions, respectively, positive in the positive coordinate directions. Let the m.w. thickness 
be a constant. Then, skipping over a derivation that differs from the above derivation of the 
plate small deflection equations in the same way that the finite and small beam deflection 
equations of Sections 10.2 and 10.3 differ, the finite deflection plate bending equation is, 
from Ref. [16], 

D*V4w = fz + V 2Mr + (NxW,xx + 2NxyW,xy + NyW,yy) - <fxW,x + fyw,y) 

(22.22a) 

Note that the first set of terms within parentheses clearly correspond to the beam bending 
-Nw" and -Nv" terms. With the first two terms and the last two terms ·of the right-hand 
side set to zero, this is the equation that can be used to calculate the in-plane boundary forces 
per unit length that cause the plate to begin to buckle. For the record, the other nonlinear 
plate equation is stated and briefly discussed in Endnote (1). 

Example 22.3. Write the GDE and BCs that determine the Euler buckling load for a simply 
supported rectangular plate of size a by b loaded at the edges x = 0 and x = a by a uniform 
compressive load of magnitude No per unit of edge length; see Fig. 22.4(a). 

Comment. Plate buckling is of interest not only for itself, but it is important for understand
ing local buckling in the flanges and webs of open and closed section, thin-walled beams. 
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X 
(a) 

(b) 

Figure 22.4. Example 22.3. (a) A simply supported plate with a uniform in-plane edge 
loading in the x direction, (b) The buckling pattern (mode shape) for this plate when the 
plate aspect ratio, a/b, has the value 3.0. 

The reason is that the flanges can be modeled as long plates witl:i simple support along one 
long edge, and support-free along the other long edge. Webs can be modeled as long plates 
with simple supports along the two near edges. 

Solution. From Eqs. (22.14), the in-plane equilibrium equations for the only slightly buck
led plate are 

aNx aNyx 
-+--=0 
ax ay 

aNv aNxy 
--+-=0 
ay ax 

Relying on the experience of Chapter 1 to guess that the equilibrium solution is Nx = -N0 , 

Ny = Nxy = 0. This solution, of course. also satisfies the in-plane BCs, and the resulting 
constant strains satisfy the linear strain compatibility equation. Hence Nx = -N0 , N_v = 
Nxy = 0 is an appropriate approximate solution for the in-plane stress resultants per unit 
length within the slightly buckled plate. With this solution, with no temperature change, 
and no lateral load, the lateral deflection GOE, Eq. (22.22), becomes 

D[W,xxxx + 2W,xxyy + W,yyyy] = -NoW,xx 

The BCs are that the lateral deflection and bending moment at each edge is zero. That is, 
w(O, y) = w(x, b) = w(a, y) = w(x, 0) = 0, and w,xxCO, y) = w,yy(x, b) = Wxx(a, y) = 
wyy(x, 0) = 0. Of course this is an eigenvalue problem where No, or N0/D is the unknown 
eigenvalue, and w(x, y) is the unknown eigenfunction. • 

Example 22.4. Solve the previous example problem for the buckling load, N0 , and the 
buckling deflection mode shape. 

Solution. Test as a trial buckling mode shape the function 

w(x, y) = Wmn sin(mnx/a) sin(mry /b) 
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Plate aspect ratio, alb 

Figure 22.5. Example 22A. A plate bucking coefficient 

where is an unknown constant and m and n are unknown integers. This trial 
function satisfies all the BCs. Substituting the trial function into the GDE yields, after 
canceling the sine functions and the unknown constant 

rl (mrr:\2 1nrr:\2l2 
D -I +1-! =+ 
Lal ,b!J 

Solving for the eigenvalue No yields the solution for the critical value: 

:rr2 D 
No= -,-2-

o 
b a) 2 n2 D -+-- =k-
a m b b2 

where the definition of the plate buckling coefficient ·k m, n) is apparent. The 
buckling load, depends on the minimum value of in the above equation, 
in tum, depends upon the minimum value of k. Clearly, the minimum value of k occurs 
when n = 1. The presence of m in the denominator of the second part M k means that 
m = I is not necessarily the value that produces the minimum value of k. For example, 
if = l (a square plate), then a simple tabulation shows that in this case m = l does 
lead to a minimum value of k = 4, and (No)cr = (2:rr /b)2D. In this case the bulges 
on one side or the other with a maximum deflection at the plate center. However, if 
3, then the minimum value for No is achieved when m = 3. In this case, while there is still 
a single half sine wave in the y direction, the plate has three half sine wave undulations in 
the x direction. See Fig. 22.4(b ). Figure 22.5 shows a plot of the minimum values of k for 
various plate aspect ratios" This scalloped plot is of other conditions as 
weH as the simply supported case discussed here (Ref. [16]). As is the case with the 
this adjacent equilibrium analysis is insufficient to develop the actual relation between the 
arbitrary factor which is the lateral and the load. Ill 

The above analysis conesponds closely to an Euler analysis for beams. In particular, if 
the plate is thin the beam is long enough) then the buckles while all stresses 
remain Jess than the yield stress. Thus, in these circumstances, when the compressive axial 
load is removed. the plate beam) snaps back to its original If the 
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1s thick relative to its in-plane the normal 
stress value before the elastic buckling. In an i=,,.,~,rt.,r-t 

or a perfect plate with imperfect the combination of the 
""'nn,rna stress and the direct stress may reach the yield stress value before the buckles 

In this case the plate buckles at the load corresponding to 
the yield stress or a slightly lesser load. The plate what is called a 
hinge as it and of course there is no complete return to the original geometry if the 
compressive load is removed. As discussed there is a smooth transition between 
the Euler regime and the case where, to the stress reaches 
the yield stress over the entire or beam cross-section. 

Postbuckling of plates shows that behavior after buckling is much different 
than that for beams. As is shown in Ref. very little additional load can be to a 
beam after buckling. The beam deflections become ve1y large very quickly. The result of 
the large beam deflections is that the beam bending stresses quickly reach the 
value, and the beam soon afterward. In the case of the simply supported 
bending deflections are restricted the side supports. With the bending deflections 
so restricted, so too are the bending stresses. Before buckling, the perfect plate has the 
same stiffness at every along the loaded edges x = 0, a. After buckling, because of 
the greater out of the plate center, the stiffness in the loading direction along 
the center half of the loaded plate edges is much less than the stiffness at 
of the loaded near the supports at y = 0, b. The load and the 
redistribute themselves accordingly, with the great majority of the stress in the direction of 
the load near the supports at y = 0, b. In marine structures, it has been customary to 
ignore the much smaller in-plane capacity of the central of the piate 

modeling the outer as additional flange areas for the supporting 
beam frame/ grid. 

Another aspect of beam postbuckling behavior is that while the buckling load of an 
actual (i.e., imperfect) beam is readily determined experimentally, such is not the case for 
imperfect with side The increase in the plate"lateral deflections can be too 
gradual with increasing applied load to allow clear identification of the buckling load. 

22.9 A Simple Plate Bending Finite Element 

The stiffness matrices for plate finite elements with triangular and quadrilateral 
planforms are more complicated to derive than the stiffness matrix for a rectangular plate 
finite element. while recognizing the advantages of the triangular and quadrilateral 
shapes for representing with nonrectangular geometries, this introduction is limited 
to discussing the isotropic, rectangular plate finite element for small deflections. The rect
angular plate bending finite element to be discussed here is sketched in Fig. 22.6. Somewhat 
similarly to the beam bending finite element, the DOF are the lateral deflections and the 
two orthogonal rotations at each of the four comers. 

As before the plate finite element lateral within the rectangle a11d at 
its circumference are represented by a expansion. The polynomial ex1ore:ss1on 
involves all polynomial terms up set of cubic terms, plus the quartic 
terms and . Therefore there are 12 polynomial terms to match the same number 
of element DOF. The choice of those polynomial terms has several advantages. The first 

is that there is a symmetry or balance between the x and y coordinates; that 
is, for each term in the finite series expansion :t'y"', there is a corresponding term 
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(b) 

Figure 22.6. A rectangular plate bending finite element. (a) The element DOF. (b) The 
element coordinate systems and dimensions. 

This symmetry means that the finite element behaves exactly in the same manner in the x 
direction as it does in t.lie y direction. Thus an isotropic plate modeled by these elements 
would behave in the same manner in all directions. 

The second advantage is that each polynomial term c:>f the series expansion is a solution 
for Eq. (22.16). Thus, with this series expansion for.w(x, y), the small-deflection plate 
equilibrium equations, the isotropic stress-strain equations, and the strain-displacement 
equations are all satisfied within the element boundaries. This would not be true, for example, 
if the x2y2 polynomial term was included in the series expansion. 

The third advantage of this expansion concerns interelement deflecti_on continuity. Note 
that the element Cartesian coordinates system is chosen to parallel the finite element edges. 
Thus along any rectangular outer edge either x or y is a constant, while the other of the two 
Cartesian coordinates varies over the edge length. By setting either x or y equal to a constant 
in the 12-term polynomial expansion for the lateral deflection, it becomes evident that each 
lateral edge deflection is described by a cubic polynomial which has four independent 
polynomial coefficients. Recall from the study of the beam bending finite element that 
the two beam end deflection DOF and the two beam end bending slope DOF completely 
control the (cubic) beam deflections everywhere in the interior of the beam element. The 
same sort of control over the edge deflections is exercised by the comer DOF of the plate 
element along any element boundary edge. The argument proceeds as follows for a plate 
edge where x has a fixed value. Since there are two shared nodes at each comer of any 
two adjacent rectangular elements, and since each node has a deflection and a () DOF, 
then the two common nodes at the two ends of the common boundary between the two 
elements provide the same four controlling parameters (the four DOF) that fully specify 
the same cubic form of each adjacent element's lateral edge deflections at the common 
boundary between the two nodes. Thus this choice of polynomial terms and element DOF 
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ensures complete deflection continuity between these finite elements and beam elements 
as well. 

The problem is that the lateral deflection slopes normal to a common element boundary 
are not the same. For example, the normal slope aw/ ax at the left and right element edges 
(fixed values of x) of the element pictured in Fig. 22.6(a), is also a cubic polynomial in 
terms of the variable y. However, there are only the two <p DOF available to specify the four 
parameters of this cubic polynomial. Thus the two cubic polynomials of the adjacent element 
edges do not necessarily coincide. Therefore this approach leads to "creases" or "folds" at 
the element boundaries between the nodes in this rectangular finite element representation 
of the deflected plate. (Of course the common nodal DOF make the normal and all other 
slopes the same at the common nodes.) The creases or folds between the nodes are obviously 
not a good mathematical description of the actual smooth plate behavior. This problem can 
be overcome with more complicated finite elements. However, this simple but interelement 
slope-discontinuous finite element is frequently used because, in addition to being simple, 
it has proved through repeated testing to be accurate (Ref. [50]). It seems that the increased 
flexibility of the finite element model caused by allowing creases between elements is 
largely offset by the overestimate of the bending stiffness within the finite element caused 
by the use of so few polynomial terms to represent the true bending deflections. 

In addition to extensive analytical testing, the seriousness of this interelement slope 
discontinuity can be approached mathematically. In mathematical terms, this four-node 
rectangular element is c0 continuous, but not C1 continuous. Now, consider a plate modeled 
by a finite element grid. As is seen below, the internal virtual work ( or internal potential 
energy) expression for a plate involves the second partial derivatives of the plate lateral 
deflections. These three second partial derivatives are, of course, well defined within the 
internal areas of each finite element. At the element boundaries where the first partial 
derivatives in the normal directions are discontinuous, the normal and mixed second partial 
derivatives are infinite. However, this singularity is not a difficulty in the evaluation of the 
internal virtual work area integral. This is so because the elements are Co continuous and 
thus the boundary between adjacent elements is merely a line "rather than a gap or overlap. 
As a line, even with infinite values for the integrand along that line, the area integral is zero. 
Thus there is no contribution to the internal virtual work by the infinite values of two of 
the second partial derivatives at the boundary and hence the internal virtual work and the 
resulting stiffness matrix are uniquely defined. 

Accepting interelement normal slope discontinuity, the above-mentioned 12 polyno
mial terms can be arranged in the following suitable shape functions, N;, where w(s, 17) = 
L N ( s, 17) J { q}. The nondimensional coordinates s = x /a, and 17 · = y / b are based on the 
local Cartesian coordinates x, y that originate at the element center as shown in Fig. 22.6(b ). 
Ordering the DOF as 

then 

N1(s, 11) = +0/8)0 - no -11)(2 - s -11 - s 2 -112) 

N2(s, TJ) = +(b/8)(1 - s)(l -17)2(1 + 17) 

N3(s, 17) = +(a/8)(1 - s)2(1 + s)(l - 17) 

N4(s, 11) = +c1;8)(1 - no+ 11)(2 - s + 11 - s 2 - 112) 

Ns(s, 17) = -(b/8)(1- s)(l + 17)2(1 -17) 

N6(S, 11) = +(a/8)(1 - sf(l + s)(l + 11) 
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N1(s, r,) = +(1/8)(1 + s)(l - r,)(2 + s - r, - ( 2 - r,2) 

Ns(s, r,) = +(b/8)(1 + s)(l - r,)2(1 + r,) 

N9((, TJ) = -(a/8)(1 + s)2(1 - s)(l - r,) 

Nw(s, TJ) = +(1/8)(1 + s)(l + r,)(2 + s + r, - ( 2 - r,2) 

N11(s, r,) = -(b/8)(1 + s)(l + r,)2(1- r,) 

Nn((, r,) = -(a/8)(1 + ()2(1 - s)(l + r,) 

As an aid in checking that the above shape functions have the correct values at the four 
comers, note, for example, 

_7 

N1,x = (l/a)N1,s = -(1/Sa)(l - r,)(3 - r, - r, 2 - 3(2) 

N1,y = (l/b)N1,ry = -(1/8b)(l - s)(3 - s - ( 2 - 3r,2) 

. N3,x = (l/a)N3,s = -(1/8a)(l - r,)(1 + 2s - 3(2) 

N3,y = (1/b)N3,ry = -(a/8b)(l + s)(l - s)2 

N1,x = (1/a)N4,s = +(1/8a)(l - r,)(3 - r, - r,2 - 3(2) 

N1.y = (1/b)N4,ry = -(1/8b)(l + s)(3 + s - ( 2 - 3r,2) 

N9,x = (l/a)N6,f = +(1/8a)(l - r,)(1 - 2s - 3(2) 

N9,y = (a/8b)N6,ry = +(a/8b)(l - s)(l + s)2 

_ .. _ Again, once the shape functions are in place, the rest of the process is routine. The three 
plane strains are obtained from partially differentiating w((, r,) = LN(s, r,)J {q} twice in 
each case as per Eqs. (22.7). That is, the strain vector is 

I
Exx(x,y,z)} IW,xx} · 

{y} = Eyy(x, y, z) = -z w,yy = z[B]{q} 
Yxy(X, Y, z) 2,w,xy • 

The stress vector is obtained from Eq. (6.13). That is, {a} = [E] {y} - .1.T {A}. Then, for 
the homogeneous, isotropic element, 

l+h/2 la lb 
[k] = z2dz [Bt[E][B]dx dy 

-h/2 -a -b . 
(22.23) 

The evaluation of the above integrals leads to the following symmetric 12 x 12 element 
stiffness matrix equation credited to Adini and Clough (Ref. [57]), and Melosh (Ref. [58]). 
From Ref. [50], which sets forth the orthotropic stiffness matrix, the isotropic matrix 
equation may be written as 

Vi k1,1 k1,2 k1,3 k1,12 WJ 

M1y/2a k2,1 k2,2 k2,3 k2,12 2a()i 

M1x/2b k3,1 k3,2 k3,3 k3,12 2b¢1 
V2 D k4,1 k4,2 k4,3 k4,12 Wz 

M2y/2a 60ab ks,1 ks,2 ks,3 ks.12 2a82 (22.24) 

M2x/2b k6,I k6,2 k6,3 k6,12 2b¢2 

M4x/2b k12,1 k12,2 k12,3 k12,12 2b<f,4 
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wherep = and 

= (60/ p 2 ) + 60p 2 + 42 - 12v 
= + 20 p 2 + 4 - 4 V 

= -15v 
= (30/ p 2 ) - 60p 2 - 42 + 12v 

k4,3 = -(15 I p 2 ) + 3 + 12v 
ks,1 = +30p2 + 3 - 3v 
ks.3 = 0 
ks,s = +20p2 + 4 - 4v 

=0 
k6,4 = -(30/p2)-3 -12v 

= +(20/p2) + 4- 4v 
= + 15 p 2 - 3 + 12v 
= -(30/ p 2 ) - 30 p 2 + 42 - 12v 

k7,6 = +15p2 - 3 + 3v 
1 = +15p2 - 3 - 12v 
=0 
= +5p2 + 1-v 

ks,7 = +30p2 + 3 + 12v 
-3+3v 

k9,3 = - 1 + V 

k9_5 = 0 
k9,7 = +(30/p2) + 3 + 12v 

= +(20/p2 ) +4 - 4v 
k10,2 = -15p2 + 3 - 3v 

= -(60/p2) + 30p2 - 42 + 12v 
= +(30/p2) + 3 - 3v 
=-30p2 -3+3v 

k10,IO = +(60/ p 2) + 60p2 + 42 - 12v 
ku.2 = +5 p 2 + 1 - V 

k11,4 = -15p2 + 3 + 12v 
ku.6 = 0 

= +10p2 - 1 + V 

ku,w = -30p2 - 3 - 12v 
k12,1 = -(15/p2) + 3 - 3v 
k12.3 = +(5/p2) + l - V 

k12.s = 0 
k12,1 = +(15 I p 2) - 3 - 12v 
k12.9 = -(]0/ p 2) - 4 + 4v 

k12.t1 = -15v 

1=+30p2 +3+12v 
k3,1 = -(30/p2) - 3 - 12v 

= (20 / p 2 ) + 4 - 4 v 
k4.2 = -30p2 - 3 + 3v 

785 

k4,4 = (60/ p 2 ) + + 42 - 12v 
ks,2 = +10p2 - 1 + V 

ks, 4 = -30p2 - 3 + 12v 
k6.I = -(15/p2) + 3 + 12v 

= (10/p2) - 4 + 4v 
k6s = +15v 
k7:1 = -(60/ p 2 ) + 30p2 - 42 + 12v 

= +(30/p2) + 3 - 3v 
=+l5p2 -3+3v 

k7,7 = (60/ p 2 ) + 60p2 + 42 - 12v 
ks.2 = +10p2 - 4 + 4v 

=-15p2 +3-3v 
ks,6 = 0 
ks.s = 20p2 + 4 - 4v 
k9.2 = 0 

= -(15/p2) + 3 - 3v 
k9,6 = -(5/p2) + 1 - V 

k9,s = 15v 
k10,1 = -(30/ p 2) - 30p2 + 42 + 12v 
k10.3 = +(15 / p 2) - 3 + 3v 
kw.s = -(15 / p2 ) + 3 + 12:v 
k10,7 = +(30/p2) - 60p2 - 42 + 12v 
kw.9 = +(15/p2)-3 -12v 
kn.1 = +15p2 - 3 + 3v 
ku,3 = 0 
k11.s = +10p2 - 4 + 4v 
k11,1 = +30p2 + 3 - 3v 
ku,9 = 0 

k11,11 = +20p2 + 4 - 4v 
k12,2 = 0 
k12,4 = -(30/ p 2) - 3 + 3v 
k12,6 = +(10/ p 2 ) - l + V 

k12.8 = 0 
k12.10 = +(30/ p 2 ) + 3 + 12v 

12 = +(20/ p 2 ) + 4 - 4v 

The other 66 stiffness temis are inferred from the symmetry of the stiffness matrix. Exercise 
22.9 asks the reader to verify the stiffness matrix term k7,7. 

Example 22.5. Return to Example 19.2, and 19.5(d). Set up {Q} = [K]{q} for the 
beam-plate bending problem. Make use of symmetry and use only two square plate bending 
finite elements. Let the relevant symmetric beam area moment of inertia be 3.0h4 . Let 
the Poisson's ratio of the plate be 1/3. Let the global DOF be identified as indicated in 
Fig. 22.7. 
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Figure 22.7. Example 22.5. 

Solution. Again, due to the symmetry of the structure and the clamped boundary conditions, 
the only nonzero element DOF are: (i) w3 and ¢ 3 for plate element 10; and (ii) w 1 and 
and w3 and ¢ 3 for plate element 20. In terms of the global DOF, these element DOF are 
w5 , ¢ 5 , and w5 , ¢ 5 again, and w6 , and ¢,6 respectively. The element stiffness matrices in 
terms of the global coordinates for the two square plate elements of length 30h, where 
D/(60ab) = Eh/(144000), are 

Eh r 158 37 

J 
from the seventh and ninth rows and 

144000 L 37 22.67 columns of the plate bending matrix 

and 

[ 158 
-37 -68 -321 

Eh -37 22.67 32 9.33 

[kzo] = 144000 -68 32 158 37 

-32 9.33 37 22.67J 

Recall that Eq. (22.24) is written so that all quantities in each matrix have the same units. 
Accomplishing that uniformity required inserting factors into the generalized force and DOF 
vectors. In order to put the plate matrices on the same familiar basis as the beam matrices, it 
is now necessary to multiply the rows corresponding to moments (i.e., the even numbered 
rows in the above two element matrices) by 30h, and multiply the ( even numbered) columns 
corresponding to the rotations by 30h as well The result for the two plate elements is 

Eh [ 158 11 lOh 11 W5 l 
[kw]{q} = 144000 1110h 20400h2 J ¢5 

[kzo]{q} = 

r 15s 

Eh 1-lllOh 

144000 I -68 

L -9601i 

-lilOh 

20400h 2 

960h 

8400h2 

-68 

960h 

158 

lllOh 

-960h 11 ws I 8400h2 I q;5 

1110h W6 

20400h' J ¢6 
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and for the half-beam 

or 

Eh [ 12 
[k3o]{q} = 18 000 -180h 

-180h J { W5 } 
3600h2 (-¢5) 

[ 12 
180h -12 

180h Jr 1 Eh 180h 3600h2 -180h 1800h2 -¢5 
[k4o]{q} = 18000 -12 -180h 12 -180h W6 

180h 1800h2 -180h2 3600h2 -¢6 

Eh [ 96 1440h J { W5} 
[k3oHq} = 144000 1440h 28 800h2 </)5 

[ 

96 
Eh -1440h 

[k4o]{q} = 144000 -96 
-1440h 

-1440h 
28 800h2 

1440h 
14400h2 

-96 
1440h 

96 
1440h 

-1440h] { W5} 14400h2 <p5 
1440h W6 

28 800h2 ¢6 

787 

where, to have the same external factor for the beam element stiffness matrices that multiplies 
the plate element matrices, the beam element matrix terms were multiplied by 8 while their 
external factor was divided by the same number. Note that this structural system is well 
balanced at the load point in that the beam and plate elements make approximately equal 
contributions to the system stiffness matrix. Assembling the four element stiffness matrices 
yields the system equation to be solved for the unknown nodal deflections and then all other 
quantities of interest. The system or global equation is 

{ 
0 } [ 508 0 Eh 0 
!F = 144000 -164 
0 · -2400h 

0 
98400h2 

2400h 
22800h2 

-164 
2400h 

254 
2550h 

-2. 400h] I W5 } 22800h2 <p5 
2550h W6 

49200h2 ¢6 

Once again, while this example illustrates that hand calculations with plate bending finite 
elements are a bit tedious (and error-prone), the use of these and their more geometrically 
useful triangular and quadrilateral cousins is no problem whatsoever when a computer 
program handles all the bookkeeping. The solution to the above matrix equation is 

Lw5 <p5 w6 ¢6J 

= 72000 ~2 Ll.507h x 10-3 - 1.622 x 10-4 1.032h x 10-2 - 3.862 x 10-4J 

For a steel sheet (E = 29 x 106 psi) of thickness 0.1 in, and a load of 100 lb, the solution 
for the vertical deflection at the point of application of the load (i.e., w6) .is 0.026 in. 
This deflection solution is over twice the thickness of the plate, and is herice ·beyon,d the 
applicability of the linear plate bending equations. Thus this linear analysis\defl~ction 
solution can be expected to be too high a value compared to the physical deflection. However, 
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it is the correct linear solution as confirmed by an linear, finite 
element analysis. 3 The NASTRAN analysis used, for the same half of the structure, 
square plate elements and four beam elements to produce the same result. ll'!!IJ 

22.10 Summary 

The theory of thin plates with small lateral deflections hypothesizes that normals 
to the mid.plane remain normal and unchanged in length after loading. This nypo1:nes1s 
closely parallels the engineering beam theory approximation. Thus the beam and 
equations developed from those hypotheses also have The significant difference 
between the two theories is that beam equations involve variable and hence 
total derivatives, while plate equations require two spatial coordinates and hence partial 
derivatives. This difference is manifested in the greater complexity of thin plate planform 
geometries, boundary conditions, and problem solutions. "Classical" plate bending solutions 
typically require the superposition of two or more series solutions. 

The Bernoulli-Euler long beam approximations and the Kirchhoff thin plate hypothesis 
are constraints on the deflections of their respective structural elements. Like any constraints, 
they make a structural element less flexible. This fact about constraints may be easily 
illustrated by considering any beam supported against rigid body motion where, in response 
to the beam loading, all deflections are either above or below the undeflected beam axis. 
If a roller support is placed at any point along the beam a,'(is where the beam's original 
bending deflection curve is not zero, then the bending deflections everywhere in that beam 
are diminished. Thus the beam is stiffened by the constraint introduced by the additional 
roller. In the same way, the beams and plates of the strength of materials theories discussed 
in this text are slightly stiffer than the actual beams and plates they describe. When the 
beam and plate deflections are further constrained by the approximate deflection patterns 
represented by the shape functions of the finite element development, they are again made 
slightly stiffer. It appears that the simple rectangular plate bending finite element discussed 
above is accurate because the constraints imposed on that finite element by restricting its 
deflection patterns to 12 polynomial terms is closely offset by the imposed flexibility of 
permitting creases in the form of slope discontinuities between the element nodes. 

The major difference between the above plate bending theory and actual plate behavior is 
the absence of shearing deflections. Just as with beams, a more sophisticated plate deflection 
theory has been developed that does account for shearing deflections. In this extended theory, 
for example, w,x, the slope of the plate deflection curve in the x direction, is now the sum, 
with due attention to the sign convention, of the bending rotation and the shear angle 
Yxz· In the plate theory presented here, of course, Yxz· is zero. 

Chapter 22 Exercises 

22.1. Write the BC equations for the rectangular plate edge at x = a if that plate 
edge is supported by a series of infinitely closely packed, individual, recti
linear springs running along the entire length of that edge. The springs 
oppose the lateral deflection of the plate at that edge with a stiffness 
k per unit length along the plate edge. Tne springs offer no resistance to 

2 NASTRAN is an acronym ,tanding for NASA Structural Analysis program. It is one of several very 
large commercial finite element programs. 

3 Courtesy of Dr. Suresh Cha.'1der. 
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rotations about the plate edge. The springs are unstretched when the plate 
edge is undeflected. 

(b) In terms of Cartesian coordinates, write the BCs for a triangular plate edge 
whose location relative to the coordinate origin is described by the equation 
y = mx + b, and when the lateral deflection along that edge and the rotation 
about that edge ( called the slope normal to that edge) are constrained to be 
zero. That is, the edge is clamped. Consider that m, b > 0. 

(c) As in part (b), but now the normal bending slope BC is replaced by the 
BC that the bending moment is zero everywhere along that edge. In other 
words, that entire edge is simply supported. 

(d) Let the skewed edge of part (b) now be support-free. Now write the Kirch
hoff shearing force and normal bending moment BCs. 

22.2. (a) In terms of Cartesian coordinates, write the plate small bending deflection 
GDE for a vibrating plate subjected to a harmonic applied lateral pressure 
whose magnitude is f 2 (x, y, t) = Jo sin(]'(t/to), where tis time, and to is 
a time constant such that the frequency (Hz) of the applied load is equal to 
1/(2t0). Hint: In addition to the applied force per unit area,fz, the inertial 
load per unit area = -(mass density)(thickness)(acceleration) is another 
lateral force per unit area. 

(b) · In terms of polar coordinates, write the lateral plate deflection GDE for 
a uniformly thick circular plate loaded by an axisymmetric loading of 
arbitrary magnitude! (r). 

(c) Iff (r) in part (b) is the constant value Jo, determine a homogeneous and 
particular solution to that GDE. 

(d). Write the small deflection GDE and BCs for a simply supported, rectan
gular plate with edges at x = 0, a and at y = 0, b when there is no applied 
lateral loading, but there is a temperature change that produces a constant 
equivalent thermal moment equal to +M0 . 

22.3. (a) Write the Navier series solution for the small, lateral defections of a homo
geneous, isotropic, constant thickness, rectangular, simply supported plate 
of dimensions a by b subjected to a constant upward pressure of magni
tude Jo over the entire plate planform area. For your analysis use Carte
sian coordinates that originate at the lower left-hand comer of the plate, 
with O ::::: x ::::: a, and O ::::: y ::::: b. 

(b) Write the Levy (notN avier) series solution for a rectangular, homogeneous, 
isotropic, thin plate of constant thickness. and dimensions a by b when the 
applied loading per unit area has the constant value Jo for O ::::: x ::::: a /2, and 
has the value zero over the other half of the plate planform area. 

(c) Determine the deflection at the beam-supported comer of a square plate 
that is fully clamped along two adjacent edges, and supported by beams 
along the other two adjacent edges. Let the load be a single lateral force 
Foat that same comer where the two beams join. Use a single plate finite 
element to model the plate, and single beam elements to model each of the 
two beams that join at a right angle. Let the length of the beams and edge 
length of the square plate be 20h, the plate thickness be h, the area moment 
of inertia of each beam be I = 0.4 in4 . Let the beam and plate material 
be aluminum with v = ! , and E = 10 x 106 psi. Note that there are only 
two nonzero system DOF. 
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FOR THE EAGER 

22.4. Write the Levy series solution for Exercise if the conditions 
are changed to: 
(a) Clamped at x = 0, simple support elsewhere. 

Clamped at x = a, simple support elsewhere. 
Clamped at x = 0 and at x = a, elsewhere. 
Clamped at all four 

22.5. (a) Consider a thin plate extending over and supported by a grid of thin
walled I beams. Let this structure be loaded an upward pressure. Taking 
into account the different buckling behavior of plates and beams, decide 
whether it is better to design this structure for this loading so as to place 
the grid of beams above the thin plate or below the thin Explain your 
answer. 

(b) Consider developing a different shape function for the w 1 DOF of the 
rectangular plate bending finite element. Recall that the shape function 
used in Section 22.9, where --1 ::= = i'; ::= + 1, -1 ::= y /b = rJ ::= + 1, 
is N, rJ) = - 0(1 - ri)(2 - s - - i'; 2 - this 
shape function along the lines r; = - , 0, and + 1 shows that it has the 
required value of+ 1 at s = -1 and the required value ofO at l; = + 1, and 
it has its maximum value of+ 1 at i'; = -1. Of course, what is true for zeta 
is also true for eta. Thus it is a suitable shape function. The corresponding 
beam shape function from Eq. from the variable range 
(0 ::= x / l ::= 1) to ( -1 ::= r; ::; 
are fixed values of 17, that for the beam, - 3?; + 2). 
Why would it be a bad idea to create a plate shape function N1 17) by 
multiplying together the two beam shape functions N1 

22.6. Write all the necessary BCs for the circular plate of Exercise 22.2( c) if the plate 
radius is R and the outer plate edges are clamped. Then complete the solution. 

FOR THE ESPECIALLY EAGER 

22.7. In the above derivation of the thin plate bending equations, the small-deflection 
longitudinal strain in the x direction is, for example, described as Ex.x(x, y, z) = 
u,x - zBy,x where u = and = 8y(x, How would this strain term 
have to be modified to account for finite deflections in general? 

22.8. (a) Write and solve the plate buckling problem of Examples 22.3 and 22.4 if 
the BCs at the unloaded edges at y = 0 and y = b are changed from those 
of simply supported edges to those of clamped edges, while the loaded 
edges of length b remain simply supported. 

(b) As above, but this time the loaded edges of length b are clamped and the 
unloaded edges of length a are simply supported. 

(c) As above, let the plate be simply supported at y = b, free at y = 0, and 
simply supported at x = 0 and x = a. 

22.9. (a) As a spot check on the stated isotropic, rectangular, plate bending element 
stiffness matrix, complete the derivation of the single matrix element at 
the seventh row and seventh column. 

(b) As in part (a), but for an off diagonal single stiffness matrix entry of your 
choosing. 
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22.10. Be warned that the algebra involved in this exercise is lengthy. 
(a) Consider a rectangular, uniform, isotropic, homogeneous plate of dimen

sions a by b. Let the Cartesian coordinate originate at the lower left comer 
as usual. There is no loading' over the plate area. The plate is subjected to 
an arbitrary deflection along the edge x = 0 and simply supported at the 
other three edges. If the arbitrary deflections are described by 

w(O, y) = L Am sin(mry/b) and w,x(O, y) = L Bn sin(mry/b) 

what then is the solution for the pl.ate deflections in terms of the Fourier 
coefficients An and Bn? Hint: Use a Levy series to obtain this solution. 

(b) Redo part (a), but this time let the edge at x = 0 be vibrating harmonically at 
the arbitrary amplitudes described above with a vibration frequency equal 
to f Hz; that is, let 

w(O, y, t) = sin(2.7rft) L An sin(nKy /b) 

W,x(x, y) = sin(2.7rft) Lbn sin(nKy/b) 

Endnote (1) The Second Finite Deflection Plate Equation (Ref. [16]) 

From Ref. [16], the nonlinear companion equation to the plate bending equation, 
Eq. (22.22a), which closely corresponds to the nonlinear beam extension equation introdu
ced in Endnote (2) of Chapter 10 in both form and derivation, where again h * is a constant, is 

(Nx - vNy),yy + (Ny - VNx),xx - 2(1 + v)(Nxy),xy 

= -(1 - v)V2 Nr + E 0 h*(w~xy - W,xxW,yy) 

This second plate deflection equation, the in-plane equation, is often written in terms of the 
stress resultant potential function F(x, y) and a loading potential function V(x, y), where, 
from Eqs. (22.14), paralleling the Airy stress function 

Nx = F,yy + V Ny= F,xx + V Nxy = -F,xy fx = -V.x and fy = -V.y 

Then the second coupled, nonlinear partial differential equation is 

V 4 F = -(1 - v)V2(V + Nr) + Eoh*[(W,xy)2 - (W,xx)(W,yy)] (22.25) 

The derivation of this equation depends upon writing a compatibility equation for the in
plane strains. The familiar plane strain compatibility equation, which is Eq. (3.14a), is not 
adequate to this task because it was derived for small strains. However, the new compatibility 
equation that is specifically required for the plate finite strains and the lateral deflection can 
be derived by the same differentiation and in-plane deflection elimination procedure that 
can be used to derive Eq. (3.14a). The nonlinear strains from Eq. (3.11), combined with the 
Eq. (22.7) bending strains, are the basis for this new compatibility equation. Specifically, 
those three finite strains are 

_ + 1 ( )2 _ + I ( )2 , Exx - U,x z W,x - ZW,xx Eyy - V,y 2 W,y - Z"W,yy 

Yxy = V.x + U,y + (w,x)(w,y) - 2zw,xy 

See the solution to Exercise 22. 7 for further comment upon these nonlinear strains. The 
resulting compatibility equation, an extension of the linear equation is then 

Exx,yy + Eyy,xx - Yxy,xy = (W,xy)2 - (W,xx)(W,yy) 

The remainder of the derivation of the second plate equation proceeds from this compatibility 
equation by substituting stresses for the strains, stress resultants for the stresses, and then 
the above potentials for the stress resultants. 



CHAPTER 23 

and Aeroelastic 

23.1 Introduction 

The Euler beam buckling type of elastic where an entire beam axis 
moves laterally, is discussed in Sections 11.6 and 11.7. Plate buckling and local flange and 
web type beam buckling are discussed in Section 22.8. These previous elastic 
discussions centered upon the solution of appropriate differential In the first part 
of this chapter the focus is upon the use of the finite element method to calculate eiastic 
buckling loads. The use of the finite element method makes practical the elastic buckling 
analysis of structures as to the buckling of one or two isolated structural 
elements. These FEM beam buckling solutions have the same limits of applicability as the 
Euler beam buckling solutions. 

The second part of this chapter examines certain instabilities of structures that arise 
from fluid-structure interactions. These instabilities have much in common with the purely 
elastic instabilities. Whereas the object of an elastic instability analysis is to discover the 
critical magnitude of a particular type of load that will cause a sudden and sizable iateral 
deflection of the elastic structure, the of the aeroelastic is to discover the 
critical value of the airspeed Reynolds number or Mach number1) beyond which the 
airloads cause an ever increasing deflection or vibration amplitude. A static 
instability (divergence) and a representative dynamic instability flutter) are studied 
in some detail. Again the FEM is useful for describing the linear elastic properties of the 
structure being studied. 

The last part of this chapter discusses the matrix iteration method for solving the type 
of matrix equations that are here developed to describe elastic and aeroelastic instabilities. 
Matrix iteration is one of many methods to be prefeJTed in comparison to the previously 
discussed determinant method when the instability problem involves more than two or three 
degrees of freedom. 

23.2 An Energy Formulation of the Beam Buckling Problem 

The elastic (i.e., Euler) beam buckling governing differential equation (GDE) is 
easily solved whenever the beam has a constant bending stiffness and the axial loading 
is a constant. These circumstances of constant stiffness and loading are convenient for 
formulating a beam buckling finite element that can be used to model more complicated 
elastic beam buckling problems. Thus the task for this and the next section is to a 
finite element description that coffesponds to the elastic buckling GDE 

792 

=0 (11.4) 

axial beam force, are constants. 

1 From the Encyclopaedia Britannia, Osborne Reynolds (1842-1912), British engineer, physicist, and 
educator. Ernst Ivlach ( l 838-1916 ), Bohemian-Austrian physicist. 
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In-line distance travelled by the axial 
force Per moving from the original to 

an adjacent equilibrium position 

.. 
. .... ;t;' 

~ 

Figure 23.1. Two illustrations of the work done by the buckling force as it travels with 
the beam without changing its magnitude as the beam moves from the straight equilibrium 
position to an "adjacent," bent, equilibrium position. 

In the previous finite element derivations presented in this text, the beginning point has 
always been the Principle of Virtual Work and suitable deflection shape functions rather 
than a differential equation. This approach could be used here since there is a standard 
technique for converting a certain type of differential equation, of which Eq. (11.4) is an 
example, into an equivalent virtual work statement (Ref. [3]). However, rather than proceed 
in that way, it is simpler at this point to validate by means of the usual variational procedure 
the virtual work statement corresponding to this GDE by deriving the above GDE and all 
possible boundary conditions (BCs) from that virtual work statement. 

There is one other, rather small change to be made here, which is only stylistic. As 
mentioned above, the variational principle used in all previous finite element derivations 
has been the PVW. In elastic stability formulations it is customary to use the principle of the 
minimum value of the total potential energy. As explained in Chapter 15, the principle of 
the minimum value of the total energy is the PVW written in potential form (hence negative 
signs), and restricted to elastic bodies. So again, for elastic bodies, with 8 Wex = -8 V, and 
8 W;n = -8 U, the principle of the minimum value of the total energy becomes 8 U + 8 V = 
8(U + V) = 0. The principle of the minimum value of the total energy for the uniform 
beam bending finite element loaded by a constant axial force is 

8 (!EI 11 
(w")2dx - !P 11 

(w')2dx) = 0 

or 

EI 11 w" ow" dx - P 11 w' ow' dx = 0 (23.1) 

The first of the above two integrals, representing 8U, is familiar from Eq. (16.7b). The 
8 V integral can be explained as follows. Consider either of the uniform beams shown in 
Fig 23 .1. Each beam is shown in both its unbuckled, straight geometry and in a buckled shape. 
Two beams are sketched in order to indicate that the conclusions to be drawn from these 
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z =idw 

Figure 23.2. A detail of the buckled beam geometry. 

figures are independent of any particular pair of boundary conditions. The external force 
acting upon the beam is the compressive force P = Per for this beam. That is, the sketches 
present the situation for the perfect beam where the axial load is exactly equal to the critical 
load, which is a state of neutral stability as described by Eq. (11.4). In this circumstance, 
either the straight or buckled beam shape is associated with the critical axial force. The 
external work done by the critical axial force as it moves while remaining horizontal from 
the straight configuration to the buckled configuration is the product of the constant force 
magnitude, P, and the horizontal distance the force travels. Reference [3] proves that this 
external work value is the only external work that enters into the buckling calculation; that 
is, the work done by the axial force compressing the beam as the axial force increases from 
a zero value to the critical value is irrelevant to the buckling load calculation. Hence, from 
Fig. 23.2 

W ex = + P (t1 
ds - 11 

dx) = - V 

Since ds = [(dx)2 + (dw)2] 112 = [1 + (dw /dx)2] 112 dx, the integrals can be rewritten 
as 

V = -P 1' {[1 + (w')2] 112 - l}dx 

Using the binomial theorem and converting the line integral over x into an ordinary integral 
over x with the upper limit set at the approximate value of l, for small bending slopes 

V ~ -P 11 [1 + !Cw')2 + · · · - 1] dx 

pll = -- (w')2dx 
2 o 

and therefore, as before, 

oV = -P 11 
w' ow' dx 

Now that the origin of the second part ofEq. (23.1) has been explained, the principle of 
the minimum value of the total potential energy can be integrated by parts in order to obtain 
the beam buckling GDE and the associated BCs as follows: 

o(U + V) = 0 

= Elw" ow'[ -11 
(E Iw")' ow' dx - Pw' Jw [ + P 11 

w" Jw dx 
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or 

-, If" / 
0=1:.,/w owj -

. •l 

8wl + 
l 

[(Elw")" + Pw"] ow dx - Pw' 8w 
,o lo 0 

Requiring that the first and the sum of the second and fourth terms, the terms pertaining to 
the BCs be individually zero, leaves the integral over the beam length equal to zero. Since 
the integrand of this inJegral contains the arbitrary function 8w(x ), the way that this 
integral can be zero for all choices of is for 

[Elw 11(x)]" + = 0 

which, for a constant EI, is identical to Eq. (11 A). Thus Eq. (23. 
GDE, is validated. In passing, note that with El w" = · M, and = V in.the absence 
of a bending moment per unit length and a temperature change, the BCs, as discussed in 
part in Exercise 11.12, are · 

either M = 0 or . = constant 

and 

either V + Pw' = 0 or w = constant 

See Exercise 23 .9 for the completion of the process of demonstrating the equivalence of the 
above bean1 buckling differential equation and the yirtual energy expressions. 

23.3 A Beam Budding Finite Element 

Now that confidence in Eq. (23.1) has been established, developing the beam 
buckling finite element is a routine matter. This is so because the beam bending shape 
functions of Chapter 17 are just a~ applicable to beam bending caused by an axial force as 
they are to beam bending caused by lateral loadings. Thus it is simply a matter of substituting 
from Eq. (17.4) w(x) = N1w1 + N2e1 + N3w2 + l'/482 = LNJ{q} into 

to obtain 

rl 

EI I 
lo 

II w 11 
i" I 11 dx - P 

O 
w ow ax = 0 · 

LoqJEI i 1
{N 11 }LN11J dx{q} - PL8qJ {N'}LN'J dx{q} =,0 

(23.l) 

After eliminating the arbitrary row matrices l8q J, the first term is [k]{q} exactly as developed 
in Chapter 17. Detailing the second matrix term is the task ahead. From Eq. (17.4a, b), 
and noting that N; 2c dN.jdx = (1/ l)(dNi/dt), for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 

N{ (!;) = +(6/ l)(/;2 - ~) N~(!;) = 3/;2 - 4s + l 
IV;(~> = -(6/ ou/ - t) N;(~) = 3~2 - 2s 

Thus the integrand of the second integra( the square matrix J, becomes 

I 81 82 -81 
831 

{N'}LN'J = gz 84 -gz g5 
1-gi -g2 g1 -g3 I I . 

g5 -g3 g5J L g3 
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with the definitions 

g1 = (36/ 12)(;4 - 2;3 + ;2) g2 = (6/ 1)(3;4 - 7;3 + 5;2 - ;) 

g3 = (6/ 1)(3;4 - 5;3 + 2;2) g4 = 9;4 - 24;3 + 22;2 - 8; + 1 

g5 = 9;4 - 18;3 + 11;2 - 2; g6 = 9;4 - 12;3 + 4;2 

Noting that dx = (1/ l) d;, and carrying out the integration over the beam element length, 
l, leads to 

[ 

36 

p h - _!_ 31 
[ ]{q} - 301 -36 

31 

31 
412 

-31 
-12 

-36 
-31 
36 
-3[ 

3[ J { WJ) -12 81 
-31 W2 

412 82 

(23.2) 

Thus there are two element matrices, [k] and [h], to be used with each beam element when 
there is an axial buckling load. As before, the element matrices need to be assembled to 
produce the global matrix equation 

[K]{q} = P[H]{q} 

Example 23.1. Using a uniform, homogeneous, simply supported beam as a test vehicle, 
determine the accuracy of the above finite element formulation by using (a) first a single 
finite element to model the simply supported beam; and then (b) two finite elements to 
model the simply supported beam. Let the length of the beam be L in both cases. 

Solution. (a) Applying the BCs w 1 = w 2 = 0 to the beam element matrices, and setting 
l = L, the result is 

(['4L2 2L2]-_!!!__[4L2 
2L2 4L2 30El -L2 

Let).= P L2 /(30£/), and note as before that a nontrivial solution is only possible if the 
determinant of the difference of the two square matrices is zero. After canceling L 2 in each 
row, 

I 4 - 4A 2 + A I = 0 = 15). 2 - 36). 12 
12+). 4-4). + 

The two solutions for the eigenvalue ). are). = 0.4 and). = 2.0. There are only two eigen
value, and hence buckling load, solutions because in this crude structural model there are 
only two DOF. This is in marked contrast to the differential equation solution where there 
are an infinite number of eigenvalue solutions. Nevertheless, the only eigenvalue solution of 
any importance is the one with the lowest value. This single-element finite element solution 
). = 0.4 leads to 

l2El 
Per= -£2 

This same result could have been obtained more quickly from symmetry by setting 81 = -82 

in the matrix equation, and then solving for P. 
Recall that the exact (i.e., Euler) differential equation solution is n 2 EI/ L 2. Therefore the 

above single finite element solution is slightly over twenty percent in error. That is of course 
an unacceptable error. The source of this error can be understood by noting that a Rayleigh
Ritz analysis of the same simply supported, uniform beam using as the single approximating 
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(b) 

Figure 23.3. Finite element beam buckling models. (a) The uniform beam and uniform load-
of Example 23.1. (bJ The nonuniform beam and nonuniform loading 23.2. 

function the quadratic polynomial - ~) leads to exactly the same solution. Also note that 
there is no cubic (an odd that meets the conditions that the polynomial 
expression is zero at ~ = 0 and ~ = 1, and is symmetric about ~ = Thus the 
cubic terms of the shape function expansions disappear from the finite element analysis (a 
special case of the Rayleigh-Ritz analysis), leaving only the quadratic polynomial - ~). 
This statement can be supported noting again that setting 81 = -82 in the finite element 
analysis leads to exactly the same result. Now the quadratic expression - s) is a poor 
choice as an approximating function for the bent beam because buckling can be viewed as 
being the result of bending moments developing in the beam as the beam deflects laterally. 
The bending moment of the Euler solution, which is proportional to varies 
sinusoidally, while of the approximating function is a constant This is the reason for 
the large erroL 

Using two finite elements requires the usual assembling of [K] and [HJ matrices from 
the individual and matrices. Number the left-hand node as number 1, the widdle 
node as number 2, and the right-hand node as number 3, as shown in Fig. 23.3(a). Then note 
that symmetry and the BCs require that w 1 = 82 = w 3 = 0. Therefore, where l = 4 L 

El j -6l 
0 l f"' l [K]{q} = -3- l -6l 24 6l I W2 J 

l 0 6l J l (h 

p r -3l 
o" r ) P[H]fq} = - I -3/ 72 3l I w~ 

, 3oz L o 3l 41 2 J 83 

Expanding by hand a 3 x 3 determinant of the matrix equation - P 

is not difficult. However, it is still to make use of the symmetry condition that 
(h = -81 by introducing the generalized coordinate transformation between the constrained 
and unconstrained DOF 

r ~ 
I -1 
L 

01 { } ' 81 
~ I W2 = 

-' 

Substituting the above DOF transformation, and 
equation becomes, after division by EI/ l3 , 

([ -12l 
-12!-J Pl2 I 

---1 
24 J 30El L -6/ 

, the finite element 
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Writing Jc= Pl2 /(30E l), the zero value of the determinant of the above matrix equation 
reduces, after some simplification, to the equation 

j 4-4A 
l ""' l ) 1-L-r,, 

- 6 + 31c i = 45J.. 2 - '-2A + 4 = 0 
4 - 12A J ~ . 

Thelowestrootofthisquadraticequationis.Jc = 0.082865 = Pl2/(30EI) = PL2/(120EI). 
Thus the value of critical axial force is 

EI 
= 9.944-? > 

L-

EI 
= 9.870-? 

L-

The en-or for this two-element model is the acceptable value of three-quarters of 
1 percent. As discussed in Chapter 16 , in all Rayleigh-Ritz or finite element calculations of 
a buckling natural frequency of or anyt.11ing else that is increased when the 
structure is further constrained beyond its existing boundary conditions, the approximate 
buckling load or natural frequency solution exceeds or equals the exact solution. The reason 
for the marked improvement in accuracy in this second analysis is that with the two-element 
model a cubic polynomial is used as an approximation for each half of the exact deflection· 
pattern, which is a sine function between zero and n. Thus the exact sinusoidal bending 
moment is now approximated by a piecewise linear and that is a much better 
approximation than the constant function approximation of the first analysis. II 

It must be stressed that the above finite element analysis has the same practical limitation 
that applies to any Euler buckling analysis. That limitation is again that well-designed beam
columns do not buckle in the elastic range as is presumed in an Euler analysis. Thus an 
Euler analysis for the purpose of obtaining Per is only a first step towards calculating the 
Euler buckling stress equal to Perl A, and comparing this stress to the material yield stress 
and the lesser stresses of Johnson's parabola as discussed in Section 11.7. 

Example 23.2. As a variation on the second part of the above example, set up the determinant 
equation to be solved for the critical load eigenvalue ~f the finite element model shown in 
fig. 23.3(b). that both tt'1e loading and stiffness coefficients are now different over the 
left half of the beam.) Expand the determinant and determine the value of the eigenvalue 
and the critical value of the axial force, P. 

Solution. Assembling the global matrices from the element matrices in the usual fashion 
leads to 

r 2L2 

SE! -6L 
[KJ{q} = V L2 

L o 

I 4L2 

P -6L 
= 30L -L2 

I L o 

-6L 
36 

-3L 
3L 

-6L 
216 
-3L 
3L 

-3L 
3L 2 

0.5L2 

-L2 
-3L 
6L2 

-0.5L2 

where, in contrast to the previous uniform beam-column problem, it is not possible to 
anticipate that 82 is zero, nor is it likely that 81 = -(:h Hence no reductions in size are 
possible here. Dividing through by P /30L, define the eigenvalue as >. = 240 EI/ PL 2 . 

Hence .the search is for the largest eigenvalue so as to obtain the smaHest value of P. 
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Rather than attempt a solution a 4 x 4 the computer program 
Mathematica is now employed so as to deal with these matrices. In order to 
the calculations, the matrix equation is nondimensionalized 
the ej unknowns are replaced by , and then rows 
where an L is present. Then the modified matrix 

} = [K- 1 H]{q}, where 

r 36 8 0 -24 l 
[Kr 1 

1 8 j 2 -10 I I o '} 12 -12 24 "" I 
I --24 -10 -12 60 J L 

and 

r 4 60 ~ --1 1 -L 
1 ' I 0.5 23.5 0 , - I 

[K-- 1H] = __':_ -U.) 
I I 

-1 15 3 I ]2 I I L -1 -75 -2 4 
-' 

In rhis form the matrix equation is ready for iteration. However, since 1'vfathemctica has 
been used to this point, it might as well be also used to determine aH the as 
well. The result of using that program is that the highest eigenvalue is (26.621 
the critical value for the axial ioad is 10.4 

The question now is how accurate is this answer. The best way to answer that '-'""''""v" 
is to take the trouble to soive the differential equation eigenvalue problem. To that purpose 
it is necessary to write E hi/'" (x) + Pw '\,;;) = 0 for both ,he lert !ial f ( L) and the 
half (R) of the beam. The critical boundary conditions are, in terms of a local axiai length 

coordinate for each half of the beam 

WL (()) = = wR(L/2) = w;(L/2) = 0 

along with the equations of continuity and equilibrium at 

WL(L/2) = w w~(L/2) = 
2wt(L/2) = -w;(O) 

beam center. which are 

!I =-w 

The firs1 two bound::rry conditions produce a zero resuH for the first and fourth constants 
of integration for the left-hand beam, leaving six constants of integration to be deter
mined by the remaining six equations. In this case. expanding the 6 x 6 determinant by 
hand by minors is not difficult The resulting ch,ffacteristic equation reduces to 
cos(Ji.L/2) sin(XL/2) = 0, where Ji. 2 = P/El. Hence the critical vaiue of the axial force 
is P = :rr 2 EI/ L 2• Th is result should not be surprising because the P /EI ratio is the same 
for both halves of the beam. Now the question can be answered that the FEiv1 result of 10.4 
is an acceptable S percent off the "exact" strength-of-materials solution of 9.87, and it is a 
higher value, as it should be. II 

Now consider the elastic stability of the pinned-end truss structure shown in Fig. 23.4. 
Let the truss be braced against buckling out of the of the truss so that the following 
discussion can be confined to lwo dimc1hions. Let the applied loads increase ~imultaneously 
and proportionaliy as in<licmcd. The jninh oi th,,' trt:ic J,·Jicc: anJ •,il.,; li::1 ~ •ot:1te ,,5 th,: 

applied loads are distributed throughout the bars ol rlle lfw,,,. Sin;.;c the hars arc 
the joint displacements and the bar rotation,, per ,,e h;iv.:: nu effect up0H ,he 
bars. For Lhe bars. those ddkct:ons are merely rigiJ detlectiom,. The 
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Figure 23.4. A pin-jointed truss subjected to externally applied compressive forces that 
increase simultaneously. 

does matter is the axial force acting in each bar. Prior to the buckling of any bar member 
of the truss, the axial forces in the truss can be calculated by either the unit load method, 
the finite element method, or any comparable linear method. Then the ratio PL 2 /EI can be 
calculated for each bar, and the first bar to approach 1r2 , with the usual safety factors, is the 
bar that will buckle first. If the first bar to buckle were, say DE, then, recalling the shape of 
the stability paths for beams, the right-hand portion of the truss would soon collapse after 
a modest increase in the load. However, if the first bar to buckle were CD, the redundant 
truss is not necessarily in immediate danger of collapsing. The bar CD would not accept any 
appreciable further loading, but would continue to transmit its buckling load. The increased 
loading would be distributed among the other redundant bars. Therefore, if a flight vehicle 
truss structure is redundant, and if the vehicle is unmanned, then the buckling loads of a 
vehicle truss are not necessarily the maximum planned loads for the vehicle. · 

If the hinged end conditions of the bars of the truss of Fig. 23.4 were now changed 
from being those of discontinuous bending slopes to those of continuous bending slopes, 
changing the truss to a frame, then isolating individual beams is less practicable. The more 
straightforward elastic stability analysis approach is simply, using beam element rotation 
matrices for diagonal beams as discussed in Chapter 18, to assemble the finite element 
equations ([K] - P[H]){q} = {O}, and solve this matrix eigenvalue problem for the lowest 
value of P. One method suitable for hand calculations when the number of DOF is not too 
large, or for machine calculation when the number ofDOF is a couple hundred or so, is dis
cussed in Section 23.8. Finally, when there are fixed loads as well as increasing loads acting 
simultaneously on the structure, then the analysis cannot be treated as an eigenvalue prob
lem. Instead, the analysis is one of tracking stresses and deflections as the variable loads are 
increased. 

23.4 Further Aspects of the Energy Formulation 

The writing of the principle of the minimum value of the total potential energy, 
8(U + V) = 0 requires the total potential U + V to be stationary. The requirement of a 
stationary total potential energy determines all equilibrium configurations, stable as well 
as unstable. If the total potential is also a minimum for an equilibrium state, then the 
equilibrium is stable because positive work has to be done on the structural system by 
additional outside forces to move it away from that equilibrium position. The total potential 
is a minimum in the neighborhood of the equilibrium state if the total variation of the 
total potential is positive for all small variations of the deflections about that equilibrium 
configuration. Recall that the total variation is the sum of the first variation plus one-half the 
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Figure 23.5. A single DOF elastic stability model. (a) The undeflected (b) A 
deflected equilibrium position. It makes no difference if the springs are preloaded as long 
as the rigid bar is vertical when P has a zero value. 

second variation one-sixth the third variation. and so on. That is, as explained in the first 
endnote of Chapter 15, the total variation of the total potential energy, when n = U + V 
is a function of a single dependent variable q, is 

l 1 2 lc3 ' s n =on+ -o n + -o n, ... 
2! 3! 

an 1 a2n " 
=-Sq+ --<8qY + · · · aq · 21 aq 2 • 

If the total variation of the total potential energy is zero, then the equilibrium state is neutrally 
stable. If the total variation is negative, then the equilibrium state is unstable. 

Since the variation 3q must be small in order to investigate the stability of a structural 
system in the neighborhood of an equilibrium state, then each term in the series for the 
total variation of the total potential dominates all succeeding terms. Since the first term of 
that series is zero at an equilibrium state, the second term fi2(U + is often the term that 
indicates the stability of the equilibrium state. The following simple example illustrates 
these concepts. 

Example 23.3. Consider the rigid, massless bar shown in Fig. 23.5(a). Determine the stable 
and unstable equilibrium states of this simple structural system. 

Solution. Only one generalized coordinate is required to define the deflected position of the 
system. Let that DOF be q = e, positive as shown in Fig. 23.5(b ). In order to determine the 
total potential energy of this system when loaded by the static load P, consider the system 
in its displaced configuration as shown in Fig. 23.5(b). Then 

U = !k(+Lsin + !k(-Lsin 

3Jld 

V = -PL(l - cos 

Since the elastic coil springs remain linear through large deflections e, it is possible to 
proceed with the analysis without the necessity of using a small-angle approximation. The 
equilibrium states of this structural system are determined by writing 

+ = O = 2kL 2 sinG cose 88 - PL sine 88 
(23.3) 

or sm cosfi - P)3fl = 0 
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Figure 23.6. As an example of a stability diagram. the force vs. lateral deflection equi
librium paths for the perfectly constructed. perfectly vertically loaded, elastic system of 
Fig. 23.5. 

Since oe is not zero, either the first or second factor rnus1 be zero. These two factors yie:d 
the equilibrium states 

(el) sin R = 0 or O = 0. Tr where R = Jr is discarded. and 

(e2) P=2kLcos0 

A force-displacement plot, P versus e, of these equilibrium :states is shown in Fig. 23.6. 
The lines of t.1-iat plot are called equilibrium paths. They are so named because they illustrate 
all possible ways that the applied load and a representative structural deflection can change 
as the structure goes from one equilibrium position to another. For example, a;; the applied 
load P is increased from a zero value, the equilibrium value of & remains at (} = 0. Only 
when the value of the applied load reachei> the rnagnitnde 2kL is there a possibility of a 
nonzero equilibrium value for 8. The (P. 8) point oa tile ploi equal to (2kL, 0) is called 
a bifurcation point, (from ''bifurcate," which means to divide or fork into two or more 
branches). At that point it is possible for the system to be in a state of equilibrium (in the 
sense of balanced forces and moments) with the rigid bar deflected to the left or right or not 
deflected. 

In order to determine which of the equilibrium paths are stable and which are not, apply 
the variationai operator to :S(U + V) in Eq. (23.2), and note that there is no variation of :se 
because 08 is not an explicit function of the dependent variable e. (The implicit independent 
variable is time.) The result of 8[:S(U + V)] i:; 

,s2(U + V) = ( L cos &)(2kL cos O -- P)(,SiJ )2 + <_L sin f/)(2H sin B )(ot! f 
(23.4) 

Consider the first equilibrium path where U has the value of zero. Substituting (} = 0 into 
the expression for lhe second variation of the total potential energy, Eq. (23.4). shows that, 
regardless of the sign of /58, the second variation of the total potential energy is positive 
whenever P < 2kL, and negative whenever P > 2kl. Thus the structural equilibrium path 
e = 0 is stable below the hifurcation point, and the equilibrium path () = 0 is unstable 
above the bifurcation point. Aiong the paths where l-' = 2k L cos fJ, the second 
variation of the total pott.:,ui,.il c.·.:.::-;z:y h equal to -7..k L sin2 9. Thus, along the equilibrium 
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Figure 23.7. Various equilibrium load paths for perfect elastic systems. (a) Unstable equi
librium paths after the critical load. (b) Stable paths after the c1itical load. (c) Unstable 
at the critical load because even a perturbation to the right will produce a pendulum-like 
overshoot to the left, and any perturbation to the left will result in an accelerating, collapsing 
motion to the left. (d) Stable for small perturbations at the critical load, or small increases 
in the compressive load, but unstable for large deflections to the right. (e) Scaled plot of 
the equilibrium path for the structural system of Fig. 23.5 when the initial imperfection 
is the rather large value of 0.1 radian. (f) An equilibrium load path plot for the Fig. 23.5 
system when the initial rotation imperfection is now the small value of 0.01 radian. ln this 
case the nondimensionalized limit load has the approximate value of0.93, showing that this 
system is not overly imperfection sensitive. A structural collapse at a load value even less 
than the imperfect limit load is possible if the structural system is given a perturbation large 
enough from its stable equilibrium path, say, at Point 2, to reach the unstable portion of the 
equilibrium path. If the extent of the perturbation is not sufficient to reach the imperfect 
path, as is illustrated at Point 3, then the damped system returns to its stable equilibrium 
position after the additional forces that caused the perturbation disappear. 

paths that branch to the left and right, the second variation is everywhere negative and the 
system is unstable. The fact that the structural system is unstable along either of these two 
branch paths is evident merely from the fact that the two branch paths tum downward. That 
is, along either branch path, increasing deflections are associated with decreasing applied 
loads. Thus the deflections continue to increase with any constant-valued applied load that is 
in static equilibrium. Figure 23.7(a) shows, this circumstance in general, while Fig. 23.7(b) 
shows a stable branch path where increases in the applied load are required for increases 
in the lateral deflection. Plates have symmetric branch paths for large deflections of the 
type shown in Fig. 23.7(b). So do beams, but the upward curvature for beams is rather 
slight. Figures 23.7(c, d) show branch paths of the type associated with some shells where 
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Figure 23.7 (continued). 

(f) 

and Structural 

deflections in one direction along the branch path are stable while deflections in the other 
direction are unstable. Since deflection perturbations will always exist in both uu"""v"~• 

the system will always follow the downhill path. 
The stability plots of Figs. 23.6 and 23.7(a, b, c, d) are drawn for perfect structural 

systems. A perfect structural system is one where all structural members have perfect 
geometries, exact dimensions, perfectly homogeneous materials, and so forth, and all loads 
are exactly placed on and aligned with the structure. If, for example, the system of Fig. 23.5 
were perfect, then both springs would have exactly the same force-displacement proper
ties and remain exactly horizontal, the rigid bar would be perfectly straight and perfectly 
vertical at zero load, and the applied force would also be exactly vertical and located at 
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the exact center of the top surface of the rigid bar. Obviously, any real system is an imper
fect system with multiple imperfections, and some imperfections are more significant than 
others. If the only imperfection in the Fig. 23.5 system were that the rigid bar length was 
actually larger than some desired value, this particular off-design characteristic, by itself, 
would have no effect upon the shape of the general stability paths of Fig. 23.6 because the 
rigid bar length is merely a normalizing factor for the applied load. Since this change in 
length does not alter the shape of the stability paths, it is not an imperfection in the sta
bility sense. However, if the applied force, or the unloaded rigid bar, is at a small angle to 
the vertical, either of these circumstances would affect the shape of the force-deflection 
plot for that system in much the same way. Consider the latter circumstance where the 
unloaded rigid bar has an initial rotation to the right of magnitude Bo, while the applied 
force remains vertical. With the further rotation B measured positive to the right from 
the zero load position, then much like the perfect case, the equilibrium equation for this 
off-design circumstance is (P /2kL) = [sin(B + Bo) - sin Bo]/ tan(B + B0). A scaled plot 
of this equilibrium path is presented in Fig. 23.7(e) for the noticably large imperfection 
Bo= 5.70°, and another in Fig. 23.7(f) for the difficult to notice imperfection Bo= 0.6°. 
Consider the plot for the larger imperfection. The load-deflection curve is nonlinear, and 
it reaches a maximum value, called the limit load, of approximately 0.7 of the value of 
the perfect system critical load. After the applied load reaches the limit load value, the 
system becomes unstable because after that point, greater deflections require only lesser 
forces. Thus, in the manner of having a maximum load below which the system is stable and 
beyond which it is unstable, this imperfect system is approximated by the perfect system. 
That approximation is even closer in the case of the smaller, more realistic, imperfection. 
The only cause for concern is that in the case of the gross imperfection, the load-carrying 
capacity of the system has been substantially reduced. However, for the case of the very 
small imperfection, without large perturbations, the reduction in the system load-carrying 
capacity is only 7 percent, which coincidentally is the usual outer limit of acceptable engi
neering error. Thus, the case of a small imperfection well illustrates the common circum
stance that the perfect system equilibrium path solution is a ooundary, and therefore a close 
approximation, for the actual system. This circumstance is also true for beams and plates. 
However, it must be pointed out that for certain shells, even with very small imperfec
tions, the limit load can be approximately half, or less, of the magnitude of the critical load 
for the perfect system. Hence the usefulness and dangers of the perfect system analytical 
model. 

One further interesting elastic stability phenomena i;equires mention. It is called the 
snap through phenomena. Consider the perfect, symmetric, two-bar truss of Fig. 23.S(a). 
Since the two bars are at a small angle to each other, even a small deflection causes a 
large percentage change in the original angle. Thus this is another example of an elastic 
stability problem because the load increase appreciably affects the geometry, which in tum 
further increases the bar stress beyond the increase it would have due to the change in the 
load without the change in geometry. The normalized force versus normalized deflection 
plot for this system is shown in Fig. 23.S(b). As always, once the limit load is reached, 
the system becomes unstable. The system accelerates downward through the horizontal 
plane and very quickly turns itself inside out; that is, the vee of the truss is at this loading, 
pointing downward. The deflections of the central joint below the unloaded position of 
the downward facing truss (at w / h = 2.0) become increasingly more linear with further 
increasing downward force because, now, the relative angle between the bars is increasing 
and the truss geometry is becoming more normal. • 
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figure 23.8. The well-known, symmetric, shallow truss problem with unmovable supports. 
The two bars are linearly elastic and are from buckling or moving out of the plane 
of the paper by unshown additional constraints. (a) In terms of the rotation parameter (3, 
after writing geometric compatibility, and Hooke's law, the large deflection 
(nonlinear) force-deflection solution is (F /EA) = (sin 2,B / cos a) - 2 sin f3 while 
l -· (tan tan a), (b) A scaled plot of this normalized applied force versus the normalized 
center joint deflection for the special case where the initial shallow truss angle a = 0.1 
radian (5.7°). Both the applied force F and the joint deflection ware positive downward. 

Types of Fh.1.id-Strncture Interaction Instabilities 

The study of the various types of interactions between flight structures and the 
surrounding air flow is called "aeroelasticity." When the structure interacts with water, the 

is called "hydroelasticity." There are a wide range of both static and dynamic, linear, 
and nonlinear fluid-structure interactions. An example of a linear, static, and comparatively 
benign instability is "aileron reversal." Figure 23.9(a) shows a wing cross-section of unit 
depth into the paper near the wing tip when the aileron in undeflected. In t.'1is figure, the 
straight line that best approximates the centerline of the wing cross-section is at a positive 
angle to the air stream vector. This angle is called the angle of attack. If the aileron 
is deflected as shown in Fig. 23.9(b), and if the wing is rigid, then the effective 
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Figure 23.9. An explanation of aileron reversal. (a) The static reference case: the 
of attack is the small value a 0 , the aileron is undeflected, and the lift force is in sratic 
equilibrium with forces and moments elsewhere on the flight vehicle. (b) The aileron is 
deflected downward from the rigid wing thus increasing the effective angle of attack and 
increasing the lift The increase in the lift causes this half of the wing to rise. ( c) After the 
same downward aileron deflection, the flexible and torsionally weak wing rotate, as sh<T<'',' 
in response to the aftward shift in the center of air pressure. The result is a marked deGCJ»c 
in the effective angle of attack and the lift. The decrease in the iift causes this half of ,he 
wing to sink, and the aircraft turns in the direction opposite to that intended. 

angle of attack for the wing section is increased. The result is a greater lift force acting on 
the wing section. However, no wing is rigid along its span length. If the torsional stiffness 
of the wing at this outboard cross-section is sufficiently small and if tJ1e airstream dynamic 
pressure sufficiently large, then it is possible that with the downward deflection of the aileron, 
and with the consequent aftward shift of the center of pressure, the resulting aerodynamic 
tongue on the wing section will cause the wing section to twist as shown in Fig. 23.9(c). 
The twist in this case is sufficient to actually decrease the angle of attack. Since the lift 
force increases or decreases as the small angle of attack increases or decreases, the result 
is that rather than the intended increase in wing section lift, there is a decrease. Hence 
the aircraft turns less quickly in the direction intended or may even tum in the direction 
opposite to that intended and opposite to that which would occur if the airstream dynamic 
pressure were below the critical value at which this direction reversal phenomenon begins. 
This phenomenon where a change in the air loads causes a change in the deflections, which, 
in tum, causes a further change in the air loads, and so on, is the essence of aeroelasticity. 
The aileron reversal phenomenon is similar to the lifting surface divergence phenomenon 
that is discussed in mathematical detail below. 
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An example of a linear is vibrations due to von Karman vortices. 
Again consider a two-dimensional fluid that one where all fluid vectors 
lie in a single plane. From Ref. at Reynold's numbers from 60 to 3000 for a circufaI 

and at other low Reynold's numbers for other blunt or semiblunt 
tices rotating in opposite directions are alternately shed from the The vvvvuuv 

rotations produce oppositely directed at nondimensionalized 
frequencies (Strauhal that are rcpon the number of the flow. 
If the frequency of the loading caused by the vortices is close to or at the natural "'''-'''v,.,v, 

of the body, then a resonance2 effect is present and large amplitudes of vibration result. 
Nonlinear effects are present in a vehicular structure when the deflections or 

vibratory an1plitudes become finite. Sometimes the nonlinear effects are beneficial. An 
example of a beneficial effect can be found in the case of finite flutter." 
Panel flutter is the vibration induced in a plate or shell segment, such as a skin of 
an aircraft or a large rocket, air flowing to the panel surface. As a or 
shell segment's lateral deflection amplitudes increase beyond the to the 
plate thickness, the plate midplane must stretch appreciably in order for the plate or shell 
segment to further deflect laterally. Since and shell segments are very much stiffer 
for in-plane deflections than they are for bending the finite lateral deflections 
and peak stresses are effectively moderated the plate or shell segment's resistance to 
in-plane straining. 

An example of a nonbeneficial nonlinearity is found in the case of "stall flutter.'' When 
airspeed increases and the attendant increases in the lift cause a w,u"''''''"J 

weak wing or other airfoil to increasingly twist to a angle of a 
reached where some part of the airfoil stalls. Then there is a sudden drop in the lift 
and hence a sudden drop in the airfoil rotation and the angle of attack. At the lower 
of attack the airfoil is no longer stalled. Thus the reestablished lift will cause the 
attack to again increase until stall occurs once more and the cycle repeats itself. Thus a 
rotation vibration is possible with its attendant risk of low-cycle fatigue failures. 

All manner of fluid-structure interactions have plagued engineers, With such a wide 
variety of self-excited vibrations and instabilities, it is necessary to limit the discussion. 
The intention here is to provide a mathematical treatment two phenomena. The first 
topic is the divergence phenomenon, which as previously mentioned is a static 
The second topic is the flutter problem, which, because of the mathematical complexity 
of the aerodynamic loads, is discussed in broad terms. Further information can be 
obtained from Refs. [28, 29, 72]. 

23.6 Airfoil Divergence 

In order to introduce the linear mathematical treatment of airfoil divergence in the 
simplest possible manner, the first discussed as a one-dimensional problem After 
that one-dimensional treatment is concluded, a more realistic two-dimensional treatment 
is offered. Consider the airfoil section shown in Fig. 23.10. Let the airfoil's elastic 
properties be concentrated in and represented by the rectilinear and torsional springs shown. 
Let e be the distance between the aerodynawic center and the airfoil elastic axis. In subsonic 

2 "Resonance" is the term used to identify the situation where a significant portion of the appiied load 

varies sinusoidally with time at an oscillatory frequency thal is also one of the frequencies at which the 
strncture vibrates "naturally .. ; that is. in the absence of applied loads. The significar.ce of resonance 
is that when an applied load oscillate, at one of the slructure·s lower~valued natural frequencies, the 

structure responds to this dynamic loading with very much hrger deflection and stress amplitudes that 
it would if!oaded by a static load of the same magnitude. After reading Section, 23.8, see Endnote (l). 
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Figure 23.10. A one-dimensional analytical model for airfoil divergence. 

flight, the aerodynamic center is at or very close to the airfoil section's quarterchord position. 
In supersonic flight, the aerodynamic center is near the centerchord position. Thus the 
moment arm for the destabilizing moment about the elastic axis created by the lift force is 
generally greater in subsonic flight than in supersonic flight. This discussion is limited to 
the subsonic case. 

From Fig. 23 .10, the moment equilibrium equation is .A'{+ e:£ = Ka where .Jt is the 
aerodynamic moment, ;£ is the aerodynamic lift force, K is the torsional spring constant, 
and a is the equilibrium angle of rotation for the airfoil. Since;£= C1 'IS, where the lift 
coefficient C1 is a characteristic of the airfoil shape, 'l is the dynamic pressure equal to the 
product of one-half the air mass density and the airspeed squared, and S is a characteristic 
area such as the airfoil planform area. The lift coefficient can be written as the product of 
the lift curve slope and the angle of attack measured from the chordline position 
where the torsional spring is undeflected, ot, plus the rotational angle between the zero-lift 
line and the line where the torsional spring is unfiexed, a 0• That is, C1 = (C1a)(a + ot0 ), 

where a + a0 is the total angle of attack from the zero lift line. Similarly, the aerodynamic 
moment can be written as A:f = Cm 7S. The moment coefficient, unlike the lift coefficient, 
does not change appreciably with the angle of attack. Thus the moment equilibrium equation 
can be written in terms of the airfoil angle of attack as 

(23.5) 

A simple way of proceeding from this point is to solve the above equation for a, and obtain 

[Cm+ eC1aao] 7S 
a = ~~~~~---'~ 

K - eC1a 'IS 
(23.6) 

Clearly, the angle of attack becomes very large as the denominator becomes very small. 
The denominator becomes small as the dynamic pressure 7 increases. Therefore, there is 
a critical dynamic pressure at which the angle of attack becomes so large that the airfoil 
structure fails. That dynamic pressure is called the airfoil divergence dynamic pressure, '7D, 
and the associated airspeed is the divergence airspeed. From the above equation, 

K 
an=--
1 eSCza 

(23.7) 

The above treatment of the moment equilibrium equation is not a useful procedure for 
more complicated situations. Anticipating two- and three-dimensional structures, return to 
Eq. (23.5). This time, temporarily fix the unknown value of the dynamic pressure and take 
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the ordinary differential of both sides of the moment equilibrium equation, 
now the angle of attack, a is the only variable. The result is 

(23.5), where 

9-S]da = K da (23.8) 

The left-hand side of this equation represents the change in the aerodynamic (upsetting) 
moment due to a change in the angle of attack, dot. The right-hand side of this equation 
is the change in the elastic (restoring) moment due to the same change in angle of attack. 
When both moment increments are equal to each other, then there has been a transition from 
one equilibrium state at angle a to another, adjacent equilibrium state at the rotational angle 
a + da, where da is arbitrary. Therefore, at this particular pressure, there exists 
a state of neutral stability. (Neutral stability is the stability of a cylinder placed 
on a flat table top. No matter where the cylinder is placed upon the flat table mp, the 
cylinder is in a state of static equilibrium.) If the dynamic pressure were to be increased, 
then only the magnitude of the overturning, aerodynamic moment would increase. and the 
overturning moment would exceed the elastic restraining moment. The result would be the 
loss of equilibrium and an accelerating increase in the angle of rotation. This describes 
an instability. Therefore the above equation represents a stability boundary between safe 
dynamic pressures where, after a perturbation in angle of attack, the greater increment in the 
elastic restoring moment safely returns the airfoil to its original equilibrium po~iticn. and 
unsafe dynamic pressures where the greater increment in the aerodynamic moment causes 
a still further departure from the original equilibrium position. The solution for the critical 
dynamic pressure, after canceling the arbitrary differentials, is again 

K 
7n=-c <:' 

e ·faJ 

The above one-dimensional analysis establishes the importance of a lifting surface's 
torsional stiffness; and (ii) the balanced increment approach to determining the neutral 
stability boundary beyond which the dynamic pressure causes ever-increasing lifting surface 
rotations. The prediction of ever-increasing rotations must be restricted to the range of 
applicability of the above analysis, which is the range of angles of attack for which the 
aerodynamics is linear and, more restrictively, the range of elastic rotations for which 
the structural restoring moment is proportional to the change in airfoil twist. When small 
rotations are exceeded, the elastic restoring moment usually; at least initially, increases at 
a rate that exceeds a linear increase. However, it is certainly undesirable to put a iifting 
surface in such a highly stressed condition when the surface may only be flying straight and 
level. 

Besides the lifting surface's torsional stiffness, there is one other aspect of the lifting 
surface structure that profoundly affects the surface's ability to avoid divergence. Referring 
now specifically to wings, that aspect is the sweep angle of the wing. In order to establish 
the importance of wing sweep angle, consider a high-aspect-ratio, cantilevered aircraft wing 
such as that shown in Fig. 23 .11 ( a), which is swept forward through an angle ,B at the elastic 
axis. Modeling the wing as a cantilevered beam permits a simple discussion. As is evident 
from Fig. 23.ll(a), a perturbation that results in an increase in the lift forces acting along 
the quarterchord causes the wing to not only have larger bending slope for the same wing 
spa..11, but also larger twists (leading edge up, trailing edge down). This is so because of 
the increased bending and twisting moment arms of the outboard lift forces, particularly 
in increased relation to twisting at inboard points along the elastic axis. These positive 
increments in bending slope and twisting angle both contribute to a positive increment in 
the angle of attack, which, in turn, further increments the lift forces, which further increases 
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Figure 23.11. The differences with respect to wing diwrgence between two half,~ings thai 
differ only in that one is swept forward while the other is swept backward .. 

the angle of attack, and so on. From the vector diagram of Fig. 23.11 (a), where :igain </) is 
the angle of heam Lwist at the elastic axis, 0 is the eia.:tic :,!:is hendin.; :-dupe:, a1Jd lV i:c: 1he 
air stream angle of attack 

da = d</) cos fJ + dO sin fJ 

As illustrated in Fig. 23.11 (b ), when the wing is swept back through an angle y, an 
increase in the wing beam bending slope, such as would result from a transient increase in 
dynamic pressure, decreases the increment in the angle of attack 

da = d</J cos)' - de sin y 

Thus, from either a change in the out-to-in twisting moment point of view, or directly from 
a geometric change in twisting angle and change in bending slope point of view, a swept
back wing experiences a stabilizing change in the angle of attack when the wing bends. 
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This stabilizing bending slope response to a increase in lift that occurs with 
swept-back wings is the reason that when wings are they are seldom swept forward 
despite certain aerodynamic and structural advantages that may exist for 
wings. 

A modern divergence analysis is not at all limited to modeling the wing as a beam located 
at the wing elastic axis. Today the wing structure is modeled as a collection of beam. plane 
stress, plate, and so on, finite elements. Therefore, regardless of whether the 
modeled has a high or low aspect is or not, of washed in 
or out, swept forward or and so on, the finite element elastic is. as ever 

In this case, the generalized force vector, { can contain nodal forces in 
the plane of the wing, lateral shear forces, bending moments, and twisting moments. The 
generalized deflection vector { q} contains the corresponding DOF 

Example 23.4. Consider the oversimplified, untapered, lifting surface model shown in 
Fig. 23.12. The cantilevered structural model is based upon dividing the surface into 
three rigid, unconnected, spanwise airfoil shell segments as indicated 
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The inboard rigid shell segment is attached to the cantilever support, and thus does not 
deflect. The two outboard shell segments are attached only at their centers to the uniform 
elastic beam that is swept forward at the same sweep angle as the airfoil leading and trailing 
edges. The single-beam model allows for simply calculated elastic reactions using the FEM. 

· The shell segment centers of attachment are chosen as the outboard beam nodes and the 
inboard beam node is at the beam's cantilevered support. In this illustrative example, the 
subsonic aerodynamic theory is to be simplified by ignoring the low aspect ratio of this 
airfoil; that is, by pretending that the airflow over and under the airfoil is the same in every 
y, z plane (no vortices). Set up the matrix equation that defines the divergence dynamic 
pressure for this airfoil model. 

Solution. First write the aerodynamic incremental load matrix in terms of the bending 
(A) and twisting (2!) moments at the individual FEM nodes. This involves calculating the 
moment arms from the shell segment aerodynamic centers where the segment lift forces 
act, to the shell segment FEM nodes. The result is 

d:£1 1 0 
d,ltl e sin ,B 0 
d2!1 

= (jLcCza 
e cos ,B 0 { da1} 

d:£2 0 1 da2 

dAtz 0 e sin ,B 
d2!2 0 e cos ,B 

After noting that for this swept-forward airfoil, da = de sin ,B+ d</) cos ,B, where e is a 
bending slope DOF for the cantilevered beam, and <P is twisting DOF 

d:£, 0 sin,B cos ,B 0 0 0 dw 1 

Mt., 0 e sin2 ,B e sin ,B cos ,B 0 0 0 de, 
d2!, = !JLCCza 

0 e sin ,B cos ,B e cos2 ,B 0 0 0 d</J, 
d:£2 0 0 0 0 sin,B cos ,B dw2 

~ 0 0 0 0 e sini- ,B e sin ,B cos ,B de2 
d2!2 0 0 0 0 e sin ,B cos_,B e COS2 ,8 d</)2 

or {d Q} = 9[.sd]{dq }, where hopefully there is no confusion between the symbols for the 
generalized coordinates and the aerodynamic pressure. Note that [.sd] is not symmetric. The 
fact that it is singular does not present a difficulty. 

The beam bending stiffness matrix is assembled as before from the two beam element 
bending and twisting stiffness matrices. Letting r = G J /EI, the complete stiffness matrix 
for the elastic restoring moments acting upon the two rigid airfoil shells in the equation 
{dQ} = [K]{dq }, is 

d:£, 24 0 0 -12 6L 0 dw 1 

M~ 0 8L2 0 -6L 2L2 0 de, 
d2!, EI 0 0 2rL2 0 0 -rL2 d<{J, 
d:£2 

= [K]{dq} = -
-12 -6L 0 12 -6L 0 dw2 L3 

~ 6L 2L2 0 -6L 4L2 0 de2 
d2!2 0 0 -rL2 0 0 rL2 d</)2 

Equating the change in the elastic, restoring forces and moments on the rigid shells to 
the change in the aerodynamic, destabilizing forces and moments in order to describe the 
neutral stability boundry between stability and instability, leads to 

[K]{dq} = 'JD[.sd]{dq} or ([K] - 'JD[.sd]){dq} = {0} 
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This is a matrix eigenvalue problem that can be solved for the divergence dynamic pressure 
using, for example, the iteration technique discussed in Section 23.8. 11 

In a manner analogous to using a more elaborate structural model many types 
of span wise and chord wise oriented structural elements, the description of the aerodynamic 
loads can be made to be much more sophisticated. For for a given airfoil section, 
the net aerodynamic force on a small portion of the can be described using 
experimental data on the change in the net pressure distribution over the chord length in 
response to a unit change in the airfoil angle of attack along the chord length (e.g., see 
Ref. [4 l]). Another possibility is theorerical results that account for finite aspect 
ratios for the change in net pressure over the airfoil 
attack at one small area within the planform. 

23.7 Airfoil Flutte:r 

due to a change in angle of 

An airfoil flutter analysis is much like an airfoil divergence analysis in that they can 
both be treated as eigenvalue problems. However, a flutter is fundamentally more 
complicated. Again, divergence is a static instability involving steady-state aerodynamic 
forces where the sole variable is the change in the angle of attack. Flutter is a dynamic 
instability where the airloads depend upon not only an airfoil angle of but also upon 
the airfoil lateral and rotational velocities and accelerations. When an airfoil diverges, its 
rotations and lateral deflections continue to increase until the airfoil structure 
fails. When an airfoil flutters, the airfoil undergoes lateral and rotational vibrations. The 
te:m .. flutter'' usua!lv implies that the amplitudes of the vihration continually increase or 
at 1.:ast remain con~tanL When the amplitudes increase, the airfoil is dynamically unstable. 
\Vhrn the airfoil vibration amplitude., remain rnrn,tant over time, the airfoil is neutrally 
:atabk. Again, neutral ~tability 1s the boundary point between stability and instability. At 
neutra1 stability the associated dynamic pressure is called the flutter dynamic pressure, and 
the associated airspeed is called the fiutrer airspeed. Greater dynamic pressure or greater 
airspeeds push the airfoil into an unstable flighl regime. This section approaches the flutter 
problem by first providing an explanation for airfoil flutter in physical terms. That discus
sion, which starts with the next paragraph, is followed by a mathematical treatment of the 
topic. 

Consider the one cycle of airfoil vibration sketched in Fig. 23. J 3(a). In the diagram, 
the airfoil cross-section is simuitaneously undergoing rotational and lateral vibrations. This 
simultaneous vibration, where both deflection components have the same vibration fre
quenc:y, is called a "coupll:'d" vihrarion. In the coupied vibration of 23. J 3(a) the angle 
,1f :. 1 r!;;ck 1'nr ti:c airfo1t :snot nk:rc1y the t\vist of the airfoiL 1li1.:rc is a]so the incren1ent in the 
,mgk of attack. i5t, produced by the airfoil lateral velocity as shown in Fig. 23.lJ(b). In the 
vibration of Fig. 23. l 3(a), the effective angle of attack is the twist less &. Nevertheless, 
the twist predominates when the airspeed becomes large, and. tile O/;c1llating lift force of 
the vibrating airfoil is ahvays in the direction of the motion. Therefore, the externai work 
done upon the airfoil by the lift force is always positive. Thus t:ncrgy is being added to the 
airfoil by the airflow during every cycle. (It can be shown that the elastic and inertial forces 
and moments and the aerodynamic moment do no net work over the course of an entire 
cyde.) Therefore, if the energy added the lift force is greater than the energy dissipated 
by the damping and drag forces, then the vibration amplitudes must increase. Continuously 
increasing vibration amplitudes constitute the dynamic instability calied '"airfoil flutter.'' 
Such a vthration wuu!J eventually, and pedmp, \ s:ry quickly, the 
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Figure 23.13. The effect on-dynamic stability of different phasing between.coupled twisting 
and bending vibrations of an airfoil in an airstream. (a) In this sketch and sketch (c), both 
the stationary airfoil angle of attack and the average angle of attack of the vibrating airfoil 
are zero. Even if the vibrating airfoil has any other geometri~ (static) angle of attack; it has 
a changing instantaneous angle of attack, and hence a time-varying lift force. The time
varying lift is a result of both the airfoil's twisting motion and the airfoil's up and down 
motion in the airstream. For an explanation of the latter lift force, see sketch (b). When, 
as pictured in sketch (a), the airfoil twists in the direction of its lateral motion, and that 
twisting angle exceeds the angle of attack in"duced by the up and down motion of the airfoil, 
then there will be a net lift force in the direction of the lateral motion. A net force in phase 
with the lateral motion increases the amplitude of the vibration because a force in the same 
direction as the motion does positive work on the airfoil, and thus increases its airfoil energy 
content. These ever increasing amplitudes ( and thus ever increasing strains and stresses) are 
the dynamic instability called airfoil flutter. (b) Here the airfoil is undergoing only bending 
(i.e., up and down) vibrations. A second difference between diagrams (b) and diagrams (a) 
and (c) is that the (steady state) geometric angle of attack of the airfoils in diagram (b) is 
not zero. The constant, nonzero geometric angle of attack (within the limits of small total· 
angles_ of attack) has no effect on the time-varying lift_ that either diminishes or increases 
the vibration amplitude. Now, the bending vibration induced wind vector is the vertical air 

- velocity vector. It is equal and opposite to the airfoil laterai velocity vector. By altering the 
direction of the effective (total) wind vector, the induced wind vector creates an additional 
angle of attack, avih, that creates a vibratory lift vector in edition to the steady state lift vector. 
On the left where the symmetric airfoil is moving upward, the lift force is downward. On 
the right, where the airfoil is moving downward, the additional lift force is upward. Thus · 
the additional lift ofpure bending vibrations always opposes the vibratory motion. ( c) In 
contr;;tst to the vibratory cycle pictured in (a), the phasing ·shown here between the twisting 
and the bending of the airfoll results in additional lift due to twisting and the additional _lift 
due.to bending combining to directly oppose the bending vibration, and indirectly oppose the 
twisting vibratory motion that is tied to the bending motion. Thus the vibratory amplitudes 
duninish and the system is dynamically stable. 
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Figure 23.13 (continued). 
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direction 

Of course, not all airfoil vibrations are unstable. In the coupled vibration of Fig. 23 .13( c ), 
the phasing between the rotational and lateral vibration is such that the oscillatory increment 
in the lift force is always opposed to the motion. Thus negative work is being done on the 
airfoil each cycle, and thus energy is being removed from the airfoil by the airflow. The 
phasings between the rotational and lateral vibrations sketched in Figs. 23.13(a, c) are 
just two of many possible combinations. Experience has shown that for the structure of 
each lifting surface there is a dynamic pressure below which the vibration amplitudes will 
always decrease, and above which the vibration amplitudes will always increase. Thus it 
is concluded that for each lifting surface structure there exists a neutral stability dynamic 
pressure at which the vibration amplitudes remain constant. Any vibration at constant 
amplitude and frequency is called "harmonic motion." Mathematically, harmonic motion 
can be represented by a sinusoidal function of time as is done below in complex form, and 
in the next section using real quantities. 

As noted previously, the difference between the vibration cycles of Figs. 23.13(a) and 
23.13(c) is the phase relation between the lateral def!ection h (positive downward) and 
the airfoil twist a (positive leading edge upward). The effective way to describe this all
important phasing, as is done for example with alternating electric voltages, is to use complex 
algebra. Complex algebra enters the flutter analysis in the description of the time-varying air 
loads. The time-varying, also called "unsteady," air loads for a flutter analysis are derived 
from_ the presumption that the airfoil is undergoing harmonic motion, and is therefore at its 
neutral stability dynamic pressure: In complex algebra terms, a harmonic deflection can be 
written as d(q) = Do exp (2nift), where Do is the amplitude of the deflection, iis the square 
root of minus one, f is the frequency of the vibration in units of cycles per unit of time, and t 
is time. Then, with a being the nondimensional parameter that locates the elastic axis aft of 
the midchord position (see Fig. 23.14), the lift force and moment at the elastic axis per unit 
of span length due to the deflections from the static equilibrium position are, respectively 
(Ref. [62]), 

;£ = -npb3 - + 2-Cfl,(k) - aa - -[(2a - I)Cfl,(k) - l] + 2-Cfl,(k) [ i,, Vii Va V2a J 
b b2 b b2 . 

{ ah vii 
A= +npb4 b + (1 + 2a)62Cfl,(k) - (! + a2)a (23.9) 

Va V2a } + [a - ! + (! - a2 ) Cfl,(k)] b + (1 + 2a)yCfl,(k) 
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Figure 23.14. The geometry and sign convention for the elastic axis deflections hand a of 
the unsteady lift and moment equations, Eqs. (23.9). 

where p = air density, b = semichord length, V = subsonic airstream velocity for neutral 
stability, called the flutter speed, f = the flutter vibratory frequency, and the reduced (i.e., 
nondimensionalized) frequency k = 2TCfb/V. The Theodorsen function Cf'n(k) = @"'(k) + 
iCfJ(k), where 

:Y'k _ ft(k)[Ji(k) + Yo(k)] + Y1(k)[Y1(k)- J0(k)] 
( ) - [11 (k) + Yo(k)]2 + [Y1 (k) - lo(k)]2 

and 

CfJ k _ _ Y1 (k)Yo(k) + Ii (k)J0(k) 
( ) - [l1(k) + Yo(k)]2 + [Y1(k) - lo(k)]2 

The quantities 10 and Ii are Bessel functions of the first kind, and Yo and Y1 are Bessel 
functions of the second kind. Since neither the Reynolds number nor the Mach number of 
the airflow appears in the above load descriptions, it should be i::lear that the above solution 
for the airloads involves neither viscosity nor compressibility effects. 

With these two airload descriptions, the equations of motion for the two-dimensional 
airfoil of Fig. 23.14 are 

[ m meb ·] { h} [k OJ { h} { s:£(k, .. . ) } 
meb Uc+ me2b2) a + 0 K ~ = s.,lt(k, .. . ) 

(23.10) 

where s is the depth into the paper of the two-dimensional airfoil, m is the mass of the total 
airfoil, and le is the mass moment of inertia of the airfoil about the center of mass. Note 
that there is no difficulty in summing the complex lift force and the complex aerodynamic 
moment as if they were represented in real terms because, for example, the complex algebra 
only indicates how the magnitude of the time-varying lift force varies in time relative to 
the other time-varying forces acting upon the system. That is, here, the complex algebra 
has nothing to do with the direction of the lift force, which, in this analysis, is always 
perpendicular to the mean chord line. 

This simple analysis would be appropriate for a relatively rigid, thin airfoil supported 
elastically in a wind tunnel when the airfoil spans the distance between the wind-tunnel 
walls. Note that the above matrix equation makes no allowance for damping (friction) fqrces 
such as would be present in any actual situation. This omission is wholly acceptable in a 
well-constructed wind-tunnel model, and in an aircraft structure as well. 
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Since the airloads are predicated upon the harmonic motion of the the solution 
process begins by writing the follmving phase and frequency relations for the velocities and 
accelerations: 

h = 2JTifh a = 2JTifrx h = 

Substituting the above relations into Eq. (23.10), replacing 2Jrf by where again 
the nondimensiona! frequency k is called the "reduced frequency," and transposing the 

.aerodynamic terms to the left-ha...nd side, allows Eq. (23.10) to be rewritten in the form 

11) 

The coefficient matrix for the deflection amplitudes is not symmetric. As is routine for any 
eigenvalue problem, Eq. (23.11) can have a nontrivial solution if the detenrrinant of the 
2 x 2 coefficient matrix is zero. Since the elements of that determinant are complex, setting 
the determinant equal to zero requires that both the real pa.rt and the imaginarypart of the 
determinant expansion be equal to zero. This provides two real, trans·cendental, simultaneous 
equation~ in the two real unknowns: the flutter airspeed V, and the reduced frequency k. 
One way to solve those two simultaneous equations is to choose a fixed, arbitrary value for 
the reduced frequency, and then solve each of the two equations separately for the flutter 
airspeed. (Choosing a fixed value for k simplifies dealing with the Theodorsen function 
Cf/,(k).) Of course, the two solutions for the flutter airspeed will in general be different. 
However, if many choices of the reduced frequency are made, the many pairs of solutions 
for the airspeed can be separately plotted as functions of the reduced frequency. Where 
the two curved lines intersect, the solution for the flutter airspeed is the same for both 
simultaneous equations, and is thus the true solution. Thus 1J1e flutter airspeed is determined. 
The experimentally useful flutter frequency is determined from the value of the reduced 
frequency where the two curves intersect. 

There are· many other solution techniques for the flutter determinant. The above technique 
is essentially Theodorsen's method. Another, more common, technique is to introduce an 
artificial structural damping factor of unknown magnitude g into the equations of motion 
as shown below. An actual damping factor that is positive indicates damping forces that 
diminish the amplitudes of vibration, and an actual damping factor that is negative inch
cates damping forces that increase the amplitudes of vibration. On the other hand, since the 
damping forces associated with this artificial damping factor are part of the equilibrium of 
forces, a positive artificial damping factor solution indicates that the amplitudes of vibration 
would increase without this artificial damping. Thus positive artificial damping factor solu
tions are dynamically unstable, while negative ones are dynamically stable. The object of 
the analysis is therefore to determine the a1rspeed at which the damping factor, after being 
negative, reaches a zero value. The inclusion of this unknown artificial damping factor in 
the analysis increases the number of unknowns to three. The solution process is essentially 
to again choose an arbitrary value of k, (thus fi~ing the unknown vibratory frequency) and 
then solving the two equations simultarreously for the temainii.'lg two unknowns: V and g. A 
plot of the V solution versus the g solution for each chos~n value of k (a V-g diagram) shows 
when the value of the damping factor becomes zero. The values of Vand kwhere the artificial 
damping factor is zero are of course the values of the flutter airspeed and flutter .frequency. 

The above-described thin-airfoil, two-dimensional incompressible flow analysis corre
sponds to a wing of infinite aspect ratio and zero taper. In th~ precornputer days, this was the 
extent of a practical flutter speed calculation. By trial and error, it was discovered that many 
lai:ge-aspect-ratio, straight, tapered wings could be described by the above two degrees 
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Figu:re 23.15. A basic strip theory analytical wing model for a high aspect ratio wing treated 
st_ructurally as a beamo 

of freedom analysis if the wing mass, wing stiffness, and wing geometry at 70-75 percent 
of the semispan were used to represent the entire wingo 

With the advent of the availability of the digital computer, the above infinite-aspect-ratio 
unsteady aerodynamics was used fairly successfully with tapered wings of large, but finite, 
aspect ratios (over 8 or ] The technique, as is used abow in the divergence example, 
is to divide the finite wing into a series of adjacent wing panels and apply the above 
two-dimensional aerodynamics to each paneL To expound upon this point, consider the 
cantilevered, finite wing shown in Fig. 23.150 Again, in model form, such a wing might be 
used in a wind-tunnel test Using the san1e rigid chord assumption, the wing is approximated 
over its semispan with a series of chordwise panels often called "stripso" Then, with a value 
of b, the semichord length that varies from strip to strip, the unsteady airloads ofEqo (23.9) 
can be used with each strip. Then the equations of motion can be written, for example, using 
an artificial structural damping factor g, as 

[M][q} + (l + ig)[K]{q} = {~(li 1, h;, a;, ct;, a;, k, V)} 

where,asbefore, LqJ = Lh 1 81 ¢ 1 Ooo ¢nJ.Aswiththedivergenceanalysis,ageometrical 
relation depending upon the sweep of the elastic axis exists between the a rotations on one 
hand, and the () and ¢ rotations on the other hando Since the matrices of the above equation 
are quite large considering the complexity of the solution process, a modal coordinate 
transformation3 is almost always used to reduce the size of the determinant equationo This 
type of analysis is generally called a basic strip theory flutter analysiso It ca_n easily be 
20 percent in error even when the actual airflow is almost wholly incompressible. However, 
the calculated solution for the flutter speed is almost always iess than the wind tunnel 
and flight test indicated flutter speed. On those exceptional occasions when the basic st1ip 
theory-calculated flutter speed is greater than the actual flutter speed, it is so only 0by a 
couple of percent 

3 See Endnote (l) after reading Section 23080 
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When the wing is that of an aircraft in free flight, the zero eigenvalue rigid body motion of 
the aircraft is removed from the analysis by writing the equations that state that the change 
in the linear and angular momentum is zero. With DOF that are h;, 8;, and </>;, it would be 
necessary to write that the linear momentum in the vertical direction is zero, the angular 
velocity of the total structure about the fuselage axis is zero, and the angular about 
the pitch axis is zero. 

With the tremendous increase in computing capability that has occurred in the last 
decade, basic strip theory is obsolete in industrial practice. It is now practicable to discard 
the rigid chord assumption that was inapplicable to low-aspect-ratio wings and, finite 
elements, provide a truly suitable description of the structure of any airfoil. With the recent 
advances in aerodynamics, it is now practicable to do the resulting air pressure calculations 
for a compressible flow about a wing of any aspect ratio and taper. Nevertheless, it is still 
important to verify those calculations by flight testing. Of course, flight testing does not 
mean increasing the airspeed until the plane becomes unstable and the airfoil structure fails. 
It does mean increasing the airspeed while carefully monitoring in real time the and 
vibratory frequency of the structure after the structure has been perturbed by, for example, 
an aileron movement. Aerodynamic .flutter is a aircraft structural problem that probably will 
always need to be investigated. The maximum safe airspeed of several aircraft flying today 
is limited by the flutter phenomenon. 

23,8 Matrix Iteration for Symmetric Matrices 

There are many methods and variations on methods for determining eigenvalues. 
The reader has already been introduced to the determinant method in Chapter 2, where the 
matrix equation for principal stresses in three dimensions was discussed. The determinant 
method is an efficient procedure when the size of the square matrices is limited to just a 
few rows. The detenninant method becomes rapidly less efficient as the size of the matri
ces increases. This section introduces a matrix eigenvalue solution method that is (i) not 
difficult to understand, (ii) easy to use for hand calculations, and (iii) moderately efficient 
for moderately sized matrix machine calculations. Over the past few decades, mathemati
cians have developed more efficient means of solving large matrix eigenvalue problems 
for the many eigenvalues that usually need investigation. As of this writing, Lanczo's 
method is the most popular for treating the large, sparse matrices that are a commonplace 
means for describing the inertial and elastic characteristics of aerospace structures. Descrip
tions of these techniques are left to other textbooks dealing with the topic of strnctural 
dynamics. 

The matrix iteration method for the solution of matrix eigenvalue problems is easily 
explained when the two square matrices that describe the characteristics of the structure, 
and possibly the applied loading as well, are both real and symmeLric. Important examples 
of this limited circumstance are the calculation of a buckling load of a structure using 
finite element matrices, and the calculation of a first or fundamental natural frequency of 
vibration of a structural system plus higher-numbered natural frequencies. Since buckling 
has already been discussed in this chapter, the matrix iteration technique is explained in 
terms of the matrices involved in the calculation of vibratory natural frequencies. Solutions 
for other types of problems can be patterned exactly on the solution process for the first 
natural frequency. 

Any natural frequency of vibration for an elastic structure is an inherent characteristic 
of that structure. Each natural frequency depends only upon the distribution of mass and 
stiffness throughout the structure. In plh'iicular, natural frequencies are not at all related to 
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any time-varying or time-invariant loading (other than the weight loading as it reflects the 
mass distribution). The characteristics of natural frequencies are revealed by the mathemat
ics that follows. From Eq. then x n matrix equation that describes the motion of a 
force-free ({Q} = undamped ([CJ= structure is 

[M]{q(t)} + [K]{q(t)} = {O} (23.12a) 

where, again, the matrix [M] describes the mass associated with each DOF. A complete 
solution to this matrix equation for the time-varying DOF of the structure, is obtained 
by first describing the time variation of those deflections as4 

{q(t)} = {q}sin(2nft + (23.13) 

where is then-vector of constant deflection amplitudes, and f is the frequency of vibration 
in units of cycles per second (Hz) when time is in units of seconds. This trial solution means 
that when the structure vibrates at a single natural frequency, f, the amplitudes of vibration 
of all parts of the structure are in a fixed ratio to each other, positive or negative. Thus 

{q(t)} = -4rrf2{q}sin(27Tft + if;-) 

After substitution, and cancellation of sin(2rrft + 1/f ), Eq. (23.12) can be written as 

1 
[MJ{q} = 4rr2f2 [K]{q} 

= ).[K]{q} (23.12b) 

where A is the eigenvalue containing the unknown frequency of vibration in its denominator. 
From a determinant method solution of Eq. (23.13), it is clear that there are n solutions for 
"A. Let "A; be the ith solution, and AJ be the }th solution. Then 

[M]{qi} = "A;[K]{q;} 

[M]{i_l)} = Aj[K]{q1} (23. 

where { q;} is the deflection amplitude solution {q} corresponding to ),; , and so on. Pre
multiplying the first of Eqs. (23.14) by LiJJJ and premultiplying the second by Lq;J leads 
to 

lq1J [M]{q;} = A; Lqj J [K]{q;} 

Lq;J[M]{qj} = "A1 Lq;J[K]{qi} (23.15) 

Transpose the second equation of the above equations. Since both the mass and stiffness 
matrices are symmetric, [M]t = [M] and [K? = [K]. Therefore, 

Subtracting this equation from the first of Eqs. (23.15) yields 

0 = ("A; - Aj)Lq1J[K]{q;} 

It is now assumed that all the eigenvalues or natural frequencies are distinct. Only very 
rarely are natural frequencies repeated in an actual structure. Then the factor (A; - ).i) is 
not zero. Therefore it must be true that 

(23.16) 

4 Using coordinate transformations and matrix diagonalization techniques (see Endnote (2)), it can be 
proved that ,he time variation of the generalized coordinates must be sinnsoidai. 
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The above equations establish the mutual of the eigenvectors {q;} and 
when their product includes either the stiffness matrix or the mass matrix. Such an orthog
onality condition is caHed "weighted" orthogonality. 

Consider the case when i equals} in Eq. (23.15) and the following definition. A matrix 
is whenever > 0 for any vector that is not the null 

vector. The above mass matrix is positive definite because the kinetic energy of the 
structure 

T = ! lq(t)J 

is always greater than zero whenever there is a nonzero (i.e., positive or negative) velocity 
for any part of the structure. Thus it follows thatthe products Lii; J [M]{q;} and Lqd [K]{q;} 
are greater than zero: It also can be argued directly that the above stiffness matrix, which 
already includes all boundary (and momentum) conditions, is also positive definite because 
the positive-valued strain energy of the structure is equal to 

u = Hq(t)j[K]{q(t)} 

Note that all forms of the deflection vectors {q}, such as {q;}, are exclusively com
posed of real numbers. Therefore both } = , called the generalized mass, and 
Liz;J [K]{q;} = , called the generalized stiffness, are positive real numbers. Also note 
from Eq. (23.15) that the eigenvalue A; can be written as the ratio Md K;. Thus every 
solution for every eigenvalue must always be a real number. 

Since the eigenvectors {q;} are orthogonal, are also linearly independent. To prove 
this statement, assume, by way of contradiction, that the n eigenvectors are linearly depen
dent. Then, by definition, there must exist a set of constants a; not all of which are zero, 
such that 

+ · · · + a,,{qn} 

Multiply both sides of the above equation by L q; J [M]. Because of the weighted orthogonality 
of the ith eigenvector with all other eigenvectors, the above equation reduces to 

0 = a; Lq;J [M]f q;} 

Since Liz; J [M]{q;} is greater than zero, then the coefficient a; must be zero. When this 
procedure is carried out for all values of the index i, then the assumption that some of 
the constants a; are not zero is contradicted. Hence the eigenvectors cannot be linearly 
dependent, but must be linearly independent. 

Since the eigenvectors are linearly independent, an arbitrary n vector {q} can be expressed 
in tenns of these eigenvectors as 

(23.17) 

where the Fourier coefficients ci have the values Lq;J [M]{q }/ M;. In this discussion, these 
coefficients are arbitra,_-y constants because {q} is arbitrary. Now rewrite Eq. (23.12b) as 

[Kr 1[M]{q} = J,.{q} or [D]{q} = J,.{q} (23.18) 

where [D] is called the dynamic matrix. Consider the vector {q} ofEq. (23.17) to be the first 
eigenvector trial solution. Call it { q# I}. Substitute this series expansion of the trial solution 
{q#l} into Eq. (23.18) so as to obtain 
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Since J and),; are also solutions to that ' { == }. rhe 
side of the above becomes 

}+ 

Call the above sum the second trial solution. Substitute The 
result is 

}+ 

and substitute it into the left-hand side 

Nm,v let all the be ordered such that,\ 1 > ),,2 > ),3 > · · · > 
of the relative nonzero values of the ci means of the choice for 

} , as as c 1 is not zero) a value of m will be reached where the first tenn of the above 
left-hand side dominates all the other terms of the left-hand side. When this ""'"~'"w 

the vector {q#m} is and the iteration procedure has 
desired answer. Since it contains the lowest natural frequency 

which is called the first or fundamental natural The examples 
illustrate the process. Note that one for hand 
calculations is that the worst effect of a numerical error is that it may 
rate of convergence the trial vector further from its 0r·,mn~m,,,,., 

judicious guessing can the rate of convergence. 
The second, third, and higher natural can also be calculated the matrix 

iteration method. To iterate for the second natural it is necessary to have an 
otherwise arbitrary trial vector that is free of all traces of the first eigenvector. 
That is, it is necessary to force c1 to be zero. If the trial vector has any component "in 
the direction" of the then that trial vector will converge to the 
first eigenvector for the reasons demonstrated above. To el.iminate all traces of the first 

that the trial vector for the second eigenvector, {q\2}, be constrained 
u,,,,,,,wu to the now known first eigenvector; that is, write LqiJ = 0. The 

subscript c indicates that this otherwise vector is now constrained to be free of 
the first Multiplying out this leads to the single equation 
-Z2q2 - = q1 where q; is the ith element of {q\2}c, and Zi comes 
from the Lq iJ [ M]. This single equation can be used to construct the first row of the 
transformation matrix in the matrix The remaining n - l 
rows of are merely the identities q; /2 = for = 2, 3 ..... To be clearer, the first 

is all zeros, the - Z.i terms make up the remainder of the first row, and the 
other diagonal terms are ones. Then = [D][T2]{q\2} = [D2]{q\2}, where the 
unconstrained form of the vector Thus the matrix [D2] carries 
the constraint that causes the vector to converge to the second eigenvector with its 
now dominant second eigenvalue. The third eigenvector and can be obtained by 
writing two orthogonality and so on. Other, better iteration for the 
higher numbered vibratory eigenvectors are also 

The above extension of the matrix iteration method to the higher natural frequencies 
works quite well when a computing machine is doing the calculations and precision is 
maintained by a large number of for each numerical A check on 
the numerical accuracy of these calculations can be made comparing 
value solution for to the first eigenvalue solution for the inverse of 
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Figure 23.16. Example 23.5. A beam vibration finite element model. 

to [Mr1[K]. This check on numerical accuracy is the only use the last eigenvalue and 
eigenvector solution has. Again, the discretization process used to form the mass and stiff
ness matrices is only an approximation to the continuous, actual structure. The result of that 
approximation is usually that only the lower half of the calculated natural frequencies and 
eigenvectors are good approximations to their corresponding actual values. 

Example 23.5. Consider the clamped-clamped, uniform beam shown in Fig. 23.16. The 
beam has been modeled using four massless, elastic beam elements and three rigid masses. 
Each beam element has the stiffness factor EI, and is of length l. Each discrete mass has 
a mass value· m and a mass moment of inertia about an axis coming out of the paper of 
magnitude (1/3)ml2• The beam has six DOF, which are labeled w 1 through 83 • Since the 
structure is symmetric about the indicated centerline, the modes of vibration are either 
symmetric or antisymmetric. The symmetric modes can be calculated separately from the 
antisymmetric modes by requiring W3 = w1, 83 = -81, and 82 = 0. Applying this set of 
constraints to the original mass and stiffness matrices in order to assure symmetric vibration 
amplitudes leads to the following equation of motion for free, undamped vibration: 

[ .~ 2~3 ~1 {;~} + ~: [ 1f ·~ =~] {;~} = {~} 
0 0 1 J w2 -6 -3 6 Wz 0 

Iterate to find only the fundamental natural frequency· and first mode shape. Check that 
the first natural frequency satisfies the characteristic equation provided by the determinant 
method. 

Solution. First write q(t) = ij sin(27l'ft + y,) and i:j(t) = -47l'f2q(t). Let ),, = 
EI /(rc2f 2ml3), where it is important to have the frequency in the denominator of 
the eigenvalue because the iteration procedure always converges to the largest eigenvalue. 
The next step is to invert the matrix portion of [K] and form the dynamic matrix [D] = 
[K]-1[M]: 

[
5/12 

[Kr1 =. 1/2 
. 2/3 

1/2 2/3] 
1 1 
1 4/3 

[D] = - 6 4 6 l [5 2 4] 
6 8 4 8 

Note that the dynamic matrix is not usually symmetric.5 With the cancellation of the sine 
function, the original matrix equation now has the form [D]{ij} = )..{ij} which is suitable 

5 There is no advantage in matrix iteration to having a symmetric [DJ. Certain other methods do require 
[D] = [D]'. Symmetry can be achieved, for example, by using the coordinate transformation {q} = 
[Mr112{p) and premultiplying by [Mr112 . When the mass matrix is diagonal, its square root is 
particularly easy to obtain. When the mass matrix is not a diagonal matrix a Cholesky decomposition 
of the mass matrix is the usually chosen route to a symmetric dynamic matrix (Ref. [72)). 
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for iteration. To begin the iteration, guess at {q#l}, the mode shape for the first symmetric 
vibratory mode. From physical experience, it can be expected that, for example, the value 
for w2 is something like twice the value of w 1, and so on. Thus a reasonable first guess 
could be Lq#lJ = L! ! lJ. However, in order to illustrate the pow~r of this approach, a 
completely neutral guess of Lq#lJ = Ll 1 lJ will be used. Now substitute this latter guess 
into the equation [D]{q} = )..{q} to test whether or not [D]{q#l} = )..{q#l}. That is, write 

- 6 4 6 1 = 16/6 = 3.3 0.8 # A 1 1 [5 2 4] { 1} 111/6} { 0.55} 11} 
6 8 4 8 1 20/6 1.0 1 · 

The second of the above equalities is merely the factoring of the algebraically largest of 
the element magnitudes (20/6 = 3.3) in order to make the resulting largest element of the 
column matrix equal to one for the sake of easy comparisons with the original vector. This 
factoring of the largest element is referred to as ( one form of) normalizing the vector. Since 
the normalized vector result of the matrix multiplication does not equal the original vector, 
use the first result as the second guess. Note that in the early stages of the calculation only 
one or two significant digits are useful. 

1 [5 2 4] 10.5} 18.1/6} 10.53} 10.50} 6 6 4 6 0.8 = 12.2./6 = 2.5 0.80 #).. 0.80 
8 4 8 1.0 15.2/6 1.0 1.0 

Obviously {q#3} is not Jar different from {q#2}. Iterating again with {q#3}, 

- 6 4 6 0.80 = 2.063 = 2.573 0.8018 1 [5 2 4J { 0.53 J .
1

1.375 J . I 0.5343 J 
6 8 4 8 1.0 2.573 1.000 

Convergence to four significant figures is achieved with one more iteration: 

- 6 4 6 0.8018 = 2.069 = 2.580 0.8018 
1 [5 2 4] { o.5343} 11.379} {··o.5345} 

6 8 4 8 1.000 2.580 1.000 

Thus by comparison to [D]{q} = )..{q }, )..1 = 2.58 = EI /(n 2f 2ml3), or fi = 
0.198(EI/ml3) 112, and LqiJ = L0.535 0.802 1.00J. This result is confirmed by the 
determinant method, which also. reveals that the second and third symmetric natural 
frequencies are f2 = 0.780(£/ /m/3) 112, and f3 = 1.08(£/ /m/3) 112 . However, these higher 
natural frequencies are only worth noting if the details of the simple structural model of 
Fig. 23.16 closely correspond to the actual structure. • 

Example 23.6. A certain beam buckling problem is described by the matrix equation 
[K]{q} = )..*[H]{q} given below. Use matrix iteration to determi~ the beam buckling 
load and the beam buckling mode shape. 

[ 
20 -14 5] {W1} PL2 [ 2 -1 OJ IW1} 

-14 29 -19 Wz = 18£/ -1 2 -1 Wz 
5 -19 15 W3 0 -1 1 W3 . 

Solution. Since it is desired to find the lowest value of P that satisfies the above matrix 
eigenvalue problem, itis necessary to divide both sides by the factor)..* = P L2 /(18£1) and 
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multiply both sides by [Kr; in order to obtain the form >,,{q} = [D]{q} where 1 = 1/1*, 
and [D] = [Kr 1[H]. With 

, 1 74 115 1211 
[Kr1 = - 1

- LI 115 215 310 
475 121 310 384 j 

1 r 33 
W] = -1 -45 
L 475 L -68 

35 61 
125 35 I 
115 74 J 

Again starting with Lq J = Ll l lJ, the iteration procedure is 

i I 33 35 61 , , 1 r 74/475 J r 06 } 
-1-45 125 35 J I ' r ~ 1 115/4751 ~ 0.25 10.9 . 
475 L -68 115 74 1 . 121/475 1 

1 I 33 
35 611061 _ { .;73~4:5] _ {042) - -45 125 35 I 0.9 J - 1~0.5;415 I -0.29 0.86 

475 -68 115 74 J ~ 1.0 136.7 /475 1.0 L 

i r 33 "'"' 61 r·2 i 1 50 66/475 1 r341 .J~ 

-l-4S 125 351 ?.88 = 126.1/4:5 = 0.31 0.86 i 

475 -68 115 74 _J LO j l 146.6/415 j l.0 J 

1 r 33 35 6] { o.341 147.32/475] r o.3161 
_ I -45 125 35 0.86 = l 127.2/475 = 0.315 l 0.849 f 
475 l -6s 115 74 1.0 j 149.8/475 l 1.00 

1 1 33 35 61 r.3161 f 46.11 /4751 r.307 1 _'_ -45 125 ~5 I 0.849 = ) ~:~·9/4zs = 0.316 0.~;5 1 
475 L -6s 115 14 J J .00 J l nu.2/4;5 1 Luu j 

After five iterations starting with a rather poor guess, convergence is close on the eigenvalue. 
One more time for a better accuracy: 

1 1 33 
-I -45 
475 L-6s 

35 . 61 r 0.307 1 1
, 45.70/475 l I 0.304, 

125 35 I I 0.845 1 = 126.8/475 = 0.316 0.844 ~ 
115 74 J t 1.00 j C 150.3/475 1.00 J 

Precision for buckling eigenvectors is not as important as it is for vibratory eigenvectors 
because there is never any interest in the higher buckling eigenvalues. Therefore, the above 
answer is satisfactory because three-significant-digit convergence has been obtained for the 
eigenvaluel = 18EI/(PL2 ) = 0.316. Whence Per= 57EI/L2. II 

Two final comments on the iteration procedure are offered. First note that with hand and 
machine calculations the convergence rate can be improved by noting and using the demon
strated trends of the eigenvector element values during the initial stages of the procedure. 
For example, instead of using {q#2} = L0.6 0.9 0 l.Oj1 the drop in the first element value 
from its initial estimate at 1 could suggest trying L 0.4 0.8 1.0 J. This choice would speed 
convergence. Second, the matrix iteration procedure works just as well when the matrices 
are real and nonsymmetric (Ref. [25]). The matrix iteration procedure works even when one 
of the square matrices is singular as well as nonsymmetric, as is illustrated in Exercise 23.7. 
Nonsymmetric matrices are briefly commented upon at the end of Endnote (2). See Ref. 
[61] for a discussion of matrix iteration for complex matrices. 
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In[3]:~ Plot[(Cos[x]- x/Sin[x])Cos[x],{x, 0, 1.4}] 
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Figure 23.17. Example 23.7. (a) Two-bar system in deformed position. (b) Graph pro
portional to the second variation of total potential energy. (c) System stability diagram 
showing a single bifurcation point (neutral stability) between the initial, stable load path 
and the subsequent unstable load paths. 

Example 23.7. Consider the two-bar system shown in Fig. 23.17 where the only loading 
is an axial force P. In their unloaded state the two bars are horizontal. The stiffness of 
the central hinge translational spring and rotational spring are sufficiently smaller than the 
stiffnesses of the bars that the bars are here modeled as being rigid. Draw the stability 
diagram for thi~ one DOF system showing the posthuckling behavior of the structure for 
small values of the angle (J. 
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Solution. Figure 23.17(a) shows the system in its deformed configuration. that 
the angle of rotation experienced by the torsion spring is W. the system strain energy, which 
resides entirely in the two springs, is 

U = !K(W)2 + !kL 2 sin2 8 = !kL2 (() 2 + sin2 

The system potential energy is the negative of the work done the axial force P: 

V = -P(2L)(l - cos 

The equilibrium states of the two-bar system are determined writing the variation of the 
total potential energy, on= o(U + = 0. That result is 

[kL 2 (() + sine cos - 2P L sin 8]8() = 0 

One solution to the above equilibrium equation is clearly theta equals zero regardless of the 
value of the axial force P. The second equilibrium solution is where 

P = - --+cos kL ( G 
2 sine 

When G approaches zero, the above value for the axial force approaches kL. To investigate 
the stability of these two equilibrium paths, 13 equals zero and that written above, write the 
expression for the second variation of the total potential energy: 

82 n = [kL 2(1+cos2 6 - sin2 - 2P L cos 8](88)2 

or 

ri2TI= 2L[kLcos2 6 - Pcos 

First investigate the loading path theta equals zero. Clearly the second variation of the 
total potential energy is positive (and the system stable) whenever P < kL, and the second 
variation is negative (and the system unstable) whenever P > kL. Now investigate the 
case where theta is not necessarily zero. In this latter case, where P has the value stated 
above, after some algebra, the expression for the second variation of the total potential 
energy is 

82 fl= kL 2 I cos() - - 6-l cos L sine_ 

Of course, there is more that one way to determine whether or not this expression is positive 
or negative for small values of theta. If a computer and relevant software are readily available, 
the graph of the above function of theta can be inspected for that purpose. Figure 23 .17 (b) 
is such a graph from Mathematica which shows that, for small theta, the second variation of 
the potential energy is negative, and hence this load path is unstable. If such software is not 
immediately available, then for small theta the following two approximations can be used: 
sine = e - 83 / 6, and cos G = 1 - ! (), which are the first two terms of their respective 
Taylor's series. Substituting these approximations, and using the further approximation that 
1/(1 - x) ~ 1 + x, after some algebra 

which is clearly negative for small theta. Hence, again this load path is unstable. The ~·--~"'"J 

diagram is shown as Fig. 23.l7(c). Also see Exercises 
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Chapter 23 Exercises 

23.1. A "push-pull" rod of an aircraft control system has three geometries its 
76-inch length. Along the central 60 inches. the rod has a thin, annular cross
section with an outsider diameter of 1 ! inches. The 2 inches of rod at each 
end is an adjusting screw with a solid circular cross-section of i-inch diameter. 
Along the 6-inch length at both ends between the screws and the central portion 
of the rod, the rod has a tapering, near solid cross-section. If the screw area 
moment of inertia is approximately one-fourth of the area moment of inertia 
at the rod center, is it reasonable to model this rod for a buckling analysis as a 
uniform rod and thus use a differential equation approach? 

23.2. (a) Redo the elastic buckling analysis for the nonuniform beam of Fig. 23 .3(b) 
with the left-hand support changed to that of a fixed support. 

(b) Use the FEM to verify that the buckling load of the nonuniform beam of 
Fig. 23.3(a) is increased fourfold if another roller support is added at the 
center of the beam. 

23.3. Set up and solve the aerodynamic divergence matrix equations for the airfoil 
of Fig. 23.12 when there is no sweep angle, that is, for fJ = 0. Let G J = 2£ I, 
and for this purpose use: 

Just two twisting degrees of freedom and the determinant solution method 
to obtain f/D. 

(b) All six of the nonzero beam bending and twisting nodal DOF and the 
detenninant solution method to obtain 'fD. Let the ratio e / L = 1 /3. 

23.4. Use the matrix iteration method to deterrnine the first natural frequency f 1 for 
the structural system whose free, undamped vibration is described by the matrix 
equations: 

() [2 Ol{iji} 48E/rl6 
a m O l J ij_2 + 7L3 _ -5 

I 4 0 0 l I qi l [ 5 
(b) (2nm/ k)2f 2 1l' 0 3 1 I q2 } -2 

0 1 1 j q3 j 0 

where m and k are mass and stiffness parameters, respectively. 

23.5. Detennine the beam buckling eigenvalue A in the matrix equation A { q} = 
[D]{q} using matrix iteration when 

(a) (b) 

[18 3 ~1 111 17 161 
[D] = ~ 6 [D] = 18 30 24 I 

2 _j L20 32 32j 

(c) (d) 

[D]-u 6 sl 
[D] = I~ 7 111 

12 12 I 12 18 J 
12 16 j LS 14 22 

23.6. An uniform airfoil is elastically supported in a wind tunnel using a long, tor
sionally stiff "sting" mounted on an aerodynamically fared column set on the 
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and Structural 

wind-tunnel 23.18. Model the airfoil and column as 
as a uniform beam element a stiffness factor EI 

l = L. Write and solve the matrix for the divergence 
pressure, qD when 0.25. 

FOR THE EAGER 

23.7. (a) and draw the 
DOF, sketched in 23 .19. Show that its l,'V,"L'U'-•l\.1.UslC 

load path is stable for small angles of rotation. 
Redo but this time let the stiffness factor for the torsional 

be four times as that let K = kL 1 . Determine the new 
critical load and show that this increase in that stiffness factor is 
sufficient to make the load 
Redo but this time let K = 

23.8. of the matrix iteration method for 

of Exercise but this time use matrix 
iteration to obtain the solution. Hint: The inverse of tbe stiffness matrix is 

12 3 0 5 3 ol 
l 3 6 0 9 6 0 I 
i 0 0 3 n 0 3 I l CJ 

r {r' Ji" 

I 
5 9 n 16 I" 0 I Q..,_, i \J ,£.. 

3 6 0 12 12 0 
i 0 0 3 0 0 6 J L 
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Figure 23.19. Exercise 23.7. Rigid bar supported by torsional springs. 

Also note that when the aerodynamic matrix is nondimensionalized to con
form with the stiffness matrix's generalized force and generalized coordinate 
vectors, the result, withe/ L = 1/3, is 

0 0 1 0 0 0 dw 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 Ld81 

[.stl]q = 91JCC1a 
0 0 1/3 0 0 0 Ld</>1 

' 0 0 0 0 o· 1 dw2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 Ld82 
0 0 0 0 0 1/3 Ld</>2 

23.9. Multiply the beam buckling equation Eiwm'(x) + Pw"(x) = 0, where EI and 
Pare constants, by 8w(x) and then integrate each term by parts over the beam 
length so as to obtain the familiar virtual strain energy expression and, more 
importantly, the virtual potential energy expression for beam buckling, and the 
appropriate boundary conditions. That is, obtain 

8U = 1L Eiw"(x)8w"(x)dx and 8V = -1L Pw'(x)8w'(x)dx 

plus the necessary boundary conditions. 

23.10. After reading Endnote (2), show that 

exp{([A] + [B])t} = exp([A]t)exp([B]t) 

Endnote (1) Resonance 

The following argument demonstrates the importance of natural frequencies by 
showing that large deflections, hence large strains, hence large stresses, result when an 
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applied sinusoidal force has an oscillatory frequency that matches, or nearly matches, the 
jth natural frequency of the structure, fj. Consider the following dynamic force-deflection 
matrix equation for an undamped structure, 

[M]{q(t)} + [K]{q(t)} = {Q0} sin(2Jrfjt + 1/rj) (23.19) 

where [M] and [K] are the usual mass and stiffness matrices arising respectively from 
the expressions for the kinetic energy and strain energy, { Q0 } is a constant vector of load 
amplitudes, t is time, and 1/r is an arbitrary phase angle. Again the damping matrix [ C] 
is omitted for the sake of simplicity. To understand the solution to this nonhomogeneous 
equation, consider the solution to the homogeneous equation 

[M]{q(t)} + [K]{q(t)} = {O} (23.20) 

As was discussed in Section 23.8, the solution to the above homogeneous equation is 
achieved by first writing 

{q(t)} = {q} sin(2nft + ¢) 

where {q} is a set of constants. Substituting Eq. (23.13) into Eq. (23.20) yields 

4nf[M]{q} = [K]{q} 

(23.13) 

(23.21) 

This N-by-N eigenvalue problem can be solved for the N natural frequencies f;, and the 
N eigenvectors { ij;}. The total complementary solution is the sum of those N individual 
solutions. That is, with the constants of integration A;, and </J j, the general solution to the 
homogeneous matrix equation is 

N 
{q(t)} = LA;{ij;}sin(2nfr+</Jj) (23.22) 

i=l 

Each eigenvector {ij;} called the vibratory mode shape, reveals the relative vibratory ampli
tudes of the { q;} structure when the structure is freely vi orating at the corresponding natural 
frequency. A very useful way of using the normalized N x 1 mode shapes is to arrange all, 
or some lesser number, of them into a rectangular matrix where the first column is the first 
eigenvector, the second column is the second eigenvector, and so on. Call this rectangular 
matrix the modal matrix, [cJ>]. That is [cJ>] = [q1 q2 •.. izk] where k :SN. Then introduce 
a new set of generalized coordinates {p(t)}, called the modal coordinates, by means of the 
coordinate transformation 

{q(t)} = [cJ>]{p(t)} so that {q(t)} = [cJ>]{j:i(t)} (23.23) 

Substituting Eq. (23.23) into Eq. (23.19), and then premultiplying Eq. (23.19) by the trans
pose of [ (J)], leads to 

[cJ>]t[M][cJ>]{p(t)} + [cJ>]t[K][cJ>]{p(t)} = [cJ>]1{Qo} sin(2nft + 1/rj) (23.24) 

Since the columns of [cJ>] are nothing more than the modal eigenvectors, them, n term of 
the triple matrix product [ cJ>]t[M][cJ>] is LiimJ [M]{izn}. Because of the orthogonality of these 
eigenvectors (see Eq. (23.16)), and the positive definiteness of the mass matrix, the product 
LiimJ [M]{izn} is (i) zero if m # n, and (ii) the positive number Mn if m = n. Similarly, 
them, n term of the triple matrix product [cJ>r[K][cJ>] is LizmJ[K]{izn}, which is (i) zero if 
m # n, and (ii) the positive number Kn if m = n. Thus [<P]1[M][cJ>] and [cJ>]t[K][cJ>] are 
both diagonal matrices. Call them, respectively, [\M\] and [\K\]. Furthermore, from Eqs. 
(23.12b, 23.15) it can be seen that (2nfn)2Mn = Kn. 
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With both of the matrices [\M\] and 
the elements of the unknown vector 
the Eq. (23.24) is the uu,,vuuu .. ,u 

+ 

833 

between 

+ 
There are two cases to consider: when i =I= j, and when i = j. In each case the 
mathematical solution of the above consists of the complementary solution and 
the particular solution. In each case the complementary solution is a sine function with 
frequency f;. If damping were included in the differential equation, that sine function would 
be modified by an with a negative argument that becomes more negative 
as time increases. Since the exponential function makes this part of the total solution quickly 
disappear, the complementary solution in the damped case is called the "transient solution.;' 
The conclusion to be reached is that the complementary solution in both the and 
the more realistic damped case is bounded in time. 

In the first of the above two cases, when f; =I= fi, the particular solution for the generalized 
coordinate is 

Since f; does not equal fi, this solution, called the 
with respect to time. On the other hand, when fi = 
the generalized coordinate 

= ----t cos(2rrf t + 
4n Mfi 1 

is one that grows without bound as time increases. Hence the importance of knowing the 
natural frequencies. (The inclusion of an equivalent viscous damping would an upper 
limit on the growth of this function.) With or without the inclusion of damping, the solution 
for the pi coordinate dominates all the other solutions as it' grows very large. Thus, from 
Eq. (23.23), the deflection vector grows very large when the input generalized force 
vector oscillates at one of the natural frequencies of the strnctural system. Furthermore, 
even though the input vector magnitudes { are not necessai-ily proportional to { C/.i}, 
from Eq. the structure's vibration amplitudes are primarily proportional to thatjth 
modal vector. This fact is experimentally useful. 

Endnote (2) Diagona!izatim.1 and Functions of Matrices 

Consider the N x symmetric matrix [A]. This matrix can be written as the triple 
matrix product [A]= [cP][Js.][<P]t where is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues (i.e., 
the i) element of is and [ <P] is the eigenvector matrix whose ith column is the ith 
eigenvector. The of this statement proceeds from the solutions 

and 

where 1 :S: i, j :5 When the above two solutions are combined into one matrix equation, 
the from the rules of matrix multiplication, can be written as 

r /1,; o J l O ;j 
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When the same thing is done for all eigenvalues and eigenvectors, the result is 
[A][<P] = [cJ>][>..]. Following a similar argument to that presented in the section on matrix 
iteration, let the first of Eqs. (23.25) be premultiplied by Lqj J and the second be premulti
plied by Lq;J. Then 

Lqj J [A]{q;} = >..; Lqj J{q;} and Lq;J [A]{q1} = A j Lq;J 

Transpose the second of the above equations, and note that 
second equation from the first to obtain 

(A; - >.1)lqJJ{q;} = 0 

= [A]. Then subtract the 

With distinct eigenvalues, by far the usual case, the above difference between eigenvalues 
is not zero. Thus the two orthogonality conditions for i f- j are 

LqiJ{q;}=O and LqJJ[A]{q;}=O 

Now let the eigenvectors be normalized so that, for all i, 

Lq;J } = 1 whence Lq;J[A){qd = A; (23.26) 

This form ofnormalization is easily achieved. If the original value of the product L q; j{ q;} = 
c, then division of the vector {q;} by ,,/c accomplishes the desired result. These normalized 
eigenvectors are termed "orthonormal." For the sake of distinction, let these orthonormal 
eigenvectors now be denoted as {qi}. Then, using this symbolism, Eq. (23.26) is rewritten 
as 

Lq;J {qd = l and Lq;J [A.J{q;} = ;..; 

When the orthonormal eigenvectors are assembled into [<P], then 

[<P]t[<P] = [I] and [tPl[A]['P] = [,\] 

or 

[A]= [<P][>.][<P]1 

(23.26) 

(23.27) 

In the latter form of Eq. (23.27), the symmetric matrix [A] is said to be diagonalized. This 
diagonal form has many uses. For example, if the square root of the matrix [A] is desired, 
it can be written immediately as 

[A]1;2 = [<P][>..1;2][<P]1 

where the i, i element of [A 112] is simply ()..J112 . This solution for the square root is quickly 
verified by multiplying it by itself, and noting the first ofEqs. (23.27). Similarly, the inverse 
of [A] is 

[Ar1 = [<P][A- 1][<Pt 
Consider the following homogeneous matrix equation where the symmetric matrices 

[M] and [K] are real and constant: 

[MJ{q} + [K]{q} = {O} (23.28) 

Write the coordinate transformation {q} = [Mrl/2{p} and substitute it into the above 
equation. Premultiplying Eq. (23.28) by the symmetric matrix [ilf]- 112 then yields 

{p} + [Mr1;2[K][1l1T1;2{p} = {O} 
(23.29) 

or {p} + [A]{p} = {0} 
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An alternative to decoupling this equation is to write the solution for {p(t)} as 

{p} = sin([A] 112t){Cr} + cos([A]i/2 t){C2 } 

Where { C 1} and { C2} are vectors of constants of integration that can be determined from 
initial conditions. In order to demonstrate that this is indeed a solution to Eq. (23.29), 
assume for the moment, as is proved below, that these sine and cosine functions have the 
same derivatives and integral forms that are possessed by ordinary sine and cosine functions. 
Then substitute 

{P} = -[A] sin([A] 112t){Ci} - [A] cos([A] 112t){C2 } 

as well as the alleged solution for {p} into Eq. (23.29). The result is the zero vector, which 
shows that the alleged solution is indeed a solution. The solution for the original vector 
{q} = [Mr 112{p} follows immediately. 

The only questions remaining concern the calculation and differentiation of, for example, 
sin([B]x ), where [B] is a matrix of constants. To calculate the matrix sin[B], first write 
[B] = [IP][,\][&f Note that the nth power of [B] can be written as [B]" = [<P][,\")[<P]1. 
Recall that the series expansion for the sine function is 

83 85 87 

sin fJ = G - - + - - - + · · · 
31 5! 7! 

Consider the matrix [ <P] [sin,\] [ & ]\ where [sin,\] is just the diagonal matrix of the sines 
of the eigenvalues. That is, the ith element along the diagonals is sin(),i ). Since the sine 
function is applicable to any real number, 

A At A( l 3 1 5 ) At [<P][sinJc][<P] = [<P] [,\] - 31 [,\ ] + S! [1c ] - · · · [<P] 

= [1P][11.][<P]t _ ~! [<P][),3][tP}t 

1 A 5 A t + -[<P][Jc ][<P] - ... 
5! 

In the above series expansion for [ &][sin )c][ & ]\ insert the identity matrix [l] = [ <P ]1[ cP] in 
each right-hand-side term of the series expansion in such a way that, for example, the matrix 
[A3] = [A][11.][A] becomes [A][IP]t[<P][),J(<P)1[1P][1c]. Since [B] = [<P][A][<Pt, it should be 
clear that, after grouping each succeeding product of three matrices in each right-hand-side 
term of the series expansion, the result is 

A • rAt l l 3 l 5 
[<P][smA]t<P] = rB 1 - -[B] + -[B] - · · · 

- 3! 5! 

The parallel between the sin e series and the [ <P] [ sin )c] [ IP ]t series permits calling the 
triple product [<P][sin>..][<b]' by the name sin[B]. Thus there is now a meaning for the 
symbol sin[B]. Of course the means for calculating sin[B] is not the infinitely long series 
expansion, rather the calculation is accomplished by means of using the functional values 
of the individual eigenvalues for [BJ; that is. 

sin[B] = [<P][sin,\][<Pt 
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cos[BJ = , and exp 
differentiation of functions of matrices, note 

I s -+ -rBJ x) - ... 
3! 5! L 

sin([B]x) = 

or 

d 

dx 
d 

dx 

d 

dx 

1 1 
= fB] - 3-'Bl3x 2 + 5-

L 3! L ; 5! 

1 1 
+-

4! 

l 2 2 l 
- -[B] X + -

2! 41 

- .. -) 

- .. -) 

, and so on. As for 

Similar expressions can be written for nonsymmetric matrices. However, with nonsym
metric matrices, everything is a bit more complicated. First of with a nonsymmetric 
matrix it is necessary to obtain the and eigenvectors of as well as 
those of [N]. The detenninant method for calculating eigenvalues shows that the two sets 
of eigenvalues are identical because a detenninant is not altered by interchanging the rows 
and columns. Let the orthonormal eigenvectors of be {p;} and those of be 
Then following the by now familiar process of premultiplying 

} = Aj 

by and L q; J respectively, transposing the second equation, and subtracting one from the 
oLher, yields - A .i) LP j J { q;} = 0. With unequal eigenvalues, the orthogonality conditions 
are 

}=0= 

These two sets of orthonormal vectors can be used to diagonalize much the same way 
as is done with symmetric matrices. The following brief illustrates the process. 

Example 23.8. Diagonalize the matrix 

Solution. Matrix iteration followed by the normalization process 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors are 

=6 
=1 

LqiJ = lJ 
LCJ2J = L -1 + lJ 

= L4/5 4/SJ 
= L-4/5 l/5J 

shows that the 

A quick check verifies that the above eigenvectors are indeed orthonormal. That 

r 4/5 
L -4/5 

l 11/4 
1/5 j l l 

-11 r 
1 J L -4/s 

1 
I 

1/5 j 
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CaTrying out the matrix verifies that 

1 1 4 1 J [~ 1 J [ -11 = r 6 
O' 

5 '- -4 l i 0 iJ - L 

Thus the of is 

f2 l J = [ 1/4 -11 f 6 o 1 r 4/5 l 
L4 5 l 1 J Lo ij l -4/5 1/5 J 

In more general terms, if [Q] and are the matrices whose columns are the ern:em·ec
tors and then [N][Q] = [Q][A] and 
[P]t[Q] = [I] = [Qf[P], then [P]t(N][Q] = 
(proof as before), the inverse of 
stitute this latter expression into 

the latter 
, and so on. 

exists. Define [R] = or = [R][Pf Sub-
to obtain [R][P]t[Q] = [R] = [Q][Jc]. 

[P]t to obtain . Then 





APPENDIX A 

Additional Topics 

A.1 Integration of the Strains to Obtain Displacements 

There are two aspects to the following discussion of strains and displacements. 
The first aspect is an outline of the process that is the general integration of the six strains 
to obtain the three displacements. The second aspect is the redirection of the series of 
equations developed during the process of obtaining the displacements towards the second 
goal, which is the partial differential equations that relate the strains to each other. The 
equations that relate the strains are called the compatibility equations. In this textbook, the 
compatibility equations are of more immediate concern than the process of integrating the 
strains to obtain the displacements. As is proved in Endnote (1) of Chapter 3 there are six 
second order compatibility equations that occur in two sets or three. equations of similar 
form. The second of the two sets of three compatibility equations is rederived here because 
the form of those compatibility equations is less obvious than that of the first set. 

Throughout the process begun below for obtaining the displacements from the strains, it 
is of course presumed that the strains are known functions of the cartesian coordinates, and if 
necessary, time as well. The process begins with the first order partial differential equations 
that are the linear form of the strain-displacement equations. Consider determining u(x, y, 
z) from the strain Exx(x, y, z) =au/ax.Indefinite integration with respect to x leads to 

u(x, y, z) = [ au dx = [ Exx dx + f(y, z) 
lx ax lx (Al) 

The above integration of the partial derivative produces a function of integration that is 
here labeled f(y, z). This function of integration is similar to the constant of integration 
that always accompanies the indefinite integration of a total derivative. The function of 
integration is always a function of the variables that are not involved in the integration. 
Thus partially differentiating Eq. (A 1) with respect to the variable of integration, which in 
this case is x, leads to the original first order derivative. Such a differentiation, of course, 
verifies Eq. (Al). 

The key point of this derivation is that the left-hand integral can be identified as u(x, y, z) 
because integration is the reverse of partial differentiation. That is, 

u(x, y, z) = 1 Exx dx + f(y, z) = u(x, y, z) + f(y, z) (A2) 

where the known function u(x,y,z), which is one part of the solution for u(x, y, z), repre
sents the immediate result of the integration of the function Exx with respect to x. Similar 
intermediate solutions for the displacements v(x, y, z) and w(x, y, z) can be obtained, with 
their associated functions of integration g(x, z) and h(x, y). They are, respectively, 

_v(x, y, z) = i Eyy dy + g(x, z) = v(x, y, z) + g(x, z) 

w(x, y, z) = [ Ezz dz+ h(x, y) = w(x, y, z) + h(x, y). (A3) 

839 
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Since there are three unknown functions, three additional pieces of information are required. 
This additional information is available in part in the form of the three known shearing 
strains. Substitution of the above solutions for the displacements into the shearing strain 
expressions yields 

au af av ag 
Yxy(x, y, z) = ay + ay + ax + ax 

au af aw ah 
Yxz<x, y, z) = az + az + ax + ax (A.4) 

av ag aw ah 
Yyz(x, y, z) = az + az + ay + ay 

Equations (A.4) constitute three simultaneous, first order, partial differential equations for 
the_three unknown functions of integration f, g, and h. The progress that has been made 
so far is that these unknown functions of integration have one fewer variable than the 
unknown displacements. To work further towards the goal of determining the displacements, 
differentiate the first of Eqs. (A.4) with respect to z, the second equation with respect toy, 
and the third with respect to x. The result is 

a2 f a2 g ayxy a2u a2v 
--+--=-------ayaz axaz az ayaz axaz 
a2 f a2h aYxz a2u a2w --+--=-------ayaz axay ay ayaz axay (A.5) 

a2g a2h ayyz a2v a2w 
--+--=-------axaz axay ax axaz axay 

The symmetry of Eqs. (A.5) is evident. Hence it is .possible, for example, to isolate the 
function of integration f (y, z) by adding the first of the above two equations and subtracting 
the third. That result and similar results for the other two functions of integration are 

2 a2 f = ayxy + aYxz _ ayyz _ 2 a2u 
ayaz az ay ax ayaz 
a2g ayxy ayyz aYxz a2v 

2-- = - + - - - - 2--ax az az ax ay ax az (A.6) 

2 a2h = aYxz + ayyz _ ayxy _ 2 a2w 
ax ay ay ax az ax ay 

Now it is a matter of directly integrating each of the above three equations twice in order 
to obtain the unknown functions f, g, and h. For example, integrating the first of the above 
three equations first with respect to y and then with respect to z would first produce a new 
function of integration J ( z) and then just a constant of integration. Clearly this procedure has 
greatly simplified the unknown functions. Now it is a matter of using whatever displacement 
boundary conditions are available for a particular problem. When these simpler integration 
functions have been determined from the BCs, the results can be substituted into Eqs. (A.2) 
and (A.3) to complete the solution for the displacements. . 

Turning now to the purpose of discovering the necessary relations between the strains, let 
the purpose of further manipulation of Equations (A.6) be the elimination of the functions 



of To this end, differentiate the first of the above three 
to x, and note 

!_(_)=-
r!X \oyiJz; i)z 

=0 

and 

\ 

Exxdx) = --
/ Jy oz 

Therefore. 

a 
0=ax 

and similarly 

+---· -2--BYvz) o2 Exx 

oz ax i)z 

0=- --+--- -2--a (ay,y OYyz )' ;J2Eyy 
ay r]z . ax oy ax az 

a 
0=

(jz 

avy, '·'- + 
ax 
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with respect 

The above are the second of the two sets of three compatibility equations. This completes 
the proof that these equations are necessary conditions for the six strain-displacement 
equations. 

A.2 Proof of the Symmetry of the Compliance Matrix 

Section 20.11 offered a proof of Betti's law, sometimes called Betti's reciprocal 
theorem, that depended upon the observed sym_metry of the material stiffness matrix, [E], 
for orthotropic and isotropic materials. Since [E] is symmetric, its inverse, the material com
pliance matrix [S], must also be symmetric. The proof of this assertion is as follows. Since 
[E] = [E]\ premultiplying by [Er1 yields [I]= [Er1[Ef Transposing both sides of 
this latter matrix equation leads to [I] = [E][Ert. Then premultiplying by [Er 1 provides 
the final statement that [ Er 1 = [ Er\ or [ S] = [st. Hence using the previously developed 
Betti's law to prove the symmetrJ of the compliance matrix would be using circular reason
ing. Therefore this section takes another approach to Betti's law that doesn't depend upon the 
observed symmetry of the material stiffness matrix. However, this is not a superior approach 
because, as will be seen, it simply makes another observation as a key step in the proof. 

To begin this alternate proof of Betti's reciprocal theorem, consider a differential-sized 
rectangular parallelepiped that has no temperature change and is in the process of being 
loaded a single normal stress, say CJxx· That is, let the stress CJxx increase from zero to 
some end value while the parallelepiped deforms accordingly. In the discussion that 
follows, the focus is upon a typical intermediate value of the single normal stress, which is 
simply designated as O'u and the corresponding strain Exx. 

To start let the material of the differential rectangular parallelepiped be 
orthotropic, and let the boundary planes of the rectangular parallelepiped coincide with 
the material of Then the differential element has three normal strains and 
no shearing strains. The first task is to calculate the work done by the single stress CJ.u. 

Recall that the differential of work is defined as the dot product of the applied force vector 
and the vector form of the differential of distance through which the force moves; that 
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Figure A.1. An infinitesimal rectangular parallelepiped deformed in the x direction only. 

dW = F · dD. As can be seen from Fig. Al, the applied force during the loading process 
is Cfxx dy dz, where, as before, the change in area due to the loading is neglected. The dif
ferential distance through which this force moves can be determined by first noting that 
the distance the force has moved to reach this intermediate deformation is the intermediate 
change in length of the original length of the parallelepiped. Since the strain corresponding 
to the intermediate deformation, Exx, is defined as the change in length of the original length 
divided by the original length, dx, then the intermediate distance moved by the force is Exx 

dx, as is shown in an exaggerated fashion in the figure. In order to form the work integral, it 
is necessary to take the differential of this intermediate distance Exx dx. Since the original 
length dx is a fixed quantity, and since the strain varies from an initial value of zero cor
responding to zero stress to a end value E;x, the differential of this distance is the product 
dExx dx. Furthermore, the force and displacement vectors are collinear. Hence the dot prod
uct is- an ordinary product. Substituting the above force and differential distance expressions 
into the definition for the differential of work done on the differential element yields 

dW = (axx dy dz)(dExx dx) = Cfxx dExx d (VoL) 

Note that while the left-hand side of the above equality has the appearance of a single dif
ferential, the right-hand side clearly has four differential factors. The number of differential 
factors must be the same on both sides of any equality. Hence, just as d(Vol.) incorporates 
three differentials, here the work differential incorporates four differentials. In order to avoid 
the appearance of differential mismatches, and to save continually writing the diffe,rential 
volume term, it is convenient to introduce the work per unit volume, W0 , in the definition 

dW = dW0 d(Vol.) 

Thus, the expression for the work per unit volume for a single normal stress is 

dWo = CTxx dExx 

It is a simple matter to integrate the above expression to obtain the work per unit volume 
in the case of a linearly elastic material, because at ever; point in the progress of the stress 
and strain, they are linearly proportional to each other. That is, because there are no other 
stresses, and no temperature change, Exx = (Jx.,) Ex. Using this latter equation to solve for 
the stress, and substituting for the stress in the work expression, and integrating over the 
range of strains from zero strain to the end strain, produces 
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Figure A.2. The lack of interaction between normal stresses and shearing strains, and 
vice versa, when the stresses parallel the orthotropic axes of symmetry, or the material is 
isotropic. 

Now consider the same rectangular parallelepiped subjected to all six stresses, and 
thus experiencing all six strains. Figure A.2 shows a side view of a pair of normal and 
shear stresses acting on one pair of the six faces of the rectangular parallelepiped, and 
the exaggerated deformation associated with each pair of stresses. From this diagram it 
should be clear that the normal force acts perpendicularly to the displacement caused by 
the shear stress, and the shear force acts perpendicularly to the displacement caused by the 
normal force. Since the definition of work involves a dot product, it should be clear that the 
work done by the normal and shear forces moving through the shearing and· longitudinal 
displacements, respectively, is zero. Hence the conclusion, patterned after the previous 
result, that 

dWo = axx dExx + ayy dEyy + · · · + ayz dyyz 

where, for example, the shear term azx dYzx comes from the shear force ( azx dx dy) moving 
through the distance (Yzx dz), where the sine of the shearing strain is equal to the shearing 
strain. The integration of this expression for the work done on th~ body per unit volume is not 
straightforward because each normal stress depends on the three longitudinal strains, and 
vice versa. This difficulty can be side-stepped. In general, the integral of the differential of 
work is a line integral, and as such it is path-dependent. That is, in general, an integration over 
different paths produces different results for the same integrand (i.e., same force). However, 
in this case of a linearly elastic, orthotropic material without a temperature change, from 
the first law of thermodynamics as discussed in Section 6.1, the path-dependent differential 
of work is equal to the differential of the internal (i.e., strain) energy, which is a point 
function. (The differentials of point functions are called "exact differentials.") The integrals 
of the differentials of all point functions are path-independent. Thus the integral of the work 
differential forthe linearly1 elastic material is path-independent. Since any path leads to the 
same result for the value of the integral, it is useful to choose a convenient path. The path 
chosen here is the one where all the stresses increase at exactly the same rate from their 
zero values to their final values. That is, let a(t) be the time-varying proportionality factor 
for each stress such that O :S a(t) :S 1.0, and 

1 The linearity of the elastic material is actually immaterial to this argument. 
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In the absence of a temperature change, substitution of the above expressions for the stresses 
into the strain-stress equations for any linearly elastic material shows that the strains can 
be represented in exactly the same way. That is, 

Since the end values of stress and strain are constants, substituting these forms into the 
general stress state expression for the work differential per unit volume yields 

nr e e { 
1 

- d- + e e { 
1 

- d- + + e e { 
1 

- d
YYO = axxExx lo a a aYYEYY lo a a · · · ayzEyz lo a a 

Wo = !(axxExx + ayyEyy + · · · + ayz Yyz) = ! La J {y} (A.7) 

where in the last two equalities, in a change in symbols, the superscript e is dropped, and 
now the usual, unmodified symbols indicate the end values of stress and strain. (It is a simple 
matter to show, as a major step in proving that the above argument works equally well for 
any analytical function of a(t), that exactly the same result is obtained if a(t) is replaced 
by a(t) raised to the nth power.) 

Now consider th<:! situation where the same differential rectangular parallelepiped is 
loaded sequentially by two different sets of stresses. Let the first set be designated as { a(ll} 
and the second set as {aC2l}, and let the corresponding strains be similarly denoted. The 
work done on the parallelepiped per unit volume by the first set of stresses when that set is 
the only set of stresses applied to the parallelepiped is 

Wo = Ha(llJ{y(ll} 

If the second set of stresses is then applied to the parallelepiped with the first set still acting 
upon the parallelepiped, the work per unit volume increases to 

Wo = ! LaC2l J {yC2l} + LaCl) J {y(2l} + ! La(ll J {y(ll} 

The second term does not have a factor of one-half be<:;.ause the first set of stresses are fully 
developed, that is, they have their constant end values before and during the displacements 
associated with the second set of strains. A constant force integrated over a displacement 
is simply the force multiplied by the total displacement. (Thus the factor one-half is an 
indication that the force grows proportionally with the displacement.) If now the stresses 
are removed and reapplied in reverse order, then the work done by both sets of forces is 

Wo = Ha(llj {yCll} + La(2) J {y(ll} + Ha(2) J{yC2l} 

For an elastic material, the sequencing of the loads (i.e., the loading path) has no effect on 
the total work done. This is illustrated in Fig. A.3 for the case of two increments of a single 
stress. Equating the two expressions for the work per unit volume leads to the conclusion 
that 

(A.8) 

Equation (A.8) is Betti's law or Betti's reciprocal theorem. This theorem can be reshaped 
to prove the slightly more general statement that the work done by one set of forces moving 
through the displacements produced by a second set of forces is equal to the work done by 
the second set of forces moving through the displacements produced by the first set of forces. 
The proof of this statement is thoroughly outlined in the exercises of Ref. [3], Chapter 1. 
When this statement is rendered in terms of single forces, it is Maxwell's reciprocal theorem 
or Maxwell's reciprocity theorem. 
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Figure A.3. The work per unit volume done by two stresses of the same type when the 
two stresses are applied sequentially to a (linearly) elastic body. The conclusion is that the 
work per unit volume done by the first stress moving through the strain of the second stress, 
W0(1, 2), is equal to the work per ~nit volume done by the second stress moving through 
the strain of the first stress, W0(2, 1 ). 

Equation (A.7), and as a result everything afterwards, was derived for an orthotropic 
material where the coordinate axes are aligned with the material axes. The rotation equa
tions in Section 6.5 can be used to show the Betti's reciprocal theorem applies to an ortho
tropic material for any set of orthogonal axes. Thus these equations also apply to an isotropic 
material for any set of orthogonal axes. 

The proof of the symmetry of the compliance matrix is a short step from Betti's theorem. 
It begins with writing the strain-stress equations for each load set; that is, 

Then Betti's theorem becomes 

or 

where the last step is just a matrix product transposition of the scaler quantity on the right 
hand side of the equal sign. Since both sets of stresses are unrelated to each other, and wholly 
arbitrary, the conclusion from the last equation is that the compliance matrix is equal to 
its transpose, and thus is symmetric. This conclusion can be justified in the following way. 
Rewrite the above equations as 
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The above left-hand side is the product of two unrelated quantities. The first of these two 
quantities is a row vector. The second is a column vector that can take on any set of nonzero 
real values. The matrix product of the row and column vector is simply the finite sum of 
products of the corresponding elements of the two matrices. Since that matrix product is 
zero regardless of the nonzero values of the elements of the column vector, then it must be 
concluded that each element of the row vector, and thus the row vector itself, is necessarily 
zero. This row vector equation can be rewritten after factoring and transposition as 

Now the above argument is repeated with one small change. Consider the product of each 
row of the square matrix and the arbitrary column vector separately as above to arrive at 
the conclusion that each row of the square matrix within the parentheses is necessarily null. 
Thus the final result is that the compliance matrix is symmetric; that 

[S] = [S]t 

A cautionary note: the above argument concerning the square matrix depends on the triple 
matrix product being of the form Lx J where Lx j and {y} are both arbitrary and 
unrelated. The triple product Lx J being always equal to zero for an arbitrary { x} is 
not sufficient information in itself to conclude that [ m] is null. In this latter case, all that can 
be said is that [m] is a skew-symmetric matrix; that a matrix where the })th element 
is equal to the negative of the (j, element. 

A.3 

In this section it is proved that the two shearing force components 

Vy=+J !/tdy 
JaA 

and V2 = + J !/!dz 
JaA 

are zero for the multiply connected cross-section as well as the singly connected cross
section, and the more general expression for the torque is derived. 

Consider the multiply connected cross-section of Fig. A.4 where the outer boundary is 
Jinked to the two inner boundaries by arbitrary paths that are traversed in both directions 
as any line integral proceeds along the outer and inner boundaries in one continuous loop. 
Since the contribution of that portion of any line integral that is derived from the oppositely 
traversed paths to the total value of the line integral cancels, the indicated single loop can be 
substituted for the separate outer and inner boundai.-y loops. Thus consider the line integral 
for the y component of the total shearing force to have this single loop as its integration 
path. Then 

= + f Wdy = ¢ !/tdy + f 
,1 aA,,,, Jaco "ac, 

The value of the Prandtl stress function is a constant on each of the boundary curves. Thus 
each such constant can be factored out of each integral leaving a line integral about a dosed 
loop of the exact differential dy. Since dy is an exact differential, its integral is simply the 
value of y at the beginning of the loop less the value of y at the end of the loop. Since these 
two values are the same, each integral has the value zero. Thus the y direction shearing 
force component is zero and, by a similar argument, so too is the z component of the total 
shea...""ing force. 

The evaluation of the integral that is the torsional moment proceeds initially in much 
the same way for the multiply connected cross-section as it does for the singly connected 
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AA A connected cross-section 

cross-section, The difference between the and moment 
of course, that here the-area is limited to that of the cross-sectional area where 
stresses are form of the moment does not include the 

'"'~,_,,.,,_ 1 connected cross-section. Thus 

The use of an obvious and then the Green-Gauss theorem 

A,,e, 

[ytf.rdz - +2 

" r 1 riel 

l.f/dA 

tf.rdA 

Recall that the /J attached to the line is to be read as "the of. The last 
of the above three requires that the connected cross-sectional area of 

interval sub-areas as per the derivation of the 
Green-Gauss theorem. This is for cross-sections of interest. 
(The division into sub-areas is not shown in Fig. A.4., but is illustrated in Again, 
with that the above line integral around the boundaries of the net cross-sectional 
area is the sum of the counterclockwise line around the outer of the 

all the line integrals that run both ways over the analyst-selected internal 
boundaries between the sub-areas the Green-Gauss theorem; 

Jme 

around the boundaries of the internal voids. All these 
of course, have the form of the line integral that is part of the above third 

and since the line over 

each sum to zero. Around each inner 
nonzero constant value . Hence with clockwise 

around the boundmies of the inner voids 

[y dz - z +2 iJ/dA 

A.I/('; 
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/ Voiume between upper 
surface and level AB, from A to B 

Figure A.5. A sectional view of a membrane (Prandtl stress function) attached to constant 
height interior plateaus (the inner boundaries of a multiply connected cross-section). 

or, after reversing the direction of the line integration to counterclockwise 

Mt = + L !J.r; 1 [y dz - z Jae;· +2Jf !J.rdA 

Anet 

The easiest way of evaluating the remaining line integrals around the internal voids is to 
use the Green-Gauss theorem. That is, for any general area A; 

(A.10) 

Thus 

M1=+2Jf IJ!dA+2L!J.r;A;I (A.11) 

A=, 

where, of course, A; is the area of the ith void. This final expression for the torque has an 
important parallel to the expression for the torque acting upon a singly connected cross
section. In the latter case, in geometric terms, the torque is twice the volume between 
the Prandtl stress function and the y, z plane as the Prandtl stress function spans the entire 
cross-sectional area. In the multiply connected case, the torque is twice the volume under the 
Prandtl stress function as it spans the net cross-sectional area, plus twice the product of the 
constant values of t.h.e Prandtl stress function at the edges of the voids multiplied by the areas 
of the voids. This latter result may be interpreted as twice the volume of a Prandtl stress func
tion that is flattened over the voids inside the outer boundary. This interpretation is illustrated 
in Fig. A.5. 

A.4 The Uniform Torsion GDE for Multiply Connected Cross-Sections 

In this section the unit load method is used to calculate the twist per unit length for 
the uniform torsion problem. The actual load system consists of a uniform beam of length 
L with a multiply connected cross-section and equal and opposite torques of magnitude Mt 
acting at the beam ends. The unit load system consists of the same beam with the same 
arrangement of torques, but in this case the torques are of unit magnitude. Hence the actual 
stresses are, as always, 

a!J.r(y, z) 
axy = 

az 
and 

alf!(y,z) 
Yxz = -

ay 

The actual. strains, using the isotropic strain-stress equations, are 

1 a!JJ(y, z) 
Yxv = -

· G az 
and 

1 iJ!J.r(y,z) 
Yxz = - G ay 
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The unit load stresses in this linear system can be calculated by setting up the proportionality 
that the actual stresses are to the actual torque as the unit load stresses are to the unit torque. 
The result is 

_ l a!.J!(y,z) 
Ox-v == ----

. M1 iJz 
and 

The twist per unit length, 8, multiplied by the beam length L is the total twist of one beam 
end relative to the other beam end. The total twist multiplied by the unit moment is the 
external complementary virtual work of the unit load system, which in turn is equal to the 
negative of the internal complementary virtual work of the unit load system. The latter 
quantity is the integral over the entire volume of the beam material of the product of the 
nonzero unit load stresses and the actual strains. This result may be written as 

e = ±! //[axyYxy +a-xzYxzJdAnetdx 

Vnet 

or 

8 = L~Mt 1!! [ (::r + (~:Y]dAdx 
Anet 

Since !J!(y, z) and its derivatives are not functions of x, the integration over the interval 
0 :::; x :::; L can be carried out separately to produce a factor L, which cancels the same 
quantity in the denominator of the ratio before the integrals. The Green-Gauss theorem can 
be used to carry out the integration with respect to y and z. Recall that the Green-Gauss 
theorem states 

ff raF + aGldA = - J[Fdy-Gdz] 
_ az ay J j 

A 

For present purposes, let F = !.J!(r3!.J! / a z), and let G = !.J!(iJ!.J! / a y ). Then these substitutions 
transform the Green-Gauss theorem into the following form, one of the many variations on 
the Green-Gauss theorem 

fr f (a!.J!)
2 + (a!J!) 2

] dA = -ff !.J!V2 !.J!dA +JI.JI [al.JI dz - al/I dyl 
1 L az ay f ay az ..1 

Anet Anet 

where, as usual, for this multiply connected region the counterclockwise path around the 
entire boundary of the net area includes the outer boundary, the two-way paths between the 
outer boundary, anrl the various inner boundaries in such a manner that the paths subdivide 
the original area into sub-areas for which the Green-Gauss theorem is valid, and the various 
boundaries of the internal voids. As before, the general counterclockwise movement over 
the total boundary path means a clockwise movement around the internal boundaries. Now 
it is a matter of evaluating the two integrals of the right-hand side of the above equality. 

Since V 2 I.JI = C is a constant, it can be factored out of the second area integral regardless 
of the nature of the boundary of the cross-section. The remaining net area integral of the 
Prandtl stress function can be determined from Eq. (A.11) above as 

ff M, ~ 
. lJ!dA = T - LI.JI; A; 

Anet 
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The final task is to evaluate the right-hand side line integral, which for the sake of conve
nience is termed A0 . That is, 

Ao = + 1 t/1 [at/I dz - at/I dy] 
j ay az 

Since 1/1 (s) is zero on the outer boundary, and it is the unknown constant 1/1; on the ith inner 
boundary, the Ao clockwise line integral becomes the sum of the product of those constants 
and their respective line integrals around each of the inner boundaries. That is, 

Ao = I:, 1/1; 1 [at/I dz - at/I dy] Jae; ay. az 

Now the task is to evaluate each of the above line integrals about the inner voids. Let a 
typical such line integral be identified as A; so that Ao = L 1/1; A;, where, by use of the 
Green-Gauss theorem 

A;= 1 [at/I dz - at/I dy] =·JJ [!_(at/I)+ !_ (at/I)] dA Jae; ay az ay ay az az 

So 

=ff V 2 t/ldA = CA; 

A; 

Ao= CL 1/!;A; 

Therefore, from 

the result is 

from which 

C = -2Ge 

and thus 

A; 

is the uniform torsion GDE for a multiply connected cross-section. 

A.5 Calculation of the Twist Per Unit Length of a Single Cell of an N-Cell 
Cross-Section 

This uniform torsion twist per unit length calculation in terms of the quantities 
particular to an N-cell, thin cross-section is conveniently accomplished using the unit load 
method. Let the equilibrium unit load system consist of two oppositely directed unit torques 
acting at the ends of a multicell beam of length L. Let each unit torque have the form of a 
shear flow loop around the ith cell, as sketched in Fig. A.6. The external work done by this 
unit load system is the unit load multiplied by the twist of the ith cell front-face cross-section 
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Figure A.6. A uniform torsion FBD for calculating the twist in a 
cross-section. 

cell of a multiceJl 

relative to its back face. Thus, with no warping and with all the actual stresses 
other than CJxy and uxz being zero, the unit load solution for the twist of the ith cell is 

1¢,, = ff [axyExy + O"xzExz]dA dx 

A 

Since the integrand is independent of the x coordinate, the integration over the length can 
be accomplished immediately to obtain the length as a right-hand side factor. Dividing both 
sides of the equality by L produces on the left-hand side the twist per unit length of the ith 
cell, ei. 

Cartesian coordinates are obviously not convenient to the present situation. Referring to 
the coordinate axes of Fig. 12.3 and the inverse forms of Eqs. (12. with CJxn equaling 
zero, leads to 

so 

iixy = -axs sin /3 
Exy = -Exs sin f3 

and 

and 

and 

i'ixz = +axs cos tl 
Exz = +Exs COS /3 

Substitution of the last two pairs of relations into the above integrand yields 

O; = Jj o'xsExsdA = ,..(r ii_uExst ds Ja~i 
Ai 

where dA = tds and t = is the local thickness. Recall that fixs is equal to the unit load 
shear flow divided by the local thickness. With the unit load moment having the magnitude 1, 
fu'ld with the unit load shear flow being that of a single loop, the unit load shear flow divided 
by the local thickness equals (l/2A;t). The actual shearing strain is the actual shea.ring 
stress divided by the local shear modulus, that is, q /Gt. Then, making these substitutions, 
introducing a reference shear modulus G0 in order to account for nonhomogeneous cross
sections, and defining t* = ( G / G0 )t, leads to 

8; = --A- -ds 1 i q 
2G0 A; ac; t* 

(A.12) 
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Note that q is the total actual shear flow at any point s on the centerline going around 
the ith cell. Thus it is one of the numerically subscripted shear flows, or the difference of 
two of those shear flows. In any event, the shear flow q is piecewise constant. With wall 
thicknesses also generally being piecewise constant, the evaluation of these line integrals 
usually reduces to the simple matter of dividing thin-wall cross-section lengths by their 
thicknesses for each cell wall segment. 
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Selected Answers to Exercises 

1.1. Let L equal Lexa's present age, S equal Sara's present age, and T equal the elapsed 
time between "now" and "before." Now L = 12, and before, Lexa's age was 
12 - T. Before, Sara's age was S - T. Then from the problem statement, 12 = 2 
(S - T), and 12 - T = S. Thus S - 9, and T = 3. 

1.2. The first step is to locate the point P on the infinitesimal body, which is the 
comer point with the lowest coordinate values. Then the orthogonal planes passing 
through the point P are the back faces where all the stress vectors are positive in 
the directions that are opposite to the positive directions of the coordinates. The 
other three faces are front faces where the stress vectors are positive in the direction 
of increasing coordinate values. For example, in the third figure where the point 
P is already labeled, the normal stress a,prf> on the top surface points upward; and 
t.1-ie normal stress o-PP on the front face points outward in the direction of increas
ing rho. 

1.3. (a) Theedgesoftherectanglearedefinedmathematicallybyx =0,x =a,y =0, 
and y = b. These coordinate values are inserted into the traction argu
ments. For example, T,.(O, y) = -2po and Tv(O, y) = O; Tx(a, y) = +2po, 
and Ty(a, y) = 0. Similarly, Tx(x, 0) = 0, and Ty(x, 0) = +po. It is left to 
the reader to write the tractions for the upper edge. 

(b) Yes, these constant values for the stresses are a solution for the equilibrium and 
Cauchy equations. It can be learned later that these stress values also satisfy 
the equations for small deformations, and the equations for linearly elastic 
materials. Thus these stress values are a solution for the elastically deformed 
piece of metal. 

(c) Tx = Tz = 0, and Ty = !o-o. 
1.4. For x = -a: cos(n, x) = -1.0; cos(n, y) = cos(n, z) = 0. For z = +c; 

cos(n, x) = cos(n, y) = O; cos(n, z) = + 1.0. The direction cosines Cyx, Cyy, and 
Cyz are left to the reader. 

1.5. (a) C = +6. 
(b) Tx(a, y) = Tx(-a, y) = 0, Ty(a, y) = -Ty(-a, y) = -30-0. On any surface, 

all z subscripted tractions are zero because this is a plane stress problem. 
(d) AH tractions upon the surfaces z = +c and z = -care zero. 

1.6. (a) Interior equilibrium equations only require that B = D, while both A and C 
can have any value. 

{b) At x = 0: cos(n, x) = -1.0;cos(n, y) = cos(n, z) = 0. Thus the matrix 
LvJ = l-1 0 OJ.Fromtherelation{T} = [o-JLvJ, LTj = LO (-1 + Ay
By2) 0 J, where all tractions are positive in the positive coordinate directions 
irrespective of the orientation of the surface on which they act. 

1.7. (a) The external forces taa0, !taa0 and ( ./3ta/2)o-0 do form a closed force Lri
angle, and therefore the triangular sheet of material is in a state of external 
equilibrium. 

853 
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(b) The given plane stress. solution satisfies the interior and boundary (i.e., 
Cauchy) equilibrium equations. On the hypotenuse edge, where cos(n, x) = 
0.866, cos(n, y) = 0.5, the normal traction -a0 ·is the vector sum of the two 
Cartesian components, Tx = -(v'3/2)a0 , and Ty= -!a0 • 

1.8. The positive directions of the tractions acting upon the outer boundary are, of 
course, in the positive coordinate directions. The other two edge planes are, 
of course, back faces. Summing forces in the x direction yields Tx ds dz = 
axx dy dz+ ayx dx dz - ! pBx dx dy dz. The body force term is insignificant rel
ative to the other three terms, and thus must be discarded. Dividing through 
by the nonzero quantities ds and dz, and noting that cose = dy/ds, and so 
forth, yields Tx = axx cose + axy sine. They direction traction equation is Ty= 
axy cose + ayy sine. These two solutions exactly match Eqs. (1.11). 

1.9. (b~ c, d) Setting moments about the element center equal to zero shows that the 
order of cylindrical coordinate subscripts for stresses is immaterial. 

1.10. (c) For example, extending the r direction interior equilibrium equation to three 
dimensions only requires the addition of the term +r aazr / az to the plane 
stress equation. 

1.11. Yes, as is necessary, each term has the same units as every other term in the same 
equation. 

1.12. (a) ax:x = +N / A satisfies the interior equilibrium equations since both N and A 
are constants. The boundary equilibrium equations are also satisfied on the 
cylindrical surface particularly because cos(n, x) = 0, and they are satisfied 
at x = 0 since cos(n, x) = -1.0. 

(b) The oblique area is now· .J2A0 because Ao is the projected area, which is 
equal to the oblique area multiplied by the cosine of the angle between the 
normals to the two areas.Thus, at x = L, the new Tx = N / .JzA, and the same 
stress solution is valid in this case. In particular, the Cauchy matrix equation is 
satisfied where axx is again N / A and all other stresses are zero. The extension 
to a multifaceted surface of a general body can be achieved· by breaking up 
that surface into smaller and smaller planes at different inclinations where, as 
above, there is no effect on the stress state solution. 

1.13. Two vectors along the_ edges of the triangular area are ( -ai + 2aj) and ( -ai + 
3a·k). Their cross product gives both the magnitude of twice the area of the triangle 
and a normal vector. The normal vector can be converted into a unit normal vector 
by dividing it by its own magnitude. The result is a unit outward normal vector 
n = (6/7)i + (3/7)j + (2/7)k, and the area of the triangular face is determined 
to be (7 /2)a2• Then for case (a) the normal stress, (4N /49a2), is then the dot 
product of (N /A) = ( N / A )k and n. The total shear stress can be obtained using the 
Pythagorean theorem with the triangle formed by the total stress vector N / A, the 
normal stress vector and the shearing stress vector. The result is (60/49)(N/a2). 

The stress in the z direction is simply N / A = 2N /(7a2), while those in the other 
two coordinate directions are zero. 

1.14. An intermediate step could be to obtain dA = ![-dx i + dy j] x [-dx i + 
dz k] = !(dy dz i + dx dzj + dx dy k] = dAxi + dAyj + dAzk. Dividing this 
vector by its magnitude, dA, provides the unit normal to the oblique face. Dot 
products with the unit vectors i, j, and k provide the desired result. 

1.15. Distances in the e direction are measured by the product re. The factor r in this 
product has the fixed value of the radius of the circular are along which re mea
sures distance; that is, this particular value of r is a constant. In order to distinguish 
this constant radius from the coordinate r, which can take on any value, let it 
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be temporarily labeled with a zero subscript as r 0 . Then, for example, using 
the chain rule for partial differentiation, where F is any function of the cylin
drical coordinates: JF/J(r0e) = (i/F/dr)(Jr/J(r0e)) + (dF/de)(ae;aroe) + 
(JFjdz)(Jz/Jr0e). The second factors in the first and third products are zero 
because the coordinates r and z do not vary with r0e. The partial derivative of e 
with respect to r 0e equals (I/ ro). Thus the final result, after changing r0 back to 
r, which is still a constant in this discussion, is a F / J(re) = (1/ r )(JF jde). 

1.17. (a) After deleting terms of magnitudes that are infinitesimal compared to those 
retained, and canceling r dr de d</>, the r direction equilibrium equation 
becomes 

da,, aa<f>, . Jag,. 
r-- + 2a,, + -- + def>, cot</> - (a<f><I> + aee) + -- csc</> + prB,. = 0 

ar a<1> ae 

1.18. (a) B, = rQ2 sin2 </> - ig0 , Be= 0, and B<I> = ril2 sin<f>cos<f>. 
(b) ae, = ae<f> = 0. 
(c) All derivatives with respect toe are zero. 

2.1. (a, b) This is simply a matter of carrying out the mattix multiplication to the extent 
of calculating the ( 1, 1) and ( 1, 2) entties of the matrix of rotated stresses. 

2.2. Your plane stress result can be checked by specializing the three-dimensional 
rotation equations, Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), to the present circumstances. Here 

Cxx = Cose Cxy = sine 

Cyx = - Sine Cyy = Cose 

Cxz = 0 

Cyz = 0 

2.3. (a) The point of this exercise is that with the use of Cartesian coordinates the con
cept of back faces and front faces only applies to rectangular parallelepipeds. 
The given sketch can be justified by drawing the rectangular parallelepiped at 
point P that lies above the wedge of the given sketch and noting that Newton's 
third law requires the stresses on the oblique face of the wedge to be equal 
and oppositely directed from those on the adjacent face of the rectangular 
parallelepiped. 

2.4. (b) The z* and x axes coincide; they* and y axes coincide; and the x* and z axes 
are oppositely directed. 

2.5. Let lasz I be the absolute magnitude of the maximum shearing stress in the z plane, 
and lasml be the absolute magnitude of the maximum shearing stress in any plane. 
Let a be the counterclockwise rotation in units of degrees of the original differential 
element from its original orientation to the orientation on which the principal stress
es act. Let fJ be the counterclockwise rotation in units of degrees of the original diff
erential element to the orientation on which the maximum shearing stresses (and 
mean normal stresses) act. Recall that in all cases the difference between these 
counterclockwise rotation angles, a and {J, is 45°. Then selected solutions are 

Case Units 0-11 0-22 0-33 lusz I lu,ml a (3 

(1) MPA 121 0 -161 141 141 22.5 -22.5 
(2) ksi 9 0 -21 15 15 -18.4 26.6 
(3) ksi 25 10 -1 13 13 -11.3 33.7 
(4) ksi 15 -5 -8 10 11.5 -30 15 
(5) MP a 300 -90 -100 200 200 30 -15 
(6) MP a 70 70 70 0 0 any any 
(7) MP a 18 -12 -34 26 26 -11 34 
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2.6. (a) Eq. (2.3) provides the stresses in the rotated coordinate system in matrix form, 
which are 

t [· 91 _:30 ,1.2] [ 18.2 -6 
5 ;-30: _2s__ 7:'"40 ksi = -6 5 

-12 -40? .~84 -2.4 -8 

-2.4] 
-8 ksi 

-16.8 

,(bJ Inspection df the ~cpndrow of the matrix of direction cosines shows that the 
, y anct y* axes cnincide. With this knowledge, the problem reduces to one in 
the two1dimensions of the plane formed by the X and z axes, The signs of the 
nonzero dir~ction eosines show, with very little trial and error, that the z * axis 
lies between the;z and x axes, closer to the x axis than the z axis, and the angle 
biitween the x* axis and the z axis is obtuse. This result, and the rectangular 

,. parallelepjped, are sk,etched in Fig. B.1. 
9..7 .. This exercise;' as in tbe ,tase of Exercise L4, requires the determination of the 

·_ unit i1ormal'.to the gi~en plane. The components of the unit normal are the three 
' dir~ction cdsil).es for the angles between the unit normal vector and the Cartesian 
- '.coorcfuate'axes. Once those quantities are obtained, it is just a matter of applying 
' the Cauchy matrix dquation. As for the details, a normal vector is again determined 

lly't,aking.t~ cross product of twJ vectors in the plane for which a normal vector is 
'· fsottght. 'two such suitable vectors are{-2i.+ 3j) and (-2i + 4k). The unit normal 

t 1"ve"tor· is' obtainal frdm ,a normal vector by dividing by the magnitude of the 
f,1~lyec~~ w~ch ~°,, this_ ~ase isJvfT· The results ~e that the unit normal, that 
i1s.lh~v~ftO~ of dire~1cti1Cosmes, Lv J = L6/ .J6T 4/J61 3/v161J, and LT J = 
'"' L 6.4' -_-5. P 7. 7 J ksi, jvhere the final number of significant figures is reduced to 

.. , 
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two so as to match the number of significant figures of the input. The magnitude 
of the total traction vector is a little over 11 ksi. 

2.8. (a) The middle root is approximately 3.1864. Thus a22 ~ 3.2 MPa. The other two 
roots are a little bit less than +4 MPa and -10 MPa. 

(b) The middle root is approximately 13.873 ksi ~ 13.9 ksi. 
(c) The quadratic is 0' 2 + (5.7178)0' - 38.8712 = 0, which has one root at O' = 

4.0000 ksi. 
2.9. (a) The coefficients of the cubic polynomial that is the characteristic equation 

are: + 1, +20, +43, -160. The roots of the derivative of that cubic are the 
points where the cubic has a zero slope. These points bracket the middle root 
of the cubic and aid in sketching the cubic. Those two points are -12.15 and 
-1.18 ksi. Checking to see whether there are any integer roots in the vicinity 
of half-way between those two points shows that -5 is an integer root. With 
this information the cubic can be reduced to a quadratic in the remaining 
two unknown roots that is easily solved. The principal stresses in order of 
magnitude are: 1.89 ksi, -5.00 ksi (an exact solution), and -16.9 ksi. 

(b) The coefficients for the cubic polynomial equation for the principal stresses 
are: +1, -180, +8000, 100000 MPa. The roots, in order of magnitude are 
120.5 MPa, 37 .2 MPa, and 22.3 MPa, which sum to the negative of the second 
coefficient, and their product is 99 962, which is a close approximation to the 
negative of the last coefficient. These roots should, after all the calculations are 
completed, be rounded off to comply with the (presumably) two significant 
figures of the input stress matrix. 

( d) The cubic coefficients are, for descending powers of the unknown eigenvalue: 
1, -12, -214, and +2454. Application of Descartes' rule shows-that there 
are two positive roots. The three roots turn out to be+ 15.658 MPa, + 10.823 
MPa, and -14.481 MPa, which need to be rounded off as 15.7, 10.9, and 14.5 
MPa respectively. 

( e) The cubic coefficients are, for descending powers of the eigenvalue: 1, - 22, 
-5, and+ 1498. The ordered values of the principal stresses are: 17.264 ksi ~ 
17.3 ksi; 11.979 ksi ~ 12.0 ksi; and - 7.243 ksi ~ - 7.3 ksi. Note thatthe sum 
of the roots adds to the negative of the second co,~fficient, and the product of 
the roots is very close to the negative of the last coefficient. 

(f) The cubic coefficients are, for descending powers of the eigenvalue: 1, -5, 
-375, and +875. 

(g) The cubic coefficients are, for descending powers of the eigenvalue: l, +8, 
-612, and -3568. Descartes' rule shows that there are one positive root and 
two negative roots. 

3.1. (a) Exx = C; Eyy = -C; Ezz = -C; Yxy = Yxz = Yyz = 0. 
3.2. Even though the displacement function y, z) = Clxl is a single-valued, con-

tinuous function, these two mathematical conditions are insufficient for the phys
ical reality of a continuous body when the origin of the coordinate system ( where 
u is nondifferentiahle), is located within the body under study. This, is because 
Exx = +c for all x > 0, and Exx = -C for all x < 0. These strain expressiops 
mean that the body would have to be uniformly stretched to the right of the origin 
of the coordinate axes, and uniformly compressed to the left of the origin, with-· 
out any transition region in between. This state of strain is physically impossible 
because equilibrium is not possible where x = 0. In other wards, the displacement 
functions must be everywhere differentiable, not just continuous. 
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3.3. (a) dy] - V = then 

(b} Referring to Fig. 3.3, the longitudinal strain Eyy is equal to the limit of the ratio 
of {P' R' - PR)/ PR as PR is diminished to zero. An intermediate step is 

7, au 
PR = -d_vi+ 8u}\ +-

,Jw 
j + --dyk 

The remainder of the deduction can now proceed as is detailed for Eu with 
the single exception that the squares as well as the higher powers of the 
partial derivatives are now discarded. The discarding of the squared terms is 
equivalent to ignoring the deflections in the x and z directions of the original 
differential segment, dy. In order to establish this geometric interpretation of 
the algebraic step of discarding second order terms, note that the change in 
length over length definition of Eyy, is 

dy-dy 
Eyy = 

or 

av 
Eyy = -

3.4. C = 4A 

dy 

(c) A= C = -B 
3.6. A = C = +] ; B = -1. 

+ [v + (3v/ay)dy - v] -

dy 

3.7. (a) Recall that any compatibility equation for linear strain expressions only 
involves strains, and derivatives of strains. In particular, such a compatibility 
equation never involves displacement functions. Thus tI1e task is to devise a 
means oflinking together the nonzero strains by eliminating displacements. In 
this case, with v = w = 0, and u(x, only being afunctionofx andy, the only 
nonzero strains are Exx = au/ax and, for this case, Yxy = au/ay. Since the 
strains are differentiable functions, (a/ay)(llu/ax) = (a/ax)(au/Jy). Thus 
ae.u/ay = ayxy/iJx, which is the desired compatibility equation. 

(b) Partially differentiate Yre with respect to e and interchange the order of dif
ferentiation in the first term to achieve 

arre =!!_(av)- ! (~v) = !!_(rEee) - Eee 
ae Jr ae r ae ar 

Carrying out the above partial differentiation, (a/ Jr )(rEee ), leads to ayre / ae = 
r(aeee/Jr), which is the desired compatibility equation. 

(c) First of all, since this is a case of plane strain, the only nonzero strains are 
Exx, Eyy, and Yxy· The goal here is to find a partial differential equation that 
relates these three strain functions, but which does not involve either of the 
two displacement functions. The simplest approach is to replace u(x, 

/(x )v(x, y) so as to have all three plane strains in terms of the single displace
ment function v and, of course, the function /, and their derivatives. That is, 
the intermediate step is 

I av 
Exx = f V + /-;

u X 
Eyy = av 

ay 
av av 

Yxy =/- + -ay ax 
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One way of proceeding is to solve the shearing strain expression for in 
terms of Yxy, and the normal strain Evy = av/ iJy. Then substitute that expres
sion for into the x direction strain expression. To eliminate v, differen
tiate both sides of the combined expression wit.li. respect toy and again replace 

by they direction strain. The final result is the following first order par
tial differential equation. Since it only involves the strains, it is a compatibility 
equation: 

A closely related after writing the strains in terms of v and / and 
their derivatives, is to first partially differentiate to obtain 

aExx Li . /JEyy 
-- = 0 Evv -t- o--
lJy - · ax 

and 

Byxv aEyv dEn __ .· =/-·-· +-·-· 
ay ay ax 

These two equations can be combined to obtain the result above by alge
braically eliminating oE yy /ax. 

3.9. The units of the second term (inverse of length) do not match the units of all the 
other terms (radians) in the equation. 

3.10. (a), (b), and (d) are true. (c) can be made to be tme by changing the plus sign on 
the right-hand side to a minus sign. 

4.2. (b) (E] = [c]t[E*][c] and [er]= [cf[a*][c]. 
4.3. The direction cosines of the matrix are in accord with the six equations of con

straint developed from the six different dot products that are incorporated into the 
matrix equation [ c] [ c ]t = [ l]. That is, the product of the given matrix with its own 
transpose is indeed the identity matrix, and thus the matrix is a valid matrix of 
direction cosines. 

4.4. (a) E_a = (1/3)(-Ea + 2Eb + 2Ec) 

Yxy = (2/v'J)(Eb - Ee) 

Eyy = Ea 

(C) Exx = Eb 

Yxy = (2/v'J)(Ec - Ea) 
Eyv = (1 /3)(2Ea - E1, + 2Ec) 

(e) Exx = El, 

Yry = Ee - Ea 

Eyy ~_Ea - Eh+ Ee 

5.1. For example, the strain Ezz = (b - bo)/bo = -VE xx, and of course, A/ Ao = 
ab/aobo. Hence Af) = 1 - 2vE_u + v2 E_;x. 

5.2. From Military Handbook SD (a) E ~ 29.4 x 103 ksi = 29.4 x 106 psi. (b) E ~ 
10.6 x 103 ksi = 10.6 x 106 psi. 

5.3. (a) The room-temperature values for the tensile and compressive yield stresses 
are, respectively, 65 and 64 ksi. There is a 50 percent reduction in the tensile 
yield stress at 400 °F after ! hour of exposure; therefore, the tensile yield stress 
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is then 32 ksi. The compressive yield stress is 49 percent of room-temperature 
(RT) value, or 31 ksi. 

(d) The compressive yield stress is 73 ksi, and the temperature reduction factor is 
0.68. Therefore the A basis compressive yield stress after a one-half hour at 
350 °F is 49 ksi. 

5.4. (a) Steel; (b, c) Aluminum. 
5.5. (a) From Fig. 5.11, the number of allowable stress cycles for the 20 ksi, 20 ksi 

loading is approximately 5 x 106 cycles. To arrive at that approximation, 
realize that the interpolation is not linear, but logarithmic or even more than 
logarithmic. For logarithmic interpolation, half the distance between 1 and 10 
is not 5.5 but 3, because log 3 = 0.4771, and seven-tenths of the distance 
has the value 5, since log 5 = 0.6990. If the reader looks at a slide rule, then 
the logarithmic proportionalities will be evident. Similarly, the number of 
allowable cycles for the 25 ksi, 10 ksi loading is approximately 1 x 106. With 
the number of allowable cycles estimated, the next step is to form the ratios, 
for corresponding stress states, of the actual number of cycles to the allowable 
number of cycles, and then convert those ratios to a percentage. The sum of 
the estimated percentages is the estimate of the total damage; that is, Total 

1 damage = [5 x 106 /5 x 106) + (5 x 105 /10 x 105)] 100 percent = 150 per
cent. Since the total damage estimate exceeds 100 percent; it is estimated that 
failure will occur. Remember that this is a crude estimate, and failure is by no 
means guaranteed even for damage estimates as high as 300 percent in some 
instances. 

(b) Using Fig. 5.10, the mean allowable number of cycles to failure in each case 
is approximately 3 x 106 cycles, 3.5 x 105 (or maybe 3.6 x 105) cycles, and 
5 x 105 cycles, respectively. Therefore the percentage damage is approxi
mately (100) [(1/3) + (2/7) + (1/5)J. Since this is only 81 percent, the proba
bility of failure is less than 1 /2. The fact that the thin sheet under investigation 
is slightly thicker than the test specimens means that the thinner, test specimen 
data is on the safe side with respect to the thicker sheet under investigation. 

(c) Here it is necessary to obtain test data that is not presented in the textbook. 
Appropriate data can be found on page 3-345 of Military Handbook 5E, 
where K1 = 1.5. In order to match the given loadings to the given data, note 
that the two minimum stresses are -30 ksi and O ksi, respectively, and the two 
mean stresses are O ksi and 20 ksi, respectively. Then from the S-N diagram, 
the corresponding numbers of cycles to failure are approximately 52 000 and 
75 000 cycles. Then the percentage damage calculation and conclusion is 

( 30000 50000) 
%D = (100) 52000 + 75000 = 125 percent 

thus more likely to fail than not. 
5.6. The area under the uniaxial loading curve is the product of the normal stress and 

the corresponding longitudinal strain. Stress is force over area, where the area 
is perpendicular to the stress vector. Strain is change (i.e., increment) in length 
over original length, where both the increment and original length are in the same 
direction as the stress vector. Thus their product is force multiplied by increment 
in length (i.e., work) over area multiplied by perpendicular length (i.e., volume). 
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5.7. Volume = bhL = (b - + thus 

i = [1 - (Lib/b)][l - + (LiL/ L)] 

+ l = + order 

Hence 

+ i':.b/b-:>- E.u = -Eyy - Ezz = -21':'zz 

in this uniaxial loading case, the strain in all directions normal to the x axis 
must be Thus the relation between any lateral strain and the longitudinal 
strain is f:.z = -!Exx. Hence in this case Poisson's ratio is very close to { 

5.8. On the stress slate the of the hexagon in the first quadrant is 
a of lines that are normal to the stress axes and extend 

~,uu~,mn from the tensile yield stress points on the two axes. 
of the in the third quadrant is similar in that the two 

lines extend into the third quadrant from the compressive yield 
for each direction of loading. The single sides of the hexagon in 

the second and fourth are lines at 45° (if all four yield stresses have 
"'F""'""''~J to the stress axes, and they close the hexagon. All points 

on this "~""'"'v,cam vv~w~m have the same associated maximum shearing 
stress. 
Now the three stress axes, one for each orthogonal direction ofloading .. 
When the stress in the third direction is zero, then the plot from part 
is the three-dimensional solution. That is, the part hexagonal boundary 
curve solution is the cross-section of the boundary surface at a zero value 
of the stress in the third direction. Note that if the three principal stresses 
increase with the same magnitude from zero to some other value, tensile or 

then the three Mohr's circles are three coincident 
Thus these three stresses can increase without bound without creating 

stresses or deformations. Similarly, consider the corner 
of the hexagonal boundary of that lies in the first quadrant where 
cri = cr2 = tensile stress). If a 3 is twice the tensile yield stress, 
then the three Mohr's circles form a single at the tensile yield stress and 
two coincident circles between the tensile yield stress and twice that value. 
The coincident circles have a radius (associated shearing equal to the 
critical shearing stress. Hence this stress point lies upon the boundary surface 
for the triaxial loading case. Now note that these three stress values and their 
associated Mohr's circles can be translated in lock step to any extent and in 
either direction along the horizontal axis of the Mohr's circle diagram without 
increasing the associated shearing stress. This shows that the boundary surface 
bas constant inclinations to the three stress axes. this unbounded 
bounding surface is unrealistic, particularly in tension. 

6.1. The material compliance matrix was on the basis of the strain that 
results from the stresses in the same and directions. It matters not how 
those orthogonal directions are labeled. That is, the orthogonal directions can be 
referenced any orthogonal coordinate system. Thus a material compliance 
matrix of the same form as that developed for a Cartesian coordinate system relates 
strains and stresses in a cylindrical or spherical coordinate system as well. It is only 
a matter of changing from one set of orthogonal coordinate subscripts to another. 
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6.2. (a) Afler [I] = postmultiply by to obtain [E] = 
, which establishes the symmetry of the material stiffness matrix. 

In all circumstances: of the directions of the 
to the product of the shear modulus and 

if the sheziring strain 
is also a plane of 

relation between a shearing 
,.;-J,,,~,'-'"' &hearing strain cited above only occurs when 
stress or the axes of strain are the same as the 

in general, the axes of principal strain and 
the axes material because 
when those axes are rotated away from the material axes of symmetry, any one 
shearing stress that one shearing strain, 
but all strains. 

+ + 
6.4. This solution depends upon that G + and, of course, that 

axy = to the proper number of significant figures, CTxy = 3.9 ksi. 
6.5. FBDs for each of [he bars show that the stresses are constant from one cross-section 

to another within the same bar. A FBD of an end cap provides the equation 

=0 

The caps require that the bars move the same distances, and since the lengths 
of the bars are the same, the strains in the bar are the same. Thus the strain 

equation is E 1 = £2 • The strain-stress equations are E 1 = / E 1) + 
a 1 T0 • and the same form for bar 2. Substituting the strain-stress equations into 
the strain equation, and solving simultaneously with the equilibrium 

leads to, for example, 

If a 1 = ot2, then the stress is zero. as might be expected. 
6ii iri = fJ + = 1.0. 
6.8. As in the solution to Exercise 6.5, the 

constant, and the FBD of the rigid cap provides the same equation as in 
that exercise. The strain-stress equations are both of the form f = a/ E. The tricky 
part is the equation. The outer bars have to strelch a distance 
(LEi). while the middie bar has to be a distance (-LE2). and these 
two distances add to /5. Substituting the strain-stress equations into the strain-
displacement and with the equilibrium equation 
for example. 

On the basis of the theory that all directions have the same material constants, and 
on the basis of actual computation, r 

6.rn. 
6.11. 

These are the cor,ect strain equations. 
equations are J. The stress

">*)= [£11'1']{€''') where strain in the laminate axes are 
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the above compatibility equations were used to replace the strains in the individual 
plies in the laminate coordinate system. Substitution of these last equations into 
the given equilibrium equation permits the solution for the strains {E*}. The us~ of 

· the rotation and stress-strain equations in either order leads to the solution for the 
stresses in each ply. 

7.1. (b) Since the total moment acting upon the disk is M = bTet(2nb), then a,e = 
M /(2ntr2 ): 

(c) Yes, equilibrium requires that the moment at the inner edge be equal to the 
moment at the outer edge. Since the moment arm for the traction at the inner 
edge, a, is smaller than the moment arm at the outer edge, b, the traction at 
the inner edge must be larger than that at the outer edge by the factor ( b / a )2. 

(e) The displacement solutions would be the same except now there would be 
additional terms that represent rigid body motion. 

7.2. (a) For the same reasons as in Example 7.4, that is, because (i) all partial deriva
tives with respect to e and ¢ are zero due to the symmetry of the structure and 
loading; (ii) the partial derivatives with respect to r are then total derivatives; 
(iii) the· stress aee = a11 due to the same symmetry; and (iv) the body force 
per unit volume is negligible in comparison to the internal pressure; the equi
librium equation for the r direction is again: ra;r + 2(a,, - aee) = 0 

(b) B, C. 
(c) A, D. 
(d) a,r(b) = 0 and ar,(a) = -po. 
(e) The above stress BCs can be rewritten in terms of the displacement function 

u(r) and its derivatives by substituting for the stresses by use of the spherical 
stress-strain equations, and then substituting for the strains by use of the 
spherical strain-displacement equations. 

(f) Since the spherical coordinate system is an orthogonal coordinate system, the 
isotropic strain-stress equations are 

EE,r = a,, - vaee - va4>4> + Ea 11T Gy,e = a,e etc. 

7.3. (a, b) The radial and hoop stresses are both zero. 
(c) There would be no difference between the two solutions because the differ

ential equations of this problem are all linear differential equations. Thus the 
problem is "linear" and superposition of solutions is possible. Superimposing 
a zero solution on a second solution does not alter the second solution. 

7.4. {a) a,r = p;[a2 /(b2 - a2)][1 - (b/r)2]. 
aee = p;[a2 /(b2 - a 2)][1 + (b/r)2]. 

(b) Yes. 
{c) Both the hoop and radial stress take on their maximum values at the inner 

radius, that is, at r = a. 
{d) arr = -[pob2 /(b2 - a 2)][1 - (a/r)2]. 
{e) Yes. An intermediate check point is the following solution for the constants 

of integration: 

A = (po - p;)azbz 
b2 -a2 

and B = - pob2 - p;az 
b2 -a2 

Note that p; and Po are magnitudes of (traction) vectors, and therefore are 
positive quantities. With these constants of integration, the radial stresses at 
both circular boundaries are compressive. 
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7.5. = aTor. 
(b) The inner radius increases when the constant temperature change is an increase 

in temperature. 
7.6. (a) If ."Err and U(r) represent the radial stress and displacement in the outer tube, 

respectively, while the usual lower-case notation applies for the inner tube, 
then the necessary four boundary conditions are 

Cfr/r = 511
) = 0 = 0 

(3) ar,(r = = "'Er,(r = 
The third and fourth BC above would be far more accurate descriptions of the 
conditions at the interface between the two cylinders when well-manufactured 
than would the measured displacement. Therefore, the information on the 
shrinkage of the outer radius of the inner tube is unnecessary information. 

( e) The differential equation for the radial displacement of either tube is Eq. (7. 
but with the temperature change and the angular velocity set to zero. 

7.8. (b) 

1 V [! ' C1 =-=;- ra iJ.T(r)drJ + (3 + 
R r=R 

(e) Yes, the same result is obtained this more general approach. 
8.2. (a) Differentiating the displacements to obtain the strains leads to Exx = (u 0 / a), 

Eyy = ( v 0 / b ), and y,y = 0. Using the plane stress stress-strain equations leads 
to Cfxy = 0, and 

E {uo vo EotTo 
Gxx(X, y) == -.--2 - + b - 1 - " 

1-v \a v 

E ( Vo uo )' Ea To 
Cfyy(x, y) = I -v2 -;; +v-;; - 1-v 

which are also constant values throughout the sheet. Use of the Cauchy equa
tions shows that the edge tractions that have stretched the sheet have the 
constant values Tx(a, = axx, and Ty(x, b) = Cfyy· It is also true, of course, 
that Tv(a, = TAx, b) = 0. 

(b) No. To make the tractions zero means making the above stress expressions 
equal to zero simultaneously. The only way that there can be a single solu
tion for aT0 is for u0 /a = v0 /b. When there is such an equality, then aT0 = 
u0/a. 

8.3. The equilibrium equations and Eq. (8.2) are satisfied identically. Therefore, all 
interior requirements are met. The traction boundary conditions at the top and 
bottom surface are also identically satisfied. At the end x = a, the x direction 
tractions must be and are zero, and the y direction tractions must sum to + F. The 
latter condition produces the result c = +3. 

8.4. (a) The equilibrium equations, Eqs. (1.6), and the compatibility equation in terms 
of stresses, Eq. (8.2), are satisfied identically. Thus the candidate plane stress 
solution is a theory of elasticity solution within any interior. 

(b) T, = T,, = (uo/a)(2../2y - a)= - 2v12x). 

(d) T2 = o: T11 = ../2T, = (uo/a)(4y - v12a) = (uo/a)(v12a - 4x). 
(f) Since, for example, s = ../2y, Tn = v12(a0 /a)(2s - a). 
(g) Setting the given expression for the stresses equal to zero shows that the line 

of zero stress is the line y = x. 
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8.5. (a) The direction cosines for the outer normal at the boundary surface y = +b 
are Cnx = 0, and Cny = +l. The Cauchy equations lead to O"xy(x, b) = 0, 
and ayy(x, b) =. 0, and ayy(x, b) = -p0 . The use of the strain-stress equa
tions yields Yxy(x, b) = 0, and -(1 - v2)(po/ E) = Eyy + VExx· The use of 
the strain-displacement equations produces the displacement BCs 

au(x, b) + av(x, b) = 0 
ay ax 

and 

av(x, b) au(x, b) 1 2 Po --- + V = -( - V )---: 
ay ax E 

Note that it is essential that all the stresses, strains and displacements in the 
above switch from a pair of stress-type BCs to a pair of displacement-type BCs 
be identified as being at the boundary y = +b. The above equations would 
not be correct otherwise. 

(b) The stress BCs are O"xx(-a, 0) = - Po, O"xy(-a, 0) = 0. Use of two corre
sponding plane stress-strain equations and the strain-displacement equations 
leads immediately to 

2 Po 
· u,x(-a, y) + v,y(-a, y) = -(1 - v )E 

and 

U,y(-a, y) + V,x(-a, y) = 0 

8.6. (a, b) The given stresses satisfy the equilibrium, constitutive, and primary com
patibility equations. The equilibrium equations reduce to 

O"re,e + O"rr - O"g(J = 0 and O"elJ,(J + 2are = 0 

The compatibility equation in terms of stresses referenced to polar coordinates 
is determined by recalling (i) that, at any point, the sum of the normal stresses 
in one orthogonal coordinate system is equal to the sum of the normal stresses 
in a rotated coordinate system; that is, O"xx + O"yy = O"rr + agg, and (ii) that 
V 2 in polar coordinates, with the two derivatives with respect to r being zero, 
reduces to merely the second partial derivative with respect to e. 

(c) At e = 0, -Tg(O) = Tn(O) = +age(O) = 2ao[a - tana] = a negative con
stant since tan a > a, and 

-Tr(O) = Ts(O) = +a,g(O) = 0 

(d) Ate~ a, 

Te(a) = Tn(a) = +age(a) = 0 

Tr(a) = T,(a) = +are(a) = 0 

( e) Therefore, the only traction acting upon the wedge is a constant upward normal 
traction along the bottom surface of the wedge. 

8.7. (a) The given stresses do satisfy the equilibrium equations, and do require tractions 
on the three outer boundaries that are similar to those of Fig. l .12(b). 

(b) The given stresses do satisfy the primary compatibility equation in terms of 
stresses, and thus they are a solution. · 

(c) An additional constant compressive ayy stress of suitable magnitude would 
provide a rationale for the "frictional" tractions on the top and bottom surfaces; 
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the length of the body in the x direction could be made finite while the very 
slight Tx at the far end could be offset, on average, by a constant Cfxx; and so 
on. 

8.9. (a) Normal tensile tractions on edges x = ±a of magnitude 2C only. This is a 
case of uniform tension, or from a beam viewpoint, a constant axial force. 

(b) Linearly varying tractions on edges x = ±a that are tensile above the x axis 
and compressive below. The equal maximum traction magnitudes are 6C. 

(c) Cfxx = 2C, and all other stresses are zero. Thus Tx = O"xx cos(n, x). Thus if the 
usual counterclockwise polar coordinate 8, which is zero along the x axis, is 
used, T_, = 2C cos 8. Thus the circular disk is loaded by tensile tractions in 
the x directions that are maximum at the disk equator and are zero at the poles. 

(d.) The only tractions are shearing tractions on all four edges of magnitude C. 
8.:U. (a) v(a, 0) = (F /2Et)(a/b)3 + (3/4)(F /Gt)(a/b) 

(b) Effective area equals (4/3)bt, and therefore k = 2/3. 
(c) Ratio= (4/3)[1/(l + v)](a/2b)2. 

9.1. (a) Yo = 1.375a, z0 = 0.958a + 1.208t. 
(b) Yo = -o.223t, z0 = 9.64t. 

9.2. (a) Yo= 0, zZ = 1.825a; = a3t = a4/l0, l)~Z = a 4 /10. 

(b) Yo= l.89t, zZ=4.2lt, 1;,Yo = 1423t4, 1;0Zo =0, =884t4 and 1;z =-242t4 . 

(c) Yo= 2.92t, l;oYo = 1903t4 , 1;y = 275t4, = 665.6t4, and 1;2 = 128t4 . 

9.3. (a) Yo= 3b/8, Zo = -(l/2)(b + t); 1;oYo = (2/3)bt(8b2 + 6bt + 5t2), 

1;y = (2/3)bt(5b2 + 2t2); f_~zo = -bt2(b + t), 1;2 = (bt /2)(3b2 + bt - 2t 2). 

(b) = 376t4, 1;2 = -45t4 . 

(c) A*= 25.2t, Yo= 5.7lt, z0 = 5.62t, 1;z = 178t4, and 1;2 16.9t4 . 

9.4. (a) With the Yo axis originating at the center of the comer, Yo = z~ = 1.0 in; 
(/y0 y0 = 4.27 in4), lyy = lzz = 2.67 in4; lyz = -1.60 in4 . 

(b) The centroid is located 7t /3 down from the inner (horizontal) edge, and t /3 
to the left of inner (vertical) edge. (The rest is up to you.) 

(c) The centroid is 1.111 in from bottom; ly0 y0 = 0.27573 in4 about horizontal 
axis at bottom; Iyy = 0.0389 - 0.039 in4 . = 0 by symmetry. Thus they, 
z axes are principal axes. 

(d) /yy = 4.27 in4, [zz = 1.07 in4 . 

9.5. y; = 0.519a, and z~ = 1.074a. 
9.6. (a) From double integration: ly0 y0 = ab3 / 12, lyozo = a 2b2 /8; lyy = ab3 /36, 

lyz = a 2b2 /72. 
(b) lyy = 19.26cm4, / 22 = 3.24cnf. 

9.7. 1;, = zero due to symmetry, and I;~ = 2965t4 - 2900t4, where the answer is 
rounded down to be on the safe side. 

9.8. (a) 1;0Y0 = 88 800mm4, = 51100mm4, 1;Y = 4550mm4, 1;, = 
(51100mm4 ) - (12.8 mm)(22.95 mm)(l60mm2) = 4070mm4 . A direct cal
culation of the area product of inertia, where the units have been omitted 
from the parentheses, is 

1;, = (2.1/0.7)((2.05)(3.2)(40)] + (l.0)[(1.05)(-4.8)(16)] 

+ (1.0)[(-12.8)(-10.95)(24)] = 4070 mm4 = 0.407 cm4 

(b) yi = 5lt/24;zi = 2i3t/24;I;~Yo = 3068t4 • = 1178t4 before rounding 
off; = 702t4 , = 249t4 before rounding off. is left to the reader. 
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(c) MyT = 86t3 Ea To 
{d) Nr = 5EoaTo at , 

Myr = 1.59EoaToa2t, 
Mzr = 0.873EoaT0a2 t. 

(e) Nr = 26.4E0aTot2 , 

Mzr = 48.3EoaTot3 . 

(f) Nr = 26.4EoaT0t 2 , 

MzT = 48.3EoaT0 t 3 . 

9.9. (a) MyT = 35.6 Nm. 
(b) MyT = -76EoaoTot3 . 

9.10. Since z = zo - z;, then 

MyT = -If zEaL1TdA = - ff zoEaL'.lTdA+z~ ff Eaf1TdA 

A A A 

= MyoT + z;NT 

9.11. MyT = -96EaT0 t 3 . 
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9.12. (a) zZ=(3a+t)/4; N1 =3atEaTo, MyT=-!EaTo(a 2t+at2 ), and MzT= 
0 by symmetry. 

(b) Ii1yT = -158EoaTot3 . 

9.14. (d.) The equation for the neutral axis is z = -l.387y. Hence point Tis the point 
of maximum tensile stress with a stress magnitude of (0.0279 in-3)M0 

9.15. At the bottom of the web (z = -6.25t), CJu = +0.35EaT0 . 

9.17. NT= AEaT1, MyT = -ElyyaT3 , and MzT = -ElaaT2• (The same result 
applies to an arbitrary nonsymmetric, homogeneous cross-section; and the same 
result applies to a symmetric, nonhomogeneous cross-section). 

9.18. Draw a FBD of a slice of beam oflength dx. The first time through, let the geometry 
of the beam cross-section be the same at both ends of the beam slice. At one 
end, say the front end, draw the stress vectors acting at point P as in Fig. 9. l(a), 
but this time point P on the front face is really just a projection of the actual 
point P on the back face, which is at the coordinate value x. On this front face 
the differential increments in the values of the stresses can be attached to the 
stress values, but these differential increments will always remain with the finite 
stress values, and thus in the end they can be dropped as infinitesimals. Place the 
stress resultants on the beam slice back face as shown in Fig. 9.l(a). Now sum 
forces and sum moments about each of the coordinate axes to obtain Eqs. (9. l) as 
before. 

10.2. (a) N(x) = EA(x)u'(x) - Nr(x). TheGDEandBCsare(d/dx)[EA(x) u'(x)] = 
- Jo+ N~(x) and u(O) = N(L) = 0. Integrating the GDE: EA(x) = 
- fox+ NT(x) + C1. Applying the second BC: NT(L) = - foL + Nr(L) + 
C1.HenceC1 = foL.ThereforeN(x) = fo(L- X) = fo(L-x),asitshould 
be. 

(b) Since the solution for part (a) did not depend upon the particular form of either 
A(x) or NT(x), the solution here is the same as there. 

(c) The GDE is Eu"(x) = -xps:22 . The BCs are u(O) = u'(L) = 0. Integrating 
the GDE u'(x) = C1 -x2pQ2 /(2E), where C 1 = pQ2L 2 /(2E). Integrating 
again u(x) = ps:22 L 2x/(2E) - p.Q2x 3 /(6E) + C2 where C2 = 0. Therefore 
u(L) = pQ2L 3/(3E). 
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10 . .3. (a) Firstly = 0. In this case the BC at the free end are 
= 0. Hence, 

fo[(L - x)5 + 
120EI 

Since the bending moment in this can be calculated in terms of 
the given loading. this problem is better solved using the second order differ
ential equation, Eq. (9. However, there is very little extra effort involved in 
using the fourth order differential equation instead. That equation reduces to 

= 0 with BC = 0, = - F0 , and finally 
Elyyw"(L) = +M0 . The solution for the deflection function is 

1 3 
- -Fox 

6 2 + 
Note that, since the first expri::ssion involving Fo is larger than the second, 
both Mo and Fo make a positive contribution to the deflection. It should be 
clear from your sketch that this effect on the deflections is as it should be. 

10.4. (a),(b) N~(x) = -f0 . ThereforetheGDEis - fo = -2.fo. The 
BCs are u(O) = 0; and = -!foL = EAu'(L) - Thus the sec-
ond BC is = foL/(2EA). 
EAu(x) == xfo (~L - x). 

11).5. Since there is no temperature change, the GDE is EAu 11(x) = +pg A. The 
first BC is = 0. The second BC is EAu'(L) = -Mg. After integrating 
and applying the BC, EAu(x) = !pg.4x2 - (Mg+ pgAL)x. The axial stress is 
axx = EAu'(x) = N /A= -pg(L - x) - Mg/ A. 

10.6. This is mostly a matter of substituting the given data and writing expressions for 
the distributed loads as shown on the diagram. From the diagram 

fy(x) = -3fo [1- z-J X 
= -2fo

L 

where the initial negative signs are due to the distributed loading acting in the neg
ative coordinate directions. The equivalent thermal distributed loading is obtained 
from twice differentiating the thermal moments according to the given formulas. 

- M" - _Jo 
- yT - 10 

Therefore the two governing differential equations for the bending of this beam 
are 

3Elov1111(x) - Elow 1111(x) = -3fo 

E ' ""( ) "El ""( ) 2 f. x Jo - 10V X - L, ow ,x = - ,,OL - 10 

Note that it is always best to combine terms as is done in the first of the two above 
equations on the right-hand side. In this case there would be one less step for each 
of the four integrations necessary to solve these equations. 

10.7. The GDEs are ER,,w 1111 = -ERy2 v 1111 = - (x/L)2]. The second of these 
equations is obtained after cancelling and dividing by The BCs are 
w'(O) = v(O) = = 0, ~ +do, and = 0. Since 
the two GDEs and BCs are wholly decoupled and similar, it is only necessary 
for the sake of confinnation to integrate the w-deflection equation. The first and 
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second consta.nts of integration, as numbered in the usual order, are 

6lfoL 3ERzzdo 
Ci=-~- L 3 

llfoL2 

C2=+~+ L 2 

with the result 

1 , 3do foL 3 

w (LJ = 2L - 80ERZZ 

Note that the enforced upward deflection at the right-hand support should produce 
a positive bending slope, while the distdbuted loading should produce a negative 
bending slope, and the signs in the above answer reflect these two facts. 

10.8. = u(x) = 0, and Define t = x / L. Then 

- 5t4 + St3 - 4t2) - 30MoL2 (t3 - ~2) 

10.9. TheGDEisElzzvw1(x) = pt,where = 2b3t/3.TheBCsarev(-a) = v(+a) = 
v11(-a) = v11 ( +a) = 0. After integrating, and using the BCs to detennine the con-
stants of integration, the deflection solution, where ~ = is 

v(x) = - 6t2 + 5]/(24 Elzz) 

which is, as it should be, an even function in the beam length coordinate. At the 
beam center, where x = ~ = 0, tqis strength of materials solution is v(O) = 
(5 pa4 )/(16Eb3 ). The corresponding theory of elasticity solution is Eq. (8.5). 
The above strength of materials solution has only one part, which is identical to 
the first portion of the theory of elasticity solution. This first part represents the 
beam deflection due to bending deformation. The second portion of the theory of 
elasticity solution, which includes a Poisson's ratio and the factor (b/a) squared, 
is due to the beam undergoing shearing deformation. Shearing deformations are 
prohibited in the Bernoulli-Euler postulates. In short beams, this second term can 
have significance. In long beams, a > 10b, this shearing deflection portion is only 
a few percent of the total solution. This is why Bernoulli-Euler beam theory is 
lirriited to long beams. 

If the problem is pursued to the point of obtaining the strength of materials axial 
stress solution, the result is 

axx = -(Mz/lzz)Y = -yEv 11(x) = (3/4)p(a/b)2 [1-(x/a)2] (y/b) 

The corresponding theory of elasticity stress solution is shown in Eq. (8.1). The 
same conclusions can be drawn with regard to the strength of materials stress 
solution and the theory of elasticity stress solution. 

10.10. Nr = EaT1Ax, and Myr = lOM2 r = -EaT2 J, Other intermediate steps 
are = 0, = vm(L) = 0, v 11(L) = 0 and w 11(L) = -aT2 . 

Then u(L) = aT1L 2 /2, v(L) = 0, and w(L) = -aT2L 2 /2. 
HUI. (a) 21.6Elw(x) = -21.6Elv(x) = J'ox2(L - x)2. M2 (x) = 0, and 

f 0L 2[6(x/L)2 - 6(x/L) + l], in which it is only necessary to substitutex = 
L/2 and x = 0 or L to obtain the desired results. 

10.14. The result of including the bending-twisting interaction terms is to add to the 
left-hand sides ofEqs. (10.5a) and (10.5b), respectively, the quantities [(M2 ¢ 1Y -
(M1v 11Y] and [(M1w")' -
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10.15. Define the nondimensional factors {34 = kL4 /4Elyy and g = x/L. Then define 
the temporary functional symbols F(x) = cos(x) sinh(x), G(x) = sin(x) cosh(x), 
and H(x) = cos(x)cosh(x). Then from w(x) = C1 sinhf3xcosf3x + 
C2 cosh f3x cos f3x + C3 cosh f3x sin f3x + C4 sinh f3x sin f3x - folk, 

get: w(g) = ; {[1 - H({3g)] + (cosh f3 - cos /3).Q(g)} 

where 

.Q I:) = sinh (/3) F({3g) - sin(/3) G(/Jg) 
(5 F2(f3) + G2(f3) 

10.17. To determine the deflections u(x), that, is to carry out the integration, it would be 
necessary to isolate u'(x) by dividing through by the EA(x) term as follows: 

E Ao u' (x) = foL ( 
1 

- t )- No ( 
2 

- ~) 
4-3- 4-3-

L L 

Switching to thenondimensional variableg = x/ L, thendu/dx = (1/ L)(du/dg), 
then 

EA0 du(g) = L (_!-=1_)- N, (2 -g2) 
L dg Jo 4 - 3g o 4 - 3g 

In order to integrate the above equation to obtain u(g), it is necessary to evaluate 
the integrals • 

I -1~ I -J.J!!L 1 -! g2dg 1 - · 4 - 3g 2 - 4 - 3g 3 - 4 - 3g 

The first integral can be done without using a computer or table of integrals 

I ldg 1 I d(4-3g) 1 
Ii= 4- 3g = -3 4- 3g = -3In(4 - 3g) 

The second integral requires a wee bit of cleverness 

I 4 - 3g dg = I dg = g =+I 4dg - I 3g dg ~ g = 4/i - 3[z 
4 - 3g 4 - 3g 4 - 3g 

from which the value of I2 can be determined. Proceeding in a similar manner, 

I (:- 3g)2 dg = f (4 - 3g)dg = 4g - ~e = 16/i - 24[z + 9!J 
- 3g 2 

from which the value of the third integral can be obtained. The rest is simple algebra. 
The result is that for the tapered beam, the axial deflections are described not only 
by polynomials, but involve logrithmic terms as well. Note that the arguments 
of the natural logrithms are always positive, so it is not necessary to include the 
absolute value symbol. 

11.1. (a) This integral becomes J; d[8(x - a)] = 8(x - a) - 8(0 - a)= 8(x - a). 
(b) One approach is to add and subtract the quantity b8(x - b) so as to be able to 

write this term as (x - b) 8(x - b) + b8(x - b). The first of these two terms 
is the product of two quantities, the first of which is very small in the very near 
vicinity of x = b, while the second is very large in that vicinity. Their product 
and definite integral should be treated as a zero because of the reasoning to 
follow. The second of these terms when integrated is simply b stp(x - b ). 
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A better way to approach this integral is to integrate by parts between 
the limits of zero and x. Let "u" equal x, and "dv" equal 8(x - b)dx. Then 
1; x8(x - b)dx = X stp(x - b)lo - 1; stp(x - b)dx. Applying the limits 
yields x stp(x - b) - (x - b) stp(x - b) = +b stp(x - b). As an aside, the 
more general definition of the Dirac delta function would have provided this 
answer immediately. 

(c) Rewrite as [x - b + b - a] stp(x - b) = (x - b) stp(x - b) + (b - a) stp 
(x - b). Then, since (b - a) is a constant, the integration is straight forward. 
Theansweris,ofcourse, 1/2(x - b)2 stp(x - b) + (b - a)(x - b)stp(x - b). 

(d) Rewrite as [x - b + b - b]2 stp(x - b) = [(x - b)2 + 2(b - a)(x - b) + 
(b - a)2] stp(x - b). From this point, the integration is again straightforward. 

(e) The integration proceeds almost effortlessly if the term to be integrated is in 
a form where the step (x - x0) polynomial factor involving the coordinate x 
has the form (x -x0)n. Thus rewrite the right-hand side as (2Jo/L)(!L
x) stp(x -!L) = -(2J0/L)(x -!L) stp(x -!L). Then the first integral 
between the limits zero and x of the right-hand side is simply 

C1 - : (x - ~LY stp (x - ~L) 
(g) The first integral of the right-hand side is 

C1 + Mo 8(x - a)+ mo stp(x - b) + Jo(x - c) stp(x - c) 

11.2. (a) Jy(x)- Josin(2Jrx/L)iscontinuousovertheentirespan;andJz(x) = Jo[l
stp(x - L/2)] - Jo stp(x - L/2) = Jo - 2Jo stp(x - !L). 

(b) mz(X) = -Mo8(x - L/3, Jz(x) = (x/L)Jo + Jo8(x - 2L/3). 
(c) mz(x) = -mo[l- stp(x - L/2)], Jz(x) = 2(x/ L)Jo stp(x - L/2). Note that 

in the GDE, m~(x) = +m08(x - L/2). 
11.3. (a) 

(b) 

* "" 2Jo ( l) [ ( l )] ( l) Eolzzv (x)=-1- x- 2 1-stp x- 2 +Fo8 x- 2 

- 2{0 (x - ~) stp(x - ~) 

* /Ill / ( [ ) I ( 2/ ) Eolyyw (x)=+Mo8 x- 3 -Mo8 x- 3 

The latter expression can be obtained as follows. First write the equations 
for the two straight lines associated with the loadings, and apply a negative 
sign to account for the fact that both loadings are opposite to the positive 
coordinate directions. From the standard straight line formula y = mx + b, 
these expressions are. 

· (2Jo ) Jz2=- z:x-Jo 
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Be sure to check the validity of these straight line formulas at two separate 
points. The rest is simply a matter of simplifying the expressions at least to 
the point of 

Jzi(x) =Jo(~ -1) Jzz = Jo (1- ~) 
i:md. the q.m1bining these two-~xpres~ions with the Heavisid~ sj:ep. function· 
filters-to get the full_expression as started. . 

Ai, for the moments per, unit_length, the concentrated moment about the z 
axis is negative because the z axis is positive out of the paper. -

my(x) = 0 · inz(x) = -Moo (x -~) 
(c) - 2 

Jy(x) = -2J0 (1- 2;) [1- stp (x - ~)] 

Jz(x) = - Jo [ stp ( x - ~) - stp ( x - ~)] - ~l O ( x - ~) 

(d) 

m = - Jo/2 o (x - ~) 
z 12 2 

( e) Since they axis is into the paper, the moment per unit length i.s negative, Hence 

Jz(x)-+m;c~) =-Jo [1- stp (x - ~)]-

[ 3fox 3 Jo] ( l ) , ( l ) - - 21 + 2 stp x - 3 - Moo x - 3 

In order to integrate easily, it is convenient to simplify the above in order to 
obtain 

Jz(x) + m/x) = - Jo + Jo stp ( x - ~) 

3Jo ( [ [) ( [) I ( [) +21 x ~ l - 3 + 3 stp x - 3 - Moo x - 3 

or 

/ 'J Jo ( [ ) ( l ) I ( [ ) f (x) + m (x) = - Jo + - x - - stp x - - - Moo x - -
z Y 21 3 3 3 
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Integration can now proceed easily as follows 

3fo / l\ 2 

1st integ. = C 1 - + 4! l,x - 3} stp 
I , l) I I 

- 3 - Mo8\x - 3 

F. x2 ( l \ 3 
2nd integ. = C,x + Co - - 0-' - + - x - -} stp 

" ' ~ 2 4l \ 3 
l 

3 
/ I\ 

- Mo stn ( x - ~ I ·, • • 3 J 
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11.4. {a) + K 1vf(L) = -M1, and My(L) + .K2w'(L) = +M2 are the two pre-
liminary force-type BCs that accompany = D. 

= k1 = +F1, Mz(O) = 0, + k2w(O) = 0. and My(O) = +M2 
are the preliminary equations. 

11.5. (a) The preliminary BCs are 

5Elo 
= 0 + = Fo 

E/0 
+

L 

l 
= --F0 L 

8 

3Elo + 0 v(0)=0 

Since the product of inertia and the temperature change are zero, it is a simple 
matter substituting for the stress resultants. The results are 

11 111 5Elo 
3EI0w (0) = 0 3Elow (0) + 0 w(O) = Fo 

fl Elo 1 • fl/ 3Elo 
2Elov (0) + - = --Fol 2EI0v (0) + - 3-v(O) = 0 

L 8 L 
Summing forces and moments from FBDs leads to the preliminary equations 

3Elo Jo l 2 
---v(L)=O M(L)=--£3 z. 20 

Ela 
My(L) + -w 1(L) + 0 

L 
V (L' = _ foL 

z ) 10 

Substituting the supplied shear and moment equations into the above equa
tions leads to (eventually) the following corresponding Vy, Vz, My, and Mz 
equations in that order 

Elo 3Elo Ela F.0 L 
2El0 v111(L) - L v"(L) - 0 v(L) + 2Elow 111(L) - yw"(L) = - J;O 

2Elovlff(L) - Ela v°(L) + 4EI0w 111(L) - 2Elo w 1'(L) = - fol - foL 
£3 ' L 25 10 

El fi L 2 
2EI0 v"(L)+4EI0w"(L)+ /w 1(L)= ~5 

2El v"rL)-'- 2El w"(L) = foL 2 
- foL 2 

Q \ I Q ' 50 20 

(c) From free body diagrams translated, in the one case, and rotated in both 
cases, according to the adopted sign convention, the kinematic and equilibrium 
equations at the beam end are 

=0 

-k = Fo 

1 
= -FoL 

2 
My(L) + K =0 
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The second, third, and fourth BC equations become, where Vz = Fo (and 
VyT = -Fo) 

3Elov"(L) - Elow"(L) = ~FoL 

Elo 
-Elov"(L) + 2Elow"(L) + yw'(L) = 2FoL 

"' "' 5Elo -Elov (L) + 2Elow (L)- 0 w(L) = 2Fo 

The above equations should be simplified as 

3v"(L) - w"(L) = ! FoL 
2 Elo 

-v"(L) + 2w"(L) + w'(L) = 2 FoL 
L Elo 

-v"'(L) + 2w"'(L) - 2-w(L) = 2 Fo 
L 3 Elo 

These equations e-annot be decoupled, which makes the solution for the con
stants of integration more lengthy than it would be otherwise. 

11.6. With the x axis originating at the left-hand end, fz(x) = - Jo stp(x - L/2), and 
fy(x) = - Fo 8(x - L /2). Since the product of inertia is zero, the eight BCs reduce 
to v(O) = v(L) = w(O) = w(L) = v"(O) = v"(L) = w"(O) = w"(L) = 0. 

11.9. 6Elyyw(x) = -F0 [(bx/ L)(L2 - b2 - x2) + (x - a)3 stp (x - a)], and v(x) = 
u(x) = 0. 

11.10. w(L) = -FoL3 /(3ERzz), and v(L) = +FoL3 /(3ERyz). 
11.11. Rzz = (5/3)/o, etc. fz(X) = F18(x - L)- fo[l -(x/L)] stp(x - L), fy(x) = 

my(x) = 0, and mz(x) = -M2 8(x - L). Therefore, 
(a) 5Elov""(x) = 2M28'(x - L) - F18(x - L) - f(x - L) stp(x - L) 

5Elow""(x) = -M28'(x - L) + 3F18(x - L) + 3{0 (x - L) stp(x - L) 
(b) BCs: w(O) = do, w(2L) = w'(2L) = v(2L) = 0, w"(O) = y / L, v"(O) = 

(/3 - 2y)/L, av'(2L) + 3Lv"(2L) + Lw"(2L) = {3, and 4av(O) + 
3L3v"'(O) + L 3w"'(O) + f3L = 0. 

(c) 5Elov(x)=C4 + C3~ + cz,;2 +ct+ M2(x - L)2 stp(x-L) 

- ~(x - L)3stp(x - L) - l~L (x - L)5 stp(x - L) 
11.12. (b) v(O) = v(L) = w(O), = w(L) = 0, w'(L) = -ro. The three force-type BCs 

mz(O) = My(O) = Mz(L) + kv'(L) = 0 reduce to 

w"(O) = 10 !!_ 
7 L 

and 

v"(O) = 19 !!_ 
, 7 L 

2Lv"(L) - Lw"(L) + av'(L) = f3 

11.13. (a) Since the axial force is not zero, it is necessary to use the coupled form of the 
beam bending GDE's. With the second derivatives of the thermal moments 
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about they and z axes are zero and 2f0 , respectively, and mz(x) = 0, the 
GDE's, before simplification, are 

3EI0v""(x) + Elow'"'(x)- foLv"(x) = -2fo stp (x - !L) + 2fo 

( 
I , 

-foLS x - 4L) 
2El0w""(x) + Elov""(x) - foLw"(x) 

( 2x)' [ ( 1 )l 2 I ( 1 \ = -3fo 1 - - l - stp x - -L · - fol 8 x - 0 L} 
\ L \ 2 J .. 

(b) The eight BCs are 

= v(L) = 0 
41: L 4 

3L 3vm(O) + L3i,/1'(0) + 3v(O) = - ~0
10 

4fi L4 
3L 2 v"(O) + L 2v1/'(0) - 2Lv'(O) = + E\ 

f L 4 
L 3 v"'(O) + 2L 3w'"(O) + 6w(O) = +-· o_ 

Elo 
.r L 4 

L2 v11(0)+2L2w"(O) = +-10-
Elo 

where the thermal moments were evalttated atx = 0, and the thermal shearing 
forcesattheleft-handendare Vvr(O) = -4foL,and V2r(O) = foL. The above 
two moment equations can be written in a better form using the second BC 
table. However, that is not so for the two shearing force equations. The two 
force-type BCs at the right-hand end are 

8 .r L 4 

L2w"(L) = +5 J;lo 

where 

1 .r L 4 
L 2v"(L) = ---10-

5 Ela 

Myr(L) = 2foL 2 and Mzr(L) = foL 2 

11.14. (a) The critical buckling force for the clamped-clamped beam-column is four 
times that for the simply supported beam-column. The critical buckling 
shape is A[l - cos(2Yrx/ L)]. The details of the analysis are as follows. 
Start with the beam GDE solution which, as always, is w(x) =A+ B(x) + 
C sin(AX) + D cos(h ), where A 2 = P /EI. The BCs are w(O) = w'(O) = 
w(L) = w'(L) = 0. Substituting the GDE solution into the BCs yields the 
four equations: (i) A+ D = O; (ii) B +AC= O; (iii) A+ BL+ C sin(AL) + 
D cos(AL) = O; and (iv) B + AC cos().L) - AD sin(AL) = 0. An easy way to 
solve these equations is to write them in the matrix form [c]{AJ = {O}, where 
{A} is the 4 x 1 vector of the unknown coefficients A, B, C, and D. Since the 
equations are homogeneous (i.e., their right-hand side vector is zero), in order 
to have other than a trivial solution the determinant of the coefficient matrix 
must be zero. Expanding the determinant of the coefficient matrix yields the 
eigenvalue equation 

2[1 - cos()cL)] = AL sin(AL) 
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The solution process for this eigenvalue equation in terms of the unknown 
value of AL is simplified if the following substitution, by the form 
of the left-hand side of the above equation, is used. Let e = ).,L /2. Then this 
equation becomes 2[1 - = W or in equivalent terms, 

4 sin4 e = 28 sin G cos e or sin G[sin e - fJ cos 8} = 0 

The solution to the last of the above equations is either the solution to sine = 
0, or (ii) sine = e cos e, whichever yields the smaller, nontrivial solution for 
e. The first non-zero solution of(i) is e = n, while that for is e ~ 45 (See 
Example 1 L 1 Therefore, the critical value of e = ! J,.L = n, which leads 
immediately, to Pc1 = 4rr 2 EI/ L 2 . This is four times the critical load va.lue 
for the simply supported beam. 

The buckling mode shape can be determined by eliminating all but one 
of the constants of integration. In this case, start with D = and B = 
-AC. Hence, after substituting AL = 2n, the third BC equation becomes 
A - C(2n) + C sin 2(2n) - A cos(2JT) = 0. Simplifying this equation shows 
that C = 0. The fourth BC equation only yields the useless identity O = 0. 
Then with B = 0, and again D = -A, and again)., = 2n / L, the ODE solution 
reduces to 

= A[l - cos(2nx/L)3 

The unknown value of A is seen to be the (unknowable by this method) value 
!w(L/2). This buckling mode shape is a bit more complicated than the sine 
mode shape of the simply supported beam case. This mode shape involves 
two reversals of curvature. It will be seen in Chapter 15 that structural systems 
seek the loaded deflection shape that stores the least energy. Hopefully, it is 
evident to the reader that this "one minus cosine" shape requires more energy, 
and hence a larger applied load for a given midspan deflection, than the sine 
mode shape. 

(b) From Example 10.4, or a similar anaiysis, the axial force Nin the beam-column 
has the value --:-EaToA. Then, from the result of part Per= EA(aTo)cr, or 
(0tTo)cr = 4n: 2 l //1L2 . thus thermal buckling problems for beams are solved 
by knowing the mechanical buckling load and the equivalent thermal axial 
force. 

(c) As always, the Euler buckling load solution is 

where '2 
p 

/', =-
EI 

The first task is to write the BCs. The kinematic BCs are 
v'(L) = 0. From a FBD at x = L, obtain 

2EI 
- --v(L) = 0 or L 3 v,r'(,L) - = 0 L3 . . . 

Hence the determinant equation to be solved for the eigenvalue is 

0 0 1 
0 1 ' 0 A 

=0 0 ),COS ),L -), sin).,L 
2 ,.., ' ,:.,,._, (2 sin ;,L + A 3 L 3 cos (2 cos ),L - >- 3 L 3 sin 
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In[l4]:= Plot[4(1 - Cos[x] + (xA3 - 2x) Sin[x], {x, 0.1, 10.0}] 

/\ 
I \ 

2 

Out[l4]= -Graphics-
In [16] := FindRoot[4(1 - Cos[x]) + (xA3 - 2x) Sin[x], {x, 3.5}] 
Out[l6]= {x..,, 3.38915} 

Figure B.2. Ans. l l.14(a) 

Figure lU. Ans. l l.14(d) 
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After expanding the determinant by hand and by using Mathematica 4.2, 
the eigenvalue equation becomes 

4cos)i.L - [()i.L)3 - 2AL)sin)i.L = 4 

A Mathematica plot of this function is shown in Fig. B .2. The lowest, nonzero, 
root has the approximate value 3.38915, which i.s equivalent to a critical com
pressive load of Per = 11.5 EI /L 2. 

(d) With just F1 acting upon the frame, the single beam that represents the frame 
i~ that of length L. The beam of length l2 ( the beam with the unsupported end) 
is unloaded and therefore makes no contribution to the frame stiffness. The 
beam of length l 1 must also bend when the simply supported beam of length 
L bends. Thus it contributes rotational stiffness at the point of application of 
the axial load. A beam bending analysis shows that this rotational stiffness is 
K = 2E I/ l 1• Hence the single beam model for a beam buckling analysis (an 
eigenvalue problem) is shown in Fig. B.3. 

( e) With just F2 acting upon the frame, the single beam that represents the frame 
is again that of length L. The beam of length l2 provides a moment arm 
for F2 . Again the beam of length 11 provides a rotational spring of stiffness 
K = 2E I/ l 1. Hence the single beam model is that of the boundary value 
problem shown in Fig. B.4. 

11.15. (a) The solution to the Euler beam bending differential equation is, as always 

Ip 
=A1 +A2x+A3 sin)cx+A4cos)i.x where A=,/ EI 
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Figure B.4, Ans. JU4(e) 

The two kinematic BCs are = = 0. From a free body diagram of 
the beam tip, where the beam tip is given a positive deflection ((up)), 
and a positive bending slope ((up and rotated counterclockwise)), the 
remaining two BCs are 

4 
w"(L) = 0 w 111(L) + >shv'(L) - L 3 w(L) = 0 

Write the above four BC equations in the homogeneous matrix form: 
[C}{A} = {O}, where is the vector of the unknown constants of inte
gration. Then set the determinant of the singular coefficient matlix [ C] 
to zero; that is, write 

1 0 0 
0 l A, 0 
0 0 -A2 sin AL -) .. 2 COS AL =0 
4 (A2 _ :2 ) 

4 4 
L3 - L 3 sinAL COS AL 

Expanding the determinant, and simplifying, including dividing by A 2 cos )...,L, 
yields 

. (AL)3 
tan ) .. L = AL - - 4-

to be solved for )cL. A rough sketch shows that the smallest root of this 
transcendental equation is near 2.3. Applying the Newton-Raphson procedure 
yields a solution of 2.373. Thus 

El 
Pcritical = 5.63 V 

(b) The deflection BCs are simply w(O) = w(L) = 0. For the moment BCs, it is 
necessary that the beam tips be rotated according to the deflection sign conven
tion, which here means that the beam tips need to be rotated counterclockwise. 
The results of the FBDs are 

,, 2 El , 
Elw (0)- Lw (0) = 0 

3 El 
Elw"(L) + --w'(L) = 0 

L 

where the EI factors can be canceled. Substituting the standard Euler beam
column deflection solution w(x) = A1 + A2x + A3 sin J..x + A4 cos },x into 
these four BCs results in the following determinant to be solved for the eigen
value A 
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1 0 0 
0 2L 2)cL 

=0 
l L sinJ,L COS AL 
0- 3L (3},,,L cos ).L -- A 2 L 2 sin -(3),,L sin XL + A 2 L 2 cos 

The beam will buckle about the z axis. Therefore the ODE and its solmion 
are 

Ela + =0 

and 

sin Xx+ COS AX 

where equals Now it is a matter of writing the BCs, using FBDs 
where necessary. From the sketch, after dividing by E 10 and other tidying, the 
BCs are 

=0. 

L 3v"'(L;-3 

Lv'\O) -

+L3A2 

=0. =0. 

Now it is a matter of substituting the above solution for into these 
BCs, an-anging the result in the matrix form [coeff.] {C} = and requiring 
I coeff. I= 0. Hence 

1 0 0 1 
0 L AL (AL)2 

=0 
0 0 sin)cL cosJcL 
,., -X2L2) 3 sin),,L 3 COS AL .) 

The expansion of this determinant leads to the characteristic equation for 
),L = x, which is 

or 

sinx - 3 sinx = 0 

3x -x3 
tanx=-----

3 + 3x2 -x4 

( d) The axial force acting upon the beam is the first thing to investigate because it 
is basic to the GDE and the eigenvalue. From the FBDs, the axial force - N = 
P = F cos[e + w 1(L)], F = Po sec e. From the geometry of the deflections, 
the quantity sec e is equal to the square root of one minus the sgmu-e of the ratio 

The beam tip deflection w(L ), while finite. is still a small fraction 
of the length of the rigid link, t, and the square of that ratio is much smaller 
still. Hence the good approximation that sec fJ R; 1.0. Now. cos[fJ + 
cose cos[H/(L)] - sine sin[w\L)], and sine= Since both theta 
and beam bending slope are also small quantities. their sines can be approx
imated as their arguments, and their cosines can be approximated as one. Thus. 
because the product of small quantities is smaller still 

P = -w(L) 

and the GDE does not require any modification. The first boundary condition 
is that the beam moment is zero. or J,1/'(L) = 0. The beam 
force V0 = = - F + + 
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division of this latter BC by EI, and recognizing the ratio Po/EI as the square 
of the eigenvalue, the writing of the two force-type BCs is complete. 

12.1. Note that all forces per unit length are equal to their corresponding stress multiplied 
by the constant thickness. Then both results are immediate with the use of Mohr's 
circle, which in this case is just a point. Alternately, Eqs. (2.6) provide the same 
result. 

12.2. (a) In terms of the temporary coordinates Yo, zo specified in the problem statement, 
the double sine series would have the form 

tJi(yo, zo) =LL Cmn sin(m1ryo/a) sin(n1rzo/b) 
m n 

where each double sine term in the series satisfies all the BCs. There is one 
more condition that can be satisfied at this point. Both m and n can be restricted 
to being odd integers so that each sine term is an even function about the center 
of the rectangle; that is, the symmetry of the Prandtl stress function about the 
axes of symmetry of the rectangle, as dictated by the membrane analogy, is 
established immediately. If this condition of restricting the indices to being 
odd is not met at the beginning of the analysis, it will simply be a necessary 
conclusion to be drawn after the application of the orthogonality conditions 
associated with the sine functions, which are the same as those associated with 
the cosine functions, as in Eq. (12.15). 

(b) The two series solutions have the same algebra and result. 
12.3. At points Band D the stress magnitude is zero. From Fig. 12.12, where for a/b = 

1, a = 0.21. Then for points A and C, the stress magnitude is 4.8Mtf a3 , and the 
applied stress direction is the same as that of the torque while paralleling the edge. 

12.5. Recall that (i) the outer and inner boundaries of any cross-section are always 
contour lines; and (ii) the shearing stresses are greatest wherever the contour lines 
are closest together. 

12.6. (a) One way of answering this question is to picture the membrane over the thin 
beam cross-section as roughly a long cylinder with, say, an arch being the 
cross-sectional shape of the membrane. Let the arch have an easily imaged 
finite slope ( corresponding to a finite stress) at the edge of the thin beam cross
section. Then picture that cylinder cut cross-wise into four equal parts and 
placed on top of the thick beam cross-section, completely covering its area. 
A single arch spanning the thickness of the thick cross-section and having 
the same edge slope stress would enclose a much greater volume torque. 
Therefore, for the same maximum stress, the thicker cross-section can bear a 
much greater torque. 

(b) By a slight adjustment to the above argument, it can be seen that for the same 
torque volume, the stress slope on thick beam cross-section is much less than 
that for the thin beam cross-section. ' 

12.7. (a) The trial function does satisfy the BC of being zero at each point on the four 
segments of the cross-sectional boundary. That is, at all points y = -a, at y = 
+a, and along the arcs of the circle y2 + z2 = R2, the trial function takes on 
the value zero. However, the trial function is not a valid stress function because 
its units are incorrect (tJi has units of force over length), and when subjected 
to the harmonic operator there is a result other than -2 G e. Since the result 
is not a constant it cannot be adjusted to achieve the desired result, - 2 G e. 
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(b) Again the BCs if/ = 0 are satisfied at every point along the outer boundary 
lines r = R, a = 0, and a = IT /2. However, again, the GDE is not satisfied 
because the result of applying the V 2 operator to the candidate Prandtl stress 
function is zero rather than the required value - 2GB. Since zero cai"1not be 
made into the required finite value -2G8, this is not an acceptable Prandtl 
stress function. 

(c) The equations for the three boundaries of the isosceles triangle are y = 
-a/2, z = -a/2, and y + z = !a. Substitution of these values for y and z 
into the given candidate Prandtl stress funtion expression leads to zero values. 
Thus the BCs are satisfied. 

(d) Substitution of the candidate Prandtl stress function into the GDE produces 
a right-hand side of -2G8(y + z) rather than the required value of -2G8. 
Hence the GDE is not satisfied, and the candidate function fails. 

12.8. (a) The trial function does satisfy the GDE. It also satisfies the BC of if/(s) = 0 
for every point on the boundary. This fact is established by first writ
ing the equations for all points upon the boundary, which are: y = -a/3; 
z = [(y / ,yl3) - (2a/3,yl3)]; and z = -[(y / ,yl3) - (2a/3,yl3)]; and then sub
stituting these equalities into the trial function. The zero result shows that the 
trial function is zero on the three sides or the equilateral triangle. Since the 
GDE and BC are both satisfied, the trial function is valid. 

(b) The maximum shearing stress is at the center of each of the three sides. 
Since all three sides are the same, choose to work with the side y = -a/3, 
where the normal direction, n = -y'. Then umax = -alf//a(-y) = aw jay = 
-G8[y - 3(y2 + z2)/2a], which when evaluated at y = -a/3, z = 0 yields 
amax = G8a/2. 

(c) M1 = Gea4 /15,y13 from which J = a 4 /15,J3. Then Ge can be replaced by 
M 1 / J in the maximum stress equation. 

12.9. A computer-generated plot of the function if/(y, z) is shown in Fig. B.5. Clearly 
there is no closed curve, and hence no possible bar cross-section. 

12.10. The general third order polynomial term in two variables has the form 

P3(y, z) = Ay3 + By2z + Cyz2 + Dz3 
Substitution of this expression into the equation 

[:;2 + ::2 J P3(y, z) = 0 

reveals the relations that must exist between the constant coefficients A, B, C, and 
D for the resulting identity to hold true. That is, the coefficient of each linearly 
independent (see comment immediately below) polynomial .term of the resulting 
identity must be zero. Substitution of the relations between the constants back into 
the original expression, and renaming the constants, yields the general form of the 
third order, harmonic polynomial term as 

H3(y, z) = C1(y 3 - 3yz2) + Cs(z3 - 3y2z) 

Recall that polynomial terms or functions, such as / 1 (x ), fi(x ), ... are linearly 
independentifandonlyif B1/ 1(x) + B2/2(x) + · · · = Oimplies B1 = B2 = · · · = 

0. For example, with y, z being independent variables, and a, f3 and y being a set 
of constants, then ay2 + f3yz + yz2 = 0 can only be true for all values of y, z if 
a = f3 = y = 0. Thus it is concluded that the terms y 2 , yz, and z2 are (mutually) 
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In[l] := Needs ["Graphics 'ImplicitPlot'"] 
In[3] := ImplicitPlot [xA4 - 6xA2 yA2 + yA4 - xA2/2 - yA2/2 o, {x, -io, +10}] 
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Figure B.5. Ans. 12.9. Source: Mathematica 4.1, Wolfrom Reason 

linearly independent terms. A definitive test for linear independence is to evaluate 
a determinant called the Wronskian determinant. See Section III.3. 

12.11. Consider the geometry of the laterally loaded taut (i.e., preloaded) cable. Since it 
spans the same straight-line distance as the unloaded taut cable, it has to stretch 
beyond its initial strains when the cable is no longer straight. Consider differential 
length, ds, of the deflected cable. The projection of ds upon the original cable 
position is dx. The length dx is also the length of the taut cable segment of length 
ds before the cable was deflected laterally. Let the change in the deflection over 
the differential length ds, (i.e., from one end of ds to the other), be dw. Then, 
by use of the Pythagorian theorem, ds = [(dx)2+ (dw)2] 112 = [1 + (w')2] 112dx. 
The change .in the strain in the taut cable as it is laterally deflected is '1E = 
(ds - dx)/dx = (ds/dx) - 1. Using the binomial expansion for ds/dx = [1 + 
(w')2] 112 = l + !(w')2 + .. ·, and substituting for ds/dx into L1E, yields L1E ~ 
4<w')2. The change in the stress and hence the change in the cable force can now 
be calculated from the change in the strain. Specifically, L1N = 4EA(w')2. 

In order to more clearly establish the point that the change in the axial pre
loading due to finite deflections can be neglected, consider a steel wire where 
E = 29 000 000 psi, the. yield stress is 40 000 psi, and the cross-sectional area is 
0.01 iii. Hence the diameter of the circular wire is 0.113 in. Letthe pre-load, No, be 
half the force that would bring the wire to the verge of undergoing plastic behavior. 
That is let No= l/20:vieldA = 200 lbs. Then, if the 40-inch wire is plucked at its 
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center, say, one-fifth of an inch, which is almost twice its diameter, and thus is 
easily discernable, then the slope of the deflected wire is everywhere one-fifth 
of an inch divided by 20 inches, or 0.01. Then the change in the axial force is 
1/2 EA(w')2 = 14.5 lbs. By saying the change in the axial force is zero, the error 
is 7 percent, which is just within engineering tolerance. 

13.1. (a) J = (1 /3)(2h + d)t3 , then e = Mt/ G J, and the maximum stress is M1t / J. 
(b) same as in (a). 
(c) J = l6at3 /3. 

13.2. (a) The cross-section is doubly symmetric, so it is only necessary to integrate from 
s = 0 to s = c /2, and multiply by 2. However, if the integration is carried out 
over the entire length of the centerline, the thickness expressions are 

b(s) = 3ts 
C 

b(t) = t 

3t 
b(t) = -(c-n 

C 

Then 

for 

C 
O<r<--~-3 
C 2c 
- < r < -3 - ~ - 3 
2c 
- < r <c 3 - ~ -

1 = ~ ( ~t; + c~3 + ~t;) = c;3 
and the maximum stress is equal to (M1bmaxl J) = 6Mtf(ct2). 

(b) From any table of integrals, the integral of (sin3 ax) is ~qual to 

l 1 3 
--cos ax+ - cos ax 

a 3a 

Here a = rr /20. Now it is a matter of applying the limits of zero and 10. 
13.3. (a) The value of A = l50t2; and thus the shear flow q = Mtf(300t 2). The stress 

is the value of the shear flow divided by the thickness, that is, q / t. The line 
integral of the inverse of the thickness is (l/t)(50t). Hence J = 1800t4 • 

(b) q = 1590 lb/in; the maximum stress equals the shear flow divided by the 
minimum thickness, that is, 12 700 psi; and for Go = 2.5 x 104 psi, the line 
integral of the inverse of them. w. thickness equals 8rr radians, so J = rr /2in4 . 

(c) To calculate the torsion constant, use is again made of the third of 
Eqs. (13.11), where A= 2c2 , and the line integral has the value 2(c)/[2(2t)] + 
(4c)/l(t) = 4.5c/t. In these calculations, on the basis of the membrane anal
ogy, the contribution to the torsion constant of that part of the top plate and 
the hat cross-section beyond the central void of dimensions 2c by c is ignored. 
Thus J* = 3.5c3t. 

13.4. In the case of the open cross-section, J = 3bt3 . In the case of the closed cross
section, it is necessary to calculate J from the relation Mt = GIB, which first 
requires the determination of the shear flows and then the calculation of e. So, 
for q1 being the shear flow around the smaller of the two cells, the equilibrium is 
Mr= 2q1b2 + 4q2b2, and B1 = B2 yields 9q1 = 8q2. Hence 

2Mt l04b3t 
q1 = l3b2 and J = ~ 
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13.5. (a) The equilibrium equation is Mt = 64nt2q1 + 64(n + 8)t2q2. The solution 
of the twist continuity equation 81 = 82 is q1 = 0.8023q2 = Mtf(1090t2). 
Therefore, J = 10 300t4. 

(b) The equilibrium equation is M1 = 5.712R2q1 + 0.571R2q2. The twist equi
librium equation yields 7. lOOq1 = 10.954q2. 

(c) Mt = 19.635q1 + 60q2; q1 = l.0226q2. 
13.6. (a) </J(L) = moL2/2GJ. 

(b) </J(L) = MoL/GJ. 
(c) GJ</J"(x) = m0L8(x - !L) - m0 stp(x - !L) or the negative thereof, The 

BCs are </J(O) = </J'(L) = 0. Thus the first constant of integration equals 
-m0 L /2, and the second is zero. Thus </J(L) = moL 2 /8G Jin the direction of 
the concentrated torque, which was here chosen to be negative. 

13.7. </J(L)-</J(O) = moL2/(2nGJ). 
13.8. In a form that is ready to be integrated easily, the GDE is 

GJ</J"(x) = -Ms8 (x - !L) - (mo/L) (x - !L) stp (x - !L) -

(3m0/2) stp (x .:... ! L) 

The two BCs are 
i. 3L</J'(O) - ¢(0) = 0 
ii. </J'(L) = M4/GJ 

13.9. The correctness of any suggested solution, of course, can be confirmed or denied by 
integrating the GDE and applying th~ BC. However, the easiest approach is usually 
to substitute the suggested solution into the GDE and BC equations and see whether 
these equations are satisfied. This exercise is therefore a review of differentiating 
expressions involving step functions. Differentiating the given solution once yields 

GJ<fJ'(x) = [ M4 +Ms+ ~moL ]- Ms stp(x - L) 

-moL [i (fr+ f- ~] stp(x - L) 

A second drfferentiation yields the original GDE, so that part of the problem is 
satisfied. It is important to note that in this exercise, the process of taking the 
derivative of products involving the step function, the coefficient of the resulting 
Dirac delta function is always zero where the delta function is nonzero. Thus those 
product terms drop out. The next equations to check are the BC equations: 

GJ¢'(2L) = [ M4 +Ms+ ~moL ]- Ms - moL [ 1 + 2 - ~] 

=M4 

so this BC is satisfied. 

GJ</J'(O) = [ M4 +Ms+' ~moL J = K</J(O) 

so this BC is also satisfied. Hence the suggested solution is the (unique) correct 
solution to the problem posed by Example 13.10. 

13.10. (a) There is a one J3 for the horizontal rectangle for which the appropriate f3 is 
{3(14) ~ 0.32; and another h for the vertical rectangle for which f3 ~ 0.33; 
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and an term is also needed. Hence J = (0.33)(10t4 ) + (0.32)(7t4 ) + 
(0.185)(2t)4 = (3.30 + 2.24 + 2.96)t4 = 8.5t4 . 

The web requires h with a {J(6) = 0.229; the flange ta._kes a ]z with a /J(8) = 
0.308; and a = 0.20 for the bulge. 

13.11. The manufacturing difficulty presented by having the channels face inward (i.e., 
[ J) might be overcome to some extent by having lightening holes cut in the web of 
the channels. Sufficient holes might provide access to the interior of the box beam 
so that riveting or bolting would be possible. 

13.12. After applying the BC ¢(0) = 0, the solution reduces to 

Glc/)(x) = 

What can be said about the twist at the end x = L of this cantilevered beam is 
that the twist is finite. However, setting x = L in the above solution causes the 
first tenn to become infinite. Since that is not physically possible, the constant 
coefficient of the natural logarithm term must be zero. Thus G J cf>(x) = m0Lx. 

14.1. (a) The partial area moments in simplified form are 

/ 'l 2 2) Top flange: = at(a - 2y) Q21,y) = t( 4a - y . 

Web: Qy(z) = 2a 2t + !(a2 - z2) Qz(z) = -!at(a - z). 

Bottom flange: Qv(Y) = !a2t - yat Qz(Y) = -a2t + !t(y2 - !a2) 

(b) With = (29/6)a 3t, I,1 = (13/6)a 3t, and lyy = -a3t, calculation of the 
shear stress due to a shearing force with both horizontal and vertical compo
nents is now only a matter of substituting into Eq. (14.5) with q0 = 0. 

(e) Starting at (y, z) = (+8.lt, +4.9t) so as to easily have positive values for the 
centerline coordinate z 

upper flange: Qy = (4.9t)(8.lt - y) t = 39.69t3 - 4.9yt2 

1 t 2 ? 
Q- = -(8.lt + y·)(8.lt - v) = -(65.6t - y-) - 2 " 2 

t 1 
web: Qy = 49t 3 + -(4.9t + z)(4.9t - z) = 6lt3 - -z2t 

2 · 2 
Q1 = 3lt3 + t(-1.9t)(4.9t - z) = 21.7t3 + l.9zt2 

where the 49t3 and 3 lt 3 terms at the start of the web calculation are the first 
moments of the top flange in its entirety. The small error at the end of the 
centerline, where z = -11. lt, is due to round-off. 

14.2. ( c) The shear center is at the juncture of the web and the flange. 
(d) The vertical force Fat the left tip of the T can be replaced by the statically 

equivalent combination of a force F acting along the T centerline and a coun
terclockwise moment of magnitude (0.9 in)F. The force F now passes through 
the shear center and creates shearing stresses described by Eq. (14.5) with 
q0 equal to zero. These shearing stresses are essentially uniform across the 
thickness of each segment of the T, and their maximum value is determined 
from the result of part (a). On the other hand, the torsional moment creates 
shearing stresses that vary linearly across the thickness, and their maximum 
value 

Mtb 3(0.9")F 

J (3.211)(0.06")2 
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is the same on the outer of the except 
at the fillets. Thus this torsional moment maximum shearing stress 

coincides with the shear force maximum shearing stress at the where the 
shear force-induced maximum shearing stress occurs, and those two values 
are then added to obtain the overall maximum shearing stress. 

14.4. Asexplained,q0 =zeroata = s = 0 becauseofthesymmetryofthecross-section 
and loading. In other words, the shear flow cannot go in opposite directions at the 
same point. Therefore equals the integral from zero to a of the product of 
the differential area Rt d/3 at fJ and its moment arm about the y R cos {3. 

ne1·en)re, with = 7f R 3t, = F sina/(n R). 
14.5. (a) The first moment of the partial area is exactly the same as that of the previous 

exercise; that is, = R 2 t sin a. 
The shear center lies on the cross-section axis of symmetrJ, the y axis, which 
passes through the circle center and the slit. To find the horizontal location 
of the shear center, a vertical force of arbitrary magnitude F is applied at 
the unknown location of the shear center. The shear flow solution is q(a) = 

- cos a) . Then, taking moments about the center of the circle yields 
= (the integral from zero ton R q(a)R da. Thus ey = 2R to the left 

of the circle center. 
( c) Again the shear center lies upon the axis of symmetry. Two solution approaches 

are presented that differ in the choice of coordinates used to locate posi
tions along the centerline of the beam cross-section material. See Fig. B.6. In 
the first solution approach, the ai1gle whose origin is at one end of the mate
rial centerline, locates the limit of the partial area under consideration. See 
the two left-hand diagrams of the figure. The angle p has the same origin, but 
it locates positions within the partial area. In other words, the limiting upper 
value for f, is the value f3 = >JI. In order to locate the shear center, it is first 
necessary to calculate the shear flow due to a (say, positive, i.e., downward) 
shearing force F that is perpendicular to the cross-section axis of symmetry. 
To this end, 

Qy=ffzdA= z(tR 
A(s) 

Since z = R cos[,8 - (n /6)], 

where ds = R df, 

f fJ=oJ! ( Jr\ 
Qy(>J!) = - R cos {} - -J Rt d{J 

Jf)=O 6 

?f,,/3 1 l 
= R-t l 3 sin >JI + 2(1 - cos >JI) J 

where the integration can be completed either by writing df3 = d[fj - (n /6)], 
or by expanding the cosine function in the integrand and noting that sin(n / 6) = 
l /2 and cos(n /6) = ,,/3/2. Since q(>J!) = F Qy(\li)/ lyy, it is now possible to 
write the twisting moment equilibrium equation that locates the shear center. 
Letting ey be positive to the left of the intersection of the cross-section axis 
of sum..,1etry and the thin cross-section material centerline, then the twisting 
moment equilibrium equation, where all moments are ta.1<:en about the center 
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y 

Two possible coordinate choices 

y y 

. 
Corresponding typical moment arm expressions 

Figure B.6. Ans. 14.5. 

of the circle, is 

F(ey + R) = -! Rq(l/f)ds = +f R2q(l/f)dl/f 

= - R2t - sin if/ + -(1 - cos if/) R2dtJr F 1w=4rr/3 [v] 1 ] 
fyy 'V=O . 2 2 

or 

F(ey + R) = R4t[(2n /3) + v'3](F / lyy) 

Hence 

e -R -R ( 
(2Jr /3) + v3 ) 

Y - (2n/3) - (v]/4) 

If the angles if/ and /3 are defined as shown in the two right-hand diagrams of 
Fig. B.6, then 

Qy(l/f) = t zt ds = -t {fJ=O R sin(l/f + /3)R d/3 
Js=O J /J=(2rr /3)-,P 

= -R2t[cos(2n/3) - cos if/]= +R2t (!+cos if/) 
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Then 
F 1if/=2n/3 

+R)= -R 
<f/=-2n/3 

( l -L- cos 
\2 ' Rdl.J, 

which, of course, exactly the same result for ey as the previous calcu-
lation using different definitions of 'J/ and f3. 

(d) Briefly; y5 = 2/; R to the closed side of the cross-section from the geo-

metric center; = ±C3n + 2)R 3t; with the y axis as the axis of 
symmetry. and measuring the angle V, from where the cross-section 
at an angle 45° above the horizontal, so that % ~ I.Jt ~ 1:;, the shear flow 

= (3,r~2 ; i( I; - cos and (iv) from the geometric center to the left 

vl2R 
e,, = ---(3n + 4) 
· 3n + 2 

14.6. (a) Starting the calculation of the first moments of 
for the right segment 

area at the upper right, 

Qy(z) = 

for the middle segment 

= 72t3 and 

for the left segment 

Qy(z) = nt3- ! 

=120t3 -10 

= l70t3 -

and Q2 (z) = 120t3 + 10 

Since = 478 t 4 and = 1019 t 4 , then the expression for the shear flow is 
Qv/ R02 ) - where V0 = Now it is simply a matter 

of substitution. The sketch of the reacting shear flow is as shown in Fig. B. 7. 
(c) The shear flow distribution clearly shows that the shear center has to lie along 

the z axis. To be certain that the sheax center also lies along the y axis, the 
above process would have to be repeated with an applied shear force in the y 
direction. That calculation would confirm that result. 

Figure :B.7. Ans. 14.6. 
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14.10. Sta."iing the calculation of the first moments of partial area at the upper for 
the top flange 

= (10 

and 

for the web 

and 

= '00 f3 I l 1 . T z 

= (-2.5 0 

t) -1- y] t = 75 t 3 -1- 10 

t -1- t = -! (56,25t3 -

t-1- t - z) t = 100 t 3 + 

t -- z) t = -25 t 3 + ! 
for the bottom flange 

= l00t3 - (-10 2.5 t -

and 

= 25 + t-

=75t3 +10 

t ' ., ' 
Note that Qy(-7.5 t) = Qz( ~ 7.5 t) = 0, which, as 
calculation. 

t2 -

t-

t2 -

is a good check on the 

14.11. The shear flow due to the twisting moment, 
clockwise q = a * 

is simply the constant counter
The calculation of the shear 

flow due to the shear force at the shear center begins with the recognition that the 
symmetry of the cross-section and this latter means that this shear flow 
is zero where the z axis crosses the flanges, Let the center point of the top flange 
be the origin of the s coordinate. and in order w have values of y, lets go 
clockwise around the right-hand portion of the cross-section. The equation for this 
shear flow is = F0 Q, n. This moment of inertia has tile approximate value 

Hence the next step is to cakulate the first moments of partial area about 
they axis for the right-hand side of the cross-section. These values are 

and bot: 

a a 
- - < z < - (web,) 2 - ,_ 2 

l 
QJy) = -;,:aty 

, L 

t 
=-+-

2 ' 2 4 

Hence the resisting shear flows due to the moment and the shear force are as 
shown in B.8. 

15.1. For F1, the work done along any path is +(ab/ L)F0 . The work done by F2 for 
the three paths respectively, +(ab/ L)F0 , 0, and -(ab/ L)F0 . 

15.2. 3u + (u + 

15.3. There are no virtual deflections at the 
support reactions because the fixed values of the deflections at the rigid 

supports are constraints upon the beam. In other even though the deflec-
tions at the supports are dependent quantilies from the virtual work 
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when the deflections are known, constant values, they do not adrr,it a variation. 
On the other hand, the deflections within the interior of the beam are unknown, 
dependent quantities. Hence they can have variations. 

(b) 8 we: = do 8 R3 . Once again, from the CVW viewpoint, the three. reactions 
are unknown, dependent quantities. From the CVW viewpoint, they can vary, 
and thus have variations. The actual deflections at the first two reactions are 
zero, so they do zero CVW. On the other hand, the forces F1 and F2 have no 
variations, since these two forces have known, fixed values. With either CVW 
or virtual work, fixed quantities have no variations. 

(c) 8 Wex = Tr(2n Rh)ou(R), where ou, in keeping with the sym.metry of the prob
lem, is constrained to not being a function of the coordinate €!, and thus is in 
this case a constant value around the circumference. 

(d) The component of the gravitational force in the tangential direction of the 
pendulum bob is mg sin€!. Giving the bob a virtual displacement +8€1, 
where oe has of course the same sign convention as e, leads to oWex = 
-(mg sin€i)(L88) = -mgL sinfJ oe. The negative sign is necessary because 
the force is directed opposite to the positive direction of the angle e. In another 
view, if the virtual deflection is in the direction of the force, then the virtual 
angle 88 is opposite to the positive direction for the angle (}, and must be 
written as -8(). 

(e) Since, at the outer boundary, the actual tractions are known and the displace
ments are Ulli1<.nown, there can only be variations on the displacements leading 
to external virtual work, but no variations upon the tractions leading to com-
plementary virtual work. That is, o = 0 because 8Tr is zero. 

15.5. (a) = Fr ou + F0 8v + ow where, as before, the displacement compo-
nems u., v, fJ, z) parallel the cylindrical coordinates axes at any point. 
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Figure B.9. Ans. 15.6 

This result may be proved by simply letting i and j be the unit vectors in the 
rand() directions respectively, and (i) noting that or = 8ui + o~j + owk; (ii) 
decomposing F into its cylindrical components; and (iii) then taking the dot 
product. 
ow:.,= u 8Fr + v8Fe + w 8Fz. 

15.6. Consider Uo first Approach the simultaneous application of the temperature and 
mechanical loading in discrete steps. That is, let half the mechanical load be 
followed by half the thermal load followed by the last half of the mechanical 
load followed by the last half of the thermal load as shown in Fig. B.9. In this 
case it should be clear that the shaded area representing U0 = !a(E - ou:1T) is 
the same as that shown jn Figs. 15.7(a, Figure B.9 shows the same result 
when pairs of one third of each loading are taken sequentially. By varying the 
order and size of the discrete loading segments, any loading path involving the 
simultaneous application of the thermal and mechanical loads can be approximated 
while maintaining the constant area under the mechanical loading portion of the 
total curve that is represented by U0 = !a(E - cu:J.T). In the limit as the size of 
the segments becomes infinitesimal, an exact representation of any loading curve 
is obtained. Furthermore, since u; = aE - U0, it too is the same regardless of the 
load path. 

15.7. Withou =const.,thenoE,x = (J/Jx)ouandallothervirtualstrainsarezero.Then, 
after canceling the constant value of 8u, the virtual work statement reduces to the 
surface integral of Tx and the volume integral of pBx equaling zero. Substitution 
of the Cauchy equation for and the use of the Green-Gauss theorem completes 
the derivation. 

15.9. Since T = T(q,,q;, then oT = E[(JT/aq1)oq1 +(aT/Jq;)oq;], where the 
sum is over i = 1, 2, . . . where N is the number of generalized coordinates. 
Integrate the first of these two terms by Since for all values of i, 8q; (t2) = 
:Sq; (ti) = 0, the uv part of the result of integration by parts is zero. Thus the terms 
that remain in the time integrand for oT are 



The virtual work can be separated into two parts. The first of the total virtual 
work is that part that to conservative forces that the 
describe in terms of one or more potential energies that are 
as II. Since have to their ""',.,."'"'""""'·"' 
this part 

'"'()]1 
8W = - L-8qi 

The second part of the total virtual work is the product of all the other generalized 
forces, conservative or nonconservative, moving through their virtual displace
ments. Therefore, the total virtual work is 

L an L 8W = - - oq; + QJ)q; 
iJq; 

Following the usual that calls for all of the to be zero but 
one, and noting the arbitrariness of the time interval of integration, the end 

to both conservative and nonconservative is immediate. 
15.10. Since ov + then Q,. = F,., QIJ = In 

this case the generalized forces are none other than the ordinary force components. 
However, in the case of Exercise J 5.3(b ), the generalized force is the moment 
-mgR sine. 

16.2. (a) The strength of materials solutio~forthe beamcantileveredatx = 0 is 

16.3. (a) 

(b) 

16.4. 

16.5. 

Thus the choice , and/2 (.x) = 
to the above exact solution. Of course, these two functions both have the 
anticipated deflection shape, both the lateral deflection and slope BCs 
at x = 0, and the resulting polynomial products are very easy to integrate. 
As is generally the case in a RRM here simultaneous equations in 
number equal to the number of selected functions must be solved for 
the unknown coefficients, q;. In this case, where the approximating functions 
are all the functions that are part of the exact solution, if the analyst adds an 
additional function (such as x 4), then the coefficient of that additional function 
turns out to have a zero value. 
A trigonometric function that approximates the anticipated deflection pattern 
is / 1 (x) = l - cos(JT x /2L ). A second such function that serves as a correction 
to the first function is = l - cos(rr x / L ). 
With t) = , then T = , and U = 
(2El/L 3)q 2 . Thus f 2 = El/{JT 2 [ML 3 + (1 
Note the correspondence between the single function used in Example 16.2 
and this choice of functions. 
2 1[2 ( EI \ 

f =4 ,2ML3 +pAL4 ) 

for the sake of a quick a approximating function is 
to be used, and since the beam is supported, and since the stiffness 
nonuniformity is merely piecewise constant, then the probable best choice 
1s which satisfies the deflection conditions the 
moment boundary conditions). Also, 8 
culated. 

are cal-

(b) Probably the best choice for a singie approximating function where xis 
measured from the end, is [1 - Of course the way to 
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judge the better of two choices is to calculate which choice provides the lower 
estimate for the buckling load. 
This exercise differs from the above two only in that it is the 3 W integral that 
requires division into that for two intervals along the beam length. Since the 
beam is supported, sin(nx/ L) vvould be a good choice for the single 
approximating function. 

(e) This exercise is redone using a finite element formulation in a later chapter. 
16.6. This is a matter of first writing = q1 sin(n x /a) Then 

evaluating the integral is a matter of applying the variational 
operator to the lateral deflectio;i approximating function to get y) = 

sin(nx/a)sin(ny/b), and substituting. In order to evaluate oU, it is first 
necessary to apply the variational operator to U, and use the product rule form 
the ordinary calculus for the quadratic functions of the deflection derivatives. 
Substitution of and then can-ying out the integration pro
vides a result involving both q 1 and 8q 1• The oq1 of the work and strain energy 
integrals cancels leaving one equation to be solved for the unknown q1. In 
other words, doing a RRM analysis for a plate differs from that of a beam only 
in that the strain energy expression is a bit more complicated. 
Such a series of sine functions is called a Navier series. This series of sine 
functions in the two spatial variables is used to find an exact plate bending 
series solution, via the plate differential equation, in Chapter 22. 

16.7. Since the plate geometry, material distribution, and the loading are axial symmetric, 
the approximating functions should not involve the polar angular coordinate, but 
only the radial coordinate, r. One possible choice of approximating functions for 
the lateral deflection would be cos(nr /2R), cos(3nr/2R), cos(5nr /2R) etc. 
All these terms meet the deflection boundary condition requirement at = R. This 
is a case where writing an expression for the applied concentrated force using a 
Dirac delta function is confusing. It is better just to write that = F ow(r = 
0) = F qj, 

16.8. Because the slab/plate is symmetric, but the loading is antisymmetric, O'xx can 
be expected to be odd in y, but even in x. If the pattern of the other two stresses 
is not as clear, consider the fact that differentiation of an even function yields an 
odd function, and vice versa. Then use the first of the two general equilibrium 
equations as dO'xx /ox = -oaxy/By. This suggests that O'xv is odd inx, and even in 
y. The second equilibrium equation can be used in a similar manner to ayy· 
A place to start with polynomial series for the three stresses is 

O'xx = ao(y/b) + (a 2 - + P1Y + pzx2 + p3y3) 

axv = (a 2 - x 2)(b2 - y2)(p4 + p5x + P6y2 + p7x3) 

ayy = + p9y + prnx2 + Pi 

If these finite series cannot be used to satisfy the equilibrium equations, then 
make adjustments until three nontrivial finite series are found that do satisfy those 
equations. 

16.9. The series terms selected for the two plane stress displacements do not have 
to meet any deflection boundary conditions. The applied loading enters the 
problem through the external virtual work integral 

ds = y)ds 
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Since the applied tractio~ is antisymmetric about the x axis, the selected x 
direction displacement terms should also be odd in y, as well as in x. On the 
basis that this particular applied traction mi1nics the stress distribution in a 
beam, the y direction deflection should be even in x, and possibly even in y 
also. Therefore start with the estimate 

= qix + qzy + q3xy + q4xy3 + qsx 3y + q6x3y3 
= q7 + + q9x2 + q10x2y2 + qux2y4 + q12x4y2 

Proceeding on the basis that the above series is adequate, now the above vir
tual work integral can be evaluated. First integrate where x = a ( on the right 
side of the rectangle), from y = -b to y = +b, where ds = +dy. Under
stand that along this right side ou = 8u(a, y). Along the top edge tI1.ere are 
no tractions, so the next integration is down the left side, from +b to -b, 
where ou = ou(-a, ds = -dy, and from the sign convention for tractions 

= -a0(y / b ). So the line integral becomes just two ordinary integrals 
as described. The next step is to convert the plane stress form for the strain 
energy into a statement entirely in terms of strains (using the isotropic material 
equations), and then, using the strain-displacement equations, convert from 
the strains into derivatives of the displac€ments. After applying the varia
tional operator to U, equate 8 U to 8 and equate the coefficients of the 
arbitrary oq's to solve for the unknown weighting factors that determine the 
displacements. 

17.1. (a) One set of generalized coordinates could be two rectilinear measures that 
locate the scissor hinge plus one angle that locates the orientation of each 
scissor blade relative to a fixed table top edge, for a total of four generalized 
coordinates. A second set of four generalized coordinates could be the straight
line distance from a fixed point on the table top to the scissor hinge, the angle 
between the table edge and the aforementioned straight line, and the relative 
angle of each blade makes with the same straight line. 

(b) Eight generalized coordinates are required. 
(c) Four generalized coordinates are required, one to locate the outer end of the 

first link along the straight line, and, say, tl1ree angles relative to the horizon
tal, positive counterclockwise, to locate the links relative to each other. Two 
angles are insufficient because of the possibility of ambiguity. Two coordi
nates locating the ends of the three links along the straight line, plus one angle 
can also lead to an ambiguity. 

(d) Two generalized coordinates are required. One could be the arc length dis
tance along the rigid wire, and the second generalized coordinate could be the 
rotation of the bead about the wire relative to the plane of curvature of the wire 
where the wire is not straight, and the rotation relative to an appropriately fixed 
plane where the wire is straight. An alternate second generalized coodinate 
could be the rotation relative to a series of appropriately fixed planes. 

(e) The rigid watch base requires six generalized coordinates like any rigid body 
in space. One additional generalized coordinate is required to locate the hour 
hand relative to the watch. Thus a total of seven generalized coordinates are 
required. 

17.2.(a) Figure 17.] 3 shows both the two degrees of freedom and the two generalized 
forces for the bar element. Since the equations for the stress in a bar of a general 
cross-sectional shape depend upon the classification of the cross-section, it is 
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v,,ith a 
. The zero value of ¢ 1 n1eans that the left end of the 

necessz~ry to achieve the rotation ¢2 is of course 
that is then / This 

pair of results fills in the second column of the 2 x 2 bar element torsional 
stiffness matrix. It is up to the reader to reason out the first column. 

can be replaced a lat-
at the left end of the beam element, and 

at the end. Such a replacement 
lS distributed force. It is also 
ble to obtain a more consistent answer from and (l Then 

LQJ = . See Exercise 17.7. 
The presence of the concentrated force at the of the cantilevered 
beam makes it necessary to use two beam elements to form the finite element 
model. See Fig. B.10. 
The approach to the beam finite element employed here requires that 
the beam finite element have a constant stiffness coefficient. If a beam 
firite element with the average stiffness coefficient 3E lo were used, then that 
model would not well represent the changes in curvature, and hence stress, 
that actually occur in this tapered beam. at a two befu;.1 
elements should be used. Vvhen two beam elements are used, the average 
stiffness coefficient over the inboard half-span is 4E 10 . The average stiffness 
coefficient over the outboard half-span is Thus a minimum finite element 
model for such a strncture would be that shown in Fig. B.10. 
The matrix { Q} = [ k] { q}, without recognizing the symmetry of this 
particular structure and loading, is 

0 l { } 
8L2 j e2 . 

Obviously the solution fore, is zero, as it must be because of the above-noted 
syrrunetry. The solution for the midspan deflection is = F0 L 3 /(24E !0 ). 

With practice in usi.ng the finite element method, this finite element solution is 
easier to obtain than the unit load method solution discussed in later chapters, 
which because of the symmetry, has a single redundant. 
Let 6t be the bending slope to the left of the hinge at midspan, that is, & = (h 
for the left-hand beam element. Let~ be 611 for the right-hand beam~""'"-"'• 
that the bending slope to the right of the hinge. Then { 
case is 

I l EI rl 24 
0 f =-;-, -6L 

, 0 J L L 6L 

-6L 

0 

Now all three global DOF are algebraically coupled, and, for the form shown, 
a simultaneous solution is necessary for these three unknowns. it 
may be recognized from the synm1etry of the problem that~ = -& . Then the 
above matrix equation reduces to 

{ 0 } 
1 24 

L3 L -12L 
-12L '1 f } 
8L 2 J 1 6t 
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(b) 

Figure B.10. Ans. 17.3 (a) Sketches of the global degrees of freedom and the loading. 
For very small structures, it is useful to guess the directions of the reactions. However, 
for larger structures, it. is better to have all reactions positive in the same direction as 
their corresponding DOF. (b) In order to accurately represent the deflections and curvatures 
(stresses) of this simple structure, it is necessary to model the change in stiffness coefficient. 
Two is the minimum number of uniform' finite elements that reflect the change in stiffness 
coefficient. The use of more elements. would produce greater avcuracy. Each of the two 
uniform elements uses the average stiffness coefficient for the element span. For good 
accuracy, eight beam elements would be adequate. 

This reduction of global DOF from three to two allows the contrasting of this 
solution to the case where there is no hinge at the midspan. The solution is 
easily obtained by hand as, w2 = FoL 3 /(6Elo), and a= FoL 2 /(4EI0). Note 
that with respect to a lateral deflection at midspan, the hinged structure is four 
times more flexible, or one-fourth as stiff, as the clamped-clamped beam with
out the hinge. Lastly, note that if the reader has memorized the tip deflection 
of a cantilivered beam due to a tip lateral force F0 , which is F0 L 3 /(3EI0 ), 

then replacing the two beams by two springs with stiffness 3 E lJ / L 3 leads 
immediately to the solution for the midspan deflection for the hinged 
beam. 

17.4.(a) As a result of the BCs w 1 = e, = w 3 = w4 = w 5 = 0, the reduced system 
matrix equation is 

{ + Fo } E 1, [ 48 
0 = - 0 61 

[3 
-Mo 12/ 

The (1, 1) entry of [K], for example, is the sum 12 + 24 + 5 + 7 = 48. 
(b) With u2 being the horizontal deflection of the left-hand cart, u3 being the DOF 

of the middle cart, and u4 being the DOF of the right-hand cart, with all three 
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to the right, then the system FEM matrix 

-k.1 

-k2 
k2 +k4 

-k4 
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( c) The nonuniform beam of Fig. 17 .17 has one clamped one rigid simple 
support, one rectilinear spring support, and one support-free end. Since all 
beam segments are collinear, there is beam bending with which to be 
concerned, and hence beam bending DOF. The beam bending element 
stiffness matrixes, in terms of the global DOF, are 

124 

= Elo I 12l 
13 -24 

L 12/ 

r 12 

= Elo I 6l 
l3 -12 

L 61 

1 24 
El I Vi/ fK W} = _o , LG, 

- 30 q l3 I -24 

l2l 

--12! 

61 

-6l 

12l 
sz2 

-12! 

-24 
-12! 

24 
-121 

12 
-6[ 

12 
-6l 

-24 
-12l 

24 
-12l L 12, 

Ela I +4 
[K4o]{q} = ~ l ~4 -41 f 1-t'2} 

+4 J l 
Assembling the structural matrix and applying the BCs that 
i:4 = = 0 and writing the external virtual work expression to define 
the load vector, produces the following {Q} = [K]{q} equation: 

J I i ?A 

12[ -24 I2l 

0 l r1 0 Elo 1121 gz2 -12l 0 81 
F, = -24 -121 40 -6l 6l 1,v2 [ t L 1iz -6! 1212 

,7~, J ~ J 0 61 2! 2 

The above simultaneous equations in matrix equation form can now be solved 
for the unknown structural DOF, Then these structural DOF can be used 
in the set-aside rows 5, 6, 8, and 9) to determine the support reactions 
at nodes 3, 4, and 5. The solution for the structural DOF can also be used in 
the above element stiffness matrix equations in order to determine the beam 
element stress resultants. 
The element stiffness matrix equations in terms of the global DOF shown in 

17.l8(b) are as follows: 

r 12 6l 0 -12 61 0 l ( w1 l I 6l 0 -6l 21 2 0 l I fJ, 
I 0 0 0 0 -{312 

I l :: t 
' I -12 -6l 0 12 -6! 0 
I 6! 0 -6l 412 0 
' I 0 0 0 0 /3[2 J ¢2 L 
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24 12/ 0 -24 121 0 l w2 
12l 8/2 0 -12/ 4z2 

tJ 
-¢2 

Elo 0 0 {312 0 0 e2 
W20} = 13 -24 -12/ 0 24 -121 lV} 

l2l 412 0 · -12/ 81 2 -¢3 
0 0 -{3/2 0 0 {312 ()3 

~ E Io [ +y -y J { w2 } 
[K3o]{q} = 13 -y +y W4 

The assembly of the global stiffness matrix is facilitated by rewriting the 
element stiffness matrix of beam element number 20 so that all deflection 
quantities have positive signs, and the global DOF are in the same order as 
that of the global deflection vector. These two steps require that the second and 
fifth rows and columns be multiplied through by-1, and then the second and 
third, and the fifth and sixth rows and columns be interchanged. The result is 

24 0 -12/ -24 0 -121 w2 
0 . {312 0 0 -{3/2 0 e2 

Elo -12[ 0 8[2 121 0 4z2 ¢2 
{Q20} = 13 -24 0 121 24 0 12/ w3 

0 -{312 0 0 {3[2 0 83 
-12/ 0 412 12/ 0 812 ¢3 

Now the assembly of the global stiffness matrix can proceed without any dif
ficulty. After writing the external virtual work expressions to obtain the global 
generalizedforces,andafterapplyingtheBCsw1 = ¢1 = w3 = 83 = W4 = 0, 
the result is 

IO I [~' -61 212 0 + ][ti +Fo El -61 (36 + y) -61 -I2l 
0 =-0 212 -61 (4 + /3)[2 0 
0 l3 0 -12! Q (8 + {3)[2 4/2 ¢2 

+Fol 0 -12/ 0 412 8/2 ¢3 

The final matrix equation is 

0 36 -6L -12L -24 0 -12L w2 
-Mo -6L 5L2 0 0 -L2 0 82 

0 Elo -12£ 0 8.5£2 12L 0 4L2 ¢2 
Fo 

= £3 -24 0 12L 36 6L 12L w3 
0 0 -£2 0 6L 5L2 0 83 
0 -12£ 0 4£2 12L 0 8.5£2 ¢3 

(I) In Fig. 21.22(a), the distributed load per unit length along the left-hand beam 
axis, Jo, is divided into two, equal, concentrated loads which have the magni
tude ! fol. One of these two loads is absorbed by the left-hand rigid support 
(and thus does not enter into the FEM analysis), while the second is placed 
at the hinge, making the total upward, vertical force at the hinge have a mag
nitude of (!fol + Fo). Remember that the hinge between the two beam epds 
means that the e2 bending rotation for the left-hand beam element and the 81 
bending rotation for the right-hand beam element require different global DOF. 

(m) In terms of the global DOF, the bending-twisting element stiffness matrix 
for beam element number 10 is exactly the same as that given above in part 
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-Fo 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Fol 
0 

(d), except that all the bending terms need to be multiplied by 2 in order to 
account for the given bending stiffness factor being 2El0 rather than just El 0. 

The stiffness matrices for the other two beams require either changes in sign 
or interchanges of rows and columns. In addition, the element stiffness matrix 
for beam 20 needs to have l changed to 2l both in the multiplicative factor 
outside the matrix and in all terms containing l within the matrix. The result 
in the most complicated case, that of beam 20 is 

3 0 31/2 3 0 31/2 w2 2 -:z 
0 !f3Z2 0 0 -!f3Z2 0 e2 

Ela 31/2 0 212 -31/2 0 z2 ¢2 
{Q20} = 7 3 0 -31/2 3 0 -31/2 w3 -:z 2 

0 -!/312 0 0 !f3l2 0 e3 

31/2 0 z2 -31/2 0 212 ¢3 

The BCs in this problem are w1 = 81 = ¢1 = w4 = §4 = 0, and the nonzero 
external virtual work equals 8Wex = -Fo 8w 2 + F0!8¢3 • The final matrix 
equation is 

25.2 12[ 1.51 -1.5 0 1.5[ 0 
w2 

-12l (8 + !f3)/2 0 0 -!f3[2 0 0 e2 
1.51 0 -1.5! 0 12 0 (2 + {3)[2 ¢2 Ela 

-1.5! 0 -1.5[ 25.5 • -12! -1.5[ 0 w3 /3 
0 -!f3l2 0 -12! (8 + !f3)[2 0 0 e3 

1.5[ 0 z2 -1.5[ 0 (2 + {3)[2 -/3[2 ¢3 

0 0 0 0 0 -{3[2 {3[2 ¢4 

(p) Only the DOF at the grid comer are nonzero. The assembled stiffness matrix 
equation after imposition of the BCs is 

{ +:o} = E~o [-
1iL 4~;f2 6f 11 ~: J 

+Mo L 6L O 4.5L2 J ¢2 

17.5. (a) All vertical DOF are zero. All horizontal DOF at the ground level are zero. All 
horizontal DOF at the first-floor level are u1, and at the second level are u2. All 
rotational DOF are distinct unless the load and structure are both symmetric. 

(c) 

[ 
24 -6/ 61] 

[K] = Ela -61 812 212 

13 61 · 212 812 

17.6. (a) When there is a constant temperature change, T0 , the OExx O'xx term in the 
PVW is replaced by OExxE(Exx - aTo). When the equality Exx = u'(x) = 
LN'(x)J{q} is substituted into the above expression, the first of the two 
terms, after integration over the volume of the bar, becomes the previously 
derived stiffness matrix multiplied by {q}. The second term, which involves 
the temperature change, becomes (E AaT0 / l) multiplied by the integral of 
{N'(x)}overthebarlength.Thesecondresultis LQrJ = EaT0 AL-l +lJ = 
NTL -1 + lJ. See Section 18.3 for further details. 

17. 7. (a) The virtual work done by the uniform distributed lo,;1.d per unit length Jo acting 
upon a differential length of beam is equal to (f0 ,dx)(8w(x)). Thus, using 
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the beam bending shape 
distributed lateral load is 

owdx = 

Since in all cases, 

.[ dx 

dx 

where the integration is left to the readera any specified form of a 
distributed load can be dealt with in exactly the same way. 
Following the same procedure outlined the integration for the general-
ized force vector leads to 

{Q) = L +3/20 - + 
18.2. From the third column of the beam 40 element stiffness matrix, and the (h and 

(h rows, the equivalent system load vector is 

18.3. 

6Eio 1~1 + L2 1 · 

1 

(c) Yes. 

(b) 

There are only two nonzero DOF in the case of this truss. Therefore, the two 
simultaneous equations can be golved for the horizontal deflection at pin D. 
Use of that deflection in the bar AD element stiffness matrix the 
result that the bar force has the tensile '""''·"'''"'"'~~ 

T

1
. he~ma)·ffi:e;:a:o:.'if':r:~'Jnd~o::::: ! 'f lf 

0 ° 0 0 +4 2l 0 
o +o o 

1 1.2s o -o.12s 0.:1:l f ~31 
= EAo I O 0.75 0.217 -O.:i7:; I I v3 

l -0.125 0.217 1.341 -0.404JI I 144 • 
L 0.217 -0.375 -0.404 0.537 l V4 

18.6. The formula to be used in the evalution of Tav is, from section 18.3, Tav = 
rL d ' hi · · h h 1 1 T Jo x. mt s exercise 1.t as t .e va-ue 2 . 

18.7. The small vertical deflection at joint B is a wholly lateral deflection for bar 
and hence does not strain, or stress, or load bar BA or any other bar of the 

truss. 
18.8. The three-beam element stiffness matrices reduce to 

[k20] 
Elo r 4L 2 

= L3 lzL2 

{q} = Ela f 6L 
L6L 
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Thus, after assembly, transposition, and factoring, the system matrix equation is 

which, interestingly, does not involve the bending stiffness coefficient, E ! 0 . It is 
just a matter of geometry. 

18.9. The solutions for each part of this exercise are the same as when Eo is replaced by 
a To. 

18.10. (a) Let the superscript/ refer to the axial deflection u, the lateral deflection v, and 
the rotational deflection () that are the "body fixed" DOF. That is, these DOF 
rotate with the beam through the counterclockwise angle {3. Let generalized 
coordinates with an "o" superscript refer to the original horizontal and vertical 
orientation of the u and v DOF. Then at one end of the beam rotated in the 
plane 

{ 
u } f [ co~ f3 sin f3 O ] { u } 

0 

v == - sm f3 cos f3 0 v 
() 0 0 1 () 

If the above square matrix is symbolized as [c], then the relationship between 
the two six by one DOF vectors is 

Since the beam is being modeled as axially rigid, the two u coordinates of 
the right hand six by one vector have the same value. Hence the necessity of 
altering this vector to reflect the axially rigidity of the beam. 

UC 
1 0 0 0 0 UJ 

rnr 
VJ 0 1 0 0 0 
()1 0 0 1 0 0 

or {qtc = [Tr]{qy 
Uz 1 0 0 0 0 
Vz 0 0 0 1 0 
{}z 0 0 0 0 1 

Hence the force-deflection relationship for the rotated beam in terms of the 
five by one (horizontal and vertical) original DOF is 

[Tr]t[~ ~r{Q}uc=[T,]1 [~ ~r[ko][~ ~][T,]{qf 

or { Q} = [ k] { q} for the rotated beam element. 
(b) As before, let [c] be the matrix of direction cosines. Then, with {q*} being the 

rotated generalized coordinates at one bar end, {q*} = [c]{q0 }. Also let the 
upper left quarter of the expanded bar element stiffness matrix be identified 
as 

[1 0 OJ 
[n] = 0 0 0 

0 0 0 
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Then 

EA* [ 
[k*] = + ~ 

AppendixB 

o] [ n -nJ [c o]t 
c -n n O c 

(c) Basically, yes. However, the two-headed vector that represents the bending 
slope rotation about the y axis is positive in the negative y direction, while 
the torsional rotation vector and the bending slope about the z axis vector are 
positive in the positive x and z directions. 

18.11. Start the analysis with each bar modulus being E 1• Apply the full value of the 
loads and calculate the nodal deflections. Use the nodal deflections to calculate the 
element strains. If none of the bar strains exceeds E1, then the analysis is essentially 
concluded. If one or more bars have strains that exceed E 1, then linearly scale down 
the external loads sb that the strain in no bar exceed E 1 . The linear scaling of the 
loads in the bars is possible because the deflections are small and up to this point 
the material behavior is linear. Those bars where the strain has reached E1 now 
have their modulus entry changed to E2 . Now a new analysis is completed where 
the remainder of the external loads are applied to the truss, which now consists of 
two different linear materials. The results of this second analysis are superimposed 
upon the first analysis, strain values are checked, loads are iinearly scaled down, 
moduli are changed, and the procedure is repeated. 

19.1. (a) The BCs for this exercise are u1 = vi = Vz = u3 = V3 = V4 = 0, leaving only 
the horizontal deflections at nodes 2 and 4 as the global DOF. The bar between 
nodes 1 and 3 is constrained not to deflect by the system BCs. Similarly, the 
bar between nodes 2 and 4 does not stretch or shrink because its ends are fixed 
against axial motion. Therefore, neither bar can be stressed or be subjected to 
a virtual strain. Thus neither bar stores internal virtual work. Thus neither bar 
contributes an element stiffness matrix to this analysis. The element stiffness 
matrix and global DOF product for the bar between nodes 3 and 4, for example, 
reduces to the scalar product (EA/l)(+l)u4 = 0.6Ehu4. The rest is left to 
the reader. 

19.2. (a) The virtual work expression is 8W = (Lfz(t)/6) 8w1 + (Lfz(t)/6) 8w2 + 
(Lfz(t)/12) 8w3 . Therefore, using the order of the generalized coordinates that 
is used in Example 19.3, the load vector is LQJ = (Lfz(t)/12)L2 2 1 0 0 OJ 

(b) Theinertialloadsare-m1ii2 and-m2ii4. The kinetic energy is T = !m 1u~ + 
4m2u~. From either approach the mass matrix is a 2 x 2 diagonal matrix with 
the diagonal elements m1 and mz. The the linear equation of motion are 

The static force F does not appear in the above matrix equation because this 
matrix equation only involves the time-varying deflections measured from the 
static equilibrium position. The static force only contributes to establishing 
that static equilibrium position. Since there are no time-varying applied loads, 
this matrix equation describes what is called a (force-) free vibration. (The 
simple solution to this matrix equation shows that the motion of the masses 
is sinusoidal in time with an amp_litude and phase dependent upon the initial 
deflections and initial velocities.) 

(c) Having u; being the single generalized coordinate thafdescribes the horizontal 
motion of the ith mass, the mass matrix is a diagonal matrix whose three 
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elements are m 1 , 1n2, and m 3. The force vector is 
LO O .l-i' J. The rest is up to the reader. 

84 J ~ the mat-
and 0, rP.S:nPC',1\,°PI 

generalized force vector is 
(e) For a (h 

and 

mass 
Jorce vector is 

because there 
is no rectilinear motion of this nonstructural mass when the strnctural system 
'is confined to sn1aU deflections. 

19.4. The x direction deflection Y>>.psm,n~·u. includes a constant term to account for 
body motion without straining. 

- ...... ~,u,.,w,c is a single-valued, continuous 
assured, As for interelement contiand thus intraelement ~"""'H"'~"', 

nuity, first consider the left-hand this 

( bx) 
u l x, - = oto + 

', C I 
+ X 

C 

. ·) = 
ab \ 

-oh-- +ch-·-! +x 
- C , C j 

b ab\ 
+01?- +a1- i 

- C . C j 

It is easy to see that along the and bottom where y = b and y ::.a 0, 
respectively, , ·) is also a linear function of x. Since these four linear deflection 
functions are controlled their comer the ,,., ---·H 
line deformed edges of this finite element are continuous with other finite elements 
like themselves as well as the and three-node finite 
elements discussed in this chapter. 

is chosen for 
then the exact same conclusions can be dra\vn vvith respect to that 

deflection. 
No. The first ofEqs. (1 
finite element. 

is not satisfied vvithin the interior of ti1iis stress 

of freedom at say, X = Y = 0 for 
could be 

N(X, ( l 
2 

'1 
\2 (1 -Y) 

which, of course, is 
when set to zero are the 
all the element nodes other than the one for which the fanction is 
The the 

~·.~~" ''"~~~ rectangle" Therefore 
parabolic, and since there are ttiree nodes on each 
be consistent with interelement Of course other 
lines can be considered in this nine-node case for this corner node. For =v M~·"= 

-2X- -- X - n-x\2 (2 -· X -
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is a possibility, but a very poor one because it is immediately evident that this 
candidate shape function would contribute x4 and terms to the 
deflection series expansion, and by itself it would result in discontinuities between 
the edge deflections of adjacent rectangular elements. 

There is another systematic way of crafting shape functions for finite elements 
that have nodes in rows and columns in the interior as do at the edges. 
(The nine-node rectangular finite element discussed in this exercise is an example 
of an element that has three rows and three columns of three nodes. After the 
explanation below, it will be an easy matter to consider a 16-node element with 
four rows and columns of four nodes.) Shape functions for any such finite element 
are simply a matter of multiplying together a polynomial in X that has the value 
1.0 at the appropriate element node, and zero values at all other nodes and 
another such polynomial where Y is the variable. These polynornials for n nodes 
in a row or column are of order n - 1. In terns of X, the polynomial that has the 
value 1.0 at the mth node, where X = Xm, is obtained from the form 

The above polynomial is known as a Lagrange polynomial. Its application to this 
nine-node element at the node where = 0 is 

(X- -1.)'tX - l)(Y- l)(Y-1) 
N(X Y)-' 2 ' ' 2' -4fl-X)l1 -·, - (o - D co - 1) (o - D (D - n - ' ,~ G- (! -
just as before. 

19.6. Since the slab is unconstrained, it is able to undergo rigid body displacements 
within its own plane. Thus it is necessary to have some reference for all 
deflections. A convenient reference ( datum) for all deflections is the slab 
center. That is, let the horizontal and vertical deflections at the center of the 
slab be arbitrarily assigned the values zero. This choice in effect introduces 
one constraint on the nodal deflections. Furthermore, the symmetry of the 
structure and loading allows the analysis to be restricted to the upper right 
quarter of the slab. (The advantage that the right side has with respect to 
the left side is that in the right side most of the deflections have positive 
values.) That same symmetry requires that along the vertical centerline there 
cannot be any horizontal deflections and along the horizontal centerline there 
cannot be any vertical deflections. The assembly of the global stiffness matrix 
from the element stiffness matrices and the imposition of the symmetry and 
datum BCs to reduce the vector of generalized coordinates is routine. The 
original (i.e., unreduced) vector of generalized forces is composed entirely of 
equivalent thermal load terms that are assembled in exactly the same fashion 
as is the global stiffness matrix. See Section 18.3 and Example 18.3 for further 
elaboration on this point. 

(b) The stresses in any element are determined from the plane stress stress-strain 
equations and the strain-nodal deflection equations for that element, which 
are, again 

{o-}=[E]{y}-TA and {y}=[B]{q} 

where, of course, is the vector of only those global DOF obtained from 
the deflection solution that are identical to the element DOF. 
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19.7. The partial differential equation whose solution is the continuous deflection 
function t) is, where primes are partial derivatives with respect to x, and 
dots are derivatives with respect to t, 

t) = 

t)=w ,t)= t)= ,t)=O 
= c4 . Then substituting w = WT leads to 

+ =0 or 
t 
T 

The standard argument is now that the left-hand side of the second equation 
depends entirely upon x while the right-hand side of the second equation 
depends upon t. Therefore, the only way these two ratios can be 
is for each of them to be equal to the same constant, p 2 . (A positive constant is 
chosen because otherwise the solution for T (t) would grow exponentially with 
time, that is, be unstable.) In this way, the following two ordinary differential 
equations are obtained: 

=0 + =0 

These two ordinary differential equations are connected through the presence 
of the parameter p 2 in both equations. The solutions to these two differential 
equations are 

and 

T(t) = sin(pt + /3) 

where /3 is a phase angle detennined by the initial conditions. No constant of 
integration has been used as a multiplier for sin(pt + /3) because it would just 
be absorbed into the constants of integration attached to the solution for W (x) 
when and are multiplied together in order to write the homogeneous 
solution for Nevertheless, there are six unknown quantities: the four 
Cj, p, and ,8. 
After substituting t) = into the BCs, the result is: W(O) = 

= W 11(0) = W 11(L) = 0. 
C3 cannot be zero because, ifit were, then so too would C1 equal zero. In that 
case W (x) would equal zero, which would be the trivial solution to the homo
geneous GDE. Since C3 is not zero, then sin (cLjp) = 0, or cL,jp = ±nn. 
Thus there are multiple solutions for the parameter p. Call them p11 , where 
p 11 = (nn / cL)2. Substituting back into the solution for t) = 
and dropping the subscript 3 from the constant of integration, 

, t) =LC" sin(nnx/L) 
n 

This solution, in addition to being the free vibration solution for the beam 
where the sets of constants C11 and are determined by the initial conditions 
of the free vibration (but only at this point when there is no applied 1s 

also the basis of a modal series solution for the nonhomogeneous equation. 
The mode shapes (modal functions, or eigenfunctions) of the beam are the 
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functions sm (mr x / L ), and the eigenvalues are the natural frequencies of 
vibration, Pn = (mr/cL)2. 

(f) The procedure to be followed after the substitution of the trial function is much 
like that already discussed in the uniform torsion solution for the rectangular 
beam cross-section that is found in Chapter 12. This same procedure is also 
discussed later in Chapter 22 when Levy series are discussed. Note that once 
the homogeneous and particular solutions are combined, not before then, the 
initial conditions can be used to determine the constants of integration Cn and 

fJn-
20.1 ... (a) Elow(x = L) = f0L [3~] [-¥] dx + f fZL UL] [x33LJ dx + 

foL [-A] [ -i] d~ = - 1f f; 
(b) Elow'(x = 2L) = foL [-¥] UL] dx + f fZL [x-lL] [{L] dx + 

foL [ -f] [-A] d~ = - 1f f: 
(c) yes 

20.2. (a) The unit load system is a unit force at jomt D, say, acting to the right. This 
unit force is reacted at support joint A by an equal and opposite force .. Only 
bar AD transmits this force. Thus, with the actual force in bar AD being +F, 
the horizontal deflection at Dis FL/EA. 

(b) The unit load system is a unit force at joint C directed towards joint A plus 
a unit force at joint A directed towards joint C. This way the complementary 
virtual work is the distance that joints A and C move towards each other. The 
table of relevant factors is 

Bar L/EA coeff. N N NNL/El1 

AB F -..;'2/2 -..;'2/2FL/EA 
BC F -..;'2/2 -..;'2/2FL/EA 
CD 1 0 -..;'2/2 0 
DA 1 F -..;'2/2 -..;'2/2 FL/ EA 
DB v'2 -..;'ZF -2FL/EA 

Hence the relative motion of joints A and C along the line between them is a 
distance of 4.12 FL/ EA away from each other. 

(c) 5.83 FL/EA. 
20.3. (a) Only beam bendmg is of concern here. Hence the only integral that must 

be selected is the integral over the entire beam length of the product of the 
ALS and ULS bending moments divided by EI. Each end reaction force is 
foL/2. Startmg the beam length coordinate at either support, the ALS M (x) = 
! fox 2 - ! f 0Lx. The ULS consists of an upward unit lateral force at the 
quarter point, and the downward reactions of magnitude 3 / 4 at the nearer 
support, and 1/4 at the farther support. Of course, neither of these reactions 
does any CVW, and thus the total external CVW is just lw(L/4). The ULS 
moments are -(3x/4) and (x/4) - (L/4) for O :S x :s L/4 and L/4 :s x :s 
L, respectively. However, the problem is simplified if a second coordinate, 
~, is introduced that starts at x = L and proceeds in the opposite direction. 
Then forO :S ~ :S 3L/4, the ALS moment is !fo~2 - !foL~, while the ULS 
moment is just -~ /4. Substituting and carrying out the integration over the 
intervals O :S x :S L/4 and O :S ~ :S 3L/4, which cover the entire beam, leads 
to w(L/4) = 19 f 0L4 /(2048El). 
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(b) Here there is no great advantage to setting up a symmetric ULS to accompany 
the symmetric ALS;but it can be done by placing one unit load at x = L / 4 and 
another at x = 3L / 4, with unit reactions that do no CVW at the end supports. 
In this case, due to the equality of the lateral deflections at x = L / 4 and at 
x = 3L/4, the external CVW is 2w(L/4). Integrating over the intervals OS 
x S L/4 and L/4 S x S L/2, and then multiplying by 2 to account for the 
other half of the beam, leads to the same result. 

20.4. (a) E Iov(O) = i FL 3 

20.5. (a) The ULS might consist of a unit bending moment that is placed at either beam 
end and that is equilibrated by vertical forces of magnitude 1 / L at the supports, 
or it might consist of counterclockwise-directed unit bending moment applied 
to the left beam end, and a clockwise-directed unit bending moment applied 
to the right-hand end. The latter case is a possibility because the CVW done 
by the two bending moments is the same and its total is twice the desired 
deflection. In either case, the magnitude of the bending slope at the beam ends 
is F0L 2 / (9 E /). If the first mentioned ULS is used, the sign accompanying the 
solution depends upon the beam end chosen and the direction of the selected 
unit moment. 

20.6. (a) A calculation is necessary to determine whether the beam ends and beam 
center are deflected upward or downward. 

(b) Tip displacement = 7 foL 4 / (24 E Io) upward. This answer is obtainable in the 
following fashion. With an x coordinate originating at either beam tip, the 
ALS moments are 

LS x S 2L 

1 2 
M(x) = 2tox 

1 2 2 
M(x) = 2 fox - 2/oLx + 2/oL 

There is a choice of unit load systems. For example, one ULS choice is to 
put (i) a unit load, say upward, at the right-hand beam tip, (ii) a downward 
force of magnitude ~ at the right-hand support, and (iii) an upward force of 
magnitude ! at the left-hand support, farthest from the unit load. This ULS is 
in equilibrium, and only the unit load does external CVW for a total external 
CVW equal to the value of the beam tip deflection. Thus it is a suitable ULS. 
However, because the beam and actual loading are symmetrical, a better ULS 
choice would be a ULS that is also symmetrical. One symmetrical ULS is 
one where there are upward unit loads at both beam tips, and downward unit 
loads at both beam supports. Then because of the symmetrical pattern for 
the actual deflections, the nonzero CVW is twice the value of either beam 
tip deflection, that is, 8W a= 2w(O). The integration of the CVW integrals 
can now be limited to one-half of the total length of the beam provided that 
the two-part integration from x = 0 to x = 2L is multiplied by 2 in order to 
account for both halves of the beam of length 4L. When this symmetrical ULS 
is chosen, the unit load moments are particularly simple. They are 

O:::;x:::;L 

and 

LS x S 2L 

M(x) = +x 

M(x) = +L 
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Center displacement = downward. 
20.7. (a) Left-hand end rotation= 
2118. (a) For ease of calculation, choose a coordinate x that starts at the free end of the 

beam. Then for all x, the ALS moment is 
+x. A simple integration yields 
The tip bending slope is f 0L3 / (24 El). 

20.9. (a) Only the beam bending integral is of importance here. The ULS consists of 
a counterclockwise unit-valued bending moment at x = L/3 that does CVW 
equal to = L/3), and the reactions at the supports that do no CVW. 
There is a small advantage to a new coordinate !; that originates 
at the right-hand support. In either case the bending moments are 

L/3 :S x :S L 

or 

0 :S !; :S 2L/3 

X 
M(x) = -

L 
- X 
M(x) = - - 1 . L 

M(!;) = -(l;/L) 
i 

= --Fl; 
3 

The impmtant thing to note here is that, because of the in the 
bending stiffness at x = 2L /3 or !; = L /3, there are three integrals in the 
solution for the rotation w 1(x = L /3). The best choice of integration intervals 
to cover the entire length of the beam is O =:: x =:: L /3, 0 :S s S L /3, and 
L /3 :S !; :S 2L /3. The solution ts 

8FL2 

=L/3)=---
729Elo 

13 fol 4 

= l) = 288 Ela 
20.10. (a) The ULS consists of a unit moment at widspan, say clockwise, an upward 

reaction of magnitude at the right-hand end, and a downward reaction 
of the same magnitude at the left-hand end. It is better to use one Cartesian 
coordinate, x, that originates at the left-hand end, and another coordinate !; 
that is positive to the left and originates at the right-hand end. Then 

1 
0 S x < -L -2 

1 
0::cs :S 2L 

- X 
A1(x) = --, . L 

,_ 

M(l;) = +} 

F Lx 
M(x)=-~ 

8 
3f'lLs fol/ 

=---+-
8 2 

Integrating over both halves of the beam, and accounting for the change in 
beam stiffness, leads to the solution · 

tt/(x=kL)=+ foL3 
L 1 384£ lo 

where the positive sign means that the slope is in the same direction as the 
chosen unit moment. 

20.11. (a) = f 0 L 4 /(12Elo)- which positive 
Note that the distributed loading and the concentrated moment are counter
vailing, and this is reflected in the opposite signs of their two contributions to 
the total solution. 
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20.12. (a) Tip vertical displacement= FoLif(3Eii) + FoLV(3E/i) + FoL1Lif(GJ1). 
20.13. (a) Note that the ULS is exactly the same as the ALS if Fo is set equal to a value 

of 1.0. The table ofresults is 

Bar L/EAcoeff. N N NNL/ EA coeff. 

AB 1 Fo/2 1/2 1/4 
AD ,,/2/2 ,,/zFo/2 ,,/2/2 ,,/2/4 
BC 1 Fo/2 1/2 1/4 
BD 1 0 0 0 
CD ,,/2/2 -,,/zFo/2 -,,/2/2 ,,/2/4 

Thus the horizontal deflection at joint D is 1.21 F0L /EA. 
(d) It would be a poor design because the longest member, which also has the 

least cross-sectional area, would now be the member in compression, and thus 
would be more likely to buckle. 

20.15. (a) w(O) = 7foL4 /(60Elo). 
(b) w'(x = L) = - f 0L 3 /(30EI0), where the negative sign indicates that the 

bending slope is clockwise. In both cases M(x) = (1/10)/0£ 2 + (f0/6L)x 3, 

while M(I;) = (1/10)f0L!; + (f0/6L)!;3. The first ULS could simply be an 
upward unit load at x = 0 and at I; = 0 with a downward reaction of 2 at 
x = I; = L. The second ULS could be a counterclockwise unit moment at 
x = I; = L, reacted by forces of magni-tude 1/ L at the two supports. 

(c) With the change in supports and loading, the left-hand reacting force has 
a downward magnitude of llfoL/12, while the downward force at the 
right-hand support has the magnitude 7/0£/12. With a counterclockwise 
unit moment at the left-hand end, the ULS moments for O ~ x ~ L, and 
0 ~ I; ~ L, respectively, are 

- X 
M(x) = - -1 

2L 
and 

- I; 
M(I;) = --

2L 

The ALS moments are M(x)=fox 2/2-llfoLx/12, and M(I;)= 
f 0!; 3 /6L - 7f0L!; /12. Carrying out the laborious integration, remembering 
that the stiffness along the right half of the beam oflength 2L is 2£ Io, yields the 
result that w'(x = 0) = +29f0 L 3 /(120Elo), where the positive sign means 
that the bending slope at the left-hand support is indeed counterclockwise 

20.18. The key equations are as follows: 

a=!!_ (Ne - z M; - Eoa!J.T) 
Eo A* 1;Y 

8a = !!_ (oN - z oMy) and E = a + a!J.T 
Eo A* I;y E 

Integrating the product of the actual strain and the virtual stress over the cross
sectional area and then the beam length produces the result 
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20,20. The moment is 

21.L 

21.2 

==+ (x -

discussed of Section 21.2 altered 
the addition of a The reaction at the base of the one 

redundant. Hence the rcini1num number of redundants is tvvo. 
There are four reactions: horizontal and vertical forces at the left 
vertical force at the 

a 

circun1stances associated ,.vith this structure, 
there is one redundant reaction. This is confirmed the force in the 

as that redundant, and that all the other three reactions 
can be written in terms of that unknown force and the loading, and 

Six reactions minus 
redundant reactions. 
and axial at either support. 
There are three external vertical reactions ar1d one external horizontal reaction. 

for the structure as a whole. 
Thus there is one external say the vertical reaction at the right hand 
support. There is also one internal redundant bar force because each joint in 
the second of the four bays joins four bars. for the force in one of 
the diagonals of that second were known wen as all external ,c-,cu.,•.nn,,,} 

then all the bar forces in that truss could be determined static equilibrium 
equations for the Hence the total number of redundant forces is 2. 
The easiest approach to this frame is to cut the "floor" beams at points A 
and B. At each cut there are three internal reactions: a shear force, an axial 
force. and a bending moment. If these six qua11tities are known, then all the 
stress resultants everywhere throughout the left-hand and right-hand portions 
of the structure would be known. the support reactions at both base 

by the use of static equilibrium equations. If fewer than. these six 
of infonnation are available, then, for example, all the base support 

reactions could not detennined. Therefore, this frame has a total of six 
redundant reactions. They could be chosen to be the six quantities discussed 
above, or the six base reactions, or could be, for example, the three 
support reactions at point C plus the three internal stress resultants at point B. 
As an a ULM analysis of this structure and loading would the 
solution of six simultaneous which is the of reasonable 
handwork However, the new hand-held calculators with their algebraic 
equation solution do make this problem a candidate for a ULM 
solution in the absence of computer facilities. 
The reactions have the same value of at the end and 

at the center support The reason that the increased stiffness of 
the left-hand span does not affect the magnitudes of the reactions is that, in 
this very unusual case, the in stiffness does not change the defiection 
pattern. It only changes the of the deflections. Hence there is no 
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change in the relative distribution of the forces, and of course there is no 
change in the sum of all the forces. 

(b) The left-hand support reaction is a force of magnitude 7f0 L/16 acting 
downward; lOfoL/16 downward at the center support; and foL/16 upward 
at the right-hand support. 

21.3. (a) A stiffer spring shoulders more of the loading. Therefore, the force in the 
spring can be expected to increase, while the force at the wall decreases. 
The moment at the wall should also decrease because of the increase in the 
magnitude of the force in the spring. 

(b) The force in the spring is now (15/52)foL, up from a value of (13/52)foL. 
21.4. (a) There are four reactions, and two independent equations of equilibrium. Thus 

there are two redundant reactions. 
(b) Following instructions, the redundant reactions are the downward force at 

the roller, Y1, and the downward force at the base of the spring, Y2 . Since 
a coorcijnate is being used that starts at the right-hand end, there is no need 
to calculate the two reactions at the wall. That is, the ALS moments can be 

· obtained without involving that moment and shear force. Two likely choices 
among the possible ULSs are (i) a ULS with a downward unit load at the 
right end of the beam reacted at the wall with an upward unit force and a 
counterclockwise moment of magnitude 2L ( and no force in the spring); and 
(ii) a unit tensile force in the spring that leads to. a unit downward force on the 
beam at midspan that is reacted at the wall with an upward unit force and a 
counterclockwise moment of magnitude 'L. Another possible choice of ULS is 
one like the second of the above, but with upward force reactions of magnitude 
! at each end of the beam. The ALS and ULS moments and spring forces are 

1 2 
M(x) = 2Jox -xY1 N = +Y2 

L S x S 2L 
foL 2 

M(x) = foLx - - 2- -xY1 -Y2(x - L) 

(i) OsxsL M(x) = -x N=O 
LS x S 2L M(x) = -x 

(ii) OsxsL M(x) = 0 N=+l 
LS x S2L M(x) = -x +L 

All that is necessary to do n9w is to substitute the above ALS quantities and, 
successively, the ULS quantities into the spring CVW term and the beam 
bending CVW integrals and set each sum equal to zero. 

21.5. (a) With or without using symmetry, there is one more reaction than there are 
independent equations of equilibrium. Let that one redundant be the downward · 
reaction at the base of the spring. Then the two equal downward outboard 
reactions at the beam ends have the magnitudes R = ! [!0L + F - Y]. Since 
the structure and loading are symmetric about midspan, it is only necessary 
to study the left-hand side of the beam where, for O S x SL, 

1 fox 3 1 . 
M(x)=----x[foL+F-Y] and N=+Y 

6 L 2 
A symmetric ULS is desired. The only choice is a unit tensile force in the spring 
causing a downward unit force on the beam at midspan, which is reacted by 
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upward forces of magnitude 4 at each beam end. Then the sum of 
the spring CVW term, and (ii) twice the CVW bending integral over the 

left-hand side of the beam, equal to zero yields 

1 2 
Y= -F + -foL 

2 5 
and 

If the right-hand reaction is declared redundant, then the center reaction is 
! foL - 2Y, and so on. The ULS consists of, say, two unit forces acting down
ward at L.'le beam ends while an upward force of magnitude 2 is at the center. 
Note that the ULS is in both force and moment equilibrium. 

= (4 -Y)x M(x) = -x, M(~) = !fo~ 2 - n M(~) = -~ 

After integration, Y = 11 f 0L /24, downward. on the other hand, the left
hand reaction is chosen to be redundant, the ALS reactions and moments 
change, but the ULS turns out to be the same as ( or the negative of) that above. 
The solution for that redundant is Y = f 0L /24, upward. If the center reaction 
is chosen to be the redundant, again the ULS is proportional to the others. The 
solution for the center support turns out to be 14f0L/24, downward. 

( c) If the center reaction is Y upward, the end reactions are ( i fol + 4 Y) down-
d Th Y - gEio fol war . en - y vo - w. 

21.6. (a) There is one redundant bar force/reaction. Let it be the reaction at point C. 
Then the ULS begins with, sax, a downward unit force at the bottom end of 
bar AC. Then 

Member (L/ EA.) coeff. N N NNL/(EAo) 

AB 1 5/2 (5/8)(F - Y) -5/8 -(125/128)(F - Y)L/EAo 

AC2 4 y 4Yl/EAo 
AD3 5/2 (5/S)(F - Y) -5/8 -(125/128)(F - 1')L/EAo 

The sum of the terms in the last column is the total CVW, and setting it to 
zero nullifies the release at support C. and creates a single equation for Y. Its 
solution, and the solutions for the stresses are 

125 
Y=-F 

381 

( c) Since the structure and loading are symmetric, there is only a single redundant 
bar force. Select, for example, as the tensile force in bar AC, and thus for bar 
AD as well, the redundant Y. Then summing vertical force components at 
joint A leads to the conclusion that the tensile forces in bars AB and AE are 
of magnitude F / ~ - (-vi3 / ~)Y. The single ULS can be unit tensile forces 
in bars AC and AD, and compressive forces of magnitude -vi3 /~in bars AB 
and AE. This ULS is, of course, in equilibrium, and it does zero CVW when 
the deflections at supports C and D are required to be zero. Now it is simply a 
matter of setting the sum of the N N(L/ EA) terms for the four bars equal to 
zero. Then Y = 0.28F. 

(d) Let the compressive force in bar BC bar be the single redundant Y. 
Then the tensile forces in bars AB and BE are (F /-vi3) - Y. Several simple 
ULSs are evident. Compressive unit forces in ali four bars is one possibility. 
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Another possibility is tensile or compressive unit forces in collinear bars such 
as AB and AD. Regardless of the choice ofULS, setting the sum of N N (L /EA) 
terms to zero yields the solution Y= (2-,/3/9)F = 0.385F.In this case where 
the geometry of the deflection of all four bars is the same, it is again clear 
that the stiffer pair of bars, BC and BD, take most (77 percent) of the applied 
load. 

21.7. (a) There is one redundant reaction. Let it be the compressive force in the vertical 
spring. Ignoring the beam axial force CVW in preference to beam bending 
CVW, for the ALS: M(x) = xY, M(y) = -y[(Mo/L)- YJ, Nv = -Y, and 
Nh = -(M0 /L) + Y. TheULSstartswithaunitforceatthebaseofthevertical 
spring. The final solution is Y= Mo/(2L). 

(b) Again, Y= M0 /(2L). The answer could have been anticipated without any 
resort to a ULM analysis by rotating the two-beam frame about point A while 
viewing the radial line AC. The equal leg geometry of the frame causes the 
movement of point C to compress the two springs equally. With the knowledge 
that the forces in the two springs are equal, the problem becomes statically 
determinate. 

(e) One choice for the two ULSs is the pair obtained from Fig. 21.26(c) by first 
setting Y1 = 1, F0 and Y2 equal to zero, and then Y2 = 1, F0 and Y1 equal to 
zero. In case 1, 

M(n = -( M(ri) = -ri M(x) = ~L N1 = 0 N2 = -1 

In the case of the second ULS described above, 

- - - 1 -
M(n = -( M(ri) = 0 M(x) = - 2x N1 = 1 N2 = 0 

21.8. (a) The horizontal reaction at point C is zero. Therefore, there are four nonzero 
reactions, and but two equilibrium equations. Choose the tensile force in the 
spring at point A to be Y1, and the tensile force in the spring at point B to 
be Y2• (Negative solutions are to be expected.) Then the vertical reaction at 
point C is (Y1 + Y2) upward, and the counterclockwise moment at point C is 
(Mo+ 2Y\L + Y2L). A sure way to obtain independent ULSs is to start each 
ULS with a unit tensile force in one spring with no ULS force in the other 
spring. Another ULS that is independent of either, but not both, of the first 
two suggested ULSs is one where there is a unit force in inner spring that is 
balanced by forces of magnitude 4 acting in the opposite direction at the outer 
spring base and at point C. This ULS has the advantage of there not being a 
ULS moment in the vertical beam. There are still other possibilities. 

(b) There are two redundant reactions: Y1 at point A, and Y2 at point B. Let these 
two reactions be directed so that the two springs are in tension. Then the 
moment expressions and spring forces are 

ALS 

M(y) = 4foY2 - Y1y 
M1(Y) = 0 
M(x) = (2foL - Y1 - Yz)x 
M1(x) = -2L(foL - Y1) 
N1 = Y1, N2 = Y2 

ULSI 
M(y) = -y 
Mt(y) = 0 
M(x) = -x 
Mt(x) = 2L 
N1 = 1, N2 = 0 

ULS2 
M(y) = 0 
Mr(y) = 0 
M(x) = -x 
M1(X) = 0 
N1=0,N2=l 

The second of the two simultaneous equations reduces to 2f0L = Y1 + 2Y2 . 
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_21.9. This is an interesting problem because of the various load paths that diffuse the 
applied load F, which also permit a wide variety of choice for ULSs. The best way 
to decide upon the number of redundants here is sketch FBDs of each of the four 
elastic elements. Again, there are no horizontal reactions. On the top cantilevered 
beam, the spring reaction is one redundant, which carries through to the bottom 
cantilevered beam. The reaction of the bottom spring on the bottom cantilevered 
beam is the second redundant. Thus choose the forces in the springs as the two 
redundants. When they are calGulated, the stress resultants in the beams will also 
be known. This is a. problem where not requ4-ing the ULS's unit loads to follow 
the pattern of the redundant loads of the ALS · saves computational effort. 
(a) The reaction at the base of the bottom spring is 12F /33. 
(d) The tip deflection is SF L 3 /(33EI0 ). (As a result of the special circumstances 

of the one applied loading having the simple form and location that it has, 
this problem as it stands is most easily done by the "equivalent spring" stiff
ness method rather than the lJLM force/ flexibility approach. However, a small 
change in the loading, such as in part (e), would greatly complicate the "equiv
alent spring" approach. The "equivalent spring" approach is explained in most 
mechanical vibration textbooks,) 

21.10. (a) While the external reactions of the truss are statically determinate, there is one 
internal redundancy.· A suitable choice for the redundant bar force is any one 
of the bar forces. If the bar force in member AC is chosen, call it Y. Then all 
the other bar forces of the ALS oon be calculated in terms of Y and the two 
applied forces. The release associated with this redundant can be visualized 
as a cut entirely through the bar anywhere along its length with a pipe acting 
as a sleeve around the cut so as to maintain the geometry of the truss as a 
whole. In less graphic terms, the release is a nullification of the continuity of 
the deflections of the bar while maintaining the continuity of the force in the 
bar. The ULS that is needed to reestablish that deflection continuity would 
start with oppositely directed unit forces on the two faces of the cut. Setting 
the CVW done by these two unit forces to zero means that the two unit forces 
are required to have the same deflection, and that reestablishes the deflection 
continuity and provides an equation by which the redundant force may be 
calculated. 

(c) Superposition of the external loads results in superposition of the internal 
reactions whenever the deflections are small. 

21.11. Not only do engineers have to analyze structural designs with various load combi
nations, _but in addition to analyzing structures as they are intended to be, engineers 
may also have to analyze various modifications to the ideal structure. Modifica
tions on the ideal structure may result from poor workmanship, improper main
tenance, mismanagement by vehicular operators (such as following banned fuel 
bum sequences in a large aircraft, resulting in unfavorable weight distributions), 
and limited structural failures. There also may be significant loadings imposed 
upon the structure during the course of it construction. This exercise is meant to 
reflect those various circumstances. In this exercise, the otherwise fully symmet
ric structure's right-hand support is without (has lost?) the capability of resisting 
torques. 

The ALS contains both bending moments and twisting moments, and so too 
do the two ULSs. The ALS is pictured in Fig. 21.30, but it might be beneficial to 
redraw it for clarity. The first ULS can be obtained from the ALS by deleting the 
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l;lPPlied force and moment FoL, and setting = 0, and Y2 = 0. The second 
ULS can be determined by again removing the applied loads and setting = 0, 
and Y2 = l . The moment expressions for each of lhe three beams are, for O :S x :S 
L, 0 :S y :S 2L, and O :S z :::: L respectively, 

ALS 

M(x) = Yix - Y2 
= 3FoL - 2Y:L 

= 3FoL - 2LY1 + 
= 12 -· Y1L 

MtCz) = 0 

VLSI 
M(x) = +x 

=-2L 

= -2L + y 
=-L 

M(z) = -z 
Mi(z) = 0 

ULS2 
M(x) = -1 

=0 
=0 

M1(Y) = +1 
M(z) = +1 

=0 

Now it is necessary to substitute these bending and twisting moments into their 
integral expressions. taking care to insert the correct bending and twisting stiffness 
factors in each integral, and using the limits of integration stated above. 

21.12. (a) The answer is the same as in Example 21.10. 

21.13. 
The respective forces are 2F /9, 3F /9, and 4F /9. 
Neither the loading nor the half-ring structure, because of the different sup
ports, is symmetric. There are three reactions at the fixed support at ¢ = 0, 
and one vertical force reaction at e = 0. and a horizontal force react.ion at 
the far end of the spring. There are only three independent equations of 
librium. Let the two redundant reactions be the tensile force in the spring, 
Y1, and the vertical reaction, Y2, positive downward, at (} = 0. At ¢ = 0, the 
upward axial force is (Y2 - F1); the leftward shear force is (Y1 + F2 ); and the 
bending moment reaction is - F2 - 2Y2). The first ULS starts with a 
unit tensile force applied to the spring. It is finally reacted by a unit shear force 
at <jJ = 0. The second lJLS starts with a positive unit axial force at(} = 0, no 
force in the spring, and it is finally reacted at ¢ = 0 by a compressive unit 
axial force and a counterclockwise moment of magnitude 2R. The moments 
for O :S (}, ¢ :S n: /2 are 

ALS: = R[T1 sine - Y2(1 - cos N = +r1 

lvl(,P)=R[F1 cos¢- -sm +Y1 sin¢-

ULS1: M(8) = R sine ULS2: M(G) = -R(l - cos8) 

M(¢) = R sin¢ 

N = +1 

M(,P) =-RO+ cos 

N=O 

- cos¢)] 

The problem is completed when, for each ULS, the above moments and spring 
forces are substituted appropriately into a bending moment integral between 
zero and n: /2 for(}, another such for¢, and the spring CVW term. 

21.17. (b) The key equations are a = N / A, 8cr = 8N / A, E = constant= 
(N /EA)+ {3(N / EAt. Then substitution into the PCVW yields 
(NL/ EA)+ {3L(N / EA)". 

21.19. (e) Yes, superposition is valid because both the mechanical and Lhermal force 
resultants are detennined from linear analyses just as were when the 
beam differential equations were derived. 

22.1. (a) Since there is no resistance to a bending slope w,x, the reacting bending 
moment Mx (a, y) must be zero. Hence: in the absence of a temperature change, 
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w,xAa, y) + v w,yy(a, y) = 0. The second term is present in this case because 
neither w(a, y) nor w,y(a, y) are zero as they would be at a simply supported 
edge. The second boundary condition is arrived at by drawing a FBD of "one" 
of the spring edge supports at a differential length of the plate edge. The force 
acting at the point the spring is attached to the plate is Vx(a, y)dy. The force 
acting at the outer end of the spring is (k dy)w(a, y). These two oppositely 
directed forces are in equilibrium, and are therefore equal to each other. Thus 
the second BC is 

k 
W,xxx(a, y) + (2 - v)w,xyy(a, y) = D w(a, y) 

(b) The deflection BC is simply w(x, mx + b) = 0. Note that along this skewed 
edge, as along any line, only one parameter is needed to locate a position. In 
this case x has been chosen as that parameter. As for the slope BC, let the local 
coordinates (s, n) be such that the counterclockwise arc length coordinate s 
runs down to the left, while the outer normal coordinate n runs upward to 
the left. Then using the chain rule: w. 11 = (w,x)(x,,,) + (w.y)(y, 11 ). The second 
factor in each term is a constant because the edge is straight. With e being 
the angle between the positive x axis and the negative s axis, the coordinate 
relations x = -s cos e - n sin & and y = -s sine + n cos 8 show that x.n = 
- sin 8 while Y,n = + cos 8. Since m = tan 8, setting up a triangle with a 
base length of 1, a height of m, ,and a hypotenuse of (1 + m2] 112 shows that 
sinB = m/(1 + m 2] 112 , whilecosB = 1/[l + m 2] 112 • Therefore, the slope BC 
can be written as 

0 = -mw,x(x, mx + b) + w,y(x, mx + b) 

(c) The bending moment equation reduces to w. 1111 (x, mx + b) = 0. To put this 
'entirely in Cartesian coordinate terms, the chain rule is used twice. That is, 
from the above answer for w,n ~here x. 11 and Y.n are constants, write 

a(w,n) aw,n aw,n 
w = -- - -· -x + --y 

.n1il - an - ax ,n ay .n 

= W,xx(X,n)2 + 2W,xyY,nX,n + W,yy(Y,n)2 

The reader can finish by inserting the proper argument for the deflection 
function and the values for x,n and Y,n found above. 

22.2. (a) The GDE for the harmonically vibrating thin plate is 

D[W,xxxx + 2W,xxyy + W,yyyy] + phw,11 = Jo sin (rrt /to) 

It can be shown that there exists what is called a "variables separa
ble" solution for the above equation that must have the form w (x, y; t) = 
W(x, y)sin(rrt/t0 ). Thus the time variable in the above partial differential 
equation can be quickly removed so as to arrive at the simpler equation 

D[W,xxxx + 2W,xxyy + W,yyyy] - ( ~ r ph W = Jo 

(b) The second partial derivative with respect to 8 can be dropped from the V 2 

operator in polar coordinates because the lateral deflection is only a function 
of the radial coordinate when the loading is axisymmetric. The remaining 
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, partial derivatives with respect to r become total derivatives. The V 2 operator 
acting upon the \72 produces the GDE: 

2 
+-

r 
+ 

However, this form is not the best way to approach this problem. lt is better 
to leave the GDE as 

' d 2 1 d l I d 2w 1 dw 1 f 
ldr2 +-;: dr J l dr 2 + r dr J = ~ 
In fact the above GDE can be expressed entirely as a product of four derivative 
operators, (Ref. [55]) but that is not really necessary. 
The complementary solution is obtained as follows. Let + 
(1/r)(dw/dr)] = F(r). Then [(d 2F/dr 2) + = 0. Let F' = 
G. Then G1 + = 0. The solution to this first order equation is sim-

G = C1 Then integrate G(r) once to obtain F = C1 In r + C2 . Let 
w' = H. Then H 1 + (1/r)H = C1 ln r + C2 = Ci r - 1) + (C1 + C2). 
The complementary solution is again H = The particular solution is 
C1[!r ln r - ~r] +!(Ci+ C2)r = !Cir In r - iC1r + !C2r. Integrating 
the total solution for H = w1, and simplifying the constants of integration 
yields the complementary solution 

= A 1 + A2r2 + A3 In r + 
. 

ln r 

The particular solution for a constant pres~ure can be found from the trial 
function w = cr4 . Substitutivu in either form of the GDE quickly leads to 
wp(r) = f 0r 4/(64D). Of course, the total solution is w =We+ w p· 

(d) The GDE is simply v 4w(x, y) equals zero. The constant thermal moment 
enters into the BCs, which are 

'0) = 

W,xx(O, y) = 

b) = 0 

0) = Mo 
D 

22.3. (a) As developed in Eq. (22.18), the small, lateral deflection solution for a simply 
supported rectangular plate can be written as 

w(x, =LL " 2 2 sin(mnx/a)sin(mry/b) 
D[(mn/a)"] + (mr/b)] ' · 

In the uniform load case, each of the above summations is limited to odd 
values only, and f~w = 16fo/(n2mn). 

22.5. It is better to place the grid of beams above the plate so that the plate is in compres
sion and the beams are mostly in tension. When the plate buckles, it can continue 
to support even greater pressure loadings until there is general material yielding in 
the plate. The reverse design would have the beams buckling, locally or over their 
entire length, and not being able to support significant increases in the pressure 
loading. 

22.6. At the outer edges, = 0. It is equally clear that = 0. This 
last statement includes the statement that the deflection is a maximum at r = 0. 
Applying this last BC to the general solution for w(r) leads lo the immediate 
conclusion that A 3 must equal zero in order for the to be zero at r = 0. 
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Another reason has to be zero is that the deflection needs to be finite at 
0. One more BC needs to be found at r = 0. To this note that 
9 for 2 /(64D) + 2A2 + ln r + In order for this curvature to be finite, 
must be zern. Then the first two BCs to solve for and A 2 leads to the final 
solution. 

-I' 

= ___!!!_(R2 -
64D 

This is a good example of a case where it be a lot less work to guess a 
polynomial answer to begin with. 

22.7. In the strain equation, y, z) = u.x - z the first linear term is the strain 
of the midplane ( where z = while the second linear tem1 provides the change 
in that strain away from the midplane according to the Kirchhoff hypothesis. 
While accounting for finite deflections, the Kirchhoff hypothesis, and hence the 
second of.the two strain terms, remains the same. However, the first term must now 
include the dominant nonlinear part of Eq. (3.12). That is, since u1, v1 « w' in any 
direction, the single nonlinear term to be added to the above strain expression is 
+ 4 ( w ,x )2. Just as is the case for beams, this nonlinear term is not necessary if the 
midplane does not have to stretch so the thin plate can bend to &'llpli.tudes 
greater than its thickness. An example of a situation where the midplane would not 
have to stretch is the case where the thin plate bent into a "deveopable" surface, 
such as a cylindrical surface. A developable surface is one that t:a..n. be achieved 
by bending a flat plane (like a piece of without stretching or cutting it. The 
surface of a cone, for example, is a developable surface, but a spherical surface 
is not. Developable midplane surfaces for plates are unusual in engineering. In 
almost all engineering applications, the plate boundary conditions are such that 
the midsurface must stretch in order for the plate to have small or finite deflections. 

22.8. (a) For large values of a/b, the factor k approaches 7 rapidly; that is, after a/b = 
3.0, k is everywhere very close to 7.0. 

(b) For large values of a/b, the factor k approaches 4 slowly. 
For values of a/b greater than 3.0, k;::::; 0.4 from Ref. [63]. 

22.9. The equation for the isotropic, rectangular plate bending element stiffness matrix is 
Eq. (22.23). The first of the three integrals produces the result h3 / 12. The second 
part of this equation involves a double integral of a triple matrix product that 
results in a 12 x 12 matrix. Since the goal is just the (7, 7) element of the 12 x 
12 matrix, it is only necessary to calculate the seventh row of [B]1 and the seventh 
column of The matrix [B] is specified immediately above Eq .. (22.23). 
That is, since w(l;, 17) = L N(s, ry)J{q}, the seventh column of the 3 x 7 matrix [B] 
is LNLtx N1.yy 22\'7,xy/- Now, from Eq. (6.18), the matrix 

Ti' I] V 

[E] = ~21 V 1 
I-v Lo 0 

0 
0 

J 
Thus the seventh colunm of [EB] has the elements + 

(l - all with the factor E/(1 - v 2). Therefore, the 
of [B 1 EB] is the four-term sum 

E 

1 - v 2 

(vN7.xx + 
7) element 
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22.10. 

Thus now it is merely a matter of fighting one's way through the algebra. First of 
all, with l; = x/a, and r; = y/b, 

1 
N7(1;, r;) = +~(l + s)(l - 17)(2 + l; - 17 -

so 

. 3 )' ( X' 
=-t---1 l +-) 

4b2 b \ a 

2 (Y\ 2J-
- ".\ -; - b 

and 

21y)21 
U; J 

Now it is a matter of integrating. The easiest thing to do is to modify the iterated 
double integral by multiplying and dividing by (ab) so that the variables are l; and 
r; and the limits of integration are now ( -1, + 1) for both the x or l;, and the y or 
T/ integrals. The integrals of 

E 
l _ v2 [(N7.xx)2 + (N7,yy)2 + 2vN7.xxN7,yy + 

are 

E ( 9 . 9 9 
--? --4 (2/3)(8/3) + --4 (8/3)(2/3) - 2v~[O + 0 - 0 - (4/9)] 
1 - v- 16a · l6b 16a /J 

1 + 2(1 - v) 64a2b2 [64 - 32 - 32 + 8 + (36/5) + 

Therefore, 

k - ab - _i_ - -- 1 - V --- , 
Eh 3 ( 1 1 . v 7 \ 

7,7 - 12(1 - v2) a4 ' b4 -t- 2a2b2 + ( ) 10a2b2 J 

Dab (60 ). 
= --2 -, 7 + 60p2 + 42 - 12v 

60a b~ ,P-

Let the time-varying deflection solution have the form 

w(x, y;t) = sin(ft/2n) L Xn(x) sin(mry/b) 

Q.E.D 
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Then substituting this solution form into the GDE (see the solution to Exercise 
22.2) produces the following differential equation to be solved for each Xn(x ): 

( n11: )2 [(n11: )4 pf2h J 
x:"(x) - 2 b . x:(x) + b - 4Jt2D Xn(X) = 0 

The characteristic equation for an exponential solution is 

4 (n11: 2) 2 [(n11: )4 pf2h J _ r -2 - r + - - -- -0 
b b 411: 2D 

The four roots to this quartic are rn, -rn, Sn, and -sn, where 

'" -[ c:)' + 2~ ( e;) 'l']'P 

'" - [ 2~ ( e; r -c: )' r if n < n 

'" -[ c: r -! ( e; rT' if. ~ • 
where 

Then, converting the exponential solutions to circular and hyperbolic func
tions, the total solution can be written as-' 

Xn(X) = C1,n sinh(rnx) + C2,n cosh(rnx) 

+c3,n sin(h) (snx) + C4,n cos(h) (SnX) 

where, for example, 

"..lh)( ) _ { sin SnX ifn < n 
Shi\ SnX - "nh 

· Sl SnX if n 2: n 
It now remains for the above constants of integration to be determined by use 
of the BCs. The BCs at y = 0, b are identically satisfied, and require no fur
ther attention. The BCs at x = 0 lead to Xn(O) = C2,n + C4,n = An, and X~(O) = 
rnCl,n + SnC3,n = Bn. The BCs at X = a lead to Xn(a) = x:(a) = 0. Complet
ing the algebra yields tb.e solution necessary to determine the four constants of 
integration with the result 

w(x, y;t) = W(x, y)sin(ft/211:) 

where 

W(x, y) = L ln{An[Sn cos(h)sna sinhrn(a - x) 

-rn coshrnasin(h)sn(a -x)]}sin(n11:y/b) 

+ L ln{Bn[sin(h)sna sinhrn(a - x) 

- sinhrnasin(h)sn(a -x)]}sin(n11:y/b) 
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where 

1/ In = s,, sinh rna cos(h)sna - rn cosh r11 a sin(h) Sna 

The quantity is often the small difference of two large numbers. A loss of 
three significant figures would not be unusual. Therefore, this value should be 
calculated by using as many significant figures as possible. 

23.1. Yes. The reason that the uniform modeling is acceptable is that the beam bending 
moments that cause the bar to buckle are greatest at the center of the rod where 
the rod is truly uniform. However, a better solution can be obtained using several 
finite elements that can account for the changes in geometry at the bar ends. 

23.2. (a) The global BCs are now that w 1 = () = w3 = 0, that is, in particular, is 
not zero. The axial loading matrices for the left and right-hand halves of the 
beam, respectively, with l = L /2, are 

23.3. (a) 

(b) 

p1l' t-- I p [-2 
[n,,q, - 30! -6[ 

~36 

P[h]{q} = _!__ 13! 
30l I 3l 

L 

The stiffness matrices for the two beam halves are written as usual. Then the 
matrix eigenvalue problem is composed and solved for the lowest value of P. 
Since the beam-wing can twist without bending, and vice versa, the matrix 
eigenvalue problem becomes 

GJ r 2 

Tl-1 -11 { d¢,1 } r 1 l J d¢2 = qDLceC1a .._ O 

Letting)" = qDL2ceC1a/ GJ, the deterrninant of the single coefficient matrix 
of the twists is 

12-Jc 
I -1 
I 

-1 I 
1-Jc = O 

I 

Thus the characteristic polynomial is Jc 2 - 3). + 1 = 0. The smallest root is 
(3/2) - (./5/2) = 0. 3820. Thus qD = 0.38GJ /(L 2ceC;a). 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~Jl 
0 0 e O O 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 e 

dwi 
de1 
d¢1 
dw2 
de2 
d¢2 

Using a force vector LQJ = L Vi M 1/L Ti/L Vz M2 /L T2/LJ, where Vis 
a shear force, Tis a torque, and.Mis a bending moment, then the elastic forces 
can be written in terms of the following stiffness matrix: 

I 24 0 0 -12 6 ~l dw, I I 0 8 0 -6 2 Ld81 

r Kl'd } £/ I Q 0 4 0 0 -2 Ld¢1 
= L it q = -12 -6 0 12 -6 0 

dw, J 
I 6 2 0 -6 4 0 

. zd¢2 0 0 -2 0 0 Fl 

L -L, 
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The resulting 6 x 6 determinant of the matrix eigenvalue equation can be 
efficiently expanded by minors starting with the fourth row. The first of those 
two 5 x 5 determinants reduces to -576. The second reduces to 576(2 - 3A + 
)..2). Since these two terms sum to zero, they combine to produce exactly the 
same characteristic equation found in part (a). Note that there arc still only two 
eigenvalues because the 6 x 6 [A] has four dependent rows or four dependent 
columns. 

23.4. (a) Because undamped free vibration motion is always such that 
-4n2f 2 {q}, the matrix equation can be rewritten as 

2 2 r2 01,r q1 l + 48£/ r 16 
--4.ir f m l_o -1 J l q2} 7L3 L -5 

-5 J f q1 l = { 0 l 
2 t q2 J O j 

To put this equation in the form required for matrix iteration for the first natural 
frequency, divide by the scalar factor containing the frequency and multiply 
through by the inverse of the second matrix. The result is 

Cancel the sevens in the two denominators, define ). = 12£ l /(n 2mL 3f 2), 

and iterate to obtain Jc= 19.33 and Lq1 J = L0.327 l.OOJ. Therefore, f} = 
0.0629(El/mL 3) 

23.5. (a) A = 19.82, and L qiJ = L 1.000 0,.2434 0.1820 J. 
23.6. The two nodal DOF for the structural system are the lateral translation w and 

the bending slope () at the end of the beam where it connects to the airfoil. Then, 
equating increments in the aerodynamic loads to increments in the restoring elastic 
loads 

{ d£ l - r 1 } _ ~ { 1 1 \ 
dM J -1-e d£ - 1L,., C1a -e j (-de; 

ro 
= '7LcC1a l O 

-11 { dw l = El lr 12 
-e J de J L2 6L 

Withe/ L = 1/4 

f 12 6 j"' f dw } = 'f L 3 cC1a lr 0 l 6 4 l Lde El 0 
-1 l { dw } 
1/4 j L de 

6L l { dw l 
L 2 j de J 

Thus, using the determinant method to determine the eigenvalue, 7- D = 
4EI /(3L 3cCia)-

23.7. (a) The equilibrium equation is MI= 8(U + V) = (K() - PL sine)oe, which 
has two solution paths. The first path is theta equals zero regardless of the value 
of the applied load, and the second path is P = (K / L)(e / sin from which it 
is determined that the critical load is P = ( K / L ). The second variation of the 
total potential energy, 82 II= (K - PL cos ())(oe)2 shows that, as per usual, 
the load path e equals zero is stable below the critical load value and unstable 
above the critical load value. The approximate formula for the bifurcated path 
is K = (8 2 /3)(8 e)2, which is everywhere positive, and hence stable. 
With K = kL 2, the equilibrium equation is 

[kL 2 ( 48 + sine cos - 2 PL sin 8]86 = O 
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which has the two solutions: theta equals zero regardless of the value 
of P; and (ii) P = (kl /2)[(48 / sin 8) + cos B]. This shows that the value of 
the critical load is P = (5 /2) kL. The second variation of the total potential 
energy shows. as per usual, that the load path(} equals zero is stable below the 
critical load value and unstable above it. The approximate value of the second 
variation of the total potential for small values of() along the bifurcated path 
is +(kL 2 /3)8 2 , which is everywhere positive, and hence stable. 

(c) With K = kL2/2, critical load value is P = (3/2)kL, and the approximate 
value of second variation of the total potential energy for small values of theta 
is -(kL 2 /3)() 2 . 

23.8. To obtain the matrix eigenvalue form }s,{q} = [D]{q} for matrix iteration, it is 
necessary to premultiply the first of the 6 x 6 matrices in the problem statement 
by the second in order to obtain [D]. In order to obtain the smallest solution for 
'JD' define A= 6EI/(9DcC1aL 3 ). The [D] matrix is 

ro 0 2 0 0 5 l 
' ·o 0 3 0 0 9 ' 

[D] = I ~ 0 0 0 1 I 
0 5 0 0 

16 J l~ 0 
,., 

0 0 12 J 

0 1 0 0 2 

After iteration, which initially can 'be confined to the third and 
sixth elements of {q}, the converged result is A = 2.6178 and Lq J = 
L 0.3267 0.5686 0.08475 l .000 0.7257 0.1371J. Thus 'l D = 2.292EI /(cC1aL 3 ) 

and the ratio of the two torsional rotations is 0.618. When El is replaced by 
GJ /2, the numerator and denominator are multiplied bye, and e/ L is set equal 
to 1/3, then the result of Exercise 23.3, 7 D = 0.382 GJ /(L 2ceC1cJ, is obtained 
again. 
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Index 

"A" and "ff' bases for material properties, 125 
aeroelasticity, 806 

aileron reversal, 807 
Airy Stress function, 202, 791 

anisotropic materials, 156 
applied elasticity. See strength of materials 

applied loads per unit of beam length, 272 

bar, 6 
basic strip theory, 819 
Bauschinger effect, 124 
beam bending slopes, 233 

beam boundary condition equations, 282 
beam budding, 792 

beam cross-sectional properties. See also St. Venant's 
constant uniform torsion 

bending and extension, 24 ! 
modified area for shearing, 670 

torsion of thin beam cross-sections, 405,415,416 
beam cross-sections, thin open or thin closed, 

403 
beam deflection differential equations, 282 

beams, short bean1 solution, 195, 198 
Beltrami-Michell equations, 188 

Bernoulli-Euler beam t.'1eory, 23 l 
Betti's law, 690 

Bianchi's identities, 93 
biaxial and triaxial loadings, 136 
binomial seiies, 3 
boundary conditions 

derived for beam bending and extension, 518 

deiived for uniform beam torsion, 519 
general stress formulation, ] 88 
stated for plates, 770, 773 

boundary element/integral method, 540 
boundary value problems, 282 

Bredt's equations, 417 
brick finite element, 637 

buckling. See beam buckling; plate buckling 
bulldieads. See frames 

calculus of variations, 512 

Castigliano' s first t.'1eorem, 7 4 7 
Castigliano's method/second theorem. See unit load 

method 
Cauchy equations, 21. 514 
center of twist, 4 73 

chain rule for partial differentiation, 4 

characteristic equation of an o.d.e., 328 

characteristic value problem, 56. See also eigenvalue 

problem 
compact beam cross-sections, 238 
compatibility equations 

Cartesian coordinates, 84, 371 
cylindrical coordinates, 94 

complementary strain energy, 504, 538 
complementa_ry strain energy/CVW 

beam bending and extension, 660 
beam shearing, 669 
beam torsion, 667 

complementary virtual work, 498, 538 

compliance matrix, 152 
composite materials, 157 

concentrated forces, 316 
conserv~tive forces, 483 
constitutive equations, 153 

coordinate axis rotations, 39 
crack propagation, 133, 145 

creep, 114, 127 
curved beams, large radius, 683 
"cuts," 734. See also releases (of constraints) 

damping, 123 
deflection interactions, 306,310,327,365 
deflection type analyses. See stiffness type analyses 
deflections, 69, 232, 763 
deformations, 69 

degrees of freedom. See generalized coordinates 
determinate structures. See indeterminacy 

Dirac delta function, limited definition and use, 317 
direction cosines, 20, 41 
displacement formulations, 173. See also Navier 

equations 
displacements, 68 
distributed generalized coordinates, 598 

divergence, 220, 336, 356, 808 
ductility, 119, 124 
dummy load method. See unit load method 
dynamic equilibrium, 17,645 

effective beam length for buckling, 334 

eigenvalue problem 
differential equation, 332 

matrix, 56, 814 

eigenvector weighted orthogonality, 822 
elastic axis, 444, 457 

elastic foundation, 304 
elastic limit 122 
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elastic stability. See beam buckling; plate buckling 
elastic supports and their BCs, 312 
elasticity, 123, 146 
energy, 122 
energy of distortion, maximum, 62. See also von 

Mises shearing stresses 
enforced deflection boundary conditions, in the finite 

element method, 611 
engineering accuracy, 227 
engineering theory of beams. See Bernoulli-Euler 

beam theory 
equation(s) of motion, 647,817 
equilibrium equations 

for beam stress resultants, 272, 279 
boundary. See Cauchy equations 
general, 19, 370 
for plate stress resultants, 670 

Euler-Lagrange equation, 513 
exact solutions, 192 
external virtual work, beam buckling, 5:f 1 

faces of differential-sized volumes 
back, 14 
front, 14 

factor of safety, 125. See also limit load factor; 
ultimate load factor 

false strains, finite element, 653 
fatigue in metals, 129, 144 
fillets 

maximum shearing stress, 409 
need for, 382, 409 

finite difference method, 524 
finite element analysis accuracy, 600 
finite element method, 545 

deflection boundary conditions, 565 
refined elements, 637 

finite element structural model, 558 
flexibility influence coefficient matrix, 
flexibility type analyses, 700. See also stress 

formulations 
flutter 

airfoil, 814 
general, 220, 336, 646 

force type analyses. See flexibility type ap.alyses 
forces, body, 17 
frames, 220 
free vibrations. See natural vibrations 
functions of integration, 839 
functions of matrices, 833 

GalerkiJil method, 525 
Gauss's/theorem. See Green-Gauss theorem 
generalized coordinates, 546. See also distributed 

generalized coordinates 
generalized forces, 510, 553 
Greek alphabet, ix 
Green-Gauss theorem, 475 
Green's theorem. See Green-Gauss theorem 
Guyan reduction, 622 

Hamilton's principle, 480, 508 
Heaviside step function, 318 
Hellinger-Reissner principle, 504 
homogeneity, 115 
Hooke's law, 122, 146 
hysteresis loop, 125 

imperfections, structural, 126, 805 
indeterminacy, 22,271, 700 
inertia force, 17, 645 
inertia matrix. See mass matrix 
infinite series, use of; 387 
initial strains/stresses, 610 
intergration of strains, 195, 209 
inverse method, 193,203,370 
isotropic materials, 153. See also transversely 

isotropic materials 

kinetic energy, 510 
Kirchoff hypothesis, 763 

Lagrange equations of motion, 459,480 
Lame (material) constants, 154 
Levy series, 401, 774 

· limit load factor, 126 

Index 

linear independence or dependence, 223, 730 
longitudinal (structural component). See stringer 

margin of safety, 126 
mass, in Newton's second theorem, 12. See also 

weight 
mass matrix, 821 
material flexibility matrix. See compliance matrix 
material stiffness matrix, 153 
matrix ill-conditioning, 579 
matrix iteration, 820 
Maxwell-Mohr method. See unit load method 
Maxwell's reciprocity theorem, 689 
mean value theorem, 224, 608 
membrane analogy, 378 
modulus of elasticity, 120, 124 

secant, 122, 333 
tangent, 120, 333 

modulus of rigidity, 125. See also shear modulus 
modulus weighted properties 

beam bending and extension, 235 
plate bending and extension, 760 

Mohr's circle, 47 
moment of inertia, 236 

polar, 393 
principal, 252, 271 

monocoque, 219 
Mueller-Breslau method. See unit load method 
multiconnectivity, 240, 371 

natural vibrations 
beam, 533 
system modeling, 582 

Navier equations, 187 
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Navier series, 401 

neutral axis, beam bending, 253 

Newton's method for finding roots, 2 
nodes, finite element, 552 
numerical solutions, 225 

octahedral shearing stresses. See von Mises shearing 

stresses 
orthogonality, in functions, 388, 400 

orthotropic materials, 148 

parallel axes tlleorems, 245 
percent elongation, l 20 

permanent set, 123 
plane strain, 85, 162 

plane stress finite element See stiffness matrix 
plasticity, 123, 138 

plate buckling, 777 
plate theory, 7 59 

Poisson's ratio, ! 18, 142 

potential energy, 502 
Prandtl stress function, 371,518 

principal axes, beam cross-section, 252 

principle of complementary virtual work, 499-500. 
518,655 

principle of the total complementary potential energy, 

504 
principle of the total potential energy, 503 

principle of virtual work, 49J-497, 626 
products of inertia, 236 

proportional limit, regular or offset, l 20 

Ramberg-Osgood curve fit, !39 
Rayleigh-Ritz method, 525 
redundant forces/moments or reactions, 700 

reference coefficient of thermal expansion, ao, 608 
reference modulus of elasticity, E0 , 234, 554 

refined finite elements. See finite element method 
Reissuer principle, 504-508 
releases, 707, 734 

residual stresses, ] 40-! 43. See also initial 

strain/stresses, 
resonance, 831 

rib. 220 
rigid body motions of stmctures, 556, 607 

rigidity in finite elements, 569-579, 587 
rings. See frames 

Ritz method. See Rayleigh-Ritz method 

safety factor. See factor of safety 
semimonocoque, 219 
separation of variables, 401 

series 

binomial, 3 
Taylor's. 2 

series representations, truncated infinite, finite 
element displacements, 626 

shape functions, finite element, 628, 639 
shear center, 444,457,462 

shear flow due to shear forces, 44 7 
in closed cross-sections, 459, 480 
in open cross-sections, 448 

shear flow due to twisting moments, 411 
shear lag, 239 

shear modulus, 125, 150, 156 
skin, 219-220, 623 

slenderness ratio, for beams, 333 
snap through instability, 805 

software, 523 
spar, 220 

springs used for structural modeling, 311, 704 

St. Venant's constant for uniform torsion. 375 
St. Venant's principle, 199 

stability, neutral, 810 
stability diagrams, 802, 820, 828 

stability energy criteria, 80 l 
static condensation. See Guyan reduction 

stiffener (structural component). See stringer 

stiffness matrix 
additional, beam shearing, 597 

element beam bending, 555, 726 
element beam extension, 557 

global/system assembly, 560 
plane stress rectangular element, 625 

rectangular plate element bending. 784 
rotated'bar element, 604 

spring element, 558 

when product of inertia not zero, 589 

931 

stiffness type analyses, 545. See also displacement 

formulations 
strain energy, J 47 
strain energy, actual and virtual, 503 

strain gauge, 99 
strain gauge rosette, 99 
strain hardening, 123, 138 
strain rate, 127 

strain-displacement equations, linear and nonlinear, 

80 

strains 
Green, 79 
longitudinal or normal, 75 

in rotated coordinate systems, 95 
shear or shearing, 77 

thermal, 150 

tme,~O 
strain-stress equations 

isotropic materials, 154 
orthotropic materials, 152 

strength of materials, 368 

stress 
generalized plane, 53 
offset yield, 120 

plane, 23,157,189,202 

ultimate, 119 
yield, 119, 124 

stress concentration factors, 129, 130, i33, 238, 387 
stress formulations, 168. See aiso Beltrami-Michell 

equations 
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stress resultants 
in beams, 227 
in plates, 7 61 

stress, axial normal, in beams, 237, 567 
stresses 

based on original cross-sectional. area, l 19 
double subscript notation, 10 
initial, 126, See also residual stresses 
maximum values, 46 
octahedral/von Mises shearing, 59 
in rotated coordinate systems, 42 

stress-strain equations, 153 
stringer, 220, 631 
substructuring, 
symmetry of a structure and loading, as a constraint 

on number ofrn:1,lmowns, 170,180,388, 702, 
722,726 

Taylor's series, 2 
temperature change effects, 127, 504 
tensors, 63, 79, 89 
tests, tensile, 119 
tetrahedron finite element, 636 
Theodorsen function, 817 
theory of elasticity, overview and solutions 

approaches, 167. See also displacement 
formulations; stress fmmulations 

thermal forces and moments, equivalent, 235, 249 
thin plate bending and extension. See plate theory 
time-varying loads, 642 
Timoshenko beam theory, 231 
torsion box, 220 
torsion constant. See St. Venant's constant for uniform 

torsion 
total potential energy, 503, 801 
tractions, 19 
transversely isotropic materials, 157 
trial solutions for differential equations, an example, 

327 

triangular plane stress finite element, 635 
uivial solution, 55, 33 ! 

ultimate load factor, l 26 
undetermined coefficients, method of, 22 l 

unifonn torsion, 369, 518, 846 
unit load method, 655 

for simple design purposes, 677 
unit step function. 318. See also Heaviside step 

function 
unitary matrices, 106 

variation 
first or second, 5 J 1 
total, 511, 800 

variational operator, 487-510 
varied paths, 489 
vibrations. See tin1e-varying load? 
virtual displacement, 484 
virtual forces, virtual stresses, 499 
virtual load method. See unit load method 
virtual potential energy, 484 
virtual work, 484 

used to define equivalent nodal loads, 597 
virtual work method. See unit load method 
viscoelasticity, 128 
von Mises shearing stresses, 59 

warping constant, for beam torsion, 421, 442 
warping deflections, 368 
weight, vehicular, l 
well-formulated problems, 104 
Winkler foundation. See elastic foundation 
work, 122, 482 

lost 122 
per ur,jt volume, 122 

Young's modulus. See modulus of elasticity, 
120 
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